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ADDENDA AND CORRIGENDA
VOLUME I
P. 511b,
ANKARA^ add to BibL T.M. Cross and G. Leiser, A brief history of Ankara, Vaccaville, Calif. 2000.
P. 1131b, BAYHAKI, add to BibL: F. Bertotti, L'opera dello storico persiano Bayhaqi, Naples 1991: Julie S. Meisami,
Persian historiography to the end of the twelfth century, Edinburgh 1999, 79-108.

VOLUME III
P. 455b,

P. 885b,

P. 1117a,

HIND BINT CUTBA, add to BibL Renate Jacobi, Portrait einer unsympathetischen Frau: Hind bint 'Utba,
die Feindin Mohammeds, in W^KM, Ixxxix (1999), 85-107.
IBN AL-MUKAFFA', add to BibL J.D. Latham, art. Ebn al-Moqqffac, in EIr, viii, 39-43 (includes
material expanding the same author's ch. in CHAL, II, (Abbasid belles-lettres, Cambridge 1990, 4877, and making certain corrections to it); Mirella Cassarino, L'aspetto morale e religioso neWopera di
Ibn al-Muqaffac, Soveria Mannelli (Catanzaro) 2000.
ILEK-KHANS or KARAKHANIDS, add to BibL Re§at Gene, Karahanli devlet tefkilati (XL yiizyil),
Istanbul 1981; M.N. Fedorov, Notes on the Qardkhdnids and their coinage - /, in Suppl. to the Oriental
Numismatics Society Newsletter, no. 165, London 2000, 1-52; Notes... - II, in Suppl...., no. 168,
London 2001, 1-48.

VOLUME V
P. 486b,
AL-KURDJ, 1. 16, add: Concerning the etymology of the name, Pers. gurdj. and gurdfi are ultimately
identical with Grk. Iberes. The Armenian virkh for "Georgians" shows that the original form was
*vir. An Arm. form without the pi. suffix -kh is vrastan "Georgia", with normal loss of i in a nonfinal syllable, cf. Pers. gura^istdn, older gurdj_astdn. Pers. gurdji shows the normal development of O
Pers. vi- to NP gu- and palatalisation of the velar before i, gurdj. being a back formation. European
designations like Ital. Georgia are transformations by popular etymology of guraji, possibly from a
Class. Ar. djirffi so far unattested. Georgian kartuelebi, sakartvelo, etc. originally designated only the
area around Tbilisi, so that *vir is probably the original name of the Georgians. (F. Thiesen)
VOLUME VII
P. 445b,
MUHAMMAD MURTADA, add to BibL ZiriklT, Aclam\ vii, 297-8; Kahhala, Mu'allifin, xi, 2823; cAbd al-Rahman al-Ahdal, al-Nafas al-yamdm, Sanca' 1979, 239-52; Kattam, Fihris al-fahdris, Beirut
1402/1982, i, 527-43, ii, 621-4; M.M. al-Dimyatl, Mu'&am asrna* al-nabdtdt al-wdrida fi Tddj. al-carus
li 'l-^abldi, Cairo 1966; H. al-Djasir, Na^ardt fi kitdb Tddj_ al-carus min ajawdhir al-Kdmus li 'l-Sayyid
Muhammad Murtadd al-^abidi, al-Riyad 1987; H.T. Shalash, al-Adwiya wa 'l-adwd* f, mu'ajam Tdaj alc
arus, Baghdad 1408/1987; H. Nassar, al-Mucdjam al-'arabi, Cairo 1408/1988, ii, 604-40; R.L. Lari,
c
Alldma Sayyid Murtadd Bilgrdmi ^abidi. Haydt awr cilmi kdrndma, Lakhnaw 1990; S. Reichmuth, Murtadd
az-^abidi (d. 1791) in biographical and autobiographical accounts. . ., in WI (1999), 64-102.
P. 1007a, NASIR-I KHUSRAW, add to BibL Alice C. Hunsberger, Nasir Khusraw: the ruby of Badakhshan. A
portrait of the Persian poet, traveller and philosopher, London and New York 2000.
VOLUME VIII
P. 64a,
NISHAPURI, add to end of first paragraph: The alleged text of the Salajiik-ndma, indifferently published by Isma'il Afshar at Tehran in 1322/1953 is, in the opinion of A.H. Morton, the work of
Abu '1-Kasim Kashanl (whose literary activity seems to span the years between 699/1300 and
716/1316), and is quite closely related to the section on the Saldjuks in the ^dmic al-tawdnkh of
Rashld al-Dln Fadl Allah [q.v.]. Mr Morton is producing a critical text, based on the R.A.S. Pers.
ms. 22b, of an anonymous history of the Saldjuks dedicated to Sultan Toghril III b. Arslan and
apparently written during his reign. This seems to be one of the later works exploiting the original Sala^uk-ndma (if this was indeed its actual name) of Zahlr al-Dm, and the editor believes that
his final text, which will take into account readings from parallel historical sources, will be as close
as we are likely to get to the text of the original Salajuk-ndma.
VOLUME X
P. 164b,
TALIB AMULI, add to BibL Mireille Schnyder, Die "Wunderfiigmsse" der Welt. %ur Bedeuting von
Metapher und Vergleich in der deutschen und persischen Dichtung des 17. Jahrhunderts, Bern/Frankfurt a.M.,
etc. 1992, 167-81.
P. 530a,
TINA, replace beginning of second paragraph, II. 43-55, with: As a technical term of philosophy, tina is
used in some early Arabic translations from the Greek, and in the first period of Arabic philosophical writing, to render the basic meaning of Greek i)A,T|, Ar. hayuld [q.v.], as "matter, material
substrate" (synonymously with mddda], especially in the sense of the Aristotelian Prime Matter, the
substratum of the forms of the primary bodies or aioixeux (ustukussdt, fandsir], while hayuld renders the
general usage of \)X,rj as of "matter relative to form". See e.g. tina for \$Aj| in Ibn al-Mukaffac's
introduction to the Organon (al-Mantik li-Ibn al-Mukqffaf, ed. M.T. Danishpazhuh, Tehran 1978, 4,4);
in an early version of Aristotle's De anima, 403bl8, ed. CA. Badawi,
a
P. 644 ,
TUNISIA. II. HISTORY, (a) The pre-Islamic period, add to BibL arts. C. Nicolet, Les guerres puniques
and J. Desanges, L'Afrique romaine et libyco-berbere, in Nicolet, Rome et la conquete du monde meditenaneen,
ii, Paris 1993; Cl. Lepelley, L'Afrique, in F. Jacques, Rome et ^integration de I'Empire, ii, Paris 1998;
A. Mahjoubi, Villes et structures urbaines de la province romaine d'Afrique, Tunis 2000.

XVI
opposite
P. 770,
P. 787 a ,

P. 824a,
P. 833a,
P. 836b,
P. 846b,
P. 928b,

ADDENDA AND CORRIGENDA

C

UD, Fig. 1, 3rd col., 1. 10, for 8182/6561, read 8192/6561.
'UKAYLIDS, add to BibL 1. Sources. Ibn al-KalanisI; Sibt Ibn al-Djawzi; Ibn al-cAdrm. 2.
Studies. Th. Bianquis, Damas et la Syrie sous la domination fdtimide, 2 vols. Damascus 1987-9, i,
154-6, ii, 601-15; H. Kennedy, The 'Uqaylids of Mosul, in Adas del XII Congreso de la U.EA.L, Malaga
n.d.; Bianquis, Rahba et le Diyar Mudar, de la fondation de la ville a la conquete seljoucide, in BEO, xlixlii (1989-90), 23-53.
'UMAR B. HAFSUN, 1. 4, for [see BARBASHTURU] read [see BUBASHTRU, in Suppl.].
C
UMAR KHAYYAM, J. 3, for 28, 32, read 28, 33.
'UMARA AL-YAMANI, add to BibL P. Smoor, 'Umdm's elegies and the lamp of loyalty, in AI, xxxiv
(2000), 467-564; idem, 'Umdm's odes describing the Imam, in AI, xxxv (2001), 1-78.
UMAYYADS, 1. 14 from below, add to BibL: al-Baladhun, al-Ansab al-ashrdf, complete ed.
S. Zakkar and Ziriklr, 13 vols. Beirut 1996.
USUL, 1. 5 from bottom, for harf/^arr, read harf (garr.

VOLUME XI
P. 2a,
VIDJAYANAGARA, 1. 6, for (1568-1614) read (1586-1614); 1. \Q, for Sri Raya Ill's read Sn Ranga
Raya Ill's; and add to BibL'. H. Heras, The Aravidu dynasty of Vijayanagara, Madras 1927; B.A. Saletore,
Social and political life in the Vijayanagara empire (A.D. 1346-A.D. 1646), 2 vols. Madras 1934;
N. Venkataramanayya, Studies in the history of the Third Dynasty of Vijayanagara, Madras 1935;
R. Sewell, A forgotten* empire - Vijayanagara, repr. New Delhi 1962; N. Karasimha, Towards a new
formation. South Indian society under Vijaynagara rule, Delhi 1992; S. Subrahmanyam, Agreeing to disagree.
Burton Stein on Vijayanagara, in South Asia Research, xvii (Autumn 1997), 127-39.
P. 246b,
YAHYA B. AL-BITRIK, 1. 10, for and literature of the Rum of his time, read and writing system
of the Rum of his time,
in BibL, 1. 2, add pp. 290-1 to references in Plugel's edition.
P. 309a,
YAZDI, 11. 9 and 14, for Dirgham al-Dawla KashkaT, read Daygham al-Dawla Kashka'f.
P. 333b,
YERLIYYA, 1. 13, for page reference in U. Heyd, Ottoman documents on Palestine, 1522-1615, Oxford
1960, read 68-9.
11. 18-21, replace al-Muhibbr, Khuldsat. . . al-Tabbakh, flam, iii, 129) with al-Muhibbi, Khuldsa, ii,
129, iii, 156, 299, 427-8, iv, 449-50; al-Muradl, Silk, i, 106-7, ii, 63; al-Ghazzf, Nahr al-dhahab, iii,
266, 279; al-Tabbakh, flam, iii, 219).
P. 334a,
11. 37-8, for 1154-1175/1762-1741, read 1154-1175/1741-1762.
P. 355b,
YUSUF B. 'ABID AL-IDRISI, 1. 3, for the deathdate 0/992/1584, read after 1036/1627.
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VAN [see WAN].
VARDAR [see WARDAR].
VARNA [see WARNA].
VEYSEL [see 'ASHIK WEYSEL, in Suppl.].
VIDIN [see WIDIN].'
VIDJAYANAGARA, the name of a mediaeval
Hindu power which covered large parts of
the Deccan from the mid-14th century to the later
17th century and which is relevant to this Encyclopaedia because of the incessant warfare between its
Radjas (some sixty of whom, from various, distinct
lineages, issued royal inscriptions claiming sovereignty
over India south of the Krishna river) and the Muslim
sultanates of the Deccan. It appears in Indo-Muslim
sources as Bidjanagar.
The name Vidjayanagara, meaning "City of victory", was that of the state's original capital on the
upper Tungabhadra river. Its ruins lie at HampT in
the Bellary Division in the western part of the modern
Karnataka State of the Indian Union (lat. 15° 20' N.,
long. 76° 25' E.); for the mediaeval city and its buildings, see HAMPI. The kingdom arose from the ruins
of four great Hindu dynasties which had ruled the
territories south of the Vindhya range on the eve of
the first Muslim penetration of the Deccan by the
Dihli Sultan cAlas al-Din KhaldjI in 693/1294 [see
KHALDJIS] . A Hindu reaction came in the time of the
Sultan Muhammad b. Tughluk [q.v], when an infant
Hindu state arose in the Andhra coastlands along the
Bay of Bengal. The ancient Hindu Hoysala kingdom
was overthrown by Vidjayanagara in 1346, but expansion by the new state was challenged in the south
by the existence of the recently-established Muslimsultanate of Madura on the Malabar coast [see
MA'BAR]. Nevertheless, this last ephemeral independent
sultanate was extinguished by the Vidjayanagara
Radjas in ca. 779/1377, and the Malabar region held
by Hindu rulers until the short-lived Muslim conquest
in the later llth/17th century by the Mughal emperor
AwrangzTb [q.v.].
To the north, the sultanate of the Bahmanids [q.v],
much more powerful than Madura had been, formed
a barrier against both Vidjayanagara and the other
main Hindu state of the eastern Deccan, Warangal
[q.v.]. The Bahmanids conquered Warangal by 830/
1425 but were never able to subdue Vidjayanagara.
Warfare between the two powers was frequent, with
the Raycur [q.v] do'db, the land between the Tungabadhra and Bhlma rivers, which Muhammad b. Tughluk
had overrun, being the main bone of contention. The
Bahmanids attacked Telingana [q.v] in 763/1362, and
there were several wars over the next decades between
Muhammad I Bahman Shah (759-76/1358-75) and his
successors, such as Tadj al-Din Ffruz Shah (800-25/
1397-1422), and the Rac^as of Vidjayanagara, with
Ffruz Shah frequently allied with the Hindu Velama

ruler of Warangal. However, there were also periods
of peace, with a rough balance of power emerging
in the Deccan, as Muslim powers suspicious of Bahmanid expansion, such as those to the north, Khandesh,
Gudjarat and Malwa, gave tacit support to Vidjayanagara, and there was also some cultural interaction;
Firuz Shah took a Vidjayanagara princess in marriage. But it was an ignominious defeat at the hands
of Devaraya I at Panagal in 822/1419 which led to
Flruz Shah's enforced abdication in 825/1422. His
successor Ahmad I Shah wrought a condign revenge
on both Vidjayanagara and its recent ally Warangal
in 827/1424 and then on the former in 836/1433.
According to the Muslim historian Firishta, Devaraya
II, the greatest ruler of the Sangama line of Vidjayanagara recruited Muslim archers and cavalrymen for his
army (an inscription of 1430 says that this ruler had
10,000 Turuska, i.e. Muslim, lit. "Turkish", horsemen
in his forces), and in 1433 used his armies to invade
the Bahmanid lands. The historian cAbd al-Razzak
al-Samarkandf led a mission to Vidjayanagara in 8467/1443 and describes the splendour of the capital and
its court and the flourishing state of the kingdom,
and especially of its ports on the Bay of Bengal (Matlac
al-sacdayn; cf. S.H. Hodivala, Studies in Indo-Muslim history, i, 1939, 410 ff.). The Bahmanid sultanate had a
resurgence of power later in the 9th/15th century
under Muhammad III Shah and his able minister
Mahmud Gawan [q.v.], and the latter in campaigns
of 873-6/1469-72 captured Goa, which had in previous decades passed into the orbit of Vidjayanagara,
and brought Bahmanid authority to the coastal region
of Konkar [q.v. in Suppl.] on the shores of the Arabian
Sea. Yet after Mahmud Gawan's death in 886/1481,
the Bahmanid sultanate fell into chaos and by
934/1528 dissolved into five local Muslim sultanates
of the Deccan.
Vidjayanagara, too, was plunged into confusion
towards the end of the 15th century but was rescued
after 1509 by the energetic Tuluva line of Radjas.
By now a new factor was appearing on the coastlands
of the Arabian Sea in the shape of the Portuguese,
established at Goa and elsewhere, and it was also now
that Vidjayanagara's main Muslim enemy became the
c
Adil Shahs of Bidjapur [</.<w.]. The cAdil Shah Isma'Il
was decisively defeated near Raycur in 926/1520 by
Krishnadevaraya, and his forces again worsted in
946/1539. In the middle years of the century, Ramaraya successfully kept at bay not only the cAdil Shahs
but also the Nizam Shahs and Kutb Shahs [</.w.],
until he was in turn defeated in 972/1565 by a coalition of four Muslim sultanates at the villages of
Rakshasa and Tangadi, usually called the battle of
Tallkota [q.v.], when Ramaraya was killed and
Vidjayanagara sacked and deprived of its glory.
The Vidjayanagara state survived for another century
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under the Aravidu line of rulers, but with diminished
territory and revenues, and with the capital at first
transferred south-eastwards to Penukonda, safer from
Muslim attacks. Though deprived of its northern
provinces, it was still strong under Venkata II Raya
(1568-1614), who ruled from a capital at Candragiri,
allied with the Portuguese, received various foreign
embassies and was in direct correspondence with Philip
II of Spain. It was Venkata III who in 1639 allowed
the English East India Company to build a fort at
the village of Madras, which was named Fort St.
George [see MADRAS]. But by now, Muslim pressure
was being strongly felt, with the cAdil Shahs extending southwards into Mysore [see MAHISUR] and then
eastwards into Karnafaka, and the Kutb Shahs pushing towards the Bay of Bengal and the Coromandel
coast. The then Vidjayanagara capital of Vellore
was captured, and Sn Raya Ill's territories shrank
almost to nothing; he is last mentioned in an inscription
of 1678. After Awrangzfb extinguished the sultanates
of the cAdil and Kutb Shahs, the remaining Vidjayanagara territories in the extreme southwestern tip of the
Deccan peninsula passed briefly under Mughal rule.
In modern times, apart from two or three British
pioneers, the history of Vidjayanagara has until recently

largely been written by Hindu Indian writers, and these
have often regarded Vidjayanagara as the guardian of
the Hindu heritage in South India, with a historic mission of resistance to Islam; in this same tradition,
Vidjayanagara has sometimes been regarded by them
not only as a mediaeval Indian state but also as the
precursor of the Maratha confederacy [see MARATHAS] .
Bibliography: Majumdar (general ed.), The history and culture of the Indian people. VI. The Delhi
Sultanate, Bombay 1960, 271-325; VII. The Mughul
Empire, Bombay 1974, 486-501; Habib and Nizami
(eds.), A comprehensive history of India, V. The Delhi
Sultanat (A.D. 1206-1526], Delhi etc. 1970, 10281103; H.K. Sherwani and P.M. Joshi (eds.), History
of medieval Deccan (1295-1724), Haydarabad 1973, i,
79-139; B. Stein, Vijayanagara (= The New Cambridge
history of India, 1.2), Cambridge 1989, with full bibl.
See also HIND. IV. History. (C.E. BOSWORTH)
VIZE [see WIZE].
VODINA [see WODINA].
VOIVODE [see WOYWODA].
VOLGA RIVER [see ITIL].
VOLGA TATARS [see KAZAN; TURKS. I. History].
VOLOS [see KULUZ, in Suppl.].
VOYNUK [see WOYNUK].

W
WA-SOKHT, or "bitter repudiation (sc. of the
beloved)", a term of Perso-Urdu literary criticism which has two senses. First, it denotes a theme
intrinsic to Persian love poetry which came to be
prominently exploited for its own sake in the 10th/
16th-century Persian ghazal by such sabk-i hindi poets
as Wahshf (d. 991/1553), although the exclusive association with the latter suggested by Shibli (Shi'r alc
adjam, 3, 16) is to be questioned (P. Losensky, Welcoming
Fighdni, Costa Mesa 1998, 82). Later, the term wdsokht was used in the Urdu poetry of the 18th and
19th centuries to describe a stanzaic poem devoted
to the theme of repudiating the beloved. Like other
such distinctive Urdu developments, this minor genre
seems to have originated with the innovative poet
Sawda [q>v], who uses muthamman stanzas each concluding with a Persian verse. But musaddas stanzas were
preferred by later exponents of the wd-sokht, who
notably include Mir Muhammad Takl, Djur'at and
Mu'min [q.w.]. A standardised semi-narrative structure incorporating the inevitable sarapa came to
characterise the final phase of the wd-sokht which was
developed by minor poets of the later Lakhna'u school,
such as Bahr, Rikkat and Shawk [q.v.]. Maximal
- exploitation of the inherently limited scope of the wdsokht was achieved in the two extended examples by
Amanat (d. 1275/1858 [q.v.]), of 117 and 307 musaddas
stanzas respectively.
Bibliography: Wd-sokht az Aghd Hasan Amanat, ed.

Mfrza Naslr Beg, Lahore 1964, 1-49.
(C. SHACKLE)
WABA' (A., from wabi'a "to be contaminated", said
of a region or land affected by the plague), the mediaeval Arabic term for "epidemic, pestilence", and
theoretically distinguished from tdcun, from tacana "to
pierce, stab", in the more specific sense of "plague".

In mediaeval Arabic medical treatises, one encounters
the phrase "every td'un is a wabd3, but not every wabd3
is a td'urf''. While it appears that the distinction had
been kept in the early Hidjn centuries, it is doubtful,
however, whether later Muslim writers always used
the two terms with the precise distinction in mind, and
it has been shown that considerable confusion existed
in the usage of terminology.
1. In the mediaeval Islamic world up to
the 1 0 t h / 1 6 t h century.
Epidemics of smallpox and measles, and possibly
of typhus, tuberculosis, cholera and dysentery, had
been known since early Islam, yet the available information is too sparse and vague to enable precise
knowledge of specific cases. Mediaeval Muslim medicine, under Greek influence, considered as the cause
of such epidemics the pestilential corruption of the
environment, particularly the air (miasma).
Enough material has survived to show that medical
writers in early Islamic centuries understood td'un to
mean both the bubonic plague and the swellings of
the lymph glands so characteristic of this disease.
Relying on Greek and Latin sources, and parallel to
the classical notion of the "black death", they speak
of the "black td'un", the worst kind of plague, one of
the prominent signs of which is the appearance of
dark blotches under the skin. The 7th/13th-century
author Muhyi al-Dfn al-Nawawf [q.v.], for example,
speaks of "tumours. .. accompanied by a fiery inflammation", of "palpitation of the heartbeat and nausea",
all symptoms which accord with modern medical data
collected on the bubonic plague. The physician Ibn
al-Nafis [q.v.] identified buboes with plague infection.
The Andalusian historian Ibn al-Khatib [q.v.], a contemporary of the Black Death (see below), stands out in
his opposition to the view of the jurists and his insistence
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on the factor of contagion in spreading the plague.
The plague is a virulent and extremely lethal epidemic illness, which appeared in world history in the
form of great cycles of periodic infection known as
pandemics. The bacilli, known as Pasteurella pestis, are
carried by fleas (Xenopsylla cheopis) into populations of
wild rodents, where the plague can find a permanent
reservoir. It is agreed that the factors which led to
outbreaks of plague were an epizootic in the rodents,
especially in rats, which would destroy the hosts for
the fleas and cause the latter to pass to humans. When
an infected flea bites a human, plague bacilli multiply
and accumulate in the lymph glands and create buboes
(hence: bubonic plague). As the disease progresses, the
body's temperature rises and the pulse dramatically
increases. In plagues attested in history, a large percentage of cases of infections resulted in fatality within
two weeks at the most. A mortality rate of up to
70% made bubonic plague a disastrous disease. Complications could draw the plague bacilli into the lungs,
causing the highly contagious and absolutely fatal
pneumonic plague which prevails mainly in the winter
months and causes death rapidly. A septicaemic variety
of plague results from the introduction of the bacillus
into the bloodstream and is a very acute plague form,
since death can occur within hours. Plague infection
spread primarily along communication and trade
routes, both by land and sea. Contrary to the assertion
of some scholars, there seems no ground for the suggestion that populations could develop natural immunity to the plague.
A plague recorded for the years A.D. 573-4 is of
interest since it occurred immediately after what is
commonly held to have been the date of Muhammad's
birth. It appears to have been part of the pandemic
which began with the so-called Plague of Justinian in
541 and continued for two centuries up to 131/749.
The geographical origin of this pandemic is unclear,
and the mediaeval Muslim ascription of it to an
African plague reservoir should be treated with caution.
One should also note the so-called Plague of Shfrawayh
(6/628), named after the Sasanid emperor Shfrawayh
or Shlruy Kawadh II, who perished in this outbreak,
as being the first recorded case of plague in the
Muslim era. A decade later, in Syria and Trak in 1718/638-9, the Plague of 'Amwas in Palestine [see
C
AMWAS] was the first plague to strike the newly-established Muslim empire. It appears to have been of
devastating proportions in terms of the mortality it
caused; many thousands of Arabs and the conquered
population perished. Plague then occurred in the
Muslim Near East between 49/669 and 131/749,
about a dozen times in Syria and Trak, of which the
so-called "Plague which snatches people away fin
droves]" (tdcun al-djarif) in 67/687 in Trak, and then
that of 126/743-4, which persisted almost continuously until 131/749, were particularly devastating.
Thereafter, there appears to have been a respite in
the incidence of plague until it struck Baghdad in
301/913-14. Later, sporadic outbreaks are difficult to
identify because of the dubious terminology.
The second pandemic in the mediaeval Islamic
world is known as the Black Death. It appeared in
Mongolia—where plague had been endemic for a long
time—ca. 732/1331, and reached Islamic territories in
748/1347, most likely by the overland route through
Turkestan and the Black Sea region. It was as devastating to the Near Eastern populations as to the
European ones, and although no accurate mortality
data are available, modern research has suggested a
population decline of between 25% and 33%. From the
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available sources, it appears that Egypt and Syria
were the regions primarily affected. In addition to
high mortality there was large-scale flight from infected
areas which aggravated the situation. Cultivated land
was abandoned and famine developed. Urban centres
suffered as well, since economic activity drastically declined and various functions were suspended. In Ibn
Khaldun's poetic phrase, "It was as if the voice of
existence in the world had called out for oblivion and
restriction and the world responded to its call". There
were frequent recurrences until as late as the 19th
century. For Egypt, close to 50 recurrences of either
wabd3 or ta'un have been recorded for the period
between 1348 and 1517. For Syria, the number is
about 25. Among the effects of this phenomenon, one
should point out the almost certain lack of demographic recovery until modern times.
Theological belief and a normative scheme of behaviour with regard to the plague arose and were incorporated into hadlth [g.v.] and other kinds of literature,
such as the genre of treatises on the plague. Juristic
literature furnished not only legal precedents, which
set limits to intellectual discussion and communal
behaviour in the context of epidemics, but also an
aetiological explanation of the plague, methods of prevention and treatment. Theological explanations contradicted the medical ones of an infected environment
(see above) by claiming that disease comes directly
from God, hence no infection should be feared.
Accordingly, plague was a divine punishment inflicted
on impious Muslims and unbelievers. A special kind
of lore developed around demons (ajinn [q.v.]) as the
agents of the plague. However, if a pious Muslim survived the ordeal, he would be rewarded in the afterlife.
In traditions ascribed to the Prophet, death from the
plague is one of the means of gaining the status of
shahid [q.v.] or martyr. It was maintained that plague
was a form of the divine mercy (rahmd), and that a pious
Muslim should suffer an epidemic patiently, trusting
in God's will and not trying to foil it. Such views
explain the dicta prohibiting flight from stricken places.
Bibliography: M.W. Dols, The Black Death in the
Middle East, Princeton 1977; idem, The general mortality of the Black Death in the Mamluk empire, in A.L.
Udovitch (ed.), The Islamic Middle East, 700-1900,
Princeton 1981, 397-428; B. Shoshan, Motes sur les
epidemies de peste en Egypte, in Annales de demographic
histonque (1981), 387-404; L.I. Conrad, The plague in
the early medieval Near East, Ph.D. diss, Princeton
Univ., unpubl.; idem, Ta'un and waba\ in JESHO,
xxv (1982), 268-307; Dols, Al-Manbiji's "Report of the
Plague". A treatise on the plague of 764-65/1362-64 in
the Middle East, in D. Williman (ed.), The Black Death.
The impact of the fourteenth century plague, Binghamton
1982, 65-75; Conrad, Plagues in the Islamic world, in
Diet, of the Middle Ages, ix, New York 1978, 684-6;
idem, Die Pest und ihr soziales Umfeld im Nahen Osten
des fruhen Mittelalters, in Isl, Ixxiii (1996), 80-112.
(B. SHOSHAN)
2. In the O t t o m a n Empire.
The development, in the course of the 16th century, of the vast Ottoman Empire does not seem to
have affected the presence and proliferation of the
plague, firmly established in the Ancient World since
the mid-14th century and persisting there until the
time of its disappearance in the early 20th century.
Identifying the disease with certainty, establishing the
chronology, geographical extension and intensity of
epidemics of the plague over four centuries across this
immense territory, is a task which has not as yet been
tackled. However, publications currently available make
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it possible to sketch the major aspects of the presence
and effects of the plague, with the following proviso:
the available information becomes more thorough
and reliable the closer our own time is approached, and
data is less complete and less certain the further one
travels from towns and coastal regions. From the early
16th to the mid-19th century, the plague was virtually
always present in at least one of the Ottoman provinces,
spreading periodically over a much larger area, even
the whole of the Empire. While the mortality rate of
the disease was always very high—an average of three
fatalities for every four patients—its intensity varied
considerably: in some cases it would cause only a few
deaths, then return to the same area some years later
and wipe out a quarter of the population within weeks.
The 16th century is the period in which lacunae are
most apparent. It is possible, however, to point to a
huge pandemic in the years 1572-89, at which time
the plague is found to have affected, with a few brief
interruptions, the Near East as well as Egypt, Anatolia,
the Balkans and North Africa. On the other hand, the
plague was much in evidence during the whole of
the 17th century, as is shown by these two examples:
in Algiers it is recorded in 1600-2, 1605, 1606-9,
1611-3, 1620-4, 1626-7, 1630, 1639-44, 1647, 1649,
1654-61, 1665, 1673, 1675-6, 1680-3, 1686, 1689-95,
1697-1702, thus every other year on average. Cairo
was affected, to a degree sufficient to have drawn the
attention of the chroniclers, in 1601-3, 1619, 1620-6,
1642-4, 1667-8, 1671, 1696, thus 18 years in total. The
plague was still rife in the 18th century; in 100 years,
68 years of pestilence have been recorded in Istanbul,
57 in Aegean Anatolia, 44 in Egypt, 42 in AlbaniaEpirus, 41 in Bosnia, 33 in Syria, 18 in Bulgaria, 45
in the Regency of Algiers and 19 in that of Tunis.
Improved sources of information reveal that these epidemic instances were of limited intensity and that the
deadly epidemics, those which could wipe out between
one-tenth and one-third of the population of an urban
area, the large cities in particular, occurred only rarely,
once in each generation on average. This was the case
in 1705, 1726, 1751, 1778 and 1812 in Istanbul, 1713,
1741, 1762, 1781 and 1818 in Salonica, 1718, 1733,
1762, 1787, 1812 and 1837 in Aleppo. The beginning
of the 19th century was a continuation of the 18th with
two great pandemics which ravaged almost the whole
of the Empire in 1812-19 and 1835-38. Then, in the
years 1840-44, the plague seems to have disappeared
from the Ottoman Empire, with the exception of limited outbreaks in Cyrenaica in 1856-59 and in Trak
in 1856-9, 1874-7 and 1891-2. It emerged again in 1894,
persisting for more than half a century, in African
and Asian territories which were formerly Ottoman.
The plague was above all a disease affecting various
species of wild rodents, which played a decisive role
in the perpetuation of the disease according to a complex process, in which their fleas participated, in what
used to be called the natural centres of the plague.
In terms of the Ottoman Empire, this refers to Persian
Kurdistan, the Libyan desert and the cAsfr [q.v.] massif between Yemen and Hidjaz. It was from these
zones that the disease spread, always carried by
rodents, over vast territories and long periods of time,
thus forming, in the 17th and 18th centuries, temporary centres, notably in Albania-Epirus, MoldaviaWalachia, Istanbul, Anatolia and Egypt. In these
centres, the epizootic disease was communicated, fortuitously, to humans through the intermediary of fleas.
On becoming an epidemic disease it would subsequently
be diffused, by land and sea, throughout the whole
of the Empire, carried by couriers, merchants, sailors,

nomads, soldiers and fugitives—any travellers, in fact.
It is difficult to evaluate precisely the demographic
effects of the plague. However, the 16th century seems
to have enjoyed a fairly long epidemic remission, accounting for the relative prosperity of the population
observed in Anatolia and the Near East. This came
to an end in the 1580s, and the 17th and 18th centuries show an increase in the frequency of the disease,
probably responsible for a stagnation of the Ottoman
population taken as a whole. In its more severe manifestations, the plague also damaged economies, disrupting harvests in the countryside and commercial
and industrial activities in the towns. The plague was
thus one of the decisive factors behind the problems
and weaknesses of the Ottoman Empire in the 18th
century.
The beliefs and the behaviour of Muslims when
confronted by epidemics of the plague were determined in the Middle Ages, and works of this era,
especially those of Ibn Hadjar al-cAskalanf in the 15th
century, were regarded as authoritative in succeeding
centuries. The situation changed from the early 19th
century onward, with the appearance in the Near East,
in 1820, of a new epidemic disease—cholera, originating in Bengal, which, spreading from Mecca, was
to add its effects to those of the plague. The change
came about through the influence of the Europeans
resident in the Levant, who successfully applied the techniques of protection in use in Europe, and especially
through the awareness on the part of rulers of Muslim
states of the importance of the demographic factor in
military, fiscal and economic spheres. Traditional resignation to divine will was replaced, at least in the
higher echelons of the state, by a conception which
sought to reconcile the Sharfa with modern science
and the interests of the state. From the 1830s onward,
the Ottoman Empire, Egypt, Tunisia and Morocco,
equipped themselves with sanitary authorities and regulations, placing quarantine stations on maritime and
terrestrial frontiers. These innovations were achieved
with the aid of Westerners, diplomats and doctors, who
saw an opportunity to enhance their influence. The
rapidity of the results obtained, such that no cases of
plague were recorded in the Ottoman Empire after
1844, resulted as much from the efforts of local sanitary
institutions as from natural extinction of the temporary
centres of the previous centuries. Later recurrences of
the plague, few and of limited scope, were energetically combatted.
Bibliography: J.N. Biraben, Les hommes et la peste
en France et dans les pays europeens et mediterraneens,
2 vols. Paris 1975-6; M. Dols, The second plague pandemic and its recurrences in the Middle East: 1347-1894,
in IJMES, xxii (1979), 162-89; D. Panzac, La peste
dans rEmpire ottoman 1700-1850, Louvain 1985
(abridged Turkish ed., Osmanh imparatorlugu}nda veba
(1700-1850), Istanbul 1997); idem, La population de
rEmpire ottoman. Cinquante ans (1941-1990) de publications et de recherches, Aix-en-Provence 1993; Sadok
Boubaker, La peste dans les pays du Maghreb: attitudes
face aujleau et impacts sur les activites commerciaks (XVeXVIIF decks), in Revue d'Histoire maghrebine, Ixxix-lxxx
(1995), 311-41; Gulden Sanyildiz, Hwaz karantina
tejkilati (1865-1914), Istanbul 1996; S. Speziale, Oltre
la peste. Sanitd, popolazione e societd in Tunisia e nel
Maghreb (XVIII-XX secolo), Cosenza 1997.

(D. PANZAC)
WABAR, in Arabian lore a district and tribe
localised in the southern part of the Arabian peninsula. Al-Bakn, Mucdj.am, ed. Wiistenfeld, 835, and
Yakut, Buldan, ed. Wiistenfeld, iv, 896, give the name

WABAR
as an indeclinable fcfali form, Wabar1, with the irregular nisba AbarT.
1. In Arabian lore and history.
The Wabar are mentioned by the historians alongside the cAd, Thamud [q.vv.] and other extinct tribes
like the DjadTs and Tasm [q.v.] as peoples of Arabia,
now vanished (al-Amb al-bd'ida), accounted by some
genealogists as being among the "true, original" Arabs
(al-cArab al-'arbd* or al-cdriba), and described as such
by e.g. al-Hamdam and al-Tabarf. The latter, i, 221,
tr. W.M. Brinner, The History of al-Taban, ii, Prophets
and patriarchs, Albany 1987, 20, and al-Mascudf, Tanbih,
184, and Muru$, iii, 288-90 = § 1161, number the
Wabar among the extinct Arab tribes and give their
genealogy.
The statements of the Arab geographers and historians about the history of the Wabar are strongly
saturated with legend. The stories current among the
Arabs are given by Ibn al-Fakm, 37-8, whose statements are combined from several sources, al-BakrT
(op. cit.), and much more fully Yakut (iv, 896; a brief
synopsis in the Lisdn, still more briefly in the Kdmus
and a little more fully in the Tad}, s.v.). Yakut quotes
various authorities, including Hisham Ibn al-Kalbl,
Muhammad b. Ishak, Ibn al-Fakfh, and other direct
and indirect sources. His statements (iv, 897) agree
almost word for word with those of Ibn al-Faklh. AlKazwlnl (Adid'ib, ed. Wiistenfeld, ii, 41) and later
writers are based on Yakut. The same characteristic features are common to the authors and compilers mentioned. These include the purely legendary
elements: that the name of the land goes back to
an ancestor Wabar, who flourished at the time of the
confusion of tongues (so al-Mascudi, Tanbih, 184;
al-Taban, i, 221, 250), that after the fall of the cAd
(cf. Ibn Sacd, Tabakdt, i/1, 20), the previous inhabitants of Wabar, the Djinn, took possession of the land
(so also al-Hamdanl, op. cit., 154, 223; al-Taban, i,
221), and men lived there no longer but only halfmen (nasnds), beings who had only half a head, one
eye, one hand and one leg (Yakut, ii, 263, tells the
same story of al-Shihr), that no one dared enter this
land, and that its mysterious inhabitants destroyed
the crops of the adjoining lands between al-Shihr and
Yaman. A feature which is developed in the legend,
on older models, is the story that Wabar was a particularly fertile land, rich in water and fruit-trees and
especially in palms (so also al-MascudI, Murud^, iii,
276, 288-9 = §§ 1150, 1161); al-Nabigha's mention
of palms in the land of Wabar (in Ahlwardt, The
Divans, etc., London 1870, 112, from Yakut) was taken
as evidence that the land was fertile and inhabited
(cf. al-Bakrl, loc. cit., with Yakut, iv, 898). The mentions
of Wabar in poetry are, of course, not independent
evidence, but repeat as a rule only the conventional
notions of the great antiquity and fall of the people
and the isolation of their land (cf. also Yakut, iv, 897).
What arouses interest in these fables and may
be of use are the geographical ideas at the bottom
of them. According to some of these statements, the
broad land of Wabar stretched from al-Shihr to San'a3,
in general to the eastern frontier of Yaman; according to others, it comprised the whole territory between
Nadjran and Hadramawt; lastly, according to others,
it was the territory between the "sands of Yabrln"
(rimdl Tabfin] and Yaman (see also al-Djawharf). From
these topographical hints, which in spite of their differences together give a rough general picture, it can
be deduced that the portion of the South Arabian
desert, of the Rubc al-Khali or Dahna5, north of the
Mahra [q.w.] country, was called Wabar by the Arabs,
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but this geographical name was also understood in
a wider sense and extended to the whole Dahna5.
The part called Wabar adjoined in the east the desert
area of al-Ahkaf (dunes) which lay north and west
of Hadramawt. C. Landberg (Etudes sur les dialectes de
I'Arabie meridionale, Leiden 1901, i, 160) says, on the
authority of information received from local people,
that in the expression ahl al-ahkdf the place-name,
according to South Arabian ideas, refers not only to
the district of al-Ahkaf but also to caves in which the
Arabian troglodytes live (cf. Yakut, i, 154, on the different topographical clues for this district).
It is impossible to accept Ritter's (Erdkunde, xiii,
315) identification of the Wabar with the Bavoupocpoi,
who are mentioned by Ptolemy in connection with
the Thamud and are to be located in the northern
half of the west coast of Arabia (the first component
of the name is obviously connected with Banu). Ritter's
comparison (xii, 271, 392) of Wabar in al-IdrlsT (ed.
Jaubert, i, 156) is also to be rejected. Nevertheless,
although the records are clothed in the form of legend, it does not follow that the whole story is a pure
invention, but only that we have here the memory of
an ancient people which has become a legend; similar
things are to be found in the history of most nations.
There is a series of fabulous stories associated with the
whole of Southern Arabia between Yaman and cUman,
a region little known to Arab scholars and litterateurs.
Various ruined sites and buildings have been noted
by European travellers. Thus H.St.J. Philby saw in
1917, at al-Sayh in the Afladj oasis, the ruins of a
large building called by the locals Kusayrat cAd and
regarded in local tradition as the capital of a king
whose capital was at "Wubar" further south, on the
border with Hadramawt (The heart of Arabia, London
1922, ii, 99 ff.).' Al-Tabari, i, 221, locates the land
Abar between Yamama and al-Shihr in the Hadramawt, and the geographers generally regard the oasis
of Yabrm as marking the northern edge of Wabar.
Bibliography. Given in the article.
(J. TKATSGH*)
2. Modern attempts to locate the site.
As emerges from 1. above, it seems hardly possible to locate the site of Wabar from the written and
oral sources. Archaeological research, on the other
hand, did not produce any specific results until 1992,
when much publicity was given to the supposed discovery of the ancient city of "Ubar" (i.e. Wabar) at
al-Shisar in northern Dhofar or Zafar [q.v.] (Sultanate
of Oman), a site well known to the local inhabitants
as the last watering point before the vast expanse of
the sands of the Rubc al-Khali. It was also suggested
that Wabar could be identified with the Omanum emporium, a trading settlement mentioned by Ptolemy.
At the time of the present writer's first visit to the
site in July 1980, al-Shisar had no permanent dwellings, except for a fortlet built in 1955 by the Sultan
of Oman for a small detachment of soldiers. A small
cultivated area, with palm trees, vegetables and seasonal crops, covered an area of about half a km2.
The main concern of the garrison was clearly to
guard a perennial spring which could be reached at
the bottom of a steep descent, some 15 m below
ground, in a large cave exposed by the collapse of a
limestone dome. The mouth of the cave was in the
past encompassed by a stone enclosure, irregularly
rectangular in plan, measuring about 60 X 70 m and
reinforced at almost regular intervals by small towers.
The collapse of the cave mouth, which is still in progress, has some time ago caused the destruction of a
large portion of the western side of the enclosure.
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On the archaeological discovery at al-Shisar, any
firm judgement would be premature, since a detailed
scientific report is not yet available. The identification
with the Omanum emporium is dubious in light of recent
extensive work on Ptolemy's Geography, which points to
the interpretation of the term emporium as referring
exclusively to coastal market towns; and even the
Bedouin who accompanied Bertram Thomas when he
crossed the Empty Quarter, and who recounted the
legend that Wabar was a great city buried beneath the
sands, were indicating an area far to the northwest of
al-Shisar. Hence the small size and the architectonic
features of the enclosure found at al-Shisar do not seem
to offer any evidence for its identification with a major
pre-Islamic trading town. According to popular belief
in the area, the ruin could be related to a stronghold
built by the ruler of Hadramawt, Sultan Badr b.
Tuwayrik, around the middle of the 10th/16th century (see on him, R.B. Serjeant, The Portuguese off the
South Arabian coast, Beirut 1974, index of proper names).
Bibliography: G.M.B. Jones, On the incense trail.
From the Empty Quarter to the Indian Ocean, in Minerva,
iii/4 (July-August 1992), 14-17; M.C.A. Macdonald,
Wabar, in the section Archaeology and artifacts of the
Arabian Peninsula by R. Boucharlat, in J.M. Sasson
(ed.), Civilizations of the Ancient Near East, ii, New York
1995, 1351; and for a popular account of the search
for "Ubar" and its identification with al-Shisar,
N. Clapp, The road to Ubar. Finding the Atlantis of the
sands, London, Boston and New York 1998.
(P.M. COSTA)
WAD MADANl, a city in the Republic of
Sudan (1993 pop., 220,000), located on the left bank
of the Blue Nile 136 km/85 miles southeast of the
capital Khartoum [see AL-KHURTUM], and the main
urban centre of the Djazfra region (the area between
the Blue and White Niles). It is adjacent to the headquarters of the Djazfra irrigation scheme at Barakat.
The name is derived from Muhammad b. Madanf
(fl. late 17th century), known as Wad (i.e. Walad)
Madam, a prominent religious scholar and teacher
of the Malikf legal handbook al-Risdla by Ibn Abl
Zayd al-Kayrawam [q.v.]. His tomb, a simple brick
kubba in which his successors were also buried, is
located in the oldest quarter of the town, named alMadaniyyfn. Wad Madam developed into a large settlement during the 18th century and, in the aftermath
of the Turkish-Egyptian conquest of the Fundj [q.v.]
kingdom in 1821, it supplanted Sinnar as a regional
administrative and commercial centre. It also continued
to be a major centre of Islamic scholarship and training
during the 19th and 20th centuries, with the schools
of the Madaniyyfn family, of Muhammad al-Izayrik (d.
ca. 1883), and of CAH al-Bushi (d. 1929). These schools
stressed study of the Kur'an and jurisprudence over
Sufism (Muhammad wad Madam himself is known as
al-Sunm), befitting the city's development into a major
commercial entrepot.
Bibliography: For a biography of Muhammad
b. Madanf, see Muhammad al-Nur b. Dayf Allah,
K. al-Tabakdt, ed. Yusuf Fadl Hasan, 2Khartoum
1974, 329-32; H.C. Jackson, 'Two Ge^ira families, in
Sudan Motes and Records, iii (1920), 94-109 includes
an account of the Madaniyyfn; Muhammad alIzayrik is remembered by one of his pupils in Babikr
Bedri, The memoirs of Babikr Bedri, tr. Yousef Bedri
and G. Scott, London 1969, 11-14.
(N. McHuoH)
WA'D AL-BANAT (A.), "the disposal by burying
alive of newborn daughters", refers to the practice
in pre-Islamic times of burying newborn girls

immediately after birth. The concept occurs with strong
disapproval in the Kur'an in LXXXI, 8, in the form
al-maw3uda, but according to mediaeval tafsir, the practice is alluded to also in LX, 12 (believing women
who do not kill their children), XVI, 58/59; XLIII,
17 (anger and grief for the birth of a daughter), and
in VI, 151, XVII, 31 (the killing of children for fear
of poverty). According to the hadith, the practice was
explicitly forbidden by the Prophet (see Wensinck,
Concordances, s.v. w-y-d). From two traditions where alc
azl [q.v.] "coitus interruptus" is called respectively alwa'd al-khafi "the hidden burying alive" (Muslim, nikah,
141; Ibn Madja, nikah, 61; Ibn Hanbal, vi, 361, 434)
and al-maw3uda al-su§hra "the lesser buried alive one"
(Abu Dawud, nikah, 48; Ibn Hanbal, iii, 33, 51, 53)
it may be concluded that, more generally, the practice was probably a primitive sort of population control, though "gendered". In modern Islam, the issue
of the prohibition of infanticide has played an important role in the debate on the legality of family planning (see Abdel Rahim Omran, Family planning in the
legacy of Islam, London 1992, 86-89 and passim)', the
opponents argue that eazl or any practice that prevents pregnancy is to be equated with wa'd, whilst
the proponents maintain that contraception merely
prevents pregnancy and involves no killing and that
only abortus provocatus is covered by the prohibition of
wa'd and that cazl was permitted by the Prophet.
(F. LEEMHUIS)
AL-WACD WA L-WA'ID (A.), "the Promise and the
Threat", represents one of the "Five Principles"
(al-usul al-khamsd], which since the time of Abu '1Hudhayl [q.v] have been considered c h a r a c t e r istic of M u c t a z i l f theology. With this slogan, the
Muctazila expressed their conviction that not only the
unbelievers had to face damnation on the Day of
Judgement but that Muslims who had committed a
grave sin (kabira [see KHATI'A]) without repentance
were also threatened by eternal hellfire.
The starting-point of this dogma was the exegesis
of certain Kur'anic statements. These stress, on the
one hand, that God has "promised" Paradise to the
believers (e.g. IX, 72) and Hell to the unbelievers (e.g.
IX, 68) (in both cases the verb wa'ada is used), i.e.
He has made a binding declaration of intent. On the
other hand, the Kur'an declares that certain grave
sins will be punished by eternal damnation. Thus it
says in e.g. IV, 10 that "Those who devour the property of the orphan unjustly, . . . will in the end roast
in a hellish blaze" (cf. also IV, 30; LXXXII, 14, et«/.).
The Muslims of the early period were nonetheless
of the opinion that these "verses of threat" were not
addressed to them. They were apparently convinced
that, due to their adherence to Islam, they automatically belonged to the "People of Paradise" (ahl alajanna), thinking that such warnings could only be
meant for the unbelievers, characteristically called the
"People of the Fire" (ahl al-ndr). This certainty of salvation, however, crumbled during the first century of
the Hidjra. Various religious movements (Kharidjites,
Kadarfs and ascetics) contributed to this process, since
they, for a wide variety of reasons, thought that eternal punishment was not precluded in the case of sinful Muslims.
These discussions apparently influenced the opinions of the Mu'tazilfs. The Kadarf model was decisive here; for, just like the adherents of the Kadariyya,
the Mu'tazila were of the opinion that individuals
determine their actions themselves and are, therefore,
to be held responsible for their good and bad deeds.
In addition, the Muctazila stressed the principle of
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Divine justice. The latter is manifest in the fact that
God reliably keeps the promises and threats which
He has made in the Kur'an. These declarations were
formulated in a general way (cdmmm) and should not
be relativised by interpreting them in a particular way
(khassan] by having them refer to this or that group
(such as the unbelievers). The Mu'tazila concluded
that God will punish all individuals, including Muslims,
who have committed a grave sin by eternal hellnre.
Thus there is no way out for the grave sinner, unless
he sincerely repents of his crime (al-tawba wdd^iba; cf.
c
Abd al-Djabbar, Mughm, xiv, 335 11. 2 ff.). If he does,
the Prophet will make intercession (shqfd'a [q.v.]) on
his behalf on the Day of Judgement, at which point
the sinner can expect God's forgiveness. For justice
is binding on both sides: on the sinner who must
repent to find forgiveness (inna 'l-maghfira bi-shart altawba', cf. Mutashdbih al-Kufdn, 596 1. 13), and on God
who is obliged to accept this repentance (kabul altawba wddjib; Mughm, xiv, 337 11. 6 ff.).
This dogma was internally consistent, but hardly
won acceptance outside the school. This was achieved
rather by another scenario about the fate of man in
the Hereafter, which was developed by the Murdji'a
and became predominant in many varieties of Islam.
According to it, no believer has to expect eternal punishment in Hell. His own belief (and the Prophet's
intercession) guarantee for him that he will at most
suffer a temporal punishment in Hell and in the end
enter Paradise. This optimistic basic attitude was
adopted by the two Sunn! schools of theology, the
Ash'ariyya and the Maturidiyya. But it met with
approval also among the ShTcfs, for, even though the
Imami theologians followed the Muctazila in many
other respects, they rejected the adoption of the
Mu'tazili principle of al-wacd wa 'l-wacld.
Bibliography: G.F. Hourani, Islamic rationalism.
The ethics of (Abd al-Jabbdr, Oxford 1971, 121 ff;
D. Gimaret, La doctrine d'al-Ash'arl, Paris 1990,
487 ff; S. Schmidtke, The theology of al-fAlIdma alHilll, Berlin 1991, 223 ff; J. van Ess, Theologie und
Gesellschaft im 2. und 3. Jahrhundert Hidschra, i-vi,
Berlin-New York 1991-6, index s.v. wacid; P. Sander,
^wischen Charisma und Ratio. Entwicklungen in der
frilhen imdmitischen Theologie, Berlin 1994, 205 ff;
U. Rudolph, Al-Mdtundi und die sunnitische Theologie
in Samarkand, Leiden 1997, 343 ff.
(U. RUDOLPH)
WADC AL-LUGHA (A.), literally "the establishment
of language," a phrase which reflects a view
of the n a t u r e of language that pervades the classical Muslim linguistic sciences (al-culum al-lughawiyyd]
and the non-linguistic science most concerned with
linguistic matters, cilm usul al-fikh (the science of the
methodology of jurisprudence). Language (lugha), in
that view, was essentially a code made up of patterned vocal sounds or vocables (alfa£) and their meanings (macdm). This code was understood to have
emerged out of a primordial establishment of the vocables for their meanings. Hence the application of the
term mawduc to vocables and mawduc lahu to meanings. Considered from the semiotic point of view,
vocables were considered to be "signs" (adilla) and
meanings "things signified" (madluldt).
Classical Muslim learning attributes to a Mu'tazilT
thinker, cAbbad b. Sulayman, and to his followers the
belief that vocables signified their meanings by virtue
of a natural affinity between vocable and meaning.
The term wadc connotes a rejection of this view. To
the extent that the adherents of the concept of wad1
contended with the view of the school of 'Abbad,
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they repeated the debate among the ancient Greeks
between the proponents of thesis and the proponents
of physis. These positions are thus also discussed by
Islamic philosophers (see e.g. al-Farabl, Sharh al-Tbara,
ed. W. Kutsch and S. Marrow, Beirut 1960, 50-1).
However, 'Abbad's view soon became extinct among
the Muslims as the concept of wad1 assumed the character of an orthodoxy. The correlations between vocables and their meanings were seen as entirely rooted
in the primordial wadc. Disagreement lingered as to
the identity of the agent or agents of wadc^—some
thought God to be the establisher of the code, others
assigned this role to primordial human society—but
resolution of the debate was not considered necessary.
What was important to all parties was the non-natural
posited character of the code.
Although the meanings of vocables could change
over time, the term wadf was reserved for the original, primordial assignment of vocables to meanings.
All subsequent change occurred within an already
established lugha and came under the heading of curf
or istildh, not wad' in the strict sense. Wadc produced
the basic language or code in relationship to which
all subsequent semantic development amounted to
extension, accretion or modification, and not true
invention. In principle, all original meanings, including meanings which have become rare, remain part
of the ongoing code and can assume relevance in the
interpretation of texts.
In the usul al-fikh works, features of the language
such as ambiguity, synonymity, and figurative usage
were defined in terms of wadc and thus seen as built
into the basic language. For example, an ambiguous
expression was considered to be a vocable that had
been subjected to multiple establishments. Eagerness
to explain in full detail how the primordial wadc gave
rise to all the multifarious components of language
prompted in the late 8th/14th century the formation
of a special "science of wadc" (cilm al-wadc). The seminal work in this science was a short treatise by cAdud
al-Dfn al-ldjl [q.v.] entitled al-Risdla al-wadciyya, upon
which numerous commentaries, supercommentaries
and glosses were written. Eventually, manuals summarising the doctrines of this science appeared.
The science of wadc broke the lugha down into its
meaning-laden components, which included not merely
words as such but also constituents of words, such as
forms, radicals, and suffixes, and syntactic combinations of words, such as construct phrases, attributive
phrases and whole sentences. The wadc of each component was then classified with reference to a complex taxonomy that consisted of six basic types of
wadc. The notion of types of wadc was first adumbrated in al-Idjfs treatise, although the full development of the six types was the work of subsequent
commentators.
Bibliography: 1. Sources. Yusuf b. Ahmad alDidjwf, Khuldsat al-wadc, Cairo 1333/1915; Abu
'1-Layth al-Samarkandl, Sharh cald al-Risdla al-wadciyya,
Cairo 1329/1911'; cAbd al-Khalik al-Shubrawi, alMinha al-ildhiyya fi }l-kawdcid al-wad'iyya, Cairo n.d.
2. Studies. B.G. Weiss, Tim al-wadc. An introductory account of a later Muslim philological science, in
Arabica, xxxiv (1987), 339-56; idem, The search for
God's Law. Islamic jurisprudence in the writings of Sayf
al-Din al-Amidl, Salt Lake City 1992, 117-50.

(B.G. WEISS)
WADAC, WADC (A., collective, sing. wadaca or wadca),
shells of the gasteropod Cypraea, cowrie shells, most
commonly Cypraea moneta or Cypraea annulus, used in
India and widely in West Africa as money
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down to the early 20th century. They were also
known in Egypt as kawda (or kuda, see G. Wiet, Le
traite des famines de Maqrizi, in JESHO, v [1962], 62),
reflecting the word's Hindi, and ultimately Sanskrit,
origin as kauri, whence the English "cowrie". Cowries
were also used as money in ancient China and widely
in India. They have been used even more widely as
ornaments, as fertility symbols, and in Arabia as a
protection against the evil eye.
1. Usage in the economies of the Indian
s u b c o n t i n e n t and sub-Saharan Africa.
The two varieties of cowrie can be found over a
wide range in the Indian Ocean and the Pacific,
but the principal source of those used as currency
(C. moneta) was the Maldive Islands [q.v.]. The monetary use of the cowrie in India remains understudied.
While gold and silver were the media of interregional
and international trade, cowries along with copper
coinage played an important role in rent and taxation, and in the development of a textile industry.
Although huge numbers must have been in circulation in the heyday of their usage in the 17th and
18th centuries, the way in which their importation
and circulation were linked to the importation and
circulation of precious metals is poorly understood. It
is clear, however, that the cowrie-rupee ratio was relatively stable down to the late 18th century, when competition from much-increased copper circulation caused
the cowrie to drop sharply against the rupee. Bengal
and Orissa remained strongholds of the cowrie well
into the early 19th century when, according to Perlin,
"rapid inflation—connected with the collapse of the
old manufacturing system and the region's changing
colonial status—drove them from general use".
It is not known how cowries first reached West
Africa, though they may have crossed the Sahara in
small quantities in Carthaginian or Roman times. The
earliest references to the importation of cowries in
Arabic sources are al-Bakn (writing in 460/1067-8),
who mentions cowries as being imported into Kugha
(K. al-Masdlik wa 'l-mamdlik, ed. de Slane, Algiers 1857,
179), and al-Zuhrf (mid-6th/12th century), who says
that cowries were imported into Zafun [Diafunu]
(K. al-Dia'rdjiyd, ed. Hadj-Sadok, in BEt. Or., xxi [1968],
127), but neither says that cowries were being used
as currency. The first mention of cowries as currency
is provided by al-cUmarf, who lists cowries as one of
a number of currency items in use, all of which were
valued by reference to a locally-woven cloth called
dandi (apud al-Munadjdjid, 23).
He also reports that in Mali (which he calls Takrur
[q.v.]) the currency consisted of cowries and that the
merchants who imported them made big profits on
them. Ibn Battuta (iv, 122) confirms the use of cowries
in central Mali and in Gao on the eastern edge of
the empire, and gives the exchange rate as 1,500
cowries to the mithkdl of gold. Compared with later
exchange rates, these cowries were very expensive.
This may reflect the long and difficult route they must
have taken from the Maldives to the Mediterranean,
and across the Sahara on camel back. In the Maldives,
where Ibn Battuta had seen them at source, 400,000
could be purchased for one mithkdl, and on occasion
up to one million. In ca. 1510 Leo Africanus reported
an even higher exchange rate at Timbuktu: 400 to
the mithkdl, but this may either be a simple error or
reflect a famine rate; in a known period of famine,
1617-19, the exchange rate was 500 to the mithkdl.
Otherwise, in the Middle Niger area the rate from
the 16th to the 19th century remained relatively stable at about 3,000 cowries to the mithkdl. Even in

1853 the German traveller Heinrich Barth reported
a rate of 3-4,000 to the mithkdl in Timbuktu.
To the east of this region in Hausaland, cowries
may have been in use as early as the 16th century.
Anania reports the use of "small very white sea shells"
as money in Katsina, and says they are "as used by
all these blacks" (L'universale fabrica del mondo, 3Venice
1582, tr. in D. Lange and S. Berthoud, in Cahiers
d'histoire mondiale, xiv [1972], 335). Cowries were to
become central to the trading activities of the Hausa
states where gold, which was plentiful in the 16th
century, became progressively scarcer and was superseded by the Maria Theresa silver thaler [see SIKKA. 3]
by the 19th century. Cowries suffered from galloping
inflation in the late 19th century in Hausaland and
elsewhere in West Africa, and in the early years of
the 20th century were gradually edged out by colonial currencies in silver and copper. Although cowries
had been used in Kanem [q.v.] in the 14th century,
they seem not to have been used in its successor state
Bornu [q.v] until very late on. Under Shaykh cUmar
b. Muhammad al-Amm al-Kanimf, cowries were introduced for petty transactions in 1848-9, while larger
transactions were carried out with the Maria Theresa
thaler. East of Lake Chad, cowries were not used, nor
were they acceptable north of Timbuktu or Agades.
Until the 19th century, the Sahelian regions immediately to the south of the Sahara were supplied from
North Africa. One of the earliest routes was overland from Bengal to the Mediterranean and thence
through Egypt, while some evidently went through
Venice and across to North African ports. The evidence,
however, is fragmentary, and the mechanics of the
trade quite unknown. Following the Portuguese discovery of a sea route to Asia via the Cape of Good Hope
in 1499, European ships of various nations began
shipping cowries back to Europe, often as ballast, and
re-exporting them to African ports. Petis de la Croix
(1697) notes cowries being imported from France to
Tripoli for transportation southwards, and evidence
from the late 18th century points to Mogador (alSawfra [q.v.]) in Morocco as a point of importation
of cowries from Europe for the trans-Saharan trade.
European merchants were also importing cowries to
ports on the West African coast such as Accra, Whydah
and Lagos, and to ports in the Bights of Benin and
Biafra. In these coastal regions cowries were used for
the purchase of slaves, and constituted the basic transactional currency. By the 1830s cowries imported via
Europe to the coast were being traded up the river
Niger and supplying some of the Hausa states.
As a currency, cowries had both advantages and disadvantages. They are handsome objects, extremely hard
wearing and impossible to counterfeit. Being brought
into their area of use from far away, there was little
danger of an over-supply leading to inflation, though
this did happen on the West African coast from the
late 1850s when importation of C. annulus from Zanzibar flooded the market. On the other hand, cowries
were heavy to transport and tedious to count. The
latter problem was partially solved by the fabrication
of units containing multiples of cowries. On the West
African coast 40 cowries made one "string", while 5
strings made one "bunch" and 50 bunches made one
"head". In Hausaland, cowries were counted in fives,
and a rush sack or "mat" containing 20,000 cowries
was the standard unit, weighing about 50 pounds (or
more if there was a preponderance of larger annulus
shells), which was one man's head load. In the
Bambara (or Bamana) area of the upper Niger, there
was a peculiar system of counting cowries in which
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subcontinent is noted by Ibn al-Baytar, ed. L. Leclerc,
the unit was ten, but the hundred of cowries was only
188-9, tr. 404-5 no. 2272, repeated by the Rasulid
80 actual cowries, a thousand was ten "hundreds",
al-Malik al-Muzaffar Yusuf, al-Muctamad fi }l-adwiya
ten thousand was ten lots of a "thousand" and 100,000
al-mufrada, Beirut 1370/1951, 544, being called "the
was only eight lots of "ten thousand"; thus 100,000
bracelet of Sind" (siwar al-Sind). The lexica also show
was in fact only 64,000 shells, while 10,000 was only
that the wadca could also be called kharaz. In a famous
8,000 shells, 1,000 was actually 800 and 100 was only
verse of Imru J al-Kays, cited in LA, i, 617, we have
80. It has been suggested that this way of reckoning
ka-anna cuyun al-wahsh howl khibd'ina * wa-arhulind alwas aimed at providing the petty trader with a diso^a^ alladhl lam yuthakkab, with d^az? defined as kharaz
count, but it may also represent the remnants of an
yamdm. The term appears in the lexicon of the
older indigenous counting system.
Constantinois region of former French Algeria in fairly
Bibliography: (1). India. Sushil Chandra De,
recent times, as "a variegated sea shell, shaped like
Cowery currency in India, in Orissa Hist. J., i/1 (1952),
a grain of coffee with a split in the middle (porcelain
1-10, i/2 (1952), 10-21; J. Herman, Small change and
of the sea)" (M. A. Cherbonneau, Definition lexicographique
ballast: cowrie trade and usage as an example of Indian
de plusieurs mots usites dans le langage de VAJrique septentrionale,
Ocean economic history, in South Asia, n.s. iii (1980),
in JA, xiii (Jan. 1859), 63-70, at 67: w.d.c, oude).
48-69; F. Perlin, Money-use in late pre-colonial India
The term wad'a can nevertheless be used in Arabic
and the international trade in currency media, in J.F.
for all sorts of other shells, cf. E. Doutte, Magie et
Richards (ed.), The imperial monetary system of Mughal
religion dans I'Afrique du Nord, Paris 1903, 82); the probIndia, Delhi 1987, 232 ff.
lems raised by a systematic translation of wadca by
(2). Africa, (a) Sources. J.G.Jackson, An Account
"cowrie" were discussed by Th. Monod, using eviof Timbuctoo and Housa... by El Hadge Abd Salam
dence from al-Bakn and Ibn Battuta, in his Sur quelques
Shabeeny, London 1820; E. Daumas, Le grand desert.
coquilles marines du Sahara et du Soudan, in La vie dans
Itineraire d'une caravane du Sahara au pays des negres,
la region desertique Nord-tropicale de I'Ancien monde, vi (1938),
rqyaume de Haoussa, 4th ed. Paris 1860; Leo Africanus,
147-78, at 172-3, noting the term's usage for shells
Description de I'Afrique, tr. A. Epaulard, 2 vols., Paris
c
in general.
1956; Salah al-Dm al-Munadjdjid, Malt ind al3. Usage for divination in the Arab world.
mugferafiyym al-muslimin, i, Beirut 1963; G. Nachtigal,
Divination by cowrie shells is not apparently treated
Sahara and Sudan, tr. A.G.B. Fisher and H.J. Fisher,
in hadith; Ibn Hanbal mentions it rather as a pro4 vols., London 1971-87; H. Barth, Travels and distective amulet (hirz), cf. Wensinck, Concordances, vii,
coveries in Northern and Central Africa... in the years
168. The lexica, such as LA and TA, say, s.v., that
1849-1855, repr. London 1965; R. Mauny, Tableau
geographique de I'ouest africain au mqyen age, Dakar 1961. it protects from the evil eye. Judy F. Pugh mentions
that amongst the Muslim artisans of Benares, divina(b) Studies. A.M.H. Kirk-Greene, The major curtion by means of cowrie shells thrown on to the
rencies of Nigerian history, in J. Hist. Soc. Nigeria, ii/1
ground traditionally represents an orthodox form of
(Dec. 1960), 132-50; M. Hiskett, Materials relating to
divination (Divination and ideology in the Banaras Muslim
the cowry currency of the Western Sudan, in BSOAS, xxix
community, in K.P. Ewing (ed.), Sharfat and ambiguity in
(1966), 122-42, 339-66; S.O. Johansson, Nigerian
South Asian Islam, Berkeley, etc. 1988, 295). Nevertheless,
currencies: manillas, cowries and others, 2nd ed. Norrit is currently condemned in North Yemen, includkoping 1967; V. Magalhaes-Godinho, L'economie de
ing by students of hadlth, as a kind of tandjfim or fcfl
I'empire portugais aux XVe et XVP siecles, Paris 1969;
or as a practice of the carrdf.
Marion Johnson, The cowrie currencies of West Africa,
in J. African Hist., xi (1970), 17-49, 331-53;
It is difficult to ascertain how old such practices
J. Hogendorn and M. Johnson, The shell money of
are. The cowrie retains its protective function, as a
hirz, till today, cf. Lane, Manners and customs, ch. XI,
the slave trade, Cambridge 1986; D. Lange, Un document de la Jin du XVIF siecle sur le commerce transsaand is used on animals to ward off the evil eye, cf.
harien, in 2000 ans d'histoire africaine. Le sol, la parole,
A. Fodor, Amulets from the Islamic world, in Catalogue of
1'ecrit, Paris 1981, 673-84; A. Felix Iroko, Les cauris
the exhibition held in Budapest in 1988, in The Arabist
(Budapest), ii (1990), no. 5, 214-15, 248, 296-8, 341.
en Afrique occidental du Xe au XXe siecle, doctoral diss.,
Univ. of Paris-Sorbonne 1987; idem, Les marchards
Today, cowries are either worn round the neck or
venitiens et le commerce des cauris entre le XIIF et le XVe
carried in a pocket as at San'a'. The cowrie also has
siecle, in Africa [Rome], xw/3 (1990), 480-4; J.O.
medical uses, essentially as a dessicating or detersive
Hunwick, Islamic financial institutions: theoretical strucagent (Ibn al-Baytar, loc. cit.; al-Malik al-Muzaffar
tures and aspects of their application in sub-Saharan Africa,
Yusuf, loc. cit.). There are descriptions of divination
in E. Stiansen and Jane Guyer (eds.), Currencies,
by cowrie shells in travel literature, but these accounts
credit and culture: African financial institutions in historiare recent. Also, the relevant knowledge is transmitted
cal perspective, Uppsala 1998 (Research report of the
orally, and there are no known treatises on it; could
Nordiska Afrikainstitutet).
(J.O. HUNWICK)
this be from the poor image, in orthodox eyes, of
2. Definition in the Arabic sources.
the practice, since this form of divination is strongly
K
The ensemble of information on shells called waa a
perceived as charlatanry (sjia'wadha)? It has been, and
in LA, vi, 4795, and TA, v, 533-4, allows us to idenstill is, often connected with such groups as the Gypsies
tify with certainty that cowries or porcelain-shells are
and the Sulayb or Sleb (for the latter, see SULAIB,
here envisaged; whether large or small, they come
SULAYB, in EP and EP respectively, and B. Vernier,
from the sea and are thrown up by it and left (hence
Quedar, carnets d'un mehariste syrien, Paris 1938, 244). It
their name, from the verb wada'a "to leave, let") on
is practised by wandering or nomadic persons, who
the beaches, and not fished up. They have a split
follow round their clientele, showing the close link
like a date stone and are hollow, with a kind of fleshy
between this form of divination and monetary gain.
worm inside or, as may also be found, a tiny organProbably originating far from the towns, it has been
ism like a moth (al-halama), a parasite. They are
carried thither (Gypsies in the Ghuta of Damascus;
remarkable for their whiteness and hardness like a
in Yemen, Bedouin from the region of Ma'rib pracstone, but they can, however^e pierced. Their briltising in Sanca5 or at Ridac near Dhamar). The essenliance is vaunted by poets. The link with the Indian
tially feminine nature of its practitioners may have
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contributed to its controversial image. The exiguous
material is complemented below by material gained
by the author's personal observation in Yemen in
1999, at Sanca° and Ridac.
In general, the "instruments" of divination are a
jumble of objects, in which shells (cowries are not
always precisely noted here) may be dominant—porcelains of the genus Cypraea annulus; murex; shells from
the Olividiae family, probably of the genus Oliva—or
may not be dominant quantitatively (Emily Said-Ruete,
Memoires d'une princesse arabe, Paris 1891, 328; Vernier,
op. cit., 103-4; they may often be mixed with inanimate objects or objects formed from organic matter,
such as whitened bones or fragments of bone, pieces
of money, stones or a rosary, masbahd). One wonders,
accordingly, what each element represents. On the
other hand, the contents of the basket containing
all these objects may be of a homogeneous nature,
with a limited number of shells. They are not thrown
or allowed to fall on the earth, but may be used in
a basket, which keeps them from contact with the
dust and defines the area used; and the way in which
an object falls is taken into account in the interpretation. According to the author's observations in
Yemen, the person seeking guidance chooses a shell
and puts it on the pile held in the diviner's hands,
and the latter either lets it fall directly or throws it
down. The operation of throwing down is repeated
from three to five times until the solution to the problem emerges. It is difficult to classify definitively the
various configurations that may emerge, given the
polysemy of the various elements involved, their
symbolic value, and the number of shells involved and
their positions, and this large number of variables
makes any clear decision almost impossible to attain.
Hence the diviner resorts to external factors, such as
discovering the reason for the enquirer's resort to this
form of divination, or whether the enquirer is a
stranger (hence involved in travelling) or whether a
love affair is involved (probably to be connected with
a daughter of the enquirer's paternal or maternal
uncles, the favoured choices for marriage), etc. The
actual juxtaposition of the objects thrown may also
have significance.
In Yemen, these consultations are not preceded by
any perceptible Kur'anic recitation (tildwa}. It seems
that the problems of the enquirer are evaluated through
psychological means and through observation. The
presence of a rosary, manipulated in the first place
with the shells, may signify the presence of God over
the proceedings, but there also exist practitioners who
claim to be guided by the dfinn. In general, we lack
sufficient material to disengage any fixed lines of procedure, but it seems that this form of divination is
inspired by a varied technique of psychology and of
manipulation of the divinatory objects, as is clearly
apparent in Black Africa, as shown by Amar Samb
for Dakar (Les systemes de divination en Afrique noir,
I'exemple du Senegal, in Motes qfricaines, no. 184 (Oct.
1984), 73-4).
4. Usage for d i v i n a t i o n in S u b - S a h a r a n
Africa.
Throwing down cowry shells is not considered historically as being Islamic in origin (Ch. Monteil, La
divination chez les Noirs de VAfrique occidentale franfaise,
in Bull, du Comite d'etudes historiques et scientijiques de
I'AOF, xiv/1-2 (Jan.-June 1931), 53; Samb, op. cit.,
73). It nevertheless exists in Black Africa, even though
it is at the same time considered as being connected
with superstition, paganism or even with what is
accursed. Although those who throw down cowries

for divinatory purposes are most often Muslims, the
interpretation is done with reference to a polytheistic
religious context or one of a monotheism connected
with the earth (animism). How far it has a place
within Islam and the animist religions is hard to define;
moreover, its practitioners usually make reference
to a popular Islam whose contours are hard to fix
precisely.
Divination here rests basically on the principle that
it is God who is speaking through the cowries, and
these last are inseparably His mouthpiece and His
ear. Nevertheless, anthropomorphisation of the shells,
or their symbolic value, do not permit one to adopt
unreservedly the symbolism of the female vulva that
is ordinarily associated with them (see in general here,
E.G. Gobert, Le pudendum magique et la probleme des cauris, in Rev. Afr., xcv [1951], 5-62); furthermore, the
colour white, that of God in dreams, may also be
the symbolic element visualised.
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
the article): For section 2: M. Piamenta, Dictionary
of post-classical Yemeni Arabic, Leiden 1991, part 2,
520, s.w. watf, tiwidddc, muwadda'.
For sections 3 and 4: M.D.W. Jeffreys, Cowry,
vulva, eye, in Man, xlii (Sept.-Oct. 1942), 71, 120;
idem, Cowry and vulva again, in ibid., xliii (Nov.-Dec.
1943), 121, 144; A. Hauenstein, Quelques formes de
divination parmi les Wobe et les Guere de Cote d'lvoire,
mAnthropos, Ixxi (1976), 473-507; W. Bascom, Sixteen
cowries. Toruba divination from Africa to the New World,
Bloomington and London 1980; Silvie Fainzang,
"L'interieur des choses." Maladie, divination et reproduction
sociale chez les Bisa du Burkina, Paris 1986, 204;
Hauenstein, Melanges ethnologiques, in ^eitschr. fur
Ethnologic, cxii/1 (1987), 105-24; Marie Boutroy and
Maguy Vautier, Le chant des cauris, Paris 1999, 79.
One should note the work of M.L. Rodriguez de
Areia, Les symboles divinatoires. Analyse socio-culturelle
d'une technique de divination des Cokwe de I'Angola
(Ngombo ya cisuka), Coimbra 1985, for the interest of its approach. Thanks are extended to Andre
Julliard, CNRS, for information on Black Africa.
(ANNE REGOUKD)
WADAI (various renderings of this non-Arabic
name, including, in al-Tunisf, the above one and
Waddaf and al-Waday), conventionally Wadai in
English, Ouadai in French, an upland region lying
to the west of the S u d a n e s e p r o v i n c e of
s o u t h e r n D a r Fur [q.v.], now falling mainly within
the Republic of Chad [see CAD, in Suppl.] but with
its eastern fringes in the Sudan Republic.
1. History.
Wadai was one of several Islamic African kingdoms
to arise at the dawn of the modern era in the comparatively fertile highlands west of the Nile valley and
east of Lake Chad. This zone was inhabited by a mosaic
of ethnic groups; many spoke Nilo-Saharan languages,
and among these was Boro Mabang, the tongue that
defined the ethnic core of Wadai. Islam first entered this
polyethnic highland world at the close of the Middle
Ages as one of the powerful, prestigous and exotic
things accessible to a community only through a powerful chieftain capable of opening roads abroad to diplomacy and trade. Of these chieftains there were many,
fierce rivals of each other, one of whom would eventually emerge victorious as the founding monarch of
each realm. The earliest legendary history of Wadai
is inextricably linked to that of its eastern neighbor,
Dar Fur. When during the 16th century the first
Dadju-speaking dynasty of Dar Fur was overthrown,
Wadai welcomed refugees from the east and as suze-
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rains sponsored the formation of a small subordinate
Dadju realm of Dar Sila. By the close of the century,
however, the same Tundjur conquerors who had ousted
the Dadju had also annexed Wadai as a tributary dependency of their realm, whose capitals at Uri and cAyn
Farah in northern Dar Fur attracted visitors from
both the Nile and the Mediterranean. In the middle
of the 17th century, Tundjur rule everywhere gave way
to new dynasties of kings who claimed Arab ancestry
and enjoyed the support of Arabic-speaking pastoralists. In Wadai a leader named cAbd al-Karfm repudiated ties with Dar Fur and founded the historical
ruling house of his kingdom. In Dar Fur, too, the
Tundjur were overthrown, but the new Kayra monarchs were reluctant to cede authority over Wadai.
There followed more than a century of inconclusive
but occasionally bitter struggle between the two great
formerly Tundjur realms. Finally, at the close of the
18th century, a detente was achieved that allowed each
rival an imperial age; henceforth Dar Fur would expand eastwards toward the Nile, while Wadai struck
westward to annex a huge empire that soon absorbed
the kingdom of Bagirmi [q.v.] and touched the shores
of Lake Chad.
c
Abd al-Karfm and his successors were absolute rulers.
While viewed as defenders and propagators of Islam,
they also led the nation's secret rainmaking rituals on
a sacred mountain near the capital of Wara. If not
actually "adored as pharaohs", as disparaging Islamic
tradition said of their predecessors the Tundjur kings,
they were nevertheless surrounded by the full panoply
of regalia and restraints that characterise sacral kingship in Africa. The king was served by a complicated
array of titled officials, who typically combined one
or more duties at court with a military or territorial
command elsewhere in the kingdom; since high officials were not allowed to leave the presence of their
royal master, however, their functions in the kingdom
at large were carried out by trusted agents. Vital to
the system was a large corps of confidential messengers who conveyed a steady flow of information or
commands between capital and countryside. Each
courtier or agent served only at his master's pleasure;
competition for official favour was intense and career
permanence uncertain. While most of the highest officials were Boro Mabang speakers chosen from the
kingdom's dominant ethnic group, a lord might also
choose for positions of trust a slave, a eunuch, a capable individual from a lesser ethnic community, or even
a foreigner; the cadre of courtiers was therefore fairly
cosmopolitan. As Wadai expanded during the 19th
century there arose a new category of imperial proconsuls entitled cakids, who differed from older royal
courtiers not only in the great diversity of their ethnic origins but also in that they were allowed to
absent themselves for extended periods from the presence of the king. Youths were gathered at the capital as a corps of pages to receive training in statecraft
for future government service. Imperial officialdom
derived part of its coherence from an intricate network of carefully-arranged marriages, the design of
which was entrusted to senior female members of the
royal family. Since the women assigned to these liaisons
nursed the next generation of leadership, the women's
quarters of the palace complex often seethed with dynastic intrigue.
The heartland of Wadai was divided into four provinces corresponding to the cardinal points of the compass; these provinces, in turn, were subdivided for
administrative purposes according to the homelands
of the diverse ethnic communities who inhabited them.
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Superimposed upon this tidy arrangement of provinces
and districts was an extensive network of royal estates
directly responsible to the seneschal of the king's
demesne; similar, though smaller, arrays of holdings
were assigned to the Queen Mother, and perhaps other
very important individuals. Most forms of wealth originated from the land, and an elaborate system of taxation in kind gathered the government's portion of
everything produced. Some tax goods were conveyed
to Wara to support the court community, while others
were stored in royal magazines near their points of
origin to feed an army on campaign or relieve a hungry
populace in time of famine.
Recognising the importance of local trade among
the subjects, the government allowed the payment of
taxes in diverse forms by setting the rates at which,
for example, a tax levied in grain might also be paid
in cattle, salt or iron ingots; thus the king in effect
regulated the market value of all commodities. The king
supported a bodyguard from his own estates, and each
fiefholding official was required to do likewise; collectively, these forces comprised the professional army of
Wadai. On campaign they would be joined by a legion
of lightly-armed volunteers whose task it was to dispatch enemy wounded or rescue their own, and above
all to loot and pillage for the king in return for a
share of the booty. Wars were undertaken for diverse
reasons of state, but particularly numerous were the
raids launched southward to seize slaves from among
the neighbouring small-scale communities who were not
Muslims and had no kings, people derogatively dubbed
"Kirdi".
Wadai reached its apogee under Sultan Muhammad
Sharif (1834-58), who opened relations with the Sanusiyya [q.v.] brotherhood. Mediterranean commercial ties
increased dramatically under his sons CA1I (1858-74) and
then Yusuf (1874-98), who spent his later years adroitly
deflecting the acquisitive ambitions of the Sudanese
Mahdists [see AL-MAHDIYYA] , based in Dar Fur. After
1898 the kingdom lapsed into a long struggle for the
throne among rival princes backed by diverse court
factions, Dar Fur, the Sanusiyya, and by the French,
who assumed control in the capital in 1909.
Bibliography: Muhammad b. cUmar al-Tunisf,
Fr. tr. N. Perron, Voyage au Ouaddy, par le Cheikh
Mohammed Ebn Omar el-Tounsy, Paris 1851; G. Nachtigal, Sahara und Sudan, Eng. tr. A.G.B. Fisher and
HJ. Fisher, iv, Wadai and Dar Fur, London 197187; H. Carbou, La region du Tchad et du Ouadai, 2
vols. Paris 1912; M.-J. Tubiana et alii, Abd el-Kanm,
propagateur de I'lslam etfondateur du rqyaume du Ouaddai,
Paris 1973; R.S. O'Fahey and J.I. Spaulding,
Kingdoms of the Sudan, London 1974; L. Kapteijns
and J. Spaulding, After the millennium. Diplomatic correspondence from Wadai and Dar Fur on the eve of colonial conquest, 1885-1916, East Lansing, Mich. 1988.
(J.L. SPAULDING)
2. Languages.
Great linguistic diversity characterises the Wadal
region in eastern Chad [see CAD, in Suppl.]. The official languages of the Republic of Chad are Standard
Arabic and French. Maba is reported to be spoken by
some of its neighbours as a second language, although
the principal lingua franca of the region is Chadian
Arabic [see SHUWA. 2 and SUDAN, Bilad al-. 3].
Like Maba itself, most of the other languages of
eastern Chad have been classified as Nilo-Saharan
(NS), which is a phylum of diverse languages stretching from Egypt in the northeast [see NUBA] to Tanzania in the southeast (the Maasai language) and to
Mali in the west (Songhay [q.v.], although the NS
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classification of Songhay has recently been challenged).
The Maba language is associated with the historical kingdom of Wadai, where it was spoken at the
royal court (see 1. above). Maba flourishes in the
vicinity of the town of Abeche in eastern Chad. It
has also been attested in the Republic of the Sudan
(see Doornbos [1983] and Bell [1998]).
The term "Maba" is primarily the self-name of an
ethnic group (see 1. above). Wadaf seems originally
to have been a term that was used by the western
and northern neighbours of the Maba such as the
Arabs, the Bagirmi, the Hausa, the Kanuri and the
Daza (see Edgar [1989]). Neighbours to the east of
Wadai, such as the Masalit, often use the term "Bargu"
(or "Borgu") to refer to the Maba people. The Maba
language has also been designated by this term (e.g.
in the Republic of the Sudan, see Bell [1998]).
Although the Maba language is occasionally cited
as "Ouaddai'en", emphasising the close relationship
between the terms Maba and Wadaf, the Maba people normally use their own expression which may be
glossed as "the language of the Maba". Edgar transcribed this expression as /bura maban/ with marking for tone, high /a/ and low /a/. The phrase may
be analysed as follows: /bura/ "the language" +
/maba/ "the Maba" + /n/ "of" ("the language of
the Maba"). The phrase has also been transcribed as
follows: /bora maban/ by Doornbos (1983), /boro
maban/ by Spaulding (see 1. above), and /bura maba/
(transliterated from the Arabic characters of Abu Nazffa
[1994]).
The genitival element "of" is represented above by
a velar nasal consonant /n/ (= /ng/). This sound
occurs frequently in Maba, e.g. as the second consonant in the word for "three": /konal/. It appears
from Perron's 1851 publication that al-Tunisf represented /n/ in Maba words by a special Arabic-based
letter kafwith three dots above it, a symbol that might
be referred to as a "gaf".
A full adaptation of Arabic alphabetic characters
to the phonology of Maba has recently been published by Abu Nazffa (1994). Inspired by the Afiami
or 'Aajami script of Hausa [^.^.], he proposed an
Arabic-based system with 11 new consonantal characters. His solution to the problem of /rj/ was a single dot just under the upper stroke of the Arabic
consonant kdf. He proposed an interesting set of characters for the pre-nasalised stops of Maba (/mb/,
/nd/, /ng/ and /ndj/) by placing a dot under the
mim, the dal, the ghayn and the djlm respectively. In
the case of (Him, this resulted in two dots horizontally side-by-side. This system is inventive rather than
consistent with attempts elsewhere to achieve a standardised set of symbols in cAajaml scripts for non-Arabic
languages, e.g. at the Institut d'Etudes et de Recherches
pour 1'Arabisation in Rabat or at the Khartoum
International Institute for Arabic Language.
Maba is closely related to several other languages
of WadaT, and together they are known as the Maban
group. Most speakers of the Maba, Marfa, Karanga
and Kibet languages live in eastern Chad, but about
half of the speakers of the southerly Aiki or Runga
language extend across the border of Wadaf into the
Central African Republic, probably reflecting their historical interest in trade with the south. The majority
of the speakers of the closely related Masalit language
are to be found in the Republic of the Sudan.
The Wadai region also has a number of NS languages which are more distantly related to Maba. A
Dadju language geographically separates the Maban
languages of northern Wadaf from Maban languages

such as Kibet and Aiki in southern Wadai. Dadju speakers are also present in and around the town of Abeche.
Contiguous with Dadju and Aiki on the Sudanese border are the speakers of Sinyar and Fongoro. A close
relative of these two languages, the Bagirmi language
of western Chad, was associated with the historical
kingdom of Bagirmi [q.v.], which was defeated by the
kingdom of Wadaf in the early 19th century. Immediately to the northeast of Wadai is the heartland
of the Tama group of languages, including Sungor,
Mararit and Tama. Just to the north of WadaT are
speakers of Amdang, which is related to Fur, a language associated with the historical sultanate of Dar
Fur in the Sudan. Amdang is also known as Mimi
and this is a source of considerable confusion, since
linguistic informants have identified certain other
languages as "Mimi", one of these being a Maban
group language (for a summary of the problem, see
Doornbos [1983]). Saharan languages of northern
and western Chad are also attested in Wadaf. These
include Zaghawa, Daza [see TUBU. 2], Kanembu
and Kanuri [q.v.] to the north and west of Wadai.
In addition to the NS languages enumerated above,
several languages of the Hamito-Semitic or Afro-Asiatic
(AA) phylum are found in this region. Apart from
Arabic, the AA phylum is represented in southwestern WadaT by some of the so-called Chado-Hamitic
languages, especially Kajakse, but also Birgit and Mubi.
AA is distinguished from NS by a number of typological features, most prominent of which is a particular system of grammatical gender (masc./fem.), as
in Arabic. According to Roth (1979), when the Maba
speak Chadian Arabic, the system of agreement for
grammatical gender often tends to disappear, since
their own NS language does not possess this feature.
When al-Tunisf sojourned in Wadaf early in the
19th century, he noted that it was not necessary for
him to learn to speak "Ouadayen", since Arabic was
so widely used. He noted that the expression for "interpreter" was khashm al-kaldm "the mouth of speech".
He also reported that instruction in Islamic law and
religion was provided by an Arab scholar in Wara,
the capital of Wadaf at that time. While some of the
Arabic loan-words in his published Maba vocabulary
could be suspected to have resulted from the bias of
an Arab investigator, a number of Arabic loan-words
must already have been in use, e.g. the Arabic term
malik used in the citation below instead of a Maba
term such as kolik "king".
/Melik manik Kalak nirca tounyou-ny/ (/«/=/g/)
Roi de nous Dieu vie
donne-lui
The transliteration and literal translation come from
Perron (1851). The sense of the sentence is thus:
"God, give life to our King!" Today, when Chadian
Arabic is the principal lingua franca of Wadaf, it is not
surprising to observe that Arabic has had a major
impact on Maba and that a high proportion of the
Maba vocabulary consists of Arabic loan-words.
The Sahelian belt embracing Wadaf is a celebrated
route for pilgrims travelling between West Africa and
Mecca, sometimes over a period of many years. Pilgrims and traders bring with them a great number
of different languages. Among these are languages
such as Hausa (AA), which is widely used as a lingua
franca, and also Fulfulde which represents NigerKordofanian (NK), a third great phylum of African
languages characterised by eleborate systems of noun
classes and geographically spread from Senegal to
South Africa.
An on-going summary of rough data on the languages of Wadaf and estimates of numbers of speak-
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ers may be extracted from the Ethnologue: Chad on the
internet [http://www.sil.org/Ethnologue/countries/
Chad.html] by focusing on the following relevant languages (spelled and classified as presented there):
AA: Arabic, Chadian Spoken; Arabic, Standard;
Kajakse, Mubi, Birgit. NK: Fulfulde, NS—Maban group:
Karanga, Mimi, Kendeje, Surbakhal, Kibet, Runga,
Maba, Marfa, Masalit, Massalat. NS—other groups:
Tama-Sungor. Sungor, Tama, Mararit; Dad^u: Dadju
[Saaronge], Dadju [Dar Sila]; Bongo-Bagirmi'. Sinyar,
Fongoro [in the Ethnologue: Sudan]} Fur. Fur, Amdang
[Mimi]; Saharan: Teda, Daza, Kanembu, Kanuri,
Bideyat, Zaghawa.
Bibliography: Muhammad b. cUmar al-Tunisi,
Voyage an Soudan Oriental, le Oudqy, tr. and ed.
N. Perron and E.-F. Jomard, Paris 1851; A.N.
Tucker and M.A. Bryan, Linguistic analyses, London
1966; H. Jungraithmayr, How many Mimi languages
are there?, in Africana Marburgensia, iv/2 (1971), 6270; J. Cabot (ed.), Atlas pratique du Tchad, Paris 1972;
A. Roth, Esquisse grammatical du parler arabe d'Abbeche,
Tchad, Paris 1979; P. Doornbos and M.L. Bender,
Languages of Wadai-Darfur, in M.L. Bender (ed.), jVzToSaharan language studies, East Lansing, Mich. 1983,
42-79; P. Nougayrol, Introduction a la langue des Aiki,
Paris 1989; J.T. Edgar, A Masalit grammar with notes
on other languages of Darfur and Wadai, Berlin 1989;
idem, Maba-group lexicon, Berlin 1991; idem, First
steps toward proto-Maba, in African languages and cultures, iv/2 (1991), 113-33; cAbd Allah Muhammad
Adam Abu Nazffa, al-Aswdt wa-rumuzuhd fi Bum
Maba, lughat (al-Wadai-al-Barku), Beirut 1994; H.
Barth, Burd Maba, lughat (al-Waddl-al-Barku), ed.
Abu NazTfa, tr. Muhammad cAbd al-Dfn 'Uthman,
Beirut 1994 (the Arabic tr. was based on relevant
portions of the English version of Earth's Sammlung
und Bearbeitung central-afrikanischer Vokabularien/ Collection
of vocabularies of central-African languages, 2nd ed. by
A.H.M. Kirk-Greene, London 1971; Earth's original German edition appeared in Gotha 1862-6 in
3 vols.); B. Grimes (ed.), Ethnologue [Chad], 13th
ed., Dallas 1996; H. Bell, The Nuba Mountains. Who
spoke what in 1976?, Bergen 1998, localities 15 and
18 [http://www.hf.uib.no/smi/sa/tan/nuba.html].
(H. BELL)
AL-WADDAH [see DJADH!MA AL-ABRASH].
WADDAH AL-YAMAN, sobriquet ("person of outstanding handsomeness amongst the Yemenis") of a
m i n o r Umayyad poet of the H i d j a z f school,
c
Abd al-Rahman b. Isma'Tl b. Kulal al-Khawlanf,
d. ca. 90/707.
Two of the earliest sources on him, Muhammad
b. Habib's K. Asmd* al-mughtdlin, 273, and al-Baladhurf's
Ansdb al-ashrdf, fol. 656a, state that one of his ancestors stemmed from the Abnd3 al-Furs, the Persian soldiers
and officials sent out to Yemen to aid Sayf b. Phi
Yazan against the Abyssinians, but there are contradictory traditions on his Yemeni ancestry which are
late and clearly of a romantic nature.
The only episodes of his life mentioned in the sources
concern his amorous adventures. One links him tragically with a lady of the Abna3 also, Rawda bt. cAmr.
The other is much more elaborated and seems to have
been at the origin of his assassination, sc. his liaison
with Umm al-Banm bt. cAbd al-cAz!z b. Marwan, wife
of the Umayyad caliph al-Walid I b. cAbd al-Malik.
Several divergent traditions exist on this, but these do
not necessarily lead to Tana Husayn's scepticism about
the poet's very existence. One tradition describes how
Waddah was discovered in Umm al-Banm's rooms
concealed in a chest, and was forthwith buried alive
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in it by her husband and master's slaves; this was
transmitted by Tsa b. Da'b, a specialist in romantic
tales, as the K. Waddah wa-Umm al-Banm, according
to the Fihrist, ed. Cairo n.d., 426, and included in the
Mi'at layla wa-layla, with Waddah as a great martyr
for love (tr. M. Gaudefroy-Demombynes, Paris 1982,
69-75). The most credible tradition (from al-Hirmazf
and Ibn Zabala, in Ansdb, loc. cit.) is more prosaic
and as such does not seems to have aroused the interests of the anthologists so much: that Waddah eulogised the caliph's wife against his express orders on
the eve of her making the Pilgrimage and became
linked with her on her return to Damascus, so that alWalld, on hearing about this, ordered Waddah's killing.
These traditions seem to have relegated the poet
himself and his work to the background of attention.
Transmitters and anthologists, unlike the musicians and
singers, seem not to have appreciated his talent as a
pioneer in the shaping of the tradition of courtly love
poetry into its definitive form, with its two essential
themes of the poet's attitude to the phenomenon of
love and the encounter of lovers. In his poems on
the first theme, the poet appears as a fata, vowed to
love and pleasure, and the attainment of the beloved
appears as an inevitable consequence of the poet's persistence; in a poem on the second theme, we have a dialogue between the two lovers.
Bibliography: Muhammad b. Habfb, K. Asmo?
al-mughtdlin fi 'l-^dhiliyya wa }lTsldm, in Nawddir almakhtutdt, ii, Cairo 1395/1975, 273; Baladhun, Ansdb
al-ashrdf, ms. Reisiilkiittap A§ir Efendi, nos. 597-8,
ii, fols. 656a-b; al-Zubayr b. Bakkar, al-Akhbdr almuwqffakiyydt, Baghdad 1972, 209; Kali, Dhayl al-amdlT,
Cairo 1926, 100; Aghdm\ vi, 209-41; al-San alRaffa', al-Muhibb wa 'l-mahbub wa 'l-mashmum wa 'lmashrub, Damascus 1407/1986, i, 144, 209; Abu CA1I
al-Farisf, Sharh K. al-Hamdsa, Beirut n.d., i, 176, ii,
316, iii, 202; Washsha', al-garf wa 'l-^urafd3, Beirut
1407/1986, 133; KurtubT, Bahd}at al-madidlis, Beirut
1402/1982, i, 276; al-Mucafa b. Zakariyya5, al-D^alis
al-sdlih al-kdfi, Beirut 1413/1993, i, 581-2; Tha'alibl,
Thimdr al-kulub, Cairo 1965, 96, 109, 110; Zamakhsharl, Rab? al-abrdr, Beirut 1412/1992, ii/1, 438,
§ 46; Sarradj, Masdric al-cushshdk, Beirut 1378/1958,
ii, 192 ff.; Ibn Kudama al-Makdisf, K. al-Tawwdbm,
Beirut 1406/1986, 149-50; Ibn Manzur, Mukhtasar
ta3nkh Dimashk, Damascus 1329, ii, 298-302; Ibn
Khallikan, Wafaydt, ed. 'Abbas, ii, 45-6, vii, 69;
Safadl, Waft, xviii, Wiesbaden 1988, 117-20; Ibn
Shakir al-Kutubl, Fawdt al-wafaydt, Cairo 1951, i,
529-32, § 211; Dawud al-Antaki, Tazyin al-aswdk
bi-tafsil ashwdk al-cushs_hdk, Beirut 1413/1993, ii,
11-12; Mughultay, K. al-Wddih al-mubin fi dhikr
man ustushhida min al-muhibbm, Stuttgart 1936, 10812; Blachere, HLA, iii,'651-3, J.-C. Vadet, Uespnt
courtois en Orient dans les cinq premiers siecles de I'Hegire,
Paris 1968, 110-11; Sezgin, GAS, ii, 433; Taha
Husayn, Hadith al-arbicd', Cairo 1962, 227-34; idem,
Min ta'nkh al-adab al-carabi. I. al-cAsr al-d^dhili wa
'l-casr al-isldmi, Beirut 1970, 536-44;' cAfif cAbd alRahman, Muc&am al-s_hucard3, Beirut 1417/1996, 280,
§ 1941.
(A. ARAZI)
WADI (A.), pis. awdiya, awdd3, etc., in Syrian colloquial widydn (see A. Barthelemy, Dictionnaire arabefranfais. Dialectes de Syne, Paris 1935-54, 889), in the
Arab lands in general, a river valley. The conventional English spelling is wadi.
1. In the A r a b i a n p e n i n s u l a .
In desert terrain, a wadi is usually dry, but may
carry seasonal water, or occasional floods (sayI), which
are often a mixture of water, mud and stones. These
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desert valleys are very different in both topography
and gradient from those in lands of higher and more
regular rainfall; for while it is easy to follow the valley of a stream which is always visible, it is often difficult to map the course of the Arabian wadis, in long
stretches of which water rarely, if ever, appears on
the surface.
The greater part of the rainfall which is carried,
either on or below the surface, along the wadis of
central Arabia, falls on the high western rim of the
massif in the Negeb or Negev [see AL-NAKB], Hidjaz,
c
Asfr and Yemen, and flows east-north-eastwards in
sympathy with the general slope of the plateau.
In the higher reaches of these wadis, the pattern
of drainage is so complex and firmly incised that it
was evidently established during periods of higher rainfall in the Pleistocene epoch. At such times, the more
powerful streams, which flowed to the Red Sea down
the well-watered western slopes, "captured" some of
the drainage on the east side of the watershed, notably
in the case of the headwaters of the Wad! al-Hamd.
During these pluvial episodes, lakes of water accumulated, the overflows from which incised the deep valleys of some wadis, notably in the case of the Wad!
Hadramawt which rises in the Ramlat al-Sabcatayn,
now a sand-basin but apparently once a lake. The
same phenomenon can be traced in the overflows from
the former lake basins of Anatolia, and from the high
plain at the head of the Samaria gorge in Crete.
In their middle courses the Arabian wadis are characterised not by surface streams in clear-cut meanders,
as in valleys of temperate latitudes, but by subterranean flow under broad shallow depressions in the
sand, the gentle side-slopes of which are barely perceptible. When the water flow is near enough to the
surface to be reached by wells or through the roots
of data-palms, oases may be established, as at alKasfm [q.v.] in the middle course of the Wad! al-Rumma.
In central Arabia in general, the greater part of the
underground reserve consists of "fossil water" which
accumulated during wetter episodes of the Quaternary
and Holocene epochs; the annual rainfall serves as a
supplement which raises the level of the water-table.
The terminus of such great wadis as al-Rumma
and al-Dawasir, where they meet the Gulf, is not
marked by deltas or estuaries, but simply by the upwelling of freshwater springs through the coastal sands,
as in the district of al-Hufuf [q.v.]., or through the bedrocks under the seawater of the Gulf itself.
Through the convenience of their oasis wells, the
wide wadis of Arabia and Syria are often followed
by roads of trade or pilgrimage: the Wadi '1-Sirhan, for
example, leads from Jordan to central Arabia, and the
Wadi Rumma is used in part by the Darb Zubayda
[q.v. in Suppl.], the Pilgrim Road from 'Irak to Mecca.
The flash-floods of the narrow mountain wadis, however, make them hazardous for travellers; but these
flows used to be controlled for purposes of irrigation
in the Negeb, for instance, and in the Yemen where
they filled the great reservoir of Marib [q.v.].
Bibliography: W.C. Brice (ed.), The environmental
history of the Middle East since the last Ice Age, London
1978.
(W.C. BRICE)
2. In N o r t h Africa.
Here, the form oued is usual in French usage. In
the Maghrib, it denotes all watercourses, including the
great perennial rivers, like the Oued Chelif in Algeria;
it can equally at times designate, in very arid regions,
low-lying areas where there is a total lack of any flow.
This is why, in the Great Western Erg/Grand Erg
Occidental, to the north of Tinimoun and towards

lat. 29° 30' N., long. 0° 30' E., it is used to designate
the streams running amongst the dunes (fqydj. [see
FUYUDJ]). The term has acquired a more restricted
meaning in physical geography for denoting the watercourses in arid regions, which may have a seasonal
flow in semi-arid areas but are spasmodic or temporary in the most desert-like areas.
Bibliography:]. Brunhes, Uirrigation dans I'Espagne
et dans I'Afrique du Word, Paris 1902; J. Despois,
L'Afrique du Nord, 3Paris 1964; H. Isnard, Le Maghreb,
Paris 1966; Despois and R. Raynal (eds.), Geographic
de I'Afrique du Nord-Ouest, Paris 1967. 67
(Y. CALLOT)
3. In Muslim Spain.
In al-Andalus, this term, through the intermediacy
of the Hispano-Arabic dialect word wad, gave rise to
a large number of toponyms in the Iberian peninsula
beginning with "Guad" and "Guadi". In al-Andalus,
wadi was used not only for smaller, seasonal watercourses which dried up in summer but also for more
important ones which might also be described by the
word nahr "river". It nevertheless seems that, in the
peninsula, wadi had a toponymical signification whereas
nahr was a more generic one. The word also appears
in many toponyms which have lost any connection
with water, such as the towns Wad! '1-Hidjara [q.v] =
Guadalajara, Wadi Ash [q.v] = Guadix, and such geographical accidents as Wad! '1-Raml = Guadarrama.
Finally, al-Wadf denoted districts (iklim) belonging
respectively to Seville and Cordova, and, as a second
element, also denoted in mediaeval Arabic historiography the name of one of the gates in the wall of
Cordova, Bab al-Wadf, the present fortress Alcala del
Rio, Kalcat al-Wadf, and a munya set up by al-Mansur
at Cordova, Dhat al-Wadiyayn "that of the two rivers".
Many of the Spanish toponyms beginning with
"Guad" are followed by pre-Islamic names adapted into
Arabic, e.g. "Anas" > Wadi Ana = Guadiana; "Acci"
> Wad! Ash = Guadix; "Salsum" > Wad! Shawsh =
Guadajoz; etc. One frequently finds others which are
Arabic in their totality with the second term a qualifying adjective, e.g. Guadalimar < Wadf '1-Ahmar
"Red river", or a substantive, e.g. Guadarroman <
Wadf '1-Rumman "River of the pomegranates".
Moreover, some archaic orthographical forms of
"Guad-" survive, such as Huad-, Gud-, Got-, Giiid-,
Giiit-, Giied-, Hiiet-, Od-, Oid-, etc.; apocopated
forms, such as Guaira alongside Guadaira (Seville) or
Gurrazar (Toledo); and even contaminated forms like
Guandatillo (Soria) or Agua Rocin (Jaen), in which
Agua is in reality a reflex of Wadi.
Bibliography. El\ art. Guad... Guadi... (C.F.
Seybold); E. Teres, Materiales. . . Nomina fluvial, esp.
29-50, 235-79 (= J. Zanon, Indices].
(R. PINILLA-MELGUIZO)
WADI 'L-'AKIK [see AL-CAK!K].
WADI ASH, a town of al-Andalus, m o d e r n
Guadix, now in the province of Grenada [see GHARNATA] 60 km/3 7 miles northwest of the province's capital, chef-lieu of a partido judicial and seat of the diocese
of Guadix-Baza, with a population of ca. 20,000, perhaps twice what it had in Islamic times.
The name goes back to a pre-Islamic toponym, perhaps Iberian, Acci, rendered Ash by the Arabs, prefixed
by the element Wadi [see WADI. 3.], applied not only
to the town and the river on which it stood but also
to the surrounding region. Sometimes the forms Wad!
'l-Asha(t) and W. Yash are found, or, for the town
only, Madlnat Ash and M. Ban! Sam, a name which
Simonet thought went back to the Yemeni tribe of
Sam(f) established there. In Castilian texts, one finds
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Guedix and above all Guadiex, which evolved into
the modern Guadix.
It was a Roman settlement (Colonia Mia Gemella Acci]
and then a Visigothic one, and then immediately formed
part of Islamic Spain with the arrival of the Arabs,
whilst becoming a centre of opposition to the Umayyad
state till the time of 'Abd al-Rahman III; the husun
Wddi Ash are mentioned by Ibn Hayyan in connection
with the amtr's campaign of 913-14 in the kura ofllbfra.
In the period of the Taifas [see MULUK AL-TAWA'IF. 2.],
Guadix formed part of the Zfrid kingdom of Granada,
as also its neighbour Baza (Basta), both of these being
involved together in clashes with Granada and the
Taifa of Almeria (al-Mariyya). After being under
Almoravid and Almohad control, it passed in 1232
to the Nasrids of Granada, and from 1238 formed
part of their kingdom. This was the period of Guadix's
greatest florescence, especially under the rule of the
Banu Ashkllula, being at that time a focus of rebellion against the authority of Granada. Its role continued to be important under the Nasrids, until El
Zagal, one of the claimants to power in the internecine
conflicts, ceded it to the Catholic monarchs in 1489,
it already having paid tribute to them since 1433.
The district of Guadix included, according to Simonet, many settlements and fortresses. The town itself
was built round the citadel (alcazaba), whose remains,
going back to the 10th century and forming a complete enceinte, dominated the madma and the suburbs.
It had a rich agricultural hinterland, with a secano (dryfarming region) very rich in cereals (wheat, barley and
millet), above all in the region of the Sened (modern
Marquesado del Cenete), and there were irrigated
lands along the river fringes (the Vega), with vegetables and fruit. There were, further, mines in the
region, stock-rearing and hunting, plus a flourishing
silk industry and trade. Famous persons from Guadix
included the poets Ibn al-Haddad [q.v.] and Ibn alNizar, the 'ulama3 Ibn Djabir and Abu Hashim Khalid
b. Zakariyya5 [q.v.] and the mystic al-Shushtarf.
Bibliography: 1. Sources. c Udhn, Tars? alakhbdr, ed. al-Ahwanl, 3, 86, 89; Ibn Hayyan, Muktabis, ed. Antuna, 116, 112, and v, ed. Chalmeta,
66, tr. Viguera and Corriente, 63; cAbd Allah b.
Buluggm, Tibydn, Span. tr. Levi-Provencal and
Garcia Gomez, 109-10, 133-6, Eng. tr. Amin T.
Tibi, The Tibydn, Leiden 1986, index; Rushatl, Iktibas
al-anwdr, ed. Molina and Bosch, 90; Ibn SacTd,
Mughrib, ii, 140-1; Ibn al-Khatlb, Ihdta, i, 507, ii,
30, iv, 270; idem, A'mdl, 304, 337; Himyarl, Rawd,
193/233; Makkarl, Najh, ed. c Abbas, i, 149-50, iv,
519-22 - Analectes, i, 142.
2. Studies. FJ. Simonet, Description del Reino de
Granada, 98-101; P. Madoz, Diccionario geogrdfico, Madrid 1846-50, ix, 40-5; E. Teres, Materiales. . . . Nomina
fluvial, 462-3 (J. Zanon, Indices); Rachel Arie, UEspagne musulmane au temps des Nasrides, Paris 1973,
index; L. Asenjo, Guadix, Granada 1983; M.G.
Jimenez, La Granada isldmica, Granada 1990, 276-7.
(C. ALVAREZ DE MORALES and
R. PINILLA-MELGUIZO)
AL-WADFASHI, SHAMS AL-DiN MUHAMMAD B.
DJABIR al-Kays! al-AndalusI al-Tunisi (673-749/12741348: not to be confused with his slightly younger
contemporary, the blind poet and grammarian from
Almeria Muhammad b. Ahmad b. CA1T b. Djabir alHawwarl), the N o r t h A f r i c a n a u t h o r of a
Barndmaaj.
Al-WadIJashl was born in Tunis, where he died during the plague. He travelled twice to the East, visiting also al-Andalus, and combining commerce with
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study. Ibn al-Ghammaz, Ibn £Abd al-Rafic, Badr alDm Ibn Djamaca, al-Ghubrini and the grammarian Abu
Hayyan were among his 180 teachers; Ibn Khaldun,
Ibn Marzuk al-Djadd, Ibn al-Khatib and Ibn Farhun
were his pupils. He contributed to the diffusion of the
works of Ibn Taymiyya, al-Tunl, Ibrahim al-Djacbari
al-Khallli, Ibn Djamaca, al-Busirl, al-Harrall and Ibn
Nubata. His works dealt mainly with hadith (Arba'un
haditjf11}', he also wrote a biography of Kadi Tyad as
well as Takyid fald 'l-Kasida al-carudiyya al-musammdt bi
'l-Maksad al-ajalil f t cilm Khalil li-Abi cAmr b. al-Hd&ib,
Uraju^afi ta'bir al-ru'yd and a diwdn of his poetry. But
he is mainly known for his Barndmaaj, a monumental
work (ed. M. Mahfuz, Beirut 1980; 2Beirut 1982; ed.
M. al-Hablb, Tunis 1981) and one of the sources of
Ibn al-Kadl's [q.v.] Durrat al-hiajdl (see J.M- Forneas,
in Al-Andalus-Magreb, [1993], 89-101).
Bibliography: 1. Sources. Safadl, Wqfi, ii, 283,
no. 717; Ibn al-KhatTb, Ihdta, iii, 163-5; Ibn
Khaldun, al-Tacrlf, tr. A. Gheddadi, 2Paris 1980,
46; Ibn Farhun, Dibdaj, ii, 299-301; Ibn al-Djazarl,
Ghdya, ii, 106, no. 2882; Ibn Hadjar, al-Durar alkdmina, iv, 33, no. 3618; Ibn al-Kadi, Durrat alhia^dl, ii, 102-3, no. 535; Makkan,'Majh, v, 200-2;
Makhluf, Shaajarat al-nur, i, 210, no. 733.
2. Studies. Pons Boigues 326, no. 279; Brockelmann, S II, 371; Zirikll, vi, 68, vii, 35; Kahhala,
ix, 146, xi, 230; J.Ma Forneas, in al-And., xxxviii
(1973), 1-67, xxxix (1974), 301-61; Benchekroun, La
vie intellectuale marocaine, 519. (MARIBEL FIERRO)
WADI 'L-DAWASIR [see AL-DAWASIR].
WADI HALFA or simply HALFA, a town of the
n o r t h e r n ' N i l o t i c S u d a n '(lat. 21° 46' N., long.
31° 17' E.), the administrative centre of the Haifa
District of the modern Republic of the Sudan. It lies
just south of the frontier with Egypt. It was formerly
on the Nile, some 10 km/6 miles north of the Second
Cataract, and formed the northern terminus of the
Sudan Railway from the capital Khartum, with a pre1964 steamboat service taking passengers down the
Nile to al-Shallal and the Egyptian railway system. It
played little active role in the Sudanese Mahdiyya of
the 1880s and 1890s, the centre of the movement
being further south, except for the advance from
Dongola on Egypt in summer 1889 of Mahdist forces
under cAbd al-Rahman al-Nudjuml, abruptly halted
on 3 August by the crushing of the Mahdist expedition at Toski (TushkT) north of Wad! Haifa and
the killing of its commander [see AL-MAHDIYYA, at
Vol. V, 1250a-b].
What remains of Wad! Haifa now lies on the eastern shore of Lake Nuba, the extension into the Sudan
of Lake Nasser, formed behind the Aswan High Dam,
constructed after the Nile Waters Agreement of 1959
between President cAbd al-Nasir [q.v. in Suppl.] of
Egypt and General Ibrahim cAbbud of the recentlyindependent Sudan Republic, which divided the water
which was to accumulate between the two countries.
Some 502,000 Nubians of the WadI Haifa lands which
were to be inundated, were compulsorily resettled on the
upper Atbara river in Kassala Province [see KASALA] of
the eastern Sudan, with their settlement there eventually
known as Haifa al-Djadrd "New Haifa" [see NUBA. 4].
The high-handed action of the Sudan government in
expelling these people from their ancestral homes, with
no voice in where they were to be resettled, provoked in 1960 widespread rioting in WadI Haifa itself,
Khartum and other towns of the Sudan against the
c
Abbud regime. The region of WadI Haifa is rich in
antiquities of the ancient civilisations of Nubia [see
NUBA. 2 (a)], and in the 1970s it saw extensive rescue
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archaeological work before the flooding of the Nile
valley there.
Bibliography: P.M. Holt, A modern history of the
Sudan, from the Funj Sultanate to the present day, London
1965, 72, 74, 188-90 and index; K.D.D. Henderson,
Sudan Republic, London 1965, 135-8 and index.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
WADl HANIFA, a valley of Nadjd [q.v], now
in Saudi Arabia, named after the tribe of Hamfa [see
HANIFA B. LUDJAYM], who in pre-Islamic and early
Islamic times occupied the region.
It runs in a northwestern to southeastern direction
to the east of the massifs of central Nadjd, rising on
the crest of the Djabal al-Tuwayk [see AL-TUWAYK,
DJABAL] and following to the west of modern al-Riyad.
The wadi is ca. 150 km/90 miles long and 300 to
600 m wide, and cuts through various gaps in the
ridges of the region. After reaching the region of alKhardj [q.v], it becomes known as the Wadf al-Sahba3
[see AL-SAHBA'] and is thereafter largely traceable
to the shores of the Gulf near the Katar peninsula.
In the rainy season, the Wadi Hanffa is joined by
several affluent wadis and is filled with water, but
outside such times it transports a considerable subterranean flow which is drawn upon by various oases
in the vicinity of al-Riyad.
In pre- and early Islamic times, the town of alYamama [q.v.] was situated in the wadi, but now consists of only a small group of hamlets; the town was
probably destroyed by violent floods, whereas alDir'iyya and al-Riyad [q.vv] stand above the flood
level. The Wad! Hanffa remains today, as it was in
earlier times, a well-cultivated area.
Bibliography: H.St.J.B. Philby, Arabia of the
Wahhabis, London 1928, 68-79; Naval Intelligence
Division. Admiralty Handbooks, Western Arabia and
the Red Sea, London 1946, 29, 233; W.C. Brice, A
systematic regional geography. Southwest Asia, London 1966,
271; cAbd Allah b. Khamfs, Mucd^am al-Tamdma, 2 vols.
al-Riyad 1978, i, 348-53. See also AL-CARAB, DJAZIRAT.
iii, at Vol. II, 538b.
(S.A. AL-RASHID)
WADI 'L-HIDJARA, Spanish form Guadalajara,
currently the capital of a h o m o n y m o u s province situated to the northeast of Madrid.
Although it is difficult to define the limits of this
region during the mediaeval period with absolute precision, it may be stated that its territory corresponds
to the zones enclosed between the river Tagus to the
east and the river Jarama, which traverses the Sierra
Guadarrama, to the west. The principal axis of communication of the region is the valley of the Henares,
comprising the Arabic toponym of Wadi '1-Hidjara
"river [or valley] of stones". The city of Guadalajara
is situated on the banks of this river, as are other
strongholds such as Alcala de Henares (Kalcat cAbd
al-Salam), the Complutum of the Roman period,
Alcolea (Kulay'a) and Atienza (Atfnsa), the most northerly point of the region. This zone also formed a part
of the "Middle March" (al-thaghr al-adnd [see ALTHUGHUR. 2.]) of which the political and military capital was Toledo (Tulaytula [q.v.]). This zone constituted
an important site for its defence, being a frontier
region and a necessary transit point for armies seeking to move from northeast to south and to defend
without too much difficulty the untamed mountains
of the Central System. Originating on the right bank
of the Henares, there had been since the Roman
period a highway linking the cities of Toledo and of
Saragossa. Among the principal routes of al-Andalus,
mentioned by al-Istakhn in the 4th/10th century, is
the Cordova-Toledo-Guadalajara-Saragossa sa route.

Following the conquest, attributed by the sources
to Tarik b. Ziyad [q.v], Guadalajara appears sporadically in Arabic texts which refer to it as a town
of secondary importance, both politically and culturally. From this time onward, the little Roman settlement of Arriaca becomes known as Wad! '1-Hidjara
or, to a lesser extent, Madfnat al-Faradj, from the
anthroponymy of the family of the Banu '1-Faradj, a
Berber family which governed the region and was
descended from the Banu Salim, another family which
gave its name to the town of Medinaceli (Madmat
Salim). Both the history of the town and that of its
circumscription seem to be strongly influenced by its
frontier status, since the chronicles mention numerous
walled fortresses, always in connection with various
military events taking place in different periods. Thus
the region exerts considerable interest in its role as a
favoured refuge for dissidents intent on pursuing their
aims or as a site for warfare against the Christians.
For example, in 151/768, during the reign of the
Umayyad amir £Abd al-Rahman I (138-72/756-88),
the Berber chieftain Shakya al-Miknasf, who had
rebelled and taken control of the region of Merida
(Manda), sought refuge with the government troops
of Cordova in the fort of Sopetran. A century later,
in 245/860, Musa b. Musa b. KasI who had been
independent governor of the "Upper March" during
the last years of the reign of cAbd al-Rahman II (20638/822-52) and who no longer recognised the sovereignty of Muhammad, the new Umayyad amir of
Cordova, confronted his stepson Izrak b. Mantll b.
Salmi, governor of Guadalajara in an episode related
by the sources in the style of an epic. Musa b. Musa
b. Kasf was defeated and then killed by the governor who remained loyal to the Umayyads of Cordova.
Despite this, the three sons of Musa b. Musa b. KasI
continued to defy Cordova, being finally defeated after
a series of prolonged battles at the end of the reign
of Muhammad (238-73/852-86).
During this period and in the reign of his son cAbd
Allah b. Muhammad (275-300/888-912), there was a
perceived need for defensive measures against the
growing menace of the increasingly powerful Christian kingdoms. As a result, not only were the defensive systems of the "Upper Frontier" consolidated, but
there was also a series of military constructions in the
region between Toledo and Atienza. Sites fortified
included Madrid (Madjrft), Talamanca (Talamanka),
Canales (Kanalish), Olmos (Wulmush) and Calatalifa
(Kal'at al-Khalffa). From this period onward and with
the support of the populace of this turbulent region,
these fortresses were to prove vital for the defence of
al-Andalus, as is illustrated both by the historical
chronicles and the bio-bibliographical dictionaries,
where details are to be found of numerous local culama3
who died in combat. It is known that during the
amfrate of cAbd Allah, at the end of the 3rd/9th
century, troops from Wad! '1-Hidjara participated in
the d^ihdd against Alfonso III. Later, the caliph cAbd
al-Rahman III al-Nasir (300-50/912-61) exerted effective military control over the region of Guadalajara.
On this topic, Ibn Hayyan relates that the caliph
deposed its governor, a member of the family of the
Banu Salim who had long controlled this region, and
appointed a member of the Umayyad family in his
place. During this period, this frontier zone was the
site of the battle in which the Muslims triumphed
over the king of Leon.
In the aftermath of the fall of the caliphate of
Cordova, Wadi '1-Hidjara became a territory coveted
by the Taifa [see MULUK AL-TAWA'IF. 2.] kingdoms of
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Saragossa and Toledo with which it shared frontiers.
The population of Guadalajara was divided between
supporters of the Banu Hud of Saragossa represented
by Sulayman al-Mustac In and the Dhu '1-Nunid
sovereign of Toledo al-Ma'mun, in a series of confrontations lasting from 435/1043 to the death of alMusta'm in 439/1047. During these conflicts, each
party sought the aid of Christian sovereigns: Ferdinand
I of Castile on the side of Toledo, and Garcia of
Pamplona in support of Saragossa. The son of alMusta'Tn, Ahmad al-Muktadir, pursuing an expansionist policy, succeeded in taking political and military
control of the region of Guadalajara which ultimately
became part of the greatly extended territory of his
Taifa kingdom.
The impression that is gained of Wad! '1-Hidjara
as being a military frontier region, with the role of
protecting cities of greater political importance, is that
reflected by the Arab and Christian sources, although
the latter seem to be unaware of the exact date of
its reconquest; for a long time this was attributed,
without historical foundation, to Alvar Fafiez. In spite
of everything, it is known that it took place in the
time of Alfonso VI, and was probably simultaneous
with the reconquest of Toledo in 478/1085. A Christian document dated 1107 bears the signature of "un
alkad de Medina et de Guadalajara". At a later time,
in 1133 Alfonso VII granted the town afuero in which
he expressed his intention of repopulating the region,
thus countering the dispersal of population suffered
by the zone after its reconquest.
The activities of the culama* of Guadalajara and
their family ties are reasonably well known, being
detailed in the biographies of sixty scholars contained
in bio-bibliographical compilations between the 3rd/9th
and the first half of the 6th/12th century. For the
most part they were Hispano-Roman converts, some
of whom adopted Arabic nisbas reflecting their professional links with families installed in the region. It
is also known that numerous Berber families had
settled in the region, including the Banu '1-Faradj and
the Banu Mascada; the latter was the origin of several 'ulama3. The interests of the culamd3 of Guadalajara
seem to have coincided with those of the other 'ulamd3
of al-Andalus, and special dedication is observed to
the study of hadith, of fikh and of Kur'anic readings.
The role of scholars of Cordova in the training of
the intellectual elite of Guadalajara was crucial, with
Muhammad b. Waddah playing a particularly significant part; in fact, the first 'ulamd3 of the region, from
the ascetic Muhammad b. Baligh to the kadi Muhammad b. cAzra, studied with Ibn Waddah. In the 5th/
I1 th century, there is observable an increase in the
number of culamd3 dedicating themselves to literature
and grammar, and even to poetry. It is in this period
that the fakih and writer £Abd al-Malik b. Ghusn
al-Khushanf al-Hidjan makes his appearance. All of
the written corpus of the culamd} of Guadalajara has
been lost, with the exception of a few verses and fragments of the geographical work composed by cAbd
Allah b. Ibrahim al-HidjarT, preserved in Ibn Sa'Td's
al-Mughrib.
Bibliography: 1. G e o g r a p h i c a l s o u r c e s .
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137-8; Path al-Andalus, ed. Molina, Madrid 1994, 23.
3. Bio-bibliographical dictionaries. For this
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of Guadalajara, Ulemas en la Marca Media, in Estudios
onomdstico-biogrqficos de al-Andalus, Madrid, vii (1995),
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la conquista cristiana de Guadalajar y Siguenza, in Actas
del I encuentro de historiadores del Valle de Henares (nov.
1988), Alcala de Henares 1988, 67-74; J. Valiente
Malla and M.A. Cuadrado Prieto, Las tones de
Atienza, in ibid., 631-42; E. Manzano Moreno, La
frontera de al-Andalus en epoca de los Omeyas, Madrid
1991, 54-5, 150-5, 160, 294, 318, 328, 333, 347,
372-4; M. Makki, The political history of al-Andalus, in
S.A. Jayyusi (ed.), The legacy of Muslim Spain, Leiden
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Reinos de Taifas. Al-Andalus en el s. XI, in Historia de
Espana, viii*, Madrid 1994, chs. of Viguera, M.L.
Avila Navarro and Pavon Maldonado.
(CRISTINA DE LA PUENTE)
(AL-)WADI 'L-KABIR, Guadalquivir, the name
given by the Arabs to the ancient Betis river in
S o u t h e r n Spain. It has remained in Spanish
toponymy through the Spanish-Arabic dialect form
Wad al-Kibfr. According to the Arab sources, it is
also called al-Nahr al-Akbar or al-Nahr al-Aczam (the
Great River), Nahr Kurtuba (River of Cordova) and
Nahr Ishblliya (River of Seville), but it is seldom called
Nahr Bitl/Bita (Betis River). In poetry sometimes it
is called Nahr Hims (River of Hims), that is, River
of Seville. The history of this river goes back to
Roman times, where it played a major role within
the Roman Baetica, or southern Hispania. After the
Islamic conquest, its ancient Latin name was changed
to the Arabic one (al-)Wadl '1-KabTr (the Great River),
possibly due to its extensive flow, which the Muslim
conquerors compared with North African small streams
that they knew previously.
Wadf '1-KabTr was, and still is at present, one of
the most important rivers in the Iberian Peninsula,
and the southernmost of them all. It flows through
the heart of al-Andalus, from northeast to southwest,
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through the modern Andalusia. Its course is 560 kms
long. It begins at the Canada de Aguas Frias, among
the Pozo Alcon and Cazorla mountains, but according to Arab writers, the course begins west of Baza
(Basta), in a place called Fath/Fadjdj al-Daylam, today
Pena Negra at the Sierra de Cazorla, while other
written sources speak of a place in the Sierra de
Segura (Shakura).
This river flowed through what were some of the
most important cities and districts in al-Andalus such
as the districts of Ubeda (Ubbadha [</.#.]), Andujar
(Andudjar), Cordoba (Kurtuba [q.v.]) and Seville
(Ishbfliya [</.#.]). Further downstream, it waters the
marshes (Las Marismas, al-Mara'im), finally meeting
the Atlantic Ocean near Sanlucar de Barrameda
(Shaluka, Barr al-Ma'ida).
Many smaller rivers feed the course of the
Guadalquivir, some of which still keep the Arab prefix "Guad" [see WADI. 3]. Its left bank takes in the
waters from the Guadalimar (Wad! '1-Ahmar), Jandula
(Shandula), Guadalmellato (Wad! Armillat), Guadiato
(Wad! Atuh ?), and Guadiamar (Wad! Yanbar) rivers,
among others. On its right bank the Guadiana (Wad!
Yana) Menor, Guadalbullon (Wadf '1-Bulyun), Guadajoz (Wadf Shawsh), Genii (Wad! Shanll, the most
important of these tributaries) and Guadaira (Wad!
Ayra) are its main affluents.
In Antiquity, it seems that there were boats sailing
along most of its course: Strabo speaks of big ships
sailing to Hispalis (Ishbiliya) and how small boats
could sail to Corduba (Kurtuba). Then, in the Muslim
period, navigation continued to Seville, but only smaller
boats could travel between Seville and Cordova, along
the route mentioned by al-Idrfsf as tank al-Wddi ("the
way of the river"). The river is very often mentioned
by the Arab writers. The bridge (kantarat al-Wddi),
made by the Romans, still links both sides of the city
of Cordova, being the only stone bridge which spanned
al-Wadf '1-Kabrr during Arab times. Al-Wadf '1-Kabfr
was often hymned by the Arab poets, and al-Zuhrl
compares it to the rivers Tigris, Euphrates, Nile and
Jordan.
Bibliography: 1. Sources. Idrfsf, Nuzha (=
Descript. de I'Afr. et de I'Esp., 196); Dimashkf,
Cosmographie, 112, 246-139, 353; Abu 'l-FidaJ, Takwim
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WADI 'L-KHAZNADAR, the site of a battle
in 699/1299 between the Mamluks and the Ilkhanid
Mongols [q.w.], in the plain to the north of Hims.
The exact location of this site, also referred to as
Madjmac al-Murudj, has not been identified. This was

the only time the Mongols were victorious over the
Mamluks in a major field battle.
Angry at the recent Mamluk incursion to Mardfn
and interference in Mongol-controlled Anatolia, and
urged on by Mamluk renegades at his court, the
Ilkhan Ghazan [q.v.] ordered the call-up of some 13
tiimdns [q.v.], but only five out of every ten soldiers
was to report, each bringing five horses. Crossing the
Euphrates in the autumn, the Ilkhan and his army
passed Halab and Hama and entered the plain of
Hims. They soon encountered the Mamluk army,
which arrived at the battlefield in an exhausted state,
further suffering from other problems. The young sultan, al-Nasir Muhammad b. Kalawun [q.v], enjoyed
only nominal command, and real control was in the
hands of the amirs, Salar and Baybars al-Djashnakfr:
the latter, however, became ill and did not participate in the fighting. The contemporary Abu '1-Fida'
(Mukhtasar, Cairo 1325/1407, iv, 43), describes the
poor morale, discipline, organisation and supply system of the Mamluk army. Contact between the two
armies was made on Wednesday, 27 Rabrc I 699/22
December 1299 (cf. the Mamluk sources). As the
Mongols were dispersed to pasture the horses and
fetch water, Ghazan drew up those troops as he could,
ordering the soldiers in the centre to dismount and
shoot on foot, with the horses lying down before them
as a protective barrier. The Mamluks attacked first,
their right pushing back the Mongol left under KutluShah, who then joined the Ilkhan in the centre with
some troops. The Mamluk attack in this sector was
repulsed. With time, the dispersed Mongol soldiers
joined their ruler, and after hard fighting the superior numbers of his army helped decide the battle;
some Mamluk sources specifically mention the defeat
of the Mamluk left. The Mamluk army retreated in
disarray, making their way to Egypt while suffering
depredations by the local hillsmen. Mongol raiders
swept through Palestine, reaching as far as Gaza,
Hebron and Jerusalem. Ghazan himself advanced as
far as Damascus, whose notables submitted to him.
After several weeks, the Ilkhan withdrew, and following him the entire Mongol force. By spring, the
Mamluks had reoccupied Syria.
Bibliography: 1. Sources. Rashfd al-Dfn, D^dmi'
al-tawdnkh, ed. CA. cAl!zada, Baku 1957, iii, 332-9
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a non-event, in Eng. Hist. Review, xciv (1979), 80519; R. Amitai, Mongol raids into Palestine (A.D. 12601300), in JRAS [1987), 236-55.
(R. AMITAI)
WADI 'L-KURA, or "the valley of villages", a
once prosperous region including several valleys in northern Hidjaz [q.v], four or five days'
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not cUmar expelled the Jews of Wadi '1-Kura. Howjourney from Medina. From beginning to end the valever, the fact that many Companions received from
ley was made of villages arrayed one after the other
him grants of land in Wadi '1-Kura indicates that part
(kurd manzuma).
of the original Jewish inhabitants were driven out.
According to one opinion, the Wad! '1-Kura extended
One Jewish family which remained is specified. When
between Mada'in Salih (i.e. al-Hidjr [q.v.], ancient
Muhammad alighted in Wadi '1-Kura, the sons of the
Hegra) in the north and al-Badayic (southeast of alc
Jew 'Arid (or cUrayd) served him a dish of hans[a]
Ula) in the south; the central settlement in Wadi '1-Kura
(i.e. ground meat and ground wheat fried in much
during the first centuries of Islam, Kurh [q.v], should
fat). He granted them a portion from the annual crops
be identified with modern al-Mibyat (or rather alc
of Wadi '1-Kura (perhaps rewarding them for a coMabiyyat) south of al- Ula (A. A. Nasif, The identification
operation of sorts). Several centuries later there was
of the Wadi 'l-Qurd and the ancient Islamic site of al-Mibydt,
a large Jewish community in Wadi '1-Kura. In the
in Arabian Studies, v [1979], 1-19; cf. H. al-Djasir, Laysa
4th/10th century, Kurh, said by al-MukaddasI to have
'l-Hi$rMada'inSaKh,m al-'Arab [Riyad], xiii [1978-9]),
been predominantly Jewish (wa l-ghdlibu calayhd} l-yahudu),
3-13). However, according to another opinion, Wad!
was at the apogee of its prosperity. He wrote: "And
'1-Kura traversed a much larger area, joining the sea
the region (ndhiya) of Kurh is called Wadi '1-Kura.
south of al-Wadjh; Kurh, according to the latter opinApart from Mecca, no town in the Hidjaz today is
ion, should be located at modern al-Khurayba (or
higher in rank, is in better repair, more populated,
Khuraybat al-cUla) which is the northern part of alc
or has more merchants, wealth and fine qualities than
Ula (al-Djasir, Ta'likat cald 'l-mawddic fi shi'r al-Ahwas
it" (see also J. Mann, The responsa. . ., in JQR, N.S.
al-Ansdn. Hi, in Jnal of the Institute of Arabic Manuscripts,
xxxvi [1992], 249-86, at 252-4; idem, Rihla ild bildd I vii [1916-17], 457-90, at 489).
Several prominent Muslims are known to have owned
al-cUld, in al-'Arab, xii [1977-8], 161-85, at 183-4).
Kurh was also known as al-Sac!d and Sacld Kurh. j estates in Wadi '1-Kura. They included cUthman b.
'Aflan, CA1I b. Abl Talib (who had several estates there),
According to Lughda al-Isfahanl (3rd/9th century), the
Usama b. Zayd and cAbd Allah b. 'Urnar b. almarket of Wad! '1-Kura was called al-SacId. The mosque
Khattab [q.v.], whose land was cultivated by his own
in Sacld Kurh was built where the Prophet Muhamslaves and by those belonging to his wife (Ibn Zandjamad once led his Companions in prayer. His place
wayh, K. al-Amwdl, ed. Sh.Dh. Fayyad, Riyad 1406/
of prayer (musalla) was later demarcated with bones and
1986, iii, 1257-8). Mu'awiya I [q.v.] reportedly initiated
stones (al-Flruzabadl, al-Maghdnim al-mutdba fi ma'dlim
a large irrigation project in Wadi '1-Kura including
Tdba, ed. al-gjasir, Riyad 1389/1969, 336).
watering places (cuyun). Part of Mu'awiya's estate in
In ancient times, i.e. in legendary history, the Wadi
Wadi '1-Kura was bought from a Jew, while another
'1-Kura and the adjacent areas belonged to the
part was made productive by Mu'awiya himself. One
Thamud and the cAd [^.<w.]. The Jews who came there
has to bear in mind that significant pilgrim roads passed
later dug subterranean conduits and planted palm trees.
through or near Wadi '1-Kura, hence the raison d'etre
Wad! '1-Kura was (from a tribal point of view) in the
c
of the estates was probably the provision of food to
territory of tribal groups belonging to the Kuda a [q.v.].
the pilgrims.
Other tribal groups living in the same area were of
The development of new irrigation projects, and
the Ghatafan and the Fazara [q.vv.] (a subdivision of
the former tribe). Two expeditions against the Fazara
the maintenance of old ones, required expert knowledge in water engineering. Irrigation experts were
at the time of the Prophet were carried out in the
probably found among the slaves brought to Wadi
vicinity of Wad! '1-Kura. As for the Ghatafan, the
'1-Kura in the early days of Islam. cUmar b. Dawud
Jews of Wadi '1-Kura had a treaty with a GhatafanI
b. Zadhan (better known as cUmar al-Wadl), a mawld
group, the Thalaba b. Sacd b. Dhubyan (Aghdm3, iii,
271). Another treaty, between the Jews and the 'Udhra
of c Uthman b. 'Affan, was the first in a distinguished
[q.v.], prescribed for the latter a portion of the annual
line of musicians who lived in Wadi '1-Kura. At the
crops. In return, they defended the villages of Wad!
same time cUmar was also a muhandis or "one who
'1-Kura, driving away from them other tribes of the
determines the measures and proportions of subterranean channels for water". This link by wald' with
Kudaca. The assigned portion of the cUdhra amounted
c
to one-third of the harvest, while two-thirds remained in
Uthman went back to 'Umar's grandfather, Zadhan
the hands of the Jewish agriculturalists. When Muham(Aghdm3, vii, 85) who was presumably a Persian slave
mad conquered Wad! '1-Kura (7 A.H.), he received half
employed in 'Uthman's estate in Wadi '1-Kura.
of the Jews' share, i.e. one-third of the total, while the
In the 3rd/9th century, the Kuda'a were still domJews kept one-third to themselves. Upon the expulsion
inant in the area. According to Lughda, Wadi '1-Kura
c
of the Jews (or rather of some of them) by Umar b.
and its surroundings belonged to the cUdhra, the Ball,
al-Khattab, they received in cash the estimated value
the Sacd Allah and the Djuhayna (all of whom were
of their share, sc. 90,000 dinars. cUmar then offered
subdivisions of the Kudaca). Groups of the Ball, the
c
the cUdhra an additional sixth of the crops in return for
Udhra (many of whom were absorbed by the Ball) and
one-sixth of the value, i.e. 45,000 dinars. They accepted,
the Djuhayna can still be found in the same area, in
becoming the owners of one-half of Wadi '1-Kura.
addition to groups of the 'Anaza and the Harb [</.ro.].
One-third of the remaining half was included in the
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
charitable endowments of the Prophet, while one-sixth
the article): Baladhurl, Futuh; Tabarl; Wakidl; and
of the same half belonged to all the Muslims (alYakut, index; the relevant entries in the geographical
Mawardl, al-Ahkdm al-sultdniyya, tr. E. Fagnan, Algiers
dictionary in SamhudI, Wafd* al-wafd, ed. M.M. cAbd
1915, 362).
al-Hamld, Cairo 1374/1955, repr. Beirut 1401/1981;
At least four indigenous Arabs, all of whom belonged
Lughda al-Isfahanl, Bildd al-carab, ed. H. al-Djasir and
to tribal groups of the Kudaca, are reported to have
S.A. al-cAlI, Riyad 1968, index; Mascudl, Muruaj.,
received from the Prophet grants of land in Wadi
ed. Pellat, index; A.A. Nasif, al-cUld, an historical and
'1-Kura. Two were members of the cUdhra, one was
archaeological survey with special reference to its irrigation
probably of the Ball, while another was of the Harith
^tem,_Riy_ad 1988.
(M. LECKER)
c
b. Sa d Hudhaym.
WADI NUN, the form of more recent times for the
There is no unanimity in the sources on whether or
earlier WAD! NUL, a great plain of s o u t h w e s t e r n
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Morocco lying between the Anti-Atlas and its
Saharan outliers some 35 km/20 miles from the
Atlantic. The plain is formed from the silt carried
down by a number of watercourses, of which the
chief are the Wad! Sayyad and the Wad! Umm al'Ashar, which unite to form the Wad! Asaka, which
last runs through a defile into the Atlantic just south
of what was the Spanish enclave of Ifni.
The Wadf Nun contains a number of oases with
large villages (Awgelmlm or Glaymfm, Ksabf, Tfllwfn,
Fask, Dubiyan, Tighmart, Asnr, Wa'run, Abbuda,
etc.). which in the past served as trading centres for
the Saharan nomads. The local inhabitants are Arabophone Berbers, belonging for the most part to the
Lamta with some Ma'kil lineages and to the sociopolitical groups (Iqff [q.v.]) of the Takna, but some to
the Ayt Bacamran and the Akhsas. An element present from mediaeval Islamic times has been that of
the Haratfn [see HARTANI], and there was a Jewish
community until the 20th century.
The region has owed its historic importance to several factors. It is in Morocco one of the rarer groups
of oases which through the centuries has communicated in the south with the Mauritanian Adrar and
Senegal, and in the southeast, with the Niger bend.
It is also at the exit of the easiest route between the
desert and the northern slope of the Atlas, a natural
route which runs onwards as far as al-Suwayra [q.v.]
or Mogador. Finally, its proximity to the Atlantic
Ocean has enabled its inhabitants at various times to
enter into commercial relations with Europe and to
act as a corridor for the exporting of the rich products of the Western Sudan.
The pre-Islamic history of the region is obscure,
but its population must have been Berber, of the
groups Illmmidn (which in the language of the Iznagn
or Sanhadja [q.v.] would mean "those who have learnt
to act together"), i.e. the Lamta, and the distinct
Iwillimmidn or Lamtuna. In the first Islamic century,
Lamta Berbers controlled the settlements of the Wad!
Nul, and it was probably the ephemeral rule of £Abd
Allah b. Idrfs II in the Sus [q.v.] which brought them
for the first time into contact with the Islamic faith.
.They were probably at this time essentially nomadic,
but acquired a significant town, Nul Lamta, which
seems to have occupied the site of the later villages
of Asnr Tighmart. It was a great entrepot, where the
famous shields of antelope hide (lamt) were made, and
from it caravans set out to cross the Sahara for
Mauritania and the Western Sudan. It was probably
this commercial role of the region which at an early
date attracted a Jewish colony.
In the 5th/llth century, Nul Lamta rose to prominence when the Almoravids [see AL-MURABITUN] conquered the Wadf Nul basin, and ca. 494/1101
established a celebrated mint there, and the high quality of its gold dinars attests the economic importance
of the place and its importance to the Almoravids.
Amongst the towns of the Great Atlas and the AntiAtlas, Nul and Aghmat [q.v.] now consolidated their
metropolitan position, with Nul in third position after
Sidjilmasa and Aghmat and in front of Fas and
Marrakush. Imposing fortresses of the Almoravids
above Nul and Taghadjidjt still attest this importance.
Al-IdrfsI describes the large size of the encampments
there of the Iwillimmidn. The mint of Nul Lamta
continued to operate until 543/1148-9, two years after
the death of the last Almoravid Ishak b. cAlf b. Yusuf
b. Tashuffn, and its continued cultural significance is
shown by mentions of scholars there, such as cAbd
Allah b. Abl Bakr al-Samkanf who studied there in

663/1264-5 with Shaykh Abu Sulayman Dawud alHaha'f, who is said to have taught Ibn cAbd al-Barr's
K. al-Kdfl.
The advent of the Almohads [see AL-MUWAHHIDUN]
did not prevent Nul Lamta and other nearby towns
like Taghadjidjt and Tagawst from retaining their vigorous independence against outside incursions. Hence
c
Abd al-Musmin sent his commander Abu Hafs with
three corps of troops against the Wadf Nun, wreaking complete destruction there in 549/1154-5, with
massacres and deportations. Nevertheless the three
towns later revived: al-Marrakushf, Ibn Sacfd and Ibn
Khaldun attest the continuing importance of Nul
Lamta and Tagawst, whilst Taghadjidjt survived under
an Almohad governor.
In 615/1218 the invasions of the Ma'kil Arabs
reached Wadf Nun, and one of their component tribes,
the Dhawu Hassan, soon clashed there with the indigenous Illmmidn and Iguzuln. Allying with whoever
paid them most, the incomers gradually overlaid the
power of the Lamta, and with the subsequent conflict
of the Dhawu Hassan and the Marfnids [q.v] over
control of the region, Nul Lamta declined in favour
of Tagawst (the modern Ksabf), and it was under the
name Tagawst that the Europeans long knew the
Wadf Nun region.
From 1405, expeditions began under Portuguese,
Spanish and other European navigators from the
Canary Islands to the African coast, in a century
when the existence of the confederation of the Takna
is first attested. These expeditions were to secure slaves
for the agricultural exploitation of the Islands, and
constituted the celebrated entradas, several of which
reached the gates of Tagawst and resulted in the foundation of a number of Spanish fortresses. One of
them, San Miguel de Saca, which only lasted, however, for a very short time, was quite close to the
Wadf Nun, at the mouth of the Asaka. These expeditions were perhaps preceded or accompanied by
Christian missions. In 1525 Tagawst venerated the
relics of a Portuguese from the Order of the Hermits
of St. Augustine, who had lived in this region. It was
a period when the Hilalf Arab tribe [see HILAL] of
the Awlad cAmir apparently secured control over
Tagawst, although the mass of cultivable land remained
in the hands of the indigenous Illmmidn and Igulzuln.
The foundation of the Sa'dian dynasty [see SACDIDS]
in the 10th/16th century resulted in the expulsion of
the Christians and the people of Nun supplied gtsh
contingents to the sovereigns who had liberated Muslim
soil. But very soon, it seems, their oases began to lose
their position as starting-points for caravans. The
Shorfa [see SHURAFA'] came from Tagmadart in the
upper Dar'a, and it was by this route naturally that
they brought to Marrakush the booty of their conquests on the Niger.
This fact no doubt explains why the people of the
Wadf Nun very soon disowned this dynasty, as well
as why they were always at more or less open enmity
with the Fflalfs, who for similar reasons favoured the
route by Tafllalt. In the 17th and 18th centuries, the
Wadf Nun seems to have belonged to the marabout
state of Tazarwalt [q.v], founded by Abu Hassun alSamlalf (Bu Dmica). He and his successors in every
case maintained very regular commercial relations with
the country south of the desert. In their reign,
European ships frequently came to the coast of the
Sus to carry away merchandise brought down by
the caravans. This was a period of prosperity for the
Wadf Nun, which, towards the beginning of the 19th
century, formed a practically independent state under
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Shaykh Bayruk, the capital of which, Awgelmim, soon
supplanted Tagawst.
The sultans, however, became disturbed at this
direct trade between Europe and the southern
provinces of the empire; they were losing all the profit
from it. In the second half of the 18th century, Sldl
Muhammad b. cAbd Allah closed the southern ports
to merchant ships and forced them henceforth to come
to Mogador, which he had just founded. Tazarwalt
and Wadf Nun had to send their caravans there and
pay heavy taxes on the articles exported. All their
efforts, and especially those of Bayruk and his sons,
were in the direction of direct relations with the
European governments, in order to place their commerce under European protection and to lead ships
to disobey the sultan's orders by founding on the
coast a port where the customs duties were lower
than those at Mogador. The way was paved for this
policy by the old relations of the Jews of the Wadf
Nun with the European merchants and by the numerous shipwrecks which took place in this district at the
end of the 18th century, which gave Bayruk an opportunity to discuss his plan with Christians. He tried
first of all in 1835-6 to interest England and then
France in 1837-53; finally, after his death in 1859,
his sons began negotiations with Spain, which enabled
this nation to get, by the treaty of Tetouan, the concession of a fishing station on the coast. So far, these
attempts had yielded no appreciable result; the commercial strength of the Ulad Bayruk seemed rather
precarious, and the coast of the Wad! Nun, moreover,
did not afford sufficient shelter for ships. It was only
in 1876 that Mackenzie built a factory on Gape Juby,
soon followed by Curtis, who settled near Awgelmim
in the Wad! Areksls. These marked the beginning of
a series of explorations and experiments which disturbed sultan Mawlay al-Hasan so much that in 1886
he decided upon an expedition to the south. This
ended in the submission of Tazarwalt and of the Wad!
Nun and in the departure of the English merchants.
The marabout shaykh Ma' al-cAynayn [<7.#.], whose
anti-foreign influence was increasing in the western
Sahara, undertook to put a stop to any Christian
enterprise on these coasts. It was not till four years
after his death, in 1916, that Spain established herself on Cape Juby and a German submarine landed
a mission to seek an alliance with his son Mawlay
Ahmad al-Hlba, who was directing the opposition of
the tribes in the Anti-Atlas against the French advance;
this last effort led to nothing [see AHMAD AL-HIBA, in
Suppl.].
By the first half of the 20th century, the process
of desertification and migrations of the local populations towards the Atlantic plains and the cities, combined with the disappearance of the trans-Saharan
commerce, made the Wad! Nun chiefly significant for
stock-rearing (camels, horses, cattle and, especially,
sheep and goats), although agriculture included some
cereals, vines, figs, oranges, pomegranates and dates.
By then, the markets of Awgelrmm and Tighmart
were only of local significance. The most notable were
the fairs (musem, amuggdr) of Asnr, Ksabl and Awgelmfm
where the settled population and pastoralists exchanged
products.
Bibliography. 1. Sources. These include geographers like Ya'kubl, Ibn Hawkal, Bakrl, Idrlsl,
the K. al-Dj.acrafiyya', historians like Ibn Khaldun, K.
al-Tbar and Mukaddima, and Ibn Tdharfs Baydn; and
hagiographers like Ibn al-Zayyat, K. al-Tashawwuf
ild 'l-tasawwuf, ed. A. Faure, Rabat 1958. Because
of the region's contacts with Europe, the accounts
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(MUSTAPHA NAIMI)
WADl RICH [see MAQIRAWA. B. 4].
WADI YANA or ANA, or NAHR YANA/ANA, the
classical Anas, Span. Guadiana, Port. Odiana, a great
river of the s o u t h - c e n t r a l and s o u t h w e s t e r n
p a r t s of the I b e r i a n p e n i n s u l a .
It rises in the southeastern part of the central
Meseta, in the Serrania de Cuenca [see KUNKA], as
the Zancara and Gigiiela rivers, and flows westwards
and then southwards to the Atlantic, with a course
of 578 km/360 miles. Its last part, below Pomarao,
forms part of the modern boundary between Spain
and Portugal; only this section, and a little further
upstream to Mertola, is navigable. Along its middle
reaches are a series of seasonal lakes and marshes,
los Oyos del Guadiana "the Eyes of the Guadiana",
known in ancient times as "the re-born Guadiana",
i.e. after the summer drought. Arabic authors noted
the disappearance and re-appearance of the river, and
al-ldnsl calls it al-nahr al-gha'ur "the disappearing, subterranean river". Other names for the river in historical and geographical sources are Nahr Ukllsh ("of
Ucles"), N. [Kalcat] Rabah ("of Calatrava"), N. Marida
("of Merida") and N. Batalyaws ("of Badajoz"), from
the towns along its banks.
Bibliography: FJ. Madoz, Diccionario geogrqfico,

Madrid 1846-50, ix, 27.
(C.F. SEYBOLD*)
WADICA (A.), noun from the root wadda which can
denote the opposing meanings or adddd [q.v.], of both
depositing an object with and accepting it
from a person. It is also the term given to the
legal contract that regulates depositing an
object with another person, whether real or
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supposed. Strictly speaking, ida' is the actual act, while
the form I verb wada'a refers to the actual relationship, since waaYa is in reality the noun for the object
of the contract (mahall al-fakd).
The depositor (mudi3} is thus a person who deposits
an object or property with the muda3. Although the
relationship falls within the area of contract when it involves tangible material matters, it is difficult to conceptualise as a contract when it involves non-material
intangibles, such as acts of behaviour or personal or
trade secrets.
According to the Hanafi school, the contract (iddc)
is defined as authorising another party to safeguard
one's property by either declaration (sardhatan) or indication (dildlatan). The same basic conditions (shurut]
governing a standard contract apply to wadfa. This
includes the sanity (cakl) of the contracting parties and
their majority (buliigh). However, the Hanafis do not
stipulate the adulthood of both parties and accept that
a minor who has permission to trade (sabi ma'dhuri)
is able to deposit his property freely. Another condition is that the object of the contract should be legal
(mdl mutakawwim). Accordingly, the statement made by
Otto Spies in EI\ iv, 1080, that "only mdl can be
deposited" applies once it is understood that the mdl
is not the focus of the condition but that the legality of the mdl is involved. Thus wine is not legally
an item of property for an ordinary Muslim but, if
it is owned by a newly-converted Muslim it is considered as legal. The final, standard contractual condition required for idcf is the offer by the depositor
(mudic) and acceptance by the depositary (miidac). The
obligations of the depositary dictate that he/she should
safeguard the object to the best of his/her ability.
When liability is to be assessed by the court, the safekeeping expected would be that normally accepted for
similar objects. Liability can only be granted to the
depositor if negligence or transgression (tcfaddl) is
proved.
This occurs:
1. If he deposit the thing with a third person, for
the depositing is based on the personal confidence
which the depositor has placed in a definite individual known to him, Ibn Abl Layla alone allows the
depositary to deposit again. Opinions differ regarding further depositing with members of the family.
Members of the family are considered to be such persons who live with the depositary and belong to his
household: wife, children, parents, servants. The Shafi'f
jurists follow kiyds and forbid further depositing, while
the Hanafis and Malikfs who follow istihsdn allow it.
According to all schools, however, the depositary may
deposit again in face of pressure from a higher power
in order to save the thing deposited. As cases of this
kind, examples are given of shipwreck, fire, inundation and enemy raids.
2. If the depositary uses the thing or derives advantage from it, e.g. if he wears the deposited clothes or
rides the mule, unless he is trying thereby to avoid
damage.
Contemporary applications of wadfa are numerous.
Many may not have existed in the early days of Islam,
but the same principles apply to them. The contract
may also be circumstantially concluded in situations
such as sporting facilities that provide lockers for
clothes and an attendant to safeguard valuables. The
responsibility in this case and in all similar cases comes
under the rule of wadfa unless the parties involved
declare their non-acceptance of liability in one way
or another (al-Sanhuri, iv, 679).
According to al-Sanhuri, wadfa is one of the named

contracts (cukud musammat] which are contracts that are
popularly known by a specific term. A distinguishing
feature of the iddc contract is that it is like wakdla
[q.v.] in being a voluntary contract (cakd tabarru3) which
converts into a trade contract (cakd mu'dwada) once
payment is stipulated. However, the contract is unlike
the wakdla contract since it is one that involves an
actual task, namely, safekeeping of the goods. The
wadfa, however, in the same way as the wakdla, is a
mutually-agreed contract that does not require a specific formality apart from Tdjdb and kabul [see BAYC].
It is also like wakdla in the way that it gives an obligation to only one party.
It is also important to highlight the differences between iddc and the sale contract which involves the
exchange of goods rather than their deposit. The difference between the two probably represents the most
basic practical element that distinguishes the Islamic
notion of the role of money from that of the modern
banking system. The wadfa in Islamic law is simply
a depositing process which produces no benefit or
ownership for the depositary vis-a-vis the object,
whereas sale is a contract which leads to full ownership of the object and its benefits. Money in Islam
is considered to be only a medium of value and not
an independent value generator. All schools of Islamic
law agree that money can be the deposited object
(mahall al-iddc), while almost no-one considers that it
can be an object of sale.
Distinguishing the wadfa contract from other contracts is important in modern commercial life because
it represents the legal basis for many forms of transactions within the Islamic banking system. The difference between waaYa and the loan (kard [see KIRAD])
contract is particularly important, since they represent
the two forms of contracts paradoxically used as a
basis for modern Islamic banking. The concept of
wad?a is often used as justification for muddraba [q.v.]
which represents the heart of Islamic interest-free banking. According to muddraba, the savings are advanced
to an enterpreneur on a mutually-agreed percentage.
The net profit would then be shared between the
bank and the depositor or mudic. No violation (ta'addi)
is present here because the consent of the depositor
is given and the contract carries the attributes of
mutual responsibility in both the risk and the profit.
However, it may be observed that, according to the
strict principles of iddc, a violation of safekeeping may
occur when the bank actually uses the money to derive
corporate benefit. As a consequence of this objection,
the relationship between the bank and its customers
should be viewed as a kard contract rather than iddc.
For unlike the iddc, a loan contract permits both using
the object and providing a replacement should the
object perish. Both of these processes represent a daily
practice with current accounts and in all other banking transactions and loans. The lack of transparency
of such relationships is only a part of the criticism
of interest free-banking. Others maintain that the structure of the bank is inherently the same as that of an
ordinary bank, only with a change in terminology,
for example, the deposit account is called hisdb alwadd}ic. Nevertheless, although Islamic banking may
appear similar to orthodox banking, it is very different in essence. The primary difference stems from the
risk to which the wadfa is exposed in the two systems. In the muddraba, there is a clear element of risk
that threatens the deposited money, whereas in ordinary banking no risk is involved. At this juncture,
it may be correct to conclude that Islamic banking
is metaphorically using the word wadd}if (pi. of waaYa)
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to describe capital invested, whereas money deposited in the ordinary banking system, although also
called wadd3ic, carries only a historical reference to
the term since it is inconsistent with original Islamic
terminology.
Bibliography: cAbd al-Razzak al-Sanhun, al-Wasit
f i shark al-kanun al-madam, Beirut 1952, iv, 12, vii,
675-776; Muhammad Uzair, Some conceptual and practical aspects of interest free banking, in Studies in Islamic
economics., ed. Khurshid Ahmad, Leicester 1980, 44-8;
Wahba al-Zuhaylf, al-Fikh al-isldmi wa-adillatuh, Beirut
1985, v, 37-52; Waqar Masood Khan, Towards an
interest free Islamic banking, Leicester 1985, 28-33; CA1T
Ahmad al-Salus, al-Mucdmaldt al-mdliyya al-mucdsira f i
mizdn al-fikh al-isldmi, Kuwait 1986, 31-36; Mustafa
Ahmad al-Zarka, al-Masdnf, mufdmalatuhd, wadd'i'uhd
wa-fawd}iduhd, in Kird'dtfi 'l-iktisdd al-isldmi, Djudda
1987, 321-51; £/' art. (O. Spies).
(MAWIL Y. Izzi DIEN)
WADJD (A.), a term in the terminology of Sufi
mysticism meaning "ecstasy, rapture". Al-TahanawI
states that waajd "refers to a divine influx of inspiration which strikes the inner being of the Sufi, generating either sadness or joy in him. It may also change
his condition in some way, making him absent from his
personal qualities by means of a vision of God" (Kashshdf istildhdt al-junun, Bibl. Indica, Calcutta 1862, 1454).
The term derives from the root w-dj.-d, with a range
of meanings including "to find, obtain, experience, be
moved by passion". Hence we have such masdars as
the wad^d under consideration and wid^dan "feeling,
sentiment, ecstasy". See further on this range of meanings, F. Jabre, Essai sur le lexique de Ghazdli, Beirut
1970, 270.
In the period of classical Sufism, the development
of wadj.d as a technical term was bound up with
scholastic discussions on moral theory which flourished in the Sufi school of Baghdad. Ibn 'Ata^'s
(d. 309/921) celebrated dispute with al-Djunayd
(d. 298/910 [q.v.]) on whether waajd is characterised
by the presence of joy or grief in the mystic is perhaps the most famous in this regard. Whereas alDjunayd declared that ecstasy means "dissociation,
severance (inkitd*) from one's personal qualities while
one's essence is graced with joy", Ibn cAta5 agreed
only partially with this definition, replacing the word
"joy" by "grief" (al-Tahanawf, loc. cit.\ L. Massignon,
The Passion of al-Halldj, mystic and martyr of Islam, tr.
H. Mason, Princeton 1982, i, 92). Another member
of this school, al-Kharraz (d. 277/890 or 286/899
[</.#.]), said in his K. al-Sifdt, in which he analysed
the experience of proximity to God (kurb), describing
the various stations traversed by the mystic to attain
that degree, that waaj_d is the first station experienced
by those who have proximity to God. Al-Kharraz's
understanding of wadjd has been described by P. Nwyia
as not so much "ecstasy" as "instasy", a communion
with oneself in order to find (waa^ada) the word of
God within and so be delighted (Exegese coranique et
langage mystique, Beirut 1970, 254, 259).
Many of the same ontological connotations of wad^d
figure in the enigmatic meditations on annihilation of
al-Djunayd, who explains that waajd and wuajud belong
to the final degree of the three stages of annihilation of the selfhood in the divine (fand3 [see BAKA'
WA-FANA']). The concept of existing as a kind of annihilation of self was also often emphasised in later
mediaeval Sufism, and figures in the expositions of
the spiritual stations [see HAL] of the mystical ascent
to perfect love by most of the Sufi authors, often
with great intricacy. See e.g. on these, C. Ernst, The
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stages of love in early Persian Sufism, in L. Lewisohn (ed.),
Classical Persian Sufism, from its origins to Rumi, London
1993, 448-51.
Wadjd was also intimately connected with the practice of musical audition, samdc [q.v], and al-GhazalT
states that "Singing produces a state in the heart
which is called waajd. In its turn, waajd causes the
bodily limbs to move, whether the movement is nonrhythmic and the emotion be disorderly, or a rhythmic movement, in which case it is called clapping
and dancing" (Ihyd3 culum al-dln, Cairo 1346-52/192733, ii, 237). Thus the highest state of ecstasy is called
wu^iid or "existence" itself, to be found through samdc.
Al-Ghazalfs philosophical analysis of the nature and
place of wad^d among the mystico-psychological states
experienced by Sufis during their concerts of samdc
played a central role in subsequent debates on
the legality of music and the place of ecstasy in the
contemplative disciplines in Islam. An entire book of
the Ihyd3 is devoted to the defence of samdc, the K.
Addb al-samdc wa 'l-wad^d, thus indicating the important place which rapture had always played in Islamic
spirituality. He also enumerates seven reasons why listening to poetry is more conducive to rapture than
hearing the cantillation of the Kur'an, substantially
because hearers are too habituated to this last to be
further stirred by it. Concerning the place of ecstasy
in Muslim spiritual life, he says that listening to poetry
arouses yearning (shawk [q.v.]) in the lover of God, leading to mystical states (ahwdl) which are called ecstasy
(Ihya3, ii, 246-7). At the end of this Book, al-Ghazall
proffers his own definition, based on the opinions of
Dhu '1-Nun al-Misn [q.v.] and others, that "ecstasy
consists in a mystical state which is the fruit of samdc,
it is an infusion of a true, original divine nature, which,
following upon samdc, the listener 'found' (yaajiduhu) in
himself" (ibid., ii, 258).
Bibliography (in addition to references in the
article): S. Rizvi, Music in Muslim India, in 1C, xv
(1941), 331-40; Djawad Nurbakhsh, essay Samdc, in
his Dar khardbdt, London 1982, Eng. tr. In the tavern
of ruin, London 1990; J. During, Musique et mystique
dans les traditions de I'Iran, Louvain 1989; A. Gribetz,
The samac controversy: Sufi vs. legalist, in St. Isl., Ixxiv
(1991), 43-62; A. Shiloah, Music in the world of Islam,
a socio-cultural study, Aldershot 1995; M. Sells, Early
Islamic mysticism. Sufi, Qur3an, Mi'raj, poetic and theological writings, New York 1996; Nadjfb Mayil
HarawT, Andar ghazal-i kffish nahdn kifdham gashtan:
samdc-ndmahd-i fdrsi, Tehran n.d.
(L. LEWISOHN, shortened by the Editors)
WADJDA, conventionally Oujda, a town of eastern Morocco, 14 km/8 miles from the Algerian
frontier in the southern part of the Angad plain.
Despite its eccentric position, Wadjda is today the
eighth largest town of Morocco, with 352,000 inhabitants in 1994. It has a strategic situation as a crossroads of the route from Fas to Orania and the axis
of the route from the high plateaux to the Mediterranean; it has been fought over all through the centuries, and destroyed and rebuilt repeatedly.
1. Pre-modern history.
It was founded in 384/994 by Zlri b. cAtiyya, head
of the great Zenata Berber tribe of the Maghrawa
[q.v.]. In the course of the Sanhadja-Zenata struggles,
the latter had been pushed back into the extreme
Moroccan west, where they became firm partisans of
the Umayyads in Cordova. ZfrT was, with his tribe,
authorised to occupy the region of Fas, but feeling
insecure in that region and that town, and wishing
to be nearer to the central Maghrib homeland of his
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tribe, he moved to Wadjda, installed there a garrison
and his possessions, appointing one of his relatives as
governor. According to al-Bakrf, in the mid-5th/l 1th
century, a new quarter with a wall was allegedly
added to the primitive core; the Great Mosque remained, however, outside these two urban centres.
In the time of Almoravid expansion, Yusuf b.
Tashufm occupied it in 472/1079, and in the next
century, it came under Almohad control, with its fortifications repaired and strengthened under Muhammad
al-Nasir (Rawd al-kirtds, 203, tr. 194). However, it was
after the 'Abd al-Wadids were installed at Tlemcen/
Tilimsan that Wadjda, "the avenue of the frontier
which separates the central from the far Maghrib",
according to Ibn Khaldun, began to play an important
strategic role. In 670/1271, the Marfnid Abu Yusuf
Ya'kub, having defeated Yaghmurasan [q.v.] near
Wadjda, totally destroyed the town. In 695/1296 Abu
Yackub Yusuf seized the town, destroyed what remained of its fortifications, then rebuilt the ruined
parts, with a palace, citadel and great mosque (probably the existing one) and began the eight-years' siege
of Tilimsan. In 714/1314 Wadjda resisted the Marmid
Abu Sa'fd 'Uthman's attack, but twenty-one years later
was seized by Abu '1-Hasan CA1I and its defences dismantled. Once again, under the Mannids, with both
Wadjda and Tilimsan in their hands, the Arab tribes
of the region espoused the cause of the dispossessed
'Abd al-Wadids and came to besiege Wadjda.
From the 16th to the 19th century, Wadjda was the
locus for many changes of fortune in the struggles between the Turks of Algiers and the sultans of Morocco,
coming within the sultans' realm in times of peaceful
progress, but when the sultans were weak and their
land troubled, Wadjda became attached to the province
of Tlemcen and dominated by the Turks, according
to L. Voinot. One of the few times when Shanfian
authority was in fact firmly established was under
Mawlay Isma'fl (1082-1139/1672-1727), who transplanted at Wadjda Arabs brought from south of Marrakesh, made them into a gish/'ajaysh, strengthened the
town's defences, built numerous kashas in the vicinity
and organised the tribes of the plain. But after his death,
the Turks reappeared and trouble was renewed. Finally,
in 1795 a Shanfian army took possession of the town
again and permanently incorporated it into the Moroccan empire, with an camil installed there to represent
the sultan.
In 1844, after the battle of Isly, it was temporarily
occupied by French forces in reprisal for the sultan
of Morocco's aid to the amir cAbd al-Kadir [q.v.].
French troops reappeared there in 1859, and it
was definitively occupied in 1907, even before the Protectorate was installed (1912). Since then, the form
Oujda has been the sole one in use, including by the
Moroccan administration.
(G. MAR^AIS*)
2. The modern city.
The modest small town of 6,466 inhabitants (1910)
occupied by the French army was smaller than its
neighbour, the Spanish presidio Melilla (12,000 people
in 1908). Hence Oujda became the focus of an intense
colonisation, esentially of "Pieds Noirs" from Algeria,
French and then Spanish. In 1936, with the population
at 34,500, the town had almost as many outsiders as
Moroccans. The Jewish community (whether of Moroccan, Algerian or French origin) was important and
active, owning 30% of the commercial enterprises as
recorded in 1934, but after 1948, and especially after
1955, it emigrated massively. In 1951, just before independence, Oujda had over 80,000 people, including
many Algerians amongst the third of non-Moroccans.

The ebb and flow of populations continues now to
affect the town, as in the past: the Algerian element
was swollen during the 1954-62 Algerian war, brutally
reduced after Algeria's achievement of independence,
whilst in 1975 35,000 Moroccan refugees arrived there
during the latent Algero-Moroccan war before being
redistributed over other parts of Morocco, 6,500 of
them remaining, however, at Oujda. The more gradual departure of Europeans left only a few hundred
by 1982 (Guitouni).
The colonial period made Oujda an important military centre, with many camps and barracks, and also
a great railway junction, second only to Casablanca
for its freight traffic. Part of the old medina was
destroyed to accommodate a new road network, and
a new medina built to the north-north-east. A "European" town grew up to the west, mainly between the
railway station and the medina, whilst precarious suburbs for rural immigrants grew up round the peripheries. Traffic with Algeria was heavy, and Oujda did
not suffer from its distance from the administrative
capital Rabat nor from its distance from Casablanca,
since the ports of Orania could be used.
But after Moroccan independence in 1956, Oujda
found itself in a cul-de-sac, with the Algerian frontier
closed and with reverberations from the MoroccanAlgerian conflict. Each time the frontier has been reopened there has been a great surge of persons crossing
(2 million in 1991) in search of the contraband goods
smuggled out from Melilla. Service and transport
businesses, hotel, industrial and financial activities have
prospered, but the town has little industrial enterprise
(only 4,000 employed) and has suffered from huge
rural influxes as mines have closed in its southern
hinterland; administrative and military functions (since
Oujda is the chef-lieu of a wilayd] do not suffice to provide resources for a vastly swollen population (that will
reach over 400,000 by the end of the 20th century).
The town has largely spread over the surrounding
gardens and orchards and has extended its tentacles
along the main roads, especially along that eastwards
to Bukane and Algeria. Although well endowed with
the fifth largest airport in Morocco and the fifth largest
university centre, and being the main commercial centre for the eastern part of the country, Oujda suffers
from its position away from the main centres of the
country on the Atlantic seaboard and from the cyclical changes of fortune with regard to the Algerian
border (last closed on 28 August 1994). It awaits a
revived role as a stopover town when international
exchanges between the countries of the Maghrib are
reactivated.
Bibliography. For the mediaeval Arabic sources,
see the El1 art., section 1. Of modern ones, see
A. Bernard, Les confins algero-marocains, Paris 1911;
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from de Beaulincourt, Les monuments d'Oujda, in Bull,
archeologique (1910), 224 ff.; G. Margais, Manuel d'art
musulman, ii, 481, 558-9; J.L. Miege, Le Maroc et
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(1830-1912), diss. Montpellier III, 1975; M. El
Arabi, Les quartiers peripheriques de la ville d'Oujda, diss.
Tours, 1981; Y. Katan, Oujda, une ville frontiere
du Maroc, Paris 1990; J. Fremeaux, Les trois occupations d'Oujda par I'armee fran$aise, in Revue MaghrebEurope, Rabat, no. 5 (1993); Miege, Pour une histoire
d'Oujda dans la deuxieme moitie du XIXeme siecle, in ibid.',
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WADJHl — WAFD
WADJHI [see MATHNAWI. 4].
WADJIB [see FARD].
WAFA, the p e n - n a m e of v a r i o u s m i n o r
Persian poets of the 18th-19th centuries. They
include:
1. M u h a m m a d Amln, b. 1110/1698-9 in Ilicpur
(Elicpur) in the western Deccan, d. 1193/1779-80. His
ancestors belonged to Isfahan, from where his father,
Hakim Muhammad TakI Khan, migrated to India
during the reign of Awrangzlb (1658-1707), and rose
to a respectable position under Nawwab Asaf Djah
(d. 1748), governor of the Deccan in the time of the
Mughal Emperor Farrukhsiyar (1713-19). Muhammad
Amln received his education from his father, and dedicated his time to the pursuit of poetry and epistolography (Kudrat Allah Gopamawl, Natd'iaj al-ajkdr,
Bombay 1136/1957, 756-7).
2. Mlrza Sharaf al-Dln 'All H u s a y n l , called
A k a s I Beg, b. 1137/1724-5 in Kumm, d. 1200/
1785-6 (see Rieu, Catalogue of Persian manuscripts in the
British Museum, suppl., no. 344). He came from a
respected family of sayyids, and was one of the custodians of the Imamzada Fatima in Kumm. According
to Lutf 'All Beg Adhar (Atashkada, ed. Sayyid Djacfar
Shahldl, Tehran (?) 1337/1958, 423), he went to India
towards the latter part of Nadir Shah's reign and
stayed there for some thirty years. In 1180/1766-7
he returned to Persia, and from there went on the
Pilgrimage to Mecca. He has left a diwdn containing
poems in the traditional forms (Ethe, Cat. Pers. mss.
India Office, i, no. 1718).
3. M u h a m m a d Husayn F a r a h a n l , d. 1209/
1794-5 at Kazwln (cf. cAbd al-Razzak Dunbull,
Nigaristan-i Ddrd, ed. Khayyampur, Tabriz 1342/1963,
147). He belonged to Farahan, a village of Kumm.
Most of his ancestors had been ministers during their
lifetimes, and he, too, served in that capacity under Zand
and Kadjar rulers. As minister, he made efforts towards
promoting education (Muhammad Mu'In, Farhang-i
Fdrsi, vi, Tehran 1371/1992, 2214). Dunbull credits
him with a diwdn of poems comprising some 4,000
verses, and also states that he composed a mathnawi
in the metre of Nizaml's Haft paykar (ibid., 147).
4. Mlrza M u h a m m a d 'All Z a w a r a ' I , b. 29
Safar 1195/25 February 1781 in Isfahan, d. reportedly
1245/1829-30 (Gulcm-i Ma'am, 'Tdrikh-i tadhkirahd-yi
Fdrsi, ii, Tehran 1363/1984, 116-17). He received his
education in Isfahan and achieved competency in natural sciences, medicine, jurisprudence, and the art of
poetry. He was among the intellectuals of Fath cAll
Shah Kadjar's reign, and moved in the company of
the monarch's poet-laureate, Fath CA1I Khan Saba (see
Sayyid Ahmad Dlwan Begl, Hadikat al-shu'ard3, iii, ed.
c
Abd al-Husayn Nawa'I, Tehran 1366/1987, 2005).
According to Gulcln-i Macanl, he composed a tadhkira
of poets and poetry named Ma'dthir al-Bdkiriyya, which
was completed in 1245/1829-30 (ibid., 110).
5. Shaykh M u h a m m a d B a k i r T a m m a m I , b.
1278/1861-2 (Mlrza Hasan Husaynl Fasa'I, FdrsndmayiNdsin, ii, Tehran 1313/1895, 28). His father, Shaykh
Abu '1-Kasim ShlrazI, who wrote poetry under the
pen-name Safa, held the title of Shaykh al-Isldm, which
was passed on to his son Muhammad Bakir by orders
of the ruling monarch Nasir al-Dln Shah (see Dlwan
Begl, ibid., 2007). Muhammad Bakir's date of death
is not known but, according to Muhammad Husayn
Rukn-zada Adamiyyat, author of Ddnishmanddn u sukhansardydn-i Pars (iv, Tehran 1340/1961, 820), he was still
alive in 1313/1895-6.
6. Mlrza Hasan C A1I ShIrazl, popularly known
as Mlrza B u z u r g , b. 1224/1809-10. He studied
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under his father, Mirza Sayyid eAli, who was a poet
employing Niyaz as his pen-name. After studying medicine, he went to India in 1259/1838-9, and soon
afterwards visited Mecca and Medina and travelled
to Europe, where he stayed in Paris and London to
complete his medical studies. On returning to India,
he took up residence in Calcutta, teaching and practising medicine. In 1276/1859-60 he set out on a pilgrimage to Mashhad, but died en route in Bombay
(Fdrsndma-yi Ndsin, ii, 119-20). According to this last,
122, he was the author of some 15,000 verses.
7. Abu '1-Kasim ShlrazI, known as Mudarris.
He was among the learned elite of Shlraz; well versed
in many rational and traditional sciences and was the
author of a diwdn containing Persian poems and Arabic kasidas (Shaykh Mufid Dawar, Tadhkira-yi mir'dtalfasdhat, ed. Muhammad TawusI, Shlraz 1371/1992,
692-3; Fdrsndma-yi Ndsin, ii, 935).
8. Mlrza Mahdl K u l l , known as Wafa Ashrafl, descended from a Georgian family which had
settled in Persia during Safawid times and was employed as confidential secretary to Manucihr Khan
Muctamad al-Dawla, who served as governor of Isfahan
from 1838 until his death in 1847 (Madj_mac al-fusahd',
ii/3, 1091; Hadikat al-shufard\ iii, 2004).
9. Mlrza M u h a m m a d C A1I Kasha.nl, a member of the nobility and a man of learning having special knowledge in medicine. He was employed in
government service as head of the postal department
in Zandjan (Hadikat al-shu'ard3, iii, 2018).
Bibliography: Given in the text, but see also
Mahmud Mlrza Kadjar, Safinat al-Mahmud, i, ed.
Khayyampur, Tabriz 1346/1968, 224-5, 228; cAbd
al-Haklm Hakim, Tadhkira-yi mardum-i dida, ed.
Sayyid cAbd Allah, Lahore 1961, 112-14; Mlrza
Fursat ShlrazI, Athdr al-cAajam, Bombay 1354/1935,
510-11; Ma'sum ShlrazI (Macsum CA1I Shah), Tard'ik
al-hakd'ik, iii, ed. Muhammad Dja'far Mahdjub,
Tehran (?) n.d., 250-1; Muhammad CAH Mu'allim
Hablbabadl, Makdrim al-dthdr, ii, Isfahan 1343/
1963-4, 440-2; Muhammad CAH Tabrlzl (Mudarris),
Rayhdnat al-adab, iv, Tabriz (?) 1331/1952, 296-7;
Muhammad CA1I Mudjahidi (Parwana), Tadhkira-yi
sukhanwardn-i Kumm, Kumm 1370/1991, 344-8.
(MUNIBUR RAHMAN)
WAFD (A., lit. "delegation"), the name of a
nationalist political party in modern Egypt,
whose heyday was for some three decades after 1918,
petering out as an effective force in the 1950s.
It gained its name from the delegation which began
to be formed in Egypt in September 1918 in order
to make Egypt's demands for independence known at
the Peace Conference in Paris. The leading member
of the Wafd was Sacd Zaghlul [q.v.]. The delegation
had a meeting with Sir Reginald Wingate, Egyptian
High Commissioner, at which they demanded complete independence and asked for permission to go to
London to put Egypt's case to the British government. At the same time, the Egyptian delegation (alwafd al-misri) was formed also under the leadership of
Zaghlul. The British refused to give permission for
the Wafd to visit London and later deported Zaghlul
and three colleagues. This move led to the outbreak
of a general rebellion throughout Egypt in 1919. It
was not organised by Zaghlul and the Wafd, but they
came to represent the Egyptian people and to embody
their demands for independence.
The British in an attempt to calm the situation
sent out the Milner Mission to Egypt in December
1919. It was greeted with strikes and demonstrations
and was boycotted by most Egyptians on the demand
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of the Wafd. The Mission realised that it had to
make concessions and dropped the idea of the protectorate and offered to talk about the aspirations of
the Egyptians. The Wafd replied that they would only
accept complete independence.
Negotiations dragged on, prolonged by splits amongst
the Egyptians over the role of the Wafd. Some politicians, including cAdlf Pasha, tended to moderation,
while Zaghlul and his associates remained intransigent. The British tried to deal with the moderates
but again realised that any move would fail which
did not include the Wafd. Even so, no compromise
was reached and Zaghlul was again deported. The
British reluctantly agreed to end the protectorate in
1922 and Egypt was declared a quasi-independent state.
Egyptian politicians set about drawing up a constitution for the country without the cooperation of
the Wafd. However, elections were soon held in which
the Wafdist leaders back from exile took part. The
Wafd won a crushing victory at the polls and in January 1924 Zaghlul formed the first Wafdist government.
The Wafd was organised formally on hierarchical
lines. It became a political party in 1924 on coming
into government. The original statutes of 1918 declared
that the Wafd had been formed for one objective,
sc. the achievement of the complete independence of
Egypt. The organisation would be headed by a president who had wide authority, with a central committee which would have branches country-wide. The
committee's main task was to collect funds, and consequently it deliberately recruited provincial notables
who would help in that task. Students were also
recruited into the party and they played a significant
part in its activities. The secretary of the Wafd, Mustafa
al-Nahhas [q.v], relied to a great extent on the support of students. They took part in demonstrations,
in boycotts and in electioneering. The formation of
labour unions also helped in the activities of the party.
Women played an important role in political activities, demonstrating and protesting. In 1920 the Wafdist
Women's Central Committee was formed under the
leadership of the prominent Egyptian feminist Huda
al-Shacrawf. They took the lead in boycotting British
goods in 1922 and struggled equally for their own
voting rights. They believed that the fight for independence had to be accompanied by the fight for
equality.
From 1924 to 1936 and until the beginning of the
Second World War, Egyptian politics consisted of a
three-way contest for power and authority between
the King, the British and the politicians, the latter
often being members of the Wafd. It was the leading political party of the period, and won every election which was not rigged against them. It was felt
by many Egyptians that the Wafd was the real representative of the people.
On ZaghluTs death in 1927, al-Nahhas took over
the leadership of the Wafd and played a prominent
role in Egyptian politics until 1952. He signed the
1936 Anglo-Egyptian Treaty, not, however, negotiated
by him, which formalised relations between Britain
and Egypt. The Treaty still withheld complete independence with its reserved points, and the Wafd had
consequently to suffer some unpopularity. The 1930s
were a period when more extreme political groupings were emerging, such as the Ikhwan al-Muslimun
[q.v.] and the Misr al-Fatat, with Fascist tendencies.
The Wafd tried to keep pace by forming it own paramilitary youth movement, the Blue Shirts.
On the outbreak of war in 1939, the British were
keen to preserve Egypt within the Allied camp, although

there were some Egyptians who believed that only by
helping the Axis to expel the British would they gain
complete independence. As the Axis forces approached
Alexandria, the British felt they had to have a prime
minister who would work with rather than against
them. In February 1942 the British Ambassador, Miles
Lampson (later Lord Killearn) forced King Faruk to
appoint the Wafdist leader Mustafa al-Nahhas as prime
minister. The Egyptians never forgave this insult, nor
did they forget the fact that a Wafdist had been willing to co-operate with the occupier. This contributed
to the decline in popularity of the Wafd, although it
won elections held in 1942 and tried to regain support by introducing social measures such as free education and greater public health.
The last act of the Nahhas government was to
host a conference of Arab states in Alexandria in 1944
which led eventually to the foundation of the Arab
League. Elections in 1944 were boycotted by the Wafd,
and politics in Egypt staggered on under the impact
of the loss of Palestine. In January 1950 new elections
were won by the Wafd. A very low turnout demonstrated indifference and frustration, and the minority
vote obtained by the Wafd showed just how far it had
fallen in public esteem. Al-Nahhas led his fourth government for only two years until he was overthrown
by the Free Officers' coup of July 1952. The Wafd
was disbanded in 1953, to return in a new guise
in 1976 when Anwar al-Sadat [q.v] allowed the reformation of political parties. It gained some support,
but never threatened the power of the official government party. It was disbanded for a time in protest
against al-Sadat's anti-party moves and re-formed after
his death. In 1984 the Wafd won 58 seats. During
the election, it had campaigned with the Ikhwan. It
claimed to be the party of small businessmen and to
be the sole heir of the 1952 revolution. In the 1987
elections, it ran alone and won 35 seats. Finally, in
the 1990 elections the Wafd decided on a boycott
because it had unsuccessfully demanded certain concessions. The Wafd remains a pale shadow of its predecessor.
Bibliography: M. Deeb, Party politics in Egypt: the
Wafd and its rivals, London 1979; JJ. Terry, Cornerstone
of Egyptian political power: the Wafd 1919-1952, London
1982. P.J. Vatikotis, The history of modern Egypt from
Muhammed All to Mubarak, London 1991.

(D. HOPWOOD)
WAFIDIYYA (A.), a collective formation from wdfid
"one who comes, makes his way, in a delegation or
group", in the Mamluk Sultanate applied to troops
of varying ethnic origins who came to Egypt
and Syria to join the S u l t a n a t e ' s military
forces.
There is no better proof for the superiority of the
Mamluk socio-military system over any other military
form during a great part of Islamic history than the
attitude of the Mamluk Sultanate to the Mongol warriors and others, such as Kurds, Khwarazmians, etc.
who, for this or that reason, sought and found refuge
within its boundaries as Wdfidiyya.
The mainly Turkish Mamluks considered the Mongols to be their next of kin and as belonging to the
same ethnicity as they themselves (min ajins wdhid).
They had the highest regard for their warlike qualities.
Quite probably, the Mongols had an impact on the
structure of Mamluk society, although the degree and
dimension of that impact have still to be studied more
systematically (it has been proven, however, that the
Mamluks were never judged according to the Tdsa
[q.v], the Mongol law). Furthermore, the greatest influx
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of the Wafidiyya Mongols took place during the reigns
of two sultans: Baybars al-Bundukdan (658-77/126077), a great admirer of the Mongols, and al-cAdil
Kitbugha (694-6/1295-7), who was himself an Oirat
Mongol. Baybars even let part of them join the elite
corps, the Bahriyya regiment. However, the influx of
these Mongols frightened him: "I fear there is something suspect in their coming from all sides" (alMakrlzl, Suluk, v, 515 11. 1-6; Ibn cAbd al-Zahir, ed.
Sadaka, 105). A measure which he took to neutralise
them was to disperse them within much bigger numbers of the Royal Mamluks (yufarrikuhum hull dj.amdca
bayna ad'afiha min al-mamdlik al-sultdniyya, Ibn cAbd alZahir, 59, 1. 1).
Baybars is said to have appointed from amongst
them commanders from the rank of Amir of a
Hundred downwards (ibid., 58 1. 19; al-Maknzi, Khitat,
ii, 117; Sato, State and rural society, 101). Yet it seems
that no specific Wafidf Mongol appointed to that high
rank by Baybars has been noted till now by any
scholar. The only WafidT Amir of a Hundred noted
by the present writer in the reign of that sultan was
a Khwarazmian, who was related to him by marriage
(see Ayalon, Wdfidlya, 93 n. 26a. On the Khwarazmian
and Kurdish Wdfidlya, who preceded the Mongols,
see ibid., 94-7).
Sultan Kitbugha had to conform to the Mamluk
policy towards the Wafidiyya, who arrived in 695/1296
in huge numbers (10,000 according to some versions,
18,000 according to others). First of all, he returned
to the older policy of separating the leaders from their
soldiers, by letting only the leaders enter Egypt and
forcing the rest to stay in Syria, settling many of them
in its devastated coastal area, as was the case with
the earlier Wafidiyya newcomers. Of their chiefs (numbering between 113 and 300, according to different
accounts), only their head, Turghay, a son-in-law of
the Il-Khanid Hiilegii [q.v.] received the medium rank
of Amir of Forty (Zettersteen (ed.), Beitrdge zur Geschichte
der Mamlukensultane, Leiden 1919, 38 1. 21; Ibn Taghrlbirdl, Nuajum, ed. Cairo, viii, 60 1. 6). Kitbugha did
try, during his short reign, to raise the status of his
compatriots, but failed because of the stubborn antagonism of the Royal Mamluks. It is also stated that
one of the two major reasons of his deposition was
his favourable attitude to his fellow-Oirats. The Oirats
continue to play a political role until the early part
of al-Nasir Muhammad b. Kalawun's third reign (70941/1309-40). Subsequently, they were on the decline,
and in 733/1333 we find them or their descendants
as attendants or servants (atbac] to the Mamluks in
the Cairo citadel (Suluk, ii, 83 11. 8-13).
The wide, and usually unbridgeable, gap separating the Mamluks and non-Mamluks arriving in the
Sultanate, even when the non-Mamluks belonged to
the most highly-appreciated military stock, is well illustrated in the case of the Oirats. Kitbugha and Salar,
both of them belonging to that ethnic group, and
who arrived in the Sultanate as slaves, rose to the
highest ranks, whereas the head of many thousands of
Oirats, who arrived there as free men, did not rise above
the rank of a medium amir, in spite of his close family connection with one of the greatest Mongol Khans.
After the influx of the Oirats, the Wafidiyya migration greatly dwindled until it disappeared for good. At
that period, when migration no longer posed any
danger to the Mamluks, they became more generous
in bestowing the rank of Amir of a Hundred on a
very small number of immigrants belonging to that
category.
Bibliography: D. Ayalon, The Wafidiyya in the

Mamluk kingdom, in 1C, (1951), 89-104; idem, The
European-Asiatic steppe: a major reservoir of power for the
Islamic world, in Procs. of the 25th Congress of Orientalists,
Moscow 1960, Moscow 1963, ii, 47-52; idem, The
Great Tdsa of Chingiz Khan—a reexamination. Part C.
The position of the Tdsa in the Mamluk Sultanate, in SI,
xxxvi (1972), 113-58, and esp. 124, 134-7, 141-5,
147; R. Amitai-Preiss, Mongols and Mamluks. The
Mamluk-Ilkhdnid war, 1260-1281, Cambridge 1995,
index s.v. Wafidiyya; Tsugitake Sato, State and rural
society in medieval Islam. Sultans, Muqta3s and Fellahun,
Leiden 1997, 92, 95, 99-104, 235,' 252, 258.
(D. AYALON)
WAFIR ("the ample, abundant"), the name of
an Arabic poetic metre, the first metre of the
second circle in al-Khalll's classification [see CARUD]
of which the commonest pattern (wqfir-\) is:
w — ww — I ^ — v>w — I \j

— — (I w — v-/w — I w —

^ _ I~
The two consecutive short syllables alternate with
one long syllable (48% of all variable positions in alMutanabbi's wdfir poems taken together are filled with
a long syllable, 52% with two short syllables), but the
incidence of double short syllables in the second foot
of each hemistich appears to be higher than in the
first foot (unpublished scansion data).
Occasionally, the first syllable is lacking in opening lines of the poem, a phenomenon called kharm,
examples of which are al-Nabigha, no. 31; cAntara,
nos. 1, 12; Tarafa, no. 7; Zuhayr, no. 5 (ed. W. Ahlwardt, The divans of the six ancient Arabic poets, London
1870); two Mufaddaliyydt poems: nos. 13, 35 (ed. Ch.
J. Lyall, Oxford 1921); and four poems in the Hamdsa
of Abu Tammam: nos. 116, 159, 188, 696 (al-Marzuki,
Shark diwdn al-hamdsa, ed. Ahmad Amfn and cAbd alSalam Harun, Cairo, 1951-3).
Throughout the first 300 years of Arabic poetry,
the use of the wdfir metre appears to be fairly constant: up to 10% of the poems originating from what
D. Frolov calls "the metrical school of al-Hlra", and
up to 20% of the compositions by poets from the
"Bedouin metrical school" (see his Motes on the history
of cArud in al-Andalus, 91, 93). Frolov's data may be
compared with those in the graph in J. Bencheikh,
Poetique arabe, 225.
In a discussion of the aesthetic value of different
metres, Hazim al-Kartadjannf [q.v.] places this metre,
together with kdmil, after tawil and baslt (see his Minhdaj
al bulaghd* wa-sirdaj al-udabd', ed. Muhammad al-Habfb
Ibn al-Khodja, 'Beirut 1986, 268). '
Two truncated (maaj^u') wdfir types, labelled wdfir2 (w _ ^ _ | ^ _ ^ _ || „ _ ^ _ | ^ _ ^ _) and
wdfir-?> ( w _ w w _ | w _ w w _ | | w - w w _ | w

_)?

are occasionally found. Examples in the work of cUmar
b. Abl Rabf'a (P. Schwarz, Der Diwan des cUmar Ibn
Abi Rebi'a, Leipzig 1901-9) are nos. 47, 166, 219, 284,
301, 317, 340, 366, 375, 404, 407 for wqfir-2; and
104, 110, 298, 347 for wdfir-3. The metrical irregularities in nos. 104, 166, 298 (Schwarz, op. cit., iv, 179)
can perhaps be explained as a mixture of metres, due
to the similarity between the truncated wafir and hazaaj.
In modern poetry, wdfir continues to be used, albeit
sparingly (S. Moreh, Modern Arabic poetry 1800-1970,
219, has six poems in wdfir or a wqfir-like metre in
a sample of 759 modern poems). Badr Shakir alSayyab (1926-64 [q.v. in Suppl.]) mixes wdfir and raa^az
in his poem Fi l-maghrib al-carabi (see S.K. Jayyusi,
Trends and movements in modern Arabic poetry, Leiden 1977,
ii, 729).
Bibliography. G.W. Freytag, Darstellung der
arabischen Verskunst, Bonn 1830, 133-4, 203-11;
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Muhammad b. Abi Shanab, Tuhfat al-adab fi mizan
ash'ar al-carab, Algiers 1906, 32-5; J. Bencheikh,
Poetique arabe, 2Paris 1989, 203-53; W.F.GJ. Stoetzer,
Theory and practice in Arabic metrics, Leiden 1989, 150;
D. Frolov, Klassiceskiy arabskiy stikh, Moscow 1991,
171-84; idem, Notes on the history of'Arud in al-Andalus,
in Anaquel de Estudios Arabes, vi (1995), 87-110;
B. Paoli, Aux sources de la metrique arabe, in BEt.Or,,
xlvii (1995), 183-215.
(W. STOETZER)
WAFK (A.), lit. "harmonious arrangement", the
c o n s t r u c t i o n of magic squares.
One of the most impressive achievements in Islamic
mathematics, in any case the most original one, is
the development of general methods for constructing
magic squares. A magic square of order n is a square
with n cells on its side, thus n2 cells on the whole,
in which different natural numbers must be arranged
in such a way that the sum of each row, column and
main diagonal is the same. As a rule, the n2 first natural numbers are actually written in, which means
that the constant sum amounts to %n(n2+ 1). If, in
addition, the squares left when the borders are successively removed have themselves this magic property, the square is called a bordered square. If any pair
of broken diagonals (that is, which lie on either side
of, and parallel to, a main diagonal and together have
n cells) shows the constant sum, the square is called
pandiagonal. Then there are composite squares: when the
order n is a composite number—say n = r • s with r,
s>3—the main square can be divided into r2 subsquares of order s; these subsquares, taken successively
according to a magic arrangement for the order r,
are then filled successively with sequences of s2 consecutive numbers according to a magic arrangement
for the order s, the result being then a magic square
in which each subsquare is also magic.
Squares are usually divided into three categories:
odd-order (or odd) squares are those with n odd, that
is, n = 3, 5, 7,. . ., and generally n = 2k + 1 with k natural; squares are of evenly-even order if n., even, is divisible by 4, thus n = 4, 8, 12, . . ., 4£; finally, oddly-even
squares have their order n even but divisible by 2
only, whence /z = 6, 10, 14,..., 4£+2. There are
general methods of construction, which depend upon
the type of magic square considered (standard, bordered, pandiagonal) and the category to which the
order n belongs. Those for standard magic squares
may, however, not apply for the smallest orders n = 3
and n = 4, which are particular cases. Those for bordered squares suppose that n>5. (Since no square of
order 2 is possible, no square of order 4 is bordered.)
Finally, those for pandiagonal squares of odd order
are generally not directly applicable if n is divisible
by 3, and there are no rules for constructing oddlyeven squares since pandiagonal squares of this category do not exist.
Information about the beginning of Islamic research
on magic squares is lacking. It may have been connected with the introduction of chess into Persia.
Initially, the problem was a purely mathematical one;
thus, the ancient Arabic designation for magic squares
is wajk al-acddd, that is, "harmonious arrangement of
the numbers". We know that treatises were written
in the 9th century, but the earliest extant ones date
back to the 10th century; one is by Abu '1-Wafa3 alBuzdjanf (d. 387/997 or 388/998) and the other is
a chapter in Book III of cAlf b. Ahmad al-Antakf's
(d. 376/987) Commentary on Mcomachos' Arithmetic (see
BibL). It appears that, by that time, the science of
magic squares was already established: the construction
of bordered squares of any order was known; stan-
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dard magic squares could be formed for small orders
(up to n - 6), and this was applied to the formation
of composite squares. (Although methods for standard
magic squares are easier to apply than methods for
bordered ones, the latter are easier to discover) The
11 th century saw the discovery of several ways to
construct standard magic squares, in any event for
odd and evenly-even ones (see Sesiano, Un traite medieval, and Z'Abrege): the much more difficult case of
n = 4k+2, which Ibn al-Haytham (d. ca. 430/1040)
could solve only with k even (Sesiano, Herstellungsverfahren
(I)), was probably not settled before the second half
of the 11 th century. At the same time, pandiagonal
squares were being constructed for squares of evenlyeven and of odd order, provided in the latter case
that the order was not divisible by 3. (Little attention seems to have been paid, however, to the sum
of the broken diagonals; these squares were considered of interest because their construction characteristically required the use of chess moves and because
the initial cell, say the place of 1, could be chosen
at random within the square.) Treatises on magic
squares are numerous in the 12th century, and later
developments tend to be improvements or simplifications of existing methods. From the 13th century on,
magic squares were increasingly associated with magic
proper and used for divinatory purposes. Consequently,
many texts merely picture squares and mention their
attributes. Others do, however, keep the general theory alive even if their authors, unlike earlier writers,
cannot resist adding various fanciful applications.
The link between magic squares and magic as such
has to do with the association of each of the twentyeight Arabic letters with a number (the units, the tens,
the hundreds and one thousand). Thus it was sometimes possible to put in e.g. the first row a sequence
of numbers equivalent to the letters of a proper name
or the words of a sentence and then complete the
square so as to produce the same sum in each line.
But this involved a completely different kind of construction, which depended upon the order n and the
values of the w-given quantities. The problem is mathematically not easy, and led in the 11 th century to
interesting constructions for the cases from n = 3 to
n — 8 (Sesiano, Un traite medieval}. However, once again
the subtle theory ended up mostly in a set of practical recipes and then a wider readership was gained
at the expense of scholarship.
This development was unfortunate for Europe,
where by the late Middle Ages only two sets of squares
associated with the seven known celestial bodies had
been learned of through Arabic astrological and magic
texts—whence the name—and without any indication
as to their construction. (Whereas as early as the 12th
century some methods of construction had reached
India and China, and also Byzantium, as can be seen
from the treatise on magic squares written ca. 1300
by Manuel Moschopoulos.) Thus the extent of Islamic
research remained unknown for quite a long time;
indeed, a very long time, since it has only recently
been assessed and its importance recognised.
Some examples of constructions
The smallest magic square is the square of order
3 (fig. 1). By constructing successive borders to this
square, Islamic mathematicians found a general method
of forming bordered squares of any odd order, which
is explained by the two 10th-century authors mentioned above. Let n be the given odd order (n = 9 in
fig. 2). Starting next to a corner cell, e.g. the lower
right one, write in the first odd and even numbers
alternately along the adjacent side lines until the mid-
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Fig. 3

die lines are reached. Write the next (odd) number
in the adjacent (middle) cell, then put the following
one in the corner cell diagonally opposite (that is, in
the starting line), the next one in the middle-line cell
diagonally opposite, the one after that in the other
upper corner cell; and finally, arrange the subsequent
numbers along the two adjacent side lines as before
(lines with numbers of the same parity facing each
other). At this point, half of the border cells are occupied. Fill in each of the remaining blank cells with
the complement to ri2 + 1 of the number in the opposite cell, horizontally or vertically (diagonally for the
corners). Repeat this procedure until the central square
of order 3 is reached, and fill it with the remaining
numbers as in Fig. 1.
It was mentioned above that composite squares
were also known in the 10th century. Thus the above
square of order 3 is used by both authors to build
the smallest possible composite square of odd order
(figs. 3 and 4).
The most common method for standard magic
squares of odd order, already known in the llth century and found in a set of three squares transmitted

to Europe in the Middle Ages, is that of Fig. 5.
Starting with 1 below the central cell, proceed with
the consecutive numbers diagonally downwards as far
as the side of the square; then move from the cell
which would be reached outside the square to the
corresponding cell in the main square and proceed
diagonally downwards as before. When, after a
sequence of n numbers, an occupied cell stands in
the way, drop down two cells and continue as before.
The easiest method for constructing evenly-even
squares was known in the l l t h century as well, and
two squares (of order 4 and 8) constructed by this
method were also transmitted to Europe. Divide the
square into subsquares of order 4 and put dots in
each of their main diagonals (fig. 6). Then, count
the cells from the first (for Arabs, the upper right)
corner and write in the corresponding number whenever the cell contains a dot. When this has been
done and the lower left corner has been reached,
go backwards, count the cells once again and put
the corresponding number in every unoccupied one
(%• 7).
For an oddly-even square, thus with n = 4A; + 2, put
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WAFK — WAHA
dots in the main diagonal and in k—\ broken diagonals of the first quarter and reproduce them symmetrically in the three other quarters; next, write
crosses in a broken diagonal of the first quarter and
reproduce them symmetrically in the upper left quarter; then, write ciphers in another broken diagonal of
the first quarter and reproduce them symmetrically in
the lower right quarter (fig. 8). Fill in the cells which
are empty and those which have a dot as in the case
of an evenly-even square. In order to fill the remaining cells, count from the other upper angle for the
ciphers and from the other lower angle for the crosses
(fig. 9). This method is described by al-Kharaki (d.
533/1138-9) as above, and with the same symbols
(Sesiano, Herstellungsvetfahren (III)).
Another common method of constructing squares
of order 4 used chess moves (fig. 10): starting with 1
in the corner, 2 is placed by a knight's move (a move
of two cells in one direction and one cell in the
other), 3 by a queen's move (a move to the next cell
diagonally), 4 by a knight's move again, whilst 5 to 8
are symmetrically located in the rows in descending
order. To complete the square, the complement to
n2 + 1 = 17 of each of these numbers is written in the
corresponding bishop's cell, that is, two cells diagonally away. The result is a pandiagonal square. This
method was extended in the early 11 th century to
the construction of squares with the order n — 4k
(fig. 11). Divide the square into subsquares of order
4; next, fill half of the cells in each of the k2 subsquares (taken in any order) with series of eight consecutive numbers as above, and then put in each
bishop's cell (reached by moving two cells diagonally
within the same subsquare) the complement to n2 + 1
(to 65 in fig. 11, where n = 8). If, as in this example, the subsquares are initially taken in their natural
order, the resulting square will be pandiagonal.
Our final example (fig. 12) is taken from an 11 thcentury text (L'Abrege). The numerical values of the
words saldm fald Muhammad wa-fald dlihi dj.amican occupy
the first row and the whole square has been completed
so as to produce their sum as a magic constant.
Bibliography: Kitdb Abi '1-lVqfd3 al-Buzajdni fl
tartib al-cadad al-wajk ji 'l-murabba'dt, ms. Istanbul,
Ayasofya 4843, fols. 23b-31b, 38a-56b; al-Makdla
al-thdlitha min Sharh cAli b. Ahmad b. Muhammad alAntdkt li-kitdb Nikumdkhus. . ., ms. Ankara, Saib 5311,
fols. la-36a (edition of these two treatises in preparation); J. Sesiano, Un traite medieval sur les canes magiques, Lausanne 1996; idem, Z/Abrege enseignant
la disposition harmonieuse des nombres, un manuscrit arabe anonyme sur la construction des canes magiques,
in De Bagdad a Barcelona. Estudios sobre historia de las
ciencias exactas, ed. J. Casulleras andj. Samso, Barcelona 1996, i, 103-57; idem, Herstellungsverfahren magischer Quadrate aus islamischer £eit (/), in Sudhoffs Archiv,
Ixiv (1980), 187-96; idem, Herstellungsverfahren magischer
Quadrate aus islamischer %eit (III), in ibid., Ixxiv (1995),
193-226. _ _
(J. SESIANO)
AL-WAFRANI [see AL-IFRANI].
WAHA (A., pi. wdhdt), oasis.
1. In the Middle East.
An oasis is a locality with access to water and cultivable soil in an area which is generally barren and
parched. Perennial streams such as the Nile or TigrisEuphrates, which flow from well-watered mountains
through desert valleys, support continuous chains of
oases. Other watercourses, which are seasonal, irregular or subterranean, can sometimes be tapped by
wells to provide enough water for more isolated settlements, as at Tarfm and Shibam [q.vv] in the Wadl
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Hadramawt, and in the district of al-Kasim [q.v.] on
the Wad! Rumma in central Arabia.
Underneath the sand-filled wadis of Arabia there
are subterranean reservoirs of "fossil water" which
accumulated during pluvial phasis of the Pleistocene
period. These permanent reserves of water are supplemented by seasonal rainfall and surface or underground flow from nearby hills, so that the water-table
is seasonally raised. In scattered oases, shallow wells
operated by hand or animal power reach only the
superficial water which is regularly replenished; but
more widely the modern petrol-driven deep tube-wells
pump from the "capital" stores of fossil water which
cannot be restored. The water-table may then fall
permanently beyond the reach of the hand-wells.
Throughout the Middle East, another common situation for oases is in the narrow piedmont zone where
the long mountain ranges meet the sands of the great
desert basins. Just there, the streams fed by the winter rains and snow-melt of the mountains spread out
over "dry deltas" of deposited silt, and are thereafter
lost in the desert sands. These locations, with fresh
water and fertile soil, are ideal for oasis settlement.
In Persia and cUman, the water supply at such
sites is often improved by driving tunnels (kanats, kdriz
[see KANAT]) into the foothills. Chains of such oases
below mountain ranges provide, at convenient intervals, shelter, water and provisions for staging posts,
and were followed by many of the great roads of
commerce, pilgrimage and imperial control, e.g. by
the section of the highway to Khurasan and Central
Asia under the southern slopes of the Elburz ranges
of northern Persia, or by the ancient Spice Road from
Aden to Gaza along the oases under the high western edge of the Arabian massif.
The relations between the oasis-dwellers and the
travellers or nomads who visited them took many
forms. Sometimes the Arabian tribes owned the oases
and staffed them with servants; sometimes they left
them empty, and only called twice a year to fertilise
and to harvest the date-palms; elsewhere, the oasis
dwellers were dominant, and the nomads begged
permission to enter. Certainly, the nomadic economy
was heavily reliant on access to the oasis markets and
seasonal fairs.
The systems of water-rights and land-holding in the
oases also vary greatly. Jean Brunhes in his classic
work contrasted in these respects the stony Mzab [q.v.]
and the sandy Suf in sub-montane Algeria: in the
first, the well was the unit of ownership; in the second, the palm-tree, for the land was without value
until a settler dug a hole in the sand deep enough
to reach the ubiquitous water-table and to plant and
tend a date-grove. Often a complex arrangement of
rights to stream-flow for purposes of irrigation depended on crude but effective sun-calendars and
shadow-clocks.
Until the 20th century, the political allegiance of
oases was often shifting and uncertain. When the
Middle East was divided up after the end of Ottoman
rule, the frontiers were frequently only crudely defined and loosely controlled [see TAKHTFT AL-HUDUD].
Small neutral zones were established in al-Tawal,
and between Saudi Arabia and Kuwait, so that tribes
from either side could have access to their wells. However, with the exploration for mineral oil, the precise
definition of political borders has become of much
greater concern; the neutral zones have vanished, and
the political allegiance of e.g. the oases of al-Burayml
[q.v.] is a matter of grave dispute.
Bibliography:]. Brunhes, ^irrigation dans I'Espagne
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et dans VAfrique du Nord, Paris 1902; G.M. Doughty,
Travels in Arabia Deserta, Cambridge 1888; D. Van
der Meulen, The wells of Ibn Saud, London 1957.
(W.C. BRIGE)
2. In North Africa.
In geographical terminology applied to the Maghrib, the equivalent of the term wdha is an area with
dense vegetation, but not necessarily of trees, in a natural environment where most of the land surface is
unsuitable for cultivation, attesting an additional supply of water. This can be natural, such as a spring
or a wadi/oued [see WADI], sometimes stored up in
a dam. It can also be artificial, by means of a well
or bore-hole. The distinction is at times not easy to
make when a natural supply is improved by man,
e.g. by excavating adits, as with the foggaras of the
Algerian Sahara, to increase the flow of a spring
which has become rather feeble.
An oasis can have a vegetation of spontaneous
growth, but more often it is occupied by men who
practise there a form of agriculture which is, to a
greater or lesser degree, mechanised and which often
waters its plots of land through irrigation canals or
waterwheels. This mechanisation allows one to distinguish "traditional" oases, little mechanised, where
an intensive type of market gardening is carried out,
often on a declining basis, and "modern" oases, often
more recent and installed around bore holes or artesian wells, sometimes using greenhouses. These may
function concurrently with the first type for the utilisation of water.
Bibliography:]. Brunhes (see 1. above); J. Despois,
L'Afrique du Nord, 3Paris 1964; H. Isnard, Le Maghreb,
Paris 1966; Despois and R. Raynal (eds.), Geographie
de I'Afrique du Nord-Quest, Paris 1967.
(Y. CALLOT)
WAHAM (A.) also wahdm, wihdm, with the more
general term shahwa "longing", also in use, denotes
"pregnancy craving".
In Arab culture, like in many others, pregnancy
cravings traditionally received attention, but this only
appears to a very limited extent in Arabic medical
works of the Greek tradition. Ibn Slna does not pay
attention to the phenomenon, not even in discussions
about the pregnant woman's [loss of] appetite (Kdnun,
Beirut 1993, ii, 1647). cAnb b. Sacld al-Kurtubl, K.
Khalk al-djamn, Algiers 1956, 40 cites Galen on the
pregnant woman's craving to eat clay, which apparently comes under "bad (in the sense of harmful)
appetite", shahwa radi'a], a complaint for which treatment is prescribed. Al-Baladf, K. Tadblr al-habdld,
Baghdad 1980, 135-6, also treats "harmful appetites"
very cursorily, as one in a long range of minor pregnancy complaints.
In the popular view, however, pregnancy cravings
were considered very important, and there was a
threatening and magical aspect to them. Thwarting a
pregnant woman's craving for a particular kind of
food was considered harmful to the foetus. The view
is found in al-Djahiz's story about al-Kindl (Bukhald3,
Cairo 1358/1939, 143-4), who threatens to hold his
tenants responsible if a woman in his house miscarries after having been refused a share of their food.
Al-Kindf's view is obviously seen as a ridiculous exaggeration, but there is sufficient evidence that paying
attention to pregnancy cravings was, and is, part of
the social code, cf. the verb wahhama "to slaughter a
camel in order to satisfy a woman's craving"; also
e.g. £Abd al-Latff al-Baghdadf, K. al-Ifdda, London
1964, 234, fol. 58b). Observations by anthropologists
made during the last century and modern lexicological

sources show that the aspect generally emphasised
was—and is—that refusing a pregnant woman the
food she craves will result in a birthmark (shahwa
"appetite") on the child in the shape of the food in
question. This belief is not restricted to the Arab
world, but used to be widespread also in Europe and,
for instance, in the West Indies. An example from
the Arab cultural sphere is that of a birthmark in the
form of a grape that swelled up when grapes were
in season (Winifred S. Blackman, The Felldhin of Upper
Egypt, London etc. 1927, 62). That this provided pregnant women with a means to exercise power otherwise unheard of in this particular cultural context, is
illustrated, for instance, by the fuss made by a pregnant black concubine in Luxor (in 1860) with a craving for olives (Lady Duff Gordon, Letters from Egypt
(1862-1869), London 1969, 174-5).
Bibliography (in addition to references in the
article): Doctoresse Legey, Essai de folklore marocain,
Paris 1926, 78-9; J. Desparmet, Coutumes, institutions.,
croyances des indigenes de lAlgerie. I. L'enfance, le manage
et lafamille, Algiers 1939, 283-4; Nefissa Zerdoumi,
Enfant d'hier. . . I'education de I'enfant en milieu traditionnel
algerien, Paris 1970, 65-9; R. Kruk, Pregnancy and its
social implications in mediaeval and traditional Arab society, in Quaderni di studi arabi 5-6 (1987-88). Atti del
XIII congresso dell'Union europeenne d'arabisants et d'islamisants^ Venice 1986, 418-30.
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AL-WAHAT (pi. of wdh "oasis", this being a transcription of Coptic ouah denoting cultivated lands within
the deserts, as already noted by Yakut), the name of
a series of oases in the western desert of
Upper Egypt.
E. Amelineau, in his Geographie de I'Egypte a I'epoque
copte (Paris 1893), had great difficulty in identifying
the names of the oases with the modern names, and
the Arabic texts are equally ambiguous. According to
Yakut, Bulddn, ed. Beirut, v, 341-2, they were three districts (kuwar) stretching southwards into the western
desert parallel to the Nile valley. The first was opposite Fayyum and extended to the latitude of Aswan;
this was the largest oasis, with numerous villages and
palm groves which produced the best dates in Egypt.
The second was smaller and less populous. The third
was the smallest and contained a town called Santariyya. The population of the oases was of Lawata
Berber stock. In the 9th/15th century al-Makrfzf mentions four oases: al-ddkhila "the interior one", the pair
of al-khdridjatdn1 "the exterior ones" and the oasis of
Bahnasa, these yielding a total revenue of 25,000
dinars in the year 585/1190 (i.e. the Ayyubid period).
At the time of al-rawk al-ndsin [see RAWK], sc. in 715/
1315, they were not included amongst the provinces
of Egypt; the sultan did not appoint a governor and
they were administered by those who held them as
iktd's. In his notice, al-MaknzI, before passing from
the "interior" to the "exterior" oases, speaks of the
town of Santariyya, this being the older Islamic name
of the oasis known since the end of the 10th/16th
century as Slwa [q.v.], the classical oasis of Amon.
Al-Bakrf is the only geographer, in addition to the
later al-Makrizf, who gives the dual form al-wdhatdnl
al-khdri^atdn1', it may be that al-wdhdt al-khdria^a were
composed of two distinct urban groupings of settlements. The most important settlement here was Ins,
the modern Bans. The oasis of Bahnasa, different
from its homonym of the Bahr Yusuf (= the ancient
Oxyrhynchus; see on it AL-BAHNASA), is the oasis known
today as al-wdha al-bahriyya and there is also the
wdhat al-fardfira [see AL-FARAFRA]. The first of these
two was formerly called thus because it was connected
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with the town of the same name in the Nile valley
by a road to the Nile 200 km/130 miles long. There
are main towns called al-Kasr in Farafra and in
Dakhla.
These oases (al-bahriyya, al-farafira, al-ddkhila and alkhdriaja: conventionally, Bahariya, Farafra, Dakhla and
Kharga) today form one of the 26 governorates of
Egypt with the name of al-Wadl al-Djadfd, having an
area of 45,800 km2 and a population of 132,000, including three administrative centres, three towns and
134 villages.
On the rather complicated dialectology of the oases,
see P. Behnstedt and M. Woidich, Die dgyptischen
Oases—ein dialektogischer Vorbericht, in £AL, viii [1982],
39-71 (includes texts).
Bibliography (in addition to references in the
text): Mas'udi, Muruaj, iii, 50-2 = §§ 894-5; Ibn
Dukmak, Intisar, v, 11-12; Makrlzl, Khitat, i, 87,
234-7; CA1I Mubarak Pasha, al-Khitat al-d}adida, xvii,
30-1; Muhammad Ramzf, al-Kdmus al-ajughrdfi li
'l-bilad al-misriyya, ii/4, 241-5, 256-7; H. Maspero
and G. Wiet, Materiaux pour servir a la geographic de
I'Egypte, IFAO, Cairo 1914, 219-25; A. Fakhry, The
Oases of Egypt. I. Siwa Oasis, Cairo 1973, //. Bahnyah
and Farafra Oases, Cairo 1974.
(AYMAN F. SAYYID)
WAHB, BANU, a family of officials in caliph al service, especially noted as secretaries and
viziers to the 'Abbasids during the 3rd/9th and early
4th/10th centuries.
The majority of sources state that the family came
from Wash and were of Nestorian Christian origin
before converting to Islam, nevertheless claiming a
pure Arabic origin going back to the Yemeni tribe
of Balharith of Nadjran. The Wahbis thus belong to
the tradition of servants of the caliphs with Nestorian
backgrounds who were prominent in the administrations of the 3rd/9th century (cf. L. Massignon, La
politique islamo-chretienne des scribes nestoriens de Deir Qunna
a la cour de Bagdad au IXe siecle de notre ere, in Vivre et
Penser, 2nd ser. [1942], 7-14). This role of the Wahbls
seems to go back to late Umayyad times, from which
they passed into 'Abbasid service and then were particularly associated with the Barmakls. Wahb served
Dja'far b. Yahya [see BARAMIKA] and then al-Ma5mun's
minister al-Fadl b. Sahl [q.v.~\.
1. Sulayman b. W a h b , Abu A y y u b , began
as a secretary to al-Ma'mun and then acted for such
generals as Musa b. Bugha and Aytakh in the reign
of al-Wathik, thereby beginning a link with the Turkish
military elite which was to run all through his career.
At this time, his brother al-Hasan also was a secretary of the vizier Ibn al-Zayyat [q.v.]. Sulayman was
twice cdmil or financial intendant of the province of
Egypt under al-Mutawakkil, apparently deriving rich
pickings from the office. In the short reign of alMuhtadl (255-6/859-60) he served as the caliph's last
vizier at a time when all real power in the state had
passed to the Turkish military classes and the vizierate had likewise reached a low ebb. Under al-Muctamid
he became briefly vizier again in 263/877 and again
in 264/878, at a time of intrigues and rivalries with
another secretary and vizier, al-Hasan b. Makhlad b.
al-Djarrah [see IBN MAKHLAD] , also of Christian origin.
But Sulayman was soon afterwards dismissed, unable
to satisfy the financial exigencies of al-Muctamid and
his brother the regent al-Muwaffak, and died in prison
in Safar 272/July-August 885. He had, nevertheless,
been the mamduh of such leading poets of the time
as Abu Tammam and al-Buhturf [^.z>z;.].
2. c Ubayd Allah b. Sulayman, son of the pre-
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ceding, and also with long secretarial experience,
shared in his father's disgrace, but had the support of
the newly-nominated heir to the throne, al-Muwaffak's
son al-Muctadid [q.v.], and in Safar 278/June 891 became al-Muctamid's last vizier and then, when alMuctamid died the next year, vizier to the new caliph
al-Muctadid, remaining in office till his own death
in Rabic II 288/April 901. cUbayd Allah was closely
concerned with the re-imposition of caliphal power in
Djibal by military force and with various administrative reforms, and was the patron of the two brothers
of the Banu '1-Furat [see IBN AL-FURAT] in their efforts
to secure a greater inflow of tax revenues for the state
by the strict supervision of provincial agents. cUbayd
Allah achieved a great contemporary reputation for
his honest conduct and justice, and was favoured by
the caliph's addressing him by his kunya\ also, he seems
wisely to have restrained al-Muctadid from putting
blatantly anti-Umayyad, pro-Shfci measures into force,
fearing the effects on public order.
3. al-Kasim b. c U b a y d Allah, Abu '1-Husayn,
son of the preceding, succeeded as vizier when his
father died and acted as al-Muctadid's minister until
the caliph himself died in Rablc II 289/March-April
902, and was the first vizier to the new caliph alMuktafi [q.v] until his own death in Dhu 'l-Kacda
291/October 904. Al-Kasim had served at his father's
side, but was of lower calibre: less scrupulous, more
concerned with lining the pockets of himself and his
proteges, and brutal with those he regarded as hostile or potentially so. Thus he secured the execution
of the governor of Fars Badr al-Muctadidf [q.v. in
Suppl.], of the captive Saflarid amir cAmr b. al-Layth
[<7-^-], of the poet Ibn al-Rumf [</.^.], who had satirised
the Banu Wahb, and various others, often against the
will of his young master. He was planning to move
against the surviving brother of the Banu '1-Furat,
C
A1I, but fell ill and died before he could achieve this.
Although only a mediocre administrator, al-Kasim was
an able courtier and managed to raise the prestige
of the office of vizier to a new height as the directing power in the state. He received great honours
from the caliph, including the new honorific title of
Wall al-Dawla "Friend, Protector of the State" (which
was to appear on coins), and one of his daughters
married a son of al-Muktafi. His death, however,
meant the eclipse of the family's influence for nearly
a generation and the ensuing ascendancy of persons
like CA1I b. al-Furat, involving inter alia an increase in
ShT'T influence in the state, and new figures like the
latter's rival CA1T b. Tsa [q.v.].
4. al-Husayn b. al-Kasim, son of the preceding,
succeeded cUbayd Allah b. Muhammad al-Kalwadhanl
as al-Muktadir's penultimate vizier in Ramadan 319/
September 931, and filled the office for eight months
till Rablc II 320/May 932. He relied on Furatid support against the influence of 'All b. Tsa and the powerful commander-in-chief Mu'nis al-Muzaffar [q.v],
and, like his father, received from the caliph an
honorific title, cAmid al-Dawla "Mainstay of the State",
which appears on coins. He endeavoured to restore
the disastrous state of the caliphal finances, but fell
from power, having been perhaps the last vizier to
attempt to retain for the vizierate a measure of its
former independence.
5. M u h a m m a d b. al-Kasim, brother of the
preceding, became vizier to al-Kahir in Sha'ban 321/
July 933 in succession to Ibn Mukla [q.v] and at the
time of Mu'nis's fall and death, but served for only
two-and-a-half months till his dismissal in Dhu 'l-Kacda
321/October 933.
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a judge, He had lost the gift of seeing the future in
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his dreams; but as in many similar statements one
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words or even odd letters preserved. It was almost
completely restored thanks to the parallel version in
the K. Bad' al-khalk wa-kisas al-anbiya* of 'Umara b.
Wathlma al-FarisI, who made a copy not only of this
history but also of others from a more or less original
version by Wahb, transmitted by his grandson Idns
b. Sinan, and by his son cAbd al-Muncim b. Idns
(d. 228/842, a year before the papyrus was written).
It had been kept in the private library of Ibn LahT'a,
the judge of Egypt, as this man's disciple and transmitter shows, who extended the initial material without changing the structure of the text. For this reason,
in this book of 'Umara [q.v., see also WATHIMA] we
have a conflation of the oldest and the most weighty
versions about biblical narratives from the first two
centuries A.H. What is remarkable in the history of
these texts is that we have more accuracy in the isndd,
for where the papyrus sometimes uses simply kdla,
'Umara mentions the name of Wahb, who appears
to be a primary source for this voluminous book.
Unfortunately for us, only the second part is preserved, from Moses to the arrival of the Prophet
Muhammad (for this, see the ed. of Khoury, Les legendes prophetiques, 158-85, Arabic text 1-389; for David,
see 102-26).
To these sources should be added information
about the biblical world contributed by Ibn Hisham
but referring to the same grandson mentioned above
(see further below). A K. al-Isrd'iliyyat (Hadjdji Khalifa
v, 40) is attributed to Wahb, but this does not seem
to have been known in the literature of the first century of Islam (Khoury, Wahb, 205, 247-57); it probably relates to stories arising out of those in the
preceding book. As for the Kisas al-akhydr (HadjdjI
Khalifa, iv, 518), this title can refer only to the same
theme, and it points to evidence of how similar materials could have been able to circulate under different
titles, given that the first of them was lost in transmission.
Under the rubric of biblical history, a translation
by Wahb of the Psalms of David deserves to be mentioned, the K. %abur Ddwud. . . Tar^amat Wahb b.
Munabbih (Ibn Khayr, Fahrasa, 294). According to the
multiple sources consulted (see Khoury, Wahb, 207,
258-63), it is less of a translation than a publicising
of motifs adopted by David, popularising the Psalms
to which he or posterity has added all sorts of material, and these were sometimes (at least partly) Islamicised. There are even three different titles, Hikmat
Wahb, Hikmat Lukman and Maufi^a li- Wahb (Ibn Khayr,
291-2, 294; Khoury, op. cit., 206-7, 263-72), all of
which relate to the same character and which, together
with the traditions of the Psalms, could be considered under the same rubric of Hikam and Mawd'iz,
where David and Lukman (b. cAd) enjoyed a place
of privilege.
It is also worth mentioning here a K. al-Kadar which
he wrote and later regretted (Ibn Sacd, v, 395; Ibn
Kutayba, Ma'arif, ed. cUkasha, 625, 9; al-Khallal, fol.
91b, 11. 3 ff.). According to Abu Nu'aym, Hilya, iv,
24, 11. 17 ff., he even denied the existence of any
material on kadar (see Khoury, 206, 270-2). In any
case, there is a biblical ambience in the traditions
attributed to him which are favourable to these ideas.
However, it may not be possible to find in these texts
the definite statement of such an ideology, which would
perhaps have brought disgrace on the author and
could have cost him his life.
Alongside the biblical section, which all these titles
denote, is another which concerns the pre-Islamic Arab
period; this established a true bridge between the
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biblical world and the Yemeni Arab past. It is the
K. al-Muluk al-mutawwad^a min Himyar wa-akhbdrihim wakisasihim wa-kuburihim wa-ashcdrihim, and according to
Ibn Khallikan, Wafaydt, iii, 671, Ibn Kutayba is said
to have seen a version of it himself. In any case, the
presence of material on the same theme was attested
by the K. al-Tid}dn of Ibn Hisham, who referred to
Wahb as his primary source, through the intermediary
of the same grandson, and from him Asad b. Musa
[q.v. in Suppl]. He found it in the library of the judge
of Egypt, who received him and opened his house to
him as a disciple (see Khoury, Asad b. Musd, 23). In
the first part of this book Wahb is found everywhere
as the only authority; these are the pages containing
the beginning of the biblical world, where the indication of names and dates, etc. points to certain, detailed
knowledge; and it was to this world that the author
wanted to connect Yemen, with a view to enhancing
the worth of this country to the bosom of Islam, to
Meccan and then to North Arabian roots, and to the
centre of rivalries which had built up between north
and south.
In the second part of Ibn Hisham's book it is noticeable that the name of Wahb is mentioned increasingly
less often, eventually disappearing altogether in the last
part. The global tone which dominates this book resides in its distinctively biblical character, and this distinguishes it entirely from the book of cAbid (or cUbayd)
b. Sharya [see IBN SHARYA] , Akhbdr cAbid b. Sharyafi akhbdr
al-Taman wa-ashcdrihd wa-ansdbihd (ed., with Ibn Hisham's
K. al-Ti&dn, Haydarabad 1347/1928-9). In that book
we are dealing with a story-teller who becomes the
samir of Mu'awiya in Damascus, and fills out his stories
mainly with poetry. This becomes the dominant
element and confirms historical narrations (on this
subject see Khoury, Kalif, Geschichte und Dichtung, esp.
213 ff.).
The last group of books attributed to Wahb is purely
Islamic. Firstly, the Maghdzi Rasul Allah (HadjdjI
Khalifa, v, 646). the only confirmation of which is
the piece on the papyrus preserved in Heidelberg and
published by Khoury, Wahb, 118-75, with a German
translation. It is astonishing that Ibn Ishak, who was
so dependent on Wahb for biblical history, as for example al-Tabarf clearly shows in his two important
books (see above), should not take any account of
Wahb in the Islamic field. It is as if Ibn Munabbih, far
from the school of Medina and its founder al-Zuhn,
had been banished. It is true that he did not always
use the isndd, which had not actually been imposed
in his period, but he knew of it and used it from time
to time, when it applied to writers who took little
notice of rigid rules. What is more, the isndd was
not always used wisely by the teachers of Medina,
as has already been shown (see e.g. Khoury, Wahb,
276 ff.).
The events to be found there include the beginnings of Islam and the conversion of Zurara b. Ascad
and his son Ascad; the meeting at al-cAkaba; the council held by Kuraysh at the Ddr al-nadwa\ the migration
to Medina; and, finally, the campaign of 'All against
the tribe of Khath'am. In addition to these items
concerning the maghdzi, we have a small number of
traditions which cover aspects of the life of the Prophet
(see Khoury, op. at., 282-4). Hadjdji Khalifa, ii, 382,
also mentions a To/sir Wahb, and at iv, 387, another
reference concerns the caliphs, sc. Ta'rikh al-Khulafd\
or Futuh, but of these there is no trace.
It is easy to see which of the many aspects of the
traditions attributed to Ibn Munabbih are covered,
but it is difficult to say exactly what was actually put
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into writing in the lifetime of the author. The essential point is that the teaching of the master was fixed
in writing during the 2nd/8th century, since certain
versions were preserved in Ibn LahfVs library by
the Egyptian transmitters or settlers in Egypt, as confirmed by the papyrus and, especially, by the book
of cUmara b. Wathfma.
As for later authors, they often altered certain traditions which they attached to his name, which means
that not all of the alterations may have come from
him. In any case, in his K. al-Tldj.dn he showed a real
knowledge of the Bible, even if this was not extensive, in certain citations from the text (see Khoury,
Quelques reflexions., 553 ff., esp. 555-6). What was circulated with these biblical and extra-biblical studies
was a common Semitic reservoir of great antiquity,
and this was often disseminated orally, especially outside the Judaeo-Christian dogmatic centres; this has
been very ably noted by H. Schwarzbaum in his book
on biblical and extra-biblical stories (see BibL). In short,
Wahb is an important representative of the expansion
of the historical perspective. His writings embodied a
truly universal vision of history, comprising: 1. ancient
biblical history; 2. pre-Islamic Yemeni history; 3.
Islamic history of the prophet; and 4. history of the
caliphate.
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
the article): 1. Sources. Abu Bakr Ahmad b.
Muhammad al-Khallal, al-^dmic li-fulum Ahmad b.
Hanbal, ms. B.L. Or. 2675; C.H. Becker, Papyri
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(R.G. KHOURY)
WAHBIYYA [see AL-IBADIYYA] .
WAHDA (A.), "unit, unity".
1. As a term in grammar.
Here the genitive construct ism al-wahda is variously
rendered in Western grammars as nomen unitatis "noun
of unity", "unit noun", "noun of individuality", and
"singulative" (but on the last of these, see below).
The ism al-wahda forms the counterpart to the ism
al-ajins or nomen generis "generic noun" and is derived

from it by adding the feminine ending -atm. If the
generic noun refers to something which exists in units,
the ism al-wahda denotes such a unit; if the referent
is homogeneous, the unit noun denotes a separate
piece. Thus namlm "ant(s)" vs. namlatm "one ant" and
hadldm "iron" vs. hadidatm "a piece of iron". The same
grammatical feature exists in a number of other Semitic
languages (Hebrew, Aramaic, Accadian, Mehri) and
even in Berber. A related phenomenon in Arabic is
the ism al-marra or nomen vicis derived from the verbal noun to denote a one-time action: ibtisdmm "smiling" vs. ibtisdmatm "one smile". In the first form of
the verb the ism al-marra follows the pattern faclatm,
even though not all verbal nouns have the formfaflm.
One can, however, argue tha.tfaclun is the default verbal noun, since it is always used with secondary
denominative verbs of the first form (e.g. kabadahu
kabdan "he hit him in the liver").
The pair "generic noun—unit noun" should not be
confused with the pair "collective—singulative", and
words like namlm should not be called collectives, as
they frequently are. Generic nouns denote the genus
and are not number-sensitive with regard to their
referent: akaltu tamran may be said by a date-eater
regardless of whether he ate one, two, or many dates.
Collectives, in contrast, denote a plurality seen as a
unit. The singulative is never derived from the collective by adding -atm. As a matter of fact, in many
cases it is the collective that is derived from the singulative (by adding the same ending -atm, thus in participial forms like muqdtilm "fighter" vs. muqdtilatm
"fighting force", nisbas like sujiyyun "Sufi" vs. sufiyyatm
"Sufidom", andfaccdl forms like naajajdr"" "carpenter"
vs. naajajdrat"" "carpenters" [as a group, guild]). There
is a variety of other lexical and morphological means
to express this contrast. One should include here also
the names of tribes/nations and other groups of people, from which the individual is derived by means
of the nisba: al-Rumu "the Byzantines" vs. Rumiyym "one
Byzantine" and ajundm "army" vs. dj_undiyym "soldier".
Some grammars consider these nisbas a separate type
of nomen unitatis (e.g. Corriente, 81, with precedent
among the mediaeval grammarians). While collectives/
singulatives always denote sentient beings, generic and
unit nouns never denote human beings, but otherwise
are semantically fairly spread out (see the categories
introduced by Ullmann, Nomen generis, 19-46). The only
overlap between the two classes exists with (large) animals; as a result animal names may—quite unpredictably—be singulars (kalbm), collectives (ibilm), or
generic nouns (bakarm). Synchronically, this variation
in usage defies explanation, and animal nomenclature
can be very intricate.
While collectives are mainly treated as feminines,
generic nouns are mostly used as masculines, although
feminine singular and plural forms of attributive adjectives are not rare either. The latter are best explained
as ad sensum constructions: the generic nouns are felt
to function like plurals of the unit nouns. Note that
some mediaeval grammarians and lexicographers had
no qualms calling the generic noun a plural of the
unit noun (e.g. al-Farra' [d. 200/822] according to
al-Astarabadf, Sharh al-Kdfya, repr. Beirut n.d., ii, 178
1. 18). This is also the reason why the generic noun
is more specifically termed ism al-djins al-ajam'i "the
plural-like generic noun" to distinguish it from the wider
meaning of ism al-ajins, which is "common noun" as
opposed to ism al-calam "proper name" (see A. Fischer,
Terminologie, for questions of nomenclature). But this is
clearly a secondary development, due to contamination
with the collective.
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Both the generic noun and the unit noun can be
put in the dual and plural. While unit nouns pose
no problem in this respect (shadj.aratdnl "two [individual] trees", shadj.aratm "several [individual] trees"), the
semantics of the dual and plural of generic nouns
have not yet been fully investigated (even Ullmann is
somewhat reticent about the semantic side of these
forms in his collection of pertinent references, Nomen
generis, 50-2). In many instances the connotation is
clearly that of "kind": sha^ardn1 "two kinds of trees",
ashlar™ "[different] kinds of trees". This tallies well
with the original meaning of the generic noun. But
in other cases the connotation is rather that of "group"
(the examples adduced by Ullmann, 50, for buyudm
presuppose the meaning "kinds of eggs" in some cases
and "clutches of eggs" in others). In still other cases
the plural of the generic noun (e.g. riyddm} seems to
serve as a plural for the unit noun (rawdatm), but that
is difficult to prove and needs further study. In Modern
Standard Arabic it is clearly felt to be so (personal
survey).
Bibliography: M. Ullmann, Das arabische Nomen
generis, Gottingen 1989 (= Abh. d. Akad. d. Wiss.
in Gottingen, philol.-hist.KL, 3. Folge, Nr. 176)
(fundamental); idem, Adminiculum zur Grammatik des
klassischen Arabisch, Wiesbaden 1989, 1-13; A. Fischer,
Die Terminologie der arabischen Kollektivnomina, in ^DMG,
xciv (1940), 12-24.
G r a m m a r s . Wright, i, 147; H. Reckendorf, Die
syntaktischen Verhdltnisse des Arabischen, Leiden 1898,
22-3; H. Fleisch, Traite de philologie arabe, i, Beirut

1961, 301-4; R. Blachere and M. GaudefroyDemombynes, Grammaire de I'arabe classique, 3Paris
1952, 93; W. Fischer, Grammatik des klassischen
Arabisch, 2Wiesbaden 1987, 49-50; F. Corriente, Gramdtica arabe, 2Madrid 1983.
(W.P. HEINRICHS)
2. As a term in philosophy.
Here it conveys the ideas of o n e n e s s , u n i t y ,
u n i o n , isolation and solitude (cf. in this last
regard the title of Ibn Badjdja's [q.v] Tadbir almutawahhid, and cf. also Ibn Sfha's usage of wdhidiyya
as a synonym of wahda, whereas wahddniyya conveys
rather the idea of "unicity, uniqueness": see A.-M.
Goichon, Lexique de la langue philosophique d'Ibn Sina,
Paris 1938, s.w. wahda, wdhidiyya and wahddniyya].
Wahda is best translated in theological and philosophical contexts as oneness or unity. It does not
occur in the Kur'an, and is the equivalent of the
Aristotelian [lovac,. In Arabic, wahda contrasts directly
with kathra, takaththur "multiplicity, plurality" (for an
early philosophical discussion of wahda vs. kathra, or
wdhid vs. kathir, see al-Farabf, K. al-Wdhid wa 'l-wahda,
ed. Muhsin Mahdi, Casablanca 1989). Al-GhazalT in
his treatise on the Most Beautiful Names of God, alMaksad al-asnd, defines the divine name al-Wdhid as
follows: "The one who can neither be divided nor
duplicated. . . God Most High is one in the sense
that it is impossible for His essence to be arranged
into parts . . . it belongs to none but God to be
absolute unity" (tr. D.B. Burrell and Nazih Daher,
Cambridge 1992, 130-1) (for a discussion of the theological treatment of the name al-Wdhid, and other
names meaning "the One", see D. Gimaret, Les noms
divins en Islam, Paris 1988, 191-200). The modality of
the Unity or Oneness of God precipitated much debate
in mediaeval Islamic theology, particularly as theologians grappled with the problems arising from the
idea that God had attributes.
In Islamic mystical philosophy and theosophy, perhaps the best known articulation of the term wahda
was in the phrase wahdat al-voud^ud "the oneness of
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being" or "unity of existence" [see WAHDAT AL-SHUHUD] .
Whilst Ibn al-cArabi does not seem actually to have
used the phrase himself in his own authenticated writings, there is no doubt that it represents his philosophical and theological perspective. As a counter to
this, the phrase wahdat al-shuhud "the unity of witnessing [only God]" came into being amongst more
orthodox opponents of Ibn al-cArabfs monism, such
as Ahmad Sirhindf [q.v.] (see Y. Friedmann, Shaykh
Ahmad Sirhindl, Montreal and London 1971, 59-60,
and TASAWWUF. 2). But in Sufism in general, the matter and definitions of wahda could be very complex,
and a work like the K. Istildhdt al-Sufiyya of cAbd alRazzak al-Kasham (d. 730/1330 [q.v.]) is full of gnomic
utterances about kathra and wahda (cf. ibid., ed. and
tr. Nabil Safwat and D. Pendlebury, A glossary of Sufi
technical terms..., London 1991).
Bibliography (in addition to references in the
article): Soheil M. Afnan, A philosophical lexicon in
Persian and Arabic, Beirut 1969, s.v.; I.R. Netton,
Allah transcendent. Studies in the structure and semiotics of
Islamic philosophy, theology and cosmology, London 1989,
256-320.
(I.R. NETTON)
WAHDAT AL-WUDJUD [see WAHDAT AL-SHUHUD].
WAHDAT AL-SHUHUD (A.), with WAHDAT ALWUDJUD, two t e c h n i c a l terms of S u f i mysticism.
Wahdat al-shuhud "the oneness of witnessing" is a
doctrine established by Shaykh Ahmad Sirhindl [q.v]
in response to wahdat al-wudjud "the oneness of being"
or "the unity of existence", a term that by his day
was identified with the position of Ibn al-cArabl [q.v.;
see also TASAWWUF. 2.]. Most of the secondary literature has assumed that there really is a specific, recognised doctrine known as wahdat al-wud}ud established
by Ibn al-cArabI and that wahdat al-shuhud really does
offer an alternative or a corrective to that doctrine.
Given the history of the expression and the contexts
in which it appeared, however, this assumption is difficult to sustain. The various attempts by scholars to
explain wahdat al-wuaj.ud by employing labels such as
"pantheism" or "esoteric monism" succumb to the
same assumption and fail to clarify what exactly was
at issue in the texts. In fact, wahdat al-wu^ud was
more an emblem than a doctrine, and if Ibn al-cArabi
was considered its founder, this simply indicates that
his writings mark Sufism's massive entry into the theoretical discussions of wudj.ud that before him had been
the almost exclusive preserve of the philosophers and
the mutakallimun.
The underlying issue is how Islam's first principle—tawhid [q.v], the assertion that there is no god
but God—is to be understood. Sirhindl makes this
explicit by employing the terms tawhid-i shuhudi and
tawhid-i wudgudi interchangeably with wahdat-i shuhud
and wahdat-i wudj.ud. The specific form taken by the
discussion goes back to the early adoption of the term
wuajud to render the Greek idea of "being" or "existence" and is complicated by the literal sense of the
verb, as exemplified by Kur'anic usage (e.g. "He finds
God", XXIV, 39). The'difficulty arises the moment
wu$ud is ascribed to God, given that it can also be
ascribed to everything other than God. If God is
wud}ud, then nothing else can be considered wudjud
in the same sense. It is precisely the status of the
"others" that needs to be clarified, and this is a basic
issue in Kaldm, philosophy, and much of theoretical
Sufism.
The authors of the early Sufi manuals, such as alKushayn, al-Sarradj, and Hudjwin, had the Kur'anic
meaning of the term wud^ud in mind when they
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discussed it along with waajd and tawaajud and considered it a stage on the path in which the "finder"
(wadjid) is aware only of God. Ibn al-cArabf follows
this usage when he defines wudjud as "finding the
Real in ecstasy" (widjddn al-hakk fi }l-wadj.d) (Istildhdt
al-sufiyya, in Rasd3il Ibn (Arabi, Haydarabad 1948, 5;
al-Futuhdt al-makkiyya, Cairo 1911, ii, 133.12, 538.1).
Wuajud in this sense is often difficult to differentiate
from fand3 [q.v.]. In Ansarf's classic Mandril al-sd'irin,
wugjud is made the ninety-sixth of the one hundred
stages of the path to God and defined as "achieving
the reality of the thing" (al-^afar bi-hakikat al-shay3). In
these discussions, shuhud frequently plays a role, and
it is not always clear that "witnessing" God means
anything other than "finding" God. In offering definitions of wua^ud, al-Kushayrf provides an early example of many verses that use the two terms as rhymes:
"My 'finding' [wud}udt] is that I absent myself from
al-wuajud/with what appears to me through al-shuhud"
(Risdla, Cairo 1972, 249). Here, the second wuajud can
mean both the awareness of self and the "existence"
of the self as seen independent from God, while shuhud
clearly means witnessing God. This interpretation is
confirmed by al-Djunayd's definition of musjidhada, a
term that is often used interchangeably with shuhud:
"Finding the Real along with losing you" (wudjud alhakk ma'a fukddnika; ibid.., 279). These authors frequently
discuss the subtle differences between shuhud and kashf
"unveiling", and Ibn al-cArabf can employ both these
terms as synonyms for wuajud (see indexes of Chittick,
The Sufi path of knowledge, Albany 1989; idem, The
self-disclosure of God, Albany 1997). In Ibn al-cArabf's
voluminous discussions of wua^ud, the philosophical/
theological meaning usually, but not always, dominates over the Sufi" sense of experiential finding, without excluding it.
In tracing the history of the expression wahdat alwudjud, we need to distinguish two basic usages. In
the earliest instances, it means wahdat al-wuajud alhakk, "the oneness of the real wuajud", and indicates
the self-evident fact that God's wuajud is the one and
only true wudjud. Gradually, it comes to designate a
distinctive perspective on the whole of reality, though
interpretations of what this perspective implies can disagree sharply. The expression itself is not used by Ibn
al-'Arabl, even though his name eventually became
associated with it. He should not be called its supporter unless it is explained in a way that corresponds
with his teachings (cf. Chittick, Imaginal worlds, Albany
1992, ch. 1). However, these teachings are not easy to
explain without distortion, since he speaks from diverse
standpoints in keeping with various stations of knowledge achieved on the Sufi" path. Some, but not all,
of these stations demand that God's absolute wuajud
be seen as obliterating the relative wuajud of all else.
For example, he sometimes speaks of ahl al-djarrf wa
'l-wuajud "the people of bringing together and finding", whom he also calls the "people of One Entity"
(ahl cayn wdhida; Futuhdt, iii, 447.18; cf. Chittick, Selfdisclosure, 183-4). In the Sufi" lexicon, ajarn' is contrasted with fark "separation", and it denotes seeing
all things as brought together through God's reality.
The people of bringing together and finding have
been so overcome by the vision of God that they see
no separation between him and the things. In effect,
they say "All is He" (hama ust)—the ecstatic and poetical exclamation found as early as Ansarf and said
in the later debates to be the position of wahdat alwuajud. But Ibn al-cArabI does not consider this sort
of vision the highest stage on the path to God, because it amounts to seeing with one eye; with the

other eye the true Sufi" must also see that all is not He.
If the term wahdat al-wudjud had any significance
for Ibn al-cArabf's own position, it would have been
discussed in the writings of those of his disciples who
wrote about theoretical issues, especially Sadr al-Dfn
Kunawf and cAfrf al-Dm al-Tilimsani [q.vv.]. Kunawf
does in fact use it on two occasions, but it arises naturally in the course of discussions of wahda and wuajud,
and he attaches no special importance to it. In three
works of al-Tilimsanf seen by the present writer, the
closest he comes to it is wahdaniyyat al-wuajud (Shark
al-asmd3 al-husnd, commentary on the name al-samic}.
Perhaps more significantly, in Shark fusus al-hikam, the
earliest of the many commentaries written on this
famous book, al-Tilimsani says concerning a passage
from the first chapter that Ibn al-cArabf is employing philosophical language to allude to al-tawhid alwuajudl. In the passage itself, Ibn al-'Arabl has made
the unremarkable statement that wuajud brings together
all "existent things" (mawajuddt). In the one work of
his so far printed, Shark mandril al-sd3inn, al-Tilimsanf
often uses the expression al-ajamc wa '1-wudj.ud, defining
it, in a phrase reminiscent of al-Djunayd's definition
of mushdhada, as "the manifestation [guhur] of the Real's
wuajud through the annihilation [fand3] of the creature's wuajud" (ed. Tunis 1989, 462).
What might be considered the earliest instances in
which the term wahdat al-wuajud designates a distinct
position are found in the writings of Ibn al-cArabl's
fellow-Murcian Ibn Sab c fn (d. 669/1270 [q.v.]), who
was much more conversant with the philosophical
tradition. In the most explicit of these, he writes that
the ignorant and the common people are dominated
by multiplicity, while "the elect culamd3 are dominated
by the root [asl], which is wahdat al-wuajud" (Rasd'il
Ibn Sab'in, Cairo 1965, 194; see also 38, 189, 264,
266). He may be saying here that wahdat al-wuajud is
a doctrinal position; more likely, he is simply asserting that the elect see all things in terms of tawhid,
while the common people see dispersion and incoherence. What is new here is not the idea but the
expression, and it is not surprising in the context,
given the centrality of the term wuajud to philosophy.
That this specific expression had no special significance for him is suggested by the fact that he does
not mention it in his major work, Budd al-cdrif, though
he does insist that wuajud is one (Beirut 1978, esp.
228, 303). Another early use of the term is found in
two headings of one of the popularising Persian works
of cAz!z al-Dln Nasafi", Kashf al-hakd3ik (written in 680/
1281-2), where it designates a doctrine having four
different formulations at the hands of two groups
of Sufis, "the people of the fire" (ahl-i nor] and "the
people of the light" (ahl-i nur; see H. Landolt, La
paradoxe de la "face de dieu": 'A&z-e Nasafi
(VIF/XIIP
siecle) et le "monisme esoterique" de I'Islam, in St. Ir.,
xxv [1996], 163-92). The folk of the fire see that the
one, true wud^ud burns away all "others", while the
folk of the light see that the "others" are rays of
wuajud's light; these two perspectives correlate with
fand3 and bakd3. Again, the expression is new but not
the ideas.
Perhaps the most telling of the early uses of wahdat
al-wuajud is by Kunawf's disciple Sacfd al-Dm Farghanf
[q.v.], who employs it many times in both the Persian
and Arabic versions of his commentary on Ibn alFarid's al-Td3iyya. In this work, which is one of the
most detailed and sophisticated discussions of the relevant theoretical issues in this period, wahdat al-wuajud
is the complement of kathrat al-cilm and provides a
philosophical basis for fand3 and bakd3. God's wuajud
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is one through its necessity, while God's knowledge
is many through its objects; thus the oneness of God's
wuajud and the many-ness of His knowledge are the
two principles through which he gives existence to the
cosmos (Mashdrik al-dardn, Tehran 1979, 344; Muntaha
'l-maddrik, Cairo 1293/1876, i, 357). On the side of
creation, the soul (nqfs) manifests the many-ness of
knowledge, while the spirit (ruh) manifests the oneness
of wuajud (Mashdrik 359; Muntaha, ii, 17). Fargham is
careful to point out that wuajud does not simply mean
"existence", but also the habitude (malakd) of waajd,
that is, finding (ydft) one's inner connection to the
world of the spirit's oneness (Mashdrik, 364-5). In the
Arabic passage that corresponds to this discussion,
he offers what is perhaps the earliest example of the
term wahdat al-shuhud, he tells us that the traveller,
finding his own spirit, is attracted to "the world of
the oneness of true witnessing" (cdlam wahdat al-shuhud
al-hakiki; Muntaha, ii, 21). When the traveller reaches
the advanced stages of the path, he undergoes annihilation of the soul, and this is accompanied by a
subsistence in which he achieves the witnessing (shuhud)
of wahdat al-wua^ud. This prepares him for the annihilation of the spirit, which yields a subsistence that
is accompanied by the witnessing of kathrat al-cilm.
Both modes of subsistence can be called diamc (Mashdrik,
186; Muntaha, i, 226). At a still higher stage, he achieves
makdm dj.amc al-dj.amc, in which the two earlier stations
are harmonised. In the highest stage, ahadiyyat al-ajamc,
which is exclusive to Muhammad, the two perspectives are seen to be the same (Mashdrik, 395-96; Muntaha, ii, 45). The fact that the earlier, Persian version
of this work was based on KunawT's lectures suggests
that Kunawi employed these terms in the same way
that Farghanf does. Nonetheless, the term wahdat alwuajud itself has not yet gained a special significance,
because FarghanT does not always carry it over into
the enlarged and thoroughly revised Arabic version
of the work.
Despite these usages of the term wahdat al-wuajud,
it is rarely found in the early texts, and apparently
it does not become an issue until Ibn Taymiyya [q.v.],
who mentions it in the titles of two treatises and
attacks it violently, claiming that it asserts the identity of God and creation and that it is nothing but
the well-known heresies hulul ("incarnationism") and
ittihdd ("unificationism"). The major commentators on
Ibn al-cArabfs Fusus—Mu'ayyid al-Dln DjandT, cAbd
al-Razzak Kashanl, and Dawud al-Kaysan—do not
mention it, but, by the 9th/15th century, it was controversial. DjamT in Nafahdt al-uns (completed in 883/
1478) writes that the exchange of letters between cAla°
al-Dawla Simnanf and KashanT in the early 8th/14th
century had to do with wahdat al-wuajud, and this has
led modern scholars to treat the debate in the same
terms, even though the two authors do not mention
wahdat al-wuajiid in the letters, nor, it seems, in any
of their other writings (see H. Landolt, Der Briejwechsel
zwischen Kdsdm und Simndnl uber Wahdat al-Wugud, in
IsL, 1 [1973], 29-81).
Sirhindfs reaction to wahdat al-wuajud occurs in the
context of its relatively new-found fame and its general ascription to Ibn al-'Arabl. He objects to it, he
says, because a large number of his contemporaries
were employing it as a pretext to avoid observing the
rulings of the SharT'a (e.g. Maktubdt, Dihlf 1964, no.
43). In explaining its meaning, he demonstrates little
acquaintance with the writings of Ibn al-cArab! or the
major figures who discussed the issues. By insisting that
a correct interpretation of wahdat al-wuajud demands
that it mean wahdat al-shuhud, he was saying that the
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wuajud of the world is not identical with the wuajud
of God in every sense—despite the current rhetoric
of "All is He"—and that if certain genuine Sufis had
considered the wu^ud of God and the world to be
the same, this goes back to their witnessing, not to
the actual situation. At least partly because wuajud in
his understanding had none of the earlier connotations of finding, he felt it necessary to insist that seeing God in all things goes back to the viewer and
does not offer a final explanation of the nature of
reality. In any case, most Sufi theoreticians in India
ignored or dismissed his objections, while others felt
it necessary to point out that he really did not disagree with Ibn al-'Arabl (e.g. Shah Wall Allah, in
his well-known Faysala-yi wahdat al-wudjud wa 'l-shuhud).
It is only in the modern period that Sirhindl has
been elevated to special rank by historians of Islamic
India (see Y. Friedmann, Shaykh Ahmad Sirhindl. An outline of his thought and a study of his image in the eyes of
posterity, Montreal and London 1971).
Finally, we should keep in mind that the Muslim
authors themselves had no interest in the history of
ideas in the modern sense. For Sirhindl, wahdat alwudjud was a living issue, and it was not important
to know exactly how it had come upon the scene.
He saw that his contemporaries ascribed the expression to Ibn al-'Arabl and, like Ibn Taymiyya, he
thought that they understood it to mean the absolute
identity of God and creation. Thus although his interpretation of wahdat al-wudjud exhibits no understanding of the subtleties of Ibn al-cArabf's position or of
the various meanings that had been given to the term
over the centuries, it does reflect the status of ongoing debates on tawhld, the most basic of theoretical
issues in Islamic thought.
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
the article): For various meanings given to the term
wahdat al-wudj_ud in the sources and the secondary
literature, see Chittick, Rumi and Wahdat al-wudjud,
in Poetry and mysticism in Islam, Cambridge 1994, 70111. On Sirhindl, see J.GJ. ter Haar, Follower and
heir of the Prophet: Shaykh Ahmad Sirhindl (1564-1624)
as mystic, Leiden 1992. For a good summary of Ibn
Taymiyya's understanding of wahdat al-wuajud, see
M.U. Memon, Ibn Taimiya's struggle against popular
religion, The Hague 1976.
(W.C. CHITTICK)
WAHHABIYYA, a term used to denote (a) the
d o c t r i n e and (b) the f o l l o w e r s of M u h a m m a d
b. c A b d a l - W a h h a b (1115-1206/1703-92 [see IBN
C
ABD AL-WAHHAB]).
The term is derived from Muhammad b. cAbd alWahhab's father's name "cAbd al-Wahhab" and was
originally used by Muhammad b. cAbd al-Wahhab's
opponents to denounce his doctrine as mere personal
opinion. Probably the first appearance the term made
is in the title of the K. al-Sawdcik al-ildhiyya fi }l-radd
c
ald 'l-Wahhdbiyya (first ed. Bombay 1306/1888-9) of
Sulayman b. cAbd al-Wahhab (d. 1208/1793-4) who
up to 1190/1776 had strongly opposed his brother's
teachings. Muhammad b. cAbd al-Wahhab and his followers called themselves al-Muwahhidun "those who
profess the unity of God". Nevertheless, al-Wahhdbiyya
(and the derivation Wahhdbi/Wahhdbiyyun} became the
most widespread term for Muhammad b. cAbd alWahhab's doctrine and followers. In the 20th century
it was also used by followers and sympathisers of the
movement, like Sulayman b. Sahman (d. 1930) in his
K. al-Hadiyya al-saniyya wa 'l-tuhfa al-wahhdbiyya alnadj.diyya (Cairo 1344/1926) or Muhammad RashTd
Rida [q.v.] in his al-Wahhdbiyyun wa '1-Hidj.dz (Cairo
1344/1926).
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1. The 18th and 19th c e n t u r i e s .
(a) The doctrine
The Wahhabiyya came into being by the middle
of the 18th century in an oasis settlement in the centre of the Arabian Peninsula. In 1153/1740 Muhammad b. cAbd al-Wahhab began to proclaim publicly
his teachings in Huraymila [q.v.] in the province of
al-Mihmal in Nadjd [q.v.].
In Nadjd, Hanbalism [see HANABILA] had for centuries been the dominant madhhab and Muhammad
b. cAbd al-Wahhab was educated in its tradition. Yet,
when he began to appear in public, his teachings
were vehemently rejected as dissent from the Hanball
madhhab by local Hanbalf scholars (e.g. his brother
Sulayman, then kadi in Huraymila, cAbd Allah alMuways (d. 1175/1761), kadi in Harma/Sudayr, Sulayman b. Suhaym, Hanball scholar from al-Riyad [q.v.])
as well as Hanball scholars from the eastern coastal
province of al-Hasa [q.v] (e.g. Muhammad b. cAbd
al-Rahman b. 'Afalik (d. 1164/1751), cAbd Allah b.
Fayruz (d. 1175/1761-2), and Muhammad b. cAbd
Allah b. Fayruz (d. 1216/1801-2)). The conflict between
representatives of the Hanbalf madhhab—e.g. the
Hanball mufti in Mecca Muhammad b. Humayd al'Amiri (1235-95/1820-78) and Hasan b.' c Umar alShattl al-Dimashkl al-Baghdadi (1205-74/1791-1858)—
and the Wahhabiyya was to continue also in the 19th
century.
The very core of Muhammad b. cAbd al-Wahhab's
teachings was made up of a concept of tawhid [q.v]
and its opposite shirk [q.v], on which he based a radical criticism of his contemporaries' religious behaviour. He asserted that the overwhelming majority of
Muslims, not only in Nadjd but in the whole Muslim
world, had fallen into a state of religious ignorance
no better than that of the ^dhiliyya [q.v]. The reason
for this he saw in the ignorance of the real meaning
of tawhid as prescribed by God and exemplified by
His prophet Muhammad. Still at Huraymila, Muhammad b. cAbd al-Wahhab composed the K. al-Tawhid
alladhi huwa hakk alldh cald 3l-cabid, a thematically
arranged collection of Kur'anic verses and hadiths
which were to become the basic material for his argumentation (for a survey of its imprints and a bibliography of Muhammad b. cAbd al-Wahhab's writings
cf. al-Dubayb). According to him, tawhid had a threefold meaning: tawhid al-rububiyya, tawhid al-uluhiyya and
tawhid al-asmd3 wa 'l-sifdt. Whereas he only touched
upon the third category (the unity of God's attributes
as laid down in the Kur'an without interpretation)
(e.g. al-Mas3ala al-thdmina, in TN, 432), which was later
more specified by his descendants (e.g. cAbd al-Rahman
b. Hasan b. Muhammad b. cAbd al-Wahhab, in MT,
158, 176; cAbd al-Latff b. cAbd al-Rahman, in MRMN,
iii, 319 ff.), he elaborated in detail on the categories
tawhid al-rububiyya and tawhid al-uluhiyya (for abbreviations used in this section, see Bibl).
Tawhid al-rububiyya (profession of the unity of God
with regard to his divinity) in his definition was the
mere verbal profession that God is the only, almighty
creator and lord of the world. Tawhid al-uluhiyya, which
he also called tawhid al-ibada (al-D^awdhir al-mudfa, in
MRMN, iv, 1-8, esp. 5; Kashf al-shubuhdt, in MT, 7392, esp. 75), was the profession of the unity of God
by serving God alone and proof of tawhid al-rububiyya
through the deeds of the believer. According to him,
tawhid al-uluhiyya was the decisive dimension of tawhid,
and only its fulfillment formed the distinctive mark
between isldm and kufr. Equating tawhid with the first
religious duty, he subjected the behaviour of his fellowMuslims to an examination according to his criteria

concerning tawhid, and stated that most of them were
not to be considered as Muslims because of their continued violation of their most eminent duty towards
God. The proof for his accusation he saw in the
expression of religious feelings through practices which
he considered to be shirk. Among these he counted
the following unless these were exclusively directed at
God: dued3 (prayer of invocation [q.v]), isti'dna (seeking help), istighatha (appeal for aid), dhabh (slaughter),
nadhr (dedication vow [q.v]), khawf (fear), raojd3 (hope),
tawakkul (trust [q.v.]), indba (authorisation), mahabba
(love), khashya (fear), raghba (wish), rahba (fright), ta'alluh
(devotion to religious service), rukuf (bending of the
body), suajud (prostration), khushuc (submission), tadhallul
(self-abasement) and ta'gim (glorification) (al-Risdla altdsi'a, in MT, 128-30). Any act of devotion which displayed religious affection expended on human beings
or objects like the veneration of tombs and entombed
persons considered as saints, or veneration of places
considered to possess supernatural powers, were therefore an offence against tawhid, thus shirk. The consequences he drew from his definition of tawhid were
that a person guilty of neglecting tawhid al-uluhiyya
and thus offending against the first religious duty was
to be regarded as a mushrik and thus outside Islam,
even if he verbally confessed the unity of God and
fulfilled the other religious duties. "It is well known
that the Messenger of God summoned men to tawhid
many years before he called on them to [obey] the
pillars of Islam. And it is also well known that [the
message of] tawhid which was brought by Djibra'fl is
the most important religious duty (a'zam farida), more
important than saldt, z.akdt, sawm and haajaj. How is
it possible that someone who rejects one of the pillars
of Islam becomes an unbeliever, even if he acts in
accordance with what the Messenger of God taught,
whereas someone who refuses to profess tawhid, which
is the religion of the messengers of God from Nuh
to Muhammad, does not become an unbeliever only
because he utters the formula Id ildha ilia lldh"?" (Risdla
fi hakikat al-isldm, in MRA/LN, iv, 41-6, esp. 45).
This doctrine of tawhid formed the fundament on
which he based the rules for correct behaviour in
belief. Attainment of knowledge about tawhid (al-Risdla
al-edshira, in 77V", 309-12, esp. 311) and refraining from
shirk had to be accompanied by combat of those who
did not act according to the rules of tawhid, who
were thus regarded as not being Muslims and became
subject to takfir (al-Mas3ala al-thdlitha, in 77V", 405-7;
al-Risdla al-sddisa wa 3l-cishrun, in ibid., 360-93, esp.
372; Risdla ukhrd ji kalimat al-tawhid, in MRMN, iv,
36-40, esp. 37; for later Wahhabi scholars' statements
on this topic, see e.g. Hadiyya, 46, 60, 67). By claiming that tawhid was the most neglected religious duty,
Muhammad b. 'Abd al-Wahhab criticised the longestablished consensus of the Sunn! madhdhib which had
accepted the mere uttering of the shahdda as fulfillment of the Muslim's first religious duty. He argued
that the rules of tawhid as prescribed by God had
become corrupted during the course of history, from
the time of the Revelation until the 12th century of
the Hidjra due to negligence by generations of religious scholars who had thus wrongly guided the cdmma,
and he asserted that only the direct approach of the
Kur'an and the Sunna could again reveal its true
meaning. In this matter, he saw himself not bound
to any scholarly tradition but independently revealing
the lost meaning of tawhid in an age of ajdhiliyya to
which everybody except himself had fallen victim (alRisdla al-uld, in TN, 209-24, esp. 211; al-Risdla alc
dshira, in ibid., 309-10).
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The allegiance to taklid [q.v.] of the madhhab authorities was unambiguously rejected by him, even though
he did not claim the right to idj.tihdd [q.v.]. He argued
that the direct approach of the Kur'an and Sunna
was not bound to the rigorous demands made on a
muajtahid on the part of the Sunn! madhdhib because
God's prescriptions for mankind had been clearly and
for all times revealed to all believers in His book and
the Sunna of His Prophet. But the madhdhib's fikh
had alienated the umma from His clear will; as the
Kur'an and Sunna had been the sole sources for right
guidance of the early Islamic community (al-awwaluri),
their example was incumbent also on the later generations (al-muta'akhkhiruri) (al-Risdla al-Uld, 218). The
question of iajtihdd was further discussed by disciples
of Muhammad b. cAbd al-Wahhab (cAbd Allah b.
Muhammad b. cAbd al-Wahhab (Hadiyya, 35-53) and
Hamad b. Nasir b. Mu'ammar (R. al-Idj_tihdd wa 'ltaklid, in MRMN, ii/3, 2-30; see below), who denied
any claim for iajtihdd mutlak on the part of Wahhabf
scholarship but made indispensable the control of
madhhab decisions in the light of the Kur'an and Sunna;
madhhab views must be checked on the basis of the
Kur'an and Sunna and must be refused if not in
accordance with them. These criteria had to be applied
to all madhhab authorities, including their founders,
who had themselves stated that they were not infallible or more authoritative than the Kur'an and Sunna
(R. al-Iajtihdd., 3). Taklid is allowed only for the ignorant masses, unable to obtain sufficient knowledge, or
for scholars with only a limited education (R. allajtihdd, 6). Although they professed to follow Hanbalism in the furuc (Hadiyya, 39), they rejected taklid of
the madhhatfs authorities including Ibn Taymiyya and
Ibn Kayyim al-Djawziyya [q.vv.] (Hadiyya, 51), to whom
they often refered in their writings with the aim of
strengthening their argumentation.
Muhammad b. cAbd al-Wahhab did not elaborate
on a definition of bidca (innovation [</.y.]), apart from
rejecting any bidca as aberration (daldla) (al-Risdla altdsi'a, in 77V, 299-308, esp. 306). Probably as a result
of the dogmatic dispute with the movement's adversaries, the Wahhabl concept of bid'a was put into
more concrete terms by his son cAbd Allah (Hadiyya,
48 fF.). According to him, bidca generally is what happened after the 3rd century (Hadiyya, 48), a span of
time including in his definition the age of the pious
predecessors (al-salaf al-sdlih] as well as the four imams,
and their immediate disciples (Hadiyya, 37). A distinction between bidca hasana and bid'a sayyi'a as accepted
by the madhdhib is basically inadmissible, unless the
term bidca hasana is applied exclusively to the practice of the pious predecessors, which may be divided
into the categories wdajiba, manduba and mubdha; anything else is bidca sayyi'a, divisible into the categories
makruha and muharrama. Cases of bidca not concerning
religious matters ("md la yuttakhadhu dinm wa-kurbatan",
Hadiyya., 51) may be exempted from this rule as long
as they are not mixed up with religious matters (thus
drinking coffee is allowed). The consequences of bid'a
are not to be confused with takfir resulting from shirk.
Bidca is an offensive against the Shaffa but does not
make the believer an unbeliever. Yet bidca may lead
to shirk. Invoking God through referring to the rank
of the Prophet or pious men to gain access to Him
(tawassul) is bidca sayyi'a, whereas addressing the Prophet
or pious men in their graves in the days of bar^akh
[q.v.] with the aim to obtain their intercession (shafdca
[q.v.]) is shirk. The miracles of saints (kardmdt al-awliyd')
are not to be denied, and their right guidance by
God is acknowledged whenever they act according to
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the Sharfa; yet swearing an oath by them with the
aim of glorification is shirk. These rules also apply to
the Prophet, who must not be venerated in a special
manner; a visit to his grave is allowed in the course
of visiting his mosque for prayer but, as a main objective, it is forbidden.
Neither Muhammad b. cAbd al-Wahhab nor his
immediate disciples elaborated specifically on a theory of government and state. Muhammad b. cAbd alWahhab focused on a vision of gjamd'a [q.v] which
stressed the principle of al-amr bi 'l-macruf wa 'l-nahy
c
an al-munkar as the individual's duty to fight shirk
(Risdla ukhrd, 37), to refuse obedience to rulers and
religious authorities not acting in accordance with the
prescriptions for tawhid and to perform hiajra if necessary. Only in the 19th century did Wahhabf scholars
define the functions of the imamate in their writings
(cf. cAbd al-Rahman b. Hasan b. Muhammad b. cAbd
al-Wahhab, in'MRMN, ii/2, 3-13), based on principles which drew from Ibn Taymiyya (cf. Laoust, 527;
'Unwan, ii, 113).
(b) Development until 1234/1818-19 (the first WahhdbiSucudl state)
Muhammad b. cAbd al-Wahhab continued to propagate publicly his teachings after he was forced to
leave Huraymila, first in al-cUyayna and, after being
expelled from there also, from 1157/1744 or 11587
1745 onwards in al-Dirciyya [q.v.], then controlled by
the local ra'is Muhammad b. Sucud (d. 1179/1765
[q.v.]). With Ibn Su'ud's support, there developed the
community of Muwahhidun, defining itself through
commitment to the rules of tawhid according to the
teachings of Muhammad b. cAbd al-Wahhab and the
exclusion and combat of those not accepting them.
By means of da'wa (letters, envoys) and armed campaigns against neighbouring settlements (first attack
1159/1746 on al-Riyad) the community's sphere of
influence gradually extended at the local level. Under
the leadership of cAbd al-£AzIz b. Muhammad b.
Su'ud (1179-1218/1765-1803) it accomplished—settlement by settlement, tribal segment by tribal segment—
the voluntary or enforced subjection of the provinces
of Nadjd, sc. Sudayr in 1177/1763-4, al-Washm in
1181/1767-8, al-cArid [q.v.] after the fall of al-Riyad
in 1187/1773, al-Khardj [q.v.] and al-Afladj [q.v]
in 1199/1785, al-Kasim [q.v] after the surrender of
'Unayza [q.v], and finally in 1202/1788, Wadi '1Dawasir [q.v.] and Djabal Shammar [q.v] in 1205/
1790-1.
In the emerging state governed from al-Dirciyya,
Muhammad b. cAbd al-Wahhab, bearing the title of
shaykh, acted as the highest religious authority, teacher
and supervisor of instruction in Wahhabf doctrine,
and, according to Ibn Bishr [q.v.] ('Unwdn, i, 143), he
acted as kddi, imam and khatib. The rulers of the Al
Sucud [</.y.], bearing the titles of amir and imdm,
directed the state administration, appointing kuddt,
a'imma and umard3 in the settlements and for the tribes,
collecting taxes (zakdt) from settled people and Bedouin,
imposing punitive measures on the forcibly subjugated
sections of the population, such as destruction of the
agricultural infrastructure, and confiscation of property for the bayt al-mdl or payment of ransom for captives and possessions.
By the death of Muhammad b. cAbd al-Wahhab
in Dhu 'l-Kacda 1206/June 1792, the Wahhabl-Sucudr
state had already begun to transcend the boundaries
of Nadjd into al-Hasa, which was subjugated in 12078/1792-3, and it had launched the first attacks against
the regions of Katar [q.v] and northern cUman [q.v].
According to Ibn Bishr (cUnwdn, i, 93), Muhammad
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b. cAbd al-Wahhab was succeeded first by his son
Husayn (d. 1224/1809), then by his son cAbd Allah
(1165-1242/1752-1827, d. in Cairo), both of them acting as kuddt in al-Dirciyya, while cAbd Allah seems
to have been more important as a scholar (author
of Djawdb ahl al-sunna fi nakd kaldm al-shfa wa 'l-zaydiyya (MRMN, iv, 47-221), al-Kalimdt al-ndfi'afi 'l-mukaffardt al-wdkica (MT, 229-96), numerous legal treatises
(MRMN, i) and a risdla written on the occasion of
the Wahhabl seizure of Mecca in 1803 (Hadiyya, 3552)), directing the Wahhabl mad^dHs and instructing
the heir-apparent Su'ud b. cAbd al-cAz!z (1218-29/
1803-14) and his son cAbd Allah (1229-33/1814-18).
Later sources (Al al-Shaykh, 33; al-Bassam, i, 49) mention cAbd Allah as the direct successor of Muhammad
b. cAbd al-Wahhab. Several other descendants of
Muhammad b. cAbd al-Wahhab (called Al al-Shaykh)
represented Wahhabl scholarship by the beginning of
the 19th century: his sons cAlf (d. after 1233/1818
in Cairo) and Ibrahim (d. after 1251/1835 in Cairo),
his grandson Sulayman b. cAbd Allah (1200-33/17861818, temporarily kadi in Wahhabl-occupied Mecca,
author of Taysir al-caziz al-hamid, shark Kitdb al-tawhid
(Beirut 21970), al-Tawdih can tawhid al-khalldk fi djawdb
ahl al-Trdk (first ed. Cairo 1901), Awthak curd 'l-imdn
(MT, 178-92), Hukm muwdldt ahl al-ishrdk (MT, 192208), Hukm al-safar ild bildd al-shirk (MT, 209-13)), and
other grandsons 'All b. Husayn (d. 1257/1841 or
later, kadi in al-Dirciyya) and cAbd al-Rahman b.
Hasan (1193-1285/1779-1869, kadi in al-Dirciyya).
Important scholars of other descent were 1) Husayn
b. Ghannam (d. 1225/1811 [q.v.]), author of the first
history of the Wahhabl community Rawdat al-afkdr wa
'l-afhdm li-murtdd hdl al-imdm and al-Ghazawdt al-baydniyya
wa 'l-futuhdt al-rabbdniyya (first ed. Bombay 1919;
adapted prose version by N. al-Asad under the title
Ta'nkh Na&d, Cairo 1961); 2) Hamad b. Nasir b.
Mu'ammar (d. 1225/1811), Wahhabl envoy to Mecca
in 1211/1797, author of al-Fawdkih al-'idhdb fi 'l-radd
c
ald man lam yahkum bi 'l-sunna wa 'l-kitdb (Hadiyya, 5398), R. al-I&tihdd wa 'l-taklid (MRMN, ii/3, 2-30) and
other tracts (MRMN, ii/3), kadi in al-Dirciyya, and
from 1220/1805 until his death, kadi and supervisor
of the regulations for kuddt in Mecca; 3) cAbd alc
Azfz al-Husayn (1154-1237/1741-1822), kadi in alWashm, envoy to Mecca; 4) cAbd al-cAz!z b. Hamad
b. Ibrahim (d. 1240/1825), envoy to the Imam of
SancaJ under Sucud b. cAbd al-cAz!z and to Egypt
1230/1815, author of al-Masd^il al-sharciyya ild culamd3
al-Dirciyya (MRMN, iv, 564-84); 5) 'Uthman b. cAbd
al-Djabbar b. Shabana (d. 1242/1826-7), kadi in cAs!r
[q.v.], Ra's al-Khayma [q.v] and Sudayr; and 6) cAbd
Allah b. £Abd al-Rahman Abu Butayn (1194-12827
1780-1865), kadi in al-Ta'if after 1220/1805, author
of numerous treatises (MRMN, ii/3, 96-257).
The last decade of the 18th century was marked
by increasing hostility between the Sharif of Mecca,
Ghalib b. Musa'id (1202-28/1788-1813), and alDirciyya. Since the emergence of the Wahhabl movement, the relationship with the rulers of Mecca had
been tense, and scholarly disputations between Meccan
'ulamd3 and Wahhabl delegations (two of them in
1185/1771 and 1204/1790 led by cAbd al-cAz!z alHusayn) had not resulted in detente. In 1205/1791
Ghalib started off military activities against southern
Nadjd, and the ensuing skirmishes lasted up to a peace
treaty in 1212/1798, only to be broken in 1217/18023 by the Wahhabls, who finally overran al-Hidjaz and
took over al-Ta'if (Dhu 'l-Kacda 1217/February-March
1803) and Mecca (Muharram 12187April 1803). The
first occupation of Mecca lasted only two-and-a-half

months until Ghalib in Rablc I 1218/June-July 1803
recaptured the town, but at the beginning of 1220/
April 1805 the Wahhabls took Medina and in Dhu
'l-Kacda 1220/January-February 1806 Mecca for the
second time.
Wahhabl rule over the Haramayn, which lasted until
the turn of the year 1227/28 (1812/13), became one
of the most disputed periods of Wahhabl history (cf.
Dahlan): the destruction of highly venerated tombs
and mausoleums (cemetery of Macla in Mecca) and
domes erected at the birthplaces of the Prophet, of
c
Ali b. Abl Talib, Abu Bakr al-Siddlk and Khadldja
bt. Khuwaylid [q.w]; the banning of the annual Pilgrimage caravans from Syria and Egypt; and the compulsory instruction of 'ulamd3 and cdmma in Wahhabl
doctrines, were the most striking examples of the collision of the Wahhabl interpretation of Islam with the
majority view in the Muslim world. In a risdla written
on the occasion of the conquest of Mecca (see above)
in which he took part, £Abd Allah b. Muhammad b.
c
Abd al-Wahhab elucidated the main points at issue:
abolition of taxes considered to be unlawful (mukus/
rusum)', destruction of all utensils for consuming tobacco
and prohibition of smoking it (cf. also Burckhardt,
284, 303); destruction of all places of hashshdshm and
immorality; destruction of all domes on graves and
further buildings taken as places for worship of others
than God; compulsion of all believers—no matter to
which madhhab they might belong—to perform each
saldt collectively behind one imam (belonging to one
of the four madhdhib); distribution of the writings of
Muhammad b. £Abd al-Wahhab among the culamd3
and of a summary of their main contents among the
c
dmma, to be studied under supervision; interference
in the ritual practices of the madhdhib when considered as incorrect (e.g. in the case of saldt as performed by the Hanafi and the MalikI madhhab?, where,
from the Wahhabl point of view, the moment of
tuma3mna in i'tidal after rukif and in a^ulus between
the sadj.addt was not properly observed); destruction of
books that might lead to shirk, like the K. Rawd alraydhin (of al-Yafici, d. 768/1366-7 [q.v]) or that might
cause disturbance to people's beliefs, like books on
c
ilm al-mantik; abolition of the special position of the
ahl al-bayt in society (the doctrine of kafa'a [q.v] in
marriage, for which no basis in the Kur'an and Sunna
can be found, kissing their hands which might lead
to shirk, etc.); prohibition of various bidac\ publicly using
the subha [q.v] or rosary, raising the voice at the place
of adhdn [q.v] other than for the adhdn (Kur'anic
verses, prayers to the Prophet, dhikr], tadhkir and tarhim,
reading hadiths from Abu Hurayra before the Friday
sermon, gathering to hear mawlid al-nabi recitations,
believing this to be a pious deed, gathering for rawdtib al-mashdyikh like the rdtib al-Sammdn or the rdtib
al-Hadddd which even contain shirk, recitation offawdtih for the mashdyikh after the five daily prayers which
might lead to shirk. The Sufi path (al-tanka al-sufiyyd]
and the purification of the inner dimension from
sinful acts is not rejected, as long as the adherent of
Sufism sticks to the Sharfa (as understood by the
Wahhabis).
After the seizure of Medina, the treasures amassed
in the Prophet's grave were taken by the Wahhabls
(for the discussion on this topic, cf. al-AlusI, 55-6),
yet the grave itself, after unsuccessful attempts to
destroy its cupola, remained untouched (cf. Burckhardt,
281, 331-2); domes and buildings erected on other
graves were destroyed.
In the first decade of the 19th century, the WahhablSu'udl state increased its dacwa activities also outside
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the Arabian Peninsula (e.g. in Tunisia and Morocco,
cf. E. Probster, Die Wahhabiten und der Magrib, in Islamica,
vii [1935], 65-112 and in Syria, cf. H. Fleischer, Briefwechsel zwischen den Anjuhrern der Wahhabiten und dem Pasa
von Damascus, in £DMG, xi [1857], 427-43) and reached
the peak of territorial expansion. South of al-Hidjaz,
the Wahhabfs established dominance over c Asfr
through their vassal Muhammad b. £Amir Abu Nukta
al-RufaydT and raided the Yemeni ports of al-Luhayya
and al-Hudayda [q.vv.] in 1225/1810. In the east,
they subjugated Katar and al-Bahrayn and the Kawasim [q.v] tribes of northern coastal cUman; in the
south, they controlled the oasis of al-Burayml [q.v.]
and occasionally collected zakdt from the Sultan of
Maskat [q.v.]. At the same time, they raided into alTrak, where in Dhu 'l-Kacda 1216/March 1802 they
overran the Shl'T sanctuary of Karbala' [q.v] for the
first time (second time in 1223/1808) and pillaged
the tomb of al-Husayn [q.v.]. Continuous quarrels with
the southern 'Iraki Muntafik [q.v.]., vassals of the
Ottoman wall in Baghdad, the Wahhabr hegemony
over al-Hidjaz and Wahhabl influence on tribes in
southern Syria (the only organised military campaign
directed against Syrian territory was the raid on alMuzaynb and Busra in Hawran [q.v] in 1225/1810),
challenged the Ottoman Empire on several fronts
simultaneously. In 1222/1807 Muhammad CA1T [q.v],
Ottoman wall of Egypt, was ordered to prepare a
military campaign against the Wahhabfs, which was
not, however, begun until 1226/1811, when Egyptian
troops landed at Yanbuc [q.v.]. In Dhu 'l-Kacda 1227/
November 1812 Medina, and in Muharram 1228/
January 1813 Mecca, were taken from the Wahhabls.
Driven back to Nadjd, the Wahhabfs met with a crushing defeat at the hands of the Egyptian troops when
in Dhu 'l-Kacda 1233/September 1818 al-Dirciyya was
taken and reduced to ruins in Sha'ban 1234/MayJune 1819. Measures were taken against the WahhabfSucudf state aimed at destroying its infrastructure, as
well as at annihilating the power of its religious and
political elites through executions (among others, cAbd
Allah b. Sucud, 1234/1818 in Istanbul; Sulayman b.
c
Abd Allah b. Muhammad b. cAbd al-Wahhab, 1233/
1818 and his brother CAH, 1234/1819 in al-Dirciyya)
and deportations to Cairo (including an estimated total
of 400 sons and grandsons of Muhammad b. cAbd
al-Wahhab and leading members of the Al Sucud, cf.
Mengin ii, 151 ff.).
(c) Development until the end of the 19th century (the second Wahhabi-Su'udi state)
When the Egyptian troops left Nadjd in 1819 the
territories of the former Wahhabf-Sucudf state returned
to the rule of local ru'asd3. In the struggle for reestablishment of a central political authority, Turk! b.
c
Abd Allah b. Muhammad b. Su'ud succeeded between
1235/1820 and 1240/1824 in establishing himself in
power at al-Riyad as the new capital.
The political revival was soon after followed by the
reconstruction of Wahhabf scholarship, in which £Abd
al-Rahman b. Hasan, grandson of Muhammad b.
c
Abd al-Wahhab, who had been deported to Cairo,
played the major role when he in 1241/1825-6 returned to Nadjd, taking over the office of senior religious authority in al-Riyad. Until his death in 1285/
1869, he worked as a kadi, as teacher of a whole
generation of Wahhabr scholars and kudat and as
author of commentaries on the Kitab al-Tawhid (K.
Path al-madjid fi sharh K. al-Tawhid (first ed. Cairo
1929), K. Kurrat cuyun al-muwahhidin fi tahkik dacwat alanbiyd3 wa 'l-mursalin (MT, 297-542)), refutations of
anti-Wahhabr tracts (Bayydn al-maha$$a f i 'l-radd cald
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Ha (MRAiN, iv, 223-85), al-Kawl al-nafis fi 'l-radd
Hadjdja
ald Ddwiid b. ^irdjis, al-Makdmdt raddan cald cUthmdn
b. cAbd al-'A&z, b. Mansur al-Ndsiri (ms. al-Riyad), Baydn
kalimat al-tawhid wa 'l-radd cald 'l-Kashmm cAbd al-Mahmud
(MRMN, iv, 319-64), al-Mawrid al-cadhb al-zuldlfi kashf
shubah ahl al-daldl (MRMM, iv, 287-318)) and numerous
other treatises.
Under the reign of Turk! b. cAbd Allah, the
Wahhabi-Su'udf state was able to regain parts of its
former territories outside Nadjd when in 1245/182930 al-Hasa was retaken from the Banu Khalid, alKatff and Ra's al-Khayma [q.vv], as well as al-Bahrayn,
swore allegiance; after a military expedition against
c
Uman in 1248/1832-3 Sultan Sa'Id, ruler of Maskat,
paid an annual tribute. Yet the Wahhabf-Sucudi state
could not regain its initial political stability because
of internal rivalries for the imamate which led to the
assassination of Turk! b. cAbd Allah at the hands of
Masharf b. cAbd al-Rahman b. Masharf b. Su'ud by
the end of 1249/1834. The usurpation of power by
Mashan, whose reign lasted only forty days, seems to
have been sanctioned in the absence of Turkl's son
Faysal from al-Riyad by the Al al-Shaykh. Faysal b.
Turk! on his return to al-Riyad established himself as
the new imam, to whom allegiance was sworn in early
1250/1834 by cAbd al-Rahman b. Hasan and other
Wahhabr scholars. FaysaPs rule was soon challenged
in 1252/1836, when Muhammad CA1I of Egypt, in
the course of expanding his regional hegemony in the
Arabian Peninsula, equipped an army under Isma'fl
Pasha nominally led by Khalid b. Sucud, a brother
of the late amir cAbd Allah b. Sucud, who had been
deported to Egypt in 1234/1819. In Safar 1253/May
1837 the Egyptian troops, with Khalid as a figurehead to win over the sympathies of the Nadjdf population, entered al-Riyad, which Faysal b. Turk! had
given up the previous year. In 1254/1838 Faysal surrendered to the Egyptians and was brought to Cairo.
c
Abd al-Rahman b. Hasan, together with other members of the Al al-Shaykh, escaped from the new regime
by moving to al-Hawta [q.v] and al-Hank in southern Nadjd, where they kept themselves beyond the
reach of Khalid b. Sucud until his power declined
when the Egyptians withdrew their troops from Nadjd
in 1256/1840. The expulsion of Khalid b. Sucud,
whose rule was never recognised as legitimate by the
Wahhabr scholars, seems to have been the prime
mover for cAbd al-Rahman b. Hasan to support cAbd
Allah b. Thunyan b. cAbd Allah b. Ibrahim b.
Thunyan b. Sucud, who in 1257/1841 defeated Khalid
and established himself in al-Riyad as the new ruler.
In 1258/1842 the Al al-Shaykh returned to al-Riyad
after five years' exile in southern Nadjd.
But the struggle for the imamate. flared up again
in 1259/1843, when Faysal b. Turk! returned from
his imprisonment in Cairo, and, strongly supported
by the Al Rashid [q.v] of Djabal Shammar, moved
against cAbd Allah b. Thunyan and regained power
with the approval of £Abd al-Rahman b. Hasan. At
the beginning of his second reign, he resumed a tradition seemingly established by his father Turk! to
which he had stuck already at the beginning of his
first reign in 1250/1834. In his capacity as imam of
the Wahhabr community, he addressed himself to the
population in a letter in which he called his subjects
to tawhid and to the careful observance of all religious duties, emphasising the payment of zakdt, and
in which he stressed the importance of the principles
of ajamd'a, ajihdd and al-amr bi 'l-macruf wa 'l-nahy can
al-munkar. He ordered the letter to be read aloud in
all mosques and for this to be repeated every two
c
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months. For a period of 23 years up to his death in
1282/1865, Faysal remained the undisputed imam of
the Wahhabf-Sucudf state. Under his second reign, a
stable dominance was established over central and
southern Nadjd, al-Hasa and al-Katff, whereas rule
over the province of al-Kasfm and its main settlements
Burayda and 'Unayza [q.vv.] was precarious at best;
the Djabal Shammar under Talal b. cAbd Allah b.
Rashfd (1264-84/1847-67) enjoyed a semi-autonomous
status whilst remaining politically loyal to the WahhabfSucudf state and paying zakat. Relationships of political loyalty expressed by payment of zakdt were
established with al-Bahrayn, with the coastal shaykhdoms of northern cUman and with the Sultan of
Maskat. The Wahhabf-Sucudf state, for its part, expressed a formal loyalty to the Ottoman Empire by
payment of an annual tribute via the Sharff of Mecca.
In al-Riyad, £Abd al-Rahman b. Hasan Al al-Shaykh
was in 1264/1848 joined by his son cAbd al-Latff
(1225-93/1810-76), who had been deported to Egypt
in 1234/1819 and had since lived in Cairo. Like his
father, he worked as a kadi in al-Riyad, where he
became a teacher in the Wahhabf madialis and author
of numerous treatises and refutations (To?sis al-takdis
f t 'l-radd cald Ddwud b. Lfrirdjis (first ed. Bombay 1892),
Tuhfat al-tdlib wa 'l-djalTs fi 'l-radd cald Ibn rfrirdjis,
Misbdh al-£aldm fi 'l-radd cald man kadhaba cald 'l-shaykh
al-imdm, Rasd'il (MRMN, iii, iv). Another prolific
Wahhabf scholar and author of this period was 'Abd
Allah Abu Butayn, who had been a renowned representative of Wahhabl scholarship before the fall of
al-Dirciyya (see above) and then became kadi and
teacher in (Unayza and ShakraVal-Washm (Rasd3il wamasa'il, in MRMN, iv, 466-541; Risdlafi ta'nf al-'ibdda
(Mr, 217-27), Ta'sis al-takdis fi kashf talbis Ddwud b.
Sulaymdn b. Diirdjis, al-Intisdr li-hizb Allah al-muwahhidin
wa 'l-radd cald 'l-mu^ddil can al-mushrikin, Mukhtasar Badd3ic
al-fawd'id li-Ibn al-Kayyim, Hdshiya nafisa cald shark alMuntahd, Ta'llkdt cald shark al-durra al-mudiyya shark cakidat
al-Safdnni). Other noteworthy scholars were Hamad
b. £Atfk (1227-1301/1812-83, kadi in al-Khardj and
al-Afladj, author of Ibtdl al-tandid shark Kitdb al-Tawhid
(Cairo 1367, Alexandria 1380, al-Riyad 1389), Baydn
al-nad^dh wa 'l-fakdk, al-Difd' fan ahl al-sunna wa }l-atbdf),
Muhammad b. cAbd Allah b. Salfm (1240-1323/18251905, kadi and teacher in Burayda), Muhammad
b. Mahmud (1250-1333/1834-1915, kadi in Wadf
'1-Dawasir, Burma and al-Riyad).
Faysal b. Turkfs second reign was the longest period
of uninterrupted development for the Wahhabf-Su'udf
state in the 19th century. Soon after his death in Radjab
1282/December 1865, a fight for the imamate began
among his sons (cAbd Allah, Sucud, Muhammad and
c
Abd al-Rahman), when Sucud b. Faysal rebelled
against his elder brother cAbd Allah, who had been
recognised as the legitimate imam at his father's death.
Su'ud's claim to rule was uncompromisingly condemned by cAbd al-Rahman b. Hasan and his son
c
Abd al-Latff. When cAbd al-Rahman b. Hasan died
in 1285/1869, 'Abd al-Latff b. <Abd al-Rahman became the senior Wahhabf scholar, and had to face
a worsening of the fraternal strife concerning the
imamate when Su'ud in 1287/1870 seized al-Hasa.
Su'ud's victory led cAbd Allah to apply for help from
Midhat Pasha [q.v.], the Ottoman wall of Baghdad.
Yet Sucud advanced against al-Riyad and captured
the town in early 1288/1871. His usurpation of power
was acknowledged as a legitimate take-over of the
imamate by cAbd al-Latff b. cAbd al-Rahman for the
sake of the Wahhabf community's preservation. When
Ottoman troops entered al-Hasa in Rabf c II 1288/

June-July 1871 cAbd Allah b. Faysal, to whom the
Ottomans seemingly had promised the appointment
as kd'im-makdm [q.v.] of Nadjd joined them, vehemently condemned by cAbd al-Latff b. cAbd al-Rahman
for having deliberately handed over Muslim territory
to mushrikun. Yet 'Abd al-Latff b. cAbd al-Rahman's
claim that djihad for the liberation of al-Hasa from
the Ottomans was incumbent on the Wahhabf-Sucudf
state was frustrated by the political weakness of Sucud,
who was expelled from al-Riyad by his uncle cAbd
Allah b. Turkf. In Radjab 1288/September-October
1871 cAbd Allah b. Faysal renounced his cooperation
with the Ottomans and returned to al-Riyad, where
c
Abd Allah b. Turkf placed the imamate in his hands
with the approval of cAbd al-Latff b. cAbd al-Rahman.
But in 1290/1873 he lost power for a second time
to Sucud, who was once again acknowledged by cAbd
al-Latff b. cAbd al-Rahman as imam of the WahhabfSu'udi state. When Sucud died in Dhu '1-Hidjdja
1291/January 1875, cAbd al-Rahman b. Faysal took
over the imamate, which he returned in 1293/1876
to his brother cAbd Allah, who was installed for the
third time as ruler of the Wahhabf-Su'udf state and
was once again acknowledged as the legitimate imam
by cAbd al-Latff b. cAbd al-Rahman.
At this point there ended the fraternal strife over
the imamate which had split the population in their
support of the various pretenders to power. Although
the formal continuance of the Wahhabf-Su'udf state
had been secured by cAbd al-Latff b. 'Abd al-Rahman
through legitimation of each new ruler in al-Riyad,
the foundations of the state had been severely weakened not only through the definitive loss of al-Hasa
to the Ottomans but also through the strengthening
of movements for autonomy in other regions. In 1293/
1876 cAbd Allah b. Faysal had to face an upheaval
against his authority in Burayda which was supported
by the amir of Djabal Shammar, Muhammad b. Rashfd
(1289-1315/1872-97). From this time onwards, the relationship between the Al Rashfd and al-Riyad openly
deteriorated, with the Al Rashfd gradually extending
their territory at the cost of £Abd Allah's power.
In Dhu 'l-Kacda 1293/December 1876 cAbd alLatff b. 'Abd al-Rahman died and was succeeded by
his'son £Abd Allah'(1265-1339/1849-1921) as senior
Wahhabf scholar. The weakening of the WahhabfSucudf state became obvious when in the years 12991301/1882-4 cAbd Allah b. Faysal lost several battles
against Ibn Rashfd and was at the same time challenged by the sons of his late brother Sucud. In 1305/
1888 Ibn Rashfd advanced against al-Riyad; cAbd
Allah and his brother cAbd al-Rahman were taken
prisoners and brought to Ha'il [q.v.] in Djabal Shammar, while in al-Riyad an amir on the part of Ibn
Rashfd was installed.
After the brother's return to al-Riyad in Rabfc I
1307/October-November 1889, cAbd Allah b. Faysal
died. cAbd al-Rahman b. Faysal tried to establish himself as new ruler,' but in 1309/1891-2 Ibn Rashfd advanced again against al-Riyad, seized it, destroyed the
city walls and castles and installed Muhammad b.
Faysal b. Turkf (d. 1311/1894) as vassal amir. The
Wahhabf-Sucudf state had at this point ceased to exist.
c
Abd al-Rahman b. Faysal fled with his son cAbd
c
al- Azfz to Katar and then to al-Kuwayt. cAbd Allah
b. cAbd al-Latff was brought to Ha'il, where he remained for approximately a year and then returned
to al-Riyad, where he seemingly worked as a teacher.
Other Wahhabf scholars who had to witness the
decline of the Al Sucud's power continued their occupations under the new ruler, such as Hasan b.
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Husayn b. cAli b. Husayn b. Muhammad b. cAbd alWahhab (1266-1341/1850-1922, kadi in al-Afladj, alMadjmaca and al-Riyad), Sacd b. Hamad b. cAtik
(1279-1349/1862-1930, kadi in al-Afladj) and cAbd alc
Az!z b. Muhammad b. 'All b. Muhammad b. cAbd alWahhab (d. 'l 319/1901, kadi in Sudayr and al-Riyad).
Although the WahhabT community in the 19th century lacked its initial expansionist zeal and had to
face setbacks even in its very heartland of Nadjd,
Wahhabf ideas gained influence in other regions of
the Islamic world [see ISLAM]. Details of this process
are not well known. The second half of the century
brought forth fierce anti-Wahhabl polemics and refutations, of which the most important were written by
Ahmad b. Zaym Dahlan (1232-1304/1817-86 [q.v.])
and Dawud b. Sulayman b. DjirdjTs al-Baghdadf alKhalidi (1231-99/1816-82) (Sulh al-ikhwdn mm ahl oilman wa-baydn al-din al-kayyim fi tabri'at Ibn Taymiyya
wa-Ibn al-Kayyim, Bombay 1306/1889; al-Minha alwahbiyya fi radd al-wahhdbiyya, Bombay 1305/1888;
Ashadd al-d^ihdd fi ibtdl dcfwat al-idj.tihdd, Bombay
1305/1888). Their writings prove the growing importance of Wahhabl teachings for others than the community itself and the need felt by its opponents to
reject them. Frankly pro-Wahha.br voices were scarce.
One open supporter of the WahhabT cause was the
Indian scholar Muhammad Bashfr al-Sahsawam (d.
1326/1908), who opposed Dahlan for his anti-Wahhabl
attacks (Siydnat al-insdn can waswasat al-shaykh Dahlan,
Dihll 1890). Another Indian scholar, Sayyid Ahmad
BrelwT (d. 1246/1831 [q.v.]), held tenets similar to
Wahhabi teachings. However, the actual dimensions
of WahhabT influence in India [see KARAMAT CALI for
a person with a pseudo-WahhabT background] and its
spreading in other parts of the Islamic world in the
19th century remain as subjects for research.
Bibliography: Madjmucat al-rasd'il wa 'l-masd'il alna&diyya, 4 vols., Cairo 1346-49/1928-30 (abbr.
MRMN); Madj.mucat al-tawhid al-nadj_diyya, ed. M.R.
Rida, Cairo 1346/1928 (abbr. MT}; c Uthman b.
Bishr, cUnwdn al-madj_dfi td'nkh Nadj.d, 2 vols., Mecca
1349/1930 (abbr. cUnwdn)', al-Hadiyya al-saniyya wa
'l-tuhfa al-wahhdbiyya al-nadj_diyya, ed. Sulayman b.
Sahman, repr. Mecca 1973; Husayn b. Ghannam,
Ta'rikh Na^d, ed. N. al-Asad, 2Beirut-Cairo 1985
(abbr. 7JV); K. Lamc al-shihdb ft sirat Muhammad b.
c
Abd al-Wahhdb, ed. A.M. Abu Hakima, Beirut 1967;
F. Mengin, Histoire de I'Egypte sous le gouvernement de
Mohammed-Aly, 2 vols., Paris 1823; J.L. Burckhardt,
Motes on the Bedouins and Wahdbys, London 1830; Ibrahim b. Salih b. clsa, clkd al-durar fi ma wakaca fi
Nadj_d min al-hawddith fi dkhir al-karn al-thdlith cashar
wa-awwal al-rdbic cashar, ed. cAbd al-Rahman b. cAbd
al-Latlf Al al-Shaykh, al-Riyad n.d.; idem, Ta'rikh
bacd al-hawddith al-wdkica fi Nadj.d wa-wafaydt bacd
al-acydn wa-ansdbuhum wa-bind3 bacd al-bulddn min
700 ild 1340, ed. Hamad al-Djasir, al-Riyad 1966;
Ahmad b. Zaym Dahlan, Khuldsat al-kaldmfi umard*
al-balad al-hardm, Beirut n.d.; Mahmud Sh. al-AlusT,
Ta'rikh Mad^d al-hadlth, 2Cairo 1929; cAbd al-Rahman
b. cAbd al-Latlf Al al-Shaykh, Mashdhlr culamd' 'Madj_d
wa-ghayrihim, al-Riyad 1392/1972; cAbd Allah alBassam, cUlamd' Nadj.d khildl sittat kurun, 3 vols.,
Mecca 1398/1978; A.M. al-Dubayb,'Azr al-shaykh
Muhammad b. cAbd al-Wahhdb: si^ill bibliyughrdfi lima nushira min mu'allafdtihi wa-li-bacd ma kutiba canhu,
al-Riyad 1982; R.W. van DifTelen, De geloofsleer der
Wahhabieten, Leiden 1927; H. Laoust, Essai sur les
doctrines sociales et politiques de Taki-d-dm Ahmad b.
Taimiya, Cairo 1939; R.B. Winder, Saudi Arabia in the
nineteenth century, London-New York 1965; cAbd al-
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Rahman cAbd al-Rahim, al-Dawla al-sufudiyyaa al-ula,
Cairo 1969; cAbd al-Fattah Abu 'Ulayya, al-Dawla
al-sucudiyya al-thdniya, al-Riyad 1969; idem, Muhddardt
fi ta'rikh al-dawla al-sucudiyya al-uld, al-Riyad 1983;
R. Peters, Idjtihdd and taqlid in 18th and 19th century
Islam, in WI, xx (1980), 131-45; M. Crawford, Civil
war, foreign intervention, and the question of political legitimacy: a nineteenth century Sa'udi qddi's dilemma, in
IJMES, xiv (1982), 227-48; cAbd Allah al-cUthaymin,
Ta'rikh al-mamlaka al-carabiyya al-sucudiyya, n.p. 1984;
idem, al-Shaykh Muhammad b. cAbd al-Wahhdb: haydtuhu wa-fikruhu, al-Riyad 1986; Bakn Shaykh Amm,
al-Haraka al-adabiyya fi 'l-mamlaka al-carabiyya alsu'udiyya, 5Beirut 1986; M. Cook, The expansion of
the first Saudi state: the case of Washm, in The Islamic
world: from classical to modern times (Essays in honour of
Bernard Lewis), ed. C.E. Bosworth et al, 3Princeton
1991, 661-99; idem, On the origins of Wahhdbism, in
JRAS, series 3, vol. ii (1992), 191-202; idem, The
provenance of the Kitdb Lamc al-shihdb fi sirat Muhammad
b. cAbd al-Wahhdb, in Journal of Turkish Studies, x
(1986), 79-86; E. Peskes, Muhammad b. (Abdalwahhdb
(1703-92) im Widerstreit. Untersuchungen zur Rekonstruktion
der Friihgeschichte der Wahhdbiya, Beirut 1993; eadem,
The Wahhdbiyya and Sufism in the eighteenth century, in
F. de Jong and B. Radtke (eds.), Islamic mysticism
contested. Thirteen centuries of controversies and polemics,
Leiden 1999, 145-61.
(ESTHER PESKES)
2. The 20th century.
The development of the Wahhabiyya in the 20th
century is marked, from 1902 onwards, by the establishment of the third Saudi-Wahhabi state in the
Arabian Peninsula under the leadership of the Imam
(later also_Sultan and King) cAbd al-cAziz b. cAbd alRahman Al Sucud (d. 1953), known as "Ibn Su c ud/
Sa'ud" [see CABD AL-CAZIZ, in Suppl., and AL-SUCUDIYYA,
AL-MAMLAKA AL-CARABIYYA].

The restoration of Saudi power in Nadjd [q.v.] was
accompanied by a revival there of Wahhabi doctrine
and its propagation, especially among the Bedouin
tribes. As a result, a religious and paramilitary movement, called the Ikhwan [q.v.], succeeded in the settlement of a great number of nomadic tribesmen in
cantonments called hidj_ra [see AL-HIDJAR], which at the
same time were intended to form agricultural communities. To some extent, the hidjar promoted the
homogenisation, based on Wahhabi principles, of the
population of Nadjd as well as some of the adjacent
territories conquered by Ibn Sucud (for these developments until 1936, see Kostiner in Bibl.).
The revolt of many of the Ikhwan, beginning in
1927, was the result of a conflict between pristine
Wahhabism, as conceived by the Ikhwan, and Ibn
Su'ud's political pragmatism, which the latter tried to
justify in religious terms by the principles of idj_tihdd
and maslaha \_q.vv]. The suppression of their revolt (in
1929-30) did not mean the total eclipse of the Ikhwan
but their subordination under the state and, later on,
their partial transformation into units of the National
Guard or a "religious police" called muttawwicun [see
MUTATAWWI'A] . More recently, the memory of both
their role in the dissemination of Wahhabi doctrine
and of their revolt against Ibn Sucud seems to inspire
certain oppositional circles within the Kingdom and
abroad.
With the conquest of the Hidjaz [q.v] in 1924-5
and the elimination of Hashimite rule there [see HASHIMIDS], the pilgrimage to Mecca [see HADJDJ and MAKKA]
and the ziydra [q.v] to Medina [see AL-MADINA] came
under Wahhabl control. The religious policy of the
new rulers, and in particular their suppression of
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practices considered as bidcf [see BIDCA] as well as
the destruction of mausolea and tombstones at the
cemetery of Bakic al-Gharkad [q.v.] and elsewhere,
gave rise to heated agitation in many parts of the
Muslim world. Likewise, the intervention of Wahhabls
in traditional practices of the pilgrimage led to serious
clashes and even international crises, one of the first
and most famous ones being the so-called mahmal incident of 1926 [see MAHMAL]. These events resulted in
serious tensions between Saudi Arabia and a number
of Muslim countries such as Egypt and Iran (see
Boberg and Kramer, in Bibi). As for Iran, the strife
over pilgrimage issues and the control of the Haramayn [q.v.] flared up again after the Islamic revolution
there of 1978-9 (see the annual surveys by M. Kramer,
in Middle East contemporary survey, Boulder, Col., etc.,
esp. from vol. xi [1987] onwards).
With a few exceptions, the leading Hidjazf families of scholars and merchants, most of whom had
earlier been closely linked with the Hashimites, were
eventually won over by Ibn Sucud and adopted, at
least externally, Wahhabf doctrine and practices. To
the dismay of many Nadjdf culamd3, however, the enforcement of Wahhabi norms has been restrained, in
the Hidjaz and elsewhere, by both tacit local resistance and governmental consent. In addition, there
has been a more or less constant influx of foreigners
from a great number of Muslim and non-Muslim
countries and with differing social and cultural backgrounds: specialised expatriates, asylum seekers, religious students, etc. Their presence, together with local
traditions, has militated against a total assimilation of
Saudi society to the Wahhabf way of life. Finally, the
gradual erosion of Wahhabi values must also be seen
in connection with the affluence resulting from oil
wealth and a number of social developments related
to it (Grandguillaume, in Bibl).
Consequentiy, the religious discourse and daily practice (not only in the Hidjaz) in one way or another
has come under the influence of the norms and values of the Salafiyya [q.v.] and similar trends (which
in the past may have themselves been inspired by the
Wahhabiyya). The frame of mind of many intellectuals, civil servants and technocrats in the country is
dominated by the principles of reformism [see ISLAH. i]
and may be described as a kind of "neo-Wahhabiyya"
(Schulze in Bibl., index, 500, 505). This process of
partial moderation has been strengthened, from the
1950s onwards, even by the immigration of members
of the Muslim Brotherhood [see AL-IKHWAN AL-MUSLIMUN] and related groups who, coming to Saudi
Arabia as political refugees, have served there as advisers, school teachers and in other capacities.
Nevertheless, ultra-orthodox Wahhabi principles
and practices are upheld to a considerable extent.
Representatives of this current, such as Shaykh cAbd
al-cAzfz b. Baz (until his death in May 1999 Grand
Mufti and president of the Board of Senior Scholars,
Hay3at kibdr al-fulamd3, established in 1971) make their
influence felt, e.g. by issuing fatwds [q.v] as well as
by shaping the structure and curricula of the Islamic
University in Medina, an institution founded in 1961
(Schulze, index, 494, and Nadjf Muhammad al-Ansarf,
al-Taflimfi 'l-Madina al-Munawwara, Cairo 1414/1993,
610-40). In addition, Wahhabf 'ulamd3 (including members of Muhammad b. 'Abd al-Wahhab's family,
known as the Al al-Shaykh) still play an important
role in the deliberations of the Mecca-based Muslim
World League (Rdbitat al-'dlam al-isldmi), a Pan-Islamic
organisation founded in 1962 (Schulze, esp. 181 ff.,
and see AL-RABITA AL-ISLAMIYYA). To their embarrass-

ment, however, some of their religious opinions and
legal rulings are adopted by militant zealots and used
in agitation against what the latter see as a betrayal
of religious principles by a regime claiming Wahhabi
legitimacy. The ideology of the rebels who seized the
haram of Mecca in November 1979 is a case in point
(see Kechichian, in Bibl, also Schulze, 369-74).
In spite of the opposition of many culamd3 to legal
reform, a continuous process of modernist legislation
characterised by a pragmatic approach can be observed
in Saudi Arabia. There are even indications of the
emergence of a legislative authority outside the control of the Wahhabi culamd3 (see Lavish, in Bibl.). In
line with this development, the promulgation in 1992
of three statutes or basic laws (ni^dm, sing.), including one concerning the establishment of a maajlis alshurd [see MADJLIS; SHURA], are to be seen as a further
step away from the traditional Wahhabi position of
denying the need for any constitution beyond the
Kur'an and the Sunna of the Prophet (Teitelbaum,
in Bibl.).
In the course of the 20th century, the Wahhabiyya
have been rehabilitated in the eyes of many Sunn!
Muslims all over the world. In particular from the
second half of the 1920s onwards, prominent Salaffs
and Arab nationalists such as Rashfd Rida [q.v],
Shakfb Arslan [q.v.], Muhibb al-Dfn al-Khatfb [q.v.
in Suppl.] and others have been instrumental in this
development. There are, however, authors of different persuasions (including, of course, Sufis and Shf'fs)
who have continued to criticise Wahhabi doctrine and
practice. (For bibliographical surve_ys of this literature,
see cAlf, Mu'djam, in Bibl., and Al Salman, who in
addition quotes Wahhabf refutations of these works,
Kutub, i, 250-87.)
Wahhabf authors tend to describe the history of
their movement in general, and with regard to the
20th century in particular, as an almost unremitting
success story. In this connection, they are prone to
exaggerate the direct influence of the Wahhabiyya, from
the 18th century to the present, on more or less similar reform movements in West Africa, India and elsewhere (see e.g. the works of Djumca and Dahir, which
nevertheless are useful surveys, and also Q. Ahmad
and Kaba, in Bibl.).
Bibliography: 1. Works in Arabic. In addition to a number of publications already mentioned
in section 1 above, such as al-Bassam, cUlamd3 Naajd,
Al al-Shaykh, Mashdhir, and Amfn, al-Haraka, see
Hafiz Wahba, Qa^Trat al-carab fi 'l-karn al-cishnn,
Cairo 1935; Muhammad al-Fikf, Athar al-dafwa alwahhdbiyya fi 'l-isldh al-dlnl wa 'l-'umrdm fi ajazirat
al-carab, Cairo 1935; Muhammad cAbd Allah Madf,
al-Nahaddt al-haditha fi ajazirat al-farab, pt. 1, Fi 7Mamlaka al-cArabiyya al-Sufudiyya, 2Cairo 1952; Fahd
al-Marik, Lamahdt 'an al-tatawwur al-fikn fi ajazirat
al-carab f i 'l-karn al-cishnn, Damascus 1962; Kamal
Djumca, Intishdr da'wat al-Shaykh Muhammad ibn cAbd
al-Wahhdb khdriaj al-ajazira al-farabiyya, 2Riyad 1981;
Khayr al-Dfn al-Zirikll, Shibh al-ajazira fi fahd almalik (Abd al-'A&z, 4 vols., 2Beirut 1985; £Abd alc
Azfz b. Baz, Fatdwd wa-tanbihdt wa-nasd3ih, 2nd
(enlarged) ed. Cairo 1989; idem et al, Fatdwd
isldmiyya, 3 vols., Beirut 1988; idem et al., Fatdwd
hay'at kibdr al-culamd3, 2 vols., Cairo n.d. [1990];
Rifat Sayyid Ahmad, Rasd'il Djuhaymdn al-cUtaybi,
kcfid al-muktahimin li }l-masajid al-hardm bi-Makka,
Cairo 1988; al-Sayyid cAbd Allah Muhammad £Alf,
Mucajam ma allafahu culamd3 al-umma al-isldmiyya li }lradd cald khurdfdt al-dacwa al-wahhdbiyya, in Turdthund
(quarterly, Beirut), iv/4 (no. 17), Shawwal 14097
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1989, 146-78; Muhammad Kamil Dahir, al-Dacwa
al-wahhdbiyya wa-atharuhd f i }l-Jikr al-isldmi al-hadlth,
Beirut 1993; Muhammad Khayr Ramadan Yusuf,
Dalil al-mu'allafdt al-isldmiyya f i 'l-Mamlaka al-cArabiyya
al-Sucudiyya} 1400-1409 h., Riyad 1413/1993; Abu
c
Ubayda Mashhur b. Hasan Al Salman, Kutub
hadhdhara minhd 'l-'ulamd3, 2 vols., Riyad 1995.
2. Works in Western languages. For literature published until the late 1980s, see H.-J.
Philipp, Saudi Arabia/Saudi Arabien, bibliography on society, politics, economics, 2 vols., Munich etc. 1984, 1989,
index s.v. "Wahhabiyya" (vol. i, 367 f., ii, 560);
J.S. Habib, Ibn Sa'ud's Warriors of Islam, Leiden 1978;
W. Ende, Religion, Politik und Literatur in SaudiArabien, in Orient (Hamburg), xxii (1981), 377-90,
xxiii (1982), 21-35, 378-93, 524-39; G. Grandguillaume, Valorisation et devalorisation liees aux contacts de
cultures en Arable Saoudite, in P. Bonnenfant (ed.), La
Peninsule Arabique d'aujourd'hui, ii, Paris 1982, 623-54;
A. Al-Yassini, Religion and state in the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia, Boulder and London 1985; A. al-Azmeh,
Wahhabite polity, in I.R. Netton (ed.), Arabia and the
Gulf, London and Sydney 1986, 75-90; J.A.
Kechichian, The role of the Ulama in the politics of an
Islamic state. The case of Saudi Arabia, in IJMES, xviii
(1986), 53-71; idem, Islamic revivalism and change in
Saudi Arabia. Juhaymdn al-cUtaybi's "Letters'' to the Saudi
people, in MW, Ixxx (1990), 1-16; A. Layish, Saudi
Arabian legal reform as a mechanism to moderate Wahhdbl
doctrine, in JAOS, cvii (1987), 279-92; M. Kramer,
Tragedy in Mecca, in Orbis, xxxii (1988), 231-47;
R. Schulze, Islamischer Internationalisms im 20.
Jahrhundert. Untersuchungen zur Geschichte der Islamischen
Weltliga, Leiden 1990; D. Boberg, Agypten, Nagd und
der Higdz, Bern etc. 1991; J. Kostiner, The making
of Saudi Arabia, 1916-1936, New York and Oxford
1993; J. Teitelbaum, arts. "Saudi Arabia", in Middle
East Contemporary Survey, xvi (1992), 668-701, see also
xvii (1993), 575-600, and xviii (1994), 548-82. Concerning similar reform movements outside Arabia,
see e.g. Q. Ahmad, The Wahabi movement in India,
Calcutta 1966; L. Kaba, The Wahhabiya. Islamic reform
and politics in French West Africa, Evanston, 111. 1974;
C. Hock, Fliegen der Seelen der Heiligen? Muslimische
Reform und staatliche Autoritdt in der Republik Mali seit
70ff0,_Berlin 1999.
(W. ENDE)
WAHIBA, AL, a large ' U m a n l tribe with both
settled and pastoralist sections, whose grazing ddr covers a large area of the Sharkiyya region to the southeast of the Djabal Akhdar extending to the Arabian
sea coastline, and including most of so-called Wahfba
Sands (though locally this sand-sea is known simply
as "the sands", and tribes other than the Al WahTba,
notably the Djanaba, also live in it). The Al Wahiba
are Hinawfs, and form part of a natural SharkiyaHinawT alliance (which also includes the Hirth,
HadjriyyTn, and Habs). There are four main tribal
divisions: Bin Hayya, Hal Anfarri, Yahahlf, Hal
Musallam, and the sheikhly section, Al Bu Ghufayla,
permanently settled at al-Afladj. Each of these main
divisions has a large number of sub-divisions. The
Yahahff, a semi-autonomous division, are alone said
to account for more than half the numerical strength
of the Al Wahlba.
Some sections of the Al Wahlba are more or less
permanently settled in the towns and villages on the
fringes of the sands (notably Sanaw, Badiya, Barzaman,
al-Mintirib), and in the wadis to the west (Wad!
Andam, Wadf Halfayn). Here many of the Al Wahiba
are involved in agriculture and palm cultivation. In
1986, it was estimated that the nomadic, pastoralist
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population of the sands was 450-500 families, or about
2,700-3,000 souls, most of these being Al Wahiba.
Some members of the tribe are semi-nomadic, summering in the villages on the northern fringe of the
sands, and wintering in the sands with their animals.
In the sands, the social structure is based on the
mobile fank, usually consisting of between one and
five families who camp together, often in a loose
assemblage of rugs and coverings simply draped over
the branches of the proposis trees (ghdf) which abound
in central and eastern sands. Goats and sheep are
kept, as are camels by nearly all families, though usually in small numbers. The female camels bred by
the Al Wahiba (particularly the bandt farha breed) are
renowned as racing camels, and much in demand in
c
Uman and neighbouring countries such as Katar
where camel-racing is popular.
Bibliography: D. Chatty, The Bedouin of Central
Oman, in Jnal. of Oman Studies, vi (1983), 149-62;
J.C. Wilkinson, Water and tribal settlement in SouthEast Arabia. A study of the Afldj of Oman, Oxford
1977; J.R.L. Carter, Tribes in Oman, London 1982;
Wilkinson, The Imamate tradition of Oman, Cambridge
1987; Jnal. of Oman Studies special report no. 3. The
scientific results of the Royal Geographical Society's Oman
Wahiba Sands project 1985-7, Muscat 1988.
(C. HOLES)
WAHIDl, a s u l t a n a t e and c o n f e d e r a t i o n of
t r i b e s occupying the territory about 320 km/200
miles to the east of Aden [see CADAN] , forming a delta
shape from the Indian Ocean shore in the south,
stretching north about 208 km/130 miles to the region
of Bayhan [q.v.], and flanked by the 'AwlakT states in
the west and the Ku'aytT sultanate in the east (see
e.g. map in Johnston, Steamer Point). Its administrative
capital was latterly Mayfa'a near the impressive preIslamic fortifications of Nakab al-Hadjar, whose preIslamic name, MYFCT, it took, in the centre of the
sultanate, while nearby cAzzan remained the home of
the Wahid! ruling family (dawld) and Habban in the
west the commercial capital. Other important towns
included Bi'r CA1T (by 1961 incorporated into the one
sultanate, but previously independent and whose exsultan was alive then), the pre-Islamic incense port of
Cana (Kana), on the south coast, and al-Hawta, a
centre of religious visitations, between Mayfa'a and
Habban.
The name Wahid! is traditionally derived from one
c
Abd al-Wahid, a KurashT (or Himyan) chief who
gained control of the area, probably about the beginning of the 19th century, and established his residence in Habban (Arab tribes, 100). Local tradition and
a passage from Bal-Fakfh al-Shihrf's Ta'rikh (see
Serjeant, 40-1), however, relates that this is the oldest dawla in Southern Arabia and places cAbd alWahid about two centuries earlier. His inscribed tomb
is reputed to be in the $dmie mosque in Habban. In
the 1880s, the sultanate appears to have split into
three, with Bi'r cAli and Balhaf on the southern coast
becoming independent of the ruler of Habban and
c
Azzan (Arab tribes, 102). When the Protectorate treaties
were signed in 1888 and 1890, four separate treaties
were ratified between the British government and states
covering the area of the later sultanate: the "Shaykh"
of clrka (on the southern coast) (1888), the "Shaykhs" of
Hawra (a short distance inland) (1888), the "Sultans
of the Wahid! tribe" of Bi'r CA1I (1890) and the "Chiefs
of the Wahid! tribe of Balhaf" (1888) (Arab tribes, 1806, with the texts of the treaties).
From 1937 the sultanate formed a part of the
British-administered Eastern Aden Protectorate, but
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in late 1961, having joined the Federation of Arab
Amirates of the South whose other member states
belonged to the Western Aden Protectorate, it joined
the latter grouping of states (Burrowes, Dictionary, 377,
dates accession to 1962). After entry into the Federation, the then Sultan Nasir b. cAbd Allah al-Wahid!
was given the portfolio of agriculture and fisheries in
the Federal Government and the sultanate administered
by the State Secretary, Amir Muhammad b. Sac!d.
The sultanate ceased to exist in 1967, when the British
handed over power to the National Liberation Front
in South Arabia.
The Wahid! sultanate had some large areas of fertile agricultural land and its main produce was dates,
grain crops and vegetables. Wad! Djirdan in the north
remains famous for its high-quality honey, this high
quality said to result from the abundance of cilb (pi.
c
ulub) trees (Zjzyphus spina Christi Willd.) in the area.
Bibliography: Government of Bombay, An account
of the Arab tribes in the vicinity of Aden, Bombay 1909;
R.B. Serjeant, Two tribal cases (documents) (Wdhidi
Sultanate, South-West Arabia), in JRAS (1951), 40-1;
C.H. Johnston, The view from Steamer Point, London
1964; R.D. Burro wes, Historical dictionary of Yemen,
Lanham and London 1995.
(G.R. SMITH)
AL-WAHIDI, ABU 'L-HASAN £ ALI B. AHMAD b.
Muhammad b. cAl! b. Mattuya al-Mattuy! (Mattuwi)
al-Naysabur! al-Shafic!, A r a b philologist and
K u r ' a n scholar.
He was descended from a family of merchants from
Sawa [q.v.] who were very likely originally Christians. He was born in Naysabur (Nishapur), and died
there after a long illness in advanced age in Djumada
II 468/January-February 1076, highly venerated as
ustddh 'asriki "the master of his age". Still a boy, he
took part in teaching sessions on adab and nahw, and
attended classes in the large law schools of his native
city. Finally, he joined Abu Ishak al-Thaclab! [q.v.]
(the form Tha'alib! is also transmitted), the Kur'an
interpreter and authority on the biography of the
Prophet, and associated himself with the pupils of Abu
'1-'Abbas al-Asamm [q.v.], the great local authority in
the field of Tradition and ShafT! law (Sezgin, i, 186).
Of his students may be mentioned al-Maydan! [q.v.]
and £Abd al-Ghafir al-Faris! (451-529/1059-1135). Just
like other scholars he enjoyed the special favour and
protection of the famous Saldjuk minister Nizam alMulk [q.v], who as a young man had taken part in
al-Wahid!'s sessions, and of the latter's brother Abu
'1-Kasim cAbd Allah b. cAl! b. Ishak al-fakih al-aajall.
Among al-Wahidfs works which have been preserved, the first to be mentioned are the shaykh altafsir and the imam culamd3 al-ta^wTl's highly-esteemed
studies on the Kur'an. Following a lecture given by
his teacher Abu Tahir al-Ziyad! (d. 410/1019) in 409/
1018, he composed a terse philological commentary,
entitled al-Wa$Jz fi ma'dni }l-Kur3dn al-'a&z (Cairo
1305/1887, repr. Beirut 1981). For the time being he
put aside a detailed commentary, which he had already
begun; he finally finished it five decades later in
Radjab 461/May 1069 under the title al-Wdsit bayna }l-makbud ('l-Wadfiz) wa 'l-basit ('l-Basit) ft tafsir alKur'dn al-cag,m (for old mss. of parts of it, see Chester
Beatty 4609, 5041, 5204). In the meantime he had
published three maajmu'dt on questions concerning the
tafsir (cf. Ahlwardt 750; al-Mawrid, xvii 4 [1409/1988],
292-304). It has to be checked whether the material
of these three maajmu'dt is to be found in his Djdmi'
al-baydn fi tafsir al-Kur'dn which has been preserved,
or in Hirdr al-macdni or in al-Hdwi li-ajamc al-macdm,
or whether they have been taken up into his third

great commentary. So far it is not known when he
started this third extensive commentary, entitled alTafsir al-basit, nor whether and when he completed
it (for old manuscripts of parts of it, see Chester
Beatty 3731, 3736, 5105). Particularly in demand was
and still is his Asbdb al-nuzul on the occasions in which
singular suras and verses were revealed (for the various recensions, see Ahlwardt, i, 180-1, no. 463-4; G.
des Q., ii, 183; for old manuscripts, see Chester Beatty
3733, 4522; latest prints Cairo 1411/1990, Beirut
1411/1991).
Like his teacher al-Thaclab!, al-Wahid! composed
a K. al-Maghdzi, which seems to have been preserved
(cf. R. §es,en, Nawddir al-makhtutdt al-carabiyya, Beirut
1402/1982, iii, 57).
As grammarian, lexicographer and rhetorician he
made a special name for himself with his commentary on the Diwdn of al-Mutanabb! [q.v] (Sezgin, ii,
ix, index). For the al-Wasit fi 'l-amthdl falsely ascribed
to him, see MATHAL.I.JJJ; Sellheim, in Oriens, xxxi
(1988), 82-94, xxxii (1990), 468-9.
Bibliography: Brockelmann, I2, 524, S I, 730;
Sark!z, 1905; Zirikl!, A'lam, Beirut 1979, iv, 255;
Kahhala, Mu}allifin, vii, 26-7; idem, al-Mustadrak
c
ald Mutant al-mu3allifm, Beirut 1406/1985, 471-2;
idem, Mu'ajam musannifi }l-kutub al-carabiyya fi 'l-ta'nkh
wa }l-tardajim wa }l-rihaldt, Beirut 1406/1986,335-6;
M.CA. Mudarris, Rayhdnat al-adab, 2Tabr!z n.d. [ca.
1348/1969], vi, 285-6; Dihkhuda, Lughat-ndma,
Tehran 1325/1947, vol. A/1, 406; ibid., 1342/1963,
vol. <A/2, 83-4; ibid., 1345/1966, vol. W, 41; cf.
the catalogues of manuscripts in libraries of Tehran,
Mashhad, etc. by Danish Pazhuh and others; Djawdat M.M. al-Mahd!, al-Wdhidi wa-manhaajuhu fi
'l-tafsir, Cairo 1978.
The main sources are: Bakharz!, Dumyat al-kasr,
Nadjaf 1391/1971, ii, 255-6; cAbd al-Ghafir alFaris!, Siydk Ta3nkh Naysabur, in The histories of
Nishapur, facs. ed. R.N. Frye, The Hague 1965, fols.
66b 11. 16-67a 1. 6; 113a 11. 13-21, cf. H. Jaouiche,
Register der Personen- und Ortsnamen, Wiesbaden 1984,
40; Sam'an!, al-TahbirJi }l-mucajam al-kabir, Baghdad
1395/1975, ii, 377-8; Yakut, Udaba', v, 97-102 (with
citations from cAbd al-Ghafir!); Ibn al-Kift!, Inbdh
al-ruwdt cald anbdh al-nuhdt, Cairo 1371/1952, ii,
223-5 (with citations from al-Bakharz!!); Ibn Khallikan, s.v. (on the problem of the nisba); Dhahab!,
Siyar acldm al-nubald\ Beirut 1405/1984, xviii, 33942; idem, al-clbar, Kuwait 1961, iii, 267; Safadi,
Wdfl, xx (in press); Yafic!, Mir'dt al-ajandn, Haydarabad/Deccan 1338/1919, iii, 96-7; Subk!, Tabakdt al-Shdficiyya al-kubrd, Cairo 1386/1967, v, 240-3;
Asnaw!, Tabakdt al-Shdfifiyya, Baghdad 1391/1971,
ii, 538-9; Ibn al-Djazan, Ghdyat al-nihdya fi tabakdt
al-kurrd3, Leipzig-Cairo 1351/1932, i, 523; Ibn Kad!
Shuhba, Tabakdt al-Shdficiyya, Haydarabad/Deccan
1398/1978, i, 277-9; Ibn Taghnbird!, al-Nuajum alZdhira, Cairo 1353/1935, v, 104; Suyut!, Bughya,
327-8 (Cairo 1384/1965, ii, 145); idem, Tabakdt almufassinn, Leiden 1839, 23; Tashkopriizada, Miftdh
al-sacdda, Cairo n.d. [ca. 1388/1968], ii, 66-7; Ibn
al-clmad, Shadhardt, iii, 330; Khwansan, Rawddt alajanndt, 2Tehran 1367/1948, 463; Ismac!l Pasha,
Hadiyyat al-cdrifm, Istanbul 1951, i, 692.
(R. SELLHEIM)
WAHM (A., pi. awhdni), lit. "notion", "supposition",
in particular also "false notion", "delusion". In nontechnical parlance the negative meaning of thinking
something to be the case, contrary to fact, is preponderant; sometimes it comes close to sahw "inadvertency", "inadvertent omission". In later texts it may
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acquire the meaning of "hallucination" and "spectre"
(see Dozy, s.v.).
1. In philosophy the term denotes "estimation", the "estimative faculty" (also al-kuwwa al-wahmiyyd), and the "notion" resulting from the activity of
this faculty (the plural is used with this last meaning,
rarely also the second). Wahm belongs to the "internal senses" (al-hawdss al-bdtina, see HISS), and in Ibn
Sma it refers to the highest quasi-mental faculty in
animals, that which allows a sheep to recognise the
notion (mcfna) "enemy" in a wolf and run away.
Goichon and Afnan, following Mediaeval Latin usage,
translate the term as "estimative faculty". It is rather
close to khaydl/takhayyul "imagination" [see TAKHAYYUL,
in Suppl] and as a result, in Mediaeval Latin translations one finds it rendered as estimatio, imaginatio, intellectus and opinio.
Rahman found that nothing in Greek corresponded
directly to wahm but that it was "a differentiation of
Aristotle's "phantasia" ((paviaaia) through Stoic influences". According to Morewedge, "there is no doubt
that the concept was not directly borrowed from
Aristotle" (324). Goichon concurs with this, while
Wolfson espoused the idea of borrowing from the
Greek. Walzer notes the problems that the Arabs had
in finding an agreed rendition of the Greek word for
"representation" (9aviaoia): Wahm, as the chosen translation for (paviama, was popular with such early translators as Ustath [q.v.] and Ibn Na'ima who respectively
translated Aristotle's Metaphysics and the so-called
Theology of Aristotle [see UTHULUDJIYA] for al-Kindl.
Walzer (385) points out that there is a diversity of
terminology "in Abu 'Uthman al-Dimashql's summary
of Hunayn b. Ishaq's translation of Galen's Peri ethon,
which includes tasawwur, tawahhum, and the curious
hybrid takhayyul fi 'l-wahm". Al-Kindf used the transliteration fantasiya and also tawahhum', al-Farabf, relying
on later translators, usually renders "representation"
by takhayyul (e.g. al-Madina al-fddila, ch. i, 14; cf.
Walzer, 385), which became the standard equivalent.
For al-Farabr, the delusionary character of tawahhum
is prominent; commenting on Aristotle's De Interpretatione 2la, 32-3, "al-Farabf i s . . . misled by the translator's choice of tawahhum [imagination, with a
suggestion that what is so imagined is mere fantasy]
for So^cx, a word elsewhere rendered as i'tiqad [belief]".
He comments: "... that is to say, if a thing is said
to be imagined it is excluded from existence. For our
imagining it means that we picture it in our mind
without its existing. If we raise in our minds something which exists we do not imagine it but know it"
(Zimmermann, 156-7 and n. 1). Similarly, in Ibn
Sina's Danish-ndma-i 'Ald'i, wahm "refers to the ability
to have a mental experience of an event in contrast
to the actual happening of that event" (Morewedge,
321). But mostly, wahm is a technical term in the
"psychological epistemology" of Ibn Sfna whereby it
"is an internal sense belonging to the animal soul"
(ibid.), see above.
Morewedge (322) points out that wahm "has frequently been used in Persian to designate a mental
power from which a being can cause entities to
emanate by mere thought".
2. In m y s t i c i s m [see Suppl.].
Bibliography: 1. Arabic and Persian sources.
The sections on psychology in Ibn Sma, Danishndma-i cAld3i (see also P. Morewedge, The Metaphysica
ofAvicenna (Ibn Sind). A critical transl., comm. and analysis of the fundamental arguments in the Ddnisji-Ndma-i
C
ald3i (The Book of Scientific Knowledge)., New York
1973, Glossary, s.v. wahm), K. al-Na&dt and K. al-
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Shifa3 (see also F. Rahman, Avicenna's De Anima,
London 1959); Kind!, Rasd'il al-Kindi al-falsafiyya.
2. Dictionary entries and studies. Dozy,
s.v. wahm; S.M. Afnan, A philosophical lexicon in Persian
and Arabic, Beirut 1969, s.v. wahm; A.M. Goichon,
Lexique de la langue philosophique d'Ibn Sind (Avicenne),
Paris 1960; H. Daiber, Bibliography of Islamic philosophy, 2 vols. Leiden 1999, ii, 538, s.v. wahm;
R. Walzer, Al-Farabi on the Perfect State: Abu Nasr alFdrdbi's Mabadi5 ara? ahl al-madlna al-fadila, Oxford
1985; F.W. Zimmerman, Al-Fdrdbl's Commentary and
Short Treatise on Aristotle's De Interpretatione, Oxford
1981, 1987; H.A. Wolfson, Goichon's three books on
Avicenna's philosophy, in MW, xxxi (1941); idem, The
internal senses in Latin, Arabic, and Hebrew philosophic
texts, in Harvard Theological Review, xxviii (1935),
69-133; H. Gatje, Die "inneren Sinne" bei Averroes, in
ZDMG, cxv (1965), 255-93; Deborah Black, Estimation (wahm) in Avicenna. The logical and psychological
dimensions, in Dialogue, Canadian Philosophical Review,
xxxii/2 [1993), 219-58.
(I.R. NETTON)
WAHRAN, the Arabic name for the N o r t h
African coastal town conventionally known as
Or an, the chief port of western Algeria (lat. 35°
45' N., long. 0? 38' W.). It is dominated by the Djebel
Murdjadjo (400 m/1,312 feet) and sheltered within
one of the large bays of the southwestern Mediterranean. In its hinterland lie vast, semi-arid plains,
with the Great Sebkha [see SABKHA] in its western
part.
It was founded by Muslims from Umayyad Spain
in 290/903, not far from the bay of Marsa al-Kablr,
which was probably the ancient Portus Divini mentioned in the Itinerarium of Antoninus, and just a short
time before the disintegration of the Kharidjite state
centred on Tahert [see RUSTAMIDS], which had controlled the roadsteads of the port. This was the period
of Spanish Umayyad-Fatimid conflict. The former,
with the support of Berber confederations like those
of the Ifran and the Maghrawa [q.vv.], the latter with
the support of the Zfrids [q.v.], endeavoured to impose
their political domination and to control the routes
bringing gold from the Sudan. Hence Wahran was
destroyed and rebuilt on two occasions, in 297/910
and 342/954. Yusuf b. Tashufin conquered it in 473/
1081, and the Almoravids kept control there till 539/
1145. Like other Mediterranean coastal towns, it suffered through the Almoravids' deflection of the gold
route to Marrakesh, and possibly—like the Hammadid
capital Bidjaya/Bougie—from incursions of the Normans. Under the succeeding Almohads and then the
c
Abd al-Wadids (whose founder Yaghmurasan [q.v.]
was recognised by the last Almohads as ruler of the
central Maghrib), Wahran's commercial connections
with Muslim Spain increased, thanks to the twin ports
of Wahran itself and Marsa al-Kablr. The cAbd alWadids made it, together with Hunayn [q.v. in Suppl.]
further west, the main maritime outlet for their unified kingdom based on their inland capital Tilimsan/
Tlemcen and stretching from the Wadi Moulouya to
the south of Kabylia.
In the 4th/10th century, Ibn Hawkal described
Wahran as a lively place exporting great quantities
of wheat, and in the next century, al-Bakn described
Marsa Wahran as a great harbour, sheltered from all
the winds; al-IdnsT was struck by the continuous traffic in and out of it. The Almohad sultan cAbd alMu'min had his fleet constructed at Marsa al-Kablr,
a port which Leo Africanus was later to describe in his
Description of Africa as unparalleled in the world. Wahran
had lively markets (al-Idnsf) and was surrounded by
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gardens with windmills (al-Bakn); Leo again, at the
opening of the 16th century, praised its building and
estimated its population at 6,000 hearths, say ca. 30,000
inhabitants, sedentary Muslims as well as Jews, some
autochthonous and other immigrants from Muslim
Spain who had arrived in waves since the setting-up
of the Inquisition in Spain in 1391. The town had
spread beyond its original site to suburbs on the
Karguenta plateau on the other side of the Ra's alc
Ayn defile. Its prosperity was linked with that of
Tilimsan, but was nevertheless now an independent
maritime city and, like other Mediterranean coastal
places, practised corsair marauding to compensate for
periods of economic recession.
Encouraged by cAbd al-Wadid decline and the
Mamluks' deflection of the trans-Saharan trade routes
towards the Nile valley, the armies of Castile undertook
a Reconquista along the coastlands of the Maghrib.
In 910/1505 Marsa al-Kablr was seized, followed by
Pedro Navarro's entry into Wahran and its agricultural hinterland on 17 May 1509. Massacres (of 4,000,
according to Marmol) and deportations took place
under Cardinal Ximenes. As at Bidjaya, the population of Wahran fell, down to 3,500, almost half of
these being troops; the town was closed to Muslims,
there were forcible conversions and the remaining
Jews were expelled. It was near the port that the
Spanish defeated and killed the corsair captain Urudj
[q.v], who had made himself master of Algiers, and
in 1543 restored the cAbd al-Wadid Abu cAbd Allah
to his throne in Tilimsan and made him their vassal.
A new state was founded and organised around Algiers
by Urudj's brother Khayr al-Dm Barbarossa [q.v.],
and the eAbd al-Wadids expelled from their capital
by Salah Re'Is. An expedition of Count Alcaudete,
the Spanish governor in Wahran, ended in disaster
at Mustaghanim [q.v.] (965/1558). Thereafter, Wahran
remained for over two centuries (except for an interval 1708-32 when the Turks recaptured it) a presidio,
to which the fort of Santa Cruz overlooking the town
remains, together with the fort of San Andrea, and
Burdj al-Hawdf and the Canastel and Spanish gates,
bear witness. The Spanish presence created beyond
a reduced agricultural region, compared with that
which Ximenes described as a paradise, a no-man's
land, the bled el baroud or "land of warfare", left to
tribal allies like those of the Banu cAmir, Los Mows
de Paz, a hinterland left to nomadism and seminomadism.
Maritime activity in the port revived somewhat
under the bey Bu Shalagham in 1120/1708, but after
the Spanish, led by the Count of Montemar, regained
the undefended town 24 years later, it was reduced
to being a port for landing provisions for the increasingly isolated garrison. It had hardly more than 12,000
inhabitants, even after its recapture in 1206/1792 by
the Bey of Mascara, the Kul-Oghlu [q.v] Muhammad
al-Kabfr, 2,000 people having perished in the previous
year from a terrible earthquake. Muhammad al-Kablr
made Wahran the capital of the Western Beylik, undertook rebuilding and moved in population, Muslims
and Jews, from other towns of the region. Tfo the
plaza de Oran, dominated by the kasba (now in an advanced state of ruin) was added on the right bank of
the Wadf '1-RahI the new Jewish quarter, and two
great streets, each 700 m long, along the plateau of
the village of Karguenta. Corsair activity revived on
a reduced scale, together with external trade, shared
with Arzew and Rachgun, especially with nearby Gibraltar and Spain, until the blockade of Algeria which
preceded the French occupation of 4 January 1831.

The French army occupied a town largely deserted
by its 10-12,000 inhabitants, with the exception of
the 3,000 Jews who remained or quickly returned, and
now with less than 500 Muslims. According to Rozet,
Voyage dans le Regence d'Alger, Paris 1833, the soldiers
demolished fine houses, seeking wood for the fires of
their kitchens. The Oran population, like that of
Mustaghanim, had fled to the towns of the interior
or the urban centres founded by the Amir cAbd alKadir [q.v]. The deserted houses were occupied by
troops or by all sorts of adventurers who came in
their wake, or were the object of speculation. Like
the funduks, the mosques served as quarters for the
troops (those of the Pasha and Sldl Hawan) or were
transformed into churches (that of the Barranfs), whilst
the old mosque, called after Muhammad al-Kabfr,
was used as baths for the soldiers. Destructions by
the army, or subsequently authorised, caused a diminution in the Muslim patrimony and the Spanish fortifications, already much reduced by the earthquake
leaving substantially the Pasha and Sfdl Hawan
mosques, the Bey's palace and that of his favourite
wife, several tombs, occasionally some houses in varying states of preservation, and the Burdj al-Ahmar
and the Burdj al-Marsa, two towers probably built
by the Marmid Abu '1-Hasan in 748/1347.
By virtue of the Desmichels treaty of 6 January
1834, the town received a consul of cAbd al-Kadir,
a sign of his sovereignty over the Algerian West recognised by the incomers and one which continued till
1841 in Oran and Mustaghanim. Even after cAbd alKadir's surrender, the original, autochthonous population of Oran, including its Jews, did not return to
its former level till 1872, whilst the Muslims remained
a minority there till the eve of independence, being
numbered in the census of 1954 at 104,000 compared
with 171,000 Europeans. Thus the town remained,
till 1962, the most European in Algeria, with its expansion due to its role as the metropolitan centre of the
Algerian West. It absorbed the revenues of extensive
colonial landed domains and functioned as the second port of Algeria which, whilst sharing the export
of primary products with the other ports of Orania,
retained a monopoly of imported products. There
were also concentrated there the few industries of the
region and the services necessary for the functioning
of the colonial agricultural enterprises. The operation
of the port and viticulture played large roles in the
demographic pattern of Oran and its region. The
dockyards and the colonisation of the Oran plateau
attracted Algerians and Europeans, and especially
Spaniards, after 1870 when there was a boom in vinegrowing. The great influx of Algerians from the 1930s
onwards arose less from the attractive power of the
town of Oran than from the worsening rural crisis
conditions and the mechanisation of farming on the
plateau, so that from 25,000 in 1926 there were rises
of 45,000 in 1936 and 85,000 in 1948.
Communal segregation was a permanent feature of
the growth of Oran's population in the colonial period.
On the eve of World War II, the 46,000 Algerians
(24% of the population) occupied up to four-fifths of
the Madina Jdida (see below) and the southern and
southwestern suburbs (al-Hamri, Medioni, etc.), and
in 1954, it was only there and in the recently-established encampments around the town (Victor Hugo,
Petit Lac, Planteurs, etc.) that they were in a majority. In the European part of the town, Algerians were
virtually absent from the central quarters—even those
that were proletarian in social structure, such as SaintPierre—and the middle-class extensions of the town
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La Berberie musulmane et I'Orient an Moyen-Age, Paris
centre, and a minority in the working-class quarters,
1946; R. Le Tourneau, Les villes musulmanes de VAfrique
except for Saint-Antoine, one of the rare mixed quardu Nord, Algiers 1957; Ch.-E. Dufourcq, L'Espagne
ters of Oran.
catalane et le Maghrib au XIIP et XIVe siecle, Paris
From 1845 onwards, the expansion projects of the
1966; Ch.A. Julien, ed. Le Tourneau, Histoire de
colonial town on the Karguenta plateau entailed the
I'Afrique du Nord, Eng. tr. History of North Africa,
regrouping of some 2,000 Algerians there in one stretch
London 1970; Jamil Abun-Nasr, A history of the
of land. In 1880, when the European town had spread
Maghrib in the Islamic period, Cambridge 1987.
over the plateau, forming what became progressively
2. The post-1831 period. R. Lespes, Oran,
the new town centre, the 9,000 Algerians remained
etude de geographic et d'histoire urbaines, Paris 1938;
concentrated almost wholly in what the Europeans
Y. Lacoste, A. Nouschi and A. Prenant, L'Algerie,
called the "village negre" and which the Algerians
passe et present, Paris 1960; M. Coquery, L'extension
were to name Madina Jdida, in opposition to the old
recente des quartiers musulmans d'Oran, in Bull, de I'Assoc.
town and in deference to the Islamic urban tradition,
des geogrs. fran$ais, nos. 302-8 (1962); B. Semmoud,
even though neither its regular plan nor the archiCroissance urbaine, mobilite et changement social dans I'agglotecture of its buildings conformed to this tradition.
meration oranaise, Cahiers du GREMAMO, no. 12
The urban life which developed there included the
(1995), Paris VII-D Diderot.
commercial and artisanal specialisation of streets, a
(G. MAR£AIS-[B. SEMMOUD])
concentration of mosques and hammdms, a mahkama, \
AL-WAHRANI, ABU cAsD ALLAH MUHAMMAD b.
Zdwiyas (those of SfdT Kaddur and Sidf Bilal), but also
Muhriz b. Muhammad, Rukn al-Dm, Arabic prose
the reformist madrasa al-Falah and its offshoots in the
writer. He was born in Oran, but spent a good part
suburbs of al-Hamri and Medioni. A form of urban
of his life in Egypt and then Syria, where he died
life emerged there, with the oldest immigrants, now
at Darayya near Damascus in 575/1179. He wrote
Oulad el-bled, contrasted with the barrdms, newlymakdmdt, rasd'il and mandmdt (stories of dreams). In
arrived rural immigrants, making the Madina Jdida,
one of his epistles he states that he had written a
also called madlnat al-hadar, the 'dsima or capital of
history of the Almohads, but no trace of this has so
Muslim Oran and its rural hinterland.
far been found. However, in the works of his which
The disturbances in the wake of the famines of the
have survived, there are reflections on the state of the
1940s and the war for independence greatly swelled
world in his time, on the Maghrib of the Almohads, on
the Muslim population, which became a slight majority
Sicily after its reconquest by the Normans, and on
(210,000 out of a total of 400,000), concentrated on
Ayyubid Egypt and Syria.
the marginal peripheries, whether planned, or sponThere emerges from his writings that he lived off
taneous like the bidonvilles, and in the now saturated
the generosity which he received from the great men
Madina Jdida and the southern and southwestern subof his time, and towards the end of his life he held
urbs. The war brought about a violent cleavage, not
the office of khitdba, delivering sermons at the Friday
between Muslim and Christian, as during the Spanish
worship. Seeking gifts of money is a favourite theme
period, but between the indigenous population and
of his epistles addressed to Salah al-Dfn al-Ayyubf
the colons, beneficiaries of the colonial period and
[q.vJ] and to various viziers and judges. His panegyjealous of their privileges.
rics were mainly in prose, but he also composed
The substitution of Algerians in the 40,000 houses
numerous satires against his enemies, his rivals, and
freed by the exodus of Europeans before and after
even against himself, displaying verve and humour,
independence has forcibly homogenised the commuas well as erotic and scatological motifs which recall
nal landscape. At present, the town centre alone has
Ibn Sukkara, Ibn al-Hadjdjadj and Abu '1-Mutahhar
over a hundred mosques and a large number of prayer
al-Azdl [</.TO.]. If this tank al-hazl ("light-hearted treatrooms. Despite an influx of over 100,000 immigrants
ment") of his subjects, dominates his ceuvre, there is
from the countryside and from the towns of Orania
and Morocco, it was not till ca. 1970 that Oran recovalso a lyric strain when he describes his miserable
ered its population level of 400,000. The traditional
state as an author and complains that the pursuit of
adab does not give him a living.
enlarged family has begun to burst forth. A wageearning class has developed considerably in the indusAlthough a great admirer of al-Harm [q.v.], altrial zones of Arzew, Hassi Ameur and Essania since
Wahram did not imitate his style. His makdmdt are
the 1970s, and new public housing in the Z.H.U.N.
rather a gallery of comic portraits, sketching, by a few
(zones d'habitat urbain nouveau] have made possible a
touches, a burlesque and grotesque picture. Another
spreading-out of the population. There is now an
of his frequent traits is his use of prosopopeia, putagglomeration of 1,170,000 inhabitants over 6,500 ha2
ting words in the mouths of minarets, or his own
beyond the 1962 perimeter, swallowing up the popmule, complaining of hunger (an indirect method of
ulation groups around that perimeter and with exsollicking help for himself!). In his stories of dreams,
tensions both eastwards and westwards. Liberalisation
he speaks both of his contemporaries and persons of
has, as in other large towns and cities, made the
the past, the most developed one being one in which
choice of habitat more selective and has extended
he describes the resurrection of the dead. In a story
unplanned zones of habitation, where fundamentalist
which recalls al-Macarrfs Risdlat al-Ghufrdn, al-Wahranf
Islamic ideas have even more appeal than in the town
finds himself in the Afterlife with various other writitself, where a vote of 39% for the Islamist candidate
ers who, although suffering the pangs of Judgement
in the 1995 presidential election reveals the immense
Day, still keep up their trivial and paltry quarrels. Profrustrations of a population still deeply attached to
viding an occasion for al-Wahram to settle his accounts,
Islam.
this eschatological dream, much admired by Ibn
Bibliography. 1. The p r e - 1 8 3 1 p e r i o d .
Khallikan, is one of his finest compositions.
(a) Sources. In addition to those given in the EI}
Bibliography. Al-WahranT's writings have been
art., see Leo Africanus, tr. Epaulard, Paris 1956,
gathered together by Ibrahim Sha'lan and Muhamindex, (b) Studies. In addition to those given in
mad Naghsh as Mandmdt al-Wahrdnl wa-makdmdtuhu
the EP art. see F. Braudel, Les Espagnols en Algerie,
wa-rasd}iluhu, Cairo 1968; a makdma on Fas was pubin Histoire et historiens d'Algerie, Paris 1931; G. Marcais,
lished by Sa'fd Acrab in al-Bahth al-cilmi, vi (1965).
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There are notices of the author in Ibn Khallikan,
ed. 'Abbas, iv, 385-6; Safadl, Waft, iv, 386-9; Ziriklf,
Acldm, vii, 19. See also Brockelmann, S I, 489.
(ABDELFATTAH KILITO)
WAHRIZ, son of Kamdjar, a Persian general
of Khusraw Anusharwan (A.D. 531-79 [see KISRA]).
The name would apparently stem from MP vehrez
"having a good abundance", see Noldeke, Gesch. der
Perser und Amber, 223 n. 2, andjusti, Iranisches Mamenbuch,
340, but was in origin a title, since the Byzantine
historian Procopius names the commander of the
Sasanid emperor Kawad's expedition into Georgia and
Lazica (early 5th century) as having the title Ouarizes
(< *wahriz); see DAYLAM, at Vol. II, 190a.
In response to an appeal ca. 570, via the Lakhmids
[q.v.], from Sayf b. Phi Yazan, the leader of a Yemeni
national movement against Abyssinian rule there, the
Persian emperor despatched a force under the aged
Wahriz. The story in the Arabic sources that these
800 troops were condemned prisoners released specially from prison for this do-or-die expedition is a
later, folkloric detail; the force was much more probably one of Daylamf mercenaries. It sailed from the
head of the Gulf around the Arabian shores to Yemen,
landed there, fought its way to the capital Sanca5,
killed the Abyssinian governor Masruk, son of Abraha
[g.v.], and installed Sayf b. Dhf Yazan as the Persians'
vassal ruler in Yemen. After an attempted Abyssinian
revanche, Wahriz returned to Yemen and finally
installed the dead Sayf's son Macdf Karib as ruler in
Sanca°, thus inaugurating a period of some 60 years'
Persian dominance in Yemen. Wahriz is said to have
died in Yemen shortly before Anusharwan's own death.
Bibliography: Ibn Hisham, Sira, 41-6, tr.
Guillaume, 30-4; Dmawan, Cairo 1960, 64; Ya'kubl,
Historiae, i, 187, 227; Tabarf, iii, 948-58, 984, 988,
tr. Noldeke, op. cit., 223-37, 257-8, 263-4, tr. C.E.
Bosworth, The History of al-Taban, v, The Sdsdnids,
the Lakhmids and Yemen, Albany 1999, 239-52, 289,
294; Hamza al-Isfahanl, Beirut 1961, 114; Mas'udl,
Murudi, see ed. Pellat, indices, vii, 759-60; Bosworth,
in Camb. hist., Iran, iii/1, 606-7. See also AL-YAMAN.
3.(a).
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
WAHSH (A.), an adjective meaning "wild, desolate, uninhabited" (al-ddr al-wahsh(a) "the desolate
abode", both with and without gender agreement),
but more frequently a collective noun meaning
"wild animals". The relative adjective (and the singulative) is wahshi; the "wild ass" (recte "onager") is
thus either himdr al-wahsh or al-himdr al-wahshi- The
most common plural is wuhush "kinds of wild animals", as one typically finds it in the title of the kutub
al-wuhush, lexicographical studies dealing with wild
animals (name of the male and the female, age groups,
etc.); see the relevant monographs by Kutrub (d. 2067
821 [q.v.]) and al-Asmacr (d. 213/828 [q.v.]), ed.
R. Geyer, in SBAW Wien, Phil.-hist. KL, cxv (1888),
353-420. The opposite of wahshi is ahli "domesticated".
Non-domesticated wild animals can nevertheless
become tame; al-Djahiz makes this point about the
animals kept in "wild-life enclosures" (sing, hayr alwuhush, see HA'IR), as maintained by caliphs and governors (Hayawdn, ed. Harun, iv, 422; he mentions
those of al-Muctasim and al-Wathik).
Wahsjhi forms an opposition also with insi, the relative adjective, and singulative, of the collective noun
ins "mankind". As adjectives they are used to denote
the two sides of certain things in relationship to the
human body: the one that points toward the human
body is called insi and that which points away from
it is called wahshi; this refers to body-parts occurring

in pairs (thus the insi side of the arm faces toward
the rump, the wahshi side away from it, cf. al-Asmacf,
Khalk al-insdn, ed. A. Haffner, in Texte zur arabischen
Lexikographie, Leipzig 1905, 206, 207, 227), and also
inter alia, to the two halves of the nib of the reedpen [see KALAM],
Since insi is a counterpart not only to wahshi but
also to djinnl, relative adjective and singulative of djinn
"jinn-kind", it is not unlikely that the two terms referring to non-human beings influenced each other. This
may explain the fact that the metathesised form hushi
(if it is that; or else < *wuhushl?), usually listed as a
synonym of wahshi, has a distinctly jinnic connotation:
it is said to be a relative adjective derived from alHush [q.v.], a land of the jinn ("beyond Yabrfn"
[Ya'kut, Bulddn, ed. Beirut, ii, 319a], i.e. in the Rubc
al-Khall), whence come the hushi camels, jinn-owned
stallions that allegedly sire offspring among herds
belonging to men. It should be noted that hush in
itself, not the nisba, also refers to camels, often glossed
as mutawahhisha "feral". (Note that Abu 'l-cAla3 alMacarn uses the term metaphorically, together with
two other camel terms, to denote the ease and frequency of certain rhymes: dhulul "docile", nufur "recalcitrant", and hush "untamed" rhymes, see Luzumiyydt,
ed. I. al-Abyarl and T. Husayn, Cairo 1378/1959, i,
45.) This being the case, one might suggest that the
place name al-Hush was erroneously extracted from
phrases like bildd al-hush and rimdl al-hush, which really
meant "the land" or "the sands of the feral camels".
The general area in which this land is located (broadly
speaking between Yabnn and al-Shihr) tallies well with
the strong probability that the one-humped camel was
dometicated in the desert areas of southern Arabia.
The hush may even be a faint memory of truly wild
camels, which today no longer exist. Al-Damfrf [q.v]
speaks of ibil wahshiyya and ibil al-wahsh "wild camels",
which are allegedly the remnants of the camels of
c
Ad and Thamud (Haydt al-hayawdn, 4Cairo 1389/196970, i, 23, 11. 20-1), and Wabar [q.v.], the area in which
the hush camels are predominantly found, is the former land/city of the cAd [q.v] that, after their destruction, was given by God to the jinn. Cf. R. Bulliet,
The Camel and the wheel, 2New York and Oxford
1990, 48.
For wahshi/hushi as a term of literary criticism, see
the following entry.
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(W.P. HEINRICHS)
WAHSH! (A.) and HUSHI (A.), synonymous
terms in l i t e r a r y criticism denoting words
that are u n c o u t h and j a r r i n g to the ear due
to their being archaic and/or Bedouinic (often including the criterium of cacophony). It is thus mostly used
in the context of "modern" poetry [see MUHDATHUN,
in Suppl.]; and it mostly refers to single words rather
than to any contextual obscurity (cAbd al-Kahir alDjurdjanf says this explicitly: Dald'il, ed. M.M. Shakir,
Cairo 1404/1984, 44, 1. 4). It is not, however, an exclusively poetic phenomenon. Al-Djahiz speaks of speech
in general, when he says that the wording should be
neither "plebeian, base, vulgar" (cdmmi, sdkit, suki} nor
"strange, uncouth" (ghanb, wahshi)', unless, in the latter case, he adds, the speaker is a Bedouin (badawiyyan
acrdbiyyan), as wahshi speech is understood by wahshi
people, just as suki jargon (ratdna] is understood by
suki people (Bayan, ed. cAir Abu Mulhim, 2Beirut 1412/
1992, i, 135). From this we can deduce that
(a) there is a golden mean between the all too colloquial, on the one hand, and the all too archaic, on
the other, and that (b) for the Ancients and the
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Bedouin, the wahshi may be natural and thus not reprehensible. This latter point is taken up again by
Kudama [q.v.], who says that the Ancients used wahshi
words not by conscious search and affectation (tatallub,
takalluf) but according to their wont and the nature
of their speech (li-cddatihi wa-cald sacfriyyati Iqfeihi) (Nakd
al-s_hicr, ed. S.A. Bonebakker, Leiden 1956, 100). Ibn
Sinan al-KhafadjT (d. 466/1074) gives it a slightly different slant by putting the "naturally gifted Bedouin"
(al-badawl sahib al-tabc)—who could be a contemporary—in the place of the Ancient and contrasting him
with the "effect-seeking sedentary" (al-karawl almutakallif); the latter knows these words only from the
study of books (Sin al-fasdha, ed. cAbd al-Mutacal alSa'Tdl, Cairo 1389/1969, 63). A finely-tuned scale of
acceptability with regard to ghardba and ibtidhdl ("triteness"), based on a tripartite structure of language users
('Arab, khdssat al-muhdathm, 'dmmat al-muhdathm) is offered
by Hazim al-Kartadjanm (d. 684/1285 [q.v.]) (Minhddj.
al-bulaghd3, ed. M. al-H. Belkhodja, Tunis 1966, 3856; since the first part of the Minhddj, dealing with
lafi, is missing in the unique ms., this passage has
been culled from Baha3 al-Din al-Subkl, Arus al-afrdh
fl shark Talkhis al-Miftdh, and printed in an appendix;
al-Subkl calls it a mulakhkhas),
In spite of all this discussion, there was a popular
misconception that the use of wahshi words equalled
fasaha [q.v]. Ibrahim b. al-MahdT (d. 224/839 [q.v]),
the highly cultured 'Abbasid prince, is quoted as having said to his secretary cAbd Allah b. Sacid: "Be
careful not to seek out the wahshi in speech, desiring
to acquire eloquence; for that is the worst kind of
inability to express oneself (fa-inna dhdlika huwa }l-ciyyu
'l-akbar); take that which is easy while avoiding the
words of the hoi polloi" (apud Ibn RashTk, 'Umda, ed.
M.M. cAbd al-Hamld, Cairo 1383/1963-4, i, 265-7).
Ibn Sinan al-Khafadji recounts a maajlis in which one
of the people present called Ibn Sinan's teacher, Abu
'l-cAla3 al-MacarrT, a possessor of fasaha, because much
of his work was unintelligible even to the literati (!).
And a few centuries later, Safi al-Dfn al-HillT (d. ca.
752/1351 [q.v]) was accused of being a less than perfect poet, because he did not use gharib words in his
poetry, an accusation against which he wrote a wellknown poem with a satirical beginning, see Vol. VIII,
803b.
For Ibn Tabataba (d. 322/934), finally, all this is just
a matter of the art of the poet; if he is good, he can
turn the distasteful and wahshi into something pleasant and likeable, and the pleasant and likeable into
something wahshi and strange (clydr al-shicr, ed. alManic, Riyad 1405/1985, 202).
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(W.P. HEINRIGHS)
WAHSHl BAFKJ (or YAZD!), Persian poet of the
mid-10th/16th century. Contemporary sources give his
name as either Shams al-Dln Muhammad (Maykhdna)
or Kama! al-Dm (Arafat}. Wahshf was born in the
village of Bafk, located between Yazd and Kirman,
sometime around 939/1532-3. After being tutored in
poetry by his brother Muradf and the local poet
Sharaf al-Dm CA1I Bafkl, the young Wahshf moved
to Yazd and the nearby palace-complex in Taft and
lived there for most of the rest of his life. Although
Wahshi wrote a few poems dedicated to the Safawid
Shah Tahmasp I [q.v], most of his enconiums were
addressed to the local rulers of Kirman, Kashan,
and especially to the hereditary governors of Yazd,
Ghiyath al-Dm Mfr-i Mlran and his son Khalll Allah,
descendants of Shah Nicmat Allah Wall [q.v] and inlaws of the Safawid royal house. Probably as a result
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of excessive drinking, Wahshi died in Yazd in 991/
1583.
Although Wahshi never ventured far from his birthplace, his poetry was widely known during his lifetime and has been admired by both contemporary
and modern critics. Awhadl Balyam ('Arafat) considered Wahshi the greatest rival of Muhtasham Kashanl,
the poet laureate of Tahmasp's court. Wahshi is especially important for his role in the development of
the maktab-i wukuc, "the school of the incident" or
"realist style", which employed simple, colloquial language to describe and analyse the everyday incidents
and emotions of profane love affairs. The unusually
scornful way in which Wahshi often addressed the
beloved was dubbed wd-sukht [see WA-SOKHT] . These
features are found chiefly in Wahshfs ghazals and
tarkib-bands, the genres in which he achieved his greatest fame. His dlwdn also contains kasidas, tardj?-bands,
rubd'is, and kit'as. In addition to several short, untitled works, Wahshfs mathnawis include Khuld-i bann,
Nd^ir wa Man^ur, and Farhdd wa Shmn. The last of
these remained unfinished at Wahshi's death and was
twice "completed" in the Kadjar period by Wisal-i
ShirazT and Sabir-i Shfrazl.
Bibliography. For a list of tadhkira sources, see
Dh. Safa, Tdnkh-i adabiyydt dar Iran, Tehran 1364 sh./
1985, v/2, 761. The most important of these sources
are collected and quoted at length by H. Nakha'I
in his introduction to Wahshfs Dlwdn, Tehran 1339
5/Z./1960 (including the otherwise unpublished notice
from Awhadi Balyanf s cArafat al-cdshikin). See also
Fakhr al-Zamam Kazwfni, Tadhkira-yi Maykhdna, ed.
A. Gulcm-i Ma'am, Tehran 1340^/1961, 181-97.
Among the secondary sources, see Browne, LHP,
iv, 238-40; Rypka, Hist, of Iranian literature, 296-7;
Uways Salik Sadikl, Asjfdr-i cap nashuda-yi Wahshi,
in Madjalla-yi Ddnishkada-yi Adabiyydt wa fUlum-i Insdmyi Ddnishgdh-i Tihrdn, xviii (1350 ^./1971), 105-16;
and A. al-Khulr, Wahshi al-Bdfiki, Cairo 1978.
Wahshfs works have often been published; for
a full listing, see Fihrist-i kitdbhd-yi cdpi-yi Fdrsi, i,
cols. 1274-75 (Khuld-i bann), cols. 1592-93 (Diwdn),
and ii, col. 2413 (Farhdd wa Shmn).
(P.E. LOSENSKY)
WAHY (A.), a term of the K u r ' a n , primarily
denoting revelation in the form of c o m m u n i c a t i o n
without speech. Cognates in other Semitic languages include Palmyrene Aramaic twhyt' (tawhitd)
"decree [of the government]" and Mehri hewhu "to
come to someone's help".
In the Kur'an, wahy is presented as an exceptional
modality of God's speaking to His creatures. This
wahy forms a concept of inspiration and communication without linguistic formulation, conveying the will
of God, as in VII, 117: "And We suggested/put the
idea into the head (awhaynd) to Moses: 'Cast thy staff'.
And lo, it forthwith swallowed up their lying invention". On other occasions, it conveys the speech of
God to be shared as a message, as in XVIII, 27:
"Recite what has been revealed (uhiya) to thee of the
Book of thy Lord". This wahy contains a prompting
into action for its recipient (see T. Izutsu, God and
man in the Koran, Tokyo 1964, 180), a doctrine held
in common with a Biblical motif and reflected in
the prophetic stories as retold in the Kur'an (VII,
160, Moses; XX, 77, Moses; XXVI, ' 52, Moses;
XXVI, 63, Moses; X, 87, Moses and Aaron told to
take certain houses in Egypt for prayer; XXVIII, 7,
Moses' mother told to suckle her child and then cast
him into the sea; XX, 38; XXI, 73; XXIII, 27;
XCIX, 5).
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Prophets are not the only recipients of wahy: the
bees (XVI, 68) and heaven and earth (XLI, 12) are
also spoken of. Nor is God the only source of wahy.
the satans among humans and $inn also inspire via
wahy, cf. VI, 121: "The Satans inspire (yuhund) their
friends to dispute with you; if you obey them, you
are idolaters". But it is wahy which inspires the
prophets, cf. IV, 163: "We have revealed (awhaynd)
to thee as We revealed (awhayna) to Noah and the
prophets after him, and We revealed (awhaynd) to
Abraham, Ishmael, Isaac, Jacob, and the Tribes, Jesus
and Job, Jonah and Aaron, and Solomon, and We
gave (dtaynd) to David Psalms ..." (see also XII, 109;
XVI, 43; XXI, 7; XLII, 3, 51, in which a spirit, ruh,
is the agent).
Arthur Jeffery (The Qur'an as Scripture, in MW, xl
[1950], 190-2) argued that wahy has the basic sense
of internal prompting, which is to be understood as
guidance in a general way (as in XVI, 123, for example: "Then We revealed [awhayna] to thee: 'Follow
thou the creed of Abraham, a man of pure faith and
no idolater'"), but that it becomes combined in the
Kur'an with an external sense such that the message
itself is also a product of wahy, e.g. VI, 19: "Say:
'God is witness between me and you, and this Kur'an
has been revealed [uhiya] to me that I may warn you
thereby, and whomsoever it may reach'"; see also
XXI, 45. This identification of the literal message as
the product of wahy is fully developed in a passage
such as XXIX, 45 which associates "the Book" with
wahy: "Recite what has been revealed (uhiya] to thee
of the Book". XLII, 7 speaks of an Arabic Kur'an
as the product: "And so we have revealed (awhaynd)
to thee an Arabic Kur'an". In this usage, the word
may be seen to be functionally equivalent to tan&l,
the word frequently used with the image of a literal
"bringing down" of a message.
In dealing with wahy, it has been common for scholars to resort to ideas of historical development in
Muhammad's thought (e.g. JefTery, Scripture, 193, 201,
in which "internal" inspiration is early, reflecting an
idea native to Arabs and "external" revelation is later,
that being a scriptural notion). Thus a separation is
seen between a notion of internal "inspiration", similar to that claimed by the poets and which is argued
to belong to Muhammad's early conceptions, and a
firm sense of revelation from outside which is seen
to emerge later in Muhammad's career as the distinction between himself and poets became clearer to
him. Even Izutsu (God and man, 180), who normally
wishes to assign single meanings to words throughout
the Kur'an, speaks of the non-technical (and even
pre-technical) versus the technical: a prompting to
action (for example, in VII, 117 with Moses and the
rod) in which "the words do not count", versus a
process in which the words are everything (as in XIII,
30, with the combination of "recite" and "reveal",
and emphasised further in LXXV, 16, although that
passage does not speak of wahy explicitly).
Wahy, one may rightly conclude, is a difficult term
in the Kur'an. The search for a single meaning for
the word has proved frustrating to scholarship, for
the situations in which it is used do not seem to allow
for a unified schematic of its use. The relationship of
wahy to tan&l only makes the picture more complex,
for the semantic range of the latter word appears to
duplicate that of the former to a fair extent. While
the desire is to see wahy as meaning "inspiration",
problems arise there too, given the complexity of the
relationship to ilhdm [q.v], individual communication
by God, as well as the importance of the "external"

sense of the process within wahy as compared to "inspiration" which is expected to be an internal nonverbal process (which, of course, it is at times in the
Kur'an).
"Inspiration", it is worthy of note, is a reflection
of cultural values and has different meanings in different settings. The modern tolerance of the artistic
temperament and its inspiration is a continuation of
the Platonic (and other) idea of inspiration as a type
of madness. However, the prophet of the Near East
relied on inspiration to give advice, first to the ruler,
then in later times to the public at large. The Kur'an
shares in a Near Eastern value of inspiration, one
transformed through the history of Islam in the desire
to protect Muhammad (and the Arabic language) from
contemporary and necessarily secular (since prophecy
had ceased) ideals of "inspiration".
Muslim perceptions and understandings of the
process of revelation are contained in the sira and
hadlth literature and are intimately connected to the
life of Muhammad such that his biography is reflective of and shaped by certain understandings of how
revelation occurs. The material may be summarised
as follows.
The beginning of revelation consisted in dreams
anticipating real events (Ibn Hisham, 151; al-Tabarf,
Tafsir, xxx, 138; Ibn Sacd, i/1, 129). Also afterwards,
such dream visions are said to have occurred. When
c
A'isha was under suspicion, she hoped that God
would reveal her innocence to Muhammad in a dream
vision (Ahmad b. Hanbal, vi, 197; al-Bukharf, Tafsir,
on sura XXIV, bdb 6).
The first revelation in which Djibrfl [q.v] appeared
to Muhammad took place on Mount Hira', when the
angel said to him, "I am Djibrfl". Thereupon Muhammad hastened to Khadfdja, crying, "Wrap me up",
an allusion to Kur'an, LXXIII, 1, or LXXIV, 1).
The first portions of the Kur'an revealed was sura
XCVI, when the angel, in the month of Ramadan,
during the retreat, showed him a piece of cloth, on
which this sura was written, saying, "Recite!" When
Muhammad protested that he could not read, the
angel pressed him so strongly that he nearly suffocated. At the third repetition, the angel pronounced
the verses which Muhammad then retained.
After this there came a pause (fatra [q.v.]) in revelation. During this time Muhammad was in such a
depression that the thought of suicide came upon him
(al-Tabarf, i, 1150; Ibn Hisham, 156, 166; Ibn Sa'd,
i/1, 131). The pause ended with the revelation of
Kur'an, LXXIV, or XCIII.
The angel who transmitted revelation was visible
to Muhammad and to others (al-Bukharf, Fadd'il alKufdn,'bdb 1; Ibn Hisham, 154, cf. 156; Abu Nucaym,
Daldyil al-nubuwwa, Haydarabad 1320, 69). To some
extent the ascension [see MI'RADJ] and the night journey may also be reckoned as revelations. Visions are
also mentioned in the Kur'an. LIII, 4-18, is the central focus here, with the idea of seeing someone or
something typically identified as Djibrfl (see also
LXXXI, 22-5). In other parts of the Kur'an, however,
revelation is said to have taken place by audition as
in LXXV, 18. These auditory experiences become a
major element in sira and especially hadlth, and the
accounts may be classified in a variety of ways.
(a) How they were perceived by Muhammad
1. "Sometimes it comes as the ringing of a bell;
this kind is the most painful. When it ceases, I retain
what was said. Sometimes it is an angel who speaks
to me as a man, and I retain what he says" (alBukharf, Bad3 al-wahy, bdb 2; Bad3 al-khalk, bdb 6;
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Muslim, Fada'il, no. 87; al-Tirmidhi, Manakib, bab 7;
al-Nasa'I, Iftitdh, bdb 37; Malik, Muwatta\ ch. on wudu3
li-man mass al~Kur3dn, no. 7; Ahmad b. Hanbal, ii,
222, vi, 158, 163, 256 ff.).
2. In a different form of this tradition, Muhammad
says, "Sometimes it approaches me in the form of a
young man (al-fatd) who hands it down to me" (alNasa'T, Iftitdh, bdb 37).
3. The Apostle of God heard a sound like the
humming of bees near his face; thereupon Kur'an,
XXIII, 1 ff. was revealed to him (al-Tirmidhi, Tqfsir,
on sura XXIII, no. 1; Ahmad b. Hanbal, i, 34).
4. The Apostle of God used to move his lips from
pain as soon as the revelation began. After the revelation of LXXV, 16, however, he listened until Djibril
had withdrawn; thereupon he recited what he had
heard (al-Bukharl, Tawhld, bdb 43; al-Nasa'I, Iftitdh,
bdb 37; al-TayalisI, no. 2628).
5. ". . . on the authority of cAbd Allah b. cUmar:
I asked the Prophet: 'Do you perceive the revelation?' He answered, 'Yes, I hear sounds like metal
being beaten [cf. no. 1 above]. Then I listen and
often I think I will die (of pain)'" (Ahmad b. Hanbal,
ii, 222).
(b) How they were perceived by others

1. Even on cold days, sweat appeared on his forehead (al-Bukhari, Bad" al-wahy, bdb 2; Tqfsir on sura
XXIV, bdb 6; Muslim, Fadd'il, no. 86; Ahmad b.
Hanbal, vi, 58, 103, 197, 202, 256 ff., cf. iii, 21, and
cf. further, above (a) 1.).
2. Muhammad covers his head, his colour grows
red, he snores as someone asleep, or rattles like a
young camel; after some time he recovers (surriyya
c
anhu) (al-Bukhari, Ha$$, bdb 17; 'Umra, bdb 10; Fadd'il
al-Kur'dn, bdb 2; Muslim, Had^d^, no. 6; Ahmad b.
Hanbal, iv, 222, 224).
3. Muhammad's colour grows livid (tarabbada lahu
wadjhuhu: Muslim, Hudud, nos. 13, 14; Fadd'il, no. 88;
Ahmad b. Hanbal,'v, 317, 318, 320 ff., 327; mutarabbid: al-Tabarl, Tqfsir, xviii, 4; tarabbud djildihi: Ahmad
b. Hanbal, i, 238 ff.; tarabbada li-dhdlika dj.asaduhu wawao^huhu: al-Tayalisf, no. 2667).
4. He falls into a lethargy or a trance (subdt) (Ahmad
b. Hanbal, vi, 103).
5. "Thereupon the Apostle of God sat down, turning towards him [cUthman b. Mazcun]. When they
talked, the Apostle of God let his gaze swerve towards
heaven; after a while he looked down to his right
side and turned away from his companion, following his gaze and began to shake his head as if he
tried to understand what was said to him, while cUthman sat looking on. When Muhammad had reached
his aim, his gaze turned anew towards heaven, etc."
(Ahmad b. Hanbal, i, 318).
6. "When Muhammad received a revelation ... this
caused him much pain, such that we perceived it.
That time he separated himself from his companions
and remained behind. Thereupon he covered his head
with his shirt, suffering intensely, etc." (Ahmad b.
Hanbal, i, 464).
"When the Apostle of God received a revelation,
he began to cover his face with his shirt. When he
swooned, we took it away, etc." (Ahmad b. Hanbal,
vi, 34; cf. above (b) 2.).
7. Zayd b. Thabit said, "I was at Muhammad's
side when the saklna [q.v.] came upon him. His thigh
fell upon mine so heavily that I feared it would break.
When he recovered, he said to me, 'Write down', and
I wrote down Kur'an, IV, 97" (Ahmad b. Hanbal,
v, 184, 190 ff.;Abu Dawud, Igihdd, bdb 19).'
8. cAbd Allah b. cAmr said, "Surat al-md'ida was
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revealed to the Apostle of God while he was riding
on his camel. The beast could not bear him any
longer so he had to descend from it" (Ahmad b.
Hanbal, ii, 176). A similar tradition is transmitted
from Asma' bt. Yazld (Ahmad b. Hanbal, vi, 455,
458); another tradition of the same type is found in
Ibn Sa'd, i/1, 131.
(c) The circumstances under which revelation came upon
Muhammad

1. Muhammad is directly or indirectly asked for
his opinion or decision when the answer is revealed
to him. Examples include the use of perfumes during the cumra (al-Bukhan, Hadj.dj., bdb 17 [see above
(b) 2.]); excuses for staying at home during an expedition (Abu Dawud, ^ihdd, bdb 19; Ahmad b. Hanbal,
v, 184); whether evil may proceed from good (Ahmad
b. Hanbal, iii, 21; al-Tayalisi, no. 2180); whether
Muhammad's wives were allowed to relieve a want
near a town (Ahmad b. Hanbal, vi, 56); whether
c 3
A isha was guilty or not (al-Bukhan, Tqfsir, on sura
XXIV, bdb 6; Ahmad b. Hanbal, vi, 103, 197); whether
divorce can be demanded in the case of adultery witnessed by one witness (al-Tayalisi, no. 2667); and concerning zjihar (al-Tabarf, Tqfsir, xviii, 2). It is to be
noted that the contents of these revelations are not
always communicated and, if they are, they are not
necessarily a part of the Kur'an (cf. Noldeke-Schwally,
Gesch. des Qor., i, 256-61); examples include Muhammad's answers to the above questions regarding evil
and his wives, as well as issues related to fornication
(Ahmad b. Hanbal, v, 317, 318, 320 ff., 327) and
the permission of li'dn (al-TayalisI, no. 2667).
2. Revelation comes upon Muhammad while he is
riding [see above (b) 8.] (al-Taban, Tqfsir, xxvi, 39),
while his head is being washed (ibid., xviii, 2), while
he is at the table, holding a bone in his hand (Ahmad
b. Hanbal, vi, 56) and while he is on the pulpit (ibid.,
iii, 21).
In Classical Muslim theology "... revelation as such
was not the object of a consistent theory; for this we
have to wait until the time of the philosophers. ..."
(J. van Ess, Verbal inspiration? Language and revelation in
classical Islamic theology, in S. Wild (ed.), The Qufdn as
text, Leiden 1996, 189; the entire article, 177-94, is
a perceptive overview of the implications of the topic,
written in anticipation of vol. iv of his Theologie und
Gesellschaft im 2. und 3. Jahrhundert Hidschra, Berlin 1997).
The philosophical challenge [see e.g. NAFS] did, then,
produce a theological reaction. Al-Idji (d. 756/1355)
and his commentator al-Djurdjanf (d. 816/1413) combat the views of philosophers, according to whom it
is a charisma peculiar to the prophets that "they see
the angels in their corporeal forms and hear their
speech by revelation; it is not to be rejected that,
when they are awake, they see what the common
people see when they are asleep; that is, they see persons who speak poetical words to them, which point
to ideas corresponding to what really happens, since
their soul is free from bodily occupations and can
easily come into contact with the divine world (cdlam
al-kuds). Often this peculiarity becomes in them a settled faculty which is easily working". This theory of
revelation is, according to al-ldjl, misleading, not being
in harmony with the views of the philosophers themselves, according to whom the angels cannot be seen,
being merely psychic beings who do not produce audible speech, a property which belongs especially to
corporeal beings. So the theory of the philosophers
explains revelation as the imagining of what has no
basis in reality, as little as what comes from the lips
of ailing and lunatic people. Yet if any of us should
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command and prohibit on our own authority what is
salutory and sensible, we would not, on account
thereof, be a prophet. How much less, then, would
be a prophetic utterance based upon imaginings which
have no foundation and are often contrary to reason? (Kitdb al-Mawdkif, ed. Soerensen, Leipzig 1848,
172 ff.).
Bibliography (in addition to sources mentioned
in the article): Wensinck, Handbook, 162b, 163a,
for all the tradition material; F. Buhl, Das Leben
Muhammeds, Leipzig 1930, 134 ff.; T. Andrae, Die
Person Muhammeds, Uppsala, 1917, 311; O. Pautz,
Muhhameds Lehre von der Offenbarung, Leipzig 1898;
J.L. Kugel, Poetry and prophecy. The beginnings of a literary tradition, Ithaca 1990, esp., but not only,
M. Zwettler, A mantic manifesto: the sura of the "The
Poets" and the Quranic foundations of prophetic authority.,
75-119; N. Kirmani, Offenbarung als Kommunikation.
Das Konzept wahy in Nasr Hdmid Abu %ayds Mafhum
an-nass, Frankfurt am Main 1996; S. Wild, "We
have sent down to thee the book with the truth. . .". Spatial
and temporal implications of the Quranic concepts ofnuzul,
tanzil, and 'inzdl, in idem (ed.), The Qur'an as text,
Leiden 1996, 137-53, on the relationship between
the various concepts surrounding "revelation". See
also KUR'AN and MUHAMMAD.
(A.J. WENSINCK-[A. RIPPIN])
WA'IL [see BAHILA; BAKR B. WA'IL].
WACIZ (A., pi. wuccdz), preacher, mostly preacher
who admonishes, to be distinguished from kdss [q.v.]
and mudhakkir. This distinction, however, is only clearly
made from the 4th/10th century onwards. It is the
preacher's task to give sermons conveying admonishments (wacz, maw'izd), the public performance of which
is called madjlis al-wac£ or maajlis al-dhikr. In contrast
to the khutba [q.v.], it can be held at any place and
time. Etymologically, the Arabic root w-c-£ is related
to Hebrew y-c-s. A yoces is a king's adviser, mostly in
wordly affairs (Baumgartner, Hebrdisches und Aramdisches
Lexikon, s.v. y-'-s)', in Hebrew, the term lacks the aspect
of religious warning. In the Kur'an, the root w-c-£
and its derivations (wa'z, maw'iza) in most cases contain a warning. Consequently, the Kur'an commentaries explain mawci$a with cibra. The form II of the
root dh-k-r, dhakkara, mudhakkir, and the form V
tadhakkara, have the somewhat weaker nuance of
"admonishing, to be admonished". However, the root
may also indicate "good advice" (nush, naslha] and
"right guidance" (irshdd). Finally, wa'z can also mean
wasiyya, the spiritual testament which a father gives
to his son. In old Arabic poetry the root is also used
in the sense of admonition.
1. In classical Islam.
The wd'iz often carried a stick and sat on a stool
(kursi). His public could consist of huge masses of people, as in the case of Ibn al-Djawzf (see below), but
also of individuals, such as rulers, before whom he
would stand in a makdm; in principle, his sermon was
addressed to everybody. From the 5th/llth century
onwards, the function of wd'iz becomes institutionalised. Thus Nizam al-Mulk [q.v.] introduced it at the
Nizamiyya in Baghdad. Consequently, the wd'ig was
often used for political and ideological purposes, as
in discussions between schools of law and dogmatic
movements, especially in Baghdad.
Themes of warning sermons were the transitoriness
of the world and of life; the motif ubi sunt qui ante
nos in mundo fuere, the threat of death; the weakness
of the soul; the call to penance and to renunciation
of the world (zuhd). In this way, the soul was to be
shaken up and to judge itself, man was to become

his own warning preacher. It is thus understandable
that it should be the adherents of the pietistic-mystical movements who were active as wuccdg.
In addition to the pious traditions found in the
Kur'an, hadith and the kisas al-anbiyd3, rhymed prose
(saajc), bad? [q.vv.] and poetry were often used as
rhetorical means. Such means could also serve love
poetry, re-interpreted in a mystical, Sufi" sense, which
in the listener's soul was meant to kindle a longing
for the only real beloved, God. Criticism of the wuKd£
was directed against an exaggerated use of this kind
of poetry, against the use of weak traditions and of
stories which only incite wordly interests. Famous
warning preachers are above all known from Baghdad.
To the 3rd/9th century belongs Mansur b. cAmmar
(d. 225/839-40; see van Ess, Theologie und Gesellschaft,
iii, 102-4), and to the 5th and 6th/10th and llth
centuries belongs the Hanbalf theologian Ibn cAkfl
(d. 513/1119 [q.v.]). cAbd al-Kadir al-Djflanf (d.
561/1161 [<?.^.]), whose name is connected with the
Kadiriyya, was also famous as a preacher. The polymath Ibn al-Djawzi (d. 597/1200 [q.v.]), finally, was
the most famous of them all. Ibn Djubayr [q.v] has
left an account of the overwhelming influence of his
sermons.
Texts of sermons, in particular of those held before
rulers and dating from relatively early times, were
transmitted by al-Djahiz (d. 255/868-9), Ibn Kutayba
(d. 276/889) and Ibn cAbd Rabbihi (d. 328/940). Abu
Talib al-Makkl (d. 386/996) and Muhammad alGhazalr (d. 555/1111) [q.vv.] enter into a critical discussion on specific aspects of the wuccdz phenomenon;
in the 8th/14th century, criticism is taken up again in
Mamluk Egypt by Ibn al-Hadjdj (d. 785/1383 [q.v.]).
The most detailed opinion on the function and task
of the preacher and his sermons is given by Ibn alDjawzf. Not only did he collect information on famous
preachers of the past but he also assembled his own
sermons into monographs, such as Sayd al-khdtir and
Kitdb al-Mudhish, and provided them with instructions
for correct usage.
Bibliography. 1. Sources. Djahiz, Baydn, ed.
Harun, seejihris al-khutab; Ibn Kutayba, cUyun, Cairo
1925, i, 333-57; Ibn <Abd Rabbihi, clkd, ed. Amm
et alii, iii, 140-228; Abu Talib al-Makkl, Kut alkulub, tr. R. Gramlich, Die Nahrung des Herzen, Wiesbaden 1992-5, indices s.v. Prediger, Predigt; Ghazalf,
Ihyd3, ii, kitdb 19, bdb 3 (= ii, 337); Ibn al-Djawzi,
K. al-Kussds wa 'l-mudhakkirin, ed. M. Swartz, Beirut
1971,'ed K. al-SamarraT, Riyad 1403; idem, Talbis
Mis, Cairo 1928, 123-5; idem, K. al-Mudhish, Beirut
n.d.; idem, Sayd al-khdtir, ed. cAtaJ, Cairo n.d.
2. Studies. J. Pedersen, The Islamic preacher, wd'iz,
mudhakkir, qdss, in Ignaz Goldziher memorial volume, Budapest 1948, i, 226-51; Angelika Hartmann, Islamisches
Predigtwesen im Mittelalter: Ibn al-Gawzi und sein "Buch
der Schlussreden", in Saeculum, xxxviii (1987), 336-66;
G. Makdisi, The rise of humanism in classical Islam and
the Christian West, Edinburgh 1990, 182-200; R. Gramlich, Weltverzicht. Grundlagen und Weisen islamischer
Askese, Wiesbaden 1997, esp. 103-51.
(B. RADTKE)
2. In modern times.
In the second half of the 20th century, the introduction of cassette tapes began to influence the nature
of sermons. Popular preachers now take into consideration that their words are audiotaped by their public on simple cassette recorders, and, sometimes, widely
distributed. These cheap cassettes have gained for a
number of preachers a popularity only comparable to
the popularity of pop stars in the West.
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Some preachers have taken the distribution of the
cassettes on which their sermons were registered into
their own hands, and the sale of such cassettes may
have become a modest source of income to them and
their staff. However this may be, sermons by popular
preachers are offered for sale almost everywhere in
towns and villages in the Muslim world. Often, cassettes
containing sermons are dated and numbered. This
makes it possible to find out whether a preacher has
been absent from the pulpit, for reasons of health or imprisonment. Wa'z can thus be a political manifestation.
The distribution on cassette tapes means that sermons are not only available in a written form (and
hence in formal Classical Arabic), but also in the form
in which they were actually delivered. Printed sermon
collections usually "adapt the language of the sermon
to the needs of the printed page", which, at least,
means "replacing colloquial words by classical ones".
It would be a matter of surprise if this would not
have happened in the past as well. The modern cassettes, however, make the observation of the stylistic
technique of "code-switching" a distinct possibility.
Although Islam is "a lay religion par excellence"
(Snouck Hurgronje), not everybody is allowed to preach
a sermon from the pulpit of the mosque. A preacher
is usually referred to as shaykh but this is a general,
deferential title that also is used in many other settings. Not every address by a preacher is a sermon.
Dependent on the social context, his words may be
referred to as a muhadara "lecture" or dars "lesson".
The authority of the preacher depends on his knowledge, and on the recognition of this knowledge by
his audience. Formal, Azhar-type training in Kur'an
and Sharfa is not always deemed to be sufficient:
"Specialists in modern technical ways of knowing, and
new prestigious branches of science, presume the right
to displace traditional scholars" as preachers.
Bibliography: Translations of an example of a
19th century sermon may be found in E.W. Lane,
Manners and customs. . ., ed. Paisley and London,
1896, ch. Ill, 100-2; of a 20th century sermon in
G. Kepel, The Prophet and Pharaoh, Eng. tr. London
1985, 177-86. The most authoritative, modern study
of a wd'iz is P.D. Gaffhey, The Prophet's pulpit. Islamic
preaching in contemporary Egypt, Berkeley, etc. 1994.
See also the chapters on the popular preachers
Shaykh Kishk and Shaykh Muhammad MutawallT
al-ShacrawT in JJ.G. Jansen, The neglected duty, New
York 1986.
(JJ.G. JANSEN)
WAK'A-NUWlS, the title of the late O t t o m a n
official historian.
The post of official historian, wekayi'-nuwis, later
wak'a-niiwis ("events/event-writer"), in the Ottoman
empire dates from the early 18th century. It was a
position attached to the Ottoman central administration, which provided for a series of officially-appointed
writers to compile a continuous, approved narrative
of recent Ottoman history as a formal historical record,
to be routinely printed and made available. The post
continued in existence for two hundred years, until
1922, virtually the end of the Ottoman empire.
The term wekayi'-nuwis is known to have been used
of some individual historians from the early 17th century, and continued on an ad hoc basis as a general
designation for an official charged with recording the
events of a military campaign or an embassy. The
official historian's recording function may also have
been foreshadowed by a possible duty of the late 16thcentury court historiographer, the shehnamed^i [q.v], to
keep a regular daybook (see Djemal al-Dfn Mehmed
Karsli-zade, Ayme-i zurefd/'Othmdnh ta'rikh we mu-
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wemkhleri, Istanbul 1314/1896, 41-2). However, there is
no clear continuity between the early court historiographers and the 18th-century office of wak'a-niiwis
(cf. L.V. Thomas, A study of Naima, New York 1972).
Na'Ima [q.v] is generally recognised as the first
wak'a-niiwis, commissioned around 1110/1698-9 by the
Grand Vizier cAmudja-zade Huseyin Koprulii [q.v.]
to write a history of the Ottoman state from the hidjn
millennium (ca. 1591-2) onwards. It is likely, however,
that a formal post was not instituted until the appointment in 1126/1714 of Rashid [q.v]. A general pattern emerged whereby each wak'a-nuwis was expected
to continue the narrative from where his predecessor
had finished (sometimes several years prior to the time
of writing), while also compiling notes on contemporary events for his own use or that of a successor.
All relevant government departments were instructed
to make their records available for consultation by the
wak'a-nuwis once they were no longer current. Drafts
were submitted annually to the sultan, and could be
published only with his approval.
Appointees were either members of the 'ulema3 or,
more usually, of the khwdajegdn, section chiefs, within
the Ottoman central bureaucracy. They were required
to be learned, literary and loyal; an interest in history was an additional qualification. They tended to
hold the post for only a few years in the middle of
a bureaucratic or culema> career, often in addition to
their existing post; few left any historical work other
than that required of them as wak'a-nuwis, and some
are shadowy figures about whom little is known.
Consequently, the prestige of the office and its
product fluctuated, particularly towards the end of
the 18th century, as shown by a series of short-term
appointments and complaints by appointees of poor
remuneration and limited access to relevant documents. Significantly, the leading Ottoman historian
of the mid-19th century, Ahmed Djewdet Pasha [q.v],
wak'a-niiwis from 1855 to 1866, chose to rewrite the
history of the period 1774 to 1825. His successor,
Lutfi Efendi [q.v], in post 1866-1907, compiled the
last wak'a-nuwis history, a basic chronicle of the period
1826-79. New developments in Ottoman historical
writing after the Tan^lmdt era rendered the traditional
recording function of the official historian obsolete
before the end of the empire. The last wak'a-niiwis,
c
Abd al-Rahman Sheref, in post 1907-22, combined
presidency of the newly-formed Ta'rikh-i C0thmdni
Endfumeni, an academic history society, with the writing of school textbooks. (For further information, see
also individual entries on cizzi; ENWERI; CASIM; ESCAD
EFENDI; and TA'RIKH, Ottoman and modern Turkish,
section 3/i "official historians".)
Bibliography. For an extended discussion of the
post and its holders, with bibliography and references,
see Bekir Kiitukoglu, IA art. Vekdyinuvis, of which
the present article is a much abridged summary.
(CHRISTINE WOODHEAD)
WAKALA (A.), verbal noun of the verb wakala, a
t e c h n i c a l term of Islamic religion, and more
generally, of commercial practice and law. It
means to commission, depute or authorise a person
to act on behalf of another. It is a term far from
easy to encapsulate in one meaning since it carries a
variety of legal, and theological concepts. One of the
attributes of God, given in the Kur'an and hadith is
al-Wakil, which indicates protection and sustenance,
while according to al-Sarakhsf, the word indicates the
entrusting (hifdz) of another person's property.
The concept of wakala is significant in Islamic
law as a practical mechanism by which all forms of
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contracts may be activated. According to Hanafi law,
it is the basis of all forms of contractual partnership.
For validity, the following basic rules are required,
many of which are the same as expected in general
contracts:
1. The condition of contract validity (sihhd) requires
that both parties must be able to dispose of their
property, that the object of wakala must be definite
and legal, and that the obligation and acceptance of
both parties (igjdb, kabul) are clearly manifest.
2. The authorisation may be specific or general
within the configuration which will be explained below.
3. The wakala contract is like that of wadfa [q.v.],
representing a voluntary contract which would be converted into a commercial contract if fees are stipulated.
4. No responsibility is incured on the proxy (waktl)
except in case of negligence (tqfrit) or intentional transgression (ta'addi).
5. The contract can be terminated at the behest of
either party or, like any other contract, by the death,
insanity or legal incompetency of either of them.
Wakala contracts may vary according to the nature
of the economic operation that is governed. According
to the requirement of the contract, wakala can be
either general (cdmma) to cover all forms of transactions and deals, or special (khdssa] which is restricted
to a particular disposition, for example a wakala for
selling cannot be valid in a transaction for letting.
Muslim scholars differ regarding the legitimacy of the
wakala if it is drawn up in general and unlimited
terms. Although the Hanafi and MalikI schools accept
this kind of wakala, both Shaficfs and Hanbalfs restrict
the legitimacy of such contracts to what is stipulated.
The reason that they give for rejecting general wakala
is that it can lead to great deception (gharar). This is
probably why all the schools of Islamic law accept
the prevalent custom (eurf) as a guide to control the
deputed action. Accordingly, if the deputy violates custom and sells an object with great loss (ghabn fdhish),
his action can only be valid if confirmed by his client.
Agents can also be limited within certain logistic
stipulations such as price bid, and quality and condition of the good or object. This wakala, which is
restricted by its modus operandi, is termed a wakala
mukayyada, its opposite being the unrestricted wakala
mutlaka. When the timing of the contract is important, the contractors may opt for a time restriction
on the wakala. The wakala muwakkata is the form of
wakala which is restricted by a time designated in the
contract setting it up.
Due to the religious nature of Islamic law, wakala
as a legal mechanism extends itself to cover religious
practices, too. It is part of the lawyer's undertaking
to assess the validity of the wakala in matters such as
the pilgrimage (haajaj), although, according to Ibn
Kudama, wakala is not valid in matters that specifically target or involve the personality of individuals
(cqyn al-mukallaf) such as testimony (shahdda), oaths
(aymdn), and pledges (nudhur), or in rituals that individuals may find physically possible to perform, in
contrast to those that may represent potential impossibilities such as haajdj. The personality of the two
parties is also an important element that differentiates wakala from other contracts. The most important
legal consequence of the personal aspect of wakala is
that it involves an inbuilt mechanism that terminates
the contract once one of the two contractors dies.
Al-Sanhurf, following the French terminology, cited
wakala as one example of the nominated contracts
(cukiid musammdt), which are contracts popularly known
by a specific usage term. The nature of a represen-

tation contract as a "nominated contract" has apparently caused some confusion in French law and in
the Arabic legal systems that have inherited its legacy.
This confusion has resulted from the distinctive nature
of the wakdla's subject (mahall al-cakd] when compared
with other contracts' subjects. The nature of the wakdla's subject is a legal action (tasarruf kdnuni] or acte
juridique, whereas all other contracts involves material
action or acte materiel. The confusion arises in the classification of the contracts of professional persons such
as lawyers, medical doctors and teachers which are
considered by French law to be a deputisation contract rather than commission (mukdwala) contract.
According to al-Sanhurf, this is an unfounded assumption, based purely on personal grounds, because the
subjects of all these contracts are legal actions and
not material ones. However, al-Sanhurf's statement generalises by treating each of these professions as one,
despite the difference in their provided services. From
an Islamic legal perspective, it is the service which
represents the decisive factor whether the contract is
one of deputation or commission. Accordingly, lawyers'
services would be within the wakala definition, whereas
teachers' and medical doctors' employment falls within
the spectrum of commission or an employment contract. The critical factor, in all contracts in Islamic
law, is the nature of what the individual is offering
and not the name of the profession. In Islamic law,
all professions are ruled by the rules of professional
contract (cakd al-sunnd3), which are contracts that consider the provided service as the main guideline when
problems concerning responsibility are raised.
A similar confusion about the position of wakala
arises in modern Arabic legal systems. Various definitions of wakala seem to be affected by prevalent
practical use within commercial life. Often the term
is extended to include the supplier who is not necessarily an agent. In countries like Bahrain, Kuwait,
Saudi Arabia and the UAE, it is important to examine each individual law separately in order to decide
whether the actual basis constitutes wakala.
Bibliography: Bukhan, Sahih, Istanbul 1315,
60-6; L'A, Beirut n.d., xi, 735-6; cAbd al-Razzak
al-Sanhun, al- Wasitfi shark al-kdnun al-madam, Beirut
1952 iv, 1, vii, 372; A.L.' Udovitch, Partnership and
profit in mediaeval Islam, Princeton 1970, 100; Wahba
al-Zuhaylf, al-Fikh al-isldmi wa-adillatuh, Damascus
1985,' iv, 157, v, 74-5; Sarakhsi, Mabsut, Beirut
1986, xix, 2; Ibn Kudama, al-Kdfi, Beirut 1988, ii,
239-56; idem, Mughm, ed. Hilu and Turk!, Cairo
1408/1988-9, 200; S.E. Ryner, The theory of contracts
in Islamic law, London 1991, 101; Mohammad deen
Napiah, The theory of the contract of (al-wakalah), Ph.D.
thesis, Glasgow Caledonian University 1995, unpubl.,
57-65, 165.
For the use of wakala in a r c h i t e c t u r e ,
see KAYSARIYYA; KHAN.
(MAWIL Y. Izzi DIEN)
WAKAR, MIRZA AHMAD SHIRAZI, P e r s i a n p o e t
of the K a d j a r period, born in 1232/1817 in
Shfraz, died there in 1298/1881. Wakar was the oldest of six sons of the poet Wisal-i ShirazI, and under
his father's tutelage, he became expert in Shl'I and
Sufi lore, calligraphy and classical poetry. After his
father's death, Wakar travelled to India in 1265/
1848-9 and published an annotated, lithograph edition of Ruml's Mathnawi during his year-long residence
in Bombay. He spent most of the rest of his life in
Shfraz, supported by income from writing, calligraphy, and government stipends. He went to Tehran
in 1274/1857-58 on family business and again around
1281/1864 and 1290/1873. Although he was well re-
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ceived at the Kadjar court and met Nasir al-Dm
Shah, he was ill at ease in the capital city. His five
brothers (especially Wisal's third son Muhammad
Dawari) and two sons were all also capable poets.
In his many works of poetry and prose, Wakar
adheres to the models and style of the classical writers
of the 5th-7th/llth-13th centuries. Containing more
than 25,000 verses, his diwdn (first vol. printed Tabriz
1348 ,$&./1969) includes all the traditional genres, but
it is in the kaslda that Wakar shows his real mastery.
These poems are addressed to many members of the
Kadjar court, in particular the governors of Fars
province (see Nawabl, 69-74). Imitating earlier masters,
including Farrukhl, Manucihn, Sana5! and Anwar!
[q.w.], Wakar's kasidas are noted for their descriptions
of the seasons and for an often personal, epistolary
tone. His accounts of earthquakes in Shlraz are frequently cited. Wakar composed three mathnawis. Bahram
wa Bihruz, a didactic romance about the conflict between two brothers, remains unpublished. Rumuz alimara (Shlraz 1331/1913) is a verse translation of'All's
letter to the governor of Egypt in the metre of the
Shdh-ndma. In the manner of Ruml's Mathnawi, Wakar's
Musd wa Khidr (Shlraz 1361 ^.71982) tells the story
of these two prophets, digressing frequently into commentary and parallel tales. Among Wakar's prose
works, Andjuman-i ddnish (Shiraz 1366 ^.71987) consists of anecdotes intermixed with poetry in the style
of Sa'dl's Gulistdn. Ruzynah-i Khusrawdn-i Par si (Shiraz
1356 sh./\977) is an account of the legendary kings
of ancient Iran. Also in the historical vein is Wakar's
long prose work on the martyrdom of Imam Husayn,
c
Ashara-yi kdmila (Shiraz 1361 5&./1982). Wakar penned
a number of shorter prose epistles; these are unpublished, except for his commentary on six chronograms
by Muhtashim-i Kashanl [q.v.].
Bibliography: Wakar's published literary works
are given in the body of the article above. Among
the tadhkiras, see Rida Kullkhan Hidayat, Madgmci
al-fusahd, ed. M. Musaffa, Tehran 1336-41 5&./195762, vi, 1132-53; Mirza Hasan Fasa'I ShlrazI,
Fdrsndma-yi Ndsin, repr. Tehran 1340 5^.71961, ii,
66-7; and Macsum 'Allshah ShlrazI, Tard'ik alhakd'ik, ed. M.j. Mahdjub, Tehran 1339-45 sh./
1960-6, iii, 372-4. Ahmad Dlwan Baygl ShlrazI,
Hadikat al-shucard3, ed. CA. Nawa'I, Tehran 1364-6
5^.71985-7, iii, 2028-40, and Shaykh Mufid Dawar,
Mir3at al-fOsaka, ed. M. TawusI, Shiraz 1371 sh./
1992, 698-701, are especially useful for their editors'
annotations and bibliographies. Among secondary
works, see Browne, LHP, iv, 225, 300, 319; Rypka,
Hist, of Iranian literature, 331-2; and especially,
M. Nawabl, Khdnddn-i Wisdl-i Sturdy, Tabriz 1335
5&/1956, 51-119, which offers the fullest account
of Wakar's life and works.
(P.E. LOSENSKY)
WAKF (A.), in Islamic law, the act of f o u n d ing a charitable trust, and, hence the trust
itself. A synonym, used mainly by Malik! jurists, is
habs, hubus or hubs (in French often rendered as habous).
The essential elements are that a person, with the intention of committing a pious deed, declares part of
his or her property to be henceforth unalienable (habs,
tahbis) and designates persons or public utilities as
beneficiaries of its yields (al-tasadduk bi 'l-manfaca, tasbll al-manfaca). The Imaml Shlca distinguish between
wakf and habs, the latter being a precarious type of
wakf in which the founder reserves the right to dispose of the wakf property.
I. In Classical Islamic law
II. In the Arab lands

III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.
VIII.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
In
In
In
In
In
In

In Egypt
In Syria [see Suppl.]
In North Africa to 1914
In Muslim Spain
In the modern Middle East and North Africa
Persia
the Ottoman empire to 1914
Central Asia
Muslim India to 1900
Southeast Asia
sub-Saharan Africa

I. IN CLASSICAL ISLAMIC LAW
Not mentioned in the Kur'an, it derives its legitimacy primarily from a number of hadiths. The first
one is related on the authority of Ibn 'Umar and is
included, in various versions, in the main hadith collections:
c
Umar had acquired land in Khaybar and came
to the Prophet to consult him in this matter saying: "O Messenger of God, I have acquired land
in Khaybar which is more precious to me than
any property I have ever acquired." He [Muhammad] said: "If you want, make the land itself
unalienable and give [the yield] away as alms (in
shi3ta habbasta aslahd wa-tasaddakta bihd)." He (Ibn
c
Umar) said: Thereupon cUmar gave it away as
alms [in the sense] that the land itself was not to
be sold, inherited or donated. He gave it away as
alms for the poor, the relatives, the slaves, the
d}ihdd, the travellers and the guests. And it will not
be held against him who administers it if he consumes some of it(s yield) in an appropriate manner or feeds a friend who does not enrich himself
by means of it (Ibn Hadjar al-'Askalanl, Bulugh almardm, Cairo n.d., no. 784).
Another hadith often quoted in favour of the legitimacy of the wakf is included in the Sahlh of Muslim:
"The Messenger of God said: 'When a man dies,
only three deeds will survive him: continuing alms,
profitable knowledge and a child praying for him' "
(ibid., no. 783). Further, there is a report by Djabir
that all companions of the Prophet who were financially capable of doing so, had made wakfi> (Ibn
Kudama, al-Mughm, v, 598-9).
1. Origins.
In the legal discussions of the 2nd and early 3rd
century A.H. we find several legal institutions that in
the later legal doctrine were subsumed under the heading of wakf and left their traces in that doctrine (see
Schacht, Early doctrines). The terminology was probably fluid in the very beginning and was systematised
only later. The first institution is that of al-habs fi
sabil Allah, the donation of horses, weapons, slaves for
the sake of ajihdd or houses for sheltering the warriors at the frontier. The second one (habs mawkuf,
sadaka mawkufa] is a kind of temporary endowment
for a limited number of people that after their extinction reverts to the founder or his heirs. The word
mawkuf here has the original legal meaning of "suspended" and only later did it acquire the meaning
of "made into a wakf". This type of wakf has survived in MalikI doctrine. Thirdly, there was the permanent wakf (called sadaka muharrama by the early
Shaficls), usually in favour of the poor, or in favour
of certain classes of relatives and descendants or even
clients (mawdli) and then, after their extinction, to the
poor. Its validity was contested, especially by Abu
Hanlfa. Finally, there were permanent wakfi, in favour
of mosques or public utilities. It seems that wakfi, in
favour of one's relatives or descendants (wakf ahli)
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were very common in the early period and that the
wakjs in favour of mosques and public utilities (wakf
khayri) were secondary.
At the beginning of this century, C.H. Becker (in
IsL, ii [1911]) argued that the institution of charitable wakf was influenced by the pioe causae in Byzantine
law. His view was widely shared (see e.g. Heffening,
art. Wakf'm EI\ and J. Schacht, Droit byzantin et droit
musulman, in Fondazione A. Volta, atti dei convegni, xii
[1957], 213-15, where the older literature is quoted).
Apart from the obvious structural similarities between
both institutions (elaborated by A. d'Emilia, Comparazione), Becker's arguments were that, according
to al-Makrizf, there were only wakjs of urban real
estate in Egypt during the first three centuries of
Islam, and that this state of affairs, in accordance
with Byzantine law, was the same regarding Coptic
pious endowments in this period. Cl. Cahen (Reflexions
sur le waqf ancien, 37-56), however, showed that the
evidence put forward by Becker was not convincing.
If al-Maknzf's observation is reliable, Cahen argued,
this applies only to Egypt. Elsewhere, there is no indication of such a restriction, and, in fact, wakjs of rural
property were widespread in early Islam. This seriously weakens the argument of Byzantine influence
on the development of the Islamic doctrine of wakf.
Moreover, the fact that, in Egypt, wak/s were restricted
to urban property in the early centuries of Islam may
stem from the fact that the rural population of Egypt
at that time was predominantly Christian. Finally,
Cahen pointed out that, in early Islam, wakjs in favour
of relatives and descendants were predominant and
not those in favour of religious institutions.
The immediate spread and popularity of the wakf
derives from the fact that it served social and economic needs. It was a means to protect an estate
against confiscation by the state or against disintegration as a result of Sharfa succession. Moreover, it
could be used to circumvent the rules of Islamic succession and keep property as much as possible within
the agnatic group. At the same time it could provide
a regular income for one's relatives and descendants
in order to protect them from want. With regard to
mosques and public utilities, there were two types,
each serving its own purpose: there were wakjs consisting of the mosque or the utility itself (school, bridge,
fountain) and there were wakjs generating the income
for the maintenance and operation of these utilities.
Finally, wakjs provided relief for the poor.
2. Founding a wakf.
(a) The founder (al-wakif, al-muhabbis)
The founder of the wakf must have the general
capacity to act and contract (ahliyyat al-add3), i.e. he
must be adult, sound of mind, capable of handling
financial affairs (rashid], a free person and not under
interdiction for prodigality or bankruptcy. Being a
Muslim is not required; in principle, wakfi, founded
by dhimmis are valid. In addition, the founder must
be sound of body to be legally capable of performing gratuitous acts. For if a person founds a wakf during his last illness (marad al-mawt), it is subject to the
restrictions with regard to bequests (wasiyya [q.v.]), that
is, its value may not exceed one-third of the estate.
In Malikf law, finally, a married woman would need
her husband's authorisation if the value of the wakf
exceeds one-third of her property, as in the case of
gifts.
(b) The object (al-mawkuf, al-muhabbas)
The goods that are made into wakf must be goods
that are not excluded from legal traffic and can be
the object of a valid contract (mal mutakawwim). This

means that (1) people have control over them (hence
not a fish in the sea or a runaway slave); (2) their
use is lawful (hence not musical instruments or objects
used for worship in other religions, such as crucifixes,
nor impure goods like wine and pork); (3) they are
not otherwise excluded from legal traffic (hence not
public domains; wakf property or an umm walad [q.v.]).
These are general requirements that are applicable to
all contracts involving the transfer of property.
In addition, there are some other requirements that
are specific regarding the founding of a wakf. Only
physical goods (ayn) that are clearly defined and exist
at the moment that the wakf is founded can be made
into a wakf A debt or "one of the houses owned by
me" (if the founder owns more than one house) cannot validly constitute the object of a wakf. Furthermore,
the founder must be entitled to dispose of the intended
object of the wakf He cannot make a wakf of another
person's property or his own property if it has been
pledged. The previous conditions are mentioned by
all the law schools with the exception of the Malikfs.
Wakjs must be perpetual, but there is controversy on
the implications of this principle with regard to the
object of the wakf Goods whose use consists in their
consumption cannot be dedicated to wakf but most
schools allow movable goods that wear out by their
use. Some jurists have argued that even silver and
gold coins can be made into a wakf The Hanafis,
however, are stricter in this respect. Their basic rule
is that only immovable property (both cushr and kharddj.
land) can be the object of wakf Only in exceptional
cases do they allow that movable goods are made
into a wakf These exceptions are:
1. Movable goods that follow immovable property,
such as the slaves, animals, and agricultural tools
belonging to a rural estate;
2. Movable goods that are mentioned in certain
hadiths as valid objects of wakf such as horses and
weapons for ajihdd', this is Abu Yusuf's opinion;
3. Movable goods that people are accustomed to
dedicate to wakf such as shovels, pickaxes and biers,
to be used in graveyards, copies of the Kur'an, to
be read in mosques or schools, and cooking pots to
be used in public kitchens for the poor; this view,
ascribed to Muhammad al-Shaybanf, has become the
authoritative one within the Hanafi school.
(c) The beneficiaries
Both persons and public utilities, such as mosques,
schools, bridges, graveyards and drinking fountains,
can be the beneficiaries of a wakf. Beneficiaries of the
first type can be one or more individuals ("Fuldn ibn
Putin", "my children", "my male offspring") or collectivities ("travellers", "the poor of this town"). The
jurists note that in the case of wakjs in favour of public utilities the actual beneficiaries are all Muslims, or
the Muslims of a certain region or the inhabitants of
a town, who collectively have the right to use these
utilities. Modern legislation distinguishes between charitable wakjs (wakf khayri) dedicated to pious causes
(public utilities, the poor) and family wakjs (wakf ahli)
made in favour of one's relatives and descendants.
Classical doctrine does not make this distinction and
the two types of wakf are governed by the same rules.
There can be two groups of beneficiaries who are
entitled at the same time, e.g. if the founder has stipulated that half of the proceeds go to the poor and
half to his children. Usually, several subsequent classes
of beneficiaries are mentioned. A very common clause
is to designate first one's sons and unmarried daughters, then one's agnatic grandsons and unmarried
agnatic granddaughters, then one's agnatic great-grand-
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sons and unmarried agnatic great-granddaughters, and
so on. In such cases, no class becomes entitled until
the previous one is entirely extinct.
A valid dedication must satisfy the following conditions:
1. The immediate beneficiaries (i.e. the first class
of beneficiaries) must exist at the time of the foundation of the wakf and be identified or identifiable.
The designation of an unborn child as the immediate beneficiary of a wakf is therefore invalid. Only
the Malikis hold that beneficiaries that do not yet
exist may be designated. The proceeds are saved until
he is born. If this does not occur, they return to the
founder or his heirs.
2. The beneficiaries must be capable of acquiring
property. This excludes slaves and harbls, but not
dhimmis. The scholars disagree on whether a mustctmin
can be a beneficiary. Regarding wakfa in favour of public utilities, their users are regarded as the beneficiaries.
3. The purpose of the wakf must be lawful.
Therefore, a wakf for the building and maintenance
of churches, synagogues and monasteries is null and
void, even if made by dhimmis. However, some jurists
point out that wakjs in favour of churches and monasteries may be valid if they serve specific functions not
related to worship, e.g. offering hospitality to the poor
or travellers.
There is controversy on the validity of a wakf in
favour of the founder. Most jurists hold that such a
stipulation is invalid. They argue that founding a wakf
implies the transfer of the right to dispose of and the
right to use the wakf property. Retaining (part of)
the right to use it is in conflict with this principle.
The Hanafis, however (with the exception of Muhammad al-Shaybam), assert that such a wakf is valid
on the strength of the hadlth about cUmar quoted
above, since he stipulated that the wakf'?, administrator was entitled to "eat" from its proceeds, and it
is well known that he himself was its first administrator. The Hanballs interpret this hadlth in a more
restricted sense: they regard a stipulation to the effect
that the founder can use the wakf's proceeds during
his lifetime as valid, but not his designation as a beneficiary.
The Hanafis, with the exception of Abu Yusuf,
hold that it is required for the validity of a wakf that
the designation of the beneficiaries should include a
final class whose existence is regarded as perpetual,
such as the poor. Otherwise, they argue, the perpetuity of the wakf, which is an essential element, is
jeopardised. According to the other law schools and
Abu Yusuf (whose opinion became the prevailing one
within the Hanafi school), the absence of such a designation does not affect the validity of the wakf, since
it is not known that the Companions included such
stipulations when founding wak/s. As a consequence
the jurists have discussed what happens to the wakf
after the extinction of the last beneficiaries, or after
the institution for which the wakf has been founded,
has been destroyed and cannot function anymore.
Some argue that the wakf, being perpetual, remains
operative and that it must be determined who are
the most appropriate new beneficiaries. According to
Abu Yusuf, it is an implied stipulation that the poor
are the new beneficiaries since the founding of a
wakf is intended as a charity. The HanbalTs and most
ShafTls hold that the proceeds of the wakf are to be
spent on the founder's heirs. They also base their
view on the implicit notion of charity in wakjs, but
add on the strength of several hadiths that the best
charity is charity in favour of one's relatives. The
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Malikis distinguish between a perpetual and a temporary wakf. After the extinction of the beneficiaries
of the first type, the wakf is continued in favour of
the poor among the founder's closest agnates, or,
in their absence, to the poor in general. If the wakf
was founded in favour of a public utility that has
been destroyed and is beyond repair, the Malikis
hold that a similar destination must then be sought
for its proceeds. As for the temporary wakf founded
in favour of a limited number of individuals, for
their lifetime or for a certain period, this type reverts
to the founder or his heirs upon extinction.
(d) The act of founding
A wakf is founded by a declaration of the founder.
Although not required by law, this declaration would
normally be recorded in a document (wakfiyya, rasm
al-tahbis; for the oldest example now known, dating
from the end of the 2nd century A.H., see al-Shafi'I,
K. al-Umm, Cairo 1321, iii, 282-3). The general theory of fikh regarding declaration of intent applies. If
the wording of the declaration is obvious and unambiguous (sarih), the declaration alone is constitutive,
otherwise, i.e. if the declaration is indirect (kinaya), circumstantial evidence pointing to the intent of founding a wakf is required, e.g. the use of additional words,
such as "it shall not be sold, given away or inherited". There are small differences between the various law schools, but as a rule expressions containing
the words wakf, habs and tasbil and their derivatives
are regarded as unambiguous. In exceptional cases a
wakf can be founded by acts implying the intention.
If for instance a person builds a mosque and allows
other persons to pray in it or if he establishes a graveyard and lets other persons bury their dead in it,
then this is regarded as tantamount to founding a
wakf. This is based on the principle that certain acts
are by custom regarded as an expression of the intent
to perform a certain legal act. Only the ShafTls always
require a verbal declaration.
There are certain stipulations that are regarded as
being contrary to essential characteristics of the wakf
and their inclusion would make the wakf null and
void. Some such stipulations have already been discussed: wakfi, dedicated to an unlawful aim or those
for which the founder has been designated as beneficiary. There are, however, several others. These are
related to two principles: the immediate effect of the
act of founding a wakf (tandiiz) and its perpetual character. All jurists except the Malikls agree that founding a wakf to be effective at a future point of time
(mudaf), or making it dependent on an uncertain condition (mucallak\ renders the act void. There is only
one exception: all law schools allow that a person
founds a wakf by testament, effective upon his death.
This, then, is governed by rules of testament (wasiyya
[q.v.]). Stipulations that the wakf is founded for a limited period or that the founder may revoke it or sell
or give away its property, are regarded by all jurists
except the Malikfs as contrary to the required perpetuity of the wakf and invalidate its founding.
(e) Conditions of irrevocability (luzum)
The Malikls, Hanafis (with the exception of Abu
Yusuf), the ImamI Shf c a and some Hanbalfs hold, in
analogy with gifts, that a wakf is not binding and
irrevocable until the property has actually been transferred to the beneficiaries or the administrator. If,
before the property has been handed over, the founder
dies or loses his right of disposal over the property
as a result of bankruptcy or serious illness, the wakf
is void. Regarding public utilities, transfer of property
is assumed to have taken place as soon as the founder
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lets the public use them. The Imami Shiea, however,
require also in this case that the property be actually handed over to the administrator. Those who do
not require transfer of property argue that the aforementioned hadith from cUmar does not mention it as
a condition and that founding a wakf is more like the
freeing of a slave (an act which does not require this
transfer) than making a gift.
There is also a difference of opinion on the question of whether it is required for the irrevocability of
the wakf that the immediate beneficiaries, at least if
they are defined, accept their rights. For most law
schools, their acceptance is not a condition for the
irrevocability, but, as in the case of bequests, a condition for acquiring their rights. The Shafi'fs, however, hold in analogy with bequests that the wakf
is only binding and irrevocable after the immediate
beneficiaries have accepted. Those beneficiaries that
acquire their rights after the wakf has been founded,
do not have to accept expressly. However, they may
reject it, after which they forfeit their rights.
3. The legal effects.
All law schools hold that establishing a wakf is a
valid and irrevocable act. Only Abu Hanlfa asserted
that a wakf is only irrevocable if the founder establishes it as from the moment of his death or if it is
affirmed by a kadi's sentence. (For the discussion and
arguments of both parties, see al-Kasanf, Badd3ic alsand'i', vi, 318-19; Ibn Kudama, al-Mughm, v, 598600.) If a person founds a wakf during his lifetime,
Abu Hanlfa holds that the wakf remains his property
and he may revoke the wakf by alienating its property. After his death, the property reverts to his heirs.
Establishing a wakf during one's lifetime is, in Abu
Hanffa's view, nothing else than a vow to donate the
proceedings of the wakf property to the beneficiaries
at the moment of one's death. This opinion, however, was not followed by his companions Muhammad
al-Shaybanf and Abu Yusuf, who held, like the jurists
of the other legal schools, that establishing a wakf is
an irrevocable and binding act. In order to dispel all
doubts about the binding character of a wakf, Hanafi
practice was for the founder to have recourse to judicial proceedings. The standard procedure was that the
founder, after having handed over the wakf property
to the administrator, would reclaim it alleging that
the wakf was revocable according to Abu Hanffa's
doctrine. The judge then would establish the irrevocability of the wakf by giving judgement according to
the doctrine of Muhammad al-Shaybanf and Abu
Yusuf and finding for the defendant.
The majority of the jurists base their opinion that
establishing a wakfis a legally valid act on the hadith
that have been mentioned at the beginning of this
article. Abu Hanifa, however, argues that wakfi, may
not infringe upon the rights of one's heirs and quotes
a hadith transmitted by Shurayh to the effect that after
the revelation of the verses of succession Muhammad
said: "No wakjs to the detriment of the Kur'anic
shares of inheritance" (Id habs can al-fard3id). Moreover,
he adduces a hadith transmitted by cAbd Allah b.
Zayd (not included in the main collections; for the
text, see Ibn Kudama, al-Mughm, v, 598) according
to which the Prophet sold land that had been made
wakf And as to the examples of the Companions, he
alleges that these instances may date from before the
revelation of the verses of inheritance.
The irrevocability of the act of founding a wakf
implies for all law schools except the Malikis (for
whom the founder remains the owner of the goods,
albeit without any of the powers of ownership) that

the founder ceases to be the owner of the object of
the wakf Since Islamic law confers legal personality
only on natural persons, the jurists had to come to
grips with the problem of who becomes the new
owner of the wakf goods. In order to answer this
question, they made use of two analogies leading to
two different solutions. As we have seen above, most
law schools compare founding a wakf with making a
gift or other gratuitous legal act. For them, the beneficiaries become the new owners, although their ownership is a restricted one, not including the right of
disposal. As in the case of gifts, they regard the actual
transfer of property and the taking possession by the
beneficiaries or the administrator as the moment when
the founder's property right ceases to exist and the
wakf becomes irrevocable. Some jurists, however, compare it with the act of freeing a slave (eitk) and are
of the opinion that the ownership, immediately upon
the declaration, is transferred to God. On this theoretical issue, advocates of both views can be found
within each law school, except for the Malikfs.
Since a wakf is founded in perpetuity, the goods
belonging to it need maintenance. If the goods are
exploited by renting it out, maintenance must be paid
from the proceeds, before the beneficiaries get their
shares. If the beneficiaries of the wakf only have the
right to use it, they themselves are liable for the maintenance of the goods. If they are negligent, the kadi
is entitled to take appropriate measures, e.g. evicting
the users of a house and renting it out in order to
generate money for its maintenance. The same applies
to wakfi consisting of e.g. slaves or animals. Horses
dedicated as a wakf to the ajihdd, are the responsibility of the Bayt al-Mdl
What happens to the wakf if the wakf goods are
seriously damaged or destroyed? One could think of
a ruined house or mosque, a mosque in a region left
by its inhabitants, trees that have died or a horse no
longer fit for warfare. Now, if the damage to the
goods is the result of a tort, there is no problem.
The administrators or the beneficiaries can claim compensation, which then belongs to the wakf and must
be used to repair or replace the goods. However, if
the damage is not caused by human activity, there
is a great deal of controversy among the jurists. The
Shafi'Is and the Imami Shfca hold that the wakf
remains in existence as long as there are goods left
that can be used or exploited in whatever way. Solely
if the remaining goods can only be used by consuming them do they accept that the wakf ends and
that these goods become the property of the beneficiaries. The other law schools accept under certain
conditions that the remaining goods be sold and that
new wakf property be acquired with the proceeds of
the sale (istibddl). The Malikfs allow this only with
regard to movable goods that are unfit for their
intended use. The Hanbalfs are more permissive in
this respect. They regard istibddl as lawful if the goods
of the wakf have been damaged or destroyed to the
extent that they can no longer be used for their
intended exploitation. Unlike the other law schools,
the Hanafis first pose the question of whether or not
the founder has stipulated for himself or for the future
administrators the power to practice istibddl. Although
Muhammad al-Shaybanf argued that such a stipulation is void, Abu Yusuf's view, which prevailed among
the Hanafis, is that such a clause is perfectly valid,
except with regard to mosques. If the founder has
failed to introduce such a clause, or has even expressly
forbidden istibddl, the kadi may still allow it, if he
deems it in the interest of the wakf However, he can
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only act with the authorisation of the caliph or sultan.
4. A d m i n i s t r a t i o n of the wakf.
Especially if there is more than one beneficiary,
the founder will usually make arrangements for the
administration of the wakf by appointing an administrator (na$ir, mutawalll, kayyini) and laying down rules
for the appointment of his successors. According to
most law schools, the founder is entitled to administer the wakf himself during his lifetime. Only the
Malikls do not allow this, since they require for the
validity of the wakf that the founder actually hand
over the property to the beneficiaries or the administrator. If the founder has not made arrangements,
the jurists disagree as to who is entitled to appoint
an administrator. According to Abu Yusuf, the founder,
being the person closest to the wakf., is entitled to
administer it. During his lifetime he has the right to
appoint an administrator. By testament he may transfer this Yight to his testamentary executor (wasi). The
other jurists hold that, in this case, the kadi is responsible for the administration of the wakf and that it is
he who must appoint an administrator. However, if
the number of beneficiaries is limited and identifiable,
the Malikfs, most Hanbalfs and the Imam! Shf'a are
of the opinion that the beneficiaries have the right
to administer the wakf because they have rights to
the wakf property, either because they are regarded
as the virtual owners of the wakf (Hanballs and the
Imamf ShTca) or because they own the right to use
and exploit (milk al-manfaca] the wakf property (Malikis).
An administrator must accept his appointment. The
approval of the beneficiaries is not required (except
according to those who hold that the beneficiaries,
under certain conditions, are entitled to administer
the wakf, if such conditions obtain).
The administrator must have the capacity to act
and contract. According to all law schools except the
Hanafis, he must be Muslim and male. In addition
he must be trustworthy (amiri) and have the necessary
skills. The Shafi'Ts and some Hanbalfs require that
he should be eadl [q.v.~\.
His duties are, in the first place, the maintenance
and the exploitation of the wakf property. He decides
on the repairs that have to be carried out and on
how the property is made profitable. Finally, he distributes the proceeds among the beneficiaries. He is
entitled to take a remuneration for his activities. His
position is similar to that of a guardian over a minor
or an insane person, and like him, the administrator
of a wakf is under supervision of the kadi.
5. E x t i n c t i o n of the wakf.
A wakf is intended to last forever. Nevertheless the
jurists envisage several situations that may result in
its termination:
1. When the goods of the wakf perish. In the event
the goods are destroyed or damaged, to the extent
that they can no longer be used or exploited in the
way envisioned by the founder, Muhammad alShaybanf held that the wakf becomes extinct and that
the remains of the goods revert to the founder or his
heirs. The other jurists assert, however, that no possibility of alternative use or exploitation must be left
unexplored before the wakf comes to an end, and
they carry this to great lengths. In principle, wakfi
consisting of land cannot become extinguished.
2. A wakf can be declared null and void by the
kadi if it does not satisfy the conditions of validity,
or if the founder has introduced stipulations contrary
to the essence of the notion of wakf
3. A wakf becomes null and void if the founder
apostatises from Islam.
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4. According to the Malikis, if a wakf is made in
favour of a limited number of beneficiaries for their
lifetime or for a certain period, it becomes extinct
when the last of them has died or when the period
for which the wakf has been founded has expired.
The wakf property then returns to the founder or his
heirs.
5. Under Malik! law, a wakf can be cancelled by
the founder if he has stipulated that the property will
return to him or may be sold by him in case he
needs it.
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II. IN THE ARAB LANDS
1. In Egypt.
The earliest pious foundations in Muslim Egypt
seem to be gifts for charitable purposes rather than
awkdf as subsequently known. This was the case with
the foundation of the first mosque built by cAmr b.
al-cAs in the first year of the Arab conquest (Ibn
Dukmak, i, 62-3). On the return of the Arab troops
from Alexandria in 21/641, Kaysaba b. Kulthum,
one of the ahl al-rdya, donated to the community a
piece of land which he owned for the foundation of
a mosque. The mosque personnel was paid by the
Bayt al-Mdl. Other plots were similarly donated for
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communal use, e.g. to establish a market for cattle.
Al-Kalkashandf attributes the earliest charitable wakf
in Egypt based on the alienation of treasury land (Bayt
al-Mdl} to al-Layth b. Sa'd during the governorship
of cAmr b. al-cAs (Ibn Dukmak, iv, 38), but it is not
clear that this was a wakf proper.
The earliest known document dealing with a genuine
charitable wakf of agricultural land in Egypt dates from
the 'Abbasid period; the founder, the financial official
Abu Bakr Muhammad b. CA1I al-Madhara'i", alienated
the pond called Birkat al-Habash together with the
orchards around it for charitable purposes (the ponds
of Cairo became waterless when the flood began to
recede in the fall; they were then used for agricultural
purposes). The revenue was to be used to operate a
hydraulic complex and to buy food for the poor. The
text of this wakf, dated 307/919, is published as a
resume by Ibn Dukmak (i, 55-6; Amm, Awkdf, 37-8).
Another document from the Ikhshldid period (dated
355/965) refers to a hydraulic complex known as Bi'r
al- Watawit consisting of waterwheels and a well, which
were endowed for charitable use (al-Makrfzf, Khitat, ii,
135).
Al-MakrfzI states that the earliest pious wakfi, were
based on the alienation of commercial buildings, mainly
apartment houses (ribdc), and that no land was alienated in the early period of the governors and their successors; even Ibn Tulun's foundations of a mosque, a
hospital and an aqueduct were financed only with the
revenue of apartment buildings (ibid., ii, 295). The previous examples, however, show that during the 'Abbasid
period pious and family endowments did include agricultural land (ibid., ii, 114).
The origins of a central wakf administration cannot
be precisely defined. Al-Kalkashandl attributes, in rather
vague terms, the origin of the diwdn al-ahbds to the time
of cAmr b. al-cAs (Subh al-acshd, iv, 38). During the
Umayyad period, an institution for wakf administration was already well established, as the case of the
kadi Tawba b. al-Namir (115-20/733-8) demonstrates;
he supervised the awkdf, ensuring that the charitable
funds (sadakd) reached their destination and preventing abuses. Upon his death this diwdn had already
become an important institution (Halm, 47-8). A similar diwdn was later created in Basra, which suggests
that the Egyptian one might be the first in Islamic
history. Haifa century later, when another kddT, Isma'Il
b. Ilyasac (164-7/781-3), tried to apply the principle,
accepted in the Hanafi madhhab, according to which
a wakf is not irrevocable, he provoked a great controversy which eventually led to his dismissal; the
Shaficf madhhab prevailed in Egypt from the outset.
During the 'Abbasid period, some kadis of Fustat
carried out strict inspections of the awkdf properties
on a monthly basis. The judge was free to administer
according to his own discretion the funds donated to
the diwdn without specific conditions, provided that they
were spent Ji sabil Allah, i.e. for any charitable purpose.
The kadis were also in charge of controlling the awkdf
of the ahl al-dhimma.
The Fatimids modified the wakf administration. The
caliph al-Mucizz ordered in 363/974 that the ahbas funds
be transferred to the Bayt al-Mdl and that the beneficiaries should prove their claims (al-MakrizI, Khitat,
ii, 295). He also cancelled the alienation of agricultural land, which al-Hakim, however, shortly afterwards reintroduced. The wakfi, were then subject to a
kind of tax farming (daman); an individual would administer the wakf estate and collect its revenue, against
a fixed yearly amount which would settle the claims
of the beneficiaries and leave a balance for the Bayt

al-Mal. With these funds, the Fatimid state used to support all types of philanthropic foundations, in particular
those whose assets were exhausted. The tax farming
system had the side-effect that the tax farmer (ddmin)
might neglect the property in order to realise a maximum profit for himself. Ibn Mammatr, who witnessed
the wakf bureaucracy during the late Fatimid and early
Ayyubid periods, criticised the renting-out of alienated
estates because it deprived the wakf of investment opportunities and allowed the major profit to be reaped
by the tenant. A large and detailed wakfiyya in the name
of the Fatimid vizier al-Salih Talajic b. Ruzzlk [q.v.],
preserved in a Mamluk-period copy, is the only known
Fatimid wakfiyya and the oldest example of this type;
it refers to an agricultural estate alienated in a private wakf to the benefit of the family of Ibn Ma'sum,
a descendant of the Shi'T Imam Musa al-Kazim [q.v.]
(Cl. Cahen, Y. Ragib and A. Taher).
The state control over the awkdf by the diwdn al-ahbds
did not exclude the role of the kadi, however, who
was directly in charge of the inspection of the premises. The Fatimid kddis of al-Fustat and al-Kahira
used to inspect yearly the religious buildings in both
cities.
With the iktdc system introduced by the Ayyubids,
important changes occurred in the situation of the
awkdf. Land that was previously dedicated to philanthropic purposes was given as iktcf to officers and state
servants, who were to collect its kharddj., and this was
often detrimental to the philanthropic services which
this land originally financed. Following the overthrow
of the Fatimids, Salah al-Dln, endeavouring to cope with
Crusader threats, alienated on a large scale land of
the Bayt al-Mdl in order to pay ransoms of Muslim prisoners of war and to support religious foundations and
various philanthropic services aiming at consolidating
Sunnf Islam. An important number of madrasas and
a major khdnakdh were created, sustaining communities of scholars and Sufis, including Muslim migrants
to Egypt. According to Muhammad Amm, however, the
Ayyubid mode of creating pious endowments should
not be described as based on wakf but rather on irsdd,
the difference being that wakf implies the alienation of
privately-owned property for a pious or other purpose,
whereas irsdd involves the use of public funds, excluding
a private involvement in the transaction, to sustain public or philanthropic services (Awkdf, 54, 64). The irsdd
was supposed to assume charges which were part of
the Bayt al-Mal's expenditures (Abu Zahra, 23).
The large quantity of wakf documents from the Mamluk period to be found in Egyptian archives and their
ongoing publication allows a much better view of the
role of the wakf during this period than previously.
The Mamluk wakf system consisted to a large extent of irsdd, referred to as wakf, thus blurring the line
between the Bayt al-Mdl and the sultan's private property. The Mamluk establishment thus acquired the benefit of fulfilling a charitable act at the expense of the
state. Scholars of the Hanafi madhhab, and mostly during the Ottoman period, did not consider the alienation of Bayt al-Mdl funds as a true, sound wakf. In
789/1387 Sultan Barkuk, who favoured the Hanafi
madhhab, tried to liquidate some of the great wakfi
established by his predecessors on the ground that
they were from the outset illicit because they were
based on the alienation of Bayt al-Mdl land. The
jurists, however, did not authorise him to liquidate
wakfi serving pious works (al-MakrfzT, Suluk, Cairo
1970-73, iii/1, 345). The ShafiTs preferred to tolerate wakfi, financed by Bayt al-Mdl estates despite their
doubtful status, as long as they supported the reli-
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gious foundations which were, per se, entitled to funds
from' the public treasury.
The Mamluks introduced their own reforms of the
wakf system. During the reign of Baybars, the wakf
administration was divided into three parts. A distinction was made between ahbds and awkaf. The latter
included the awkaf hukmiyya and the awkqf ahliyya,
whereas the ahbds consisted of the rizak ahbasiyya. The
awkaf hukmiyya were supervised by the ShafTT chief
kadi and included urban buildings in al-Kahira and
al-Fustat (Misr) whose revenue served purely philanthropic functions such as the support of the Holy Cities
and the poor and the payment of ransoms for Muslim prisoners of war. The awkaf ahliyya included the
great foundations of sultans and amm, such as madrasas,
khdnakdhs, kuttdbs and funerary complexes; they were
supported by urban and agricultural estates, both in
Egypt and Syria, and their revenue was to serve combined charitable and private purposes by sustaining a
religious institution and securing an income to the
founder and his clan.
The rizjka (meaning income) according to al-Nabulusf,
Ibn Dukmak and Ibn al-Djfcan, is a special kind of
endowment based on the alienation of treasury land
for the benefit of individuals, rather than institutions,
for providing specific services. This system seems to
have originated in the late Ayyubid period (Michel,
108). The rizak ahbasiyya established under the Mamluks
had as their main purpose the provision of services
to the rural areas. Individuals were directly endowed
with agricultural land which provided them with an
income, often coupled with the condition that they
maintain or serve some religious or philanthropic institution in the villages. The rizak provided for the salaries
of the religious personnel of the mosques and zdwiyas,
for craftsmen and employees, such as the guardians
of fields and villages, and building craftsmen. They also
provided funds for the purchase of agricultural tools.
These services included Christian villages as well
(Halm, 52-3; Michel, 111-12). The supervision of
the rizak came within the Great Dawdddfs sphere of
competence. N. Michel sees the rizka as a local
Egyptian, non-religious institution, which originally was
not ruled by religious law and was thus distinct from
wakf. Over the course of time, however, the rizak
ahbasiyya were mistaken for wakf and acquired their
legal status as irrevocable and exempted of taxes
(Michel, 114).
Al-Kalkashandf writes that the nazar al-ahbds almabrura, i.e. the general supervision of the pious endowments in the early 15th century, was either in the
hands of the Sultan himself or delegated to his deputy
or to the Great Dawdddr., mostly to the latter. In the
Bahn Mamluk period, however, the supervision of the
great pious wakfi was assumed either by an amir or
by the Shafi'T kadi 'l-kuddt.
Notwithstanding the role of a central wakf administration, the Mamluk kadi was involved with awkaf at
the court level, where every wakfiyya had to be registered in several copies, of which one remained in
the kadi's archives.
From the outset, the Mamluk sultans made full use of
wflA/possibilities. Their religious foundations were often
part of ambitious urban projects which are still visible in the present Old City of Cairo. For their endowments, they allocated far more investments (land or
commercial structures) than necessary for the upkeep
of the religious foundation in order to produce a substantial surplus for themselves and their descendants.
Such measures became necessary under the iktdc system, which in principle gave the amirs and state serv-
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ants only a life-time usufruct of the land or other assets,
excluding inheritance, not to mention confiscations and
extortions ordered by the sultans. As a result of the
large-scale use of wakf, it became a source of income
not only for the religious and teaching establishments
but also for an important number of administrators
and other employees.
The main beneficiaries of Mamluk awkaf were, in
addition to the founders and the religious and educational foundations of all types, the water supply,
hospitals, the Holy Cities (including Hebron and
Jerusalem), and various services related to the Pilgrimage and its infrastructure, including the kiswa for
the Kacba. There were also public kitchens, like the
ones sponsored by Sultan Barkuk in Hebron and by
Ka'itbay in Mecca and Medina. In times of plague,
washing and burying the dead and providing coffins
and shrouds were also provided for by pious endowments. Ka'itbay included in his endowment for the
Holy Cities two ships to carry wheat from Egypt.
Military institutions such as the arsenal (khizdnat alsildh) and fortifications might also be maintained by
wakf in the Mamluk period.
At this time, all kinds of movable objects or chattels
could be alienated, not only books, utensils and furniture for the religious foundations but also slaves or
animals. Although discussions about the wakf of cash
did take place in Mamluk Egypt, no such wakf is so
far known prior to the Ottoman era (Amln, Awkdf
100). The Mamluk elite also made use of the family
wakfs, i.e. those whose beneficiaries were the family
and the clan. Sultan al-Nasir Muhammad remunerated
his amirs by making family wakjs for them and their
descendants. In his own family endowment deed, he
stipulated explicitly that his daughters should get the
same share as his sons, thus circumventing the inheritance law (M. Amfn, appendix to Ibn Habfb, ii, 378).
Some family wakfi, included a simultaneous charitable share, consisting of donations to religious foundations, sometimes tied to specific services, such as to
increase the number of students or raise the salaries,
to add a fountain or buy candles, etc. The Azhar
mosque and the hospital of Kalawun were among the
institutions that, over the centuries, regularly acquired
such endowments both in the Mamluk and Ottoman
periods.
The Mamluk chroniclers repeatedly criticised wakf
abuses by the ruling establishment. A device used by
sultans and amirs to acquire wakf property was simply
to invalidate the wakf on legal grounds, either justifiably
or not. The most famous case of wakf confiscation in
the Mamluk period was that of Djamal al-Dln alUstadar (al-Makrfzf, Khitat, ii, 70-1). Sultan Barsbay,
who demolished wakf shops to build his own madrasa
in their place, is reported to have made a fair offer
to the tenants without pressurising them (idem, Suluk,
iv/2, 636-7; Khitat, ii, 330). The wakf properties accumulated over generations represented a significant
share of Egypt's resources and at the same time a
great temptation to the rulers. Whenever the Mamluk
state was in need of liquid funds, especially in times
of war or other crises, the tapping of the wakf resources
was inevitable.
The urban mawkufdt in the Mamluk and Ottoman
periods included apartment houses (ra/>f), commercial
buildings of various types (kaysdriyya, wakdla, funduk,
khari), shops, food stalls (masmat), factories (sugar, soap,
starch, glass, textiles, tanneries, etc.), ovens for hatching chickens, mills, bakeries, oil presses and baths. In
the Ottoman period, the coffee-house became one of
the most lucrative wakf investments.
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The awkdf were a major concern for the Ottoman
conquerors of Egypt and one of the first issues which
Sellm I [q.v.] tackled once he entered Cairo. According
to legend, Sellm decided to conquer Egypt after having
tested the Egyptian culamd3 and finding them corrupt
enough to authorise the liquidation of the Azhar endowments for a good bargain. A decree dated Rabf c II
923/May 1517, i.e. the year of the Ottoman conquest, affirms, however, Selfm's intention to respect
the pious endowments established by the Mamluks
('Afrfi, Awkdf 256-7). In 928/1522 a na&r al-awkdfwas
appointed from Istanbul to control the wakfs of Egypt
and to reform the religious institutions so that they
included Turkish scholars and Sufis. According to the
Kdnun-ndme of Suleyman the Magnificent, the wakfs
of the Mamluk sultans were to be inspected by the
dqftarddr and controlled by the authorities in Istanbul.
Later, this office was replaced by the ndgir al-nu^dr,
who was appointed from the governor's entourage.
The awkdf of the Haramayn came similarly under
Ottoman control. The supervision of the great pious
wakfs, however, remained on the whole in the hands
of local amirs and beys. Those of the Holy Cities
were sometimes controlled by Ottoman aghas of the
Dar al-Sacada in Istanbul. Also, awkdf were now no
longer exempt from taxes, as had been the case in
the Mamluk period.
Owing to the continuous sale of treasury land in the
Mamluk period, the Ottomans found that almost half
of Egypt's agricultural land had been alienated as wakf.
They abolished the iktdc system, ordered a new cadaster,
dissolved the diwan al-ahbds and investigated existing
wakfs in order to cancel all those of dubious origins
or which were lacking proper documents. These measures helped them increase considerably the treasury
land.
Giving supremacy to the HanafT madhhab, the Ottomans stressed the distinction between wakf and irsdd,
a distinction that not had much relevance under the
Mamluks because of the prevalence of the Shafi'f
madhhab at that time (K. Cuno, Irsdd). The alienation
of treasury land under the Ottomans needed therefore
to be authorised by the sultan or his governor (Nahal,
69). Due to the resistance of the culamd3, however, the
Ottomans were cautious when dealing with pious
endowments inherited from their predecessors, which
they preferred to maintain as long as they fulfilled
philanthropic purposes. Thus rizak ahbdsiyya were also
investigated but largely tolerated, even when their origin was suspect, as long as they secured an income
for the needy. They were called wakf irsddi or simply irsdd (Michel; Cuno).
The separation of military and judicial powers by
the Ottomans limited the encroachments of the ruling
establishment in wakf issues. The Ottoman kadi was
independent of the wall and had a greater administrative authority than his Mamluk predecessor, including
also some of the muhtasibs' competence. He was expected to appoint or dismiss the nadirs, to examine their
reports, to control rural and urban wakf employees,
to check that the stipulations were followed and the
beneficiaries' interest secured, and also to implement
regulations pertaining to the neighbourhood. Because
of the importance of the wakfs' resources, however,
the Ottoman governors of Egypt nevertheless did interfere in wakf matters, as on the occasion when the supervisors of all great wakfs were compelled to purchase
quantities of copper in order to get rid of a surplus
sent from Istanbul.
The Ottoman governors of the 10th/16th and the
llth/17th centuries created important charitable wakft,

in Egypt, some of which also included a private share
for the founder. Their awkdf involved the foundation
of new religious institutions mostly favouring the HanafT madhhab', but most of all they endowed, upgraded
and often transformed existing ones. Special attention
was devoted to saints' tombs and shrines. Al-Azhar's
prestige as a teaching institution increased during this
period. The governors' wakfs included an important
number of commercial buildings of the wakdla type,
built in the port cities and in Bulak, Cairo's port, to
facilitate the transport of goods to Istanbul and to
provide at the same time funds for philanthropic works.
The Pilgrimage infrastructure and its caravan benefited.
Sultan Djakmak and Ka'itbay's endowments for the
Holy Cities (dashisha kubrd) were enlarged by Selim I
and Suleyman the Magnificent; Murad III made a
new endowment called the dashisha sughrd, and Mehemmed IV's wife also alienated agricultural land in Egypt
for the Holy Cities. The Ottomans thus supported the
Haramayn mainly with the wakf revenue of Egyptian
land. Following Ka'itbay's example, Suleyman and
Murad III endowed ships for the transportation of
wheat from Egypt to Mecca and Medina (BehrensAbouseif, Qdytbdy's foundation, 67). The Ottomans made
use of the cash wakf, albeit on a small scale (eadem,
Adjustment, 217).
The military aristocracy of the Ottoman period
became increasingly involved from the llth/17th century onwards in the creation of large private wakfs in
Cairo for the benefit of the founder's own clan or
household, which had a great impact on the upgrading and revitalising of their urban neighbourhoods.
Notables of the religious establishment and the merchant class also created such endowments, which
included the large number of sabll-maktabs built all
over Cairo during the Ottoman period. The Black
Eunuchs of the Imperial Harem, whose careers often
ended in Cairo, also figure among the founders of
great private wakfs which included a philanthropic
share; that of cOthman Agha in the early llth/17th
century, however, was purely charitable and of particular urban importance for the city of Cairo (BehrensAbouseif, Tanneries).
Shortly after coming to power, Muhammad CA1I
abolished the iltizdm [q.v.] or tax-farming system applied
by the Ottomans. He also tried to prohibit the creation of new wakfs by a decree of 9 Radjab 1262/3
July 1846, which was never implemented, however,
and was even revoked by his successor 'Abbas I.
Following the overthrow of the mamluks, his son
Ibrahim, who became the governor of Upper Egypt,
confiscated all wakf land there. Muhammad CA1I
assumed, moreover, control of the rizak ahbasiyya all
over Egypt, compensating their beneficiaries only
partly, but did not interfere with wakf of urban
properties. In 1835 he established a general wakf
administration which was abandoned three years later,
apparently because of the culamd"s opposition (Sekaly,
96, 410, 450, 628; Baer, 169). Muhammad CAH himself did alienate large agricultural estates (23,000 faddans) in a wakf for educational institutions in his
hometown of Kavala or Kawala [q.v.]. As a result of
his confiscations, pious foundations established prior
to Muhammad cAll's reign deteriorated, and primary
education provided by the maktabs (kuttdb [q.v.]) was
left without income (Baer, 149). The resulting desperate situation of the pious foundations prompted the
Khedive Isma'll later to allocate 10,000 fadddns for
the benefit of mosques that were left without resources;
moreover, he made vast endowments for the educational system of Egypt. In the second half of the cen-
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tury, the alienation of agricultural land increased due
to the Khedives' and other high officials' endowments.
These were similar to those of their Mamluk and Ottoman predecessors, sc. a combination of a charitable
and a family wakf, and their importance for education
and health care and other philanthropic institutions
was great. The Muhammad 'All family also returned
to the Mamluk tradition, abandoned by the Ottomans,
of erecting lavish funerary foundations which were
supported by wakf.
During the 19th century the great landowners of the
Muhammad CA1I family and other notables made extensive use of family endowments with agricultural land
in order to regulate inheritance matters and safeguard
properties against fragmentation. Paradoxically, the opposite result was achieved. Due to the perpetual nature
of the endowment leading to an increasing number
of beneficiaries over generations, the property was infinitely split up, as the critics of the family or ahli
wakf have always emphasised. The result was that the
beneficiaries, left with an insignificant income, lost interest in their wakft,, leaving the supervisor free to handle it according to his own interests (Baer, 167).
In 1864 Isma c fl ordered that the wakf administration established by 'Abbas I in 1851 should acquire the
status of a ministry which would assume greater control
over the pious wakft, and he introduced severe punishment for usurpation and abuses. To achieve this, he
needed the authorisation of the Porte to act on behalf
of the Ottoman Chief Kadi, who continued to be the
dejure official authority in Egyptian wakf matters, including those of the Haramayn. In 1884, two years after
the British occupation of Egypt, the Khedive Tawfik
abolished the Wakf Ministry and replaced it by an independent administration under his own direct supervision (Sekaly 111-12; Baer, 171), a measure necessary
in order to prevent Christian officials, now in control
of the ministries, from dealing with the Muslims' pious
endowments and getting involved with Sharfa issues.
The British, however, did not approve of the way in
which the new body functioned, and in 1913 Lord
Kitchener re-installed the Wakf Ministry with the consent of the Porte, under the condition, however, that
it would be allowed to maintain a certain autonomy
including the budget. During the late 19th century
the Khedive's control of the awkdf was indisputable,
assuming the traditional competencies of the Ottoman
Chief Kadi, from whom he still needed an authorisation (Sekaly, 109). This went on until World War I
when the de jure Ottoman authority was finally also
abolished.
The problems of abuse of the wakf system in Egypt
have been virtually the same for all periods of Egypt's
pre-modern history. Ever since Ibn Mammatf's comments in the 6th/12th century, the subject of wakf
abuse was a regular issue in the chronicles and often
a major political issue setting rulers against culama\ The
tremendous accumulation of assets in wakf properties
made it inevitable that the rulers, whether due to pressing circumstances or simply to greed, would turn to
these resources. The success of the culama'\ resistance
varied. The Mamluk sultans managed to a great extent
to manipulate judges according to their own will; Ottoman ones were more independent.
In order to safeguard his wakf against abuses, every
wakf founder formulated strict stipulations, which often
included that no wakf property should be rented for
more than three years, neither should it be sold or
exchanged (istibddl). The stipulations limiting or excluding the trade of wakf property did not imply, however, the total blocking of an endowment. A wakf
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could always be enlarged through the addition of new
investment estates by the founder himself, his successors or any other person. Sometimes, however, the
status of religious foundations changed through such
enlargements: a mosque would become a madrasa, a
madrasa for the Shaficf madhhab would be enlarged to
also include Hanafi teaching or Sufi service as well,
a mere masajid might acquire the status of a djdmic;
such transformations, however, did not remain undisputed. Although all important endowments stipulated
that the revenue should be spent in the first place
on maintaining the premises, over the course of time
the alienated estates fell into disrepair, thus becoming
less lucrative. The supervisor had no choice but to take
rescue initiatives. These included the sale of the dilapidated estate in order to cover the restoration expenses
or to acquire other assets instead (istibddl). Such initiatives, which necessarily contradicted the founder's
stipulations, had to be authorised by the kadi, who
would need an assessment of the estate's dilapidated
condition. For this purpose he had to summon a consortium of master-masons, jurists, wakf administrators
and witnesses. Such assessments, however, were often
fabricated, or the building might even be demolished
overnight when a powerful person was involved (alMakrlzT, Suluk, ii, 320-1; Khitat, ii, 69).
Long-term lease contracts were another solution to
the problem of wakf decay. This allowed the tenant
himself to carry out the necessary repairs and restorations, and to subtract the expenditures gradually from
the rent. The long term often implied subrenting the
estate and freezing the rent for a long period, while it
gave the tenant a proprietor-like status. Sultan Barkfik,
who was in need of funds for his army but was not
authorised to dissolve his predecessor's awkdf, allowed
his amir?, to rent wakf land on extended terms and
exploit it to their profit; they subrented it in order to
make a profit from the balance (al-MaknzT, Suluk, iii,
345 ff.).
The hikr [q.v. in Suppl.] was a long-term lease of
land only, giving the tenant the right to own and alienate the buildings on it. He could then replace dilapidated wakf buildings by new ones and alienate them
in a wakf ot his own. As a result, several wakft could
be involved in the same plot. The Mamluk sultans
often participated as share-holders in commercial structures within the city that belonged to older wakfi,', this
offered them lucrative investment opportunities for
their own wakfi, while they could rescue an old one
from total decay. The khuluww was a device that
evolved during the reign of Sultan al-Ghawrf and was
vividly discussed among the jurists of the time. It was
a form of rent that gave the tenant the right to act
like a proprietor, i.e. in selling, bequeathing and alienating his rights in the property ( c Afifi, Asdllb, 116).
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(DoRis BEHRENS-ABOUSEIF)
2. In Syria [see Suppl.].
3. In N o r t h Africa to 1914.
i. Public endowments. The Marlnid [q.v.] sultans created public endowments (wakf khayn) for mosques,
Zdwiyas, hospitals and, especially, madrasas. They built
at least six madrasas in the period between 721/1321
and 756/1356, designating revenue-producing properties as endowments to pay the salaries of teachers
and the expenses of students. These assets included
stores (hdnuts) used for commerce and crafts, houses,
apartments, stables, public baths, mills, orchards, public ovens, inns, halls, factories for weaving and soapmaking, and arable land. Mannid support for madrasas
was an aspect of their internal politics. At the beginning of their reign, they sought to check the influence and power of Fas! notables and religious leaders
and to foster a new religious elite that would support
their rule. This they accomplished by building madrasas
and supporting the religious personnel associated with
them. Wakf inscriptions served as an instrument of
Mannid propaganda.
The Marfnids were careful to demonstrate that they
owned the assets that they designated as endowments.
According to the chroniclers, the sultans purchased
the properties that they used to create or support
public endowments; surviving wakfiyyas specify that
each endowed asset had been purchased from a named
owner. However, revenues generated by public endowments were taxed, and proceeds were kept in
the Public Treasury, usually located in the central
mosque. The sultans apparently considered the funds
in the Public Treasury as their private property, which
could be used to purchase new properties and to
endow them as a wakf khayn, e.g. for the maintenance
of a tomb. Some muftis maintained, however, that
endowment assets acquired in this manner had been
confiscated and that the endowments were therefore
illegal.
Abu '1-Hasan (r. 731-49/1331-48) built madrasas in
Fez, Meknes, Sale, Tangier, Anfa, Azemmour, Safi,
Aghmat, Marrakesh, and al-cUbbad. According to the
chronicler Ibn Marzuk, the sultan regarded the construction of these madrasas as signs of his respect for
religious knowledge and of his personal piety and as
a reflection of the glory of his reign. The assets
assigned by Abu '1-Hasan for the maintenance of the
madrasa of the Dar al-Makhzan in Fez (which had
been built by his father) may be considered typical:
the village of Abu Zayd; the Hammam al-Sultan in
the Kharratfn quarter; the Hammam of Darb alTawfl; the constructions above the two aforementioned
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hammams; the yearly rent of three large houses; sixteen shops; seven-eighths of the Inn of Darb alGhuraba3; the mill located on the spring of Kammlma;
a large oven in Fas Djadfd together with two shops
connected to it and constructions above them; and a
shop located outside the madrasa.
The Marmids also endowed books and created public libraries, located in mosques or madrasas. Abu Yusuf
(r. 656-85/1258-86) acquired books from al-Andalus
and deposited them in the Madrasa al-Saffarfn which
he had constructed in 684/1285. The sultans were
aware of the needs of the scholars who taught in the
madrasas, with whom they consulted before ordering
that a manuscript be copied. In 728/1327, Abu '1Hasan endowed the K. al-Tamhid of Ibn cAbd al-Barr
and al-Bayan wa 'l-tahsil of Ibn Rushd al-Djadd [q.v.
in Suppl.] for the use of madrasa students attached to
Andalusian mosques. Other endowed books included:
al-Taban, ^dmic al-bqydn; al-Kadl clyad, Mashdrik alanwdr, al-Kurtubf, Tafsir, and Ibn al-Ghallab, K. alTa'rif. In the middle of the 8th/14th century, Abu
c
lnan (r. 749-59/1348-58) built a library attached to
the Karawiyyln mosque, one room of which was
devoted exclusively to copies of the Kur'an. The sultan
also nominated a clerk who was responsible for keeping
a record of the books as they were put into use, and
provided endowment revenues for the maintenance of
the library. At the end of the century, Ibn Khaldun
[q.v.] sent a copy of his K. al-flbar from Egypt to Fez
as a wakf to be deposited in the library of the
Karawiyyfn mosque.
The management of wakf resources was a position
of great responsibility, to be undertaken only by persons
of unquestioned integrity. A supervisor (nd^ir), specifically appointed for this task, was entrusted with the
administration of these funds under the supervision of
the kadi. This office, like others, was often inherited.
Improper management of a public endowment caused
a major scandal in 8th/14th-century Fez. Abu '1-Fadl
al-Mazdaghf, scion of a distinguished family, served
as khatib of the Karawiyyfn mosque for thirty consecutive years. In consideration of his personal wealth
and stature, al-Mazdaghi was entrusted with the wakf
revenues deposited in the Karawiyym. He reportedly
invested the money in different economic enterprises,
purchasing real estate and hoarding grain, in anticipation of a bad harvest when prices would rise. When
it became apparent that he would not be able to
return the money, he asked the Sultan Abu '1-Hasan
for "three charges of gold". Stung by the discovery
that the khatib had betrayed his confidence and that
of the community, the sultan fasted for three consecutive days, after which he consulted with his religious advisers, who recommended that he draw upon
his private resources to replace monies lost by private individuals and members of the community. The
properties acquired by the khatib were sold and the
revenues were used to replace the lost wakf revenues.
Al-Mazdaghl was reinstated as khatib, but died soon
thereafter in Fez.
Mannid endowments had a significant impact on
many aspects of urban life and contributed to the
urbanisation of Moroccan towns and cities. Public endowments attracted teachers, staff and students to
urban centres, thereby increasing the demand for food,
shelter, and clothing; the purchase, sale and rental of
real estate added capital to the economy. But the
heavy reliance on a single sector of the economy, sc.
real estate, meant that the daily operation of the
endowment system was sensitive to economic fluctuations. It was not difficult for individuals to misuse
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the system through embezzlement, extortion or theft,
and it was therefore necessary for the agents of the
legal system to play an active role in the regulation
of endowments.
Beginning in the early llth/17th century, members of the Turkish ruling elite in Algiers created family endowments (see below) in which they designated
the poor of Mecca and Medina (al-Haramayri) as the
ultimate beneficiaries. As the family lines came to an
end, these assets accumulated in what came to be
known as the Wakfal-Haramayn. To facilitate the supervision of these individual endowments, local governors
issued orders for the compilation of the "wakfiyya of
Algiers" sometime between 1101 and 1125/1689-90
and 1713-14; this measure was designed to ensure
that the ultimate beneficiaries of the city's many familial endowments would know of their existence.
Supervision of the affairs of the Haramayn was entrusted
to four people, two officers of the Turkish oajak in
Algiers and two indigenous Algerians. This was part
of a new policy designed to instill confidence in the
safety of endowment assets and trust in their proper
administration, and to promote a political, administrative and economic atmosphere conducive to the
creation of additional endowments. During the second half of the 17th century and the first half of the
18th, administrators of the Haramayn used surpluses
left over after meeting regular expenses to purchase
additional assets. Between 1078/1667-8 and 12507
1834, the number of properties controlled by the Haramayn increased from 182 to 1,748, an average annual
increase of 9.6%. To deal with the problem of old
properties that had fallen into ruin, Muslim jurists
and judges adopted a flexible approach to the interpretation of wakf law, giving their approval to legal
instruments that served the material interests of the
wakf, including perpetual leases ('and3:, gjalsa), and
exchanges (mu'dwada) that made it possible for wakf
administrators to relinquish one asset and receive
another in its place. In most cases, the rental value
of the incoming asset was higher than that of the
outgoing property. Exchange transactions were used
to expand and improve the water system, to establish industrial enterprises, and to build or reconstruct
mosques and zdwiyas. The new policy facilitated the
recycling of urban properly and the re-allocation of
urban space, thereby contributing to the development
of Algiers (see Hoexter, Endowments).
ii. Family endowments. The specific terms of a family endowment are set out in an endowment deed, a
legal instrument drafted with great care in an effort
to eliminate any possible ambiguity. In the words of
the Fas! jurist al-Mawas! (d. 896/1491), "Legal documents are predicated upon the removal of all ambiguities and summary statements. . . even if this causes
them to run on at great length" (al-WansharfsI, Mi'yar,
vii, 346). Unlike the Hanafis, the Malikls do not allow
a founder to designate himself or herself as the initial beneficiary. The founder customarily begins by
designating the first generation of beneficiaries, usually one or more children, and indicating whether or
not males and females are to be treated equally. Next,
the founder indicates what happens to the revenues
belonging to a beneficiary of the first generation upon
his or her death. If that beneficiary leaves a child,
his or her share reverts to that child; if the beneficiary dies without a child, his or her share reverts to
the surviving beneficiaries of the first generation or
their descendants. In this manner, the entitlement of
extinct branches reverts to the surviving branches of
the lineal descent group.

Referring to the second generation of beneficiaries,
the founder generally indicates that the revenues are
"for their descendants and their descendants' descendants" (emphasis added). Such phrasing was understood by the jurists as signifying that entitlement now
applies to anyone who qualifies as either a descendant
(cakib) of the founder or a descendant of a descendant;
thus two (or more) generations of lineal descendants may qualify as beneficiaries simultaneously. Such
an endowment is characterised as being mu'akkab ("for
a descent group").
A founder who does not want an endowment to
become mu'akkab must use some particle, word or
phrase conventionally understood as signifying that
entitlement does not pass from the first to the second
generation of beneficiaries (or from the second to the
third, etc.) until all members of a given generation
have died out. The founder may use the particle
thumma ("then"), as in the phrase, "then for their
descendants", or the phrase one [generation] after the
other (awwalan fa-awwalm)". The revenues in an endowment of this type are distributed exclusively among
the members of a single generation. As the members
of a single generation of beneficiaries die, the revenues
accumulate in the hands of the surviving members
of that generation until the longest-lived member
eventually controls the entire endowment. Upon his
or her death, the revenues are divided per capita among
the next generation of beneficiaries, whereupon the
process begins again.
When a line of beneficiaries dies out completely,
the revenues revert to the charitable purpose specified
by the founder, usually a mosque or some other
religious institution (see below).
ii. (a) Social practice. Any family endowment rests
upon the presumed charity or piety of its founder, as
specified in an endowment created "for the poor
among my children and my children's children", or
"for the needy of so-and-so's family" (ibid., vii, 484),
or for the founder's "needy relatives on both his
father's and mother's sides" (ibid., vii, 478), or for the
town's lepers (ibid., vii, 186).
By creating an endowment for a pious purpose,
the founder hqped to earn a divine reward in the
next life, a hope that is expressed in common formulae
that appear in testamentary endowments, e.g. the
founder indicates that he or she is seeking "the face
of God the Almighty and the abundance of His
momentous reward". This formula invariably is
followed by the citation of Kur'an, XVIII, 30, "Surely
We leave not to waste the wage of him who does
good works" (al-Wansharfsf, vii, 80).
A family endowment may be created for many
reasons: as an act of piety; as a legal fiction to prevent revocation of a sale or to secure property whose
ownership is contested; to avoid confiscation; as an
act of loving kindness toward a dying husband; etc.
Whatever the founder's motive, the endowment serves
to keep property intact, to assure the entitlement of
beneficiaries for the duration of the object and to regulate the transmission of usufructory rights from one
generation to the next. Not only does the institution
accord a founder the freedom to make decisions denied
him by Islamic inheritance law [see FARA'ID; MIRATH] ,
but the creation of a family endowment also gives a
proprietor a legal means to remove all or part of a
patrimony from the effects of that law.
The creation of an endowment for the benefit of
one's children and descendants—regarded as a pious
act—reduces the quantum of property available as an
inheritance for the founder's ascendents, collaterals,
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and spouse or spouses, thereby limiting its fragmentation through inheritance.
Founders who created an endowment for sons and
their lineal descendants to the exclusion of daughters
and their descendants frequently stipulated that, if the
line of males came to an end, the endowment was
to revert to a daughter or her female descendants
(ibid., vii, 80, 223). The specification of females as
secondary beneficiaries of familial endowments suggests
that Muslim society in the Marlnid period was not
as rigidly patriarchal as is often asserted. Indeed, the
family endowment frequently was used to supplement
the rights of females. Family endowments customarily
were created for the benefit of the founder's children,
male and female (ibid., vii, 9). It is true that a founder
more often than not invoked the Kur'anic principle
that a son was to receive twice the share of a daughter.
But the founder's ability to define a descent strategy
made it possible to circumvent this provision if so
desired (ibid., vii, 281). The stipulation of equality
between males and females could be applied to the
founder's grandchildren and subsequent descendants,
as, for example, in a deed specifying that the revenues of the endowment were to be divided "equally
among [the founder's] male and female children and
grandchildren" (ibid., vii, 141).
In a study of 101 disputes relating to family
endowments, seventy-five cases were identified in which
both a founder and a beneficiary are mentioned. Of
these endowments, 75% were created by fathers and
mothers on behalf of their children and, less frequently,
grandchildren. Fathers outnumber mothers as founders
by a ratio of six to one. The remaining 25% of the
endowments were created for someone other than the
founder's children and lineal descendants (Powers, The
Maliki family endowment, 386-8).
The institution commonly was used by males to
support the interests of other males. In the same
sample, fathers were three times as likely to create
an endowment for sons as for daughters. By contrast,
mothers appear to have been more even-handed.
Twelve percent of the endowments created by parents for the benefit of their children specify that the
children were minors at the time the endowment was
created, suggesting that it was common for a parent
to establish a family endowment soon after he or she
married and produced offspring. This practice points
to a desire on the part of proprietors to make de facto
arrangements for the ultimate devolution of their
property while they were in the prime of life, a
phenomenon that required founders to make special
provisions for the inclusion of unborn children in the
endowment (al-WanshansI, vii, 223, 229, 269, 442).
If a man had two or more wives, his calculations
were more complex. Some husbands favoured the
offspring of one wife over those of another; others
treated sons of co-wives equally (ibid., vii, 278, 281).
Because a testamentary endowment takes effect only
upon the founder's death, the founder retains control
of his property throughout his lifetime. This advantage is offset by two disadvantages: the endowment
is limited to one-third of the estate and it may not
be made in favour of an heir. The latter restriction
entails that a testamentary endowment may not be
created for the benefit of a son or daughter, thereby
posing a dilemma for the founder who wants to maintain control of his property until he dies, but also
wishes to designate one or more children as beneficiary. Because the prohibition on bequests to heirs
does not apply to a grandchild whose father is alive,
one way to solve the dilemma is to designate a cur-
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rently living or unborn grandchild as the initial beneficiary. Since a minor grandchild is subject to the
authority of its father, the latter would exercise effective control of the endowment revenues. Naming an
unborn grandchild or great-grandchild as an endowment beneficiary also gives the founder an opportunity to privilege the offspring of one branch of the
family over another (ibid., vii, 311).
When a designated family line becomes extinct,
the endowment revenues revert to a public institution.
Commonly, a founder specifies that the revenues are
to revert to "the Muslim poor" (ibid., vii, 49) or to
"the poor and indigent" (ibid., vii, 60). Some made
very particular designations, e.g. "the poor and the
indigent in Granada and al-Blra" (ibid., vii, 463), or
"the poor and indigent who reside in the mausoleum
of Shaykh Abu 'l-cAbbas al-Sabtl" (ibid., vii, 343), or
"lepers" (ibid., vii, 186). One founder stipulated that
upon the extinction of the designated line, the revenues were to be used to support students, ransom
captives and to manumit slaves (ibid., vii, 438).
The most common way to insure the perpetuity of
an endowment was to designate a religious institution
such as a mosque, school or Sufi convent—or the
personnel associated with such an institution—as the
ultimate beneficiary (ibid., vii, 46, 281, 452, 459). In
a testamentary endowment created on 5 Radjab
791/30 June 1389, the founder stipulated that when
the descendants died out, the revenues were to revert
to the Djamic al-Sabinn inside the Victory Gate of
Fez for the purchase of olive oil and carpets and for
the repair of the mosque itself; any surplus revenues
were to be used to feed the poor Sufis and murdbitun
associated with the mosque (ibid., vii, 312). Other
founders designated as the ultimate beneficiary "the
muezzin in a Friday mosque" (ibid., vii, 202), or "whoever recites [the Kur'an] over the graves of the founder
and his relatives" (ibid., vii, 141).
There are no constraints on the size of endowments created inter vivos, and we find individuals who
designated part or all of their property as a familial
endowment (ibid., vii, 80, 432). In the 9th/15th century, the Zayyanid Sultan Abu cAbd Allah Muhammad
designated as an endowment for a religious scholar
immovable property that included gardens, lands
prepared for sowing and a bath (ibid., vii, 248-9).
More commonly, however, a founder would designate
a discrete piece of property or a fraction thereof as
a familial endowment: residential property such as a
room (bayt), house (ddr) or compound (rabc); non-residential property such as a shop, bakery or mill; agricultural property such as gardens, orchards and olive
groves; unspecified village properties; and even entire
villages. It was not uncommon for a founder to designate a share of a piece of property as a familial
endowment, e.g. half a house, one-fourth of a jointlyheld compound, half of an unspecified share in several
shops, two-thirds of a well-known strip of land, or
one feddan of land (ibid., vii, 45, 49, 75, 202, 226,
423, 446). It is likely that, over the course of time,
considerable segments of the urban and rural landscape were being converted from private property into
endowment property.
ii. (b) Disputes. Unaware of both the gender and
number of his or her lineal descendants, the founder
of an endowment would formulate a descent strategy
designed to regulate its smooth functioning for every
possible combination of male and female children and
descendants. In an effort to avoid any ambiguity that
might upset the subsequent functioning of the endowment, the notary who drafted the deed acted with
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great care. But even the most carefully drafted deed
could not anticipate every potential dispute over control of the endowment. Such disputes typically were
of two types: an external challenge to the endowment
by persons who did not qualify as beneficiaries; or
an internal struggle for control of the revenues among
the beneficiaries themselves. A dispute over control of
an endowment might arise during the lifetime of the
founder, or, more commonly, one or more generations
after his or her death (ibid., vii, 261-2, 311-21, 435,
452-3); such disputes might last for several generations (Powers, Court case, 229-54).
The tendency for disputes to arise one or more
generations after the death of both the founder of the
endowment and the witnesses to the deed meant that
written records played a critical role in the resolution
of disputes. For this reason, an endowment deed was
customarily deposited in a family archive for safekeeping, and it would pass from one generation of
beneficiaries to the next. In the event of a dispute,
the deed, together with other important documents,
would be presented to the judicial authorities (alWansharfsf, vii, 80-2). In one case, a woman produced
an endowment deed in an effort to secure her status
as a member of the first set of beneficiaries. The deed
was torn, and this fact cast doubt on the validity of
the endowment. Although the mufti to whom the case
was referred suspected that someone had tampered
with the document, he accepted it as legitimate in its
current state; he also warned that whoever had torn
the document would suffer disgrace in both this world
and the next (ibid., vii, 455). Another strategy of a
person who exercised physical possession of an endowment deed was to frustrate the claims of potential
beneficiaries by refusing to make the document available. Such behaviour typically manifested itself in connection with the transfer of entitlement from one
generation of beneficiaries to the next (ibid., vii, 27881).
Many muftis refrained from issuing a judicial opinion until they had seen a certified transcription of the
original endowment deed (ibid., vii, 29-30, 228-9). On
occasion, the muftis complained about the summary
nature of the transcription (ibid., vii, 81). It was only
when a mufti was presented with an accurate transcription of the endowment deed that the interpretative
task could begin in earnest. No matter how carefully
the notary had formulated the deed, how detailed the
descent strategy specified therein, and how long the
resulting document, the subsequent pattern of births,
deaths and marriages within the family frequently
resulted in ambiguous situations that required the
intervention of either a judge, or if the case was difficult, a mufti. Asked to determine the exact intention
(irdda, kasd] of the founder at the time of the endowment's creation, the jurists generally assumed that
this intention was accessible in the words preserved
in the endowment deed, irrespective of the passage
of time or the changed circumstances of the endowment beneficiaries. They treated the founder's words
as sacred and immutable, comparing them to God's
words as preserved in the Kur'an. One Andalusf jurist
wrote:
"The words of the founder are like the words of
the Divine Lawgiver. Their sense must be followed
with respect to both the unambiguous meaning of the
texts (nusus) and the preponderant meaning of ambiguous texts (zawahir)" (ibid., vii, 285). In response to the
contention that the revenues of a testamentary endowment created for both currently alive and unborn
persons should be frozen until all of the potential

beneficiaries had come into existence, the Fasi jurist
al-Mazdjaldf (d. 864/1459-60) said, "This [conclusion]
is not required by either the founder's words or his
intention" (ibid., vii, 23).
Viewed from the perspective of the nature of the
relationship between litigants, endowment disputes fall
into three categories:
(1) Beneficiaries versus the founder's heirs and agnates.
Unlike inheritance law, which imposes compulsory
rules for the division of property among a wide group
of male and female heirs in a manner that tends to
fragment property, endowment law enables a proprietor to allocate usufructory entitlements to specified
people in specified amounts, to regulate the transmission of those entitlements from one generation of
beneficiaries to the next and to insure the physical
and economic integrity of an estate or a piece of
property. The wide gap separating these two sets of
legal norms, sc., inheritance and endowments, may
be illustrated by comparing the group composed of
the beneficiaries of a familial endowment with the
group composed of the founder's heirs. While most
beneficiaries are also heirs, many heirs do not qualify
as beneficiaries. A man who establishes an endowment
for his children and lineal descendants effectively disinherits his spouse, siblings, cousins, uncles and
nephews, to mention just a few. Because they have
been disinherited, these "outsiders" have an obvious
material interest in challenging the validity of the
endowment; a successful challenge will result in the
property's redesignation as inheritable property. As
heirs, the spouse, siblings and other relatives stand to
inherit a fractional share of the estate.
Endowments created from jointly-held property frequently resulted in disputes between the endowment
beneficiaries and the founder's other heirs. The relationship between endowment beneficiaries and others
could be complicated if the relative amount of endowed
and unendowed portions of jointly-held property was
unknown, e.g. due to carelessness on the part of the
notary who formulated the endowment deed (ibid., vii,
45-6, 49, 72, 432).
(2) Founders and their children. As noted, Malik! jurists
do not permit the founder of an inter vivos family
endowment to serve as the initial beneficiary. This
means that the numerous advantages of the endowment system vis-a-vis the inheritance laws are offset
by the requirement that the founder immediately relinquish physical control of the property, a requirement that runs counter to the natural human desire
to retain effective control of property until one dies.
Many proprietors circumvented this obstacle by creating an endowment while their children were either
unborn or minors. The law allows a founder who
creates an endowment for a minor child to exercise
control of the property on behalf of the child; when
the child reaches the age of legal majority, the founder
is obligated to convey the property (hiyaza) to the
young adult. In practice, many founders ignored these
regulations, spending the endowment revenues on their
own interests and continuing to exercise de facto control of the endowment even after a child had reached
the age of legal majority. This irregularity exposed
the endowment to subsequent challenge and possible
nullification (ibid., vii, 202-3).
When the object of an endowment was a house in
which the founder resided, the founder was obligated
to vacate the premises for one year; failure to observe
this rule could result in nullification of the endowment. In practice, many founders ignored the rule. A
founder's failure to observe the one-year rule could
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result in litigation setting parent against child (ibid.,
vii, 202, 218, 260-2, 426).
(3) Disputes over transmission of entitlement from the beneficiaries of the first generation to those of the second and subsequent generations. Questions relating to the timing of
economic transfers surface again at the moment when
endowment revenues are transferred from the first
generation of beneficiaries to the second and subsequent generations. At this stage, three issues appear
repeatedly: [a] the determination of whether or not
an endowment becomes mu'akkab (see above); [b] in
the event that it does, the criterion according to which
the revenues are to be divided among the qualifying
beneficiaries; and [c] the definition of the lineal descent
group for which the endowment had been created.
[a] The first issue has important consequences for
the division of revenues among the founder's lineal
descendants: If an endowment does become mucakkab,
the revenues, in theory, are to be divided among all
of the founder's living lineal descendants irrespective
of their generation; if it does not become mu'akkab,
the revenues are controlled by the members of the
oldest generation. In practice, a younger generation
of descendants often contended that the endowment
had become mucakkab, while the surviving members of
an older generation insisted that it had not. In disputes
of this nature, one or more paternal uncles might try
to prevent the inclusion of their nephews in the division
of the endowment revenues (ibid., vii, 248-57, 486-8).
[b] If it is determined that an endowment does in
fact become mu'akkab, there remains the determination of the criterion according to which the revenues
are to be divided among the qualifying beneficiaries.
Some authorities maintained that they should be
divided on a per capita basis, while others held that
the judge should allocate the revenues according to
need, as determined by his independent reasoning
(ibid., vii, 358). Need was defined by a number of
variables, including family size, financial resources and
degree of the beneficiary's relationship to the founder
(ibid., vii, 88, 358, 396, 462, 478, 484). In their
discussions of this issue, the jurists manifest an explicit
concern for the notion of equity (ibid., vii, 359).
[c] The third recurring issue relates to the principle
of agnation, as reflected in the definition of kinship
terms. The term walad was defined by Malik b. Anas
as "a man's sons and daughters and his son's children,
males to the exclusion of females". An uninterrupted
line of Malikf jurists defined the word cakib as "the
descendants of a person who are not separated from
him (or her) by a female link" (ibid., vii, 281-5). Thus
a female may qualify as a member of an agnatic lineal descent group, but she does not transmit this status to either her sons or daughters. If a man creates
a family endowment for his son and the latter's lineal
descendants, the principle of agnation will progressively
exclude from the resulting lineal descent group both
female and male cognatic descendants of the founder.
These cognates are referred to as "the children of
daughters" (awldd al-bandt).
We repeatedly find "the children of daughters"
seeking inclusion in a lineal descent group established
by a founder, and, significantly, a series of muftis interpreted the terms of a particular endowment in such
a manner as to validate their claims. This approach
to the issue of gender was made possible by the muftis'
adoption of a literalist approach to statutory interpretation, as illustrated by a case referred to the
Cordovan jurist Ibn Rushd (d. 520/1126 [q.v.]}. A
man created an endowment for his two concubines,
stipulating that when both had died, the endowment
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was to revert to his two paternal cousins, Ahmad and
al-Hasan, and to "their descendants and their descendants' descendants". The two concubines died; Ahmad
died leaving no descendants; and al-Hasan produced
at least three generations of lineal descendants, including a grandson whose mother was al-Hasan's daughter, and a great-grandson whose mother was al-Hasan's
agnatic granddaughter (his son's daughter). Although
neither of these two persons was agnatically related
to al-Hasan, both sought inclusion as beneficiaries of
the endowment. Ibn Rushd ruled that the grandson
qualified but that the great-grandson did not. He reasoned that al-Hasan's daughter is his agnatic descendant and that her son qualifies as the "descendants'
descendant" mentioned in the deed. The great-grandson, on the other hand, did not qualify as a beneficiary
because the founder had not specified "the descendant of a descendant's descendant" (al-WansharfsT, vii,
463-4; Powers, Fatwds, 313).
iii. Algeria 1820-1914. The 19th century was a turning point for Muslim family endowments. Observers
of early modern Muslim .society have noted the rapid
rate at which religious endowments proliferated
throughout the Muslim world. By the beginning of
the century, one-half of the land in Algeria and onethird in Tunisia had been reportedly transformed into
endowment land (Kopriilii, L'Institution du vakouf, 3).
Over the course of the century, the eulamd' came into
conflict with Muslim and non-Muslim rulers who
wanted to weaken their power and gain access either
to the revenues generated by religious endowments or
to endowment property itself. In Algeria, the endowment system frustrated French efforts to purchase land
on the open market. From Algeria to India, endowments in the 19th century increasingly were viewed
as an obstacle to economic welfare and social progress.
Inspired by Western social and economic theories,
modern advocates of reform—Muslim and non-Muslim—marshalled economic, moral, religious and legal
objections to the wakf system. These objections were
directed exclusively at family endowments, which, so
the argument ran, were solely responsible for retarding a given nation's social and economic development
by sequestering large quantities of its capital resources.
Despite the fact that the overwhelming majority of
Muslim scholars have always accepted family endowments, advocates of reform now cited the opinions of early Muslim jurists who had opposed the
institution, and they asserted that objections to the
institution had persisted through the centuries.
To exploit the colony's important agricultural and
mineral resources, France settled increasing numbers
of its civilians in the Algerian countryside. The settlers clashed almost immediately with the Muslim
population over the issue of access to, and control of,
land. It was essential that the government should
facilitate the colonists' acquisition of land and assure
them of their rights. To this end, the French endeavoured to elaborate a new system of property law that
favoured the colonists.
In the period immediately following the occupation of Algiers, Muslims sold large amounts of habous
property to Europeans, who were ignorant of the fact
that such property was inalienable. Other Muslims,
presumably the endowment beneficiaries, subsequently
entered claims to the property on the strength of endowment deeds in their possession. These litigations
created considerable turmoil (Mercier, Code, 90). Although the French ceased to be duped as they grew
more familiar with the system of endowments, the
habous system continued to remove large amounts of
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land from the free market, thereby posing a serious,
ongoing obstacle to "economic progress".
Initially, the French tried to mitigate the effects of
habous by legislative means. The Ordinance of 1
October 1844 declared the sale of endowment property
by Muslim beneficiaries to European settlers to be
legally binding (ibid., 90-1). According to Article Three
of this ordinance, "No conveyance of immovable
property agreed upon by a native in favour of a
European may be contested [merely] on the ground
that immovables are inalienable according to Muslim
law" (Sautayra and Cherbonneau, Droit musulman, ii,
414). This provision was extended, by the Decree of
30 October 1858, to sales between natives. Now, "the
provisions of Article Three of the Ordinance of 1
October 1844 . . . will apply to past and future transactions between a Muslim and a Muslim, and between
a Muslim and a Jew" (ibid.). To the chagrin of the
French, most Muslims ignored this legislative decree
and refused to sell endowment land.
French settlers pressured their leaders to create better conditions for European entry into the Algerian
land market. In response, the French government
enacted a legislative decree on 26 July 1873 that was
intended to resolve the land problem by declaring
that all land in Algeria was henceforth subject to
French law. Known as the Lai Warnier, the decree
stated that "the establishment of immovable property
in Algeria, its conservation, and the contractual
transmission of immovables and property rights,
irrespective of the [legal status] of the proprietor, will
henceforth be subject to French law". Article Seven
of this decree left Muslims subject to their own laws
in matters of personal status and inheritance—a provision that was to be of critical importance (ibid., i, i).
Like its predecessors, the Loi Warnier proved inadequate, in part because the divisions and categories
of French law do not correspond exactly with those
of Islamic law. Most French jurists maintained that
family endowments were subject to the law of property, while Muslims viewed them as subject to the
law of succession (Henry and Balique, La doctrine
coloniale, 15-6). French jurists soon became embroiled
in a controversy over the proper interpretation of the
Loi Warnier. One group held that the law abolished
religious endowments, basing its argument on Article
One, para. 2, which states, "All property rights (droits
reels). . . based upon Muslim law that are contrary to
French law are hereby abolished". These jurists
reasoned that an endowment was a property right,
that it was contrary to French law, that it was included
within the scope of Article One, and that it had
therefore been abolished. Other French jurists came
to the opposite conclusion. They referred to Article
Seven of the law, which not only states that nothing
had been derogated from the Muslim law of inheritance but also makes no distinction between successions regulated by the law of inheritance and those
regulated by family endowments. This latter group
reasoned that family endowments, which would permit a person to transmit property to the next generation according to his or her own wishes, constituted
a special case (ordre speciale] of inheritance. Therefore,
they insisted, the legal status of family endowments
should be determined, not by Article One of the Loi
Warnier, but by Article Seven. Their view was validated
by the Court of Algiers in a decree issued on 23
March 1874. Accordingly, family endowments remained
within the jurisdiction of the Muslim courts (Sautayra
and Cherbonneau, Droit musulman, ii, 413-4).
French jurists understood the economic and polit-

ical interests of colonialism, and many served those
interests, consciously or unconsciously, by advocating
changes that facilitated the new system of land tenure.
Specifically, they argued against the aforementioned
view confirmed by the Court of Algiers on 23 March
1874. Between 1885 and 1904, E. Zeys, E. Mercier,
and M. Morand published a series of studies of habous
that collectively developed the following three-fold
argument: (1) historically, public endowments antedated
family endowments; (2) family endowments deviated
from the pious and humanitarian goals of public
endowments and thus were, from an Islamic perspective, not only immoral but also illegal; and (3)
family endowments and inheritance were mutually
exclusive and incompatible institutions. French colonial
scholarship, virulent in its opposition to family endowments (see especially Zeys, Traite elementaire, ii,
185-6; Mercier, Code, 14, 27, 43-5, 129-34; Morand,
Etudes, 226, 228-30, 233, 249-50, 264-6; for other
French studies of habous published between 1886 and
1904, see Henry and Balique, La Doctrine coloniale, 11821), prevailed in much of the Western scholarly literature during the course of the 20th century, resulting
in a serious misunderstanding of both Islamic legal
history and the social dynamics of Muslim societies
(see El1 art. Wakf).
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4. In Muslim Spain.
The term wakf is generally replaced in al-Andalus
by hubus or hubs (pi. ahbds). The root h-b-s as used
in this sense appears in one of the hadiths which is
cited to trace the institution back to the Prophet:
habbis aslahd wa-sabbil thamaratahd. The Spanish Arabism
habiz is assumed to have been derived from ahbds pronounced with a variation in timbre (imdla), i.e. ah bis,
and not from the word habis. The oldest Arabic texts
use this term to denote property intended for charitable use and converted into a non-transferable right,
but it is one which is not recognised in the Andalusf
juridical texts concerning mortmain.
Matters concerning this institution occupy numerous pages of AndalusI works of fikh (see Bibl.), and
these describe tahbis as the process by means of which
during his lifetime the founder (muhabbis) renounces
ownership of property, and such property remains
permanently withdrawn from any commercial transaction (hubus mucabbad) and is converted from an item
of personal estate to the real estate of a family or an
institution. An essential clause states that the muhabbis
entrusts the property to a third party who will take
possession (hawz wa-kabd) of it on condition that the
usufruct is passed on for the immediate or longer
term benefit of the needy, or for a charitable cause.
The Andalusls have always maintained that, in
accordance with the teaching of the school of Malik,
their goods and chattels may become the property of
a charitable foundation. Thus among the awkdf about
benevolent giving, there are found gifts of books "which
are to be available for those who are seeking knowledge, so that they may copy them, compare them or
study them" (al-Djazm [d. 585/1189], Maksad, 288).
Normally, such works or pamphlets were deposited in
mosques or madrasas, but they have also been known
to have been kept in an individual's house if necessary. Harun b. Salmi (d. 238/852-3) was one such
individual, and he set up a wakf with his books in
the house of Ahmad b. Khalid (Ibn al-Faradf, Ta3nkh,
ed. Godera, no. 1528).
In al-Andalus it was common to arrange more
specifically for goods and chattels or animals to be
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ahbas, and these could be used in the cause of djihad,
such as swords and other military equipment, slaves,
beasts of burden, horses, etc. The horse would be
marked on the hindquarters with a distinctive sign to
show that it was muhabbas, and then it was frequently
placed in the hands of a horseman whose valour and
prowess in combat were recognised.
The majority of ahbds khayriyya or charitable foundations of a public nature, were based on goods and
chattels. Most of the mosques, hospitals and cemeteries were built in this way or equipped with private funds. It is also the case that houses were
sometimes set up as ahbds for particular individuals
to live in, such as pious women who were living
alone, the imam of the mosque, pilgrims, etc. The
running of such establishments was made possible by
patrimonial funds granted as ahbds: farmlands, property for letting, commercial establishments (kilns, bathhouses), and the income from them was allocated to
such religious or charitable institutions.
But not all the mosques had access to sufficient
ahbds to meet their needs. Ibn al-Imam was therefore
consulted about the person in charge of a mosque
who was supplementing his salary with different ahbds.
All the property which was called ahbds al-diwdn in
al-Andalus was let out to individuals (mutakabbilun) by
means of a contract in which the amount (kabdla] to
be paid each year was specified. The intermediary or
agent charged with the task of reaching an agreement with the tenants was called the dalldl. All those
who were in possession of property in any location
belonging to the ahbds were summoned once a year,
eight days after the cld al-adhd, to draw up a corresponding contract for the following year. In order to
avoid the situation whereby the tenant of muhabbasa
land would eventually claim the ownership for himself, in al-Andalus it was recommended that it not be
leased out to the same person for more than four
years.
If there was a drop in income it was usual for the
tenants to approach the kddl with a request for a
reduction in the amount they were liable to pay. The
causes most commonly pleaded by the farmers were
plagues and damage caused by the passage of troops
(e.g. during the sieges suffered by Cordova in the
5th/llth century). The tenants in charge of bathhouses pleaded scarcity of water at their disposal, or
particular difficult circumstances in which they found
themselves, such as trying to heat these establishments
with wet wood during a period of persistent rain.
Then the kddl would send along witnesses to assess
for themselves the alleged damage, and a reduction
in the total sum to be paid as rent was made on the
grounds of gracious remission (isti'ldf).
Since their task was the good business management
(nazar) of the ahbds, the fukahd3 were in the habit of
allowing such remissions to ensure that there would
always be candidates willing to rent the property, seeing that they were vying with each other to profit
from some of these contracts. There was a fear that
the land would remain unoccupied, as is evident from
numerous reports of muftis consulted on this subject
in Andalusia. However, other culamd} deplored the fact
that the tenants abused the custom, and that they
accepted these contracts in the sure knowledge that
they would be granted the exemptions requested and
that the result would be that it would in fact become
an implicit clause in any contract in question.
Numerous ahbds khayriyya were established by
members of the AndalusI aristocracy. In 364/975 this
was the way that caliph al-Hakam II [q.v.] set up a
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foundation with rents from the shops in the market
of Cordova, which were used to pay the salaries of
the teachers whom he had appointed to teach the
Kur'an to the sons of the poor. He also instituted as
a hubus for the recently enlarged mosque in Cordova
the revenue derived from a quarter of all the rural
properties he had inherited from his father, the caliph
c
Abd al-Rahman III, properties which were spread
throughout all regions of al-Andalus. He appointed
his hdajib, Sayf al-Dawla Dja'far, to collect, account
for and administer these hubus. This famous eunuch,
an officer of al-Hakam II, in turn set up important
ahbds for which Ibn al-Mashshat (Ibn al-Abbar, Takmila,
ed. Codera, no. 384) was appointed nag,ir.
In al-Andalus an essential tool for legally avoiding
the application of the Islamic rules of inheritance was
the wakf ahli, an allocation to the descendants of the
founder, on the condition that if they disappeared it
would revert to needy persons or to charitable causes.
It was frequently established with the aim of preventing the fragmentation of the family inheritance
and ensuring that it remained economically viable. In
addition it could prevent the transmission of property
to women, although that would have been considered
makruh by the AndalusI 'ulamd3. It was also used to
defend the inheritance from confiscation, such as was
decreed by higher authority with relative frequency.
They would declare that the owners of the property
concerned were guilty of infringement, or were lacking in loyalty towards authority. The celebrated formularies of Ibn al-cAttar (d. 399/1009) and of al-Djazfrf
provided models of deeds authenticated by a notary
of istifa3 or of takiyya, in which a person would testify that he was going to set up a foundation in mortmain, not as a meritorious gesture before God, but
as a means of avoiding being forced by authority to
relinquish it.
The high number of ahbds which are known to
have been instituted in favour of descendants of the
founder shows that the Andalusfs must frequently have
thought them a good means of providing security
against poverty for their successors. But this did not
always yield the good results anticipated, for the heirs
might not receive with the land the money necessary
for running it. It has been shown that sometimes they
ran the risk of incurring severe hardship, for they
were prevented from selling any part of the land to
obtain liquid assets. In such cases, the AndalusI muftis
were consulted about the possibility of disposing of
some of this property. However, according to Ibn alc
Attar (Wathd'ik, 176), the founder could decree that,
if any of the beneficiaries of the hubus were to find
himself in a state of need (it would have to be properly certified, unless he had stipulated that the heir
would simply have to be believed if he claimed to
be in a state of poverty, and that he would not have
to have his statement attested), he could sell his portion and thus be relieved from his penury.
In Andalusi works about notarial formularies, there
are various models of deeds of constitution for a hubus
(wathikat tahbis, cakd hubus). In these models the verbs
habbasa and wakkafa are used in the same document;
the one indicates that the property has been placed
outside the commercial channels, and the second states
that it has been established exclusively for a specific
purpose. It was within the power of the founder to
designate a person to be in charge of the foundation
and to be responsible for the aims that he had envisaged for it. If this person were to die, or prove to
be unfit for such a mission, it was the duty of the
kadi to find someone to be a substitute for him.

The most delicate clause was perhaps the one in
which the muhabbis designated the tenants to benefit
from the property in question. The AndalusI authors
of wathcfik advise that the drafter of the document
should question the grantor about his intentions in
the matter. The founder could institute that the male
descendants would be paid a double portion, or that
all the descendants would have equal portions; or he
could decide that the sons would be included in the
division of profits during the lifetime of their father,
or only after his decease, etc.
The Andalusi 'ulamd3 discussed whether the expression "in favour of my children (awlddi) and their children" included the sons of daughters. Ibn Abf Zamanfn
was of the opinion that the female line of descent
should not be included, but other fukahd3 expressed
the opposite opinion; for this question they were followed by Ibn Rushd al-Djadd. On the basis of one
of these decisions, the kadi Muhammad b. Ishak b.
al-Sallm (d. 367/978) was able to pronounce judgement in favour of the inclusion of the female line of
descent for beneficiaries of a specific hubus. The jurist
Muhammad b. cAbd al-Malik b. Ayman (d. 330/942)
instituted a hubus in favour of an unborn child. Noone really thought it was licit, but nevertheless the
kddis Muhammad b. Ishak (already mentioned) and
Ibn Zarb (d. 381/991) pronounced a judgement in
favour of mandatory compliance with the clause.
As indicated in the formularies of Ibn al-cAttar and
of Ibn Mughrth (d. 459/1067), several copies of the
tahbis documents were in existence. One assumes that
there were as many as there were interested parties.
But it does not appear that the original was placed
in an archive at the disposal of those who needed it.
This absence of central archives is proved by the fact
that al-Djazm (297) included a model of a deed
authenticated by a notary for an instance where the
heirs of the habus had lost the original deed of constitution, and they had to acknowledge that they had
received just such a deed from their father. It is obvious that if a copy of it had been kept in an archive,
it would not have been necessary to draw up this
new document because the original deed had been
lost. Although we know that in Egypt in 363/974 alMu'izz directed that the deeds of constitution of the
awkdf should be deposited in the bayt al-mdl, there is
nothing to reassure us that this custom was also followed in al-Andalus. It is surprising that, in the model
supplied by al-Djazm, it was the heirs who had to
apply probatory force to the clauses which appeared
in the deed of constitution by the request of the
founder. These were clauses which the heirs might
consider unfavourable, such as for example if the sons
of the daughters were included among the beneficiaries (for a lawsuit which is particularly interesting on
this point, see Ibn clyad, Madhdhib, 192-6).
From the time when the founder drew up the deed
before witnesses he renounced ownership of the property in question, which then had to be formally taken
over by a third party. If the hubus was in favour of
the children and these were minors, he could remain
as administrator (providing this fact was sufficiently
publicised) or designate someone else to be in charge
of the administration of the property. He was, however, obliged to have a document drawn up in front
of witnesses, stating that he undertook to hand over
to them the revenue or profits which the property in
question had produced since the time of the tahbis
when they reached majority. If he instituted a wakf
agreement on a house in which he was still living,
he would have to leave it and go live in another.
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The witnesses would have to attest that the house in
question was empty of tenants and furniture, and
closed up from the outside when the hubus was established. For the founder to be able to come and live
again in that house, or use it as reserve space, a year
would have to elapse, otherwise the hubus was not
valid.
Generally, the AndalusI deeds of tahbis designated
with great precision the ultimate recipient of the hubus,
like for example the lepers' quarter on the other side
of the river in Cordova, the maintenance of a certain bridge, the payment of the salary of the imam
and other servants of a mosque, or repairs to the
mosque, or the purchase of matting or oil for the
lamps in the sanctuary, etc. However, there probably
had to be a certain number of foundations devoted
to charity where the revenue did not have such a
specific destination, since we know that these funds
under the control of the kadi were used many
times for a purpose which was considered useful to
the community, such as combatting the enemies of
religion.
The various political systems in al-Andalus have
always included a sahib al-ahbds, a curator or administrator general of mortmain property, whose mission
was to prevent the disappearance of real estate, or
the alteration of its status, i.e. the purposes for which
it had been intended, the beneficiaries designated and
the actual location of the building (even if there was
a proposal to exchange the property for another on
a better site). This official was responsible to the treasury (mdl al-ahbds), made up of the revenue of the
charitable bequests detailed for the mosques and other
public institutions or good causes. In his Ta3fikh 'Ulamd3
al-Andalus, Ibn al-Faradl (d. 403/1013 [q.v.]) gave him
the title ofnd^irji 'l-awkdf (or f i 'l-ahbds), which appears
to indicate that the term sahib came into general use
after the 4th/10th century. This would leave the title
ndg.ir f i 'l~ahbds to designate the representative of the
kadi in each location, whose task it was to supervise
the mainmort property, and to engage and pay the
servants of the mosque. The title nd^ir was also given
to the administrator of a specified wakf. Ibn al-Faradl
also reports that the nd^ir f i 'l-awkdf could sometimes
carry out his tasks jointly with another office-bearer.
This fact was established in his Ta'rikh concerning
two characters whose biography he was writing.
Given that controlling the ahbds was one of the
tasks of the kadi (or according to the expression of
Ibn Sahl, the diwan al-kuddt), this term denoted the
person who was entrusted with attending to it on his
behalf. This was one of the most important tasks of
the administration (the names of dozens of people
who have held it figure in the Ta'nkh), and it gave
rise to the appearance of the name of Ibn Sahib alAhbas. The testimony of such a personality was worthy of trust and was a determining factor in the
litigations surrounding such property. Certain lawsuits
were conducted against those who were accused of
embezzlement while carrying out their job (see e.g.
Ibn al-Faradl, no. 1360).
The treasury of the ahbds was of great economic
importance as early as the time of cAbd al-Rahman I
[q.v.]; it was reported that this treasury was the source
of the 200,000 dinars necessary for the construction
of the first great mosque in Cordova in 170/786.
This treasury at Cordova was kept in the maksura of
the great mosque, in the bayt mdl al-muslimin, and
would have formed the most significant part of the
revenues held there. The expression bayt al-mdl [q.v.]
is often interpreted as "the treasury of the charitable
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foundations", thus implying that all its income came
from the awkdf. The value of dinars arising from the
ahbds kept in the great mosque of Cordova and placed
in the hands of the kadi was always very important,
and it gave rise to clashes with the religious and political authorities, because at certain points in time the
latter wished to use these funds for purposes which
their guardians did not always consider appropriate.
The situation where it was impossible to transfer
the hubus from its original location to another property was maintained by the fukahd* of al-Andalus,
except for when it was necessary to proceed with the
extension of a mosque. This initially prevented the
caliph al-Nasir from enlarging his palace at the expense
of some real estate (ma^shar) which was a charitable
foundation for lepers. Later, however, he produced a
very advantageous exchange for the hubus, thanks to
a very timely fatwd from Muhammad b. Yahya b.
Lubaba, who authorised the exchange, basing his opinion (he disagreed with Malik) on that of the 'Irakis,
who were obliged to respect the original location of
the hubus except where a mosque was concerned.
The culamd> posed the question of what to do if
the property about which the hubus had been instituted could not be found. One case which frequently
came up in al-Andalus was that of property allocated
to an institution situated in an area which in the
interim had been seized by the enemy. In this hypothesis, the judgement was always that the property should
go to a worthy public cause. Sometimes the AndalusI
'ulamd* considered that some of the causes for which
specific ahbds had been detailed were illicit. Numerous
consultations recorded in the Mfyar of al-Wansharls!
[q.v.], all dating from the Nasrid period, have as their
subject the legality of the ahbds instituted in favour
of the "Night of the Birth of the Prophet". The revenue from these was paid to the imam, so that he
would organise a public prayer on the said night. An
equivalent amount was also distributed to the Jukard3,
who enlivened the celebrations with their singing and
dancing. The fukahd* were unanimous in disapproving of the innovation of these festivities, and they stipulated that these legacies should be used for some
other charitable purpose. The hubus which benefitted
them was called afukard* al-wakt. These were brotherhoods which existed in the Nasrid period, and their
members devoted themselves wholeheartedly to music
and dance, and they were without question supported
by a section of the population; nevertheless they were
not considered legitimate.
The ahl al-dhimma [q.v.] of al-Andalus also instituted
ahbds in favour of their successors, probably because
they wanted to obtain the same advantages as the
Muslims were looking for from that institution. In
order to do this they had to respect the norm, according to which the ultimate goal of the foundation had
to comply with the precepts of Islam; an example of
this was a hubus set up by a Jew in Lorca with the
aim of benefitting the poor of the Muslim community of that city. There was also the case of another
Jew who had set up a hubus in favour of the mosque
of Cordova.
The transfer of the property rights of Christian
churches constituted a very important problem in the
period between the 4th/10th and the 6th/12th centuries, judging by the numerous legal opinions which
have been preserved concerning such problems. The
discussion by the AndalusI Jukahd3 about the ahbds of
the Christians focused on two questions. Were their
churches (and the properties attached to them) to be
regarded as real ahbds? Were the foundations instituted
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by the dhimmls in their lifetime irreversible? Ibn cAttab
(d. 462/1070), a Cordovan mufti, affirmed in a fatwd
received by Ibn Sahl that these ahbds did not prevent their founder from cancelling them and disposing of the property by sale. Then again Ibn cAttab
maintained that the land where the churches were
built could equally well be sold, despite the fact that
it was recognised that they were the ahbas of the
Christians. However, Ibn Sahl adds his contribution
by citing this opinion, which is contrary to that of
Ibn al-Kasim, who forbade the sale of churches.
Now it is known that in al-Andalus the Christians
sold their churches throughout the entire 2nd/8th century. But despite all that, and applying the doctrine
of Ibn al-Kasim, the fukahd3 denied al-Mansur the
chance of buying the property attached to churches.
Many other fukahd3, however, defended the idea that
according to the legislation of the ahl al-dhimma, these
properties were not non-transferable, and the Christian
muhabbis had the chance to retract. Indeed, they maintained that in any case, Muslim legal authority should
not be involved in the internal problems of that community, nor consequently protect in a coercive way
such property from any further changes by sale or
exchange. Besides, it was considered that since this
property was not dedicated to Allah, Muslims did not
have to defend the principle that it was inalienable;
the norms which protected the ahbds drew their validity from the fact that they were dedicated to Allah,
whereas those of the Christians were dedicated to
their idols. However, the question was resolved in
a specially expeditious way. When the Almoravids
expelled the Christians from al-Andalus, their churches
were converted into mosques, and the property
attached to Christian sanctuaries was then either turned
into ahbds for the new mosque, or even incorporated
directly into the bayt al-mdi
Mediaeval Castilian legislation also recognised (perhaps in imitation of that of the institution of the wakf
ahli) the right to decide that certain property could
not be transferred by the heir, who is obliged to pass
them on in their entirety to his successor, with the
same conditions of non-transferability. This right, called
the mayorazgo, was introduced by Alphonso X to his
subjects in the 13th century. The expression "the nontransferability of property" (vinculacion de bienes), which
was used to describe this institution, is reminiscent
of the technical term tahbis. The Castilian institution,
like the Islamic one, was very strict, since even the
work and improvements brought about in a property
which fell into this category were considered nontransferable.
After the Christian conquest, some of the Andalusf
ahbds were returned to the church, as was the case
in Seville in the 13th century, or at Granada in 1501.
For after the conversion or expulsion of the Muslims,
the churches were considered the legitimate heirs to
the possessions of the mosques and religious retreat
houses. Others remained attached to mosques and
were administered by the Mudejar [q.v] authority
as designated by the Christian monarchs; this is
well established, e.g. for Elche in 1281. Eventually
some were divided up between the new conquerors,
as happened in Murcia in 1272 after the Mudejar
rebellion.
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5. In the modern Middle East and North
Africa.
i. The impetus for reform
In the 20th century, public criticism of the wakfs
ill-effects on economy and society increased due to
the following reasons:
(1) The severance of the judicial link between the
wakf and the founder's heirs reduced their interest in
the property.
(2) The tying-up of the wakf by freezing its ownership withdrew it from both private and national
economic cycles. In some countries (like Egypt) this
entailed a serious setback of the agrarian system, with
manifold economic, social and political implications.
(3) The exclusive concentration of the wakf administration in the hands of the mutawalli, without effective
supervision by the Sharfa court and the beneficiaries,
especially with respect to wakf khayn, could encourage
deviations from proper management.
(4) The original purpose of the wakf could cease
to exist in the course of time, or its functions could
be taken over by state agencies.
The objectives of reform are economic, social and
political: restoration of the wakf property to the economic cycle; accommodation of wakf law to the inheritance rules so as to prevent the deprivation of females
and cognates of their inheritance rights; redivision of
wakf landed property within the framework of agrarian reform; and (in Egypt) the undermining of the
position of traditional leadership closely bound up with
the agrarian system.
Juristic basis for the reforms has been provided
mostly by the "eclectic" method (takhayyur, talfk [q.v.]),
siydsa sharciyya [q.v.]., and the technical distinction between family (dhurn or ahli) wakf and that for charitable purposes (khayn).
Relevant legislation: Algeria—Law No. 91-10 (awkdf),
1991; Egypt—Law No. 48 (wakf rules), 1946 and its
amendment by law No. 87 of 1947; Law No. 180
(abolition of non-charitable wakf), 1952, and a decree
of September 14, 1952; Law No. 247 (supervision of
awkdf khayriyya), 1953 (amended by Law No. 30, 1957);
Law No. 549 (abolition of hikr), 1953; Law No. 525
(requisition of wakf ahli administered by the Waqf
Ministry), 1954; Law No. 152 (exchange of agricultural lands endowed for charitable purposes), 1957
(amended by Law No. 51, 1958); Law No. 29 (Wakf
of Southern Province), 1960; Israel—The Absentees'
Property (Amendment No. 3) (release and use of wakf)
Law, 5725-1965; Jordan—Wakf Law No. 25, 1946,
replaced successively by Law of Awkaf and Muslim
Affairs, No. 45, 1962 and No. 26, 1966, and amended
by Law No. 36, 1982; Kuwait—Decree concerning
Application of Wakf Rules in Shan'a Courts of April
5, 1951; Decree No. 257 (establishment of Secretariat General for Awkaf), 1992; Lebanon—Law of Fam-
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ily Wakf, 1947; Libya—Law No. 10 (establishment of
General Board for Awkaf), 1971; Law No. 74 (principles of awkdf}, 1972; Law No. 16 (abolition of noncharitable wakf), 1973; Palestine—Order of the Supreme
Muslim Council, 1921; Saudi Arabia—The Administrative Regulations of the SharT'a Courts, No. 109,
1962; Syria—Decree No. 753, 1921; Decree No. 76
(abolition of family wakf) amended by decree No. 97,
both of 1949; Decree No. 128 concerning wakf khayri,
1949; Law No. 204, 1961; Turkey—Act No. 6219, 1954;
United Arab Emirates—Wakf Decree, 1980; Yemen—The
Aden Mohammadan Wakf Ordinance, 1939; Wakf
Law No. 78, 1976 amended by Law No. 15, 1978
and replaced by Wakf Law no. 23, 1992.
ii. Egypt, Lebanon and Syria

Until the military coups, reforms were confined to
supervision of the wakf administration by means of governmental agencies, and moderate substantive amendments in the wakf itself.
In Egypt (1946) and Lebanon (1947), the validity
of the family wakf was limited in time; a wakf khayri
could be either temporary or perpetual; the founder
could revoke his wakf and recover it for himself, and
after him, for the beneficiaries; the exclusion of legal
heirs from their rights to entitlement was prohibited;
and the founder's stipulations designed to restrict the
freedom of the beneficiaries with respect to marriage,
place of residence, or the raising of credit were deemed
null and void.
The circumvention of the shar'i inheritance rules
were frustrated through "obligatory entitlement" to
close relatives with respect to two-thirds of the estate;
the founder could grant his or her orphaned grandchildren an entitlement equal to what would have
been due to their parent had he or she been alive
at the time of the founder's death.
Wakf property was to be managed, wherever possible, by the beneficiaries; the administration of a wakf
khayri, in default of an administrator, was vested in
the Ministry of Awkaf; the consideration of sold wakf
property (amwdl al-badal) was to be investe.d in constructive projects, and awkdf irretrievably neglected
were to be abolished.
The actual effect of these reforms was slight because
most of them were related to future, rather than existing, awkdf, and royal ones were excluded from most
of these reforms.
In Syria, under the French Mandate the Control
General des Wakfs was established in 1921, but no
reforms beyond wakf registration were introduced.
The military regimes in Syria and Egypt introduced
radical reforms in the wakf to the point of its complete abolition. Syria, in 1949, abolished both the
family wakf and the mushtamk (partly dhurri or ahli and
partly khayri) wakf, and prohibited the foundation of
such awkdf in future. The family wakf was to be registered, in full ownership, in the name of the founder,
and if not alive, in that of the beneficiaries. The
administration of the public awkdf was transferred to
a special Ministry. In case of idj_dratayn (prolonged
lease), the wakf was to be sold and its consideration
distributed among the beneficiaries. A founder's stipulations intended to exclude legal heirs from the estate
were invalidated.
The function of mutawalli (administrator) of both
family and public awkdf was abolished, and the management was vested in the Ministry of Awkaf which
could allocate entitlement to charitable purposes
regardless of the founder's stipulations.
Under the 1961 Law, the Ministry of Awkaf was
authorised to administer the awkdf khayriyya, includ-

ing those that had been abolished, family awkaf of
which there were no longer any beneficiaries, wakf
ghayr sahih (of the mm category), wakf with no specification of beneficiaries, and wakf al-Haramayn [see ALHARAMAYN] .
The Egyptian Law No. 180 of 1952 prohibited the
creation of family awkdf in future, and abolished wakf
existing properly, which was to revert to the founder,
and if not alive, to the existing beneficiaries according to their shares in entitlement or amwdl al-badal.
Under Law No. 525 of 1954, the Ministry of Awkaf
was authorised to expropriate family awkdf under its
direct administration, and to compensate beneficiaries
out of the amwdl al-badal of awkdf khayriyya.
Under Law No. 247 of 1953, the Ministry of Awkaf
was to administer all awkdf khayriyya (except those
whose nagirs were their Founders) and allocate their
proceeds to whatever public purpose it deemed appropriate, regardless of the founder's stipulations.
Between 1952-4, hikr [q.v. in Suppl] (long-term lease
of dilapidated awkdf) on awkdf ahliyya and khayriyya
was abolished. In 1960 the lessee was given the option
to buy the property from the wakf, failing which it
would be sold by auction.
Under Law No. 152 of 1957, the full ownership
of all agricultural lands pertaining to awkdf khayriyya
was nationalised to be distributed within the framework
of the agrarian reform. Their former nadirs were to
receive bonds, and on their redemption after 30 years
the capital was to be invested in development projects.
Under Law No. 29 of 1960, the founder may dedicate property to charitable purposes and allocate entitlement to himself. In the presence of close relatives,
the wakf is valid only with respect to one-third of the
estate.
iii. Palestine, Jordan and Israel

In Palestine under the Mandate, the British established the Supreme Muslim Council (1921) with a
view to replacing the Ottoman Ministry of Awkaf. In
1937, the Council's Wakf committee was relieved of
its functions, and the wakf properties were transferred
to a government-appointed commission. The attempts
during the Mandate to convert Muslim awkdf into secular trusts failed.
After the incorporation of the West Bank into the
Hashemite Kingdom in 1951 [see AL-URDUNN. 2(c)],
the government's policy was aimed at strengthening
the state control in the management of the awkdf.
In 1951, the 1921 Order establishing the Supreme
Muslim Council was abrogated and the 1946 Wakf
Law was extended to the West Bank and Jerusalem.
A Wakf Council, presided over by the Kadi 'l-Kuddt,
was established under that law, to be replaced, with
minor changes, by the 1962 and 1966 Wakf laws and
amended by that of 1982; it controls the management of the awkdf and its budget. No reform, however, has been introduced in the actual institution of
the wakf.
In Israel, the vast majority of the Muslim awkdf
became absentee property after their administrators
had left Israel for the Arab states. The management
and entitlement of absentee beneficiaries were vested
in a Custodian. Holy places were administered by the
Ministry of Religious Affairs, on behalf of the Custodian, by means of Muslim advisory boards. The income was allocated to Muslim religious services and
social welfare. The consideration of properties that had
been transferred to a governmental development authority were invested in the establishment of educational and social institutions and projects for the benefit
of the Muslim community.
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Under 1965 law, the Custodian may transfer the
family wakf to the beneficiaries' full ownership; wakf
khayn is to be transferred to Muslim boards of trustees
empowered to own and dispose of it at will, to use
the income for social and cultural purposes regardless of the founder's stipulations, and to use the amwdl
al-badal to establish institutions for the same purposes.
The wakf properties in East Jerusalem, under Israeli
rule, have been exempted from the status of "absentee properties". The powers of the Council of Wakf
and Muslim Affairs and the General Director of the
Muslim Wakf Department—as defined in Jordanian
law—were delegated to the Sharfca Court of Appeal
in East Jerusalem.
The Palestinian authority appointed a general director of the awkdfin the West Bank and East Jerusalem,
who holds, since the early 1990s, the office of President
of the Supreme Muslim Authority.
iv. Saudi Arabia and Yemen
No statutory legislation relating to awkdf except certain minor provisions with no substantive significance, has taken place, but kddis may resort here, as
in other aspects of the law, to a school other than
the Hanball one in case the relevant doctrine in the
latter may cause hardship and is opposed to the public interest.
The Saudi Ministry of Awkaf supervises the administration of the wakf khayn. The 1962 regulations prescribe that, upon the extinction of beneficiaries, income
shall pass to charitable purposes and a nagir, preferably the Director of the Awkaf, be appointed by court.
The Ministry allocates the income of the wakf in accordance with the founders' stipulations. Foreigners are
prohibited from transmitting the income abroad.
Endowments on a large scale have been founded
in favour of ribdts [q.v.] (hostels for the poor) by pilgrims from all over the Muslim world; these ribdts
are managed by nadirs.
The 1939 Ordinance restored the validity of the
family wakf in the Aden colony, following its invalidation by the British Privy Council in 1894.
The Yemenite 1992 law prohibits an endowment
exceeding one-third of the estate in the presence of
a heir. Poor descendants of the founder have priority over other poor. Upon the extinction of a beneficiary, the founder may replace him by another one.
A family wakf is deemed void unless the beneficiary
enters the category of a charity, or is physically disabled and has nobody to maintain him.
Family awkdf contradicting the provisions of this
law are deemed null and void unless endorsed by a
Sharfa court or the founder's heirs, or forty years have
elapsed since their establishment. The beneficiaries
and the court may abolish a family wakf, whereupon
the ownership reverts to the beneficiaries according
to their shares in entitlement. A beneficiary's heirs
take their share in entitlement according to inheritance rules. In case of dispute between the beneficiaries concerning entitlement in and matters pertaining
to division of a wakf that has been revoked, the court
will apportion entitlement according to the rules of
inheritance or, in case of obscurity, per capita among
the existing beneficiaries, male and female; the division of the property will be according to their shares
in the entitlement.
Wakf in favour of visions (hadardt), commemoration
(ihyd3) of the nights, birthdays of saints (mawdlid), of
holy men (awliyd3} and of tombs (kubur) is void.
Disposition of a wakf is permissible only with the
approval of the Ministry of Awkaf and Guidance. The
Ministry is in charge of the public awkdf and super-

vises the administration of awkaf pertaining to mosques
by private mutawallis.
v. Kuwait and the United Arab Emirates
Under the Kuwaiti 1951 Decree, the founder's poor
relatives have precedence in a wakf khayn. In awkdf
khayriyya or mushtaraka where the founder has not stipulated otherwise, supervision is invested in the General
Awkaf Department. The founder may revoke any part
of a family or charitable wakf (excluding mosques).
Where a family wakf is in a state of dilapidation,
or the beneficiaries are numerous, the share of each
being insignificant, the wakf expires and reverts to the
ownership of the founder or—if dead—to the beneficiaries. The family wakf terminates with the expiry
of the beneficiaries or the period specified by the
founder; the ownership thereof reverts to the founder,
his heirs, and—in their absence—to some public charity. The 1992 Law provides for the establishment of
a General Secretariat for the Awkaf and a Board of
Awkaf, the chairman of which is the Minister of Awkaf.
In the United Arab Emirates, the 1980 decree abolished the existing family wakf and prohibited its creation in the future.
vi. Turkey
In 1926, Turkey abolished the family wakf and
nationalised the public ones. Agricultural properties
(exchanged for urban properties) were distributed
within the framework of agrarian reform. In 1935,
iajdratayn and mukdtaca (= hikr [q.v. in Suppl.]) were
abolished and the establishment of new ones was prohibited. Lessees were made owners of the properties
in return for monetary compensation. Wakf institutions were replaced by charity associations. Public
awkdf were transferred to public ownership (known as
"foundations") to be administered either directly by
the foundations (mazbut) or by mutevellis under the control of the foundations (mulhak). The Tiirkiye Vakiflar
Bankasi was established under a 1954 Act in order
economically to utilise the capital of these foundations.
The Bank may lend against securities and immovable
assets, establish or participate in partnerships and insurance, buy and sell real estate, and perform all kinds
of banking transactions and services.
vii. Libya and Algeria
During Italian rule over Libya, some reforms were
introduced in the administration of the wakf (decree
of 1939), but the institution itself remained intact. No
substantial changes occurred during the British rule
and under King Idns al-SanusT. Prior to the military
coup, the bulk of khayn endowments belonged to the
Sanusf order [see SANUSIYYA] and served its lodges
(zdwiyd). Colonel Gaddafi/Kadhdhafi outlawed the
order and confiscated its awkdf.
The 1971 law provides for the establishment of a
General Board for Awkaf to administer awkdfin favour
of charitable purposes or those whose beneficiaries are
not known. The Board supervises the awkdf in favour
of the zdwiyas and tombs and the administration of
family ones. The 1972 law, drafted along the pattern
of the Egyptian 1946 law, introduced moderate reforms
regarding the wakf. The 1973 law abolished the wakf
ahli. The founder may revoke his wakf and resume
the ownership himself provided he has retained the
right to do so, failing which the wakf reverts to the
beneficiaries. Amwdl al-badal following expropriation
for public purposes or sale due to dilapidation are to
revert to the beneficiaries.
Under the Algerian 1991 law, the founder may
revoke his own stipulations. The kddl may do so on
grounds of damage to the wakf and its beneficiaries.
No renunciation of entitlement is permissible in respect
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to public awkaf except in favour of a charitable purpose. A family wakf for a specified period is deemed
null and void. On the extinction of the descendants,
a wakf IB to revert to the Wakf Authority. This applies
also to landed and movable property endowed in
favour of associations and institutions when the endowment becomes extinct. Wakf properties nationalised by
virtue of 1971 law with a view to being distributed
within the framework of the agrarian reform, are to
be revived in favour of the original purposes, failing
which they are to revert to the Wakf Authority,
viii. The decline of the wakf in modern times
Some of the main factors for the flourishing of the
wakf in Muslim society over the past centuries have
ceased to exist in modern times:
(1) The extension of freedom of testation in modern legislation has diminished the incentive for using
the family wakf for circumventing Islamic law of inheritance with a view to preventing the fragmentation of
the agnatic patrimony.
(2) The concern for social welfare, economic and
development enterprises, and investments in infrastructure, which was partly the function of the wakf
khayn in pre-modern times, have become the responsibility of the state and other agencies in modern
times.
(3) The religious motive which also played an important role in traditional society as an incentive to found
awkaf, especially in favour of pious institutions and
charity, seems to have diminished in modern society.
(4) Practical considerations, such as the desire to
secure property from expropriation and exemption
from taxes, and to prevent encumbrance and loss of
property as a result of indebtedness, which often traditionally prompted the foundation of awkaf, can be
satisfied nowadays by legal devices that do not entail
the negative repercussions.
(5) The reforms introduced in the wakf to the point
of complete abolition also diminish the incentive to
endow.
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III. IN PERSIA
Precise details of the extent of awkaf in Persia and
their value at different periods and in different places
are not available and the effect of the spread of awkaf
on the economy of the country has yet to be worked
out. Moreover, what was typical of one district at one
point in time cannot be taken as typical of others at
all times. Government offices no doubt contain records
of awkaf but these are not generally available. Shrines
also presumably have records of awkaf constituted in
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their favour. Many surviving wakfiyyas are held in private hands and some have been published. Some also
survive in the form of inscriptions in mosques and
other charitable buildings; historical works, especially
local histories, biographical works and collections of
state documents also contain information on awkaf.
Much of what follows is based on state documents
and wakfiyyas and does not necessarily reflect practice
as opposed to theory. The available information on
awkaf for some districts, notably Yazd, Kum, Kirman
and, for the Safawid period, Isfahan, is richer than
elsewhere.
As stated in I. above, there are differences in the
legal regulations governing awkaf between Sunn! and
ShT'T theory and minor differences between the different rites. Under both Sunn! and Shl'T governments
in Persia, the constitution of awkaf by rulers and their
officials was common, and also by private individuals, both rich and poor, but it is the foundations by
rulers and prominent persons of which the sources
for the most part speak. The classical legal theory,
whether Sunn! until the 10th/16th century or Shf c T
from the 10th/16th century onwards, remained normative, but in practice there were often modifications
or deviations, especially in respect of the type of land
which could be made into wakf. The stipulation that
property to be made into wakf must be in the full
legal possession of the founder was in theory observed,
and sometimes it is specifically mentioned in the documents that the property had been legally bought by
the founder. It is, however, doubtful whether all the
awkaf constituted by rulers were in fact made out of
crown property [see KHALISA] or had been legally
bought and not usurped; similarly some of the property of powerful individuals made into awkaf may, at
some stage, have been usurped.
In practice, there does not appear to have been any
restriction on the type of land made into wakf. As
well as landed estates, water rights, water mills, real
estate, bazaars, shops and houses were also constituted
into awkaf, and, more rarely, rights of usufruct (A.K.S.
Lambton, Continuity and change in medieval Persia, New
York 1988, 148-9). Jean Aubin noted that Oldjeytu
[q.v.] authorised Inal Khatun in a decree (nishdn) dated
to the equivalent of 31 July 1305 to constitute over
half of the village of Kalkhuran, which Ghazan Khan
[q.v.] had given her for her upkeep (ikhrdajat), into
wakf for Shaykh Safi and his descendants. Ten years
later, Oldjeytii constituted the remainder of the village into wakf for the Shaykh, who later nevertheless
managed to sell it to the descendants of the sahib
diwdn Shams al-Dln Djuwayni, to whom it had originally belonged (La propriete fonciere en Azerbaydjan sous
les Mongols, in Le Monde iranien et I'Islam, iv [1976-7],
99-101). Books, carpets and other objects were frequently made into wakf for mosques and madrasas.
The great majority of charitable awkaf were constituted for the benefit of mosques, madrasas and
khdnakdhs, and their revenue devoted to purposes such
as the support of the fulama\ feasts and the feeding
of the poor on religious festivals, the holding of religious assemblies, rawda-khwdms and so on. Many were
also made for the upkeep of charitable buildings such
as hospitals, caravansarais, water storage tanks and
drinking-fountains. The first call on the funds of a
wakf was the development and upkeep of the property itself, and then, unless exemption had been granted
by a special farmdn, the payment of government taxes,
after which came the payment of the wages of the
servants of the foundation for which the wakf had
been constituted and the mutawalli, who was usually
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entitled to one-tenth of the revenue, though in some
cases it was stipulated in the wakf-ndma that he should
be paid more or less than this. Landed property held
as wakf was often leased; some wakfyyas laid down
that the term of the lease should not exceed three
years (see also Lambton, Landlord and peasant in Persia,
repr. London 1969, 234-5. For expenditure of the
revenue from Ghazan Khan's foundations, see Rashfd
al-Dfn, Tdnkh-i mubdrak-i ghdzdm, ed. K. Jahn, London
1940, 316-18, and for Rashld al-Din's foundations,
see Wakf-ndma-i Rabc-i Rashidi, ed. M. Minovi and
Iradj Afshar, Tehran 1977-8, 42-4; and see Lambton,
Awqdfin Persia, 6th-8th/12th-14th centuries, in ILS, iv/3,
[1997], 316-18).
With the fragmentation of the caliphate and the
rise of semi-independent dynasties, the conquered territories, whether belonging to Muslims or non-Muslims,
fell to the conquerors and their military auxiliaries.
The extent to which existing awkdf continued to function varied and is not well documented. Many were
probably usurped; and others decayed over time and
fell out of operation.
From the early years of the semi-independent dynasties, the importance of awkdf is attested by the existence of a diwdn-i awkdf or a special office in charge
of awkdf [see DIWAN. iv, at Vol. II, 333b]. For political and financial reasons, control over awkdf was
important for rulers. First, wakfi land, unless specially
exempted, was liable to taxation and its prosperity
therefore contributed to state revenue. Secondly, the
constitution of awkdf gave prestige and opportunities
of patronage to its founders and wealth to the administrators and beneficiaries.
For the Tahirid, Buyid, Saffarid, Samanid and
Ghaznawid periods, information on awkdf is sparse,
and such awkdf as were constituted were probably of
a modest nature. Under the Samanids there was a
separate diwdn for awkdf (Narshakhl, Tdnkh-i Bukhara,
ed. M. Ridawr, Tehran AHS 1317/1938-9, 31; Barthold, Turkestan, 229). Narshakhl mentions a number
of awkdf made by Amir Isma'rl b. Ahmad (279-957
892-907) (16-17, 33-4), all apparently of a modest nature. Much wakfi land was seemingly held by the 'ularnd3
as mutawallis [see SAMANIDS. 1, at Vol. VIII, 1029a].
Under the Saldjuks [see SALDJUKIDS], there was probably an increase in wakfi land and in the control
exercised over it by the state. The spread of madrasas
[q.v.], apart from anything else, and the foundation
of mosques and other charitable buildings, is likely to
have contributed to an increase of awkdf Mafarrukhf
states that Nizam al-Mulk [q.v.] constituted innumerable
estates into wakf for a madrasa which he had built in
the Dar Dasht quarter of Isfahan and that its annual
revenue was over 10,000 dinars (Mahdsin Isfahan, ed.
Sayyid Djalal al-Dln Tihranf, Tehran n.d., 104-5).
Husayn b. Muhammad b. Abi '1-Rida Awl states that
when he was writing (ca. 729/1328-9), the madrasa was
still in existence but its awkdf had been misappropriated (Tarajuma-i Mahdsin Isfahan, ed. cAbbas Ikbal,
Tehran AHS 1328/1949-50, 142, and see ISFAHAN. 1,
at Vol. IV, 10Ib). It is probable that Nizam'al-Mulk's
foundations were made partly with government funds
(see further Lambton, Continuity and change, 43).
General supervision over awkdf was exercised by
the wa&r, the head of the diwdn-i acld (see DIWAN. iv,
and Lambton, The internal structure of the Saljuq empire,
in J.A. Boyle (ed.), Camb. hist. Iran, v, 263, also in
Lambton, Theory and practice in medieval Persian government, Variorum, London 1980), but immediate supervision was probably usually exercised by the kddl
al-mamdlik (cf. a document dated Muharram 45 7 /

Dec. 1064-Jan. 1065 for the chief kadi of the empire,
in the Munsha'dt Evoghli Haydar, in H. Horst, Die
Staatsverwaltung der Grosselguqen und Horazmsdhs (10381231), Wiesbaden 1964, 147-8). The mutawalll of an
important wakf or group of awkdf was probably often
appointed by the state and, even if named in the
wakfiyya, was given a document of appointment. If
not a kadi, he was usually a member of the religious
classes (Lambton, The internal structure of the Saljuq empire,
276).
The extent of the control exercised by the diwdn-i
awkdf al-mamdlik over awkdf, especially with regard to
provincial awkdf, is not entirely clear. Practice varied.
In general, it seems that the provincial kadi al-kuddt
was appointed by the kadi al-mamdlik and had charge
of provincial awkdf but the general supervision of
provincial awkdf, like most other aspects of the administration, was delegated to the provincial governor or
muktac. For example, the document issued by Sandjar's
diwdn appointing Tadj al-Dfn Abu '1-Makarim ra'is of
Mazandaran (although he is called ra'ls, his office was
clearly that of governor), instructs him to investigate
the condition of awkdf and to see that their proceeds
were expended on the objects for which they had
been constituted (cAtabat al-kataba, 24) and he or his
deputy was to remedy any disorders in their administration, remove any mutawalll or person in charge
(mutasarrif) who committed peculation and as far as
possible to revivify those awkdf which had decayed
(ibid., 24, 28, 29; see also Lambton, The administration
of Sanjar's empire as illustrated in the cAtabat al-kataba, in
BSOAS, xx, [1957], also in eadem, Theory and practice
in medieval Persian government, 383-4).
However, in some cases the awkdf of a particular
district were expressly placed outside the control of
the diwdn-i awkdf-i mamdlik. In a document appointing Abu Sa'd Muhammad b. Ismacfl as kadi of Nawkan
and the villages of Tus which belonged to it, the
diwdn is forbidden to interfere in the office of mutawalll
of the awkdf, "which from ancient times had been in
the name of his (Abu Sacd's) forebears" CAtabat alkataba, 33).
Such documents as have survived suggest that the
main concern of the Saldjuk government was to ensure
that wakf revenue was expended as laid down in the
relevant wakfiyya and to prevent encroachment on
awkdf by unauthorised persons. A document issued by
Sandjar's diwdn appointing Madjd al-Dln (who already
had the title if not the office of kadi al-kuddt) as kadi
of various branches of the military establishment, states
that he was to look into large and small awkdf, to enquire
into their produce, to stop any damage being done
to them, and to prevent encroachment upon them or
their seizure by those who would devour them; also,
he was to act in accordance with the conditions laid
down by their founders and see that their produce
was expended on the proper purposes (ibid., 59). With
the weakening of the central administration towards
the end of the Great Saldjuk period, it is not unlikely
that irregularities in the administration of awkdf occurred (see further Lambton, Landlord and peasant in
Persia, 68-9).
It seems that in some cases the term mutawalll is
used in the documents in the general sense of an official placed in charge of the awkdf of a district, each
of which had its own mutawalll. Thus a document in
the collection al-Mukhtdrdt min al-rasd'il (ed. Iradj Afshar,
Tehran AHS 1355/1976) issued by the diwdn of
Mahmud b. Muhammad (511-25/1118-31 [q.v.]) reappointing Muntadjab al-Dfn Abu '1-Kasim Isma'Il b.
c
Abd al-cAz!z over the awkdf of Isfahan and its dis-
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tricts (which had been constituted for the Friday
mosques, other mosques,, shrines, hospitals, ribdts, and
other purposes), instructs him to carry out this office
as formerly and to expend the produce of the awkaf
as laid down by the founders and to restrain the
hands of those who would encroach upon them. Noone was to interfere with him or his deputies; complete control over wakfi affairs was vested in him.
The sipahsalar Alp Toghril Bilge Beg Abu Sa'Id Mawdud b. Artuk was to listen if any of Muntadjab alDln's children or deputies had recourse to him and
was not to send any ghuldms to the wakfi estates except
at the request of a deputy of the diwdn-i awkaf. A
certain Muhammad b. Abi '1-Khayr, who had misappropriated a sum from the estates of the wakf for
the Haramayn, was to be summoned. The sum was
to be recovered and Muhammad b. Abi '1-Khayr punished. Tadj al-Dln Abu '1-Talib al-Husayn b. Zayd
b. al-Husayn was not to interfere in the awkaf of
Isfahan and its neighbourhood or their produce or
revenue and if, before the arrival of this farmdn, he
had taken anything from the awkaf, it was to be
immediately extracted from him to the last man [see
MAKAYlL and MAWAZIN for this unit of weight] and
any wakf in his possession was to be surrendered. The
mutawallls and peasants of the awkdfwere placed under
the orders of Muntadjab al-Dm (278-9). A similar situation may have existed in other major mosques and
shrines, and certainly did so in the Safawid period
and later (see below) when there was a mutawalli
appointed by the government over the shrine or
mosque in charge of the administration of its awkaf
made at different times, each, or some of which, may
have had its own mutawalli.
Under the Khwarazmshahs, the situation with regard
to awkaf was probably broadly similar to that which
had prevailed under the Saldjuks. A diploma (manshur)
for the kadi al-kuddt Khalaf al-Makkl renewed his
charge of awkaf properties which had been in the
possession of his trusted agents (mu'tamiddri) and of the
tawliyat of the awkaf of the mosques and madrasas
which had been in the care of former kddls, and at
his request the accountant of the dlwdn, who had been
in charge of the wakfi accounts, was recalled and all
affairs connected with the administration of the awkaf,
their development and their protection from the hands
of those who would encroach upon them, were
entrusted to him (Baha3 al-Dm Baghdad!, al-Tawassul
ild 'l-tarassul, ed. Ahmad Bahmanyar, Tehran AHS
1315/1936-7, 51-4, and cf. the document appointing
Khalaf al-Makki kadi of the empire in succession to
his father, ibid., 61, 72). Another (undated) document
in the same collection illustrates the interest of the
government in ensuring that wakfi property was in
good condition. It states that the village of Sakan
Akhsak (?), which was wakf for the Khatun Baha3
madrasa and one of the most important wakfi properties of Khwarazm, was beginning to fall into decay
owing to the incompetence of the mutawalli (ibid., 86).
Accordingly, the sultan had decided to appoint the
wazir Nasfr al-Dm as mutawalli of the wakf and to
give him full control over it. He was to arrange its
affairs through deputies (nd'ibdri) so that it might quickly
return to a prosperous condition and its revenue be
spent as the founder had laid down; and a suitable
mudarris was to be appointed (ibid., 87-9). This case
is unusual in that the newly-appointed mutawalli was
a wa&r and not a kadi.
In Fars, various of the semi-independent Saldjuk
governors, notably Karaca Sakl, who was the virtual
ruler of Fars in the early years of the 6th/12th cen-
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tury, and Zahida Khatun, the wife of Boz-Aba, who
ruled the province after the death of her husband in
541/1146-7, were active in the constitution of property into awkaf. The latter spent all the money, treasure and jewels which she had inherited from her
ancestors and from Boz-Aba on the purchase of large
villages to make into wakf for the madrasa which she
built in Shiraz. The Atabegs of Fars continued this
tradition (see further Lambton, Continuity and change in
medieval Persia, 150). The rulers of other Saldjuk succession states, notably the Kutlugh Khanids (Kara
Khita3iyan) of Kirman [q.v.] made many charitable
foundations and constituted awkaf for them (see further ibid., 151, and eadem, Awqdf in Persia, 310-13).
Terken Khatun, who ruled Kirman after the death
of her husband Kutb al-Dm Muhammad in 655/1257
until her death in 681/1282, made numerous villages
and estates into awkaf for mosques, shrines, hospitals
and lesser charitable purposes. These are recorded in
the Tdnkh-i Shdhi-yi Kara Khitd'iydn (ed. Muhammad
Ibrahim Bastanl Parfzl, Tehran AHS 1355/1976-7),
the anonymous author of which states that records of
the awkaf of Kirman had been kept in the provincial
dlwdns (93). Piety may have been her primary motive,
but it may be that she needed the public support
which such foundations gave. She is stated to have
claimed her dowry (saddk) on her husband's death and
with the 10,000 dinars to which it amounted to have
bought land which she made into awkaf for the madrasa
and tomb complex which she built in Bardaslr (ibid.,
100). It seems likely that many, if not all, of her awkaf
were made out of her personal property. She had a
private dlwdn (dlwdn-i khdss) separate from the state or
public dlwdn and owned considerable resources (ibid.,
232). Her sons, Sultan Hadjdjadj and Soyurghatmish,
also made many charitable foundations out of their
inherited estates and private property (Naslr al-Dln
MunshI, Simt al-culd, ed. 'Abbas Ikbal, Tehran AHS
1328/1949-50, 39-40, 58). Terken 'Khatun designated
herself as mutawalli of some of the foundations she
constituted, including the numerous properties she
made into wakf for the Friday mosque outside Bardaslr
(Tdnkh-i Shdhi-yi Kara Khitd3iydn, 244-5). In some of
her smaller foundations, especially those made for
slaves and slave-girls, her children were designated
mutawalli. This was also the case of the mill (in
Bahramdjird) which she had bought and repaired and
made into wakf for the shrine in the village of Ardashir
in Djuwayn (ibid., 225-6). The office of mutawalli of
the awkaf of the Friday mosque which she built at
the New Gate of Bardaslr in 673/1274-5 was entrusted
to "the ruler who was on the throne of Kirman and
(thereafter) to his/her children" (ibid., 235-6). Some
of Terken Khatun's awkaf were for administrative
affairs and public welfare. In 673/1275 she made the
village of Sufryan in Rudan into wakf, stipulating that
thirty men should reside there to protect the road
and escort caravans. The leader of the troop was to
receive 5,000 mans of grain annually by way of wages
and each of the thirty soldiers 2,000 mans, two-thirds
to be paid in winter and one-third in summer (ibid.,
235). Whether Sufiyan belonged to Terken Khatun
or to the dlwdn is not stated (see further, Lambton,
Awkaf in Persia, 310-13).
During the Mongol invasions, much wakfi land which
lay in the path of the invading hordes must have suffered devastation, but so far as it escaped its status
appears to have been little changed. From an early
date there was a department of awkaf in the Ilkhanate.
When Hiilegii [q.v.] charged Naslr al-Dln TusI [q.v.]
with the establishment of an observatory at Maragha,
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the building of which was begun in 657/1259, he
appointed him over the awkdf of the empire. Naslr
al-Dfn also held this office under Abaka [q.v.] and
finally died when on a tour of inspection of awkaf in
Trak. He appointed in each locality an official responsible for the administration of awkaf, allowing him to
keep one-tenth of the wakfi revenue for his salary.
The diwdn's share of the revenue was to be sent to
Maragha for the observatory (Hassan Mahmud 'AbdelLatif, Nasir al-Din Tusi (d. 1274) and his Tajnd ali'tiqdd, Ph.D. thesis, London University 1977, unpubl.,
70 ff.). Tegiider Ahmad, who succeeded Abaka in
680/1282, appointed Kamal al-Dm cAbd al-Rahman
al-RaficI mutawalli of the awkaf of the empire, and
ordered the proceeds of all awkaf to be expended as
laid down by their founders with the cognisance of
Kamal al-Dfn and the great imams and culamd\ The
proceeds of the awkaf for the Haramayn were to be
collected annually and sent to Baghdad at the time
of the pilgrimage (Wassaf, Tdnkh, ed. M.M. Isfahan!,
lith. Bombay 1269/1852-3, 100). Under Ghazan Khan
(694-703/1295-1304) there was probably an attempt
to tighten control over the administration of awkaf. It
would seem, however, that Ghazan was not overscrupulous in observing the legal prescription that
property to be made into wakf must be the personal
property of the founder. When the Kadi Sa'in Simnanl
was executed after interrogation by the yarghu [q.v.]
in 700/1301, his estates and property were added to
the khdlisat and registered in the awkaf registers of the
royal tomb (Wassaf, 419-20). However, Rashld al-Dm
states that the property made into awkaf for the complex which Ghazan made in the Shanb-i Ghazan in
Tabriz, had all been in his full and legal possession
and this had been corroborated by fatwds (Tdnkh-i
mubdrak-i ghdzdni, 215).
Al-cUmarI, quoting information given to him by
Nizam al-Dfn Abu '1-Fada'il Yahya al-Tayyan, who
had been a secretary to Abu Sa'Id, the last Ilkhan
(716-36/1316-35), states that "no one interfered with
them (awkaf] either in the reign of Hiilegii or his successors. Every wakf was in the hands of its mutawalli
and whoever had authority over it. Whatever might
be said with regard to any damage (naks) to the affairs
of awkdf [in Persia], such damage was entirely due
to abuses committed by those in charge of the awkaf
and not to anyone else" (K. Lech, Das mongolische
Weltreich. Al-Uman's Darstellung der mongolischen Reiche im
seinem Werk Masdlik al-absdr fi mamdlik al-amsdr, with
tr. and comm., Wiesbaden 1968, Arabic text, 92).
This may have been an accurate statement as regards
the central government, but there was much usurpation of property in general, including awkaf by Mongol
officials and others. Hamd Allah Mustawfi states that
in Shlraz there were over 500 charitable foundations,
which had innumerable awkdf but the revenues of
few of them reached their proper purposes (Nuzhat
al-kulub, Persian text, 116). He also alleges that the
Pishkil Darra district of Kazwln, which was wakf for
the Friday mosque of Kazwln, had been usurped by
the Mongols (ibid., 67). Wassaf asserts that most of the
awkdf of the empire and the buildings which they
served were in a state of ruin and their revenues misappropriated, but he states that Kiirdudjin, the daughter o_f Tash Mongke and Abish Khatun, to whom the
last Ilkhan Abu Sa'Id had given the taxes of Fars on
a permanent contract (bar sabil-i mukdtaca-yi abadi) three
years after his accession, paid particular attention to
the buildings of her forebears, increased their awkdf
and devoted their revenues to their proper purposes
(Tdnkh, 624-5).

In spite of the fact that many awkaf may have been
devastated during the Mongol invasions and others
usurped during the Ilkhanate, there appears to have
been a proliferation of awkdf during the period. One
reason for this was probably the prevailing insecurity
of tenure which led men to seek to safeguard their
property from confiscation and to secure its continued enjoyment, or at least part of it, by themselves
and their descendants by constituting it into wakf
Both Ghazan Khan and Oldjeytu founded many awkdf
Their motives were various; some of Ghazan's benefactions were clearly prompted by charity (see Lambton,
Awqdf in Persia, 315 ff.), and some by a desire to
secure the possession of property to his descendants,
as when he laid down that his Tnaju lands should be
constituted into wakf for the sons of his chief wife
Bulughan Khatun, or, if she had no sons, for the
sons of his other wives and their male descendants
(Rashld al-Dm, Tdnkh-i mubdrak-i ghdzdrii, 331). AlKashanl mentions that Ghazan gave orders for a ddr
al-siydda to be built in every province in Persia and
for estates and villages to be made into wakf for them,
so that the annual income of each would be 10,000
dinars (Tdnkh-i Ulajdytu, ed. Mahin Hambly, Tehran
AHS 1348/1969, 93-4). Rashld al-Dm confirms that
Ghazan made such buildings in Isfahan, Shfraz,
Baghdad and various other towns (ibid., 215). However,
most of Ghazan Khan's awkdf and also Oldjeytii's,
were for the benefit of foundations in their respective capitals, Tabriz and Sultaniyya.
In spite of, or perhaps because of, the dislocation
of traditional life under Mongol rule, many officials
and private individuals acquired enormous wealth,
some of which came from trade and possibly from
money-lending. Much of it appears to have consisted
of, or been invested in, land and real estate and to
have been constituted into wakf The most outstanding case is that of Rashld al-Din Fadl Allah Hamadanl
[see RASHlo AL-DIN TASTE]. Most of his awkdf were
for the benefit of the Rabc-i Rashldl, the quarter
which he built in Tabriz; but he also constituted awkdf
for foundations in Yazd, Hamadan, Shiraz and
Kirman. Lists of the properties which he made into
wakf for these foundations, which included mosques,
madrasas, khdnakdhs, and hospitals, and awkdf for his
children and various holy men, are set out in the
Wakf-ndma-i Rabc-i Rashidi, dated 709/1309-10, and
include property in Yazd, Hamadan, Sharrah, Tabriz,
Shlraz, Isfahan and Mawsil. Property in the first four
places had also apparently been made into wakf by
Rashld al-Din at an earlier date, for which special
wakfiyyas, had been drawn up (Lambton, Awqdf in Persia,
317-18). As a convert to Islam, the support of the culamd3
was important for him and this he might have expected
to gain as a result of his charitable foundations.
Among private individuals who constituted their property into awkdf the example of Sayyid Rukn al-Din
Muhammad and his son Shams al-Dm Muhammad
of Yazd is notable. Sayyid Rukn al-Din disposed of
a great deal of property—shares in kandts [q.v.], land
and real estate in Yazd—and he also apparently had
considerable capital available with which he purchased
new property with a view to making it into awkdf
His foundations and those of his son and their awkdf
are set out in the Djdmi' al-khayrdt, dated 748/1347-8
(ed. Muhammad Taki Danishpazhuh and Iradj Afshar,
in FIZ,'ix [AHS 1345/1966-7], and a revised edition in Afshar, Tddigdrhd-yi Yazd, ii, Tehran AHS
1354/1975-6, 391-557; see also YAZD). An interesting
feature of Shams al-Din Muhammad's awkdf is the
inclusion of pensions (idrdrdt) which he held on vari-
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ous funds among the property which he made into
wakf($dmic al-khayrdt, 174, 203, 213, 214, 216). Rukn
al-Dm Muhammad, Shams al-Dln's father, had also
had a pension drawn on the revenue of Yazd, part
of which he had inherited from his forefathers and
part from the sayyids, and imams of Yazd. After his
death, it passed to Shams al-Dm (ibid., 140; see also
Lambton, Awqdf in Persia, 213-15). Al-cUmari states
that idrdrdt, which consisted of money or villages, were
the property of their holders, who could dispose of
them like landed estates, sell them, give them away,
or constitute them into wakf (Das mongolische Weltreich, Arabic text, 95-6. See also Naslr al-Dm Tusf,
Madj.muca-yi rasd'il az ta3lifdt-i Khwddj.a Nasir al Din
Tusi, ed. M. RidawT, Tehran AHS 1336/1957, 31).
Many of the awkaf constituted during the Ilkhanate
disappeared over time. On Rashfd al-Dm's fall, the
revenue of the awkaf which he had made for the
Rabc-i Rashidf was withheld from expenditure on its
proper purposes and his estates taken for the dlwdn
(Hafiz Abru, Dhayl-i dj_dmic-i tawdnkh-i rashidi, ed. Khan
Baba' Bayam, Tehran AHS 1350/1971, 129). The
Ghiyathiyya awkaf or some of them, made by his son
Ghiyath al-Dm Muhammad, appear to have still been
in existence in 1073/1662 (Lambton, Landlord and peasant, 113-14). There is also mention of Ghazanl awkaf
in the 10th/16th century (Iskandar Beg Munshf,
Tdnkh-i 'Alamara-yi cAbbdsi, Tehran AHS 1334/1956,
i, 148).
The Tfmurids in Bukhara, Harat and elsewhere,
and the Safawids in Isfahan, followed the practice of
Ghazan and Oldjeytii in founding magnificent buildings in their capitals and constituting valuable awkaf
for them. Perhaps partly as a result of the increasing number of royal foundations, the saddrat was
expanded and separated from the wazfrate and the
office of sadr [q.v.] regularised (see documents in the
Sharaf-ndma of cAbd Allah Marwarfd, in H.R. Roemer,
Staatsschreiben der Timuridenzeit, Wiesbaden 1952). Maria
E. Subtelny has drawn attention to the proliferation
of awkaf in Khurasan under the Tfmurids, especially
Husayn Mlrza Baykara (A Timurid educational and charitable foundation: the Ikhldsiyya complex of (All Shir Nawd'i
in 15th century Herat and its endowment, in JAOS, ix
[1991], 38-61). Khwandamfr notes that in the reign
of Husayn Mfrza Baykara [see HUSAYN (Mfrza b.
Mansur b. Baykara)] the spread of awkaf in Khurasan
was such that two or three persons were needed to
carry out the office of sadr (Habib al-siyar, Tehran
AHS 1333/1954-5, iv, 321). Timur apparently constituted a number of properties into wakf for the
Safawid family (Lambton, Landlord and peasant, 112
n. 1), and the early Safawid shahs, notably Tahmasp
I (930-84/1524-76 [q'.v]}, made property into wakf for
the Safawid shrines in Kum [q.v.] and elsewhere. A
document for the appointment of the mutawalli of the
shrine of Sittl Fatima in Kum issued by the Ak
Koyunlu Yackub Beg in 884/1479 mentions earlier
appointments by Tfmur and Shahrukh (see H. Busse,
Untersuchungen zum islamischen Kanzleiwesen, Cairo 1959,
56-7). Some of the awkaf for the Safawid shrine at
Ardabll [q.v.] also predated the assumption of royal
power by the Safawids.
Although the Tfmurid and Safawid periods were
characterised by royal foundations, there was also
much constitution of awkaf by provincial governors,
officials and private individuals. The motive for many
of these foundations was probably local patriotism,
but their founders were probably also influenced in
many cases by the hope of obtaining local support
as public benefactors. In Yazd, important awkaf, were
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founded by the Timurid governor Amir Cakmak and
his wife Bib! Fatima and later by Muhammad Takf
Khan, who as governor of Yazd under the Afsharids,
Zands and Kadjars, exercised a considerable degree
of independence [see YAZD] . Under the Safawids, there
was probably an increase in family awkaf made in
the hope of ensuring the enjoyment of their revenues
by the founder and his family and of preventing, or
at least lessening, the interference of the government
in the administration of the property so constituted.
A typical example is the wakf-ndma of Ghiyath al-Dm
c
Alr al-Ghiyathl dated Ramadan 951/Nov.-Dec. 1544
(Mawkufdt-i Ghiyath al-Din cAli al-Ghiydthi, ed. Karamat
Racna Husaynf, in Maajalla-yi Ddnishkada-yi Adabiyydt
wa cUlum-i Insdni (Tehran), xvi/4 [Farwardfn 1348/
March 1969], 465-76). The founder relinquished ownership of the endowed properties and took them over
again as mutawalli (ibid., 471).
Isma c fl Safawf [q.v], the first Safawid shah, among
his early acts appointed Shams al-Dm Gflanf sadr and
put him in charge of the awkaf of the empire (Khwandamfr, iv, 468). In the reign of Shah Saff (10761105/1666-94 [see SULAYMAN SHAH]), the office of sadr
was divided; the sadr-i khdssa administered and generally supervised awkaf in the khdssa provinces and the
sadr-i mamdlik those in the provinces under governors.
The sadr-i khdssa had additional functions in connection
with those awkaf of which the shah was the mutawalli,
including the appointment of administrators (mubdshirdn)
over them, deputy mutawalli?, (mutawalliydn-i ajuzw] and
overseers (nd^irdn). In the case of sharci awkaf (i.e. those
constituted by private individuals), neither the sudur nor
sharci judges were to interfere with whomsoever the
founder had designated as mutawalli (Mfrza Raff c a,
Dastur al-muluk, ed. Muhammad Takf Danishpazhuh,
mMDA'UI, xvi/1-2 [Adhar 1317/November 1968], 66).
The awkaf in Isfahan, Yazd, Abarkuh, Kashan, Kum,
Sawa, Mazandaran, Astarabad, GiraylT, Hadjdjilar,
Kabuddjama, Natanz, Ardistan, Na'm, Kumisha,
Kamara and Mahallat, Farahan, Gulpayagan, Dilidjan,
Khwansar, Djapalak, Barwarud (?), Firaydan, Rara,
Mizdadj and Kuyar were under the sadr-i khdssa (Mfrza
RafTca, loc. cit.}, who presumably appointed officials to
take charge of the awkaf in these districts (cf. the document appointing Muhammad Mufid mustawfi of the
awkaf of Yazd dated 1077/1667, in Muhammad Mufid,
Didmic-i mufidi, ed. Afshar, Tehran AHS 1340/1961-2,
iii, 752-4). The precise relation of the sadr-i khdssa to
the wazir of the Fayd Athar department, also called
the wazir-i mawkufdt, who was in charge of the agriculture of the Mahall (the districts round Isfahan) and
the repair of buildings in the Mahall and of gardens
which were wakf (apart from certain named gardens
which were under the nd^ir], is not clear (Mlrza RafT'a,
in MDA'UI, xvi/3, 321)!
The Safawid shahs made extensive awkaf for various shrines [see IMAMZADA] and appointed mutawalli?,
for them. Shah Isma'fl I allegedly took possession of
estates in Maymand which had been made into wakf
for the Shah Ciragh mosque in Shiraz, and vested
the office of mutawalli in his children (Fasa3!, Fdrsndma-i ndsin, lith., Tehran 1313/1895, ii, 305). During
the disorders after the fall of the Safawids, they were
usurped by Mlrza Abu Talib, the kaldntar of Shlraz.
Nadir Shah [q.v] restored them to the shrine in 1142/
1729-30 (ibid., i, 104). Misappropriation of awkaf was
not uncommon. The wazir Kadi Djahan is alleged to
have converted certain wakf villages into his private
property. After he had retired to Kazwfn, this came
to the ears of Shah Tahmasp, who ordered him to
be deprived of their possession and the equivalent of
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the revenue due from them to be recovered. However,
because of Kadi Djahan's age and weakness, the shah
forgave him and granted him a sum of money as a
soyurghal (Hasan Rumlu, Ahsan al-tawdnkh, ed. C.N.
Seddon, Baroda 1931, i, 375-6).
Tahmasp I constituted awkdf for the shrine of Shah
c
Abd al-'Azfm in Ray according to a farmdn dated
960/1153 '(Shihabl, Wakf dar Islam, Tehran AHS
1343/1964, 72). His jsister Shahzada Sultanum constituted awkdf for the Cahardah Macsum (sc. the twelve
imams, the prophet Muhammad and Fatima, the wife
of 'All b. Talib) and appointed as mutawalli Tahmasp
and whichever of his sons should become shah after
him. Tahmasp appointed Mir Kamal al-Dfn Astarabad! his deputy (na'ib al-tawliya] (Iskandar Munshl, i,
111-12). The latter, during Tahmasp's reign, was
also, with Mir Abu '1-Kasim Isfahan!, joint mutawalli
of the shrine of the Imam Rida at Mashhad; he
undertook the tawliya-i sunnati and Mir Abu '1-Kasim
the tawliya-i wddjibl. The first concerned the administration of soyurghals and what was given from the
khdssa administration for the expenses of the shrine
on public feasts (shildri) and for allowances for the servants of the shrine, sdddt, and others, while the wdajibi
tawliya was concerned with the revenue of the awkdf
of the shrine and from vows (ibid., i, 149). The most
numerous awkdf constituted by a ruling shah belong
to the reign of Shah 'Abbas I [q.v.]. R.D. McChesney
has examined the awkdf of Shah c Abbas in detail and
attempted an assessment of their political and economic aspects (Waqf and public policy: the waqfs of Shah
'Abbas, 1011-1023/1602-1614, in Asian and African
Studies, xv [1981], 165-90). The best known of these
foundations is that made, according to Iskandar Beg
Munshi, in 1015/1606-7 or 1016/1607-8 when he
constituted all his private estates (ajamf-i amldk wa
rakabdt-i muktasab-i khdssa-i khwud), "the just value of
which was 100,000 tumdn-i shdhi-yi 'irdki and the produce of which after the deduction of what was needed
for their cultivation was, using a medium conversion
rate, nearly 7,000 tiimdns", together with various buildings in Isfahan and the neighbourhood into wakf for
the Cahardah Maesum. He vested the office of mutawalli
in himself and thereafter in the reigning monarch.
According to the terms of the wakf-ndma drawn up
by Shaykh Baha3 al-Dm, the revenue of the wakf, after
the deduction of the dues of the mutawalli (hakk altawliya) was to be expended at the discretion of the
mutawalli and according to the exigencies of the time
(Iskandar Beg Munshi, i, 536). Mirza Radi, the sadr,
was appointed the shah's deputy in charge of the
administration of the wakf (ibid., 64). According to
Shihabl, most of the founders of awkdf for the shrine
of the Imam Rida at Mashhad after this designated
the reigning shah as the mutawalli. The shah's deputy
in the management of the awkdf of the shrine was
called the mutawalli-bdshi and later the nd3ib al-tawliya
(Wakf dar Islam, 60. On Shah 'Abbas's foundations,
see also cAbd al-Husayn Sipinta, Tdnkhca-yi awkdf dar
Isfahan, Isfahan AHS 1346/1967-8, 41 ff., 331 if.).
Shah Sultan Husayn, the last of the Safawids,
constituted property into wakf for the Madrasa-i
Sultan! (Madrasa-i Madar Shah, now known as the
Madrasa-i Cahar Bagh) in Isfahan in 1122/1711-12
and designated himself as mutawalli and thereafter the
reigning shah (Sipinta, 120-32). He made the taxes
and dues of the property so constituted into a permanent soyurghal for the administration of the madrasa
(ibid., 131).
The office of mutawalli of the shrines which had
awkdf-i tajwidi (i.e. awkdf constituted by the reigning

shah) was influential and profitable. Mirza Rafi c a describes the duties of the mutawallis of the shrine of
the Imam Rida in Mashhad, the shrine of Fatima,
the sister of the Imam Rida, in Kum, the shrine of
c
Abd al-cAz!m in Rayy, the Safawid shrines in Kum,
and the Safawid shrine in Ardab!l and the respect in
which the mutawallis were held at the royal court
(MDA'UI, xvi/1-2, 66-9). Shihab! gives a list of the
properties made into wakf for the shrine of Shah cAbd
al-cAz!m (Wakf dar Islam, 72-3). He states that Mrrza
Habib Allah, the grandson of Shaykh cAl! Karak!,
was appointed mutawalli of the shrine of Fatima at
Kum by Tahmasp, while the tawliyat of the shrine at
Mahan was given to another grandson, Mir Sayyid
Murtada. Another of Shaykh cAl!'s descendants, Mrrza
Ibrahrm, shaykh al-isldm of Ray, became mutawalli of
the shrine of cAbd al-cAz!m; his descendants still held
that office in the 19th century. Yet another of Shaykh
c
Alfs sons, Sayyid Ahmad, and his descendants after
him, held the office of mutawalli of the shrine of San"
al-Dm at Ardabfl (ibid., 74). Shah cAbbas II (105277/1642-67 [q.v.]) redistributed the offices of mutawalli
of the major shrines in an attempt to break up the
large fortunes which their holders accumulated (Chardin,
Voyages, ed. Langles, Paris 1811, vi, 63-5), reorganised
the administration of the awkdf-i tajwidi (Muhammad
Tahir Kazwm!, cAbbds-ndma, ed. Ibrahrm Dihgan, Arak
AHS 1329/1950-1, 223-4) and appointed Mirza
Mas'ud Djabir! wa&r-i awkdf J.B. Fraser was informed
by the muajtahid Mrrza cAbd al-Djawad that the revenues of the shrine of the Imam Rida from property
and land in every province of Persia amounted in the
reign of Shah Sultan Husayn to 15,000 khurdsdm tumdns.
In later years, his informant told him, there had been
usurpation and the rents were ill-paid so that the revenue was probably not more than 2,000 or 2,500
khurdsdm tumdns (Narrative of a journey into Khorasan in
the years 1821 and 1822, London 1825, 455).
Although the richest and most extensive awkdf in the
Safawid period were those made by the shahs, there
were also numerous awkdf constituted by individuals,
some affluent (for example Muhammad Beg Begdilu
(d. 1021/1612-13), a man of wealth and substance who
made his landed estates into wakf (Iskandar Munshi,
ii, 608), but many less so, who were influenced not only
by personal gain but by religious feeling and pietas
(cf. the case of a certain Hadjdj! Yar Beg, a tanner
of Isfahan, Lutf Allah Hunarfar, Gandjina-i dthdr-i
tdnkhi-i Isfahan,'Isfahan AHS 1344/1961-2, 541-3).
When the Afghans took Isfahan on the fall of the
Safawids, they usurped much wakfi property and made
it into khdlisa [q.v.]; and many records were destroyed
(Shaykh Djabir Ansan, Tdnkh-i Isfahan wa Ray, Isfahan
AHS 1322/1943, 35). Under Nadir Shah, many wakfi
properties were resumed in Isfahan, if not elsewhere,
and included in the Nadir! registers (ibid., 37-8; see
also Mirza Muhammad Kalantar-i Fars, Ruzndma, ed.
c
Abbas Ikbal, Tehran 1946, 13). cAdil Shah revoked
Nadir's regulations and ordered the awkdf to be returned to their mutawallis. However, a good deal of
confusion prevailed and it is not clear to what extent
this took place (ibid.). Kanm Khan, according to
Sipinta, made an abortive attempt to rectify affairs (343).
Further decay and confusion occurred in the famine
years of 1871-2 (Shaykh Djabir Ansan, 51-2).
The Kadjar period was not notable for the constitution of awkdf One of the most important was that made
for the Sipahsalar Madrasa in Tehran. The building
was begun in 1819 by Amm al-Dawla Hadjdj! Muhammad Husayn Khan Sadr-i Isfahan, who designated
himself first as mutawalli and thereafter the ruling shah
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(Shihabl, 40). He died two years later before the building was completed. His brother Yahya Khan Mushfr
al-Dawla continued the work but also died before it
was completed. It was finally finished by the shah's
mutawallis (Shihabl, 38-9; for the text of Muhammad
Husayn Khan's wakfiyya, see Sipinta, 408-20).
In 1854 a Ministry of Pensions and Awkdf was
founded. In 1863 it was announced in the official
gazette, Ruzndma-i dawlat-i cdliya-yi Iran., that those in
charge of all awkdf both in districts near the capital
and in the provinces were to send their accounts, duly
attested by a muajtahid, to the Ministry of Pensions and
Awkdf Anyone who failed to do so would be deprived
of office (no. 535, 17 Radjab 1279/1863). After the
grant of the Constitution [see DUSTUR. iv] the duties
of the department of awkdf which came under the
Ministry of Education, were set out in Article 6 of
the Law of 28 Sha'ban 1328/1910 and in the Supplementary Law of 19 Djumada II 1329/1911 (Sipinta,
11). The legal position was in due course laid down
in the Civil Code (see Lambton, Landlord and peasant,
230 ff.).
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(ANN K.S. LAMBTON)
IV. IN THE OTTOMAN EMPIRE TO 1914
The understanding and interpretation of the role
of wakf in the Ottoman empire has radically changed
since the opening of the vast Ottoman archival holdings in Turkey and the successor states, to which
should be added the considerable number of Ottoman documents held in European libraries and archives
(e.g. the Archives d'Outre-Mer in Aix-en-Provence
which represent one of the more important holdings
in Europe for Ottoman Algeria). The increased accessibility, especially from the 1970s onwards, for the
international scholarly community to study portions of
the Ottoman imperial and provincial archives—and
the wakf documents within them—in addition to the
ongoing publication of archival catalogues in Turkish,
Arabic, the Slavic languages, English, etc. (Kenderova,
1984; Lewis; Bilici, 1997; Faroqhi, 1999, 54-5, 60-61,
96; Temimi; Ivanova and Ivanova; bibliographical references cited within manuscript and library catalogues
published by Bas.bakanlik and IRCICA; relevant library
and archive internet sites), represents no less than a
revolution in research on Ottoman wakf Furthermore,
Ottoman wakf foundation deeds themselves (wakfiyye
and kitdb al-wakf) and associated documents are gradually being published under the auspices of the General Directorate of Wakfs in Ankara (i.e. the foundation
document of the Ottoman sultan, Mehemmed the
Conqueror, published in 1938 and the deeds published in the Vakiflar Dergisi), by Wakf Ministries
in the former Ottoman provinces (such as the Lala
Mustafa Pasha wakfiyya published by the Syrian Wakf
Ministry in Damascus) and by other organisations.
Access to this primary material has drastically
changed methodological approaches to the study of
Ottoman wakf which, heretofore, had almost exclusively relied upon Islamic legal compendia (ahkdm alawkdf fatwd collections and legal studies) or Western
interpretations of it (i.e. Mercier), overwhelmingly
giving a normative or interpretative view (Heffening).
Barkan and Ayverdi's research, based on the data of
a mid-10th/16th-century tahnr [q.v.], was the first to
have systematically and quantitatively studied Ottoman
wakf at a given time and place. Since then, quantitative statistical analyses on predetermined aspects of
a corpus of documents related to Ottoman wakf combined with qualitative evaluations drawn not only from
wakf endowment deeds (the above-mentioned kitdb alwakf and the wakfiyye) but also from the liua^a^at alwakf have been published (Raymond; Saidouni; Bakhit;
Henia; Roded; Shuval), revealing trends related to the
identities and status of endowment founders and the
administrators of the foundations, properties owned
by wakf renters of this property, beneficiaries of the
revenues, etc. Some publications on Ottoman wakf
have also analysed archival data juxtaposed with information from the legal domain, such as the ahkdm
al-awkdf or fatwd collections (Rafeq; Reilly; Cuno;
Deguilhem, 1988).
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An overall picture of Ottoman foundations which
comes closer to reality is made possible by understanding wakf as a dynamic and very diversified institution which partially developed on-the-ground in
reaction to altering circumstances but which responded,
at least to a certain extent, to predefined structures.
Both the changing as well as the continuous practices
of wakf were reflected in the juridico-administrative
Ottoman tribunal and bureaucratic records (which,
though seemingly of formulaic language, expressed
nonetheless changing circumstances), but also within
the corresponding legal normative framework articulated in Jikh [q.v] (Husnii) and kdnun [q.v] (A. Qetin,
221-7). In other words, the primary sources have indisputably shown that, far from being static or in "mortmain", foundation properties were not, in fact,
inalienable and often changed hands not only through
the legal mechanism of istibddl, irsdd (Deguilhem, 1988)
and other legalised means, but also simply as an integral part of the economy, in line with market demands.
The economics and politics of Ottoman wakf were
based upon a flexible but stable system that had long
since produced an institution capable of interacting
and responding to individual, family, community and
state needs.
Wakf was omnipresent in all levels of Ottoman society, urban and rural, both in the form of individually functioning units and as separate parts of a basic
single institutional system. Studying the institution
in situ from the vantage point of the data found in
endowment deeds, in the huajajat al-wakf and in documents inscribed in wakf and other registers (i.e. the
tahrir, the dqftar mufassal, etc.) reveals the extreme multiplicity of functions that were initiated, established
and activated by wakf networks in the Ottoman world
(for an overview and state-of-the-art survey of wakf
research up until the end of the 1990s, see Hoexter,
Waqf studies, and Bilici, 1997), over which the imperial authority attempted to exercise supervision with
varying degrees of success over the centuries.
To grasp the ubiquitous character of the Ottoman
foundations, one may say that the three most striking traits of the Ottoman wakf were its widespread
vertical and horizontal use throughout all socioeconomic strata of society; its capacity to adapt to individual, group and state needs within Islamic as well
as within Ottoman Christian (Abou Nohra; Ghazzal;
Davie; Slim; Saliba—see for these references, Bib I.,
below) and Jewish communities (Yazbak, 55-6, 60,
214-15, 217-18; Shaham; Gerber, The Jews); and,
finally, its longevity—not only of the institution itself
but also of the abundant individual wakfi, (although,
of course, many also disappeared), whether endowed
in the Ottoman period or founded during Ayyubid
or Mamluk times but which continued to operate during the centuries of Ottoman rule (their longevity
perceived, for example, via a comparative study of
10th/16th-century tapu tahrir registers which surveyed
the existing milk [q.v.] and wakf properties in relation
to 20th-century wakf liquidation documents).
From the early years of the empire, even while
taking into account the regional differences across its
vast Asian, African and European territories, the institution of wakf continued to assume its traditional dual
and complementary role within both urban and rural
Ottoman contexts by simultaneously creating and
financing religious, political, social, charitable, cultural
and spiritual networks through the establishment of a
continuous "permanent" economic linkage between
wakf beneficiaries and their corresponding revenueproducing assets, in addition to the personnel work-

ing for the endowments (Hiitteroth and Abdelfattah,
esp. map 4 showing regional wakf links between late
1 Oth/16th-century Egypt, Syria and the Haramayn
[q.v.]; Hoexter, Endowments, esp. for links between 17th19th-century Algeria and the Arabian Holy Cities).
Wakf was the infrastructural core around which many
aspects of Ottoman civilisation expressed itself.
Ottoman endowments included the khayri, dhurri/ahli
and mushtarak wakfi> (identifiable according to the wakf'?,
immediate line of beneficiaries); the politically influential pilgrimage foundations—including the dashisha
(Ann 1991, 1995) and Haramayn foundations (which
contributed towards the financing of more than just
the Arabian Holy Cities: Hoexter, Endowments; Heywood; Faroqhi, 1994, 4, 76-8, 80-4, 87-9, 182; the
sultanic imperial humdyun [q.v] (Barnes) wakjs (to which
also individuals contributed who were not associated
with the sultanic household: Faroqhi, 1995, 97); the
irsdd (Cuno) wakfs, as well as a plethora of foundations which simultaneously incorporated elements from
several of the above categories. Boundaries between
the types of wakf were not impermeable and differences
between them should often be sought in terms of
nuances.
For instance, revenues from the irsdd wakfi,, founded
mostly by imperial family members and personalities
close to the sultan, were presumably and frequently
created for the general welfare (maslaha [q.v]), but a
considerable part of the irsdd shares in Egypt, during
the latter centuries of the empire, were also distributed in the form of inheritable allocations (females
not being excluded) to individual members of the
iilamd3 and the military institution. This was also a
common enough characteristic of the other types of
wakfs mentioned above, especially the khayri ones, but
also the sultanic and Haramayn endowments in that
wakf revenues were routinely used to create, modify
or maintain local, regional or empire-wide political
alliances. A striking example is the poor relief soup
kitchen (cimdret [see KHAYR]) endowed, as an imperial
wakf by Khurrem Sultane [q.v], wife of Siileyman
Kanunl, which, from its founding in 1552 until the
end of the Ottoman period, catered to both the poor
and wealthy in Jerusalem; being inscribed as a beneficiary of this cimdret became, in fact, a sign of political importance (Peri). Continuing to use the irsdd
endowments as a comparative measure, juridical works
and chronicles show that this type of Ottoman wakf
(recently studied by Cuno) was often founded with
property belonging to the state (bayt al-mdl), a feature
obviously also shared with the imperial foundations.
On a similar note, research in the Ottoman archives
likewise documents the fact that private individuals
constituted wakf in Ottoman times not only with their
private property, as the normative texts would have
it, but also with mm [q.v] state properties; in the 19th
century, the mm property would, in this situation,
have been held with a sanad al-tdbu contract (Deguilhem, 1991, 70-4).
The Ottoman world was profoundly shaped by the
foundations, each of which was administered as a separate unit by one or several mutawalli, supervised by
a nd£tr(a) who, depending upon the size of the endowment, may have had an accountant (muhdsib) and other
personnel under his or her authority. By the 18th
and, more especially, throughout the 19th century,
the administration of wakf became a veritable profession with some individuals managing ten or more
foundations at a time. Aside from the individual administrators, the management of wakjs, both in the
provinces and in Istanbul, increasingly became con-
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centrated and institutionalised, on one level, within
the hands of local mosque officials (imams and
mu'adhdhim} and, on another level, permanently associated with such positions as—to cite just a few among
myriad examples—the offices of the Grand Vizier, the
shaykh al-islam [q.v], the inspector of the Haramayn
foundations, the Chief Black Eunuch, etc.
Revenue-generating properties belonging to wakf'm
Ottoman times whose incomes subsidised the endowments' beneficiaries were located within urban centres, in the cities' immediate surroundings and outlying
hinterlands, as well as sometimes in very remote rural
regions. Wakf assets consisted of all types of commercial and residential properties that were usually
rented in order to create funds for the foundation
beneficiaries. Such properties included the bayt, ddr,
maghzan, dukkdn, kahwa, hammam, kaysdriyya, khan,
bedestdn, parts of or an entire suk, etc. Wakf assets
also consisted of agricultural real estate which equally
yielded revenues for the foundations through rent contracts or by payment in kind from different types of
gardens (cfrunayna, hdkura) and orchards (bustdn [q.v])
located within or close to urban centres in addition
to parts of or entire villages and tracts of rural agricultural land such as the hdnut, mazrafa [q.v.], ciftlik
[q.v], rizka ahbdsiyya in Ottoman Egypt, etc. Furthermore, as in previous periods, endowment wealth in
the Ottoman realm also included moveable properties (mankuldt) amongst assets belonging to a wakf, such
as books, Kur'an holders, etc. as well as animals, in
particular, those used for pious purposes such as for
the Pilgrimage (horses, camels). Nomadic communities living in the Ottoman empire used this type of
foundation, putting a part of their animals into wakf,
as a means of keeping a portion of their properties
within the family.
It is now a well-documented fact that sums of cash
were also widely possessed by Ottoman wakfi,. By the
mid-10th/16th century, cash holdings in fact already
represented a substantial part of Ottoman wakf assets
(Barkan and Ayverdi) which, in the 18th and 19th
centuries, represented, in some ways, the precursors
of the Ottoman banking system. Foundation administrators lent out the cash at interest, often via specifically named money changers, members of the sarrdf
profession, so indicated in the foundation document,
with the purpose of creating liquid assets for the
endowment. Ebu 'l-Sucud (1545-74 [see ABU 'L-SUCUD]),
sheykh al-isldm under Siileyman the Magnificent, was
one of the Ottoman religious authorities to have pronounced fatwds on the legality of monetary wakf,
whereas his contemporary, Mehmed Birgewf (152073), opposed the practice. Since the cash wakf (wakf
al-nukud) produced money for the endowments through
interest, it was the object of controversy even before
Ottoman times (Mandaville; Yediyildiz, 116-20, 1449; Bilici, Les waqfs monetaires; Gizakca). Towards the
end of the Ottoman era, during the second half of
the 19th and the beginning of the 20th centuries,
some wakf administrators placed money with the
Ottoman Bank as a means of fructifying capital both
on their own behalf as well as in the name of a wakf,
including endowments founded for Sufi orders such
as the Mewlewiyye (Eldem, 288-9).
Many public leaders—sultans but also local governors and bureaucrats as well as all types of notables
at all hierarchical levels—marked their political power,
often transforming and modifying the character and
topography of cities and towns in the process, thanks
to proceeds coming from wakf assets, by establishing
and subsidising religio-educational structures (d^amf,
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masdjid [q.v.], madrasa [q.v.], dar al-Kur'an, dar al-hadith;
Sufi lodges and places of assembly (zdwiya, khdnkdh,
ribdt, tekke [q.vv.]}', poor relief sites such as soup kitchens
or places giving other sorts of assistance ('imdret
and the takiyya madrasa frequently used for giving
poor relief in the Arab provinces); mausolea which
often served as social gathering places (turba [q.v]),
medical dispensaries (bimdristdn [q.v])', and public infrastructural services in the form of bridges, irrigation
systems, fortresses, lighthouses, water conduits, aqueducts, water fountains, etc., in urban and rural areas
alike.
During the expansionist periods of the empire,
especially in the 9th/15th and 10th/16th centuries,
wakf was an important political instrument for the
Islamisation vof newly-conquered localities and frontier
areas. To this end, the endowments funded conventtype structures (ribdt) situated in areas near or bordering on the ddr al-harb [q.v], notably in the European
Ottoman provinces where Sufis and other Muslims
lived, worked the land, engaged in commerce and
eventually colonised regions as a concrete means of
increasing the expanse of lands belonging to the realm.
As part of the Islamisation programme, which was
closely tied to the legitimisation efforts of the sultanate, income from sultanic wakfi, and associated
endowments within all the Ottoman provinces also
funded the construction and maintenance of buildings
intended for Islamic ritual and teaching (as mentioned
above) and, during the early days of the empire, was
sometimes involved in the transformation of churches,
cathedrals and other already existing edifices into
places for use by the Islamic community (Barkan,
1942; Inalcik, 1980, 1990).
Wakf networks in Ottoman lands were the essential infrastructural link in the transmission of knowledge, since the construction and patronage of places
for ritual observances and institutionalised learning,
i.e. the mosques and religious schools mentioned above,
were almost exclusively subsidised by wakf, this was
equally true for many libraries, both public (associated with mosques, Sufi lodges or schools) and private. By way of a famous example, Mehemmed the
Conqueror, immediately upon annexing Konya to
his empire in the middle of the 9th/15th century,
recorded, in the wakf registers, the magnificent
7th/13th-century manuscript collection there which
had formerly belonged to the Sufi Sadr al-Dln alKunawT, son-in-law of Ibn 'Arab! [q.v] (Faroqhi, 1999,
46). Although this endowed library counted spectacular manuscripts amongst its holdings, other more
modest libraries throughout the different provinces,
including those owned by private individuals, were
very common (Kenderova, 1999, for an endowed collection in the Balkans). Some of these private libraries
were maintained for the active use of scholars and
students, while others undoubtedly simply represented a form of capital, the manuscripts not necessarily being read. The sdlndmas or late Ottoman
almanacs sometimes give lists of the endowed libraries
and their contents.
Throughout the empire's territories and through the
course of the centuries, zfaA^financed utilities ranged
from extremely impressive and influential foundation
complexes, which continue to function up until today
(one of the many outstanding ones is the mid10th/16th-century Siileymaniyye complex built by
Mi'mar Sinan: Necipoglu), to much more modest but
still functioning structures, all of them reaching deeply
into the society of their time, so that almost everyone living in the empire was affected at some point,
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during his or her life, by wakf networks which crisscrossed local, regional and international as well as
confessional boundaries.
That endowments were often used as a political
instrument by the sultans, by members of the harem
and the imperial family, by persons who occupied
bureaucratic, religious, military and other official positions at all levels, in addition to individuals in their
private capacity, should not overshadow the fact that
many wakjs were also founded for pious, religious and
charitable purposes and that, in fact, one purpose did
not always exclude the other. As dispensers of justice
toward the community, the Ottoman sultans and members of their extended households, as well as the average Muslim, undertook poor relief, via the agency of
wakf, as one of their responsibilities. Thus, for example, in 1570, Mustafa Celebi Efendi, a son of the defterddr [q.v], Murad Celebi Efendi, established a large
wakf in Istanbul which, according to his wakfiyye, was
for the salvation of his soul (an invocation often
referred to in the foundation documents). This wakf,
similar to so many others, distributed, among other
things, water "obtained from pure snow" to the poor
and passers-by in Istanbul during the three hottest
months of the year (Sauvan, 242). The fact that this
water was of such high quality lent an even greater
importance to the charity-giving.
The existence of the huge sultanic wakf should not
overshadow the fact that modest endowments, sometimes constituted from extremely limited assets, such
as a very small plot of cultivated land or a tiny room
in a ddr, khan or other building, or even a portion
of the above, were also very frequently established as
wakf. These modest or middle-sized endowments made
by small property owners in the Ottoman empire were
often of the mushtarak type and thus represented the
method of simultaneously enacting a good deed
through conferring largesse (even though of a limited
amount) on a public or needy beneficiary while, at
the same time, ensuring the transmission of family
wealth from generation to generation according to
specific inheritance strategies which did not necessarily exclude females. Certain wakf strategies sometimes
even favoured females both as beneficiaries and administrators of endowments (Garcin; Doumani).
Primary research has also dismantled the misconception of wakf as a secure tax shelter. Ottoman administrative records reveal that both buildings and
agricultural properties belonging to the foundations
were indeed subject to taxes. Work by Barkan clearly
demonstrates that wakf and freehold lands (calculated
together as a unit) contributed rather more than 13%
in the form of taxes to the overall revenue budget
for the Ottoman empire in 1527-28 (Barkan, 19534, 277; figures given by Inalcik, 1997, 82-3); in a like
manner, Hiitteroth and Abdulfattah (98) have shown
that endowment properties were subject to the cushr
mdl al-wokf tax in late 1 Oth/16th-century Palestine.
But, since the information on taxes levied upon foundations in the Ottoman empire has not yet been sufficiently researched so as to establish substantial
quantitative data, it is difficult to evaluate the differences between the types and frequency of taxes
imposed on endowment assets in relation to other
types of property. Yet, in view of the fact that so
many private individuals chose to establish wakf as a
means to pass on their properties to future generations
instead of simply allowing their assets to be inherited
according to Kur'anic inheritance precepts [see FARA'ID],
presumably indicates that wakf property taxes were
less onerous than those imposed on non-wakf assets.

Archival work has also been done on the wakfi
owned by the guilds [see SINF. 3] in the Ottoman
empire. Often used as a type of solidarity fund for
guild members but also for other individuals associated or not with the guild, this type of endowment
was frequently bestowed with cash assets which were
lent out at interest. Aside from the endowments
founded by individual craftsmen for the benefit of
their guild, research has shown that, contrary to normative wakf law where only an individual person may
create a foundation, entire guilds also established wakf
for their common use (Akarli; Faroqhi, 1995, esp. 97,
102-8, who has studied wakf registers, now held in
the manuscript division of Milli Kiituphane in Ankara,
from late 18th-century Bursa).
Another collective use of wakfi in the empire was
regarding those that were founded for the benefit of
an urban quarter (mahalla [q.v.]). The assets of the
neighbourhood wakjs, similar to those of the guild
endowments, were mostly but not exclusively held in
the form of currency, which was bestowed in wakf
by the quarter's inhabitants or by other individuals;
revenue also accrued to this type of foundation by
renting the real estate owned by that wakf. The
foundation's properties were therefore collectively
owned by the quarter, and this wakf acted as a safety
net in times of need by the residents of that quarter. In particular, the neighbourhood wakf often helped
defray taxes imposed upon a quarter's population as
an ensemble as well as assisting neighbourhood inhabitants for their material needs. Although further primary research needs to be conducted on this type of
endowment, it seems that the neighbourhood wakf was
usually managed by the sheykh of the mahalla or by
another notable of the quarter.
As the Ottoman centuries went by, huge amounts
of buildings and agricultural lands increasingly belonged
to the endowments but, for the time being, it is impossible to assess, with any real certainty, the extent of
wakf holdings in the Ottoman lands. Nonetheless,
19th and 20th-century studies generally estimate wakf
properties to comprise approximately three-quarters
of buildings and arable land in the empire. Without
being quantitatively specific, it is abundantly clear that
wakf represented enormous assets in the Ottoman
empire and were an integral part of the economy
and the real estate market. Apart from the sultanic
and associated wakfi>, over which the Ottoman state
exercised some centralised control from at least the
mid-9th/15th century (although local mutawallls and
nadirs of the sultanic endowments usually held considerable decision-making powers), periodic attempts
were made by the state to extend its administration
over the other foundations. But, it was only in the
late 18th century under sultan SelFm Ill's reform programme, the Nizam-i Djedfd [q.v.], and especially after
the crushing of the Janissaries in the summer of 1826,
that the imperial power succeeded in incorporating
important endowments under its control. As a first
measure, just a few months after the destruction of
the Janissaries, the central government created the
Ministry of Wakf in October 1826 which, in the next
few years, increasingly took over the administration
of the influential and wealthy endowments attached
to the offices of the Grand Vizier, the sheykh al-isldm,
the re?is al-kuttdb [q-v], the inspector of the Haramayn
foundations, the Chief Admiral, the Chief Black
Eunuch and others. The subsequent Tan^imdt [q.v.]
reorganisations widened and, to some extent, enforced
regulatory legislation over the management of wakf and
its assets. Ascertaining the real extent of state interven-
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tionary powers regarding the control over wakf is somewhat problematical; yet it is indisputable that the 19thcentury Ottoman empire and the Young Turks regime
progressively created the infrastuctural apparatus to incorporate management of the endowments within its
centralised administration (Barnes, 87-153; Yerasimos).
The end date for this section, 1914, does not in
any way reflect a chronological rupture in the history of Ottoman wakf, the hostilities of World War I
did not specifically affect the endowments in the
empire. A much more significant date was 1924 when,
along with the abolition of the caliphate and the
Ministry of Sherfat, wakf administration and its properties were incorporated within the secular state apparatus of Mustafa Kemal's Turkish Republic.
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(RANDI DEGUILHEM)
V. IN CENTRAL ASIA
Since in Islamic times the region governed from
such Transoxanian cities as Bukhara and Samarkand
often included the southern banks of the upper Oxus
river course, it is convenient to consider here also
what is now northern Afghanistan.
(a) The pre-Mongol period
One of the earliest, if not the earliest, known wakf
foundations was established by the Samanid Isma'rl
b. Ahmad (d. 295/907) at Bukhara. The date of the
original deed was 254/868, but it was redrafted in
676/1277 and the surviving version written during the
reign of the Manghit Amir Haydar (1215-42/1800-26);
according to this last, the foundation supported both
the family mausoleum and the descendants of Isma'fl.
The Karakhanid or Ilek-Khanid Tamghac Bughra
Khan founded wakfi for a hospital (bimdristdn] in
Radjab 458/May-June 1066 and for a college (madrasd]
at some unknown date in Samarkand. In the course of
listing the properties abutting the Karakhanid endow-

ments, other wakf-supported institutions are mentioned:
the Masdjid-i Dawud; the Congregational Mosque; the
tomb (mashhad] of "al-Tarkhan" and his daughter "alKhatun"; and a student scholarship fund (M. Khadr,
318-19, 325; ILEK-KHANS, at Vol. Ill, 1115b).
A second known Karakhanid wakf is that of Arslan
Khan Muhammad b/Sulayman (495-P523/1102-P1129)
for a "madrasa for jurists" in Bukhara. The documentation on it includes a reference to it in the version of
Narshakhl that has survived (R.N. Frye, The History
of Bukhara, Cambridge, Mass. 1954, 30) and a lawsuit
of unknown date seeking restitution of grain and money
embezzled from the wakf income. See O.D. Cekhovic,
Tyaiba o vakfe medrese Arsldn-Khdna, in Pis'mennije
pamyatniki vostoka: Elegodnik 1978-1979, Moscow 1987,
123-44, 355-64.
(b) The Mongol period
A family endowment (wakf-i awldd] from 698/1299
by c Abd al-Rahfm b. Muhammad b. cAbd Allah
Istfdjabr (IsfTdjabr) for his son Kutb al-Dfn Yusuf and
then his male descendants in Bukhara and for the
upkeep of the mosque and shrine of a local saint,
Khwadja Khamana, is the first known wakf from
Transoxania in the Mongol period (see A.K. Arends,
A.B. Khalidov and O.D. Cekhovic, Bukharskii vakf
XIII v., Moscow 1979, 8). The wakfiyya exists in its
Arabic original with an accompanying contemporary
Persian translation. The endowment included the village of Khamana in the district (tumdn) of Samdjan,
including its own canal (nahr-i khdss). One unusual
feature of this wakf was the assignment of the income
of specific amounts of land (rather than a percentage
of the endowment income or fixed amounts of money)
to pay the salaries of the mosque officials and for the
specific requirements of the wakf.
(c) The post-Mongol era: the Bakharzl wakf foundation
The 726/1326 wakf founded by Shaykh Yahya in
memory of his grandfather, the Sufi shqykh Sayf alDm Bakharzl, established a pattern of large wakf complexes associated with the shrine of a religious figure,
a pattern which is a characteristic feature of the urban
landscape of the region. Major architectural complexes,
usually with a shrine as the focal point, underwritten
by extensive wakf endowments that were in turn administered by family dynasties, are a recurrent feature of
the socio-economic history of the cities of Central
Asia.
The Bakharzf wakf is also an example of how wakf
was used as a source of development capital in Bukhara
as it was in Isfahan (R.D. McChesney, Waqf and public policy. The waqfs of Shah cAbbds 1011-1023, in Asian
and African Studies, xv [1981], 165-90) and Istanbul [qv.,
at Vol. IV, 226-9] in order to revive local economies.
The foundation document, a scroll of nearly 1,000 lines,
detailed a vast agricultural expanse, including an area
outside the Karshf Gate of Bukhara estimated at more
than 100 km2 (O.D. Cekhovic, Bukharskiye dokumenti
XIV v., Tashkent 1965, 14). These lands, which were
intended to support a mosque and khdnakdh complex
as well as the tomb of Sayf al-Dm Bakharzi, were
situated amidst extensive ruins. At the same time, on
its own lands the document speaks of newly-planted
vineyards, orchards and vegetable gardens. When Ibn
Battuta recalled his stay at the khdnakdh in 1333, only
seven years after the foundation was established, he
mentions vast agricultural wakfi, belonging to it and
its ability to feed "all comers" (Rihla, tr. Gibb, iii,
27-8, tr. iii, 554).
Like many of the large foundations of the time,
the Bakharzl foundation was very long-lived. The surviving documents pertaining to the foundation include
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a grant in 1745 of two parcels of irrigated land totalling four hectares, and a record of the restoration
(tcfmir wa marammat) of the wakfiyya itself by the khatib
of Fathabad, the location of the tomb, al-Hadjdj Mir
Maksud Dahbldl.
(d) Tlmurid wakft
The advent of the Tlmurid era in Central Asia
brought an efflorescence of large wakf foundations.
Those published or described include:
1. A wakf of 785/1383 involving much irrigated
land in the Samarkand region. See O.D. Cekhovic,
Vakufnii dokument vremeni Timum iz kollektsii Samarkandskogo
Muzeya, in Epigrafika Vostoka, iv [1951], 56-67.
2. Tlmur's wakf for the shrine of Shaykh Ahmad-i
Yasawl. The document, purporting to be Tfmur's original wakfiyya for the shrine in Turkistan, has been
called a "crude forgery" (Cekhovic, Sobraniye, 309), but
it is more than likely that Tfmur did endow the shrine
when it was built, or at least encouraged others to
do so. In 1866, Mir Salih Begcurin described the wakf
of the shrine complex (which at the time included a
mosque, a madrasa, and a staff of eight, not including the madrasa teachers) as comprising two inns and
a caravanserai, this last, donated in 1820, with 80
shops producing 100 tillas of income used for upkeep
of the shrine (Opisanie meceti Azreta, in Voennii sbornik,
viii [1866], 209-17).
3. The endowments for the library, madrasa, khdnakdh, and mosque of Khwadja Muhammad Parsa (d. 8227
1420), one of Baha5 al-Dfn Nakshband's chief disciples.
See Maria Eva Subtelny, The making of Bukhara -yi Sharif:
Scholars, books, and libraries in medieval Bukhara (forthcoming in a Festschrift for Yuri Bregel).
4. The wakfi, for Ulugh Beg's madrasa and khdnakdh
in Samarkand (both built in 823/1420, according to
Han? Abru, fubda, Tehran 1372/1993, 743-4) and
his madrasa in Bukhara (1417-20). Although modern
scholars have not yet studied in any detail the endowments for the two great madrasa?, founded by Tlmur's
grandson, there is a considerable amount of archival
material on them in the Uzbek State Archives, including a series of 17th century endowments of books for
the madrasa library.
5. The 868/1464 wakf of Hablba Sultan Blgum,
daughter of the Tlmurid amir Djalal al-Dfn Suhrab
for the mausoleum called Ishrat-Khana in Samarkand,
the tomb of Khawand Sultan Blgl. See M.E. Masson,
Samarkandskii mavzolei, izuestnii pod imenem Isjhratkhana, in
Mavzolei Ishratkhana, Tashkent 1958, 27-29, and V.L.
Vyatkin, Vakufnii dokument Ishratkhana, in ibid., 109-36.
6. Sultan-Husayn Baykara's endowment with commercial properties and a large canal at the rediscovered alleged tomb-site of CA1T b. Abl Talib east of
Balkh in 885/1480-1 (see McChesney, Waqf in Central
Asia, Princeton 1991).
7. The wakf foundation of Khwadja cUbayd Allah
Ahrar [see AHRAR, in Suppl] in Samarkand for the
complex called Muhawwata-i MawalT" in the city district of Khwadja Kafshl (Kafshfr), present-day Ulugh
Beg. It held properties throughout Central Asia right
up to the Soviet period, and was established principally
as a family trust (see Cekhovic, Samarkandskiye dokumenti
XV-XVI vv., Moscow 1974, and McChesney, Central
Asia. Foundations of change, Princeton 1997, 98-109, for
the development of the foundation during the 17th
century).
(e) The Shlbdnid and Tukdy-Timurid periods, 10th-llth/
16th-17th centuries
When the revivers of the Cinggisid khanate, the
Abu '1-Khayrid Shlbanids [q.v.], ousted the last of the
Tfmurids from Central Asia and northern Afghanistan,
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they and their 11th/17th-century successors, the TukayTlmurids (Djanids, Ashtarkhanids) similarly used the
financial instrument of wakf to establish and fund their
own public works.
8. One of the earliest is the extensive endowment
for a pair of madrasas in Samarkand dedicated in the
name of Shlbanl Khan (d. 916/1510) and established
by his daughter-in-law Mihr Sultan Khanum, probably before 926/1520 (see R.G. Mukminova, K istorii
agrarnikh otnoshenii v Uzbekistane XVI v.: Po materialam
"Vakf-name", Tashkent 1966).
9. In Djumada II 947/October 1540, an amir named
Kama! al-Dln Kanak (Kiyak, Kunak) set up a large
wakf to support an educational-cultic complex of congregational mosque, madrasa, ablution stations and rib at
inside Balkh in the Cukur Musa Shaykh quarter (see
G.A. Dzhuraeva, Vakfnii dokument 1540 g., in Vostocnoe
istoriceskoe istocnikovedeniye i spetsial'niye istoricheskiye distsiplini,
Moscow 1995, 190-8). Like many wakfi* both before
and after, this large public wakf was in fact a "mixed"
one, as it made provisions for both the founder's
descendants and public institutions. In this case, the
future generations were to receive 10% of the income
(after expenditure on building maintenance) in accordance with the Kur'anic rules on the fard'id [q.v.].
The document also refers to four other mosques which
Kamal al-Dm had already endowed and three mosques
which his brother had likewise built and endowed.
The pattern of large wakfs jointly supporting public institutions and the private interests of future generations of the founder's family continued through the
16th and 17th centuries. In Bukhara, one of the more
notable ^a^founding families was the Djuybans. From
their origins as keepers of the Car (Cahar) Bakr shrine
in the western Bukharan suburbs and beneficiaries of
its endowments, the family emerged as one of the
wealthiest and most influential families in Central Asia,
and preserved both its wealth and influence for several centuries, in large part through the purchase of
real estate, conversion of those purchases into wakf
and designating as beneficiaries not only the madrasamosque complexes that they built but also succeeding generations of the family. There are many
unpublished endowment deeds of the family in the
Uzbek State Archives, which taken together establish
the long-term economic influence of the family in
Central Asia. On the family's origins, see F. Schwarz,
From scholars to saints. The Bukharan Shaykhs of Guybdr
and the ziydrat to the Four Bakr, in 1% Istorii kul'turnogo
naslediya Bukhan, vi, Bukhara 1998. On the building and
endowment activities of the family, see McChesney,
Economic and social aspects of the public architecture of Bukhara
in the 1560's and 1570}s, in Islamic art, ii [1987], 217-42,
and idem, Central Asia. Foundations of change, 109-14.
In the llth/17th century, besides additions made to
the large endowments of the preceding centuries (e.g.
Nadr Dlwan-Begl Arlat's dramatic expansion and
endowment of Khwadja Ahrar's tomb area on the
southern side of Samarkand with a large madrasa, and
several large wakfi, of books for the Ulugh Beg madrasa
in Bukhara), there were new projects in Samarkand
(the Shir Dar and Tillakar madrasas on the Rlgistan
built by another leading amir, Yalangtush Bl Alan);
in Bukhara (Nadr Dlwan Begl's madrasa and khdnakdh
and cAbd al-cAz!z Khan IFs two madrasa^); and in Balkh
(the two madrasas of father and son, Nadhr Muhammad and Subhan Kull (for the latter, see A.D.
Davidov, Imeniya medrese Subkhankuli-khana v Balkhe (po
vakufnoi gramote XVII v.), in Kratkiye Soobshceniya Instituta
Vostokovedeniya, xxxvii [1960], 82-128), all of which generated major new endowments.
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Throughout the century, the issue of wakf also
touches on the relations between the Tukay-Tlmurids
in Bukhara and the Tlmurid rulers of India. A tradition about the endowment of the Gur-i Amir complex
in Samarkand had persisted through the centuries.
Muhammad Sultan (d. 805/1403), grandson of Timur,
was believed to have founded a wakf for his madrasa,
one of the buildings of the complex, the terms of
which local residents believed they knew as late as
1101/1690. Because of the importance of the tombs
there to such Tfmurid epigoni as the Mughals ruling
in India, efforts, ultimately unsuccessful, were made by
the latter late in 1102/1690-1 to re-capitalise the wakf
with cash sent from Kabul and to revive the terms
of what was believed to be the original endowment.
(f) The Manghit and Russian periods (mid- 18th to early
20th centuries)
The great bulk of surviving wakf documents date
to the late 18th, 19th and early 20th centuries. This
is in part due to the usual effects of time on paper
documents and in part to the project of the Manghit
amir, Shah Murad b. Daniyal ("AmFr-i Ma'sum", 11991215/1785-1800), either as an act of piety or perhaps to ensure the government had a record of wakjs
in Bukhara, to have many wakfiyyas re-copied. As a
consequence, many foundations are only known through
these late copies. Another factor was the arrival of
the Russians, who were interested in the tax potential of the regions that they had conquered. In 1886,
the Governor-General ordered that all wakf deeds
should be presented for inspection, with the threat of
their nullification if these documents were not brought
forward. At that time, the authorities tallied 7,509
wakfi, in the territories under Russian direct administration based on the documents presented, with a
slightly different count in an earlier publication: 2,909
wakfi, in Turkestan, 1,326 in Syr Darya, 1,076 in
Fergana, 507 in Zarafshan, 1,177 in Khojent, 382
in Namangan, 297 in Samarkand and 282 in Margelan for a total of 7,956 separate foundations. To
these numbers should then be added the thousands
of wakfi, in the khanates of Bukhara and Khfwa. See
N. Emel'yanov, Cislennost' vakufov Turkestanskogo kraya,
in Turkestanskiye Vedomosti, 1887, no. 1.
But the practice of document preservation and duplication is well attested long before the time of Shah
Murad. On the reverse of the 947/1540 wakfiyya is
a note specifying how many copies were to be made
of the document and where they were to be kept—
two in Bukhara, one at a private house in Samarkand
and a fourth in Shahr-i Sabz. In Balkh, there were
to be three copies, one kept by the settlor himself,
the other two to be kept by two named kadis. Inside
the body of the document is a further stipulation that,
every ten years, the mutawalli was to make a fresh
copy of the wakfiyya.
After the Soviet Revolution of 1917, wakf property
was officially abolished. The extent to which it persisted as social practice even under official prohibition has yet to be studied. While the institution was
being swept away, its records were being preserved.
The establishment of the Central State Historical
Archives in Tashkent and the accumulation of manuscript works (both books and single documents) by
the Academies of Sciences in the new Soviet Republics
meant the history of wakf in Central Asia, if not the
institution itself, would be preserved.
The extensive documentary record for wakf has
great potential for historians of Central Asia. The wakfiyya^ are rich in topographic, toponymic and architectural information. The Karakhanid ones, for example,

specify the structural elements of khans (caravanserais)
in 5th/l Ith-century Samarkand. These may then be
compared with later deeds in which caravanserais or
comparable commercial structures (tims) are described.
What is true for individual buildings is also true for
topography and toponomy. The 947/1540 wakf in
Balkh details the_ layout of three of the city's quarters
(Sallakh-khana, Asiyabad, and Cukur Musa Shaykh).
In light of the virtual disappearance of all traces of
the mediaeval and early modern internal plan of the
city, this record is invaluable. Similarly, from the corpus of Djuyban endowments deeds, complemented by
property sales records, whole streets of Bukhara may be
reconstructed as they existed in the 10th/16th century.
The documents are also a major source for economic history. Already one study has used wakf documents to establish wage and price trends in Bukhara
in the 10th/16th century (E.A. Davidovic, Istoriya
denezjinogo obrashceniya srednevekovoi Srednei Azii, Moscow
1983, 281-91). Currency and units of account in use
(rdyidj. al-wakt), types of land tenure, institutional budgets, wages and prices in historical context, all may
be studied through these materials. The cash wakf,
controversial in the 10th/16th century but apparently
routine by the 19th century, also emerges from the
documentary records. See A. Dzhalilov, Dokumenti ob
obrashcenii deneg v vakf v Khivinskom khanstve (XlX-nachalo
XX veka), in Obshcestvennye JVauki v Uzbekistane, i [1989],
45-9.
Social history, too, finds a wealth of data in wakf
records. The owners and tenants of property which
bounded wakf property, or tenants on wakf property
itself are often identified by name thereby indicating
property ownership and tenancy by gender, occupation and ethnicity.
The "Haramayn wakf", that is, endowments made
to help support institutions in Mecca and Medina or
related to the Pilgrimage, has a venerable history in
Central Asia. Tfmur's spiritual guide, Amir Sayyid
Baraka, who is buried alongside him in the Gur-i
Amir, was reportedly an official of the Haramayn
wakf. According to Khwandamfr, writing more than
100 years later, Sayyid Baraka had been sent from
Mecca to Balkh in 771/1369-70 to inspect Haramayn
wakf lands in the Balkh region when he first came
to Tfmur's attention (Hablb al-siyar, Tehran 1333/1954,
pt. 3, vol. iii, 415-16). In the late 15th century, an
official (wakil) of the Haramayn came to Harat from
Mecca to complain that revenue from the wakf lands
in Andkhud in Khurasan was not reaching the holy
cities. Sultan-Husayn Baykara reportedly investigated
and a fatwd was issued stating that Haramayn wakf
revenues were being spent on sayyids from Mecca visiting Khurasan rather than being sent west (Nizam
al-Dfn cAbd al-Wasic NizamF, Mansha3 al-inshd3, Tehran
1357/1978, 83). There are archival records of numerous endowments, many of them from the early 20th
century, that continued the tradition of founding wakfi
to benefit the Holy Cities. One of the more unusual
properties donated to the Haramayn wakf by the
Manghit Amir cAbd al-Ahad (1886-1910) is a room
(huajra) in the Muhammad Nazar ParwanacT madrasa,
suggesting that madrasa rooms, originally the object of
an endowment, had been transformed into an incomegenerating piece of property that could then be made
into wakf.
Bibliography. 1. Sources. Information on Central Asian wakfi, may be found in several kinds of
records: in shurut literature (e.g. the wakf for a hospital
founded by the Karakhanid Ibrahim b. Nasr Tamghac
Bughra Khan, given by M. Khadr and Cl. Cahen,
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VI. IN MUSLIM INDIA TO 1900
Deux actes de waqf d'un Qarahanide d'Asie Centrale, in JA,
In their operation as institutions, awkdf in India
cclv/2 (1967), 305-34, found in the Ghurar al-shurut
resembled similar organisations in Muslim West Asia.
wa-durar al-sumut of al-Righdamunf); in a dynamic
At the same time, a number of forces unique to the
documentary tradition which includes original founsubcontinent gave South Asian endowments a disdation charters and/or later updated recensions of
tinctive history. Several Indian historical circumstances
the original decrees, in governmental decrees (fardmin,
gave them characteristics that made them diverge from
mandshir, ahkdrri) regulating the operation of a foundac
patterns in the structure of awkdf found in territories
tion; in court records of litigation (mukhdsama, da wd);
farther west. Muslims in the subcontinent were always
in other property records: sale affidavits (ikrdrdt,
a minority—influential certainly, but a minority none
kibdladj_dt), ownership transfers (tamlik-ndmas), wills
the less. Muslim-dominated states spread throughout
(taraka-ndmas) and bequests (wasiyyat-ndmas); and in
South Asia in temporal fits and starts. During the
many genres of literature (histories, biographies, geocrucial period of Mughal hegemony, a cash economy
graphies/cosmographies).
greatly enhanced the revenues available to the state,
The known collections of Central Asian ^^docuthus changing the complexion of patronage for indiments include more than 2,000 wakf deeds, virtually
viduals as well as establishments. Finally, the relatively
all from Bukhara, in Tashkent in Fond 1-323 of
early date, the late 18th century, at which British
the Uzbek State Archives (ms. catalogue by I. Miraimperialism began to shape Muslim customs meant
dilov, Kollektsiya vakufnikh dokumentov); several hunthat Indian awkdf were hybrids of a sort not found
dred wakf deeds and related documents in the Fond
elsewhere in the Islamic world.
Vakfname at the Institute of Oriental Studies of
Inscriptional evidence concerning South Asian
Uzbekistan (O.D. Cekhovic, Sobranye vostocnikh aktov
endowments is limited. Existing collections of epigrapha
Akademii Nauk Uzbekistana, in Istoriceskie ^apiski, no.
have not picked up information on endowments or
26 (1948), 306-11; idem, Novaya kollektsiya dokumenwidely disseminated it. Dedicatory carvings frequently
tov po istorii Uzbekistana, in ibid., no. 36 (1951), and
employ terms other than wakf: irfdm might be used
G.A. Dzuraeva (Juraeva), Dokumental'noe nasledie
in one inscription, Id kharad} in another, and someUzbekistana (Vakfname Institute Vostokovedeniya Ak. Nauk
times even Hindu terms such as devutter will appear.
Respublika Uzbekistana), n.d., unpubl. paper); at least
During the Mughal period in Bengal, the expansion
75 wakf-nama& in Samarkand, at the Uzbek State
of Islamic institutions was underwritten by revenue
Historical Museum (K.D., Inventarnaya kniga rukopisnikh
abatements known as sanads (R. Eaton, The rise of
dokumentov feodal'nogo-kolonial'nogo perioda Uzbekskogo
Islam and the Bengal frontier, Berkeley, etc. 1993). HisGosudarstvennogo Istoriceskogo Muzeya, Samarkand, n.d.,
torical chronicles which often amount to panegyrics
unpubl. catalogue), an unknown number in Bukhara
to one or another ruler make but perfunctory menat the Bukharan State Library and the Bukharan
tion of awkdf. They restrict themselves to the notice
State Art and Architecture Museum (see B. Kazakov,
that a sultan established endowments or that he seized
Kollektsiya istoriceskikh dokumentov Bukharskogo Gosudarstvenand redistributed the endowments of his predecessor
nogo Arkhitekturno-Khudozestuennogo Muzeya-^apovednika,
(P. Jackson, The Delhi Sultanate, Cambridge 1998). When
in Iz istorii kul'turnogo naslediya Bukharl, Tashkent 1990,
we look at the great dynastic histories dealing with
62-8), and an unknown number in Dushanbe, Tadjithe Mughals in India, mention of awkdf virtually ceases.
kistan at the Firdawsl State Public Library, the
Climate and vermin have meant that few, if any
Institute of Oriental Studies, and the Ahmad Donish
Institute of History (see on these, A.A. Egani and
deeds of endowments, wakf-ndmas, have survived. Also,
Cekhovic, Regesti Sredneaziatskikh Aktov, in Pis'mennye
documents have had a tendency to disappear when
pamiyatniki vostoka. Ezegodnik(i) 1974-1979, Moscow
they proved inconvenient to the needs of later gen1981-7).
erations. While we know that a number of awkdf were
established for the maintenance of the Tadj Mahall
Many more documents pertaining to wakf in the
area that came under Russian direct administration
[q.v.], not a single document concerning them has
after 1865 (e.g. Samarkand, Farghana, Tashkent) are
come down to us (W. Begley and Z. Desai, The Taj
to be found in other fonds of the Uzbek archives,
Mahal, Seattle 1989; Irfan Habib, The agrarian system
especially Fond no. 1 "Kantselariya Turkestanskogo
of Mughal India, Bombay 1963). Endowments in South
General-Gubernatora", no. 17, "Sir-Dar'inskoe ObAsia, therefore, cannot provide the material for the
lastnoye Pravlenye", no. 18, "Samarkandskoye
kinds of analysis of particular ruling groups such as
Oblastnoye Pravlenye", no. 19, "Ferganskoye Oblastthe Mamluks (C. Petry, The civilian elite of Cairo in the
noye Pravlenye", and no. 26 "Upravlenye Kushlater Middle Ages, Princeton 1981), or of institutions
Begi Emira Bukharskogo". See Z.I. Agafonova and
such as the mazar-i shanf (R. McChesney, Waqf in
N.A. Khalfin, Putevoditel' (Tsentral'nyi GosudarstCentral Asia, Princeton 1991).
vennyi Istoriceskii Arkhiv UzSSR), Tashkent 1948.
We know that the DihlT Sultanates tried to use the
The collection of 19th-century Khfwan documents,
iktcf as the basis for supporting their military and fisincluding many wakfiyyas was moved from Leningrad
cal elites. In West Asia, e.g. in Saldjuk Persia, awkdf
(St. Petersburg) to the Uzbek Central State Historical
were sometimes part of an effort to convert prebendary
Archives in Tashkent in 1962 (subsequent to the
tenures (iktdcdt) into possessions (see III. above). In
publication of the Agafonova-Khalfin guide) and was
any case, the complications of revenue collection and
added to Fond 1-125, "Kantselariya Khana Khivincontrol over access to agricultural surpluses in India
skogo" (Yu.E. BregeP, Arkhiv Khivinskikh Khanov, in
meant that few attempts to secure absolute possession
Narodi Azii i Afriki (1966), no. 1, 67-76, and idem, \ of some bit of territory were likely to endure. Though
Dokumentl Arkhiva Khivinskogo Khanov po istorii i etnoIndia's population was always big when compared to
grafii Karakalpakov, Moscow 1967, 10-11). No doubt
that of the rest of the world, land remained open for
much more wakf material from Central Asia is to
cultivation well into the 20th century. The crops that
be found in other archival holdings in the former
the land produced and the people who produced them
Soviet Union.
were far more important than the ownership of mere
2. S t u d i e s . These are given in the article.
real estate. Also, many cities and towns served as the
(R.D.
McCHESNEY)
capitals of states. Rulers, even within the same dynasty,
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tended to shift from place to place, taking their
courtiers with them. Thus the farms and houses that
usually provided the incomes of awkdf had a somewhat
fluid place in the lives of those notables who were in
the position to establish an endowment (G. Kozlowski,
Muslim endowments and society in British India, Cambridge
1985).
The reign of the Mughal emperor Akbar coincided
roughly with the influx of silver brought by Europeans
to purchase Indian goods (J. Richards, The Imperial
monetary system of Mughal India, Delhi 1987; idem, The
Mughal empire, Cambridge 1993). Irfan Habib has reckoned that by 1600, 85% of the Mughal revenue
demand was collected in coin. While cash awkdf were
known in the Ottoman empire (see IV. above), they
do not seem to have been extensively used in Mughal
India. Rather, the Mughals made use of a number
of other chancery terms for what were grants of revenue or the right to collect revenue, e.g. waajh-i milk,
wa^ifa and incdm. Prebends known as madad-i mafdsh
were very common. The holders of incdm and madad-i
macdsh grants over several generations later claimed to
British officials that their prebendary holdings were
actually awkdf and should therefore be exempt from
most kinds of sale, as well as immune from seizure
for debt (Kozlowski, op. cit., 39-40).
For their part, the Mughal rulers' reliance on
stipends may have arisen from their need to bring
within their own imperial orbit the religious figures
and institutions which had been patronised by the
lines of sultans who had preceded them (Kozlowski,
Imperial authority, benefactions and endowments (awqaf)
in Mughal India, in JESHO, xxxviii [1995], 355-70).
Religious scholars, the tomb-shrines of saints (P. Currie,
The shrine and cult of Mucin al-Din Chishti of Ajmer, Delhi
1989) and madrasas were scattered all over India. The
sultanates not only of Dihlf, but also of Bengal,
Gudjarat, Djawnpur and the Deccan, offered support
for places of prayer, schools and mausoleums as well
as for the various functionaries attached to them. The
task of the Mughals was somehow to reconcile these
important places and people to their authority. The
most flexible way of accomplishing that feat was
through the distribution of rights to cash generated
by produce and manufactured goods. In such an environment, the permanence associated with a wakf,
though usually more theoretical than realistic, may
have made them seem unsuitable to the dynamic
process of forging Mughal legitimacy. Unlike the experience in the Ottoman empire, imperial notables and
local leaders do not seem to have turned to endowments as ways of anchoring their material assets as
well as their status. In Mughal politics, assertions of
independence almost invariably took the form of armed
rebellion. Rather, the nobility, including the women
of the imperial household, built many of the mosques
that later generations were to associate with Mughal
grandeur. Nobles or imperial sisters, cousins, aunts
and wives provided the financial wherewithal for
edifices such as the Mahabbat Khan mosque of
Peshawar, the somewhat misnamed Badshahf of Lahore
and some of the greater mosques of Old DihlT
(S. Blake, Shahjahanabad, Cambridge 1991, 53 ff., and
Kozlowski, Private lives and public piety, in G. Hambly
(ed.), Women in the medieval Islamic world, New York
1998, 469 ff.).
In theory, the culamd} should have had an important role in the administration of endowments. In
certain places and periods (M. Hoexter, Endowments,
rulers and community, Leiden 1998), the learned classes
did have considerable authority over awkdf. In

18th-century Egypt, the culama3 were themselves prodigious founders of endowed establishments (see ILL
above), but in India, the role of religious functionaries was residual. They seem to have held power over
endowments only in the last resort. Though celebrated
for the compilation of Hanafifikh known as the Fatdwdyi 'Alarngm, when it came to awkdf, the scholars of
Mughal India simply repeated what had come down
to them. Unlike the work of Ottoman scholars such as
Ebu 'l-Sucud, they do not seem to have made any
original contributions to the legal theory of endowments.
With the growing influence of British law, the configuration of economic, political and social forces in
Mughal India changed in a number of formal as well
as informal ways. In part through ignorance and in
part through design, British notions of land ownership
gradually became the crucial economic fact of India.
The cash that the mortgaging of land could produce
greatly increased seizures for unpaid loans. Likewise,
the British-sponsored law courts enforced highly-textual
notions of inheritance. For Muslims, that meant literal enforcement of Kur'anic injunctions regarding
inheritance, which made a division of property among
a number of heirs almost inevitable. The subdivision
of landed property also led inexorably to the fragmentation of material assets and the loss of family
prestige. This was countered to some extent by creating a wakf which allowed donors to stipulate how
the income of dedicated property was to be disbursed.
The donors themselves as well as their children could
receive the income of an undivided estate apportioned
as seemed best according to the notions of honour
in leading families. An estate owner who left only
wives and daughters would know that, if the usual
Kur'anic inheritance rules applied, the share of his
property that would have gone to sons would be distributed among male first cousins, and daughters and
wives would not get any markedly bigger portion. An
endowment, by contrast, allowed for the transmission
of the income of an intact inheritance.
When faced with legal suits regarding awkdf—often
lodged by individuals who claimed that the endowment violated their Kur'anic rights—British judges of
the 1870s and 1880s issued conflicting judgements. In
1894, the Privy Council under the leadership of Lord
Hobhouse issued a ruling in the case of Abdul Fata
Mahommed Ishak (and others) v. Russomoy Dhur Chowdhry
(and others) stating that a wakf had to be a "charitable and religious trust" (Kozlowski, Muslim endowments,
144 ff.) In that way, British judges and Indians trained
in British law schools created, in effect, a Muslim law
of endowments.
At the same time that British judicial functionaries were encountering awkdf that to their minds looked
suspiciously like attempts by Muslims to avoid the
strictures of their own law, administrative officials were
gradually drawn into managerial oversight over large
establishments that had public religious as well as educational purposes. Despite some regulations that forbade official involvement in the management of Hindu,
Muslim and Sikh institutions, local officers could not
sometimes avoid attempts to settle muddles that led
to widespread discontent. Attempts to ensure "good
order" often gave rise to thorough transformations of
some institutions. Thus the Hughli Imambara was
altered by the involvement of imperial officials. The
building had been a shrine where the rites of Imam!
Shf'ism had been performed. A few boys, both Muslim
and Hindu, had studied Persian there. The organisation eventually became Hughli College, with a
curriculum of "modern" subjects and a student body
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including both Muslims and non-Muslims. Perhaps the
most significant effect that the involvement of British
administrators had was to implant the message that
efficient management was a slogan under which campaigns against the custodians of particular, big endowments could be launched. The assets of any given
wakf could look to a politician, including politicallyinclined culamd\ like an important financial resource
for any "reform" project he had in mind.
By 1900, awkdf had become an issue in India's
emerging political arena. Various associations and religious scholars, together with a variety of would-be
politicians, lined up to have their say on the issue of
endowments. In particular, the opinion of Lord
Hobhouse in Abdul Fata Mahommed Ishak, etc., became
a focal point for controversy. With the exception of
a few who argued that Hobhouse was right about
Muslim law, most criticised the view as an erroneous
interpretation of fikh. Moreover, critics argued that
the inability to secure continuity in their undivided
estates by means of wakf placed the Muslim gentry
of India in peril. That side of the debate over Muslim
endowments gradually disappeared from the press and
other venues for public discussion, but the larger and
more public Muslim endowments, however, have
remained matters of great interest and debate to the
present day (cf. J. Malik, The colonialisation of Islam,
New Delhi 1996).
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(G.C. KOZLOWSKI)
VII. IN SOUTHEAST ASIA
The institution of wakf (various local spellings, inc.
waqf, wakaf, wakap, wagf, etc.) has undergone considerable change here as a result of reformulations by
English and Dutch colonial laws. There are only minimal references in the historical texts (Malay and
Javanese) and little evidence as to how the wakf operated in pre-European Southeast Asia except for the
odd mention in accounts of Arab trading practice.
However, in the 19th and 20th centuries the institution has a prominent part in the Sharfa (Syariah) as
administered in the European possessions. Each has
to be considered separately.
(i) British Burma. The religion of Burma is Buddhism. Islam is the religion of minority Muslim immigrants, and of border peoples incorporated within the
boundaries of the state of Burma (e.g. the Arakanese,
Rohyinga). The main immigration dates from the
1880s, and the Indian Muslims made up about 1%
of the total population or about 20% of the Indian
migrant population by World War II. Islamic law was
allowed to Muslims for succession, inheritance, marriage and any "religious usage or institution" (Burma
Laws Act, 1898. § 13). This included wakf, and the
latter was further defined in the Mussalman Wakf
Validating Act of 1913, and Act of British India.
There were no particularly Burmese features [see ZERBADIS and section VI. Muslim India, above].
(ii) The Straits Settlements and the Malay State. Ca. 18801952 to 1957, legal policy in respect of wakf was
uneven in these territories. In the Straits Settlements
(then comprising Singapore, Penang and Malacca) a
wakf was always defined in terms of the English law
on charities. Many wakf, perfectly good in Sharfa
terms, were refused for breaches of the technical rules
on charitable trusts. The only exception in the long
and complex precedent was that gifts for the relief of
poverty were always allowed. On the other hand, gifts
for "religious purposes", such as the construction of
mosques, schools, the provision of books and food for
students were often disallowed, and generally restricted.
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The courts were not applying the Sharfa at all. There
was no legislation except for the Muslim and Hindu
Endowments Ordinance (1905) which was solely concerned with administrative matters. In the Malay
States, the position was rather more complicated. The
problem was that the dates for the reception of English
law were uncertain and always a matter of later legal
dispute. In addition, the Malay States were classed as
"Federated" and "Unfederated" and this had important consequences for the Sharfa. Broadly speaking,
in the Unfederated States the Sharfa was rather sheltered from British re-organisation and administration.
The main issue, so far as wakf was concerned, was
the consistent attempt by Malay sultans to control
the use of wakf for private or family benefit. A wakf
would only be allowed if it were for a clear religious
or public benefit. In addition, however, the courts in
both the Federated and Unfederated Malay States
were, from about 1900, increasingly required to implement principles of English law, including laws on charitable trusts. The result was a partial assimilation of
wakf to the English trust and a large scale importation of Anglo-Indian laws on the subject into the
Malay States. Family wakfs were almost unknown from
the 1920s onwards, and even the incidence of public
wakf was much reduced. The assimilation of the wakf
to the English trust had the effect of much reducing
the confidence of Muslim donors in the institution.
(iii) Singapore, 1950s-present, and Malaysia, 1950s-1988.
In preparation for independence (Malaysia in 1957,
Singapore in 1965), the constituent states all passed
legislation promoting the Sharfa. These are the Administration of Islamic (or Muslim) Law Enactments.
While there are variations amongst them, they all provide for the establishments of a "Muslim Fund" (Baitul-Mal) the main purpose of which is to administer
wakf property through an Islamic religious Council
(Majlis Ulama Islam]. The following description, which
is typical of all the legislation, is taken from the
Singapore Act of 1966. The Majlis administers all
wakaf 'am, wakf, wakaf khas, nazr 'am and all trusts of
any description for the benefit of Muslims "to the
extent of any property affected thereby and situated
in the state". The Majlis has the power to appoint
a mutawali (manager) to manage any wakf or nazr 'am
and it may remove any existing trustee where there
has been mismanagement, or where it would otherwise be to the advantage of the wakf or nazr 'am.
The Act provides for restrictions on the creation
of Muslim charitable trusts. No wakf or nazj may
involve more than one-third of the property of the
person making the same by will. All wakf khas and
nazy must be validated or ratified by the President of
the Majlis or, if it was made during a fatal illness,
it must be in writing and witnessed by two adult
Muslims, of whom one has to be a Kathi or Naib
(Assistant) Kathi. In any case, the Act cannot render
valid any will, death-bed gifts, wakf or nazy which are
invalid under Muslim law. The income of any wakf
or nosy is to be applied in accordance with the provisions of the instrument or declaration which creates
the wakf or na^r. Where there is no specific provision
for expenditure, the income forms part of the Fund.
Subject to an impossibility of performance or changed
circumstances, the property and assets effected by a
lawful wakf or nazr 'am does not form part of the
fund but is held as a segregated fund and applied in
pursuance of the wakf or nazy 'am. Where there has
been a lapse of time or changed circumstances so
that the provisions of a wakf or nazy 'am cannot be
carried out, the Majlis may prepare an alternative
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scheme, as analogous as possible to that in the original. It may also direct that the property and assets
be added to and form part of the Fund. All questions as to validity or as to the meaning and construction of documents or declarations affecting a
Muslim charitable trust are to be decided according
to Muslim law. However, where in the opinion of
the Majlis, the meaning of any instrument or declaration is obscure, the Majlis may request the Court
to construe it and must act in accordance with the
construction. In its construction the Court must apply
Muslim law.
The Majlis is obliged to comply with stringent
requirements in respect of its financial dealings. It
must produce an annual report, together with a balance sheet for the Fund, an income and expenditure
account, and a list of properties and investments.
These documents are all subject to audit by the
Director of Audit or a Public Officer authorised by
him. In addition, the Majlis must also publish an
annual list of all the properties subject to any trust,
wakf or nazr which do not form part of the Fund.
This list is also subject to audit. The Majlis must also
prepare and submit to the Minister estimates for each
ensuing year in respect of all income or property
receivable and disposable. These estimates may be
approved by the Minister or they may be amended
by him.
One point may be emphasised, sc. the reference
to "Muslim" (or "Islamic") law. In Singapore still and
in pre-1988 Malaysia, this reference is (a) to AngloMuhammadan precedents from India or the Straits,
and (b) to the standard textbooks of the Shafi'I school.
At the lower levels of the Sharfa courts, it is the latter which prevails, but in the higher levels and in the
secular courts, it is the Anglicised precedent. In addition, the Sharfa courts are also developing their own
precedent, so that in the official law reports for both
Malaysia and Singapore classical fikh now appears
in an English form and the doctrine of precedent,
unknown as such in Sharfa, has come to apply in
wakf as in other matters.
(iv) Malaysia [q.v] 1988-present. In June 1988 the
Malaysian Constitution was amended (Art. 121 (1A))
so as to reserve matters of Sharfa for the religious
courts. The intention was to oust the jurisdiction of
the secular courts on any matter of Islam within the
jurisdiction of the Sharfa courts. This includes wakf.
At about the same time, most states in Malaysia introduced additional detailed legislation on Islamic family law and also on the administration of Islamic law.
The effect of this legislation is to elaborate and reinforce the administration of the classical wakf, but at
the same time, the statutes have also increasingly introduced English law technical classifications. Wakf, for
example, is equated with a "charitable trust", other
terms used include "domicile", "conveyance", "vesting", "cypres", and so on. In addition, the reported
cases (jurisprudence) interpreting the legislation refer
to the complex Indian or Anglo-Indian precedent.
The main features are that the motive must be
religious, that the dedication must be permanent and
that the usufruct must be utilised for the good of
mankind. However, there are also several points of
contrast with the English trust as well as similarities.
Thus the motive in wakf is always religious, but this
need not be the case in trust. In wakf, the property
belongs to God and the dedication is thus permanent. In trusts, on the other hand, the perpetuity rules
are crucial. In a trust, a settlor may take an interest, but this is not the case in wakf except for HanafTs.

On the other hand, both wakf and trust laws agree
that the subject-matter is any property capable of
being owned. Perhaps the major distinction is that
the mutawali is not a "trustee"; Islam does not recognise an intermediate vesting as in the case of a trustee.
But, on the other hand, the duties laid on the mutawali do come close to those laid on trustees, particularly in financial matters.
While all the Malaysian legislation refers to the
"Islamic law" as to determining the validity of an
individual wakf, it is difficult to see how this reference can be sustained given the complete reformulation of wakf as a "charitable trust". This trend, of
course, was present in the Straits Settlements in the
1920s and 1930s, and now seems to have come to
fruition.
(v) Indonesia [q.v.]. In the former Netherlands East
Indies, Islam was heavily controlled and the Sharfa
was allowed very little recognition as a law for Muslims.
It was not until 1882 that a Muslim Court (Priesterraad]
was established, but with a very limited jurisdiction,
which included wakf The 1882 regulation and later
amendment in 1937 was purely procedural, providing
only for the administration of and accounting for wakf,
this remains the position today. "The Compilation of
Islamic Law" (implemented by Presidential Instruction
No. 1/1991), Book iii (§§ 215-228) defines wakf as a
"legal act. . . which institutionalises assets for religious
purposes or other public needs in accordance with the
teachings of Islam". The eighteen sections of Book iii
are, after this definition, wholly procedural. Assets
must be durable and of value according to the standard Shafi'I textbooks. Assets must also be free from
claim by any other person and the assets are held
and administered under the supervision of an officer
appointed by the Minister of Religion. The nodzin
(legal person administering) must be an Indonesian
national, an adult, "emotionally and spiritually
healthy", and must be registered by the local office
of the Ministry of Religion. Reports and accounts of
administration must be provided. Alteration of the use
of assets may be approved for the public benefit or
if the original purpose has become impossible. Detailed
data are as yet only slowly becoming available, but
the future of wakf seems assured.
(vi) The Philippines [q.v.]. Wakf undoubtedly existed
in the Muslim South, but equally certainly was heavily overlaid with customary rules. This is certainly the
case in the 1977 Muslim Code of the Philippines
(Presidential Decree No. 1083) where wakf is mentioned twice. It is defined in Art. 173 as constituting
"communal property" along with customary heirlooms
and ancestral property. It is described as "charitable
trust property" and must be administered or disposed
of in accordance with "Muslim law, ada (adaf) and
special provisions of the law". The administrator is a
"trustee" (Art. 174 (2) (3)) who is appointed by the
Sharfa Circuit Court. The terms of the Code are quite
clear; wakf is a charitable trust (as in Malaysia) and
the mutawali is a trustee. Further, room is left for customary forms of wakf. The second mention of wakf
in the Code is in Art. 104 which allows for the creation of a wakf ("waqf-bil-wasiya") by will but amounting
up to one-third of the estate only, unless allowed by
the heirs (Art. 106). Detailed data are as yet lacking.
Bibliography: 1. Up to 1980. M.B. Hooker,
Islamic law in South East Asia, Kuala Lumpur 1984.
2. From 1980. (a) Malaysia: the primary source
is the legislation. A good example is the Administration of Islamic Law (Federal Territory) Enactment,
No. 505/1993, Part vi. For imported Anglo-Indian
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precedent, see D.S. Mulla, Principles of Mahomedan
law, 16th ed., Bombay 1968. (b) Indonesia: the
primary source is the Compilation of Islamic law (Presidential Instruction No. 1/1993), Book iii. See also
Suhardi (Hj Imam), Hukum wakafdi Indonesia, Yogyakarta 1985, which gives examples of registered wakfs.
(M.B. HOOKER)
VIII. IN SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA
Unlike the Middle East and North Africa, in most
of sub-Saharan Africa before the 20th century the
wakf institution was little used as an instrument for
endowing mosques, colleges, and other religious establishments. The reasons for this are not entirely clear,
but the lack in most parts of Africa of building stone
and the consequent impermanence of structures may
have been a contributory factor. In West Africa and
the Nile valley, the institution of the madrasa [q.v.]
was itself lacking, even in such considerable centres
of learning as Timbuktu, and no ruler saw fit to
endow one. Learning was imparted on a purely individual, non-institutional basis.
Only in Zanzibar under the Bu Sacldf dynasty
(1804-1964 [see BU SACID]) was land regularly set aside
as wakf, and this was not for the construction of religious buildings but to create inalienable areas in the
N'gambo, the non-elite quarter of the city. This was
typically where ex-slaves were settled, and the plots
of land were made into wakf by their elite owners
for the benefit of the poor and needy, or in some
cases for the benefit of sons or daughters. The institution was bureaucratised by the British in the 20th
century, and a Wakf Department was created. Many
wakf dedications were invalidated by the British, resulting in the loss of such land and the imposition of
land rents and even house rents on the poorest segment of the population, despite protests from wakf
dedicators and the poor of N'gambo.
Muslim rulers in West Africa, however, did establish endowments outside the region, notably in the
Hidjaz and Egypt. During his pilgrimage of 903/1497
Askiya al-had^ Muhammad of Songhay [q.v.] purchased gardens in Medina for the use of West African
pilgrims. In the late 10th/16th century Mai Idrls
Alawma of Bornu purchased a house and a date grove
in Medina, and placed slaves in it as an act of piety.
Much earlier, in the mid-7th/13th century, a madrasa
had been established in Cairo for Kanemf students,
and although this is not stated, it is likely that this
was a wakf. In 1251/1837-8 a wakf was established
by Muhammad CA1I Pasha to support the riwdk of
Sinnar at the request of a Sudanese shaykh, and clearly
for the benefit of Sudanese students.
There are two domains other than real estate for
which there is literary or documentary evidence of
the wakf institution in sub-Saharan Africa: slaves and
books. In his questions to al-MaghflT [q.v.], Askiya alhddidi Muhammad raised the matter of royal slaves
who were inherited by succeeding rulers and never
sold or given away, and wanted to know if this was
lawful. Al-Maghllr sanctioned the custom, invoking the
hubus (the North African equivalent of wakf) institution to justify it (J.O. Hunwick, Sharfa in Songhay,
Oxford 1985, 86, 88). In 19th-century Timbuktu, individuals made slaves into wakft> for their descendants;
documents preserved in the Centre Ahmad Baba there
show, for example, a woman making a slave woman
into a wakf for her male and female children (doc.
3851/ii), and another in which a woman makes a
slave woman a wakf exclusively for her daughter and
the daughter's female descendants (doc. 3851 /ix). Again
in Timbuktu, in the 10th/16th century Askiya al-hd^d}
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Muhammad made a wakf of sixty djuz? (two complete
copies) of the Kur'an for the Great Mosque of
Timbuktu (al-Sacdl, Ta'rikh al-Suddn, in Hunwick,
Timbuktu and the Songhay Empire, Leiden 1999, 83). In
Lamu [q.v] on the East African coast there is evidence that, in the nineteenth century, not only were
copies of parts of the Kur'an endowed in perpetuity
but an array of other Arabic texts.
If the wakf proper was not generally an instrument
for endowing land and buildings, another institution
which resembled it in some ways was widespread in
Sahelian Africa in the 9th/15th to the 12th/18th centuries, and possibly earlier; it also appears to have
been unique to this area. It consisted of the granting by a ruler of a piece of land, and sometimes taxation rights over people, together with exemption from
payment of taxes and fines, and certain other privileges (notably freedom from harassment and the hospitality demands of royal officials) to religious scholars
and favoured notables. Such endowments are known
from the kingdom of Sinnar on the Blue Nile, from
Dar Fur, from Kanem-Bornu, and (though marginally) from Songhay. In the case of religious scholars
and holy men, these grants were made in order to
encourage them to settle in the sultan's domains, and
often to perform religious services for him. These are
only occasionally designated as wakft (see Spaulding,
Public documents, 182-3; O'Fahey, Endowment, privilege and
estate, 339); more usually they are called d^ah or sadaka
in the Sudanese kingdoms (the estate granted being
called hdkurd). While the documents making such grants
do not always state that land is alienated in perpetuity, as one would expect in a true wakf, they were
effectively titles to land that extended to descendants,
and were often confirmed and reconfirmed by succeeding sultans; indeed, those that have been published were discovered in the personal archives of the
families concerned in the 20th century, indicating their
continuing validity in the eyes of their owners. In
Kanem-Bornu and Songhay, where the documents
grant privilege without land, they are called respectively mahram and hurma, terms that indicate that the
grantee's person and property were inviolate.
Bibliography: H.R. Palmer, Sudanese memoirs,
Lagos 1928, iii, 3-27; J.O. Hunwick and R.S.
O'Fahey, Some waqf documents from Lamu, in Bull, of
Information (Fontes Historiae Africanae), vi (1981), 2643; O'Fahey, Land in Dar Fur. Charters and related
documents from the Dar Fur Sultanate, Cambridge 1985;
J. Spaulding and M.I. Abu Salim (eds.), Public
documents from Sinnar, East Lansing, Mich. 1989;
Hunwick, Studies in the Ta'nkh al-Fattdsh. II. An alleged
charter of privilege issued by Askiya al-Hdjj Muhammad
to the descendants of Mori Hawgdro, in Sudanic Africa,
iii (1992), 133-48; Hamidu Bobboyi, Relations of
the Bornu 'Ulama3 with the Sayfawa rulers. The role of
the mahrams, in ibid., iv (1993), 175-204; Abdul
Sheriff (ed.), The history and conservation of ^an^ibar
Stone Town, London 1995; O'Fahey, Endowment, privilege and estate in central and eastern Sudan, in ILS, iv
(1997), 334-51.
(J.O. HUNWICK)
WAKHAN, a region in the h e a r t of I n n e r
Asia, to the south of the Pamir [q.v] range, essentially a long and narrow valley running east-west and
watered by the upper Oxus or Pandja and the Wakhan
Darya, its southernmost source.
The length of Wakhan along the Oxus is 67 miles
and of the Wakhan Darya (from Langar-kish to the
WakhdjTr pass) 113 miles. Afghan sources put the distance from Ishkashim to Sarhadd at 66 kuroh ( = 2 2
farsakhs).
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To the south of Wakhan rises the wall of the Hindu
Kush, through which several passes lead to the lands
of the upper Indus. The main pass (12,460 feet) of
Baroghil leads into Citral. The northern wall of
Wakhan is the Wakhan range, the peaks of which
reach a height of 23,000 feet. In the west, Wakhan
stretches to the bend of the Oxus, where the river
entering the boundaries of Shughnan [q.v] turns northwards. In the east Wakhan (through the high valley
of Wakhdjlr) is adjoined by Chinese possessions and
Lake Cakmak Ting.
Wakhan has historically formed part of the mountain barrier separating Central Asia from northern
India. By the 1895 Russo-Afghan Agreement (see
below), the frontier was defined as running: (a) in the
lower part of Wakhan, up the course of the Oxus as
far as Langar-kish where the two sources of the Oxus
meet: the river Wakhan from the south-east (from the
Little Pamir) and the river Pamir from the north-east
(from the Great Pamir); (b) from Langar-kish the frontier follows the course of the Pamir river to its source
(Lake Zor-kul or Victoria); (c) more to the east again,
the frontier runs by a zigzag line towards the south
to China (near the Beyik pass). Afghan territory therefore comprises the left bank of the Oxus, all the valley of the Wakhan Darya, the land on the left bank
of the Pamir river and a small part of the upper
course of the Ak Su (including Lake Cakmak Kul).
The Afghan part of Wakhan contains seven districts, namely from west to east: Warg, Urgand,
Khandud, Kalca-yi Pandja, Baba-Tangl, Nirs-wa-Shalak
and Sarhadd (this last-named village is at the foot of
the Baroghil pass at a height of 11,350 feet), as well
as the thinly-populated territory of the Little Pamir
(watered by the Wakhan Darya).
On the Afghan side, there are in Wakhan 64 villages and on the Russian 27 ones. The indigenous
population (Wakhls) belongs to the race of Iranian
mountaineers (Ghalca), very often with blue eyes, a
feature which had struck the Chinese as early as the
6th century; there are also Kirghiz Turkish nomads.
The Wakhl language is an Eastern Iranian one, with
archaic features, spoken by some 10,000 persons (see
J.R. Payne, Pamir languages, in R. Schmitt (ed.),
Compendium linguarum iranicarum, Wiesbaden 1989, 41744; IRAN. iii. Languages, in Suppl.).
From the 7th century, Wakhan is continually mentioned in the early Chinese sources under the names
of Hu-ml, Po-ho, etc. (cf. Marquart, Erdnsahr, 243, and
Chavannes, Documents sur les Tou-kiue ocddentaux, index).
Hiuen-Tsang mentions the greenish eyes of the people of Ta-mo-si-t3ie-ti (a form not yet satisfactorily
explained) and its capital Hun-t3o-to (= Khandud) with
its great Buddhist vihdra. In 747 Wakhan was the
theatre of the operations of the famous Chinese general Kao-sien-tse against the Tibetans (cf. Chavannes,
152-3). Among Arab authors, al-Istakhn (< al-Balkhl)
several times mentions Wakhan as a land of infidels,
as the place from which musk comes and where the
Oxus rises (see al-Istakhn, 279, 280, 296; Ibn Rusta,
91). Al-MascudI, Muruaj, i, 213, and Tanblh, 64, applies
the term "Turk" to all the inhabitants of the upper
Oxus: the Awkhan (jl>jl, read: jl>j), Tubbat (Tibetans) and Ayghan (?). As to the Iranian Wakhls, the
term "Turk" can only refer to their ruling dynasty
(cf. Markwart, Wehrot und Arang, Leiden 1938, 101-2).
More detailed information is supplied by the Persian
geographical work Hudud al-cdlam, tr. Minorsky, 121,
comm. 366-7, which calls Wakhan the residence of
the king and capital of the land (shahr) of Sikashim
(it ought probably to be emended to *Ishkashim, the

capital of Wakhan). At Kh-mdadh (*Khundad) are
the temples (but-khdnd) of the Wakhls, and "to its left"
was a fortress occupied by the Tibetans. Samarkandak
was regarded as the remotest frontier of the dependencies of Transoxiana; it had Hindu, Tibetan and
Wakhl inhabitants (probably the Sarhadd of the present day).
In the struggle for political and strategic positions
in Central Asia, which Kipling calls in Kim "the Great
Game", Wakhan played a significant role. After the
October 1872 Anglo-Russian Agreement tacitly recognised the Amir of Kabul's territories as extending up
to the Oxus, the Russians in February 1873 conceded
Afghan control of Badakhshan [q.v.] and Wakhan. But
after 1891, Russia attempted to explore and annex
the Wakhan area and thereby acquire a common
frontier with British India, provoking a vigorous reaction from Britain. Hence the March 1895 RussoAfghan Agreement conceded all lands north of the
Oxus to Russia and all of them south, as far west as
Khodja Salih, to Afghanistan; cAbd al-Rahman Khan
[q.v.] now somewhat reluctantly assumed control of
the Wakhan corridor or "panhandle" of Afghanistan.,
which thus became a buffer against Russian designs
on India.
The former British Indian frontier with the Wakhan
corridor is now shared by Pakistan in the west and
[Azad] Kashmir in the east; its extreme eastern tip
is contiguous with the People's Republic of China
(Sinkiang or Xinjiang Uighur Autonomous Region;
the boundary was not actually delimited by surveyors
on the ground until 1964). When, after the Second
World War, the Communists took over in Sinkiang,
Kirghiz who lived on the Chinese side of the RussoTurkish border fled for refuge in the eastern part of
Wakhan and settled around Buzai Gumbad under
their leader Rahman Gul; in the 1980s, they finally
emigrated to Turkey. In contemporary Afghanistan,
the corridor comes within the wildyat or province of
Badakhshan. The parts of Wakhan north of the corridor formerly came within the Gorno-Badakhshan
Oblast of the Soviet Tajikistan SSR, and are now in
the independent Tajikistan Republic.
Bibliography. J. Wood, A journey to the source of
the River Oxus, 2London 1876; G.N. Curzon, The
Pamirs and the source of the Oxus, London 1898, 32
and map; S.M. Khan (ed.), The life ofAbdur Rahman,
Amir of Afghanistan, London 1900, ii, 145, 288; Count
Bobrinskoy, Gortsi verkhoviev P'anaj_a, Moscow 1908;
Prince Masalsky, Turkestan, St. Petersburg 1913, 99102 (vol. xix of the series Russia by P.P. Semenov);
Tadjikistan, Tashkent 1925, passim (collection of memoirs by Korzenewsky, Barthold, Semenov, etc., on
the Soviet Republic of Tajikistan); Burhan al-Dln
Khan KhushkakI, Kattaghan wa-Badakhshdn, Russ. tr.
Tashkent 1926, 149-70; Sir Aurel Stein, Serindia,
Oxford 1921, i, ch. iii, 60-71 (old Chinese references);
idem, Innermost Asia, Oxford 1928, ii, 863-71 (antiquities: Zangibar near Hisar, Zamr-i atash-parast
near Yamcm); idem, On ancient tracks past the Pamirs, in
The Himalayan Journal, iv (1932) (separate print, 1-26);
J. Humlum et alii, Afghanistan, etude d'un pays aride,
Copenhagen 1959, 162; J. Mouchet, La vallee du
Wakhan, in Afghanistan, xxv/1 (1972), 78-87; L. Dupree,
Afghanistan, Princeton 1973, 5-6, 405, 424. See also
SHUGHNAN.

(V. MlNORSKY-[C.E. BoSWORTH])

WAKHSH, a district of C e n t r a l Asia and
the name of a river there. The Wakhsh Ab is a
right-bank tributary of the Oxus, flowing down from
the Alai range of mountains to the south of Farghana.
Geiger and Markwart thought that the Greek name
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"O^oc; came from Wakhsh, the tributary thus giving
its name to the great river (see Markwart, Wehrot und
Arang, 3 ff., 89; Barthold, Turkestan down to the Mongol
invasion, 65; and AMU DARYA).
In early mediaeval times, the Wakhsh district must
have had a population which included remnants of
the Hephthalites, such as the Kumidjis [q.v.] and also
Turks, the Karluk being mentioned by Ibn Rusta, 92.
The geographers describe it as a prosperous region
where horse-rearing was important; at that time
(4th/10th century), the part of Wakhsh along the left
bank of the river came within the province of Khuttal(an) [q.v.]. The name still survives today as that of
the Wakhsh river (called in its upper course the
Surkhab), at present coming within the independent
Tajikistan Republic.
Bibliography. See also Hudud al-cdlam, tr. Minorsky, 71, 120, comm. 198, 209, 361-3; Markwart,
Wehrot und Arang, Leiden 1938, 53-5, 57-60, 75-8,
89-90; Le Strange, The lands of the Eastern Caliphate,
434-6,_ 437-9.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
WAKT, MUHAMMAD b. KHALAF b. Hayyan Sadaka
al-Dabbl (d. 24 Rablc I 306/4 September 918), historian, expert in hadlth, geography, K u r ' a n i c
v e r s e - n u m b e r i n g and o t h e r subjects.
His best-known work is Akhbar al-Kuddt, a biographical dictionary of kddis, with a preface on the
nature of judgeship. The work is arranged first regionally—according to the amsar—then chronologically.
His aim in the work is to provide "information about
[A;«(/fs] and their rulings; the way in which they were
appointed; their genealogies and tribes; their methods; those who transmitted reports from them and
samples of those reports" (i, 5). Wakf°s extensive introductory section has reports from the Prophet condemning bribery and covering other themes that
became standard in Adah al-Kddl literature, e.g. the difficulties of being a kadi, that one ought not to judge
when angry, etc. Some of the entries, e.g. on Shurayh
[q.v.] (ii, 189 ff.), are practically intellectual biographies, with extensive lists of judicial rulings that may
help trace the earliest stages of Islamic positive law.
Much of Waklc's information comes from sources
now lost to us, such as Abu Thawr [q.v.]. His other
works on the numbering of Kur'anic verses, on geography, on archery, and on technical subjects such as
weights and measures, do not survive.
Little is known of his life, except that he was born
and died in Baghdad, and served as kadi in Ahwaz,
or "all the districts of Ahwaz" (kuwar Ahwaz kulluhd).
He moved in literary circles, as well as religio-legal
ones, and was an associate of Abu '1-Faradj al-IsfahanT
[q.v]. He is reported to have been laconic in speech,
but to have had an "easy" style in his writing.
Bibliography: See Sezgin, GAS, i, 376 and biographical sources cited there, to which add Yakut,
Irshdd, iii, 848; Ibn al-Nadfm, Fihrist, ed. Tadjaddud,
127, tr. Dodge, i, 250; Baghdad!, Hiddya, ii, 25
(garbled); Akhbar al-kuddt, ed. cAbd al-cAz!z Mustafa
al-Maraghl, 3 vols. Cairo 1369/1950.
(A.K. REINHART)
WAKT B. AL-DjARRAH B. MALIK al-Ru'asI, Abu
Sufyan, famous ' I r a k i t r a d i t i o n i s t , b. Kufa 129/
746, where his father was head of the bqyt al-mdl, d.
at Fayd [q.v. in Suppl.] on the Pilgrimage route in
197/812.
He was schooled in the Islamic sciences, above all
hadlth, through his father, and transmitted not only
from this last but also from many 'Iraki and nonTrakl scholars of the 2nd/8th century, such as Isma'll
b. Abl Khalid, Tkrima b. cAmmar, al-Acmash, al-
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Awzaci and Malik, amongst the long list given by Ibn
Hadjar, Tahdhib, xi, 124-5, together with another list
of the scholars who transmitted from him, 125-6. His
fame was so great that he was considered to be the
foremost of the muhaddithun of his age, despite the
errors of transmission attributed to him. In general,
he seems to have made an impression on more than
one great scholar through his intellectual honesty, which
is said to have left his integrity intact vis-a-vis the ruling power, probably in allusion to the offer of a post
as judge which Harun al-Rashld reportedly made to
him but which he refused out of piety and fear lest the
job should involve him in dependence to the state.
His attitude is further explicable by his well-known
asceticism.
Although Waklc had a legendary memory and was
said never to have been seen with a book in his hand,
several works of his are known: Tafsir al-Kur*dn, alSunan, al-Macrifa wa 'l-ta^nkh, al-Musannaf (cited by Ibn
Hanbal, i, 308, and Ibn Hadjar, Isdba, i, 434) and
also a book on zuhd, preserved in the Zahiriyya,
Damascus, see Sezgin, i, 97 no. 2.
Bibliography: 1. Sources. Abu Nu c aym alIsbaham, Hilya, viii, 368-80; Bukharl, Ta'rikh, iv/2,
179; Dhahabl, Mizdn al-ictiddl, Cairo 1382, 335-6;
idem, Huffa& Cairo 1375, 306-9; Ibn Abl Hatim,
Diarh/Takdima, i, 219-32; Ibn Abl Yacla, Handbila,
Cairo 1952, 391-2; Ibn Hadjar, Tahdhib, xi, 12331; Ibn Hibban, Mashdhir, 173; Ibn al-Nadfm, Fihrist,
226; al-Khatlb al-Baghdadl, xiii, 466-81; KurashI,
Dfawdhir, Haydarabad 1332, ii, 208.
2. Studies. Kahhala, Mu'allifm, xiii, 166; Zirikli,
A'ldm, ix, 135; Sezgin, GAS, i, 96-7; R.G. Khoury,
f
Abd Allah Ibn Lahfa, juge et grand maitre de I'ecole egyptienne, _Wiesbaden 1956, 144-5. (R.G. KHOURY)
AL-WAKTA [see AL-KUR'AN].
AL-WAKIDI, MUHAMMAD B. CUMAR b. Wakid, historian from Medina, also expert in fikh, author
and o f t e n - q u o t e d a u t h o r i t y on early Islamic
history (sira, maghdzi, ridda,futuh), b. 130/747-8, d. 12
Dim '1-Hidjdja 207/28 April 822. He is of paramount
importance for early Arabic historiography on account
of the quantity and quality of the information which
he passed on in the literature, and for the nature of
his methodology.
The outlines of his biography are given by his pupil
and secretary Ibn Sacd (vii/2, 77 and v, 314-321).
Al-Wakidl was a client of the Sahm, a sub-tribe (batri)
of Aslam. cAbd Allah b. Burayda al-Aslaml, kadi of
Marw (d. 115/733), is mentioned as patron of a man
who was probably al-Wakidl's grandfather. His mother
is said to have been the granddaughter of a Persian
who was a merchant, and a singer at Medina (Aghdni3,
viii, 322). In 180/796-7 he settled at Baghdad, were
he was appointed at some later date kadi of cAskar
al-Mahdi, i.e. al-Rusafa, at the eastern side of the
city. According to Ibn Sacd, the caliph al-Masmun
appointed him to this office when he came from
Khurasan. Since al-Ma'mun returned to Baghdad only
in 204/819, al-Wakidl's appointment would have been
three years before his death. Ibn al-Nadfm (Fihrist^
ed. Tadjaddud, 111) and, depending on him, Yakut
(Irshdd, vii, 56) mention that Harun al-Rashid had
already appointed him to the judgeship. The appointment by al-Ma'mun may therefore have been a reappointment after an interruption for a certain period
of time. However, al-Wakf (Akhbar al-kuddt, iii, 270-1)
mentions al-Wakidl as being only in al-Ma3mun's
service.
Al-Wakidi was known for a somewhat excessive generosity, and this habit, as well as a failed transaction
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in the grain trade (see al-Khatib al-Baghdadi, iii, 4),
seems to have had a lasting impact on his life, since
he was henceforth encumbered by debts. He even left
debts when he died, and these were settled by alMa'mun, who acted as his executor. A richly colourful and lively account allegedly told by al-Wakidf
himself (Ibn Sacd, v, 314-19) tells how he came to
enjoy the patronage of Yahya b. Khalid al-Barmakl,
to whom he owed the particular favour of the caliph
Harun al-Rashfd and, subsequently, of his son cAbd
Allah al-Ma'mun: When Harun came, together with
Yahya b. Khalid, to Medina on one of his pilgrimages, al-Wakidf served them as a guide. Subsequently,
he left for Baghdad, and thence to al-Rakka, the residence of Harun at that time (and until 192/808).
Here he succeeded after much difficulty in coming
into contact with Yahya, who honoured him and interceded with the caliph for him, showing al-Wakidf special attention and generous support.
In consequence of this patronage, we may conclude, al-Wakidf's work at Baghdad exceeded that of
an average muhaddith in respect to the range of facilities to which he had access. Ibn Sacd points out his
expertise of early Islamic history, his acquaintance
with contradicting doctrines concerning hadlth andjikh
(ahkdm) and knowledge of opinions which were generally approved; "and he explained all this in books
which he excerpted (istakhraaja), composed (wada'a) and
transmitted formally (haddatha bihd}." Both of these
traits, the attempt to evaluate the information he
received, and the extensive use and production of
books, are characteristic of his work. The huge amount
of written materials ("books") which were in his possession was impressive. He is said to have left six
hundred bookcases, each one weighing as much as
two men (Fihrist, 111, line 6; Ta'rikh Baghdad, iii, 6).
The importance and quantity of this material was
renowned, and Ibn al-Nadfm mentions that he had
two slave boys writing for him day and night. Equally
famous were the number and variety of his own writings. Ahmad b. Hanbal, although he did not quote
al-Wakidf because of his critical stance concerning alWakidf's reliability, attached great importance to his
books, read them and used to take notes from them
(Ta'rikh Baghdad, iii, 15).
Among the experts on hadlth of the 3rd/9th century, censure of al-Wakidf's untrustworthiness prevailed,
unjustifiably in the view of al-Dhahabf (Siyar a'ldm alnubala3, ix, 469). The most substantial—and influential—rebuke was advanced by Yahya b. Ma'fn (d.
233/847), who discovered the use of false ascription
in his material (Ibn Abl Hatim al-Razf, al-Djarh wa
}
l-tacdll, iv/1, 21). He was also blamed, mostly by
Ahmad b. Hanbal, for applying the technique of combining several traditions into one tradition, which he
introduced by a collective isndd, instead of presenting
each tradition separately together with its proper isndd,
although this usage was already established by older
authorities. Nevertheless, the hadlth experts denied alWakidf's authority in this field, and although examples for the precision and extent of his memory are
given, scepticism prevailed. This attitude is, however,
characteristic only of the circles of muhaddithun of the
3rd/9th century, whereas later, due to the indispensability of al-Wakidf as a historian, a general condemnation was no longer tolerated. Ibn Sayyid al-Nas, for
instance, saw the distrust as caused by the fact that
al-Wakidi handled a huge amount of traditions, which
would naturally encompass some strange materials
('Uyun al-athar, Cairo 1406/1986, i, 29). The leaning
towards a moderate Shf c f viewpoint ascribed to al-

Wakidi by Ibn al-Nadim is not corroborated in his
writings, although it is noticeable that he has quite a
number of traditions that report that the Prophet lay
on 'All's lap when he was dying.
Al-Wakidf's work survives in the Kitdb al-Maghdzi
(ed. J. Marsden Jones, London 1966), the only book
of his which is preserved in a K. al-Ridda attributed
to him (ed. M. Hamfdallah, Paris 1989, and Yahya
al-Djabburf, Beirut 1990), and in many quotations
throughout historical literature. The manuscript which
serves as basis for the edition of the Maghazi is a
copy of a recension made by Muhammad b. al-cAbbas
Ibn Hayyawayh (d. 382/992), as Brockelmann already
noted (S I, 207). In this text, al-Wakidf is repeatedly
quoted (kdla), and in some instances (e.g. 74,690) Ibn
Hayyawayh refers to cAbd al-Wahhab b. Abl Hayya,
the librarian (wanak) of al-Djahiz (d. 319/931; Ta'nkh
Baghdad, xi, 28-9), from whom he had received authorisation for the transmission of this text. The Maghazi
represents some of the particularities of al-Wakidf's
work as an historian. As already observed by Caetani,
al-Wakidi's accounts reflect, in comparison with others,
coherent, straightforward and historically reasonable
reports (Annali, ii, 1545, vi (Indices), 198-9). More than
any other authority in this field before him, he
attempted to establish the chronology of the military
campaigns (cf. Ella Landau-Tasseron, Processes of redaction: the case of the Tamimite delegation to the Prophet
Muhammad, in BSOAS, xlix [1986], 253-70, at 269).
In pursuit of this goal, he sometimes became entangled in contradictions (Marsden Jones, Introd. (Arabic)
to the Maghdzi, 32-3). After presenting the details of
an event, he generally adds short remarks explaining
his preference of a certain version which he has chosen from different accounts, such as "and this is the
most certain" etc. (ibid., 34). His technique of personal inquiry is also referred to in various accounts.
He states that he used to ask the descendants of the
participants at the military campaigns of the time of
the Prophet for their knowledge of events and places.
It is also said that he used to go out to the locations
themselves in order to gain a personal impression of
the topography (Ta'rikh Baghdad, iii, 6). It may be in
this context that we have to understand al-Wakidf's
remark that he retained more in his memory than in
his books, possibly referring here not only to the
power of his memory but also hinting at the information he had brought to light through personal
inquiry and inspection.
Another typical trait of his work is the use of
combined reports. It has been argued that al-Wakidf
presents new texts in so far as they did not exist in
this form in any earlier source, but that they actually follow earlier sources which can be reconstructed
(M. Lecker, Waqidi's account of the status of the Jews in
Mecca, in JjVES, liv [1995], 27-8). On the other hand,
the fusion of various accounts into one may have a
direct impact on the contents of reports in that it
results in combining different events into one (cf.
Landau-Tasseron, op. cil, 262-3). This may even be
discovered when al-Wakidr does not indicate a combined report (G. Schoeler, Charakter und Authentic der
muslimischen Uberlieferung tiber das Leben Mohammeds, BerlinNew York 1996, 137-40). Al-Wakidi also presents
materials that betray their origin from Ibn Ishak,
whom he does not quote. Against the allegation that
he plagiarises Ibn Ishak it has been argued that both
authors drew on a common corpus of material
(Marsden Jones, Maghdzl literature, in Camb. hist. ofAr.
lit. To the end of the Umayyad period, 349; against this
view, Schoeler, op. cit., 141). Evidence gained from
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the comparison of historical texts shows that al-Wakidi
had a variety of sources at his disposal (see Lecker,
The death of the Prophet Muhammad's father: did Wdqidl
invent some of the evidence?, in'^DMG, cxlv [1995], 9-27).
As Ibn al-Nadlm explains, Ibn Sacd composed his
books from al-Wakidfs orderly arranged collections
(tasnifdt), and we may suppose that for his Tabakdt,
Ibn Sacd mainly used materials from a work of alWakidf carrying this same title. A K. al-Tabakdt of alWakidl seems to have been used by Khalifa b. Khayyat
(Tabakdt, ed. al-cUman, Introd., 28), and Ibn cAbd
al-Barr refers to it as his source. Al-Wakidfs K. alRidda is quoted by Ibn Hadjar al-cAskalam in his
Isdba, but the K. al-Ridda, which is extant (see above),
does not contain al-Wakidfs material only but also
quotes Ibn Ishak. To the traces of his works noted
by Jones and Sezgin, one may add the quotations
from al-Wakidfs al-Futuh, al-Kdmil, and al-Mubdyacdt
in Ibn Hadjar's Isdba. A Ta'rikh al-Wakidi, the contents of which are hard to establish with certainty,
may also have been in the hands of Ibn Abi '1-Hadfd,
who quotes al-Wakidf several times (kdla, dhakara, rawa)
on various matters and once mentions his Ta3nkh (xvi,
279); his son Muhammad transmitted this work from
his father, according to al-Samcani (Ansdb, Beirut 1988,
v, 567).
Legendary accounts about the early Islamic conquests ascribed to al-Wakidi, like the Futuh al-Shdm
(ed. W. Nassau Less, 3 vols., Calcutta 1854-62), which
served Simon Ockley as a source for his History of the
Saracenes, London 1718, and the Futuh Diydr Rabfa
wa-Diydr Bakr (tr. as Geschichte der Eroberung von Mesopotamien und Armenien von Mohammed ben Omar al-Wakedi
by E.G. Niebuhr, ed. A.D. Mordtmann, Hamburg
1847, also known as Futuh al-^a^ira wa 'l-Khdbur waDiydrbakr wa 'l-Trdk, ed. Harfush, Damascus 1996, and
the Kitdb Futuh Misr wa }l-Iskandariyya, ed. Hamaker,
Leiden 1825), are of later origin and their ascription
to al-Wakidf is false (cf. F. Rosenthal, A history of
Muslim historiography, 2Leiden 1968, 186-193). For titles
and manuscripts of the legendary futuh literature
ascribed to al-Wakidf, see Brockelmann, I, 141-2, SI,
207-8; Sezgin, i, 294-7.
Bibliography. In addition to the literature given
in the article, see A.A. Duri, The rise of historical
writing among the Arabs, Princeton 1983, 37-40.
(S. LEDER)
AL-WAKIFA or AL-WAKIFIYYA, a S h i c f sect (firka)
whose adherents maintained that the seventh Imam
Musa al-Kazim (d. 183/799 [q.v.]) had not died but
that God had carried him out of sight (rafdahu ilayhi),
and awaited his return as the Mahdl [q.v.]. By their
Twelver Shf c f (Imamf) opponents they were called alwdkifa ("the ones who stand still" or "those who stop,
put an end to [the line of Imams]", because they let
the succession of imams end with him and contested
the transfer of the imamate to his son CA1I al-Rida [q.v.].
The sect is mentioned by Twelver Shf c f as well as
Sunn! heresiographers (al-Nawbakhtf, Firak al-Shfa, ed.
H. Ritter, Istanbul 1931, 68 = Sacd b. cAbd Allah
al-Kummf, al-Makdldt wa 'l-firak, ed. M.Dj. Mashkur,
Tehran 1963, 90; pseudo-Nashi' al-Akbar, ed. J. van
Ess, Beirut 1971, 47; al-Ash'an, Makdldt, ed. Ritter,
Wiesbaden 1963, 28; al-Shahrastanf, ed. Cureton, 127);
the Imamf authors of riajdl books (al-Kashshf, al-Tusf,
al-Nadjashf) identify many men as Wakifis in order
to disqualify them as transmitters of traditions. Several Wakifis, mainly Kufans, defended the occultation
(ghayba [q.v]) of the Seventh Imam in special treatises of which only the titles are still extant (listed by
Klemm, in WO, xv, 126-7); the youngest of these
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authors, al-Hasan b. Muhammad b. Sama'a al-Kufi,
died in 263/876-7. Towards the end of the 3rd/9th
century the sect seems to have merged with the
Twelver Shf'a or Ithna 'Ashariyya [q.v.].
Bibliography: V. Klemm, Die vier sufard3 des
^wb'lften Imam. %ur formativen Periode der ^wolfersfa, in
WO, xv (1984), 126-43; H. Halm, Shiism, Edinburgh
1991, 31-3.
(H. HALM)

WAKIL [see WAKALA].
AL-WAKKASHJ, ABU 'L-WALID HISHAM B. AHMAD
b. Hisham al-Kinanf al-Wakkashf al-Tulaytulf (40889/1017-96), AndalusI scholar in both the traditional and speculative sciences from Wakkash, modern
Huecas in the province of Toledo.
He was a pupil of al-Talamankf [q.v.]. Nominated
judge in Talavera by the Dhu '1-Nunid rulers of
Toledo, he later settled in Denia where he died. Abu
'1-Salt Umayya [q.v.] of Denia was his pupil. AlWakkashl was praised for his vast knowledge extending to many fields: handasa, mathematics, logic, fikh,
usul, ictikdddt, grammar, lexicology, poetry, history (especially ayydm and ansdb al-carab). He wrote on al-kadar
wa 'l-Kur3dn and tanblhdt wa-rudud cald kibdr al-tasdnif
al-ta'rikhiyya wa 'l-adabiyya, such as tahdhib al-Kund liMuslim, Mukhtasar li-Kitdb al-Kabd'il li-Muhammad b.
Habib, Shark al-Muwatta3 and Nukat al-Kdmil H }lMubarrad (the last-mentioned together with Ibn al-Srd
al-BatalyawsI; it has been edited by Zuhur Ahmad
Azhar, Balahur (Pakistan) 1401/1980; see also Razzuk,
in Mawrid, iii/1 [1974], 250, and al-Fahham, in RIMA,
xxix [1985], 75). The Mukhtasar al-fikh attributed to
al-Wakkashl in Brockelmann, I, 384, and S I, 662,
is the work of another scholar, al-TulaytulI. AlWakkashi's most famous work is the kasida he wrote
on the occasion of the conquest of Valencia by El
Cid (see R. Menendez Pidal, Sobre Aluacaxi y la elegia
drabe de Valencia, in Homenaje a F. Codera, Saragossa
1904, 393-409; A.R. Nykl, La elegia drabe de Valencia,
in Hispanic Review, viii [1940], 9-17). He was suspected
of i'tizdl and of being critical of religious revelation
(see M. Asin Palacios, in al-And., iii [1935], 368-74;
Peres, Poesie, 456).
Bibliography: 1. Sources. Sa'id, Tabakdt, ed.
Blachere, 74/136-7 (ed. Bu cAlwan, 178-9); Abu
Muhammad al-Rushatl and Ibn al-Kharrat al-Ishblll,
al-Andalus f i "Kitdb Iktibds al-anwdr" wa-fi "Ikhtisdr
Iktibds al-anwdr", ed. E. Molina Lopez and J. Bosch
Vila, Madrid 1990, 91-2, 196; Ibn Bashkuwal, ed.
Codera, no. 1323; DhahabT, Siyar, xix, 134-6, no.
71; Suyutf, Bughya, ii, 327-8, no. 2099; MakkarT,
Nafh, iv, 'l37, no. 619.
2. Studies. Pons Boigues, 167, no. 127; Kahhala,
xiii, 147-8; Brockelmann, I, 461; Cl. Sarnelli, in
AIUON, N.S. xiv (1964), 617; M. Fierro, in Historia
de Espana R. Menendez Pidal, viii/1, Madrid 1994, 439.
(MARIBEL FIERRO)
WAKT [see ZAMAN].
WAKWAK, WAKWAK, WAK WAK, WAK AL-WAK,
AL-WAKWAK (A.), a name, possibly onomatopoeic, of
uncertain origin, found in mediaeval Islamic
geographical, zoological and imaginative lite r a t u r e . One of the most mystifying place names in
the geographical literature, it refers variously to an
island or group of islands, inhabited by a darkskinned population who speak a distinct language; a
people or race; and a tree p r o d u c i n g h u m a n f r u i t . There is also the cuckoo bird, onomatopoeically known as Wakwak.
1. The island or islands of W a k w a k .
(a) Introduction

There are many stories connected with it but none
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of them help to identify the place with certainty and
there is no suitable equivalent toponym. European
scholars have equated Wakwak with nearly every island
and peninsula in the Indian Ocean, and some with
places in the Pacific. The general impression is that
Wakwak is a coastal country (ard, bildd) or island
(ajazira) on the shores of one of these oceans.
Ferrand's summary of the material in the 1st edition of the Encyclopaedia of Islam was extremely full
but Ferrand took his texts too literally. Reducing
Wakwak to a definite two locales, and equating these
with Madagascar and Sumatra, is perhaps going a
little too far. After all, both places were adequately
provided with names by most geographers and both
were well known to the Arabs. Moreover, they were
certainly aware of the distinctions between the Zandj
and their neighbours and would consequently not have
mistaken the Zandj for Malagasy or Bushmen populations (Ferrand in EI\ IV, 1108).
Nevertheless, the texts do require careful examination, with note taken of their chronology. Thus alMas'udf deserves particular credence for both his early
date and also his being the only one of the Arab
geographers actually to have visited Zanzibar and to
have been well informed about the East African coastlands; and other early sources, as well as al-Mas'udl,
such as Ibn al-Fakih and Buzurg b. Shahriyar (see
below) do refer to an African Wakwak (however it is
spelt).
The island of Wakwak has been given many identifications by European scholars over the past two
centuries. Habicht, in his edition of the Thousand and
one nights in 1825 (i, 299), decided on Japan. Langles
(Voyage de Sindbad, 147) thought it was the islands of
Southeast Asia. Reinaud (Introduction to La Geographic
d'Aboul-Feda, 1840, pp. cccv, cccxv) favoured Africa,
i.e. Madagascar. De Slane, in his translation of the
Prolegomena of Ibn Khaldun (i, 95 n. 3), believed it
to be the Seychelles, but Rosenthal in the notes to
his translation (i, 99 n. 29) thought that the context
pointed rather to Madagascar or the East African
coastlands; Ibn Khaldun himself probably had as little
idea of its position as any of the European scholars.
The appearance of Buzurg b. Shahriyar's 'Aajd'ib
al-Hind in 1883 almost doubled the amount of information available to help scholars better identify
Wakwak. Devic himself (Buzurg, tr. 169) said that
Wakwak most probably belonged to the neighbourhood of the Malayan Archipelago'but that it was too
vaguely defined to be able to identify precisely. Lane
(Arabian Nights, 1247 n. 32) held similar views, and
suggested that Wakwak was "All the islands which
they (sc. the Arab geographers) were acquainted with
on the East and South-East of Borneo". De Goeje
reverted to the Japan theory on the basis of Ibn
Khurradadhbih's text, stating that the connection with
Africa was only the fault of Ptolemy, while Ferrand
attempted (Madagascar et les lies Udq-Udq, in JA [1904],
489-509) to prove that it was Madagascar and that
the Far Eastern one was due to Ptolemy. Later (Les
ties Rdmny, Lamery, Wdkwdk, Komor des geographes arabes
et Madagascar, in JA [1907], 450-506) he discovered
that some passages must refer to the Far East, probably Sumatra, and finally (Le Wdqwdq, est-il le Japon?,
in JA [1932], 193-243) he proved that there were
definitely two Wakwaks, sc. Madagascar and Sumatra.
Thus Ferrand intimated that the Wakwaks are the
two areas of Malay culture on each side of the Indian
Ocean and that the attack on Kanbalu, described by
Buzurg (Aaja'ib al-Hind, ed. al-Sharum, 142-3; Captain
Buzurg, tr. Freeman-Grenville, 103; Tibbetts, Arabic texts

on South-East Asia, 171 n. 14), was a description of a
Sumatran expedition to the African coast.
Ferrand's views were validated in J. Fauble and
M. Urbain-Faublee, Madagascar vu par les auteurs arabes
avant le XP siecle, in Stadia, xi (1963), 445-62. Vire
(see below) has argued for an Indian Ocean-wide identification (as has Miquel, Geographic humaine, ii, 51113). More recently, Allibert has argued for an approach
that incorporates information from imaginative literature (see below), and Toorawa (see Bibl.) for one that
brings the Mascarene islands into Wakwak's fabular
cartography. In actual fact, all the theories seem to
be right, although the less definite they make their
identifications, the better. The theories of Devic and
Lane, who make Wakwak some ill-defined place in
Southeast Asia, and those of Vire and Allibert, who
find evidence for Wakwak in several places on the
Indian Ocean littoral simultaneously, appear to be the
most defensible.
(b) The waters around the Wdkwdk islands
The usual names given to the waters around
Wakwak were Bahr al-Hind and al-Bahr al-Hindi [q.w.]
the "Indian Sea", Bahr al-^anaj [q.v.] and the less
common Bahr al-Habashi, the "Sea of the Blacks", and
Bahr Fdris [q.v.], the "Persian Sea". The uncertainty
about this sea's name is underscored by the very name
of the waters further south into which the Bahr alHind appears to melt: the Bahr al-^ulma (or gulumafy
[see AL-BAHR AL-MUHTT], the "Sea of Obscurity". AlIdrfsf writes that "In it are a number of islands, some
of which are visited by merchants, others of which
are not by virtue of the difficulty of access, the [terrifying] power of thefir] waters [for navigation], the
unpredictability of the winds, and the savagery of their
peoples who maintain no contact with any of their
known neighbouring populations" (Opus geographicum,
ed. Cerulli et al., i, 87). Mariners driven off course
were said to be tossed forever in this sea, said to join
al-Bahr al-^jfii, the "Black Sea" or "Sea of Pitch" in
Northern Asia, reminiscent of the "Gravelly Sea"
described by Mandeville in his Travels (The tales of Sir
John Mandeville, tr. Moseley, Harmondsworth 1983,
169). Indeed, one scholar has corresponded certain
of Mandeville's descriptions with those of al-Idrfsf
(C. Deluz, Le lime de Jehan de Mandeville. Une geographic
du XIVe siecle, Louvain-la-Neuve 1988, 75-86).
(c) Two Wakwaks?
The first author to speak of two Wakwaks is Ibn
al-Faklh (A.D. 902), referring to "Wakwak' al-Sm",
"the Wakwak of China", and "Wakwak al-Yaman",
the Wakwak of Yemen" (Ibn al-Fakih, at 55, page
references here and elsewhere to G. Ferrand, Relation
de voyages et textes geographiques arabes, persons et turcs relatifs a {'Extreme-Orient du VIII™ au XVIII™ swcles, 2 vols.
with continuous pagination, Paris 1913-14, with actual
translation of the texts in question given in the book,
repr. Frankfurt 1986). Little interpretive attention has
been paid to Yemen as a possible location as other
sources speak either of great sailing distances or of
its being "south of Trak". Ferrand equated this
Wakwak of the South with al-Mascudf's Wakwak near
Sofala, which he claims as Madagascar (see El1, IV,
1105); but there is no clue that Ibn al-Fakfh's Wakwak
was in Africa. Judging from the number of texts placing Wakwak in Southeast Asia (see Ferrand, Le
Wdqwdq, est-il le Japon?), there is no reason why this
should not be the location of Wakwak. It is possible
that Ibn al-Fakih, confused by the conflicting statements that he had before him, came to the conclusion (as did Ferrand) that the only solution was that
there was more than one Wakwak. Until the time
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when the Ptolemaic theory of the eastern extension
of Africa came to confuse the topographical picture
of South Africa and Southeast Asia, Ibn al-Fakrh is
the only author who produces more than one Wakwak.
(G.R. TIBBETTS and SHAWKAT M. TOORAWA)
(d) The African

Wakwak?

Mediaeval geographers and travellers mention
Wakwak in connection with East Africa in a confusing number of ways. Thus these sources state that
the isles of Wakwak are situated in the Larwi sea
which washes the western coast of India and the
lands inhabited by the Zandj (al-YackubI, at 49). The
Wakwak of the south is different from that of China
(Ibn al-Fakfh, at 55). The lands of Sofala [q.v.~\ and
of Wakwak are situated in the extremity of the sea
of the Zandj (al-Mascudi, at 108). The land of Wakwak
is contiguous to that of Sofala; there are two towns
in it, D.d.w. (Daru? Waru? [see Daunicht, 190-1])
and B.n.h.na (Nabhana?), miserable and sparsely populated (al-Idnsf, at 183). The town of D.ghd.gha
(Daghdagha?), inhabited by a hideous and deformed
dark-skinned population, is next to the land and island
of Wakwak (ibid., at 184). Wakwak is situated in the
land of the Zandj (Ibn al-Wardl, at 425), to the east
(= south) of Sofala on the same southern (= western)
shore of the Indian Ocean which extends without
interruption to the end of the tenth section of the
first clime, at the place where the Indian Ocean flows
out of the Encompassing Sea (Ibn Khaldun, at 460).
The islands of Wakwak are near the last islands of
Dfbadjat al-Dum (= the Laccadives and Maldives
[<?.yy.]) (Buzurg b. Shahriyar, at 586). The Wakwak
of the land of the Zandj is vast, fertile and prosperous (Ibn al-Wardl, at 425). The gold of Wakwak of
the south is of inferior quality compared with that of
the Wakwak of China (Ibn al-Fakrh, at 55). There is
much gold in the Wakwak of the land of the Zandj
(al-Mascudi, at 108; Ibn al-Wardi, at 425). The natives
of the Wakwak of the land of the Zandj have no
ships, but the merchants of cUman come to trade
with them and get slaves in exchange for dates (Ibn
al-Wardi, at 425; cf. also al-IdrlsT, at 183). They know
neither cold nor rain (Ibn al-Wardi, at 425). Of all
these authorities, only al-MascudT actually visited the
East African coastlands, as was noted above, section
l(a). What he writes stands out from other confused
items of information (his account of the Zandj gives
many examples of his accuracy, including Bantu words
which are recognisable as such); he realised that Sofala
and the Wakwak were below, i.e. south of, the Zandj
country, in a region where one today finds speakers
of click languages.
However, as Tolmacheva (The African Waq-Waq.
Some questions regarding the evidence, in Fontes historiae
qjhcanae, xi-xiii [1986-7], 9-15) has asserted, in spite
of the great number of Arabic texts (and the often
derivative Persian and Turkish ones) that speak of
Wakwak, very few speak of an African connection.
In her important re-interpretation of al-Mascudf's
account (Muru^, § 847), Tolmacheva sees no direct
evidence for an (African) Wakwak connected to Sofala
and the Zandj. She believes that although al-Mascudi's
words seem to place the Zandj capital in Wakwak,
the only explicit statement concerning Wakwak in this
passage is that it is located in the farthest reaches of
the sea, possibly but not unambiguously the Sea of
the Zandj. For Tolmacheva, the presumption of a
link between Wakwak and the Zandj accounts for alIdrfsl's erroneous link, and for all subsequent mediaeval and modern placement of Wakwak in Africa.
This is corroborated by the fact that al-Mascudi trav-
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eled to both the East and to East Africa, and yet
never mentions two Wakwaks, nor a "southern" one.
He also at no point characterises Wakwak or its inhabitants. Against her arguments, however, is the undoubted fact that al-Mascudl does mention an East
African Wakwak.
With regard to the references to the ard al-Wakwak
in Arabic literature, Tolmacheva has source-critically
divided these into three groups: (1) al-MascudT (Murudi,
i, 233, iii, 6-7 - §§ 246, 847-8, see also Pellat's indices,
vii, 750); (2) al-Idrfsf, whose accounts are partly derivative from, but give greater precision to, al-Mascudf's
accounts, and who is the "true generator" of a specifically African Wakwak—yet who was, it must be
admitted, entirely dependent on informants, unlike alMas'udl (on al-Idnsf, see now the translation by Vire);
and (3) the weakest group, comprising the late, often
redundant compilations of Ibn al-Wardf, al-Himyan,
Ibn Sacld al-Maghribf (in spite of the originality of
some of his material), and even Ibn Khaldun's passing remarks, all of which are derivative from al-Idnsfs
accounts.
According to al-IdnsT, Wakwak is the fourth and
southernmost of the divisions of the eastern African
coast. Like the name of his first division Bilad alBarbara or Barabara (perpetuated in the northern
Somali town of Berbera [</.#.]), the word Wakwak
might be the onomatopoeic rendering of the name
for click-speakers. Of the towns mentioned by al-IdrTsf,
B.n.h.na could be the modern Inhambane in southern Mozambique, the present Portuguese spelling of
which would be better represented in speech by
Jfyambana, or the Moluccan Amboina. If it is true that
identifications of Wakwak with East African coastal
toponyms, or indeed any toponyms, rely on linguistic and ethnonymic arguments rather than on textual
ones and must always be treated with prudence, such
linguistic and ethnonymic arguments cannot be disregarded.
(e) The Wakwak attack on Kanbalu

A question to be resolved is the attack by Wakwak
ships on Kanbalu in A.D. 945 mentioned in the
sources. Buzurg b. Shahriyar's description of the attack
by a fleet of 1,000 ships may be regarded as literary
hyperbole. It was quite possibly made from Sumatra
or Java, but this does not prove, of course, that
Sumatra was Wakwak. To the inhabitants of Kanbalu
the attackers came from an unknown island in the
east beyond the range of their knowledge. Recent
archaeological excavations now also support the argument that Kanbalu was Mkumbuu on the island of
Pemba, where, significantly, a 10th-century mosque
has now been located. It would have held some 600
worshippers, suggesting that in its heyday it was by
far the largest and most important trading centre yet
discovered in eastern Africa. Ferrand was right in dismissing de Goeje's suggestions that these ships were
Japanese, but his proposal that they were Sumatran,
based on philological arguments, is rivalled by
Madagascar, where the language, Malagasy, is related
to Indonesian ones, and where outrigger canoes,
ngalawa, were used in numbers (and still are; but they
are too small to have carried sufficient food and water
for a voyage across the Indian Ocean). Very recently,
Fatimid coins, as yet unpublished, have been recovered in Diego Suarez bay at the northern tip of
Madagascar [see further MADAGASCAR].
It thus seems that, on the whole, Wakwak referred
to a country just beyond one's reach in the general
direction of the east. Thus it appears as a well-populated land east of China, about which one heard
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stories but which was never really reached in any
numbers. Similarly, it is applied in Southeast Asia to
some island a little off the usual path of Arab traders.
Thus stories of islands a little off the route, as well
as a few legendary tales, became attached to Wakwak.
As new ground was explored, Wakwak retreated eastwards, always to be the last island in the east until
Sldi Celebi in the 10th/16th century was able to
place it anywhere but south of the islands of Timor.
Daunicht (Der Osten nach der Erdkarte al-Huwarizmis,
Bonn 1970, ii, 172-274) has made a fascinating case
for identification with the Moluccas, Irian Jaya, and
northwestern Australia (where three Islamic coins from
Kilwa have been found, in company with tamarisk
trees, not native to Australia).
(G. FERRAND-[G.S.P. FREEMAN-GRENVILLE and
SHAWKAT M. TOORAWA])
(f) Wakwak and the Far East
One group of stories relating to Wakwak is based
on a passage from Ibn Khurradadhbih (69-71) where
he places Wakwak east of China and says it is a
country producing much gold, mentioning golden dog
chains (? leads) and monkey collars. This is one of
the standard stories passed down from author to
author. The ingenuity of the natives and the fact that
it was a prosperous country east of China caused de
Goeje to identify it with Japan (Le Japan connu des
arabes, 295). De Goeje's identification was based partly
on the description given by Ibn Khurradadhbih and
partly on his identification of the word Wakwak with
an early Chinese name for Japan, Wo-kuo, in Cantonese
Wo-kwok, of which Wakwak is an acceptable rendering. The description of the people of Wakwak, given
in one passage of Buzurg's (A(jj.a3ib al-Hind (ed. Sharunf,
135), where the great size of the towns and islands
is mentioned, is even more reminiscent of Japan.
Although Ibn Khurradadhbih's story is the only original one mentioning the prosperous country, there are
several texts which state that Wakwak is east of China.
Some are merely quoting from Ibn Khurradadhbih
but others add a little.
In his 4th/1 Oth-century encyclopaedia, the Mafatlh
al-'ulum, al-Khwarazmf (ed. Van Vloten, 217), writes
that Kandiz is the most easterly town in the world
and is situated at the extremity of China and Wakwak.
He describes the world as a bird, with China as its
head and Wakwak beyond it. Ibn cAbd al-Hakam (d.
257/871) describes the world as a bird in Futuh Misr
wa 'l-Maghrib, ed. C.C. Torrey, New Haven 1922,
stating that the right wing is clrak, beyond which is
a people called Wak, and beyond whom another called
Wak Wak, and beyond them people known only to
God (19), disassociating Wakwak from China. The
story of the world as a bird is a very common one
in Arabic literature and very early appears as a story
from cAbd Allah b. cAmr b. al-cAs in Ibn al-Fakfh
and Ibn cAbd al-Hakam. It is obvious that, at this very
early stage, Wakwak was regarded as a land not simply in the extreme east but at the edge of the known.
(g) Southeast Asia
Another group of stories mentions a primitive people with whom the Arab sailors trade. Stories of this
kind give locations for Wakwak in Southeast Asia,
mentioning it in connection with Zabadj, Kumar or
Sanf. Such stories come mainly from Buzurg b.
Shahriyar's cAdj.d3ib al-Hind and from other writers who
copied this work. They have the appearance of sailors'
tales. The ship in the first story (Buzurg, 8) comes
across al-Wakwak on the way to Zabadj or in the
direction of Zabadj. In a similar tale found later in
the same work (190), it is between Sribuza and China.

In yet another case it is beyond the end of Dfbadjat
al-Dum (the Maldives) (Buzurg, 163). The Mukhtasar
al-ca^d}ib of Ibn Wasff Shah (38) also prefers to put
Wakwak in Southeast Asia; in one place it makes it
the home of a Maharadja and in another "in the
Sea of Sanf (Campa) (39). In the latter account, it
has been mixed up with a story about a volcano
which, according to other authors, is definitely about
Southeast Asia. Al-Bfrunf, from whom one would
expect a clear account, says Wakwak belongs to
Cambodia (Kumar), and mixes earlier accounts of
Wakwak and Kumar so that, in spite of his unrivalled knowledge of India, it is certain that he had
no clear idea himself of the location of Wakwak.
These stories about primitive peoples could equally
well refer to the coast of Africa where such peoples
could be found.
(h) The Indian Ocean littoral
Vire, who believed the word Wakwak to be onomatopoeic, and who relied in part on Ibn al-Fakfh
(tr. Masse, 9) and his identification of three (pace Vire),
not just two Wakwaks, posits that Wakwak definitively
refers in all instances to small-statured, dark-skinned
populations that inhabit three distinct areas on the
Indian Ocean littoral: the Akkas and Negrillos in
Africa, the Negritos in Malaya in Southeast Asia, and
the Lapons, Samoyeds and Manchus in the Arctic
and sub-Arctic regions of northern Asia (Vire, 35
n. 1). More recently, Allibert (Wakwak: vegetal, mineral
on humain? Reconsideration du probleme, in Etudes Ocean
Indien, xii (1991), 171-89), whose research has focused
on the Wakwak tree and its human-fruit (see below),
has persuasively argued for a Southeast Asian location of both the tree and island(s).
Allibert, taking his lead from the observations of
Miquel and Bremond (Milk et un contes de la nuit, Paris
1991), has attempted to demonstrate that islands of
women in geographical and imaginative literature and
the islands of Wakwak are one and the same thing
(L'lle des femmes dans les recits arabes, in Etudes Ocean
Indien, xv, 261-7). This is consonant with Allibert's
call for an integrated and coherent approach to the
Wakwak issue. He shows, to his mind unequivocally,
that the fruit of the Wakwak tree is the Southeast
Asian coconut and that Wakwak is thus the vehicle
of an ancient mythology inscribed in the story of the
human-fruit and woman-island. The evidence for his
argument is, like Ferrand before him, primarily linguistic, but has virtue. He reflects at length on the
rand^. of al-Mascudf, which he ties to various accounts
in the geographies about palms and coconuts. He goes
on to explain the mythological dimension by making
the equation, "botanical reality + animal or human
and/or geographical reality = mythical term", which
for him translates into: "coconut palm + Austronesian
population = Wakwak fruit".
2. Living organisms bearing the name of
Wakwak.
One early story usually connected with Wakwak
mentions a tree named Wakwak with fruit having a
human appearance (a coconut, divested of its coir,
has "eyes"), and another early story a strange race
who utter the cry "Wak, Wakl"
(a) The "race"
In an early story which appears in its full form in
Ibn Wasff Shah (26), a kind of animal is mentioned
which from the description appears to be a baboon.
The name wakuoah or wahwah is given to a species of
gibbon in Malay, for it is an onomatopoeia for its
cry, just as it could be for the bark of a baboon. In
his EP art., Ferrand showed that wak-wak or vak-vak
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is a name given by the Bantus to baboons and to
Bushmen.
(b) The tree

The tree with the human-fruit first appears in Arabic
in the K. al-Bad3 wa 'l-ta'nkh of al-Mutahhar al-Makdisi
[q.v.] (89) at the end of the 4th/10th century. Here
we have a short note saying that the tree was called
Wakwak and grew in India. A fuller account of this
tree is given in Buzurg (65-6) (quoting Muhammad
b. Babishad), where the tree is not named but is
stated to come from the land of Wakwak. However,
the story itself must have been common in the Near
East, for it appears much earlier in a Chinese text,
the T'ung-tien of Tu Huan, which was written between
A.D. 766 and 801 and is of Middle Eastern provenance. According to this work, the story was told to
Tu Huan's father, who had been captured and taken
to the Middle East, where he stayed between 751
and 762, as a story emanating from Arab sailors, who
sailed toward the West. The story given by Tu Huan
resembles that of Buzurg almost word-for-word, except
that the tree in his account bears a crown of small
children instead of fruit with human faces. Hence, in
spite of the more factual representation of the story
given by Buzurg in the cA^d}ib al-Hind, the "little
humans" seem to be part of the original story. The
story is given throughout by many writers, but is
embellished in various ways. The "little humans" on
landing on the ground are said to utter the cry "Wak,
Wak", which seems an alternative version borrowed
from the second tale. A full version is given in the
6th/12th-century K. al-^ughrdfiyd written in Spain.
The story is also given in one version of Friar Odoric's
travels (Sir Henry Yule and H. Gordier, Cathay and
the way thither, London 1915, ii, 138-9). It differs in
detail, but only in as much as the Arabic accounts
differ from each other. In Ibn al-Wardfs 9th/15thcentury account, the women-fruit cry out praise to
the Creator (al-Khalldk). This is reminiscent of an
account about cA'isha who, on her deathbed, is
reported to have wished she were a leaf or a tree
uttering the praises of God (Ibn Sacd, viii, 51).
There is a very early attestation of a tree the fruits
of which are corporeal in Arabic. In Kur'an, XXXVII,
60/62, 62/64, mention is made of the tree of Zakkum,
with heads of demons where fruit should be. This
motif would have been known to all the authors writing about the Wakwak tree. The possibility that this
description informed the many later accounts of the
Wakwak tree cannot be excluded. Al-Djahiz had mentioned that the Wakwak are the product of a cross
between plants and animals and is cited by al-Damm,
Haydt al-hayawdn al-kubrd (Cairo 1336, ii, 123) to that
effect.
In his account, Marwazi (Sharaf al-^amdn Tdhir
Marvazi on China, the Turks and India [= Tabd}ic alhayawdn^, ed. and tr. V. Minorsky, London 1942, 60,
cf. 160, writes: "I have read in the Kitdb al-Bahr ("Book
of the sea") that in the island of Waq-Waq, where
ebony grows, there is a tribe whose nature is like that
of men in all their limbs, except the hands, instead
of which they have something like wings, which are
webbed like the wings of a bat. They, both males
and females, eat and drink while kneeling. They follow the ships asking for food. When a man makes
for them, they open these wings and their flight
becomes like that of birds, and no one can overtake
them." This account is noteworthy both for its conflation of tree, human and bird, and for its evocation of the bat, watwdt in Arabic.
Eva Baer, Sphinxes and harpies in medieval Islamic art,
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Jerusalem 1965, has catalogued examples of Wakwak
tree motifs in mediaeval Islamic art, and writes that
the earliest depiction is to be found on a slab attributed to one of the Ghaznawid palaces but probably
datable to a little later (66-8, figs. 82-6). She observes
also that the decorative designs reflect the talking or
Wakwak tree of the Alexander Romance. It is widely
found in manuscripts of the "Wonders of the World"
genre, especially the works of al-Kazwfnl. This talking tree is the transformed oracular Tree of the Sun
and Moon which is reputed to have told Alexander
of his approaching death (see Phyllis Ackerman, The
talking tree, in Bulletin of the American Institute for Persian
Art and Archaeology, iv/2 [1935], 67-72). In an Old
French poem on the legend of Alexander, young
women are born with and wilt with the flowers of
a tree: they cannot leave the shade of these trees
without dying (see King Alisaunder, ed. Smithers, Early
English Texts Society, Old Series, ccxxvii (1952)
and ccxxxvii (1957), and the unpublished AngloNorman Roman de toute chevalerie on which it is
based).
The Wakwak tree is described, and depicted, in
the introductory passages to the first Ottoman work
describing the New World, the anonymous 10th/16thcentury Tdnkh-i Hind-i gharbi (T.D. Goodrich, The
Ottoman Turks and the New World. A study of Tarih-i
Hind-i Garbi and sixteenth-century Ottoman Americana,
Wiesbaden 1990, 58). This account relies in large part
on al-Kazwfm and, although it does not place the
tree in the New World, gives the impression that it
is to be found there (see Toorawa, Where women grow on
trees. An Arab-Islamic tree in the New World, forthcoming).
The tree also makes an appearance in the Turkish
shadow-play tradition, scholars of which have attributed its origin to the legend of the tree whose fruits
are shapely women. But, as I. Bas,goz (The Waqwaq
tree in the Turkish shadow-play theatre Karago'z and the story
of Esther, in A. Levy, The Jews of the Ottoman Empire,
Princeton, NJ. 1994, 552-3) points out, it appears
rather to be inspired by the execution by hanging,
from a particular tree (Platanus orientalis), of Janissaries
in 1826, in a re-enactment of an earlier such execution (1066/1655-6). The latter became known as "the
vakvak incident" (wakfa-l wdkwdkiyye). Bas,goz shows
further that another possible source is the final act
in the story of Esther and Haman in the Old Testament (554-5). A comment made by Ewliya Celebi in
his Seydhat-ndme (The intimate life of an Ottoman statesman,
Melek Ahmed Pasha (1588-1662), tr. R. Dankoff, Albany
1991, 74-5) is contemporary, but apparently unrelated.
He notes that dead celalis lying beneath the trees of
a meadow "ador[n] the plain like the Tree of Vakvak".
The tree was long ago identified as the fushar
(Calotropis syriaca] by de Goeje, when he connected
Wakwak with Japan. The story does appear in Japanese
literature, but almost certainly comes from the Chinese
of Tu Huan, which again comes from the Arabs, so
it cannot be used to strengthen de Goeje's theory.
The description given by Buzurg's fAa^d'ib al-Hind
resembles that of the cushar, which is a tree of the
Middle East and Africa. Ferrand claimed that this
tree could not be the cushar and suggested the Pandanus
tree on philological grounds, for it is called vakwa in
Madagascar, thus using it to strengthen his own
Madagascar theory. The fruit of the Pandanus may
bear little resemblance to the fruit of the story but
is attested in a Filipino story of related interest.
An argument might, in fact, be made for identifying Wakwak with the Philippines. In addition to its
numerous islands, "dark"-skinned population, and
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distinct language (actually several dozen), there are in
even further than Yakut could ever have imagined;
Philippine mythology creatures reported to be prettythus the Islands of Wakwak now appear as a "card"
faced, fair-skinned maidens who drape their wings
in the Arabian Nights "expansion" of a fantasy game
over the branches of trees in the heart of the jungle
called "Magic".
while they sleep out the day, their long hair thrown
Just as it provided material for Ibn Tufayl and for
over their faces (M.D. Ramos, Creatures of Philippine
"Magic", so too has Wakwak been used in modern
lower mythology, Quezon City 1990, 127). They are
Arabic literature. In what might at first appear to be
called aswang in Tagalog, Bikol and several other lana more traditional appropriation/appearance, it figguages, and wakuoak in Surigao. In one account, the
ures in a 1975 short story by the Moroccan writer,
aswang/'wakwak is depicted as tying a skirt round her
Mustafa al-Masannawi, Abdullah Samsa in Waqwaq Island
when flying, and "beating her buttocks with a mag(in M. Shaheen, The modern Arabic short story. Shahrazad
ical pandanus streamer" (Ramos, 128, citing B.
returns, London 1989, 114-18). This post-modern,
Malinowski, Argonauts of the Western Pacific, New York
Borgesian-Kafkaesque tale, divided into ten numbered
1961, 242). The wakwak are said to live in trees, and sections of unequal length, and accompanied by five
to call out "Kakak! Kakak!" (Ramos, Creatures, 133,
appendices, evokes Wakwak in a number of ways. In
citing F.X. Lynch, An mga Asuwang. A Bikol belief, in
section three, a description is quoted from The great
Philippine Soc. Sc. and Hum. Rev., xiv (Dec. 1949), 420)
Pharaonic encyclopaedia, and section seven consists of "An
or other similar sounds.
extract from a radio broadcast from the Island of
(G.R. TIBBETTS and SHAWKAT M. TOORAWA)
Waqwaq"..In 1997 the Palestinian poet CI. al-Manasira
3. W a k w a k in imaginative l i t e r a t u r e and
published a volume titled La athiku bi-td3ir al-wakwdk,
the imaginaire.
Jerusalem 1999 (title poem, 20-32).
There is a convincing piece of evidence that
Finally, one may invoke the contemporary Egyptian
Wakwak is simply the name given to the conceptual
colloquial expression il hdga-di ma-tihsal-sh wald f bildd
3
limit of the known world in the statement made by
wd il-wo? "these things don't happen, not even in
Hasan al-Basrf's eventual guide, the Shaykh cAbd alWonderland", which makes of Wakwak a place of
Kuddus, in the Thousand and One nights—Hasan is
wonderment somewhere beyond the horizon (M. Hinds
trying to reach Wakwak in order to get back his
and El-Sayyid Badawi, A dictionary of Egyptian Arabic,
wife who has fled to her home with their two sons
Arabic-English, Beirut 1986, 921).
(Lane, The Arabian nights' entertainment, 796): "My
(SHAWKAT M. TOORAWA)
son, relinquish this most vexatious affair; you could
Bibliography (in addition to references in the
not gain access to the Islands of Waqwaq even if
article): Ferrand's articles are reprinted in Etudes sur
the Flying Jinn and the wandering stars assisted
la geographic arabo-islamique, ii, Frankfurt 1986. See
you, since between you and those islands are seven
also the collection of other studies of his in Etudes
valleys, seven seas and seven mountains of vast magsur la geographic islamique, Frankfurt 1986. MJ. de
nitude."
Goeje, Le Japon connu des Arabes = Excursus F, in
There is a similar quest for a spouse in the 8th/14thP.A. van der Lith, Lime des merveilles de I'Inde, 295century Sirat Sayf b. Dhi Yazan, when King Sayf is
307; G.R. Tibbetts, A study of the Arabic texts containing material on South-East Asia, London 1979, Appx.
urged by his wronged and distraught wife to pursue
1, Waqwaq; Buzurg b. Shahriyar, Livre des merveilles
her and her son: "'You seized me first, then afflicted
de I'Inde, ed. Van der Lith, Fr. tr. L.M. Devic,
me with grief and deserted me to take other women.
Leiden 1883-6; Eng. tr. G.S.P. Freeman-Grenville,
But what has been has been. If you have any valor
Captain Buzurg ibn Shahriyar of Ram Hormuz.. The book
and resolve, and if you truly love me, then pursue
me to the City of Maidens in the islands of Waq alof the wonders of India, mainland, sea and islands, LondonThe Hague 1981, 39, 101, 103; idem, Some thoughts
Waq.' With that she clasped her son beneath her garon Buzurg ibn Shahriyar al-Ramhormuzi: the Book of the
ment at her breast and vanished through the air..."
wonders of India, in Paideuma, xxviii (1982); K. cA^d3ib
(The adventures of Sayf Ben Dhi Yazan, an Arab folk epic,
al-Hind, ed. Y. al-Sharunl, London 1990; H.N.
tr. L. Jayyusi, Bloomington 1996, 241). Lane noted
Chittick and R.I. Rotberg (eds.), East Africa and the
the similarities between the Thousand and one nights'
Orient, New York 1975, with numerous relevant
story of Hasan and the Bird-Maiden and the romance
articles; F. Vire, L'Ocean indien d'apres le geographe Abu
of Sayf b. Dhf Yazan, in particular the beautiful
Abd-Alldh Muhammad Ibn Idns al-Hammudi al-Hasani
women with wings of feather who fly like birds (Lane,
dit Al-Sarif AL-IDRISI (493-560 H/1100-1166).
1246 n. 16).
Extraits traduits et annotes du «Livre de Roger», in P.
In one Persian tale, the fruits of a tree ripen, fall
Ottino (ed.), Etudes sur L'Ocean indien, St. Denis de
to the ground, mature into men's heads, and then
la Reunion 1979, 13-45; S.M. Toorawa, Waq alone of the fruits greets the king respectfully (see The
wdq. Fabulous, fabular Indian Ocean (?) island(s), in
Palace of the Nine Pavilions [Bodl. ms Caps. Or. A. 4.],
Emergences, x/2 (Dec. 2000) 387-402; and recent
in The three dervishes and other Persian tales and legends,
information on excavations on Pemba and Zanzibar
tr. R. Levy, Oxford 1947, 160).
kindly supplied by M.C. Horton.
Ibn Tufayl's [q.v.] description in his philosophical(G.S.P. FREEMAN-GRENVILLE, G.R. TIBBETTS
allegorical tale, Risdlat Hayy b. Yakzdn (ed. Sacd, Beirut,
and SHAWKAT M. TOORAWA)
117), famously speaks of an island below the equator
4. As a zoological term.
where people are born without mother or father, and
Here, wakwak, wakwak and wakuk are onomatopoeic
where there is a tree which bears women as fruit.
masc. nouns denoting a member of the Cuculides
This is analysed by F. Malti-Douglas, Woman's body,
family of birds and imitating their cries (Fr. "coucou",
woman's word. Gender and discourse in AraboTslamic writEng. "cuckoo", Ger. "Kuckuck"); the pi. ought to be
ing, Princeton 1991, 85-96.
wakdwlk, but this is never found in the texts. With
Yakut, a systematic recorder of geographical inforthis general name, members of the Cuculides (wakwdmation, observes that Wakwak is only to be found in
kiyydt) also have numerous local names, according to
fables and superstitions (khurdfdt) (Mu'ajam al-bulddn,
region: hamdm kawwdl, tdtawi, takuk, kawkal, kukur, kukum,
ed. Wiistenfeld, vi, 936). This appearance in fables
kunkur and huhu. The Arabic-speaking lands distinguish
and superstitions has extended, seven centuries later,
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five species of cuckoo: (a) the Common cuckoo (Cuculus
canorus), with two sub-species C.c. canorus and C.c. telephonus; (b) the Great spotted cuckoo (Clamator glandanus); (c) the Pied crested or Jacobin cuckoo (Clamator
jacobinus), with the sub-species C.c. serratus; (d) the
Collared cuckoo (Cuculus torquatus); and (e) the Largeheeled cuckoo (C. senegalensis aegyptius).
Bibliography: DamfrT, K. Haydt al-hayawdn alkubrd, Cairo 1937, ii, 390; A. Malouf, Mu'ajam alhayawdn, Cairo 1932, 77-9; E. Ghaleb, al-Mawsuca
fi culum al-tabfa, Beirut 1936, ii, 648; F. Hue and
R.D. Etchecopar, Les oiseaux du Proche et Moyen Orient,
Paris 1970, 394-5. (It is surprising that neither
Djahiz, Hayawdn, nor KazwTnT, 'Aajd'ib al-makhlukdt,
mention the cuckoo under any one of its names.)
(F. VIRE)
WALAD [see SAGHIR].
WALATA, conventionally Oualata, an important
Saharan caravan town in mediaeval Islamic
times, now a small town in the southeastern region
of modern Mauritania, the Hawd or Hodh (lat. 17°
15' N, long. 6° 55' W.).
For its history, see MURITANIYA, at Vol. VII, 625a-b.
WALAYA (A.). For the use of this term in ShTcism,
see WILAYA. 2.
WALBA, a district of the kura of Niebla
in the southwestern part of al-Andalus, the
modern Huelva. The name appears in various forms
in the Arabic sources, such as Wanyu in al-'Udhn
(5th/llth century) and Waniba (Yakut), both going
back to Latin Onuba.
Its political history is closely linked with that of
Niebla [see LABLA], even though it was for a while,
in the time of the Taifas, separated from Niebla. This
was, in fact, a period of prosperity and security for
the people there. This was due to the actions of cAbd
al-cAziz al-Bakn who, in 403/1012, in the midst of
the civil wars of that time, made himself the ruler of
a little principality embracing Walba and the island
of Saltes. Soon afterwards, in 414/1023-4, Abu '1c
Abbas Ahmad al-Yahsubf arose in Niebla to form a
second td'ifa in similar fashion within the ancient kiira.
The 'Abbadid al-Muctadid [q.v], ruler of the neighbouring tcfifa of Seville, altered this state of affairs in
his greed to acquire new territories, which he achieved
in 443/1051-2. Out of prudence, cAbd al-cAzTz decided
to cede Huelva and shut himself up in Saltes, but he
could only maintain this for a short while under pressure from the Sevillan ruler, and had in the end to
abandon it. Out of all the versions in the chronicles
of the period, the most probable seems to be that of
Ibn Sacld, who says that al-Bakrl marched on Cordova
and definitively established himself there. It was in
this capital that his son, the famous historian and
geographer Abu cUbayd, received his education along
the traditional lines of the age.
The island of Saltes considered itself as naturally
linked with Huelva. It was not a separate district, and
was in fact—as al-Idnsi said in the 6th/12th century—
less than a mile from Huelva and separated from it
by a narrow neck of the sea only a stone's throw
wide. Numerous historians stress its commercial importance, iron-working and falconry being amongst its
main activities. Al-Himyarf (9th/15th century) mentioned the traces of Antiquity there and attributed to
it the advantages of both a maritime and a continental town.
Bibliography. Abu cUbayd al-Bakn, al-Masdlik
wa 'l-mamdlik, ed. al-Hayyi, Beirut 1968; Ibn Sacld,
al-Mu§hrib, ed. Dayf, Cairo 1978, i, 346-7; Himyan,
Rawd, ed. and tr. Levi-Provencal; A. Jimenez Martin,
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Huelva monumental, Huelva 1980; Ma L. Pardo, Huelva
y Gibraleon (1282-1495). Documentos para su historia,
Huelva 1980; A. Gonzalez Gomez, Huelva en laEdad
Media. Un enclave frontero, Huelva 1986; F. Roldan
Castro, Niebla musulmana (siglos VIII-XIII), 2Huelva
1997; R. Amador de los Rios, Catdlogo de los monumentos historicos y artisticos de la provincia de Huelva,
2
Huelva 1997.
(FATIMA ROLDAN CASTRO)
WALI (A., pi. wuldt), from the root w-l-y "to be
near something", hence "to be in charge of something", comes to mean "person in authority, governor, prefect, administrator manager", with the masdar
of wildya for his office and/or sphere of competence.
The word occurs once in the Kur'an, XIII, 12/11,
applied to God in the sense of "patron, protector".
See on aspects of the function of the governor in
mediaeval Islamic times, AMIR. A near-synonym is
hakim "one who exercises power, jurisdiction, etc."
Under the Ottomans, the wall, also termed pasha [q.v],
was the governor of a province, eydlet or wildyet; see
Pakalm, i, 577-8.
In contemporary North Africa and the Middle East
as far east as Afghanistan, various terms are employed
for the administrative divisions of the province, including wildya, muhafa^a, imdra, liwd3 and ustdn in Arabic
and Persian usage, and il in modern Turkey, with
corresponding titles for their governors like wall,
muhafiz, amir, etc.
(ED.)
WALI (A., pi. awliyd'), indicates a friend of God
or a saint, often also a mystic in general.
1. General survey
2. In North Africa
3. In the Arab lands of the Fertile Crescent [see
Suppl.]
4. In Turkey, the Balkans, the Caucasus and
Adharbaydjan
5. In Central Asia
6. In Muslim India
7. In Southeast Asia and Indonesia
8. In Chinese Islam
9. In West Africa
10. In Chad and the Nilotic Sudan
1. General survey.
Wall is a fcfil form of the root w-l-y with the meaning of "to be near". The one who is near is also a
friend, he possesses friendship (wildya [q.v]) (more rarely
waldya', for a discussion of these two forms, see Corbin,
En Islam iranien, iii, 9-10; Chodkiewicz, Sceau, 34). But
in some way, the wall also acquires his friend's, i.e.
God's, good qualities, and therefore he possesses particular authority, forces, capacities and abilities. In the
Kur'an, the adjective wall is also applied to God,
Who is the believers' friend (II, 257). Kur'an and
hadlth do not know the concept of exceptional, blessed
people who are close to God, but by the 2nd/8th
century it seems to have been accepted (van Ess,
Theologie, ii, 89-90; Radtke-O'Kane, The concept of sainthood, 109-10; Radtke, Drei Schnften, ii, 68-9). In many
aspects, its origin is obscure; ancient Christian and
Jewish elements can be recognised (Mach, Der ^addik,
134-46). Stories about the wonderful deeds of God's
friends also seem to have been collected and transmitted at an early stage, among others by Ibn Abi
'1-Dunya (d. 281/894 [q.v.]). He wrote the Kitdb alAwliyd', the earliest compilation on the theme of God's
friends; Abu Nucaym al-Isfaham (d. 948/1038 [q.v.])
made use of it in his Hilyat al-awliyo?. Ibn Abi '1Dunya's work does not show any method or explanation, but some writings dating from the second half
of the 3rd/9th century had already passed the stage
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of pure compiling. The Baghdadi Sufi Abu Sacid alKharraz (d. probably 286/899 [see AL-KHARRAZ]) wrote
a short treatise Kitdb al-Kashf'wa 'l-baydn. Dealing with
a number of questions concerning the theme of awliyd3/
wildya, he discusses (1) the relation between the friends
of God and the Prophet, and opposes the opinion of
mystics, whose names he does not mention, according to whom the friend of God is higher in rank than
the Prophet; (2) the question whether the friend of
God receives inspiration (ilhdm); and (3) the distinction
between the miracles of the prophets (dydt) and those
of God's friends (kardmdt).
Further writings, which not only deal in much
greater detail with the themes treated by al-Kharraz
but already develop the entire concept of the friend
of God and friendship with God, came from al-Hakfm
al-Tirmidhi (d. between 295/907 and 300/912 '[q.v.]).
Later authors, such as Ibn al-cArab! (see below), would
in principle only develop further the questions first
raised by al-Hakfm al-Tirmidhf. Basically, they are
dealt with in his famous treatise Sirat al-awliyd3, also
known as Khatm al-awliyd3 or Khatm al-wildya. Next to
this main work there exist two other writings by alTirmidhf on the theme of the friend of God. One is
called al-Fark bayn al-dydt wa 'l-kardmdt, the first monograph on the possibility of miracles worked by God's
friends and their relation with the miracles of the
prophets. After an introduction, which is based on
proofs taken from Holy Scripture and on psychological observations, but does not show any knowledge
of scholastic-rational proofs, al-Tirmidhi adduces more
than sixty stories on friends of God from early times.
The greater part is also found in the works of Ibn
Abi '1-Dunya and of Abu Nu'aym al-Isfahanf. The
other work by al-Tirmidhf on the theme is his autobiography Bad' sha3n Abi cAbd Allah, It is the first autobiography of a Muslim mystic before al-Ghazalf's
Munkidh min al-daldl.
The Sirat al-awliyd3 begins with the fundamental distinction between two classes of friends of God, the
wall hakk Allah and the wall Allah. If the wall hakk
Allah wants to come near to God on the mystical
path, he can only achieve this by observing the obligations of the divine legal order (hakk) with all his inner
power, while the wall Allah reaches his aim through
divine grace. The former is obliged to walk on the path
encumbered with all sorts of hardships: he is a sdlik,
while the latter is exempted from this toil; he is attracted to God by God and is a maajdhub [q.v.]. In
later Sufism, this opposition, represented here for the
first time in a systematic way, was to play an important role. Other terms used by al-Hakfm al-Tirmidhf
for the two classes of mystics are muhtadi (rightly guided)
and mua^tabd (elected).
For al-Tirmidhf, the path, i.e. the journey to God,
means a delving into the inner self on the one hand
and the ascent to God through the macrocosmos on
the other, it is a journey to heaven (mi'rdaj [q.v.]).
The ascent of the wall hakk Allah must stop at the
end of the created cosmos, God's throne. He can
attain God's proximity, but not God Himself; he is
only admitted to God's proximity (mukarrab). It is the
wali Allah who reaches God. Ascent beyond God's
throne means to traverse consciously the realms of
light of the divine names which, in gnostic tradition,
are grouped hierarchically around God's unknowable
essence. When the wali Allah has traversed all the
realms of the divine names, i.e. has come to know
God in His names as completely as possible, he is
then extinguished in God's essence. His soul, his ego,
is eliminated and he is in God's hands. When he

acts, it is God Who acts through him. And so the
state of extinction means at the same time the highest degree of activity in this world.
The friend of God, therefore, is recognisable in the
world because of a number of external characteristics: (1) when people see him, they are automatically
reminded of God; (2) anyone who advances towards
him in a hostile way is destroyed; (3) he possesses the
gift of clairvoyance (Jirdsa); (4) he receives divine inspiration (ilhdm); (5) he can work miracles (kardmdt [q.v.])
like walking on water (al-mashy cald 'l-md3) and shortening space and time (tayy al-ard); and (6) he associates with al-Khadir [q.v.] (for this list, see Radtke,
Drei Schriften, ii, 82, § 80; Radtke-O'Kane, The concept
of sainthood, 124-5; for further miracles, see Radtke,
Miracles, where an analysis of al-Tirmidhf's Park is
given). This list of themes from now on forms a constant element of the discussion on God's friends and
friendship with God.
In this way the friend of God not only knows that
he is indeed God's friend—this question is raised at
the very beginning of the Sirat al-awliyd3—but he can
also be sure of eternal bliss. This is communicated
to him through good tidings from God (bushrd), for,
though he is not sinless (ma'sum) like the Prophet, he
is preserved from sin (mahfuz). The good tidings can
be transmitted to him in dreams or by divine inspiration (ilhdm). In his autobiography, al-Tirmidhi imparts
a number of such dreams.
Divine inspiration of a friend of God is never in
contradiction to the Prophet's revelation (wahy) or law,
for notwithstanding the high blessing he has received,
his spiritual rank is lower than that of the Prophet.
His life and its stages come about in the external and
internal imitation of the Prophet, he is the latter's real
heir, for God's friends, contrary to a hadith of the
Prophet, are the true heirs of the prophets (al-awliyd3
warathat al-anbiyd3).
Just as in the case with Muhammad, who is the
seal of prophecy or of the prophets (khatm al-nubuwwal
al-anbiyd3), and as such the last and most complete of
them, there exists a hierarchy among God's friends.
Indications for this idea are already found in the 2nd/
8th century, but here, too, al-Tirmidhf is the first of
whom it can be said that he gives the broad outlines
of a systematic presentation. Forty elected awliyd3—
other names are siddikin, abddl [q.v.], umand3 and
nusahd3—after the Prophet's death took over control
of the world, each one of them exercising it in temporal succession. The fact that they exist is a guarantee for the continuing existence of the world. Among
them is a group of seven who are especially blessed.
As runners-up of creation, the forty friends of God
form, after the prophets, the second spiritual hierarchy of the cosmos. In the same way as in the prophets'
hierarchy, there is within the friendship with God or
among the friends of God a highest, perfect one, the
seal (khatm al-wildya; khdtam/khdtim al-wildya/al-awliyd3);
as is clear from his autobiography, al-Tirmidhf considered himself as this highest friend of God.
Al-Tirmidhf's new creation of khatm al-wildya, in particular, had a wide effect. The concept was taken up
and further developed by Ibn al-cArabf, and through
him it entered later Sufism. But for almost three centuries, al-Hakim al-Tirmidhf's systematic position visa-vis wali and wildya remained without successor in
Sufi mystical writings. The concept khatm al-wildya was
avoided, the comparison with the Prophet being
shunned. With the exception of the Kashf al-maha^ub
by the Persian Hudjwfrf (d. ca. 465/1072 [q.v.]), which
is based on al-Tirmidhf, the authors of the basic hand-
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books speak only briefly of the theme of the friend
of God. Among them, mention should be made of
al-Kalabadhl (d. ca. 380/990 [q.v]), of Abu Nasr alSarradj (d. 378/988 [q.v.]), of Abu Talib al-Makkl (d.
386/996 [q.v.]), of Abu Nucaym al-Isfaham and of alKushayn (d. 465/1072 [q.vv]) (for details, see Chodkiewicz, Sceau, 41-64). It is discussed whether the friend
of God can work miracles, can be recognised while
in this world, and can know that he himself is a
friend of God. The wording often seems to have been
borrowed verbatim from al-Tirmidhl without the
authors mentioning him; this is the case with alKushayrT's Risala. cAbd al-Kadir al-gjilam (d. 561/
1166 [<?.y.]), the progenitor of the Kadiriyya, also borrowed extensively from al-Tirmidhf's Slrat al-awliyo?
(Drei Schriften, i, introd., 7-9). Al-Tirmidhfs presentation of the hierarchy of the saints is taken over and
slightly modified by cAmmar al-BidllsI (d. between
590/1194 and 604/1207), the teacher of Nadjm alDln Kubra (d. 617/1220 [see KUBRA, NADJM AL-DIN];
he uses in particular the concept of khatm al-wildya
for the first time since al-Tirmidhr (Badeen, Bidllsl).
Ruzbihan-i Baklf (d. 606/1209 [q.v]) not only wrote
an autobiography, like Hakim al-TirmidhT, but also
knew a highly developed hierarchy of God's friends.
The theological-scholastical literature (for a summary,
see Gramlich, Wunder, 94-110; Fakhr al-Dln al-RazT's
Kur'an commentary is particularly detailed) discusses
above all whether miracles worked by saints can stand
up to intellectual scrutiny. The Mu'tazilfs denied them,
whereas the Ash'arfs in general admitted them. The
scholastic arguments have survived until today and still
serve to justify the miracles worked by saints (Radtke,
Traditionalisms, 243-50).
Until modern times, the discussion has been shaped
by Ibn al-cArabI, who in substance adopted al-Hakim
al-Tirmidhf's basic themes about the wall. In the
Futuhdt makkiyya (ch. Ixxiii) and in a smaller work
(Tirmidlana minora, 277-8), he comments on a section
of al-Tirmidhf's Slrat al-awliyd}. It is true that the commentary does not contribute anything to the understanding of al-Tirmidhr's text; the latter is for Ibn
al-cArabi only a peg on which he can hang his own
system and develop it. As is the case with al-Tirmidhr,
the theory of the wall is entirely embedded in an
Islamic cosmological and prophetological system (for
the latter, see the works by Nyberg, Afifi, Chodkiewicz
and Chittick). Two ways of al-Tirmidhfs doctrine are
substantially elaborated upon by Ibn al-cArabI. One
is that the hierarchy of God's friends is fundamentally differentiated [see KUTB], the other that the
concept of khatm al-wildya is expanded, because Ibn
al-cArab! introduces various kinds of wildya [q.v]
(Chodkiewicz, Sceau., 65-78). Via Sacd al-Dm alHammuT (d. 649/1252 [q.v]), who belonged to Ibn
al-cArabf's school, the latter's doctrines reached such
authors as cAzfz-i Nasafi (d. ca. 700/1300) in the
Persian-speaking regions. A renaissance of the khatm
al-wildya doctrine can be observed particularly in the
18th and 19th centuries. Ahmad al-Tidjam (d. 1230/
1815), the founder of the Tidjaniyya [q.v], and
Muhammad c Uthman al-Mlrgham (d. 1268/1851), the
founder of the Khatmiyya, adopted for themselves the
title khatm al-wildya, to which the latter order owes its
name [see MIROJANIYYA] . It is not only during his
lifetime that the friend of God possesses extraordinary
powers. After his death, too, he acts as a mediator
with God; his help can be sought (tawassul, istighdtha).
His tomb confers blessings (baraka), which can also be
obtained through pilgrimage. The aim of the latter is
to obtain blessings through the friend of God (tabar-
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raka). For this reason, everywhere in the Islamic world
there arose centres for the veneration of saints. For
opponents of Sufism such as Ibn Taymiyya (d. 728/
1328 [q.v]) and the Wahhabls, these practices are an
abomination, because the latter see in them a form
of idolatry (shirk). While expanding their territory, the
Wahhabls destroyed the tombs of saints wherever they
were able.
Stories about the lives of outstanding friends of
God lived on among their disciples, and especially in
their families. Some time after the death of the friend
of God, they were collected in biographies, from which
arose Islamic hagiography [see MANAKIB]. The first of
these lives of saints are written in Arabic, but they
have only been preserveid in Persian translation, as in
the case of Ibn Khafif (d. 371/982 [q.v]) and of Abu
Ishak KazarunT (d. 426/1033 [q.v]). These lives often
have little historical value. The authors, mostly members of the saint's family, of his school or of his order,
are concerned with the glorification of the saint by
proving that he possessed extraordinary blessings and
powers.
It is not only movements such as the Salafiyya
[q.v] and the Wahhabiyya which, inside the framework of Islamic theology, have formed a front against
the veneration and theory of saints. Since the 19th
century, proponents of the wall concept have also had
to assert themselves against the attacks of Western
rationalism. Convincing answers are not yet at hand
(Radtke, Traditionalisms, esp. 255-7).
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1997, 240-67; H.S. Nyberg, Kleinere Schriften des Ibn
al-cArabl, Leiden 1919, 103-20; A. Afifi, The mystical
philosophy of Muhyid-din Ibnul-cArabi, Cambridge 1939;
W. Chittick, The Sufi path of knowledge, Albany 1989;
Jamil M. Abun-Nasr, The Tijaniyya. A Sufi order in the
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(B. RADTKE)
2. In N o r t h Africa.
The saint (wall, also sayyid or sdlih) has played an
essential role in the religious and social life of the
Maghrib for more or less a millennium.
Historical development. Historically speaking, the first
figures of ascetics, popularly admired and with followings, appear in Ifrfkiya in the 4th-5th/1 Oth-11th
centuries (cf. H.R. Idris (ed.), Mandqib d'Abu Ishdq alJabnydni et de Muhriz b. Khalaf, Paris 1959). But we
depend here on few written sources, and the phenomenon may well be older. The outstanding, prominent figures here appear rather to the west of that
region. Abu Yacza (or Yacazza, d. 572/1177) was the
typical illiterate, charismatic and miracle-mongering
saint (see Y. Lobignac, Un saint berbere, Moulay Ben
Azza, in Hesperis, xxxi [1944], and E. Dermenghem,
Le culte des saints dans I'lslam maghrebin, Paris 1954,
2
1982). His contemporary Ibn Hirzihim (d. 559/1163)
was more cultivated but had nevertheless a very popular reputation.
Abu Madyan (d. 594/1197) was a spiritual disciple of these preceding two saints, and was the first
figure in Maghrib! Sufism to exercise an influence
beyond his own region. This Andalusf went to the
East where he may have met some of the great masters, e.g. cAbd al-Kadir al-Djilanl. On returning, he
settled at Bougie and formed a circle of disciples,
headed for the Almohad court of Yackub al-Mansur
at Marrakesh, and died en route at Tlemcen, whose
patron saint he became (see ABU MADYAN and A. Bel,
Sidi Bou Medyan et son maitre Ed-Daqqdq d Fes, in Melanges
Rene Basset, Paris 1923, i, 30-68; C. Addas, Abu Madyan
and Ibn cArabl, in Muhyiddin Ibn cArabi, a commemorative
volume, Shaftesbury 1993). One of his disciples was
the saint from the Rff cAbd al-Salam Ibn Mashfsh

[see CABD AL-SALAM], who was rather sparsely noticed
in his lifetime but had a posthumous fame through
his being recognised as a master and a "pole" by
Abu '1-Hasan al-Shadhilr [q.v.]. It is with this last
(d. 656/1258 in Upper Egypt), and especially his disciples of the 8th-9th/14th-15th centuries [see IBN CATA'
ALLAH and SHADHILIYYA, with Bibls.] that the Sufism
of the brotherhoods appeared and enjoyed a spectacular rise in the Maghrib.
Among the main saints of the ensuing period, one
may note the heads of brotherhoods like the Fas!
Ahmad al-Zarruk (d. 899/1494), educated in Egypt,
but exercising his reformist influence first in Morocco
and then Libya (see A.F. Khushaim, ^arruq the Sufi,
Tripoli 1976). Also within the Shadhiliyya was Abu
c
Abd Allah Muhammad al-Djazulf [q.v.], who returned
to Morocco after a long trip to the East and then
began a life as a hermit. But his preaching, his reputation as a thaumaturge and his Shanfi birth ensured
him a prodigious success. He died ca. 869/1465 and
his body, after several delays, was buried at Marrakesh,
where he became one of the city's seven patron saints.
The Sufi tradition was periodically given fresh life
by notable personalities such as Muhammad b. Nasir
from southern Morocco, or the Shadhill Abu Hamid
al-cArabf al-Darkawf (d. 1823 [see DARKAWA]), whose
influence spread all over the western and central
Maghrib. Ahmad al-Tidjanf (1737-1815 [q.v.]) was initiated into many orders before founding at cAyn Mad!
near Laghouat in what is now Algeria his own zdwiya,
which spread especially into Morocco and then into
Sudanic Africa (see J.M. Abun-Nasr, The Tyaniyya, a
Sufi order in the modern world, London 1965). Another
type of active, organising saint was al-Sanus! (q.v., and
also K.S. Vikor, Sufi and scholar on the desert edge.
Muhammad ben cAll Sanusl, London 1995). More recently
still, the charisma and the activity of Ahmad b. 'Allwa
of Mustaghanim (d. 1934) marked his age, although
he was rather too late to become a wall in the traditional sense (see IBNCALIWA, and M. Lings, A Moslem
saint of the twentieth century, Shaikh Ahmad al-cAlawl, London
1961, Fr. tr. Un saint musulman du 20e siecle, le cheikh
Ahmad al-cAlawi, Paris 1984).
Characteristics. This development of the wall's role
over a millennium, coupled with the great geographical and social diversity (town vs. village) and cultural
traditions (Berber, Bedouin), produced a great diversity of images of saints. Hagiography nevertheless
allows us to discern a certain number of dominant
types found in one region or another or at one time
or another. The most current profile is of the pure,
ascetic Sunnl, refusing all ostentation. The quality and
amount of his education matters little, and even when
he is a scholar, it is not his doctrinal works or poetry
which attach the hearts of his disciples to him. On
the other hand, he is clearly charismatic, and his miracles (kardmdt) are innumerable but stereotypical: reading people's thoughts, cures, bilocations, visions, etc.
He is often the head of a brotherhood. But other
profiles exist at the side of this one. Hence the popularity of the ecstatic and eccentric saint (maajdhub);
Shudhf and his pupil Ibn al-Mar'a (d. 611/1214; cf.
Dermenghem, op. cit.) or cAlf al-Sanhadjf (10th/16th
century) and his pupil cAbd al-Rahman al-Madjdhub
(d. 976/1569; see A.L. de Premare', Sidi (Abder-Rahman
al-Medjdub, Paris-Rabat 1985) remain till today popular figures. Moreover, the antinomian saint, who hides
his interior states with a veil of conduct which may
be habitually shocking, illustrates the maldmatl tradition in the Maghrib; thus Ahmad Abu 'l-cAbbas
b. al-cArus, one of the patron saints of Tunis (d.
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868/1463; cf. Brunschvig, Hafsides, ii) has remained
famous for his provocative behaviour and his outrageous sayings. Sometimes saints have been warriors,
murdbitun, who have died as martyrs. One should also
note that Maghrib! sainthood is by no means confined to men, and certain women have marked the
memories of the faithful; some of the tombs of female
saints are very frequently visited. Nor are saints exclusively Muslim; Jewish saints may be respected well
beyond their own communities of origin and viceversa. Popular sainthood, bursting out of a framework of the brotherhoods, sometimes shows very old
features probably stemming from a pre-Islamic "shamanism"; thus the Tsawiyya claim to stem from the
Shadhill-DjazulI master Muhammad b. clsa al-Mukhtar
(d. 931/1524; cf. R. Brunei, Essai sur la confrerie religieuse
des Aissaouas au Maroc, Paris 1926), although this last
would probably have been surprised to have been
present at the therapeutic rituals, of animist inspiration, practised by certain branches of the brotherhood. An analogous remark can be made in regard
to CA1I b. Hamdush and the Moroccan brotherhood
of the Hamdushiyya (see V. Crapanzano, The Hamadsha,
a study in Moroccan ethnopsychology, Berkeley, etc. 1973).
This extreme veneration for saints stems from the
basic, cosmic function attributed to awliyd3. These last
are viewed as active members of the spiritual hierarchy of friends of God, and it often happens that great
saints are seen attributing to themselves the function
of kutb [q.v.] (Ibn MashTsh, al-ShadhilT, etc.). The saint
assures for his close retainers and adepts not only his
spiritual guidance and strength but also material prosperity, and he is an intercessor with the supernatural
world. His presence diffuses baraka or spiritual blessing, which his entourage tries to acquire for aims
often far removed from purely spiritual ones (health,
social success, etc.) through practices common to magic:
whence the recitation for secular aims of ejaculatory
prayers (hizb) taught by the saints. Thus within the
DjazulT current, the connection with the saint is lightened to the far limit of its strictly mystical dimension. The diffusing of baraka is made possible by a
fairly simple allegiance and devotional rites like recital
of the litanies of the Dald'il al-khayrdt, without there
being any question of asceticism or a long spiritual
journey. One should further note how the development of Sharlfism has played a certain role in the
tone of Maghrib! sainthood, especially from Marfnid
times onward; IdrTsid Sharlfi" origins are therefore
attributed to Ibn MashTsh, al-ShadhilT and al-DjazulI.
The spreading of baraka, according to such masters
as al-Djazulf, can be effected not only through the
spiritual successors of Muhammad, which the saints
are, but also by his genealogical descendants.
The wall's role as protector of a place may be considerable. Certain patron saints are well known, such
as Ibn cArus for Tunis, Abu Madyan for Tlemcen,
Mawlay Idrls for Fas, etc. But one should also take
into account thousands of minor, local saints whose
tombs remain visible in villages or the quarters of
towns, little-known, anonymous, sometimes even legendary. Even though history can find hardly anything
to say about them, their presence and their social
efficacity can be immense. They remain, in effect,
very much alive at their tomb, to the point that the
person's name most often serves to denote the place.
The rituals can be purely private, but the patronal
festivals (mawsim, mawlid [q.vv.]) give rise to massed
groups with Kur'an recitations, dhikrs, processions and
fairs. Among the most important should be mentioned
those of Mawlay Idrls at Fas, of Muhammad b. Tsa
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at Meknes and Ibn Mashish in the Rif. But basically,
it is not really necessary for the saint to have been
really buried in the spot in question, as shown by
the number of makdms of cAbd al-Kadir al-DjIlanl in
the Maghrib, who in any case never went to the
Maghrib. Protection and intercession are drawn and
raised by the effect of the rites rather than by a sanctity attached to the place itself.
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3. In the Arab lands of the Fertile C r e s c e n t
[see Suppl.].
4. In T u r k e y , the B a l k a n s , the C a u c a s u s
and Adharbaydjan.
Saints play an important role here, especially in
connection with the cults which have grown up around
their tombs (ziydra). Between the Turks of the Balkans
and Anatolia, and those in Central Asia, despite the
distance separating them, the concept of the saint and
the organisation of pilgrimages displays no fundamental differences. This concept of sainthood derives
its originality from the syncretic character of Turkish
Islam, which has incorporated certain beliefs and practices from earlier cults, such as animism, shamanism,
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Buddhism, Zoroastrianism and Christianity (in the
study of the phenomenon of sainthood, it is not always
easy to separate the various regions of the Turkish
world, but for a detailed consideration of the situation
in Central Asia, see 5. below).
These elements are particularly discernible in the
saints of the 10th to the 14th centuries before being
opposed by the culamd\ the representatives of orthodoxy. They nevertheless maintained themselves in
certain out-of-the-way parts of Central Asia, especially
in rural areas and amongst nomads of the whole Turkish world (e.g. amongst the Yiiriiks, Takhtadjis [q.w.~]
and cAlew!s in Anatolia). One may note e.g. that the
earliest Turkish saints, such as Ahmad Yasawf and
Hadjdjf Bektash Wall [q.vv.], performed miracles reminiscent of those of Central Asian shamans (changing
into birds and totemistic creatures like the crane or
deer; raising a man to life from his bones; etc.). Such
saints were generally to be found amongst the Bektashf,
Yasawf and Kalandarf holy men. On the other hand,
the Turkish saint often corresponded to the usual
image of the Muslim holy man, often the founder
or an adept of Sufi orders like the Nakshbandiyya,
Kadiriyya, Khalwatiyya, etc. One should bear in mind,
too, that in the Turkish world sainthood is the product of two factors: the ideal of the holy war, djihdd,
marked by the spirit of ghazw, and Sufism. This is
understandable in the light of the fact that the Turkish
world, over long centuries, was the object of campaigns of Islamisation conducted by Sufis, rather than
by the culamd\ being at the origin of the conversion
of some pagan rulers to Islam.
As well as the Arabic term wall, and the Persian
shah and pir, saints in the Turkish world are denoted
by Turkish terms like baba in Anatolia, ata in Central
Asia (both meaning "father"), as well as eren or ermish
(< ermek "to reach, attain") or yatir ("one who settles
down") in Anatolia. Saints' tombs are denoted by
terms of Arabic or Persian origin alluding to the idea
of pilgrimage (mazdr, ziydratgdti), tomb (kabr, makbar) or
domed mausoleum (gunbad, kubba). But such tombs are
also denoted by terms usually used for dervish convents, or a particular part of it (tekke in the Balkans,
langar "refectory" and ribdt in Central Asia), or by a
quality of the saint (pir "venerable, respectable", in
Adharbaydjan).
Saints of the Turkish world may be classified into
three categories. The first includes the ghd&s, heroes
of the Islamisation process and martyrs for the faith;
the second, saints from the Sufi milieu; and the third,
the great figures of Islam and certain rulers.
The most representative types of the first in the
regions under consideration are Abu Ayyub al-Ansarf
(7th century [</.y.]), killed beneath the walls of Constantinople, Sayyid Battal Ghazf, who fought the
Christians in Anatolia, and Kizil Deli Sultan, who
converted Western Thrace to Islam. Religious figures
and warriors who fought the Tsarist and Soviet
Russians from the 18th to the early 20th century have
also been canonised (the Imams Mansur Ushurma and
Shamil [q.vv.] in the Caucasus, Kurban Murad in
Turkmenistan, etc.) or against Kemalist Turkey in the
20th century (Sheykh Escad and cAbd al-Hakfm Arwasf
in Istanbul). Others in this category added the qualities of the Sufi to their work of Islamisation, such
as Sari Saltuk in Turkey and the Balkans, HadjdjF
Bektash, his disciple Hadjdjim Sultan, and Abdal Musa,
in Anatolia, 'Othman Baba in the Balkans, etc.
In the second, most important category, which
includes the Sufis, one finds, in one group, those
engaged in Islamisation and the fight against the infi-

dels (a process which came to an end in Turkey in
the 15th-16th centuries, but which continued in Central Asia up to the opening of the 20th century), and
in the other group, those Suits wholly occupied by
their spiritual mission. These last include the founders
of the great tarikas of the Turkish world plus their pupils and spiritual descendants: the Nakshbandf Emfr
Bukharf at Istanbul; the Khalwatfs Merkez Efendi and
Kodja Mustafa Pasha and the Kadirf Isma'fl Rum!
at Istanbul; Mawlana Djalal al-Dfn Rumf at Konya;
Hadjdjf Bektash Wall in Anatolia; etc.
In the third category are to be found both Biblical
figures (Daniel's tomb at Tarsus in southern Turkey),
figures from the Kur'an or Islamic history (tombs of
Khidr in several places, etc.), and theologians. Amongst
the rulers around whom a cult grew up, one might
mention the Ottomans Bayezfd II and cAbd al-Hamfd
II [q.vv.] in Turkey.
In numerous cases, the spots chosen for a Muslim
saint's tomb could be either exceptional places already
sacred from pagan times (hill tops, springs, grottoes,
large rocks, etc.) or ruins of sanctuaries connected
with pre-Islamic religious cults. Most of the mausolea
in Eastern Turkestan were built on a spot where there
had previously been Buddhist monasteries or funerary monuments (Kuhmarf Mazar and Kum Rabat
Padishahim at Khotan). Likewise, ancient Christian
churches and monasteries were used in the Balkans
and Anatolia (Sari Saltuk at Babaeski in Thrace, Khidr
at Samarkand). A Nestorian saint who has become a
Muslim one in Kirghizistan has even been identified.
As for saints' tombs connected with the ghdzi tradition, these tend to be in strategically situated and
protected places connected with the saint's military
functions: the summits of hills (Gozdjii Baba in Istanbul
and Muhyf al-Dfn Abdal in Eastern Thrace) or defiles
(derbend) ' (Kizil Deli Sultan (Derbendf) in Western
Thrace).
However, there are also in the Turkish world a
certain number of towns which have always attracted
saints and where tombs are very numerous. There
exist pilgrims' guides for such towns, rich in historical
details for the historical researcher: Istanbul (cf. Khodjaza.de Ahmed Hilmf, ^iydret-i ewliyd, Istanbul 13257
1907-8), Bursa (cf. Mehmed Shems el-Din, Yddigdr-i
Shemsi, Bursa 1332/1913-14), Bukhara (cf. Nasir al-Dfn
al-Hanafi al-Bukharf, Tuhfat al-zd'irin, Novo-Bukhara
1910), Samarkand (cf. Muhammad cAbd al-Djalfl
Samarkand!, Kandiyya, ed. Iradj Afshar, in Du risdla
dar tdnkh-i mazdrdt wa ajughrdjiyd-yi Samarkand, Tehran
1367 J&/1988).
On the architectural plane, there are several features which distinguish tombs of Turkish saints from
those of the rest of the Islamic world. One might cite
e.g. the remarkable height (sometimes 20 m) of the
cenotaphs of certain Central Asian saints, the presence there of customs inherited from the steppe peoples like a tall mast with a horse's tail at its top and
the presence of arms (axes, halberds, etc.) near the
tombs of dervish ghdzts in Anatolia.
The main saints' tombs with an active cult around
them today are: in Turkey, those of Hadjdjf Bektash
(HacibektasJ, Mawlana Djalal al-Dfn (Konya), Abu
Ayyub al-Ansarf (Istanbul) and Hadjdjf Bayram Waif
(Ankara); and in the Balkans, that of Aywaz Dede
(Bosnia). The faithful, and especially women, who
make up the greater part of the visitors to these
shrines, address themselves directly to the saints or
else through the intermediacy of the custodians of the
shrines, hoping for their intercession (shqfd'a [q.v.]) with
God on their behalf. The reasons for such pleas are
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various: illness, sterility, social success, etc. The offerings (money, cereals or beasts) given to the custodians are in the western Turkish world called adak
(Tkish. adamak "to make a vow"), nedhr (Ar. nadhara
"to vow, dedicate") and sometimes niydz (Pers. "vow,
supplication") (in Central Asia, one finds, additionally,
sadaka (Ar. "pious gift") and the composite term nadhrniydzmanhk}.
Denounced by the 'ulama3, and above all, by the
Wahhabiyya [q.v.], the cult of saints was subsequently
dismantled by the Soviets and the Kemalists, but has
nevertheless survived and is at present enjoying a
remarkable resurgence in both Turkey and Central
Asia.
Bibliography: LamicT Celebi, Terajume-yi Nefehdt
ul-uns, Istanbul 1270/1854; Cl. Huart, Les saints des
dewiches tourneurs, Paris 1918; Fu'ad Kopriilu, Turk
edebiyyatinda ilk miitesawwiflar, Istanbul 1919, 2Ankara
1966; F.W. Hasluck, Christianity and Islam under the
Sultans, 2 vols. Oxford 1929; Abdulbaki Golpinarli
(ed.), Vilayet-name, mendkib-i Hiinkdr Haci Bektas-i Veil,
Istanbul 1958; Hikmet Tanyu, Ankara ve cevresinde
adak ve adak yerleri, Ankara 1967; J.-P. Roux, Les
traditions des nomades de la Turquie meridionak. Contribution
a I'etude des representations religieuses des societes turques
d'apres les enquetes effectives chez les Toruk et les Tahtaci,
Paris 1970; V.N. Basilov, Kul't svyatikh v Islame,
Moscow 1970; M. Balaev, Mugddddsldrd pdrdstish
galiglarinin kharaktari vd td'zahur formalari, in Ateizm
mdsdldldri, Baku 1975; Masami Hamada, Islamic saints
and their mausoleums, in Ada Asiatica (Tokyo), xxxiv
(1978); Ahmed Ya§ar Ocak, Turk halk inanclannda ve
edebiyatinda evliya menkabeleri, Ankara 1984; M. Balivet,
Dewiches turcs en Romanie latine. Quelques remarques sur
la circulation des idees au XVe siecle, in Byzantinische
Forschungen, xi (1987); Evstratios Zengine, 0 Bektasismos ste Dytiki Trake. Symbole sten istoria tes diadoseos
tou Mousoulmanismou ston elladiko horo, Thessalonica
1988; Ocak, Kultur tarihi kaynagi olarak mendkibndmeler,
metodolojik bir yakla§im, Ankara 1992; Baha Tanman,
Settings for the veneration of saints, in R. Lifchez (ed.),
The dervish lodge. Architecture, art and Sujism in Ottoman
Turkey, Berkeley and Los Angeles 1992, 141-67;
N. Clayer and A. Popovic, [Le culte des saints] dans
les Balkans, and Le culte d'Ajvatovica et son pelerinage
annuel, in Ch. Loir and E. Guillot (eds.), Le culte des
saints dans le monde musulman, Paris 1995; Golpinarli,
Otman Baba vilayet-ndmesi, in Jnal of Turkish Studies,
xix (1995); Th. Zarcone, L'hagiographie dans le monde
turc, in Denise Aigle (ed.), Saints orientaux, Paris 1995;
idem, [Le culte des saints] en Turquie et en Asie Centrale,
and Le mausolee de Haci Bektdsh Veil en Anatolic centrale (Turquie), in Le culte des saints dans le monde
musulman; Liliana Masulovic-Marsol, Tombes des saints
musulmans et guerison: une approche anthropologique, in
Cimetieres et traditions funeraires dans le monde islamique,
Ankara 1996. See also the Bibl. to 5. below.
(TH. ZARCONE)
5. In Central Asia.
The veneration of saints in Central Asia, as elsewhere in the Muslim world, has usually been approached as a syncretic phenomenon fraught with
"survivals" from pre-Islamic times, and as a "concession", in popular religion, either to a presumed indigenous attachment to deep-rooted non-Islamic practices,
or to the psychological rigours, deemed unpalatable
to the masses, of an austere monotheism. For Central
Asia the weight of Soviet, Sovietological, nationalist,
and antiquarian scholarship has left this approach
deeply entrenched, with the result that antecedents
for the veneration of Muslim saints in Central Asia
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are typically located, though unconvincingly, in Buddhist, Christian, Zoroastrian, "shamanist" or "national"
traditions. The rich sources on the historical development of doctrine and practice focused on the awliyd'
have been less often studied.
Early and fundamental doctrinal formulations regarding the awliya3 had, with al-Hakfm al-Tirmidhl
(d. ca. 300/910 [q.v.]), a Central Asian locus; while
al-Tirmidhl's formulations remained somewhat controversial, a more mainstream defence of the saints and
their kardmdt was offered by the Bukharan al-Kalabadhl
(d. 385/995), and still later the Khwarazmian Nadjm
al-Dfn al-Kubra (d. 618/1221) discussed the marks,
qualities and stages of walaya [q.v.]. Doctrinal writings
of later Central Asian Sufis have hardly begun to be
explored; of pivotal importance in shaping and refining the Central Asian consensus on the notion of
the wall were the writings of the NakshbandT shaykh
Khwadja Muhammad Parsa (d. 822/1419), especially
his Fasl al-khitdb, which became a basic work in Central
Asian madrasa curricula down to the present century.
The wall is encountered only abstractly through doctrinal formulations, but is met more directly through
hagiographical narratives inspired by his or her charismatic person or legacy; it is there that we often find
the principal doctrinal issues and controversies regarding the awliyd' addressed in polemical contexts.
The perennial issue of the relationship between walaya
and nubuwwa, for instance, was injected into the rivalry
between the Nakshbandi and Yasawl orders by the
10th/16th-century YasawT Sufi Kasim Shaykh of Karmfna, who criticised Nakshbandf claims that the silent
dhikr was superior to the vocal dhikr. Equating the
former with walaya and the latter, through its public
character, with nubuwwa, Kasim Shaykh reportedly
argued that, although sainthood is superior to prophethood, when those two qualities are combined
in a single person (as in Muhammad), it would be
absurd, when walaya is found in one person and
nubuwwa in another, for the saint to claim primacy
over the prophet; hence Nakshbandi partisans should
not exalt their "hidden" and silent dhikr over the
public "mission" of the dhikr-i dj_ahr (Mir Musayyab
Bukhan, Kitdb-i makdmdt-i mashd'ikh, ms. St. Petersburg
University No. 854, fol. 520a).
Similarly, the much-discussed question of whether
the saints are known to the world is cast in concrete
political terms by Sayyid Mansur, another Yasawf shaykh
of 10th/16th-century Transoxania, in a hagiographical narrative that assumes the equivalence between
"shaykh" and "saint". Asked by a local ruler to serve
as the shaykh in his domains (and implicitly his legitimiser), Sayyid Mansur agreed on condition that the
ruler would publicly affirm his saintly status by exhibiting the external signs of deference and consultation;
this was necessary, he explained to the ruler, because
the public does not know the saints whom God creates,
"but if you make me a shaykh, everyone will know"
(HazTnl, Cevdhiru 'l-ebrdr min emvdc-i bihdr, facs. ed.
Cihan Okuyucu Kayseri 1995, 171-2).
Perhaps the most fruitful venue for approaching
the links between doctrinal systematisations and the
actual experience of the awliyd3, public or private, are
hagiographical traditions intended to legitimise individual saints and the communities associated with them,
especially accounts formulated before the principle of
a silsila linked to the Prophet emerged, by the 9th/15th
century, as the definitive (if never quite exclusive)
mark of legitimacy. Outside the silsila principle, we
find appeals to many other sources of legitimacy and
authority: to "charismatic" sanctity as demonstrated
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simply through karamat; to transmitted sanctity conveyed through heredity, by receipt of a holy "legacy"
or various spiritual insignia; or to "ascriptive" sanctity
(claimed through attestations of status within classified
hierarchies of saints, through the notion of "Uwaysf"
transmission from the spirit of a deceased prophet
or saint [see UWAYSIYYA], or simply through claims
of divine gjadhba). Often, of course, specific saints or
their partisans appealed to different combinations of
these and other legitimising principles. In any case,
doctrinal defences of the legitimacy of the saints and
their kardmdt found hagiographical adaptation in narratives evoking these various principles, typically in
the context of overcoming the "rejection" (inkdr) of a
shaykh by his opponents, whether portrayed as formalist scholars or rival shaykh?,.
The late 6th/12th and early 7th/13th centuries in
Central Asia were especially productive of saints whose
public memory has endured down to the present,
above all in at least one of three major venues for
ongoing "encounters" with a saint: (1) a wall's spiritual descendants, in the form of a Sufi order; (2) the
putative natural descendants of a saint (who still form
distinct social groups, despite Soviet-era efforts to dissolve such communities, throughout Central Asia); and
(3) the most public aspect, the shrine. In this era lived
the great Sufis adopted as the spiritual ancestors of the
three major Central Asian orders: Ahmad Yasawf (eponym of the Yasawi order, for whom the death-date customarily given, 562/1166-7, is probably a half-century
too early), cAbd al-Khalik Ghudjduwanf (spiritual ancestor of the Khwadjaganl and later Nakshbandf traditions, d. most probably in 617/1220), and Nadjm
al-Dln al-Kubra (d. 618/1221, to whom is traced the
Kubrawf order). In addition to the Sufi" communities
stemming from these saints, their shrines became pilgrimage centres and benefitted from state patronage;
Yasawi, and probably Ghudjduwanf, were also known
as the ancestors of prominent descent groups. More
locally prominent in their own time, however, were
several Central Asian "patron" saints whose memory
was cultivated primarily among their descendants and
at their shrines; these figures, known from historical
and hagiographical sources of the 8th-9th/14th-15th
centuries, include Burhan al-Dm Kilic of Uzgand in
the Farghana valley; Maslahat al-Dm KhudjandT; Nur
al-Dm Basfr of Samarkand; Badr a_l-Dfn Maydanf
of Bukhara; and Zayn al-Dm Kuy-i 'Arifanf of Tashkent. None of these figures was clearly fitted into any
silsila-defmed Sufi" community; others of this era, such
as Baba Macfn (Tashkent), Hakim Ata (Khwarazm),
Zangf Ata (Tashkent), or Shaykh Khawand-i Tahur
(Tashkent) came to be implicated in spiritual or hereditary lineages linked with Yasawf or Nakshbandl figures.
The 9th/15th century witnessed the beginnings of
a flowering of hagiographical literature linked in large
measure to the rise of the great silsila-based Sufi orders. Important collective biographies of the 'ulama'
(for the regions of Samarkand, Balkh, Khwarazm and,
probably, Kashghar) were produced in pre-Mongol
Central Asia, and hagiographical material relevant to
the region appears in the basic works of al-Sulamf,
Ansarf, Hudjwiri and c Attar, as well as in hagiographies devoted to saints such as Abu Sa'fd b. Abi
'1-Khayr and Ahmad-i Djam; nevertheless, individual
and collective hagiographies are relatively rare in
Central Asia until the 9th/15th century, which began
with works devoted to Baha3 al-Dm Nakshband (especially the Anis al-tdlibin, recently edited), saw the compilation of family-based hagiographies focused on Nur
al-Dfn Basfr and the Khwadjaganf saint Amir Kulal,

and ended with major literary compilations of saints'
lives, sponsored at the Tfmurid court in Harat, such
as Djamf's Nafahat al-uns (and its Turkic translation
by cAJf Shir Nawa3f, the Nasd'im al-mahabbd) and Kamal
al-Dm Gazurgahf's thematic Ma^dlis al-cushshdk. From
the 10th/16th and llth/17th centuries, a rich body
of tanka-based hagiographical literature may be regarded as the discursive reflection of the competitive
rivalries among Sufi communities; these largely unstudied works, extant in large numbers from the 1 Oth/16th
to the 19th centuries, offer important theoretical and
practical perspectives on the role of the wall in society,
by tracing the political and economic activities of Sufi"
shaykhs. The 10th/16th century alone produced several
works devoted to Khwadja Ahrar (of which the best
known is the Rashahdt-i cayn al-haydt), a series of hagiographies on the Nakshbandf saint known as Makhdum-i
A'zam and on the Djuybarf shqykhs, two substantial
works on the Kubrawf shaykh Husayn Khwarazmf (the
Miftdh al-tdlibin and the Lfidddat al-cdshikm), and (apparently) lost hagiographies on the Yasawi saints Khudaydad and Kasim Shaykh (of which excerpts are
preserved in 11th/17th-century Yasawf works).
Female saints are well represented in modern
Central Asian shrine traditions (e.g. cAnbar Ana in
Tashkent, Paraw Bibi near Gizil Arbat in Turkmenistan), and may be presumed to have been no less
popular in the past; unfortunately, they are less often
the subject of hagiographical accounts and usually
appear formulaically grouped near the end of large
collective hagiographies such as Djamf's. An exception is a remarkable, though little studied, 10th/16thcentury work entitled Ma^har al-'aajd'ib wa-maa^mac
al-ghard'ib, written by Hafiz Basfr Khuzarf, on the life
of a female saint called simply "Agha-yi Buzurg", who
lived near Bukhara (see Sobranie vostocnikh rukopisey Akademii nauk Uzbekskoy SSR, v [1960], no. 4137).
As suggested, the most public venue for encountering the awliyd' is the shrine. Our information on saints'
shrines and pilgrimage in Central Asia from before
the Mongol era is relatively sparse; we find some
material on the shrines of Kutham b. cAbbas [q.v.]
in Samarkand, of Abu Hafs-i Kablr in Bukhara, and
of Kutayba b. Muslim [q.v.] in the Farghana valley,
for instance, while the 6th/12th-century Asrdr al-tawhid
on the life of Abu Sacrd b. Abi '1-Khayr [q.v] offers
rich evidence on the public prominence of saints'
shrines in northern Khurasan; the same century also
saw the "discovery" of the shrine of cAlr near Balkh,
and the emergence (at least into our sources) of the
pattern of state patronage of shrines that would become much clearer by the Tfmurid era (e.g. in
Tfmur's own patronage of shrines in Harat, Shahr-i
Sabz, Turkistan and Tirmidh). An unexplored source
from the middle of the 6th/12th century promises
new insights into the veneration of saints' shrines in
Central Asia and Persia; the Persian Latd'if al-adhkdr li
'l-hudddr wa }l-suffar, written by Burhan al-Dm Muhammad b. cUmar al-Bukharf, offers a "defence" of the
practice of zjyara and describes the major shrines of
several towns along an itinerary leading from Bukhara
to Mecca and Medina. The work, preserved in a
single manuscript in Dushanbe (see Katalog vostocnikh
rukopisey Akademii nauk Tadzhikskoy SSR, i, Stalinabad
1960, no. 188), has remained unstudied, but is of
interest for the study of saints and shrines in the
Muslim world at large (it predates the celebrated Kitdb
al-^jyardt of cAlf al-Harawi [q.v.]—see Janine SourdelThomine, Guide des lieux de pelerinage, Damascus 1957—
by half a century).
The legitimacy of visiting saints' tombs is still de-
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fended in the 9th/15th-century Tdnkh-i Mullazada, written by a pupil of Khwadja Muhammad Parsa, on the
shrines of Bukhara (in which shrines of Sufis appear
alongside those of the city's jurists); the practice became such a definitive part of Central Asian religious
life that later shrine guides—for Samarkand, Balkh,
Bukhara, Khwarazm, Sayram and the Volga-Ural region—rarely bother to address at any length the possibility that ziydra might be regarded as bidca. The
veneration of saints at their shrines had by the 9th/
15th century (and probably in fact much earlier) clearly
become a central and accepted part of Muslim religious life, and the shrines themselves were not only
the definitive features of Islamic religious geography
in the region but the chief public "evidence" of the
saints themselves (whether the shrine marked the grave
of a pre-Islamic prophet, a member of Muhammad's
family, a martyr for the faith, an Islamiser, a communal ancestor or a Sufi saint). Equivalents of the
term awliyd' (with the plural used here as a singular)
in modern Central Asian languages often refer simply to a shrine, whatever it is understood to signify,
or to the entire cemetery typically centred upon a
shrine, indicating a popular understanding of the saint's
continued presence at the site. The shrines were the
setting at which the awliyd^s intercession was sought,
not only for the private needs of health, fertility, success and solace but also for communal protection and
solidarity; the shrine marked the continuing presence
of the saint, and God's blessing, in his or her community, and the 18th-century romantic hagiography of the
antinomian saint Mashrab could in effect forget the
celebrated jurists buried in Bukhara and declare that,
were it not for the presence near that city of Baha3
al-Dln Nakshband's shrine, Bukhara would be an infidel town (Diwdna-yi-MasJirab, tr. N.S. Likoshin, Samarkand 1915, 194).
In more recent times, the veneration of saints' shrines
was the target of intense pressure during Soviet antireligious campaigns; many local shrines were demolished—as recently as 1986, under Gorbachev—and
both pilgrims and unofficial shrine custodians were
subject to prosecution. Since 1990, shrines have enjoyed a remarkable revival throughout Central Asia,
with reconstruction and repair undertaken by local constituencies, though often with renewed state patronage; little work has yet been done to gauge the effects
of Soviet rule on traditional conceptions and practices focused on the saints of Central Asia, or on the
re-emergence and reformulation of those traditions in
post-Soviet times.
Bibliography: Few specifically Central Asian
hagiographical works have been edited; some relevant works include cAbd Allah Ansarl, Tabakdt alsujiyya, ed. Muhammad Sarwar Mawla'f, Tehran
1362/1983; Farld al-Dm c Attar, Tadhkirat al-awliyd3,
ed. Muhammad Isti'lamf, Tehran 1347/1968, repr.
1370/1991; "MucTn al-fukara3", Tdnkh-i Mullazada,
ed. Ahmad Gulcm-i Ma'cam, Tehran 1339/1960;
Djaml, Nafahdt al-uns, ed. Mahmud cAbidT, Tehran
1370/1991; Nawa'I, Nasd'im al-mahabba, ed. Kemal
Eraslan, Istanbul 1979; Salah b. Mubarak Bukhan,
Anis al-tdlibin wa-uddat al-sdlikln, ed. Khalfl Ibrahim
San Oghll, Tehran 1371/1992; CA1T b. Husayn
"Safi", Rashahdt-i cayn al-haydt, ed. CA1T Asghar
Mu'Imyan, Tehran 2536/1977. A popular Turkic
hagiography was published in K.G. Zaleman, Legenda
pro Khakim-Ata, in Izvestiya Akademii nauk, St. Petersburg, ix/2 (1898), 105-50. See also the translation
of J. O'Kane, The secrets of God's mystical oneness or
the spiritual stations of Shaikh Abu Sa'id (Asrdr al-towhid)
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of the development of Sufi traditions in preMongol Central Asia include F. Meier, Abu Sacid-i
Abii l-Hayr (357-440/967-1049): Wirklichkeit und
Legende, Leiden, Tehran and Liege 1976; Jacqueline
Chabbi, Remarques sur le developpement historique des
mouvements ascetiques et mystiques au Khurasan, IHe/IXe
siecle-IVe/Xe siecle, in SI, xlvi (1977), 5-72; B. Radtke,
Al-Hakim at-Tirmidhi—Ein islamischer Theosoph des
3./9. Jahrhunderts, Freiburg 1980; idem, Theologen und
Mystiker in Hurdsdn und Transoxanien, in ^DMG, cxxxvi
(1986), 536-69. For the post-Mongol era, see J.
Aubin, Un santon quhistdm de Vepoque timouride, in REI,
xxxv (1967), 185-216; Jo-Ann Gross, Multiple roles and
perceptions of a Sufi Shaikh: symbolic statements of political and religious authority, in Naqshbandis, Istanbul and
Paris 1990, 109-21; J. Paul, Hagiographische Texte als
historische Quelle, in Saeculum, xli (1990), 17-43; idem,
Scheiche und Herrscher im Khanat Cagatay, in Isl., Ixvii
(1990), 278-321; R.D. McChesney, Waqf in Central
Asia, Princeton 1991; A.A. Semenov, Unikal'niy
pamyatnik agiograjiceskoy sredneaziatskoy literaturi XVI v.,
in Izvestiya Uzbekistanskogo filiala AN SSSR (1940),
no. 12, 54-62 (1941), no. 3, 37-48; M. Hartmann,
Ein Heiligenstaat im Islam. Das Ende der Caghataiden und
die Herrschaft der Chogas in Kasgarien, in Der islamische
Orient, i, Berlin 1905, nos. 6-10, 195-374; A. Frank,
Islamic shrine catalogues and communal geography in the
Volga-Ural region, 1788-1917, in JIS, vii (1996), 26586. On Central Asian developments of the Uwaysi
conception, see J. Baldick, Imaginary Muslims. The
Uwaysi Sufis of Central Asia, New York and London
1993, but see also the review article of D. DeWeese,
in CAJ, xl (1996), 87-127, and DeWeese, An "Uvaysi"
Sufi in Timurid Mawarannahr. Motes on hagiography and
the taxonomy of sanctity in the religious history of Central
Asia, Papers on Inner Asia, no. 22, Bloomington Ind.
1993. For shrine traditions, see H. Einzmann, Religioses Volksbrauchtum in Afghanistan. Islamische Heiligenverehrung und Wallfahrtswesen im Raum Kabul, Wiesbaden
1977; for East Turkistan, see Hamada Masami, Islamic saints and their mausoleums, in Acta Asiatica, xxxiv
(1978), 79-98. No substantial studies of shrine veneration in Russian-dominated Central Asia, before
or after the Soviet collapse, have yet appeared; see
the survey of Maria E. Subtelny, The cult of holy
places. Religious practices among Soviet Muslims, in MEJ,
xliii (1989), 593-604. A list of holy sites appears in
J. Castagne, Le culte des lieux saints de I'Islam au Turkestan, in L'Ethnographie, xlvi (1951), 46-124, and see
I.A. Kastan'e, Drevnosti Kirgizskoy stepi i Orenburgskago
kraya, in Trudi Orenburgskoy Ucenoy Arkhivnoy Komissii,
vip. 22 (1910). Reflective of local traditions of saints
and shrines are W. Gordlevsky, Choga Ahmed Jasevi,
in Festschrift Georg Jacob, ed. Th. Menzel, Leipzig
1932, 57-67; V.A. Shishkin, Mazari v ^angi-ata, [Tqd
al-djumdn]: V.V. Bartol'du turkestanskie druz'ia, uceniki i
pocitateli, Tashkent 1927, 165-70; Yu. V. Knozorov,
Mazar Shamun-Nabi (Nekotorye perezitki domusul'manskikh
verovaniy u narodov Khorezmskogo oazisa), in Sovetskaya
etnogrqfya, 1949, no. 2, 86-97; DeWeese, Sacred history for a Central Asian town. Saints, shrines, and legends
of origin in histories of Sayram, 18th-19th centuries, in
RMMM, forthcoming. Soviet-era ethnographic studies include V.N. Basilov, Kul't svyatikh v islame,
Moscow 1970; S.M. Demidov, Turkmenskie ovlyadl
Ashkhabad 1976; Demidov, Sufizm v Turkmenii,
Ashkhabad 1978; G.P. Snesarev, Khorezmskie legend!
kak istocnik po istorii religioznikh kul'tov Sredney Azii,
Moscow 1983; and, still somewhat reflective of
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Soviet approaches, R.M. Mustafina, Predstavleniya,
kul'ty, obryadi u kazakhov (v kontekste bytovogo islama v
ybznom Kazakhstane v kontse XIX-XX vv.), Alma-Ata
1992. The genre is no longer productive, but Soviet
anti-religious literature remains a useful source of
information (despite its obvious biases) on the veneration of saints in 20th-century Central Asia; see,
for example, Yu. G. Petrash, Sviatle mesta obmana,
Frunze 1961; T. Saksanov, Muqaddas jayldr—khurafat
vd bid'd't ochaghi, Tashkent 1984; S.M. Demidov,
Legendi ipravda o "svyatikh" mestakh, Ashkhabad 1988.
(D. DEWEESE)
6. In Muslim India.
Since 1831 orientalists like Garcin de Tassy have
underlined the importance of the saints of Islam in
India. They are known in Arabic as wall and in Persian as pir, terms which apply to a living saint as
much as to one who is venerated after his death.
The existence of a cult of saints and a theory of
saintliness is sporadically attested in India from the
beginning of the presence of Muslims there. Holy
individuals not as yet attached to Sufi orders were
worshipped in the region of Sind [q.v.] in presentday Pakistan when it was under Arab domination
(from the 8th to the 11 th centuries), then in the Pandjab [q.v.] under the Ghaznawids [q.v.] (llth to 12th
centuries).
There in Lahore Hudjwfrf (d. ca. 1072 [<?.#•]), was
already venerated. He left the first treatise on Sufism
in Persian in his Kaskf al-mahdj_ub, an ambitious theory of saintliness, which stated that "God has saints
(awliya) whom He has specially distinguished by His
friendship and whom He has chosen to be the governors of His kingdom . . . He has made the saints
governors of the universe . . . Through the blessing of
their advent the rain falls from heaven, and through
the purity of their lives the plants spring up from the
earth, and through their spiritual influence the Moslems
gain victories over the unbelievers" (tr. R.A. Nicholson,
212-13); furthermore, he had already described the
invisible hierarchy of the saints [see ABDAL] who govern the world (op. cit., 214).
The documented history of sainthood in India begins
with the founding of the sultanate of Dihlf [see DIHLI,
SULTANATE OF] in 1210, which established Muslim supremacy on the Indian subcontinent for six centuries,
and the consolidation soon afterwards of the orders
of mystics [see TARIKA]. From this time onwards it is
possible to outline the history of sainthood in India
within the context of the Sufi" orders until the 16th
century, throughout the unified sultanate of the 13th14th centuries, and then the regional sultanates of the
14th-16th centuries [see HIND. iv. History]. Mystical
theology was dominated by the Cishtiyya [q.v] who
rivalled the Suhrawardiyya [q.v]', and from the 15th
century onwards the Kadiriyya [g.v.] was established.
The minor brotherhoods, such as the Kubrawiyya
[g.v.] in Kashmir, and the Firdawsiyya and then the
Shattariyya [g.v.] in Eastern India, had a regional
importance. In contrast to the socially respectable
orders, which were obedient to the Sharfa, India was
also familiar with less conventional orders described
as maldmati [q.v], and more recently by the specifically
Perso-Indian expression bi sharc [g.v.]; these included
the Kalandariyya [g.v.] and the Madariyya [see BADIC
AL-DIN SHAH MADAR] in the north, and the Rifaciyya
[g.v.] in the west and south of the subcontinent.
The conception of sainthood which prevailed among
the brotherhood was inherited from Khurasan and
Central Asia. It was first to be seen in hagiography,
in which the saints close to God are seen to be en-

dowed with supernatural powers and able to perform
miracles (kardma [q.v.]). They display these gifts in an
ostentatious fashion, especially in the heteropraxic
orders. Then there are those who are obliged to mediate between God and man, guiding man towards Him;
the distress of the faithful is consoled and their illnesses cured by their intercession (shafd'a [q.v.]). Saints
also have a cosmic role, for they may have control
over the rain and the crops, like Ghazf Miyan [g.v.].
But in particular, they play a political role by assuring victory for the armies of Islam, like Mu c fn al-Dfn
Cishtf (d. ca. 1234), to whom is attributed the foundation of the sultanate of Dihlf. Saints make and
unmake kings, for sainthood (waldya or wildyd) really
implies "the government of a territory" (wildyd). Therefore it was believed that from its inception the throne
of Dihlf was controlled by the great saints of the
Cishtiyya, in particular Nizam al-Dfn Awliya' [g.v.],
and it is from this that there arises conflict-ridden
relations between the saints and the sultans, who found
it hard to tolerate this spiritual control.
In an India where Islam was very much in the
minority, Muslim saints were also competing with
Hindu mystics. Saints such as cAbd al-Kuddus GangohF
(1456-1537) and Muhammad Ghawth Gwaliyarf (150062), while not hesitating to use techniques such as
yoga, were intent on showing the superiority of Islam
in magical contexts. Their tombs are often to be found
at resanctified former Buddhist or Hindu sites. The
saint within the Dihlf sultanate was most often given
a highly colourful character. Alongside the sages devoted to the spiritual improvement of their disciples,
like Sharaf al-Dfn Yahya Manerf (d. 1391), representing the Firdawsiyya, emphasis was given to the
ecstatic personalities who were enamoured of music
and poetry. Kutb al-Dfn Bakhtiyar Kakf died at Dihlf
in 1235 after four days of ecstasy spent singing the
same Persian verses. A saint could become violent in
the working of miracles in order to put an end to
his own adversaries.
From the middle of the 14th century onwards, saintliness became the subject of theological discussions.
The influence of Ibn al-cArabf spread, especially
through the medium of the Kubrawiyya with £Alf alHamadanf (d. 1385 [q.v.]), and especially with Ashraf
Djahangfr al-Simnanf (d. 1436 [q.v.]), who passed on
to membership of the Cishtiyya.
The Mughals (16th-18th centuries [<?.^.]) beginning
with Babur, brought a new brotherhood from Central
Asia, the Nakshbandiyya [q.v.]. It developed theories
of sainthood by aligning itself with Ibn al-cArabf, especially under the influence of Ahmad Sirhindf [q.v],
the founder of the muc^addidiyya branch. He gave a
firm emphasis to the supremacy of the Shaifa and
the superiority of prophecy (nubuwwa) over sainthood
(wildyd); but this did not imply, as was wrongly thought,
abandoning the traditional ideas of sainthood. Sirhindf
and his son placed themselves at the top of an invisible hierarchy of saints with the title of kayyum, which
like the kutb [g.v.] played the role of the axis mundi.
Today, the Nakshbandiyya keep alive the mediaeval
conception of sainthood and align themselves with the
Barelwfs (see below) in venerating saints.
The Mughals also supported other orders: Humayun [g.v.] put trust in the Shattariyya, especially in
Muhammad Ghawth (1500-62 [q.v.]), a great musician and a patron of musicians; Shah Djahan and
his son Dara Shukoh favoured the Kadiriyya and
saints like Miyan Mfr. But since Akbar, the true organiser of the empire, who renewed links with the traditions of the Dihlf sultanate, the dynasty was placed
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under the protection of the Cishtiyya. He generously
donated the tomb of Mu c fn al-Dfn at Adjmer [q.v],
and he attributed the perpetuation of the dynasty to
Sallm Cishtf (d. 1571), constructing his new capital
Fathpur Sikrl [q.v.] around his tomb. In the 18th century the last Mughals revived the cult of Kutb al-Dln
at Dihll.
A definite cult certainly developed around thousands
of saints. First, there were the great saints born outside India, especially the founders of the great brotherhoods like cAbd al-Kadir al-Djflanf [q.v.]. Then there
were the great historical characters of India, founders
of Indian orders like BadTc al-Dfn, founder of the
Madariyya. There were also those who played a political or religious role in a particular region, among
whom the most famous were those belonging to the
Cishtiyya, like Farfd al-Dm (d. 1265) from Pak-Pattan,
protector of the Pandjab, Nizam al-Dfn Awliya5
(d. 1325), the principal architect of the spiritual influence of the Dihlf sultanate, and Muhammad Banda
Nawaz Gesu Daraz at Gulbarga, who consecrated the
foundation of the Bahmanf sultanate in the Deccan
[see BAHMANIS]. The great saint of Bengal was the
Suhrawardl Djalal al-Dfn Tabrfzf (d. 1244). Besides
these, each local branch of a brotherhood, each town
and each village, even each lineage, had its local saints
marking stages in religious history and covering the
whole territory, and there are countless numbers of
them. They fall into two groups, and they are traditionally arranged by Indian Muslims in poetry and
religious manuals according to the cycle of their feasts
in a double calendar: for one group (Islamic), it is
the lunar calendar, and for the other group (Hindu),
it is lunar and solar, for protectors of the crops, like
GhazI Miyan, must be celebrated according to the
cycle of the seasons. Ethnologists have also classified
the saints according to their function; thus in addition to the great all-powerful figures, there were others who specialised in curing this or that mental or
physical ailment, such as Ghazf Miyan who cured
leprosy, or those under the patronage of trade associations which were regrouped into castes in India
[see HIND. ii. Ethnography; NEPAL], such as Hasan
Tell, who protected the oil-pressers (tell), or those who
were within the protected limits of a territory (villages, districts, houses).
Saints took over most of the functions of the divinities of the Hindu pantheon, and they appropriated
for themselves ancient sacred sites. The cult was observed within certain buildings, which had at least to
include a mazdr, a tomb or a cenotaph of earth or
stone. It could have other buildings, with varying degrees of elaboration, superimposed or surrounding it,
including hospices for the servitors in charge (khddim,
pi. khudddm). These were generally the descendants of
the saint or adherents of his mystical order, and they
shared the income from the sanctuary. A large complex created in this way was called a dargdh, a royal
palace, for the saint was treated like a sultan. The
kawwah, musicians of low status, were attached to the
larger sanctuaries to perform mystic chants (kawwdlT)
in Persian and in Urdu.
Besides the daily devotions of the faithful, collective celebrations took place once every week (generally on a Thursday evening) or once every month.
Great festivities were organised once a year on the
anniversary of the death of the saint, which was called
an curs, meaning marriage (i.e. mystical marriage), the
term mawlid not being used as in the Arab world.
These festivals gave rise to pilgrimages [see ZIYARA].
These devotions gave rise to controversies as early
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as the 16th century, perhaps as a consequence of the
spread of the doctrines of Ibn Taymiyya [q.v], which
were known (according to Ibn Battuta, iii, 252) as
early as the reign of Muhammad b. Tughluk (132551). Women were forbidden to visit the tombs by
Ffruz Shah Tughluk (1351-88), and the processions in
honour of Ghazf Miyan by Sikandar Lodf (1489-1517)
were banned. At the end of the 18th century Shah
Wall Allah Dihlawl [see AL-DIHLAWI], and then his
grandson Isma'fl Shahfd [q.v], a disciple of Ahmad
Brelwf [q.v] drew fresh inspiration from Ibn Taymiyya
and reopened a controversy which can be traced up
to the present day. Without denying the existence of
saints, they denied them all powers of intercession.
They condemned any devotion given to them and to
their tombs. This doctrine was transmitted directly to
the schools of Deoband and of the Ahl-i Hadfth [q.w],
and indirectly to the modernists through the medium
of Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khan, and to the fundamentalists who followed Abu 'l-Acla MawdudI [<?.zw.]. In
the face of these critics Ahmad Rida Khan of Bareilly
reaffirmed the mediaeval position, reasserting the powers of the saints and justifying recourse to their intercession. His disciples formed the school of the Barelwfs.
It is well organised within the framework of Pakistan
but more informal elsewhere, and expresses a religiosity
which remains predominant in the entire subcontinent.
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(M. GABORIEAU)
7. In Southeast Asia and Indonesia.
Veneration of saints has been well established in the
classical Malay and Javanese worlds of Southeast Asia
since at least the 15th century. Nine legendary figures,
the famous wali sanga ("nine saints"), are thought to
have planted Islam in Java and successfully displaced
the old Hindu-Javanese political and socio-religious order in the northern coastal areas. With the exception of
Mawlana Malik Ibrahim, who early went to Java as
a missionary from abroad and is buried in Gresik (an
elaborate Gudjarati tombstone from 822/1419 marks
his grave), the saints were accorded the Javanese title
sunan ("eminence") and most were closely associated
with particular places in Central and East Java: Sunan
Ampel with Surabaya, Sunan Giri with Gresik, Sunan
Kalijaga with Demak, Sunan Kudus (also known as
Dja'far al-Sadik) with Kudus, Sunan Gunung Jati with
Ceribon, Sunan Bonang with Tuban, Sunan Drajat
with Demak, and Sunan Muria (a son of Sunan Kalijaga) with Pati. Sunan Kalijaga is usually considered to
be the greatest of the wali sanga. Additional personages
are also sometimes grouped with the wali sanga, giving
rise to modern scholarly speculation that the number
nine was more a symbolic than arithmetical concept.
As G.WJ. Drewes suggested: "In Hindu-Javanese cosmological mythology, nine was a very important number, and it is possible that the nine saints occupy the
places of the nine guardian deities who presided over
the points of the compass in the old cosmological system" (Indonesia: mysticism and activism, in Unity and variety
in Muslim civilization, ed. G.E. von Grunebaum, Chicago 1955, 297). Nevertheless, the listing of nine named
saints continues to be widely maintained.
Although most of the sources about the wali sanga
are hagiographical and sometimes conflicting, certain
of the saints appear to have been significant religiopolitical leaders in their times, and they continue to
enjoy a prestigious position in Javanese Muslim consciousness to the present. They may be understood
to represent, among other things, the essentially harmonious and gradual transition into an increasingly
Islamic worldview as the religion gradually spread in-
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land from the coastal regions. Such cultural legacies I was taking root among the Javanese society at large,
including the royalty, and not merely in the coastal
as the shadow play, the gamelan orchestra, and the
market towns and ports.
magically potent keris (wavy, double-edged dagger) are
Although this article has focused on sainthood in
attributed to Muslim saints. Many saints since the wall
Java, the phenomenon is also found in various manisanga are known in Indonesia, and their cults have
festations in the traditional Malay world. C. Snouck
been extensively described in a series of articles by
Hurgronje wrote of the saint veneration of a century
D.A. Rinkes in his De heiligen van Java, in Tijdschrift
ago in Aceh as relating principally to the fulfilment
voor indische Taal-} Land- en Volkenkunde, lii-liii (1910of vows by persons who visit shrines seeking favours
11). Annual saint festivals (mawdlld) in honor of the
such as healing (The Achehnese, Leiden 1906, ii, 292-303).
wall sanga and other saints are celebrated, with parSuch practices were often of a popular folk characades, banners, special foods, circumcisions and litanies
ter and not within the boundaries of orthodox Islam.
in the graveyards, all resembling similar festivals in
They included bestowing gifts of food and flowers,
saint-rich countries like Egypt. People make pilgrimages
processions with a small orchestra (geundrang) of a wood[see ZIYARA] to Javanese saint shrines, both at the
wind instrument and percussion, and dramatic pertime of the mawlid and throughout the year. (A nuanced
formances, as well as recitation of the Kur'an or other
treatment of traditional, syncretistic Javanese—agami
religious texts. In Aceh the Malay title tuan ("master")
jawi—and orthodox Islamic—agami santri—saint-related
rather than the Ar. wall has been preferred (ibid.).
beliefs and practices appears in Koentjaraningrat, JavaSufism has also influenced the understanding of
nese culture, Singapore 1985, ch. 5.)
sainthood in Southeast Asia, for example through the
Not all Javanese have admired the Muslim saint
concept of the "Perfect Man" (al-insdn al-kdmil [q.v.])
tradition of their island. A controversial genre of literas applied to early Muslim rulers in the Straits
ature developed during the later 19th century emphatrading-centres of Pasai and Melaka. Evidence that
sising the incompatibility of Islam with traditional
the concept had currency in the latter place is conJavanese ideals and values. One book, the Serai Dermatained, e.g. in the 16th/17th century Malay annals
gandal, recounts the history of the last period of the
(Sejarah Melqyu; see A.C. Milner, Islam and Malay kingMadjapahit dynasty and depicts such walls as Sunan
ship, in JRAS, ser. 3, i [1981], 55).
Bonang, Sunan Giri, and Sunan Kalijaga and their
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
roles unfavourably. The book is summarised by G.W.J.
the article): Solichin Salam, Sekitar wall sanga ("About
Drewes, The struggle between Javanism and Islam as illusthe Wali Sanga"), Kudus 1960 (a popular handtrated by the Serat Dermagandul, in Bijdragen tot de Taal-,
book); C. Geertz, Islam observed: religious development
Land- en Volkenkunde, cxxii (1966), 309-65.
The process of Islamisation in Java included a fair
in Morocco and Indonesia, New Haven 1968 (features
a highly perceptive analysis of Sunan Kalijaga);
amount of accommodation with Javanese traditional
religious and cultural values and symbols. It is possiM.R. Woodward, Islam in Java: normative piety and
mysticism in the sultanate of Togyakarta, Tucson 1989
ble that the Kur'an was introduced in the interior to
(integrated coverage of saints, Sufis and royalty).
some degree by means of traditional Javanese song
(F.M. DENNY)
and in translation. The shrine complex of Sunan Giri
8. In Chinese Islam.
in Gresik, East Java, near Surabaya, features a Madjapahit-style stone split gate with large sculpted nagas
The term wall does not seem to have existed in traditional Chinese Islam, whether in the form of trans(Hindu serpent guardian spirits) at the entrance to
the cemetery. There are also elaborately carved
literation of the Arabic into Chinese characters with
a phonetic rendering distantly identical, or in transwooden nagas on either side of the entry to the walls,
wooden tomb chamber, which is decorated with carved
lation. Moreover, when this topic is raised before a
Chinese Muslim, a "Hui" in Communist China, from
lotus figures. The tomb is devoid of the kinds of
Arabic calligraphic designs that typically decorate saints'
the milieu of strict observance, he will indignantly regraves in the Middle East and South Asia. The laypudiate it as an invention of the West brought forward
out of the shrine complex on a hilltop overlooking
to harm Islam; or at most, as a Sunnf of the HanafT
the town has a Friday mosque occupying the eastern
school, he will consider it as belonging to Shf'ism.
part, with a cemetery lot beyond the kibla wall to the
Nevertheless, the cult of dead saints, and to a lesser
west (the direction of Mecca is somewhat northwest
extent living ones, exists in Chinese Sunn! Islam, havof Surabaya). Further west are several substantial tombs
ing strongly developed within the 19th century and
of venerated personages, with that of Sunan Giri occuthe first decades of the 20th.
pying a pre-eminent position. The layout resembles a
(i) The sacred tomb, a place of pilgrimage on a
congregation, with the living ranged at the back of
greater or lesser scale, is called in Chinese Islam kungthe mosque building and then the tombs of the
pei (gongbei in pinyin, a term transliterated from Pers.
deceased, but "living" saintly members in a higher
gunbad = Ar. kubba [q.v.]). In Western China, where
status arrangement toward the "front", with the great
Muslim communities are most concentrated and the
saint serving, as it were, as imam for the prayers. A
cult of tombs is at its most active, the sacred tomb
similar arrangement may be seen at the shrine comgenerally appears as a hexagonal pavilion made of
plex of Sunan Kudus in the small city of that name.
mud bricks surmounted by a dome and with an enThe minbar of the Sunan Giri mosque is low, with a
tablature curving upwards at the corners, thus givcanopy, and more than a traditional Middle Eastern
ing a Chinese appearance. In the centre of Ninghsia
minbar, the design resembles a traditional seat for a
(Ningxia, the "Autonomous Hui Region" of the PRC)
Hindu god. The mosque (whose actual name is Masajid
[see NINGSIA], the sacred tomb has the unusual form
c
Ayn al-Takln, from another name of the wall) is of
of a lime-washed sugarloaf, in front of which is a
the early Javanese type with a three-tiered roof popportal lined with bricks and a hood decorated with
ularly known as the "Meru" style, after the Buddhist
Chinese motifs and Kur'anic suras within medallions.
cosmic mountain. All of these syncretistic details
Inside these various structures, the tomb is roughly
designed into monumental Islamic structures bear
finished, in lime mortar, with no ornamentation, but
witness to a blending of Hindu-Javanese and Islamic
is sometimes covered with a silken covering when the
ideas and symbols during the period when Islamisation
local faithful have the means for supplying this. In
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front of the tomb are a prayer mat, a water pot for
ablutions, and—a typical Chinese custom—sticks of
incense stuck into a vessel full of sand. The kung-pei,
rebuilt or newly-built in large numbers since the religious liberalism of the 1980s, are now crowned with
a crescent moon and follow a Pakistani-Middle Eastern architectural style. But this was not the case in
pre-Gommunist times, when the faithful strove not to
appear distinct from their cultural environment. In
Western China, outside the brotherhoods, there is
often to be found, on the edge of fields or in the heart
of a Muslim cemetery, one of these tombs, whose
dedicatee, often a mythical Muslim hero, has the role
of being the ancestor of the local community, which
pays homage to him through prayer, incense and
food offerings. It does not seem that there is any
adaptation of previously-existing non-Muslim cults.
(ii) The prominence of spiritual leaders is characteristic of the ensemble of popular Sufism in those
parts of Western China where the brotherhoods have
a significant role. The turuk burst forth into numerous
religious, social, economic and even political small
units, the men-huan [see TASAWWUF. 6. In Chinese
Islam], whose pivot is, for each of them, the kung-pei
of the founder of the line, surrounded by the kungpeis of his male and female relatives. The required
cult of ancestors has contributed in China, without
doubt more than the influence of practices from
Central Asia, to the legitimisation of hereditary transmission of the direction of the men-huan and to the
investiture of the supreme charisma inherent in the
tomb of the dead "Head of the Way" (tao-chang or
daozhang, also called "Master of the Faith" chiao-chu or
jiaozhu, i.e. shaykh). For the adept of the men-huan, the
first of his obligations is to make a pilgrimage once
in his life to the "Hall of the Way" (tao-fang or daotang,
centre of the Master's khdnakdh [q.v.]) and to pay
homage to him by the great prostration (the k3ou-t3ou,
whence the Western European word "kowtow"), without worrying about orientation towards Mecca, and
by the offering of a "present" (hai-ti-yeh, i.e. hadiyyd)
of a value proportionate to his own income.
The usual ritual at these pilgrimages and the frequent mass ceremonies on the occasion of the "anniversaries" (erh-mai-li, i.e. al-mawlid) of the dead members
of the sacred line, comprised the chanted recitation
of the dhikr, the reading of sacred texts appropriate
to the men-huan, fumigations with incense, offerings of
fruit, the presenting of "gifts" to the Master, the latter's blessing and the offering by him of a gift of a
monetary value inversely proportionate to the one
which he received. If the Master was an ascetic, the
system of presents and presents in return functioned
like a redistribution of wealth amongst the adepts; in
the opposite case, it was a heavy tribute destined for
the Master's treasury and that of his relatives. The
Master was considered by his faithful as at least
the equal of Muhammad, if not his superior, since
he had the advantage of being alive and visible. The
faithful would often go so far as to say that they preferred to make a pilgrimage to a living saint rather
than to a dead one, and that it was better to be
wrong in the presence of the living saint than to be
right against the latter's will.
(iii) An extensive religious structure in the Chinese
style grew up, at least before the destructions of the
Cultural Revolution, around the sacred kung-pei enabling the Master of the time to exercise his charisma.
Thus the "Great Kung-pei", on a site founded in 1689
by the one who introduced the Kadiriyya into China,
Ch'i Ching-i (1656-1719) at He-chou (the modern Lin-

hsia, in the extreme west, on the borders of Kansu
and Ch'inghai), extended, as it does until the present time, over ca. 2,700 ha, with a mosque, a Kur'an
school, a secular school, the administrative services of
the men-huan, lodgings for the resident religious members and for visitors, a cemetery and, behind a low
wall, the sacred mausoleum.
The importance of the sacred bodies, or at least
one of their heads, in the transmission of charisma
has resulted in the fact that men-huam of identical silsila have stolen these bodies or heads from each other
at the time when their power became consolidated,
i.e. in the last decades of the 19th century up to the
1930s. Thus one of the men-huam arising out of the
Djahriyya (a Chinese branch of the Nakshbandiyya),
in the so-called Ling-chou line, the men-huan of Panch'iao, held on to the headless corpse of the executed
Fifth Master Ma Hua-lung (1810-71 [q.v.]), whilst the
head was the property of the men-huan of Pei-shan,
from the same line, at Ch'ang-chia-ch'uan (in Kansu),
which further held the body of Ma Yuan-chang (18531920), although this last was venerated by the opposing line, of Kuan-ch'uan, which attached itself
hereditarily to the Djahriyya's founder, Ma Ming-hsin
(1719-81 [q.v.]). Similarly, the men-huan of Sha-kou, at
Hsi-chi (in Ninghsia), of this line of Kuan-ch'uan,
after 1920 spread its domination over a mausoleum
of Ma Yuan-chang, in which there was no corpse,
and over the Hall of the Way of this last, as well
as, by stretching its antennae over various points in
Greater China, notably in Sinkiang, over the tombs
of male and female ancestors of Ma Yuan-chang.
The cult of dead saints has had a revival in the
1980s in the PRC (not much is known about living
saints), since, in the words of one of the faithful,
addressing a saint in the hope of having one's request
granted by God is like making use of the "back door"
(hou-men), i.e. using relatives who are well placed in
the Communist world in order to gain a favour.
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9. In West Africa.
While the term wall (and the feminine waliyya) is
frequently applied as an epithet of holy or saintly persons in the Islamic literature of West Africa, there is
little development of any "cult of saints", and tombs,
although sometimes known, are generally very modest. Persons described as wall are generally distinguished by their being the locus of manifestations of
divine grace (kardmdt) in the form either of thaumaturgical acts, or, more simply, by acts demonstrating
extreme piety. The Ta'rikh al-Suddn of al-Sacdf gives
brief biographies of several such persons, though none
of these is among the dozen saints buried around the
edges of the old city of Timbuktu who are currently
considered to be the chief among its 333 guarding
saints. Muhammad al-Kabarf (mid-9th/15th century)
was able to inflict leprosy on a scholar of Marrakesh
who insulted him; he could also walk on water. The
North African wall Sldl Yahya al-Tadallisf (who was
also a sharif) was his contemporary and is categorised
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as a kutb. When he came to Timbuktu he used to
see the Prophet nightly, but later when he engaged
in business to avoid being dependent on other people, he saw him only once a week, then once a month
and finally once a year. As a sharif, he was not only
immune to fire, but whatever he touched became similarly immune. He was reputed to be clairvoyant (dhu
mukdshqfdt), as were several others. Muhammad cUryan
al-ra's (fl. 1009/1600), not only met with al-Khadir
[q.v.], but when he exhibited signs of madness it was
explained that this resulted from a vision of God.
Others could relocate themselves daily to Cairo to
pray in al-Azhar mosque, while the Egyptian saint
Abu '1-Makarim al-Bakn (d. 994/1586), who had met
several Timbuktu scholars when they passed through
Egypt, made daily visits to Timbuktu. The only one
of these saints now celebrated in any sense is Sldl
Yahya al-TadallisT, in whose name a mosque was
built, and whose tomb is within the mosque enclosure. Some of the currently-existing saints' tombs in
Timbuktu have keepers who receive cash offerings
from the faithful who supplicate the saint, but there
are no organised celebratory festivals.
The same is true for Kano. In 1406/1985 Salih
Babah b. Abl Bakr published in Kano a booklet entitled Tabshir ahl Allah bi-dhikr man bi-Kdnu min awliyd*
Allah, giving brief biographies of saintly men and women buried in the city and locations of their tombs. A
few of these have regular guardians, but again there
is little ceremony about visitation and no large parades
or gatherings. However, cAbd al-Kadir al-Djflanf's mawlid was celebrated in public fashion with parades in the
city and beating of bandiri drums during the latter
part of the lifetime of Nasiru Kabara (d. 1996), the
leading Kadiri shaykh of West Africa.
Only in Senegal is there the kind of annual festival and visitation that is common in Egypt and North
Africa, with large boisterous crowds and a carnival
atmosphere. This is the maggal at Touba, the burial
place of the "national" saint of Senegal, Ahmad Bamba
(d. 1927 [see MURIDIYYA]). The followers of Ahmad
Bamba, who was exiled by the French to Gabon,
have developed a rich hagiography of him. The most
common iconographic reminder of his miraculous
powers is the picture of the saint praying upon his
prayer rug cast upon the waters when the French captain of his ship to Gabon forbade him to pray on board
the vessel. Angels hover above and the ship's crew
looks on in disbelief. Another religious figure exiled
by the French, Hama Allah (correctly Hamahu 'Hah)
of Nioro in Mali (d. 1943 [see HAMALIYYA]) also gained
the status of wall; indeed, his followers saw him as
the kutb, and in poems in praise of him proposed a
status for him that was scarcely distinguishable from
the divine (B. Soares and J. Hunwick, Falkeina IV: the
shaykh as the locus of divine self-disclosure: a poem in praise
of Hamahu 'llah, in Sudanic Africa, vii [1996], 97-112).
His son Muhammad still lives in Nioro and is the
object of pious visitation and gift-giving by Muslims
from a broad spectrum of Malian society. Hamahu
'llah died in exile in France, but his most devoted
followers fervently believe that he did not die, and
they await his return.
There were other West African saints who are said
to have attained similarly exalted mystical ranks. cAbd
Allah al-Barnawf (d. 1088/1677), whose mystical initiator was the angel Israfil, guardian of al-lawh almahfui [see LAWH], was regarded in Bornu as a kutb.
Another Bornu wall of similar name who died in
1126/1714-15, was an intimate of the well-known
Moroccan saint cAbd al-cAziz al-Dabbagh (Ahmad al-
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Mubarak al-Lamatl, K. al-Ibnz, Cairo 1380/1961, 14).
In the early 13th/19th century Muhammad Sambo,
a son of the reformer c Uthman b. FudI [q.v.], attained
"a high rank in waldya, and a firm stance in divine
knowledge (ma(rifd), and a true state in siddlqiyya" (J.O.
Hunwick, A supplement to Infdq al-maysur: the biographical notes of cAbd al-Qddir b. al-Mustafd, in Sudanic Africa,
vii [1996], 35-51), this latter being the station just
below kurba, which is the station of al-waldya al-kubrd
(on this see M. Chodkiewicz, Seal of the saints: prophethood and sainthood in the doctrine of Ibn cArabl, Cambridge
1993, ch. 7). According to his biographer cAbd alKadir b. al-Mustafa "he had seen the land of the
samdsima (sic) and had entered it" (ibid., 15 and appendix), the ard al-simsima being "the land at the extremity of the imaginal world at the point where it adjoins
the sensory world" (H. Corbin, Tern celeste et corps de
resurrection, Paris 1961, 214).
There is not a large theoretical literature on the
concept of the wall in West Africa. The most extensive treatment of questions relating to the wall is to
be found in the important Tidjanf manual of al-had^d^
c
Umar b. SaTd (d. 1280/1864), the Rimdh hizb alrahlm (see B. Radtke, Studies on the sources of Kitdb Rimdh
hizb al-rahlm of al-hajj cUmar, in Sudanic Africa, vi [1995],
73-114). These elaborate older concepts; the illuminated wall is not bound by the madhdhib: pledging
allegiance to a perfected wall is like pledging allegiance to the Prophet; the Prophet is omnipresent
and the wall has the ability to see him in a waking
state. Ch. 36 deals with the seemingly innovatory
claim of Ahmad al-Tidjanl to be the "seal of the
Friends of God. . . . and the support of the poles and
the nurturers (khdtim al-awliyd" wa-mumidd al-aktdb wa
}
l-aghwdth)", and the "ultimate link (al-barzakh almakhtum] who is the intermediary between the Prophet
and the Friends of God such that none of the Friends,
either of greater or lesser rank, finds an effusion [of
grace] from the plane (hadra) of a prophet except
through his mediation". However, the claim to be the
"seal of the Friends of God" was first made by Ibn
al-cArabl, and despite the seemingly final nature of
such a phrase in its parallelism with the phrase "seal
of the prophets" (khdtam al-nabiyyln) as applied to the
Prophet Muhammad, Chodkiewicz suggests that the
term may have come to represent a rank rather than
an ultimate claim (op. at., 128 ff., esp. n. 42). Whether
Ahmad al-Tidjanl saw it in this light is doubtful, in
light of his claim to be the sole source of mediation
of an effusion of divine grace (faydd) from the plane
of a prophet; indeed, al-Tidjanl actually claims that
Ibn al-cArabI gave up his claim to this rank in favour
of him.
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10. In Chad and the Nilotic Sudan.
In the eastern Bilad al-Sudan, the term wall overlaps in usage with fakir, faklh, colloq. faki (which often
share the pi. fukard3), shaykh (pi. mashdyikh), rdajil (used
in compound phrases with a place-name, e.g. radjil
Rayba), mucallim, mallam (Hausa), and goni (Kanuri,
strictly one who has memorised the Kur'an), names
which variously reflect the wait's spiritual qualities and
station, and social status and roles.
Awliya3 are prominent figures from the beginnings
of recorded or remembered Islamic history in the
region—remembered and celebrated as propagators of
Islam, promoters of the Sharfa, founders of lineages,
clans, settlements, schools, even of dynasties. The earliest personalities are associated with (1) the flow of
Islamic influences into the western end of the region
along an axis extending from Tripoli southwards to
Lake Chad by way of Fezzan, Tibesti and Kanem,
and into the Nile valley at its eastern end from Egypt
to the north and the Arabian peninsula across the
Red Sea to the east; and (2) the rise of Muslim-ruled
dynasties in Kanem, Sinnar, Darfur, Wadai, Bagirmi,
Taqali and other states—dynasties that offered the
holy men patronage and security in return for spiritual support, political legitimation and practical services (e.g. as scribes). Among the earliest of the awliya3
venerated in oral tradition and recorded in charters
of immunity, genealogical treatises and biographical
literature (mandkib; see below) are Muhammad b. Man!
(5th/llth century), who is associated with the conversion to Islam of the ruler of Kanem, and Ghulam
Allah b. cAJid, a Yemeni who migrated to the Dongola
area of Nubia and "built the mosques and taught the
Kur'an and religious sciences" for a people sunk in
"extreme perplexity and error" (Yusuf Fadl Hasan,
The Arabs and the Sudan, Khartoum 1973). Traditions
represent the founders of kingdoms across the eastern Bilad al-Sudan as Muslim "wise strangers", and
some clearly resemble the pious charismatic figure of
the wall, e.g. cAbd Allah Djammac of the 'Abdallab
and cAbd al-Karim, founder of the Maba dynasty in
Wadai.
The waifs nearness to God endowed him (or occasionally, her) with divine blessing or grace (baraka],
which manifested itself in extraordinary acts and capacities (kardmdt). The recounting of these kardmdt is an
important genre of sacred literature and folklore, and,
in the Nilotic Sudan, has been incorporated into works
of mandkib such as Muhammad al-Nur b. Dayf Allah,
K. al-Tabakdt fl khusus al-awliya3 wa 'l-sdlihin wa }lc
ulamd3 wa 'l-shu'ard3 fi 'l-Suddn, ed. Y.F. Hasan,
2
Khartoum 1974; Ahmad b. Ahmad al-Rubatabf, alIbdnat al-nuriyya fi shacn sahib al-tanka al-Khatmiyya, ed.
Muhammad Ibrahim Abu Sallm, Beirut 1991; and
c
Abd al-Mahmud Nur al-Da'im, Azdhlr al-riydd fl
mandkib al-shaykh Ahmad al-Tayyib b. al-Bashir, Cairo
1973. The wall was known for the efficacy of his
prayer, e.g. for rain, health and fertility, and of his
curse upon the oppressor and the violator of pledges.
He was distinguished by his faculty of "uncovering"
the unknown (kashf), i.e. perceiving thoughts, distant
places, the past, and the future. He personified detachment, abstinence, probity on the one hand and openhanded hospitality and generosity on the other. These
attributes and capabilities fitted the wall to mediate
in conflicts and feuds, to intercede for his followers
and to provide sanctuary for the fugitive. Prominent

among his regular activities were the preparation of
amulets (hi^db) and erasures (mihdya, sc. verses that
are washed off the writing-board and drunk by the
patient), the teaching and initiation of disciples, and
prolonged withdrawal into solitary meditation (khalwa].
The social life of the fukard3 centred on the
mosque, the school and the tombs of sanctified forbears. Their instruction frequently combined Sufi dhikr
with Kur'anic study, jurisprudence (following the Malik!
school), and theology (Abu cAbd Allah al-Sanusf's
works were popular). Significantly, the word khalwa
(= Sufi retreat, place of seclusion for prayer) is
widely used in the region for Kur'anic school. A substantial proportion of settlements were founded by
holy men. The right of sanctuary held by the wall,
the exemptions from taxation and other impositions
by secular authorities (though \htjukard3 themselves collected canonical taxes) attracted settlers and sometimes
contributed to the rise of flourishing market towns.
With the steady inflow of visitors and offerings, these
communities became nodes of redistributive networks.
There has long been a tendency for families of noted
awliya3 to divide into "religious" and "secular" branches,
with the latter handling their growing assets.
Research in recent decades has confirmed the existence, at least as early as the 17th century, of a vast
network of awliya'', their centres of religious instruction and devotional practice, spanning the Bilad alSudan (see J. Lavers, Diversions on a journey, or the travels
of Shaykh Ahmed al-Tamani (1630-1712) from Halfaya to
Fez, in Y.F. Hasan and P. Doornbos (eds.), The Central
Bilad al-Sudan. Tradition and adaptation, Khartoum n.d.
[1979]). Some holy men accompanied a diaspora of
Nubian traders from the Nile (known collectively as
ajalldba) extending westward to Darfur and Wadai,
and others a countervailing stream of Hausa merchants, Fulbe and Bornawi migrants, and pilgrims
originating in the western Bilad al-Sudan. Eastern and
western influences have their counterpart in the distribution of types of Arabic script: Maghribl is used in
Kanem and Bagirmi, Naskhl in Wadai and Darfur.
Only in the Nile region did the Arabian and Egyptian
style of domed tomb (kubba [q.v.]) become firmly
implanted, during the era of Fundj rule (16th-19th
centuries). School of regional importance up to the
19th century were located at Bidderi (Bagirmi), alDamir (at the Nile-Atbara confluence), Arbadjf (on
the Blue Nile), and Kubayh (Darfur). Itinerant students (muhddjiruri), pilgrims, traders, and shurafd3 circulated among the schools and shrines scattered
throughout the region and continually renewed linkages with the Hidjaz, Yemen, Egypt and the Maghrib.
The Kadiriyya [q.v.] brotherhood was pervasive and
unchallenged throughout the region (except for a minor
presence of Shadhiliyya [q.v.] along the Nile) until the
18th century when the Sammaniyya (a branch of
the Khalwatiyya [see MIRGHANIYYA]) was established
in the Gezira by Ahmad al-Tayyib b. al-Bashfr. The
19th century witnessed the advent of several new fraternities, notably the Khatmiyya from the Hidjaz, the
Tidjaniyya [q.v] from the Maghrib by way of Borno
and Hausaland, and the Sanusiyya [q.v] from Cyrenaica. The independence, individuality, and idiosyncrasies of the wall were somewhat constrained within
these more centralised, hierarchical and regulated
brotherhoods.
During the 19th and 20th centuries, imperialism
(Egyptian, British and French), social upheaval and
millenarianism presented new challenges, roles and
opportunities for the awliya3. A number of holy
men entered the arena of politics—most successfully,
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WALl, Urdu poet whose pivotal significance from
Muhammad al-Amin al-Kanimi, who founded the
the viewpoint of literary history is tellingly unsupShehu dynasty of Bornu subsequent to a challenge
ported by much reliable biographical data. Even his
from the Fulbe mu^dhidun of the Sokoto Caliphate,
name is uncertain, although the best evidence sugand Muhammad Ahmad, the Mahdl, whose defeat
gests "Wall Muhammad". The popular sobriquet "Wall
of the Egyptian colonial government inaugurated a
DakanT" indicates the general belief that he was born
short-lived independent state. The subsequent Angloin the Dakan at Awrangabad, probably in 1079/1668.
Egyptian and French colonial systems, imposed over
At the age of twenty he moved to Ahmadabad, where
the former Egyptian Sudan and Chad respectively,
he studied at the madrasa attached to the shrine of
perpetuated old patterns of patronage and subsidy to
the KadirT saint Wadjlh al-DTn. A number of Wall's
control and propitiate the Sun" leadership. The turuk
poems attest his close association with Gudjarat, inhave proliferated in the 20th century, while the authorcluding a short mathnawi in praise of Surat. He died
ity and religious culture of the wall has come under
in Ahmadabad, probably in 1119/1707 (rather than
increasing challenge from Islamist movements in the
the now discredited suggestion of 1175/1742, although
decades since national independence.
Djalibi, 537-9, argues for the early 1720s).
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Shaykh Muhammad Majdhub, scriptural Islam and local
Wall, tahkiki-o tankidi mutdlaca, Lahore 1965; Dj.
context in early nineteenth-century Sudan, Ph.D. diss.,
Djalibi, Tdnkh-i adab-i urdu, i, Lahore 1975, 529Univ. of Bergen 1996.
57; M. Sadiq, A history of Urdu literature, 2Delhi 1984,
The study of a p r o m i n e n t family of awliyd*
53-65L
(C. SHACKLE)
in the context of the political economy of the
WALl AL-CAHD (A.), the heir-designate to a
Republic of Sudan is Idrls Salim al-Hasan, Religion
caliph or ruler, literally "successor [by virtue of]
in society. Nemeiri and the Turuq, 1972-1980, Khartoum
a covenant" [see CAHD]. Heirs to the caliphate were
1993.
(N. McHuoH)
more formally entitled wall cahd al-muslimin. It is not
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entirely clear when the title came into use. Historians
from the 3rd/9th century (e.g. Ibn Kutayba, 155 ff.)
apply it to the Umayyad cAbd al-cAziz b. Marwan
and subsequent heir-designates of that dynasty, but
this may be anachronistic. Coins from the 'Abbasid
caliph al-Mahdi's period (158-69/775-85), proclaiming his heir Musa (al-Hadi) as wall cahd al-muslimin,
categorically attest to its being in use by then (alBasha, 542-3; Lane-Poole, Cat., i, 54).
Designation was a standard way of transferring
power, including caliphal power, throughout Islamic
history. The precedent—itself based on old tribal
norms—was set by the first caliph Abu Bakr, who
nominated 'Umar to succeed him; the latter in turn
designated a group of leading Muslims to select the
next in line from among themselves. Mu'awiya, the
first Umayyad caliph, established another precedent
by naming his own son Yazfd as successor, thereby
introducing a dynastic principle. A later Umayyad
caliph, Marwan I, went a step further by designating
not one but two of his sons, cAbd al-Malik and cAbd
al-cAz!z, to come after him successively; but when
the former of the two came to power he manoeuvred
his brother out of the succession and nominated his
own two sons instead. Such early practices established
the pattern: succession by designation, normally of a
son (not necessarily the eldest) or brother; the option
of nominating more than one heir at a time; and
the annulment of a designation in favour of another
candidate. The majority of caliphs, and most other
hereditary Islamic rulers—in the Buwayhid, Saldjuk,
Fatimid, and Mamluk states and in Muslim Spain,
among others—came to power through such procedures. The most common alternative to this practice
was seizure of government by force.
Designation was effected through an cahd, a unilateral voluntary testament by the incumbent ruler.
Under the Umayyads this was a relatively simple act,
with the nomination sometimes made public only after
the caliph's death. The cAbbasids developed a more
elaborate routine. A stereotypic text of the cahd was
adopted, and the nomination came to be announced
in a ceremony presided over by the caliph, whereupon the heir-designate was offered a bay'a [q.v.] by
the dignitaries at hand. The appointment was then
publicised throughout the empire. Once designated,
the wall al-fahd was accorded a black insignia, his own
palace and staff and, if still a minor, a tutor. His
name was mentioned in the khutba alongside that of the
caliph and inscribed on the empire's flag and coins.
Upon his nomination, the wall al-cahd was given a regnal title (lakab [q.v]), which he later retained as caliph;
al-Mahdl was the first to be so entitled, while still
heir-designate, by his father al-Mansur. To train the
candidate for his future post, he was sent as governor
to a major province. Thus 'Abbasid heir-designates
became governors of Syria, Armenia or provinces of
the west; and in Kadjar Persia they were customarily
in charge of Adharbaydjan. The institution of wall alc
ahd had its peak in the early 'Abbasid period, when
the heir was second to none but the caliph and
replaced him on the throne during the latter's absence
from the capital. His status declined when caliphs
came under the sway of sultans, in Baghdad and then
in Cairo, who curbed their authority and interfered
in the selection of their heirs.
Based on Abu Bakr's and cUmar's precedents, Sunnf
jurists sanctioned designation as one of two accepted
modes of succession, along with election (in Shf'I doctrine, designation carried a different sense and importance; see IMAMA; SHTCA). They saw no contradiction

between these two principles: the caliph, as imam, was
capable of selecting for the post the fittest man possessing the required mental, spiritual and physical
traits, on behalf of the entire community. But his
choice did not depend on the consent of the community or even a part of it; and in that sense the
bay(a offered to a wall al-ahd was viewed as a confirmatory measure rather than a legitimising condition.
The fahd and the nomination were considered irrevocable: once an heir was designated, he could not be
unilaterally deposed nor could he resign. But since in
practice such appointments were repeatedly reversed
or annulled, jurists justified the dissolution when both
nominator and nominee agreed or when an assembly
ruled that the candidate was no longer fit.
In modern times, the institution of wall al-cahd continued to exist, or was revived, in some of the dynastic Islamic states: in Persia under the Kadjars and
Pahlawfs; the post-World War I kingdoms of Egypt
and 'Irak; Saudi Arabia (since 1933); Jordan (since
1965), Katar and Bahrain (since the mid-1980s).
Bibliography. Ibn Kutayba, Ma'drif, Beirut 1970,
155 ff.; Mawardf, al-Ahkdm al-sultdniyya, Cairo 1960,
esp. 10-17; Kalkashandr, Subh al-acs_hd, ix, 348 ff.;
Hasan al-Basha, al-Alkdb al-isldmiyya, Cairo 1957,
542-3; A. Chejne, Succession to the rule in Islam, Lahore
1960; E. Tyan, Institutions du droit publique musulman,
i, Paris 1953, 267-86, ii, Paris 1956, 60-71, 129 ff.,
136-46, 251-6, 333-44, 537-42; B. Lewis, The regnal titles of the first Abbasid caliphs, in Dr. £akir Husain
presentation volume, New Delhi 1968, 13-22; DJ.
Wasserstein, The caliphate in the west, Oxford 1993,
passim; S. Henderson, After King Fahd: succession in
Saudi Arabia, Washington 1994, esp. 1-19.
(A. AYALON)
WALI ALLAH AL-DIHLAWl [see AL-DIHLAW!,
SHAH WALI ALLAH].
WALIBA B. AL-HUBAB al-Asadf, Abu Usama,
Arab poet of the early ' A b b a s i d period, Jlor.
in the later 2nd/9th century.
Waliba was born in Kufa where he probably spent
the largest part of his life. When his cousin on his
father's side, Abu Budjayr Yahya al-Nadjashi al-Asadl,
was appointed governor (or landtax collector) of alAhwaz by al-Mansur, Waliba followed him there.
During his stay there he met with Abu Nuwas [q.v.],
who was then a handsome beardless youth (amrad).
According to some sources, this happened in al-Ahwaz,
where Abu Nuwas had gone together with his employer
at the time, a perfume merchant ('attar) from Basra,
in order to offer their wares to al-Nadjashi; according
to others, it happened at the souk of the druggists in
Basra, where al-Nadjashf had sent his cousin to buy
supplies. The ties between Abu Nuwas and Waliba
were not only of an erotic nature. Waliba rapidly recognised the poetic talent of his ghuldm. He took him
along to Kufa and looked after his education; Abu
Nuwas's poetry was to be decisively influenced by him.
Waliba came to Baghdad most likely in the time
of al-Mahdi, who admired his poetry but, on account
of the latter's hemistich "I am a man who sleeps with
his commensals", did not want to make him one of
his boon-companions. Waliba was, however, unable
to establish himself there, because he let himself be
drawn into a.hiaj.a3 exchange with Abu 'l-cAtahiya, in
which he emerged as the loser. Abu 'l-cAtahiya
doubted, inter alia, the Arab descent of Waliba because
of the latter's light skin and blond hair. Humbled,
Waliba had to return to Kufa. From a poem composed
in alternate lines by himself and Abu Nuwas and
which describes the toils of a foot march to al-Hfra
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near Kufa, we know that he also visited that place.
Waliba must have died before 180/796, because
after Waliba's death Abu Nuwas attached himself to
Khalaf b. Hayyan al-Ahmar [q.v], who in turn died
in 180/796. Abu Nuwas composed a marthiya on his
teacher.
Waliba was above all known as a poet. His inclusion in Ibn Hadjar's Lisdn al-Mizdn (cf. ed. Haydarabad 1331, vi, 216) probably results from the fact that,
in a facetious poem, Abu Nuwas called him a transmitter of a fictitious hadlth. In Kufa, Waliba belonged
to a circle of poets and udabd3 who upheld a libertine lifestyle; it included also Hammad cAdjrad, Hammad al-Rawiya, and Mutlc b. lyas [q.vv], and, from
outside Kufa, Salm al-Khasir, al-Ashdjac b. cAmr alSularm, and Aban al-Lahiki [q.vv.]. Al-Rakik al-Nadlm
describes the group as follows: "Waliba had friends
(ikhwdri) who were like him in their companionship
(futuwwd), in their elegant and witty behaviour (garf),
and in their addiction to gluttony and entertainment
(idmdn al-kasf wa 'l-lahw). They were completely uninhibited (khala'u 'l-'idhdr) and squandered both their
acquired and their inherited wealth". In this early combination of futuwwa and zarf (on which see Susanne
Enderwitz, Du Fata au £arif, in Arabica, xxxvi [1989],
125-42; eadem, Liebe ah Beruf, Beirut 1995, 31-65), a
third component also played a role: indifference toward
religious precepts. This won them an accusation of
zandaka [q.v] (cf. G. Vajda, Les Zjndiqs en pays d'Islam,
in RSO, xvii [1938], 173-229). In this respect Waliba
was probably not quite innocent, since he established
the connection between ^arf and zandaka, even before
Abu Nuwas, by calling his friend, Yahya b. Ziyad alHarithl, "wittier (agrqf) than a zindik". In this urban
bohemian milieu, Arabic love poetry received a new
turn: alongside the fudhn and the hidj.dzl variety of
ghazal [q.v] poetry, the kufi kind now emerged (cf.
Nallino, Scritti, vi, 143-50; G. Schoeler, in Camb. hist.
Ar. lit., ii, 281-2). The latter often acquired obscene
traits and should in part more appropriately be called
muajun [q.v]. Waliba's poems, of which hardly more
than one hundred lines have been preserved, deal
with pederasty on the one hand and with wine, especially the morning draught, on the other. A collection of his poetry on one hundred leaves was once
known to Ibn al-Djarrah [q.v.] (cf. Ibn al-Nadim, tr.
Dodge, i, 357).
Bibliography: 1. Sources. Abu Hiffan, Akhbdr
Abl Nuwas, ed. CA.A. Farradj, Cairo 1953, 108-9;
Ibn al-Muctazz, Tabakdt al-shifard3 al-muhdathin, ed.
Farradj, Cairo 1956, 87-9, 193, 208-9; Abu Nuwas,
Diwdn, ed. E. Wagner and G. Schoeler, Cairo and
Beirut 1958 ff., i, 14, 40, 70, 189, 309, ii, 79, iv,
366; for vol. v (in the press), see ms. Fatih, fols.
12a, 88a, 136a-b, 159a; Aghdm1, xvi, 148-51; Aghdm\
xviii, 99-107; al-Rakik al-Nadfm, Kutb al-surur, ed.
A. al-Djundi, Damascus 1969, 112-13; 173; Ta'nkh
Baghdad, xiii, 518-20; Ibn Manzur, Akhbdr Abl Nuwds,
Cairo and Baghdad 1924-52, i[ 7-11; Ibn Fadl Allah
al-cUmari, Masdlik, ed. F. Sezgin, Frankfurt 1988,
xiv, 265-6;
2. Studies. Taha Husayn, Hadith al-arbacd\ Cairo
1925, ii, 212-13; O.'Rescher, Abriss d. arab. Literaturgesch., Constantinople and Stuttgart 1925-35, ii,
37; Ziriklr, Acldm, ix, 123; E. Wagner, Abu Nuwds,
Wiesbaden 1965, 24-6; Sezgin, GAS, ii, 468; M.M.
Dziekan, Obruchy z dywanu Wdliby Ibn al-Hubdba, in
Studia arabistyczne i islamistyczne, iii (1995), 83-97.
(E. WAGNER)
AL-WALID, the name of two caliphs of the
Marwanid line of the Umayyads.
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1. AL-WALID (I) b. cAbd al-Malik b. Marwan (r.
86-96/705-15).
He was probably born ca. 54/674 in Mucawiya's
reign. His mother was Wallada bt. al-cAbbas b. Djaza
of a well-known family of cAbs b. Baghid of Kays.
He was his father's nominee to inherit the caliphate
and the death of his uncle cAbd al-cAzfz b. Marwan
in 85/704 meant that he succeeded unopposed. After
the struggles of his father's reign, al-Walld's caliphate
was generally a period of internal peace and external expansion. As caliph he never seems to have left
Syria except to lead the Haajdi in 91/710. He is said
to have instituted a system of poor relief and charity in Syria. He was certainly a great patron of architecture, building the Great Mosque in Damascus
in its present form and rebuilding the mosque of
the Prophet in Medina. In political affairs, he continued his father's policies with little change. He
attempted to keep a balance between the different
groups in the Umayyad elite and control the divisions between Kays and Yaman. He maintained alHadjdjadj b. Yusuf [q.v] as governor of Irak and the
East until his death in 95/714. His brother and heir,
Sulayman, was governor of Syria and, for most of
the reign, his cousin, cUmar b. cAbd al-cAzTz, later
to be caliph himself, was governor of the Hidjaz. Both
had Yemeni sympathies and gave refuge to political
opponents of al-Hadjdjadj.
The reign of al-Walfd saw the success of Muslim
arms in many areas. In the west, Spain was invaded in
92/711 and almost completely taken by 97/716. In
the East, the expansion was managed by al-Hadjdjadj.
In Khurasan, his governor Kutayba b. Muslim [q.v]
(86-96/705-15) launched a series of attacks on Transoxania which the Muslims had hardly penetrated before. He secured the submission of Bukhara in 87-90/
706-9, Khwarazm and Samarkand in 91-3/711-2 and
Farghana in 94/713. From 90/708-9 Muhammad b.
al-Kasim al-Thakafi began the Muslim conquest of
Sind. Despite frequent Muslim raids, little progress was
made against the Byzantines. Al-Walld never led the
campaigns himself but entrusted the frontier to his
brother Maslama [q.v], who built up a formidable power
base in the area.
Al-Walld died in Damascus in Djumada II 96/late
February 715. In accordance with his father's will,
the caliphate was to pass to his brother Sulayman, with
whom his relations seem to have been increasingly
strained. Some sources say that he was trying to secure
the acceptance of his own son cAbd al-cAzfz as heir
but that he died before this could be accomplished,
and Sulayman duly succeeded. His reign had been
remarkably successful and represents, perhaps, the
zenith of Umayyad power. It is less clear to what
extent the caliph himself contributed directly to this,
and perhaps his main achievement was to preserve
balance and stability among the factions of the ruling family and their allies.
Bibliography: The main sources on early Islamic
history all contain accounts of his reign, notably:
Taban, ii, 1172-1281; Ya'kubl, Ta'nkh, ii, 337-51;
Ibn Khayyat, Ta'nkh, ed. al-cUman, 299-313;
Mas'udl, Muruaj, iii, 365-80. See also J. Wellhausen,
The Arab kingdom and its fall, Calcutta 1927; H.A.R.
Gibb, The Arab conquests in Central Asia, London 1923;
K.A.C. Creswell, Early Muslim architecture, i, Oxford
1932; M.A. Shaban, Islamic history A.D. 600-750,
Cambridge 1971; P. Crone, Slaves on horseback, Cambridge 1980; G.R. Hawting, The first dynasty of Islam,
London 1986; H. Kennedy, The Prophet and the age
of the Caliphates, London 1986; G.M. Hinds, The zenith
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of the Marwanid house (= vol. xxiii of The History of
al-Taban, ed. E. Yar-Shater, Albany 1990).
2. AL-WALTD (II) b. Yazfd b. cAbd al-Malik (r. 1256/743-4).
His date of birth is uncertain and estimates of his
age at his accession to the caliphate vary between 37
and 45. His mother was Umm al-Hadjdjadj Zaynab,
daughter of Muhammad b. Yusuf al-Thakaff.
His father, Yazid II b. 'Abd al-Malik, had nominated him to succeed his own brother Hisham. At
first, Hisham seems to have regarded his young nephew
with some affection but he became increasingly disillusioned by his dissolute lifestyle; he reduced his
allowances and punished some of his undesirable associates. Al-Walld in turn withdrew from court and
established himself in a remote desert residence which
may be the ruined site now known as Kasr al-Tuba
in the Jordanian desert.
The exact chronology of events in al-Walfd's short
reign is not clear, but he faced opposition from the
time of his accession and seems to have exacerbated
this by his conduct. The stories of his debauchery
and wine-drinking may have been exaggerated, but
they allowed his enemies to claim that it was legitimate to depose him. After taking the bay'a in
Damascus, he lived entirely in remote desert palaces
which allowed rumour to spread and opposition to
grow unchecked.
The new caliph's first actions were populist, increasing the stipends for the Syrians and other supporters
and providing slaves to help the blind and crippled.
However, he soon began to arouse political opposition
by his reliance on members of the Kays-Mudar faction and, especially, the Thakafi relations of his mother.
The most important of these was Yusuf b. cUmar Ibn
Hubayra [q.v], who had been appointed governor of
Irak and the east by Hisham and was retained in
office by al-Walfd. He also appointed his own maternal
uncle Yusuf b. Muhammad b. Yusuf al-Thakafi to
the prestigious governorate of the Hidjaz. He allowed
the Kays-Mudar leaders to persecute their Yemeni
opponents, in particular the widely-respected former
governor of Trak, Khalid b. cAbd Allah al-Kasrf [q.v.]
who was effectively sold to Yusuf b. cUmar and tortured to death. The caliph also took action against
Hisham's sons and other members of the Umayyad
family whom he suspected of opposing his accession,
and the powerful Sulayman b. Hisham was flogged and
exiled to 'Amman. A broad coalition of interests, including many Umayyads and the family of Khalid alKasrf and other leading Yemenis emerged, and
leadership of the opposition was assumed by the
caliph's cousin, Yazid b. al-Walld. While the caliph
remained in his desert retreat, the opposition was able
to take over Damascus. Shortly afterwards, an expeditionary force under cAbd al-cAz!z b. al-Hadjdjadj b.
c
Abd al-Malik was sent to al-Walfd's palace at alBakhra0, south of Palmyra. Here, after a short siege,
the caliph was killed, according to al-Taban, on 27
Djumada II 126/15 April 744.
Bibliography: The main sources on early Islamic
history all contain accounts of his reign, notably:
Tabarf, ii, 1740-1825; Ya'kubf, Ta'rikh, ii, 396-401;
Ibn Khayyat, Ta'nkh, 362-8. See also Wellhausen, The
Arab kingdom and its fall, Calcutta 1927; F. Gabrieli,
al-Walid b. Yazid, il califfo e il poeta, in RSO, xv
(1935), 1-64; Shaban, Islamic history A.D. 600-750;
D. Derenk, Leben und Dichtung des Omaiyadenkalifen
al-Walid ibn Yazid, Freiburg im Breisgau 1974;
R. Hillenbrand, La Dolce vita in early Islamic Syria,
in Art History, v/1 (1982), 1-35; P. Crone, Slaves

on horseback, Cambridge 1980; G.R. Hawting, The
first dynasty of Islam, London and Sydney 1986;
H. Kennedy, The Prophet and the age of the Caliphates,
London and New York 1986; Carol Hillenbrand,
The waning of the Umayyad Caliphate (= vol. xxvi of
The History of al-Taban, Albany 1989).
(H. KENNEDY)
Al-Walld (II) as a poet.
However ill-fated as a caliph, al-Walfd gained lasting fame as one of the most original poets in Arabic
literary history. He was also a gifted musician and
composer, who set some of his own verses to music;
this may have influenced his poetic technique. His
reputation rests on his ghazal [q.v.] verses addressed
to Salma, his wife's sister, and on his wine songs [see
KHAMRIYYA], which constitute an important stage in
the development of the genre. Not needing to please
a patron, al-Walfd was able to follow his taste and
creative inspiration without restraint. His diwan appears
to be a genuine manifestation of his complex character, aestheticism and licentious life-style.
Al-Walfd's verses have been collected from various
sources and edited with an essay by F. Gabrieli, AlWalid ibn Yazid. II califfo e il poeta, in RSO, xv [1934],
1-64, re-ed. Beirut 1967. The edition contains 102
poems and fragments, 428 verses in all, love (43 texts)
and wine (14 texts) forming the main themes. Of his
five elegies, two are devoted to his beloved Salma,
who died shortly after he had forced her to divorce
and married her as caliph in 743 (nos. 29, 56). The
remaining texts may be roughly classified as mufdkhara
and hid^a3 [q.vv], e.g. against his uncle Hisham, whose
death he welcomed with undisguised joy (nos. 60, 84).
There is also a religious urcQuza (no. 37) he allegedly
recited as khutba at a Friday worship (Agharii\ vi, 128).
His poems are usually short (4-8 verses) and carefully structured on different linguistic levels. Metrical
variation is extremely high. Al-Walfd employs 13
metres, five of them also in their shortened (madizu3}
variant, with preference, in statistical order, for ramal
madizu3, wdfir, khafifand tawll [see CARTJD]. Phonological
and morphological repetition and syntactic parallelism
are his favourite techniques (cf. R. Jacobi, Theme and
variations in Umayyad Ghazal poetry, in JAL, xxiii [1992],
109-19). As a result, his verses achieve a distinctive
rhythm and sound quality, a musicality, as it were,
unknown in Arabic poetry before.
Al-Walfd continues the tradition of cUmar b. Abf
Rabf c a and Djamfl al-cUdhrf [q.v], as he himself
avows (no. 42,3). From the aspect of form, his ghazal
was influenced by cUmar, but it reveals the melancholy mood and passionate devotion to one beloved
of the cUdhrites, mixed with courtly elements and a
playfulness all his own (cf. Jacobi, %ur Gazalpoesie des
Walid ibn Yazid, in W. Heinrichs and G. Schoeler
(eds.), Festschrift fur Ewald Wagner, ii, Beirut 1994, 15461). One of his most original traits is the use of nature
as a lyrical medium, e.g. his dialogue with a bird (no.
74) or the image of a garden touched by autumn in
his marthiya [q.v.] for Salma (no. 56). The defiance
and eroticism of his bacchic verses prepares the way
for the khamnyya of Abu Nuwas [q.v] (cf. P. Kennedy,
The wine song in Classical Arabic poetry, Oxford 1997,
27, 100). Living in a period of transition, al-Walfd
unites Umayyad lyricism and 'Abbasid sophistication.
In his verses, if not in his life, he achieved a perfect
balance, his exuberance and sensuality being controlled
by poetic genius and formal discipline.
Bibliography (in addition to references in the
article): Aghdni1, vi, 101-41; R. Blachere, Le prince
umayyade al-Walid [II] Ibn Yazid et son role litteraire,
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in Melanges Gaudefroy-Demombynes, Cairo 1935, 10323 (= idem, Analecta, Damascus 1975, 379-99);
D. Derenk, Leben und Dichtung des Omaijadenkalifen
al-Walid b. Ta^id, Freiburg 1974; R.W. Hamilton,
Walid and his friends. An Umayyad tragedy, Oxford 1988.
(RENATE JACOBI)
AL-WALID B. HISHAM, Abu Rakwa, a pseudoUmayyad p r e t e n d e r who led a revolt against the
Fatimid caliph al-Hakim [q.v]. He was an Arab, probably of Andalusian origin, who for some time had
earned his living as a schoolteacher in al-Kayrawan
and Misr (Old Cairo) and then went into service with
the Arab Bedouin clan of Banu Kurra (of the Hilal
tribe) whose pasture-grounds were the hilly country
of Cyrenaica south-east of Barka (modern al-Mardj);
there he taught the boys of the clan to read and
write. His nickname Abu Rakwa "the one with the
waterbottle", seems to point to his Sufi-like appearance. (The most detailed reports of his early career
are found in al-Nuwayn, Nihayat al-arab, ed. M.M.
Amln and M.H.M. Ahmad, xxviii, Cairo 1992, 1814, and Ibn al-Athlr, ix, 197-8.)
When in 394/1004 a conflict broke out between
the Banu Kurra and the caliph al-Hakim, the Bedouin
rebelled, and young Abu Rakwa—then in his midtwenties—took the lead in the revolt. He passed himself off for a descendant of the Umayyad caliph of
Cordova cAbd al-Rahman III, and in Djumada II
395/end of March 1005, in the village of cUyun alNazar in Cyrenaica he took the caliphal title of amir
al-mu'minln and the royal name al-Nasir li-Din Allah,
the same which his alleged ancestor cAbd al-Rahman
III had borne; the "caliph" posed as the champion
of Sunnism against ShTcT heresy. The Arab Banu
Kurra under their chief MadT b. Mukarrab were supported by several Berber fractions of the Zanata,
Mazata and Luwata tribes. Barka, the capital of the
Cyrenaica, was evacuated by the Fatimid garrison in
September 1005 after a siege of five months, after an
Egyptian force of relief under the Turk Yinal al-Tawfl
had been crushed by the rebels.
In 396/1006 the hordes of the rebel tribes with
their tents and flocks hurled themselves against Egypt;
their vanguard overran a Fatimid contingent near
today's El Alamein. As Alexandria was too strongly
fortified, Abu Rakwa led his bands to the south. Since
al-Hakim had occupied the bridgehead of al-Djlza,
the rebels were forced to march across the desert in
order to gain the fertile lowlands of al-Fayyum. Here
the hordes of Abu Rakwa were engaged by the Fatimid
main army under Fadl b. Salih at Ra's al-Birka and
annihilated (3 Dhu '1-Hidjdja 396/30 August 1006).
Abu Rakwa fled to Nubia, where he found asylum
in a Christian monastery, but he was handed over
by the Nubian king at al-Hakim's request in exchange
for a considerable ransom. He was brought to Cairo
and executed there in March 1007.
The short career of Abu Rakwa was accompanied
by a celestial phenomenon, a Super Nova which from
May to August 1006 was observed also in Europe;
in the Egyptian chronicles a parallel was drawn between its appearance and fading and the rise and fall
of Abu Rakwa (Yahya al-Antakl, 475; al-MaknzI,
Ittfai ii, 61).
Bibliography: The main source is IdrTs clmad
al-Dfn, cUyun al-akhbdr, vi, ed. M. Ghalib, Beirut
1984, 259-72. See also Yahya al-Antakl, ed.
I. Kratchkovsky and A. Vasiliev, in PO, xxiii/3,
470-80; Ibn Zafir, Akhbdr al-duwal al-munkatica, ed.
A. Ferre, Cairo 1972, 44-8; Ibn al-Athlr, ed. Beirut,
ix, 197-203 (under the year 397 A.H.); Makrlzi,
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Itti'ag al-hunafa', ed. M.H. Muh. Ahmad, Cairo
1971, ii, 60-7; J. Aguade, Abu Rakwa, in Adas del
IV Coloquio Hispano-Tunecino, Palma de Mallorca 1979,
Madrid 1983, 9-27.
(H. HALM)
AL-WALID B. AL-MUGHlRA B. <ABD ALLAH,
member of the p o w e r f u l and n u m e r o u s clan
of M a k h z u m [q.v.] in pre-Islamic Mecca, opponent of the Prophet M u h a m m a d and uncle of
another opponent, Abu Djahl [q.v.] cAmr b. Hisham
b. al-Mughfra, d. just after the Hidjra.
Little is known of his life, but he clearly represented the aristocratic interests of his clan and was
himself prosperous, seen in the fact that he is said
to have owned a garden in Ta'if which he planted
for pleasure only and never gathered the fruit in it
(Sprenger, i, 359). According to the commentators,
there are references to him in several passages of the
Kur'an, e.g. VI, 10, XLIII, 30, LXXIV, 11 ff. and
LXXX, 1 ff., although his name is never expressly
mentioned. One cannot, of course, place implicit confidence on such statements, which are sometimes based
on later deductions. Muslim historians frequently mention al-Walid among those members of Kuraysh who
vigorously persecuted Muhammad and endeavoured
to silence him. Thus he is said to have been a member of a deputation which went to Abu Talif [q.v]
and protested to him, but without success, at the
Prophet's conduct. It is also related that Muhammad's
enemies had on one occasion, on the approach of
the pilgrimage, discussed the best means to set strange
visitors against Muhammad and proposed in turn
the epithets kdhin "sooth-sayer", madjnun "possessed"
and sha'ir "poet", but al-Walid rejected them all until
those present finally agreed to his proposal to call
Muhammad a sdhir "magician", who would separate
a man from his father, brother, wife and whole family, and to warn the pilgrims seriously against the
alleged magician. When 'Uthman b. Maz c un [</.#.], a
relative of al-Walfd, who had adopted Islam and taken
part in the emigration to Abyssinia, but was still under
al-Walld's protection, wished to break off this relationship, the latter endeavoured to dissuade him, but
in vain. After al-Walid had therefore released himself from all obligations to his relative, 'Uthman was
severely wounded in a squabble, whereupon al-Walid
again offered him his protection but cUthman rejected
this kindly-meant offer.
Al-WalTd died in Mecca in the year 1, and three
of his seven sons adopted Islam. In keeping with his
aristocratic descent and social status, his actions were
frequently characterised by magnanimity and dignity.
Bibliography: Ibn Hisham, i, 123, 167, 171, 187,
236, 238, 240, 243-4, 262, 272-3; Tabarl, i, see
index; Ibn al-Athlr, ii, 32, 47, 53-4, 58-9, 85;
Ya'kubT, Histonae, i, 300, ii, 6, 18, 24; A. Sprenger,
Das Leben und die Lehre des Mohammad12, i, 90, 361,
ii, 19, 21, 36, 40, 46, 48, 56-7, 70, 75, 80, 89,
109, 111-12, 161, 320, 345, 393, 405; L. Krehl,
Das Leben des Muhammed, 41-2, 74-76, 78; F. Buhl,
Das Leben Muhammeds, 168, 179; Caetani, Annali dell'
Islam, i, see index with further literature in the text;
W.M. Watt, Muhammad at Mecca, Oxford 1953, 9,
123, 134; Patricia Crone, Meccan trade and the rise
of Islam, Oxford 1987, 120-2.
(K.V. ZETTERSTEEN*)
AL-WALID B. TARIF al-Taghlibi al-Shaybam
al-Sharf, K h a r i d j i t e rebel in a l - D j a z i r a in
178-9/794-5, i.e. during the reign of Harun alRashld. The Arabic sources tell us much about alWalTd and his outbreak, although some details are
contradictory; the most explicit sources are Khalifa b.
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Khayyat, the Aghdm, Ibn al-Athir and Ibn Khallikan.
Starting from Naslbm, al-Walfd swept through
Armenia and Adharbaydjan into al-Djazira, an old
Kharidjite stronghold, defeating several caliphal armies.
Hence in 179/795 Harun sent against him the experienced Yazld b. Mazyad al-Shaybanf. Pressed by the
caliph and accused by the Barmakfs of deliberately
hanging back, Yazfd attacked al-Walid at a place
called Ghirra near Hit [q.v.] on 2 Ramadan 179/19
November 795, defeated his army and killed the rebel.
The caliph, relieved of this threat, left for the cumra and
the hadiaj, performing all the prescribed ceremonies
by walking.
Many of al-Walfd's own verses are cited in Arabic
literature, as are also the elegies for her brother by
al-Walld's sister Farica or Layla; contrariwise, there
exist verses by Muslim b. al-Walld [q.v] praising Yazld
for his victory.
Bibliography. 1. Sources. Muslim b. al-Walfd,
Shark Diwdn Saif al-Ghawdm, ed. Sam! al-Dahhan,
Cairo n.d., 1-23 (see tr. in W. Heinrichs, Muslim
b. al-Walid and Bad?, in idem and G. Schoeler (eds.)
Festschrift E. Wagner., ii, Studien zur arabischen Dichtung,
Beirut and Stuttgart 1994, 211-45, esp. 221-42);
Khalifa, Ta'rikh, ed. Zakkar, Damascus 1967-8, ii,
720-3; Ya'kubf, Ta'rikh, ii, 495-6; Tabarl, iii, 631,
638, Aghdm2, xi, 8-11; de Goeje (ed.), Fragmenta,
296-7; Ibn al-Djawzi, Munta^am, ed. M. cAta>, Beirut
1992-3, ix, 36, 38-9; Ibn al-Athlr, vi, 141-3, 147;
Ibn Khallikan, ed. 'Abbas, vi, 31-4, 327-9; Ibn alTmad, Shadhardt, i, 288-9.
2. Studies. Weil, Chalifen, ii, 147-8; L. Veccia
Vaglieri, in RSO, xxiv (1949), 40-1; H. Kennedy,
The early Abbasid caliphate, London 1981, 121; and
see the various biographies of Harun al-Rashfd.
(H. EISENSTEIN)
AL-WALID B. CUKBA B. As! MU'AYT, Companion
of the Prophet and member of the Abu c Amr
family of the U m a y y a d clan in Mecca, d.
61/680.
His father cUkba fell at Badr opposing Muhammad,
but al-Walid became a Muslim at the conquest of
Mecca in 8/630. He acted as collector of the sadaka
[q.v.] from the Banu Mustalik under the Prophet and
that from the Christian Banu Taghlib [q.v.] in alDjazlra under cUmar. Through his mother, he was
a half-brother of the cUthman b. cAf!an, and when
the latter became caliph he appointed al-Walld governor of Kufa after Sacd b. Abr Wakkas (29/645-6).
His licentious behaviour and wine-drinking made him
unpopular with the pietistic elements there, and after
complaints had been made to him cUthman removed
him in 29/649-50. When 'Uthman was murdered,
al-Walrd fled to al-Djazira and stayed there, standing
apart from politics, dying at Rakka in 61/680. He
had some fame as a poet (see Aghdm3, v, 122-53), as
did his son Abu Katlfa cAmr (d. before 73/693, see
Blachere, HLA, iii, 621, and Sezgin, GAS, ii, 424-5).
Bibliography: The sources are detailed in Ziriklf,
Acldm, ix, 143, to which should be added Baladhurf,
Ansdb, v, 29-35. See also G. Rotter, Die Umayyaden
und die zweite Burgerkrieg (680-692), Wiesbaden 1982,
111-12.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
WALIDE SULTAN (A.), Turkish pronunciation
vdlide or valde sultan., a term meaning "mother sultana", or "queen mother". It was used in the
Ottoman Empire to refer to the mother of the reigning sultan, and only for the duration of the son's
reign.
The history of the position and its occupants, like
a great deal of the history of the hanm [q.v] and its

influence on the dynastic politics of the Ottomans, is
couched in myth and exoticism, and much of its early
development is completely obscured. The interference
of the royal women in politics, a fact which most
Ottoman chronicles of the middle period note and deplore, became intimately linked to, as well as blamed
for the long decline of the empire, especially after the
death of Suleyman the Magnificent in 1566. In both
Turkish and Western histories, the period from the
mid-10th/16th to the mid-11th/17th centuries has
been known as the kadlnlar saltanati "women's sultanate" or "the rule of the women". Abundant material is available, from both documentary and foreign
observers alike, although less so in more circumspect
Turkish sources, but all has to be sifted with care.
Of newer work, two studies on the sovereignty and
ceremonial aspects of the dynasty have placed the
role of the imperial household in a more reasonable
context (those of Peirce and Necipoglu).
The source of most of the women for the imperial household was slavery [see CABD]. Initially, free-born
daughters of rivals and allies, or captives of war, were
the choice for marriage. In the middle period, women
from the Caucasus and other areas, prized for their
beauty, were enslaved and became part of the sultan's entourage, often as gifts. While the early sultans
married in order to contract or cement alliances, once
a royal palace [see TOPKAPI SARAYI] was constructed
in Constantinople after its conquest in 1453, the private quarters of the sultan and his household altered
the public role of women in the sultanate, although
the hanm remained a source of royal brides for the
upper echelon of the Ottoman administration. Thereafter, the sultan himself never married, with the exceptions of Suleyman to his beloved Roxelana (d. 965 /
1558 [see KHURREM] and 'Othman II (1618-22 [q.v]).
Sultans had a number of favourites, usually, but not
always, limited to four, called khdsseki [q.v], and those
who had borne the sultan a child were called khdsseki
sultan.
Nothing could enhance the prestige of a khdsseki
more than to have her son become sultan. This equivalent of the dowager queens of other dynasties commanded a respect that at least partially derives from
Muslim and Turkish filial piety, exemplified in the
hadith "Paradise lies at the feet of the mother". In
addition, when succession was contested, the problem
of a potential heir and his survival in fratricidal disputes embroiled many mothers in their sons' affairs,
creating often unique, but ambivalent, bonds of affection and power. All princes of the Ottoman household after 1600 were confined to the royal precincts,
given very small allowances, and prevented from producing unwanted offspring upon entering maturity.
The women, especially mothers, came to assume a
disproportionate influence in the safe passage of such
sons to the throne. Royal mothers were paid the highest stipend [see BASHMAKLIK] in the empire (Peirce,
126). They often became considerable patrons of large
building projects, and allied themselves when necessary with ambitious officials of the court, most especially, with the chief black eunuch, the guardian of
the hanm, the Klzlar Aghast, who in the middle period
of the empire became the third most important palace
official after the sultan and the Grand Vizier. As the
royal women rarely appeared in public, all such political and financial arrangements were conducted from
within the confines of the palace.
The wdlide sultan commanded an enormous household which grew in the period 1550-1700 from under
200 to close to 1,000, in addition to the wdlide or
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erosity and intelligence. Included among her projects
the khassekis (Peirce, 122). The walide was given spewas the Cinili Djamic (Qinili Mosque) and its associcial recognition on two ceremonial occasions: upon
ated buildings in Uskiidar, as well as other charitaher son's accession, she too was installed in a sepable foundations. She was also the builder of a market
rate ceremony, which sometimes involved a proces[see KHAN] in the centre of the city (see £/' s.v. (Deny),
sion from the old palace (eski sardy), where retired or
1116-7, for a more complete list, and the articles in
out of favour khdssekis as well as royal mothers and
this Encyclopaedia on the individual wdlides; Peirce, 200sisters of previous sultans resided. The sultan himself
20, discusses the role such projects played in progreeted her at the gate of Topkapi Sarayi. Should
moting Ottoman sovereignty).
she die while her son was in office, the sultan bade
By the 18th century, when succession was more
her cortege farewell at the gate and she was treated
regularised, the political influence of the walide sultan
to a royal burial. If her son died before she did, she
was much diminished, although the ceremonial and
retired to the eski sardy. Palace etiquette surrounding
psychological bond between mother and son remained
the walide sultan set her apart from all the other women
strong. Of walides of the 18th century, Giilnush (d.
of the hanm, as well as from most other high digni1127/1715), mother of Mustafa II and Ahmed III
taries of the court.
and Naksh-i Dil, mother of Mahmud II, reputedly
The list of women entitled to be called walide sultan
influenced the two great reformer sultans of the age.
varies according to the source, in part because the
Alderson lists §evkefza (i.e. Shewkefza), mother of
early genealogy of the dynasty is coloured with much
Murad Vj whose reign lasted 93 days in 1876, as the
later accretion, probably encouraged by the sultans
last designated walide, but cAbd al-Hamld II (1876-1908
themselves, and centring on their putative relationship
[q.v]) bestowed the rank on his adopted mother,
to other regal bloodlines. Such is the much-embellished
Peresto Khanim, having lost his natural mother at an
life of Aimee du Buc de Rivery, called the "French
early age. The mothers, like royal married sisters,
Sultana", a relative of Empress Josephine of France,
were on the civil list in the 19th century and still
reputedly a captive concubine in the hanm of Sellm
commanded considerable salaries.
III (1789-1807 [q.v]) and erroneously called the mother
Bibliography: J. Deny, El1 art. Walide Sultan (a
of Mahmud II (1807-1839 [q.v.]). Even the legendary
c
complete list of primary and earlier secondary
mother of Ertoghrul Ghazi, father of Othman I [q.v]
works); M. Tayyib Gokbilgin, I A art. Ba§makhk, at
and Mai Khatun (d. 726/1325-6), 'Othman's wife and
ii, 333-4, and M. Cavid Baysun, art. Kosem Sultan, at
mother to Orkhan [q.v], were accorded the title of
vi, 915-23, listing more works in Turkish; B. Miller,
walide by the 19th century. Of the eighteen wdlides in
Beyond the Sublime Porte, New Haven 1931 (still a
Alderson's list (83), a handful achieved extraordinary
worthy study of the palace and its residents);
status: Nur Banu (d. 991/1583 [q.v]), mother of Murad
N. Penzer, The Harem, 2London 1965 (less so); A.D.
III; Safiyye (d. 1014/1605 [see SAFIYYE WALIDE SULAlderson, Structure of the Ottoman dynasty, Oxford 1956;
TAN]), mother of Mehemmed II; Mahpaykar or Kosem
Gibb and Bowen, i, 71-7; Giilru Necipoglu,
(d. 1061/1651 [q.v]), wife of Ahmed, mother of sultans
Architecture, ceremonial and power. The Topkapi Palace in
Murad IV and Ibrahim and grandmother of Mehemthe fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, Cambridge 1991;
med IV; and finally, Turkhan (also Tarkhan) (d. 1094/
Leslie Peirce, The Imperial Harem, New York 1993.
1683), mother of Mehemmed IV, the latter two women
The latter two have considerable bibliographies of
bitter rivals.
their own. J. Freely, Istanbul: the imperial city, New
The most notorious mother of the dynasty, KhurYork 1996, includes valuable information on the
rem, died before her son Sellm II (1566-74 [q.v])
building projects of the wdlides.
achieved the throne. The "rule of the women" dates
from her taking up residence in Topkapi Sarayi in
The literature on the harem has itself grown
vast, a majority of the writers, to quote Deny, "re1541, necessitated by a fire in the eski sardy. In each
veal[ing] a remarkable credulity" (1118). See HARIM
of the other four cases as well, palace intrigues and
for a fuller list. Lady Wortley-Montagu's letters
shifting coalitions characterised their exercise of political power, which was precariously attached to the
of the 18th century give a clear-eyed picture of
well-being and accession of their sons. Notable in that
the institution in its later stages (Selected letters, ed.
R. Halsbend, New York 1986). One of the most
regard is Turkhan's culpability in the execution of
her rival Kosem, who is often blamed in Western hisentertaining of the captive slave accounts is the fictories for encouraging the lurid excesses of her son,
tionalised tale of Aimee de Buc du Rivery, in Leslie
the mad Ibrahim.
Blanch, The wilder shores of love, London and New
These powerful women are equally exemplary for
York 1954. Of the autobiographies of members of
having used their wealth and position to establish
the late Ottoman household, an interesting one is
charitable foundations [see WAKF] around mosque comAy§e Osmanoglu's Avec mon pere le sultan Abdulhamid
plexes, and financing other projects which contributed
de son palais d sa prison, Paris 1991, published also
to the construction of the permanent legacy of imperial
in English and Turkish.
(VIRGINIA H. AKSAN)
Istanbul and other cities of the empire. Safiyye, for
WALIHl, the p e n - n a m e (makhlas) used by sevexample, the fifth of the queen mothers in the palace,
eral O t t o m a n poets of the 10th/16th century, two
began the construction of the New Queen Dowager
of whom are prominent.
c
c
Mosque (Yeni Walide Djami ), known as Yeni Djami ,
1. KURD-ZADE of Edirne. After a medrese education,
at Eminonii in Istanbul, which Turkhan completed
he left the 'Ilmiyye [q.v], went to Cairo and became
during her rule as the first truly imperial mosque of
a murid of seyyid Ahmed Khayall, son of Ibrahim
the royal women. Safiyye also built a mosque in Cairo.
Giilshenl, the founder of the Gulsheniyye order. After
c
Nur Banu built the Walide-yi At!k mosque complex
his return to Edirne, he earned great repute as a
in Uskiidar, which included a school, hospital and a
preacher, delivering exceptionally captivating sermons
library, as did that of Turkhan. Nur Banu built numer(wac£). When the Sellmiyye mosque in Edirne was
ous public baths. Kosem, who served as regent for
completed in 982/1574, Walihl became its first
five years before Murad IV reached maturity, exerpreacher, and he retained his position there until his
cised considerable power for close to thirty years, and
death. However, his emotional temperament and
is evoked in the popular imagination for her geninclination to love affairs involved him in various
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incidents, one of which resulted in his temporary banishment from Edirne in 971/1563-4. He joined the
Eastern expedition of Lala Mustafa Pasha [q.v.] and in
Tbilisi, following the city's surrender to Ozdemir-oghli
c
Othman Pasha, delivered a memorable khutbe to the
army in the name of Sultan Murad III on Friday,
29 August 1578. He died in 994/1586 according to
c
Ata3I's calculation of the chronogram which his namesake Walihl of Uskiib (see below) wrote on his death
(or in 996/1588 according to HibrI) in Edirne and
was buried in the cemetery of the sheykh Shiidja' zdwiye
on the shore of the Tundja.
Poems by him of a lyrical (cdshlkdne) and mystical
(mutasawwifane) character are to be found in medjmu'as
and tedhkires; Kinali-zade Hasan Celebi relates that he
also composed pleasing chronograms (tdnkh). There is
no mention in any of the tedhkire?, of a diwdn, so that
the diwdn attributed to him in the 'Othmdnli mu'ellifleri
(and thereafter in other sources) must be due to a
confusion with Walihl of Uskiib, who is, in fact, the
author of a diwdn.
Opinion is divided concerning the separate identity of a Walihf whose particulars are very similar to
those of Kurd-zade Walihi. This is Walihl of Djisr-i
Ergene or Ergene Kopriisii (Uzunkoprii near Edirne),
who was a pupil of MuhashshI Sinan Efendi during
the time (942-5/1535-9) when he taught at one of
the Sahn-i theman [q.v.] medreses in Istanbul. He later
likewise quit the cilmiyye to join the Giilsheniyye order,
becoming a murid of sheykh Hasan Zarlfl in Istanbul.
Although Kinali-zade Hasan fielebi's tedhkire is the only
tedhkire with an entry on him, the fact of Kinali-zade's
sojourn in Edirne as a contemporary of Kurd-zade
Walihi, which gave him the possibility of collecting
information in situ for his tedhkire, lends verisimilitude
to his information. Kinali-zade also cites a few verses
by him.
2. AHMED of Uskiib (Skopje). The son of a kadi,
he finished his medrese education in Istanbul and thereafter became a tutor (mu'id) at the Sultan Bayezld II
medrese in Edirne. Later, he served as kadi, but no
details on his appointments are known. He died in
Uskiib in 1008/1599-1600. Ewliya Celebi relates that
his grave is in the zdwiye of sheykh Lutfullah near the
fortress of Uskiib and that it has become the object
of pious visits.
He enjoyed great repute as a poet and is the author
of a diwdn. There is only one known ms. of a Walihl
diwdn and that is no. Diez 30 in the Staatsbibliothek
Preussischer Kulturbesitz in Berlin (edition in preparation by the author). This fragmentary ms., containing about 300 ghazek, is attributed to WalihI-yi
Belghradi (cf. W. Pertsch, Die Handschriften- Verzeichnisse der
Koniglichen Bibliothek zu Berlin, vi, Berlin 1889, no. 413).
A Walihi of Belgrade is mentioned solely by LatlfT
and is conceivably identical with Walihl of Uskiib,
for whom there is no entry in LatlfT's tedhkire. He
may have been unaware of the poet's true provenance,
who may have lived for a time in Belgrade in his
youth, perhaps even during Latifi's stay there prior
to finishing his tedhkire in 953/1546. However, we do
not know if Walihr of Uskiib's date of birth is early
enough to make this possible. Although Latin" states
that his given name is Mehmed, he also remarks that
he has a brother called Ahmed, giving no further
details on Walihl's curriculum vitae. That Latin" speaks
in the most contemptuous language of Walihi's, and
his brother's, poetic capabilities should be viewed in
connection with the fact that he was the butt of their
satirical verses; the few verses he cites are insufficient
proof for his exceedingly low opinion.

Bibliography: The tedhkires of Latifi, £Ahdi, cAshik
Celebi, Kinali-zade Hasan Celebi, Beyanl, Riyadf,
Kaf-zade Fa'idi and Rida; cAta% Dheyl-i Shakd'ik,
Istanbul 1268, 364-5; HacijdjI Khalifa, ;, '818;
c
Abd el-Rahman HibrI, Ems el-musdmirin, Istanbul
Univ. Ktp., TY 451, 77a-b; Ewliya Celebi, Seydhatndme, Istanbul 1314, v, 560, 562; Ahmed Badl,
Riydd-l belde-i Edirne, Bayezid Devlet Ktp., no. 10392,
292-3, 569; Hammer-Purgstall, Geschichte der osmanischen Dichtkunst, ii, 554-5, iii, 48, 104-7; Si$ill-i
c
othmdm, iv, 601-2; Sh. Saml, Kdmus el-Acldm, Istanbul
1316, vi, 4671; Vthmdnll mu'ellifleri, ii, 476; EI\ s.v.
(Th. Menzel); C. Baltaci, XV-XVI. Asirlarda osmanh
medresekri, Istanbul 1976, 603; I A, art. Valihi (O.F.
Akiin); C. Kurnaz, Ummi divan §airleri, in idem,
Tilrkiiden gazele: halk ve divan §iirinin mu§terekleri uterine
bir deneme, Ankara 1997, 71-101.
(EDITH G. AMBROS)
WALILI, an a n c i e n t town of Morocco.
Wallll, or Wallla as it was known to the early
Muslim historians, is the arabised form of the Roman
name Volubilis. Located at 27 km/16 miles north of
Meknes, Wallll occupies the ledge of the Zarhun
plateau and enjoys a privileged position in the midst
of a very fertile valley. It is uncertain whether this
Roman city served as capital for all of the Roman
province known as Mauritania Tingitana, but there is
no doubt that it served as the chief city of the southern part of it at least. Held for a long time to have
been a Roman creation, it is clear today, on the basis
of recent findings, that the agglomeration is much
older than the Roman presence in this part of North
Africa. It was abandoned by the Roman garrison in
A.D. 285 but continued to be an important political
centre for several centuries afterwards, even if it lost
much of the splendour and prosperity which it had
enjoyed earlier.
The Islamic history of the place started with the
arrival in A.D. 788 of a Sharlfian fugitive, Idrls b.
c
Abd Allah, who took refuge in the far Maghrib following an unsuccessful uprising against the 'Abbasids
of Baghdad [see IDRIS i]. For a short time, Idrls took
up residence at Tangier, the other important city of
Mauritania Tingitana, but he soon realised that an
inland place like Wallll would better serve his political ambitions. In fact, Wallll happened to be well
protected by the Zarhun massif, and in the middle
of rich lands belonging to the influential Awraba
Berbers. At Wallll, Idrls enjoyed the hospitality and
support of the Awraba chief, Ishak b. Muhammad b.
c
Abd al-Hamld. According to Ibn Khaldun, the
Awraba were then the most powerful Berber group,
something which proved to be of crucial importance
in gathering the support of the other Berber tribes
for the cause of Idrls. The latter was proclaimed amir
by the Berbers of central and northern Morocco in
a significant move to free the western Maghrib from
'Abbasid domination. The fact that Idrls chose Wallll
to be the seat of his kingdom is a clear indication that,
by the end of the 8th century A.D., the city was still
an important urban centre, even if mediaeval sources
such as Ibn Abl Zarc in his Rawd al-kirtds, describe
it as being then "a middle-sized city".
Traditional historiography has for a long time
maintained that the Idrlsids contented themselves with
Wallll as capital of their kingdom until the death of
Idrls I in 187/803. It was his son Idrls II who, according to historians such as al-Djazna5! or Ibn Abl Zarc,
decided to leave Wallll after it became too small for
his growing entourage and build a new capital at Fez.
However, this view has been seriously challenged, and
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enough historical evidence is available today to indicate that Fez could very well have been the creation
of the first Idns rather than that of his son.
Whoever was the real founder of the new capital,
it remains true that the transfer of the Idrlsid centre
of government to Fez inaugurated a period of decline
for Walili, despite the burial of Idns I in a place
located a few kilometres only from old Volubilis, in
the village which thereafter acquired the name of
Mawlay Idns. By the 6th/12th century, the place was
no longer known under the name of Wallll. Contemporary sources mention it under the Berber name
of Tizra, which in Berber means "stones". Apparently,
the place was then all in ruin and, therefore, looked
more like a field full of stones. In the 8th/14th century, according to al-Djazna'T, it was known to the
people of the far Maghrib as Kasr Fircawn (Pharaoh's
castle), a clear tendency to obliterate the memory of
Roman Volubilis and to bring it within the pagan
pre-Islamic heritage. This name continued to be used
until the beginning of this century when, during the
First World War, the French employed German prisoners to dig up a large part of the buried city. However, not far from the old WalTlf the burial place of
Idns I grew from a village into a town-zdwiya, especially after the resurgence of Sharffism during the
Marfnid period (7th-9th/ 13th- 15th centuries) and the
miraculous discovery in 719/1319 of the mortal remains of Mawlay IdrTs, in good shape and in their original shroud. Thereafter, a zawiya was built to honour
the founder of the Idrlsid dynasty and the town of
Mawlay Idris developed into the important pilgrimage centre which it remains today [see MAWLAY IDRIS].
Bibliography: 1. Sources. Ibn Abl Zarc, K. alAms al-mutrib bi-rawd al-kirtds, Rabat 1972, 19-29;
Ibn Khaldun, al-'Ibar, Beirut 1981, xi, 296-300; CA1I
al-Djazna'f, D^and zahrat al-ds fi bind* madinat Fas,
Rabat 1991, 12-18; Leo Africanus, Description de I'Afrique, tr. Epaulard, Paris 1956, i, 245-6.
2. Studies. Abdelouahed Ben Talha, Moulay
Idriss du ^erhoun, quelques aspects de la vie sociale et
familiale, Rabat 1965, 9-14; Ahmed Siraj, L'image de
la Tingitane. L'historiographie arabe medievale et I'antiquite
nord-africaine, Rome 1995, 509-31.
(MOHAMED EL MANSOUR)
WALIMA [see CURS].
WALISHAN [see SIBI].
WALLAGHIA [see EFLAK].
WALL AD A BT. MUHAMMAD III B. 'Aeo AL-RAHMAN,
p o e t e s s and l i t t e r a t e u s e of the S p a n i s h
Umayyad family, d. Safar 480/May-June 1087 or
484/1091.
Her father was placed on the throne with the lakab
of al-Mustakfi, but reigned for sixteen months only
414-16/1024-5, being killed shortly afterwards. Hence
Wallada's childhood and youth coincided with the
particularly troubled and confused end of the Umayyad
caliphate in Spain. Aged about sixteen at this time,
and the offspring of a slave mother of European origin
(dj.driya), she was able now to exercise a relatively free
life and, having received a thorough education in the
Islamic literary sciences, she gathered round herself
at Cordova a literary salon which was "the rendezvous
of the well born, frequented by writers and poets who
sought out her friendship, welcoming attitude and the
numerous society round her" (Ibn Bassam, Dhakhira.
i/1, 429). Amongst the famous persons attending her
salon was Ibn Zaydun [q.v.], who had an amorous
relationship with Wallada, much elaborated in the
sources, e.g. al-Fath b. Khakan, Kald'id, 79-93, in which
she herself took the initiative, daring for her time.
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Wallada composed verses on this liaison and had them
embroidered on her dresses.
The relationship deteriorated, however, when Ibn
c
Abdus [q.v.], the iva&r of Cordova under the local
ruler Abu '1-Hazm Ibn Djahwar [q.v.], succeeded in
replacing Ibn Zaydun in her heart. Ibn Zaydun reacted
furiously by trying to pin his own al-Risdla al-ha^liyya
on her, but failed to sow dissension between Wallada
and her new lover, and had to leave Cordova. Wallada
then remained Ibn 'Abdus's mistress until his death
aged 80, never marrying, having no children and also
dying aged over 80. At the time of the break with
Ibn Zaydun, Wallada attacked her ex-lover in verses
of a singular coarseness, so much so that Ibn Bassam
refused to admit them to the pages of his Dhakhlra.
The humiliated Ibn Zaydun was nevertheless subsequently inspired to address one of the finest works of
Arabic poetry to her, a nuniyya of over 50 verses, an
unusual length in Arabic poetry for a love-poem
addressed to a lady, replete with the devices of bad?.
In it, Ibn Zaydun cleverly reproached Wallada in a
gentle fashion only, mixing this with her praises and
contrasting their past happiness with his present misery.
Wallada has gradually become the type of the free
woman of al-Andalus and the symbol of her emancipation. It is true that she appears as freer in her attitudes and her relaxation from certain social constraints
than her oriental counterpart. But she must be regarded here as far from typical, even if the political
troubles of the time and the more relaxed regimes of
the Taifas allowed her a measure of freedom, and
indeed, regarded as exceptional, from her father's premature death and the possible inheritance of some
of the mores of the djawdn from her foreign mother.
This exceptional status within the usual Arabo-Muslim
aristocracy is probably seen also in Ibn Zaydun's
temerity in addressing to her galant verses and speaking freely of his liaison with her. Certainly, his poems
to her have immortalised her as much as the poet
himself.
Bibliography. 1. Sources. Ibn Bassam, Dhakhlra,
i/1, 429-37; Ibn Khakan, Kald'id, 189-99; Ibn
Dihya, Mutrib, 7-10; Ibn 'IdharT, Bqydn, iii, 140-3;
Ibn Sa'Id, Mughrib, i, 65-6, 143, 180; MarrakushI,
Mutyib, 106-11; MakkarT, Nqfh al-tib, iv, 205-11;
Ibn Nubata, Sarh al-cuyun, 22-4.
2. Studies. A. Cour, Un poete arabe d'Andalousie:
Ibn ^aidoun, Constantine 1920; E. Garcia-Gomez,
Poemas ardbigoandaluces, Madrid 1930; 48-9; H. Peres,
La poesie andalouse en arabe classique au XIe siecle, 2Paris
1953, index; E. Dermenghem, Les plus beaux textes
arabes, Paris 1951, 140-5; L. di Giacomo, La litterature feminine en Espagne musulmane, in Hesperis, xxxi
(1944), 72; Kahhala, Acldm al-msd\ Damascus 1378/
1959, v, 287-90; Ben Abdesselem, La vie litteraire dans
I'Espagne musulmane sous les Muluk al-tawd'if Tunis
forthcoming, index; W. Hoenerbach, %ur Charakteristik
Wallddas, der Geliebten Ibn ^aiduns, in WI, n.s., xiii
(1971), 20-25; Fedwa Malti Douglas, Ibn Zaydun:
towards a thematic analysis, in Arabica, xxiii (1976), 6376; J.M. Nichols, Wallada, the Andalusian lyric and the
questions of influence, in EW, xxi (1977), 286-91; Teresa
Garulo, Dtwdn de las poetisas de al-Andalus, Madrid
1986 (contains Sp. trans, of her poetry); Salma K.
Jayyusi (ed.), The legacy of Muslim Spain, Leiden 1992,
index. See also the BibL to IBN ZAYDUN.
(A. BEN ABDESSELEM)
WALWALIDJ, WARWALIDJ, a town of mediaeval T u k h a r i s t a n , in what is now northern
Afghanistan, mentioned in the Hudud al-alam, tr. 72,
109, as the kasaba or administrative centre of the
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province. It lay on the road from Balkh and Khulm
[g.vv.] to Talakan and Badakhshan [q.vv.] between the
confluence of the Doshi (Surkh-ab) and Talakan rivers,
whose united stream then flowed into the Oxus. It
seems to be the A-hua of Hiuen-tsang, attesting to
its existence in pre-Islamic, Hephthalite times. E.G.
Pulleyblank suggested that the element wal-/warreflects the name of the Central Asian people of the
Avars and that the second component reflects the
Altaic word for "town", Tkish. balik, Mgl. balgasun
(The consonantal system of Old Chinese. Part II, in Asia
Major, N.S. ix [1963], 258-9). The town continued to
be of importance, including as a mint-centre for the
early Ghaznawids in the 420s/1030s, until Saldjuk
times, but thereafter seems to have been replaced by
Kunduz (< kuhan-diz, perhaps the old citadel of
Walwalfdj) [q.v.].
At least one literary person was connected with the
place, sc. Ruhf Walwalidjf (sic), mentioned by cAwfT
(? Jlor. in the second half of the 6th/12th century; cf.
Storey-de Blois, v, 509-10, 636).
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
the article): Marquart, Erdnsahr, 68, 217, 229; Le
Strange, The lands of the Eastern caliphate, 428;
Barthold, Turkestan down to the Mongol invasion, 67;
Zambaur, Die Munzpragungen des Islam, Wiesbaden
1968, i, 271.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
WAMIK WA CADHRA' "the Lover and the Virgin",
the n a m e s of two e x e m p l a r y lovers, often
referred to in Muslim literatures together with other
famous loving couples such as Layla and Madjnun,
and Yusuf and Zulaykha.
Although references to Wamik and cAdhra3 are not
infrequent, no fixed and widely known story about
them has been preserved. The best-known version is
that of the Persian poet Abu '1-Kasim 'Unsun (d.
431/1039-40 [q.v.]). Of this, however, only fragments
have survived, partly in isolated verses quoted in lexical works, like the Lughat-i furs of Asadf (d. ca. 473/
1080), and partly in a fragmentary manuscript found
as late as the 1950s (see M. Shafi, Wdmiq-o-Adhrd of
c
Unsun, Lahore 1967). These fragments show clearly
that 'Unsurf's mathnawi poem is based on a Greek
story. For a long time the identity of this Greek
romance was unclear (cf. I. Kaladze, Epiceskoe nasledie
Unsuri, Tbilisi 1983, 39-40), but it was recently established that the Greek original is the novel of Metiochos
and Parthenope (see T. Hagg, in Symbolae Osloenses,
lix [1984], 61-91, B. Utas, in Orientalia Suecana, xxxiiixxxv [1984-6], 429-41). The authorship of this Parthenope Romance, which has only been preserved in
parts, is not known, but it seems to belong to the centuries around the beginning of our era (cf. H. Maehler,
in Zeitschr. fur Papyrologie und Epigraphik [1956], 1-20).
How this story reached cUnsun about a millennium later is far from clear. There is nothing to substantiate a Middle Persian intermediary, as has been
deduced from an anecdote in the Tadhkirat al-shucard3
by Dawlatshah (ed. E.G. Browne, London-Leiden 1901,
30). The distortions that some of the Greek names
have undergone in the cUnsun fragment speak against
an intermediary in another alphabet than the Arabic,
e.g. Ma'shakulf as a distortion of a *Haghsifulr for Greek
Hegesipyle, the step-mother of Wamik/Metiochos. On
the other hand, the Fihrist by Ibn al-Nadlm (ed. Fliigel,
120) mentions that the director of al-Ma'mun's Khizanat al-Hikma, Sahl b. Harun al-Dastmaysani, among
his works counted a Kitdb Wamik wa 'l-'Adhrd3, and alBfrunf, in a list of his own works that is preserved in
Codex Golius 133 of Leiden, maintains that he has
"translated the tale (kissa) of Wamik and cAdhra°".

Possibly Sahl b. Harun had produced an Arabic version which al-Blrum later translated into Persian prose,
a story which easily might have been taken over and
put into Persian verse by his contemporary 'Unsurl.
Both the fragments of the Greek novel and those
of the poem by cUnsun deal mainly with the beginning of the poem (cf. Utas, op. at., 431-4). The Persian
fragments first describe the wedding of cAdhra"s father,
Fulukrat, i.e. Polycrates, king of the island of Samos
(here written sh'ms), and a certain *Nanf (written y3ny).
As a result of their union, a remarkable girl is born,
who because of her unequalled talents is given the
name cAdhras (seemingly a translation of the Greek
Parthenope "virgin"). Then the narrative turns to the
hero of the story, Wamik (Ar. "ardent lover", no translation of Greek Metiochos), the son of King Mildhftas
(Greek Miltiades) of *Karunis (for Greek Khersonesos).
Because of his evil step-mother, he is forced to flee
his native land and ends up in Samos, where he happens to see 'Adhra' at the entrance of the (Hera)
temple. The two immediately fall in love with each
other. cAdhra"s mother makes the king invite Wamik
to a banquet in the palace, and the sage *Nakhminus
(i.e. the philosopher Anaximenes of Miletus) questions
Wamik on the nature of Eros. This symposium scene
is also preserved in the Greek version, partly in almost
parallel words. After the discussion of Eros, Wamik
tells a story of how Hermes (written hrmz) invented
the musical instrument barbat (Greek barbiton). After
that, the available text is too fragmented to allow of
a coherent interpretation.
The story of 'Adhra' is also found in a Persian
prose version in the compilation of narratives called
Ddrdb-ndma by Abu Tahir Tarsus!, probably written
in the 6th/12th century (ed/Dh. Safe, Tehran 13447
1965, i, 164-5). This version, although very concise,
is more complete and continues the story by telling
how cAdhra>'s father was executed by his enemy (in
fact, the Persian Satrap Oroites, cf. Herodotos 3.124)
and cAdhra° herself was sold into slavery by his successor mnd'rs (for Greek Maiandrios). After many adventures, cAdhra5 is set free by a kind merchant who
promises to bring her to Wamik. However, the end
of the original story remains uncertain.
No less than 24 later poems about the couple Wamik
and 'Adhra0 are known, at least by name. Strangely
enough the surviving versions contain stories that differ widely from each other (see Shafi, op. cit, 30-129;
MJ. Mahdjub,.in Sukhan, xviii [1347], 43-52, 131-42;
N. §ahinoglu, IA, art. "Vamik ve Azra"). The two oldest of these works, the Persian poems by Fasfhf Djurdjanf (court poet of the Ziyarid Kabus II, 5th/11 th
century) and Amir Farkhan (court poet of the Saldjuk
Kay Kawus in Konya, 7th/13th century) are unfortunately only known by name. After those two in time
come a Persian poem by a certain Katfll Bukhara*!
(court poet of the Uzbek Shah Ya'kub, 9th/15th century) and the best-known Turkish version, that of
Lami'r (d. 938/1531 [q.v.]). The latter was made
known in Europe by J. von Hammer-Purgstall (Geschichte der osmanischen Dichtkunst, ii, Pesth 1836-8, 4563; cf. Utas, in AO Hung, xlviii [1995], 229-39). Then
follows a great number of little known Turkish and
Persian versions and even one poem in Kashmiri (written in 1854 by Sayf al-Dm Akhund Sayf Kashmiri,
cf. ms. India Office 1733/6).
Bibliography: See also J. von Hammer, Wamik
und Asm, das ist der Gliihende und die Bluhende. Das
dlteste persische romantische Gedicht, im Funftelsaft abgezagen, Vienna 1833; B. Utas, Did cAdhrd remain a virgin?, in Orientalia Suecana, xxxiii-xxxv (1984-6), 429-41;
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idem, The ardent lover and the virgin—a Greek romance
in Muslim lands, in AO Hung, xlviii (1995), 229-39.
(B. UTAS)
WAN, conventionally V A N , the name of a
lake and of a town (lat. 38° 28' N., long. 43°
21' E.) in what is now the Kurdish region of southeastern Turkey.
1. The lake (modern Tkish., Van Golii). This is
a large stretch of water now spanning the ik of Van
and Bitlis. It lies at an altitude of 1,720 m/5,640 feet,
with a rise in level during the summer when the
snows on the surrounding mountain ranges melt. Its
area is 3,737 km 2 /1,443 sq. miles. Being landlocked,
with no outlet, it has a high content of mineral salts,
especially sodium carbonate, which makes its water
undrinkable, but freshwater springs along its shores
have always enabled human communities to thrive
there, most notably the town of Van (see 2. below).
Before the First World War and the subsequent massacres and deportations, there were many Armenians
living in its towns and villages, plus some sedentary
and transhumant Kurds; the population is now largely
Kurdish.
In mediaeval Islamic times, Lake Van was usually
known as the Lake of Ardjish or Akhlat [^.zw.], from
the towns on its northern shore. It was famed for its
timkh fish, which were adapted to its waters, and were
caught and salted for export as far away as 'Irak and
Khurasan. The early 10th century Armenian church
of the Holy Cross, famed for its sculptures, stands on
the island of Aghthamar in Lake Van.
Bibliography. Le Strange, The lands of the Eastern
Caliphate, 183-4; Admiralty Handbooks, Turkey, London 1942-3, i, 187-90; I A, art. Van (lake and region)
(Siiha Goney).
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
2. The town. The name Wan is not found in
the Arabic sources on the Arab conquest of Armenia
(for which see ARMINIYA), but Ibn Hawkal, ed. Kramers,
348, tr. Kramers and Wiet, 342, mentions Ibn alDayranl as being lord of Zawazan, Wan and Wustan
(for these places in the Lake Van area and the principality of Vaspurakan to its east, see Marquart,
Sudarmenien und die Tigrisquellen nach griechischen und arabischen Geographen, Vienna 1930; Canard, H'amdanides,
183-92). In the later 3rd/9th century, the Bagratid
Ashot (Ashut) was recognised as king of Armenia by
the 'Abbasid caliph, with the princes of Vaspurakan,
of whom the Artsrunids were the chief, as his vassals.
Already in this century, colonies of Arabs had settled
in Armenia, like the Amir?, of Manazkert (Malazgird
[q.v.]) whom the Armenians call Kaisikkc (< Kays) and
who ruled on the northern shore of Lake Wan (Apahunik), and the 'Uthmanids (in Armenian, Utcmanikkc)
on the northeast shore of the lake, at Bergri and
Amiuk. Towards the east, Vaspurakan was exposed
to the attacks of the Arab governors of Adharbaydjan.
The Sadjid Afshin occupied Wan and Wustan and
appointed eunuchs as governors there (cf. Thomas
Artsruni, tr. Brosset, 221).
In 303/916 the Sadjid Yusuf executed the Bagratid
king Smbat in Dwin (cf. Stephen Asolik, History, iii,
chs. iv-v, tr. F. Macler, 18-24). Before this catastrophe, the Artsrunid prince Gagik (through his mother,
a nephew of Smbat) had enrolled himself in Yusuf's
suite and by this manoeuvre was able to assert the
independence of Vaspurakan against Smbat's successors (kings of Kars and Ani). The Artsrunid kings
were overlords of the principalities of Mokkc (now
Mukus) and Andzevatsik (cf. Markwart, Sudarmenien,
359-82).
The Artsrunid princes are several times mentioned
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in Ibn Miskawayh's Chronicle. In 326/937, the troops
of the DaylamT chief Lashkari were defeated near
'Akabat al-Tinmn by Atom b. Djurdjfn (= Gurgen),
lord of Zawazan (Ibn Miskawayh, i, 402; Ibn al-Athlr,
viii, 262). This Atom belonged to the elder line of
the Artsrunids, which was eclipsed by that of Hadamakert. In 330/940 (ibid., ii, 33), Daysam, prince of
Adharbaydjan, took refuge with Djadjlk b. al-Dayranl
(Gagik b. Deranik). In 342/953 (ibid., ii, 151), Ibn
al-Dayranl and (?) Ibn Djadjlk (probably "Deranik
b. Gagik") surrendered Daysam to the Musafarid
Marzuban.
In 1004, the Artsrunid Senekcerim, being pressed
on all sides, ceded Vaspurakan to the emperor Basil
II, who gave him in exchange Slwas, to which 40,000
Armenian families followed their king. Byzantine domination was of short duration: the battle of Malazgird
in 463/1071 lost the Byzantines the last of their possessions in Armenia.
The name of Wan is briefly mentioned among the
towns of "the province of Akhlat" which the Khwarazmshah Djalal al-Dln besieged after the capture of
Akhlat in 626/1229 (Bargrl, Manazgird, Bitlis, Walashdjird, Wan, Wustan).
In the Mongol period (after Arghun Khan, 1284-91),
the region of Wan was close to the summer encampments of the Mongol Il-Khanids (on the mountain of
Ala-Tagh, the ancient Nupatm, Tendiirek, to the northeast of Lake Van), but the local authority of Wan
must have been in the hands of the Kurd chiefs of
Hakkarl (see below). Mustawfi's NuzJiat al-kulub, 102,
says that "Wan is a fortress while Wustan (Ostan) has
been a large town but now is a medium-sized one",
and "Its climate and its fruits are good, its water
comes from a mountain; its taxes amount to 53,400
dinars (Urmiya, 74,999 dinars, and Ardabll, 85,000
dinars)".
Towards the end of the 8th/14th century, the rule
of the Kara Koyunlu Turkomans, whose hereditary
centre was at Ardjish, was extended over Wan, but
the direct administration remained in the hands of
a family of Kurdish begs. When in 789/1387 Tlmur
had plundered the Kara Koyunlu encampments of
Ala-Tagh, he ordered the destruction of the fortress,
but "this building from the time of Shaddad" resisted
his efforts. Tlmur made clzz al-Dln, lord of the fortress,
governor of the "wilayat of Kurdistan" (£afar-nama, i,
421-4). The clzz al-Dm, here referred to in the £afarndma, was an important figure and took part in many
of the events of his time (see cAbd al-Razzak Samarkand!, Matlac al-sacdayn, tr. Quatremere, in JVE, xiv,
110, 153, 180). The son of clzz al-Dm Muhammad
was well received by Shah Rukh in 824/1421. Under
Uzun Hasan [q.v.~], the Ak Koyunlu troops conquered
Hakkarl and placed it under the Domboli tribe, but
the local Nestorian Christians restored the power to
a scion of the old family.
After the coming of the Safawids, prince Zahid b.
c
lzz al-Dln II entertained friendly relations with Shah
Isma'Il. In view of the rival propaganda of the Safawids, the Ottoman empire must have endeavoured to
strengthen the very loose organisation given to Kurdistan by Idrls, but the incorporation of the distant
frontier district of Wan, filled with foreign elements,
was full of incidents.
Thus in 940/1534, during the offensive of the grand
vizier Ibrahim Pasha against Tabriz, delegates from
Wan gave him the keys of the fortress. But as soon
as the cold weather forced Sultan Siileyman's army to
withdraw, the Persians advanced to Wan and soon afterwards occupied both this town and Ardjlsh (Iskandar
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Munshi, Tankh-i cAlam-ara, 51; according to Ewliya
Celebi, iv, 174, the Persians retook Wan in 953/1546).
The situation during the years from 940-55/1534-48
is not very clear, but when, at the instigation of the
Persian prince Alkas Mirza, Suleyman again marched
on Tabriz, he laid siege to Wan in Radjab 955/August
1548. The town surrendered through the mediation
of Alkas Mirza, and the defterddr Cerkes Iskender Pasha
was appointed governor (see von Hammer, GOR2, ii,
209; Ewliya Celebi, ii, 174). From this period date
the baths of Riistem Pasha at Wan and a mosque of
975/1567-8. With the appearance of the Ottoman
mir-i mirdn at Wan, the Kurdish chiefs retired to their
fiefs of Djulamerk and Wustan.
In 1013/1604, Gighale-zade, appointed commanderin-chief against Persia, established his headquarters at
Wan (of which he had previously been wall in 993/
1585; see von Hammer, ii, 552). He was besieged
there by the Persian troops under the command of
Allah Werdi Khan, and escaped from the fortress by
boat. Very soon he undertook a new campaign against
Tabriz, but it ended in a complete debacle in the
autumn of 1014/1605; cf. Iskandar Munshl, 474-6,
and TABRIZ; von Hammer, ii, 678, 660; Gowea, Relation
des grandes guerres, French tr. Rouen 1649, book ii, chs.
xvi-xviii, 268-86; Arakel de Tauris, Lime d'histoires, tr.
Brosset, St. Petersburg 1874, ch. vi, 303-7.
About 1008/1600 the administrative organisation
of Wan was described by Kodja Nishandji (934-74/
1528-67), who in his Tabakdt, quoted by HadjdjI KhaIffa, included in this eydlet some places now belonging
to Persia (e.g. Salmas), and by cAyn-i 'All (cf. Tischendorf, Das Lehnwesen in d. moslem. Staaten, Leipzig 1872,
72) who numbers in Wan 13 sanajaks and one hukumet,
including in all 1,115 large and small individual fiefs
(kilic).
Ewliya Celebi, who in 1065/1655 accompanied his
uncle Ahmed Melek, who had been appointed wall
of Wan, has given us a very full description of the
eydlet of Wan (iv, 130-90). It is curious that the text
is silent about the Christian population, unless this
information was suppressed from the printed text by
the censorship under cAbd al-Hamld II.
Ewliya (iv, 176) gives 37 feudal sana^aks in Wan of
different dimensions and with different privileges. The
most important were the hukumet of Hakkarf (with an
army of 47,000, including 10,000 with guns?), of Bidlls,
Mahmudi and Pinyanish.
In the autumn of 1236/1821 the heir to the Persian
throne, c Abbas Mirza, took advantage of some complications with the Ottomans to invade the Turkish
territory of Bayezfd as far as Bitlfs. Diplomatic complications and more particularly the epidemic of cholera,
arrested the Persian operations and the status quo
was re-established (see Mlrza Takf Sipihr, Tdnkh-i
Kdajdr, Tehran, i, under the years 1236-7; cf. R.G.
Watson, A History of Persia. . . to 1858, London 1866,
197-221). After the Russo-Japanese war of 1905, the
Ottomans in their turn advanced claims to the "unredeemed" territories, and in July 1907 Yawer Pasha
occupied many districts of the region of Salmas [q.v.].
The status quo was, however, re-established after the
Balkan War (Ottoman note of 12 October 1912) and
given legal sanction after the delimitation of 1913-14
(on the basis of the Final Protocol of 17 November
1913).
Wan was at various points in its later mediaeval
history a mint centre: under the Il-Khanids, the
Tlmurids, various Turkmen dynasties, the Safawids in
their brief occupation of the 10th/16th century and,
on various occasions, the Ottomans (see Zambaur, Die

Munzpragungen des Islam, Wiesbaden 1968, i, 269). It
also acquired some fine buildings, especially when it
came under Ottoman rule in the 10th/16th century
and was administered by energetic beylerbeys like Iskender Pasha, Rustem Pasha and Khosrew Pasha. The
citadel and walls were repaired, together with the Ulu
Cami, which probably dated from the end of the 8th/
14th century, and baths, a caravanserai and a covered market built (see IA, art. Van. Tarih, for details).
Towards the end of the 19th century, V. Cuinet,
in his La Turquie d'Asie, Paris 1891-3, ii, 629-760, gave
population estimates for the wildyet of Wan (which
then comprised the two sanajaks of Wan and Hakkan
[q.v.] to its east: 30,000 Turks,' 210,000 Kurds, 79,000
Armenians and 92,000 Nestorian or Assyrian Christians, with a total of 430,000. It was during the last
decade of this century that Wan was caught up in
the Armenian revolutionary activity of the time, with
large-scale violence there from 3 to 11 June 1896, in
which 500 Armenians and 150 Muslims were killed,
and which caused much damage in the town, hardly
repaired when Mark Sykes passed through Wan fifteen years later (see his The Caliphs' last heritage, London
1915, 419).
In the First World War, Russian troops attacked
Van and held it from 20 May 1915 to 4 August 1915,
and again, after a brief Turkish re-occupation, from
late August until the armistice of 18 December 1917.
The town had an estimated population in 1914 of
25,000 Armenians and 10,000 Muslims. Most of the
Armenians left with the Russians, but many Armenian
villages in the vicinity of the town were sacked and
their inhabitants massacred by the Muslims. In 1918,
the town was virtually derelict.
Under the Turkish Republic, the town of Van (lat.
38° 28' N., long. 43° 20' E.) gradually revived and
became the chef-lieu of a vilayet, later il, replacing
what in Ottoman times had been the sana^ak of Van.
In 1970 the town had a population of 88,600 and
the il one of 326,000; by 1997 these figures had risen
to 226,965 and 762,719 respectively.
Bibliography (in addition to references in the
article and the very full Bib I. in ARM!NIYA): For
early travellers in the region, see Ritter, Erdkunde,
ix, Berlin 1840, 972-1009, x, 1843, 285-356; V.T.
Mayevski, Voyenno—statisticeskoye opisaniye Vanskago i
Bitlisskago vilayetov, Tiflis 1904; C.F. Lehmann-Haupt,
Armenien einst undjetzt, Berlin 1910-26, ii/1; Admiralty
Handbooks, Turkey, London 1942-3, ii, 592-4; I A,
art. Van. Tarih (Nejat Goyiinc).
(V. MiNORSKY-[C.E. BOSWORTH])
WANG TAI-YU (Wang Daiyu) (Mathews' ChineseEnglish dictionary, revised American ed. 1943, characters nos. 7037, 5997, 7618), Muslim author of
one major work and probable author of four
minor works in Chinese. His date of birth is
unknown, but he called himself an "old man" in 1642;
he seems to have died in 1657 or 1658. He tells us
that his ancestor was an astronomer who came from
Tianfang Hung-wu ("Arabia") to bring tribute during
the Ming (Hongwu) era (1368-98).
Wang studied the Islamic sciences in the Islamic
languages, presumably Persian and Arabic, but did not
begin a serious study of Chinese until he was thirty.
He became well versed in the Classics and is comfortable discussing Confucian, Taoist, and Buddhist
teachings. In the introduction to his major work, he
mentions colleagues who had read his book and criticised him for going too deeply into Taoist and
Buddhist teachings, and he replies that without borrowing all his terminology from other traditions, he
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would have no way to explain Islamic teachings to
those unfamiliar with the Islamic languages; it seems
his intended audience was primarily well-educated,
Chinese-speaking Muslims. He almost never mentions
Arabic words and makes no attempt to translate Islamic
ideas into Chinese in any direct fashion. His whole
effort is focused on re-expressing basic Islamic perspectives in the appropriate Chinese idiom; given the
time and place, this gives his writings a markedly
Neo-Confucian flavour. Perhaps it needs to be pointed
out that Wang and those Muslim scholars who followed him, such as Liu Chih [q.v.] (Liu Zhi), represent the first example in Islamic history in which
Muslims discussed Islamic teachings in the language
of a major intellectual tradition other than their own.
He was buried in a graveyard belonging to a mosque
in San-li-ho (Sanlihe) in the Western part of Peking
or Pei-ching (Beijing), though neither mosque nor
graveyard exists today.
Wang's longest work is Cheng-chiao chen-ch'uan (Zhengjiao zhenquan) ("The real commentary on the true
teaching", Mathews, nos. 351, 719, 297, 1672), the
earliest extant book on Islam in Chinese by a Muslim.
It was first published during Wang's lifetime in 1642
in Nanking or Nan-chin (Nanjing) and several times
subsequently, most recently in 1987 (existing editions
also include 1657, 1801, 1873, 1904, and 1933). The
editions of 1801 and onwards have a preface explaining that the text was re-engraved by the mosque of
Canton. An abridged version by Ma Fu-ch'u and Ma
An-li with the title Chen-ch'uan yao-lu (Zhenquan
yaolu) was published in 1864 and has also been printed
with the tide Cheng-chiao chen-ch'uan (Zhengjiao zhenquan) (bibliographers have sometimes confused the two
versions). The book is about 82,000 characters in
length and consists of four sections in two books, each
book with twenty chapters. Book One is devoted
mainly to theological principles, such as the divine
attributes, predestination, creation, and human nature.
Book Two focuses more on spiritual attitudes, ethics,
and various commandments of Islamic law.
A second work is Ch'ing-chen ta-hsueh (Qjngzhen
daxue) ("The great learning of the pure and the real",
nos. 1171, 297, 5943, 2780), which is about 6,000
characters in length. The word ta-hsiieh (daxue) or
"great learning" refers to the Neo-Confucian classic of
the same name, while ch'ing-chen (qingzhen), "The pure
and the real", refers to "The pure and real teaching", i.e. Islam. The work has been published many
times, but the date of its first publication is not known;
existing editions include 1827, 1921, and 1931. In it
Wang discusses tawhid in a much more philosophical
style than is found in Cheng-chiao (Zhengjiao). The
work's three chapters deal with topics that seem to
correspond with God, the Muhammadan Reality, and
the perfect human being, although the Arabic terms
are not mentioned. A third work is Hsi-chen cheng-ta
(Xizhen zhengda) ("The true answers of the very real",
nos. 2416, 297, 351, 5951), a collection of some two
hundred conversations in about 25,000 characters. It
was first published in 1658, apparently after Wang's
death, by his disciple Wu Liang-ch'eng (Wu Liangcheng), and existing editions include those of 1827
and 1925. Some of the conversations take the form
of dialogues of varying lengths, and some are single
questions and answers. The questioners were Muslims,
both <ulamdj> and common people, and non-Muslims,
mainly Confucians. Topics range from metaphysics to
details of daily ritual. In the 1925 edition, this work
includes two short treatises whose authorship has been
disputed but which are apparently by Wang. One is
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called the "appendix" orfu-lu (fulu), the other the "addendum" or sheng-yii (shengyu). The first, in about
3,000 characters, adds thirty-six conversations in the
same style as the main text; the second is a series of
short questions from Buddhist monks with equally
short answers in about 4,000 characters.
Bibliography: Pai Shou-i (Bai Shouyi), Hui-tsu
jen-wu-shih (Huizu renwu shih), Ning-hsia (Ningxia)
1992, 33-7; Den Tosen, Chugoko kaikyoshi, Tokyo 1975,
137-40 (Japanese tr. of Fu Tong-hsien (Fu Tongxian), Chung-kuo hui-chiao shi (Zhonguo huijiao shi),
Changsha 1940; Kadono Tatsudo, Seishin daigaku ko,
in Kaikyohn, Tokyo 1941, 324-41, 417-26; D.D. Leslie,
Islamic literature in Chinese, Canberra 1981, 22-4; idem,
Islam in traditional China, Canberra 1986, 117-18;
Tazaka Kodo, Chugoku ni okeru kaikyo no denrai to sono
gutsu, Tokyo 1961, 1376-1431; Yu Chen-keui and
Yang Huai-chung (Yu Zhengni and Yang Huaizhong), Chang-kuo i-ssu-lan wen-hsien chu-i ti-yao (Zhongguo yisilan wenxian zhuyi tiyao), Ning-hsia 1993,
69-73.
(SACHIKO MURATA)
WANGARA, a people of West Africa.
The Wangara identity appears to have been formed
in the context of the long distance trade, first of imperial Ghana, and then, in the 13th century, of imperial Mali [q.v.]. The earliest reference to the Wangara
is probably that by Abu 'Ubayd al-Bakrf of Cordova
in 460/1067-8, who wrote of the black gold merchants
of Yarasna, a Muslim town in lands of unbelievers
somewhere in the region of the headwaters of the
Niger river. Writing for Roger II of Sicily almost
ninety years later, al-IdnsT referred to the inland delta
of the Niger as "the country of Wangara" and commented that "its inhabitants are rich, for they possess
gold in abundance. . . ." In the 17th century the
Timbuktu author of the Ta'rikh al-Fattdsh essayed a
definition: "The Wankara and Malinke are of one
origin. Malinke is used to mean the soldier among
them, whereas Wankara refers to the one who engages
in trade and travels from one horizon to another."
The vast network of trade built up by the Wangara extended from the Sahelian termini of the transSaharan caravans and the great entrepots of the
western and central Sudan, southwards to the rich,
gold-bearing forest country of the hinterland of the
Guinea Coast between the Volta and Comoe rivers.
Along the roads they established trading posts, most
commonly adding their own quarters to existing towns
and villages. Many of the communities of the Wangara
diaspora were far beyond the authority of any Muslim
ruler, and the settlers were obliged to live among, do
business with, and rely on the protection of those
whom they regarded as unbelievers.
Drawing upon writings of early Malik! jurists, Wangara scholars rationalised their position within the dar
al-harb. Most influential of these was the late-15th to
early 16th century al-Hadjdj Salim Suwari who, while
holding that relations with unbelievers need not be
confrontational, stressed the importance of education
and introduced a system of licensing, by isnad, teachers
of the Tqfsir al-D^alalayn of al-MahallT and al-Suyutf,
and the Muwatta3 of Malik. In the 19th century the
"Suwarian" rejection of djjhad as an instrument of
change brought them into conflict with militant reformers. Early in the century, the Wangara of Yandoto and Kurmin Dan Ranko, in Hausaland, failed
to support 'Uthman b. Fudi's [q.v] call for djihad, and
both towns were destroyed. In the 1880s Wa and Nasa
(in present-day Ghana) were sacked by the Zabarima
warlord Babatu, and in the next decade the forces of
Almami Samori massacred the 'ulamd* of Kong and
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Buna (in Cote d'lvoire or Ivory Coast). The Wangara
were consequently inclined to regard the French colonial forces if not as liberators, at least as allies. The
tolerant and liberal nature of the "Suwarian" ideology enabled them to adjust comfortably to French
and British administrations, and to the subsequent
post-independence regimes and governments.
The Wangara of the eastern diaspora have now
become, other than in their own remembrance, all
but totally assimilated to the culture of Hausaland.
In contrast, those of the southern diaspora, extending
into the modern republics of Ivory Coast, Burkina
Faso and Ghana, have developed an identity of their
own. They call themselves Juula (Dyula, etc.) and still,
in some contexts, Wangara. They speak their own dialect of Mandekan, refer their origins to Mande Kaba
in Old Mali, and continue to revere al-Hadjdj Salim
Suwari. They remain a highly entrepreneurial class
within the modern states.
Bibliography: I. Wilks, The transmission of Islamic
learning in the Western Sudan, in J. Goody (ed.), Literacy
traditional societies, Cambridge 1968, 162-97; T.C.
Hunter, The development of an Islamic tradition of learning among the Jahanka of West Africa, Ph.D. thesis,
University of Chicago 1977; P.E. Lovejoy, The role
of the Wangara in the economic transformation of the central Sudan in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, in
J. Afr. Hist, x (1978), 173-93; B.M. Perinbam, The
Julas in Western Sudanese history: long-distance traders and
developers of resources, in B.K. Swartz and R.E. Dumett
(eds.), West African culture dynamics, The Hague 1980,
455-75; Wilks, Wangara, Akan and Portuguese in the
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, in J. Afr. Hist., xxiii
(1982), 333-49, 463-72; R. Launay, Traders without
trade. Responses to change in two Dyula communities, Cambridge 1982; Wilks, N. Levtzion and B. Haight,
Chronicles from Gonja. A tradition of West African Muslim
historiography, Cambridge 1986; R. Law, Central and
Eastern Wangara, in History in Africa, xxii (1995), 281305; Wilks, Consul Dupuis and Wangara: a window on
Islam in early nineteenth-century Asante, in Sudanic Africa,
vi (1995), 55-72.
(I. WILKS)
WANKULi, MEHMED B. MUSTAFA AL-WANI,
famous Ottoman j u r i s t in the time of M u r a d
III (982-1003/1574-95), who especially distinguished
himself in the field offikh, lexicography and literature.
Born in Wan [q.v], he acted in a number of towns
(Istanbul, Rhodes, Manisa, Salonika, Amasya, Kutahiya, Yenishehir) as muderris, kadi and molld, and died
in 1000/1591-2 as molld of Medina, to which he had
come in 998/1590 in succession to Su'udf. In his
long period of 30 years' service, he displayed great
activity in writing and translating. His principal work
was the Turkish translation of the Sahdh or Sihdh of
al-Djawharf [q.v.], more esteemed by some people
than the Kdmus of al-Ffruzabadi. This work brought
him enduring fame. It was printed in 1141/1729 by
Ibrahim Miiteferrika [q.v.], as one of the first books
printed in Turkey [see MATBACA. B. 2.], with a second printing, in two volumes, in 1169-70/1757-7. His
translation of al-Ghazall's Kimiyd3 al-safdda (which
according to Mehmed Tahir is also attributed by many
to Nawall) is celebrated. In addition to a few brief
works like his Tardjih-i bayyindt wa-tartib-i siydsat, he
wrote commentaries on the Dilrer-i ghurer entitled Nakd
al-durer and on the Fera'id-i seyyidr, also one on the
Wesile entitled Miftdh al-nadjdh.
Bibliography: Mandkib-i Wdnkull, in the 1141/
1729 Kitdb-l lughat-i Wdnkull; Shakd3ik-i nu'mdniyye,
Dheyl of £AtaT, 316-17; Mehmed Thiireyya, Si^ill-i
c
othmdnl, iv, 130; Bursali Mehmed Tahir, 'Othmdnll

mifellifleri, ii, 48; Sami, Kamus al-aclam, vi, 4678; von
Hammer, GOR, ii, 575. For Wankuli's Turkish tr.
of the Sahdh, see Brockelmann, S I, 197; Sezgin,
GAS, viii, 223.
(Tn. MENZEL)
WANSHARIS, conventionally OUARSENIS, the
name of a m o u n t a i n massif in the c e n t r a l
Algerian Tell. Lying to the southwest of Algiers,
Wansharfs owes its toponomy to its central part, the
Kef Sidi Amar (1,985 m/6,510 feet), whose imposing pyramidal peak dominates from 800 m/2,625
feet the nearby topography (Berber wanshans = "nothing higher"). For local people, this term only applies
to the central part, but modern geographers have
extended it to the whole massif.
The early history of the massif is little known,
though there are numerous prehistoric sites to the
west of the Oued Rhiou, such as that of Columnate,
but these tend to be peripheral, and there is very little in the central and eastern parts of the massif. It
seems likewise to have been avoided by the Romans,
and their roads (and their limes) are marked out along
the Chelif valley and the southern piedmont (Sersou).
The population was formerly Zanata Berber, but
the mediaeval geographers, and even Ibn Khaldun,
hardly mention them, since their itineraries could not
cross this inaccessible region. C. Courtois (1955), basing himself on Procopius, suggested the hypothesis of
a Wanshans political entity bordering on Chelif to
the north and Sersou to the south. At the time of
the colonial period in Algeria, Berber speech still persisted among the Beni Hindel and in the region of
Theniet el Had (Thaniyat al-Hadd) (R. Basset, 1895),
but these have totally disappeared today. This complete Arabisation of a mountain region, difficult of
access, seems hard to explain when other less difficult massifs have remained Berberophone.
The local population was tribally organised and, at
the time of the French conquest, local prophets, the
best known being Bou Maza, tried to achieve unity
there. Colonial settlements soon appeared, and were
more numerous than one might expect in such an
unwelcoming milieu. There were a series of zones of
colonisation in the northern valleys, before the massif opens out on the Chelif (Massena, Bougainville
and Lamartine), a series along the southern piedmont
(Waldeck Rousseau and Liebert) and a series in the
massif itself (Guillaumet, Moliere, Theniet el Had and
Letourneux). Today it is organised administratively as
the Commune Mixte of Ouarsenis, with five component wildyas, based on the piedmont towns of Ain
Defla, Chelif, Relizane, Tissemsilt and Tiaret.
The Wanshans massif is oblong in shape, some
200 km/125 miles long and comparatively clearly
delimited: in the north by the Chelif valley (100-200 m
altitude), in the south by the Sersou plains and the
Nahr Ouessel (900-1,000 m), to the west by the Mina
valley and to the east by the course of the Chelif.
The massif is made up of mountain ridges running
essentially west to east, with gritstone ridges and clayey
and marno-schistous formations. Deep valleys like those
of the oueds Deudeur, Fodda, Rouina and Sly fall
towards the great valley of the Chelif, but make communications difficult because they cut across the longitudinal lines without creating real axes for everyday
life. With moderate precipitation (628 mm at Theniet
el Had), there are layers of classic vegetation patterns:
oleasters and lentiscus regions in the lower parts; above
these, Aleppo pine forests; from 900 m/2,950 feet
upwards, oak forests; and from 1,300 m/4,265 feet,
a few fine cedars, which have led to the formation
of national parks (Pare National de 1'Ouarsenis at
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Bordj Bou Naama and the Pare Nationale des Cedres
at Theniet el Had). Until the mid-19th century, lions
and panthers were numerous but they had been exterminated by the beginning of the 20th century.
A specific feature of this massif is the functioning
of a mini-community, the bocca, whose administrative
coverage often corresponds to a cleared area, with a
hamlet which marks the countryside by its irrigated
gardens and orchards. The people were semi-nomadic,
living in tents during the hot season and in modest
houses of stone during the rest of the year; they are
nowadays completely sedentarised.
The tribes, comprised on average of five to twelve
boccas, take advantage of the complementarities of the
land to compensate for the poverty of the milieu as
a whole: those of the northern slopes with limits taking in the valley of the Chelif, and those of the southern slopes bordering on cereal-growing piedmont areas.
One can thus understand that the century of cofonisation, breaking the continuity of these administrative areas and leading to a demographic explosion,
was marked by upsets to the traditional balances previously existing (Dj. Sari, 1977). Deforestation and
forms of erosion are often spectacular. The population, too great for the skimpy cultivable land (average density = 60 persons per km 2 ), has led to the
existence, for several decades, of severely disadvantaged groups.
Within the framework of independent Algeria, the
installation of state enterprises, modernisation of the
road system and the improvement of administrative
divisions, have strongly contributed to integrating the
massif into the national economy and life. Even so,
the WansharTs massif functions mainly as a reservoir
for water supplies, with a dozen barrages, of varying
sizes, across the north-flowing rivers and thus irrigating the Chelif valley, and as a reservoir for man-
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power, with a migration extending over the last four
or five decades to the plains and towns around the
massif. Hence the true capitals of the massif are outside it, Chelif to the north and Tiaret to the south.
Bibliography: R. Basset, Etude sur la zenatia de
rOuarsenis et du Maghreb central, Paris 1895; X.
Yacono, Les bureaux arabes et Devolution des genres de
vie dans I'Quest du Tell algerois, Algiers 1953; C. Courtois, Les Vandales et rAfrique du Nord, Paris 1955; Dj.
Sari, L'activite miniere de I'Ouarsenis, in Annales algeriennes de geographic, vii (1969), 7-25; idem, Les populations
de rOuarsenis central, in Mediterranee, Aix 1972, nos.
3-4, 89-117; J. Lizot, Metidja, un village algerien de I'Ouarsenis, Memoires du CRAPE no. 22, Algiers 1973;
Sari, L'homme et I'erosion dans I'Ouarsenis (Algerie), Algiers
1977.
(M. COTE)
AL-WANSHARISI, ABU 'L-'ABBAS AHMAD B. YAHYA
b. Muhammad b. cAbd al-Wahid b. 'All (834-9147
1431-1508), Malik! jurist and mufti, born possibly in
the Ouarsenis (Algeria, Ar. Wansharfs [0.0.]), where
he grew up and pursued his education. His family
belonged to one of the numerous Berber tribes which
populated these mountains. At this time, the situation
was relatively unstable on the political, military and
social levels, on account of the struggles for power
between the Zayyam family [see CABD AL-WAD IDS], the
Hafsids [q.v.], who were intent on taking control of
Tlemcen, and the local tribes who were allied with
the Marfnids [q.v.] in opposing the kings of Tlemcen.
Shortly after his birth, the family left the mountains
of the Ouarsenis to settle in Tlemcen, where he was
educated. The most eminent intellectual figures of
Tlemcen were his teachers. These were jurists, and
consequently al-Wanshansfs education was predominantly a legal one in addition to linguistic studies.
Among the teachers whose classes he attended were:
(1) Kasim al-cUkbanT (d. 854/1450-1), eminent jurist
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of Tlemcen, who travelled to the East in 830/1426-7
and was kadi of this city for some time before quitting his post to devote himself to teaching and the
composition of fatwds. Al-WansharfsT makes copious
reference to him in his work (Mi'ydr, i, 10-11, 181-6,
321-2, 428, vi, 40, 41, 42, 47-8, 504-5). (2) al-Murn
(d. 864/1460). (3) Muhammad al-cUkbam (d. 871/
1467), grandson of (1) and nephew of Ibrahim b.
Kasim al-cUkbanf, cited below. He was grand kadi of
Tlemcen, an expert in nawdzil; some of his fatwds are
retained by al-Wansharfsf (Mi'ydr, ii, 15-16, v, 107,
109-10). He composed a treatise entitled Tuhfat alnd£ir wa-ghunyat al-dhdkir fi hifc al-shaffir wa-taghyir almandkir (Zaytuna Library, Tunis). (4) Ibn al-cAbbas
al-cUbbadr (d. 871/1466), teacher of Kur'anic and
grammatical commentaries, jurist and mufti, one of
the great scholars of Tlemcen and the most important of his time. He composed works on grammar
and religion as well as numerous fatwds, some of which
were retained by al-Mazunf and al-Wansharisf (Mi'ydr,
i, 404-7, ii, 17-18, 388-91, iv, 363-4, 449-50, 451-4,
454-7, v, 106-7, 109). (5) al-Kawn al-Lakhmf alMiknasi (804-72/1401-2 to 1468). Of Andalusian
extraction but born in Meknes, he settled in Fas,
where he was mufti and grand kadi. Among his works,
an eight-volume commentary on the Mukhtasar of
Khalfl stands out. Al-WansharTsi was to include some
of his fatwds in his work (Mi'ydr, ii, 396-7, vii, 187-8,
328-9). (6) Ibn al-Djallab al-Maghllf al-Tihmsam
(d. 875/1470-1), a jurist of Tlemcen, who was capable of answering a large number of legal questions
without referring to texts, relying solely on memory.
He held the post of grand kadi of Tlemcen and was
the author of fatwds reproduced by al-Wansharfsi
(Mi'ydr, iv, 349, 366, 454). (7) Abu Salim al-cUkbam
(808-80/1405-6 to 1475-6), mufti of Tlemcen and author of numerous works, who was grand kadi of this
city following the removal of his nephew Muhammad.
His fatwds were collected by al-Wanshansf (Mi'ydr, i,
177-8, iv, 302, 326-7). (8) Ibn Harzuza (d. 883/1478),
preacher and expert in usul. (9) Ibn Marzuk al-Kaftf
(d. 901/1421), born in Tlemcen where he also died,
author of a commentary on fatwds. (10) Ibn Zakrf alMaghrawl al-Manaw! al-Tilimsanl (d. 899 or 900/
1493) who was kadi and mufti, and who studied the
foundations and applications of the law. Author of
numerous judicial works, he issued fatwds reproduced
by al-WansharfsT (Mi'ydr, ii, 217-18, 228-9, ix, 31216). (11) al-Kadf al-Miknasi (d. 917/1511), grand kadi
of Fas for more than thirty years, the author of a
work on the judiciary.
In 885/1482, al-Wansharfsf was awarded a diploma
by two Egyptian culamd\ Abu cAmr c Uthman alDiyyamf and Muhammad al-Sakhawf. When he was
approaching his fortieth year, a conflict, the reasons
for which are no longer known, led to a confrontation
with the Zayyanf sultan Muhammad IV (d. 910/1504).
His house was ransacked and he was forced to flee
and take up residence in Fas on 1 Muharram 874/11
July 1469.
During this second phase of his life in Fas, alWanshansf was treated as a distinguished person, occupying various teaching posts, and thereby arousing
hostility on the part of the fulamd\ leading to his dismissal from these posts. He taught in the Mu'allak
mosque, in the al-Sharratfn quarter of Fas alKarawiyyfn, and occupied the Mudawwana chair in
the Misbahiyya madrasa. Little is known of his personal life, but it is assumed that he married in Fas
since his son cAbd al-Wahid, the only one mentioned,
was born in this city ca. 880/1475-6.

He died on 20 Safar 914/Tuesday, 20 June 1508
aged eighty, the same year that the Spanish captured
Oran. He was buried in Fas, in the Kudyat al-Baratfl
cemetery, near the tomb of Ibn cAbbad of Ronda (d.
792/1390). His profound knowledge of Malikifikh had
made him the flag-bearer of the school at the end
of the 9th/15th century.
As for his ceuvre, the principal work of al-Wansharfsf
is the Mi'ydr al-mucrib wa }l-dfdmic al-mughrib can fatdwi
c
ulamd3 Ifnkiya wa 'l-Andalus wa 'l-Maghrib, a vast compilation of Andalusian and North African fatwas from
the 3rd/9th to the 9th/15th centuries. He wrote some
thirty books in all.
(a) P r i n t e d works.
(1) K. al-Wildydt (H. Bruno and M. GaudefroyDemombynes, Le livre des magistratures d'el-Wancherisi,
Rabat 1937). This is a compendium of legal jurisdictions and public functions in relation to the judicial
power, and the characteristics and functions of the
kadi.
(2) al-Mustahsan min al-bidac. Section of the Mi'ydr
on customs and social traditions, and acceptable innovations (H. Peres, al-Mustahsan min al-bidac, Algiers
1946; Mi'ydr, ii, 461-511).
(3) Asnd al-matd^ir ft baydn ahkdm man ghalaba cald
watanihi al-nasdrd wa-lam yuhdd^ir wa-md yatarattabu 'alayhi
min al-cukubdt wa '1-zawddj.ir. Fatwd tract written in
response to a question formulated by Abu cAbd Allah
Ibn Kutiyya on the subject of Andalusians who had
emigrated to North Africa and, having failed to find
a satisfactory situation, wanted to return to Spain (H.
Mu'nis, Asnd al-matad^ir. . ., in RIEIM, v [Madrid
1957], 129-91; Mfyar, ii, 90 ff.).
(4) "Prologue" to the Muthld of Ibn al-Khatfb. An
epigraph written in response to the satire of the
Granadan vizier attacking the notaries of his day for
their corruption and incompetence.
(5) Wafaydt. Obituary notices honouring distinguished
persons of the Maghrib from 701/1301 to 912/1507
(Hamzawiyya library, ms. no. 240; al-Wansharfsf,
Wafaydt, ed. Hadjdjf, in Alf sana min al-wafaydt, Rabat
1976).
(6) Iddh al-masdlik ild kawd'id al-imdm Abi cAbd Allah
Malik. Compendium of judicial principles and norms
for the application of the law (ed. Ahmad Bu Tahir
al-Khattabf, Rabat 1980, ed. al-Sadik b. cAbd alRahman al-Ghiryam (?), Tripoli (Libya) 1401/1991).
(7) Nagm al-durar al-ma'thura wa-damm al-akwdl alsahiha . . . Letter replying to objections and criticisms
issued by a jurist of Tlemcen on the subject of a
fatwd concerning a transaction (Mi'ydr, vi, 574-606).
(8) Tanbih al-hddhik al-nadis cald khata3 man sawwd bayna
d^dmic al-karawiyyin wa 'l-Andalus (Mi'ydr, i, 251-74).
(9) Tanbih al-tdlib al-darrdk cald tawdfih sihhat al-sulh almuncakid bayna Ibn Sacd wa 'l-Habbdk (Mi'ydr, vi, 532-4).
(10) A biography of al-Makkan al-Djadd.
(b) Lithographed works.
(11) al-Manhadj. al-fd'ik wa 'l-manhal al-rd'ik wa }lc
ma nd al-lcfik bi-adab al-muwaththik wa-ahkdm al-wathd'ik
(Fas 1881, 384 pp.). The central theme of this work
is the composition of notary documents and the function of the notary.
(12) Ghunyat al-mucdsir wa 'l-tdli fi sharh fikh wathcfik
al-kddi al-Fishtdli. This is a commentary on al-Fishtalfs
work on notary documents, written in the margin of
a copy of this text (Fas 1890).
(13) Mubdi li-khata3 al-Humaydi, on the marriage of
people hindered by legal obstructions, such as guardianship or minority (Fas 1895).
(14) 'Uddat al-buruk fi d^am' (talkhis) mdfi(/min) 'lmadhhab min (/fi) l-djumuc wa 'l-furuk. Large two-volume
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treatise dealing with controversial questions of law (ed.
Hamza Abu Faris, Beirut 1990).
(15) I da'at al-halak wa 'l-murdjic bi 'l-darak cald man
aftd min fukahd' Fas bi-tadmin al-rdcl al-mushtarak, the
work written in Fas, responding to criticisms levelled
at his judicial decisions.
(c) Works still in manuscript.
(16) Mukhtasar ahkdm al-Burzult (Karawiyym Library,
Fas; General Library of Rabat, 1343, D. 1447; Royal
Library of Rabat, 9843, 8462).
(17) Shark mustalahdt al-Mukhtasar al-fikhl li-Ibn 'Arafa.

(18) K. al-aajwiba or Adj.wiba fikhiyya or Fatdwd (General Library of Rabat, K. 684: Tetuan Library, 654).
(19) K. al-as'ila wa 'l-ad^wiba (General Library of
Rabat, D. 2197).
(20) Risdlafi l-masd'il al-fikhiyya (Princeton University
Library, 178).
(21) K. al-Fawd'id al-muhimma (General Library of
Rabat, Q. 1061).
(22) Kawa'id al-madkhal (Royal Library of Rabat,
2052).
(23) Fahrasa (not located).
(d) Other lost works.
(24) K. al-wdci li masd'il al-ahkdm wa 'l-taddci.
(25) Ta'lik 'aid Ibn al-Hd&ib al-Farcl.
(26) Hall al-ribka fan asm al-sajka.
(27) K. al-kawdcidfi 'l-fikh.
(28) al-Durar al-kald'id wa-ghurar wa 'l-fawd'id.
Bibliography: Wansharlsf, al-Micydr al-mucnb
wa 'l-djdmi' al-mughrib can fatdwi 'ulamd* Ifnkiya wa
}
l-Andalus wa 'l-Maghrib, ed. Ahmad al-BucazzawT, Fas
1896-7, 11 vols., repr. Beirut; ed. M. HadjdjI, Rabat
1981-3, 12 vols. (references are to this ed.); F. VidalCastro, Ahmad al-Wanshansi (m. 914/1508). Principales
aspectos de su vida, in Al-Qantara, xii (1991), 315-52;
idem, Las obras de Ahmad al-Wansharisi (m. 914/1508),
Inventario analitico, in Anaquel de Estudios Arabes, iii
(1992), 73-111; V. Lagardere, Histoire et societe en
accident musulman au Moyen Age. Analyse du Mi'ydr d'alWanshansi, Madrid 1995.
(V. LAGARDERE)
WARAC (A.) in Islamic religious terminology denotes
religious s c r u p u l o u s n e s s and delicacy of conscience. Neither the term itself nor its root is found
in the Kur'an, but it nevertheless enjoyed a great
renown in relation to various spheres, their sole common point being their falling under the topic of legal
status (huhri). Hence its history may perhaps be grouped
under the question of the relation between the law
(sharc) and the mystical perspective.
In the 3rd/9th century, in a region with a strong
eremitical tradition like Egypt, one finds the conciliatory position of Dhu '1-Nun al-Misrf [q.v.] for whom
warac, conceived as total abstinence, allows one to
reach the extreme of asceticism (zuhd [q.v.]). However,
in Baghdad at the same time, the conflict between
the two attitudes became exacerbated. A K. al-Warac
attributed by tradition to Ibn Hanbal is actually by
his immediate disciple Abu Bakr Ahmad b. Muhammad al-MarwazT, relating from (cari) his master. This
is a collection of anecdotes concerning the uncertainty
of pious Muslims that, when involved in an action
apparently without consequences, they may be contaminated by its possible results, even in a long-distance
fashion. This compilation is without order, but one
can discern the significant frequency of verbs like
kariha "detest"—in nineteen paragraph titles out of
fifty—and 'adfiba "be astonished", showing the essential motivation of the pious man as being the feeling
of repulsion or at least fear of scandal. The same
solicitude is found in the work of the same title by
Ibn Abi '1-Dunya [q.v.], which is more orderly, since
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he classifies his anecdotes by theme or by reference
to famous persons. Al-Muhasibl [q.v] in his K. alMakdsib wa 'l-warac wa }l-shubuhdt, cites Ibn Hanbal
four times, and explicitly places warac below renunciation of the world (zuM).
This is, furthermore, the position attributed by
the texts to al-Hasan al-Basn [q.v], but one wonders
whether this is not an attempt to cite an ancient
authority during a polemic obviously of the 3rd/9th
century. Al-Muhasibfs text is considered to be one
written in his maturity, representing not only an elaboration of his thought but also his awareness of the
various nuances in the opinions of his contemporaries.
His solution was to co-ordinate them by placing them
in a hierarchy. He starts from a definition of the
Good as doing what God has ordained and renouncing what He has forbidden. Fear of God (takwd [q.v.
in Suppl.]) is that which integrates purity of intention
with works so that the actual work is done for God
alone. The resultant ward does not extend merely to
clothing and food, as certain people think, but to the
fear of God in all circumstances where there is a prohibition or an obligation. Four conditions are necessary for genuine scruple. Two are obligatory: not to
do anything that God has forbidden, such as innovation or heresy, and not to take or make anything
illicit that God has permitted, whilst the other two
are recommended: to avoid anything ambiguous, lest
it be illicit, and to avoid everything that, although
licit in itself, can serve as a means for illicitness (e.g.
gossip, which can lead to defamation or lying). A criterion is necessary in order to avoid becoming victim to an illusion: this consists of resisting temptation
when it presents itself, intention alone not being
enough. This is why renunciation is better than scrupulousness.
The various aspects of this doctrine are developed
by later authorities. Al-TirmidhT stressed the doctrine
of takwd, defined by him as wikdyat al-kalb wa 'l-wara'
"guarding the heart and scrupulous abstention". But
it was above all the hierarchisation of the mystical
"stations", subsequently elaborated, that allowed the
progressive integration of the mystical approach within
the ensemble of the believer's attitudes. The following stages may be distinguished:
(1) Al-Sarradj [q.v.] considers that the mystic's
scrupulosity must exceed that of the ordinary believer.
He places it in second place after tawba, repentance,
but before zuhd, fakr, poverty, sabr, endurance of adversity, tawakkul, confidence in God, and, finally, ridd,
submission to and agreement with the divine will.
(2) In his Book of stages, al-Ansan defines warac as
"the last stage of zuhd for the masses and the first
one of zuhd for the elite", and he distinguishes three
degrees of it: (a) concerning obligations; (b) "the
maintaining of sanctions for what is not in itself evil,
through reserve and takwd, by [desire of] elevating
oneself above base things, and in order to be pure
of all infringement of the legal penalties (hudud)"; and
(c) "scrupulosity towards everything which tends
towards the dispersion of time and attachment for
separation, and which is opposed to the state of union".
(3) Finally, al-Ghazall [q.v.] in his Ihya\ defines four
degrees: (a) simple observance of all which issues from
the Islamic profession of faith, sc. abstinence from
what is clearly forbidden (hardm); (b) the scrupulosity
of the sdlihun, abstinence from everything which is
dubious; (c) that of the muttakun, sc. abstention from
all that is licit in itself but which might lead to what
is forbidden; and (d) that of the siddikun, which is
"turning away from everything which is other than
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God through fear of wasting an hour of one's life on
things which do not increase one's nearness to God".
This classification was to be later completed by the
idea of lark al-warcf "abandonment of scruple", to
which Ibn al-cArabf devotes a chapter in his Futuhdt
after that on warn'. This concerns only gnosis. In
effect, abstention from what is licit and necessary
would be disobedience, and abstention from what is
licit and superfluous concerns only zuhd. Conversely,
the person who does not have his eyes fixed only on
the things of this world but sees in them only the
face of God cannot apprehend the signs which would
guide him towards scrupulosity regarding what is
doubtful.
Even so, these distinctions are not always respected
by the person who makes them himself, e.g. Ibn alc
Arabf, who in his profession of faith uses waraf and
zuhd almost without distinction.
Bibliography: Ibn Hanbal, K. al-Warac, ed.
M. Zaghlul, Beirut 1986, partial tr. G.-H. Bousquet
and P. Charles-Dominique in Hesperis, xxxix (1952),
97-119; Muhasibf, K. al-Makdsib, ed. as K. Makdsib
al-rizk al-haldl wa-hakikat al-tawakkul cald 'lldh by M.CU.
al-Khusht, Cairo 1403/1984; Ibn Abi '1-Dunya,
K. al-Warac, ed. M/A.-M. al-Sacdanf, Cairo 1993;
Sarradj, K. al-Lumac, ed. Nicholson, Leiden-London
1914; Ghazalf, Ihyd\ book 1, bab 2, para. 8; cAbd
al-Mu'tf al-Lakhmf al-Iskandaranf, commentary on
the Book of stages, ed. S. de Laugier de Beaurecueil,
Cairo 1954, 51-2; Ibn al-cArabf, Futuhdt, Bulak
1329/1911, ii, 175.
(D. URVOY)
WARAD_[see NAGYVARAD].
WARADIN (Serbian Petrovaradin, Hungarian
Petervarad, German Peterwardein), a town and centre of a ndhiye in Ottoman Hungary (lat. 45°
15' N., long. 19° 55' E.), earlier a settlement on both
sides of the Danube in the mediaeval Hungarian counties of Bacs and Szerem; today the southern part of
Novi Sad (Hungarian Ujvidek) in Serbia.
The place was already inhabited in Roman times
as Cusum. Of its later history nothing is known until
the 13th century, when the Hungarian king Bela IV
(1235-70) conveyed it to the Cistercians. After 1439
it was under the patronage of the bonus of Macso.
The northern part of the town, which had 18 heads
of families and a widow, most of them with Hungarian
names and insignificant Southern Slav infiltration, was
registered as Vasarus Varad in 1522. However, the
inhabitants could not pay taxes since the settlement
"was devastated and desolated".
Among the fortifications along the Danube, the
stronghold of Waradfn was of considerable importance in the first line of the Hungarian defence system against the Ottomans. In March 1523, Ball, the
beg of Semendire, made an unsuccessful attempt to
conquer it. During the 1526 campaign of Sultan
Suleyman I, the castle was captured after a siege of
two weeks.
Waradfn became the centre of a ndhiye and of a
kadd* within the liwd of Szerem/Sirem which belonged
to the province of Buda [q.v.]. It served as a significant
crossing-place during imperial and other campaigns.
In the 16th century, the population of the town
was small and the yield of ordinary taxes modest.
Around 1570, the majority of the inhabitants were
Muslims, many of whom possessed a vineyard and a
piece of arable land, and there was a strong Southern
Slav minority and no Hungarians. The number of
soldiers in the castle was some 300 to 400 men in
peace-time. The sum to be paid from tithes and dues
amounted to 3,740 akces around 1550, 6,001 akces in

1560, 10,001 akces around 1570, and 12,425 in 1591.
Local people failed to gain derbendaji status in compensation for their work at the landing-place and for
the upkeep of the temporary bridges there. However,
they were granted certain immunities including payment in kind. Ships owned by Muslim merchants in
Waradfn appear with various goods, mainly cereals,
in Buda in 1571-3.
In 1687 Waradih, together with several strongholds
in the vicinity, was taken by the forces of the Christian
allies. Ottoman attempts in 1694 and 1716 at regaining
it ended with failure. In the second battle for it, even
the Grand Vizier died. This decisive defeat, as well
as the loss of Temeshwar [q.v.] and Belgrade [q.v.]
led to the 1718 peace of Pozarevac [see PASAROFCA]
when the border was drawn far below Waradfn.
Bibliography: I. Szabo, Bacs, Bodrog es Csongrdd
megye dezsmalajstromai 1522-bol ("Tax-lists of Bacs, Bodrog, and Csongrad counties from 1522"), Budapest
1954, 44; L. Fekete und Gy. Kaldy-Nagy, Rechnungsbiicher tiirkischer Finan&tellen in Buda (Ofen) 1550-1580.
Tiirkischer Text, Budapest 1962; B. McGowan, Sirem
sancagi mufassal tahrir defteri ("The detailed survey
of the sandjak of Sirem"), Ankara 1983, 158-66;
G. Gomory, Petervarad ostroma 1694-ben ("The siege
of Waradfn in 1694"), in Hadtortenelmi Kb'zlemenyek
(1890), 20-35; art. Varadin in I A (B. Kiitiikoglu).
(G. DAVID)
WARAKA B. NAWFAL, an early Arabian
monotheist and contemporary of the Prophet.
Biographical details concerning Waraka are few in
number and legendary in character, since in one way
or another they all relate to his kerygmatic role in
the narrative of Muhammad's earliest revelation.
Waraka was the son of Nawfal b. Asad b. cAbd alc
Uzza b. Kusayy, who is said to have been killed in
the last "Battle of the Sacrilege" (yawm al-Fiajdr aldkhir) (Ibn al-Kalbf, ^amharat al-nasab, Beirut 1986,
68-9), and of Hind bt. Abf Kathfr. He was thus the
cousin of the Prophet's first wife Khadfdja [q.v], but
unlike her line (that of Khuwaylid b. Asad b. cAbd
al-cUzza), his left no descendants of note. According
to Ibn Sa'd (Tabakdt, viii, 8; cf. al-Baladhurf, Ansdb
al-ashrdf, i, Cairo 1959, 407), Khadfdja had been "proposed" (dhukirat) to Waraka, but the marriage did not
take place; and this, at least in part, probably explains
the traditionists' occasional sensitivity about their relations (Ibn Sacd, Tabakdt, i/1, 130). One wonders how
this account relates to another, according to which
Waraka's sister proposed marriage to cAbd Allah,
Muhammad's father.
Frequently mentioned alongside cUbayd Allah b.
Djahsh, 'Uthman b. al-Huwayrith (for whom he composed an elegy, rithd3), and Zayd b. cAmr (the latter
sometimes called his nadtm, or boon companion),
Waraka is counted among those contemporaries of
Muhammad who abandoned polytheism before his
call to prophethood. Like other hanifs, Waraka not
infrequently appears circumambulating the Kacba, and
for Kacba protocol is cited by al-Azrakf (Akhbdr Makka,
Madrid 1979, i, 175, 182; cf. U. Rubin, Hanffiyya
and Kacba: an inquiry into the Arabian pre-Islamic background
of dm Ibrahfm, in JSAI, xiii [1990], 97). Unlike most
other hanifs, however, Waraka is also said to have
converted to Christianity, apparently while travelling
through Syria (and elsewhere); it is presumably during these travels that he came to study under "people of the Gospel and Torah", and to learn (written)
Arabic and even Hebrew. Whatever truth one attaches
to these travel accounts, Waraka's knowledge of an
Arabic Gospel is almost certainly anachronistic (see
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S.H. Griffith, The Gospel in Arabic. An inquiry into its
appearance in the first Abbasid century, in Oriens Christianus,
Ixix [1985], 144-9), even if his literacy is possible
(according to al-Baladhuri, Ansdb al-ashrdf, i, 81,
Waraka's sister also consulted books). Some of the
poetry attributed to Waraka is occasionally credited
to another hanif, Umayya b. Abi '1-Salt [q.v.].
Although he is associated with Muhammad very
early on—Waraka and an unidentified KurashT are
said to have found the young boy, who had strayed
from his suckling mother, and returned him to cAbd
al-Muttalib, an account that implicitly presumes
Waraka's recognition of Muhammad's prophecy at the
time of his birth (thus Ibn Ishak, al-Sira al-nabawiyya,
i, 167)—it is in connection with accounts of the earliest ayas (traditionally XCVI, 1-5) that Waraka earned
his place in early Islamic history, confirming that
Muhammad's first, tentative, revelation was indeed
authentic. "There has come to him," Waraka says,
"the greatest law (namus) that came to Moses" (ndmus
being interpreted as the angel Gabriel); "surely he is
the prophet of this people" (Ibn Ishak, i, 238). The
exact details are very hard to pin down, however. Sometimes Khadldja sends Muhammad to Waraka; sometimes she goes alone, and reports his words to the
Prophet; sometimes she is accompanied by Abu Bakr;
the last of these clearly suggests that the story came
to express claims about which Companion had been
converted first (noted by MJ. Kister, Al-Tahannuth.
An inquiry into the meaning of a term, in BSOAS, xxxi
[1968], 224 n. 13, with more sources). Aside from
the question of who exactly was involved, traditionists
were keenly interested in Waraka's response. The consensus seems to have been that, having recognised
Muhammad's prophecy, Waraka still retained his
Christian faith. But confusion about his fate is sometimes acknowledged, some authorities counting him
among the sahdba, indeed some even identifying him
as the first (male) to convert (e.g. al-ZurkanT, Sharh
c
ald 'l-mawdhib al-laduniyya, Bulak 1278, i, 257; alDiyarbakrT, Ta'nkh al-khamls, Cairo 1302, i, 323).
According to Ibn Hadjar, Isdba, Cairo 1977, x, 304
ff., Waraka died before Muhammad's (public) "call to
the people that they convert". The account echoes
others that characterise him as old and blind at the
time of Muhammad's first revelation, fits the traditional chronology of revelation, according to which
the fatra—the suspension of revelation—followed
XCVI, 5, and, finally, explains why Waraka is given
to foretell Muhammad's persecution at the hand of
the Meccans; he himself never lived to see it.
Some say Waraka died in Mecca, others in Syria;
the second of these occasionally forms part of a different chronology, according to which his death came
after the hidjra. Since the Prophet is said to have forbidden insulting (the memory of) Waraka, and, moreover, to have had a dream of him in heaven, one
surmises a lively controversy about his status in the
early period. The Syrian connection is also among
many features Waraka's story shares with the legend(s)
of the monk BahTra; and Noldeke, who adduced some
evidence that he was in fact a Jew (Hatte Muhammad
christliche Lehrer?, in £DMG, xii [1858], 699 ff.j, went
so far as to find the origins of these legends in Waraka.
Here he may have gone astray; but there is no question that the accounts providing monotheist collaboration for Muhammad's prophecy frequently overlap.
Needless to say, all this makes evaluating Waraka's
significance for the birth of Islam vexing indeed. It
is particularly difficult to judge what kind of influence (if any) he exerted on Muhammad's thought;
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that he did has been argued in both European and
Middle Eastern scholarship alike (thus Abu Musa alHarfrT, Kdss wa-nabi (Diyar cAkl 1985).
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WARAMIN, a small town of n o r t h e r n Persia (lat. 35° 19' N., long. 51° 40' E.) lying in the
fertile Waramln plain, which benefits from a good
water supply from the Djadja Rud and has been
much frequented by Turkmen nomads up to modern
times.
1. History.
The mediaeval Islamic geographers place it at two
stages from al-Rayy (al-Mukaddasf, 401) or at 30 mils
from it (Yakut, Bulddn, ed. Beirut, v, 370). Already
in Buyid times it was a flourishing little town with a
bazaar, but it developed especially after the Mongols
sacked al-Rayy in 617/1220 and the inhabitants of
the ruined city migrated to such nearby places as
Waramfn and Tihran [q.v.]. The next two centuries
were those of its greatest florescence, when it acquired
some fine buildings (see 2. below) and when it was
now on the highway from the Il-Khanid capital of
Sultaniyya to the east; Hamd Allah Mustawft (7407
1339-40) calls it "the administrative centre of the tumdn
of Ray", producing corn, fruits and cotton, though
characterised by a fanatically Shf'i population (Nuzhat
al-kulub, 55, tr. 61). It was to some extent a cultural centre. Al-SamcanT, Ansdb, ed. Haydarabad, xiii,
306-7, mentions a well-known muhaddith, cAttab b.
Muhammad al-RazI al-Waramlnl, d. after 310/922-3,
and a certain Muhammad b. Abi Zayd al-Husayni
al-Razf al-Waramfni began writing his Ahsan al-kibdr
f macrifat al-a3imma al-athar, on the merits of the Twelve
Imams, in 739/1338-9 (Storey, i, 211, 1261; StoreyBregel, i, 621-2). By 1405, however, when Clavijo
passed through it, it was still an extensive town but
lacked a wall and was showing signs of depopulation
(Embassy to Tamerlane, tr. Le Strange, London 1928,
306), although it was still of significance in Shah
'Abbas I's time (Iskandar Munshl, Tdnkh-i cAlam-drdyi (abbdsi, Tehran 1313-14/1895-7, i, 256). It then
began a decline into village status until its revival in
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the 20th century with the general development and
urbanisation of the whole Tehran region.
The present town of Waramfn (lat. 35° 19' N.,
long. 51° 40' E., altitude 922 m/3,026 feet) now has
significant industry, having benefited from being a
station on the Tehran-Khurasan railway, completed
in the late 1930s. In ca. 1950 it still had a population
of only 4,522, but this has by now risen considerably,
Waramfn having become part of the conurbation of
Tehran.
2. M o n u m e n t s .
These include several imdm-zddas, including that of
Husayn Rida; the tomb tower of cAla° al-Dfn, a high,
brickwork cylindrical tower with a conical roof and
interior dome (688/1289); and the great, square
5th/llth century citadel, the Kalca-yi Gabr. The especially fine four-Twdn congregational mosque was built
in 722-6/1322-6 during the reign of the Il-Khanid
Abu Sa c fd by [Hasan b.] Muhammad b. Muhammad
b. Mansur *al-Kuhadhi; some its inscriptions are Shf c f
in tinge although the sultan was a Sunnf. It was
rebuilt in 821/1418 in the time of the Tlmurid Shah
Rukh by the amir Ghiyath al-Dfn Yusuf Khwadja.
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(G.E. BOSWORTH)
WARANGAL, a town of the n o r t h e a s t e r n
Deccan of India (lat. 18° 00' N., long. 79° 35' E.),
important in mediaeval times as the centre of a Hindu
princedom in the region of Telingana [q.v.]. It blocked
the way to Muslim expansion from the central Deccan
to the Bay of Bengal, hence was frequently involved
in warfare during the 8th-9th/14th-15th centuries with
the Dihll Sultanate [q.v.] and then the local northern
Deccani sultanate of the Bahmanids [q.v.].
Warangal lies on the eastern edge of the Deccan
plateau some 130 km/70 miles to the southwest of
the Godivari river. In mediaeval times, it was a strongly
fortified place with two walls; traces of the outer wall
remain today plus the four gateways of the inner wall.
Sultan cAla° al-Dm Khaldjr first sent an expedition
against Warangal via Bengal and Orissa in winter
702/1302-3, apparently unsuccessful; but in winter
709/1309-10 his general Malik Kafur [q.v.] marched
via Devagiri or Deogir [see DAWLATABAD] against Prataparudra, the Kakatfya ruler of Telingana in his capital of Warangal, and imposed on him peace and the
payment of tribute. That continued payment of this
tribute depended purely on Muslim coercive power
was shown by the fact that in 718/1318 an army
from Dihll en route for Macbar [q.v.] had to compel
the Radja in Warangal to resume paying tribute.
However, the latter openly threw off the authority of
Dihll when the Sultanate was in 720/1320 plunged

into discord with the end of the Khaldjis and the
advent of the Tughlukids. Hence in 723/1323 Ghiyath
al-Dm Tughluk's son Ulugh Khan Djawna, the future
Sultan Muhammad, had to reduce Warangal to obedience, and he may possibly have carried off the
Radja as a prisoner to Dihli, though a royal inscription of 1326 shows that by then he was back once
more ruling in his capital. Ulugh Khan also, according to Baranf, changed the name of Warangal to
Sultanpur. It seems to have been Muhammad b.
Tughluk's [q.v] aim, once he became sultan in 725/
1325, to incorporate Telingana into his kingdom rather
than leave it as a tributary Hindu state, but this he
was unable to secure permanently, for by ca. 735/1335
his commander Malik Makbul was forced to relinquish Warangal to its family of local rulers under
Kapaya Nayaka. Soon afterwards, Muslim authority
in the northern Deccan passed to the Bahmanids. In
751/1350 Hasan Bahman Shah led an expedition to
Warangal and reimposed tribute on Kapaya Nayaka,
but it was not until 828/1425 that Ahmad I Shah,
provoked by an anti-Muslim alliance of the Radjas
of Telingana and Vidjayanagara [</.#.], marched on
Warangal, defeated and killed Devaraya II, and finally
incorporated the city and much of Telingana into the
Bahmanid state, appointing the Khan-i Aczam as its
governor. Local Hindu rulers still remained significant in the region, and caused trouble for the later
Bahmanids and their successors, but Warangal's history was henceforth largely subsumed in that of the
Muslim sultanates of the Deccan and their eventual
supplanters, the Mughals.
The Muslim monuments of Warangal include a
palace, attributed to Shitab Khan ca. 905/1500 [see
MAHALL, at vol. V, 1216b].
In British Indian times, Warangal came within the
Nizam of Haydarabad's dominions. It is now in the
northern part of Andhra Pradesh State of the Indian
Union, and is a commercial and industrial centre with
a population in 1971 of 207,000. It is also the cheflieu of a District of the same name which extends as
far as the Godivari.
Bibliography: Imperial gazetteer of India1, xxiv, 35565; RJ. Majumdar (ed.), The history and culture of the
Indian people, vi, The Delhi Sultanate, Bombay 1960,
25-6, 33-4, 39, 43, 53-5, 63, 250, 258; M. Habib
and K.A. Nizami (eds.), A comprehensive history of India,
v, The Delhi Sultanat (A.D. 1206-1526), Delhi 1971,
366-7, 403-10, 972, 985, 1037; H.K. Sherwani and
P.M. Joshi (eds.), History of medieval Deccan (12951724),_Hyderabad 1973, i.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
WARAWINI [see MARZBAN-NAMA] .
WARD (A., coll., sing, warda], Rosa sp., Rosaceae,
also known as djull or gul (Persian). Though ward can
refer to any flower, it generally d e n o t e s the rose
(Lane). According to Maimonides, it is known to physicians as (jjull, though the Arabs used this name only
for the white rose (Shark, no. 121); nisrin was the wild
rose or Chinese rose (no. 253). Ibn al-Baytar in his
Tafsir to Dioscorides explains rudhd as ward, or as
$ull, of Persian origin; the red variety is called hawdjam,
the white watir (i, 101, 140).
Medicinal use. Ibn Sfna calls it cold in the first
degree, dry in the second; it quietens the yellow bile
(Adwiya mufrada, 61). Al-ZahrawI used rose leaves, dried
rose, rose water (ma3 al-ward] and rose duhn (oil), describing the methods for making the latter (105-6) and
its uses (117-18). An excellent medicine, moderately
cold and astringent: internally, good for the stomach
and for cases of tuberculosis; externally, soothing, and
included in ointments. It was combined, in small
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at Wargha, a village near Kef, d. 1190/1776 at Tunis.
amounts, with other ingredients. According to Ibn
After study at a Kur'an school in his native vilWahshiyya, the rose, its petals, leaves, rose water and
lage, he went to Tunis in order to continue his studrose oil, were included in several antidotes to poison.
ies at the Great Mosque of the Zaytuna [q.v], and
Sabur b. Sahl in his Akrabadhin used rose oil, rose water,
subsequently himself gave courses there. His wide
dried red rose, and seeds, for a variety of ailments.
learning and gift for writing attracted the attention of
Ainslie speaks of ward as Rosa centtfolia (Lin.); he
the Bey, CA1T I Pasha, who made him secretary in
considers this probably the true gul of Hafiz. R. galhis chancery. This Husaynid ruler had just dethroned
lica (red rose, in P. gul-i surkh) was used as carminahis uncle al-Husayn and himself assumed power in
tive, cephalic and tonic (Materia Indica, i, 345). Rose
1735, but was in turn overthrown in 1756 by his
oil (duhri) and rose water are produced by distillation
cousin Muhammad al-Rashfd b. al-Husayn. Since alfrom the flowers of some types of rose (Ghaleb, ii,
Warghl was a fervent partisan of CA1T I, and had been
364-6). Rose water today is a refreshing ingredient in
richly rewarded by him, he was after 1756 persecuted
lotions, has a limited medicinal use, and is used in
and imprisoned. Till his death, he never recovered
the preparation of food, especially sweets. The dried
his former privileged position, but gradually contrived
flowers are included in some versions of the Arba'm
to secure a pardon, regain his liberty and acquire
or "forty" substances sold by 'attarln (herbalists).
authorisation to practise as a notary.
Bibliography. Ibn al-Baytar, Tqfsir Kitdb DiyuskuAl-Warghl is known above all as a poet, and espendus, ed. Ibrahim Ben Mrad, Beirut 1990; Ibn Sma,
cially as a eulogist of 'All I, but his Diwdn, published
al-Adwiya al-mufrada fi kitdb al-Kdnun f i }l-tibb, ed.
at Tunis in 1975 by cAbd al-cAziz al-Kfzanf, contains
Muhammad cAbd al-Amlr al-Acsam, Beirut 1984;
poems on many other themes, such as descriptions,
Maimonides, Shark asmd' al-cukkdr, ed. M. Meyerhof,
love poems, petitions, verses on the hazards of fate,
Cairo 1940; S.K. Hamarneh and G. Sonnedecker,
etc. Dominating his ceuvre is a neo-classicism. He was
A pharmaceutical view of Abulcasis al-^ahrawi in Moorish
also the author of three makdmdt, also published with
Spain . . . (= Janus Suppl. 5), Leiden 1963; M. Levey,
his rasd'il at Tunis in 1972 by al-KfzanT, which include
Medieval Arabic toxicology. The Book on Poisons of Ibn
several of his own verses. The first, written in
Wahshiya, Philadelphia 1966; Sabur b. Sahl, al1160/1747, al-Bahiyya, nominally concerns the founder
Akrdbddhin al-Saghtr, ed. O. Kahl, Leiden 1994;
of the madrasa of that name, but reading between the
W. Ainslie, Materia Indica, London 1826; E. Ghaleb,
lines, contains criticism of what was, according to him,
Dictionnaire des sciences de la nature, ii, Beirut 1965.
misgovernment of the land by the sons of al-Husayn.
(PENELOPE C. JOHNSTONE)
The second one, al-Warghiyya or al-Khitdniyya, was writWARDAR, the Ottoman Turkish name for the
ten for the circumcision of the son of the Bey CA1I
VARDAR, Grk. Axios, a river of the southern Balkans. It rises in the Sar Mountains near where MaceII b. al-Husayn in 1178/1764, and seems to indicate
that, after the three years' reign of Muhammad aldonia, Albania and the region of Kosovo meet, and
Rashfd, al-Warghl had recovered some of his former
flows northeastwards and then in a southeastern and
south-south-eastern direction through the present (Slavic)
favour. A third, al-Khamriyya, is a eulogy of CA1I II
Macedonian Republic [see MAKADUNYA] , past Skopje or
who in 1183/1769 closed down a number of wine
shops and taverns in the capital, but in fact contains
Usktib [q.v.~\ and through Greek Macedonia to the Gulf
of Salonica. Its length is 420 km/260 miles.
discreet criticism of the policies of the sons of alThe lower valley of the Vardar probably passed into
Husayn b. cAlf and regrets for the passing of the
reign of his old protector CA1T I.
Ottoman Turkish hands around the time of the first
Turkish capture of Salonica in 1387 [see SELANIK], soon I
Bibliography: See also M. al-Misfar, Makdmdt
after which the Byzantine town of Pella in Macedonia
al-Warghl wa-md nusiba ilayhi min al-nathr, unpubl.
was conquered and became for the Turks Wardar
thesis, Fac. of Letters, Univ. of Tunis 1971; H. alYenidjesi or Yenidje-yi Wardar. In ca. 1475 there was
Ghuzzf, al-Adab al-tunisi f i }l-cahd al-husaym, Tunis
apparently a separate sano^ak of Wardar with its chef1972, 149-75; M. Mahfuz, Tarddjim al-mu3allifin allieu at Karaferye or Beroia, but normally, the lower
tunisiyyin, Beirut 1986, v, 131-3; idem, T. al-Adab
part of the valley came within the sand^ak of Selanlk.
al-tunisi f i 'l-cahdqyn al-murddi wa 'l-husqym, Tunis
The upper course of the Vardar came under Ottoman
1989; and see MAKAMA.
(A. BEN ABDESSELEM)
control after the defeat of the Serbians at the first batWARGLA, conventionally OUARGLA, an a n c i e n t
tle of Kosovo or Kosh-owasi in 791/1389 [see KOSOWA,
oasis town of the Algerian Sahara (lat. 31°
KOSOVO]. The Vardar valley was settled in early
58' N., long. 5° 20' E., altitude 290 m/320 feet), sitOttoman times by considerable numbers of Turkmens
uated 160 km/100 miles south-south-west of Tuggurt
brought in from Anatolia. It remained under Turkish
[q.v.] and now the chef-lieu of a wildya or province
rule for over five centuries until, after the Balkan War
of the Algerian Republic. It occupies a depression
of 1912, it passed to Serbia and Greece, a position
above a sheet of underground water which is fed by
confirmed by the Treaty of London of 1913, with the
the subterranean course of the Wadi Miya and which
middle and upper reaches of the river after 1918
has, in the past, been tapped by wells, thus permitcoming within what was eventually called the kingting vast date palm groves in the oasis (see 2. below).
dom of Yugoslavia.
1. P r e - m o d e r n h i s t o r y .
Bibliography: See the Bib Is. of the EP arts, menWe have no information about Wargla before the
tioned in the text, especially those of MAKADUNYA
Arab conquest. At that time, the land was occupied
and SELANIK, and also H.E. Pitcher, An historical geoby Zenata tribes. According to Ibn Khaldun, the Banu
graphy of the Ottoman Empire, Leiden 1972, 42, 45 and
Wargla (Berber, Urdjelan) came from the northwest
Maps X, XXVI; A. Birken, Die Provinzen des Osmanialong with other Berber elements (Ifran and Maghrawa
schen Reiches, Wiesbaden 1976, 59; art. Axios, in Megale
fe.zw.]) and founded several little towns in these regions
Genike Enkyklopaideia Hydria, ix (1980), 174-6. (£D.)
which combined to form the town of Wargla. The
AL-WARDJLANI [see ABU ZAKARIYYA' AL-WARDJpeople adopted Ibadl doctrines so thoroughly that,
LANI].
after the destruction of the Rustamid kingdom of
C
AL-WARGHI, ABU ABD ALLAH MUHAMMAD b.
Tahart [q.v] by the Fatimids at the beginning of the
Ahmad, Tunisian poet and adib,b.ca. 1125/1713
10th century A.D., many KharidjTs came to settle in
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Wargla and founded the town of Sedrata, the ruins
of which still exist buried under the sands half a day's
journey to the southwest. At the same time, Abu
Yazfd, the "man with the ass", who had rebelled
against the Fatimids, recruited many followers in this
region. The Ibadis had nevertheless in the 6th/12th
century, as a result of conflicts with the orthodox and
perhaps under the pressure of Arab elements, to abandon the region of Wargla and migrate to the Tadmayt,
where they finally settled and created the oases of the
Mzab [g.v.]. Ibadism, however, continued to survive
at Wargla, where in the llth/17th century it still had
a few representatives.
During this period, Wargla, which according to the
traveller al-cAyyashr was ruled by the Banu Tudjfn dynasty, seems to have been a prosperous city enriched
by trade with the Sudan (al-Idrisi, tr. de Goeje, 141).
The Hilalf invasion marked the beginning of a troubled
era. In the course of the wars between the Hammadis
and the Athbadj, with whom the people of Wargla
had contracted an alliance, the dynasty of the Banu
Tudjfn was overthrown and the town destroyed. Rebuilt a short distance from the original site, it suffered later in the wars between the Almohads and
the Banu Ghaniyya. In the 8th/14th century, although
under the suzerainty of the Banu Muznf, representatives of the Hafsids in the Zab [q.v.], Wargla was
practically independent under the rule of sultans
belonging to the family of the Banu Abf Ghabul, of
the fraction of the Banu Wagguin or Uggfn (Ibn
Khaldun, Histoire des Berbers, tr. Slane, iii, 286). At the
end of the 10th/16th century, these sultans were
extremely wealthy, but according to Leo Africanus
(ed. Schefer, book vi, vol. iii, 146), they had to pay
heavily for the protection of the nomad Arabs. Wargla
at this time still preserved the commercial importance
that it owed to its situation as a "port of the desert",
to use Ibn Khaldun's phrase (loc. #/.). It was a market where the produce and slaves of the Sudan were
exchanged for the merchandise bought from Tunis
and Constantine. Leo Africanus remarks on the beauty
of the houses, the number of artisans and the wealth
of the merchants. This opulence attracted the attention of the Turks of the Algerian coastlands to Wargla.
In 1552 Salah Re'fs, at the head of an army of Turks
and Kabyles, advanced as far as Wargla, the inhabitants of which offered no resistance, and he returned
after plundering the town and imposing on the sultan an annual tribute of 30 African slaves.
The expedition of Salah Re'is was followed by
a new period of troubles which was ended, it seems,
at the beginning of the 17th century by the proclamation of a new sultan, Allahum, to whom local
tradition attributes a Sharffian origin; his descendants
held power down to the middle of the 19th century.
But the real masters of the country were the nomad
Shamhaa, Banu Tur and Sidi cOtba, whose continual interference in the quarrels of the two soffi or
factions [see SAFF. 3.] into which the settled population was divided kept up the disorder and made the
authority of the sultans illusory. The latter had even
to recognise the supremacy of the Banu Babia, hereditary chiefs of the oasis of Ngusa, which they did not
cast off till 1841. But ten years later, a new cause of
trouble arose. Muhammad b. cAbd Allah, the sharif
of Wargla, raised the tribes of the Sahara against the
French, who entrusted the task of reducing the rebels
to the shaykh of the Ulad Sidf Shaykh, Sfdf Hamza.
The latter occupied the town in the name of France
in 1853 and was given supreme command of the
Sahara tribes. But the participation of the people of

Wargla in the rising of the Ulad Sldi Shaykh in 1854
forced French columns to intervene on several occasions in the region. Another rebel, Ben Shusha, nevertheless succeeded in establishing himself in Wargla in
1871. The suppression of this rebellion resulted in the
final establishment of French authority in 1872.
With the suppression of the trans-Saharan slave
trade under the French rule and with a French Army
fort in the oasis, Burdj Lutaud, the economic importance of Wargla declined. But it subsequently became
the chef-lieu of the Territoire des Oasis Sahariennes,
with the municipal status of a commune indigene.
Bibliography. El-Ayachi/al-cAyyashf, Voyage a la
Mecque, tr. Berbriigger, in Explorations scientifiques de
I'Algerie. Sciences historiques et geographiques, ix, Paris
1846; L.V. Largeau, Le pays de Rirha, Paris 1879;
O. Demaeght, Ouargla, in Bull, de la Soc. de Geographie
d'Oran (1882); Goudreau, Le pays de Ouargla, Paris
1882; C. Bajolle, Le Sahara de Ouargla, Algiers-Paris
1887; Ch. Ferraud, Ouargla dans le Sahara de Constantine, Algiers 1887; R. Basset, Etude sur la ^enatia
du Mzab, de Ouargla et de I'Oued Rif, Paris 1892;
Blanchet, L'oasis et le pays de Wargla, in Annales de
Geographie (1900); Gognalons, Ouargla, I'oasis et ses
habitants, in La Geographie, ix; idem, Fetes principales
des sedentaires d'Ouargla (Rouagha), in R. Afr. (1909);
Naval Intelligence Division. Admiralty Handbooks,
Algeria, London 1943-4, ii, 93-4 and index;
J. Lethielleux, Ouargla, cite saharienne, des origines au
debut de la 20™ siecle, Paris 1983.
(G. YVER*)
2. The modern oasis and town.
Wargla owes both its historical and its present
importance to its remarkable position on an isthmus
of terra firma connecting the north and south Saharas,
between the great Eastern Erg and the Great Western
Erg. Its position has at all times made it of the greatest significance for trans-Saharan trade; it had relations with Gao and Timbuktu to the south, and was
a transit point for the slave trade, what Ibn Khaldun
called "the gate of the Sudan".
In the colonial period it was marginalised, with a
population only one-half that of Tuggurt's, but it has
today surpassed Tuggurt and Ghardaia in importance.
It has benefited from the proximity of the oil field
of Hassi-Messaoud (Hasy Mas'ud) at 80 km/50 miles
to the east-south-east, and the Algerian state's decision to make Wargla a Saharan capital, with institutions serving the whole Sahara (a University, a
Commission for Development and Land Reclamation,
and an Institute for Saharan Agronomy). As a garrison town also, at a crossroads of modern roads, and
still with important date palm groves, Wargla has
today 120,000 inhabitants.
As noted above, the town lies in a north-south
depression within the rims of a calcareous plateau
and corresponding to the ancient course of the Wadi
Miya. Situated on a low terrace above the palm
groves, the town is girt with lakes and salt marshes
on three sides. The ensemble has a regular concentric pattern: the ksar in the centre, then the modern
town, the palm groves, then salt flats and the rising
banks of the plateau and several small ergs.
The ksar, with its 10,000 inhabitants, is one of the
most important in the Sahara. The walls and ditches
which still surrounded it in the 19th century have
been replaced by a ring road, and recent constructions have marred the centre; nevertheless, the tightlyknit urban structure remains, with its buildings at two
levels and its associated structures coming together
near the mausoleum of Sidf al-Warglf. The three
communities of the Banu Brahfm, the Banu Uggln
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and the Banu Sissm, Berber-speaking Zenata, darkskinned from the admixture there of negro blood,
share the ksar and also the palm groves, though in
the urban agglomeration as a whole former Arabicspeaking nomads have become the majority. Around the
ksar the modern suburbs have developed. The "Green
Triangle" of monumental buildings and greenery forms
the administrative quarter laid out in the 1930s by
Col. Carbillet, a disciple of Lyautey. Quarters of former nomads, now sedentarised, have sprung up in
various places, and the urban sprawl has now joined up
with peripheral ksur (Rouissat, Adjadja, Bamendil, etc.).
The palm groves, amounting to 550,000 trees, are
amongst the most extensive in the Sahara. They are
served by the artesian water supplies, formerly tapped
by wells but now by bore holes. But the extension
of lands suitable for agriculture has now reached its
natural limit, stretching across lands that are becoming
waterlogged through the rise of the water-table, with
a veritable lake formed to the east of the town; hence
it has become necessary to construct a drainage network that conveys used water to the Oum er Raneb
sabkha. But beyond the palm groves, Wargla is becoming a centre for extensive development, thanks to its
underground water levels and its alluvial soils, a sector
chosen by the Algerian government for the improvement of modern Saharan agriculture; hence along the
roads to Hass-Messaoud and Tuggurt stretch numerous modern developments, industrial and agricultural.
Bibliography: B. Verlet, Touggourt et Ouargla, deux
fonctions urbaines, Travaux et Recherches de 1'Inst.
Saharienne, Algiers 1960, 195-8; M. RouvilloisBrigol, Ouargla, palmeraie irriguee et palmeraie en cuvettes,
in Oasis du Sahara algerien, Paris, 33-62; idem, Le
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pays de Ouargla (Sahara algerien), Paris 1975; J. Bisson,
Les villes sahariennes, in Maghreb-Machreck, Paris, (1983),
25-41.
(M. COTE)
WARIK (A.) "silver money", distinguished from
c
qyn "gold money", and nukra, refined silver in bars
or ingots.
In the mediaeval Islamic world, as elsewhere before
the introduction of central banking, gold and silver
money were two separate currencies, with a fluctuating market exchange rate. The unit of silver currency
was the dirham [q.v.], normally represented by a coin
with the same name, or, more strictly speaking, by
an amount of current silver money with the weight
of a standard dirham; the corresponding unit of gold
currency was the dinar [q.v.], with its own weight
standard (unminted gold in ingot form was tibr). To
describe quantities of coins, cayn and wank are used
to designate the gold and silver portions of the sum.
For example, when the caliph al-Wathik died
(227/847), the treasury was inventoried and found to
contain cayn, 5,000,000 dinars and warik, 15,000,000
dirhams (Kadi Ibn al-Zubayr (attrib.), K. al-Dhakha'ir
wa 'l-tuhaf, 217-18, tr. Ghada al-Qadduml, Book of gifts
and rarities, Cambridge, Mass. 1996, 208). On a more
humble level, a Geniza letter acknowledges receipt of
"10 dinars, 7 in cayn, 3 in warik" (Goitein, A Mediterranean society, i, 230); that is, a payment with a total
value of ten dinars was made, of which seven dinars
were paid in gold coin and the rest in silver coin
worth three dinars.
In Syria and Egypt, the meanings of the pair
warik/'nukra changed as a result of Salah al-Dln's reintroduction of full-weight pure silver dirhams ca.
572/1176-7. Up to that time, warik had continued to
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mean silver coins, in particular, the increasingly
debased dirhams which were the only silver coinage
of the region from the 4th/10th to 6th/12th centuries,
while nukra meant pure commercial grade silver metal,
or its theoretical price as calculated from the price
of a silver coinage of lower fineness. When Salah
al-Dln introduced pure silver coins, they were called
nukra dirhams, while the term warik was reserved for
the debased coins (which continued to be issued in
many places). Ibn Bacra, a 7th/13th-century writer
on the Egyptian mint, describes separately the methods of production for nukra and warik dirhams. The
designation nukra stuck to the former even when, later,
they too began to be debased (the term obviously had
lost its specific denotation of pure silver). In 815/141213, we are told, the last nukra dirhams, by then containing only 10% silver, were demonetised in Egypt.
The warik dirhams that had to be distinguished from
nukra had also disappeared, and warik resumed its significance of silver coinage in general, although mainly
in contexts with historical reference, such as those of
fikh manuals.
Today the term warak meaning "money", is
recorded. Very probably the significance survives in
part from a more common meaning of the word,
"paper", but it is likely that it also continues the older
usage. Warik, with that spelling, occurs only once in
the Kur'an (Surat al-Kahf, XVIII, 19: when the Seven
Sleepers awake, they are advised to take their money,
wank, to town to buy food). An alternative vowelling,
wark, was preferred by the Kur'an readers of Basra
and Kufa (al-Taban, Tafsir, ad loc.). As early as l l /
632-3, a versifier puns twice on warak/warik "leaves"
or "silver money" (1. 1) (both vocalisations being
prosodically possible), warak "leaves" (1. 4) and warik
"silver money" (1. 6) (al-Tabarf, i, 1907-8; cf. tr. F.M.
Donner, The History of al-Taban. X. The conquest of
Arabia, Albany 1993, 83-4).'
Bibliography: Given in the text.
(M.L. BATES)
AL-WARKA', TALL, the Arabic name for what is
now an archaeological site in the Nasiriyya liwd3
or governorate of clrak (lat. 31° 18' N., long. 45° 40'
E.). It is the Sumerian and Babylonian Uruk, Biblical
Erech (Gen. x. 10), one of the leading cities and religious centres of ancient Babylonia, first surveyed by
W.K. Loftus in the 1850s.
In early Islamic times it seems to have been a
minor place in the district of Kaskar, with a reputation in Islamic tradition as being the birthplace of
the Patriarch Ibrahim or Abraham (although many
other places were mentioned for this) (Yakut, Bulddn,
ed. Beirut, iv, 372-3). According to Sayf b. c Umar (in
ibid., iv, 373, cf. M.G. Morony, Iraq after the Muslim
conquest, Princeton 1984, 156-7), the first encounter of
probing Muslim Arabs under Harmala b. Murayta
and Salma b. al-Kayn with the Sasanid forces took
place at al-Warka3.
Bibliography. See also M. Streck, Die alte Landschaft Babyloniens nach den arabischen Geographen, Leiden
1900, i, 32. For the older excavations, see Streck,
El1 s.v., and for the more recent ones, D.N.
Freedman (ed.), The Anchor Bible dictionary, New York
1992, ii, 571-3, and E.M. Meyers (ed.), The Oxford
encyclopedia of archaeology in the Near East, New York
1996, v, 294-8, s.v. Uruk-Warka (R.M. Boelmer).
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
WARKA3 B. CUMAR b. Kulayb al-Shaybam alKufi", Abu Bishr, Kur'an i n t e r p r e t e r and t r a d i tionist who lived in al-Mada'in and died ca. 160/776.
He is said to have been orthodox (sahib sunna) as well

as a Murdji'i. His tafsir is reported to have been preferred by, amongst others, Yahya b. Ma'fn and Ahmad
b. Hanbal [</.<w.], this tafsir being one of the three recensions of the Ibn Abl NadjTh transmission of the
tafsir tradition that was started by Mudjahid b. Djabr
[g.v.]. His recension, which is preserved in the Cairo
Dar al-Kutub ms. 1075 to/sir, is related to the other
two but often shows a different wording and a different distribution of individual tafsirat. Al-Taban apparently set great store on the Warka' recension, but only
quotes it regularly from sura XIV onward in his tafsir.
Bibliography: See biographical references in
Sezgin, GAS, i, 37, and Ta'rikh Baghdad, xii, 515-17.
For his tafsir, see MUDJAHID B. DJABR. The new edition by M. 'Abd al-Salam Abu '1-Nfl, Tafsir alimdm Muajdhid b. Djabr, Cairo (Madlnat Nasr) 1989,
does not follow the original arrangement of the ms.
(F. LEEMHUIS)
WARNA, conventionally VARNA, a t o w n and
s e a p o r t of n o r t h e a s t e r n B u l g a r i a , important
in Ottoman Turkish times (lat. 43° 12' N., long. 27°
57' E.). It is situated on the Black Sea coast, on a
bay of the Sea near the Devnya lake, with the region
of Dobrudja [q.v.] to its north. At present, with 400,000
inhabitants, it is the third largest city in Bulgaria and
its largest port, with road, rail and ferry connections.
1. Historical survey.
Varna has an ancient history. The Greek colony
of Miletus-Odessos was founded on its site in the 6th
century B.C., and on the Devnya lake there arose
the Roman foundation of Marcianopolis. During the
Slavic infiltration into the Balkans, Odessos was
destroyed, but the name Varna appears for the region.
It became part of the Byzantine empire in the late
10th century, ruled by Byzantium and Bulgaria, and
from the 1340s came within the Dobrudja despotate
which seceded from the Bulgarian kingdom.
Varna was conquered by the Ottomans in 1388-9,
but was probably ceded to Byzantium in 1403 by
Suleyman, son of Bayezfd I. In 1444, in a valley to
the west of the town, there took place the celebrated
battle of Varna (to figure prominently in Ottoman
historiography, with a special Gha^awdt-ndme of Sultan
Murad II devoted to it). The force of European
Crusaders (Hungarians, Poles, Czechs and Vlachs)
under the king of Poland and Hungary Wladyslaw II
Jagiello/Ladislaus I and the Voivode of Transylvania
Hunyady Janos/John Hunyadi, was defeated by
Murad's Ottoman army. After the fall of Constantinople, the Ottomans seized the last independent
fortresses along the Black Sea coast and confirmed
their authority over Varna.
In the early 17th century, Varna suffered from Cossack raids. There were Ottoman-Russian confrontations
during the 18th century, and in the war of 1828-9,
the Russians captured it after a siege and held it for
over two years. During the Crimean War 1853-6, it
served as a base for the forces of the English, French
and Piedmontese allies, with about 60,000 persons
there, but was devastated by cholera and a fire. In
1878 the fortress of Varna surrendered to the Russians
without a fight, and was henceforth included within
the Bulgarian principality.
2. V a r n a u n d e r the O t t o m a n s .
The town was a port and a fortress.in the sandjak
(from the 17th century, the beylerbeylik) of Silistra, and
it formed one of the ndhiyes of the extensive Dobrudja
region. In the 17th century, Ewliya Celebi recorded,
amongst the town's officials, a superintendent of the
port customs; a commander (muhdfi^ of the fortress;
a serddr of the Janissaries, a ketkhudd of the Sipahfs;
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the odabashi of the Janissaries; a muhtesib] and a subashi.
In the 1840s, a sancjjak and A;«(/<3 of Varna were set
up within the eyalet of Silistra, governed by a mtidur,
and there was a medj_lis, consultative body (whose members included the local Orthodox metropolitan). This
same structure was maintained when the region was
included in the Tuna or Danube wildyet in 1864.
In past times, the port of Varna had been difficult
to use without the construction of facilities for ships.
Under the Ottomans, it functioned as a transit centre for foodstuffs from Dobrudja exported to Istanbul,
and it had a shipyard. Under the Treaty of Kiiciik
Kaynardja [q.v.~\ of 1774, the Black Sea was opened
up for foreign trade, and agreements for free navigation made with various Western powers, leading to
the growth of foreign activities through the Straits
and within the Black Sea. Hence by 1841 there were
14 consulates of European countries in Varna; steamships started docking there, and between 1861 and
1867 a railway linked Varna and the town of Russe
on the Danube.
Varna forms part of a specific sub-region, a narrow zone along the Black Sea coast differing in demography and relief from its hinterland. The Varna region
must have been Orthodox Christian on the eve of
the Ottoman conquest, and there may even have been
Christian Turks there in the pre-Ottoman period.
Notable were the Gagauz [q.v.], Turkish-speaking
Orthodox Christians using the so-called Karamanlidika,
i.e. writing religious works in Turkish language with
Greek script. In the 16th century, some 55 Yiiriik
odjaks are mentioned there, and there were surgiln [q.v.
in Suppl.], i.e. transplanted Shlcls from Eastern
Anatolia. These deportations may have tipped the religious balance of the region in favour of the Muslims.
The first extant registers concerning the population
of Varna date from 1526-7 and 1566-9. The d^ema'at
of Muslims consisted of 27 households and eight bachelors, plus 29 Muslim musellems, exempt from cawdrid
[q.v.] because they served in the Varna fortress. These
grew into five Muslim mahalles, totalling ca. 1,2001,500 persons. Initially, the non-Muslim population
formed nine mahalles, with 352 households, 128 bachelors and 60 widows as well as non-Muslim musellems
and builders in the fortress. Ewliya Celebi speaks of
4,000 houses, and in 1659 Ph. Stanislavov mentioned
400 houses of Orthodox Christians, totalling 1,700
people, whilst the Muslims had 1,500 houses with
4,000 people. In the subsequent period, Armenian
Christians are also mentioned as residents. The RussoTurkish wars of the late 18th and early 19th centuries forced the non-Muslim population of the region
either to migrate across the Danube or to move into
the town of Varna, and after the 1828-9 war, when
the total population of the town was about 26,000, the
town lost nearly all of its non-Muslim population across
the Danube or to Russia, and the Christian quarters
and their churches suffered especially from the Russian
bombardments. The Ottoman government took measures to facilitate the return of the emigrants. The
19th century was notable for the emancipation, and
at times, confrontation, of the Greek and Bulgarian
communities, with their own religious and cultural
lives. They probably absorbed part of the Gagauz
community. According to 19th-century observers, the
Orthodox used Turkish, and church services in that
language are mentioned, leading some authors to conclude that the majority of the Orthodox population
were Gagauz.
Tatars settled in the region as early as the 13th
century, increasing after Bayezld IPs annexation of
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Bessarabia, and in the later 18th century with the
population resettlement after Russia took over the
Khanate of Crimea [see KIRIM] followed by a particularly large wave ca. 1860-2, when a Tatar mahalle
emerged in Varna.
After the Crimean War, Varna's population increased rapidly. According to Kanitz, by 1855 there
were ca. 16,000 inhabitants (8,300 Turks, 6,100
Orthodox, 1,000 Armenians, 30 Jews and 130 Greeks).
The 1881 census revealed 24,561 people: 8,903 Turks,
6,721 Bulgarians, 5,367 Greeks, 837 Tatars, 541 Jews,
338 Gypsies and 186 Germans; in 1901 the total had
reached 34,922 inhabitants.
The fortress that guarded the town and its port,
until it was blown up in 1829 by the Russians, dated
from Byzantine times; it had a double wall and towers, an ic kal'e large enough to shelter a barracks, a
Muslim mahalle and a mosque, and a citadel, barudkhdne, used as an arsenal (pulled down in 1901). The
open city was around the fortress and on the ancient
site of the town. The Christians remained in their
pre-Ottoman settlement zones, or in parts of them,
where lay their churches. By the 17th century, a relatively substantial Armenian colony, with its own
church, had been established in Varna. Muslims lived
relatively separately, mainly to the west or south-west.
Ewliya mentions several chief mosques (dj.dmif) and 36
mesajids. Many public buildings were built by persons
associated with Varna, so that there was an cAbd iilRahman Efendi mosque, zawiye and mahalle, a mosque
and medrese of Kurd 'All Efendi, a bridge and fountain of Na'ib Ahmed Efendi and an 'imdret of Khiisrew
Ketkhuda.
Because of Cossack raids and the wars with Russia,
the open town was in the 18th century fortified with
an earthen rampart surrounding, on the land side, a
moat with a guarded road, towers and gates. After
the Russian destruction of the Ic Kalce, the Ottomans
started building a new fortress, the Yeni Kal'e, largely
completed in 1851, on the block fortification principle, with a central fortress and outlying forts and, in
1877, a moat. The wars with Russia and the conflagration of 1854 caused the loss of many Muslim
public buildings, but many of these were replaced in
the course of the 19th century. According to the Salname of 1872-3, there were in the town 19 mosques,
12 schools, one medrese and one tekke. That of 1874-5
records 732 shops, 15 tanneries, 14 khans, 252 warehouses, three hammdms, a clock tower and a rushdiyye
school. There were in fact several dervish tekke?, in
the vicinity of Varna, including BektashT ones in earlier times, one of the seven tombs of Sari Saltuk [q.v.]
and tombs of the shehids from the battle of Varna of
1444. A collection of Ottoman inscriptions was gathered together by V. Shkorpil in the Varna Archaeological Museum, inventoried with the help of local
Muslims and translated. Some were carried off as trophies of war and are in the St. Petersburg Public
Library, such as the inscription with an ode of 75
verses by the poet 'AyntabT cAyn! celebrating Mahmud
IPs visit to Varna in_1837, which decorated a fountain built by the Mir-Akhur Sadik Agha when the town
was reconstructed.
3. The p o s t - 1 8 7 8 period.
After the declaration of Bulgaria's independence,
many of the Turks of Varna emigrated, but the town
remained in close connection with a Muslim-populated
hinterland; a muftiiluk was still functioning in the town
until the 1960s. Muslims had representatives in the
state and local official bodies; and the Muslim community in Varna launched a number of important
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initiatives for the maintenance of the Muslim monuments that were not always positively regarded by the
local authorities. Among the outstanding local scholars one should mention Osman Nuri Peremeci, the
director of the Varna riishdiyye in the 1920s as well
as the teacher in French in the Khalfl Bey riishdiyye,
who made translations of inscriptions. The Varna
riishdiyye was founded in the 19th century by cAshir
Bey; 110 students studied in it at the beginning of
the 20th century, taught by two teachers. In the 1870s
there was a crafts school and a kird'at-khdne; a Turkish
women's society took care of orphans. There were
also a printing house and a Turkish theatre company.
By World War I, three Turkish newspapers were published in Varna: Hukuk ("Law"), an organ of the
Young Turk Party, edited by Agop Garabedyan,
banned for political reasons; Miiwazene ("Balance"),
published by cAlf Fehlf, of which 377 issues came out
in the period 1897-1905; Warna Postasi, in Bulgarian
and Turkish; and, after World War II, a local organ
of the Communist Party, Halk Ddvasi ("The People's
Cause").
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WARRAK (A.), literally, "producer or seller of
leaves, warak", in mediaeval Islam the designation for
the copyist of m a n u s c r i p t s , paper seller, and
also b o o k s e l l e r .
According to al-Samcanf, Ansdb, ed. Haydarabad,
xiii, 300, the term was specifically applied to copyists of masdhif and hadith compilations. The earliest
material used must have been parchment and papyrus
[see KIRTAS and RAKK], gradually replaced largely by
paper, whose production in Baghdad began in the
late 2nd/8th century and early 3rd/9th century [see
KAGHAD]. From this time onwards, paper was available as a relatively cheap writing material, a factor
favouring the emergence of warrdkun as a professional
group. The earliest known person bearing the designation seems to be a man of Wasit called Abu cAbd
Allah Asbagh b. Zayd (or Yazfd) al-Djuhanf al-Warrak
(d. 195/811) (Bahshal = Aslam b. Sahl al-Razzaz alWasitf, Ta'rikh Wasit, ed. G. cAwwad, Baghdad 1967,
91 and n. 16; al-Samcam, xiii, 300-1).
Some Arabic literary sources portray a warmfc's
profession as a somewhat reprehensible craft (hirfa
madhmuma) because it did not provide the copyist an
adequate income during his lifetime and he had to
live in poverty, so much so that he could not afford
to leave enough money to buy his shroud (kqfan).
Nevertheless, the warrdk was devoted to his craft and
delighted in his work. According to al-Thacalibf, "a

warrak was asked, 'What is pleasure?' He replied,
'Parchment, papers, poured ink and a cleft reed pen.'"
He often complained about the insecurity of his profession. On being asked about his condition, a warrdk
replied that he lived a miserable life, his livelihood
being narrower than the ink-pot, his body more slender
than a ruler (mistara); his face was darker than glue;
his hand was weaker than cane, and misfortune clung
to him more than gum (al-samagh), etc. Such literary
exaggerations aside, some copyists earned a good income. For instance, Abu cAlr al-'Ukban (d. 428/1037)
boasted that he used to buy paper sheets for five
dirhams to make a copy of the Diwdn of al-Mutanabbr
in three or four nights, earning thereby between 150
and 200 dirhams (cf. Ibn al-Djawzf, Munta^am, viii, 92).
Another warrdk copied ten folios a day and earned
10 dirhams by selling his work thus copied (al-Khatfb,
Ta'rikh Baghdad, vii, 342). These cases were probably
exceptional. Average copyists perhaps earned much less,
yet the public regarded them highly because of their
association with the literati and intellectuals in society.
It seems that a copyist of the 2nd/8th century
earned a tenth of a dirham for copying a single page;
but in the 3rd/9th century, a similar copyist earned
a fifth of a dirham for the same amount of work.
During the 4th/10th century, a warrdk earned one
dirham for copying a single page for a customer. Thus
the wage of a copyist for copying a page increased
between the 2nd/8th and 4th/10th centuries. Some
warrdkun became famous because they worked for a
famous employer; such was the case with cAbd alWahhab b. Tsa al-Warrak (d. 319/931), who copied
the manuscripts of al-Djahiz, and similarly, Ahmad b.
Muhammad b. al-Warrak (d. 228/843), who worked
for the Barmakid al-Fadl b. Yahya. It would appear
from the statement of al-Yackubi that the warrdkun as
a professional group emerged during the 3rd/9th century, so much so that there were more than one hundred shops or stalls of copyists and paper sellers (hdnut
al-warrdkin] near the site of Kasr Waddah in Baghdad.
Those warrdkun were also described as ashdb al-kutub
or booksellers (cf. K. al-Bulddn, 245, tr. Wiet, 24).
There were book markets in all major Islamic cities,
such as Baghdad, Basra, Samarra0, Wasit and Cairo.
It is recorded that a manuscript of the History of alTaban was offered for the price of 100 dinars.
The profession of warrdk attracted men of letters
of all descriptions, such as poets, theologians, commentators on the Kur'an, and traditionists. Some of them
had a poor reputation, but many basked in popular
esteem. A warrdk such as Shudjac b. Dja'far b. Ahmad
al-Warrak (d. 353/964) claimed an honourable genealogy from the Prophet's Companion Abu Ayyub alAnsan, and earned for himself a reputation as a
preacher (wd'iz [</.#.]).
'Allan al-Warrak, who regarded himself as a man
of culture, earned his living as an itinerant copyist
who paid visits to his customers rather than the other
way round. In some cases a large group of copyists
were employed by one man who also provided them
board and lodging. The degree of accuracy of knowledge and science available in the 'Abbasid Middle
East reflected the quality of the copyists' work; a bad
copyist was criticised as an embezzler of science and
knowledge, as is noted by Abu Bakr al-Khwarazmf
(Rasa'il, ed. al-Khazin, Beirut 1970, 150).
In the late mediaeval period, especially in Safawid
Persia, Ottoman Turkey and pre-modern and early
modern Egypt, there existed guilds of various groups
involved in the book trade, such as copyists, bookbinders and booksellers.
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AL-WARRAK, ABU ISA [see ABU C!SA].
AL-WARRAK, MAHMUD B. (AL-)HASAN al-Warrak
al-Nakhkhas, poet of the early 'Abbasid period. He
lived in Baghdad, where he died ca. 230/845. As Ibn
al-Muctazz [q.v.] says in his Tabakdt al-shu'ard3 (ed.
c
Abd al-Sattar Ahmad Farradj, Cairo n.d., 367), "most
of his poetry consists of sententious, gnomic, paraenetic and ethical sayings (amthdl wa-hikam wa-mawa'iz
wa-adab), in which genres he does not fall short of
Salih b. cAbd al-Kuddus [q.v.] and Sabik al-Barbarf".
Specialising in epigrams on zuhd [q.v.] rarely longer
than six lines, with an easy diction and almost wholly
devoid of striking similes or metaphors, he was not
much esteemed by literary critics. He is, however, often
quoted by anthologists, notably the Cordovan writer
Ibn cAbd al-Barr [q.v], whose Bahajat al-madjdlis contains more than one hundred of his epigrams. An anecdote (Ibn al-Muctazz, Tabakdt, 379-80, A§hdnl^, xiv,
197-8) presents him in a less pious and sober guise,
involved in a bout of drinking and lechery in the
company of the disreputable poet Abu '1-Shibl alBurdjumf.
Bibliography: 1. C o l l e c t e d v e r s e . Diwdn
Mahmud b. Hasan al-Warrdk, ed. cAdnan Raghib
al-cUbaydI, Baghdad 1979, ed. Muhammad Zuhdi
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edition). Short notices in al-Khatfb al-Baghdadi,
Ta'nbh Baghdad, xiii, 87-9, Ibn Shakir al-Kutubi,
Fawdt al-Wafqydt, ed. c Abbas, Beirut 1_974, ii, 562-4.
2. M o n o g r a p h . Muhammad cArif Mahmud
Husayn, Djawdnib al-'i^a wa 'l-hikma fi shicr Mahmud
al-Warrdk, Cairo 1988.
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AL-WARRAK, MUHAMMAD B. YUSUF al-Ta'rfkhT,
Abu cAbd Allah (b. '292/904-5, d. 363/973-4 at
Cordova), A n d a l u s T h i s t o r i a n and g e o g r a p h e r .
He stemmed from a family originally of Guadalajara
(Wad! '1-Hidjara), being born either there or at
Kayrawan (Ibn al-cldharl, tr. Fagnan, i, 188, has the
latter) where, in any case, he spent his youth. "When
he returned to al-Andalus (where he was born, or
rather, after one of his travels ?), he became connected
with al-Hakam (II) b. cAbd al-Rahman al-Mustansir
(350-66/961-76 [9.0.]), and he wrote for him an extensive work on 'Itineraries and kingdoms' (al-Masdlik wa
'l-mamdlik [q.v.])" (al-Dabbl; Ibn al-Abbar).
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Like another Spanish Muslim geographer, Abu Bakr
Ahmad b. Muhammad al-RazT (d. ca. 344/955: Pons
Boigues, no. 22; Miquel, i, p. xxix), he is called a
"chronicler" (ta'nkhi). We do not know whether he
was called al-warrdk because he was a copyist or a
book-seller, or whether this was his father's trade, as
the preface to the Arabic text of al-Bakn might lead
one to think (Description, 12 n. 3: Ibn al-Warrak), but
it is not to be excluded that he may have had the
post of a librarian at the caliph al-Hakam's court.
Like several other scholars, he left a land occupied
by the Fatimids and was welcomed by al-Hakam II,
patron of scholars and litterateurs, but also glad to
find in him a competent informant who could prove
useful for his North African foreign policy (Brunschwig,
151; Miquel, i, 259-60).
None of his works has come down to us. Apart
from his K. Masdlik Ifrikiya wa-mamdlikihd, he wrote
works in the following field: "numerous works on
the history of the rulers of Ifnkiya, their wars and
those who rebelled against them (kutub ajammafi akhbdr
mulukihd wa-hurubihim wa 'l-kd'imm calayhim), as well
as monographs (tawdllffi akhbdr) on Tiharat (Tahart),
Wahran, Tanas, Sidjilmasa, Nakur and al-Basra (of
the Maghrib)" (al-Dabbl). He was equally skilled in
geneaology, especially that of the Berbers (Ibn Hazm,
495 ff.).
He was one of the main sources for Abu cUbayd
al-Bakrl [q.v] in his Description of North Africa, whom
he calls Muhammad b. Yusuf or Muhammad (index,
at 394a). It is affirmed there that his information was
often first-hand, from having visited the places and
following the itineraries, e.g. from Sidjilmasa to Fas
(281 ff.), or else was derived from his informants.
Having said this, it also happens that he gives false
information (30 n. 2). Ibn Hayyan [q.v] also combined the fragments of his work in his History of the
scholars of al-Andalus, and Ibn al-'IdharT [q.v] did the
same, to a lesser degree, in his History of Africa and
Spam (i, 97, 339 ff., ii, 400 ff.).
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Cairo 1935-45, 147-58, at 151-2; J.M. Cuoq, Recueil
des sources arabes concernant I'Afrique Occidentale du VHP
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eu XVF suck, Paris 1975, 84; R. Dozy, see Ibn alTdhari, introd., 43; H. Fournel, Les Berberes, etudes
sur la conquete de I'Afrique par lesArabes, 2 vols., Paris
1875-81, ii, 85; Kahhala, Mu'aUifin, xii, 141; I/Vy.
Krackovski, Arabskaya geograficeskaya literatura, Leningrad 1957, 165, Ar. tr. S.CU. Hashim, Cairo 1963,
169; E. Levi-Provencal, Documents inedits d'histoire almohade, Paris 1928, 3 n. 1; T. Lewicki, La repartition
geographique des groupements ibddites dans I'Afrique du Nord
au moyen-age, in RO, xxi (1957), 317, 335; A. Miquel,
La geographic du monde musulman, i, Paris 1967, pp.
xxxi-xxxii, 259-62, index s.v. Warraq, ii, 1975, 151,
index; V. Monteil, Al-Bakn (Cordoue, 1068), routier
de I'Afrique blanche et noire du nord-ouest, in Bull. IFAN,
Dakar, xxx (1968), 39-116; Pons Boigues, 80-1, no.
39; W. Schwartz, Die Anfdnge der Ibaditen in Nordqfrika, Wiesbaden 1983, 84; F. Wiistenfeld, Die
Geschichtsschreiber der Araber und ihre Werke, Gottingen
1882, 137; Zirikll, d-A'lam, vii, 148.
(GL. GILLIOT)
WARS (A.), a yellow dye from a perennial plant
cultivated in Yemen, identified usually as Memecylon
tinctorium, Melastomaceae, or sometimes Flemmingia rhodocarpus BAK, Leguminosae.
According to Abu Hanffa al-Dmawarl's chapter on
dyestuffs (165-7), it is found only in Yemen, and there
only as a cultivated plant. From various sources, he
describes the best wars as bddira, from a young plant,
the other sort being called habashi because of some
blackness in it; however, the habashi gives pure yellow,
while bddira can contain some redness. Ibn Djuldjul
lists it among his medicinal items "which Dioscorides
did not mention": it has heads like cotton, and is
used for yellow dye, like saffron (Bodleian ms. Hyde
34). Its nature is hot and costive, according to CA1I
b. Sahl al-Tabarf in a chapter on spices and scents
(Firdaws, 398). Medicinal uses seem to have been insignificant. However, Ibn Kayyim al-Djawziyya in
Medicine of the Prophet gives a hadith that the Prophet
used to prescribe oil with wars, taken internally, for
pleurisy (al-Tirmidhl, Tibb, 28; Ibn Madja, Tibb, 17).
He also mentions its use as an embrocation for freckles, itching, and some skin problems (Ar. text 444,
Eng. 280).
Dyestuffs, once prepared for sale and for use, are
not always so easily identified, and it may have been
confused at times with Carthamus tinctorius, Compositae,
the safflower, which also gives yellow and red dye.
Bibliography: 'All b. Sahl al-Tabarl, Firdaws
al-hikma, ed. M.Z. Siddiqi, Berlin 1928; B. Lewin
(ed.), The Book of Plants . . . by Abu Hanifa al-Dlnawan,
Bibl. Islamica, Wiesbaden 1974; Ibn Kayyim alDjawziyya, al-Tibb al-nabawi, ed. A.A. al-KalcadjI,
Cairo 1978, Eng. tr. P. Johnstone, Medicine of the
Prophet, Cambridge 1998.
(PENELOPE C. JOHNSTONE)
WARSH, 'UTHMAN B. SACID b. cAbd Allah alKurashl al-Misri al-Kayrawanl, transmitter of the
Kur'an reading of Nafi c al-Laythl [q.v.], born in
110/728 in Egypt where he also died in 197/812. A
Copt in origin, Warsh was a student of NafT and it
was from his teacher that he is said to have received
his lakab; the name Warsh was given to him either
because of his extreme whiteness or because of his
similarity to a bird called warashdn. Warsh taught his
transmission of the Kur'an to a number of his Egyptian
students, and from there it spread especially through
transmitters in Spain. While the Kur'an reading of
Hafs can cAsim is now the most widespread in the
Muslim world [see KIRA'A], the version of Warsh can
NafT is found particularly in West and North-West

Africa and has been printed in Saudi Arabia, Cairo
and Tunis. The reading system of Nafi' was also
maintained by the Zaydiyya [q.v.] of the Yemen
although no studies have been done to determine if
this was the transmission through Kalun (d. 220/835)
or Warsh.
Bibliography: Sezgin, GAS, i, 11; Yakut, Irshdd,
ed. Rifa'I, xii, 116-21; Ibn al-Djazarl, Ghaydt alnihdya fi tabakdt al-kurrd', ed. Bergstrasser, Cairo
1932-3, no. 2090; Noldeke et alii, Gesch. des Qor., iii,
160-205; Labib as-Said, The recited Koran, tr. B. Weiss
et alii, Princeton 1975, 127 (gives the various turuk
of the riwdya of Warsh); Kristina Nelson, The art of
reciting the Qufdn, Austin 1985, 133; A. Brockett,
The value of the Hafs and Warsh transmissions for the
textual history of the Qur'dn, in A. Rippin (ed.),
Approaches to the history of the interpretation of the Qur^dn,
Oxford 1988, 31-45 and references.
(A. RIPPIN)
WARWARl CAL! PASHA, O t t o m a n g o v e r nor and c o m m a n d e r , d. 1058/1648.
He was a native of Warwar or Varvara (lat. 43°
49' N., long. 17° 29' E.) in Bosnia. Details of his
career in state service in the first four decades of the
17th century are provided by the Pasha himself in
his versified memoirs (sar gudhasht}. Some of the high
points, as he relates them, include his participation
in Murad IV's campaign against Eriwan in 1045/1635
as diimdar (commander of the army's rear flank), in
which he received a cash bonus for exceptional service of four purses (160,000 akces) of silver (Memoirs,
v. 116), and his sustaining of battle wounds during
the campaign against Baghdad in 1048/1638, which
led to his promotion at the end of Murad's reign to
the governorship-general of Rumelia (w. 135-40). cAlf
Pasha regarded his appointment to the governorship
of Bosnia through the intercession of the Grand Vizier
Semidh Mehmed Pasha in 1054/1644 as the pinnacle of his career (w. 168-9, date confirmed in Naclma,
Tdnkh, iv, 73). However, the insecurity of his position, shared by all provincial governors, is only too
apparent from his record of service at the beginning
of Ibrahim Fs reign. In the first four years of that
sultan's reign alone, he was appointed in rapid succession to six governorships: Magnisa, Van, Anatolia,
Adana, Diyarbekir and Bolu.
Warwari 'All Pasha is chiefly remembered for the
stance which he took, bravely contradicting current
government practice, in support of guaranteed conditions of service for provincial governors and for his
opposing, in particular, abuses in the assessment of
the appointments' gratuity customarily paid by new
incumbents to higher office [see PTSHKASH]. Uncontrolled increases in these assessments, especially during the reign of Ibrahim I, had left many governors
in a state of chronic indebtedness. During his tenure
as governor of Sivas in 1058/1648, CA1I Pasha's opposition took concrete form in rebellion, and during a
conflict between government and provincial forces near
the central Anatolian town of Cerkes in Rablc II
1058/May 1648 he was captured and executed on
the spot [see IPSHIR MUSTAFA PASHA]. It is ironic that,
only four years later, in 1062/1052 Ipshir, clearly
inspired by the example of his discredited predecessor, himself backed proposals in favour of a guaranteed three-year minimum term of service for all state
appointees (Naclma, v, 199, 11. 2-3). Ottoman political thinkers from the time of Koci Beg [q.v.] to
Tatardjik £Abd Allah Efendi [see SELIM III] gave
particular emphasis in their writings to the importance of state administrators' immunity from arbitrary
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dismissal (see textual refs. in Bibl.}. Warwan cAli Pasha's
Hisham, Sira, 121, 1. 15; LA, xix, 134, 1. 5; under
sad end after long and loyal service spanning the
the Umayyads, al-Aghdnl, i, 99, 1. 13, al-Darimi; ibid.,
reigns of six sultans demonstrates just how astute their
xi, 373, 1. 5, Isma'Tl b. cAmmar al-Asadi; Ibn Kutayba,
observations were.
al-Shcir wa 'l-shu'ard', 510-11, Abu Nuwas; Khalid alBibliography: 1. Texts. Na'fma, Tdnkh, iv,
Katib, §§ 284, 297; Ibn al-Ruml, ii, 688, idhd ma
227-8, 244-8, 274-9; Kara Celebi-zade cAbd alwasqfta mra3an li-mnnn fa-Id taghlu fi wasfihi wa 'ksidi
£
AzTz Efendi, Dheyl-i Rawdat ul-ebrdr, ms. Vienna,
"when you praise one man to another, do not exagOsterr. Nationalbibliothek, H.O. 76, fols. 9b-lla;
gerate his eulogy; do it with moderation"). In this
Ewliya Celebi, Seydhat-ndme, ms. Topkapi Sarayi,
connection, a verse of the Umayyad poet Waddah alBagdat Koskii 304, fols. 338a-366a (provides a psyYaman establishes an equivalence between wasf and
chological portrait of Warwan 'All Pasha lacking
tashbib which come to be equated (al-Aghdni, vi, 235,
in other sources).
1. 2); in fact, the latter refers predominantly to the
2. Biographical studies. SfO, iii, 513; Hikmet
eulogy addressed to the woman in the context of love
Ertaylan, Varvari All Pa§a, in Tiirk Dili ve Edebiyati
poetry.
Dergisi, ii/3-4 (1948), 155-70; Marija Dukanovic
Under the Umayyads, wasf with the meaning of
(ed.), Rimovana autobiogrqfija Varvari Ali-Pase, Belgrade
description gains ground in the texts, although the
1967 (gives text of his autobiographical poem in
primary sense is not eclipsed. It is therefore appro178 rhymed couplets; her numbering of these is
priate to stress that it is flattering description that is
followed in the article above).
involved here, the embellishment of reality. Wasf em3. Political t r e a t i s e s . Koci Beg's views on
bellishment constitutes the fundamental approach of
governorship are summarised in a supplementary
one of the great descriptive poets of Arabic literature,
telkhis of his treatise of 1041/1631; see R. Murphey
Ibn Khafadja: because description, he writes in the
(ed.), The Veliyuddin Telhis, in Belleten, xliii, no. 171
introduction to his Diwdn, is a style of composition
(1979), esp. 560 (last 3 11.) and 561 (first 3 11.) and
which purports to express a representation based on
abbreviated Eng. tr. on 549. Tatardjik cAbd Allah's
imagery, it follows that the poet is not to be denounced
Idyiha of 1206/1791 has a long ch. on this theme
for having lied (i.e. for embellishing reality), nor can
and recommends a minimum term of office of four
he be forced to confine himself to the real (Dtwdn,
to five years; see Sherff Mehmed (ed.), Sultan Selim11). All of this runs counter to the assertions of
i Thdlith dewrinde ni^am-i dewlet hakkinda mutdla'dt,
Kudama b. Dja'far (Nakd, 23) and of Ibn Rashrk alpart 3, in TOEM, viii, no. 43 (1333/1917), 15-20,
Kayrawanf and of certain supporters of the theory of
c
esp. 18 (11. J3-23).
(R. MURPHEY)
amud al-shicr; in their view, the best description is
AL-WASANI, Abu '1-Kasim al-Husayn b. al-Hasan
that which adheres to the real, that which transforms
(or al-Husayn) b. Wasan (or Wasana), m i n o r poet
words into directly comprehensible images (al-cUmda,
of i n v e c t i v e and s a t i r i c a l v e r s e . He lived in | ii, 294; see also 295).
Damascus in the 4th/10th century and died in 394/
2. The poetics of wasf
1003-4. Very little is known of his life; he or his famA large number of mediaeval theorists have studc
ily may have come originally from Aleppo. Al-Tha alibi
ied two essential tools of the descriptive art, al-tashbih
(Tatimat al-dahr, Cairo 1947, i, 335) calls him the Ibn
(simile) and al-isticdra (metaphor), which are reckoned
al-RumT [q.v.] of his time, on account of his invecto show mutual resemblance. Thus it is that Ibn Abi
c
tive verse [see HIDJA']. It is said that he once lost his
Awn, in composing the K. al-Tashbihdt, and to a lesser
job, some kind of official position, as a result of his
degree al-Djahiz in al-Baydn, devoted most of their
scurrilous attacks on a certain Manashsha (Manasseh)
attention to cataloguing the system of imagery adopted
b. Ibrahim al-Kazzaz. Most of the verse that is preby poetry; this manner of proceeding exempted them
served (ca. 450 lines, including two very long poems,
from having to examine the entity known as wasf. At
quoted in Tatima, i, 325-55, and Yakut's Mucdj.am
the end of the 3rd/9th and during the 4th/10th cenal-udabd3, Cairo 1936-8, ix, 233-65) is invective of the
turies, this habit is seen to be perpetuated, with the
obscene kind. His longest and best poem is a lively
systematic treatises of Ibn al-Muctazz and of Abu Hilal
and entertaining description, in a nuniyya of 196 lines
al-cAskan on the one hand, and the works on ma'am,
in khqfif metre, of a banquet given by him that got
giving an account of these tropes, on the other. Only
out of hand through the guests' misbehaviour; a shorta minority of original theorists addressed this art in
ened version (137 lines) is quoted by Yakut.
the context of broad categories, sc. of literary genres.
Bibliography: Given in the article, and see (cAbd
Kudama b. Dja'far, 23, considers wasf one of the six
al-Kadir) al-Maghribl, Wallmat Ibn Wasana, in RAAD,
genres most frequently employed by poets. Some of
x (1930), 641-51, 705-19 (gives only 123 lines of
his views on the question have an utterly modern resthe banquet poem).
(GJ.H. VAN GELDER)
onance. For him, prefiguring those contemporary theWASF (A.), lit. "description".
orists for whom all description is narration, description
I. In poetry
consists in relating a thing on the basis of its vari1. Description
ous aspects and its successive states. Thus the most
This literary genre, through its dimensions, its
gifted descriptive writer is the one who succeeds in
significative function and its evolution, has played a
combining the greatest number of ma'am and in empharole of the greatest importance in the long process of
sising those that best characterise the object in questhe development of Arabic poetry. By its etymology,
tion. The most successful description will be that which
the term signifies embellishment (al-Djawhan, al-Sihdh,
imitates (yahki) the object and renders it perceptible
Beirut 1404/1984, iv, 1438-9; Tahdhlb al-lugha, 'xri,
(yumaththil) to the senses (ibid., 62-3). Ibn Rashrk (d.
248a; al-Zamakhshan, Asds al-baldgha, 1024a-1025a;
456/1063) considers this art a frame broad enough
LA, s.v. w-s-f} wasqfa al-shay^a halldhu "he described a
to contain almost the entirety of Arabic poetry; it difthing, meaning that he embellished it"). This sense
fers from comparison despite evident analogies, the
has been retained by the Kur'an (XVI, 62); it is
former being concerned with reality, the latter with
attested to a quite unexpected degree in poetry
an imaged (tamthil) and a figurative (madj.dz) repref
throughout the classical period (al- lkd al-thamin, 186,
sentation (al-cUmda, ii, 294-6).
c
Tarafa; Amir b. al-Tufayl, Diwdn, 159, 1. 13; Ibn
Hazim al-Kartadjannl (d. 684/1285) likewise asserts
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that wasf is predominant in rhymed discourse. This
being the case, he distinguishes between four poetic
genres: description, comparison, wisdom and history.
To excel, the poet must be a good observer. He will
thereby be capable of grasping the features of resemblance and the similitudes which exist between the
afore-mentioned genres; and he will also need to be
aware of the attributes (nu'ut) of the notions, events
and objects which he will be setting himself to describe.
On the level of the treatment of themes and not of
forms, al-Kartadjannf partially revives the division
established by Kudama, beginning with wasf and
tashbih] the latter performs an integration between the
sentiments of the poet, the diverse reflections of his
nature, of his soul and of the sensibility of the object
perceived. In the third place, he cites sapiential themes,
including the meditations and the ideas of the poet,
the fruit of his experience and of his awareness. The
fourth category of poetry, designated by the term
ta'nkh, concerns the role of memorialist, devolved to
the poet (Muhammad Zaghlul Sallam, ii, 195-6). In
the 8th/14th 'century, Ibn Khaldun (d. 784/1382),
defines poetry as "discourse founded on metaphor and
descriptions". Everything in the kastda, he writes,
belongs to description, including the nasib, the camelsection and the kasd.
3. Description in poetry: between theory and practice
A. Archaic poetry
The pre-Islamic Bedouin poet was a great creator
of images. He painted with words numerous details
of his life and of his environment, and devoted a
major portion of his discourse to serenading the lady
whom he loved, and singing the praises of nature and
of the animals among which he lived. This characteristic has always drawn the attention of theorists.
For Ibn Khaldun, description and the archaic kasida
are inseparable. He declares this in a passage devoted
to the evocation of major themes in the poem: wayastatridu min wasfi 'l-baydd'i wa 'l-tululi ild wasfi 'l-rikdbi
awi }l-khayli awi 'l-tayfi wa-min wasfi 'l-mamduhi ild wasfi
kawmihi wa-casdkirihi "through well-arranged transitions, he moves from the description of the desert, of
traces and of encampments to that of his caravan or
of his horses, or that of the image of the loved one
who appears to him in a dream: praise of his patron
leads on to that of his people and of his troops" (Ibn
Khaldun, Mukaddima, iii, 328, tr. De Slane, iii, 366,
tr. Rosenthal, iii, 373-4).
Rather than setting out a catalogue of d^ahili descriptions, it will be more worthwhile to identify the major
features.
Major descriptive themes
The bestiary, a multidimensional one, predominates.
At the time of the rahil, the nocturnal journey, the
poet confronts a space sown with dangers. In this section, it was accepted that the artist could, if he wished
and did not deny himself the opportunity, proceed
to descriptive developments. He evoked here the running of his camel, the desert, the darkness, wild animals, maleficent spirits and excesses of the elements
(storms and torrential rains: numerous descriptions in
(
AbId b. al-Abras, Diwan, Cairo 1957, 36-7, 43-4, 756 (the storm replacing the nastb), 89-90 (fragment of
seven verses in kdmil murqffal devoted to this theme),
128-9). In praising his camel, he did not hesitate to
compare it to an antelope, or an onager, or both
simultaneously, or to an ostrich. He could close this
section by returning to his camel. It is worth noting
that a certain functional division must have played a
part; the description of the camel alone is attested in
poems of personal or tribal boasting and in the poetry

of war as in the work of cAntara, Tarafa, al-Muthakkab
al-cAbdi, Imru' al-Kays, cAmir b. al-Tufayl, Bishr b.
Abi Khazim al-Asadf and others. However, it is the
multidimensional pattern which prevails. The descriptive deployments attested are as follows: camelantelope-onager-war-horse-camel, with all possible
combinations thereof. Numerous variants and additions are attested. The ostrich can replace the onager
or the antelope (for references, see Arazi, La realite et
la fiction, 114-18, 130-3, 142-6, 152-3). As for additions, desert and storm seem to have been especially
favoured by poets.
Birds, especially birds of prey, and the ibex, etc.,
are less often present and are retained for their symbolic value: the cukdb or likwa "eagle" in the works
of Imru* al-Kays (Diwan, Cairo, 1984, 142, w. 44-5;
226-7, w. 8-11), but especially in the works of £Abfd
al-Abras, where it is the poet's sworn enemy (Diwdn,
18-20, w. 39-50, famous description), representing the
destiny which swoops and brings death (al-Acsha, xvii,
w. 3 ff.; al-Afwah al-Awdf, Diwan, al-Tard'if al-adabiyya,
Cairo 1937, 20; al-Baladhun, Ansab, v, Jerusalem
1936, 241; al-Bakn, Simt al-la>ali\ Cairo 1936, ii, 965);
the ibex means to express the vanity of any creature's attempts to find an impregnable refuge as protection from his destiny.
Tendencies and significations
The audience of the time must have felt overwhelmed by this incessant whirlwind of successive
images: barely installed in the world of the camel,
the listener finds himself introduced, without warning,
to that of the antelope, where he is confronted by a
squall of unparallelled violence and forced to take
shelter from lightning and from torrential rain; being
given no more time, he is made to share the life of
an onager, before returning to the point of departure. On more than one occasion, the poet leaves
him in suspense, since the loop is not closed and
there is no returning to the camel which set this
process in motion. Rather than seeing this as punishment which is deserved on account of the poet's
obsession with excess, this multiplicity should be
regarded as an attempt on the part of the artist to
endow his poem with a rapid rhythm and thus gain
the approval of the public.
This approval was forthcoming because of the tendency of ancient wasf towards idealisation. The poet
aspired to transfigure everything that he had written
with the aim of transcending the circumscribed reality of daily life in the desert. The public, clearly, had
only to summon a precise portrait of a camel or a
horse—emaciated, hungry, thirsty, covered with dust
as these creatures generally were—and then call upon
the poet to perform a process of sublimation on its
behalf. The exemplary case is provided by the portrait of the lady in these texts. The mlmiyya of Hatim
al-Ta°f includes a nasib of eleven verses, six of which
evoke an unnamed woman laden with jewellery; her
body is of perfect beauty (w. 6-8) and her teeth "light
up my dark tent to the furthest corner, when at night
she shows a smile" (Diwan, Cairo 1411/1990, 221).
This notion of sparkling teeth shedding light may seem
exaggerated, but it does not lack human resonances:
by means of poetry, the woman is idealised. The ageing wife, worn out by hard work and frequent confinements, appears in the description as a creature
richly endowed, all beauty and grace, thus erasing all
the difficulties and compromises of a decidedly monotonous daily life. This tendency was required to respond
to the expectation of the public; the best testimony
is supplied by the contest in which Imru 3 al-Kays
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confronted 'Alkama, the arbiter being Umm Djundub;
both were required to describe a horse. The latter
won the day on account of his success in having
infused his verse with a perfect exemplar of equine
power, according to the judgment of the arbiter. The
erstwhile prince of the poets was deposed on account
of a fatal error, that of having sinned by excess of
realism.
The descriptive register manifests great stability. In
other words, it is subject to rigid conventions imposed
by the public and fully accepted by the poet on the
level of the sign and the signified. Themes, their
deployments and tropes of comparison move within
clearly defined limits. Thus conceived, this register is
distinct from realism, since every convention signifies
negation of realism. Of course, this is not a case of
make-believe, but rather of a mimetic description.
Nevertheless, a willingness is sensed on the part of
the describer to restructure and interpret the real.
The she-camel of Tarafa, given as a model of the
genre, has no hump; her udders comprise four teats,
but biologically, she can possess only two. Imru' alKays commits the same infraction. The traits retained
by Musayyab b. cAlas, drawing a sketch of his camel,
seem so contrary to reality that Tarafa is supposed
to have exclaimed istanwaka 'l-djamalu "the camel has
changed into a she-camel". The intensive use of comparative tropes, also of substantive adjectives, has made
it possible to avoid calling animals, feminine anatomy
and topographical details, by their names, thus conferring a certain opacity on descriptive passages. The
use of metaphor, more frequent than is generally
thought, endows these verses with a fine artistic element. The ajdhili poet Bishr b. AbT Khazim, evoking
the hills in summer time has recourse to a fine metaphor, "the hills clad in shining jewellery (lawdmi'}" of
which the contextual, not the linguistic meaning, is
mirage (Bishr, Diwan, Beirut-Aleppo 1995, 209). However, these codes experience a certain exhaustion on
account of the uninterrupted repetition of the same
tropes, substantive adjectives and allusive procedures
in a fixed context.
Archaic poetry possesses an ambivalent character,
being both description and narration. For the nasib
[q.v.] what is necessary has been said. For the bestiary, the sections dealing with the antelope and the
onager are veritable dramas in miniature; the poet
steps forward here as a first-rate narrator (examples
and bibl. in Arazi, La realite, 160-3).
This poetry, whether it describes nature, encampment remains or the bestiary, has an optimistic flavour.
Life, but also the imprint of man, triumphs over all.
The desert is traversed by roads and paths, human
incisions in the body of this vast expanse of sand. In
fact, the route, which is mu'abbad (worn down by traffic) apud Ka'b b. Zuhayr, or lahib (clearly marked)
with culub (imprints) that are ineradicable on account
of the compression exerted by travellers apud cAlkama
(al-clkd al-thamin, 106, w. 17-9), crosses the desert from
one end to the other. Here, the archaic poet uses the
term fakkara "to pierce deeply" to show the extent to
which the imprint of man and his agents (beasts of
burden) is here ineradicable. Kacb b. Zuhayr compares these paths to plaits woven by industrious women
(Diwan, Krakow 1950, 21-3, w. 23-7; 28-31, w. 1426, the poet gets the better of the desert; he is accompanied by a wolf and a raven; 51, w. 12-13; 52-3,
w. 17-8). By virtue of his knowledge, man can pit
himself on equal terms with this immensity. In the
bestiary, the antelope, the onager and their pregnant
partners, bearers of new life, escape death, despite
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the snares set by hunters, despite hunting dogs and
sharpened arrows.
In the archaic period, the existence is noted of two
descriptive approaches: dynamic description and static description. Poets of the school of Aws b. Hadjar
(Zuhayr and his heir al-Hutay'a) are particularly distinctive in the first instance. Here, description has the
rhythm of a beating drum. Very brief poetic phrases
lay out propositions where prominence is given to
verbs expressive of movement. There is recourse to
an alternation of decelerated or accelerated movements, all in accordance with the requirements of the
motif. This has enabled the poet to tackle, on a
strongly structured basis, the essence of the kasida,
eulogy, fakhr, or hidjd3. A second descriptive approach
is based on the static mode, more precisely on the
freezing of movement, prolonged interminably, to the
extent of enfolding the entire verse. Was it the poet's
intention to contrast movement that is frenetic and
thus of limited duration with the stability that is synonymous with durability?
B. Post-gjdhili description
With the triumph of Islam, a new dimension is
perceptible in wasf: the cosmic dimension. The Kur'an
is slow off the mark in evoking the skies, stars, land
and rivers as evidence of the power of the Creator
and the submission of nature to His will. Naturally,
the surviving poets of the D^ahiliyya, the mukhadramun
[</.&.], do not follow the movement, but with their
disappearance, a period of transition begins. Over
several decades, the mental revolution inspired by
Islam becomes ripe in the popular mentality; movements of population with the mass exodus of the
Bedouin of Arabia and the establishment of a new
landscape, the urban landscape, deal a heavy blow
to ancient descriptive art. Certainly, Bedouinising poets
and the conservatism inherent in all poetic language
perpetuate the images of yesteryear, but this is merely
a case of imitation imposed by a traditionalist attitude. The umbilical cord which used to link the public,
the poet and descriptive thought together is henceforward severed, except with the nasib and its descriptive extensions. The major victim seems to be the
range of animals and birds, and, to a lesser degree,
the desert and its thematic developments. The urban
poets of Kufa, al-Ukayshir, Hunayn al-Hm, cAbd
Allah b. al-Zablr al-AsadT, Isma'fl b. cAmmar al-Asadf
and cAmmar Dhu Kinaz, introduce images from the
hybrid world of the taverns and courtesans of al-Hira.
The Hidjazf school offers us a full-blown introduction to the domain of women of high society. On
the other hand, poets of the renewal of the 2nd/8th
century continued to express the sentiment in their
presentations. MutT c b. lyas, with the two palm-trees
of Hilwan, was to blaze a trail that is still being followed by the Arabic poetry of the present day. The
3rd/9th century was to channel this activity and guide
it towards a new descriptive art that would be brought
to its zenith in the two succeeding centuries. However,
attention should be given to the descriptive activity
of the Umayyad sa'alik poets [see SUCLUK].
These highway bandits, members of tribes which
maintained their Bedouin character, crowded the
Pilgrimage routes. The poets among them, of whom
there were many, advanced towards a three-fold
description of the desert which they considered a watan
or homeland, a refuge and a place of terror. They
were full of nostalgia for their land. They never ceased
painting the landscapes of their youth, with their infinite spaces, their caressing winds, and the breeze of
early morning; but these are also the places where
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tents are buffeted by tempestuous and icy winds in
the winter (al-Kattal al-Kilabf, Diwdn, Baghdad 1968,
19-27, 33, 4l| 45, 51, 68; al-Mubarrad, al-Kdmil,
ed. Wright, i, 290; cAbd al-cAzfz al-Halafi, UdaJba3 alsudjun, Beirut 1963, 42-4, 78-80, 92-3, 96-7, 99-102;
c
Abd al-Mucm al-MalluhT, Ash'dr al-lusus wa-akhbdruhum,
Damascus 1988, 20, 73). Other sa'dlik placed emphasis in their verse on the solitude of these places and
the wild animals which inhabit them: some portraits
in this bestiary rank as genuine bravura pieces (as in
'Ubayd b. Ayyub al-cAnban, see Husayn cAtwan, alShu'ard' al-sacdlik f i 'l-casr al-isldmi, Beirut 1987, 1519). Another category of poets, rather more placid and
respectful of the law, also sang of the desert landscapes and the loves of youth, in a poetry impregnated with melancholy. There are both poets (al-Simma
al-Kushayrf, al-Aghdm3, vi, 1-8; Ibn Kutayba, Shi'r,
185-6; Abu Tammam, al-ffamdsa, index) and poetesses (Maysun bt. Bahdal, Hind bt. Aclam al-Sadusiyya,
Wadjfha bt. Aws al-Dabbiyya) producing treatises of
hanin ild 'l-awtdn. Nevertheless, these artists were
regarded as marginal and seem to have played only
a very limited role in the evolution of descriptive
poetry in their time.
New frameworks
Under the cAbbasids, the courtly poet fulfilled certain functions in addition to his role as eulogist. He
was obliged to entertain his patron's guests and to
commemorate mundane events with a few improvised
verses. Patrons seem to have particularly appreciated
brief fragments describing a youth, a pool, a villa, a
garden, a still-life or whatever might present itself.
The artist was required to excel in this area or to
risk losing prestige and career. Few poets succeeded
in evading this obligation. Biographical notices contain a large number of examples of such descriptions,
commissioned and performed forthwith. The results
were ambivalent: descriptive poetry was boosted to
a certain extent, becoming an integral and essential
part of literary activity. These well-crafted and elegantly-delivered improvisations paved the way for the
appearance of the great descriptive writers from the
second half of the 3rd/9th century onward. Furthermore, it must have encouraged descriptive bouts
between poets: in their encounters, there was a fusion
of rhymed repartee, in which pleasures were abundantly evoked, with particular insistence on the framework of enchantment expected of them, and with the
aim of being capable of inviting everyone to a bacchanalian session. However, it is appropriate to note, with
J. Bencheikh, how baneful improvisation proved to be
for poetry; the rapidity of the repartee and the spiritual quality of these few rhymed phrases fail to conceal the absence of any personal involvement on the
part of their authors. Formal elegance and the interminable repetition of the same hackneyed effects tended
to stifle any exercise of considered creation, the one
thing capable of creating new combinations and hence
original ma'am (Bencheikh, Poetique, 68-79). This process,
in fact, played a fundamental role with regard to the
least gifted poets. Thanks to all this activity, to the
dominant mood in favour of this literary genre and
contribution of bacchic poetry with the Bohemia of
Kufa, but also thanks to Abu Nuwas, to al-Husayn b.
al-Dahhak and to Muslim b. al-Walld [q.w.], the descriptive act removed at this time one of the most solidly
based and most respected bastions of the poetic heritage of the desert, the opening with a nasib] it was
replaced in the 3rd/9th century by a rawdiyya, as has
been shown by G. Schoeler in a set-piece kasida of Abu
Tammam (Schoeler, 182; Bencheikh, Poetique, 143-6).

Abu Tammam's disciple, al-Buhtun, took a further
step on the way of renovation; he devoted an entire
kasida to wasf, the well-known iwdniyya; the very detailed
description of the palace of Kisra is conceived as an
illustration of universal destruction. The collapse of
the poet's ambitions and the destruction of this monument constitute the two faces of a single reality; he
concludes with an assertion of impotence: everything
in this world is subject to a determinism of annihilation. This experiment combines two levels of description, that of the ruins at the time of the poet's visit,
and that of the imagination: a mural sculpture sets
in motion a return to the past, as the sculpted scene
comes to life and unfolds before our eyes a living
and sumptuous spectacle (Diwdn, ed. al-Sayrafi, Cairo
1963, ii, 1152-62, 58 w.).
At the same time, Ibn al-Rurm was gathering
together all these novelties and transforming them into
systematically-employed poetic procedures. Furthermore, he is credited with two important transformations regarding the fragments and the role of the wasf
genre in kasidas. The former were made to serve in
the role of brief portraits, a few features thrown quickly
together to give an impression, almost a sketch, of
curious people (Ibn al-Rumf, 608, a fool; 641, the
miser who breathes through only one nostril; 682, a
glutton in the process of eating; cf. also 747, 762,
815). On the other hand, he replaces the d^ahill range
of animals and birds with descriptions of nature. In
numerous instances, an opening eulogy leads to a long
descriptive development on the basis of an analogy
established between the patron and nature, in the
space formerly reserved for the rahil (ibid., 489, w.
31-9; 542-8, w. 6-9; 604-7, w. 4-11).
During the 4th/10th century, two eminent descriptive poets, Kushadjim and al-Sarf al-RaflaJ [q.w.],
introduced radjaz [q.v.] into poems of the genre. The
way in which this metre was used by them differed
from its use in cynegetic poetry. The latter had imitated in this respect the Umayyad poets al-Kumayt,
al-Tirimmah, al-cAdjdjadj and Ru'ba b. al-cAdjdjadj;
it opted for the urdfuza [see RADJAZ], on account of
its aptitude to accommodate rare words and phonemes
of equally rare morphological construction (al-gharib).
In the work of these two descriptive poets, the ura^u^a,
resuming its role as attested in the improvised fragments (verses preceding contests and lullabies), aspires,
by virtue of the facility of terms and the variety of
feet (tqflldt), to have recourse to a supple and comfortable poetic phrase; they could thus enjoy a liberty
without hindrance or resistance; they could then make
their verses flow, preoccupied only with the sense.
Whatever the case, in the works of Kushadjim there
are to be found no fewer than 38 poems and fragments in rad^az and in the work of al-San, 19. Some
poets produced the finest novelties in this domain.
Themes
The hymn to nature: The poet of this era
showed a pronounced inclination towards nature
domesticated by man—gardens full of colours, where
greenery predominates, flowers and water enclosed in
a lake or flowing freely. From the second half of the
Umayyad period onward, this was the backdrop for
libations evoked in bacchic poems. On the other hand,
ikhwdniyydt (poetry singing of friendship), poetical missives often containing an invitation to a bacchic meeting, gave great prominence to the above-mentioned
themes. Finally, celebrations of the nayruz [see NAWRUZ]
and mihrad^dn [q.v.] festivals, hymns dedicated to the
glories of nature implanted in the customs of the time,
and for centuries to come, not only a vivid attach-
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ment to nature but also an obligation to integrate
this love in verse. In these poems, the visual element
plays the primary role: to the magic of colours and
their blending, apud the poets of the 3rd/9th and
4th/10th centuries, are added olfactory and aural elements. In this connection, a fragment of al-San alRaffa' supplies a fine illustration of the use of motifs
relating to the integration of these three elements: the
quatrain (Diwdn, Baghdad 1981, ii, 666) includes an
invitation addressed to the saki to serve wine to the
poet who is seated in a vineyard (karmm mucarrashm),
soothed by the cooing of doves (tughanmka wurku }lhamd'imi), under a sky of branches (shade) which hides
the sun and prevents it from appearing, except in the
form of scattered dirhams (sama'u ghusurin tah^ubu 'lshamsa an turd cald 'l-ardi Hid mithla }l-dardhimi}; the last
image constitutes a combination of three elements all
relating to the visual: the branches filtering the light,
the scattered dirhams, and the reflection of the sun
through the foliage and the white colour of the silver. It is an image evocative of dreams; it is not lacking in beauty, and indicates a lively attention and an
affectionate interest in all things relating to nature
(similar cases in ibid., 50-2, 667, 721-2, 762-3, 775).
The Andalusian poet Ibn Khafadja seems to have
been particularly distinguished in this domain (Diwdn,
42-3, w. 1-20; 116, w. 5-14; 144, w. 21-36; 184,
w. 1-4; 250, w. 1-5; 254, w. 1-14; 281, w. 1-7).
Ibn Khaldun informs us in this context that his masters expressed deep reservations regarding the poet on
account of this tendency towards excess of ma'am in
a single verse, since this is liable to result in a certain obscurity (Ibn Khaldun, iii, 328-9, tr. Rosenthal,
iii, 373-5).
In parallel, these same poets endow nature with a
soul, such that it takes on life of its own. Its birth is
seen in spring; it is, by turns, impetuous or dormant.
Thus for Ibn Ruml, a garden, at the time of sunset,
is an invalid in pain: at twilight, the sun is languid
and feeble (rannaka], it sprinkles (nqffada, verb of motion)
the horizon with yellow; thus it bids farewell to the
world below, it is in the process of dying (wa-wadda'ati 'l-dunya li-takdiya nahbahd}; the flowers, suffering
on account of the malady that has smitten them, lay
their cheeks on the ground, in utter submission; they
set themselves to weeping hot tears and staring dejectedly at the sun; green plants cover themselves with
a cadaverous yellow colour (Diwdn, iv, 1475-6, w. 2334; iii, 1418). This has nothing to do with parody.
This aspect led Von Grunebaum and Schoeler to
detect a tendency towards animism among poets of
nature at this time [see ZAHRIYYAT].
Discovery of the world of objects: People
in mediaeval times considered objects of the mundane
world as faithful and useful companions. Thus
Kushadjim evokes his sadness on the loss of his cup,
having carelessly broken it; he describes the debris
and evokes the magnificence of the cup at the time
when it was intact; it is clearly felt that he valued
the object highly (Diwdn, 130-2). In the same sphere
of ideas, he expresses his deep emotion at the sight
of a broken cud; it should be noted in this context
that the title of the poem speaks of a marthiya (ibid.,
465-6). Poets have described in independent fragments,
setting out from an assiduously-pursued artistic project, a harisa (a dish of meat and of wheat, Ibn alRuml, iii, 1141, § 904), bread (ibid., 1110, § 860), a
dinar (ibid., 1241, § 1018), a pen (ibid., 1659, § 1289),
a sealed letter (ibid., 978, § 726), a noria (ibid., 1150,
§ 926-7), a scarf (Kushadjim, 86-8), a musical instrument (ibid., 73), an ink-pot (ibid., 65-7, 368-9, 433),
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a Kur'an (ibid., 23-5), a calculating tablet (ibid., 41),
an astrolabe (ibid., 127-9), a candle (in a large number
of fragments, ibid., 235, 350), an hour-glass (binkdm,
ibid., 143-4), a jug (al-Sari al-Rafta5, ii, 293, 366-7),
a cooking pot (ibid., 654-5, excellent specimen) and
numerous other objects. Moreover, the whole of this
inanimate world may be found in the work of numerous poets. Nothing, it may be said, escapes this voracity for description. Beyond the documentary value
of this corpus, it is appropriate to see here the point
of departure of the literary project: the mundane possesses a poetic aspect; it is sufficient to glance at it
in a new light, to discover it and regard it with love.
With this form of description, Arabic poetry, a discourse formerly reserved for the extraordinary, seems
to undergo a change of direction, with this willingness to take into account the poetic value of the socalled prosaic world. The "thing" deserves mention.
The process of poetisation consists in applying to the
object a double, narrative and imaginative, approach,
as in the case of al-San al-Raffa3, or narrative and
emotional in the case of the majority of descriptive
writers. For the former, the description of the brazier possesses an exemplary value: the point of departure recounts the story of a group of friends who
arrive, one winter night, in an orchard in the outskirts of Mawsil intending to drink and to enjoy themselves: a tempest springs up, rapidly evoked; the poet
resorts to imagining how good it would be to be
warmed by a kdnun full of glowing embers; then he
describes it with economy of space utilised: the whole
is recounted in ten verses (al-San al-Raffa5, ii, 510).
This poetic interest could arise from rather more
prosaic, even mercenary causes: the poet, having
received a gift from his patron, sent him a note in
which gratitude was blended with a description of the
object received. This was a form of eulogy; in effect,
the finer and more precious the gift, the more effusive the praise of the one who gave it.
The clear and the h e r m e t i c : Von Grunebaum
and Schoeler, the two specialists who have left their
mark on the study of wasf, speak of a baroque aspect
of this poetry under the 'Abbasids. A large proportion of this corpus could be described as baroque, if
by this is meant a text which bows beneath the weight
of excess of ornamentation, stylistic hypertrophy and
immoderate use of metaphor; this is also the case in
the extent to which it extols artifice and mannerism
as styles of creation. Bad? [q.v.] also played a considerable role since it involved a quest, knowingly
pursued, for the unforeseeable image. Bad? advocated recourse to an original usage of the tropes of
comparison and denied the necessity for the existence
of a logical link between the compared and the
comparing. To use an expression coined by W.
Heinrichs, the poets opted in their descriptions for
an imagery utterly divorced from nature; this led
to the creation of constructions based on the imaginary, i.e. fantastic creations. Heinrichs gives as an
example a description by al-Sanawbarl comparing red
anemones stirred by the wind to banners made of
cut rubies on a background of chrysolites (Literary theory, 26). All the describers of this period borrowed
this method. Ibn al-Rumi, for example, describes a
bunch of white grapes of the al-Razikl variety as balls
of congealed light, transformed into balls of crystal
and rose-water on account of their perfume: then,
through another mutation, they be-come cloves of
musk (iii, 987-9). Other poets acted no differently and
their images verge on the surreal (in Kushadjim, 73,
the ciid becomes a hybrid creature equipped with an
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eloquent tongue; he is adored by beautiful women
who never cease to embrace him; when his pulse is
taken, he awakes: 76-7, 78, 235, 254-5, 356). This
verbal imagery leads to a hermetic description. This
is tolerable so long as the title supplies keys of the
code used; otherwise, it remains incomprehensible (alSan al-Raffa3, ii, 585, the editor not having seen that
it refers to a passive pederast) as is the general case
with later poets, the poets of the Kharida of al-'Imad
al-Isfahanf. Description thus leads quite naturally to
another genre, uhdgtyya or lughz, enigma, as J. Sadan
writes. The only difference is that, with the ahddfi,
the solution is given to us in an epilogue appended
by the poet, while, for description, it figures in the
title supplied by the transmitter.
Descriptive poetry continued its headlong progress
under the Mamluks: numerous poets of wasf are
attested here [see SHI'R. 1. In Arabic (a), V (1), in
Vol. IX, 460].
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II. In law
Here wasf means form, external aspects, or incident, each one of these three as opposed to substance
(asl). This Aristotelian dichotomy between form and
substance appears frequently in Islamic law in providing solutions to legal problems. Thus a slave, after
being sold to a new owner but before his delivery to
this new master, injures a limb. Will the delivery of
the slave with his injured limb be valid? Al-Sarakhsf
[q.v.] answers this question in the affirmative: the delivery will be valid because the injury of the limb affects
only the wasf, meaning here the incident, not the substance (asl) of the slave, while "the price [of the slave]
is for the substance (asl), not for the incident (wasf)"
(Mabsut, Cairo 1916, xiii, 171, 11. 20-5). However, the
same dichotomy is also, and perhaps mainly, used in
obfuscating solutions to legal problems. The vitiated
(fdsid [q.v.]) contract is a good example. This contract is non-existent between the parties to it, but
quite valid with regard to third parties (Chafik Chehata,
Le systeme de nullites en droit musulman hanefite et en droit
compare, in Rapports generaux au VI*™6 Congres international
de droit compare, Hambourg 30 juillet-4 aout 1962, ed. J.
Lempens, Brussels 1964, 191-203, at 195). For alSarakhsf, the vitiated contract is valid in its substance
but invalid in its incident (ibid., xiii, 24, 11. 8-10), leaving it unexplained and unclear what are the effects
of the contract that belong to the substance (asl),
hence are valid, and what are the effects of the contract that belong to its incident, external aspect or
form (wasf). Remarkably, this obfuscated definition of
the vitiated contract was adopted by the Medj.elle, the
Ottoman re-statement of Islamic law, published during
the third quarter of the 19th century [see MADJALLA]
(section 109) and later by the 1976 Jordanian Civil
Code (section 170) and the 1986 Civil Code of the
United Arab Emirates (section 121). The 1951 Iraqi
Civil Code, which ignores the vitiated contract, although
it is one of the original features of the Islamic law
of contract, maintains nevertheless the dichotomy between form and substance in its definitions of the nonexistent or invalid (bdtil [q.v.]) contract (section 137)
and of the valid (sahih) contract (section 133, though
the substance there is called dhdt, the very term used
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previously by section 109 of the Med^elk, where both
asl and dhdt appear).
Moreover, even where Islamic law does indicate
the effects of the contract belonging to its wasf, one
may wonder whether they do not actually belong to
the asl. A person buys a book by a certain author,
but sees that the book bought is by another author.
The sale of the book is valid because the identity of
the author is purely incidental, not substantial (alFatdwd al-hindiyya, Cairo, ed. Maymuniyya, iii, 140-1,
as cited by Nayla Comair-Obeid, Les contrats en droit
musulman des affaires', Paris 1995, 112).
The widespread use of form and substance in Islamic
law shows that, in its elements, this law is no different than any other modern system of law. Its specific character, like that of any other system of law,
lies in its rearrangement of those elements.
Bibliography (in addition to the references in
the text): Y. Meron, Forme et substance en droit musulman, in ILS, v (1998), 22-34.
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WASFI AL-TALL (1919-71), Jordanian p o l i t i cian and t h r e e times prime m i n i s t e r .
He was born in the Kurdish village of Arapkir in
modern Turkey. Son of the Jordanian nationalist poet
Mustafa Wahbf al-Tall and a Kurdish mother, Wasfi
was raised in his father's native town of Irbid in
northern Jordan. He received his secondary education in the town of al-Salt, and, upon graduation in
1938, went on to study at the American University of
Beirut. He graduated in 1941 in the sciences. Al-Tall
joined the British army in Palestine in 1942 and later
served in the Arab League sponsored Djaysh al-Inkddh
or "Salvation Army" to fight against the partition of
Palestine in 1948.
In 1951, al-Tall married Sacdiyya Djabn, a native
of Aleppo_ formerly married to Palestinian nationalist
Musa al-cAlamI. He entered the Jordanian civil service, and became politically engaged. Outspoken in
his opposition to Egyptian president Djamal cAbd alNasir, al-Tall caught the attention of King Husayn's
government. In 1959 he was made Director of Broadcasting, where he used the radio effectively to counter
c
Abd al-Nasir's propaganda campaign against the
Hashemite monarchy.
Al-Tall's first ministerial appointment was as Prime
Minister (1962-3). His policies placed a premium on
Jordanian sovereignty at a time of Nasserism, Arab
nationalism, and Palestinian militancy. King Husayn
called upon al-Tall to lead governments to stave off
challenges from Egypt and the Palestine Liberation
Organisation in 1965-7, and again in October 1970.
Accused of master-minding the Jordanian war against
Palestinian commando units and their ultimate eviction from Jordanian territory, al-Tall was assassinated
in Cairo on 28 November 1971 by members of the
Black September organisation, a wing of the Fatah/
Path (Palestine Liberation Movement).
Bibliography: A. Susser, On both banks of the
Jordan. A political biography of Wasfi al-Tall, London
1994; Sulayman Musa, A'ldm min al-Urdunn: safahdt
min ta'rikh al-cArab al-hadith, 'Amman 1986; Wasfi"
al-Tall, Kitdbdtfi 'l-kaddyd al-arabiyya, 'Amman 1980.
(E. ROGAN)
WASHKA (occasionally, Washka), Roman Osca
and modern HUESCA (capital of the province of the
same name), a town of n o r t h e r n Spain. It is
located on a hill amidst its huerta, irrigated by the
Isuela River (Ar., Bansha) and lies among the foothills
of the Pyrenees some 50 km/30 miles west of Barbastro
(Barbashturu [q.v.]) and 70 km/43 miles almost due
north of Saragossa (Sarakusta [q.v.]).
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The date of Washka's conquest cannot be stated
with precision, but it appears to have been undertaken
by 95/714. According to al-cUdhrf's account, after a
seven-year siege the defenders were granted amdn under
the condition that they pay the dj.izya. Once conquered, Washka became the capital of an camal of the
thaghr al-acld [see AL-THUGHUR. 2.]. Although it was
ruled by an appointee of the court at Cordova, its
isolated frontier location and a high proportion of
indigenous converts ensured that it remained independent in spirit and orientation. Only a short distance separated the outer hamlets and husun of Washka
from the settlements of its Christian neighbours, with
the mountains forming a natural frontier. Cross-border
raiding was frequent. Up to the 4th/10th century,
various governors of Washka rebelled and hatched antiCordovan alliances with their Christian neighbours.
By the early 3rd/9th century the governorship had
become essentially hereditary.
Washka is said by geographers to have been a
centre of manufacturing and trade, producing copperware and weapons. Bananas and sugar-cane were
reportedly raised in the densely populated and irrigated huerta, and there is evidence of considerable
wheat production and viticulture. The strongly-walled
town had several gates and was laid out in typical
Islamic style; its sizeable extramural suburbs were
eventually enclosed by an outer earthen wall. Few
Arabs and fewer Berbers settled in Washka and, if it
was something of a cultural backwater with few notable
figures associated with it, the persistence of the Arabic
language after the Christian conquest attests to the
area's deep Islamisation and Arabisation.
After the dissolution of the Umayyad caliphate and
a brief independence, Washka came [see HUDIDS] under
the domination of the Banu Hud, td'ifa rulers of
Saragossa. On the death of Sulayman b. Hud in 438/
1046, his son Lubb took control of the city, but
Ramiro I of Aragon became a player in the rivalries
of the Banu Hud and helped Ahmad al-Muktadir
bi 'llah of Saragossa take the city from his brother.
Under Sancho Ramirez, the Aragonese began to menace Washka, attacking various neighbouring territories
during the 470s/1080s. In 487/1094 the king laid
siege to the city, but this was abandoned following
his fatal wounding during a skirmish. The task of
conquest fell to his son Pedro I who, on 16 Djumada
I 489/12 May 1096, laid a second siege to the city,
now considerably weakened by raids. Responding to
its call for help, al-Mustacm of Saragossa sent troops
under his command and that of his Christian vassals.
On 1 Dhu '1-Hidjdja 489/19 November 1096 the
opponents met on the field of Alcoraz just outside
the city and the forces of al-Mustacm were routed;
three days later the inhabitants sued for peace. With
Washka fallen, the lands of the upper Ebro lay open
to the Aragonese. The conquest of the city did not,
however, spell the end of the Islamic presence here,
for many of the AndalusT inhabitants remained in the
area, a Muslim population surviving in some form
until the final expulsion of the Aragonese mudejares
[q.v.] was undertaken in 1018/1609.
Bibliography: 1. Sources. Ya'kubl, Bulddn, tr.
Wiet, Les pays, 220; Ibn Hayyan, Muktabas, v, ed.
P. Chalmeta et alii, Madrid 1979, 146, 394, 400,
403, 452-3, 468-9, 480-2; Idrlsl, Geografia de Espana,
facs. ed. A. Ubieto Arteta, Valencia 1974, 132, tr.
146; Ibn al-Athir, tr. Fagnan, Annales du Maghreb et
de l}Espagne, 141, 234-45; Ibn cldhan, al-Baydn almughrib, iii, ed. Levi-Provengal, 12, 222-5; Ibn alKhatfb, Acmdl al-acldm, ed. Levi-Provencal, Beirut
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1956, 171-2, 179, 337; Himyan, al-Rawd al-mictdr,
ed. I. 'Abbas, Beirut 1975, 612; 'Udhn, Fragments
geogrdjicos-historicos de al-Masdlik ild gam? al-mamdlik,
ed. CA.CA. al-Ahwanf, Madrid 1965, 24, 25, 30-40,
55-73; Zuhri, K. al-^acrdjiyya, ed. M. Hadj-Sadok,
Damascus 1968, 225; Carmen Orcastegui Gros,
Cronica de San Juan de la Pena (Version aragonesa),
Saragossa 1986, 36-41; A. Ubieto Arteta, Cronica de
San Juan de la Pena, Textos Medievales 4, Valencia
1961, 55, 57-62, 63-4.
2. Studies. Afif Turk, El reino de ^arago^a en el
siglo XI de Cristo (V de la Hegird), Madrid 1978;
Maria Blanca Basanez Villaluenga, La aljama sarracena de Huesca en el siglo XIV, Barcelona 1989;
C. Esco and Ph. Senac, Le peuplement musulman dans
le district de Huesca (VIIP-XIP siecles), in La marche
superieure d'al-Andalus et I'Occident chretien, Madrid 1991,
51-66; eidem, Musulmans et Chretiens dans le haut moyen
age: aux origines de la Reconquete aragonaise, Paris 1991.
(B. CATLOS)
AL-WASHM (A.), tattooing.
1. In older Arab society [see Suppl.].
2. In the recent Arab world.
Tattooing has been a long-established practice
among women in the countryside and desert regions
of the Arab Middle East, noted by many Western
travellers from d'Arvieux in 1665 to the present. Its
purpose is to enhance feminine beauty; poems quoted
in Musil (190-1, 196, 251) comment favourably on
tattoos on women's breasts, cheeks and arms. It was
the young girls and young married women who sought
tattoos.
Tattoos may be decorative in themselves or imitate
precious stones, rings, bracelets or belts. Decorative
tattoos on the face, neck, chest, stomach, legs and
arms are usually in patterns of dots, lines and crosses,
although flower motifs and crescent moons are locally
common. Motifs used on the back of hands include
gazelles, palm trees, swords and twisted braids.
Specialist female practitioners, gypsies or Sulayb
[q.v.] did the best and most elaborate tattoos. The
operator has a repertoire of patterns and motifs from
which the client chooses, and decides the position of
the tattoo. The practitioner pricks out the desired pattern in the skin with a needle. She then dips the needle in dye obtained by burning indigo-dyed material,
and goes over the pattern. The area is bandaged or
covered with grease, removed after seven days when
the skin is washed. If the pricking with the indigo
dye is too deep, the pattern fades. In central Jordan,
some gypsy women specialists used small wooden
blocks to tattoo short words, like the girl's name.
Women tattoo each other with simple dots and patterns, using a needle and soot from the baking sheet
mixed with butter; the scar is covered with butter
mixed with turmeric.
The number of tattoos, their position and favoured
motifs are affected by fashion, the availability of practitioners and the ability to pay in cash or to give gifts
of wool or butter. Tattooing has become less elaborate and less common since the early to mid-20th
century. It has virtually disappeared in villages, and
in the bddiya, girls have only a line joining the eyebrows, a line down the lower lip and chin, and perhaps a flower on the cheek.
Dickson (164) says that, in the 1920s, every 'Iraki
tribe had special tattooing patterns that denoted
women's tribal membership. Women from Jordanian
and northern Saudi tribes in the 1970s said only that
different groups preferred different patterns, but this
reflected the repertoire of tattooists as well as fashion.

Authorities describe tattooing as varying between
groups. Dickson (164), for 'Iraki says the practice was
less common among Bedouin women than among
tribal women, but it is not clear how he distinguishes
between these two groups. Bedouin tribeswomen in
the north—Syria, Jordan, Palestine and Sinai—were
generally tattooed. Further south, tattooing remained
common, although those under Wahhabf influence
tattooed less. Wellsted, travelling in cUman in 1834-5,
records tattooing as common among women (1,352).
At present, light tattooing is frequent among tribeswomen in the southwestern reaches of the Empty
Quarter (Mauger, 89, 97, 99, 109).
Dickson says (164) that men never had tattoos, while
Burckhardt (51) records that Syrian tribesmen did. In
the northern bddiya, men consider tattooing as strengthening body parts after an injury.
Bibliography: J.L. Burckhardt, Notes on the Bedouins
and Wahabys of Arabia, London 1831; Chevalier d'Arvieux, Memoires, 3 vols., Paris 1735; H.R.P. Dickson,
The Arab of the desert, London 1949; T. Mauger, The
Bedouins of Arabia, Paris 1988; A. Musil, Manners and
customs of the Rwala Bedouins, New York 1928.
(W. AND FIDELITY LANCASTER)
WASHMGIR B. ZIYAR [see WUSHMGIR B. ZIYAR].
AL-WASHSHA', Abu '1-Tayyib Muhammad b.
Ahmad b. Ishak al-Acrabf, in short al-Washsha' or
IBN AL-WASHSHA5 (born ca. 255/869 or earlier in
Baghdad, died there in 325/937), Arab man of letters, well-versed in grammar and lexicography, widelyread and an a u t h o r i t y on good m a n n e r s .
As a grammarian he was an eclectic, studying with
both Tha'lab and al-Mubarrad [q.w.]. Abu 'Aslda, a
teacher whom he often quotes (Sezgin, GAS, ix, 139),
was a private tutor of princes. According to some
sources, al-Washsha5 also taught at the caliphal court.
Others call him a schoolteacher, but this humble profession alone cannot account for his familiarity with
high life. Besides, the only pupil of his that we know
by name was a certain Munya al-Katiba, a female slave
of the caliph al-Muctamid.
Lists of his works are mentioned in Sezgin, GAS,
ix, 165. Apart from a treatise on a question of orthography (K. al-Mamdud wa 'l-maksur, ed. R. cAbd alTawwab, Cairo 1979), three books on adab have been
preserved.
K. al-Fddil fi sifat al-adab al-kdmil (10 mss., the oldest of which is Vienna, Nationalbibliothek 2014; uncritical ed. Y.Y. Maskunf, Baghdad 1970-7) is on rhetorics
and eloquence. A discussion of the relevant concepts
in the first chapter is followed by a collection of anecdotes (akhbdr), with sermons and speeches, wise dicta,
quick-witted repartees and eloquent improvisations both
in prose and poetry, all of which are to serve as guidelines for saying the right thing in every situation.
The K. al-Muwashshd (ed. from the unique Leiden
ms. Or. 1440 by R.E. Briinnow, Leiden 1886; German
tr. D. Bellmann, Ibn al-Wassd3, Das Buch des buntbestickten Kleides, Bremen 1984), is a handbook of the
particular attitudes, manners and tastes which are
cultivated by refined (zarif) people. It deals with the
concepts and expressions of civility (adab), manliness
(muruwwa) and refinement (zarf), which involve such
things as eloquence, politeness, seriousness, chivalry,
loyalty, piety and discretion. Special emphasis is laid
on chaste love, as there is a natural connection between
garf and unfulfilled passion (text, 47). There is also
ample attention for the outward aspects of a refined
lifestyle: clothes and perfumes, food and drink, toothpicks, bathing manners, suitable presents, flowers, fruits
and correspondence (including love letters written on
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apples; cf. A. Schippers, in JSS, xxxiii [1988], 221-3).
The author was in direct contact with prominent
£urqfd\ such as Niftawayh [q.v.], whom he frequently
quotes, and Ibn Dawud al-Isbahanf [q.v.], from whose
K. al-^ahra he took over clusters of poetry without
acknowledging it, including pieces by the author himself. Some of the maxims used by Ibn Dawud as
chapter headings appear in Muw., 164, as signet ring
inscriptions of the refined. They are reminiscent of
the ring inscriptions ascribed to ancient philosophers
by Hunayn b. Ishak (Adah al-faldsifa, ed. A.R. Badawl,
Kuwait 1985, 45-7; cf. W. Raven, Ibn Dawud al-Isbahdm
and his K. al-^ahra, diss. Leiden 1989, 28-30, 90).
Tafridi al-muhaaj. wa-sabab al-wusul ild al-farad} (ms.
Berlin 8638; ed. Cairo 1900 not seen) is a letter writer
for ianf lovers, and therefore an important source of
knowledge of refined lifestyle. After a description of
exquisite writing materials, it offers examples of letter
openings which express confessions and complaints of
love, requests and reproaches, answers as well as requests for a reply. The larger part of the text contains
poetry to be quoted in letters. No names of authors
or poets are mentioned.
Bibliography. Sezgin, GAS, viii, 175, ix, 164-5;
Brockelmann I, 129, S I, 189.
Works by al-Washsha. J : see text.
On the mss. of al-Fadil: R. Sellheim, Materialien zur arabischen Literaturgeschichte, i, Wiesbaden 1976,
no. 89; idem, Eine alte Handschrift des Kitab al-Fadil
von Ibn al-Wassd\ in M. Forstner (ed.), Festgabe fur
Hans-Rudolf Singer, Frankfurt etc. 1991, 751-6.
On al-Muwashshd: E. Garcia Gomez, Un precedente y una consecuencia del "Collar de la paloma", in
al-And., xvi (1951), 309-30; M.F. Ghazi, Un groupe
social: "Les rqffines" (zurqfa3), in SI, xi (1959), 39-71;
D, Bellmann, Das Anstandbuch des Ibn al-Wassd3. Ein
Beitrag zur Kulturgeschichte Bagdads im 3./9. Jahrhundert,
diss. Halle 1966; J.-C. Vadet, L'esprit courtois en Orient
dans les cinq premiers siecles de I'Hegire, Paris 1968,
317-51; Lois A. Giffen, Theory of profane love among
the Arabs: the development of the genre, New York-London
1971; S. Enderwitz, Du fata au zarff, ou comment on
se distingue?, in Arabica, xxxvi (1989), 125-42.
(W. RAVEN)
WASI (A., pis. awsiyd3, wasiyyun), a t h e o l o g i c a l
t e r m in S h f ' i s m variously rendered as l e g a t e e ,
executor, successor or inheritor.
It was first used to designate cAlf as the inheritor
of Muhammad's worldly possessions (such as his books
and weapons) and of his political and spiritual authority. According to Imamf doctrine, this inheritance
passed on to al-Hasan and the other imams,, all of
whom are awsiyd'. The Imamiyya hold that legatees
existed from the beginning of human history. Their
function was to uphold the law laid down by Adam
and the five legislator prophets (ulu 'l-cazm): Noah,
Abraham, Moses, Jesus and Muhammad. The first
wasi is sometimes identified with Habfl (Abel), but
more often with Shfth (Seth) [</.yy.]. Lists of legatees
are given in a number of 4th/10th-century sources,
e.g. the Ithbdt al-wasiyya attributed to al-Mas'udl and
the Ikmdl/Kamdl al-din of Ibn Babawayh. The names
of the legatees are for the most part drawn from the
Judaeo-Christian tradition, though there are also lists
largely made up of names of Muhammad's Arab
ancestors. The total number of legatees is given as
124,000, the same as the total number of prophets.
The 8th/14th-century scholar Haydar-i Amulf [q.v. in
Suppl] recognised a special category of legatees: according to his system, Adam and each of the legislator prophets were followed by 12 legatees responsible
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for explicating the inner aspects (ta'wil) of the law
revealed by those prophets. These awsiyd' (72 in all)
hold a higher position than the other legatees.
The identity of the 12 legatees who were to succeed Muhammad was communicated to the Prophet
by various means, for instance, by a tablet inscribed
with their names and found in Fatima's house. According to a widespread account, the Prophet was informed
during the micrd^ [q.v.] that CA1I was his wasi. Another
version is connected with Kur'an, XXVI, 214 ("And
warn your clan, your nearest kin"): after this verse was
revealed, Muhammad summoned the Banu Hashim
and asked who would like to be his wasi; only CA1I,
the youngest person present, replied in the affirmative. The Prophet spat in his mouth and between his
shoulders and his breast, filling him with wisdom and
knowledge. Muhammad proclaimed cAlf as his legatee on various occasions, notably at Ghadfr Khumm
[q.v.]. He also referred to him as his wdrith (a term
that means much the same as wasi), as his guardian
(wall), brother and helper (or minister, wazir). In Imam!
tradition, CA1I is called sayyid al-awsiyd3, khayr al-awsiyd3
and wasi al-awsiyd3 (or al-wasiyyin). The latter appellation was also used by Djabir al-Djucfi~ [q.v. in Suppl.]
when addressing Muhammad al-Bakir [<?.#.]. The title
khdtam al-wasiyyin (seal of the legatees) normally refers
to the Twelfth Imam, but is also found as an epithet of cAlf, presumably recalling his position as successor to Muhammad, the khdtam al-anbiyd3.
The doctrine propagated by the early Isma'Tliyya
held that each of the seven historical eras was inaugurated by a speaking prophet (ndtik), and that each
of the first six nutakd3 was succeeded by a legatee (or
sdmit "a silent one"). These legatees were, successively,
Shfth, Sam (Shem), Isma'fl (Ishmael), Harun (Aaron)
or Yushac (Joshua), Sham'un al-Safa5 (Simon Peter)
and CA1I. The ndtik brought the scripture in its generally accepted meaning (tan&l), while the wasi introduced a systematic interpretation of its inner, esoteric
aspects (ta'wil, hakika] and initiated a series of imam?,,
of whom the last became the ndtik of the following
era. The wasi is therefore called a founder (asas). At
times he is described as being himself the first imam,
while elsewhere the first imam is said to follow him.
The imams are known as atimmd3 (sing, mutimm "completer"), since they complete the mission of the founder.
It is the duty of the believer to show loyalty (waldya)
to a wasi and to dissociate himself (bard3a) from a
mutawassi (one who falsely claims to be a wasi).
The term wasiyya (literally "inheritance") also denotes
the utterance by which a wasi is appointed and, more
generally, an instruction of a legal or moral nature
[see WASIYYA].
Bibliography: al-Saffar al-Kummi, Basd'ir aldaraajdt, ed. Muhsin Kucabaghf al-Tabrlzi, Kumm
1404, 98-103, 106, 193-4, 281, 294, 372, 445-50,
469-74, 497-9; Ibn Babawayh, al-Imdma wa 'l-tabsira
min al-hayra, Kumm 1404, 21-4; Kulfnf, Kdfi, Tehran
1375-7, i, 189, 193, 207-9, 217, 220, 224, 228,
250-4, 272, 275, 277-85, 290-8, 378-80, 419, 445,
450; Mas'udl, Ithbdt al-wasiyya, Nadjaf 1374/1955;
Khaslbl, al-Hiddya al-kubrd, Beirut 1406/1986, 119,
355, 357; Abu Ya c kub al-Sidjistani, Iftikhdr, ed.
Mustafa Ghalib, Beirut 1980, 65-73; idem, Ithbdt
al-nubuwwdt, ed. cArif Tamir, Beirut 1982, 187-90;
al-Kadi al-Nu c man, Da'd'im al-isldm, ed. A.A.A.
Fyzee, Cairo 1383/1963, i, 22, 25, 43, 47, 63;
idem, Ta'wil al-dacd3im, ed. Muhammad Hasan alA c zamf, Cairo n.d. [1967-9], i, 61, 203, 215, 361,
365; Ibn Babawayh, Ikmdl/Kamdl al-din, Nadjaf
1389/1970, 24-7, 205-43, 615-27; idem, Ftikaddt,
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Tehran 1317, 94, 102, tr. A.A.A. Fyzee, A Shi'ite
creed, Oxford etc. 1942, 74-5, 92-3; idem, Khisdl,
Nadjaf 1391/1971, 604; TusI, al-Iktisdd flmd yatacallaku bi 'l-i'tikdd, Beirut 1406/1986, 349; Shahrastanf, Lime des religions et des sectes, i, tr. D. Gimaret
and G. Monnot, Louvain 1986, index; Ibn Shahrashub, Mandkib dl Abi Tdlib, Beirut 1405/1985,
i, 218, 251, 280, ii, 201, iii, 46-52; Ibn Tawus,
al-Takinfi imrat amir al-mu3mimn, Beirut 1410/1989;
Haydar Amull, Qdmic al-asrdr wa-manbac al-anwdr,
ed. H. Corbin and O. Yahya, Tehran and Paris
1969, 239-42, 427; Radjab al-BursI, Mashdrik anwdr
al-yakm, Beirut n.d., 58, 61, 161, 163, 179; MadjlisI,
Bihar al-anwdr, Tehran 1376-94/1956-74, xxiii,
57-65, xxxviii, 1-26; Corbin, Histoire de la philosophic
islamique, Paris 1964, 130-1; idem, En Islam iranien,
Paris 1971-2, i, 63-4, 257, iv, 356; U. Rubin, Prophets
and progenitors in the early Shi'a tradition, in JSAI, i
(1979), 41-65; E. Kohlberg, Some Shfl views of the
antediluvian world, in 67, Iii (1980), 41-66; H. Halm,
Die Schia, Darmstadt 1988, 202-3, Eng. tr. Shiism,
Edinburgh 1991, 168-9; F. Daftary, The Ismd'llis.
Their history and doctrines, Cambridge 1990, index;
P.E. Walker, Early philosophical Shiism, Cambridge
1993, index; Mohammad Ali Amir-Moezzi, The
divine guide in early Shicism, tr. D. Streight, Albany
1994, index.
(E. KOHLBERG)
WASIC 'ALISI (modern Tkish. Vasi Alisi), a member of the Ottoman culamd3 and o u t s t a n d i n g repr e s e n t a t i v e of the munshi [see INSHAS] t r a d i t i o n
in the period of Siileyman Kanunf [q.v]. He is also
referred to as CAH Wasic, 'All Celebi, cAbd al-Wasic
c
Al!si (or Celebi), Mawla (or 'Ala1 al-Dm) CA1I b. Salihza.de al-Rumf (or just Salih-zade al-Rumf). Apparently
born in Philipoppolis or Filibe (see art. Vasi3 Alisi, in
Teni Turk Ansiklopedisi, Istanbul 1985), he died at an
advanced age in Bursa in 950/1543-4.
Receiving a basic classical Ottoman education, including the study of calligraphy, he then studied under
and served as assistant to cAbd al-Wasic b. Khayr alDm Khidr. Under him he reached muldzim [q.v.] rank
and came to be known as Wasi£ 'Alfsi. He is reported
to have had a connection with Prince Korkud [see
KORKUD B. BAYAZID] and to have been in the retinue
travelling to Egypt with him. He taught in various wellknown mosques in Bursa, Edirne and Istanbul.
Wasi°s fame rests mainly on his Humdyun-ndme, an
Ottoman rhymed prose translation (with interspersed
verses) of the Persian Husayn b. 'All al-Waeiz Kashifi's
[q.v.] well-known Anwdr-i Suhayli ("Lights of Suhayli"),
itself a version of the Arabic Kalila wa-Dimna [q.v.].
Dedicating his work to Sultan Siileyman or, as Menzel
describes in his El1 article, to the Grand Vizier Lutfi
Pasha, Wasic was rewarded by appointment as kadi
of Bursa, only to die shortly afterwards.
There are few extant illustrated mss. of Wasi°s
work, a fact leading to the suggestion that it had
narrow appeal (Esin Atil, Kalila wa Dimna. Fables from
a fourteenth-century Arabic manuscript, Washington, D.C.
1981). Indeed, its ultra-elegant style limited the number of those understanding it. Ottoman biographers,
however, recognised Wasi°s achievement (see Menzel's
listing of the tedhkere writers).
A number of Ottoman summaries were produced,
and it has been widely translated. The earliest printing
was in 1835 at Bulak.
Bibliography. In addition to works given in the
article, see EJ. Grube, Some observations concerning the
Ottoman illustrated manuscripts of the Kalilah wa Dimnah:
Ali felebi's Humayun-name, in 9th International Congress
of Turkish Art. Summary of Contributions, Ankara 1995,

195-9; idem, Paralegomena for a corpus publication of
illustrated Kalila wa Dimnah manuscripts, in Islamic
Art, iv (1990-1), 301-481; Giinay Turner, Teni bir
Humdyun-ndme niishasi, in Ankara Universitesi Ildhiyat
Fakultesi Dergisi, xix, (1973), 253-6.
(KATHLEEN R.F. BURRILL)
WASIF (P-1221/1806), O t t o m a n historian and
diplomat.
Ahmed Wasif was born in Baghdad, probably in
the early 1730s, was educated there and first earned
a living as a professional copyist. Entering the service
of Giil-zade Ahmed Pasha-zade CA1I Pasha (d. 1769)
as librarian, Wasif accompanied CA1I Pasha on the
Russian campaign of 1769 and on the latter's death
became mektuba^u, secretary, to Abaza Mehmed Pasha
[q.v] on the Hotin campaign. Captured by the Russians at the siege of Yeni Kalce in 1185/1771, Wasif
was a prisoner of war in St. Petersburg for nine months.
Released in order to carry letters of negotiation from
Catherine II, which resulted in an initial truce signed
at Yergogii in 1186/1772, he was subsequently employed by both the grand vizier Muhsin-zade Mehmed
Pasha [q.v] and the re'Ts ul-kuttdb [q.v] cAbd al-Rezzak
Efendi as diplomatic envoy in the negotiations leading to the treaty of Kiiciik Kaynardja [q.v.] (1188/
1774), and in discussions which continued until 1779
over the status of the Crimean Tatars.
In 1197/1783 Wasif was appointed to succeed Enwerf
[q.v] as wakca-nuwis [q.v] or official historian. Relinquishing this post during his embassy to Spain to secure
an anti-Russian naval agreement (1201-2/1787-8), he
was re-appointed wak'a-niiwis on the accession of Sellm
III [q.v] in 1203/1789. Relieved of the post in 12067
1791 when appointed to the negotiations leading to
the treaty of Zishtowa (Sistova) with Austria, he was
re-appointed in 1207/1793 for a third tenure. Dismissed again in 1209/1794, as a result of rivalry with
the re'is ul-kiittdb Mehmed Rashid Efendi, and exiled
to Midilli, he was pardoned shortly thereafter, and
appointed wak'a-nuwis a fourth time in 1213/1799
(until 1219/1805). During his career, Wasif also held
various administrative posts in the Ottoman central
bureaucracy both in between and concurrently with
his periods of office as wak'a-niiwis, culminating in his
promotion to re'is ul-kuttdb in 1219/1805. Wasif died
in Sha'ban 1221/December 1806. (For detailed biography and references, see Miicteba Ilgurel, art. Vasif,
in IA, xiii, 214-17; also Virginia H. Aksan, An Ottoman
statesman in war and peace: Ahmed Resmi Efendi 17001783, Leiden 1995, 111-14 and passim.)
Wasif's principal work as wakca-nuwis, prepared during his final tenure of the post, is Mehdsin ul-dthdr we
hakd'ik ul-akhbdr, a detailed chronicle of events from
Muharrem 1166/January 1752 to Redjeb 1188/September'l774 (published Istanbul 1219/1804, Bulak 12437
1827 and 1246/1831). This work incorporated the
unpublished histories, much reworked, of Wasif's predecessors Mehmed Hakim, Cesmi-zade [^.zw.], Musazade, Behdjetl and, particularly, Enwerl, with additional
material of his own for the period of the OttomanRussian war 1768-74. Although commissioned by Selfm
III to maintain the history up to 1217/1802, coverage
of the period after 1774 is apparently incomplete and the
textual history confusing. There exists an unpublished
continuation covering the five years to 1193/1779 (Topkapi Sarayi ms. Hazine 1406); a published history of
events during Wasif's first period as wak'a-niiwis, 11977
1783-1201/1787 (ed. Ilgurel, Istanbul 1978, also under
the title Mehdsin ul-dthdr); several manuscripts and
notes for subsequent years (see Ilgurel, op. cit., pp. xlxlii). Wasif was considered a good critical historian
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whose work went beyond detailed chronological narrative; his manuscripts were a principal source for Ahmed
Djewdet Pasha [</.^.j. He also compiled an account
of his embassy to Spain, Ispanya sefdretnamesi, French
tr. Barbier de Meynard, Ambassade de I'historien turc Vasif
Efendi en Espagne, 1787-1788, in JA, ser. 5, vol. xix
[1862], 507-23.
Bibliography: See that in the I A art., and in
the edition of Ilgiirel, Mehdsinu 'l-dsdr ve hak'aikii
'l-ahbar, see also Babinger, GOW, 335-7; B. Kiitukoglu, art. Vekdyinuvis, in I A, xiii, 278-80.
(CHRISTINE WOODHEAD)
WASIF ENDERUNI, 'OTHMAN, O t t o m a n poet,
born at an unknown date, d. in 1824.
As his name implies, he was educated in the Enderun
or Palace School, his mother being a niece of the
commander of the Bostandjis [q.v], Khalll Pasha, who
became Grand Vizier to Ahmed III. His life was spent
filling various court offices, including for Sellm III,
to whom various of his poems are dedicated. At the
accession of Mustafa IV in 1807, he was promoted
to the service of the Royal Chamber. In 1818 he
retired from palace service and became administrator
of the wakf of Siileyman Pasha at Bolayir, dying at
Istanbul; his fellow-poet 'Izzet Molla [q.v.] wrote the
epitaph on his gravestone.
Wasif seems to have been a bon viveur, with an
amusing, jolly character. He was one of the preTan^imdt [q.v.] poets who endeavoured to break away
from the rigid rules and conventions of classical Ottoman poetry, writing instead in a simpler and more
natural manner, successfully incorporating elements of
colloquial language and dialect into his poems. His
sharkh [q.v.] form the most important section of his
poetic work, being written in short metres and on
his favourite subjects of love and beauty, but he also
wrote ghazels, kasides and chronograms. His poetry was
criticised by more traditional scholars of classical
Ottoman poetry, inter alia for its technical failings and
shallowness, but his work could be original, and it
provides glimpses of daily life in Istanbul, where he
often refers to the military exercises and sports of
the Janissaries. Two unique poems in his diwan set
forth a dialogue between a mother and daughter in
the Istanbul colloquial of what are apparently lower
middle-class women. His poetry, set to music by his
brother Sacd Allah Efendi and by Zeka5! Dede, both
distinguished musicians, is still sung.
Wasif left behind a single diwan, and rumour had
it that he burnt the more racy of his poems before
he died. There are two mss. of the diwan in Istanbul
University Library, one of them (TY 9865) complete,
with over 5,000 lines. The diwan was printed at Bulak
(Diwan-gulshen-i ajkdr-i Wdsif-i Enderuni, 1257/1841) and
subsequently at Istanbul (1285/1868-9).
Bibliography: Gibb, HOP, iv; Ibnulemin Mahmud
Kemal Inal, Son asir tiirk §airleri, vii, Istanbul 1970;
Seyit Kemal Karaalioglu, Turk edebiyat tarihi, ii,
Istanbul 1978, 114-18; Muallim Naci, Osmanh §airleri, Ankara 1986; Haluk Ipekten, Enderunlu Vasif,
Ankara 1989; art. s.v., in Tiirk Diyanet Vakfi, Islam
Ansiklopedisi, xi, Istanbul 1995; W.G. Andrews,
N. Black and M. Kalpakli, Ottoman lyric poetry, Austin,
Texas 1997, 261-2.
(giGDEM BALIM)
AL-WASIFI, IBRAHIM B. WASIF &IAH or Ibn Wasif
5
al-Sabi , an a u t h o r i t y m u c h quoted by Arab historians from about 330/941-2 onward for a host
of otherwise u n k n o w n m a t e r i a l s on the history of a n c i e n t Egypt from its first settlements
up to the time of Moses' Pharaoh. From among the
few quotations relating to Islamic Egypt, the latest
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concern the period of time between 355/965
and 358/969 (afiud Ibn lyas, d. ca. 930/1524 [q.v.]).
As already made known by D. Chwolson, from a
St. Petersburg manuscript dated 607/1211, an Ibrahim
b. Wasif Shah was the author of a Kitdb al-'Aajd^ib
al-kabir. . . fi 'aaja'ib al-ard wa 'l-bihar, the second part
of which contains material about the history of Egypt
up to the time of Exodus. On the basis of further
Paris manuscripts, sometimes attributed to al-Mascudl
(d. 345/956 [<?.y.]), Carra de Vaux produced his translation L'Abrege des meweilles (with introd. and index,
Paris 1898; repr. Frankfurt 1994; new ed. without index, Paris 1984, with preface by A. Miquel). cAbd Allah
al-SawI did an Arabic edition with the title Akhbdr alzamdn (Cairo 1938, several reprints), which is mostly
quoted as "Pseudo-al-Mascudf", because the authorship
and identity of Ibrahim b. Waslf Shah remained open
to debate. While this form of his name can be found
inter alia in al-MakrfzI's (d. 845/1442 [q.v.]) Khitat and
Ighdthat al-umma, and in Ibn lyas' BaddY, the form
al-Wasifi is found in Sa'id al-AndalusI's (d. 462/1070
[q.v.]) Tabakdt al-umam and Muhammad b. al-Kasim alNuwayrT's (d. 8th/14th century [q.v.]) K. al-Ilmdm.
Opinions on the value of the book and the identification of its author have diverged widely in recent
years. By some it is thought to be a "Hermetic history" rather than the national history of the Copts
in early Islamic Egypt and the "picturesque 'Ibrahim
b. Wasif Shah'" is suspected to be "in fact a fanciful improvement of the more prosaic 'Wasffi'" (cf.
M. Cook, Pharaonic history in medieval Egypt, in SI, Ivii
[1983], 67-103; G. Schoeler, Verzeichnis der onentalischen Handschriften in Deutschland, Band XVII, Reihe B.
Arabische Handschnften, Teil II, Stuttgart 1990, 364-70).
Even the very historicity of Ibn Waslf Shah/al-Waslfi
is debated (cf. U. Haarmann, Das Pyramidenbuch des Abu
Ga'far al-Idnsi, Beirut 1991, preface, p. vii) and the
Akhbdr al-zaman are considered to be a mystification
of Spanish provenance, consciously created around the
year 1000 (cf. idem, Das pharaonische Agypten bei islamischen Autoren des Mittelalters, in Orbis Biblicus et Orientalis,
xlv [1990], 48).
As for the name, the ism Ibrahim may derive from
Ibrahim b. al-Kasim al-Katib (d. after 418/1027-8
[see IBN AL-RAKIK]), who made a mukhtasar of the
K. al-cAdj_d'ib al-kabir of one Ibrahim b. Waslf Shah,
mentioned in al-Nuwayrl's (d. 733/1333 [q.v.]) Nihdyat
al-arab, with ample quotations from the book. "Shah"
[q.v] may indicate high esteem for a person thought
to hail from the northern parts of the caliphate. The
true name of our author would thus be "Ibn Waslf",
which is corroborated by the nisba "al-Wasifi"". On
this person Abu cUbayd al-Bakrfs (d. 487/1094 [q.v.])
al-Masdlik wa 'l-mamdlik (ed. A.P. van Leeuwen and
A. Ferre, Tunis 1992) gives somewhat more detailed
information; he is quoted in direct speech on his visits
to Egypt, where he tested the magical efficacy of
images and statues in temples and interviewed the
locals (§§ 895, 905-6, 908-13). The same is indicated
by Abu Dja'far al-ldrlsl (d. 649/1251 [see AL-IDRISI]),
when he says that al-Wasifi was an outstanding natural
philosopher and an historian who had investigated the
secrets of the temples and the knowledge of the ancient
Egyptian natural philosophers (cf. Haarmann, Pyramidenbuch, 99 [Arabic], 82 [German]). Ibn Waslf's excerpt
from a K. al-Matdldtis of a certain Klnas al-Haklm
(cf. Sezgin, GAS, vii, 66) deals with talismans.
A Sabian origin is likely for a scholar with such
interests, since for them Egypt continued to have a religious meaning even in Islamic times (cf. D. Chwolson,
Die Ssabier und der Ssabismus, St. Petersburg 1856, repr.
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Amsterdam 1965, index). Given the likely lifetime of
our author, he might reasonably be identified with
the Baghdad ophthalmologist (Ahmad?) Ibn Wasff alSabis, who was active beyond the middle of the 4th
century of the Hidjra (A.D. 970 at the latest) (cf. Ibn
Djuldjul [q.v.], Tabakdt al-atibbd3, Cairo 1955, 81-2;
composed in 377/987). Between 330/941-2 and
340/951-2 he taught students of Harranian descent
hailing from Spain. For this reason, he became well
known in Spain early on, as a physician named Ibn
WasTf, and as an authority on ancient Egypt, quoted
as al-Wasffi". He is quoted without attribution by the
author of the Picatrix (composed between 443/1051-2
and 448/1056, cf. Sezgin, GAS, iv, 295, and ALMADJRlTl).

Ibn Wasff's books have not been preserved independently and their precise titles are unknown. The
relevant manuscripts represent (a) a longer version,
which has been shown to be two parts of [K. Akhbdr
al-zaman wa-huwa] al-Kitdb al-Aivsat (composed before
332/943) by al-Mascudf, who lifted large sections dealing with ancient Egypt from Ibn Wasff, and (b) a
shorter version (mukhtasar) also attributable to alMas'udf, entitled K. al-cA^d3ib, which is the version
edited by al-Sawf. Carra de Vaux' translation contains
sections from both versions (cf. Ursula Sezgin, AlMas'udi, Ibrahim b. Wasifsdh und das Kitdb al-cAgd}ib, in
ZGAIW, viii [1993], 1-70; eadem, Pharaonische Wunderwerke bei Ibn Wasif as-Sdbi* und al-Mascudi, /, in ^GAIW,
ix [1994], 229-43).' '
Although the Egyptologist G. Maspero, on the basis
of Carra de Vaux' translation as well, had written in
1899 that the text contained memories of all stages
of Egyptian history after the downfall of its indigenous dynasties, the study of its contents and its place
within the intellectual history of its time is still at its
beginning.
In 1899 M. Berthelot, on the basis of Carra de
Vaux' translation, had shown that several of the 'aajd'ib,
apparently magical objects, mentioned were traceable
to the work of Alexandrian scholars. With the help
of sources and studies in the history of technology
(sometimes by assuming a Syriac intermediary source)
and furthermore with pictorial representations and
archaeological finds, it was possible to garner detailed
evidence that these wondrous and miraculous objects
were trick vessels, waterclocks and the like. They form
a link in a tradition that straddles different linguistic and cultural areas, and they live on in mediaeval
Western literature and, as display-pieces, in the cabinets
of curiosities of pre-modern princes. In the al-Wasffi
corpus, however, they were meant to serve the posthumous glory of Egyptian rulers; in this context traditions
of Greek and Coptic provenance can be discerned
(cf. U. Sezgin, Pharaonische Wunderwerke, I [and] //, in
ZGAIW, ix [1994], 229-91, xi [1997] 189-249; ///and
Addenda, in preparation).
Judging by the detailed and scarcely exploited quotations in Abu 'Ubayd al-Bakrl, with all their clearly
gnostic elements of Coptic provenance, one can guess
how severe the loss of Ibn WasTf's extensive writings
is for the intellectual and religious history of Egypt
in the last centuries before and the first centuries after
the rise of Islam. They enjoyed wider distribution and
availability obviously only as excerpts and quotations
in the works of other historians.
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
the article): G. Wiet, Introduction to Vattier's L'Egypte
de Murtadi, Paris 1953, 1-114. (URSULA SEZGIN)
WASIL B. CATA3, early theologian and ascetic
who died in 131/748-9, shortly before the final suc-

cess of the 'Abbasid revolution, probably as a victim
of the plague which raged at Basra during the same
year.
Further information about him is scarce and not
always beyond suspicion. In a polemical letter of unknown origin addressed to cAmr b. cUbayd [q.v.].,
Wasil is supposed to have been present, as a rather
prominent disciple, at one of the courses given by alHasan al-Basn [q.v.] during a visit to Medina some
time before 110/728. Whether at that moment he
lived in the Hidjaz or had instead accompanied alHasan from Basra is not clear. He entertained relations with the cAlids who lived in Medina, and he
may even have attended the meeting at Abwa5 [q.v.]
where, shortly after the assassination of al-Walfd II
in 126/744, the Hashimites tried to decide who should
lead the Islamic community after the expected collapse of the Umayyad regime. Yet at approximately
the same time, we also find him in Trak, as the member of a Basran delegation that had come to Wash
in order to welcome cAbd Allah b. cUmar b. cAbd
al-cAzfz [q.v] who had been nominated as the new
governor by al-Walfd IPs opponent and successor
Yazfd III. Wasil was probably not the most prominent among the notables who had come; he was only
a mawld, and the speeches were given by two professional khatibs who were of Arabian stock. But the
governor, quite unexpectedly, asked him to say a few
words, and he responded with an improvised allocution of pietist character. The event seems to presuppose that the governor was interested in Wasil as the
spokesman of a specific element of the Basran population on which he wanted to rely: sc. the Kadariyya
[q.v], which had come to power in Syria with the
caliphate of Yazld III. Wasil's performance was praised
by poets such as Bashshar b. Burd and, later on,
Safwan al-Ansari [^.yy.]; they were particularly impressed by the fact that Wasil had mastered the challenge in spite of a speech defect which prevented him
from pronouncing the letter rd3 correctly. But he also
attracted their attention by asking the governor, after
having refused the usual gift offered to the orator, to
promote a public undertaking in the town, probably
the canal (nahr) named after him.
Wasil was a middle-class person; he earned his living by manufacturing yarn for the Basran cloth industry. Doctrinally speaking, Kadari ideas were not his
main concern; he dealt rather in grass-root politics.
He tried to take up, in a new spirit, the enterprise
started by al-Hasan b. Muhammad b. al-Hanafiyya
[q.v] one generation before: finding a way between
the conflicting factions of the first civil war, i.e. those
who were afterwards to be called SunnTs and Shic Is.
But whereas Ibn al-Hanafiyya had talked about wd^d*,
"postponing one's judgement", Wasil spoke of i'tizdl,
using a term that had been brought up by those who
had kept aloof from the tensions of the first civil war
and that was now revivified during the chaos of the
third fitna after 126/744 [see MU'TAZILA]. And whereas
the former had acted on private initiative, Wasil created an organisation; he sent out propagandists (ducdt)
to different areas of the Islamic world, including the
Hidjaz. His analysis of the situation was much more
radical than al-Hasan's; though agreeing that, in a
way, the community had to postpone its judgement,
he left no doubt about one of the two factions having sinned, i.e. committed a crime. His conclusion
was that, wherever both of them offered an opinion
against each other (which seems to mean: wherever
they argued against each other by means of hadith),
their testimony could not be accepted. In his opinion,
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the situation was to be compared to the procedure
of li'an [q.v.]: when both litigants appear together, the
culprit not being known, their caddla is suspended.
In promoting these ideas, Wasil seems to have used
the Basran Kadariyya as a power-base. He achieved
this purpose by winning over cAmr b. cUbayd, who
acted as the successor of al-Hasan al-BasrT after the
death of Katada b. Dicama (ca. 117/735 [q.v.]). But
he had to persuade cAmr to accept another one of
his basic tenets: the manzila bayn al-manzilatayn [q.v.].
c
Amr originally followed the tradition of al-Hasan alBasri, who had said that the grave sinner is a munafik
[q.v] who, in spite of having accepted Islam, will end
up in Hell. By means of a disputation, Wasil managed to demonstrate to him that this word, which
had been used all the time in the earlier theological
discussions, was now worn out and should be replaced
by a new term, namely, fdsik, which could equally be
found in the Kur'an but allowed much more easily
for the conclusion that the grave sinner, even when
a Muslim, would be punished in Hell eternally. The
opponents of this doctrine suspected that Wasil had
learned this rigour from the Kharidjites, but it was
simply a consequence of his asceticism (which he had
in common with cAmr b. cUbayd and al-Hasan alBasn). His main innovation pertained rather to the
level of what was called later on al-asmd' wa 'l-ahkdm,
sc. the introduction of a third category between believer
and unbeliever. The afore-mentioned political attitude,
though also representing a "middle-course", has to be
clearly differentiated from this.
None of Wasil's writings has been preserved, not
even in fragments. But several titles are mentioned,
though some of them are attributed to his disciples
rather than to himself. There was a report about his
disputation with cAmr b. cUbayd, but he is also said
to have written separately about his concept of almanzila bayn al-manzilatayn. His khutba in front of the
governor "without the letter rd3" was obviously circulated already by al-Mada'inT [q.v.], but we now have
two completely different versions of it. In a treatise
"on penitence" (fi 'l-tawba) Wasil may have expounded
his idea that repentance has always to be universal
in order to be valid. His epistemological criteria are
enumerated in two closely-related doxographical summaries; if these ideas really do go back to him, we
are dealing with the earliest testimony for the agenda
of usul al-fikh.
Wasil's propaganda movement was stopped before
it could mature. His untimely death prevents us from
knowing whether he intended it as a merely pietistic
undertaking of "inner mission" or whether he followed a political programme as did the Ibadiyya [q.v.]
or, at a later period, the Isma'Tliyya [q.v.]. That his
expectations would not have been satisfied by the
c
Abbasid revolution is borne out by the fact that, one
decade later, a considerable portion of the Basran
Mu'tazila supported al-Nafs al-Zakiyya [q.v] who had
been foreseen at Abwa5 as the Mahdl to come. When
the rebellion failed, those who survived fled to the
Maghrib, where their successors continued to be known
as al-Wasiliyya.
Bibliography: W. Madelung, Der Imam al-Qasim
ibn Ibrahim und die Glaubenslehre der ^aiditen, Berlin
1965, 7-38; W.M. Watt, Was Wasil a Khdnjite?, in
Islamwissenschaftliche Abhandlungen Fritz Meier zum
sechzigsten Geburtstag, Wiesbaden 1974, 306 ff.; Abu
'1-Wafa5 al-Taftazanl, Wasil b. cAtd\ Haydtuhu wamusannqfdtuhu, in Dirdsdt falsafiyya muhddt ild Ibrahim
Madkur, Cairo 1979, 39 ff.; S. Stroumsa, The
beginnings of the Mu'tazila reconsidered, in JSAI, xiii
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(1990), 265 ff.; H. Daiber, Wasil ibn cAtd> als Prediger
und TJieologe. Ein neuer Text aus dem 8. Jahrhundert n.
Chr., Leiden 1988; Sulayman al-ShawayishT, Wasil
b. cAtd3 wa-drd3uhu al-kaldmiyya, al-Dar al-cArabiyya
li '1-Kitab (Libya) 1993; J. van Ess, Theologie und.
Gesellschaft im 2. und 3. Jahrhundert Hidschra, ii (1992),
234-80, 310-21, iv (1997), 259-64, 780, v (1993),
136-64 (where the most important sources are
translated).
(J. VAN Ess)
WASIT, a city in c e n t r a l ' I r a k d u r i n g the
mediaeval period, the existence of which is attested
from the later years of the 1st century/closing years
of the 7th century or opening years of the 8th century, until the beginning of the 12th century/turn
of the 17th-18th centuries (according to M. Djawad,
Khardb Wasit, in Lughat al-cArab, x (1931), 617 until
ca. 1107/1695-6). From its foundation by the Umayyad
governor of'Irak, al-Hagpdjad^ (75-95/694-713 [q.v.]),
the city was the administrative and political capital
of that province under the first Marwanids (65-95 or
65-105/684-713 or 684-723). The Arabs continued
their policy of urban experience there which they had
begun by founding the two large fortified camps, amsdr
[see MISR. B.], of the Sawad, Basra and Kufa [</.zw.] 5
which predated it and were its political rivals. On the
other hand, its appearance symbolised the desire of
the Umayyad power to display its munificence, and
thus it served as a prelude in its architectural form
to the founding of Baghdad [q.v] by al-Mansur in
145-6/762-3 (J. Lassner, The shaping of the Abbasid rule,
Princeton 1980, 180-1).
1. S i t u a t i o n and site.
Locating the town on the mediaeval course of the
Tigris in the ancient Sasanid province of Suristan,
which was situated in the centre of Lower Mesopotamia or the Sawad, poses one of the most difficult problems of the historical geography of mediaeval
Babylonia (M. Streck, El1 art. Wasit). Indeed, from
the middle or the end of the 9th/15th century the
branch of the Tigris which crosses Wasit began gradually to change its course, veering towards its present
easterly direction during the 10th/16th and llth/17th
centuries passing through al-Kut, and then through
the town of al-Kurna, where it rejoins the waters of
the Euphrates to form the estuary of the Shatt
al-cArab [q.v]. The location of Wasit has now been
definitively established following an exact geographical
position fixed at lat. 32° 11' N. and long. 46° 18' E.,
partly thanks to the descriptions of the site by European travellers of the 19th-early 20th centuries, and
partly to the various archaeological excavations which
were carried out from 1936-42 (F. Safar, Wasit, the
sixth season's excavations, Cairo 1945, 8-11). The ruins
of historic Wasit are situated today 25 km/15 miles
north-east of the town of al-Hayy, and about 70 km/
45 miles south-east of the town of al-Kut, where the
Tigris branches off to its present-day easterly course.
These ruins are known as al-Manara, referring to
a building from the 7th/13th century, of which all
that remains is a monumental entrance gate flanked
by two minarets on the north-east side of the site
(Safar, op. cit., 6). They extend for an area of three
km to the east and to the west of the dry bed of
the Dudjayla, the principal branch of the mediaeval
Tigris, 200 m wide today. Between 1936 and 1942
the Iraq Department of Antiquities conducted six
archaeological excavations (K.A.C. Creswell, Early
Muslim architecture, Oxford 1969, i/2, 132-3), the last
of which was directed by F. Safar (op. cit., 33-4) in
1942 and led to the discovery on the west of the site
of the mosque of al-Hadjdjadj. It was built onto the
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south wall of the palace or Dar al-Imara, constructed
in 83/702, and brought confirmation of the existence
of three other mosques superimposed on the first; one
was probably constructed between 400/1009 and 550/
1155 (Mosque II); another around 550/1155 (Mosque
III), and a third in the Il-khanid [q.v] period, 656736/1258-1335 (Mosque IV). The reconstruction and
restoration work of the archaeological remains of Wash
took place from 1937 to 1965, with a view in particular
to exploiting tourist interest in this historical site.
Where the city is situated also has semantic significance. The name Wash, which is found in mediaeval
sources with about twenty other variants (including
Wash al-Hadjdjadj, Wash al-cUzma (Great Wash) and
Wash al-Trak) would have been used to denote the
approximate relative position of the town "in the middle" or "centrally" between al-Kufa, Basra, al-Mada°in
(Gtesiphon [q.v.]) and al-Ahwaz, the capital of Khuzistan [q.v.].
Wash was established after the division of the two
towns by the Tigris (see below, 2). The site of the
town founded by al-Hadjdjadj on the west bank was
a plain (sahl) to the north of the Batiha [q.v], the
marshes where the soil was said to be saline (ard
sdbikha) and the land was easily subject to flooding,
composed of alternating steppes and reed-beds (kasab,
from which was derived another name, Wash alKasab). To the west, al-gharb, the site opened out
broadly on to an arid zone, half steppe and half
desert, known in 6th-century A.D. sources as the desert
of Kaskar, qualified by barnyya or fadd3. This situation perhaps justified the description of the climate
of Wash as healthy, sahih, as the town was at some
distance from the Batfha, which was humid and hot
and infested with mosquitoes. The climate of Wash
was also described as being like that of Basra, capricious and changeable, munkalib, as the site lay in the
path of the burning winds, samum, coming from the
Persian Gulf to the south, and those from the north
which tempered the effect.
2. Foundation.
The date of the foundation of Wash is a matter
of some debate among scholars because of the disparate traditions. The oldest of these, cited by Bahshal
(d. between 288-92/901-4 [q.v]) in his Ta'rikh Wdsit
(Baghdad 1387/1967, 43) goes back to Sulayman b.
al-Hakam b. cAwana al-Kalbf (2nd/8th century) and
is revived by Ibn al-Djawzf, al-Dhahabf and Ibn Taghrfbirdf. This places the foundation of Wash between
75/694 and 78/697, but does not tally with the course
of events during the governorship of al-Hadjdjadj in
Trak. The chronological details available on Wash
place the beginning of the building of the principal
monuments of the town (the palace-mosque complex,
the town's battlements) in 83/702 or 84/703, after
the revolt by Ibn al-Ashcath (82-3/701-2 [q.v]) had
been quelled, and the completion of the tamsir in 86/
705. On the other hand, Wash had been established
right from its foundation as a double city. The new
town, al-Madlna al-Gharbiyya, created by al-Hadjdjadj
on the west bank of the Tigris, was juxtaposed to a
pre-existing town on the east bank, al-Madfna alSharkiyya, called Kaskar or Kashkar [q.v]. The two
towns, connected as they were from the outset by a
bridge of boats (dj.isr), finished by forming two parts
of the same city, where the new Wash progressively
absorbed the ancient Kaskar and gave it its name.
3. Wasit t h r o u g h the c e n t u r i e s .
Up to the death of al-Hadjdjadj in 95/713, Wasit
remained the seat of Umayyad government in 'Irak,
but from 97/715 onwards the town ceased to be the

residence of the governor of this province, who was
obliged to transfer to Khurasan [q.v], incorporated
by the caliph Sulayman (96-9/715-17) into Trak.
c
Umar II (99-101/717-20) divided this vast territory
into three governorates, Kufa, Basra and Khurasan,
all with separate governors; and at the same time he
demilitarised Wasit, which was emptied of its Syrian
occupation forces (M.A. Shaban, Islamic history. A new
interpretation, Cambridge 1971, i, 132-3). This was
returned to Wasit during the short reign of Yazfd II
(101-5/719-23) under the governorships of Maslama
b. cAbd al-Malik (102/720), and then of cUmar b.
Hubayra (103-5/721-3). From the rule of the latter
to that of Yazld b. cUmar b. Hubayra (129-32/74650), Wasit was no longer the exclusive seat of government or residence of the Umayyad governors of
'Irak, who moved between Wasit, Kufa and al-Hfra
[q.v] (H. Djait, Al-Kufa, naissance de la ville islamique,
Paris 1986, 271), in particular under Yusuf b. c Umar
(120-6/737-43), and from the creation of autonomous
power for the Mashrik (Khurasan) by the caliph
Hisham (105-25/724-43)'. The town survived the revolt
stirred up by Yazfd b. al-Muhallab, the governor of
Trak after al-Hadjdjadj, in 102/721, and played a
political role in the Shf'I revolt of Zayd b. cAlf
(122/739), who found partisans there. The troubles
that marked the end of the Umayyad period in 'Irak,
on account of the struggles between the governors to
assert their power as well as the unrest among the
Kharidjhe Shurat, took place principally at Wasit. The
town was exhausted and numbed and the last
Umayyad governor of Trak, Yazld b. c Umar b.
Hubayra, reconquered it in 129/746 at the expense
of cAbd Allah b. cUmar II, the 'drnil of the Kharidjites.
Soon afterwards, in 132/750, it had to suffer the
trials of a siege by the 'Abbasids. The governorship
of Khalid al-Kasn (105-20/723-37) marked an upsurge
in the economy and an expansion in the agriculture
of the Sawad to what it had been in the time of alHadjdjadj. This change came about in Wasit by a
modification in urban fabric. The territory of Wasit,
corresponding to the kura [q.v] (district) of Kaskar in
the administrative division of Lower 'Irak, kept its
autonomy from earliest times throughout the Umayyad
period in regard to the Sawad of Kufa and of Basra
(Kuwar Didjla and Kurat Maysan), from the time of
its foundation by al-Hadjdjadj. From then to the end
of Umayyad power, Wasit also remained one of the
most important centres for issuing the coinage of the
empire, as witnessed by the collections preserved by
numerous museums across the world (U.S.L. Welin,
Wdsit the mint town, in Bulletin de la Societe Royak des
Lettres de Lund [1954-5], 127-69, and 4. below).
At the time of the conquest of Irak by the 'Abbasids
in 132/750, Wash was besieged by them. It symbolised the last pocket of resistance of clrak to the new
power. In a final convulsion, it supported the Hasanid
revolt of 145/762. The establishment of the cAbbasid
regime and the founding of Baghdad reduced Basra,
Kufa and Wasit to an inferior rank. Wasit, which was
demilitarised, became nothing more than a local administrative centre.
The new dynasty inherited Umayyad landed property in Wasit and the surrounding region, and, particularly under al-Mansur (136-58/754-75) and al-Mahdl
(158-69/775-85), attracted much agricultural development, as happened also around Basra, Baghdad and
Anbar. The khardaj [q.v] of the kura of Kaskar, already
specified in the first fiscal inventory available to us
referring to the year 172/788, reveals the prosperity
of the region of Wasit during the reign of al-Rashld
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(170-93/786-808), which was characterised by a
favourable combination of circumstances, due in part
to demographic growth from the middle of the 2nd/8th
century onwards.
The progressive disintegration of the 'Abbasid state
in the course of the second half of the 3rd/9th and
in the 4th/10th centuries was marked by the weakening of agricultural production in Trak, the central
province of the empire, and also by a diminution of
the fiscal returns and an increase in the power of
military elements after the reign of al-Ma'mun (198218/813-33). Consequently, because of its resources
and tax income, Wash and its surrounding region acquired particular importance for the power of Baghdad,
which explains the appearance under al-Muctasim
(218-27/833-42) in the district of Kaskar of the iktdc
[q.v], which assigned to the army generals the levying of fiscal rights of the state on the land. However,
the region of Wash suffered pillaging by the Zutt
[q.v.] from the Sind who revolted in 219/834 against
the cAbbasids. After the revolt of the Zandj slaves
[q.v] in the vast domains of southern Irak (255-70/
869-83) these acts of destruction recommenced. Wash
had already been decimated by an epidemic in 258/
871, when in 264/877 it suffered the destruction carried out by the Zandj, especially on its eastern side.
This situation did not prevent the growth of tax-farming, daman, and the extension of the iktdc in the region
of Wash/Kaskar during the reigns of al-Muctadid (27989/892-902) and of al-Muktadir (295-320/908-32).
From that time onwards, the rich region of Wash
played a decisive role in supplying food to Baghdad,
despite serious flooding in the town in 292/904, which
caused severe destruction of its monuments. In 310/
922 there followed even more serious floods. It was
therefore because of this dependence by the rulers of
Baghdad on resources coming from Wash, among
other regions, that al-Radl (322-9/934-40) in 324/936
promoted the governor of Wash, Ibn Ra'ik [q.v], to
the office of amir al-umard3 [q.v], and he became in
practice the holder of sovereignty.
In the course of the decade 324-34/936-46, which
ended with the arrival of the Buwayhids (334-447/
945-1055 [q.v]), Wash was coveted, because of its
farming and resources, by the Baridfs, governors of
al-Ahwaz (Khuzistan), the various amir al-umard3, and
the Buyids, who sought power in Baghdad.
From 338/949 until 361/971 the town served for
the amirs Mucizz al-Dawla and his successor Bakhtiyar
as a base for military operations against Tmran
b. Shahln [q.v], the lord of the Batlha, who rebelled
in the south of Trak, threatening the authority of the
Buyids. While economic decline and depopulation were
on the increase in Trak, Wash continued to be a
source of food supplies for Baghdad.
When al-Mukaddas! visited Wash in 375/985 it
was again demonstrating some resilience, as compared
to Basra, Kufa, Samarra3, Anbar, Baghdad and even
to the villages in its own territory, which were in a
state of dilapidation. The political unrest at the end
of the Buyid period aroused the ambitions of the
Mazyadids of Hilla regarding Wash. They had gained
power in the region, as had al-Basasm [q.v], who
was acting on behalf of the Fatimids of Egypt. When
their propaganda had won over many of the amirs
from Trak and the Djazlra, the governor of Wash,
Ibn Fasandjis, in 448/1056 declared the khutba there
in the name of the Fatimid al-Mustansir. At the same
time he had the principal mosque painted white, the
symbolic colour of the Shr'Ts of Egypt. The Saldjuks
[q.v] had attacked Trak in December 447/1055. They

established their authority over Wash, crushing Ibn
Fasandjis in 449/1057 after an exhausting siege. In
451/1059, the year of the great drought and deadly
famine, the adventures of al-Basasm, who had briefly
recaptured the town, came to an end.
The period of instability and of the weakening of
the authority of the Saldjuks following the death of
Malik Shah (465-85/1063-92) was characterised by
economic and social depression, a decline in the towns
of 'Irak and its depopulation. The tax-farming of Wash
and the iktcf of the whole region became the subject
of fratricidal quarrels among the princes of the Saldjuk
family on the one hand, and aroused the jealousy of
the Mazyadid princes of Hilla on the other. The town
continued until 501/1107 to be a permanent iktcf of
these last, granted by the sultan Muhammad (498511/1105-18).
During the period of the renaissance of the caliphate,
which was inaugurated by al-Mustarshid (512-29/111835) in order to throw off the tutelage of the Saldjuks,
Wash underwent numerous sieges in the struggles
between the caliphs and the Saldjuks, whose control
over 'Irak at that time hardly extended beyond the
central and southern regions because of the power of
the Mazyadids of Hilla.
The attempts by the caliphs al-Rashid (529-30/
1135-6) and al-Muktafi (530-55/1136-60) [q.w] to extend their power over Wash by defying the weakened authority of the sultans brought on the town
much pillaging and destruction (535/1140, 549/1154,
551/1156 and 553/1158). From that time onwards,
Lower clrak became the caliphs' domain and their
firm territorial base. Wash seems to have enjoyed relative peace and to have preserved the traces of its
former prosperity when Yakut visited it (622/1225).
The period after the Saldjuks, which extended from
the reign of al-Nasir (575-622/1180-1225) to that of
the last caliph al-Mustcasim (640-56/1242-58), was a
time of new and rapid expansion in Wash. Nearly
a century of peace had restored life to the town, and
al-Mustacsim made an excursion there (nuzha) in
646/1248, a decade before the Mongol invasion.
Hulaku (Hiilegu) appeared outside Wash on 17
Safar, after his entry into Baghdad on 4 Safar 656/10
February 1058. The town put up some resistance, as
seen in the loss of about 40,000 inhabitants (probably an overestimate) and by the destruction suffered.
This was the beginning of the power of the Il-Khanids
(656-736/1258-1335), who annexed Wash to Baghdad,
which was governed by cAta3 Malik al-Djuwaym (65781/1258-82). He was represented locally by the Sadr
Madjd al-Dm Salah. Under the Il-Khanids, the town
had relative prosperity and was partly reconstructed.
Its urban framework underwent modifications, including the total ruin or disappearance of the eastern side
as a result of the Mongol raids.
Under the Djalayirids (740-813/1339-1410 [q.v]),
Wash continued to figure among the centres where
coins were minted. Its strategic importance was evident in the campaigns of Timur, who placed a powerful garrison there in 787/1385 and 808/1405. Wash
began its slow agony under the Turcoman Kara
Koyunlu (813-72/1410-67 [q.v]), especially because
of the blows struck by the ShTcf movement of the
Mushacshac [q.v]. The founder of this movement,
Sayyid Muhammad b. Falah, attacked the town after
842/1438, and again in 844/1440 and 846/1442.
The attack led by his son and successor CA1T in
857/1453 or 858/1454 completed the ruin of the
town, when it was abandoned by its inhabitants.
The death of CAH al-Mushacshac in 861/1456 allowed
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the fugitives from Wash to go back to their decimated town. Some of them probably settled in the
hamlet (the second Wash) which they founded not far
from the historic city. This latter city did not disappear, for its existence on the banks of the Tigris,
which still ran through it, is attested in 941/1534,
the year it was taken by the Ottomans, and even as
late as 961/1553. Wash was described in the middle
of the llth/17th century by Hadjdjf Khalifa as being
situated on a dry river bed (the Dudjayla) in the middle of the desert. The Tigris had just abandoned its
mediaeval course for the present one, which is situated further east. The town of al-Hadjdjadj had disappeared.
Bibliography: See the references given in the
article. There is no special monograph on Wash
nor any interest on the part of the akhbdriyyun. The
material for its history remains very scattered and
heterogeneous.
1. The h i s t o r i c a l and
topographical
introd. of the Tcfrikh Wdsit of Aslam b. Sahl alRazzaz al-WashT, called Bahshal, ed. Kurkfs cAwwad, Baghdad' 1387/1967,' cited in the article,
remains basic. The sources which flesh out this work,
cited by the editor (introd., 11-12) are all lost: Ibn
al-Maghazill al-Djullabf (d. 483/1090), al-Dhayl cald
Ta3nkh Wdsit; al-Dubaythr (d. 637/1239), Ta'nkh
Wdsit', al-Djacfan, (beginning of 10th/16th century
or even before), Ta'rikh Wdsit; and Ibn al-Muhadhdhab, 'Ad^a'ib Wdsit.
2. The s t a n d a r d histories include Khalifa
b. Khayyat, Ta'rikh; Baladhun, Futuh and Ansdb alashrdf, ed. S. Zakkar, Beirut 1996 (errors); Dmawarf,
al-Akhbdr al-tiwdl; Ya'kubf, Ta'rikh and Bulddn;
Tabarf, Ta'rikh; Ibn A'tham al-Kufi", Futuh, Beirut
1986, 4 vols.; Sull, Akhbdr al-Rddi wa 'l-Muttaki bi
'lldh, Cairo 1935, tr. Canard, Algiers 1946-50;
Mas'udf, Muritdj. and Tanbih; anon., al-cUyun wa
'l-hadd'ik, iii, ed. de Goeje and P. de Jong, Leiden
1869, iv/1, Nadjaf 1972, iv/2, Baghdad 1973; Ibn
al-Djawzf, al-Munta^am, Haydarabad 1357-9/193840, 6 vols. (useful for the period 257-574/871-1179);
Sibt Ibn al-Djawzi", Mi-fat al-zamdn (useful but limited to the years 495-653/1101-1255); Ibn al-Fuwati,
al-Hawddith al-d^dmta, Baghdad 1932/1351 (useful
for the period 626-700/1228-1301); Ibn Kathlr, dBiddya wa 'l-nihdya. Biographical and hagiog r a p h i c a l s o u r c e s . Ibn al-Kalbl, ^amharat
al-nasab, 3 vols. Damascus 1982; idem, Nasab Ma'add
wa 'l-Yaman, 3 vols. Damascus 1988; Ibn Sacd,
Tabakdt, Beirut (vol. vii for Wash); Khalifa b.
Khayyat, Tabakdt; Ibn Hibban, Mashdhir 'ulamd3
al-amsdr, Wiesbaden 1959; Ibn Hazm, Qiamhara;
al-Hafiz al-Silafi, Su'dldt, Damascus 1983; Ibn
al-Djawzf, Sifat al-Sajwa, ii, Haydarabad 1356/758.
3. Geographical sources, rihaldt, ziydrdt.
These include the classic works, plus Ibn al-Fakih,
Bulddn (new ed. announced by Yusuf al-Hadf, incorporating the Mashhad ms., in which Wash figures);
Shabushti, Diydrdt, Baghdad 1951; Mustawfi, Nuzha,
ed. and tr. G. Lestrange, London 1919.
4. A dab works. These are very useful: Djahiz,
Hayawdn; Ibn Kutayba, Macdrif, idem, fUyun alakhbdr, Ibn cAbd Rabbih, clkd, Tanukhi, Mshwdr almuhddara; idem, al-Faradj. bacd al-shidda; Isfahan!,
Aghdni; idem, Makdtil al-Tdlibiyyin, Beirut n.d. (hagiographical); 'Irnad al-Dm al-Isfahanf, Khandat al-kasr
wa-dj.aridat al-casr (vol. iv/2, Baghdad 1973, important for Wash).
5. Fikh works, and those on fiscal and
a d m i n i s t r a t i v e h i s t o r y . These include Abu
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Yusuf, K. al-Kharaaj; Abu cUbayd b. Sallam, K. alAmwdl; Kudama b. Dja'far, K. al-Kharddj.
6. Studies. M.G. Morony, Iraq after the Muslim
conquest, Princeton 1982. Further, M. Streck, Die alte
Landschaft Babylonien nach den arabischen Geographen,
Leiden 1900-01, ii, 318-38 (material on important
sources for Wash, but without any interpretation);
J. Perier, Vie d'al-Hadjdjddj Ibn Tousof, Paris 1904,
still useful; Le Strange, Lands of the Eastern caliphate,
Cambridge 1905; H.H. Schaeder, Hasan al-Basn.
Studien zur Friihgeschichte des Islam, in Isl, xiv (1925),
1-75; B. Faransfs, al-Mazdhir al-fanniyya ft cawdsim
al-clrdk al-isldmiyya cald daw} al-iktishdfdt al-haditha: alKufa, Wdsit, Baghdad, Sdmarrd3, in Sumer, iv (1948),
103-12; A. Susa, Madinat Wdsit, rayy Sdmarrd3 f i cahd
al-Khildfa al-cabbdsiyya, ii, Baghdad 1949, 341-4; Y.
Maskum, al-Sindca wa 'l-tid^dra ji Wdsit, in Sumer, v
(1949), 297-305; Y. Sarkis, Madinat al-'ilm al-canka,
Wdsit, in Mabdhith cirdkiyya, Bagdad 1955, 34-48
(new ed. of an article which appeared in 1936); A.
Djamal al-Dm, Mii'd^am ajughrdjiyat Wdsit, in Sumer,
xiii (1957), 119-47; O. Grabar, Al-Mushatta, Baghdad,
and Wdsit, in J. Krhzeck and R.B. Winder (eds.),
The world of Islam. Studies in honor of Philip K. Hitti,
New York 1960, 99-108; M. Djawad, Mutant
mawddic Wdsit, in Maajallat al-Madjma' al-cllmi alc
lrdki, Baghdad viii (1961), 114-17; N. Ma c ruf,
Maddns Wdsit, Baghdad 1955, 257-301 (repr. Baghdad 1966, 7-60); J. Fiey, Assyrie chretienne, Beirut
1968, iii; CA. al-Hadlthi, al-Siydna al-athariyya f Wdsit,
in Sumer, xxxi (1975), 199-210; CA.S. al-Macadrdi,
Wdsit Ji }l-casr al-umawl, Bagdad 1976; idem, Wdsit
fi 'l-casr al-cabbdsi, Baghdad 1983; S.A. al-cAlr, Mac
dlim al-clrdk al-cumrdniyya, Bagdad 1989, 127-229
(important); M.O. Rousset, L'archeologie islamique en
Iraq, bilan et perspectives, Damascus 1992, 142.
(MONDHER SAKLY)
4. The m i n t .
Today virtually nothing remains of the city of Wash,
but its name lives on in the abundant Umayyad
reform-style dirhams bearing its name. These outnumber by far all the other dirhams struck in more
than eighty other mints operated by the Umayyads.
Many of them are found in museums that contain
Islamic coins, and new collectors of the series find
them the easiest and least expensive way to learn
about the early coinage of Islam.
Their abundance is due to the work of two men:
the caliph cAbd al-Malik who, ruling in Damascus,
introduced the purely epigraphic Islamic dinar [q.v.]
in the year 77/696-7, and the governor of clrak, Khurasan and Sidjistan, al-Hadjdjadj b. Yusuf [q.v.] who
introduced a similarly epigraphic dirham [q.v.] in the
following year, 78/697-8. Al-Hadjdjadj's original plan
was to bring a uniform, high quality silver coinage
to 'Irak and Persia by opening mints in a number
of strategic locations throughout the area where stocks
of the former Sasanid and Arab Sasanid coinages
could be withdrawn from circulation and restruck on
the new model. Chief among these mints were al-Kufa,
his seat of government, al-Basra, al-Rayy, Hamadhan,
Shakk al-Taymara, Djayy, Sabur and Marw. Many
lesser known mints, such as Kaskar, Mihrdjankudhak,
Ard and cUman, were open only briefly and are known
today by no more than one or two specimens.
The military revolt of £Abd al-Rahman b. al-Ashcath,
which came to a head in 82/701 [see IBN AL-ASHCATH]
caused, among other things, his decentralised strategy
of coinage production. cAbd al-Malik had already centralised the striking of gold and silver in Damascus,
and when al-Hadjdjadj moved his seat of government
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to Wash in 83/702, he closed all the other mints
under his control. Between the years 84/703 and
89/708 all the coinage in the east was confined to
Wash. The minting monopoly granted to Wash gave
al-Hadjdjadj control over the money supply, a valuable advantage at a time of political unrest. However,
after 85/704, when al-Hadjdjadj became full master
over Khurasan, this monopoly and the consequent
shortage of cash probably acted as a severe brake on
trade and commercial activity.
In 90/709 al-Hadjdjadj reversed his centralisation
of financial control by re-opening mints in Khuzistan,
Djibal, Fars, Khurasan and Sidjistan while maintaining Wasit as the main mint in 'Irak. After his death
in Ramadan 95/June 714, there was a brief flurry of
renewed minting activity in Trak, but this ended early
in the reign of the caliph Sulayman. During the years
98/716-17 and 99/717-18, the mints in Khuzistan,
Djibal and Fars were closed down once again. While
minting activity continued for a time in Khurasan,
this wholesale closure effectively restored Wash's
monopoly of coinage in the east.
Upon his accession as caliph in 99/717, cUmar II
repudiated the administrative legacy of al-Hadjdjadj
by appointing governors to both al-Kufa and al-Basra,
re-opening their mints and closing that of Wasit. No
coinage is known to have been struck there in the
year 100/718-19. After Yazld II became caliph in
101, the Wash mint was briefly re-opened, but it is
not known to have produced any coinage in 102.
From the following year, 103/721-2, until the downfall of the Umayyad dynasty in 132/750, the Wasit
mint continued, year by year, to supply most of the
dirham coinage for the east. Elsewhere in the Umayyad
state, dirham mints were active in Spain (al-Andalus),
North Africa (Ifnkiya), Syria (Dimashk), the North
(Arminiya, Adharbdydj.dn and al-Bdb (Darband)) and
Khurasan (Balkh, Balkh al-Baydd3 and al-Mubdrakd).
The most useful research on the Umayyad mint of
Wasit was published by DeShazo and Bates in The
Umayyad Governors of al-Irdq and the changing annulet patterns on their dirhams. Here the authors point out that
the annulet patterns of the dirhams change when the
provincial governors change, and each pattern is, in
general, characteristic for a single governor. They then
provide a table listing the governors and their associated annulet patterns from 99 until 132. The significant fact which emerges from this study is that the
annulet patterns are related to governors rather than
to caliphs. Control of the coinage in Trak thus lay
in the hands of its governors rather than any centralised mint administration under direct caliphal control.
Presumably the annulet patterns were placed on the
coins for ease of identification at a time when few
could read the unpointed Kufic script with which they
were inscribed. The placing of coinage under gubernatorial control was established by al-Hadjdjadj b.
Yusuf and continued until the end of Umayyad rule.
Marcel Jungfleisch tells a curious tale of the Wasit
mint in his Conjectures about how Byzantine mints frequently struck coinages for one another. He states
that coinages from the Constantinian and post-Constantinian eras bore mint signatures such as ALE and
ANT which did not necessarily imply that they were
actually struck in Alexandria or Antioch, but "pour
le compte" of these mints. He then goes on to offer,
as evidence for the same practice in the Muslim world,
de Morgan's excavations at Wasit When digging up
the former Arab mint, de Morgan reportedly found
a considerable number of newly-struck dirhams ready
to be placed in circulation bearing the inscriptions

duriba bi 'l-Andalus and duriba bi-Ijhkiya. Jungfleisch adds
that these coins probably bore distinguishing marks
proper to the mint of Wasit.
Commenting on this report, G.C. Miles stated, "I
have not been able to locate de Morgan's account of
this very interesting discovery, nor is the reference
available in Jungfleisch". He concludes by saying, "I
have often suspected that the manufacture of many
Umayyad dies was centralized, but the actual striking of al-Andalus dirhams in southern Iraq would seem
an extraordinary phenomenon". Concerning an exca-'
vation report prepared by M. Fuad Safar in 1945 in
Wdsit, the mint-town, Ulla Linder Welin stated that
"nothing is told of this previous excursion of M. de
Morgan or of the supposed or excavated site of the
workshop of the Wasit mint", and she provided a
table listing all the dates, with references, for the
coinage struck in Wasit. The present author agrees
with Miles' judgement that Wasit was a likely centre
for Umayyad die production, in particular after 103
when the same crisp, elegant calligraphy of the Wasit
mint is encountered elsewhere, e.g. on the coinages
of al-Bab and al-Mubaraka. In conclusion, it is true
to say that the Umayyad mint of Wasit was one of
the most prolific the Islamic world has ever seen and
its presence was felt throughout the Islamic world
years after its closure.
The fall of the Umayyads brought about the immediate end of the Wasit mint and the re-opening of
those of al-Kufa in 132/750 and al-Basra one year
later. These towns continued to be the main centres
of coinage production in clrak until the 'Abbasid mints
of Madfnat al-Salam and al-Muhammadiyya became
fully operational in 148/765. This division of mint production continued substantially unchanged until the
struggle for power between al-Amm and al-Ma'mun
affected the entire functioning of the 'Abbasid state.
In the aftermath of al-Amfn's defeat in Baghdad in
198/813 and during the subsequent revolts in 'Irak,
the Wasit mint was briefly re-opened for the second
time in 200 with a dirham citing al-Hasan (b. Sahl)
and Dhu '1-Riyasatayn, followed by a second dirham
issue dated 203 citing al-clrak and Dhu '1-Riyasatayn.
Both coins are notably rare, which suggests that the
mint may have been reactivated in these years to
make emergency payments to the caliphal army commanded by al-Hasan b. Sahl, the brother and deputy
of al-Fadl b. Sahl, Dhu '1-Riyasatayn, the vizier of
al-Ma3mun. By the time this conflict had ended, the
concept of one or two pre-eminent mints had vanished, leaving a system of several regional mints in
their place. The number of these mints gradually
increased during the caliphates of al-Mu'tasim, alWathik and al-Mutawakkil, and during the reign of
al-Muctazz the mint of Wasit was re-opened for the
third time. It is known to have struck its first dirhams
in 253/867 and dinars followed in 254. For the next
century, the Wasit mint reflected the town's prosperity and was one of the more active in clrak, striking
both dirhams and occasional dinars on standard
'Abbasid and Buyid patterns. After the Buyids seized
control of Trak in 334/945, the coinage records
become increasingly irregular and gradually draw to
a close in the 360s and 370s with the rise in importance of the trading cities of al-Basra and Siik alAhwaz. Finally, the Wasit mint ceased activity and
went into a sleep which lasted for over three hundred years.
Wash's fourth and last period of coinage activity
began after Rashld al-Dln [</.#.], Ghazan's wazir,
brought about the reform of the Il-Khanid coinage
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in 698/1298-9. The Il-Khanids re-opened several 'Iraki
mints, including Wash, Hilla and al-Basra, while
Baghdad retained its traditional position as the main
mint of the province. Wash and Baghdad, however,
shared the distinction of being the only 'Iraki mints
to issue silver dinars valued at six dirhams. The dinar
was the apex of the Il-Khanid monetary system, with
10,000 forming the tuman [g.v.], the Il-Khanid unit
of account. It is possible that the elaborately decorated dies for these large coins were prepared at the
instigation of Rashld al-Dln, in his role as a historian, to acknowledge the importance enjoyed by both
Wash and Madlnat al-Salam/Baghdad in the history
of Islamic coinage production (see B.M. cat., vi, 129).
Wash thus became part of the extensive Il-Khanid
mint system under Ghazan, Oldjeytu and Abu Sa'Id,
and its position was maintained by the later Il-Khanids
and the Djalayirids, their successors in clrak. The
political disorders which followed Tfmur's invasion and
occupation of 'Irak ca. 787-808/1385-1405, probably
brought an end to minting activity in Wash, as no
coins are known from that time onwards. The demise
of the city itself, brought about by the shifting of the
course of the Tigris during the 9th/15th century, has
precluded any revival of its former importance.
Bibliography: G.C. Miles, The coinage of the
Umayyads of Spain, New York 1950, 22 n. 1; Ulla
S. Linder Welin, Wdsit, the mint-town, in K. Humanistiska Vetenskapssamfundets i Lund Arsberdttelse/Bull, de
la Societe Royale des Lettres de Lund (1955-6), no. IV,
127-69; M. Jungfleisch, Conjectures au sujet de certaines lettres isolees se rencontrant sur les solidi byzantins
du VIP siecle, in Bull., de I'lnst. d'Egypte, xxxi (19489), 111 ff.; E. von Zambaur, Die Miinzprdgungen des
Islams, i, Wiesbaden 1968, 268; A.S. DeShazo and
M.L. Bates, The Umayyad governors of al-clrdq and the
changing annulet patterns on their dirhams, in J\fC, 7th ser.,
vol. xiv (1974), 112, 116; N. Lowick, ed. E. Savage,
Early Abbasid coinage. A type corpus 132-218 H./A.D.
750-833, unpubl. ms. 1999.
(R. DARLEY-DORAN)
WASITA (A.), a F a t i m i d a d m i n i s t r a t i v e t e r m .
It denoted an intermediary between the Fatimid ruler—
the Imam—and the ruling establishment and people.
The title of wdsita conferred on chief administrators
implied more limited powers and lower rank than that
of vizier. The terms wdsita/wasdta are attested in 5th/
11 th-century literary and documentary sources. The
first person upon whom it was bestowed was the
Kutaml chief Ibn 'Ammar, at the time of al-Hakim's
coronation. Several administrators during the rule of
al-Hakim (386-411/996-1021) and al-Zahir (411-27/
1021-36) [q.vv.] were appointed as wdsitas. However,
the term disappears from the historical records around
the second half of the 5th/11 th century, following the
militarisation of Fatimid politics and the rise of military viziers who wielded absolute political power in
the state.
Bibliography: For 5th/11 th-century l i t e r a r y
and d o c u m e n t a r y s o u r c e s , see Musabbihl,
Akhbdr Misr, ed. A.F. Sayyid and Th. Bianquis, Cairo
1978, 18;'Ibn al-Kalanisf, Dhayl ta'rikh Dimashk, ed.
Amedroz, Leiden 1908, 80-3 (who has reproduced
a letter of appointment to the post of vizier, which
specifies his duties as wdsita}. For 6 t h / 1 2 t h cent u r y and later sources, see Ibn al-SayrafT, alIshdra ild man ndl al-wizdra, ed. CA. Mukhlis, Cairo
1924, 29, 33, 34, 35 (Arabic pagination); Makrlzi,
Itti'dz al-hunafd\ ed. M.H.M. Ahmad, Cairo 1971, ii,
84, 94, 110. Of s t u d i e s , see art. BARDJAWAN; also
Y. Lev, State and society in Fatimid Egypt, Leiden 1991,
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25, 27; P. Sanders, Ritual, politics, and the city in
Fatimid Cairo, Albany 1994, 23, 142. (Y. LEV)
WASIYYA (A.), in Islamic law, bequest, last will
and t e s t a m e n t .
In fikh, wasiyya refers to two related notions: (1)
that of bequest or legacy (defined as the transfer of
the corpus or the usufruct (manfa'd) of a thing after
one's death without a consideration); and (2) that of
appointing a testamentary executor or guardian over
minor children. The term wasiyya is sometimes translated as last will or testament, since for both legal
acts a testamentary disposition is required.
1. Historical background
Several Kur'anic verses mention or refer to bequests.
From XXXVI, 50, it appears that making a bequest
was usual among the Meccan merchants. In II, 180,
those who have property are ordered to make bequests
to their parents and close relatives. Making a provision to widows by bequest is commanded in II, 240.
Finally, V, 106, requires the presence of witnesses
when making a bequest. From these verses and other
sources it is clear that the wasiyya was known in preIslamic Arabia and was used to give the spouse relict
and non-agnatic relatives a part of the estate at the
expense of the male agnates. II, 180 and II, 240, are
traditionally seen as the beginning of the Islamic law
of succession, since they command the making of
bequests, without limitations, to close relatives and
spouses, who would be excluded under the pre-Islamic
rules of agnatic succession. However, around the year
3/625 these verses are supposed to have been abrogated by the verses of inheritance (IV, 11, 12 and
176) that assign precise fractional shares to some of
these relatives and to the spouse relict, whereas at
the same time the Prophetic Sunna imposed two
important restrictions, namely, that bequests were limited to one-third of the estate and that they could
not be made in favour of existing heirs.
Recently, D.S. Powers (Studies, 143-89) has proposed
a new theory on the development of the wasiyya. He
argues that the abrogation of the bequest verses did
not become the accepted doctrine until some time
after Muhammad's death. During the first stage of
the development of the Islamic law of succession there
was much freedom in testation. A person could designate close relatives as heirs. If the testator chose to
designate affinal relatives (wife, daughter-in-law) as
such, certain relatives who would have inherited in
the absence of such a provision were compensated
with a share in the estate. Finally, one could make
bequests, but not exceeding the value of one-third of
the estate. Only later, during the 1st century A.H.,
was the classical doctrine generally accepted. Although
Powers' theory is attractive, since it offers some explanations to certain issues that are as yet unclear, it is
not uncontested. His main argument is a new and
controversial vocalisation and reading of Kur'an, IV,
12. Further, he maintains that of the two basic restrictions on making bequests, both laid down in hadiths,
one, the limitation to one-third of the estate, dates
from the Prophet's lifetime, whereas the other, the
nullity of bequests to heirs, is of much later date.
2. Classical legal doctrine
(a) Bequests. In Islamic law, it is only possible to
designate an heir by testament in the exceptional case
that one does not have other heirs. Otherwise, testaments can only be used for the transfer of property
by way of bequest or legacy. There are no formal
requirements for the making of a bequest: it may be
done in writing, but also orally or even through intelligible signs. In both cases witnesses must be present
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in order to prove it. The testator, of course, must be
of full legal capacity. The making of a bequest is
regarded as an offer, which needs to be accepted in
order to become binding and irrevocable. Since a
basic principle of the law of bequests is that the testator can revoke a bequest during his lifetime, acceptance cannot take place before the testator's death. The
Shf ca hold that bequests can only be revoked expressly.
According to the Sunn! law schools, implied revocation,
for instance if the testator alienates or destroys the
property bequeathed, is also valid. If after the testator's
decease the legatee dies before having declared his
acceptance or refusal, the right to accept passes to his
heirs. After the testator's death, the ownership of the
property is suspended until acceptance by the legatee. There is some difference of opinion about when
exactly the ownership is transferred. According to most
legal schools, the ownership is regarded to have been
passed retroactively to the legatee from the moment
of the testator's death. The Malikfs and HanbalTs, however, hold that the ownership is transferred at the
moment of acceptance.
For a bequest to a specific person to be valid, he
must be alive at the time of making the bequest and
of the testator's death. The first condition, however,
does not apply if the legatees are generic, e.g. the
children of X. If the legatee predeceases the testator,
the bequest fails. Under Shf c l law, however, it is valid
and devolves to the legatee's heirs. If the testator and
legatee die in the same event, the rules with regard
to inheritance apply. Contrary to intestate succession,
difference of religion constitutes no bar for bequests,
except, under Hanafi and ShT c f law, if the legatee
lives outside the Ddr al-Isldm. With regard to the case
in which the legatee has killed the testator, opinions
differ. The Hanafis and ShT'Is compare bequests with
succession and, consequently, consider such killing an
impediment. The other law schools regard bequests
more like gifts, for which no such bar exists.
The object of a bequest can be specific or generic.
Specific bequests are gifts of the corpus or the usufruct
of particular items of property or the manumission of
a slave. Such bequests are only valid if these items
are owned by the testator at the time of his making
the bequest. Generic bequests are gifts of certain quantities of fungible goods or of money, or gifts of a
share of the testator's property. Regarding this type,
it is not necessary that the testator should own the
goods bequeathed at the time of making the bequest.
Bequests are subject to two restrictions: together
they may not exceed one-third of the value of the
estate and they may not be made in favour of an
existing heir. Bequests made contrary to these rules
are ultra vires and null unless they are ratified (idjazd)
by the heirs, but only after the testator's death. If
some heirs approve and others do not, the ratification holds good proportionally to the shares of the
heirs who have approved.
With regard to the restriction to one-third of the
estate, opinions differ as to when the value of the
estate must be calculated. Most legal schools take
the moment of the testator's death as the crucial time.
The Hanafis and Malikfs, however, calculate the value
of the estate at the moment the bequest becomes
complete and binding, i.e. at the moment of acceptance for the Malikls and of actual transfer of ownership for the Hanafis. This is, of course, important
in cases when the value of the estate has changed
after the testator's death. If a bequest exceeds the
value of one-third of the estate, it is valid for the
part not exceeding this limit but fails for the surplus.

If there are more bequests, together taking up more
than the third of the estate, the situation becomes
more complicated. The Sunn! law schools apply a pro
rata abatement, whereas the Shl'fs use chronology as
a yardstick: the earlier bequests have priority over the
more recent ones. If there are no heirs, bequests may
exceed one-third of the estate, except according to
the Malikls, because they regard the Public Treasury
as an heir whose interests are protected in the same
way as the other heirs. The second restriction operating with regard to bequests is the provision that
bequests may not be made in favour of an existing
heir. This rule is not accepted by the Shrcls. The
moment for determining who counts as an heir is, of
course, the moment of the testator's death.
(b) Last illness (marad al-mawt). Although a
person is free during his or her lifetime to dispose of
his or her property as he or she pleases, this freedom ends as soon as the process of dying sets in.
During the last illness, or under comparable circumstances in which death seems imminent (e.g. a shipwreck, a flood or a fire) a person is put under a
limited interdiction (hacQr) in order to protect the interests of his or her heirs: by any dispositions—liberal
acts such as gifts, wakfi, manumission, suretyship, or
generosity in trade or hiring—such a person may not
diminish the value of his or her estate for more than
one-third of the property. Under these circumstances,
such acts are equated with bequests. Disadvantageous
dispositions exceeding the limit of one-third of the
estate may therefore be nullified by the heirs after
the testator's death.
The last illness, in order to be invoked by the heirs,
must have effectively ended with death. Establishing
whether a certain legal act was performed during one's
last illness is a retrospective activity. There are three
criteria for determining whether an illness or certain
circumstances can count as the last illness. (1) Was the
gravity of the condition or circumstances sufficiently
serious for apprehending death?. (2) Was the apprehension of impending death uninterrupted? (3) Was the
death the result of the illness or circumstances?
(c) Appointment of a testamentary executor or g u a r d i a n . One may appoint by testament
an executor (wasiyy) to take care, after one's death,
of the settlement and the recovery of debts, the payment of bequests and the division of the estate among
the heirs or a guardian (also called wasiyy) over minor
children. If the deceased has failed to do so, the kadi
must appoint an executor to administer and liquidate
the estate if the value of the debts exceeds the value of
the estate, or if there are minors or missing persons
among the heirs.
3. Recent developments

For recent reforms in the law of bequests, see
MIRATH. 2.
Bibliography: Ibn Rushd, Biddyat al-mua^tahid,
Cairo 1960, ii, 334-8; Ibn Kudama, al-Mughm, Beirut
n.d., vi, 1-165; Muhammad KadrT Basha, al-Ahkdm
al-sharciyya f i 'l-ahwal al-shakhsiyya cald madhhab alImdm Abi Hamfa al-Nu'man, Cairo 1327, §§ 435-81,
530-70; A.M. Zaid, The Islamic law of bequest, London
1986; D.S. Powers, Studies in Qur'an and Hadith. The
formation of the Islamic law of inheritance, Berkeley, etc.
1986; idem, On bequests in early Islam, in JNES, xlviii
(1989), 185-200; I. Edge, Godson's Islamic law of succession, Cambridge 1996.
(R. PETERS)
WASL (A.), a t e r m of A r a b i c g r a m m a r
broadly denoting j u n c t u r e , i.e. a syntactic or
phonological "connecting"; it is thus the antonym of
both interruption (kaf [q.v.]) and pause (wakf [q.v.]).
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Its origin is probably in Kur'an recitation, where the
choice of proceeding to the next word without a break
depends mainly on syntactic or semantic considerations, the text being marked accordingly with signs
for optional, preferable or compulsory wad.
The term occurs most commonly in the phrase alif
al-wasl, alternatively, but less transparently, hamzat
al-wasl, referring to the prosthetic alif found before
word-initial consonant clusters and creating an artificial syllable (3a-, 3i- or }u-, according to context), whose
purpose is to split the consonant cluster and thereby
avoid a non-canonical syllable beginning with two
consonants, hence *ktul (CCVC) becomes }uk-tul
(CVC-CVC) etc. (In foreign loan words and names,
this same process leads to hamzat al-katc, e.g. Plato >
3
AJldtun, Aram. Klild > 'iklil "crown".) Although this
feature of Arabic is well known, the rationale behind
the term hamzat al-wasl is obscure (a mere formal
contrast with hamzat al-katc in writing?), since the true
consonantal hamza [g.v.] is unaffected by was I.
The alif al-wasl arose orthographically, when words
were dictated slowly enough to be spelt as if in isolation, with the alif still having its historical value of
hamzat al-katf. In juncture this hamza is elided, for
which situation the wasla sign was later invented, viz.
a small sad (from the root wasala] over the alif indicating that it was to be ignored. Interestingly, this alif
and the wasla sign are retained after prefixes such as
wa-,fa-, bi- (but not li- before the definite article, perhaps for aesthetic reasons), suggesting that in dictation the hamzat al-katc was preserved even here, e.g.
*wa 'uktul for wa-ktul (but note the exceptional phonetic spelling in such very common phrases as bismi
lldhi etc.). The same spelling convention implies that
the definite article 3al, whose first letter is itself an
alif al-wasl, was also dictated as if in isolation before
words already beginning with alif al-wasl, e.g. *3al
'ikhtildf, not 'alikhtildf. The grammarians claim that alif
al-wasl is basically a property of verbs, though undoubtedly it is most frequently seen with the definite
article. Apart from the masdars of stems VII and higher,
several relatively common nouns also have it, e.g. ism,
ibn, imra3a, ist and ithndn.
By definition, the hamzat al-wasl cannot be realised
as a hamzat al-katc within a word, and therefore should
never be written as one, yet this is now clearly an
accepted modern spelling, e.g. al-'ikhtildf (curiously, the
definite article does not acquire hamzat al-katc). In
mediaeval poetry, the hamzat al-wasl sometimes becomes
hamzat al-katc for metrical reasons, but it is too early
to say whether the new spelling will prevail in the
surviving classical metres, in which case contemporary and mediaeval prosody will become incompatible on that point.
The notion of wasl in syntax is less well defined.
Various forms of stems I and IV of the root w-s-l
are used by Slbawayhi [q.v.] to represent the connection between verbs and their objects (Troupeau,
entries rendered "parvenir a"), and wasl is an occasional synonym of sila [q.v.] (appended clause, especially relative clause). We may also include here the
cognate wusla, one of a group of terms for referential and copulative elements mostly called Cd3id but
also rdbit(a) and rdajic. Finally, stem VIII provides a
term for such widely differing phenomena as bound
pronouns (damir muttasil: opposite, damir munfasil "separate, independent pronoun") and exceptive sentences
of the type (ma) kdma l-kawmu 3illd zaydan (zaydm)
(istithnd3 muttasil: opposite, istithnd3 munkati(, e.g. ma
<jja3ani ahadm ilia himdran).
Bibliography. W. Diem, Untersuchungen zur fruhen
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Geschichte der arabischen Orthographic, in Orientalia,
xlviii-lii (1979-83), esp. §§ 118-19, 201 if., 220-33;
H. Fleisch, Traite de linguistique arabe, Beirut 196179, i, ch. 4 (198-200), references to other Arabic and
European sources; A.S. Kaye, The hamzat al-wasl
in contemporary Modern Standard Arabic, in JAOS, cxi
(1991), 572-3; G. Troupeau, Lexique-index du Kitab
de Slbawayhi, Paris 1976.
(M.G. CARTER)
WASM (A.), pi. wusum, brand. Bedouins have
branded their camels since ancient times (G. Jacob,
Altarabisches Beduinenleben, Berlin 1897, 71). A Bedouin
will normally be able to identify each of his camels
without the aid of a brand; but the brand is helpful
when camels belonging to many different owners are
gathered in one place (e.g. at a water-source). Camels
often stray and sometimes are stolen; a branded camel
can usually be described so fully by its owner that
another Bedouin will be able to identify it with assurance on the basis of the description alone (author's
observations in Sinai; cf. F. Beslay, Les Reguibats, Paris
1984, 58).
One wasm is distinguished from another not only
by its appearance but also by its location on the animal's body (e.g. right cheek). The signs that make up
the brand have individual names, e.g. matrak "stick",
hildl "crescent". Such arbitrary signs are used throughout the Arab world; but in North Africa some tribes,
especially maraboutic ones, instead use letters or even
whole words, e.g. Muhammad, Allah, Makka (P. Kahle,
Die Auldd-cAli-Beduinen der Libyschen Wiiste, in Is I., iv
[1913], 367; Le Borgne, Vocabulaire technique du chameau
en Mauritanie (dialecte hassanya), in BIFAO, xv [1953],
365).
The several signs making up a brand may signify
respectively the tribe, a group within the tribe, and
even a sub-group of that group. Among the Rasha'ida
of the Sudan, each man adds his own individual sign
to the mark of the group (W.C. Young, The Rashaayda
Bedouin, Fort Worth, Texas 1996, 86-8); much more commonly, however, a group shares a brand, though where
this is the general practice men of great wealth may
still have their individual wusum (H.R.P. Dickson, The
Arab of the desert, London 1951, 420-1).
Brands are sometimes placed on animals other than
camels, e.g. cattle, water-buffalo, donkeys (but not
horses), and even sheep (though ear-clipping is a more
usual way of marking small stock). Wusum also often
appear on things other than animals, e.g. tombs, rocks,
wells or trees. Sometimes, at least, they indicate that
the object so marked is in the territory of, or is protected by, the group whose sign it bears. The Muzayna
of Sinai place the wasm of their descent group "on
hut doors for good luck and on storage boxes for
identification"; and sometimes they tattoo their brand
on members of the group—on the foreheads of women,
and on the backs of the hands of both men and
women (Smadar Lavie, The poetics of military occupation,
Berkeley 1990, 14-15). In northern Palestine, in contrast, tribesmen used to mark a cattle thief by burning their wasm on his thigh (J. Sonnen, Die Beduinen
am See Genesareth, Cologne 1952, 162).
Bibliography: The only general study is the excellent, though now rather outdated, article by A. van
Gennep, Les "wasm", ou marques de propriete des arabes, in
Internationales Archiv fur Ethnographic, xv (1902), 85-98.
Among the many other works which contain relevant
information may be mentioned H.A. MacMichael,
Brands used by the chief camel-owning tribes of Kordofdn,
Cambridge 1913; O. Bates, Ethnographic notes from
Marsa Matruh, in JRAS (1915), 717-39; cArif alc
Arif, al-Kadd3 bayn al-badw, Jerusalem 1933, 157-67;
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H. Field, Camel brands and graffiti from Iraq, Syria,
Jordan, Iran and Arabia, JAOS Supplement 15, Baltimore 1952; J. Caro Baroja, Estudios saharianos,
Madrid 1955, 88-90; I. Cunnison, The Baggara Arabs,
Oxford_1966, 205-8.
(F.H. STEWART)
WASSAF (in full, WASSAF AL-HADRAT "the court
panegyrist"), nom-de-plume of Shihab al-Dm 'Abd Allah
b. clzz al-Dm Fadl Allah Shfrazf, chronicler and
poet of Mongol Persia in the early 8th/14th century. He was the author of the Tdnkh-i Wassaf (more
precisely, Tadjziyat al-amsdr wa-tazdjiyat al-acsdr "The
allocation of cities and the propulsion of epochs"),
a history of the Il-Khans [q.v.] from 658/1260 in five
volumes, designed as a sequel to the Tdnkh-i Dj.ahdngushd of Djuwaynl [q.v.]. The preface is dated Sha'ban
699/April-May 1300 (Tdnkh-i Wassaf, 6). Through the
instrumentality of the viziers Rashfd al-Dm Fadl Allah
[q.v.] and Sacd al-Dm, the author and his historical
work were presented at cAna on 13 Radjab 702/3
March 1303 to the Il-Khan Ghazan [q.v.], who showed
him great favour and allotted him a pension (ibid.,
405-7). Four volumes were completed by 24 Muharram
712/1 June 1312, when his patron Rashld al-Dm
enabled Wassaf to submit them in person to Ghazan's
successor Oldjeytii [q.v] (Uldjaitu; ibid., 544). The fifth
volume was finished much later, the current year
being variously given as 727 and 728 (see Barthold,
Turkestan3, 49 n. 2).
Wassaf did not merely emulate Djuwaynf's florid
and bombastic style but perpetrated even greater excesses, which were in turn to provide a model for
subsequent Persian historiography. Although the two
viziers allegedly praised the Tdnkh and declared that
no finer combination of Persian and Arabic had ever
been achieved in any historical work, Oldjeytii was
unable to understand a word of the passage which
Wassaf read to him (Tdnkh-i Wassaf, 405). Modern
historians have often shared the Il-Khan's incomprehension, a circumstance which is all the more regrettable in view of the valuable material contained
in the Tdnkh. Its importance for Il-Khanid history is
that it is completely independent of our other principal
source, Rashfd al-Dm's encyclopaedic D^amf al-tawdnkh,
and provides us with a quite different perspective.
Wassaf, who describes himself (ibid., 626) as a client
of the Salghurids [q.v.], the former ruling dynasty of
Fars, was for some years employed in the financial
administration of that province, and under Oldjeytu's
son and successor Abu Sa'fd, he was put in charge
of revenue collection in the districts of Ffruzabad,
Kir and Karzm (ibid., 653; cf. also 630, 632-3; and
for these localities, see Hamd Allah Mustawfi, Nuzhat
al-kulub, ed. G. Le Strange, Leiden and London 1915,
118). He is therefore particularly informative on fiscal
affairs and on the history of the dynasties of southern
Persia that were subordinate to the Il-Khans. But
he also furnishes valuable data on the history of the
Mongols elsewhere, notably those of China and of
the Caghatay khanate [q.v] and the Mongol state in
Central Asia ruled by Kaydu [q.v.]. In addition, the
Tdnkh includes two valuable notices on the Dihlf
Sultanate [q.v.], of which the first was incorporated
by Rashfd al-Dm in 702/1303 into the section on
India in his own work (ed. K. Jahn, Die Indiengeschichte
des Rasid ad-Din, Vienna 1980, 9).
Bibliography. Tdnkh-i Wassaf, lith. ed. Bombay
1269/1853, abridged_ and simplified version by
c
Abd al-Muhammad Ayatl, Tahnr-i Tdnkh-i Wassaf,
Tehran 1346 ^./1967, partial ed. and tr. J. von
Hammer-Purgstall, Geschichte Wassaf's, Vienna 1856
(vol. i only); Browne, LHP, iii, 67-8; Storey, i, 267-

70; Storey-Bregel, ii, 768-75; R.G. Kempiners, Jr.,
Vassdf's Tajziyat al-amsar wa Tazjiyat al-acsar as a
source for the history of the Chaghadayid khanate, in Jnal.
of Asian History, xxii (1988), 160-87; A.K.S. Lambton,
Mongol fiscal administration in Persia, in SI, Ixiv (1986),
79-99, Ixv (1987), 97-123.
(P. JACKSON)
WATAN (A.), "homeland, fatherland", an Arabic
n e a r - e q u i v a l e n t of the term patria of the Latin
Middle Ages in most of its shades. As we learn from
normative lexicographical entries and actual usage in
literary and historical texts alike, watan or mawtin was,
in the beginning, a wholly apolitical term denoting
simply the place of birth or stay (UA, Beirut ed., xiii,
45la, 1. 8). In al-Sharff al-Djurdjanf's (d. 816/1413)
Book of definitions (Kitdb al-tacnfdt, 237, 11. 18-20) we find
the meaning of watan split into "permanent residence"
and "temporary and transitory sojourn (of at least a
fortnight)". The Indian encyclopaedist Muhammad b.
c
Ala' al-Tahanawf (18th century) differentiates between
the place of origin in whose selection one does not
have any influence (al-watan al-asli, al-watan al-ahli],
and a chosen place of stay of a shorter or longer
duration (watan al-Jitra wa }l-kardr, watan al-ikdma wa
'l-safar) (Kashshdf istildhdt al-funun, ed. A. Sprenger, ii,
1519-20). In Prophetic tradition, watan stands side-byside—and thus in rough equivalence—with the general terms ddr "house" and bildd "land". Elsewhere
we find it used in the restricted sense of mawdic
equalling mashhad "battlefield" (LCA, xiii, 45 Ib, 11. 3
ff.), i.e. of the place where the collective self is defended
against outsiders. Battles are known to have served
as important focuses of national sentiment also in the
mediaeval West.
Fidelity to one's mawtin in the sense of home is
axiomatic. Every human is imbued with it. According
to al-Djahiz, it is the ambience, i.e. for all practical
purposes what is meant by watan, that shapes man.
The sentiment of longing for the homeland (al-hanin
ild 'l-awtdn), also the title of one of al-Djahiz's famous
short epistles (ed. £Abd al-Salam Harun, in Rasd'il, ii,
Cairo 1384/1964, 383-412), encompasses also, and
even with particular intensity, the itinerant nomadic
tribesman who roams around in the steppes and who—
in spite of or even because of his lifestyle—feels so
strongly attached to his home sites. Al-Djahiz's treatise on the merits of the Turks (Risdla ild 'l-Fath b.
Khdkdn fi mandkib al-Turk wa-cdmmat ajund al-khildfa, in
Rasd}il, i, 5-86) abundantly testifies to this philosophy.
"The country of a man is his wetnurse and his house
is his cradle" (al-Hamn, 386, 1. 3), "The nature of
man is kneaded from love for one's homeland" (ibid.,
387, 1. 5), and "If a bird longs for his nest, how
much more is man entitled to yearn for his homeland" (ibid., 386, 11. 7-8), are some of al-Djahiz's patent
sayings on the natural attachment of man to his home.
The Western equivalent to this primordial sentiment
is the amor soli naturalis which we find invoked by the
Dominican master Humbert of Romans (d. 1277) as
a lamentable impediment to the Crusading spirit.
Like the Latin dulcis patria, watan (or mawtin} has
also a more abstract, figurative meaning that sheds
the distinctly local connotations by signifying the place
where one comes to rest. Watan shares this metonymic
meaning with al-atldl ("traces of an abandoned encampment") and al-mandzil wa 'l-diydr ("camp sites and
houses"). For Averroes (d. 1198), who had long enough
struggled with the boring details of Malik! law, philosophy became the watan proper of the intellect. The
mystics, in particular, liked the term watan and implemented it in various meanings. For the anonymous
author of the Sufi manual Adab al-muluk of the
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4th/10th century, the "houses of God", i.e. the
mosques, were the real home (ed. B. Radtke, Beirut
and Stuttgart 1991, 60-1, § 22). Other Sufis gave a
spiritual meaning to the term watan. The mystic alSarradj (d. 378/988), in his list of difficult mystic
terms (The Kitdb al-Lumac fi }l-Tasawwuf of Abu Nasr
'Abdalldh b. CAU al-Sarrdj al-Tusi, ed. R. Nicholson, 369,
11. 1-12), defines it as the locality "where man is led
by his state and where he settles down" (watan al-cabd
haythu 'ntahd bihi 'l-hdl wa 'stakarra bihi 'l-kardr). That
is, watan is no longer a point of departure but rather
a destination for man's activities and movements. An
older Sufi authority quoted by al-Sarradj, Abu Sulayman ai-Daranf (d. 215/830; on him, see R. Gramlich
in Orient, xxxiii [1992], 22-85), even uses the plural
watandt (here, probably the pi. of the nomen vicis watna)
in the very general meaning of solid and unimpeachable foundations, and contrasts them with the khatardt
denoting furtiveness, casualness, and lack of reliability
(Lumac, 369,11. 9-10). Finally, in the biographies of mystics collected by al-Sulami (d. 412/1021), the notions
of "silence" (scant), i.e. of concentrating one's thoughts
on God, as well as of sidk "truthfulness", are related
to watan (Tabakdt al-sufiyya, ed. Nur al-Dln Sharfba,
Cairo' 1406/1986, 478, 747).
The Prophet Muhammad is credited with the famous
saying, "Love of the homeland is a sign of belief"
(hubb al-watan min al-imdn), a proposition that was to
have a great impact also on modern nationalist
thought. This tenet predicated on the notion of watan'
was also adopted by the Suits. When an adept of
the 8th/14th century shaykh Safi al-Dm of Ardabll,
the eponym of the Safawid order and state, wondered
how love for a piece of land—a natural sentiment
shared by many unbelievers such as the Christians of
Europe—could possibly be declared proof of proper
belief, the shaykh responded that watan did not simply mean a geographically-definable territory but rather
the heavenly kingdom for which the seeker of truth
is obliged to strive (Ibn-i Bazzaz, Sajwat al-sqfd, quoted
by A.K.S. Lambton, in KAWMIYYA. iii, at Vol. IV,
785b).
Bibliography: B. Lewis, Patriotism and nationalism,
in The Middle East and the West, New York 1964,
75-80; U. Haarmann, Glaubensvolk und Nation im
islamischen und lateinischen Mittelalter, in BerlinBrandenburgische Akademie der Wissenschaften. Berichte und
Abhandlungen, ii (1996), 161-99, esp. 165-9.
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WATANIYYA (A.), n a t i o n a l i s m , p a t r i o t i s m ,
civic pride, in all the modern applications of these
terms. The word appeared at the end of the 19th
century, in the context of the extension to the field
of state politics of watan (pi. awtdn) "homeland", hitherto applied to place of birth or of residence. The
noun-adjective watam refers to the same sectors of
meaning (autochthonous, national, patriotic), while the
noun muwdtin denotes a compatriot or fellow-citizen.
A pioneering role in the inculcation of these notions
is to be credited to Rifaca Rafic al-Tahtawf [q.v.].
"Love of country" (hubb al-watan), in the modern sense
of the term, spans his entire corpus, but he provides
a more detailed analysis of the subject in a preface
to Mandhiaj. al-albdb al-misriyya fi mabdhiaj al-dddb
al-casriyya (1869) and in a long section of al-Murshid
al-amin li 'l-bandt wa 'l-bamn (1873). He starts with
milla, in the politico-administrative extensions that it
acquired in the Ottoman empire [see MILLET], beyond
its initial application to a religious community, since
it also denotes territorial communities: al-ahdli (indigenous, autochthonous peoples), al-raciyya (subjects), al-
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ajins (race, ethnic group) and abna* al-watan (inhabitants,
natives, compatriots). It is to these last—whether the
reference is to established populations or to those who
have come in search of refuge and subsequently settled in the locality—that the qualificatives baladi/
watam (compatriot/fellow-citizen) are applied. They are
part of a "patriotic brotherhood", "over and above
religious brotherhood", and share the same pride in
common patrimony, implanted in this case in Egyptian
pre-Islam. But it is the values of "civic pride" that
are denoted by wataniyya when the context is the obligations required by "patriotism": contributing to anything which has the potential to promote the glory
of the common homeland, guaranteeing its prosperity through the development of public utilities and
accepting the laws of the country as incarnated in
the person of its sovereign.
A transference of the principal connotation to that
of "nationalism" [see KAWMIYYA. i] is first observed
in resistance to the financial and political control
exercised by the European creditors of the Egyptian
debt (1876-82). Egyptian officers of established local
families (wataniyyun), opposed from the outset to the
ascendancy of Turko-Circassians, sought to operate in
conjunction with constitutionalist elements. A Djam'iyya
Wataniyya (later known as the National Party) represented their claims, from April 1879 onwards.
Composite and unwieldy, this movement was part of
the episode known as "the 'Urabf Pasha [q.v.] revolution". Its defeat was sealed by the British military
occupation of Egypt.
For decades to come, wataniyya was applied to the
nationalist form of Egyptian patriotism, in the sense
of a demand for return of Egypt to the Egyptians, a
national movement for liberation from British domination. This found its expression in political platforms,
the subject of competition; for example, before the
First World War, the "national" Party (al-Hizb alWatani), was the rival of Hizb al-Umma ("party of the
nation").
Elsewhere, in the Mashrik as in the Maghrib, while
trade union and other organisations describe themselves as national (wataniyya], in reference to territory
produced by colonial dismemberment, wataniyya denotes the conceptual and practical aspects of what was
known since the 1920s as harakat al-tahnr al-watam
("movement of national liberation"). It is most often
applied to a particular, limited territory, but sometimes enlarged to encompass the Arab world (niddl
al-carab al-watam, hurriyydt al-carab al-wataniyya, in the
context of their struggle or their freedom). But both
the adjective and the substantive can denote the positive sense and the pejorative sense of the term, for
example, al-wataniyya al-fdshistiyya and al-wataniyya alisticmdriyya (fascist nationalism, colonialist nationalism).
It is not until the eve of the Second World War that
a precise distinction is drawn, in ideological terms,
between wataniyya and kawmiyya. The first refers to a
territory, the second to the inhabitants of the latter,
to the people, with the same convergent nuance as
is attested elsewhere. Thus in 1936, in reference to
the national sentiment of Abyssinians confronted by
the Italian conquest, the expression shucur watam kawmi
is encountered. But it is not always a case of redundancy, or of distinguishing oneself, as in Morocco, by
using a term equivalent to that retained by an adversary or competitor. After 1933, but especially from
1936 onwards, in the columns of the Libano-Syrian
journal al-Talfa (a platform shared by the various
branches of the Eastern national movement), although
less common than wataniyya and its derivatives, kawmiyya
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and its derivatives made their appearance and their
meaning is made precise, independently of territorial,
national or regional extension, by reference to the
German concept of Volkstum; rather than the concept
of territory, it is that of the people, in the ethnoracial sense, in the blood line, that holds sway.
Differences are to be noted from the 1940s onwards.
Begun by Syria and Lebanon, accession to political
independence without limitations imposed by treaty
became the norm. The formation of the League of
Arab States (1945) gave credibility to elements favouring Arab unity, the successors of those who in the
1920s had opposed the Anglo-French partition of "natural" Syria. The party of Arab rebirth, Hizb al-Bafth
al-cArabi, the proponents of Nasserism, then the movement of Arab nationalists (harakat al-kawmiyyin al-carab]
drew a clear distinction between kawmiyya (Arab nationalism, Pan-Arabism) and wataniyya, the latter being
out of favour as denoting narrow, national patriotism.
Bacthist ideology developed the terms iklimiyyat'kutriyya
"regionalism" as a means of denouncing these tendencies. Marxist tendencies were most often the target,
at the very time when the kawmiyyun were professing
an "Arab socialism". Their reference to umamiyya (the
equivalent here of "internationalism") is criticised as
a consequence of their wataniyya/kutriyya, limited to
"class" and irrespective of the Arab umma. Lexical and
conceptual analysis of the principal charters and of
the congresses of the 1960s and the 1970s of the
Arab world (an exercise previously in progress, in academic studies and in seminars under the present
writer's supervision) reveals, however, a preponderance in this field for derivatives of the root w-t-n over
derivatives of the root k-w-m.
In fact, successive failures of experiments aimed at
Arab unity, in whatever form, have placed the kawmiyyun on the "territorial" plain where they criticised
the wataniyyun for their self-cantonisation, and recent
debates. In particular, an inter-Arab seminar held in
Damascus at the end of 1996, made it clear that, despite the need to display realism and commitment to
the preservation of the democratic achievements of
each country, these wataniyyun have not neglected to
adopt a position favourable to the notion of Arab
unity, on the basis of shared patrimony and shared
destiny.
Bibliography: See the Bibl. to KAWMIYYA. i; also
J. Berque (dir.) and J. Couland (ed.), Bibliographic de la culture arabe contemporaine, Paris 1981, iv;
W. Chaaban, L'apparition de la terminologie socialiste
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(J. COULAND)
WATHANIYYA (A.), idolatry. In classical Arabic
it is the phrase cibddat al-asndm (or al-awthdn) that
denotes idolatry, while idolaters are called cabadat alasndm (or al-awthdn). The term wathaniyya, still absent
from the Lisdn al-Arab of Ibn Manzur (d. 711/1311),
figures in the Kashshdf (\5\§), compiled in 1158/1745
by al-Tahanawf. According to him, the term denotes:
"A group of unbelievers who worship idols while
asserting that God is one. They are counted among
the associators because they profess the plurality of
that which deserves to be worshipped, not because
they profess the plurality of the Necessary Being in
itself; they do not give idols the attributes of divinity, although they apply the name to them. In fact,
they take them to be the statues of prophets, ascetics,
angels or stars that are taken as objects of veneration, with the aim of approaching through them that

which is a god in reality (tawassulan bihd ila ma huwa
ildhm hakikatm). This is the meaning that is conveyed
by the Shark al-Mawdkif (of al-Djurdjani, d. 816/1413)
and the gloss on it supplied by [Hasan] al-Celebl in
the study of tawhid."
It is appropriate to examine (1) the vocabulary of
idols in the Kur'an and in hadith; (2) the various categories of idolaters known to Muslims; (3) opinions
regarding the origin of idolatry; and (4) idolatry in
the context of tawhid (and its refutation).
In the Kur'an, idols are explicitly mentioned with
the use of two words: sanam [q.v.], five times, always
in the plural asndm, and wathan, three times, always
in the plural awthdn. Of these eight instances, six relate to Abraham, while VII, 138 (asndm) anticipates
a passage dealing with the Golden Calf, and XXII,
30 warns against defilement by idols (awthdn) of the
pre-Islamic pilgrimage. Scholars are divided as to the
difference in meaning between the two terms. AlTaban, xiii, 228 (ad Kur'an, XIV, 35) cites Mudjahid,
according to whom the sanam is "a fashioned similitude" (al-timthdl al-musawwar) which would distinguish
it from the simple wathan. The same direction is followed by Ibn al-Kalbi (d. ca. 204/820), al-Asndm, 47d
(cf. 29d): "If it is worked in wood, in gold or in silver in the likeness of man, it is a sanam." But according to one of the views conveyed by the LA in its
two entries (and followed by al-Tahanawf, loc. cit.), on
the contrary, it is the wathan which is characterised
by the representation of a body (d^uththd); in fact, in
the Kur'an, two instances of awthdn refer to the idols
smashed by Abraham, which are clearly statues
(tamdth.il-, according to XXI, 52). In another passage
of al-Taban, vii, 244 (ad Kur'an, VI, 74), the two
words seem to be regarded as equivalents. Among
many authors, they are interchangeable. This seems
already to be the case in canonical hadith?,, where one
or the other term is used quite regularly.
Alongside these idols, i.e. tri-dimensional representations of animate beings addressed by a cult, there
were also sacred stones [see NUSUB]. These are mentioned three times in the Kur'an, in V, 3, in LXX,
43 and (in the plural ansdb) in V, 90, and there are
several other references in the canonical traditions.
These fundamental texts, when they are not speaking of biblical characters, attribute idolatry to the preIslamic Arabs. The Muslim authors who follow echo
this trend, and many of them devote long articles, or
entire works, to the subject. Thus Ibn al-Kalbf, not
only in his well-known al-Asndm, but also in his lost
book Adydn al-cArab and doubtless in Mathdlib al-cArab,
which survives in manuscript form. Al-Djahiz, for his
part, wrote an Adydn al-cArab and an al-Asndm. Unfortunately they are lost, as is a work by cAlf b. alHusayn b. Fudayl (end of 3rd/9th century), al-Asndm
wa-md kdnat al-cArab wa }l-fA^am ta'budu min duni 'lldh
(according to Fihrist, ed. Tadjaddud, Tehran 1391
A.H./1350 A.H.S./1971, 138). Such writings give information, which can be checked and complemented
by other means, regarding the traditional religion of
Central Arabia and its divinities [see HUBAL; ISAF WANA'ILA; AL-LAT].
But Islam, born in the midst of idolaters, soon
encountered others in India, whose immense numbers
and intense fervour intrigued writers such as al-Djahiz
or Abu Zayd al-Balkhr. The Hindu cult of images
could not fail to strike, and to offend, Muslims with
its sumptuousness and alien nature. These "idols" were
described in the Kitdb fhi milal al-Hind wa-adydnuhd,
composed as early as 180/800, on his return from India,
by an envoy of the vizier Yahya b. Khalid al-Barmakl.
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The work is lost, but is said to be the basis of all subsequent works. The latter often mention the bidada
(plural of budd], i.e. statues of Buddha (or of Bodhisattva). For while Buddhism had virtually disappeared
from the Indian subcontinent, it had taken firm root
in the eastern half of the Iranian world and was present there on the arrival of Islam [see SUMANIYYA].
On the other hand, Muslim authors drew attention to accounts available to them concerning the
idols of ancient Persia before the introduction of the
cult of fire (Muruaj, ed. Pellat, §§ 1373, 1400, 1403;
al-Shahrastam, Mild, ii, 1224, tr. ii, 494). They were
even more interested in the intriguing "Sabians" who
are mentioned three times in the Kur'an, and whose
name the inhabitants of Harran appropriated, in 2187
993 or just before, in order to benefit from the djizga
[see SABI'A]. These last-named followers of Hellenistic
cults are persistently credited by the Muslims with a
veneration of the stars that would finally be corrupted
into the worship of idols. The most remarkable presentation and refutation of this real or alleged religion
are to be found in the Milal of al-Shahrastanf. According to him, the "primitive Sabians" addressed their
cult only to the Spiritual beings (ruhdniyydt) as the
natural intercessors in the presence of the Lord of
lords, but the need of visible intermediaries subsequently introduced the cult of stars as Dwellings
(haydkil) of the Spiritual beings, then of idols as representations (ashkhds) of these Dwellings.
Furthermore, African cults are occasionally mentioned by Arab geographers and historians. Fetishes
first appear in the work of Ibn Hazm with the name
dakkur, pi. dakdkira, then in the work of others in the
form dakkur, pi. dakdkir (cf. Monnot 1986, 115).
Over and above the strangeness and the provocation inherent in the idolatrous cults, these posed a
problem for the doctrine of Islam according to which
monotheism is inherent in the original nature (fitra
[q.v.]) of man, that is, in the disposition imprinted
upon him by the Creator. How then did idolatry come
into being? The most thorough answer is proposed by
Abu Zayd al-Balkhf (d. 322/934) in al-Radd cald cabadat al-asndm. This refutation of idolaters is lost, but
fortunately a long quotation from it has been preserved
by al-RazI in his Tafsir, xxx, 143 (tr. Monnot, 1986,
215-18). As for the origins of idolatry in the world,
Abu Zayd offers no fewer than seven possibilities.
According to the first, "Idolatry is nothing other
than a consequence of the doctrine according to which
God is a localised entity"; the taajsim of God and of
His angels is responsible for it. This explanation (reproduced for example in al-Mascudf, Muruaj, § 1370) is
explicitly attributed to Abu Ma'shar, as is confirmed
by other authors (cf. Monnot, 1986, 226). The second
interpretation is that the Sabians "introduced the cult
of idols with the aim of establishing a cult for the
stars" (cf. MuruQj, loc. cit.): this is the most widely held
view. The third reckons to have found the origin of
talismans in judicial astrology. The fourth interpretation is that idols were initially the statues of righteous individuals, venerated for having won the favour
of God in their lifetimes. The fifth interpretation,
closely related to the previous one, consists in what
is known in the West as euhemerism: the desire to
preserve the memory and a sense of presence of great
ancestors degenerating into worship of their images.
The five Noachic idols of Kur'an, LXXI, 23-4, are
thus said to have originally represented five sons of
Adam (cf, in a similar sense, al-Bukhan, Sahih, tafsir,
Ixxi). The sixth interpretation is that the existence of
extraordinary properties in a body is explained by the
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inherence (hulul) of a god in it. Finally, according
to the seventh interpretation, idols are said simply to
serve as a mihrdb for the worship of God.
In al-Razf, xiii, 36 (revised and abridged by al-TahanawT, 771), the first two general interpretations are
found in reverse order, complemented by a third, this
being that idols represent the angels appointed by
God to govern various elements and phenomena of
nature. As for the introduction of idolatry among the
Arabs, the explanation currently in favour places the
responsibility on cAmr b. Luhayy; he allegedly brought
back to Mecca from al-Balka3, in Syria, an idol of
Hubal.
Kur'an, VI, 81, or XXII, 30, accuse the idolaters
of giving associates to God [see SHIRK], and Muslims
like al-RazI (ii, 112; xiii, 35) make them one of the
four or five categories of associators. However, according to Abu Zayd and others following his lead, idolatry is not directly opposed to tawhid, since no-one
would be stupid enough to identify the Creator with
a piece of wood. But the error of the idolaters, motivated by the desire for a presence (cf. Milal, 129), is
twofold. First, they suppose that God has a form,
which enables them to make an image of Him; this
amounts to assimilation (tashbih; on the prohibition of
images of animate beings, see SURA). Furthermore, they
imagine that they can address their appeals to these
objects, whether through attributing to them the role
of intermediary (see Milal, 770-2) or at the very least
through directing prayer physically towards them (see
Abu Zayd, seventh interpretation; Mughm, v, 158; Milal,
655). This is inadmissible without revealed indication
(Milal, 1295), and the worship of intermediaries is
even contrary to reason, according to cAbd al-Djabbar
(Mughm, v, 158). In any case, the fundamental argument, even when it is left implicit, is without doubt
that of the Kur'an (XXI, 66; cf. VI, 74; XXVI, 72),
amply propounded by al-Shahrastanf in his refutation
of the Sabians: idols, which neither benefit nor cause
harm, are powerless and pointless.
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AL-WATHIK BI 'LLAH, ABU DJA'FAR HARUN B.
AL-MUCTASIM, ' A b b a s i d caliph. He was given the
name Harun after his grandfather Harun al-Rashld;
his mother was a Greek slave called Karatls.
On the day that his father al-Muctasim bi 'Hah
[q.v.] died (18 Rablc I 227/5 January 842), al-Wathik
was proclaimed his successor. Before al-Muctasim's
death, an alleged descendant of the Umayyads, named
Abu Harb, usually called al-Mubarkac [q.v.] "the veiled
one" from the veil that he always wore, had provoked a dangerous rising in Palestine, and Radja3 b.
Ayyub al-Hidarf, whom al-Muctasim sent against him,
could at first make no progress. Soon after the accession of al-Wathik, Damascus also became the scene
of a great rising; the rebels shut the governor up in
the citadel and encamped on the plain of Mardj Rahit
not far east of the town, but they were very soon
routed by Radja3 who had been recalled from Palestine
to meet the danger. He next turned his attention to
al-Mubarkac. After a section of the latter's followers
had left him because the sowing season was approaching, Radja3 succeeded in defeating and capturing him.
The Bedouin around Medina also gave the caliph
trouble. When the Banu Sulaym plundered the market
places of the Hidjaz, the governor of Medina sent a
large army under Hammad b. Djarfr al-Tabarl against
them; but he was defeated and slain, so that al-Wathik
had to turn to the tried general Bugha al-Kablr [q.v.].
In Sha'ban 230/April-May 845, Bugha entered Medina and, after defeating the Banu Sulaym and taking
the prisoners back to Medina, performed the Pilgrimage
to Mecca, and then turned his attention to the Banu
Hilal, who had also taken part in the uprising. The most
guilty were imprisoned in Medina and the others pardoned. Bugha now marched against the Banu Murra
and the Banu Fazara, who had seized the town of Fadak
[q.v], but as soon as he appeared they abandoned the
town and took flight (231/845-6). In the meanwhile,
the prisoners escaped from Medina and killed their
warders, but were cut down by the citizens of the town
with the help of the many black slaves in Medina. In
the following year, Bugha had also to fight against the
Banu Numayr in al-Yamama and only subdued them
after much difficulty. There were also troubles among
the Kharidjls and the Kurds. The Sirat al-muajdhidin
mentions that al-Wathik, meanwhile, meditated an
expedition against Constantinople [see DHU 'L-HIMMA].
Al-Wathik died on 23 Dhu '1-Hidjdja 232/10 August
847 at the age of 32, or according to others, 34 or
36. He had not the gifts of a great ruler, and his
brief reign was not distinguished by remarkable events.
The caliph's character also was not such as to make
him beloved. It is true that he was conventionally liberal to the poor in Mecca and Medina, and he also
treated the cAlids with great benevolence and took a
considerable interest in poetry and singing, being a
musician and composer himself. He favoured the singer
Mukharik [q.v.], but was disappointed when the latter altered the notes of songs. For the rest, he is described as covetous, intolerant and devoted to sensual
pleasures. At his accession, he confirmed the Basran
profligate poet al-Dahhak al-Bahill [q.v.], nicknamed
al-Khal? "the debauched one", as court poet. He also
extorted huge sums of money from high officials. AlWathik was also an ardent Mu c tazill. The wellrespected Ahmad b. Nasr b. Malik al-KhuzacI prepared
a plot to dethrone the caliph and put a check on
the arrogance of his Turkish commanders. By accident, the signal was given too soon (Sha'ban 231/April
856), so that the authorities were able to uncover the
conspiracy without difficulty. When brought before the

caliph, Ahmad b. Nasr was questioned not about
the plot but about the Kur3an. His answers enraged
the caliph to such an extent that the latter personally oversaw al-Khuzacfs decapitation. Later, however,
al-Wathik's original enthusiasm for the Mu'tazila seems
to have evaporated.
The vizier all through al-Wathik's reign was Ibn alZayyat, against whom al-Wathik had sworn vengeance
during his father's reign; but once acceded to power,
he seems to have found him indispensable. The period
of Ibn al-Zayyat's second vizierate thus began, in
which he showed himself cruel and avaricious, inventing a spiked iron cylinder (tannur) for torturing his
victims, in which however he was himself to die when
al-Mutawakkil came to the throne in 232/847 [see
IBN AL-ZAYYAT]. Ibn al-Zayyat had quarrelled with the
Chief Kadi Ahmad b. Abl Du3ad [q.v.], but had
attempted to restrain the ambitions of Turkish generals like Aytakh [see AYTAKH AL-TURKI, in Suppl.].
In general, one can say that the administrative and
religious policies of the previous reign were continued with little change.
Interesting episodes reported from al-Wathik's reign
relate to his apparent intellectual curiosity. In 225/840
the Turkish people of the Kirgiz [q.v.], who nomadised
to the north of Lake Baikal, attacked the Uyghurs
[q.v] and drove them from the region of the Orkhon
and Selenga rivers in Mongolia into eastern Turkestan
(the later Chinese province of Sinkiang [q.v.]) (see
W. Samolin, East Turkistan to the twelfth century. A political history, The Hague 1964, 69-70). These population
movements in Inner Asia may have caused al-Wathik
to "dream" that the barrier (sadd] of Dhu '1-Karnayn
[see ISKANDAR] had been breached. Ibn Khurradadhbih, 162 ff., relates that Sallam al-Tardjuman
was sent by the caliph to investigate the story of Dhu
'1-Karnayn's barrier and that Sallam told him about his
adventures in search of it and showed him the report
which he had drawn up for the caliph [see SALLAM
AL-TARDJUMAN, in Suppl.]. Ibn Khurradadhbih also
relates (106-7) that al-Wathik sent the celebrated
astronomer and mathematician Muhammad b. Musa
al-Khwarazmi [q.v] to the land of Rum in order to
investigate the story of the "Men of al-Rakfm", i.e.
the Seven Sleepers [see ASHAB AL-KAHF].
Bibliography: TabarT,'iii, 1329-57, Eng. tr. J.L.
Kraemer, The History of al-Taban. XXXIV. Incipient
decline, Albany 1989, 3-44; 'ibn al-Athlr, vi, 372,
376, vii, 6-9, 12-26; Mas'udl, Muru&, index; Ya'kubl,
Ta'rikh, ii, 584-90; Agham, see Guidi, Tables alphabetiques; Ibn al-Tiktaka, al-Fakhn, ed. Derenbourg,
323-5; Ibn Shakir al-Kutubl, Fawdt al-wafaydt, ed.
'Abbas, iv, 228-30; G. Weil, Geschichte der Chalifen,
ii, 337-6; Sir William Muir, The Caliphate, its rise,
decline, and fall2", 522-5; D. Sourdel, Le vizirat 'abbaside, Damascus 1959-60, i, 260-70; H. Kennedy,
The Prophet and the age of the caliphates, London and
New York 1986, 168.
(K.V. ZETTERSTEEN-[C.E. BOSWORTH and
E. VAN DONZEL])
WATHIKA (A.), pi. watha'ik, from the verb wathuka
"to be firm, assured", hence a document that certifies the commission of a promise or legal act, such
as a covenant, contract, etc., or the appointment of
a person to an office. It thus becomes a general term
for an official or legal document or formulary; see
for these, DIPLOMATIC, i, and on the general usage of
the term, Dozy, Supplement, ii, 780. In modern Arabic
usage, watha'ik is often used in the sense of "official
records, archives", housed in a ddr al-watha'ik.

' (ED.)
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AL-WATHIKI, ABU MUHAMMAD CABD ALLAH b.
'Uthman, poet and political claimant of the
second half of the 4th/10th and the first years of
the 5th/llth centuries, who claimed descent from the
'Abbasid caliph al-Wathik [g.v.].
His younger contemporary al-Thacalibi gives specimens of his verses plus biographical information (Tatima, ed. cAbd al-Hamfd, iv, 192-3). Al-Wathikf began
his career in clrak and al-Djazfra as a court witness
and preacher, but became involved in political intrigues. He fled eastwards to the Transoxanian lands
of the Karakhanids [see ILEK-KHANS], where he produced for the Khan a forged document stating that
the caliph al-Kadir [q.v.] had appointed him as his
wall al-cahd or heir, and he subsequently expressed intentions of marching on Baghdad to claim his rights
to the throne. His schemes were unsuccessful and
were related to the caliph (who cannot have taken
them very seriously!). Al-Wathikl had to flee again,
and ended up at the court of Mahmud of Ghazna,
who imprisoned him till he died.
Bibliography: The main sources are Thacalibf
(see above) and the extant fragment of Hilal alSabi"s history. These are used in C.E. Bosworth,
Motes on the lives of some cAbbdsid princes and descendants, in The Maghreb Review, xix/3-4 (1994) (= Homage
a Andre Miguel), 281-2 (also in The Arabs, Byzantium
and Iran. Studies in early Islamic history and culture,
Variorum, London 1996, no. V); cf. also Barthold,
Turkestan down to the Mongol invasion^, 258.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
WATHIMA B. MUSA b. al-Furat al-Farisf alFasawf (in addition, in the heading of his book, alAzhar al-Ghani), Muslim historian and trader in
silk, of Persian origin and a resident of Fustat. The
date of his birth is unknown, but he hailed from a
Persian town renowned for the commerce of silk (on
Fasa, see Yakut, Bulddn, Beirut 1374-6/1955-7, iv,
260-1). To this natal milieu, Wathima owed his profession, which adhered to his own name in the form
of a nickname: al-Washsha3 or trader in embroideries.
He left the town of his birth for Basra, then Egypt
and al-Andalus, but for how long is unknown. What
is certain is that he returned to Egypt, settling in
Fustat where he remained until his death on 10
Djumada II 237/9 December 851.
Alongside his trade, Wathima gained a reputation
as a specialist in the Islamic tradition, as is attested
by certain sources including Ibn al-Faradr, Ta'nkh, ii,
36, where he writes expressis verbis that the author "has
departed for the Maghrib or al-Andalus, having devoted himself to the transmission of hadith". Furthermore, several sources mention two of his works:
(1) K. fi Akhbdr al-ridda (sometimes without fi), of
which Ibn Khallikan in particular (ed. c Abbas, vi, 12,
cf. others such as Ibn Shakir al-Kutubf, ii, 625, and
Yakut, Irshdd, vii, 226) has described the contents:
"He has put into writing a book telling the story of the
ridda, with the vicissitudes of the tribes who repudiated Islam after the death of the Prophet, the campaigns conducted against them by Abu Bakr, the
battles that took place between them, and the names
of those who returned to Islam, as well as those who
opposed the zakdt and other details concerning Khalid
b. al-Walrd al-Makhzurm and his struggle against
Malik b. Nuwayra al-Yarbuci whom he killed in 12/
634, the funeral elegy of (delivered by?) the latter's
brother Mutammim, and what other poets had to say
on the subject." Ibn Hadjar al-cAskalanf apparently
still had the manuscript in his possession, since he
often cites it in his Isaba. Hoenerbach, 39, collected
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these quotations, 110 passages in total, classified and
translated them into German; the impression gained
from his work is that Ibn Khallikan, in his aforementioned analysis, did not follow the genuine order
of the book, which was most probably arranged in
historical, geographical and chronological fashion, as
is observed in his second book on biblical history,
and perhaps also by tribes, as may be supposed on
the basis of his treatment of the ridda of the Banu
Rabica. In any case, all that remain are a few fragments which do not give a comprehensive idea of the
work, which was very highly regarded by the biobibliographers and, according to Ibn al-clmad, Shadharat al-dhahdb, ii, 89, was not only very well written
but also, and most importantly, far-reaching. Other
manuscripts, yet to be properly exploited, could yield
further quotations, such as al-Iktifd3 of al-Kalacf, see
below Fariq, A valuable historical ms., 164, and Ta'nkh
al-Ridda, 109, 116, 145, 146.
(2) K. Bad3 al-khalk wa-kisas al-anbiyd3, which is not
mentioned by sources as e.g. Ibn Khallikan, Wafaydt,
loc. cit., and Ibn Shakir al-Kutubf, Fawdt al-Wafaydt,
626. However Ibn cAbd al-Hakam quotes Wathfma,
as does, naturally, a specialised source like Ibn Hisham
al-Hadjarl, 108, 110, 127, 153; but it is Ibn Hadjar
al-cAskalanf, Lisdn al-mizdn, vi, 217, who is the closest
to the historical reality, also in terms of the grandeur
of the work: Tasnif kabir fi >l-mubtada) wa-kisas al-anbiyd',
in two volumes, and after him al-SakhawI, al-Icldn,
171. The manuscript of one of the two volumes is
in fact to be found in the Vatican Library, specifically the second part, which begins with al-Khidr and
Moses and ends with the advent of the Prophet
Muhammad; the first, covering the period between
the earliest creation and this point, being lost. Wathima
refers to numerous authors, principally Wahb b.
Munabbih, and others, whose material he would have
found mainly in Egypt, specifically in the private library of the juldge of the country, cAbd Allah b. Lahf ca.
Since those involved were Egyptian informants, disciples of the judge or settlers in Egypt, they conveyed
primary information to Wathima in a very accurate
fashion, and he supplemented it with other data in
such a way that we have primary sources, such as
those of Wahb b. Munabbih, which can be reconstructed almost entirely by these means (with successive additions being closely followed; see an edition
of this text, with a monograph analysing all the strata
of isndds in the book, in R.G. Khoury, Les legendes
prophetiques dans Vhlam, 158 ft0.). This accuracy of the
written transmission has made it possible to obtain a
complete version of the damaged pages of Wahb's
Hadith Ddwud "Story of David", of which there were
only fragments, sometimes just a few lines or words,
as the papyrus edition of Wahb, 34 ff., shows very
clearly (see Khoury, Les legendes prophetiques, 164 and
n. 289, and WAHB B. MUNABBIH).
Thus the K. Bad' al-khalk assumes a capital importance and remains, despite some criticism directed at
Wathima the muhaddith, "the best that has ever been
composed in this discipline", min aslah ma sunnifa fi
dhdlika }l-fann (Ibn Hadjar, Lisdn al-mizdn, vi, 217),
since it dates back to the first sources and thus rescues from oblivion the most ancient versions of biblical or prophetic stories in Islam. It enlarges the
primary data, such as that contained in the Heidelberg
papyrus on David, but without altering the originals
which it conserves very accurately. Hence its immense
value for the study of the archaic literature of the
three first centuries of the Hidjra.
Bibliography: 1. Sources. Ibn al-Faradr,
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K. Ta'nkh culama3 al-Andalus, ed. Codera, Madrid
1891-2; Ibn Hadjar al-'Askalanl, Tahdhib al-tahdhib,
Haydarabad 1907; idem, Lisdn al-mizdn, 2Beirut
1971; Ibn cAbd al-Hakam, Futuh Misr wa-akhbdruhd,
ed. Torrey, New Haven 1922; W. Hoenerbach,
Watima's Kitdb al-Ridda aus Ibn Hagar's Isdba, Wiesbaden 1951; Ibn Shakir al-Kutubi, Fawdt al-Wafaydt,
Cairo 1951; Ibn Hisham al-Hadjan, Kisas al-anbiyd3,
ms. Alexandria, Balad B 1249.
2. Studies. R. Blachere, Regards sur la litterature
narrative en arabe au ler siecle de I'Hegire, in Semitica,
vi (1956), 73-86; K.A. Fariq, A valuable historical ms.
of Arabic al-Iktifd\ in /C, xxxiii (1959), 161-8; idem,
Ta'nkh al-Ridda (extracts from al-Iktifd'), New Delhi
1970; T. Nagel, Die Qisas al-anbiyd'. Ein Beitrag zur
arab. Literaturgeschichte, Bonn 1967; J. Pauliny, Ein
Werk "Qisas al-anbiyd3" von cAbdalldh Ibn Sa'id al-Hign,
in Asian and African Stud. (Bratislava), vi (1970), 8791; idem, %ur Rolle der Qussds bei der Entstehung und
Uberlieferung der populd'ren Prophetenlegenden, in ibid.,
x (1974), 125-41; R.G. Khoury, Wahb b. Munabbih.
Der Heidelberger Papyrus PSR Heid. Arab 23. Leben und
Werk des Dichters, Wiesbaden 1972; idem, Die Bedeutung der Handschrift Bad* al-halq wa-qisas al-anbiyd3
des cUmdra b. Watima al-Fdrisi, in £DMG, Suppl. II
(1974), 186-91; idem, Les legendes prophetiques dans
rislam depuis le I" jusqu'au IIP siecle H. D'apres le
manuscrit d'Abu Rifd'a cUmdra b. Watima, K. Bad3 alhalq wa-qisas al-anbiyd3. Avec ed. crit. du texte, Wiesbaden
1978; idem, cAbd Allah Ibn Lahfa, juge et grand maitre
de I'Ecole Egyptienne. Avec ed. crit. de Vunique rouleau de
papyrus arabe conserve a Heidelberg, Wiesbaden 1986;
idem, Importance de cAbd Allah Ibn Lahfa, juge de
I'Egypte, et de sa bibliotheque privee dans la codification
et diffusion des limes des deux premiers siecles islamiques.
Le manuscrit arabe et la codicologie, Rabat 1994, 10514; H. Schwarzbaum, Biblical and extrabibl. legends in
Islamic folk-literature, Walldorf-Hessen 1982. See also
the Bill, to WAHB B. MUNABBIH.
(R.G. KHOURY)
WATHTHAB B. SABIK AL-NUMAYRI, head of
the section of the Banu Numayr [q.v.] dominating part of Diyar Mudar and the town
of H a r r a n , d. 410/1019 (Ibn al-Athlr, ix, 312, 413,
443, x, 443). The texts give few details on his origins and most do not even give his father's name;
nevertheless, his descendants can clearly be pinpointed
in northern Syria and Diyar Mudar and played an
important role. It is this line which is mainly dealt
with here.
Some of the Numayr are already mentioned in
central Syria around Damascus at the time of the
great revolt of Abu '1-Haytham in the time of Harun
al-Rashid (Ibn 'Asakir, T. Dimashk, cAsim-'A3id, ed.
Shukrf Faysal, Damascus 1977, 402) At the opening
of the 4th/10th century they were among the tribes
accompanying the Carmathians in the attack on the
Maraj of Damascus. In the middle of the century they
were in the regions of Sindjar and Mawsil, opposing, in company with other tribes such as the Kilab,
Kushayr, 'Ukayl, Hilal, Sulaym and Kays c Avian, the
two Hamdanid princes [see HAMDANIDS] Nasir al-Dawla
(attack on Mawsil, 359/970) and Sayf al-Dawla of
Aleppo. Less vigorous than the Kilab, they were expelled from Diyar Rabl'a towards the Syrian Desert
and thence by Sayf al-Dawla north of the Euphrates
into Diyar Mudar. In 380/990, being largely Shi c i
in faith, they supported an abortive attempt to restore
the Hamdanids in Mawsil. In 395/1005, several thousand cavalrymen of Numayr and Kilab, led by the
ruler in Sarudj, Waththab b. Dja'far (perhaps =

Waththab b. Sabik al-Numayn) supported the gha&
Asfar of Taghlib against the Byzantines (for details of
all these, see Th. Bianquis, Damas et la Syne sous la
domination fdtimide, Damascus 1987, i, 310 n. 1). At the
end of the century, the Numayr of Waththab b. Sabik
constituted a principality in Diyar Mudar around Harran [q.v.]. Like the Kilab in northern Syria, the Marwanids in Diyar Bakr and the 'Ukaylids in Diyar
Rabica, they chose to protect and administer for their
own advantage the sedentary lands and towns rather
than to pillage them, as did at this time the Banu
'1-Djarrah, a Transjordanian section of the YamanI
Tayyi3. Depending on events, they also held other
towns of the region such as Sarudj, al-Ruha/Edessa,
Rakka and Rafika. Having gathered together "Arabs",
Waththab sought Byzantine help in order to attack
the Kurd Nasr al-Dawla Ibn Marwan [q.v.] in Diyar
Bakr, which he raided and then pillaged.
The latter, with help from his £Ukaylid ally, the
amir of Mawsil Kirwash b. Mukallad, repelled him
and obtained apologies from the Byzantines (H. Kennedy, The (Uqqylids of Mosul. . . ., in Adas del XII
Congresso de la U.EA.I, Malaga n.d.). On Waththab's
death in 410/1019, his son Shabib succeeded him,
and his descendants, the Banu Waththab, continued
to hold the region. In 417-22/1026-31 there was a
fresh conflict with Nasr al-Dawla Ibn Marwan over
Edessa. Each clan chief of the Numayr formed a
mini-principality around a stronghold rather than in
the main town, leaving this last to be governed by a
deputy. There was much internecine strife amongst
these clans. Thus e.g. the lord of Edessa, 'Utayr alNumayri, refused to reside there but left it to a deputy,
whose assassination he eventually procured and then
was in turn himself killed. The two main Arabic
sources, Yahya al-Antakl, Dhayl, tr. F. Micheau and
G. Troupeau, in PO, xlviii/4, no. 212, iii [151], Tournai
1997, and Ibn al-Athlr, see index), recount these events
differently, notably the actions of the sharijk and ahddth
of the city and the lengthy internal combats of Muslims
and Christians fortified within the towers and religious buildings of Edessa (for an account, based on
Byzantine sources, see AL-RUHA). The Numayr resorted
to arbitration by the Kilab of Aleppo, and Salih b.
Mirdas divided the city between the two Numayns
Ibn 'Utayr and Ibn Shibl, each holding a tower in
the city. The Byzantines in the end seized the city,
and the Emperor Romanus III is said to have bought
Ibn 'Utayr's sha*re and access to his tower for 20,000
dinars and a certain number of villages. Shibl's forces
took to flight, the Muslim inhabitants were reportedly
killed and the mosques razed. On the other hand, in
421/1030 a clan of the Numayr, Katan, inflicted a
terrible defeat on the Byzantines at cAzaz and gained
a great booty in gold coinage. But after the Byzantine
riposte under the eunuch Nicetas in 423/1032, the
Numayr led by Shablb rallied to the Byzantines, and
both sides accepted a delineation of the frontier leaving Edessa to the Greeks and Diyar Mudar to its
south to the Numayr. These last took part, with all
the princes of the region, in the general negotiations
at Constantinople to define the Graeco-Muslim frontiers in northern Syria and in al-Djazfra, negotiations
which went on until Romanus Ill's death in 425/1034,
leaving a result still imprecise, since the end of Yahya's
manuscript has not survived. The two Numayn chiefs
Shabrb and Ibn 'Utayr, former ruler of Edessa,
attacked the Byzantines there in 427-9/1037-9, but
after some successes, they ended in abandoning the
city to the Byzantines. This check is explicable by the
feebleness of their ally, the Kilabl principality of
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b. al-Shatir, a retainer of Ibn 'Utayr who adminisAleppo. Shabib's sister, the very beautiful and inteltered the town for a child, 'All b. Waththab, Sharaf
ligent al-Sayyida al-cAlawiyya, had married the KilabT
al-Dawla Muslim had occupied Harran in 474/1081
prince there, Nasr b. Salih b. Mirdas, who was killed
and installed a governor, Dja'far al-cUkaylf, who proby the Fatimid army of al-Dizbin in 429/1038. This
moted Shf'ism there. Whilst Muslim besieged
Turkish general, the Fatimid governor in Syria, manDamascus in 476, Harran was retaken by a Hanbalf
aged to occupy Aleppo and eject Nasr's brother Thimal
kadi, Abu Djalaba, who wished to hand over the town
and his brother-in-law Shabfb, but could not conquer
to Yahya and the former Waththabf control. The
Rakka and Rahba in the eastern part of the princic
town was taken over by Yahya and Ibn cAtiyya alpality. On Shabfb's death, his brother Muta in sucNumayn, but retaken in the same year by Muslim,
ceeded him and took over the principality except for
who executed the kadi and his sons and over a hunRakka and Rahba, left to al-Sayyida al-cAlawiyya. The
dred of the citizens who had received aman (Sibt Ibn
latter, now a widow, married her dead husband's
al-Djawzf, cited in Ibn al-Kalanisf, Dhayl, ed. Amedroz,
brother Thimal. Al-Dizbin endeavoured to make a
n. at 116; Ibn al-cAdIm, %ubda, ed. Dahhan, ii, 81-3).
military and matrimonial alliance with the Marwanid
In 478/1085, Muslim was in turn killed by the TurkNasr al-Dawla against the Numayr-Kilab alliance which
men Sulayman b. Kutulmish [q.v.], the new master
controlled all northern Syria and much of western alof Antioch. The Arab powers of northern Syria and
Djazfra. However, the Fatimid authorities in Cairo
were suspicious of al-Dizbirl's too personal policy in j al-Djazfra successively went down before newly-arriving Turks. The Banu Numayr contrived, however, to
Syria, and he was brutally dismissed and died in
remain in the region since, when in 512/1118 the
humiliating circumstances in the citadel of Aleppo
Franks seized the fortress of al-Sinn near cAzaz, they
in 433/1042. Thimal was able to return to Aleppo
killed there Manic b. cUtayr al-Numayrf (al-'Azfrnl,
with his Numayrf spouse, who was to play on variTa'nkh Halab, ed. Ibrahim Za c rur, Damascus 1984,
ous occasions an important role in the politics of the
369).
city [see MIRDAS, BANU]. The Numayr now made a
Bibliography: Given in the article.
rapprochement with Nasr al-Dawla Ibn Marwan, and
(Tn. BIANQJJIS)
ca. 439/1048 they both countered the efforts of a
WATID (A.), also pronounced popularly (and also
ghdzi of the same name as that of a half-century
in Persian) as watad, pi. awtdd, literally "tent peg", an
before, Asfar al-Taghlibl.
e l e m e n t of s c a n s i o n in carud [q.v.] (Arabic
In 452/1061 the then master of Harran, Manic b.
prosody), in which each foot has one watid and either
Shabfb b. Waththab, grandson of the founder, went
one or two sababs [q.v.]. Four types occur: (1) watid
to help his maternal nephew Mahmud b. Salih b.
maajmuf: a sequence of two vowelled letters/consoMirdas of Aleppo, engaged in a struggle with his
nants and one vowelless letter, paradigmatically repuncle Thimal, who ruled over the eastern Mirdasid
resented as facal, translatable into syllables as ^ — ,
lands along the Euphrates. After some fighting amongst
Kilabl groups, punctuated by truces, al-Sayyida alalso called watid makrun, e.g. in TA, ii, 521; (2) watid
c
mafruk: one vowelless letter between two vowelled letAlawiyya brought peace by reconciling Manic and
Thimal. She accompanied her husband to Aleppo,
ters (fa'la, — -); (3) watid mufrad, defined by al-Farabf,
where his sovereignty was once more made firm, then
1078, as "a sabab khafif + one vowelless letter" (as in
left with her young son Waththab b. Thimal for Cairo
pausal kdl). (This is called sabab mutawal™ in alin order to negotiate a reconciliation with the caliph
Kartadjannf, 236, and sabab mutawassit in Khanlarf,
al-Mustansir [q.v.]. The rapprochement between the
94 n. 2); (4) watid mutadd'if, defined by al-Kartadjannf,
Banu Waththab of Numayr and the Banu Mirdas of
236, as two vowelled + two vowelless letters (as in
Kilab is seen in the number of identical isms found
pausal makdl), called watad-i kathrat in Khanlan, he. cit.
in children on both sides, such as Waththab, Mukallad,
Types 3 and 4 are outside traditional cariid.
Manic, Shabfb and Sabik, some of these also found
In cariid theory, the stability of the watid is conamong the cUkaylids, increasing even further the histrasted with the variable quantity of the sabab, which
torians' confusion. In 462/1070, in dramatic circumis liable to the change known as zihqf [q.v.]. In pracstances, the Shf c f princess again intervened personally
tice, however, many supposedly variable positions are
to deflect the Sunn! Saldjuk sultan Alp Arslan from
stable. According to Weil [see CARUD], the stability of
his siege of Aleppo and to try to avoid the humiliathe watid is concomitant with a stress on its long
tion of her son there, Mahmud, having to kiss the
syllable, and to him the watid functions as the rhythsultan's carpet. But she could achieve nothing, and
mical core of the foot. For a different view, see
the overwhelming defeat of the Byzantines at MantStoetzer, 110-20.
zikert [see MALAZGIRD] a few months later definitively
For watad in mysticism, see AWTAD.
deprived the Numayr and Kilab of Byzantine proBibliography: G.W. Freytag, Darstellung der aratection.
bischen Verskunst, Bonn 1830, 63-5; Farabf, K. alIn 471/1079 a coalition of Arabs, including the
Musikd al-kabir, ed. Gh.cA. Khashaba, Cairo n.d.
Numayr, and led by the cUkaylid ruler of Mawsil,
[1967?]; P.N. Khanlan, Waui-i shi'r-ifdm, 2Tehran
Sharaf al-Dawla Muslim b. Kuraysh, defeated a Turk1345; Kartadjanni, Minhadj. al-bulaghd3 wa-sirddf almen force, but in the following months the Saldjuk
udabd\ ed. M. al-H. Ibn al-Khodja, 3Beirut 1986;
prince Tutush [q.v.] and his Turkmens ravaged all
W. Stoetzer, Theory and practice in Arabic metrics, Leiden
northern Syria. Three years later, Sharaf al-Dawla
1989. See also the Bibl. to SABAB. 3.
had to intervene in Aleppo, where the last three Kilabf
(W. STOETZER)
princes Sabik, Waththab and Shablb, sons of Mahmud,
WATTASIDS, BANU WATTAS, a M o r o c c a n
ended up losing their power through drunkenness and
dynasty which reigned in the 9th/15th and 10th/16th
political incapacity. In 476/1083 Muslim b. Kuraysh,
centuries. The Banu Wattas, Zanata Berbers, were a
now ruler of Mawsil and Aleppo, formed a coalition
branch of the Banu Marln, descendants of the Banu
of several Kays! and Yamanf tribes of Syria, includWasm [see MARINIDS]. Initially nomadic horsemen, the
ing the Numayr, against the Kurds of al-Djazfra and
Banu Wattas left the Zab [q.v] and the highlands of
other Arab tribal groups, including other clans of
the central Maghrib, reaching the Maghrib al-Aksa in
Numayr and cUkayl. Thanks to support from Yahya
the early years of the 5th/llth century and occupying
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part of the Moroccan Rif. In 622/1293, during the
reign of the Marlnid Abu Ya'kub Yusuf, their chief
c
Umar b. Yahya b. al-Wazfr took temporary control
of the fortress of Tazuta which belonged to the
Marmids; however, this did not prevent the Banu
Wattas from occupying posts and enjoying privileges
in the administration of the ruling Banu Mann. Thus
it was that on the death of the Marfnid sultan Abu
c
lnan in 795/1358, effective power was exercised by
various members of the Banu Wattas. When the sultan Abu Sa'Td 'Uthman was assassinated in 823/1420,
the Wattasid Abu Zakariyya' Yahya, already ka'id of
Sale, secured the throne for Abu Muhammad cAbd
al-Hakk, the son of the deceased but still a minor, and
ruled the country with the title of vizier; the reign of
the Banu Wattas had thus begun.
Abu Zakariyya3 Yahya I (Abu Zekri) had to confront
anarchy which had become rife throughout Morocco:
the marabouts were calling for a d^ihdd against the
Portuguese who had occupied Ceuta [see SABTA] in
1415, in the countryside the Arabs were agitating and
taking to pillage, and the Hafsid sultan of Tunis even
invaded, reaching as far as Fas. As a result of the
efforts of the young sultan 'Abd al-Hakk, the Portuguese were unable to take Tangier [see TANDJA] in
1437 and forced to leave the infante Don Fernando
as a hostage in Fas against a hypothetical restitution
of Ceuta, which did not in fact take place; the infante
died in 1443, still a captive.
Abu Zakariyya3 was assassinated in 852/1448 by
Arabs whose rebellion he had suppressed. He was
succeeded in the vizierate, or rather in the regency,
by one of his kinsmen, CA1I b. Yusuf, who died ten
years later in 863/1458-9, likewise in the process of
suppressing an Arab revolt. The Mannid sultan cAbd
al-Hakk had long since attained the age of majority,
and when a third Wattasid, Yahya II, son of Abu
Zakariyya3, succeeded 'All b. Yusuf, cAbd al-Hakk had
him assassinated with all the members of his family.
Fas was virtually immune from the authority of the
sultan, and the city was ruled by Idrisi Shorfd3 [see
SHURAFA'] ; one of them, Abfi cAbd Allah Muhammad
al-Djutl, was proclaimed sovereign in 869/1465. He
captured cAbd al-Hakk and had him killed, thereby
putting an end to the Marlnid dynasty.
Two brothers of the vizier Yahya II had succeeded
in escaping the massacre of the Banu Wattas. One
of them, Muhammad al-Shaykh, took refuge at Arzila.
He was unable to prevent the Portuguese occupying
the city in 1471 (a twenty-years' truce was signed),
and then Tangier in the same year. In 1472, after a
long siege, Fas capitulated, the IdrTsid shanf al-Djuti
fled to Tunis and Muhammad al-Shaykh was able to
enter Fas, where he was proclaimed sovereign, thus
inaugurating the rule of the Banu Wattas.
The reign of the new sultan lasted until 909/1502
(or 912/1505); his foreign policy was dominated by his
struggle against the intrigues of the Portuguese on the
Atlantic coast of Morocco. Although he was unable
to prevent their installation at Safi, Azemmour and
Mazagan, he succeeded in forcing them to abandon
Graciosa, a fortress which they had begun to build
on an island of the Loukkos; a treaty was signed at
Tchemmich on 26 Djumada I 894/27 April 1489.
Muhammad al-Shaykh was far from being recognised as sovereign throughout Morocco: in the north,
Chechaouen (Shafshawan) and Tetouan (Tittawfn) were
virtually independent principalities, whilst in the south
the Hintata amm were masters of Marrakech (Marrakush), and at Debdou a Mannid amfrate had been
constituted. The Wattasid sultan was in fact only the

"king" of Fas. The successor to Muhammad al-Shaykh
was his son Muhammad al-Burtukall (he had been
sent to Portugal in 1471), who attempted to pursue
his father's policy against the Portuguese. But in the
south a new power had emerged, that of the Sa'dian
Shorfa3. Al-Burtukalf invited to his court two of the
sons of the shanf Abu cAbd Allah Muhammad, but
being soon recalled by their father, the two princes
returned to the south, and in 1522 took control of
Marrakech; a kingdom distinct from that of Fas was
thus constituted.
In Sha'ban 932/May 1526 al-Burtukall was succeeded by his brother 'All Abu Hassun, and in September of the same year the latter was deposed by
his nephew Ahmad al-WattasI, whose policy differed
fundamentally from that of his predecessors. The
enemy to be fought was not the Portuguese, but the
new arrivals on the scene, the Sacdians [see SA'DIDS],
who, for their part, sought to oppose the Christian
invaders and in addition to subdue the Banu Wattas
of northern Morocco. And when in 952/1545, the
sultan of Fas was captured near Wadi Derna by the
Sacdian shanf Muhammad al-Shaykh al-Mahdl, he
was obliged to cede to him Meknes and the Gharb
in order to secure his liberation two years later. In
956/1549 Fas was seized by the same shanf, and
Ahmad al-Wattasf was captured for the second time.
Taken to Marrakech, he was executed in 1551. His
son Muhammad al-Kasrf, who had held power during his father's first period of imprisonment, suffered
the same fate.
The only remaining claimant to the throne of Fas .
was CA1I Abu Hassun, the temporary sultan of 932/
1526, who had withdrawn to Velez de la Gomera.
After the capture of Fas, he made his way to Spain,
where he had an audience with the Emperor Charles
V and appealed for the support of the king of Portugal
in his bid to return to Morocco; he even went to
Algiers in the quest for military assistance from the
Turkish Pasha, which in fact enabled him to take control of Fas on 9 January 1554. His second reign was
as brief as his first since, in the course of his campaign against the shanf., he was killed on 21 September at Musallama. His sons sought refuge in Spain.
One of them, al-Nasir, succeeded in returning to
Morocco and rallying a few partisans, but to no avail.
Numerous Wattasid princes remained in Spain, their
haven of refuge, some even converting to Christianity.
Thus the Banu Wattas came to an end in 961/1554,
and the last Berber monarchy of Morocco had disappeared. With the Sa'dians, a new history began in
the Maghrib al-Aksa and the Shorfa3 succeeded in an
objective which had eluded the Banu Wattas, sc. the
ejection of the Portuguese from Morocco.
Bibliography. 1. Sources. Luis de Marmol
Carvajal, Description general de Affricd, Granada 1573,
ii, 39-40; Ahmad b. Khalid al-Nasiri al-Salawi,
K. al-Istiksd3, Casablanca 1955, iv, 92 ff.; Leo
Africanus, Description de I'Afrique, ed. and Fr. tr.
A. Epaulard, Paris 1956; Les sources inedites de I'histoire
du Maroc, 1st series, Spain, i-ii; Portugal, i-iv.
2. Studies. A. Cour, La dynastie marocaine des
Beni Ouattas, Constantine 1920; H. Terrasse, Histoire
du Maroc des origines a I'etablissement du Protectorat fian$ais,
Casablanca 1950, ii; Ch. de La Veronne, Politique
d'Abu Hasun, roi de Velez apres. . . 1549, in Actes IF
Congres internal Mediterranee occidentak, Malta 1976,
Algiers 1978; eadem, Lettres inedites de partisans de
Mulay Abu Hasun du nord-est marocain (1550), in
ROMM, xxvii (1979), 157-70; Diego de Torres,
Relation del origen suceso de los Xarifes y del estado de
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los reinos de Marruecos, Fes y Tarudante, ed. Mercedes
Garcia Arenal, Madrid 1980; W.F. Cook, Jr., The
Hundred Tears War for Morocco, Boulder-San FranciscoOxford 1994, 83-133; C.E. Bosworth, The New
Islamic dynasties, Edinburgh 1996, 48-9 no. 19.
(CHANTAL DE LA VERONNE)
WATWAT (A., pis. watdwit, watdyit], a synonym
for khuffdsh, pi. khafdfish, denoting all c h e i r o p t e r s
or bats, without distinction of families (sc. the rhinolophids, vespertilionids and molossids) or species. The
bat is also called td'ir al-layl "the bird of the night",
khushshdf and khuttdfby comparison with the swallow.
The names sahdt, turmuk, tumruk and 'ashrqfare also found.
In general, in the Arabic lands the bat is assimilated to a bird but one without a beak or feathers.
Amongst the ancient Arabic writers on zoology, virtually only al-Djahiz provided a fairly extensive chapter
on the bat in his Hayawdn. He states that it flies neither
in the middle of the night nor in broad daylight, but
requires the half-light of the dawn and evening for
searching out its diet of small flying insects. It may
also happen to gobble up eggs from nests, and in the
nesting season, the female vulture takes care to line
her eyrie with plane-tree leaves, since the bat dislikes
their smell.
According to Islamic law, it is forbidden to kill bats
and eat their flesh. The bat has certain qualities. Thus,
to put a bat's head on one's ear prevents sleep, and
if it is boiled up in a copper or iron pot with lilac
oil (duhn al-zanbak), it yields a lotion good for painting,
as a wash, or on limbs afflicted by gout, rheumatism
or swelling. A bat's heart grilled in one piece can
be used as a fumigation for effectively driving away
all snakes and scorpions. Its gall rubbed on the sexual organs of a pregnant woman causes immediate
delivery, and it is also good for stopping incontinence
of urine. The blood, mixed with milk, can be spread
on the skin and removes all hair. Finally, its dung
used as an unguent, removes scurfy skin.
In oneiromancy, seeing a bat in a dream is an auspicious sign which drives away all fear from a pious man
and facilitates, for a pregnant woman, a smooth birth.
Bibliography: Djahiz, Hayawdn, Cairo 1945, s.v.
watwdt, i, 29-30, ii, 298, iii, 333, iv, 288-9, and
s.v. khuffdsh, i, 30, 194, ii, 298, iii, 233, 256, 336,
526-8, iv, 396, v, 353, 537, 402, vi, 33, 231, 321,
vii, 24-5, 66, 126; Damln, Haydt al-hayawdn al-kubrd,
Cairo 1937, i, 295, ii, 262-3; A. Malouf, An Arabic
zoological dictionary/Mucdj.am al-hayawdn, Cairo 1932, s.v.
Bat; R. Hainard, Mamiferes sauvages d'Europe, Paris
1948, i, 89-145 (on cheiropters); H. Eisenstein, Einfiihrung in die arabische ^pographie, Berlin 1991, index
s.v. Fledermaus.
(F. VIRE)
WATWAT [see RASHID AL-DIN].
WAW, the 2 7 t h l e t t e r of the A r a b i c alphabet (or the 26th, if ha3 is placed after wdw), with the
numerical value 6. It has two principal functions in
Arabic orthography, standing either for the semivowel
w or for the long vowel u. Traditional Arabic grammar reduces these two functions to one by analysing
u as short u (damma) plus wdw. Wdw also serves (like
alif and yd3) as a "support" for medial or final hamza
[q.v.], reflecting, according to the most commonly held
view, the situation in the ancient dialect of Mecca,
where 3 appears to have shifted f to w in certain positions. In the words uld'ika (dbJjl) and ulu (jJjl), wdw
stands, exceptionally, for short u. On the other hand,
the shortening of final -u before hamzat al-wasl is a
regular phonetic feature; at a phonological level it
should still be analysed as -u. This goes also for -a
and -I in the same position.
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In the orthography of the Kur'an, and in general
in old manuscripts, long a is represented by the letter wdw in the words saldt, zakdt, haydt, nadffit, ghaddt
(perhaps better read as ghudwa, an existing kird'a),
mishkdt and in the name of the goddess Manat [q.v.]
(who occurs also in Nabataean-Aramaic inscriptions
as mnwtw, with -w-). Similarly I yj riban, and l>^)l for
the determined al-ribd. Sibawayh (ed. Derenbourg, ii,
452) says that the first three of these words, at least,
in the dialect of Hidjaz were pronounced with alif
al-tajkhim, that is to say, a sound intermediate between
alif and wdw (presumably some sort of o), but some
of the later grammarians express doubts as to whether
these spellings really represent a phonetic, and not
merely an orthographic feature. Modern scholars have
noted that some of these words are borrowings, e.g.
saldt from Aramaic slothd, where the Arabic spelling
with wdw might be regarded as having been influenced by Aramaic orthography, but this does not
account for all of the mentioned words. It seems thus
that some dialects of ancient Arabic really did have
an o-like allophone not only in certain loanwords, but
also in some Arabic derivates of roots with w as their
third radical.
The personal name cAmr is written j^t in the
nominative (cAmrun) and genitive (cAmrm), and I j+£.
or \jj*£> in the accusative (cAmran), retaining a spelling
convention of the Arabic names in Nabataean Aramaic,
thus preventing confusion with the name cUmar j+z.
For a discussion, see most recently de Blois, Who is
King Amaro?, in Arabian Archaeology and Epigraphy, vi
(1995), 196-8.
In Persian, wdw has all of these same uses in Arabic
loanwords. In native words it stands (in classical
Persian) for the semivowel w, and for two different
long vowels, u and o, which the indigenous lexicographers distinguish as wdw-i ma'ruf ("the wdw known
[in Arabic]"), and wdw-i maajhul ("unknown wdw"}
respectively. Classical poets generally avoid rhymes
between u and o, but in modern Western Persian classical u and o merge as [u], and classical w is realised
as a fricative [v], except in the diphthong aw, which
is realised as [ou]. The older pronunciation of these
phonemes is retained, however, in many dialects of
Afghanistan and Tadjikistan. The digraph j> stands
(in classical Persian) for the labialised consonant kh",
which has merged with kh in Western Persian, but is
partially retained in Afghanistan.
Wdw stands ostensibly for short u in du ("two"), tu
("thou") and the postclitic particle -u ("and"), but in
early Persian they could also be pronounced as do, to
and -u, and it is these that are represented by the
orthography.
In Urdu wdw stands for the consonant v, the vowels
u and 0 and the ex-diphthong aw (= Sanskrit au, but
in Urdu realised as /3/). In Turkic languages it is
used for the consonant variously realised as v or w,
and for the vowels o, u, o and ii.
Bibliography (for the spelling of words like saldt):
G. BergstraBer, in Gesch. des Qorans, iii, 41; A. Spitaler, Die Schreibung des Typus ?^L? im Koran, in W^KM,
Ivi (1960), 212-26 (misguided); H. Fleisch, Traite de
philologie arabe, i, Beirut 1961, 216; W. Diem, Untersuchungen zurfruhen Geschichte der arabischen Orthographie.
I. Die Schreibung der Vokale, in Orientalia, N.S. xlviii
(1979), 207-57, esp. 242-5; A. £oman, Etude de la
phonologie et de la morphologie de la koine arabe, i, Aix
en Provence 1983, 454-60. (For Persian u and o):
P. Horn, in Gr.I.Ph., i/2, 31-2, 35-7; A. Farhadi,
Le persan parle en Afghanistan, Paris 1955, 9, 12;
F. Meier, Aussprachefragen des dlteren neupersisch, in
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Oriens, xxvii-xxviii (1981), 70-176, repr. in Bausteine,
3 vols. Istanbul 1992, ii, 1057-1164.
(F.C. DE BLOIS)
AL-WA'WA' AL-DIMASHKI, Abu '1-Faradj Muhammad b. Ahmad (or Muhammad) al-Ghassanl, 4th/10th
century Syrian poet, d. between 370/980-1 and 390/
1000. Originally a fruit-seller in the market-place at
Damascus, he may have acquired there his nickname
("the Crier" or "Howler"). His reputation as a poet
was established after he was "discovered" by the sharif
Abu '1-Kasim al-cAkikI, on whom he had made an
ode. He addressed some panegyric poems to Sayf alDawla [q.v.], but he is better known for his short
poems in the more lyric genres: love, wine and nature.
In some of these (e.g. Dtwdn, ed. Kratschkowsky, nos.
14, 220, 238) he turns the traditional opening motif
of the "abandoned encampment" into a metaphor,
speaking of, or addressing, the desolate abode of his
love or of his suffering. His verse is mostly smooth,
polished and, the longer panegyrical poems excepted,
easy of diction. A certain impersonality is partly the
result of the absence of personal names and of descriptions of specific incidents, but this enhances the quotability. Particularly famous and admired by critics (first
by Abu Hilal al-'Askarl, al-Sina'atayn, Cairo 1971, 257)
for its condensed series of metaphors, or rather comparisons according to many rhetoricians, is a line on
a weeping girl (Dtwdn, ed. Kratschkowsky, 47): "She
let pearls <tears> rain from narcissi <eyes>, watered
the roses <cheeks>, and bit on jujubes <henna-stained
fingers> with hailstones <teeth>"; see e.g. al-Hariri's
Makdma Hulwdniyya and cAbd al-Kahir al-Djurdjani,
Dald'il al-icajdz, Cairo 1984, 449-51, where the literary history of this motif is sketched.
Bibliography: Tha'alibl, Tattma, Cairo 1947, i,
272-82; Kiftl, al-Muhammadun min al-shucara\ Haydarabad 1966-7, i, 45-7; Ibn Shakir al-Kutubl,' Fawat
al-Wafaydt, ed. c Abbas, Beirut 1974, ii, 301-6; Safadl,
Wdfi, ii, Istanbul 1949, 53-7; Dtwdn (containing
320 pieces, some 1,560 lines), ed. I. Kratschkowsky,
Leiden-Petrograd 1913-14, with a Russian tr. and
study (Abu-l-Farad^ al-Wa'wd Damasskii. Material!
dlya charakteristiki poeticeskago tvorcestva), summary by
W. Ebermann in Islamica, iii (1927), 238-41, and
survey of contents by Th. Menzel in ArO, ii (1930),
56-63; Dtwdn, ed. Sam! al-Dahhan, Damascus 1950;
Rafik al-Djuwaydjatl, al- Wo? wo? al-Dimashki, in
MAD, lxviii/4 (1993), 594-620. More references in
Sezgin, GAS, ii, 498-9, ix, 294.
(GJ.H. VAN GELDER)
WAYHIND, the form found in mediaeval IndoMuslim sources for a town of northwestern India,
in the 12th century geography of Kashmir by Kalhana
called Udabhanda, now marked by the settlement of
Hund some 9 km/15 miles north-east of Attock [see
ATAK] in Pakistan.
It was the capital of the powerful Hindu-Shahi
dynasty of Indian princes who opposed Sebiiktigin
and his son Mahmud of Ghazna in the late 4th/1 Oth
and early 5th/llth centuries, until Mahmud finally
vanquished Radja Djaypal; for further details, see
HINDU-SHAHIS.

Bibliography: See that for HINDU-SHAHIS, to which
should be added C.E. Bosworth, The later Ghaznavids,
index.
(ED.)
WAZIFA (A.), pi. wazd'if, literally "task, charge,
impose obligation" (see Dozy, Supplement, ii, 820-1).
1. As an a d m i n i s t r a t i v e term.
In the early Islamic period, the form II verb wa^qfa
and the noun wa^lfa are used as administrative-fiscal
terms with the sense of imposing a financial burden

or tax, e.g. of paying the kharddj, fushr or djizya [q.vv.],
cf. al-Baladhuri, Futuh, 73, 193 (the wa^if of the
provinces of al-Urdunn, Filastm, Dimashk, Hims, etc.)
and other references given in the Glossarium, 108. But
as well as this loose sense, waztfa had a more specific
one, as set forth by al-KhwarazmI, Mafdtih al-culum,
62, cf. 59, that of an extra, fixed payment, made by
the 'drnil or tax collector, on top of the land-tax collected; L0kkegaard compared it to the HellenisticRoman annona and the ekstraordinaria of the Egyptian
papyri (Islamic taxation in the classic period, Copenhagen
1950, 126-8; C.E. Bosworth, Abu cAbdalldh al-Khwdrazmi
on the technical terms of the secretary's art, in JESHO, xii
[1969], 132, 139).
Wazifa also came subsequently to mean the "financial allowance, stipend" paid to an official or as a
reward for someone who had pleased a ruler or governor, such as a panegyric poet, and, by extension, the
official post or function itself (see the examples in
Dozy, op. cit., ii, 821), a meaning which it retains in
modern Arabic (and cf. muwa^qf "official employee").
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
2. As a term of Islamic mysticism.
In this context, wa&fa is a devotional text or litany
recited by the members of some Suit orders as one
of the elements of their assignment of daily devotions,
and also as part of the liturgy of a hadra [q.v.] or
communal dhikr ritual. A wagtfa normally consists of
a sequence of prayer formulas, invocations, and verses
from the Kur'an. Contents differ according to Sufi
order, and are often explained or justified in conjunction with Prophetic traditions or special events in
the life of the composer of the waztfa. The recitation
of a wa^tfa is always prescribed for specific times of
the day (generally in conjunction with the faajr and
maghrib prayers), and is governed by special conditions, such as ritual purity, and facing the kibla. In
some of the commentaries on wazd'if, or in the instructions for recitation in the published versions of the
various wazd'if, the text is endowed with protective
qualities and recommended for reading in times of
danger or distress. In some orders, the term waztfa is
used to denote f devotional texts or phrase-patterned
devotions, which are known as hizb and wird [q.vv.']
in other orders. Use of these three terms as synonyms
is not uncommon, and is understandable in view of
the fact that the text of an order's waztfa may overlap with or be part of its wird and hizb, whereas wird
and hizb are a wa&fa in the literal sense of "a duty".
An example of a waztfa as a devotional text in its
own right, and never part of ahzdb or awrdd, is the
Wazifat al-Mashishiyya, also known as al-Salawdt alMashishiyya, after cAbd al-Salam b. Mashlsh [q.v.]. This
text, which is in fact identical with the longer version of Salawdt Ibn Mashtsh (numerous editions; for an
accurate one, see e.g. cAbd al-Kadir Zaki, K. al-Nafha
al-caliyya ft awrdd al-Shddhiliyya, Cairo 1321, 18 ff.), is
widely known and recited by the members of many
of the branches of the Shadhiliyya. The fact that so
many of these have the recitation of this text as part
of their daily devotions may explain why it has simply
become known as al-Wa&fa al-Shddhiliyya. The name
of its composer is not mentioned any more in some
of the manuals of present-day Shadhiliyya branches,
and awareness of the author's identity seems to be
disappearing. Many orders prescribe their members
to recite this wazifa at least once daily, and at the
beginning of the hadra.
Another example of a wazifa as a text in its own
right is the Wa&fat al-^anukiyya, known after Ahmad
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b. Zarruk to whom it was allegedly dictated by the
Prophet when Ahmad was sitting on Muhammad's
tomb at Medina, and widely known and recited by
many branches of the Shadhiliyya; for an English
translation, see Ali F. Khusaim, ^arruq the Sufi. A guide
in the Way and a leader to the Truth. A biographical and
critical study of a mystic from North Africa., Tripoli (Libya)
1976, 134-8.
The wazifa of the Tidjaniyya [q.v] order is an
example of a text which incorporates much of its own
wird, combining phrase-patterned devotions with a core
text, known as the Saldt al-fdtih, and another devotional text of the order, the Djawharat al-kamdl (see
Jamil M. Abun-Nasr, The Tijaniyya. A Sufi order in the
modern world, Oxford 1965, 187, and 51-2 for the
Arabic text and an English tr.). The Saldt al-fdtih is
said to have been delivered to Ahmad al-Tidjani from
Heaven on a tablet of light, whilst Ahmad claimed
that the Prophet taught him the Djawharat al-kamdl
directly. Tidjanl adherents have to recite the wazifa
at least once every day, either individually or communally. Conflicting opinions concerning the number
of times the Djawharat al-kamdl should be recited contributed to the emergence of the schismatic movement
of the Hamalliyya or Hamaliyya [q.v] in West Africa.
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(F. DE JONG)
WAZIR (A.), vizier or chief minister.
I. IN THE ARAB WORLD
1. The c A b b a s i d s .
Etymology
The term wazir occurs in the Kur'an (XXV, 35:
"We gave Moses the book and made his brother
Aaron a wazir with him"), where it has the sense of
"helper", a meaning well attested in early Islamic
poetry (for examples, see Goitein, The origin of the vizierate, 170-1). Though several scholars have proposed
Persian origins for the term and for the institution,
there is no compelling reason to doubt the Arabic
provenance of the term or an Arab-Islamic origin and
evolution of the institution of the wazir (cf. Goitein,
op. cit.; Sourdel, Vizirat, i, 40-61). The use of the term
wazir in the sense of "helper" is well illustrated in
the early Shf c T revolt of al-Mukhtar [q.v.] in Kufa.
Claiming to be acting on behalf of Muhammad Ibn
al-Hanafiyya [q.v], a son of 'All Ibn AbT Talib, alMukhtar had styled himself the "helper of the family of Muhammad" (wazir dl Muhammad) (Goitein,
op. cit., Appendix, 194-6). The same title was later to
be adopted by Abu Salama [q.v], the leader of the
clandestine Shf c T movement in Kufa at the time of
the fall of the Umayyad dynasty (al-Djahshiyan, 847). From its original meaning of "helper", the term
wazir came to acquire the sense of "representative"
or "deputy", and, under the 'Abbasids, designated the
highest-ranking civil functionary of the state next to
the caliph.
History of the institution
The institution of the wazir seems to have its origins both in the position of the secretary (kdtib [q.v])
as well as in that of the royal counsellor, as pointed
out by Goitein (Origin, 175 if.). At least some of the
officials of the early 'Abbasid administration who are
characterised as wazm in the Arabic historical sources
are likely only to have been especially influential counsellors rather than the holders of a position with a
more distinct institutional identity. Such an institutional identity may, however, have developed by the
time of the caliph al-Mahdl (58-69/775-85). Inter alia,
this development is suggested by a list of secretaries
in al-Tabari's Ta3nkh, in which Yackub b. Dawud,
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who served under the caliph al-Mahdi, is the first to
be characterised as a wazir (ii, 836-43, esp. 841; cf.
Goitein, Origin, 181-2). It is worth noting, however,
that even in later years an especially close adviser to
the caliph might still be called a wazir without, however, necessarily holding a corresponding office (cf.
al-Tabarl, iii, 1139, for al-Ma'mun's reference to his
erstwhile kadi of Baghdad Yahya b. Aktham as wazir,
though Yahya does not appear to have held that
office at any point; cf. Sourdel, i, 238-9).
The most famous family of secretaries and wazirs,
under the early cAbbasids were the Barmakids, who
served in the cAbbasid administration until their
dramatic fall from favour during the reign of Harun
al-Rashld [see BARAMIKA]. Khalid b. Barmak had participated in the 'Abbasid revolution and later served
the caliphs al-Safiah and al-Mansur as adviser, secretary and governor. His son Yahya served as the
tutor of Harun and later as his wazir. According to
al-Djahshiyan, Yahya was the first wazir to be also
given the military rank of amir (al-Wuzara* wa
'l-kuttab, 177). Yahya's son al-Fadl also served as
Harun's wazir, for some time apparently together with
his father. The ascendancy of the Barmakids (their
dawla and sultan, as al-Mascudf puts it, Murudj., ed.
Pellat, iv, 252, § 2602) continued for more than seventeen years, during which time they enjoyed unprecedented power and distinguished themselves as much
for their administration as for their splendour, generosity and the scale of their patronage. As the caliph
asserted greater personal control over the administration in his later years, their influence seems to have
begun to decline. But their downfall was dramatic:
Yahya's son Djacfar, a close companion and confidant of the caliph was executed in 187/803 while
Yahya and al-Fadl were imprisoned, and their property was confiscated. The circumstances behind this
tragic end have attracted much comment from both
mediaeval and modern historians, and there is little
agreement on precisely what precipitated it. The
caliph's perception that his power was overshadowed
by that of the Barmakids may have had some role
to play in bringing about their end, and, as Kennedy
has suggested, the caliph may have wanted to ensure
a smoother succession for his elder son Muhammad
(al-Amln) by eliminating a family too closely tied in
its interests with the other son, the future al-Ma5mun
(H. Kennedy, The Prophet and the age of the Caliphates,
London 1986, 143-4).
Wazirs played an important role during the struggle for power and the civil war between Harun's sons
al-Amm and al-Ma'mun. Al-Fadl b. Rablc [q.v], the
wazir of Harun after the fall of the Barmakids and
later the wazir of al-Amm, was influential in persuading al-Amm to contravene the terms of succession stipulated by Harun and to remove al-Ma'mun
as his heir-apparent. This measure precipitated the
civil war between the two brothers, which culminated
in the death of al-Amm. Al-Ma3mun, who then
acceded to the caliphate, was for his part greatly
assisted during the course of this struggle by his wazir
al-Fadl b. Sahl [q.v], who had been a protege of the
Barmakids and had converted from Zoroastrianism
to Islam at the hands of al-Ma3mun (al-Djahshiyan,
230-1). On al-Ma3mun's accession, al-Fadl was given
the title Dhu 'l-Ri'dsatayn "the person with the two
headships", which appeared on coins and which signalled his control of both the civil and the military
administrations under the caliph.
The extent of the power which had been wielded
by the Barmakids, and later by al-Fadl b. Sahl until
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his assassination in 202/818, was not enjoyed by the
latter's successors. Indeed, in his last testament, in a
somewhat ambiguous reference to his sometime kadi
and adviser Yahya b. Aktham [q.v], al-Ma'mun instructed his successor al-Muctasim to follow the advice
of the chief kadi Ahmad b. Abf Du'ad [q.v.] rather
than that of any wa^ir (al-Taban, iii, 1139; cf. Sourdel,
i, 238-9). During the period of the Mihna [q.v], the
inquisition which was instituted towards the end of
al-Ma'mun's caliphate on the doctrine of the createdness of the Kur'an and which remained in effect
during the reigns of his two successors, the chief kadi
exercised unprecedented influence over the c Abbasid
administration. The wazirs of this time, in particular
Muhammad b. cAbd al-Malik b. al-Zayyat [see IBN
AL-ZAYYAT], were hardly inconsequential figures, though
they had to share their power with that of the chief
kadi, which often led to considerable rivalry between
the two (cf. Sourdel, i, 245-70).
As the Turkish troops grew in influence during the
Samarra' period of <Abbasid history (218-47/833-61),
and as the financial difficulties of the empire multiplied, there were frequent struggles between Turkish
troops and c Abbasid wazm over the exercise of power
and, especially, over the control of the revenues. On
occasion, Turkish generals themselves served as wa&rs,
though the position was more commonly held by individuals with a secretarial background and with greater
expertise in matters of financial administration (for an
outline of the events of this chaotic period, see
Kennedy, op. cit., 158-99). The financial straits of the
empire led eventually to the rise of two distinguished
families of secretaries and wa&rs, the Banu '1-Furat
and the Banu '1-Djarrah, who dominated the c Abbasid
administration from 296/908 until the emergence of
the new position of the amir al-umard3 [q.v.] in 324/936.
Unlike the preceding decades, the wazm enjoyed very
considerable power and prominence during these years,
a period which Sourdel calls the "grande epoque" in
the history of the vizierate (Sourdel, i, 375, 387 ff.).
The most famous member of the Banu '1-Furat was
Abu '1-Hasan CA1I b. Muhammad b. al-Furat [see IBN
AL-FURAT], who served as wa&r three times during the
caliphate of al-Muktadir (295-320/908-32). Entrusted
with the task of rescuing the cAbbasid administration
from its fiscal troubles, Ibn al-Furat's own reputation
for financial corruption, together with his failure to
deal effectively with the military challenges facing the
state (in particular the depredations of the Karmatfs
[see KARMATI]) plus an increasingly brutal and extortionate style of administration, led eventually to his
execution in 312/924. The great rival of the Banu
'1-Furat were the Banu '1-Djarrali, whose most distinguished member was CA1I b. clsa [q.v.]. These two
families had, in fact, become the symbols of two factions in the c Abbasid bureaucracy, and the ascendancy
or fall of a wa&r from one family signalled the downfall of practically all the lesser secretaries associated
with the faction he represented. The downfall of a
faction also meant the systematic and brutal effort,
on the part of the dominant faction, to extort money
from members of the fallen group [see MUSADARA. 2.].
Unlike Ibn al-Furat, however, cAlf b. clsa's image in
the Arabic historical tradition is a largely positive one;
he is remembered as "the good vizier" (he served in
this capacity on two occasions) who strove mightily,
but ultimately unsuccessfully, to reduce expenditure,
reform the finances and restore order in the realm.
The rivalry of the Banu '1-Furat and the Banu
'1-Djarrah was not, however, merely over the control
of lucrative positions and the consequent ability to

squeeze out wealth from the other faction. Notwithstanding the many shared interests of the secretarial
classes (cf. R.P. Mottahedeh, Loyalty and leadership in
an early Islamic society, Princeton 1980, 108 ff.), this
rivalry was apparently also based on differences of
ideology and policy. The Banu '1-Furat were Shr c i
while the Banu '1-Djarrah were Sunnl, a fact which
may also have been involved in the positive image
of cAlf b. clsa. As a Sunnf, CA1I probably had a greater
stake in the effort to reform and sustain the c Abbasid
empire. The gradual decline in agricultural revenues,
the excessive expenditure on the royal household and
the army and the military challenges confronting the
state all imposed severe constraints on the ability of
any wazir effectively to overhaul the administration of
the state. The situation was greatly aggravated by the
notorious corruption of many officials in the administration and the extortionate practices of the rival
bureaucratic factions (on the financial state of the
empire at this time, see Kennedy, op. cit., 186 ff.). All
this led not only to the severe weakening of the
'Abbasid state but also to the eclipse of the 'Abbasid
wizdra as well.
In 324/936, the caliph al-Radf's appointment of
Muhammad b. Ra'ik [see IBN RA'IK] as the amir alumard3 or the military overlord, whose position combined the powers of the wa&r with those of military
commander, marked the effective end of the wazir as
the leading official of the 'Abbasid administration.
When the Buyids entered Baghdad in 334/945, the
caliph conferred the title of the amir al-umard3 on
Ahmad b. Buya Mucizz al-Dawla. Henceforward, it
was the wazm of the Buyids, and later of the Saldjuks,
who played important roles in the administration of
the state. The history of these officials, among the
most distinguished of whom were such Buyid wazirs
as Abu '1-Fadl b. al-cAmrd and the Sahib Ismacfl Ibn
c
Abbad, and the Saldjuk wa&r Nizam al-Mulk [</.w.],
falls outside the scope of this article. The 'Abbasids
did continue to have their own wa&rs, and when the
authority of the Saldjuk sultans in 'Irak began to
wane after Malik Shan's death, a limited but distinct
revival of the caliphs' political and military authority
took place, at least within the circumscribed region
of 'Irak and, at times, in western Persia. Concomitant
with this was the rise of certain influential wazirs in
the course of the 6th/12th century, such as cAwn alDm Ibn Hubayra [q.v.], who served al-Muktafi and
al-Mustandjid in the middle decades of the century,
and his son clzz al-Dfn, wa&r to the latter caliph also.
Towards the end of the century, circumstances enabled
the caliph al-Nasir (r. 575-622/1180-1225 [q.v.]) to
achieve a prestige and authority unequalled by any
caliph for some three centuries, but among his many
viziers, only Nasir al-Dfn Nasir b. Mahdl al-cAlawf,
who held office 592-604/1195-1207, had serious ambitions to rule and made himself an effective force in
the state (see H. Mason, Two statesmen of mediaeval
Islam, Vizir Ibn Hubayra (499-560 AH/1105-1165 AD)
and Caliph an-Ndsir li Din Allah (553-622 AH/11581125 AD), The Hague and Paris, 1972).
The wazlr in constitutional theory

Al-Ahkdm al-sultdniyya of the Shafic I jurist al-Mawardf
(d. 450/1058) as well as the similarly-entitled work of
the Hanball Abu Ya'la Ibn al-Farra' (d. 458/1065)
give considerable attention to the types, qualifications
and functions of the wa&r. Al-Mawardf also devoted
a separate work, the Adab al-wa&r, to this institution.
The wazir al-tajwid, one of the two kinds he delineates,
is described as the holder of extensive civil and military
powers delegated (mufawwad) to him by the caliph. These
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powers and functions are similar to the caliph's own,
except that the wazir cannot remove the caliph, nor
appoint a successor to the caliph, nor even remove
an official appointed by the caliph (al-Mawardf, Ahkdm,
24). In view of the scope of his powers and the importance of his position, the qualifications for this office
are said to be the same as those for the position of
the caliph itself, with the exception of membership in
the tribe of Kuraysh which is required for the latter
but not for the former. A wazir al-tajwid must be a
free, male Muslim and he must be well versed in the
Sharfa to the extent of being a mu^tahid (al-MawardT,
Ahkdm, 21, 26). Besides other civil and military functions, al-Mawardl assigns to the wazir al-tajwid the
function of presiding over the mazdlim [q.v.] courts
(ibid., 21, 73), a function well attested by the c Abbasid
chronicles (cf. Tyan, Histoire de l}organisation judiciare,
481-2; Massignon, Passion, i, 386 ff.; Sourdel, ii, 640 ff.).
The functions of the wazir al-tanfidh, on the other
hand, were limited only to the implementation
(tanfidh) of specific policies of the caliph. Unlike a
wazir al-tajwid, a person who was neither free nor
even a Muslim could be appointed a wazir al-tanfidh,
though women were expressly excluded from this
position (al-Mawardi, Ahkdm, 26). The highly delimited position of the wazir al-tanfidh seems to be a
juristic rationalisation of a situation in which the
wazirs of the c Abbasid caliphs had lost much of their
power and prestige to the military overlords who
controlled the realm and who, under the Buyids and
later the Saldjuks, had their own powerful wazm
(cf. Sourdel, ii, 714-15).
The wazlr as patron of religion and culture
The role of the wazir in the religious and cultural
history of the c Abbasid times is yet to be systematically studied. The secretaries, from whose ranks the
wazirs were usually drawn, were among the most culturally sophisticated of the cAbbasid elite, combining
Islamic with "secular" learning and acting as the
patrons of both. The Barmakids patronised debates
among scholars of different persuasions (al-Mascudi,
Muruaj, iv, 236 ff., §§ 2565 ff.) and commissioned the
translation of Greek as well as Indian works into
Arabic (Gutas, Greek thought, Arabic culture, 128-9); Ibn
al-Zayyat, wazir under al-Muctasim, al-Wathik, and alMutawakkil, was among the patrons of the Nestorian
translator Hunayn b. Ishak (ibid., 130-1); and several
members of the Djarrahid family of secretaries and
wazirs, themselves converts from Nestorian Christianity,
took a strong interest in the ancient sciences (ibid.,
132). Under the Buyids, the patronage of such wazirs
as Ibn al-cAmid and the Sahib Ibn 'Abbad contributed
to an extremely rich age of cultural efflorescence (see
Kraemer, Humanism, 241-72 and passim).
The non-Arab origin of most wazirs, and their interest in and patronage of Greek and other ancient learning, combined with political resentments and rivalries,
often led to accusations of a certain lack of commitment to Islam on their part. There are echoes of
such suspicions about the Barmakids (see M. Chokr,
^andaqa et zindiqs en Islam an second siecle de I'hegire
Damascus 1993, 24-5, 85-6), as well as about their
protege al-Fadl b. Sahl (cf. al-Djahshiyari, 316). Many
secretaries and wazirs, but in particular the Banu
'1-Furat, had Shf'I leanings and may have been somewhat suspect for that reason; but even the Shafi'f
wazir CA1I b. Tsa was accused of secret dealings with
the reviled and much dreaded Karamita.
Such accusations and suspicions notwithstanding
(and they seem to have usually been unfounded or
exaggerated, as Sourdel, ii, 565 ff. has suggested) the
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wazirs often played important roles in shaping or carrying out the religious policies of the state; indeed,
such accusations may even have prompted certain
wazirs to emphasise their religious commitments more
emphatically. For instance, it was on al-Fadl b. Sahl's
initiative that al-Ma'mun, while he was pitted in a
struggle over the caliphate against his brother, publicly proclaimed his commitment to upholding and
acting according to the stipulations of "the Kur'an
and the sunna of the Prophet" (cf. al-Djahshiyarf, 2789; for al-Ma'mun's public recognition of al-Fadl's own
services to him, see Madelung, New documents). Wazirs
not only presided over the mazdlim courts, as already
noted, but they also contributed to shaping the legal
practice of the realm by their influence on, and often
sole responsibility for, the appointment of the kadi?,.
They were also among important patrons of jurists
and the schools of law, and some of them were jurists
in their own right. For instance, Ibn Hubayra (d.
560/1165 [<?.y.]), who, as noted above, served as wazir
under al-Muktafi and al-Mustandjid, was himself a
scholar of HanbalT law, as well as the author of a
multi-volume commentary on the Sahih hadith collections of al-Bukhan and Muslim.
The position of the wazir was one of the most
important and powerful offices of the c Abbasid
administration. Though theoretically subservient to
the caliph and only continuing in office at the latter's good pleasure, the power of the wazir could,
at times, rival and even surpass that of the caliph.
But even when neither the c Abbasid caliph nor his
wazir any longer enjoyed much effective political
power, the caliph's wazir often continued to play a
considerable role as a patron of culture and of intellectual and religious life in the c Abbasid realm.
Bibliography. 1. S o u r c e s . All major chronicles
of the 'Abbasid period contain important information on individual wazirs, their actions and political fortunes. Major biographical dictionaries also
devote notices to prominent wazirs in addition to
much incidental information. A number of works
specifically about the wazirs were also written during the c Abbasid period, but most of these are not
extant (on these works, see Ibn al-Nadlm, al-Fihrist,
ed. R. Tadjaddud, Beirut 1988, 142, 143, 150, 168.
Two major authors whose works on the wizdra
have, however, come down to us are al-Djahshiyaii
and Hilal al-Sabi3. See al-Djahshiyari, al-Wuzard3
wa 'l-kuttdb, ed. M. al-Sakka et al, Cairo 1938;
Nusus ddyica min kitdb al-wuzard3 wa 'l-kuttdb liMuhammad b. cAbdus al-^ahshiydn, ed. M. cAwwad,
Beirut 1964; al-Sabi3, al-Wuzard' aw tuhfat al-umard3
fl ta'rlkh al-wuzard3, ed. c Abd al-Sattar Ahmad
Farradj, Cairo 1958; idem, Rusum ddr al-khildfa, ed.
M. cAwwad, Baghdad 1964. On the position of the
wazir in juridical theory, see al-Mawardf, al-Ahkdm
al-sultdniyya, Cairo 1298/1881, Eng. tr. Wafaa H.
Wahba, The ordinances of government, Reading 1996;
idem, Adab al-wazir, Cairo 1929; Abu Ya'la Muhammad b. al-Husayn al-Farra3, al-Ahkdm al-sultdniyya,
ed. Muhammad Hamid al-Fikf, Cairo 1357.
2. S t u d i e s . The most important work on the
wazir?, of the pre-Buyid period is D. Sourdel, Le
vizirat cabbdside de 479 a 936 (132 d 324 de I'hegire),
2 vols. Damascus 1959-60. Other works which shed
light on various aspects of the history of the wazirs
under the 'Abbasids include: S.D. Goitein, The origin of the vizierate and its true character, in idem, Studies
in Islamic history and institutions, Leiden 1968, 16891, and Appendix. On the origin of the term vizier, in
ibid., 194-96; R.A. Kimber, The early Abbasid vizierate,
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in JSS, xxxvii (1992), 65-85; EIr, art. Barmakids (I.
Abbas); W. Madelung, New documents concerning alMa'mun, al-Fadl b. Sahl and cAli al-Ridd, in Wadad
al-Qadi (ed.), Stadia arabica et islamica, Beirut 1981,
333-46; H. Kennedy, The Prophet and the age of the
Caliphates, London 1986; H. Bowen, The life and
times of CAU ibn clsd, "The Good Vizier", Cambridge
1928; L. Massignon, The Passion of al-Hallaj, tr.
H. Mason, Princeton 1982; J.L. Kraemer, Humanism
in the renaissance of Islam. The cultural revival during the
Buyid age, Leiden 1992; D. Gutas, Greek thought, Arabic
culture, London 1998; E. Tyan, Histoire de ^organisation
judiciaire en pays d'islam, Leiden 1960; A.K.S. Lambton, State and government in medieval Islam, Oxford
1981; C.L. Klausner, The Seljuk Vezirate. A study of
civil administration, 1055-1194, Cambridge, Mass. 1973;
G. Makdisi, Ibn cAqil et la resurgence de ITslam traditionaliste au XP siecle, Damascus 1973.
(MUHAMMAD QASIM ZAMAN)
2. The F a t i m i d caliphate.
Here, the office was created for Yusuf b. Killis,
probably in 368/979, and apart from a few interruptions, there were holders of the office until Salah
al-Dm [q.v], the last vizier, who ended the dynasty
in 567/1171. The wazir directed the civil administration directly under the caliph's authority until
466/1074; the supreme dignity continued to belong
to the caliph after that date, but it was a military
man, the commander-in-chief (amir al-diuyush), generally also bearing the title of vizier, who held the reality of political decision-making.
The events, personalities and institutions of the
Fatimid caliphate from 297/909-10 to 567/1171 have
been covered in detail in the article FATIMIDS and in
the individual articles on prominent persons [see the
Index]. Here, only the main features of the vizier's
functioning and the variations over the course of time
in its responsibilities, will be treated. A large part of
what has been written on the functioning of the vizierate in the eastern lands of the Islamic world, under
the 'Abbasids, Buyids and Saldjuks, is equally valid
for the Fatimid vizierate (see D. Sourdel, Le vizirat
'abbaside. . .', 2 vols. Damascus 1959-60; Y. Essid, alTadblr/Oikonomia, une critique des origines de la pensee
economique arabo-musulmane, Tunis 1993, Eng. tr., idem,
A critique of the origins of Islamic economic thought, Leiden
1995). On the opposition between hddjib and wa&r,
see J.-C1. Garcin et alii, Etats, societes et cultures du monde
musulman medieval, Xe-XVe siecle, ii, Paris 2000. For the
Fatimid vizierate, the main source remains Ibn alSayrafi", al-Ishdra ild man ndla al-wizdra, ed. CA.A.
Mukhlis, Cairo 1923, 49-111; of modern studies, see
G. Wiet, UEgypte arabe. Histoire de la nation egyptienne,
iv, Paris 1937, 179-310; M.H. al-Minawf, al-Wi&ra
wa 'l-wuzard3 ft 'l-casr al-fdtimi, Cairo 1970. For a
description of the institution and a complete bibl. of
the sources, see A.F. Sayyid, al-Dawla al-fdtimiyya fl
Misr, tafslr d^adid, Beirut 1413/1992, 250-4,' 433-54.
See also Garcin, op. cit., i, Paris 1995, Bibl. on the
Fatimids at pp. XCIII-L, events 81-117; Camb. hist, of
Egypt, forthcoming. For everything concerning coinage,
tax systems, customs duties and the financial organisation of agriculture, see Cl. Cahen, Makhzumiyydt.
Etudes sur I'histoire economique etfmanciere de I'Egypte medievale, Leiden 1977). A list of Fatimid viziers is difficult to establish with precision, since some persons
only held office for a few days, whilst others were
appointed and re-appointed on various occasions (a
useful list, despite some errors of detail, can be found
in L.S. Imad, The Fatimid vizierate, 969-1172, Berlin
1990, 164-70).

The successive stages of the stripping of the caliphs' power
During the reigns of the dynasty's first century,
from the rise to power of al-Mahdf in Ifrfkiya in 297/
910, till the disappearance of al-Hakim in 411/1021,
the caliphs involved themselves personally in the direction of politics and administrative matters. In the succeeding century, the son and grandson of al-Hakim,
al-Zahir (d. 427/1035-6) and al-Mustansir (d. 487/1094
[<7.w.]) in the first half of his reign, still played a certain political role, albeit within a system that they no
longer controlled. It was during the reign of the latter, in 466/1074, that the civilian vizierate was replaced
by a military one, concentrating all political power
within the hands of the amir al-dguyush Badr al-Djamall.
After al-Mustansir's death, the Fatimid caliphs of the
6th/12th century, with the sole exception of al-Hafiz,
all raised to the imamate whilst still children, were
only puppets manipulated by their entourages. Parallel
to this decline of the imams, the influence of the amir
al-d^uyush grew notably; also bearing the title of wa&r,
when such a person existed, he himself alone exercised the reality of power.
The tradition of the vizier in Egypt
The sources as preserved seem to show that the
office of vizier did not exist amongst the Fatimids in
Ifnkiya before 362/973, nor in Egypt before the accession to the imamate of the fifth caliph al-cAzfz, the
second to have reigned in Cairo. Probably under the
influence of local tradition, with viziers in effect often
existing at Misr-Fustat since Ahmad b. Tulun [q.v],
al-'AzIz appointed to this office, apparently in 368/979
(on the dates, variously given in the sources, see Th.
Bianquis, Damas et la Syne sous la domination fdtimide,
Damascus 1987-9, i, 168), Yusuf b. Killis [q.v.], alMucizz's main tax-farmer since 364/974. The new
vizier, following in the previous administrative tradition, which had fallen into bad ways at the time of
the disorders at the end of Kafur's [q.v.] time, reorganised an agrarian tax policy and an efficient artisanate. Likewise, two centuries later, al-Kadf al-Fadil
[q.v.], who had entered the Fatimid diwdn al-inshd3 in
544/1149 and had been secretary successively to the
Fatimid viziers Tala3ic b. Ruzzfk, Shawar and Shfrkuh
[q.vv], remained after 567/1171 in Salah al-Dm's service and then in that of the Ayyubids, for whom, after
finishing his missions in Syria, he re-organised the
civil administration in Egypt on the Fatimid model,
retiring in 591/1195. The continuity in administration during a period when political life was fluid,
makes medieval Egypt a special case in the Islamic
East.
Public administration and private interests
The first Fatimid wa&r, Ibn Killis, of 'Iraki Jewish
origin, had a long career of private and public service behind him when he was appointed. After failing as a private commercial agent in Palestine, he
entered the service of the master of Egypt, Kafur, as
director of the latter's personal estates in Syria and
Egypt, and then with the task of overseeing the public finances. He made a public conversion to Sunn!
Islam, but his hopes of becoming vizier were at that
time unrealised. After Kafur's death, he became an
Isma c flr and in Ifnkiya joined al-Mucizz, who was
preparing for the invasion of Egypt, and placed at
the Imam's disposal his perfect knowledge of the fiscal system of that country, notably of the cadastral
survey of agricultural land and of the territorial basis
of the tax burden which he had to recalculate precisely on the alluvial soil left each year after the Nile
waters had subsided. Having returned to Egypt with
his master, he was then the main architect of fiscal
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and administrative continuity between the regimes of
the Ikhshldids and Kafur and the Fatimids. At the
same time as dealing with the state's finances, Ibn
Killis always pursued important personal financial interests, in Egypt as well as in Syria. He strengthened a
method of procedure, already begun under his predecessors, which was to be perpetuated by his successors. The main diwdns of the state were traditionally
headed by civilian officials who were at the same time
powerful private financiers, whether as tax-farmers or
as high-level merchants (see A.L. Udovitch, Merchants
and amirs. Government and trade in eleventh century Egypt,
in Asian and African Studies, xxii [1988], 53-72; Y. Lev,
State and society in Fatimid Egypt, Leiden 1991; Bianquis,
op. cit., i, 103, 156-71; idem, Le fonctionnement financier
des diwdns centraux fdtimides au debut de Ve/XP siecle, in
AI, xxvi [1992], 46-61).
The vizierate's field of action
Ibn Killis was a great statesman in the various
aspects of his duties, tax policies, modernisation of
the army through the purchase of Turkish ghuldms
and prudent actions in Syria in face of the Byzantines.
During his lifetime, he was an adviser to whom the
caliph always listened, even if his personal greed led
to his being mulcted in 373/983-4 of 100,000 or
500,000 dinars, arrested and dismissed, all three penalties reversed shortly afterwards. However, the caliph
al-cAzfz, who was so attached to his vizier, abandoned
his wise counsels in favour of a foreign policy in
northern Syria, about which Ibn Killis complained on
his deathbed. Al-Hakim, al-cAzIz's son and successor,
created a gap in the vizierate, probably in 409/1018,
and replaced it by the wasdta, a function which
involved interposing and interceding between the Imam
and the ethnic factions of the palace and the army,
and by the sifdra, an office in which all these groups
were represented, two institutions which the caliph
had created at the beginning of his reign. During the
reign of his son al-Zahir, the vizierate was re-established
in 418/1027 for 'the 'Iraki katib Abu '1-Kasim alDjardjara'I [see AL-DJARDJARA'I. 4.], representing the
interests of the merchant importers (Bianquis, Damas
et la Syrie, ii, 393-7, 791, index s.v. vizir). The offices
of the wasdta and the sifdra continued to be filled
irregularly till the end of the dynasty by persons with
a lower rank than that of the vizier, sometimes by
someone who later became a vizier (Ibn Zafir, Akhbdr
al-duwal al-munkatica, ed. A. Ferre, Cairo 1972, 88).
The civilian successors of Ibn Killis were often Sunnls,
Jews or Christians, converted to a more or less sincere
degree of Isma'Tlism and often from 'Irak or Syria,
provinces which enjoyed, at that time, a higher cultural
level than Egypt. With the exception of al-Djardjara'I,
the best civilian vizier of the dynasty, they were generally mediocre.
The need for economy, distrust of the ambitions
of commanders stationed in Damascus and the fear
of getting the Fatimid army too deeply engaged in
continental Syria, marked the actions of the civilian
viziers and the ensemble of the financial diwdns until
the final loss of the Syrian territories in 468/1076.
Conscious of the feebleness of the Fatimid army
vis-a-vis the Turkmens and Saldjuks, it was the first
military vizier, Badr al-Djamall, who had to decide on
the abandoning of the Syrian interior, whose importance had been preached in vain by most of his civilian predecessors; he retained within the province only
ports, places where customs dues were levied and a
coastal band of territory (Garcin, op. cit., i, 94-5, 107-9;
M. Yared-Riachi, La politique exterieure de la principaute
de Damas, 1075-1154, Damascus 1997, 87-8).
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Unlike the 'Abbasid vizier or that of the Saldjuks
in Trak and Persia, the vizier in Cairo often exercised, after 440/1050, other functions in parallel. As
supreme judge, kadi al-kuddt, he appointed judges and
pronounced the law in cases of last resort, and as
chief missionary for the Fatimid doctrine, ddci al-ducdt,
he watched over the training of the Isma'TlT missionaries sent all over the Islamic world, keeping up
a continued correspondence with each of them. In
Cairo, the Fatimid vizier drew his legitimacy from
the divine light, nur Allah, which, since the time of
Muhammad and CA1I, had perpetually illuminated the
Imam; arising from this fact, the distinction between
the military, political, administrative, judicial and ideological domains was less obvious than in an TrakI
Sunn! context, which was under the guiding principle of the memory of the foundations, both in Holy
Writ and also transmitted orally, of Jikh, a guidance
exercised by the 'ulamd3.
The installation of the military vizierate
The main break in the continuity of the institution
comes from the time of al-Mustansir, son of al-Zahir.
In order to end the very serious crisis which had
been threatening the very existence of the regime since
457/1065, the caliph in 464/1072-3 appealed to a
general of Armenian origin, Badr al-Djamall, governor of Acre in Syria. On arrival in Egypt, Badr,
henceforth called amir al-o^.uyus_h and wa&r, was accorded full powers, which he exercised till his death.
The civilian vizierate of execution, tanfidh, .in which
the political conduct of affairs was the responsibility
of the caliph who put his decisions into action through
his vizier, became transformed into a military vizierate of delegation, tqfwid, in which a great military
officer, here the commander-in-chief, legitimised by
a real or fictitious act of delegation from the caliph,
now exercised supreme political and military authority (al-MakrlzI, Ma& ed. M.H.M. Ahmad, Cairo 1971,
ii, 329-30; see in al-Imad, op. cit., 61-8, the theoretical texts of al-Mawardl, describing the situation in
Trak but applicable here also). Born on the occasion
of this crisis, the system became self-perpetuating until
the end of the Fatimid power in 1171 by the last
military vizier of the dynasty, the Sunn! Kurd Salah
al-Dm.
A reform and a complete updating of the cadaster
and the taxation system were achieved, under the
stimulus of the future vizier al-Bata'ihl, by al-Afdal,
acting on behalf of his father, the wa&r and amir aldjuyush Badr, thereby assuring the Fatimid state of
revenues at a higher level at the end of the 5th/llth
century and during the next than had obtained in
the time of the civilian vizierate (Cahen, op. cit., 1657, 174). The personal enrichment of the military viziers
was, moreover, on a greater scale than under their
civilian predecessors (an extraordinary inventory of
al-Afdal's possessions, made after his death, without
taking into account six million dinars, is given in Ibn
Zafir, op. cit., 91-2; see also TALAY B. RUZZIK).
During this second period of about a century, the
title of amir al-a^uyush was most often placed before
that of wazir, which usage was even omitted on
various occasions (al-Imad, op. cit., 169). This military
title is to be considered in parallel to those borne by
the military amm of the second period of the cAbbasid
caliphate. The first, Ibn Ra'ik [q.v.], was in 324/936
appointed in Baghdad by the caliph al-Radi as amir
al-umara\ a title resumed by the Buyids in 334/945
under al-Mustakfi, who had lost all personal authority, but the Buyid amir al-umard3 was now enriched
by lakah and the Arabo-Persian titles of malik, shah
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or shahanshah, which one finds as a regnal name under
the Saldjuks. After 447/1055, when Toghril Beg had
taken the caliph al-Ka'im under his protection, the
Saldjuks consolidated their pre-eminence by using the
Arabic title sultan [q.v]. The Arab caliph, as a civilian, retained only his moral authority, and he shrank
into the background everywhere, to the profit of a
military direction within the state, with supreme political authority in future held by a great commander
who was a non-Arab (see al-Subkf, Tabakat al-shqficiyya,
v, 314-16).
In practice, the sphere of competence of the military vizier, the amir al-djuyush, who appeared in Cairo
less than twenty years after the proclamation of
the Saldjuk sultanate in Baghdad, was much wider
than that of his civilian predecessors, notably in the
domains of application of the law and the execution
of justice, as well as the defence and the diffusion of
Fatimid doctrine. Now most of Badr's successors were
not Isma'flis; amongst them were several Sunnls and
Twelver Shf c fs and even one or two Christians. It is
easy to understand how, in the 6th/12th century, the
Yemeni Tayyibf subsect and the Persian and Syrian
Nizarfs [q.vv.] spread more successfully than the Fatimid
Isma'flism of Cairo.
With the exception of al-Afdal [q.v], Badr's son
and successor, an active personality but brutal and
clumsy, and involuntarily responsible for the great
Nizarf schism with its bloody consequences extending
over a century and a half, and of another vizier of
Armenian origin, Tala3ic b. Ruzzfk [q.v], the amir aldjuynsh were in general mediocre and opportunist persons who were only able to uphold the regime thanks
to the unbelievable agricultural and artisanal richness
of the land and the income from customs duties there,
to the restructuring of the cadaster and the taxation
system brought about by Badr, to the quality of the
navy (see Lev, op. cit.) and, above all, to a skilful political game played between the Frankish states in
Palestine, the Sunn! Muslim regimes of the Syrian
interior and the Byzantine empire.
Bibliography : Given in the article.
(Tn. BIANQJJIS)
3. The Ayyubids.
In theory, the vizierate here did not differ much
from that of their cAbbasid, Fatimid and Saldjuk predecessors. Appointed by the ruler, the vizier headed
the administration and the dlwam. With the Ayyubid
confederation, the two states of Egypt and Syria each
had in principle its own vizier, but the office's importance varied much, according to the region and
the rulers. Salah al-Dfn, himself vizier to the last Fatimid caliph 1169-71, never had a vizier. The excessive power which certain Fatimid viziers had enjoyed
and his own experience in the office, probably led
him not to follow this way, and even his chancellor
and closest adviser, al-Kadl al-Fadil [q.v], never had
the title of vizier officially.
In Egypt likewise, the Ayyubid sultans often did
without a vizier. The most important, and the only one
to exercise the office of a classic vizier, was Safi alDm cAbd Allah Ibn Shukr (b. in the Delta 548/1153,
d. in Cairo 622/1225; the most detailed biography
in al-MaknzI, al-Mukqffa, iv, Cairo 1991, 595-602).
Whilst in the service of al-cAdil (596-615/1200-18
[q.v.]), his extortions and tyrannical methods caused
numerous officials and notables to flee, including Ibn
Mammatl [q.v.], head of the financial office, and Ibn
Abi '1-Hadjdjadj, head of the army office, who went
to the court at Aleppo of al-Zahir Ghazf [q.v]. Alc
Adil ended by exiling him in 608/1212-13, replac-

ing him by his father-in-law Fakhr al-Din Ibn Shukr,
and the fallen vizier went off to settle at Amid. Later,
al-Kamil (615-35/1218-38 [q.v.]), after assuming power
in difficult circumstances, recalled Ibn Shukr in order
to refill the state's coffers. Although the latter had
become blind, he took up office in Cairo in 617/12201 and held it till his death four years later. Al-Kamil
then decided to do without a vizier, preferring to control the administration himself; this is the situation
reflected in the administrative treatise of cUthman alNabulusf, one of al-Kamil's high officials, in which
the name of vizier is never mentioned.
A little later, Mu c m al-Dm Ibn al-Shaykh (d. 643/
1246), youngest of the Awlad al-Shaykh brothers [q.v],
entered al-Kamil's service, becoming "deputy of the
vizier" (na'ib al-wizara), and it was not till the coming of al-Salih Ayyub (637-47/1240-9) that he was
appointed vizier. More than just head of the administration, Mu'fn al-Dln was an army commander, and
it was he who was charged with the conquest of Damascus in 642-3/1245.
In Damascus, Diva5 al-Dln Ibn al-Athfr [q.v] was
al-Afdal's vizier from 589/1193 to 592/1196. Al-Afdal
placed complete confidence in him, but very soon both
of them became enemies of Salah al-Dln's former
supporters, who fled to Cairo or Aleppo in large numbers. Later, under al-Mucazzam (615-24/1218-27 [q.v]),
no vizier is mentioned by the sources. When al-Ashraf
(626-35/1229-37) reigned in Damascus, he had as his
vizier for some time Falak al-Dm Ibn Masm (d. 643/
1245), a man of mediocre talent, according to alMakrTzf (op. cit., iv, 84-7), and he was dismissed in 634/
1236-7. More important was the next figure, Djamal
al-Dm Ibn Matruh (d. 649/1251), who served al-Salih
Ayyub in Damascus 644-7/1246-9. After an earlier
career in the provincial administration of Egypt, Ibn
Matruh followed al-Salih Ayyub to al-Djazfra in 629/
1232. At Damascus, he not only directed the administration but also shared executive power with the amir
Shihab al-Dfn Rashfd al-Kabfr. He was replaced by
the kadi al-Ascad Sharaf al-Dm al-Fa'izf, who was
shortly afterwards appointed vizier in Cairo to alMu'azzam Turanshah [q.v].
It was finally at Aleppo that the vizierate enjoyed
the greatest continuity in the Ayyubid period, with
six viziers succeeding almost without interruption in
the years 592-658/1196-1260. The most important
was Djamal al-Dm Ibn al-Kiftf [q.v], appointed ca.
614/1217-18; a man of great culture and deep piety,
he left behind the reputation of a very good administrator. Al-'AzIz b. al-Zahir in 628/1231 replaced him
by one of his intimates, whose tenure of power turned
out to be disastrous, so that Ibn al-Kiftl was recalled
in 634/1236, serving till his death in 646/1248 and
then replaced by his brother Mu'ayyid al-Dm, who
remained in post at Aleppo till the Mongol invasion
of 658/1260.
The geographical origins of these viziers varied
according to the regions. In Egypt, they tended to be
locally recruited, but in Aleppo, the influences of the
lands further east ('Irak and Persia), which were the
origin of three out of six viziers, plus that of Egypt
(the Banu '1-Kiftf), stamped the administration there
with a double tradition, 'Abbasid-Saldjukid and Fatimid. Although less important than in the past, the
influence of Christian and Jewish milieux was still at
times felt. Thus al-cAdil, right at the beginning of his
reign, appointed a Christian convert called al-Samca
Ibn al-Nahhal. Al-Amdjad Bahramshah (578-627/11821230) at Baalbek had a Samaritan vizier whose nephew
Amm al-Dawla al-Samin (d. 648/1250), converted in
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his youth to Islam, was subsequently vizier to al-Salih
Isma'Il at Damascus 637-43/1239-45. His excessive
power, his network of spies and his financial extortions earned him the hostility of the Damascenes.
There was no specific, theoretical training for the
post of vizier. Family tradition was important for most
official positions. There were families of officials and
even of viziers, but more often, the viziers learned
on the job. They began as secretaries, accountants
(mustawft) and inspectors of finances (nd^ir) in the capital or the provinces before heading the administration. Most of them had a literary and legal-theological
education. Djamal al-Dln Ibn al-Kiftl is the best example of this, but Ibn Shukr was an authority on traditions and Malikr law. We know little about their
financial remuneration. They probably drew a salary
like other officials. Some received grants of lands, and
more rarely, of ikta's (Ibn Matruh); others enriched
themselves by more or less legal means, and the leading viziers thus acquired large fortunes (Ibn Shukr,
Ibn al-Kifti).
The vizier's main function was to oversee the dlwam,
and their personnel. Sometimes, in the absence of a
head of chancery or chief of the army department, he
guided the secretaries directly. His financial skills were
the most important ones. The vizier also supervised
provincial administration, above all, the collection of
taxes which was the responsibility of the provincial
governors, themselves appointed by the sultan and,
occasionally, as at Aleppo, by the vizier. Nevertheless,
in the financial sphere, some activities remained the
prerogative of the ruler, such as the application or
suppression of taxes, especially non-canonical ones,
mukus [see MAKS].
The vizier also had an important political role,
often being part of regency councils and acting as
the ruler's adviser, over whom he could have a wide
influence. Certain of them even tried to replace one
princely heir by another, as when the vizier of Hamat,
Zayn al-Dln Ibn Furaydj, invited al-Nasir, the younger
son of al-Mansur [q.v], to seize power at the expense
of his elder brother al-Muzaffar. Sometimes the sultan
deputed the vizier_ to oversee personally important
projects. Thus al-cAdil asked Ibn Shukr to supervise
work at Damascus on the Umayyad Mosque and the
musalld. Ibn Shukr also financed on his own account
the building or restoring of two important mosques
in the suburbs of Damascus and founded a Malik!
madrasa, the Sahibiyya, at Cairo.
In practice, the prestige and power of viziers
depended a lot upon their own personality and on
the ruler's authority. Not all were as highly respected
as Djamal al-Dm Ibn al-Kiftf or had as much power
as Ibn Shukr. In 604/1207, 'the caliph al-Nasir li-Dm
Allah [q.v.] sent a robe of honour (khil'd) to this last
as well as to the Ayyubid princes. In Aleppo, after
the sultan had in 648/1250 left to take up residence
in Damascus, the vizier Mu'ayyid al-Dln Ibn al-Kiftf
had the ghdshiya [q.v.], one of the insignia of royalty,
carried before him. Certain viziers, on the other hand,
remained obscure persons, and in any case, their
power always remained subordinate to that of the sultan, who could dismiss them at any time; it was
indeed rare for viziers, even the most important, not
to suffer dismissal, exile or imprisonment.
Bibliography: See the chroniclers and the biographical dictionaries for this period, given in
AYYUBIDS, and the separate articles on the main
personalities. Of modern studies, see H.L. Gottschalk, Al-Malik al-Kdmil von Egypten und seine £eit,
Wiesbaden 1958; Cl. Cahen, introd to his ed. of
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4. Muslim Spain.
In al-Andalus in the Umayyad period, every sovereign surrounded himself with various numbers of
wuzard3. Their purpose was not merely to be a source
of advice and information for him but also to carry
out in his name military missions as well as political
and diplomatic assignments. Usually, there were no
more than ten wuzard3 at any one time, though the
amir cAbd Allah b. Muhammad [q.v.] once had up
to thirteen, and there were possibly as many as sixteen by the time of cAbd al-Rahman III [q.v.]. The
appointment and dismissal of wuzard3 was particularly
frequent during the government of the latter, who
had a total of 46 ministers, a much higher number
than any of his predecessors had had. It was only in
the later years of the Umayyad dynasty that the number of these dignitaries rose. In 399/1008, at the time
of the ceremony for the acclamation of cAbd alRahman b. Abl cAmir [q.v.] as the successor to Hisham
II [q.v.]} there were 29 wuzard3 present.
The office of wizdra was a paid function. cAbd alRahman II arranged a salary (ri%k) of 300 dinars for
his ministers. But this office did not exclude all other
work; indeed, it was usual that the bearer would hold
office along with other functions, such as those of
kdtib, kd3id, sahib al-madlna [q.vv.] etc. Up to the beginning of the 5th/llth centuries, the period when Abu
'l-cAbbas Ibn Dhakwan [q.v.] and Abu '1-Mutarrif Ibn
Futays (d. 402/1012) held the plural offices of kadi
and wazlr, it had never been the case that anyone
had at one and the same time been a religious magistrate and a vizier; but from then onwards this became
a frequent practice.
The office of vizier was often held by the most
influential families (buyutdt), united by their ties of
clientage (wald3) with the Marwanids. Even after the
Umayyad period these lineages were made up of long
series of viziers, among whom the most conspicuous
were the Banu Abl 'Abda, the Banu Shuhayd and
the Banu Futays. It was exceptional for a member of
the reigning family to occupy the post of wazir, but the
sovereigns took good care that representation of the
other aristocratic Arab families was balanced proportionally. The case cited in the period of the amir cAbd
Allah, of four viziers who belonged to the same clan
of the Banu Abf cAbda, was considered unusual. This
was also the amir who for the first time decided to
seat a person who did not belong to the Arab aristocracy among his ministers, his fata [q.v] Badr. The
viziers in al-Andalus were always Muslim up to the
period of the muluk al-tawd3if [q.v], when there were
also a few Jewish viziers, the most famous of whom
was Ibn al-Naghralla from Granada (d. 448/1056-7).
The rank of vizier was superior to any other civil
servant except that of hdajib [q.v.]. In principle, the
appointment to the office of vizier did not entail the
responsibility of a department or duty to the government of the state. However, during the amlrate of
c
Abd Allah, a vizier is mentioned who was invested
specifically to direct one of the sectors of state administration (iddrdt); and when in 344/955 the caliph cAbd
al-Rahman reorganised state administration and divided
the tasks of government into at least four sections, he
placed a wazir at the head of each one.
After the time of cAbd al-Rahman II, the viziers
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had a room for private consultation and assembly
(bayt al-wizdra) in the palace. The position of the viziers
in this room conveyed the fact that all the dignitaries
did not have the same rank; it was the amir Muhammad I (d. 273/886) who decided that the wuzara3 of
eastern origin, called shdmiyyun, should take precedence
over the others, the baladiyyun, and that consequently
they should sit on the highest platforms. This priority
was maintained by his successors, despite the conflict
which it generated with several important baladiyyun.
The honorary title of dhu 'l-wizdratayn appeared in
al-Andalus in 327/939, during the caliphate of cAbd
al-Rahman III, who copied the title which Ibn
Makhlad [q.v.] had received from the 'Abbasid caliph
in 269/882 (see Hilal al-Sabi', Rusum ddr al-khildfa,
ed. M. cAwwad, Beirut n.d., 127). The first person
to bear this title in Cordova was Abu cUmar Ibn
Shuhayd, and his rank was superior to that of the
other wuzard3, for the name of the bearer of this title
appears at the top of the list of viziers and he was
paid the equivalent of the salaries of two ministers.
In the reign of al-Hakam II [q.v.] this title disappeared, but then there appears the title of wazir aldawla; it was given to al-Mushafi (d. 372/982) before
he was called hdajib on the day following the death
of the caliph. During the first caliphate of his successor, Hisham II, the tide of dhu 'l-wizdratayn reappeared, and subsequently it was conferred on a child,
the son of the hdajib cAbd al-Malik b. Abf cAmir alMuzaffar [q.v.], under whose government the title wazir
al-dawla was again used to honour Ibn al-Kattac alYahsubr [q.v.].
In the period of the Taifas, quite a number of sovereigns assumed the title of hdajib, for the reason that
this term had acquired such prestige under the
Marwanid dynasty and also as an indication that they
merely considered themselves as representatives of the
caliph. These muluk al-tawctif generalised the high position of vizier by applying it to all the people who
were frequenting the court and whom they wished to
honour; and from this period onwards there were also
many persons in al-Andalus who were decorated with
the title of dhu 'l-wizdratayn.
The institution of the wizdra was so characteristic
of Andalusf administration that the word alguacil (from
Arabic al-wazlr) was very quickly integrated into the
Castilian language. But the fact that this Arabism did
not only signify "minister, counsellor or lieutenant of
the sovereign", but that it was used to designate other
duties or offices as well, seems to indicate that the
word wazir was eventually applied to different categories of public office in al-Andalus.
One of the meanings of the Castilian vocable alguacil
in the Middle Ages was that of "governor, or lord
of a city or a region, who was entrusted with civil
and criminal jurisdiction" (Diccionario historico, s.v.). This
meaning corresponds to the expression "vizier of a
district" which is frequently found in AndalusI texts
from the 5th/llth century onwards and which conveys the fact that, from the period of cAbd al-Rahman
III, the viziers began to fill permanent positions outside Cordova, chiefly those of governor and chief of
the military region. This happened to such an extent
that, at the end of the Nasrid sultanate in Granada,
the one who represented authority in each of the
localities of the amlrate was given the title of wazir.
After the occupation of the territory of Granada,
the Castilians revived this institution and knew the
member of the local community responsible for civil
and fiscal matters and the representative of his fellowcitizens as alguacil.
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II. IN PERSIA
The wazir was the head of the supreme diwdn, the
dlwdn-i acld [see D!WAN. iv. Iran] and as such was the
head of the bureaucracy. He had under him numerous subordinates. The heads of some branches of the
administration under him were also called wazirs, such
as the wazir-i Ioshkar and the wazirs in charge of the
finances of the provinces. The term wazir was also
sometimes applied to the head of the personal establishment of provincial governors, important amm and
royal princes and princesses. This article will be
concerned with the wazir as head of the supreme
diwdn.
The wazir belonged to the "men of the pen" as
opposed to the "men of the sword" and was usually
of Persian rather than Turkish extraction. A common
feature of society was the existence of influential
bureaucratic families, such as the Djayhanfs [see ALPJAYHANI, in Suppl], the Balcamrs [see BAL'AMI] and
c
Utbls; [see CUTB!]; in the Saldjiik period_the family
of Nizam al-Mulk [q.v.]', and under the Ilkhans the
Djuwayms and the family of Rashfd al-Dm Fadl Allah
Ramadan! [see RASHID AL-DIN TABFB].
Under the Ilkhans, and sometimes in later times
also, the wazir had the title sahib diwdn. The Safawid
shah c Abbas I [q.v.], gave the wazir the titles rtimdd
al-Dawla and Sadr-i A'zam, by which title he was also
known in the Kadjar period.
The insignia of the wazir was an inkpot, usually
golden, which he was given on appointment together
with a diploma (manshur), and a robe of honour. Sadr
al-Dm Khalidl, when appointed sahib diwdn by
Gaykhatu [q.v.] in 691/1292 was given the lakab of
Sadr-i Djahan, a gold seal, a horse-tail standard, a
war trumpet and a tumdn [q.v.] of soldiers. In the late
Ilkhanid period the insignia of the wazir appear to
have been a golden inkpot, a jewelled belt, a royal
seal (dl), and banner (sanajak), a standard (calam) and
the right to kettle-drums (tabl, nakkdra [q.v] (Lambton,
Continuity and change in medieval Persia, 56). Under the
Safawids, his insignia were a jewelled pen and inkstand. On appointment he was given robes of honour, a headdress (tdaj u hdaj) with a plume (ajikd) and
a tumdr (Muhammad Takf Danishpazhuh, Dastur almuluk-i Mirzd Raff a wa tadhkirat al-muluk-i Mirzd Samfa,
in Maajalla-yi ddnishkada-yi adabiyydt wa culum-i insdni,
Tehran, xvi/1-2 [1968], 77).
The wazlr was not the servant of the state but of
the ruler, by whom he was directly appointed. He
was a member of the court (dargdh] and accompanied the ruler on military expeditions and on his
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perambulations around the empire. Because of the
element of personal service involved, the power and
influence of the wazir underwent many vicissitudes
with the rise and fall of successive dynasties and rulers.
Although the wazir had general supervision over
the administration, his fundamental and most important duty was to oversee the finances of the state. He
was usually paid by assignments on the revenue; in
addition, he received various fees and allowances, the
number of which increased over the years, especially
under the Safawids. The sources of profit open to
him were many and some wazirs accumulated much
wealth. This enabled them to gather followers but it
also made them the object of the jealousy of their
peers and the suspicion of the ruler, who sometimes
sought to limit their potential power by the appointment of joint wazirs. These dual appointments were
occasionally found under the Buyids and Khwarazm
Shahs, notably under the Ilkhans, and at least once
under the Kadjars [see KADJAR at Vol. IV, 394a]. In
this the Ilkhans may have been influenced by Chinese
administrative practice. Tension between the wazir and
the military was a perennial feature of most reigns.
Although the assignments and pay of the military
went, at least in theory, through the office of the
wazir, only the strongest wazirs could hope to maintain the pre-eminence of the bureaucracy over the
military.
The office of wazir was a precarious one. Its holder
had no security of tenure and was subject to arbitrary dismissal and was often, after his fall, mulcted,
and sometimes physically punished and murdered. Of
the six men who held the office of wazir under
Mahmud of Ghazna [q.v.], three were dismissed and
died violently; a fourth suffered disgrace and prolonged imprisonment; a fifth fell from favour and
was mulcted and a sixth was executed by Mascud b.
Mahmud shortly after he succeeded Mahmud (C.E.
Bosworth, The Ghaznavids, Edinburgh 1963, 70-1). The
situation did not materially alter in later periods.
Several Saldjuk wazirs suffered violent ends (Lambton,
op. cit., 46-7); and Hamd Allah Mustawft states that
Tadj al-Dln CA1T Shah was the only Ilkhanid wazir to
die a natural death (Tankh-i guzida, ed. cAbd al-Husayn
NawaT, Tehran AHS 1336-9/1958-61, 616). Dismissal
followed by mulcting, imprisonment and death was a
fact of frequent occurrence up to and including the
19th century.
Under the Samanids the wazir, known as the
Khwadja Buzurg, was the head of a well-developed
bureaucratic system, divided into a number of separate diwdns (Barthold, Turkestan, 229), but towards the
end of the 4th/10th century, power began to pass
into the hands of the military. The historian al-cUtbf
states that the last Samanid wazirs had no power to
restore order: "Dominion passed into the hands of
the Turks and the decrees of the wazirs lost their
force" (quoted by Barthold, op. cit., 253). Meanwhile
in the western provinces the wazirs under Buyid rule
no longer enjoyed prestige as had the Barmakids [see
AL-BARAMIKA] under the caliphs. Their function was
mainly to provide money for the military forces of
the ruler. Some, however, acquired considerable power,
notably al-Sahib Ibn cAbbad [q.v.], wazir to Fakhr alDawla and Mu'ayyid al-Dawla, and Abu 'All b. Isma'Il
al-Muwaffak, appointed wazir by Baha' al-Dawla in
388/998 [see BAHA' AL-DAWLA, in Suppl., at 118b].
The vizierate reached its apogee under Nizam alMulk [q.v.], wazir to the Saldjuk sultans Alp Arslan
and Malikshah. He supervised the general conduct of
affairs on behalf of the sultan. He also had general
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supervision of the religious institution, and as the personal representative of the sultan he conducted relations with the caliph and other rulers. He even on
occasion conducted military expeditions (Lambton, op.
cit., 18 ff). The rewards of office were great but its
expenses heavy. The wazir was expected to maintain
a large household, including armed retainers. Nizam
al-Mulk, for example, had a private army of military
slaves. Custom demanded that the wazir should be
accessible, and his court was accordingly thronged
with petitioners. The distinction between his private
funds and what he expended as wazir on behalf of
the sultan or in the general interest is not easily made.
In the late Saldjuk period, the vizierate declined, not
only because of a lack of effective controls throughout the administration but also because of the fragmentation of the Saldjuk empire. Under the Khwarazm
Shahs, the wazir temporarily regained some of his former importance (ibid., 49).
In the early years of Mongol dominion in Persia,
there was an ill-defined dual system: the wazirs acted
mainly as finance ministers alongside the Mongol governors of the provinces, though what their relationship was to the ulugh bitikcis (or chief secretaries) of
the Mongol governors, whose functions appear to have
been primarily the keeping of tax records and the
imposition and collection of taxes, is not clear. Baha'
al-Dm DjuwaynT was confirmed as sahib diwdn to CinTemiir, the governor of Khurasan, by Ogedey and
was later successively sahib diwdn to Korgiiz and
Arghun, both of whom were governors of Khurasan.
On the succession of Mongke, he was confirmed as
sahib diwdn and sent with the Mongol amir Naymatay
to Persian clrak and Yazd, but died en route to his
new post. Shams al-Dm DjuwaynT became chief minister and sahib diwdn to Hulegii in 661/1262-3, which
post he also held under Hiilegii's successor, Abaka,
and attained a position of great personal influence.
From 678/1279 Madjd al-Mulk YazdT, the mushrif almamdlik, held office beside him and signed documents
on the left while Shams al-Dm signed on the right.
Sacd al-Dawla, sahib diwdn to Arghun, and Sadr alDm Ahmad KhalidT, appointed sahib diwdn by
Gaykhatu in 691/1292, both exercised wide-ranging
power. The most influential Ilkhanid wazir was probably Rashid al-Dm Fadl Allah Hamadanl, who held
office under Ghazan and Oldjeytii. His position was
not entirely secure, however, and eventually he fell
from office and was mulcted and killed. In the reign
of Ghazan he had alongside him Sacd al-Dm
Muhammad Sawadjf as joint wazir and Tadj al-Dm
C
A1I Shah in the reign of Oldjeytii.
Under Tlmur there was a decline in the position
of the wazir. Power was in the hands of the military.
Similarly, under the Kara Koyunlu and the Ak
Koyunlu the wazir's power was circumscribed and
confined mainly to financial affairs.
In the early Safawid period, the administration of
the state was fairly fluid and at times the amirs, especially the amir al-umard3, and to a lesser extent the
sadr (the chief religious official), encroached upon the
powers of the wazir. Shah Isma'Tl I tended to delegate power to a chief minister, known as the wakil,
whose functions, if not his title, had existed under
the late Ak Koyunlu rulers (J. Aubin, L'avenement des
Safavides, in Moyen Orient et Ocean Indien, v [1988], 112).
He was in effect the wazir, and this was still the official term for the chief minister of the shah. The term
wakil does not appear in the official titulary in archival
documents so far as is known (ibid., 113-14. This
corrects the statement in the art. DIWAN at Vol. IV,
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334b, which differentiates wrongly wakil from wazir).
Political and financial affairs (umur-i mall wa umur-i
mulki) were delegated to him but he had no authority over the religious institution, though he did sometimes intervene in the nomination of the sadr (ibid..,
115-66).
From the reign of c Abbas I (995-1038/1587-1629),
an elaborate administrative system evolved, at the head
of which stood the wazir. He was a member of the
council of state (d^anki); at court he stood at the shah's
right hand, while the wdkica-nuwis, the official historiographer, stood on the left and was sometimes called
the wazir-i cap (R.M. Savory, The Safavid administrative
system, in Camb. hist, of Iran, vi, The Timurid and Safavid
periods, Cambridge 1986, 353).
The Dastur al-muluk of Mfrza Rafi~ c a and the
Tadhkirat al-muluk [of Mfrza Samf'a] (Persian text in
facs., tr. and explained by V. Minorsky, London, 1943)
describe the office of the wazir of the supreme diwan.
The former states that his office was the greatest of
all offices and that he was the most important of all
the pillars of the state; the collection and expenditure
of the revenue were made with his knowledge, approval
and signature; subordinate wazirs and other officials
of the diwan and the agents of the diwan in the
provinces were appointed by him. It was his duty to
restrain unlawful acts, but if the offender was a powerful governor, he was to refer the case to the shah.
The wazir was to come daily to the guard-house at
the gate of the diwan to hear the petitions of the people (ed. Danish-pazhuh, 75-7). He had no wages
(mawdajib) but had the right to numerous dues, fees
and allowances. At the New Year he had to give a
present [see PISHKASH] to the shah of 1,000 ashrafis
and twelve stallions and mares (ibid., 77).
Under Fath <Alf Shah (1797-1834), the functions
of the wazir were probably not very different from
the late Safavid period; but in the mid-19th century,
political and administrative changes began to take
place [see DUSTUR. iv; KADJAR] . Mfrza Takf Khan Amir
Nizam [see AMIR KAB!R in Suppl.], chief minister
(sadr-i a'zam) to Nasir al-Dln Shah from 1848 to 1852
and Mfrza Husayn Khan Sipahsalar Mushfr al-Dawla,
who was appointed in 1871, both attempted to introduce far-reaching reforms but with little success; both
were dismissed and the former murdered. Mfrza Aka
Khan Nun, Mfrza Takf Khan's successor, was dismissed in 1858, and for some years the shah sought to
rule without a chief minister. The experiment was not
successful, though the shah repeated it again in 1873.
In the 1880s, chief ministers were again appointed.
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III. IN THE OTTOMAN EMPIRE
Here, synonyms for the wezir were such varied terms
as pasha, sdhib, dsqf, we/al, ndzir and lala, with the
Grand Vizier also known as the sadr-i aczam [q.v.], the
First Wezir in the imperial diwan, with the lesser weztrs
as his advisers.
Background and evolution of the office
During the 8th/14th century, the Ottoman rulers
appear to have chosen their wezirs mostly from among
the W^m^-bureaucrats or kadis. In Orkhan's temlikndme of Rablc II 749/June 1348 (Topkapi Sarayi ar§w
kilavuzu, i, Istanbul 1938, facsimile I) Hadjdji Pasha,
mentioned first among the witnesses, is obviously the
wezir. Evidently, it was because of their expert knowledge in Islamic jurisprudence and institutions, considered of vital importance in organising the new Ottoman
amfrate, that wezirs were chosen from the 'ulemd3 class.
The first identified wezirs were cAla° al-Dm £Alf Pasha
(723/1323), Ahmad b. Mahmud (741/1340), Hadjdjr
Pasha (towards 749/1348) and Sinan al-Dm Yusuf
(after 749/1348). cAla' al-Dm Pasha, who is believed
to have been the first we&r in Ottoman history, was
definitely of the 'ulemd3 class (see Hiisameddin, 43)
and not the brother of Sultan Orkhan, as claimed in
Ottoman annals. Before Candarli Khayr al-Dm Kara
Khalfl, a chief kadi, was made Grand Vizier with full
powers in 787/1385 or a little later, six wezirs have
been identified by Hiisameddin (ibid.}. In the period
1385-1453 the Candarli family provided the Ottoman
state with wezirs and Grand Viziers, all serving as
kadi in their earlier career. Some of the members of
the family served only as simple wezirs or kddi-caskers
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in the imperial diwan (see Uzungar§ili, Candarli vezir
ailesi).
Early popular ghazi tradition (see Giese, Chroniken)
reflects ever-present rivalry between the we&rs of military background and those from the 'ulema*. The beylerbeyis of Rumeli and Anadolu [</.#&.], as well as we&rs
of military background, sat in the imperial diwdn in
this early period. The most spectacular show of rivalry
between the two groups occurred between Candarli
Khalll and Shihab al-Dln Pasha in the period 144053, ending with the fall of Khalll (see Inalcik, Fatih
devn, 1-53).
A revolutionary change occurred in 857/1453 when
the over-mighty Grand Vizier Candarli Khalil, arrested
and executed by Mehemmed II, was replaced by we&rs
from amongst the military men of kul [see GHULAM. iv]
origin, although bureaucrats or 'ulemd3 with expertise
in finance or chancery correspondence continued to
be employed as wezirs. One from the latter category,
Nishandji Mehmed of Karaman, holding the position
of Grand Vizier, was murdered by the Janissaries on
the death of Mehemmed II in 886/1481. His rival
wezirs Ishak and Gedik Ahmed [q.v], military men,
replaced him in the government, and all we&rs from
'ulemd3 or from kiittdb or secretarial origin were dismissed. The insurgent Janissaries demanded that from
then onwards, the sultan should choose his we&rs
exclusively from among the kul element.
However, Bayezid II rehabilitated the Candarli family to the vizierate and, being concerned for his security on the throne against his brother Djem [q.v], he
often entrusted the position to the eunuch kapl-agha
[q.v.~\ or other trusted servants of the palace.
Consequently, in the classical age (1453-1600), the
wezirs were mostly men of military background. Ibn
Khaldun noted the replacement of the arbdb al-kalam
by the arbdb al-sqyf under the Mamluk Sultans in Egypt
also. It was the Grand Vizier's exclusive right to recommend to the sultan the appointment or promotion
of a weztr. Of course, in reality people close to the
sultan, such as the kapi-agha, the sultan's mother or
the musdhib, a favourite adviser of the sultan, often
played a role in the final decision. Appointment of the
we&rs was to be made directly by the sultan himself
with a khatt-l humdyun [q.v.]. In choosing a wezir, his
expert knowledge in a special area was also taken
into account. Mahmud Pasha was deliberately chosen
for Mehemmed II's plans for Serbia, and Ibrahim
Pasha for Suleyman Fs campaigns in Europe. We&rs
of military origin multiplied in wartime.
We&rs coming from among the professional secretaries, as had been the rule formerly in the 'Abbasid,
Saldjukid and Ilkhanid states, were mostly to be found
in the Ottoman government in the second half of the
9th/15th century when a highly developed Ottoman
bureaucracy evolved. Then, most of the wezm of kiittdb
origin belonged to the literati or to 'ulemd3 families.
Djazarl Kasim Pasha from Persia, who supposedly
founded the Ottoman chancery or inshd' style and who
was second we&r and candidate for the Grand Vizierate
under Bayezid II, was exiled under pressure from the
military we&rs. In any case, state secretaries specialising in such areas as finances and chancery correspondence rose in the hierarchy to become we&rs and
Grand Viziers.
In the chaotic conditions of the end of the 10th/16th
century, the rule that the second we&r would be promoted to the Grand Vizierate was often disregarded,
and the third or fourth wezir, or even a governor or
Janissary agha or sildhddr outside the diwdn, could be appointed to the position.
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As for the ethnic origins of the wezirs, most of
them in the classical age were of slave, kul, origin.
We find, for example, a comparatively great number
of we&rs and Grand Viziers of Albanian and Slavic
origin in the period 1430-1550 because of the fact
that there were frequent expeditions in Albania, and
the devshirme [q.v.] was regularly practised in the poor
mountainous regions of the Balkans during this period
(see Jorga, GOR, iii, 162-89). For the same reason,
towards 983/1575 we&rs were mostly of Croatian,
Hungarian or Austrian origin. Passing through the
palace services and provincial hierarchy, the most successful of these came back as wezirs to the imperial
diwdn. At palace schools, some gifted ones such as
Lutfi Pasha [q.v.] gained a good Ottoman Turkish
education, while most of them acquired only martial
skills, but some were illiterate and hardly able to speak
Turkish. They had to rely on people in their kapu
[q.v.], including advisers and secretaries who were
responsible for their correspondence.
The accession of a new sultan to the throne meant
a radical change in the diwdn, since the personnel
which had served him in the period of his governorship expected to replace the wezirs and other dignitaries of the previous sultan. The rivalry and plots of
the newcomers to gain full control of the government
often caused serious crises in administration, as witnessed at the accessions of Mehemmed II, Bayezid II,
Selim I, Sellm II and Murad III. When the practice
of the princes' governorship was abandoned under
Mehemmed III [q.v], palace factions mostly determined
who was to become the new sultan and his wezir s.
Under the sultans who were minors, in the llth/17th
century wdlide sultdm [q.v] became responsible for choosing the wezir s.
Under the long period of regency of the Wdlide
Mahpeyker [see KOSEM WALIDE], who was acting in
alliance with the Janissary corps, dismissals became
very frequent as a result of favouritism, clientship and
bribery. Contemporary critics (see 'All, Nuzha; Koci
Bey, Risdle) stress that it was the loss of vizierial authority that was responsible for the anarchical conditions
in the period.
At an unusually critical point in 1066/1656, the
palace saw that it was indispensable to restore the
vizierial authority in the person of Mehmed Kopriilu
[see KOPRULU], to whom dictatorial powers were
assigned. Mehmed, his son and relatives retained power
for almost half a century, often allying with the 'ulemd3
to neutralise rivals.
The character of the Ottoman vizierate and the origins of the we&rs again changed radically in the period
following the peace of Carlowitz [see KARLOVCA] in
1109/1698-9. During the war of 1683-99,'the Ottoman
army and government collapsed, and the palace had
to call upon the Djelali [q.v. in Suppl.] leaders of
Anatolia. One of them, Boynu-Yarali Mehmed, a Turcoman, became Grand Vizier (Naclma, vi, 197; Silahdar, i, 410). After the war, the palace brought to
power the architect of the peace treaty, the re'is alkiittdb [q.v], Kami Mehmed, head of the Grand Vizier's
chancery responsible for foreign affairs. The Ottomans
now believed that some sort of diplomatic service was
becoming crucial for the existence of the empire, so
that many of the we&n were now chosen from among
the re3is al-kuttdb class in the 18th century (Nishandji
Ismacll, Mehmed Emm, Abu Bekr, Muhsin-zade,
Khalll Hamid). However, in the period following the
1730 revolution, meetings of the imperial diwdn became obsolete. The powerful black eunuch aghas of the
imperial harem became responsible for the choice of
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the wezirs and Grand Viziers. Later, in the second
half of the century, bureaucrats, such as Raghib Pasha
[q.v], succeeded in asserting vizieral power and independence, and the Grand Vizier's kapu [see BAB-I CAL!]
became the centre of all governmental affairs. In this
century also, Janissary aghas or kapuddn-i deryds [q.v.]
or governors were directly chosen for the Grand
Vizierate, whilst most of the wezirs and the Grand
Viziers came from the Turkish families whose sons
were clients of the high dignitaries or servants in the
imperial palace. Intisdb, patronage and clientship thus
played a major role in the choice of wezirs, so that
Georgian and Circassian slaves belonging to the households of dignitaries reached this exalted position during this period (Siyawush, Kara Ibrahim, CA1I, Kodja
Yusuf, Hasan and Kor Yusuf). The sadr-i a'zam's assistants in his household, the ketkhudd and the mektubdju,
assumed the role of the wezirs. In 1795 an attempt
was made to reform the vizierate by restricting the
title only to governors.
Bureaucratic control became more pronounced in
the 19th century. In 1836, with the establishment of
nezdrets, ministeries each under a na^lr or wekil, the
title of wezir and pasha was then kept only as a ceremonial title for nadirs.
The Grand Vizier then bore the title of bash-wekil,
losing much of a Grand Vizier's responsibility (see
Akyildiz, 25-35). During the Tan&mdt [q.v.] period
(1839-76), reformist bureaucrats and diplomats such
as Mustafa Reshfd, cAlr and Fu'ad, succeeded each
other in government, while they intermittently had to
leave power to the generals or palace favourites. But,
in general, it was the bureaucrats specialising in foreign affairs who alone had the power to attempt to
disentangle the state from the complications of the
so-called Eastern Question (see Findley).
Functions

In earlier Islamic states, wezirs, as the heads of the
separate diwdns or bureaux, appear to have had a
kind of autonomy. In the Ottoman state, however,
all of the erkdn-i dewlet, that is the wezirs in the first
place, and defterddrs, nishdndjis and kddi-caskers [q.vv],
assembled together in the diwdn-i humdyun [q.v], the
imperial council, theoretically under the sultan himself, but in practice under his wekil-i mutlak, the first
wezir or Grand Vizier [see SADR-I ACZAM].
Since the unity of the sultan's authority was the
paramount principle of Ottoman government, state
powers were to be exercised directly and exclusively
by the first wezir, other wezirs acting mainly as his
advisers. Potentially, however, each wezir was considered to have the same powers as the first wezir. A
regulation of the vizierate (MTM, iii, 498-500) stipulates that when a wezir was appointed as kd'im-makdm,
[q.v] or as serddr, army commander, or as a mufettish,
general inspector, he became superior in status to
other wezirs. When he was appointed a serddr or a
kd3im-makdm, he automatically acquired "exactly the
same powers as the Grand Vizier, administering all
sorts of shar'l and curfl affairs and the state laws and
regulations, sending imperial orders in the name of
the sultan (fermdn buyurmak), making all appointments,
and taking decisions in all kinds of affairs." But in
fact many ka'im-makdm pashas with such sweeping powers were tempted to replace the absent Grand Vizier.
Also, a wezir who was appointed governor to an eydlet
or province or a serddr "was authorised on the way
to his destination to hold a diwdn of his own to hear
suits and issue buyuruldus or vizieral orders to prevent
or correct unjust acts against the sultan's subjects". A
mufettish wezir had the power to dismiss or appoint

local office-holders as the situation required. Even
when he was dismissed from the mission, he could
exercise the same powers on his way back to Istanbul.
At his appointment a wezir received gifts, including a dawat or diwit, an ink-case which was traditionally the symbol of viziership, in all Islamic states.
When on campaign, a wezir carried three tughs [q.v],
used a large tent of three poles, the so-called shadowhanging or, sdyebdn, and had a gallery lit with candles, kandilli sokak (for other ceremonial distinctions,
see MTM, iii, 498-500). Viziers of this category were
distinguished as uc-tughlu wezir and sdhib-i tughrd wezir.
In a political treatise of around 1640 (Hirz al-muluk,
fols. 5a-10b) an ideal wezir is described as being pious,
just and honest, not greedy, and capable of solving
problems by referring to the authoritative sources in
Arabic and Persian. A Grand Vizier should, in addition, always consult other wezirs before taking a decision. The author also underlines that the Grand Vizier
should always be on the side of the powerless re'qyd
[q.v], careful not to take bribes, not to attempt to
get possession of public lands, and not to favour his
clients for public offices. A Grand Vizier should, in
the diwan meetings, send most of the plaintiffs to the
second wezir for an impartial treatment.
The meeting days of the diwan were four, from
Saturday to Tuesday and the card, audience days with
the sultan, two, sc. Sunday and Tuesday. In the late
llth/17th century, diwan days were restricted to the
c
ard days.
In the diwdn meetings, wezirs sat on the right-hand
of the Grand Vizier in order of their seniority in the
office. As advisers to the Grand Vizier, they discussed
state affairs with him. The Grand Vizier IbrahFm,
executed in 1536, was accused of neglecting consultation with the wezirs. They accompanied the Grand
Vizier on his audience days with the sultan. In the
audience, the Grand Vizier alone spoke and made a
report on affairs. A wezir could make a written report
to the sultan only through the Grand Vizier. Complaints by people against a wezir were seen and judged
in a special committee composed of the Grand Vizier,
the shaykh al-isldm [q.v] and two kddi-caskers.
Besides the diwdn-i humdyun, the Grand Vizier held
a diwdn in his own residence called the ikindi diwdni,
the afternoon diwdn, to take care of lesser affairs. This
residence, called Pasha-kapisi or Bdb-i cAli, became the
main diwdn for government affairs in the second half
of the llth/17th century.
One of the privileges of a wezir was to assist the
Grand Vizier and the nishandfi in drawing the tughrd
[q.v], or sultan's seal, on the firmans, a privilege for
which they were called wezir-i sdhib-i tughrd. Putting
the tughrd meant the validation of the sultan's order,
thus making wezirs the authorised agents of the ruler.
Before the Ottomans, the wizdret-i tughrd was one of
the highest positions in a Saldjukid administration.
Customarily, the second wezir was the prime candidate for the Grand Vizierate, although for practical reasons the sultan could choose a wezir of lower
rank for the post. Breach of this rule rarely caused
a political crisis [see AHMAD PASHA, KHA'IN].
The number of wezirs sitting at the imperial diwdn
was customarily restricted to four in the classical
period, a mystical figure representing the four corners
of the world, or the four Rightly-Guided Caliphs.
Under certain circumstances, however, the number
might be increased to more than four. For a better consultation the increased number was recommended (Hirz
al-muluk, fols. 26b-30b). In the 10th/16th century, governors of the large distant provinces, Egypt, Baghdad,
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Habesh (Abyssinia), Yemen and Buda bore the title
of we^ir, enabling them to act independently as circumstances required. Then, the number of seven
became the norm. Over the course of time, two categories of wezirs appeared, those sitting in the imperial diwdn in Istanbul, called ddkhil, or of the kubbe,
and those of the provinces called khdridj. or of "the
eyakt". During the long Persian campaigns from 1587
onwards, the number of the kubbe wezlrs was increased
to nine, and those of the khdridi to sixteen. The sensitive distant frontier provinces of Tabriz, Shirwan,
Erzurum, and Anatolia in the east, and those of Buda,
Bosna and Belgrade in the west, were put under wezirgovernors with full authority. A w^zr-governor had
the authority to summon the neighbouring governors
under his command in an emergency.
The navy assuming a crucial importance under
Suleyman I, the grand admiral or kapuddn-i deryd was
chosen from among the kubbe wezlrs, or the actual
head of the navy was given the title. Also in the
10th/16th century, the title of wezir began to be employed for other important office-holders such as
defterddr, nishdndfi or agha of the Janissaries. In the early
18th century, koltuk or candidate wezws appeared, since
the title was used for the principal palace aghas such
as the sildhddr [</.y.], rikdbddr or cawush-bashi. At any
rate, in this period the title lost its original lofty meaning, being conferred as an honorific title even on
provincial magnates.
A wezir'$ chance for promotion depended much on
the strength of his kapu, a household retinue numbering hundreds; wezirs maintained large palaces comparable in their organisation to those of the sultan.
Wezirs were the richest members of Ottoman society.
The basic salary of a wezir came from his khdss [see
TIMAR] revenues in the provinces, which was doubled
by other sources of revenues including substantial
gifts and bribes. A wezir's annual revenue was estimated between 16,000 and 18,000 gold ducats, while
the Grand Vizier's amounted to twice as much in the
10th/16th century. In 1525, the second wezir Mustafa's
possessions included 700 kuls and 70,000 gold ducats,
whilst those of the third wezir Ayas included 600 kuh
and 60,000 gold ducats.
In the 1580s, a retired wezir received a pension
called arpahk [q.v.], ranging from 200,000 to 300,000
akces, whilst a Grand Vizier received as much as half
a million akces, or about 8,300 gold ducats. The estate
of a wezir of kul origin without an heir belonged to
the sultan's treasury.
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AL-WAZIR AL-MAGHRIBI [see AL-MACHRIBI. 4].
AL-WAZIR AL-SAGHIR (A.), a term of Fatimid
administrative usage, also called the Sahib al-Bdb,
i.e. head chamberlain. He was equal in status to the
Isfahsdldr or Mukaddam al-cAskar, the commander-inchief of the army, and the two of them settled all
matters of military organisation. According to al-Kalkashandl, Subh, iii, 483, vi, 7-8, he was second in the
civilian administrative hierarchy after the wazir himself and could hear mazdlim [q.v] when the wazir was
pre-occupied.
Bibliography: See also W. Bjorkman, Beitrdge zur
Geschichte der Staatskanzlei im islamischen Agypten, Hamburg 1928, 98.
(£D.)
WAZIRIS and WAZIRISTAN, the name of a
Pashtun tribe and their region, essentially in
the North-West Frontier region of present-day Pakistan.
Wazlristan, the region, lies on Pakistan's western
frontier between the Kuram river in the north, the
Gumal in the south, and the western boundaries of
the administered districts of Bannu and Dera Isma'Tl
Khan to the east. The western boundary of Wazlristan
is roughly indicated by the international frontier with
Afghanistan (the Durand Line) but the region extends
into Afghanistan in Birmal and at other points. The
region is a tangled mass of hills, valleys and plains
and it is inhabited mainly by the Pashtun tribesmen
from whom it takes its name, that is to say, the Wazirls, who trace their descent to a supposed common
ancestor, Wazir. In the central part of southern Wazlristan the Mahsuds [q.v] predominate. By origin Wazlris, the Mahsuds are now regarded as a separate tribe.
Elsewhere in Wazlristan are the Darwesh Khel Wazlrls,
now commonly known simply as Wazlns. In northern
Wazlristan the cUthmanzay branch are the principal
inhabitants and in the southern, western and northern parts of southern Wazlristan (including the large
plain of Wana) live the Ahmadzay branch. The eastern
borders of Wazlristan are inhabited by Bitanls and
parts of the TocT valley by the Dawrs. The principal
occupations of the Wazlrl tribes have been agriculture
and pastoralism, supplemented by trade, mining, a little
manufacturing and raiding.
About the early history of Wazmstan and its inhabitants little is known. There are references in the
memoirs of Babur and in 18th-century documents
from the time of Ahmad Shah Durrani [q.v.], but most
information is derived from British sources, especially from 1265/1849 onwards when British power in
India was extended up to the borders of Wazlristan.
To the British the Wazlns, especially the Mahsuds, presented a major security problem, which they sought
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to solve by various devices: punitive expeditions, blockades, fines, hostages, the encouragement of settlement,
the garrisoning of strategic positions and the development of roads, but none of these availed and Wazlristan remained the most disturbed area of the North-West
Frontier. The demarcation of the frontier with Afghanistan in 1312/1894 coincided with a new British initiative aimed at controlling the region through garrisons
(notably at Wana) and allowances to chiefs. The Dawrs
of the Toci valley were brought under British protection and two political agencies were created: North
Wazmstan (1895) and South Wazlristan (1896). These
measures provoked still more vigorous resistance led
by a Mahsud religious figure, Mulla Muhyl al-Dln
(d. 1913), better known as the Mulla Powinda, and the
chiefs were abandoned in favour of dealing with the
generality of tribesmen and eventually with the Mulla
Powinda himself. These efforts were unsuccessful, and
during the Third Anglo-Afghan war (1919) Britain lost
control over all of Wazlristan outside the Toci valley.
There followed a major campaign in Wazmstan (191923) and a new plan for roads and military garrisons,
notably at Razmak in North Wazmstan, but this plan
involved the defence of long lines of communication
and led to further fighting. From 1936 the two most
prominent leaders of Wazm resistance were the Darwesh Khel imam, HadjdjI Mlrza CA1I Khan, the Fakir of
IpF (ca. 1890-1960 [q.v. in Suppl.]), and (from J938)
Sacid al-Gllanl, the so-called Shamf Plr.
The creation of Pakistan witnessed the implementation of a new policy in Wazmstan: military garrisons were withdrawn leaving only the militias (in a
restricted role) and khdssadars to support the political
agents; new services were supplied including irrigation, schools and hospitals; and tribesmen were encouraged to settle and to develop economic and political
links with Pakistan. Many, especially the Mahsuds,
worked as labourers, in transport and in light engineering in Pakistan. There are no reliable series of population statistics for Wazmstan but it is evident that
the population grew rapidly in the second half of the
20th century and pressures were felt particularly by
the Mahsuds who encroached on the lands of the
Ahmadzay Darwesh Khel Wazms in southern Waziristan and even moved into northern Wazmstan
around Razmak. Ahmadzay resentment was articulated during the 1970s by Mulla Nur Muhammad of
Wana, who proclaimed a (/jihad against the Mahsuds,
leading to fighting and in 1976 the intervention of
government forces to quell Ahmadzay resistance.
Their proximity to the Afghan frontier and their
links with Kabul have led to various Wazm interventions in Afghanistan since the early 19th century.
In more recent times, Wazms played a vital role in
the conquest of Kabul by Nadir Khan in 1929,
attacked Khost in 1933, took an important part in
the Kashmir! (jjjhad of 1947, and were drawn into
the Afghan civil war after 1979.
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Waziristan, London 1929; idem, Waziristan, 19361937, Aldershot 1938; C.C. Davies, The problem of
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WAZN (A.), lit. "the act of weighing", from
wazana to weigh, to balance, cf. also mizan [q.v.], a
balance, scales; and for weights in general, see MAKAZ!L
and MAWAZIN.
1. As a term of numismatics.
Until the 20th century, when metallic currencies
were supplanted by fiduciary money and other forms
of monetary instruments, the Islamic world used gold
and silver as their common medium of exchange and
copper as a largely token currency.
The two intrinsic qualities that governed the value
of these metals as coins were the purity of their alloys
and the weights at which they were struck. When
c
Abd al-Malik b. Marwan carried out his monetary
reform between 77 and 79/696-98, he introduced a
gold coin based on the Byzantine solidus, ca. 4.40 gr.,
but somewhat lighter, ca. 4.25 gr., called the dinar
[q.v.] and a silver coin, the dirham [q.v.] modelled on
the Sasanid drachm, but struck at seven-tenths the
latter's weight, 2.87 gr. Both coins were made from
virtually pure metal and were intended to circulate
by tale, i.e. prices were established and transactions
concluded in a fixed number of coins of a known
standard of weight and fineness. In everyday use, a
fixed ratio between the prices of gold and silver could
not be established and maintained because the purchasing power of both metals depended on their local
supply and demand. For taxation purposes, however,
provincial governments frequently fixed an exchange
rate between the two which would serve their own
revenue needs. Gold and silver were refined and struck
at mints under caliphal control, but copper was manufactured into fals [q.v.] under the supervision of the
local authorities and sold to the public in return for
dinars and dirhams to support commerce and raise
local revenues.
At the start of the cAbbasid era, the weight of the
dirham appears to have been raised from 2.87 to 2.97
gr., thus establishing the well-known ratio of seven
coinage dinars or mithkah being equal in weight to
ten dirhams. This move brought into being the socalled canonical dinar and dirham which became enshrined in the Sharfa [q.v.] as the official weight of
the coinage mithkdl and dirham, regardless of the actual
weight of the coins themselves. From the accession of
al-Saffah in 132/749 until the death of al-Mahdl in
169/785, this seven to ten ratio was occasionally
observed in the more important mints under direct
caliphal control. During the reign of al-Rashld, however, the centralised coinage system began to disintegrate in the western regions of the Islamic world.
Umayyad Spain, not surprisingly, made no effort to
adhere to the 'Abbasid weight standard, with the average dirham from the al-Andalus mint weighing 3 to
4 tenths of a gramme less than its eastern cousins.
Lightweight dirhams were also produced in mints from
Morocco to Egypt, large numbers of which have been
found in eastern hoards. This leads one to conclude
that as long as the dirham was accepted by tale rather
than weight, the western regions had discovered a
simple and effective means of lightening their tax burdens. Lightweight MaghribI dirhams began to appear
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in quantity in eastern hoards at this time, and the
Yemen also adopted a light dirham standard for its
own coinage in the 17 Os/780s-790s and 180s/790s800s. Struck at the weight of a half, or even quarter dirham, these coins were obviously intended for
circulation only within the province itself.
As the dirham standard became widely flouted, the
integrity of the dinar was also compromised through
clipping or paring small slivers of gold from its circumference. While the mints continued to strike dinars
at the usual 4.25 gr., the majority of these coins,
when weighed today, are no more than 3.80 and 4.10
gr., a loss of up to 10% of their value. This would
have been a tempting return for those who could
avoid detection and arrest. This process probably accelerated during the civil war between al-Amm and alMa'mun and continued for a few years into the first
decade of al-Ma'mun's undisputed rule.
The widespread tampering with the weight of coins
may well have provided al-Ma'mun with the economic
motive for introducing his reform style coinage in
198/813. Unlike cAbd al-Malik's reform, which was
effected within a three-year period, that of al-Ma'mun
came about gradually, spreading from his residence
in Marw in Khurasan to the other mint towns which
recognised 'All al-Rida as heir between 202/817-18
and 204/819-20. In the latter year the new style was
adopted by the capital mint, Madlnat al-Salam, and
206/821-2 witnessed the striking of the first mintless
reform-style dinars and mint-bearing dirhams whose
inscriptions were written in a distinctive, rounded and
much more legible Kufic script. Al-Ma'mun's reform
coinage added a second, outside marginal legend (Sura
XXX, 3-4), which is thought to be a coded reference
to the inevitability of al-Ma'mun's victory over alAmln, and removed the names of all officials from
the field legends, returning the coinage to its original
Umayyad anonymity. The addition of this marginal
legend may have been intended to act as a safeguard
against the clipping of coins, which would have necessitated the defacement of a Kur'anic legend, an act
that no pious Muslim could countenance.
The new coinage could be distinguished from the
old at a glance. Both dinars and dirhams, now identical in design, were distinguished from one another
only by their metals and the word dinar or dirham in
their inner marginal legends. These words had, however, lost their original meanings because the new
coinage was no longer struck to fixed weight standards and thus could pass only by weight rather than
by tale. In effect they lost their status as specie, i.e. coin
money, and became bullion, no more than stamped
ingots whose inscriptions were a guarantee of the
purity of their metal. From then onwards, the coinage
of the caliphate and all the states from Egypt to Central Asia which owed the 'Abbasids real or nominal
allegiance calculated payments by weight of metal, with
a premium for coins known to be of good alloy and
a discount for those of rulers who debased their precious metal content.
It is interesting to note that in the Maghrib the
Aghlabids chose to retain the style and weight of the
traditional cAbbasid dinar for their gold coinage while
adopting a new silver coinage based on the half dirham
weight, and their successors, the Fatimids, Midrarids
and Almoravids, continued to use coinages that could
still pass by tale because of the accuracy of their
weight. This tradition continued and was strengthened
under the Almohads, Hafsids, MarTnids and Nasrids,
whose coinages were very carefully struck to the weight
of the standard, or non-coinage mithkdl of 4.68-4.72 gr.
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Their square nasn silver was emitted at the weight of
the half dirham, ca. 1.40-1.50 gr.
Very little fine silver coinage was issued in the central Islamic lands between 450 and 570/1058-1174.
Its place was taken by an abundant coinage in very
debased billon in Afghanistan and copper in Egypt,
Syria and 'Irak, which had to be weighed out to
determine its value against pure gold and silver for
all substantial payments. Of course, every city had its
own system of weights and measures, and the values
of gold and silver fluctuated independently according
to the local supply and demand for these metals.
The earliest fine silver coinage to appear in quantity in the third quarter of the 6th/12th century was
struck by the Mahdids [q.v.] in the Yemen and that
was followed soon after by the dirhams of the Zangid
of Aleppo, al-Malik al-Salih Isma'll b. Mahmud. The
latter were issued at the canonical weight of 2.97 gr.
and provided the foundation for the silver currency
in both Rum Saldjuk Anatolia and Ayyubid Syria.
The dirhams of Ayyubid and Rasulid Yemen weighed
about 2.00-2.20 gr. which was sufficiently accurate for
them to pass by tale.
Ayyubid Egypt inherited the Fatimid monetary system, whose principal metal was gold that, because of
its irregular weight, would have passed by weight.
This was supplemented by so-called black dirhams
(dirham aswad or dirham warak), which Balog describes
as "rough, uneven, small rectangles or squares of low
silver content, the weight of which depended on the
haphazard way the cold chisel of the flan cutter fell".
A small number of fine silver dirhams was, however,
struck under both the later Fatimids for presentation
purposes and by al-Malik al-Nasir Yusuf I, in an unsuccessful attempt to bring the debased Egyptian
coinage into line with the high-quality Syrian one. By
622/1225, al-Malik al-Kamil Muhammad [q.v.], apparently acting under public pressure, felt the need to
reform the silver coinage. In the event, it was no
more than a cosmetic move, involving a less laborious
way of flan manufacture than chiselling out irregular
bits of metal. The still molten and debased alloy was
poured over a cone of charcoal into a vat of water,
and the spattering metal yielded lumps of variable
size and weight which were then struck into coin. As
Balog records, "instead of being an irregular square
or rectangle, it was round, oval, or with one or two
protuberances at the edge." In the 620s/1220s and
630s/1230s the production of good silver dirhams in
Syria spread eastwards across al-Djazira as far as
Baghdad where, starting in 632/1334, a dirham of
canonical weight was struck for the first time in centuries. Before then, the need for small change was
probably met by taking the contemporary broad, thinflan 'Abbasid dinars, cutting them up into small pieces
of gold of varying weight and selling them at the prevailing rate for silver or copper.
In the 8th/14th century a bi-metallic gold and silver
currency was accepted in tale in Spain and the Maghrib, a debased silver and copper currency of irregular weight, supplemented by stamped gold ingots, was
current in Mamluk Egypt, a lightweight silver coinage
in Anatolia, analogous to the silver, penny of Western
Europe, a continuously depreciating silver coinage, also
supplemented by stamped gold ingots, in Trak and
Persia, and in Muslim India gold and silver tankas [q.v]
of stable weight and alloy that could also be accepted
by tale.
A decisive shift in monetary policy took place in
the 9th/15th century. BurdjI Mamluk Egypt, Ottoman
Turkey, and Ak Koyunlu and then Safawid Persia
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adapted the weight of their gold currency to that of
the Venetian sequin or ducat. This famous gold trade
coin had a nominal weight of 3.50-3.55 gr. while the
Islamic equivalents were, like the original Umayyad
dinar, slightly lighter in weight, usually around 3.403.45 gr. The silver coinage, likewise, was no longer
linked to the weight of the canonical dirham and both
weight and alloy could be reduced whenever economic
pressures forced this expedient on governments. Details
of these debasements are recorded in 'OTTJMANLI. IX.
Numismatics, and TUMAN. 2.
The more recent centuries are basically a chronicle
of increasing European influence on Islamic coinages.
European economic and military pressures impoverished the Muslim world. The usual response lay in
depreciating the currency through enforced devaluations. European governments whose traders were inconvenienced by the resulting monetary chaos demanded
an end to systematic coinage manipulation. One by
one the Muslim states were forced to adopt Europeanstyle coinages which they pledged not to debase.
Because the introduction of the new bi-metallic currencies was not backed up by sufficient quantities of
bullion to drive European currencies out of circulation, and because Muslim governments did not possess the necessary fiscal skills and discipline to deal
successfully with European bankers and financiers, it
was not long before unfavourable international loan
agreements led to bankruptcy and, all too often, to
colonial rule. The new colonial currencies, strong at
first, shared the fate of those of the European powers
in the aftermath of the World Wars of the 20th century. Decolonisation established national currencies in
every Muslim country, but today their value, once determined by weight and fineness of metal, is governed
by the respect they enjoy within the international financial system.
Bibliography: The literature on wazn begins with
those coin catalogues and inventories which record
the weight of the individual coin described. See the
catalogues of the collections of Islamic coins in the
major European and Middle Eastern museums. More
detailed studies are contained in works devoted to
the coinages of individual dynasties, e.g. P. Balog, The
coinage of the Ayyubids, London 1980. Metallurgical
analyses are also useful, as are studies of Islamic
weights, e.g. G.C. Miles, Early Arabic glass weights
and stamps, New York 1948. For a description of
individual Islamic weights, see M.H. Sauvaire,
Materiaux pour servir a I'histoire de la numismatique et de
la metrologie musulmanes, Paris 1887. For some valuable recent observations on Islamic metrology, see
the introduction by L. Ilisch to The Turath collection. Coins of the Islamic world, Auction Leu 64, Zurich
1996.
(R.E. DARLEY-DORAN)
2. In language and literature.
Here, wazn "the act of weighing" means the establishing of a pattern in morphology (tasnf) or in prosody
c
( arud) [q.w.]. Prosodical weighing or scanning is also
called taktf or tqf'il. As a concrete noun, wa&i (pi.
awzan) denotes the resulting word form or metre. A
morphological wazn is also called bind3, pi. abniya.
In the wa&i of nouns and verbs, the root consonants are replaced with fa3, fayn and lam (and another
lam in case of a fourth radical), whereas auxiliary consonants (zawa'id, sing, za'id) and vowels remain
unchanged, e.g. fa'il, maf'ul, infacalat and mutafaclil for
kdtib, maktub, inkatabat and mutafalsif.
The wazn or metre of a line of verse is expressed
through paradigms such as, inter alia, fa'ulun, mafd'ilun,
mustaf'ilun, formed with letters from the series alif, t,

s, c, f, I, m, n, w and y, contained in the mnemonic
lamacat suyufund ("our swords flashed"). The prosodical quantity of the paradigms equals the quantity of
the corresponding segment of the line, but no distinction between radicals and auxiliary letters is made
in this case. A line whose wa&i coincides with a recognised farud-pa.ttern is mawzim "metrical". Metricality
(wazri) is said by Ibn Rashlk, i, 134, to be the main
pillar (ruhi) in the definition of poetry.
Whereas wazyi may refer to any metrical pattern
that arises in practice, Arabic theory also recognises
fifteen or sixteen ideal patterns called buhur, sing, bahr
[see CARUD].
Bibliography: Muhammad b. Abf Shanab, Tuhfat
al-adab fi mizdn ashcdr al-'arab, Algiers 1906, 18; Ibn
Rashlk, Bab fi }l-awzdn, ch. xxi of his al-cUmda ft
mahdsin al-shicr wa-dddbihi wa-nakdih, ed. M.M. cAbd
al-Hamfd, 2 vols., 2Cairo 1374/1955.
(W. STOETZER)
WAZZAN, conventionally OUEZZANE, a town of
the northwesternmost part of Morocco (lat.
34° 52' N., long. 5° 35' W., altitude 357 m/1,050
feet) and one of the holy cities of Morocco, its development being bound up with that of the Wazzanl
Sufi order and its zdwiya there [see WAZZANIYYA] . The
history of the town involves hagiographic elements
which are difficult to separate from the purely historical
facts, so that the historian is confronted with mythical narratives, often handed down orally, all aimed
at giving the Wazzanl shurafd3 an aura of sanctity.
Until the second quarter of the 11 th/17th century,
the small village at Wazzan had no special distinction, but in the 1630s the Idrfsid sharif Mawlay cAbd
Allah b. Ibrahim chose the place as the site for his
Zdwiya. Wazzan was in a position of strategic significance, in the foothills of the Djbala country which
gives passage between the mountains to the east and
the plains of the Gharb to the west and south; it lay
on the borders between the open lands where Makhzen
authority could be enforced and mountains difficult
of access, so that the town and its region were to
play a role in Makhzen politics; and it was a region
where the tribal territories of four groups, the Massara,
the Masmuda, the Ghazawa and the Rahuna, met.
The zdwiya speedily attracted adepts and visitors at
its mawsim, hence became significant during Mawlay
'Abd Allah's lifetime, but the settlement of Wazzan
remained essentially a village till the time of the third
Wazzanl shaykh, Mawlay al-Tayyib (d. 1767), after a
period of calamitous civil warfare and famine in the
late 1720s and 1730s. In the conditions of insecurity
of the countryside, wealthy landowners and ka'ids
established themselves in the town, and Mawlay alTayyib now built the great mosque and its madrasa
and set up specialised markets and funduks. (For
the religious development of the town, see WAZZANIYYA.) It developed further under Sidl CA1I b.
Ahmad (d. 1811), who made Wazzan and its hinterland a virtual principality, boosting commercial activity by inviting Jewish merchants to settle in the holy
town, although these last did not live in a melldh [see
MALLAH], as in other Moroccan towns, but infunduks,
paying rent to shurafd3 owners; only at the end of the
19th century, when in 1883 the Wazzanl shurafd3
became proteges of the French, were some wealthy
Jewish merchants allowed to build private houses.
Wazzan functioned at this time as a market centre for both the plains and the mountains and their
products, and also attracted imports for the shurafo?
class, this import trade being mainly controlled by
traders from Fas and Jewish merchants. Its main
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industrial activity was the processing of local commodities like olives, tobacco and wool, with the woollen
industry employing both sexes and persons from all
social strata, including sharifa&. Its coarse woollen cloth
was much used for making dj.elldbas, the hooded cloak
worn by the male population of Morocco. There was
also a significant leather-working industry, now largely
ended. The sjiurafd3, in particular, grew rich from donations and endowments of the shrine, so that they
became major landowners, especially in the rich lands
of the Gharb plain but also in regions as far away
as Tuwat [q.v.] in Algeria; they also enjoyed favours
from the state, such as tax-farming concessions.
In general, the cAlawI sultans sought WazzanT support in an area where they encountered a great deal
of resistance to their new regime, whilst the Wazzanl
sjiurafd3 were content to assert their power essentially
within the religious domain. Hence there existed an
implicit agreement whereby the shurafd3 furthered
Makhzen policy in the region in return for administrative concessions, never clearly defined but at certain times, such as the later part of the 18th century,
allowing considerable Wazzanl control over the Gharb
and southern Djbala. In the later 19th century, however, relations between the Makhzen and the sjiurafd3
deteriorated as a result of the latter's pro-French attitude. Hence a dual system was imposed, with a
WazzanT nakib over the shurafd3 and a Makhzen kd3id
over the common people, and this lasted until 1920.
By this time, Wazzan was expanding westwards,
and had a population estimated at 11,000. When
occupied by the French army in 1920 it was made
into a municipality, and under the Protectorate served
as an administrative centre for the Gharb and the
southern Djbala tribes falling within the French zone.
For some time, the Wazzani shurafd3 took part in the
administration of the town, but in 1937 a rural ka'id
from the neighbouring Banu Massara was appointed
head of the town's urban administration, contributing
to the marginalisation of the WazzanT elite and reinforcing the rural aspect of the town within its tribal
surroundings. It did not have any significant industrial growth during the Protectorate period, hence
remained only a modest goal for rural emigration.
This has continued to be the case after independence
in 1956, and the town at best provides a stoppingplace for DjbalT migrants on their way to more attractive urban centres. Wazzan's population in ca. 1940
had been 16,440 (14,300 Muslims, 1,670 Jews and
475 Europeans); in 1994 it was ca. 52,000, hardly five
times the 1900 figure, whereas the urban population
of Morocco as a whole jumped from an estimate of
less than half a million in 1900 to over 13 million
today. Administratively, Wazzan has remained a modest centre falling within the governorship successively
of Kenitra (Kunaytira) and then Sidi Kacem (Sldl
Kasim), and both the town and the zdwiya have not
completely thrown off the effects of discrimination
resulting from the post-1883 co-operation with the
French authorities.
Bibliography: B. Me akin, The land of the Moors,
London 1901, 320-30; E. Michaux-Bellaire, La
Maison d'Ouezzane, in RMM, v (1908), 23-89; Mission
scientifique du Maroc, Villes et tribus du Maroc, iv,
Rabat et sa region: le Gharb, Paris 1918, 221-54; Naval
Intelligence Division, Admiralty Handbooks, Morocco,
London 1942, indices and ii, 60-1; G. Drague (pseudonym of Georges Spillman), Esquisse d'histoire
religieuse du Maroc, Paris 1951, 227-50; Lhachmi
Berrady, Les Chorfas d'Ouezzane, le Makhzen et la France,
1850-1912, doctoral thesis, Aix-en-Provence 1971,
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unpubl., 51-79; Muhammad b. al-Tayyib al-Kadin,
Nashr al-mathdni li-ahl al-karn al-hddi cashar wa 'l-thdni,
Rabat 1977-86, iv, 253-68; Hassan El Boudrari,
Quand les saints font les villes: lecture anthropologique de
la pratique sociale d'un saint marocain du VIP siecle, in
Annales ESC (May-June 1985), 489-508; Mohamed
El Mansour, Sharijian Sufism. The religious and social
practice of the Wazzani £awiya, in E.G.H. Joffe and
R. Pennell (eds.), Tribe and state. Essays in honour of
David Montgomery Hart, Wisbech, Cambs. 1991,
69-83.
(MOHAMED EL MANSOUR)
AL-WAZZAN, AL-HASAN B. MUHAMMAD [see
LEO AFRICANUS].

WAZZANIYYA, a Moroccan Sufi brotherhood, founded by the Idrlsid shanf Mawlay cAbd
Allah b. Ibrahim (d. 1678).
Born at Tazrut, Mawlay cAbd Allah was initiated
into the Shadhili-DjazulT silsila, the most widespread
and prestigious of the Maghrib! turuk [see SHADHILIYYA] ,
by Sid! 'All b. Ahmad al-Gurftl. On the latter's death
in 1628, cAbd Allah aimed at expanding his master's
spiritual influence and sought a site for a zdwiya of
his own, lighting on Wazzan [q.v.]. The zdwiya had
an immediate success in attracting adepts, with numbers estimated at 20,000 attending its mawsim during
his own lifetime. In the mid-18th century it spread
into Algeria, becoming known there as the Tayyibiyya.
In the later 19th century, European observers estimated the zdwiya's following at half or more of the
total Moroccan population, though this is impossible
to verify.
The Shanfian genealogy of the Wazzanls was much
used by them at a time when SharTfism was being
consecrated as a determining principle of social and
political legitimacy, and veneration of sharifi descent
came to be the dominant feature of the tanka, weakening its genuinely mystical content. Sidi Muhammad,
c
Abd Allah's eldest son and successor, made the
Wazzani zdwiya into the "house of warranty" (ddr aldamdna), meaning that the baraka of the shurafd3 was
sufficient to save any sinner at the Last Judgement.
The relationship of the shurafd3 and their followers
tended to become more like that of a clientele, with
the khudddm replacing mund'S, or spiritual disciples, since
as these last swelled to tens of thousands, personal
spiritual guidance became impossible and the WazzanT
shaykhs became largely dispensers of baraka at the
annual mawsim.
Parallel to this process, the zdwiya developed important material interests. The third shaykh, Mawlay alTuhami, encouraged his sons to acquire property and
wealth on the grounds that wealth deterred from greed
and covetousness. Soon the zdwiya had much property, not only in Morocco but also in other parts of
the Maghrib, and the mukaddarm or deputies of the
shaykh, who were supposed to look after the Sufi guidance of devotees, ended up largely as intendants and
managers of the zdwiyds material resources.
The gap between Sufi ideals and material concerns
grew wider in the 19th century, especially as the
French presence in Algeria, where the tanka had considerable interests, imposed some kind of accommodation with the colonial authorities there. In the second
half of the century, the private lifestyle of the shaykh
of the zdwiya, al-Hadjdj cAbd al-Salam (d. 1892), did
much to lower the order's prestige, since he chose to
spend much of his time in the Europeanised city of
Tangier [see TANDJA] and married an English lady
there, and in 1883 placed himself and the order under
French protection. Subsequent relations with the
Makhzen deteriorated, and, in the 20th century, SalafT
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nationalists [see SALAFIYYA. 1] were able to make much
of the position of the Wazzaniyya in their denunciation of the collaborationist stance of the turuk in general and their betrayal of authentic Islam.
Bibliography: See the Bibls. to SHADHILIYYA and
WAZZAN, and also E. Michaux-Bellaire, Les confreries
religieuses au Maroc, Rabat 1923.

(MOHAMED EL MANSOUR)
WEDJIHI, O t t o m a n historian and poet
(1031?-1071/1620?-1661).
He was born in Baghce Saray [q.v.], capital of the
khanate of the Crimea, the son of a certain eAbd
Allah cArif al-Rumf. According to Ottoman sources,
his given name was Hasan (though Hiiseyin sometimes occurs in later European works). His date of
birth is calculated as around 1031/1620, based on a
statement in his poetic diwdn that he was entering his
fortieth year in 1070/1659. In 1624-5 his family moved
to Istanbul, where he received a good secretarial and
literary education. Taken into the household of the
kapudan-i deryd [q.v.] Kemankesh Kara Mustafa Pasha
in 1046/1636 as miihurddr or private secretary, he
accompanied the latter on the Baghdad campaign of
1638-9 and remained in his service until the Pasha's
execution whilst Grand Vizier in 1053/1644. He appears subsequently to have become a kdtib in the
diwdn-i hiimdyun, the Ottoman central chancery, where
he remained until his death from tuberculosis in
1071/1661.
Wedjfhf's principal work is a history of the Ottoman
state from 1047/1637 to 1071/1661, known generally
as Ta3nkh-i Wedfihl. Although his coverage of events
is relatively brief, Wedjfhf was well placed to be a
close observer of Ottoman politics, particularly during the reigns of Ibrahim (1640-8) and of Mehemmed
IV [q.vv.] to 1661. His account includes a significant
amount of information not given by contemporaries
such as Katib Celebi, Mehmed Khalffe and KaraCelebi-zade [q.vv.], particularly on events relating to
the Crimea, and is notable for its open criticism of
the governmental system. It was an important source
for later historians such as Na c fma and Silahdar [q.vv],
and in its coverage of the years 1070-1/1660-1 helps
fill the brief gap between the histories of Na c fma and
Rashid [q.v.]. A facsimile edition of one of the several manuscripts of the Ta3nkh-i Wedjihi was published
in B. Atsiz, Das Osmanische Reich urn die Mitte des 17.
Jahrhunderts nach den Chroniken des Vecihi (1637-1660) und
des Mehmed Halifa (1633-1660) (Munich 1977). Wedjfhf
also compiled a diwdn (several mss. extant, unpubl.).
Bibliography: For references and detailed bibl.,
see O.F. Akiin, IA art. Vecihi, of which the above
is a summary.
(CHRISTINE WOODHEAD)
WEHBI [see SUNBUL-ZADE WEHBI].
WEHBI SAYYIDl, HUSAYN (modern Tkish., Seyit
Vehbi, Hiiseyin), also known as Wehbf-yi Kadfm or
Wehbf-yi Ewwel, Ottoman Turkish poet (1085?1149/1674P-1736). He is not to be confused with
Siinbiil-zade Wehbf [q.v.].
He was a native of Istanbul, court poet and prose
writer, and member of the Ottoman 'Ilmiyye [q.v] during the Lale Dewrf [q.v.]. In his early years Wehbf
used the pen-name Husami, reflecting family claims to
descent from the Prophet (see Gibb, HOP, iii, 107-8,
and Hamit Dikmen, Seyyid Vehbi ve divammn kar§ila§tirmah metni, doctoral diss., Ankara Univ. 1991, 16-19).
With a medrese education, Wehbf won miiderris status
in 1123/1711, served as a kadi and reached mewlewiyyet
[q.v] rank, aided by the patronage of Ahmed III and
the Grand Vizier Ibrahfm Pasha (Newshehirli) [q.vv.].
Among his best-known poems is a kasida marking com-

pletion of the Ahmed III fountain in Istanbul, inscribed
in gold on the structure (see El1 art. Wahbi; also Dikmen, op. cit., 50-1).
Among Wehbf's works are a translation of the
Hadith-i erba'in ("Forty Sayings of the Prophet") of alNawawf, and a short Sulhiyye (poem in praise of peace),
marking the Treaty of Passarovitz (1135/1718 [see
PASAROFCA]). He is credited also with completing an unfinished Lay Id u Madjnun, a mathnawi by Kaf-zade Fa'izf
(d. 1031/1621-2), but no mss. have been discovered
(see Dikmen, 33). His best-known works are:
(1) An extensive diwdn showing the influence of
Nabf, Nedfm and (especially in kastdas) NePf [q.vv], with
good imagery, some use of simple language and local
colour. Well-regarded during his lifetime, he has been
criticised since for weaknesses such as lack of originality of ideas and of feeling (Seyit Kemal Karaalioglu,
Turk edebiyati tarihi, i, Istanbul 1973, 705).
(2) A prose Sur-ndme ("Book of the Festival") with
verse prologue, giving a detailed, eye-witness account of
the fifteen-days' festivities celebrating the circumcision
of Sultan Ahmed's four sons (1132/1720). An excellent
source on contemporary Ottoman life (see A. Bombaci,
Storia della letteratura turca, Florence and Milan 1969, 40812), it was vividly illustrated by the famous miniaturist
Lewnf [q.v] (see E. Atil, Surndme-i Vehbi, an eighteenthcentury Ottoman Book of Festivals, diss. Univ. of Michigan,
Ann Arbor 1969, University Microfilms 1973).
Bibliography: Given in the article; see also IA
art. Seyyid Vehbi.
(KATHLEEN R.F. BURRILL)
WENEDIK, the Ottoman Turkish form for the
name of the Italian city of Venice, in earlier
Arabic usage, however, there appears Bundukiya and
similar forms.
1. In earlier Islamic times.
The city was known to early Arabic geographers,
such as Ibn Rusta, Ibn Hawkal, etc., and these geographers had a fair knowledge of the names of many
of the Italian cities and towns of the Lombard and
Carolingian periods; the knowledge of later writers
like al-Idrfsf was a fortiori much profounder after some
three centuries during which the Arabs had controlled Sicily [see SIKILLIYA] and, at times, Calabria
[see KILLAWRIYA] and other coastal regions of the
southern Italian peninsula [see, in general, TTALIYA],
Ibn Rusta, 128, tr. Wiet, 143, quotes the captive
of the Byzantines Harun b. Yahya for details of the
itinerary Constantinople-Rome via Salonica, Venice
(B.nd.kis) and Pavia (see on this itinerary, the detailed
study of Marquart in his Streifziige, 237-59). It is, in
fact, various forms like this one of Bundukiya which
appear in Arabic sources dealing with the commercial relations of the Italian merchant cities with the
Islamic powers in the Levant (see on these, below,
section 2). Thus al-Kalkashandf furnishes a description
of the mamlakat al-Banddika, with its capital Bundukiya
and its head the Duk or Doge and its currency the
ducat (dukdt) (Subh al-acshd, v, 404-5; in viii, 47-8, is
given the text of the reply to a letter from the Dudj.
or Duk—described as "not exactly a king"—of
767/1366).
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
2. Venetian relations with the Mamluks
and Ottomans.
Venice's history was deeply marked by its long and
complex relationship with the Muslim world. As early
as the 10th century, Popes and Emperors alike condemned the Republic for selling slaves to the Infidel.
It was primarily Venice's special connection with Byzantium that launched it on the path toward an enduring
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domination of the eastern Mediterranean, one which
was subsequently to entail extensive relations with the
most important Muslim Mediterranean powers, the
Mamluks and the Ottomans [</.yy.].
The decline of Byzantine naval power, beginning
in the 10th century, allowed Venice to take over the
defence, first of the Adriatic and then of points further east. As a reward for their military support, Byzantium gave the Venetians special trading privileges
with the Empire. An early example of this was the
Golden Bull of 1082, issued by the Emperor Alexius
I, which granted an exemption from tolls, as well as
extensive trading privileges, this being Venice's compensation for having helped Alexius against the
Normans of southern Italy.
It was the Fourth Crusade in 1204, however, that
established Venice as the pre-eminent naval and commercial power of the eastern Mediterranean, a position that it would maintain—although not without
challengers—until the end of the 16th century; Frederic
Lane has called it "a turning point in Venetian history". Venetian involvement began with the agreement to provide transportation to the Holy Land for
a large number of French Crusaders under the command of Geoffrey de Villehardouin. As is well known,
the Fourth Crusade ended up not at the gates of
Jerusalem but at the walls of Constantinople. Although
Venice does not seem to have been the originator of
the idea, it was willing to go along with this change
of plan. Byzantine-Venetian relations had soured considerably over the course of the llth century and
Venice was angered by the Empire's willingness to extend trading privileges to the Genoese and the Pisans.
Venice's considerable territorial gains in the wake
of the Fourth Crusade were expressed in the new
phrase added to the Doge's title: "Lord of One Quarter and One Half [of a quarter] of the Empire of
Romania". In addition to the gains in Constantinople,
Venice established itself directly in Crete, Negroponte
and Corfu (although Corfu was subsequently lost).
Venice also extended its territorial holdings to Modon
and Coron at the southern tip of mainland Greece
in the Peloponnesus. These last two places became
known as "the two eyes of the Republic" because all
vessels returning from the Levant were ordered to
stop there and give news of pirates and convoys.
At around the time that Venice was establishing
itself as the most formidable Christian power in the
eastern Mediterranean, the Mamluks were establishing their power in Egypt and Syria, and by the end
of the 13th century Baybars and his successors had
put an end to the last remaining Crusader footholds
on the Levant coast. Whereas in 1204, when Venice
realised the gains of the Fourth Crusade, the region
was divided into a bewildering multiplicity of states,
she now at the beginning of the 14th century faced
a strong and united Muslim state along the southern
shores of the Levant. It is this fact—plus the disintegration of the Great Mongol successor khanates in
the mid-14th century—which explains the importance
of the Venetian-Mamluk relationship. If Venice hoped
to continue its lucrative role as an intermediary between East and West, it had to deal with the Mamluks into whose ports the luxury goods from the East
arrived. As for the Mamluks, they relied on Venetian
commercial and naval power to provide a ready market for these goods. By the end of the 14th century,
the Venetian fleet was calling regularly at Alexandria
as well as the Syrian ports, and Venice's two warehouse-palaces (funduk, fondaco) were among the handsomest structures in Alexandria.
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Although the Venetians and the Mamluk Sultans
were often at loggerheads over the price of pepper,
the essential commonality of their interests is shown
by the fact that, when the Portuguese threatened to
disrupt the spice trade in the opening years of the
16th century, the Venetians urged the Sultan to put
pressure on the rulers in South India to refuse spices
to the newcomers, again demonstrating Venice's sometimes uncomfortably close relationship with the Muslim world as a result of her commercial interests. The
Republic's enemies in Europe accordingly accused
Venice of furnishing the Mamluks with materials
and skilled shipwrights in order to fight Christians in
India.
The reasonably peaceful state of affairs between
Venice and the Mamluks was not to be duplicated
in its relations with the Ottoman Empire. Although
their long co-existence in the eastern Mediterranean
was necessarily marked by extended periods of peace,
as well as a striking capacity to resolve routine problems, the two adversaries fought six major wars between the 15th and the 18th centuries. The Ottomans,
unlike the Mamluks, aimed to unite the eastern
Mediterranean under their rule, and this ambition
inevitably led them to challenge Venetian territorial
holdings in the area. Over the course of more than
three centuries the Ottomans were so successful in
driving the Venetians out of the Aegean that, by
1128/1715, the republic's holdings were reduced to
the Ionian islands.
In the first Ottoman-Venetian war of 868-84/146379, Venice lost the Negroponte, its main base in the
northern Aegean region. In 906/1499, taking advantage of the difficulties caused by the French invasion
of northern Italy, the Ottomans sent their fleet into
the Ionian Sea. During the course of that war (9069/1499-1503) the Sultan's troops wrested away most
of Venice's holdings in Greece, including Modon [q.v.]
and Coron [see KORON]. Ottoman cavalry raided so
far into northern Italy that the smoke from the burning villages could be seen from the bell tower in Saint
Mark's square. Venice was only able to bring that
war to a conclusion by surrendering claims to many
cities in Albania and Greece.
In the next two wars against the Ottomans, Venice
fought as part of a Western crusading alliance led by
the Spanish Hapsburgs, who saw themselves as the
leaders of the Christian world, bound by 'duty to
combat the Islamic empire at the other end of the
Mediterranean. Both of these conflicts ended badly
for Venice. In the war of 944-7/1537-40, the Christian
fleet had to retreat in disorder and confusion at the
battle of Prevese on the coast of southern Epirus (945 /
1538) [see PREVEZE] and, by the time the Spaniards
sailed home, the Venetians had lost almost all of their
holdings in the Aegean. Although the battle of Lepanto
(979/1571) [see AYNABAKHTI] was a great victory for
Christendom, and was celebrated as such throughout Europe, Venice had already lost Cyprus the year
before as part of the preliminary Ottoman response
to the formation of yet another crusading league
against her.
Venetian losses in these two wars, plus the fact
that on both occasions Venice felt compelled to seek
a separate peace with the Ottomans in order to preserve her commerce in the East (actions for which it
was roundly condemned in the West), underlines the
peculiar position of Venice, squeezed as she was between East and West. Venice was not opposed to
joining with the Hapsburgs and others in attacks upon
the Ottomans, since she hoped by so doing to gain
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some advantage for herself, but she knew full well
that the Spaniards, in particular, wanted to defeat the
Ottomans without increasing Venetian power in the
eastern Mediterranean. In the wake of Lepanto, for
instance, Philip II refused to pursue the Ottoman fleet
further east precisely for this reason, and similar
Venetian-Hapsburg tensions characterised the 9447/1537-40 war as well. As the front-line state, Venice
had the most to gain, but also the most to lose, from
the wars of the 16th century.
During the Cyprus war, French merchants largely
replaced the Venetians in the Levant and the Ottomans
granted the French special trading privileges in order
to have them as allies against the Hapsburgs [see
IMTIYAZAT]. This ominous development was indicative
of things to come. Venice became increasingly less
important to the Ottomans as they discovered that
there were other Western powers—principally, but not
only, France—that could lend commercial, and even,
on occasion, military assistance.
A long period of peace followed the loss of Cyprus.
Although the Ottomans certainly wanted to wrest Crete
from the Venetians, they did not find the strength to
launch another naval war against the Republic until
1054/1644, when Maltese pirates captured an Ottoman
ship with many notables aboard heading for Egypt
from Istanbul. The Ottomans, having recently concluded a long war with Safawid Persia, decided to
use this incident as reason to finally try and dislodge
the Venetians from Crete. The war that followed was
extraordinarily long (1055-80/1645-69) and costly, but
in the end the Ottomans were triumphant. The last
Venetian soldiers left the island in Rabf c II 10807
September 1669, and thus the Ottomans brought to
an end almost half a millennium of Venetian rule on
Crete [see KANDIYA] . In the course of a joint Western
attack on the Ottomans following the second failed
siege of Vienna (1095-1111/1684-99), the Venetians
were able to regain the Morea but then lost it again—
as well as all remaining territory east of the Ionian
islands—in the last Ottoman-Venetian war (1126-30/
1714-18) [see MORA],
Despite the long centuries of Ottoman-Venetian
hostility, Venice remained a cosmopolitan city that
was open to Muslims in a way that other European
cities were not. Envoys sent by the Sultan were a
common sight in the city, as were Muslim merchants,
particularly in the 16th century. Venetian painting in
the early modern period testifies to this unique quality: oriental figures are commonplace, whereas they
are largely absent from the art of northern Europe
in the same period. And of course, it was from Venice
that Sultan Mehemmed II summoned Gentile Bellini
to paint his portrait.
Bibliography: W. Heyd, Histoire du commerce du
Levant an mqyen-dge, Leipzig 1885-6, ii, 313 ff., 427 ff.;
J. Wansbrough, Documents for the history of commercial
relations between Egypt and Venice 1442-1512, Ph.D.
diss., London Univ. 1961, unpubl.; idem, A Mamluk
ambassador to Venice in 913/1507, in BSOAS, xxvi
(1963), 503-30; idem, Venice and Florence in the Mamluk
commercial privileges, in BSOAS, xxviii (1965), 483-523;
F. Lane, Venice, a maritime republic, Baltimore 1973;
D.E. Pitcher, An historical geography of the Ottoman
empire, Leiden 1972, 170, s.w. Venedik, etc.; P. Preto,
Venezia e i Turchi, Florence 1975; Maria Pia Pedani,
In nome del Gran Signore. Inviati ottomani a Venezia
dalla caduta di Constantinopoli alia guerra di Candia,
Venice 1994; Palmira Brummett, Ottoman seapower
and Levantine diplomacy in the age of discovery, Albany,
N.Y. 1994.
(MOLLY GREENE)

WEYSI, the pen-name (makhlas) used by Uweys b.
Mehmed, renowned Ottoman man of letters and
poet (969-1037/1561 or 1562-1628).
Born in Alashehir as the son of a kadi and the
nephew of the poet Makalf (Mustafa Beg; cf. the
tedhkire of Riyadf), he finished his medrese education in
Istanbul under the 'ulema' Salih Efendi and Ahmed
Efendi, and then had a career as kadi. Apart from
serving as army judge (ordu-yi hiimdyun kddisi) during
the Hungarian campaign under the command of the
Wezfr 'All Pasha, he was kadi in various locations in
the Ottoman empire (ReshFd in Egypt, Akhisar, Tire,
Alashehir, Slroz, Rodosdjuk, Gumuldjine, Tirhala, and
Uskiib) and, for a time, financial inspector (emwdl
miifettishi) in Aydin, Sarukhan, Inebakhti and Eghriboz.
He died in LJskiib, after he had served his seventh
term there as kadi, on 14 Dhu '1-Hidjdja 1037/15
August 1628.
Weysf's prose was greatly admired in his day. As
his style is heavily laden with loan-words and rhetorical devices (though not in the same degree as that
of his contemporary Nergisf [g.v.]), he is, on the whole,
not easy to understand. cAta°f [g.v.] considers his prose
to be superior to his poetry (Dheyl-i Shakd'ik, i, 715)
and it is true that Weysf owes his fame to his prose
works rather than to his poetry.
Weysf wrote a considerable number of prose works
in various fields. Best known are the following two:
(1) Durret al-tddj.fi siret sahib al-mi'maj, generally referred
to as Siyer-i Weysi; it is incomplete, containing the
Sirat al-Nabi up to the battle of Badr. Dheyls to it were
written by cAta'f, Nabf [q.v.] (who, after an interval
of about twenty years, wrote a second Dheyl, the Dheyl-i
dheyl-i Ndbi], and Nazmf-zade Baghdad!. The Siyer-i
Weysi was printed together with Nabf's Dheyl in 1245
at Bulak and as part of Weysf's collected works in
1286 at Istanbul. (2) Khwab-ndme, also known as Wdki'andme. It is written in somewhat simpler language than*
the Siyer-i Weysi and is a conversation between Ahmed I
and Alexander the Great, wherein the evil deeds that
have occurred in the world through the ages are recounted. As it involves a comparison of the old and
new orders, it represents a critique of the time. It has
been printed several times (Bulak 1252, Istanbul 1263,
1293 and, in the collected works, 1286). The text was
also published together with a translation by H.F. von
Diez, in Fundgruben des Orients (Vienna), iii (1811), 24974, and separately, Berlin 1811, as Ermahnung an Islambol
oder Strafgericht des tiirkischen Dichters Uweissi u'ber die Ausartung der Osmanen, ubersetzt und erldutert und mit dem tiirkischen
Text herausgegeben, as well as ed. and tr. F.A. Salimzyanova, Vejsi. Khab-name ("Kniga snovideniya"), Moscow 1977.
His Diistur al-camel, also known as Shehddet-ndme, which
treats of various religious themes in prose, was also
printed (Istanbul 1283 and, as part of his collected
works, Istanbul 1286), as were some of his letters,
Munshe'dt (in his collected works, Istanbul 1286).
The remainder of his works have not been published. The better-known among these are: his Diwdn
(ms. in Topkapi Sarayi, Revan Kiituphanesi, no. 776),
his poems being written in simpler language than his
prose; Tewbe-ndme, a study in verse on the wise words
of Zayn al-Dfn KhafT, the pir of the Zayniyya order
in Anatolia; Maradj al-bahrayn fi adjwiba cald ictirdddt
al-Diawhari, in Arabic (autograph in Ragip Pa§a Kutiiphanesi, no. 1239/1415); Risdle-yi cAmr b. al-cAs, on
the conquest of Egypt; Futuh-i Misr, incomplete, on
the history of the conquests of Egypt; the commentary on Sura CX, Ghurret al-'asr fi tefsir siiret al-Nasr;
and Hediyyet al-mukhlisin we-tedhkiret al-muhsimn on
questions of morality.
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Bibliography. In addition to the comprehensive
bibliography given by Th. Menzel in his art. Waisi
in EI\ see the tedhkires of Kmali-zade Hasan Celebi,
Beyam, Kaf-zade Fa'idl and cAsim; HadjdjI Khalifa,
i, 738-9, 754, 819, ii, 1653; L4, art. Veysi (M. Kanar);
Ba§langiandan gunumu'ze kadar biiyuk Turk kldsikleri, v,
Istanbul 1987, 90-2; 339-41; M.K. Ozgiil; Turk edebiydtinda siydsi ruydlar, Ankara 1989 (date of preface),
11, 13, 24; unpubl. theses: H. Deryan, Hdbname-i
Veysi, Istanbul 1961, Tiirkiyat Enstitiisii, no. 571;
Z. Oztiirk, Siyer-i Veysi zeyli, Istanbul 1979, Tiirkiyat
Enstitiisii, no. 2074; Z. Toska, Veysi divam. Hayati,
eserleri, kijiligi, Istanbul 1985.
(TH. MENZEL-[EDITH G. AMBROS])
WEZIR KOPRU, modern Vezirkoprii, a small
town of n o r t h e r n A n a t o l i a , situated 35 km/21
miles north of Merzifon [see MERZIFUN] and 18 km/12
miles south of the lowest stretch of the Kizil Irmak
[see KIZIL-IRMAK] (lat. 41° 09' N, long. 35° 27' E).
There was apparently a town there or nearby, in classical times, in what was then southern Pamphylia,
and in Byzantine times, the town of Gedegara (in
Katib Celebi's Djihdn-numd, Kedeghara). In high
Ottoman times, from the 10th/16th century onwards,
it came within the sandjak of Amasya in the eydlet of
Sivas. Ewliya Celebi visited it in 1057/1647, and
described its citadel as in ruins (Seydhet-ndme, Istanbul
1314/1896-7, ii, 400 ff.). Originally simply called
Koprii, the famous l l t h / 1 7 t h century statesman
Kopriilii Mehmed Pasha, subsequently Grand Vizier,
had in his early career held an administrative post in
the town, and thereafter the name acquired its wezir
element [see KOPRULU, at the beginning]. In modern
Turkey, Vezirkoprii is the chef-lieu of an ike or district in the il or province of Samsun [q.v.]; in 1975
the population of the town was 11,705 and of the
ike 67,468.
Bibliography: V. Cuinet, La Turquie d'Asie, i,
Paris 1892, 762-3; Sam! Bey Frasheri, Kdmus ala'ldm, Istanbul 1896, v, 3905; I A art. Vezirkoprii
(Besim Darkot).
(G.E. BOSWORTH)
WIDIN, conventionally Vidin, a town of n o r t h w e s t e r n Bulgaria and a port on the River Danube
(lat. 44° 00' N., long. 22° 50' E.).
The low bank (30-37 m high) has been reinforced
with dykes; in the past the town used to remain an
island in the marshes created during the spring floods
of the Danube. It emerged as the Roman fortress of
Bononia on the foundations of a Thracian settlement
at Kaleto, a place where the flood does not reach.
In the Middle Ages, under the name of Bdin, it was
the centre of a bishopric in the Bulgarian state, and
from the second half of the 14th century, of an
appanage principality. After 1371, it was the centre
of the independent state of Tsar Ivan Sratsimir. In
1365-9 it was conquered by the Hungarians and ruled
as a Banate, with ca. 200,000 Orthodox Christians
being forced to convert to Catholicism. As Ottoman
vassal, Ivan Sratsimir surrendered Vidin to the
Crusaders of Sigismund III in 1396, and the Ottoman
garrison was exterminated; however, Bayezfd routed
the Crusaders at Nicopolis and gained back the city.
Today this town, with about 50,000 inhabitants,
has no Muslim population, but its history, its Ottoman
architectural monuments, archives and manuscripts
make it important for the study of Ottoman urban
and cultural history in the Balkans.
The Vidin kingdom was transformed into the Vidin
sandjak (covering territory in both the Bulgaria and
Serbia of today) within the Rumeli beylerbeylik. A Kdnunndme of 1542 and a set of 19 local laws of 1586 have
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been preserved, regulating the administration of the
sandjak, which consisted of 9 nahiyes and 6 fortresses.
Until the mid-16th century, the sanajak was part of
the Ottoman frontier line, the serhadd, against
Transylvania, the Banat, Wallachia and Hungary, and
from the 17th century onwards (when it was attacked,
taken and destroyed), against Austria and Serbia.
During the war with the Holy League, the Austrians
captured the city on 13 October 1689 and held it
for 10 months. Under the peace treaty of Passarowitz
in 1718 [see PASAROFCA] the Ottoman empire lost the
northwestern parts of the Vidin sana^ak, sc. the kadds
of Feth iil-Islam and Krayna. Vidin became again
part of the serhadd. Towards the end of the 18th century Vidin became the seat of cOthman Pazwandoghlu
and the centre of one of the most important secession movements and a'yan rule in Rumeli. In 1864,
it was a sanajak in the Tuna [q.v.] wildyet administered by a mutasarrif and a diwdn, divided into kadds.
Under the San Stefano preliminary treaty of 1878,
Vidin surrendered without a fight and was included
in the Bulgarian state.
The serhadd in the Vidin area consisted of the
fortress and garrison in Vidin, the river fleet and considerable groups of local population, including nonMuslims. Vlachs stand out among them, these being
nomad Christians used by the Ottoman state as a
paramilitary group paying only the film tax. With the
move of the serhadd to the west after 1541, the state
ca. 1560 deprived them of their paramilitary status,
but the area of Vidin remained the Ottoman rear for
the conquest of Central Europe, with local nonMuslims serving in the fortress. Likewise, khdsses, and
12 ze'dmete and timdrs of sipahis, but mainly of the
fortress guards (about 10-15 persons in Vidin in mid15th century, and 65 in 1560), were established, while
a considerable part of the Muslim recdyd were registered as members of the aklndjl [q.vJ] troops. The role
of the sipdhi troops in the area was reduced at the
expense of the rise of the Janissaries and the local
troops, which ca. 1750 numbered 5,500, more than
in any other Ottoman city of the Balkans.
The sultanal khdss in the Vidin area expanded
quickly at the expense of the Vlach villages and the
tlmdr lands, and soon turned into the largest in the
Balkans. As a result, by the 18th century there was
no mm land with timdrs and ze'dmets in the region,
and the process of establishment of the gospodarliks
began (possessions of local notables and Janissaries),
catalysed by the war with the Holy League and the
secession of c Othman Pazwandoghlu. The 19th-century
agrarian reforms in the Ottoman empire were not
introduced in the Vidin area. Villagers were deprived
of any property rights over the land and were placed
in the position of tenants of the aghas from Vidin,
who claimed that only Muslims could possess land in
this border san^ak. This regime provoked riots and
uprisings in the 1830s to 1850s which, together with
the Serbian uprising (1804-13), forced the Porte to
solve the problem in favour of the villagers in 1863.
From the 15th century onwards, Vidin was a kadd
with a kadi and, at least from the 17th century, with
a mufti also. At least from mid-15th century, the local
fleet and ship-building were administered by a kapudan who from ca. 1700 was subordinate to the Danube
kapudan based in Ruse.
Vidin was the main border customs post and the
largest port in this part of the Danube, with an enormous income from the state monopoly on the salt
imports from Wallachia and the state fisheries organised by the emln of the port. The rise in the town's
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population by over 25% in the 18th century was
directly related to its economic role.
In the Middle Ages, the lands along the Danube
banks formed a region which brought together Turks,
Bulgarians, Serbs, Vlachs, Hungarians and Jews. The
problem of the Turkish population in the Vidin area
has been discussed extensively, and its archaic dialect
has been studied as an element of the Turkish Balkan
dialects. Apart from settlement of military and administrative bodies in the town, the classical Ottoman
type of colonisation cannot be detected here. The
Muslim population was concentrated in Vidin and a
few fortresses, but was entirely absent from the rural
areas of the province. Muslims rose in number through
the slow infiltration of Muslim population from the
upper Danubian lands during the Ottoman retreat
from Hungary and Serbia after the 16th century, and
it was in this way that Vidin was maintained as a
predominantly Muslim city. At the same time, the
numbers of Janissaries within the Muslim community
in Vidin rose, and it could safely be called a Janissary
town. We find Janissaries in all spheres of public life,
beginning with the economy and the craftsmen's guilds
and ending with the professional witnesses in the
courts. All this, together with the peasant uprisings in
the region and the Serbian revolt, reinforced local
Muslim fanaticism against the reforms in the Ottoman
empire. At the beginning of the 1860s, Tatars and
Circassians from Russia were settled in the region, a
small part of them being in Vidin proper. Hence
there was a Tatar mahalle with a mosque and a school.
The number of Muslims in the town cannot be established with certainty since soldiers were not included
in the registers of taxpayers, according to which in
the 1520-30s there were 356 Muslim households with
10 religious functionaries (imams and mu'edhdhins)', at
the same time, 225 sipdhis lived in the town and the
kadd as well as 251 members of the fortress garrison.
In 1571-80, these numbered 1,207, while 2,152 households altogether were registered in the town, or nearly
11,000 inhabitants. Ewliya Gelebi speaks of 4,700
houses or over 20,000 inhabitants of Vidin. European
estimates of Vidin as a predominantly Muslim town,
with between 15 and 30,000 inhabitants at the beginning of the 19th century, made it one of the most
significant towns in Rumeli. According to Ottoman
censuses of ca. 1866, there were 7,664 taxpayers (more
than 23,000 inhabitants), 3,954 Muslim taxpayers
included. Immediately after Bulgaria gained independence, a large part of the Muslims moved out, and
by the beginning of the 20th century Vidin was no
longer predominantly Muslim. According to the 1893
census, there were 2,729 Turks and 1,540 Jews among
the 14,500 inhabitants of the town.
The development of the fortification system of Vidin
had a major role in the development of the urban
architecture. According to some data, the Roman fortification (an irregular tetragon) survived as an earthen
mound until the Ottoman conquest. During the 12th14th centuries, in the northern part of the Kaleto
hill, the fortified castle of Baba Vida was built. This
citadel with a moat and a draw-bridge was renewed
during the rule of BayezTd II (1481-1512) and reconstructed with regard to the use of firearms; the first
mosque and the garrison, forming a mahalle with about
50 inhabitants, the house of the muhqfiz of the fortress
and the seat of the sanajak bey, were all in it. In the
mid-19th century, Sam! Pasha established a sort of a
military museum in the now largely useless citadel,
which was dispersed during or shortly after the RussoTurkish War of 1877-8.

The outer part of the town spread to the south
and southwest of Baba Vida on the terrain of the
Kaleto hill, where in 1523-37 there were 9 Muslim
mahalle?, with 2 mosques, 8 mesajids, 4 zdwiyes, 2
hammdms, a candle workshop and a bozakhane. Ewliya
speaks of 4 Christian, one Jewish and 19 Muslim
mahalles, with 24 mosques having leaden or tiled roofs
with 10 minarets; he mentions also 10 mesajids with
wooden minarets, 7 medreses, 11 mektebs and 7 tekkes.
Religious buildings and the economic and communal
infrastructure for maintaining them were built by leading functionaries of the Vidin serhadd, the sanajak beys
of the 15th century, such as Mezld Bey, cAlf Bey
Mikhaloghlu, the dizdar of Florentin, Ahmed Hadjdj,
and the Rumeli beylerbey Mehmed Sokollu [q.v.~\. The
Negotin carshl, a crossroads of seven streets, was the
core of the entire urban network of Kaleto, with trade
and craft functions, and a mosque; the Mosluk place,
with the churches of St. Petka and St. Panteleimon
was nearby. There was a natural process of confessional mixing of the population in the outer town, in
the Ottoman documents of the 17th century this was
called the warosh', the term was also used to designate
the Christian community in the town and the nearby
ciftlih (see below).
The Austrian occupation caused changes in the
continuity of life in Vidin. A new fortification following the Vauban system was constructed (its beginning is attributed to the Austrians) and by 1722 was
finished by the Ottomans. The semicircular fortress
overlooking the river consisted of two parallel walls
6 m high and a mound between them; among the
seven chordes there were eight hexagonal bastions
with heavy garrison artillery; four gates; a moat filled
with water from the Danube; the fortress fence along
the Danube with broken-line contours consisted of
two parallel, double stone walls and a mound between
them; there were five gates open at the river.
These fortifications guarded the town from the
spring tide and are almost entirely preserved. The
fortress was dismantled under the terms of the Berlin
Congress peace treaty. Part of the defences and of
the gates have been preserved (seven of the inscriptions are built into the walls of the Public Library in
St. Petersburg; all have tahrirs with the construction
date and the names of the architects or of the overseers for the period between 1721 and 1835). The
inscription compiled by the poet Behdjetf in 1735 at
Stambol kapi, which was built by Ahmed Pasha and
the architect Mustafa Kulu, has been preserved in
Vidin. With its 200 guns turned at the mainland and
twelve ships equipped with guns on the Danube, Vidin
became an important fortress. Thus the fortified warosh
came into existence, while the new living quarters,
naturally separated from each other, emerged in the
place of the former ciftlih. Muslims and non-Muslims,
gypsies and Tatars lived separately but also in mixed
mahalles. It is particularly in connection with the construction of the modern kale that an exclusively Vidin
phenomenon emerged related to the general framework of dhimml status within the Ottoman empire. In
1718 the central authorities were approached by the
local Janissaries demanding on the grounds of "kanuni serhadd" that Christians should leave the (newly) fortified part of the town, after selling their properties
to Muslims at appropriate prices, and settle in the
unfortified part, i.e. in the emerging "outer" warosh
of Vidin. The two main religious communities in Vidin
were territorially separated (Jews remained in the fortified part). The development of the two parts of the
town began—the fortified one with the semicircular
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fortress or kale, and the outer warosh with its mahalles,
mosques and mesdjids. In the southern part, around
the Stambol kapi, the waklf of Mustafa Pasha, muhqfiz.
of Vidin, permitted construction activities, as did that
of the vizier, muhdfiz of Belgrade and wall of Vidin,
'Othman, kassab bashl in the capital, and Yahya Pasha,
with a mosque to which Riistem Agha added a mekteb.
Even before the emergence of the new fortress, to
the north, on the dryest and, because of this, least
protected territory, a large quarter developed, populated mainly by non-Muslims. The new outer quarter was fortified, too, in the 19th century. According
to Kanitz, in the 1870s there were 12 mosques and
17 mahalles (compared to the 15 mahalles and mosques
in the inner fortification); according to C. Jirecek,
there were 32 mosques in the town. The florescence
of Vidin as a centre of Islamic culture was closely
related to 'Othman Pazwandoghlu. Documents, manuscripts and architectural monuments preserved in the
National Library in Sofia and in Vidin proper reveal
the sources of Pazwandoghlu's wealth and his "civil
policy" in the town. He tried to modernise the Vidin
fortress after the European model. He built the Square
barracks (today a museum); repaired the four main
roads going out of Vidin and regulated the city street
network; provided the town with ceshmes or fountains,
as well as a mosluk and sebil with an ice-house (a
wakif-name of 1807); and founded a library (see below).
In accordance with the Ottoman tradition, he also
built a mosque, which has an inscription of 1800-1
with a dedication (still existing today) to his father
c
Omer, and a stone tomb of the local hero of local
Turkish folklore, Salaheddln Baba, with a Bektashr
tekke in the village of Sheykh Ciftlik, at the place
where the baba perished, leading an Ottoman detachment out of the fortress against the Austrian siege in
1689. The library of c Othman has a construction
inscription with a chronogram 1217 (1802-3) and containing the name of the poet-compiler Mahir (also
author of the inscription at the mosque of cOthman
of 1802, and most probably the poet Sherff Ibrahim
Mahir Efendi, who was secretary to the wall of Vidin
Hafiz CA1T Pasha in 1812, and is known for his Turkish
adaptation of Kali la wa-Dimnd). The library and the
mosque of c Othman form an architectural compound
(still existing), next to a now-disappeared medrese.
According to M. Staynova, this construction activity
reveals an elaborate combination of Bektashism and
the European Enlightenment and laicism, untypical of
Ottoman classicism and the baroque forms of the Ldle
dewri [q.v.].
The 18th century witnessed considerable intellectual
life in Rumeli initiated by local officials. Some data
confirm that there were private libraries in Vidin at
this time. The Pazwandoghlu library was in fact a
public library containing the Oriental books accumulated in the town. Its core was a donation by the
Pazwandoghlu family; most of the books bear the seals
of C0mer Agha and of Rukiyye Khatun, the father
and mother of cOthman. Around 1879 it was moved
to Sofia; in 1887 it was checked by an international
commission, including Mehmed Nedfm, and about
2,000 volumes were ceded to the Ottoman authorities; it seems that earlier some of the most precious
manuscripts were taken by the Russians as trophies
of war. The criteria for the selection of the books are
unknown, as likewise their fate in both Russia and
Turkey. Today about 650 volumes in Arabic, Persian
and Ottoman are preserved in the National Library
in Sofia; a manuscript with 18 miniatures of the Kisas
al-anbiyd3 ("Tales of the Prophets") stands out among
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them, donated by Hafiz 'All Pasha. The library contained the greater part of the works on history and
geography printed at the Miiteferrika Press [see
MATBACA. B.2]; at the present moment, a manuscript
catalogue of the Vidin Library of 1837, kept in the
Sofia National Library, is the only one to give a relatively full idea of its content.
As well as SalaheddTn, a famous Muslim saint and
hero related to Vidin is Karli Bashe, buried by the
Florentin or Karli Bashe kapi. According to legend, in
1737, during the siege of the town by the Austrians,
the Ottomans attacked and Karli Bashe was the first
to lead the defenders out. The governor of the sandj.ak,
Hiiseyn Pasha (who later finished the fortification works
on the new fortress in 1835) began administrative
reforms along the lines of the Giilkhang khatt-i sherif,
breaking down Janissary opposition.
Intellectual figures connected with the town include
the mathematician and teacher in military schools
Widinli Hiiseyn Tewfik Pasha (d. 1894); Widinli
Mustafa Efendi, a well-known teacher and publisher
(d. 1855); CA1T ShukrT Efendi (Jl. in the mid-19th century); Hasib Saffeti (Aytuna) Widinli, who contributed
to the development of Ottoman education before and
after the Russo-Turkish War of 1877-8; and Corbadjizade Mehmed, son of Hiiseyn Efendi Widinli, who,
as mufti in Ruscuk, wrote in 1699 his ^eyn iil-'akd'id
in Turkish.
In the 19th century Vidin developed as an important economic centre stimulated by navigation on the
Danube; French, Austrian and Russian trading consulates were opened. According to Ottoman censuses
of 1872-4 there were 1,610 diikkdns, 11 debbdghkhdnes,
14 khans, 135 storehouses, 5 hammdms, one telegraph
office, 6 churches and synagogues, one clocktower;
one rushdiyye, two medreses, one isldh-khdne where girls
were also taught; 7 tekkes (in the town and suburbs),
24 mosques and two hospitals.
After the Russo-Turkish War of 1877-8, the Muslim
monuments were first regulated by the Wakif Board
headed by patriotic Turks who wished to preserve
them; there were also cultural, educational and sports
organisations in Vidin, including the Turkish gymnastic society Turdn, the charitable and educational
club Tenwir-i Ejkdr and the reading room Shefket. Until
World War I, there was a district muftuluk.
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(SVETLANA IVANOVA)
WILAYA (A.), a noun form from the root w-l-y
"to be near, adjacent, contiguous to" [someone or
something] and a term with a range of meaning in
the political, religious and legal spheres. For the legal
meaning, see 1. below. In the political and religious
spheres, wildya denotes "the exercise of authority",
whether temporal or spiritual, or a combination of
both; hence by extension, it comes to mean the government or administration of a region or province
under the supreme overlordship of a caliph, sultan or
amir [see WALI], or the spiritual authority and charisma
of a particularly spiritually-gifted person like a Sun"
saint or ascetic [see WALI]. Among the Shfca, however, the slightly different vocalisation waldya conveys
a special sense of devotion for and closeness and allegiance to the Imams on the part of their followers;
for this sense, see 2. below.
1. In Islamic law.
Here, it indicates representation, which signifies the
power of an individual to personally initiate an action.
It is seen as a legal authority (sulta sharciyyd] by which
an individual can initiate contracts (cukud) and actions
(tasarrufdt) and actuate their effects (dthdr). When a
person acts on behalf of others, wilaya is more often
termed niydba.
Wilaya and ahliyya [see SHAKHS] are the two main
requirements for any proper contract, cakd sahlh. Ahliyya
represents the individual qualification to undertake an
action. This requires sanity (cakl), adulthood (bulugh)
and, often, in family-related matters, profession of Islam.
Wilaya, on the contrary, is the "authorised" ability to
perform an action. A contract in which one of its contractors is not able (ghqyr wait) or unqualified (ghayr ahl)
is considered null (bdtil). A qualified person who performed a legal contract without authority is considered
as intrusive (fuduli) and the contract will only become
valid if approved by the persons concerned.
Technically, wilaya can be either optional (ikhtiydriyya),
when entered into by personal choice, such as wakdla
[q.v.], or compulsory (iajbdriyya). However, in practice
wilaya is a term used only to describe the latter,
namely, iajbdriyya, which is determined by legal rule
or judicial order. This can be divided into the following categories: the custody of infants (haddnat al-saghtr)
and the custody of a person (wildcat al-nqfs) requiring
care for a child who has passed the age of infancy
or for an insane person. It also includes the marriage
custody of a virgin girl. Financial custody may cover
all young persons, the insane, and those with proven
impediments to the exercise of normal free will.
The requirement of a wait, in addition to being
suitable (ahl), is to be of the same religion, of a
creditable character (cadl) and honest (amin). The state
is expected to oversee the wall in all its forms. If the
wall behaves in an inappropriate manner, then the
judge can appoint another wall to share responsibility. The procedure for overseeing the wall is, like

many judicial supervisory responsibilities, not clearly
defined or codified. However, some modern legal systems imply such procedures within their legislation,
such as the Syrian Law of personal status which
requires the permission of the judge before selling or
mortgaging the property of a person under guarcHanship (kdsir).
The limitation of the waifs responsibility is to act
as if he is acting for his own business. The example
of this cited by Ibn Kudama is the orphan's guardian,
who may trade using the orphan's money, avoiding
any loss, while all the profits will go to the orphan.
The government or its representative, such as a
judge, has the final right of wilaya when no eligible
relative is available. They also have the right of appointing an alternative wall if those named are proved
to be corrupt.
Two forms of wilaya, whether personal (cald al-nafs)
or financial (cald al-mdl), were defined by the Egyptian
Law nos. 118, 119/1952 to give more control to the
criminal and personal status courts.
The question whether a wall can appoint another
person in the case of a marriage is a famous case of
disagreement (khildf) among jurists. According to the
Shafi'fs, this is not permitted because even a father
requires the consent of his daughter for the person
chosen for her. However, Ibn Kudama refuted this
claim on the grounds that the wilaya was granted by
the law and has nothing to do with the woman's consent, which is purely concerned with the final choice
of husband. He also states that the Prophet married
two of his daughters in this way. This kind of debate
is important today with the increasing numbers of
cases of women asking for equal rights in Muslim
society. It is relevant to add here that the woman's
wilaya in civil contracts is completely free, unlike that
of her wilaya in marriage contracts, possibly attributable to the sensitivity of the Islamic legal system to
the issue of sexual morality.
Since wilaya involves a legal representation, it
can, like wakdla, involve all aspects and forms of personalities whether real (shakhsiyya haklkiyya) or unreal
(ictibdriyyd). In both cases (nafs and mdl) the wilaya is
given to the closest member of the family. In marriage, the wildya lies with the father, followed by the
grandfather. Ibn Kudama provided a summary of the
views of various scholars such as al-Shaficf, who confirmed the prerogative of the grandfather in wildya
over the son and brother. He also cited the view of
Malik, who prefers the son to the grandfather, basing
his preference on the fact that the latter is only a
second degree relative while the son is a direct relative.
He also cited Ibn Hanbal's view that the grandfather
and brother are in fact equal in the right of wildya because of their equality of inheritance by male relationship (ta'sib). Ibn Kudama refutes these views on the
grounds of three analogies. He states that the grandfather has the right of wildya before the son and brother
because of his birthright as well as ta'stb like the father.
Moreover, he is treated like the father should he steal
his granddaughter's property, for a grandfather does
not have his hand amputated. Finally, in inheritance
he has stronger rights than those of a son or brother.
Bibliography: LA, xv, 406-15; Muhammad Abu
Zahra, al-Ahwdl al-shakhsiyya, Cairo 1950, 458, 462,
474; Ibn Kudama, al-Mughnl, Beirut 1984, vi, 338;
ix, 356, 361, 363; W. Zuhaylr, al-Fikh al-isldmi waadillatuhu, Beirut 1985, iv, 140.
(MAWIL Y. Izzi DIEN)
2. In Shf'ism.
For the Shfca, wildya applies also to the position
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of 'All b. Abi Talib as the single, explicitly designated heir and successor to Muhammad in whom all
responsibility for the guidance of the Muslims was
subsequently vested. Not to acknowledge 'All's wildya
was and is tantamount to apostasy. According to the
Shl'a, the Prophet proclaimed 'All's elevation to this
status at Ghadir Khumm [q.v] when he uttered the
famous declaration "Of whomever I am the master
(mawld), 'All is his master". Although the Sunnls generally admit the validity of this hadith (especially after
it was accepted by Ahmad b. Hanbal), they interpret
the term mawld or its equivalent here, wall, as meaning simply "friend" and not "master" or "guardian".
By contrast, for the Shica, CA1T was, by this pronouncement, made the guardian of the community,
acting on behalf of God Himself. 'All had become
God's divinely chosen wall in a way similar to the
Prophet having been God's apostle, His rasul.
This doctrinal creed, which is the very core and
bedrock of Shi'ism, is most succinctly expressed by
successively attesting to the oneness of God, the apostleship of Muhammad, and the guardianship of CA1T:
Id ildh ilia Allah, Muhammad rasul Allah, cAll wall Allah,
and this is the proper shahdda in use by the Shic Is
throughout ShT'a-dominated lands. This form of the
wildyat cAll normally appears on Shl'I official proclamations, coinage, the tirdz, and other examples of
written and inscribed materials. It appears on all
Fatimid coinage after the year 386/996 (other ShfT
phrases were used earlier) and on the Shicl coins
issued by Oldjeytii, to cite two fairly early examples.
But, although admitted to be a proper, even essential, expression of Shici piety by all mainstream authorities, it was not allowed as a component of the adhdn
[q.v] until Safawid times when this popular practice
was ultimately formally accepted and declared to be
sunna. It is now a standard part of the call to prayer
among the Twelver Shica.
Following the reign of CA1I, the wildya resided in
the imams one after the other by virtue of designation, nass. The previous imam thereby passed it unerringly to his divinely chosen successor. Each imam, in
turn, thus held exclusive spiritual authority over all
Muslims. The imam?, are those having power of command and whose leadership must be recognised as
the ulu 'l-amr according to Kur'an IV, 59. The adherents who recognise him and accept his guidance owe
him in return the obligation of waldya—a term often
taken as the equivalent or simply an alternate vocalisation of wildya but which bears, in ShIcT usage, the
specific meaning of "devotion" and denotes the
loyalty and support that is due the imam from his
followers.
Even in classical lexicography, some authorities considered waldya to be the verbal noun meaning, for
example, nusra "support", whereas wildya is the name
of the office. For the Shica, this distinction attained
the status of doctrine, and waldya is regarded as one
of the pillars of Islam. Al-Kulaym in his chapter on
the da'd'im (pillars) in his Kdfl cites a number of hadlths
wherein the imams, have enumerated these pillars—
usually four, including prayer, alms, fasting, pilgrimage, plus waldya—and have singled out waldya as
especially important. In the near-contemporary Dacd3im
al-isldm by the Isma'ili jurist al-Kadl al-Nucman, the
author put his section on waldya prior to those on
purity (tahdra), prayer, alms, fasting, pilgrimage, and
ajihdd, the other six that he included.
In recent times, in the apparent absence of the
true imam, the term wildya in its ShT'I sense has also
come to apply by a series of extensions and modifi-
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cations to the wilayat al-fakih ("the guardianship of the
jurist"), which is the position of the supreme leader
in modern Iran. Acting as a surrogate, he holds powers similar in many respects but not exactly equivalent to those of the imam.
Bibliography: KulaynT, al-Usul min al-Kdfi, Tehran
1388/1967; al-Kadl al-Nu'man, Da'd'im al-isldm,
Cairo 1960-3; LA, s.v.; Abdulaziz A. Sachedina,
The Just Ruler in Shi'ite Mam, New York 1988, index;
Liyakat A. Takim, From bidca to sunna. The wildya
of 'All in the Shl'T adhdn, in JAOS, cxx (forthcoming); H. Landolt, art. Waldyah, in The Encyclopedia
of Religion, ed. M. Eliade, New York 1987.
(P.E. WALKER)
WIRD (A., pi. awrdd), denotes set, supererogatory personal devotions observed at specific times,
usually at least once during the day and once again
at night. Abu Hamid al-GhazalT (d. 505/1111 [q.v.]),
writing shortly before the establishment of formal Sufi
orders, designated as awrdd seven divisions of the day
and five of the night for the performance of devotions (both obligatory and supererogatory) by any pious
Muslim (Ihyd3 culum al-din, Book X, Kitdb tartlb al-awrdd
wa-tafsll ihyd} al-layl, Cairo 1358/1939, i, 339-73). The
term often has referred to Sufi devotions, where a
wird is an arrangement of standard litanies and
repeated formulae (e.g. takbir, tahlil, tasblh, tasliya) beginning with Kur'an recitation. In this sense, the term
may be compared to dhikr and to hizb, but a distinctive aspect of wird is its close association with a
particular spiritual guide to whom it is attributed as
well as the set times for its observance. Sufi shaykhs
have sometimes claimed to have received their wirds
from prophets or saints in spiritual encounters or in
dreams.
J.S. Trimingham's examination of the term's origins and development within Sufi contexts stipulates
that wird has at least three different senses: (1) the
tanka itself; (2) "a special prayer or litany"; and (3)
the "office" of the tanka, meaning its distinctive doctrines and devotional-meditative discipline (The Sufi
orders in Islam, Oxford 1971, 214). "Each tanka and
each order derivative has its own awrdd composed by
its leaders. These form the 'theme' of the order" (ibid.,
215). A Sufi novice typically starts out with an assigned
simple, secret wird and progressively is introduced to
more demanding ones until, when fully initiated by
"taking the wird" (akhdh al-wird), he or she essentially
has mastered the complete system of the order.
V. Hoffman's field-based research on contemporary
Sufi practices in Egypt includes valuable information
about awrdd and the ways in which they are viewed
by masters and disciples in various orders. She reports,
for example, that it is imperative for a person to have
the permission of a shaykh before reciting an order's
awrdd, because they are "believed to be so spiritually
powerful that a person could go mad from reciting
them without proper spiritual protection and preparation" (Sufism, mystics and saints in modern Egypt,
Columbia, S.C. 1995, 132-3). The regular recitation
of awrdd, according to Hoffman's informants, leads to
"visions and other forms of spiritual revelation and
[the disciple] will develop the gift of spiritual discernment that borders on clairvoyance" (133). Communal wird is preferred over solitary observance. Hence
if one performs one's wird by oneself in the morning,
a communal wird is encouraged after the evening saldt
(ibid.).
There is much traditional wordplay concerning the
term, because of the root w-r-d's range of meanings
and associations, e.g. "watering place", "access, arrival"
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at specified times for devotion to God, and "rose".
(For more on this aspect, as well as numerous translated passages from traditional awrdd, see Constance
Padwick, Muslim devotions, prayer-manuals in common use,
London 1961, 20-2, et passim.)
Bibliography: In addition to works cited in the
text, L. Massignon's art. s.v. in El1 remains valuable, particularly its listing of collections and manuals of awrdd since the 8th/14th century. Massignon
considered "the essential work" to be cAbd al-Hayy
al-Kattani, Fihris al-fahdris, 2 vols. Fas 1346.
(F.M. DENNY)
WIS u RAMIN, a long narrative poem in
Persian by Fakhr al-Dfn Ascad Gurgam [q.v], written not long after 441/1050 and dedicated to Abu
Nasr b. Mansur, the governor of Isfahan on behalf
of the Saldjukids. The story, which is set in the distant and unspecified past, deals with the love affair
between Wis, the wife of King Mobad of Marw, and
Ramin, her husband's younger brother. It tells of how
the two lovers meet, how they are eventually discovered, and how Ramfn rises in rebellion against his
brother, in the end seizing the throne and making
the widowed Wls his queen. In the opening section,
Gurganf says that he had found the story in a book
in Pahlawf, which he put into Persian verse at the
request of his patron. The existence of an older Iranian
poetical version of the story would seem to be confirmed by a verse by the much earlier Arabic poet Abu
Nuwas referring to firdjarddt Rdmm wa-Wis, whereby,
according to the commentary by Hamza al-Isfahanl,
"jirajarddt are like poems (ka l-kasa'id)". (For the poem
by Abu Nuwas, and Hamza's commentary, not yet in
Wagner's edition, see M. Mmuwi, Yak-l az fdrsiyydt-i
Abu Nuwas, in Madj.alla-yi Ddnishkada-yi Adabiyydt-i Tihrdn,
i/3 [1333 ^./1954], 62-77). It is evidently an Arabic
spelling of Middle Persian fragard, "chapter, section".
On the basis of the proper names, and in particular the topographical framework of Gurgam's poem,
Minorsky has argued that the origin of the story lay
in Arsacid Parthia. Gurganf has largely resisted the
temptation to adapt the story to his Islamic environment and it retains a strong Zoroastrian flavour. It
exerted considerable influence on the development of
the Persian romantic epic, but later fell out of favour,
in part, doubtless, because of its relatively simple style,
but mainly because it was considered immoral, not so
much on account of the fairly explicit erotic episodes
(which are not exceptional by Persian standards) but
because it appears to condone adultery on the part
of a woman. Copies are thus rare. Gurganfs work
was translated into Georgian, apparently in the 12th
century A.D. Several scholars have claimed a decisive influence of the Persian story on the Celtic tale
of Tristan and Iseult, but it is difficult to see by what
paths the legend might have migrated to Europe.
Bibliography (in addition to that cited under
GURGANI): The older editions of the Persian text
have been superseded by the critical edition by
M.A. Todua and A.A. Gwakharia, Tehran 1349
^./1970; the same scholars have also re-edited the
Georgian translation, Tiflis 1962. Additional translations: Vis and Ramin, tr. G. Morrison, New York
and London 1972; Vis i Ramin, tr. S. Lipkin, Moscow
1963. V. Minorsky's fundamental study Vis u Rdmm.
A Parthian romance, in BSOAS, xi (1946), 741-63,
xii (1947), 20-35, xvi (1954), 91-2, xxv (1962), 27586, was reprinted, with considerable revision, in his
Iranica, blst makdla, Tehran 1964, 151-99. For further
literature, mss., etc. see de Blois, Persian literature,
v, 161-7.
(F.C. DE BLOIS)

WISAL (A.), or less frequently muwdsala "maintaining an amorous relationship, chaste or otherwise"
C
(L A), a t e c h n i c a l term of S u f i s m . Wasl is
employed in the same sense, with the antonym haajr
or hiajrdn (shunning, evasion) or even fasl (separation).
Wusla "amorous connection" is also recorded by the
Lisdn as an equivalent of ittisdl "the act of forming
an amorous relationship".
Nascent Sufism borrowed these terms from romantic poetry and integrated them into its own poetic
production as well as into its doctrinal literature. Even
with a poet such as cUmar Ibn Abi Rabfca [q.v],
wisdl or wasl signifies an amorous relationship which
one accuses the other of not respecting rather than
a union as such (cf. Dtwan, Cairo 1978, 77, 168, 176).
In the poetry attributed to Rabi'a al-cAdawiyya [q.v.],
the opposition between wasl and haajr is encountered:
"I have shunned (haajartu) all creatures in the hope
of a union on Your part, my greatest desire" (quoted
by cAbd al-Rahman Badawf, Shahidat al-fishk al-ildhi,
Cairo n.d., 163). The use by the Sun's of these terms
continues to bear the mark of their origin: wisdl never
signifies love in itself, but a link that is always fragile, liable to be broken or outgrown. It is not found
in the lists of stages of love, borrowed from works
dealing with profane love (cf. C. Ernst, The stages of
love in early Persian Sufism, in Classical Persian Sufism from
its origins to Rumi, ed. L. Lewisohn, London-New York
1993, 435-55). No equivalent is to be found in Sufism
to the lyricism of Ibn Hazm on wasl, although in his
works, the inexpressible and paradisiacal nature of the
union could be considered a transition between profane love and sacred love (cf. Tawk al-hamdma, Fr. tr.
L. Bercher, Le collier du pigeon, Algiers 1949, 152-3,
Eng. tr. AJ. Arberry, The ring of the dove, London
1953, 118).
For al-Muhasibr (d. 243/857 [q.v]), while love cannot be described, it nonetheless leaves behind it indubitable traces on lovers "on account of the constancy
of their link with their Beloved (li-dawdm ittisdlihim bihabibihim), since God, in manifesting His love to them,
instructs them (idhd wasalahum afddahum)" (Abu Nu'aym,
Hilya, x, 79; cf. J. van Ess, Die Gedankenwelt des Hdrit
al-Muhdsibi, Bonn 1961, 224). Through wisdl and its
equivalents, the expression of divine love has from
the outset taken two directions. One of them is poetic
and based on imagery, expressing intense desire for
union with, or proximity to God. Dhu '1-Nun (d. 246/
861 [q.v.]) thus says of Muhammad that he was the
first of the prophets to arrive in "the garden of union"
(rawdat al-wisdl) (cf. Ibn al-cArabf, tr. R. Deladriere,
La vie merveilleuse de Dhu l-Min I'figyptien, Paris 1988,
166; see also Hilya, ix, 375). The joy shown by alHalladj [q.v] immediately before his execution, emanates, he declares, "from the coquetry of His beauty,
which draws the elect towards union (wisdl)" (alMunawf, al-Kawdkib al-durriyya, Cairo 1994, i, 545;
Passion, i, 635, refers in error to Akhbdr, no. 16). The
second, more doctrinal direction seeks to determine
the reality of the union. In the abridged version of
his Hakd'ik, al-Sulami quotes, with isndd, the interpretation by Dja'far al-Sadik of Kur'an, VII, 143,
when Moses asks to see God "in language of humility on the carpet of union (bisdt al-wisdl) in the shade
of Majesty" (ed. G. Bowering, The minor Qur'dn Commentary of Sulami, Beirut 1995, 146). Regarding God's
reply "you shall not see Me", DjaTar speaks further
of wusla and of muwdsala, impossible to realise fully
with God in this world (cf. P. Nwyia, Le tafsir mystique
de Dja'far al-Sadiq, in MUSJ, xliii [1968], 18-19). AlHakTm al-Tirmidhf (d. between 295 and 300/905-10
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[q.v]) does not hesitate, however, to speak of ittisal
in regard to the saints closest to God (Sirat [or Khatm]
al-awliyd3, ed. B. Radtke, in idem, Drei Schriften des
Theosophen von Tirmidh, Beirut 1992, 65-6, 181). Sahl
al-Tustarl (d. 283/896 [q.v]) interprets the light of
the lamp in the Verse of Light (Kur'an, XXIV, 35)
as that of union with God (nur al-ittisdl) (Tafsir, Cairo
1329/1911, 68), but also guards against a too literal
understanding of this term (cf. Bowering, The mystical
vision of existence in Classical Islam. The Quranic hermeneutics of Sahl al-Tustari, Berlin-New York 1980, 208, 218).
This reservation is explained thus by Abu Bakr alWasiti (d. after 320/932) in his commentary on the
formula "God is great": "You are too mighty to be
joined (tuwdsalu) through prayer and separated (tufdsalu)
through its neglect, for separation and union are not
movements, but that which has been determined from
all eternity" (al-Kalabadhi, Ta'arruf ed. cAbd al-Halfm
Mahmud, Cairo 1960, 142, ch. 64). Poetry and doctrine are in no way incompatible. In the process of
defining wasl and fas I, al-Sarradj relates that al-ShiblT
(d. 334/945) went into a state of ecstasy (tawdd}ada)
when he heard this verse of al-cAbbas b. al-Ahnaf:
"Your union (wasl) is shunning (haa^r), your friendship
is ill-treatment, your proximity is distance and your
peace is war" (Lumac, 364, 433, tr. R. Gramlich,
Schlaglichter iiber das Sufitum, Stuttgart 1990, 495).
Samnun, also known as al-Muhibb (d. ca. 300/912)
offers one of the best examples of amorous lament
addressed to God, in union as in denial (cf. al-Sulaml,
Tabakdt al-sufiyya, ed. Nur al-Dln Shurayba, Cairo
1969^ 198; Abu Nucaym, Hilya, x, 310-11: M. Lings,
ch. Mystical poetry, in Camb. hist, of Arabic lit., ii, cAbbasid
belles-lettres, Cambridge 1990, 243).
The general sense of union or of love which God
manifests to those who remain faithfully and amorously
attached to Him often means that wasl or wisdl are
not found in the technical lexicon of tasawwuf, except
in the case of some authors (see below). 'Amr b.
'Uthman al-MakkT (d. 297/909) appears to be such
an exception. Al-Hudjwirl quotes his K. al-Mahabba,
where wasl is placed above proximity (kurb) and intimacy (uns) and associated with the most intimate part
of being (sirr) (cf. Kashf al-mahajub, Eng. tr. R.A.
Nicholson, 309, Fr. tr. Djamshid Mortazavi, Somme
spirituelle, Paris 1988, 355). Ittisal, on the other hand,
is more problematical, being open to various interpretations. In accordance with his method in the
Mandril al-sd'irin, al-Ansarf identifies three degrees of
ittisal and likewise of its corollary injisdl "necessary
condition or surpassing of union", according to its
degree (ed. and Fr. tr. S. Laugier de Beaurecueil,
Cairo 1962, 99-101). In the Ihyd\ al-GhazalT stands
out from his predecessors in insisting on the correspondence between sexual and spiritual union (wasl),
as a way of underlining its delicious and ineffable
character (Beirut, iv, 311-2). It would be natural to
expect to find in a text such as the cAbhar al-fdshikin
of Ruzbihan al-Bakll (d. 606/1209 [q.v]) frequent
mention of the union-separation pairing, but in fact
it rarely appears except in reference to the alternating
states through which the soul passes in its relationship to God (Le Jar din desfideles d'amour, ed. H. Corbin
and M. Mo'in, Tehran-Paris 1958, 76, 127, Fr. tr.
Corbin, Lagrasse 1971, 155, 244). On the other hand,
this same author makes frequent reference to union
in his Kur'anic commentary, the 'Am3is al-baydn (Indian
lith. 1315/1897-8). The same observation may be
applied to his predecessor, al-KushayrT (d. 465/1072),
who interprets the verse of the Fdtiha "Guide us on
the straight path" as "Divert our intimate thoughts
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away from vision of the other, make the risings of
lights shine in our hearts . . . raise us above the domains
of research and demonstration, towards the esplanades
of proximity and of union" (Latd'if al-ishdrdt, ed.
Ibrahim Basyum, Cairo n.d., 61-2). In these two commentaries, the constant evocation of wisdl suggests
what the predisposition of the heart should be in
order to hear and to understand the Word of the
Beloved.
Towards the end of the 6th/12th and during the
7th/13th centuries, the period of the great doctrinal
syntheses, poetical expression of union lost nothing
of its potency, as is shown by a well-known poem
of Shihab al-Dm Yahya al-Suhrawardl of Aleppo (d.
587/1191 [q.v]) still recited today (quoted by Yusuf
Zaydan in Shu'ard* al-sufiyya al-madftiulun, Beirut 1996,
31-2). An author such as Nadjm al-Dln Kubra [q.v]
accentuates in particular the dynamic of union/
disunion: union with Him and separation from the
other are two alternate and indissoluble phases, like
fand3 and bakd3, knowledge and love (cf. Fawd'ih ald^arnal wa-fawdtih al-ajaldl, ed. F. Meier, Wiesbaden
1957, 47). In a detailed passage, cUmar al-Suhrawardl
(d. 632/1234 [q.v]) develops the idea that to each of
the degrees of union (ittisal and muwdsala) corresponds
a certain "arrival" in God (wusul), a term which does
not by any means signify that the journey towards
God has come to an end (cf. 'Awdrif al-macdrif Beirut
1966, 516-17). Others insist on the need to move
beyond such a notion. For Ibn al-Farid, union is a
veil which must be lifted, since reality lies beyond it
(cf. al-Td'iyya al-kubrd, in Diwdn, Cairo 1956, 52, and
tr. Nicholson, in Studies in Islamic mysticism, Cambridge
1921, 197, v. 441). In accordance with his unitive
vision of Being, Ibn al-cArabI (d. 638/1240 [q.v])
applies to man the union/separation polarity: "You
claim union (wusla) and reunion, but I fear that your
union is through you alone, not through Him. You
declare 'I am united' (or, have arrived, wasaltu), while
you are in separation!" (Tadj.alliydt, with commentary
of Ibn Sawdakfn, ed. Osman Yahya, Tehran 1988,
247-8). Taking as a starting-point the definitions of
al-Sarradj in his Lumdc, he assigns to the terms fasl,
wasl and ittisal exceedingly precise senses as phases of
spiritual progression (cf. Istildhdt al-sufiyya, Haydarabad
1943, 8, 12, 13, and Futuhdt, Beirut, ii, 131-2). But
he also brings union back to its divine principle; the
verse LVII, 4, "And He is with you wherever you
are" signifies that God remains with His creatures
forever in a state of union (hdl al-wasl) (cf. Futuhdt,
ii, 480, chs. 200, 201, on wasl and fasl). The genuine lover "makes no distinction between union and
separation, occupied as he is with his Beloved, the
object of his contemplation" (Futuhdt, ii, 360 ch. 178
on love, Fr. tr. M. Gloton, Traite de I'amour, Paris
1986, 253). cAbd al-Karlm al-Djili (d. 826/1423) recognises the validity of the term wisdl when it signifies
the uninterrupted reception of theophanies, while drawing attention to the difficulty that it raises: the wdsil,
he who enters into ties of love or who arrives at God
is in a veil, since according to Reality, no sooner has
arrival taken place than there is separation. In effect,
wisdl implies duality and, from this point of view, its
opposite, fisdl, overtakes it and is superior to it (alMandgir al-ildhiyya, ed. Nadjah al-Ghunayml, Cairo
1987,' 160-1). cAbd al-Razzak al-Kasham (d. ca.
735/1334) in his Istildhdt al-sufiyya, ed. M. Kamal
Dja'far, Cairo 1981, 24, 51-2, and the other two lexicons of technical terms of Sufism attributed to alKashanT both continue the work of Ibn al-cArabi and
develop original definitions of ittisal, wasl, wasl al-fasl
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and wasl al-wasl (cf. Rashh al-zulal f shark al-alfaz almutaddwala bayna arbdb al-adhwdk wa 'l-ahwdl, ed. Sacld
c
Abd al-Fattah, Cairo 1995, 121, and' Lata'if al-flam
fi ishdrdt ahl al-ilhdm, ed. cAbd al-Fattah, Cairo 1996,
ii, 389-91.
Other nuances in the work of later writers can also
be found. The joy of union and the sadness of separation or their simultaneous acceptance have continued to inspire Sufi" poets throughout the Muslim
world (Annemarie Schimmel gives examples in her
Mystical dimensions of Islam, Chapel Hill 1975, index
s.v. unio mystica, Fr. tr. Le soufisme on les dimensions mystiques de rislam, Paris 1976, 353, 431, 433). In poems
intended to enliven sessions of samdc and of dhikr and
to raise the aspirations of disciples, teachers have continued to use these terms, wasl or wisdl, to inspire in
their listeners the desire for God (cf. the Algerian
shaykh Ahmad Ibn cAlfwa (d. 1934) in the first poem
of his Diwdn, Damascus 1963, 3-4, 8, Eng. tr. M. Lings,
in A Sufi saint of the twentieth century, Cambridge 1971,
214-20, Fr. tr., Un saint musulman du vingtieme siecle,
Paris 1973, 247-54).
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(D. GRIL)
WISAM (A., pi. awsima), in modern Arabic usage
a d e c o r a t i o n , o r d e r , medal or badge of
honour.
The roots w-s-m and w-sh-m mean basically "to
mark, brand [an animal]", an important feature of
nomadic life when ownership of beasts like horses and
camels had to be de terminable. For this idea of branding, marking, in Arabic desert life, see WASM. In the
old Turkish nomadic society, tamgha had a similar
sense of "tribal mark or emblem". In the modern
Turkish pronunciation damga it is used for government revenue stamps, ministerial seals for validating
government documents, cancelling postage stamps, etc.
[see TAMGHA, and on personal seals and stamps in
Islamic society in general, KHATAM] . Washm was used
in Bedouin and succeeding Arab societies for tattoos
and other decorative marks on the faces of both sexes
but especially as beauty marks on women; see for this
WASHM. The connection of both wasm and washm with
the general sense of "to mark" > "to beautify" has
yielded in Classical Arabic the adjective wasim "having a comely face" and the noun wasdma "beauty".
Wisdm tends now to be the standard Arabic word
for "decoration, order, etc.", but when European-type
orders were first imitated in 19th century Persia and
the Ottoman empire, the term used was Perso-Turkish
nishdn [q.v.].
(ED0
AL-WISYANI, the nisba of a n u m b e r of Wahbf
(pro-Rustamid) Ibadi scholars and leaders of
the Barm Wisyan (Wasm) branch of Zanata Berbers.
Several of them originated from the town of al-Hamma
(El Hamma) near Tawzar (Tozeur) in the Shatt alDjarid [q.v.] region of western Tunisia.
1. ABU KHAZAR YAGHLA B. ZALTAF, Ibadf mutakallim and military leader, d. 380/990.
Of a modest background, Abu Khazar studied with
Sulayman b. Zarkun al-Nafusf at Tabidyut, together
with Abu '1-Kasim Yazfd b. Makhlad al-Wisyanf. Both
students became well known for their scholarship and
were members of the circle of notable scholars (halka
[q.v.]). The murder of Abu '1-Kasim on the order of
the Fatimid ruler of Kayrawan, Abu TamFm al-Mucizz
li-Dln Allah [q.v.], led to an Ibadf revolt under the
leadership of Abu Khazar. The revolt, launched in
358/968-9, found support in Tripolitania, Djabal
Nafusa, and the regions of Zab, Rfgh and Wardjlan.
It was based in particular on the Mazata Zanata,

who alone were said to muster 12,000 horsemen.
However, the Ibadi forces were routed by the Fatimids
at Baghaya, west of Kayrawan, thus ending the last
major Ibadf challenge to Fatimid rule, sixty years after
the fall of Tahart.
Abu Khazar fled to Djabal Nafusa. With the mediation of his supporter Abu Nuh Sacfd b. Zanghfl, he
received an amdn from al-Mucizz the following year.
Al-Mucizz kept both Ibadi leaders under close control in Kayrawan, and when he moved to Egypt three
years later, he ordered both to accompany him. Abu
Nuh managed to escape, but Abu Khazar went with
al-Mucizz to Cairo and remained there for the rest
of his life. He was given a pension and apparently retired to a life of scholarship, teaching several renowned
students. One anecdote relates of an occasion when
a Muctazili scholar came to Cairo some time after
al-Mucizz's death in 364/975, and the only man in
Cairo who could defeat him in debate was Abu
Khazar.
He wrote al-Radd cald al-mukhdlifin in refutation of
various sects that opposed the Wahbiyya, including
the Mu'tazila. A copy of this work exists on the island
of Djerba, Tunisia (A.K. Ennami, A description of new
Ibddi manuscripts from North Africa, in JSS, xv [1970], 82).
Bibliography. Abu Zakariyya3 Yahya b. Abf Bakr
al-Wardjlam, Chronique d'Abou Jakarta, tr. E. Masqueray, Algiers 1878, 288-310; Ahmad b. Sacrd alDardjfnf, K. Tabakdt al-mashdyikh bi 'l-Maghrib, ed.
Ibrahim Tallay, Constantine 1974, 119-43, 340-1,
421; Ahmad b. Sacfd al-Shammakhf, K. al-Siyar,
Cairo 1884, 346-57; T. Lewicki, La repartition geographique des groupements ibddites dans I'Afrique du nord an
moyen-dge, in RO, xxi (1957), 350; idem, Ibdditica II,
in RO, xxvi (1962) 102-3; U. Rebstock, Die Ibdditen
im Magrib (2.18.-4J 10. Jh.}, Berlin 1983, 197, 313.
2. ABU MUSA HARUN B. ABI C!MRAN AL-HAMM!,
I b a d r trader and scholar, native of al-Hamma,
who travelled to Ghana and died there in the late
4th/10th century.
Harun was undoubtedly inspired by his kinsman,
Tamla al-Wisyanf, who was said to have left the
Djarfd as a pauper, travelling to Tadmekka on the
Niger bend. Here he amassed a great fortune and
annually sent home 4,000 dinars to be distributed
among the poor, out of piety to the Ibadr community of his home and to its famous son, the Ibadr
leader Abu Khazar al-Wisyanf (above, 1.). The community notable who received the gifts was Abu Tmran
Musa b. Sudrfn al-Wisyanf, Harun's father and in his
own right one of the well-known scholars of the region.
Harun left al-Hamma for Wardjlan, at the time one
of the few independent strongholds of the Ibadi community. He became known as a scholar, and asked
the head of the oasis, Abu Salih b. Djannun, for permission to set up a study circle, halka. When this was
refused, he decided instead to take up the profession
of merchant, and travelled across the Sahara to Ghana.
There he settled in the town of Ghiyara, probably
on the Senegal river, in a region populated by nonMuslims, where he stayed until his death.
To Harun are ascribed unnamed works of tawhid;
some, written at the request of Abu Salih, remained
unfinished.
Bibliography: Shammakhf, K. al-Siyar, 472-3;
Lewicki, Quelques extraits inedits relatifs aux voyages des
commerfants et des missionaires ibddites nord-africaines au
pays du Soudan occidental et central au moyen age, in
Folia Orientalia, ii (1960), 18-27.
3. ABU RABIC SULAYMAN B. £ABD AL-SALAM, I b a d l Wahbf scholar of the 6th/12th-century, and author
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of one of their best-known biographical works, the
Kitdb al-Siyar.
Abu Rabl°s family was from the Djarid, but he
spent his youth in Adjlu in the Wad! Righ region.
We know very little of his life, but he is said to have
built up his reputation through extensive travels. His
main teacher was Abu Muhammad cAbd Allah b.
Muhammad al-Lawatl [</.#.], originally from Gyrenaica,
who had come to Adjlu in 450/1058-9. Among the
important authorities from whom Abu Rablc learnt
was another WisyanI, Abu Muhammad Maksan b.
Khayr. Abu Rabic may also have studied with Abu
Zakariyya* Yahya b. Abl Bakr al-Wardjlanl [q.v.].
Upon al-Lawatl's death in 528/1133-4, Abu Rablc
gathered numerous students around himself. His major
work is the K. al-Siyar., a collection of biographical
notices organised geographically, centering on his own
southern Tunisian region but also including anecdotes
from a wider range. It was widely used by later IbadI
historians, such as al-DardjIm. It has not been printed,
but copies exist in Djerba, Beni Isguen (Mzab, Algeria),
Cairo and Cracow.
Abu Rabl°s date of death is not known. It must
have been after 528/1134, but probably before
557/1161-2, the earliest date of a work written by
an anonymous student of his.
Bibliography: Dardjinf, Tabakdt al-mashdyikh,513;
Shammakhi, K. al-Siyar, 454; Lewicki, Notice sur la
chronique ibddite d'ad-Dardjjm, in RO, xi (1936), 162;
idem, Quelques extraits (see above, Bib I. to 2.), 7-10;
idem, Un document ibddite inedit sur Immigration des
Nqfusa du Gabal dans le Sahil Tunisien au
VIIIe/IXe
siecle, in Folia Orientalia, i (1960), 181-2, 190; idem,
Les historiens, biographes et traditionnistes Ibddites-Wahbites
de rAfrique du nord du VHP au XVF siecles, in Folia
Orientalia, iii (1961), 68-9; Rebstock, Die Ibdditen im
Magrib (see above, Bibl. to 1.), pp. xi-xv; Ennami,
Description of new Ibddi manuscripts (see above, 1.), 856; Bahhaz Ibrahim Baklr, al-Dawla al-Rustamiyya:
160-296 h-777-909 m, Algiers 1985, 26-8.
(K.S. VIKOR)
WITR (A.), also watr, a term found in hadith and
fikh in connection with performance of the saldt or
worship and concerned with the odd number of
rak'as which are performed at night.
Witr does not occur in this sense in the Kur'an,
but frequently in hadith, which in this case also discloses to us a part of the history of the institution in
three stages, itself probably a continuation of the history of the fixing of the daily saldts, as the traditions
on witr presuppose the five daily salats. Some traditions even go so far as to call witr an additional saldt
of an obligatory nature (see also below). When Mucadh
b. Djabal, upon his arrival in Syria, perceived that
the people of this country did not perform the witr,
he spoke to Mucawiya on this subject. When the latter asked him: Is then this saldt obligatory? Mu'adh
answered: Yes, the Apostle of God said: My Lord
has added a saldt to those prescribed to me, namely
witr, its time is between cishd3 [see MIKAT] and daybreak (Ahmad b. Hanbal, Musnad, v, 242). In accordance with this tradition, it is reported that when witr
had been forgotten or neglected, it had to be performed (Ahmad b. Hanbal, ii, 206; Ibn Madja, Ikdma,
bdb 122). 'Ubada b. al-Samit, on the other hand,
denied the obligatory character of witr on account of
a different tradition (Ahmad b. Hanbal, v, 315-16,
319).
The second stage in the position of witr is expressed
in those traditions in which Muhammad admonishes
his people to perform witr, "for God is witr (viz. One),
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and He loves witr" (e.g. Ahmad b. Hanbal, i, 110).
The third stage of hadith, which was to become
the point of view of all madhhab'S, with one exception,
the Hanafi school, is represented in those traditions
which call this saldt a sunna. Many traditions of this
kind expressly deny its obligatory character and are
consequently of a polemical nature; they are frequently
ascribed to 'All (e.g. Ahmad b. Hanbal, i, 86, 98,
100, 115, 120, 145, 148, etc.). It'may be that this
question, like other ceremonial points, belonged to the
polemical repertory of the early ShicIs.
The time of witr is mentioned in hadith in connection with different parts of the night. "Witr consists of pairs of rak'as; whosoever fears subh must add
a rakca in order to make the total number odd"
(Ahmad b. Hanbal, ii, 5, 9, 10, 75). In other traditions, three rakca$ are mentioned in order to avoid
the subh (fa-bddir al-subh bi-rakcatayn, e.g. Ahmad b.
Hanbal, ii, 71). The number of thirteen rak'as occurs
also (al-Tirmidhi, Witr, bdb 4), and in general, witr is
supposed not to be allowed after saldt al-subh (cf. Malik,
Muwatta3, Witr, trads. 24-8, and al-TayalisI, no. 2192:
"No witr for him who has not performed it before
subh").
Witr is also frequently mentioned in connection with
the first part of the night (cf. below). Abu Hurayra
performed it before going to sleep, on Muhammad's
order (al-Tirmidhi, Witr, bdb 3). Muhammad himself is
said to have performed this saldt in any part of the
night (e.g. al-Tirmidhi, Witr, bdb 4). The time between
(
isJia3 and daybreak appears as the largest space
accorded to witr in hadith (Ahmad b. Hanbal, v, 242).
It is prohibited to perform more than one witr-saldt
in one night (Ahmad b. Hanbal, iv, 23 bis).
Tradition frequently mentions the rakca$>, prayers,
invocations and formulas by which witr used to be
followed (e.g. al-Nasa3!, Kiydm al-layl, bdbs 51, 54;
Ahmad b. Hanbal, i, 199', 350).
The chief regulations of witr as fixed by the different madhhab^ show insignificant divergencies only
(see al-Shacram, 198 ff.), with the single exception that
the Hanafis declare it to be obligatory. As an example, one may cite the rules of the ShafTl school: the
number of rak(as may vary between the odd numbers
from one to eleven; the niyya [</.#.] is required; after
every two rak'as and after the last a saldm or tashahhud
is performed. The best time is immediately after
tahaajd^ud [q.v.] for those who do not perform this
saldt in the first third of the night. In the second half
of Ramadan [see TARAWIH] , witr is prolonged by kunut
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(AJ. WENSINCK)
WIZE, modern VIZE, a small town of Eastern
Thrace, now in European Turkey (lat. 41° 34' N.,
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long. 37° 45' E.). It lies below the southwestern slopes
of the Istranca Daglari on the road connecting
Kirklareli [see KIRK KILISE] with Silivri and the Sea
of Marmara coast.
The Byzantine town and fortress of Bizye (Bi£vr|),
Byzus of the Latins, was a bishopric by 431 and a
metropolitan see by the 14th century. It was apparently first taken by the Ottomans just after the middle of the 8th/14th century; the poet Ahmed! attributes
this occupation to Siileyman, eldest son of Orkhan,
who is said to have died in 1357. But this must have
been only a temporary event, and according to the
Byzantine chronicler Ducas, it was not until March
1453, just before the fall of Constantinople, that
Mehemmed Fatih's commander Karadja Beg conquered Bizye definitively, with its two churches of St.
Sophia and St. Nicholas transformed into mosques.
Yuriifa [q.v.] were settled in this frontier region and
Wize became a sandj.ak of Rumeli. Subsequently, it
came within the province of Ozii or Silistra. By 1846
it was included in the province of Edirne [g.v.] as
the sandjak of Tekfurdaghi or Tekirdaghi [g.v.], coming within the sandjak of Kirk Kilise in 1879. It had
been briefly occupied by the Bulgarians in the spring
of 1878. During the Balkan War of 1912-13 it was
again occupied by the Bulgarians, and by Greek forces
in 1920-2. With the Treaty of Lausanne, the town's
Greek population, who had formed the majority of
the town's 3,380 inhabitants, was resettled within
Greece. In Republican Turkey, it is now within the
il of Kirklareli.
Bibliography: M. Tayyib Gokbilgin, XV.-XVL
asirlarda Edirne ve Pa§a livdsi, vakijlar—mulkler—mukataalar, Istanbul 1952, 6-9 and index; arts. Bizye, in
Megale Hellenike Enkyklopaideia, vii, 2Athens 1964,
264-5, and in Megale Genike Enkyklopaideia, xiv, Athens
1980, 299; A. Birken, Die Provinzen des osmanischen
Reiches, Wiesbaden 1976, 59, 88, 100; A.P. Kazhdan
et alii (eds.), The Oxford dictionary of Byzantium, OxfordNew York 1991, i, 292-3, art. Bizye (TM. Gregory),
mentioning A.M. Mansel, Trakya'mn kultur ve tarihi,
Istanbul 1938, and V. Velkov, Die thrakische Stadt
Bizye, in Studia in honorem V. Besevliev, Sofia 1978,
174-81; P. Rodakes, The Turkish conquest of Thrace.
The Thracian Muslims, Athens 1991 (in Greek);
G. Voiyatzes, The early Ottoman domination in Thrace:
immediate demographic consequences, Thessalonica 1998
(in Greek), 304 ff., 385 ff. See also RUMELI.
(C.E. BOSWORTH and A. SAWIDES)
WODINA, VODINA, the Ottoman Turkish name for
the Greek town of Edessa on the Via Egnatia
in western Macedonia, lying to the northwest of
Thessalonica [see SELANIK] (lat. 40° 48' N., long. 22°
03' E.). The name Vodina goes back to Slavonic voda
"water" because of the abundance of water in the
vicinity of the town.
In mediaeval times it was contested by Byzantines,
Bulgarians, Serbs and Normans (see J. Perluga, in
Lexikon des Mittelalters, iii/7, Munich-Zurich 1985, cols.
1565-7; R. Browning and A. Kazhdan, in Oxford diet,
of Byzantium, New York-Oxford 1991, 2185). In the
late 14th century it was ruled by Greek-Serbian toparchs, until the town's initial conquest by the Ottoman
commander Ewrenos Beg [q.v.], effected by the treason of the local archon Kel Petros and variously dated
by Greek and Turkish sources (Neshrf, Sa'd al-Dm,
Ewliya Celebi) to between 774-6/1372-4, together with
Beroia [see KARAFERYE], and dates in the 1380s (see
C. Seybold, Neschri's Notiz u'ber die Eroberung von VodenaEdessa. . . durch Bajezid I. Jildinm, 1389, in %DMG,
Ixxiv [1920], 291; P. Wittek, in BSOAS, xiv [1952],

661 n. 3; D.E. Pitcher, An historical geography of the
Ottoman empire, Leiden 1972, map XXVI; P. Schreiner,
Byzantinischen Kleinchroniken, ii, Vienna 1977, 358;
Stalides, i, 95-125 for details).
Definitively captured ca. 833/1430, Vodina became
part of the sand^ak of Selanik, internally administered
by local archons (demogerontes}. Its fortifications and
products were described by Katib Celebi (Ger. tr.
J. von Hammer, Rumeli und Bosna, Vienna 1812, 87)
and by Ewliya Celebi in 1668, the latter mentioning
100 houses, 30 shops, ten khans and seven Orthodox
churches functioning also as schools for the Greek
population (see D. Demetriades, Central and western Macedonia according to Ewliya Celebi [in Greek], Thessalonica
1973, 235, 241-2). In the 19th century, it was visited
by various Western travellers, e.g. W.M. Leake in 1808
(Travels in northern Greece, iii, London 1835, 275-6).
Edessans participated in the 1770 Russian-inspired
Orlov revolt and the Greek War of Independence,
whilst between 1798 and 1822 the town experienced
the rule of cAlf Pasha Tepedelenli [q.v.] of Albania.
Bulgarian claims on the area began in the 1860s, but
the town's eventual annexation to the kingdom of
Greece was effected on 18 October 1912, at which
time the town had a population of 4,000 Greeks,
1,530 Bulgarians, 46 Turks and a few Serbs (see
J. Sarres, in Megale Hellenike Enkyklopaideia2, ix, Athens
1964, 706-7). The town's fine 15th century mosque
now houses its archaeological museum.
Bibliography: See also the detailed monograph
on the town, C. Stalides, Edessa in the period of Turkish domination, 14th century to 1912 (in Greek), Edessa
1988, i; also A. Vakalopoulos, History of Macedonia
1354-1833 (in Greek), Thessalonica 1969, repr.
1992, index, and idem, History of modem Hellenism
(in Greek), iv-vi, Thessalonica 1973-82, index.
(A. SAWIDES)
WOLOF [see SENEGAL],
WOLOS [see KULUZ, in Suppl.].
WOYNUK (T.), a term of Ottoman military
and administrative usage which denoted a
particular category of troops amongst other
Balkan Christian landholding or tax-exempt
groups employed by the sultans to perform
specific combat and other militarily-related
tasks (for other groups, see EFLAK and MARTOLOS).
The term stems from the Slavonic root meaning "war",
"warrior", which appears also in the office of Voywoda
[q.v.], likewise found in Ottoman usage.
The woynuh were especially useful to the sultans before the Ottoman state developed a fully-centralised,
multi-functional military apparatus of its own. In newlyconquered lands along the empire's expanding Albanian and northern Balkan frontiers during the late 9th/
15th and early 10th/16th centuries, woynuh provided
an essential complement to the timariots [see TIMAR]
whose numbers were still insufficient to perform both
offensive and defensive military functions. An idea of
the numerical importance of woynuh can be gained
when we consider that in the Vidin region during
the time of Mehemmed II Fatih, for example, woynuh
still outnumbered timariots by a significant margin
(Inalcik, Fatih devri, table on p. 165 showing 231 registered woynuh as against 188 timdr holders). By means
of the woynuk organisation, the Ottomans were able
to secure the loyalty and co-operation of members of
existing local landed military elites by confirming a
kind of limited title to their own hereditary lands
called bashtine. One limit was the satisfactory performance of the military duties assigned to them by the
Ottomans. Having thus neutralised them, the Ottomans
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1919, 25-6). In early Ottoman sources the term appears
could then turn to the woynuks to give support serin reference to former Christian lords (N. Beldivices essential to further military advance. The woynufa
ceanu, Les Actes des premiers sultans conserves dans les manwere often employed in the first period of Ottouscrits turcs de la Bibl. nationale a Paris., Paris 1964, ii,
man expansion as guardians of the frontier and as
56-7). Soon it began to designate agents in charge of
supplementary garrison forces who assumed rerevenues from domains which enjoyed full immunity
sponsibility for protecting the hinterland as the Turks
(serbest], i.e. the imperial demesne as well as the khdss
advanced towards and eventually (after the fall of Belfiefs granted to viziers, provincial governors and other
grade in 1521) beyond the natural boundary formed
dignitaries (I.H. Uzungar§ili, Osmanli devletinin merkez ve
by the Danube. The provincial law codes for Bosnia
bahriye te^kildti, 2Ankara 1984, 164-5, 321; M. Akdag,
in the early 10th/16th century contain explicit referTurkiye'nin iktisadi ve ictimai tarihi, ii, Istanbul 1974, 89,
ence to the use of woynuks in unsettled regions of the
377-8, 382-4, 455).
frontier (ihtiydtlu yerler): as guardians of the roads and
With the expansion of the mukdtaca [q.v] system
passes and as defenders of minor strongholds set up
since the llth/17th century, many kada's and even
in vulnerable or strategically important sectors of
sandjaks were administered by woywodas (Y. Ozkaya,
the frontier and its immediate hinterland (see refs. in
XVIII. yiizyilda Osmanli kurumlan ve Osmanli toplum ya§anthe law codes dated 922/1516 and 937/1530 in the
tisi, Ankara 1985, 21, 200-2; Y. Cezar, Osmanli maliyeBibi). In time, the woynuks of some regions, especially
sinde bunalim ve degi§im ddnemi, Istanbul 1986, 65, 144;
in the area between the Danube and the Balkan range
L.T. Darling, Revenue-raising and legitimacy. Tax collection
that, after the Ottomans' permanent establishment in
and finance administration in the Ottoman Empire 1560-1660,
Hungary in 948/1541, lost its strategic importance,
lost their combat functions but kept their tax-exempt 1 Leiden 1996, 129). Their role was further enhanced
as a result of efforts to settle the nomads as peasstatus by performing auxiliary services. Pastoralist woyants and the consequent revivification of deserted areas
nuks were employed in large numbers for the breed(C. Orhonlu, Osmanli imparatorlugunda a§iretleri iskdn te§ebing, grazing and general care of the horses belonging
busu, 1691-1696, Istanbul 1963, 14, 18, 44).
to the imperial stables [see MIR-AKHUR] . They also acOn the whole, woywodas exerted, along with ecocompanied regular army units on campaign, with renomic power, considerable political authority, since
sponsibility for the care and protection of the mounts
they were responsible also for public order, policing
belonging to the imperial herd. Such woynuks were
the countryside accompanied by numerous armed men.
attached to the imperial stables and governed by
Not least for this reason they were the cause of fretheir own regulations (see the law code published by
quent complaints (H. Inalcik, Adaletnameler, in Belgeler,
Y. Ercan, Bulgarlar ve Voynuklar, 114-16). They managed
ii/3-4 [1965], 49-165). The central government was
to preserve their place as a distinct element within
hard pressed to find suitable persons for this job, i.e.
the complex Ottoman court and military organisational
persons who were acceptable also to regional interstructure until the time of the Russo-Ottoman war of
ests. More often than not, local notables succeeded
1877-8 (Uzungar§ih, Saray te§kildti, 504).
in controlling the woywoda posts in their province until
Bibliography: 1. Sources. O.L. Barkan (ed.),
the institution was abolished during the early Tan^lmdt
Kanunlar, Istanbul 1943, 265-6 (der beydn-i Kdnun(M. Qadirci, Tanzimat doneminde Anadolu kentlerinin sosyal
ndme-yi Woynugdn, undated but attributed to temp.
Siileyman I), 324-5 (Kdnun-i Efldkdn-i liwd-yl Semendire,
ve ekonomik yapilan, Ankara 1991, 29-32).
Bibliography. Given in the article.
dated 934/1527, esp. § 2); B. Durdev et alii (eds.),
(F. ADANIR)
Kdnun-i Kdnun-ndme za Bosanski, Hercegovacki, ^vornicki,
Kliski. . . Sandzak, Sarajevo 1957, esp. 21-5 (KdnunWU MA "the Five Mas", the group of five
ndme-yi wildyet-i Bosna, 922/1516), 34-41 (Kdnun-ndmeMuslim warlord-governors dominating Northyi liwd-yl Bosna, 937/1530) (the regulations for both
west China in the Republican period (1911-49).
By the turn of the 20th century, three grand Musof these dates refer to the use of woynuks in groups
of twenty to serve as border patrols and for the
lim clans of Ma from Ho-chou district in Kansu, led
staffing of lesser garrisons, whilst the second reguby Ma Ch'ien-ling (1826-1910), Ma Chan-ao (1830lation (11. 10-20) notes the use of woynuks as der86) and Ma Hai-yen (1837-1900) respectively, rose up
bendjis or guardians of the passes); Y. Ercan (ed.),
to consolidate their military power. Later their descenIstabl-i Amire voynuklan kanunnamesi, of 929/1523,
dants came to be known as "Hsi-pei Ma-chia-chun"
Appx. VIII, in idem, Osmanli imparatorlugunda Bul("the Northwestern Muslim Warlords of the Ma clans").
garlar ve Voynuklar, Ankara 1986, 114-16. See also
The five best known of them were: Ma An-liang
G. Galabov, Quelques anciens documents officiels turcs
(1844-1918), Ma T'ing-hsiang (1889-1929) (of the Ma
concernant les voinigans, in Annuaire de I'Univ. de Sofia,
Chan-ao clan), Ma Fu-hsiang (1876-1932) (of the Ma
Faculte historico-philologique, xxxiv/2 (1938), 1-69.
Ch'ien-ling clan), Ma Ch'i (1869-1931) and Ma Lin
2. Studies. I.H. Uzungar§ih, Osmanli devletinin
(1873-1945) (of the Ma Hai-yen clan). They were
saray te$kilati, Ankara 1945, esp. 501-5; Pakalin, iii,
called "Lao Wu Ma" ("The Old Five Mas") distin595-8; Gibb and Bowen, i, 54; H. Inalcik, Fatih devn
guished from another group of five called "Hsiao Wu
u'zerinde tetkikler ve vesiklar, Ankara 1954, 137-84, ch.
Ma" ("The Young Five Mas"), comprising Ma HungStefan Du§an'dan osmanh imparatorluguna; Y. Ercan,
pin (1884-1960), Ma Hung-k'ui (1892-1970) (of the
Osmanli askeri kurulujlanndan voynuk orgiitu, in Birinci
Ma Ch'ian-ling clan), Ma Pu-ch'ing (1901-77), Ma
askentarih semineri. Bildiriler, Ankara 1983, ii, 109-25.
Pu-fang (1902-75), and Ma Chung-ying (1909-? [q.v.])
(R. MURPHEY)
(of the Ma Hai-yen clan). The old and young Mas
WOYWODA, a term derived from the Slavic root
were related to each other either by blood or marvojn that signifies pertinence to the military or the
riage. According to the area of their dominance, they
sphere of war. In mediaeval Serbia it denoted a highwere also known as "Ch'ing Ma", the group that conranking c o m m a n d e r and, on the eve of the
trolled mainly the Ch'ing-Hai region, and "Ning Ma",
Ottoman conquest, the governor of a military
which controlled mainly the Ning-hsia [q.v.] region.
district (N. Radojcic, ed., ^akonik tsara Stefana Dushana
The former were led by Ma Ch'i (r. 1929-31), Ma
1349 i 1354, Belgrade 1960, 65, 67; C. Jirecek, Staat
Lin (r. 1931-38) and Ma Pu-fang (r. 1938-49); the
und Gesellschaft im mittelalterlichen Serbien, Part IV, Vienna
latter were led by Ma Fu-hsiang (r. 1913-20), Ma
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Hung-pin (r. 1921-28 and 1931-33), and Ma Hungk'ui (r. 1933-49).
Most of the Ma warlords were Old Teaching (Lao
Chiao) traditionalists who were more sinicised than
the New Teaching (Hsin Chiao) reformists. They always complied with the central government's Hancentric policies, so that their rule was not particulary
motivated by Islam. Amongst them Ma Fu-hsiang and
Ma Hon-k'ui, father and son, claimed by some authorities as neo-Confucianists, made efforts to incorporate
Confucianism into Muslim school curricula. In order
to echo the central government's policy of modernisation, they also introduced Western sciences into
Muslim education. Ma Fu-hsiang used to urge Muslim
associations to reprint Han-language Muslim classics
of a Confucian-Islamic synthesis in order to stimulate
Muslim integration into Han society! As a result, Islam
in Northwest China underwent further assimilation,
and the Salafiyya [q.v.] reform movement there was
held back. The rule of the Ma warlords had a significant impact on the Muslim communities in Northwest China. Because of their Sino-nationalist stance,
the Northwestern Han-speaking Muslims' cultural identity within the universal umma was superseded by an
identification with the Chinese motherland. The tendency of anti-acculturation and secession from China,
which had burned during the second half of the 19th
century, was thus momentarily stilled.
Bibliography: T'ien Chiung-chin, Lung-shang
Ts'un-hao chi Ma-chia-chun Tuan-liu Kai-kuang ("Origins
of the military leaders and Ma warlords of Northwest China"), in Chuan-chi Wen-hsueh, xvii/4 (1970),
5-12; M.R. Hunsberger, Ma Pu-fang in Chinghai
province, 1931-1949, Ph.D. thesis 1977, Temple Univ.,
unpubl.; J.Th. Topping, Chinese Muslim militarist. Ma
Hongkui in Ningxia, 1933-49, Ph.D. thesis 1983,
Temple Univ., unpubl.; Wen-shih Tzu-liao Yenchiu Wei-yuan-hui (ed.), Kan-su Wen-shih Tzu-liao
Hsuan-chi ("Historical sources of Kansu"), xvi, xxi,
xxiv, xxvii, Lan-chou 1983, 1985-6; J. Lipman,
Familiar strangers: a history of Muslims in northwest China,
Seattle and London 1997, 167-227; see also the
Bibl. Of MA CHUNG-YING.

(CHANG-KUAN LlN)

WUDJUD (A.), verbal noun from w-aj-d "to find".
1. In philosophy.
Here, it is one of the main words used to
represent "being" in Arabic renderings of
Greek ontological expressions, based on the
present passive yuajadu, with the past passive wudjida,
leading to the nominal form mawdj.ud. Al-mawajud means
"what is found" or "what exists", and the masdar,
wuajud, is used as the abstract noun representing existence. Wuajud and its related terms are frequently used
to represent the copula (al-rdbitd), sc. the English word
"is", in addition to being used to represent existence.
Many philosophers writing in Arabic and Persian spend
some time discussing the repertoire of terms, technical and familiar, which might be used to represent
the sorts of ontological and logical points which are
made in Greek philosophy. In this context, wuajud
tends to be identified with terms such as anniyya,
huwiyya [q.vv] and the verb kdna, by contrast with
terms representing being in the sense of essence such
as mdhiyya, hakika, dhat [g.vv.] and in Persian usage,
ajawhar, dhat. The ambiguity between wuajud as the
copula and as representing existence is well noted by
al-Farabi [q.v.], who points out that the statement
%ayd yu^adu cddilm ("Zayd is just") can be understood
purely syntactically without having any implication
that Zayd actually exists. In his Commentary on the
De Interpretatione, Shark al-Ibara, he refers to the use of

wuajud as though it were an attribute and used to
make an existential claim. But he is generally clear
that existence is not part of the essence of a thing,
and it is not implied by its essence either. Existence
is never anything more than an accident. When he
discusses Aristotle's logical terms in the latter's Prior
analytics, the expression kiyds wuajudt is used to represent the Aristotelian hyparctic or assertoric syllogism.
A crucial distinction made by Ibn Sfna [q.v.] is
between wuajud and mdhiyya, where the former represents being and existence and the latter essence or
quiddity. He spoke of God as the wdajib al-wuajud,
the only being whose essence is to exist, in contrast
with everything else which is contingent. The realm
of existence can be divided up into the wdajib alwuajud bi-dhdtihi, necessary being in itself, and everything else which follows from it. The idea that there
are essences or concepts that need something to bring
them into existence was readily adopted by many of
the mutakallimim, and they discussed the particular kind
of existence which is appropriate to God, a very different kind than that which is applicable to His creatures.
Ibn Rushd [q.v] is more explicit on the function
of wuajud as indicating a truth claim. Existence may
be understood as attributing a predicate to a subject,
an accident being applied to the substance which
serves as the subject of the statement. Arguing that
existence has priority over essence, he formalised a
powerful line of opposition to Ibn Sfna's views on
being, however. He accepted the logical distinction
between existence and essence, but criticised its application to ontology. It is not just a matter of existence
being brought to an essence that allows us to talk of
the essence as being actualised, since the real existence of the essence is part of the meaning of the
name, and is thus a condition of our use of the
essence in the first place. If the existence of a thing
depended on the addition of an accident to it, then
precisely the same would be the case for existence
itself, leading to an infinite regress.
Manuals of logic from the 4th/10th century regarded wuajud as possessing an essence that the mind
can comprehend without apprehension. This point is
developed at great length by Shihab al-Dfn alSuhrawardf [q.v], who argues that the immediacy of
existence represents unmediated knowledge of reality.
Al-Suhrawardi took this to show that essence is prior,
since if existence were a predicate of essence, essence
has to exist itself before any further question of existence can be raised. In his ishrdki [see ISHRAK] approach,
existence is nothing more than an idea, and one can
describe reality in terms of lights with different intensities, ignoring existence altogether.
Mulla Sadra Shfrazf [q.v] rejected this argument
and replaced it with asdlat al-wuajud, the priority of
existence. He argued that existence is accidental to
essence in the sense that existence is not a part of
essence. But there is no problem in understanding
how existence can itself exist as more than a thought,
since existence is an essential feature of actuality itself,
and so no regress is involved. A development of the
concept is provided by Mulla Sadra, who uses the
term wuajudiyya. He argues that the wuajud in everything is real, except for the abstract notion of being
where this is an entirely mental abstraction. It provides scope for making a more abstract reference to
wuajud, as in the expression mawajudiyyat al-wuajud, but
he maintains the distinction between the wuajud which
is a mental abstraction and the wuajud which is real.
The former tends to be identified with the notion of
universality, and when wuajud is used in its widest
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sense Mulla Sadra claims that it is used bi 'l-tashkik,
not in a univocal manner. Everything which exists
has something in common, since otherwise we should
say that they do not exist, and what they have in
common is not exactly the same attribute, but something that they share analogously. By contrast to alSuhrawardi, what everything shares is some degree of
existence rather than some degree of light. Like his
predecessors, he distinguishes between the copulative
use of wudjud (al-wudjud al-rdbit) and real being (alwud}ud al-hakk). In the case of the former, what is
connected by wudjud are ideas in the mind, not necessarily anything real. What is it, then, that the different uses of wudjud have in common, which manages
to distinguish them from claims concerning nonexistence? The answer for Mulla Sadra is that all uses
of wudjud imply either mental or real existence.
He argues that existence is the basic notion of metaphysics, not essence. He accepts that we can think of
a concept existing in reality, and only existing in our
minds, but this does not show that existence is merely
an attribute which is tacked on to the concept's essence
in the case where it actually exists. When something
exists and yet we think of it as not existing, we are
thinking of the same thing; our name refers to the
same object, and so existence comes first, and its precise characterisation later. Even things that only exist
in our minds are existing things, and we then need
to say what they are like. These arguments over the
relative priority of existence and essence played a leading role in the structure of Islamic philosophy.
Bibliography: 1. Sources. FarabI, K. al-Huruf,
ed. M. Mahdi, Beirut 1970, 112-15; idem,' Commentary and short treatise on Aristotle's De Interpretatione,
tr. F. Zimmermann, London 1981, 39, 162, 168,
191; Ibn Rushd, The incoherence of the Incoherence, tr.
S. Van den Bergh, London, 1954, 224; idem, Tafsir
ma bacd al-tabfa, ed. M. Bouyges, Beirut 1938, iii,
1280; Ibn Slna, K. al-Ishdrdt wa 'l-tanbihdt, ed.
S. Dunya, Cairo 1957-60, 285; idem, K. al-Shifd':
al-ildhiyydt, ed. M. Musa, S. Dunya and S. Zayid,
Cairo 1960, i, 201, 347, 349; Mulla Sadra, al-Hikma
al-mutacdliya fi 'l-asfdr al-arbaca, ed. R. Lutfi et alii,
Kum 1958, journey 1, i, 36, 48, 60, 62, 146, 174,
291, 293, 415; idem, K. al-Mas_hdcir, ed. H. Corbin,
Tehran 1964, 13; Suhrawardi, Oeuvres philosophiques
et mystiques, ed. Corbin, Tehran 1976.
2. Studies. A.-M. Goichon, La distinction de
{'essence et de I'existence d'apres Ibn Sina, Paris 1937;
F. Rahman, Essence and existence in Avicenna, in Medieval
and Renaissance studies, ed. R. Hunt et alii, London,
1958, iv, 1-16; P. Morewedge (ed.), Philosophies of
existence ancient and medieval, New York 1982, 290,
318, 320, 322, 324; F. Shehadi, Metaphysics in Islamic
philosophy, New York 1982; J. Lameer, Al-Farabi and
Aristotelian syllogistics, Leiden 1994, 56-8, 85-8, 22632; O. Leaman, Averroes and his philosophy, Richmond
1997, 104-16.
(O.N.H. LEAMAN)
2. In mysticism.
As a technical term of classical Sufism, wua^ud is
used primarily, though by no means exclusively, as a
verbal noun derived, like wadjd and wid^dan, from
wa^ada, "to find" or "to experience". The term already
occurs in several meanings in the prose writings of
such prominent Baghdad! Sufis as al-Kharraz (d. 2777
890-91 [</.y.]), Rasa'il, ed. Kasim al-Samarra5!, Baghdad
1387/1967, 26, 28, 30, 39) and al-Djunayd (d. 2987
910-11 [q.v.]), Rasd3il, ed. All Hassan Abdel-Kader,
The life, personality and writings of al-Junayd, GMS, N.S.
xxii, London 1962, Arabic text 32-3, 35-6, 51-2, 567), as well as in a well-known kasida generally attrib-
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uted to al-Halladj (d. 309/922), Le Diwdn d'al-Halldj,
ed. Massignon, Paris 19552, 28-9), whereas it seems
to be altogether absent from the technical vocabulary
of their Eastern contemporary, the "thinker" alTirmidhl al-hakim (d. ca. 300/912-13 or later [q.v.]).
Al-Djunayd's peculiar usage of the formula wu^udihi
lahum, referring to God's "finding" or "realising" the
spirits at the primordial Covenant (al-mlthdk \q.v^},
implies a kind of "existence" prior to existence in this
world. Applied to the experience of the mystic, wudjud
is frequently juxtaposed with shuhud "witnessing" or
"presence", and/or wao^_d, a crucial Sufi term which,
though usually translated as "ecstasy", is more precisely defined as an indescribable "encounter of the
unseen with the unseen" (musddafat al-ghayb bi 'l-ghayb;
cf. Adab al-muluk, ed. B. Radtke, Beirut 1991, Arabic,
68, German tr., 31) and plays a key role in discussions of the Sufi practice par excellence, "listening to
music" (samcf [</.£>.]). Opinions appear to have been
at variance with regard to the hierarchy, if any, of
the above three values; but al-Kushayrf in his authoritative Risdla (written 437-8/1045-6) clearly opts for
the superiority of wudjud, by which he means the
realisation of divine [?] "existence" in such a way
that everything else is totally "wiped out" (istihldk; cf.
R. Gramlich, Das Sendschreiben al-Qusayns tiber das Sufitum, Stuttgart-Wiesbaden 1989, 115 ff., 123, 431, and
the review by Landolt in Bull. Critique des Annales
Islamologiques, vii [1990], 39-41). In a more imaginative way, Nadjm al-Dln al-Kubra (d. 618/1221 [q.v.])
in his Fawa'ih al-d^amdl wa-fawdtih al-djaldl, ed. F. Meier,
Wiesbaden 1957, Arabic text nos. 18, 41, 118, 119)
speaks of an "exchange of existence" (tabdil al-wu^_ud)
and describes this experience as a kind of ascent
through the seven "categories of being" (anwdc alwudjud) until one reaches "divine existence" (wudjud
al-hakk). It may also be noted here that in the Sufi
Tract on listening to music traditionally attributed to
Ahmad al-Ghazall (Bawdrik al-ilmdc fi 'l-radd cald man
yuharrim al-samdc, ed. J. Robson, London 1938, Arabic
text 157-8, tr. 98-9), but which is more likely the
work of a 13th-century Ahmad b. Muhammad alTusT (cf. Ahmad Mudjahid, Samdc wafutuwwat, Tehran
1360/1981, Persian text, 9), the skin stretched over
the drum is said to symbolise "absolute being" (alwu^ud al-mutlak).
Philosophical speculations about "absolute being"
probably played a significant role in the development
of Sufi thought from the times of Ibn Slna at least;
but the question as to whether or not al-wwjjud almutlak should be identified with God became a serious issue only as a result of the impact of the "new"
doctrine of Ibn al-cArabi (d. 638/1240 [q.v.]), who
became famous with followers and opponents alike as
the greatest spokesman for the "unity of being" (wahdat
al-wudjud). It should be noted, however, that the latter expression has not been traced to the writings of
Ibn al-cArab! himself, whereas the 13th-century Persian
thinker cAzTz-i Nasafi already distinguishes systematically between two different kinds of wahdat-i wud^ud
without attributing any of them directly to Ibn al'Arabl [see WAHDAT AL-SHUHUD]. According to 'Ala'
al-Dawla al-Simnam (d. 736/1336), an influential Sufi
critic of Ibn al-cArabi, al-wudjud al-mutlak is applicable not to God's own existence, but only to his creative "act of bringing-into-existence (Jicl al-id^ad), even
though al-Simnanl himself accepts the validity of ontological tawhld in the formula "there is nothing in Being
but God" (laysa-fi 'l-ivudjud siwd 'lldh), which he ascribes
to the classical Sufi al-Djunayd. Partly based on alSimnanl's critique, but also as a means to assert their
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own identity as Muslims against a certain Indo-Muslim
syncretism of their own times, later Sufis such as
Grsudfraz (d. 825/1422) and especially the celebrated
Ahmad Sirhindf (d. 1034/1624 [q.v.]) laid claim to
an even higher form of mystical experience than the
one associated with Ibn al-cArabi. Their doctrine, as
distinct from wahdat al-wugjiid, is generally referred to
as wahdat al-shuhud. On the other hand, the doctrine
of wahdat al-wudj.ud as elaborated by Ibn al-'Arabl's
immediate followers such as Sadr al-Dm al-Kunawi
(d. 673/1274) was vigorously defended by Nur alDm cAbd al-Rahman al-Djami (d. 898/1492), particularly in his scholastic treatise, al-Durra al-Jakhira ft
tahkik madhhab al-sufiyya wa 'l-mutakallimin wa 'l-hukamd3
ai-mutakaddimm (ed. N. Heer, Tehran 1358/1980, idem,
The Precious Pearl, Albany 1979); and this intellectual
Sufi" tradition in turn exercised a strong influence on
the formation of a new philosophy of the "primacy
of existence" (asdlat al-wuajud), as opposed to the more
traditional philosophy of the "primacy of quiddity"
(asdlat al-mdhiyya], with Sadr al-Dm al-ShfrazI (d. 1050/
1640).
Bibliography (in addition to references in the
article): W.C. Chittick, Ibn al-cArabi's Metaphysics of
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Follower and heir of the Prophet. Shaykh Ahmad Sirhindi
(1564-1624) as mystic, Leiden 1992; S.S.K. Hussaini,
Sayyid Muhammad al-Husaym-i Gisudiraz, (721/1321825/1422)'. On Sufism, Delhi 1983; T. Izutsu, The
concept and reality of existence, Tokyo 1971; H. Landolt,
Der Briefwechsell zwischen Kdsdni und Simndm iiber Wahdat
al-Wugud, in hi, (1973), 29-81; idem, Le paradoxe
de la "face de Dieu": Az.iz.-e Nasafi (VlP/XIIf
sieclej
et le "monisme esoterique" de ITslam, in SI, xxv (1996),
163-92; M. Mole, Les mystiques musulmans, Paris 1965;
G. Schubert, Anndherungen. Der mystisch-philosophische
Briejwechsel zwischen Sadr ud-Din-i Qonawl und Nasir
ud-Din-i Tusi, Beirut 1995.
(H. LANDOLT)
WUDU' (A.), lit. "cleansing", the minor ablution, purification from a minor source of impurity
(hadath), obligatorily required for the performing of
certain acts of the Islamic religion, including worship
[see SALAT]. For the major ablution, see GJUSL.
Together with worship, almsgiving, fasting and pilgrimage, purification (tahdra), or the fact of putting
oneself in a state of purity (tuhr), is one of the five
cultic acts (cibdddt) that make up, according to the
religious lawyers, the bases (usul) of Islam (see Abu
Muhammad al-Djuwaynf, Tabsira, Beirut 1994, 20).
The enormous mass of Prophetic traditions concerning purity, the lengthy developments of the topic in
the fikh treatises and the interminable legal controversies that it generated concerning the tiniest details,
bear witness to its importance for the Muslim mind.
The obligation to purify oneself before embarking
on the worship, already present in Jewish ritual, is
clearly set out, in a fairly detailed way, in Kur'an,
V, 6: ". . . when you get ready for the worship, wash
your faces and hands up to the elbows. . ."), this
being considered a Medinan verse (as likewise IV, 43).
A consensus was thus established that a performance
of the worship without being in a state of purity was
invalid (see Ibn al-Mundhir, Id^md', Beirut 1986, 17).
Furthermore, the questions of detail concerning purifi-

cation gave rise to numerous controversies, on one
side, between Sunn! and Shr'F legists, and on the
other, between members of the different legal schools
within Sunnism (in particular, between Hanafis and
Shafi'fs).
Minor ablutions are necessary when a person's state
of impurity comes from a "minor impurity" (al-hadath
al-asghar) and when there is available a liquid considered as suitable for purification at hand for this
(if not, dry ablutions, tayammum [q.v.] are permissible).
The state of minor impurity has as its main effect,
universally recognised, to render invalid performance
of the worship. The prohibition of touching or handling a copy of the Kur'an (following LVI, 77-9) or
of making the tawdf [q.v] in the course of the Pilgrimage are, however, subjects of controversy.
Minor impurities invalidating the state of ritual
impurity are equally the subjects of controversy.
According to the ShafTls, there are five causes of this
state: 1. "Everything which comes forth from the two
natural orifices" (except the urine of suckling infants);
2. sleep (there is discussion about a light amount of
this); 3. loss of reason; 4. touching a person of the
other sex with or without "passionate" intention; and
5. touching the genitalia or anus in certain conditions
(see al-Shfrazf, Muhadhdhab, Damascus-Beirut 1992, i,
95-100). The Hanbalfs add to this list apostasy and
consuming camel's meat, and consider that physical
contact with a member of the opposite sex must have
a carnal intention to bring about impurity (see Le precis de droit d'Ibn Quddma, tr. H. Laoust, Beirut 1950,
6). The Hanafis retain only nos. 4 and 5, but they
consider that a bout of uncontrollable mirth (kahkaha)
during the worship invalidates the state of purity,
necessitating fresh ablutions and beginning the act of
worship in question once more (see al-Kaffal al-Shashf,
Hilyat al-culamd3, Beirut-'Amman 1980^ i, 143-55; for
the Maliki doctrine, Ibn Abi Zayd al-Kayrawanf, La
Risala, tr. L. Bercher, Algiers 1975, 28-31).
Rainwater, based on Kur'an, V, 11 and XXV,
48, is the purifying element (al-wadu3} par excellence.
Even on this point, there were numerous discussions: What quality of water purifies? How does one
distinguish pure from impure water? What other
liquids can be assimilated here to water? (see alSaymarl, Talkhis al-khildf Kum 1987, i, 21-3).
Regarding the ways of accomplishing wudu}, the
question of preliminary intention (niyya [q.v.]) of purifying oneself has always been a subject of debate
amongst the jurists of the Hanafi and those of other
schools. For the latter, express intention is vital, if the
ablutions in question are not to be rendered invalid,
following the Prophet's famous saying, "Actions are
only valid according to the intention". The Hanafis,
however, hold that, for purifications in general, only
those made with a solid substance (such as in tayammum) necessitate it. At the heart of Sunnism, the question has assumed such importance that it clearly
constitutes one of the signs of adhesion to one or
another legal school.
The acts making up wudu3, known from Kur'an,
V, 6, and numerous Prophetic traditions (sometimes
contradictory), are traditionally divided into "obligatory" and "recommended". In their details, the doctrines here are so divergent that it does not seem
worth going into detail. One may merely observe that
the divergences are most often engendered by different interpretations of the vocabulary of purifications,
e.g. regarding "rubbing the head" (mash al-ra's), what is
meant by "rubbing" and how to define "the head"? On
such questions, the jurists use linguistic argumentation
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ad lib. Thus the ShafTi Abu Hamid al-Ghazah considers that six acts are necessary for simple ablutions:
1. expression of intention; 2. washing the face (ghusl
al-wadj.h); 3. washing the two hands (ghusl al-yadayn);
4. rubbing the head; 5. washing the two feet (ghusl
al-ridjlqyn); and 6. respecting the order of performing
these procedures (al-tartib). He then mentions 18 elements simply "recommended", such as rinsing the
mouth, washing the ears, etc. (al-Wadfiz, Beirut 1994,
10-13).
Cleaning the teeth with an ardk stick (siwdk [q.v.])
is treated separately in the legal treatises, probably
because it was the particular object of a saying by
the Prophet ("Were it not for my desire not to burden my community, I would have ordered them to
clean the teeth before every act of worship"). Following
this saying, the jurists consider this to be strongly recommended but not obligatory.
A topic which divides Sunnls from Shic Is is that
of "rubbing one's shoes": Is it permissible to replace
washing one's feet by rubbing one's footwear, opposed
categorically by the latter but accepted by the Sunnls
under certain conditions. See al-Kaffal al-ShashT, op. cit.,
i, 130-42, and AL-MASH CALA 'L-KHUFFAYN.
The principle according to which a doubt (shakk)
cannot damage a certainty (jakiri) is often invoked as
a criterion for a person to determine his own state
and thus know whether he should proceed to make
his ablutions. A person who is doubtful in knowing
whether he has been exposed to an impurity can legitimately consider himself in a state of purity; if, however, it is his state of purity which is the subject of
doubt, he can be considered as a muhdith (a person
in a state of impurity) and should accomplish the
wudu3 (see al-Shfrazi, op. cit., i, 102-3).
Bibliography: Given in the article; see also
G.-H. Bousquet, La purete rituelle en Islam (Etude de
fiqh et de sociologie religieuse), in RHR, cxxxviii (1956),
53-71; A.K. Reinhart, Impurity I no danger, in History
of Religions, xxx (1990), 1-24; and TAHARA.
(E. CHAUMONT)
WUFUD (A., sing, wqfd) delegations.
1. In the time of the Prophet.
In the biography of the Prophet Muhammad [see
SIRA] this term designates the mainly tribal deputations which came to him in Medina,
mainly during the ninth year of the Islamic era known
as "the Year of Delegations". They started arriving
during Shawwal 8 A.H., after the abortive siege of
al-Ta'if [q.v] or, according to another version, after
Muhammad's return from Tabuk [q.v.] (Sha'ban or
Ramadan 9 A.H.). Earlier visits to the Prophet are
also reported. Some tribesmen are said to have come
to him when he was still in Mecca. The Djuhayna
delegation [see KUDA'A, at Vol. V, 315b-316a] is supposed to have arrived at Medina shortly after the
Hidjra [q.v], while the Muzayna [q.v.] are said to
have come in 5 A.H. The last delegation was that
of the Nakhac, which came in mid-Muharram 11 A.H.
The abundant source material about the delegations often reveals typical features of the visitors, such
as hairstyles, clothes and tribal dialects. Strange and
uncommon words that an eloquent leader included in
his ceremonial address sometimes account for the preserving of the whole report (cf. Madjd al-Dm Ibn alAthlr, Manal al-tdlib f i shark tiwdl al-ghard'ib, ed. M.M.
al-Tanahi, Mecca [1399/1979], passim). Most if not
all of the source material was transmitted in the early
days of Islamic historiography by descendants of the
Prophet's Companions (or alleged Companions) wishing to secure for their ancestors a place in the sacred
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history of the Prophet. Indeed, in many reports about
visitors—it is often difficult to tell a visitor who came
on his own initiative from a tribal delegation—one
finds the fingerprints of the party concerned. For example, the leader of the eAbd al-Kays [q.v.] delegation
puts—in first person—his own praise in the Prophet's
mouth; and one of the reports on the Kinda [q.v., at
Vol. V, 119b] delegation is specifically said to go back
to al-Ashcath [q.v] b. Kays. In one version of Ibn
Ishak's biography of Muhammad there is a long
account on al-Tufayl b. cAmr al-Daws! with an isndd
or chain of authorities going back to al-Tufayl himself. (In the other versions of the same biography the
report appears without an isndd.)
Elders (mashyakha, ashydkh) also figure prominently
as transmitters of reports on tribal delegations. There
is evidence of written records in the "pre-historiographical" phase. Al-Wakidl quotes (through one intermediary) an informant of the 'Udhra [q.v] who, with
regard to his tribe's delegation, quotes "the book of
his ancestors" (kitdb dbd'i).
Sometimes accounts on a delegation exist both as
"general history" and as family history. Ibn Ishak's
report on the Hawazin [q.v] delegation, the protagonist of which is Zuhayr b. Surad al-Djushaml of the
Hawazin, has an isndd going back to cAbd Allah b.
c
Amr b. al-cAs. However, a similar (though not identical) report on this delegation exists with a family
isndd going back to Zuhayr himself. The family account
persisted well into the 3rd/9th century, and in 2747
887-8 it was transmitted to the fourteen-year old alTabarani [q.v].
Monographs on the delegations were compiled by
al-Wakidi [q.v], Ibn al-Kalbl [see AL-KALBI, section
II], al-Mada'ini [q.v] and al-Haytham b. 'Adi [q.v].
Al-Mada5inf's monograph is said to have included the
delegations of the Yaman, the Mudar and the Rablca
[see RABICA AND MUDAR], which no doubt reflects its
internal division. The lost monographs only comprised
part of the large source material about delegations
scattered throughout the Islamic literature.
In addition to tribal delegations, there was one of
Ethiopians, another of Persian Abna3 [q.v., no. II] and
yet another of Ahl al-Kitdb [q.v] (who in this case
were the Jews). The Nadjran [q.v] delegation was
made up of Christians and that of the Taghlib [q.v]
comprised both Christians and Muslims. The Nadjranls
and the Christian Taghlibis did not convert to Islam,
unlike the Christian members in the delegations of
the cAbd al-Kays, the Nakhac, the Hanlfa [see HANIFA
B. LUDJAYM] and the Tayyi\ Also the djinn [q.v] and
predatory beasts reportedly sent delegations to the
Prophet.
The arrival of the Thakif [q.v] delegation, which
was a turning point in Muhammad's career, was
brought about by military pressure applied by the
Hawazin leader, Malik b. cAwf [q.v]. Muhammad
managed to lure him out of al-Ta'if, depriving the
Thakif of their main Bedouin ally. Malik's harassment
of his former allies pushed them to the inevitable negotiations in Medina in which Muhammad adopted a
fairly flexible attitude (MJ. Kister, Some reports concerning d-Td'if, in JSAI, i [1979], 1-18). Similar tactics
were used with regard to the South Arabian town of
Djurash. Having visited Muhammad in 10 A.H., the
Azd [q.v] leader Surad b. cAbd Allah besieged Djurash,
compelling its inhabitants to dispatch a delegation to
Medina. In both cases Muhammad employed the
nomads to subdue the settled.
In the short term, Muhammad's tribal tactics were
divisive. Farwa b. Musayk al-Muradl was given control
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over fellow tribesmen who followed him, and was instructed to fight other tribesmen who turned away
from him. A combination of diplomacy and military
pressure is also evident elsewhere. An imminent Muslim
attack brought to Medina the Suda° delegation, and
the Numayr came under similar circumstances. The
taking of Tamfmf captives was behind the arrival of
the Tamfm [q.v] delegation (E. Landau-Tasseron, Process
of redaction: the case of the Tamimite delegation to the Prophet
Muhammad, in BSOAS, xlix [1986], 253-70).
While most tribal visitors came to declare their loyalty to the new religion and its founder, some of them
considered succumbing to Muhammad's authority
(which in their view was a form of Kurashf expansionism) as a relinquishment of their own political
ambitions. cAmir b. al-Tufayl [q.v], who led the cAmir
b. Sacsaca [q.v.] delegation, suggested that power be
divided between him and Muhammad, or that he
become the latter's heir. Also, Musaylima [q.v.] reportedly demanded to succeed the Prophet.
The Prophet's recognition of tribal rights to land
and water resources appears in many of the letters
given to the delegations. Ownership of these resources
was often disputed, and some visitors made claims to
land which was not theirs (on al-DahnaJ [q.v.], see
Kister, Land property and Jihad, in JESHO, xxxiv [1991],
270-311, at 305; cf. M. Lecker, The Banu Sulaym,
Jerusalem 1989, 174-5).
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
the article): The relevant entries in the dictionaries
of the Companions; Ibn Sacd, i/2, 38-86; J. Wellhausen, Skizzen und Vorarbeiten, iv, Medina vor dem
Islam, Berlin 1889, 87-194; Ibn Shabba, Ta'nkh alMadma al-munawwara, ed. F.M. Shaltut [Mecca
1399/1979], ii, 499-602; al-Zurkanf, Shark cald Ymawdhib al-laduniyya, Beirut 1417/1996, v, 113-238;
al-Salihf al-Shamf, Subul al-hudd wa 'l-rashdd, vi, ed.
C
A.'al-'cA.cA. al-H. Hilmf, Cairo 1411/1990, 395681; M. Hamfdullah, Maa^mucat al-wathd'ik alsiydsiyya, 5Beirut 1405/1985.
(M. LECKER)
2. In the early caliphate.
During the time of the Rightly-Guided Caliphs,
delegations continued to arrive at the caliphal court,
usually headed by leaders and chiefs from outlying
districts; to be sent as a member of such a mission,
as a wqfid or muwaffad, was regarded as prestigious
and a reward for great eloquence. Thus Ibn cAbd
Rabbihi, in his section on delegations, the kitdb alajumdna fi 'l-wufud, ed. Ahmad Amfn et alii, Cairo
1940-53, ii, 3-121, lists delegations from such groups
as the people of al-Yamama to Abu Bakr, and from
Djabala b. Ayham, al-Ahnaf b. Kays [q.vv] and £Amr
b. Ma'drkarib to cUmar b. al-Khattab. But the institution is particularly well documented in regard to
the Umayyads, with the Sufyanid Mu'awiya I [q.v],
as much in his role as sayyid, supreme tribal leader
of the Arabs, as that of Islamic caliph, on various
occasions inviting wufud of powerful tribal chiefs who
upheld the Umayyad cause in Syria and elsewhere
but also of potential rivals and opponents, in order
to consult and seek agreement on certain contentious
issues (see below).
Provincial governors and local leaders would send
delegations to the caliph in order to affirm their loyalty,
normally receiving in return subsidies or allocations of
taxation, as cAmr b. al-cAs [q.v] received the khardaj. of
Egypt for his loyalty to Mu'awiya. Poets would come as
wuffad seeking largesse from the caliph, in return for
which support would be expected in their verses for the
ruler and his policies (cf. Ikd, ii, 82 ff.: DjarFr to cAbd
al-Malik, al-Ahwas to cUmar b. cAbd al-cAzIz, etc.).

Some of the wufud invited by Mucawiya dealt with
highly important and delicate issues. This was clearly
the case when, towards the end of his reign, in the
later 670s, the caliph wished to secure the succession
of his son Yazid after his own death, a novelty in
Arab ruling practice, since CA1F had failed to secure
a lasting succession for his son al-Hasan. Delegations
were summoned to Damascus both from the loyal
Syrian chiefs and commanders and also from potentially hostile groups like the army in 'Irak and the
Ansar, although neither al-Husayn b. cAlf nor cAbd
Allah b. al-Zubayr [q.vv], both of whom regarded
themselves as having strong claims to succeed, was
present. In an opening speech, Mu'awiya expatiated
on the qualities of Yazld for the succession, and the
leader of the Kays in northern Syria and the Djazfra,
al-Dahhak b. Kays al-Fihn [q.v], proposed Yazfd's
candidature, supported by others of Mu'awiya's partisans like cAbd al-Rahman b. cUthman al-Thakafi,
combatting arguments of the opposition. The leader
of the 'Iraki Arabs, al-Ahnaf b. Kays [q.v], was eventually won over by a substantial monetary payment
(see al-Mascudf, Muru$, v, 69-73 = §§ 1827-30, and
cf. Wellhausen, The Arab kingdom and its fall, Eng. tr.
Calcutta 1927, 141-3).
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
the article): H. Lammens, Etudes sur le regne du calife
omaiyade Mo'dwia Ier, Paris 1908, 61-2; idem, Le
califat de Tazid r, Beirut 1921, 103-6.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
AL-WUKUF (A.), lit. place of standing, station, for
prayer and thanksgiving on the plain of cArafa [q.v]
or cArafat, some 20 km/12 miles to the east of Mecca,
the culminating rite of the Meccan Pilgrimage [see HADJDJ].
A rite of wukuf existed there in pre-Islamic times
and seems to have constituted a main element of the
pagan hadj.dj., independent moreover of that in the
haram of Mecca. The pilgrims arrived in their tribes
at Dhu '1-Madjaz, assumed a state of sacralisation and
accomplished there various devotions before going
down again by running towards Muzdalifa. Wellhausen
suggested that it may have involved an autumn ritual linked with the trials of the end of summer and
the expectation of rains, but it is impossible for us
now to reconstitute with any certainty the details and
the meaning of this rite for the pagan Arabs. Whatever
the case, Muhammad knew how to confer on it an
eminently monotheistic dimension. He showed to the
faithful the details of the ritual, henceforth Muslim,
at the time of the Farewell Pilgrimage of 10/632.
The pilgrims perform it on 9 Dhu '1-Hidjdja. For
preference, they pass the night of the 8th-9th at Mina,
6 km/4 miles from Mecca, but it is allowable to come
to 'Arafat on the evening of the 8th. The sunna requires a person to be there just after midday. Slightly
outside the sacred area, a brief sermon is given, following the Prophet's example, and the zuhr and casr
worships are performed conjointly and in an abridged
form. The rite proper then begins, according to modalities reduced to the most abbreviated form. cArafat
appears as an immense desert plain fringed with rocky
hills, with no building on it except for the mosque
of al-Namira; tents are merely erected to protect the
pilgrims from the sun. These last perform very modest rites. No special gesture is required; the pilgrims
can be seated, standing, mounted on an animal or,
at the present time, in a vehicle. They turn in the
direction of the kibla, and may draw near, as did the
Prophet, to the hill called the hill of mercy (d^abal alrahma], if possible standing without stopping in prayer
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to God. The text of these prayers is in one part fixed
by tradition. First of all, the talbiya [q.v] is pronounced
("Here I am, O Lord . . .") and various supplications,
often attributed to the Prophet; but it is equally allowable to make personal prayers, for oneself or for absent
ones. To ask pardon for one's sins is prescribed, for
everyone will be pardoned on that particular day:
"The gravest of sins for the pilgrim at c Arafat is to
believe that God will not pardon him" (al-Ghazall,
Ihyd3, i.7, 3). Finally, after sunset, the pilgrims go
down en masse in the direction of Muzdalifa, where
they spend the night. The pre-Islamic tradition of
going forward precipitatedly and making as much
noise as possible (an act of sympathetic magic to induce storms and rain?) was denounced by the Prophet,
but it persisted, curiously, during mediaeval times and
till today.
One should note that a second wukuf takes place at
Muzdalifa in the morning of 10 Dhu '1-Hidjdja, just
after the dawn worship, an attenuated memory of the
corresponding pre-Islamic ceremony dedicated to the
god of thunder Kuzah, whose mountain overhangs
the place. This second standing session is not obligatory, and the crowd movements of recent decades
caused by increased numbers of pilgrims make it in
practice almost impossible to realise collectively. In
differentiation from the rites at Mecca and Mina,
those of the wukuf have not acquired an " Abrahamic"
sense, perhaps because of their clearly observable religious significance.
The spiritual significance of the wukuf is immense.
It forms the very heart of the hadj.dl. To stand at
"Arafat is obligatory, if only for a short instant, between
the afternoon and dawn of 10 Dhu '1-Hidjdja. Without
it, the whole of the Pilgrimage is invalid and cannot
be compensated by other sacrifices, as is the case with
the omission of certain other rites. The wukuf constitutes, as attest those who have given an account of
their own Pilgrimage, the most concentrated and most
emotional moment of the haajaj.. In it, the Islamic
community discerns its unity and its immediate, direct
contact with God. This gathering together is often
viewed as prefiguring the eschatological one of the
Resurrection, each believer being dressed in his ihrdm
garment as in a shroud. It is in any case the most
specifically monotheistic ritual manifestation that the
Muslim ritual set up or retained from pre-Islamic
practice.
Bibliography. For the general significance of the
rite within the Pilgrimage, see HADJDJ. The preIslamic rites evoked by AzrakI, Akhbdr Makka, Ibn
al-Kalbl, K. al-Asndm, Ibn Sacd, Tabakdt, and Tabarl,
Ta'rikh, have been gathered together and analysed
by C. Snouck Hurgronje, Het Mekkaansche feest,
Leiden 1880; J. Wellhausen, Reste arabischen Heidentums, 2Berlin 1897; and M. Gaudefroy-Demombynes,
Le pelerinage a la Mecque, Paris 1923. The details of
the ritual are given in the hadith collections under
the sections called kitdb al-hadj.dj.. Information on
mediaeval practice comes from the great travellers,
e.g. Ibn Djubayr and Ibn Battuta. Recent practice
for the wukuf is evoked in 19th and 20th century
travellers' accounts, inter alia, those of Sir Richard
Burton, Personal narrative of a pilgrimage to el-Medinah
and Meccah, London 1859; Snouck Hurgronje,
op. cit.; T.F. Keane, Six months in Meccah, London
1881; M.L. al-Batanunl, al-Rihla al-hifyaqyya, Cairo
1911; E. Dinet and S. Baamer, Le Pelerinage a la
maison sacree d'Allah, Paris 1930; A. Kamal, The sacred
journey, being Pilgrimage to Mecca, New York 1961;
A.M. Turki and H.R. Souami, Recits de pelerinage d
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la Mekke, Paris 1979. For a statement on the actual
contemporary organisation, D. Long, The Hajj today.
A survey of contemporary Makka Pilgrimage, Albany 1979.
(P. LORY)
WUSHMGIR B. ZIYAR, ZAHIR AL-DAWLA, the
second ruler of the DaylamI dynasty of the
Ziyarids [q.v] of northern Persia, r. 323-56/935-67.
Wushmgir is said to have meant "quail-catcher", according to al-Mascudi, Murudj., ix, 30 = § 3603, cf. Justi,
Iranisches Namenbuch, 359.
Wushmgir was the lieutenant of his brother
Mardawldj [q.v.], and after his death was hailed at
Rayy as his successor by the DaylamI troops. Until
ca. 328/940 he held on to his brother's conquests in
northern Persia, but thereafter was drawn into warfare, in alliance with another DaylamI soldier of fortune, Makan b. Kakl [q.v], with the Samanids, who
had ambitions in northern Persia. Wushmgir lost
Isfahan and Rayy to the Buyid brothers CA1I and
Hasan (sc. Tmad al-Dawla and Rukn al-Dawla [q.vv]),
and retrenched himself in the Caspian provinces of
Gurgan and Tabaristan. Very soon he became willynilly a client of the Samanids, receiving support from
Samanid armies on various occasions when the Buyids
drove him out of Tabaristan (333/945, 335/947, etc.)
and twice when he vainly attempted to regain and
hold Rayy (331/943, 347/958). In 356/967 the Samanid general Muhammad b. Ibrahim Simdjuri [see
SIMDJURIDS] and Wushmgir came together in Gurgan
in order to launch an attack on Rukn al-Dawla, but
this was aborted by Wushmglr's death whilst hunting
on 1 Muharram 357/7 December 967 (thus in Miskawayh, Ta&drib, ii, 233, tr. v, 247).
He was succeeded as ruler of the Ziyarid amlrate
by his son Blsutun, whose rule was, however, challenged by another son, Kabus [q.v], who eventually
secured the throne for himself. The Ziyarids were able
to survive for more than a century further, but only
as a local Caspian power.
Bibliography: 1. Sources. Miskawayh, i, 317,
ii, 119-20, 138, 154-5, 158, 246-7, tr. iv, 358, v,
124, 144, 164-6, 169, 232-3; GardizI, ed. Nazim,
31, 38, 40, 44-5; Ibn Isfandiyar, tr. Browne, 21725; Ibn al-Athlr, viii.
2. Studies. See the general one on the Ziyarids
given in the Bibls. to MARDAWIDJ and KABUS B.
WUSHMAGIR, and also W. Madelung, in Camb. hist.
Iran, iv, 213-14, and C.E. Bosworth, The Mew Islamic
dynasties, no. 81. For coins of Wushmgir, see S.M.
Stern, The coins of Amul, in JVC, 7th ser., vol. vi
(1967), 220 ff
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
WUTHUK AL-DAWLA, Mirza Hasan Khan, Persian statesman, belle-lettrist, several times
cabinet member and twice prime minister,
b. in Tehran April 1875, to a prominent landowning family, and d. there February 1951. His paternal
grandfather, Mirza Muhammad Kawam al-Dawla held,
among other positions, the governorship of Khurasan
in 1855 and Isfahan in 1872, and his maternal uncle
was the reformist-minded constitutionalist Mirza CA1I
Khan Amin al-Dawla (1844-1904), chief minister to
Muzaffar al-Din Shah Kadjar [q.v]. Wuthuk al-Dawla's
younger brother Kawam al-Saltana (1876-1954) was
several times prime minister, and proved instrumental
in arranging for the withdrawal of Soviet troops from
Adharbaydjan in the aftermath of the Second World
War; his cousin Muhammad Musaddik al-Saltana [q.v]
was prime minister during the tumultuous years of
the nationalisation of Persian oil in the early 1950s.
Mirza Hasan Khan held his first official appointment
at the age of twenty as governor of Adharbaydjan,
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conferred upon him, along with the tide of Wuthuk
al-Dawla, by Nasir al-Dm Shah [q.v], who was impressed by his exceptional aptitude and capability.
With the rise of the constitutionalist movement [see
DUSTUR. iv] in Persia in the first decade of the 20th
century, Wuthuk al-Dawla, a strong advocate of limited monarchism, entered the first parliament in 1906
as representative of the merchant's guild. After a series
of key cabinet posts in critical times, Wuthuk al-Dawla
held the premiership for a couple of months in 191617, a tenure paralysed by political chaos and internal rebellion. In that brief period he collaborated with
his brother-in-law, then minister of education, to establish a dozen girls' schools in the capital.
Persia withstood several partition plans in the first
two decades of the twentieth century, and when Wuthuk
al-Dawla was made prime minister again in 1918, separatist pro-Bolshevik groups, including the well-known
Djangali movement (1915-21 [q.v.]) led by Mfrza
Kucfk Khan, sought to establish autonomous republics along the northern borders of Persia. The first
year of Wuthuk's second premiership then was spent
in quelling riots and restoring the rule of law and order,
with British help, taking advantage of an over-arching
British sentiment to thwart the Bolshevik threat in the
region. In 1919, in an attempt to centralise civil administration and the army, and to ensure a complete
modernisation of the bureaucratic and financial sectors along western lines, he signed the provisional
Anglo-Persian Agreement of 1919 with Sir Percy Cox,
the British minister in Persia. The agreement which
intended—in lieu of placing Persian financial and military administration under British control—to replicate western-style civil institutions in Persia, was met
with opposition from the parliament and other members of the Persian court and aristocracy, as well as
the Russian, French and American legations in Tehran.
The controversial agreement, which did little more
than recognise de facto British control over Persian
affairs, led to Wuthuk al-Dawla's dismissal in 1920,
and was subsequently annulled by the fourth Persian
parliament. The prime minister was not only accused
of forfeiting Persia's sovereignty but also of taking a

bribe from the British government. In that same year,
he was made a Knight of the Grand Order of Bath
(Overseas List) by the British crown.
Although Wuthuk al-Dawla resumed limited political
activity after spending a few years abroad, as minister
of finance and then justice in 1926, and member of
parliament in 1930, the rest of his political career was
diminished both as a result of the highly unpopular
agreement as well as the change of dynasty in 1925.
A poet of considerable renown, translator of Kant
and Rousseau, and essayist, Wuthuk al-Dawla earned
the respect of leading Persian intellectuals of his period.
Particularly noteworthy in this regard are his Dtwdn,
with an introduction by the laureate Malik al-Shucara°
Bahar [q.v], and an early lucid, and surprisingly modernist essay on the emancipation of women, written
after Rida Shah Pahlavf's [q.v] unpopular policy of
forbidding Persian women to appear veiled in public. After his retirement from political affairs, Wuthuk
al-Dawla directed the newly-established Language
Academy, the Farhangistdn-i Iran, for three years from
1936.
Bibliography. Malik al-Shucara° Bahar, Tdnkh-i
mukhtasar-i ahzdb-i siydsi, Tehran 1944, 30-45;
Wuthuk al-Dawla, Diwdn, Tehran 1957, also with
in trod, by Iradj Afshar and facs. ed. Tehran 1994;
Documents on British foreign policy, 1919-1939, ed.
R. Butler and J.P.T. Bury, 1st ser., vol. xiii, London
1963; cAlf Wuthuk (ed.), Athdr-i Wuthuk, introd. by
Malik al-Shucara° Bahar, Tehran 1964; Djamshfd
Amir Bakhtiyarf, Marwdnd-hd wa khazqf-hd, Tehran
1964; MihdF Bamdad, Sharh-i hdl-i riajdl-i Iran, i,
Tehran 1968, 348-52; J. Olson, The genesis of the
Anglo-Persian Agreement of 1919, in Towards a modern
Iran, ed. E. Kedourie and Sylvia G. Haim, London
1980, 185-216; Olson, Anglo-Iranian relations during
World War I, London 1984, 153-249; N.S. Fatemi,
art. Anglo-Persian Agreement of 1919, in EIr, ii, 59-61;
Manuchihr Farmanfarmaiyan, Dastdn-i rushwa-gm-yi
Wuthuk al-Dawla, Nusrat al-Dawla wa Sdrim al-Dawla,
in Rahavard, xxvi (1990), 270-4; c AJr'Wuthuk (ed.),
Chahdr fasl, Tehran 1992; Ibrahim SafaT, Wuthuk
al-Dawla, Tehran 1995.
(NEGUIN YAVARI)

Y
YA3, the 28th letter of the Arabic alphabet, with
the numerical value 10. It stands for the semivowel
y and for the long vowel i, which the grammarians
analyse as short i (kasra) plus yd3. For the shortening
of final -I before hamzat al-wasl, see WAW. Yd3 is also
used, like alif and wdw, as a "support" for medial or
final hamza [q.v], reflecting presumably the ancient
HidjazI dialect loss of hamza in certain positions with
concomitant glides.
In word-final position, alif maksura (that is to say:
long d not followed by hamzd) is written sometimes
with alif and sometimes with yd3. In the latter case,
it can be transliterated as a; in manuscripts it is often
noted as yd3 with a small superscript alif. The rules
for the distribution of the two spellings are complicated and there is much fluctuation in manuscripts;
in general, the spelling with d is preferred in words
with third radical y (e.g. bam), but also in words with

third radical w if other forms of the same stem have
yd3 (e.g. tadd'a, by analogy to the second person
tadd'ayta). The position is similar regarding the particles ila, fala and ladd, because of forms with suffixes
like ilayhi. In Kur'anic orthography, the spelling with
yd3 is retained before pronominal suffixes, but the
modern convention is to replace it by alif in non-final
positions. Otherwise, non-final d is written with yd3
only in the loan word tawrdt (iyy, alongside the regular >\jj!)j which was perhaps not borrowed directly
from Hebrew tordh but from some Aramaic form with
-y-. For a classic formulation of these rules see, for
example, Ibn Kutayba, Adab al-kdtib, ed. Griinert, 27884. There is good reason to think that originally these
spellings had a phonetic rationale, namely, that yd3
was used to represent a final d affected by "inclination" (imdla [q.v]), that is to say, pronounced as [e] or
[se]. Bergstrasser noted that in the Kur'an d does not
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normally rhyme with a. However, the distribution of
the "inclining" and "non-inclining" allophones of a
must have altered after the time when the orthography of the Kur'an was established. In many cases,
the Kufan school of Kur'an readers still prescribed
the "inclining" pronunciation in words written with
a, and the "non-inclining" one in those with final alif,
but the Basran school regarded imala to be independent of the orthography and conditional on the phonetic environment.
Modern books printed in Egypt generally omit the
two dots of the final form of yc? when it stands for
y or I, but set them if it stands for a, but printers
in Syria and Lebanon follow exactly the opposite convention. Mediaeval pointed manuscripts either always
omit the dots, or always set them, or use both pointings indiscriminately; a case can be made for always
omitting them. Moreover, manuscripts often retain the
points of the medial yd3 that stands for hamza (adding,
or not adding, the hamza sign above the letter), but the
modern convention is to write this yd3 without dots.
Classical Persian generally follows the Arabic conventions for writing Arabic loanwords, apart from the
fact that Persian sometimes uses yd* also for non-final
"inclining" a, e.g. in V^LJ, in Arabic latin, for which
the older Persian pronunciation was lekin. In native
words yd3 stands for the semivowel y and for the long
vowels i and e (called yd3-i ma'ruf and ycf-i madftiul
respectively; cf. WAW). In good poets, Persian e does
not rhyme with Persian or Arabic z, but it can rhyme 1
with Arabic "inclining" a. E.g. Persian seb "apple" can
rhyme with the loanword rikeb (Arabic rikdb), but not
with 'adjlb. In modern Western Persian, old I and e
merge as [i], and ay is pronounced [e1], but the old
pronunciations are retained in most dialects of Afghanistan and Tadjikistan and in the traditional Persian
pronunciation in India. Thus Afghanis still distinguish
between shir "milk" and sher "lion", but Persians now
pronounce both words as shir.
Urdu generally follows the scribal conventions of
classical Persian, but distinguishes in final position between undotted j for y or i and c. for e. Turkic languages
can use yd3 for y, i, e or i.
Bibliography: For alif maksura: G. Bergstrasser,
in Gesch. des Qor., iii, 36-41; H. Fleisch, Traite de
philologie arabe, i, Beirut 1961, 69-70, 315-9 (with
further literature and discussion); W. Diem, Untersuchungen zurfriihen Geschichte der arabischen Orthographic.
I. Die Schreibung der Vokale, in Orientalia, N.S. xlviii
(1979), 207-57. For Persian i and e: P. Horn, in
Or. I. Ph., i/2, 31-2, 35-7; A. Farhadi, Le persan
parle en Afghanistan, Paris 1955, 8, 11; F. Meier, Aussprachefragen des dlteren Neupersich, in Oriens, xxvii-xxviii
(1981), 70-176, repr. in idem, Bausteine, 3 vols.
Istanbul _1992, iii, 1057-1164. (F.C. DE BLOIS)
AL-YABANI, the modern Arabic term for a person of Japanese descent.
1. Islam in Modern Japan. The Japanese began
to receive information about the Islamic world through
Chinese sources beginning in the 8th century. However, it was not until the early 18th century that a
substantial introduction to the Middle East and Islam
was written in Japanese by a Confucian intellectual
and politician, Arai Hakuseki (1657-1725), mainly based
on questions asked of the Italian Jesuit missionary
Giovanni Battista Sidotti. From the Meiji Restoration
(1868) and the emergence of modern Japan onwards,
Japanese were allowed to travel and emigrate abroad,
and some found their way to the Middle East and
South Asia as travellers and immigrant workers.
Japanese converts to Islam began to appear among
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them after the turn of the century. Also around that
time, Tatar refugees fleeing to Japan from oppression
in Imperial Russia and then the Soviet Union were
influential in attracting Japanese to Islam. The Japanese
Muslims, some of whom made pilgrimages to Mecca
and wrote about their travels, constructed three mosques during the 1930s in the cities of Tokyo, Nagoya
and Kobe. At the same time, both Muslim and nonMuslim scholars in Japan began to form various research associations and institutions to study Islamic
civilisation; and under the then government's imperialist policies they were mobilised by the military in
gaining the support of Asian Muslims in Japan's expansionist activities during World War II (H. Kobayashi,
Nihon Isurdmu-shi). Today, there are about 2,000 Japanese Muslims practising in Japan, while Muslim immigrants from such countries as Iran, Pakistan, Bangladesh,
Indonesia and Malaysia number roughly 75,000. Scholarly interest in Islam has gradually broadened from
the pre-war concern with current affairs to a deeper
analysis of the historical foundations of Muslim society
and culture. On Japanese translations of the Kur'an,
see AL-KURJAN. 9. Translations, 4.
2. Japan in early Arab geographers. It was
after the 18th century that the Arabs began to call
the Japanese al-Ydbdm on the basis of European
sources. Before that time, 3rd/9th and 4th/10th century Arab geographers may have been aware of the
existence of Japan through Chinese sources. There
was confusion with regard to a place called Wakwak
[q.v.~\: "To the east of China lies Wakwak, where gold
is abundant to the extent that people use gold chains
and collars for their dogs and monkeys" (Ibn Khurradadhbih, 69); "behind China lives a nation called Wakwak" (Ibn al-Faklh, 3); "Kankdiz is the remotest town
in the east, situated at the extremity of China and
of Wakwak" (al-KhwarazmI, Mafdtih al-culum, 217); "the
sea of Fars is a gulf of al-Bahr al-Muhit stretching to
the border of China and Wakwak" (al-Istakhrl, 122;
Ibn Hawkal, 276). The "Wakwak of China" is clearly
different from the "Wakwak of Yemen" (Ibn al-Faklh,
7) which may be identified with the Wakwak cited
by other Arab geographers (al-YackubI, i, 207; Mas'udi,
Murudj., i, 233, iii, 6-7; al-ldrlsl, Nuzhat al-mushtdk =
Opus geographicum, 9, 87, 91-2). Later, non-Arab scholars
debated the actual location of Wakwak, both arguing
that it was actually Japan, which was called Wakwak ("kingdom of Wa") by the Chinese (de Goeje)
and tracing it as far as Sumatra (Ferrand). In Japan,
J. Kuwabara upheld De Goeje's opinion with confidence in 1935, while in the post-war period, H. Sugita,
after attempting to separate fact from fantasy, has more
cautiously attested to the possibility. (For all the complexities of the problem, see WAKWAK. l(b).) Some Turkish scholars regard Djabarka as Japan, based on
Mahmud al-Kashgharl's description in the 5th/llth
century: "The language of Djabarka is unknown, due
to its remoteness and its separation from China by
the Great Sea" (Diwdn lughdt al-turk, facs. fol. 12b).
However, the scientific basis for such an opinion is
yet unclear.
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
the article): M.T. de Goeje, Lejapon connu des Arabes,
in P.A. van der Lith and L.M. Devic (eds.), Le livre
des meweilles de I'Inde, Leiden 1883-6, 295-307;
G. Ferrand, Le Wakwak est-il le Japon?, in JA (1932),
193-243; J. Kuwabara, Hojuko-no Jiseki, Tokyo
1935, 31; M.§. Ulkuta§ir, Kfygarh Mahmut, Istanbul
1946, 74; H. Kobayashi, Nihon Isurdmu-shi, Tokyo
1988; H. Sugita, Nihonjin-no Chuto Hakken, Tokyo
1995, 34-5.
(T. SATO)
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YABGHU (T.) (perhaps also Yavghu, the Old
Turkish so-called "runic" alphabet not differentiating
b and v), an ancient Turkish title, found in the
Orkhon [q.v.] inscriptions to denote an office or rank
in the administrative hierarchy below the Kaghan.
The latter normally conferred it on his close relatives, with the duty of administering part of his dominions. It was thus analogous to the title Shadh, whom
the Yabghu preceded in the early Turk empire [see
TURKS. I. History. 1. The pre-Islamic period]. It seems
to have lost some importance after this time (8th century), since Mahmud al-Kashgharf, reflecting the position in Karakhanid times, says that the Yabghu ranks
below the Yughrush or vizier, who himself came after
the Kaghan and the Tigin [q.v.] (Diwdn lughdt al-turk,
Tkish. tr. Atalay, iii, 32: yafghu for yaftghu) (the Shadh
seems to have by now dropped out here).
In the period of the decline of the Hephthalites in
northern Afghanistan and the extension of Arab control into the region (early 2nd/8th century), the tide
was borne by Turkish princes of the upper Oxus principalities such as Tukharistan and Khuttal(an) [q.vv.].
It appears on Hephthalite coins as lapgu in the local
Hephthalite version of the Greek alphabet, and in the
Arabic historical sources in an Arabo-Persian form as
d^abbuya, dj.abghuya, e.g. in al-Taban, ii, 1204, 1224,
1547, 1604, 1612, etc. Al-Kashghan correctly connected the title also with the Karluk and the Oghuz.
The caliph al-Mahdi received the submission of the
Yabghu of the Karluk amongst several other Transoxanian and steppe potentates (al-Yackubf, Tcfnkh, ii,
479; cf. Barthold, Turkestan down to the Mongol invasion1,
202). At the opening of the 5th/llth century, Yabghu
was the title of the Oghuz ruler on the lower Syr
Darya with his capital at Djand [q.v. in Suppl.]; the
holder of the tide in the 1030s and early 1040s, Shah
Malik, was at odds with the Saldjuk family [see
SALDJUKIDS. II.]. Yabghu nevertheless occurs within the
Saldjuk family also, though exactly what functions, if
any, Musa Yabghu, son of Saldjuk b. Dukak, exercised
is unknown (see ibid.). The title still had significance
in later Saldjuk times, since, according to Gordlevskiy,
in the military organisation of the Rum Saldjuks of
Konya, the Yabghu as representative of the Khan/
Sultan commanded the left wing of the army (cited
by Doerfer, iv, 127); but after this time seems to fall
out of use.
The origins and etymology of the term have excited
much speculation. It seems certain that it is not a
native Turkish term. It may appear in pre-Islamic,
pre-Tiirk empire times amongst such peoples of Inner
Asia as the Huns and the (?) Indo-European Wusun
of eastern Turkestan, and there exist Chinese transcriptions of it. It may well be ultimately an IndoEuropean word, either "Tokharian" or Iranian. See
the extensive discussions in G. Doerfer, Turkische und
mongolische elemente im Neupersischen, iv, Wiesbaden 1975,
124-36 n. 1825; Sir Gerard Clauson, An etymological
dictionary of pre-thirteenth century Turkish, Oxford 1972,
873.
Bibliography: See also C.E. Bosworth and
Clauson, Al-Xwarazrm on the peoples of Central Asia,
mJRAS (1975), 9-10.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
YABISA, the mediaeval Arabic name for IBIZA
(Catalan, Eivissa), an island in the western
Mediterranean, part of al-Diazd'ir al-sharkiyya "the
Eastern islands" [of al-Andalus], sc. the Balearics [see
MAYURKA; MINURKA and their Bibls.], and also the
name of its chief town and port. Ibiza is the
smallest of the trio (area 572 km2), and lies 85 km
to the southwest of Mallorca halfway to the Spanish

coast (at Cabo de la Nao, with Denia nearby). It is
flanked by the still smaller island of Formentera 4 km
to its south, and the name Pityusic Islands, applied
to these two in Antiquity is still used today, implying a certain distinctiveness to them within the Balearic
group. The name Ibiza (Greek form Ebousos) is
believed to derive from Phoenician [3])ibsm, either Jf
brosim "island of pines" or 3t bosem "island of fragrance"
(cf. A. Dietrich, Phonizische Ortsnamen in Spanien, Abh.
fur die Kunde des Morgenlandes, xxi/2, Leipzig 1936,
29-30), with the Greek translation Pityousai. The explanation of Yakut, in his Bulddn, Beirut, v, 424, "the
dry island", is clearly folk etymology. Ibiza lies close
to the shipping lanes connecting the eastern Mediterranean with the Iberian and Maghribf Mediterranean
coastlands, and this position has made it a favourite
way station from Phoenician times onwards. The chief
town and port, acquired by colonists from Cadiz in
653 B.C., has an excellent navigational and strategic
location on the southeastern coast of the island. It
came under Carthaginian control a century later, and
eventually had a Punic or Phoenicised population,
perhaps of considerable size (some 4,000 tombs have
been found in the cemetery of Puig des Molins).
The Arab conquest of Spain reached Ibiza in the
course of the 2nd/8th century. There followed over
four centuries of Islamic rule; after recognising the
authority of the Umayyad governors and then of the
caliphs of Cordova, Ibiza had close ties with the Taifa
of Denia [see DANIYA; MUDJAHID] until the Reconquista
in 1235. Arab authors refer to Ibiza as "the daughter" (bint) of Mallorca, and define its location at one
day's sailing from Denia to the west and an equal
distance from Mallorca to the northeast. The island
was noted both as a port of call (with the port city
itself, there were ten harbours, mardsi) and for its shipbuilding activity, benefiting from fine stands of pine
trees, which were also a source of wood for charcoal
burning. They praise Ibiza's fruits, vineyards, grapes
and raisins, as well as the "inexhaustible" salt of its
salt pans (al-I^imyari, Rawd al-mictdr, text 198, tr. 240;
al-Kazwim, Athdr al-bildd, Beirut 1960, 282). Peaceful
pursuits and commerce precluded neither piracy on
both sides nor attacks by Christian powers (a PisanoCatalan expedition, 1116). This motivated the construction of still stronger fortification walls, which have
recently been the object of excavations and publications (A. Costa Ramon, La triple murada de I'Eivissa drab,
(Ibiza 1985). Meanwhile, Arab culture on Ibiza flourished, as witnessed by the mention of two of its poets
in Yakut's description of the island.
Ibiza's economic and maritime role continued after
1235, and relations with the Maghrib remained lively.
The island's conqueror and subsequent feudal lord,
the archbishop of Tarragona, strove to carry on the
crusading spirit in the form of naval raids, but commerce asserted itself, especially as the exportation of
the prized salt of Ibiza included North African ports
among its destinations. Its salt flats, already praised
by the Arabs (and still active today), gained primacy
at this period, and between the 13th and 17th centuries they made the island one of the principal sources
of salt in the Mediterranean. Thus Pfn Re'Is states
in his Kitdb-i bahriyye (932/1526; ed. Ankara 1935, 542)
that as many as 50-60 barcas dock annually at the
iskele of the island's tuzla to load salt, and that the
largest number of Arab and Turkish captives held in
the kingdom of Catalonia work on these salt pans
(see also J.-C1. Hocquet, Voiliers et commerce en Mediterranee, 1200-1650 = vol. ii of his Le sel et la fortune de
Venise, 1978-9; idem, Ibiza, carrefour du commerce maritime
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et temoin d'une conjoncture mediterraneenne, 1250-1650, in
Studi in memoria di Federigo Metis, Naples 1978, i, 493526). Fear of Ottoman Turkish assault appears to
have motivated the construction (1554-85) of impressive
new fortification walls, still standing today, around the
city of Ibiza.
Bibliography: Given in the article; see also
F. Retamero, Moneda i monedes drabs a Villa d'Eivissa,
Ibiza 1995; B. Joan i Mari, Historia d'Eivissa, Ibiza
1997.
(S. SOUCEK)
YABRIN, a sandy region of Eastern Arabia
c
belonging to Banu Sa d. It is situated within the area
of al-Bahrayn [q.v], three stages from al-Faladj and
two stages from al-Ahsa3 [q.v.] and Hadjr (Yakut,
Bulddn, ed. Beirut, v, 427). The editors of al-Hasan
b. cAbd Allah al-Isfahanl, Bildd al-carab, Riyad 'l968,
276 n. 3, sc. Hamad al-Djasir and Salih al-cAlI, state
that Yabrln is still known as an area in the west of
al-Ahsa5 and the name is corrupted (or more probably, hypercorrected, since djf > y in the speech of that
area) in modern works to Djabrin. It does not, however, appear on modern maps. It is mentioned incidentally in the early Islamic histories such as
al-Wakidl's K. al-Magha^i (ed. Marsden Jones, in,
London 1966, 974) and al-Tabari, iii, 1163, in the
latter and in Yakut, v, 427, disparagingly in a poem
of the Umayyad poet Djarir [q.v.], "How far is YabrTn
from the gate of Paradise (min bdb al-faradis}^ AlHamdanT, Sifa, 137, describes Yabrln as a palm-grove,
a collection of fortress houses (husun), springs—some
flowing, others not—and salt marshes (sibakh)- He also
places the area on the cUman pilgrimage route (149).
This statement is repeated at 145, and he adds the
following details. It is situated in the east of al-Yamama
[q.v]. Between Yabnn and Hadramawt [q.v] lies an
extensive area called al-Tdjam which is impassable.
Between Yabrin and the sea lie sands. It has a road
leading into al-Yamama and al-Bahrayn. It is an area
cut off among the sands with palm-groves and a little cultivation. The original Arab inhabitants were
expelled by the Banu Kushayr, who were in their
turn expelled by the Karamita [q.v]. Yakut, v, 427,
also mentions a Yabnn in Syria, "one of the villages
of Aleppo". There is further a YabrTn/Djabrin near
Bahla in cUman, built by the Yacrubids [q.v].
Bibliography: Given in the text.
(G.R. SMITH)
YABRUH (A.), M a n d r a g o r a , the Mandrake,
Mandragora officinarum, Solanaceae; also called Atropa mandragora L. and M. officinarum Mill (Moldenke); Hebr.,
duda'im or yabruah.
A perennial herbaceous plant common in the
Mediterranean region, its dark green leaves, about
one foot long, spread out at ground level; the flowers are purplish or whiteish-green, and the fruit are
small globular berries, orange to red in colour. Its
root is often forked, and is the part known as yabruh,
while the plant itself is generally called luffah.
Ibn al-Baytar explains mandraghura?, of Dioscorides
as yabruh, also known as sablzak, shabizadj., tuffah ald[inn, or in Latini as arajubalita (Tafsir, iv, 69, 298).
Ibn Samadjun gives the same names; Maimonides
says the 'aajamiyyat al-Andalus name is ablita, presumably meaning arajbalita (Shark, no. 179).
Its nature was considered very cold and dry. It was
used with caution, externally for skin complaints; it
was known to be able to cause weakness and deafness. Ibn Wahshiyya calls it poisonous, causing death
through its extreme cold quality (88), while Djabir
says that it causes sleep and death, working in the
same way as opium (Gifte, 106, 187). Al-Razi, quoted
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by Ibn Samadjun, observed women who had used it
suffering from redness and swelling of the face and
body. More important than emetic or purgative properties, which it shared with other plants, was its use
as a soporific and anaesthetic. It was administered,
generally in a drink, before surgery or cautery (Ibn
Samadjun and Ibn al-Baytar, quoting Dioscorides).
The root was often thought to resemble the human
form, which gave rise to legends and superstitions,
already in ancient times and in the Middle Ages. The
Biblical account concerning Rachel and Leah (Gen.
xxx. 14-15) presumably refers to the plant's supposed
fertility-inducing qualities. Such beliefs were dismissed
by Gerard in his Herbal of 1597 (cf. Moldenke), and
are not mentioned by Culpeper (1616-54). The mandrake is still known in Arabic as tuffah al-dymn. In one
Palestinian village in the 1970s the berries were called
tuffah Indian, and said to encourage broodiness in chickens. The plant is today an object of interest rather
than fear.
Bibliography: 1. Sources. Ibn al-Baytar, alDjdmi( li-mufraddt al-adwiya wa 'l-aghdhiya, Cairo 1874;
idem, Tafsir Kitdb Diyuskundus, ed. I. Ben Mrad,
Beirut 1990; Das Buch der Gifte des Gdbir ibn Hayyan,
tr. A. Siggel, Wiesbaden 1958; M. Levey, Medieval
Arabic toxicology. The book on poisons of Ibn Wahshiya,
Philadelphia 1966; Maimonides, Shark asmdy al-cukkdr,
ed. M. Meyerhof, Cairo 1940; P. Kahle, Ibn Samagun
und sein Drogenbuch. Ein Kapitel aus den Anfdngen der
arabischen Medium, in Documenta islamica inedita, Berlin
1952.
2. Studies. Culpeper'5 Complete herbal, frequently
publ. London; J.G. Frazer, Folk-lore in the Old
Testament, ii, London 1918; I. Low, Die Flora der
Juden, Vienna-Leipzig 1924-34, iii; H.N. and A.L.
Moldenke, Plants of the Bible, Waltham, Mass. 1952;
Encyclopaedia Judaica, Jerusalem 1971, s.v.
(PENELOPE C. JOHNSTONE)
YABURA, the Arabic name of the modern town
of Evora in southern Portugal.
The Liberalitas Julia of the Roman period had
become Elbora or Erbora in the time of the Visigoths,
a name revived unchanged, in the form of Yabura,
by Arab authors. The history of the Arab town poses
numerous enigmas.
Very little is known of its history from the time of
the Arab conquest to the beginning of the 10th century. Ibn al-Faradl makes it the seat of a kadi, and
the city was located in the district of Beja, capital of
a ajund and seat of a governor since the conquest.
Al-RazT alludes to its importance in the 4th/10th century, noting the existence of several cantons dependent on the town. However, it seems to have remained
a locality of secondary importance during this period,
which accounts for the fact that a writer such as Ibn
Hawkal makes no mention of it. The first known documentary reference confirms this secondary status: Ibn
Hayyan and the anonymous chronicle of al-Nasir,
quoted by the Christian chronicle known as Cronica
Leonesa y Ndjarense, record the attack led by the future
sovereign Ordofio II in 301/913 and draw attention
to the dilapidated state of the perimeter wall and of
the defences which enabled the Christians to take possession of the town. On this occasion, the population
figure given is approximately 5,000 inhabitants.
Subsequently, the town was caught up in the turmoil
of struggles between "local lords" during the fitna of
the early 4th/10th century. The town, depopulated
by the Christians, was besieged by allies of the ruler
of Badajoz, cAbd Allah Ibn Marwan al-Djillikf, and,
with the aid of another Muwallad leader, Mascud al-
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Surunbaki, repopulated to prevent the Berbers of the
region from settling there.
The town enjoyed more tangible prosperity in the
5th/llth century, becoming the second city of the
amirate of the Aftasids [q.v.] of Badajoz; the governors appointed were second-ranking officers of the
armrate such as 'Ubayd Allah al-Djarraz, cousin of
al-Muzaffar, killed fighting the 'Abbadids in 442/1051;
al-Mutawakkil, the last Aftasid sovereign, served his
apprenticeship as a governor there while his brother
ruled in Badajoz. This information is supplied by alIdrfsf who, in his two surviving works, evokes the
prosperity of the region, on the road from Badajoz
to Alcacer do Sal (Kasr Abf Danis), the principal port
of the amfrate.
Evora prospered until the capture of the city by
the Portuguese warlord Giraldo Sempavor in 556/
1161, as is proved by the presence of prestigious Muslim families like the Banu Wazlr who played an important part in the fitna which accompanied the decline
of the Almoravids. Arab biographical authors and the
geographer Yakut underlme the intellectual dynamism
of the city during the 5th/11 th and 6th/12th centuries; Ibn 'Abdun al-Yaburf (d. 528/1134) was one
of its most distinguished representatives.
The perimeter wall, privileged witness of this Arab
history, poses problems of dating. Garcia y Bellido
has detected, on the line of the Roman wall, an
"ancient" installation and construction of the wall. A
double-sided inscription, discovered outside the site,
evokes two phases of construction: that of the 4th/10th
century, following the sacking of the city by the
Galicians, and that of the restoration of the wall by
Sidray b. Wazfr between 541/1147 and 546/1151.
The discovery of an elaborate installation, at the base
of the curtain, in tile and brick, traversing a Roman
villa of the rua of Burgos, as well as the general
arrangement of the wall, seem to confirm construction in the Umayyad period and subsequent revival
and restoration. The restoration of the 7th/13th century also corresponds to the last phase of the Islamic
history of Evora, associated with a new period of
autonomy under the government of Sidray b. Wazir
who minted coins in 540-1/1146.
Bibliography: 1. Sources. IdrFsf, Nuzhat almushtdk fi 'khtirdk al-dfdk, ed. as AlTdnsi opus geographicum, Naples-Rome 1975, and Uns al-muhaaj.
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nova fundafdo de Evora e aos movimentos muladi e berbere
no ocidente andaluz, Evora 1994; C. Torres, 0 Garb
al-Andalu^, in J. Mattoso, Historia de Portugal, Lisbon

1992, i, 362-437; Ch. Picard, Le Portugal musulman.
UOccident d'al-Andalus sous domination islamique, Paris
2000.
(Cn. PICARD)
YADA TASH (T.), lit. rain stone, in Arabic texts
appearing as hadjar al-matar, this being a magical
stone by means of which rain, snow, fog,
etc., could be conjured up by its holder(s).
In particular, knowledge and use of such stones has
been widespread until very recent times in Inner Asia.
Belief in the existence of stones and other means
of controlling the weather has been widespread
throughout both the Old and New Worlds (see Sir
J.G. Frazer, The golden bough, a study in magic and religion, abridged ed., London 1922, 75-8). Belief in a
stone seems to have been general amongst the early
mediaeval Altaic peoples of Inner Asia, or at least, it
is imputed to them by early Chinese sources and by
Muslim writers on the early Turks; it may, accordingly, have been part of the Turks' ancient shamanistic beliefs. Several Islamic writers on the Turks
mention it from the early 3rd/9th century onwards.
The early traveller in Central Asia Tamim b. Bahr
[q.v.] gives it as one of the wonders of the Turks, the
stone being held by the king of the Toghuzghuz [q.v.]
and no-one else (cited in Ibn al-Fakfh, 329, Fr. tr.
Masse, 388-9; also in V. Minorsky, Tamim ibn Bahr's
journey to the Uyghurs, in BSOAS, xii [1947-8], 285). A
certain Abu 'l-cAbbas clsa b. Muhammad al-Marwazf
related from the Samanid amir Isma'fl b. Ahmad [q.v]
that infidel Turks used the rain stone to bring down
darkness and hailstones against the Samanid army
(cited in Yakut, Bulddn, ed. Beirut, ii, 24-6, s.v. Turkistdn}. Abu Dulaf in his First Risdla attributes to the
Kimak [q.v] a stone which attracts water (Ger. tr.
A. von Rohr-Sauer, Des Abu Dulaf Bericht iiber seine Reise
nach Turkestan, China und Indien neu iibersetzt und untersucht,
Bonn 1939, 21, 50). Gardfzf retails the story that the
stone went back to Japhet, son of Noah, and was subsequently inherited by Turkish peoples like the Oghuz,
Karluk and Khazar (%ayn al-akhbdr, ed. Habibi, Tehran
1347/1968, 256). Mahmud Kashgharf says that he
witnessed its use as part of a magical ceremony (kahdna]
amongst the Yaghma [q.v] in Semirec'e (Dtwdn lughdt
al-turk, Tkish. tr. Atalay, iii, 3, 159, s.v. yat).
Belief in the rain stone's powers apparently passed
from the early Turks to the Mongols (with the original yat/yad appearing in Mongolian as ajada). Its use
appears, e.g. in the story of Cingiz's rise to power,
when the son of Cingiz's then ally Wang Khan used
it for bringing down snow on their Nayman enemies
(Secret history of the Mongols, Ger. tr. E. Haenisch, Die
Geheime Geschichte der Mongolen, 2Leipzig 1948, 43), and
Cingiz's son Toluy employed the services of a shaman
from the Turkish tribe of the Kanghli [q.v] to conjure up snow and icy weather against the Tungusic
Djiircen in northern China some thirty years later
(Rashfd al-Dm, tr. J.A. Boyle, The successors of Genghis
Khan, New York 1971, 36-7). Such practices have
lasted amongst Mongol peoples almost to modern
times, being attested amongst inter alios the Kalmucks,
the Buryats and, in the early 20th century, the Khalkha
of the Ordos in Inner Mongolia (Mostaert). Information about beliefs of this kind seems to have reached
Marco Polo, where in his travel narrative he mentions the "devilish enchantments" of the Turco-Mongol
Kara'unas/Caraonas in bringing down darkness upon
their enemies, and the magical powers of Kashmiri"
and Tibetan shamans in the circle of the Great Khan
Kubilay at his palace of Shan-tu in northern China
(Yule-Cordier, The Book of Ser Marco Polo, 3London 1902,
i, 98, 105, 166, 168, 301, 309-11; and cf. also The
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mission of Friar William of Rubruck, Eng. tr. P. Jackson,
London 1990, 244). The use of the bezoar (see below)
as a rainstone had, in fact, been known also to the
Chinese since T'ang times (see B. Laufer, Sino-Iranica.
Chinese contributions to the history of civilization in ancient
Iran, repr. Taipei 1967, 525-8).
The rain stone was identified by such 19th century writers as Grigoriev and Tomaschek with nephrite,
found in the valleys of the rivers running down from
the Kun-lun Mountains to the Tarim basin and in
the region of Lake Baikal (cf. Marquart, Streifziige, 79),
but it seems more likely that the original rain stone
was the bezoar (Pers. pdd-zahr), which is a calculus
or concretion formed in the alimentary tract of certain animals, mainly ruminants (see Laufer, be. cit.}.
The origin of the Turkish word yada is unclear, but
it is improbable that it has any connection with the
precious mineral jade (Ar. yashm [q.v.]) or—at least
directly—with Pers. djddii "magic". W.B. Henning cited
a Sogdian word cdy with a possible meaning "rain
stone", and the origin of yada may well be ultimately
Iranian. See the extensive discussions in G. Doerfer,
Turkische und mongolische Elemente im Neupersischen, Wiesbaden 1963-75, i, 286-9 no. 157, iv, 123 no. 1822; Sir
Gerard Clauson, An etymological dictionary of pre-thirteenth
century Turkish, 881 a; Molnar, Weather magic in Inner Asia,
104-16.
Beliefs in the rain stone have been attested amongst
Turkic and Mongolian peoples of the Volga basin,
Central Asia, Siberia and Mongolia by travellers in
these regions during the 19th and early 20th centuries; see the material brought together by Molnar,
op. cit., 70-101.
Finally, one might note a curious mention, in Ibn
al-'Adlm's account of al-Mutanabbl's [#.y.] alleged
youthful claim to prophethood, of a "rain bead" (sadhat
al-matar), utilised by Arab tribes accounted of South
Arabian or Yemeni genealogy, which could direct rain
away from a particular spot, i.e. prevent rain from
falling rather than attracting it (see W.P. Heinrichs,
The meaning of MutanabbI, in J.L. Kugel (ed.), Poetry
and prophecy, Ithaca and London 1990, 137-9).
Bibliography: In addition to references given in
the article, see J.A. Boyle, Turkish and Mongol shamanism in the Middle Ages, in Folklore, Ixxxiii (1972),
184-93 (repr. in The Mongol world empire, 1206-1370,
Variorum, London 1977, no. XXII), and the recent
comprehensive work on the rain stone, A. Molnar,
Weather magic in Inner Asia, Bloomington, Ind. 1994.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
AL-YADALI (1096-1166/1685-1753), the cognomen of Muhammad b. al-Mukhtar b. Muhammad
(Mahamm) Sa'Id b. al-Mukhtar b. cUmar b. CA1T
b. Yahya b. Yiddadj Igdhaburgha b. Yadhrinan
Tagshumt (Ahsanuhum Basharatan), M a u r i t a n i a n
scholar. His nisba shows his ethnic affiliation to one
of the Zawaya tribes forming the pentarchical alliance of the Tashumsha: the group of the Idaw-day
(eponymous founder Yiddadj = Djaddu CA1T).
He was born and died at Tandagsammi, in the
heart of the Gibla (south-eastern Mauritania) in the
region of Iguidi; his tomb is situated near the wells
of Intawfokt (Dhat al-Shams).
Renowned as he was as a polygraph in the fields
of exegesis, mysticism, history and poetry, very little
information is available concerning his youth and his
education. At the most, the names of some of his
teachers are known: these included the Alfagha
Minnahna b. Mud! Malik (d. 1151/1738), with whom
he was closely associated, as well as the Alfagha cAbd
Allah b. Acmar Agdawkob, who initiated him into
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tadyuoid. In the sphere of tasawwuf, the wird of the
Shadhiliyya brotherhood (Nasiriyya branch of Tamgrut) is said to have been transmitted to him by his
paternal cousin Nekhtaro b. al-Mustafa b. MahammSacld al-Yadali, who in turn was said to have received
it from Ahmad al-Habib al-SidjilmasT. As for travels,
only two journeys are attributed to him: a tour of
the north, in the region of Agadlr-Dum (the Banks
of Arguin), and the other, shorter one (shayfara), to a
section of the Idaybusat, whose pastures were adjacent to his own region.
Besides the Diwdn of his numerous poems (essentially on themes of zuhd, madih, tahnfa and rithd3), alYadall is the author of some thirty works, of which
only three are reckoned to be irrevocably lost. Legal
writings were predominant in the Sahelian region at
the time, and al-YadalT produced four responses (nukal)
to questions of fikh: Risdla f i Masdlik al-cilla (invalidity
of marriage due to nushiiz, i.e. recalcitrance by the
wife or ill-treatment by the husband); Risdlat al-Lafa
(branding of animals with red-hot irons, misdm) an
issue on which he differed from his master Muhammad
b. Alfagha Minnahna; Nukla f i daman ma akalathu almawdshi min al-hirdtha (compensation for damage caused
by animal herds grazing over cultivated fields); and
Nukla f i tasnh al-sibydn ayydm cutalihim (responsibility in
regard to a child not yet socially mature).
Regarding the history of the region, it is principally by virtue of two accounts by al-YadalT that the
story is known of the war of Shurbubba (1664-77),
sc. his Shiyam al-zawdyd and Amr al-wali Ndsir al-Din,
now published in one volume. This is essentially a
frank apology for the "Messianic" cause (mahdawiyya)
of Nasir al-Din, the loser in this war. Besides information of a geographical and chronological nature, it
offers the reader a kind of martyrology, commemorating the blood spilled by the Zawaya, especially
those of the Dayman! faction of the Ahl Owbak, who
were slaughtered at the battle of Tirtillas (1673).
In doctrine, al-Yadall first composed a very condensed cakida: Kawd'id al-aka'id (verse abridgement by
al-Mukhtar Wuld Djengl,' d. 1321/1903-4). He subsequently developed it into a voluminous commentary, Fard'id al-fawd'id fi sharh kawdcid al-cakd3id (ms.,
273 fols.). The subjects tackled here go beyond the
normal themes of a doctrinal treatise, and include e.g.
the problem of validation of saints in Islam, Aristotelian
notions of astrology, esoteric passages regarding alBunT's science of letters, the fundamental differences
between rival bodies of philosophers and mutakallima, an apparent gloss on the Akida al-sanusiyya alsughrd by Tsa b. cAbd al-Rahman al-Suktanl, etc. This
varied compilation has the merit of enshrining the
names of writers who would otherwise be virtually
unknown, such as the Moroccan exegete cAbd alRahman al-Figigi (d. 1514).
In the field of tasawwuf, al-Yadall proceeded in the
same manner. A relatively short letter (19 lines), Khdtimat al-tasawwuf, is the object of a lengthy commentary in the Sharh al-Khdtima. These two texts, together,
are reputed to have served, in the lands north of the
Senegal River, as a source of inspiration for the Masdlik
al-^indn of Ahmadu Bamba, the founder of the murldiyya [q.v.]. The general tone of the work recalls the
Kawdfid al-tasawwuf of Zarruk al-BarnusT, in that it
associates a strictly initiatory content with a permanent re-evaluation of the discourse in terms of Sunn!
orthodoxy.
The most voluminous work left by al-Yadall to posterity is his complete exegesis of the Kur'an (ms.,
1558 fols): al-Dhahab al-ibrizfi tafsir Kitdb Allah al-ca^.
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This work also presents, for essentially didactic reasons, a very composite structure. All the modes of
exegesis are deployed here (mcfthur, i'd^az, ah/cam and
ishdra), but without any element of disorder. The
sequence and the thread of the text are rapidly apparent to the reader in the systematic correlation which
the author establishes between the exoteric and esoteric planes. Extensive contributions from the sources
of mystical exegesis are then exacted: al-Kushayrf
here comes close to Ibn al-cArabr (through the influence of al-Shacranf) and Ibn cAta' Allah (whose hikam
are subjected here to commentary by the Egyptian
scholar al-Munawf [q.v.]). The Dhahab is also accompanied by literary digressions such as would not primarily be expected in a work of tqfslr, such as those
from al-Safadf and al-Makkan for adab, al-Damm
for zoology (theriomorphic psychology), al-Taftazani
for logic, and Ibn Khallikan and al-Ghubrfm for biographical notices.
Bibliography: The mss. of the works of al-Yadalf
cited in the article are all preserved at Nouakchott,
in the private libraries of Radjil Wuld Ahmad Salim
and Muhammad Salim Wuld Mahbubf. See also
the resources of the IMRS for partial copies of the
Dhahab (nos. 149, 2176, 2791, 2836). For his poetical Diwdn, see the critical edition by A. Wuld
Akkah, Diwdn shicr Muhammad al-Yaddli, DES, Rabat
1989. On the author's life and the intellectual
history of the Bilad Shinkft in the 18th century,
see, in addition to the art. MURITANIYA: Ahmad b.
al-Amfh al-ShinkftJ, al- Wasitfl tardajim udabd3 Shinkit,
Cairo 1989; M. Wuld Babbah, al-Shaykh Muhammad al-Taddli, three original texts concerning the
history of Mauritania, Carthage 1990; M. Wuld
Hamidun, Hay at Muntdniyd, ii, al-Thakdfa, Tunis
1990; idem, Haydt Muntdniyd. al-Diughrdjiyd, Rabat
1994; D. Wuld cAbd Allah, al-Haraka al-fikriyya fi
bildd Shmklt, DES, Rabat 1992-3; al-Nabigha b.
Acmar al-Ghallawi, al-Naaj.m al-thdkib fi bacd ma li
'l-Yaddli min mandkib, ed. M. Wuld Babbah, Nouakchott 1995; F. Leconte, Une exegese mystique du Goran
au XVIIF siecle dans le sud-ouest de la Mauritanie (alGibla), Aix-en-Provence 1995.
(F. LECONTE)
YADGAR (P.), lit. "a souvenir, a keepsake" and,
by extension, in n u m i s m a t i c s any special issue
of coins struck for a variety of non-currency
purposes. In Islamic history the striking of coins was
a special responsibility and prerogative of the ruler
[see SIKKA] together with having his name mentioned
in the Friday bidding prayer [see KHUTBA].
In general, coinage serves two major purposes. Primarily it is a medium of exchange between a government and its people, i.e. to facilitate taxation payments
or to support internal and international commerce. Governments therefore generally try to provide coinages
of consistent design and quality that will be familiar
to their users and thus readily acceptable as legal
tender.
Coinage has also traditionally been used for a variety of secondary purposes. Through their very nature
coins are precious objects identified with the authority that issued them. Because of its intrinsic metallic
value and officially guaranteed prestige, coinage is ideally suited as an outward and tangible sign of royal
favour, its distribution being seen as a useful and
eagerly-awaited feature of ceremonies of all kinds, both
official and private. For a description of when coins
might be used on special occasions, see MARASIM (official court ceremonies); MAWAKIB (processions); NITHAR.
One of the features of mardsim were the regular
donative payments made to the army, civil service

and court officials [see also IN'AM]. These could take
the form of bags of coins given to the troops to recognise their services and ensure their loyalty. Since these
were expected to be spent by their recipients, it would
be normal for the mint to strike currency coins for
this purpose. Donations were regularly provided on
the accession of a new sovereign when fresh coins
would be issued bearing his name and titles. Moving
up in the social hierarchy, however, the emphasis on
the receipt of crude cash payments gives way to the
desire for donations of a more ceremonial and symbolic nature, which usually involved the striking of
specially designed coins. These pieces could take several forms. Some would be larger and heavier than
normal, either struck as gold or silver medals of special design and iconography, with arbitrary weights
bearing no relation to the standard currency, or as
multiple weight dinars and dirhams [^.zw.] which, more
often than not, would bear conventional legends to
demonstrate their affinity with the regular coinage.
Others would be of normal size and weight, but
with special designs and legends which might indicate
the purpose for which they were struck. Thirdly,
fractional denominations of lighter weight and special
design could be issued to display the riches and generosity of the donor to his subjects. The smaller size
of these pieces would permit the striking of more
coins from a given weight of metal and have the incidental advantage of being less likely to cause injury to
those over whom they were thrown or tossed.
As a general rule, far more "souvenir" issues were
produced during periods of peace and prosperity than
in times of war and economic dislocation. For obvious reasons, relatively few of these special issues have
survived from the time in which they were struck.
Currency coins were issued in large quantities and
held by a great variety of people: soldiers, merchants,
townspeople and travellers. Those that have survived
were concealed in hoards, either buried in the ground
or hidden in the walls of buildings. Those that
remained in circulation, however, would, when they
became obsolete, be returned to the mint and melted
down for conversion into new coin or, as today, sold
to scrap metal merchants for conversion into tableware and jewellery. Special coins, yddgdr, dandnir alsila, i.e. presentation issues, were struck in much smaller
quantities and were nearly always saved, but mounted
for suspension and converted into jewellery. When
they became worn or a better use was found for their
metal, they could either be exchanged for current coin,
returned to the mint for restriking or sold to a scrap
metal dealer.
Thus while numismatists have a clear picture of
the history of currency coins in Islam they have only
a fragmentary knowledge of presentation issues. Historians mention that coins were given away or scattered on ceremonial occasions, but only rarely make
any record of what these pieces actually looked like.
As a result, the role played by the few survivors in
the daily life of the states that struck them can only
be guessed at. This is particularly true of issues from
the earlier centuries of Islam. Later, when European
travellers started to publish their memoirs of the
Ottoman, Safawid and Mughal courts, a much clearer
pattern emerges. Our understanding of the subject is
further enhanced by surviving local histories and court
records. Beginning in the llth/17th century, states
began to issue regular ornamental coinages which could
be classified as stamped fixed weight ingots. These
have largely been employed as an adjunct to domestic saving, an important function that has certainly
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contributed to the continued striking of gold and silver coins at a time when precious metals have entirely
lost their monetary role. Thus while court ceremonial
has largely disappeared from the Islamic world, commemorative coins and medals continue to play a popular part in daily life. This article cannot accommodate
a detailed history of Islamic donative and largesse
coinages, but a summary of some of the more interesting issues known from individual dynasties will give
a flavour of the subject.
There is little evidence of donative or largesse issues
during the Umayyad period. The design of the standard dinars and dirhams was invariable and was only
very rarely modified. The only variations known have
the additional mint name Ma'din Amir al-Mu'minln
("Mine of the Commander of the Faithful"), from the
years 89, 90 and 91, and Mcfdin Amir al-Mu3mimn bi
}
l-Hidjdz struck in 105. There has been a good deal
of conjecture about these coins, because the extant
writings of Islamic historians provide no clues as to
their actual place of origin or to their distinctive purpose. It is thought that the metal from which they
were struck probably came from the caliphal mines
in the Hidjaz and that they may have been minted
at the site. Michael Bates of the American Numismatic
Society has established a die linkage between the 105
A.H. issue and a contemporary coinage struck, presumably, in Dimashk. It is possible that the metal was
presented at a special ceremony as tribute to the
caliph, who may then have shared the dinars among
his courtiers.
The first period 'Abbasid coinage, struck ca. 132218/750-833, was of largely standard design until
the accession of the caliph Harun al-Rashld [q.v.~\ in
170/786. During his reign the earliest special issues
began to appear, but all are extremely rare, being
known from only one or two examples. They appear
to have been associated with events in the caliphal
family and may have been used in court ceremonies
to mark those events. It was said that gold coins
bearing verses and weighing 101 mithkdk (ca. 429 gr)
were struck for Harun's wazir Dja'far al-Barmaki [see
AL-BARAMIKA] , and that 4,000 of them were found in
his palace at the time of his downfall. Arab historians have mentioned dandnlr al-sila weighing as much
as 1,000 mithkals, but as yet the largest piece actually known is no more than 10 mithkdk. It is likely
that if these gigantic coins ever did exist they were
cast as ingots rather than struck as coins, because the
technology of the time did not permit the use of dies
large or strong enough for the purpose.
Coinage certainly played a significant role in the
rivalry between al-Amin and al-Ma5mun, and the political messages contained in the legends on the reverse of the dirhams were an important item in the
propaganda war between the contending parties.
Through his coinage reform in 206/821-2, however,
al-Ma'mun largely put an end to this propaganda
activity by ordering the mints to strip all political
information from the coin legends.
The second period 'Abbasid coinage (ca. 218334/833-946) saw, however, the introduction of a true
system of donative coinage which took several forms.
The first were standard silver dirhams and gold dinars
of careful manufacture, whose dies took up the entire
face of the blank. The caliph al-Mutawakkil then introduced broad, thin-flan coins, usually struck at his court
in SamarraV Surra man ra'a. These bore standard
legends, executed in superior calligraphy, struck in the
centre of the flans, but leaving a broad empty outer
margin. They were probably distributed as special
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donative payments to troops and civil servants. While
their broad outer margins made them easy to convert into jewellery without defacing the legends, their
thin flans made them particularly vulnerable to wear
and damage. This special medallion style of coinage
was widely copied by other dynasties and is frequently
found in today's collections.
The next category could be termed the court
coinage on which the names and titles of the caliph
became the main focus of the legends, with the kalima,
denomination and date relegated to the single outer
margins. The name of the mint usually did not appear,
an absence which is not readily explicable. These
coins were issued in both gold and silver and were
distinguished by calligraphy of the highest quality.
The blanks were prepared in a variety of sizes and
weights—small and thick, broad and thick or broad
and thin—and their weights often varied widely within
the same year. It is assumed that these pieces were
distributed at important ceremonies in the caliphal
court and that they were not intended for circulation.
The third type of donative is the rarest of all. This
author knows of only two examples, both of which
are more in the nature of family medallions than
donative coins. The first is a dirham of al-Mutawakkil
with a portrait of a facing male figure on the obverse
and the caliph's name in the margin, and on the
reverse a camel being led by its driver with the name
of the caliph's heir al-Muctazz and the date 241. The
second is an unpublished type with a man on horseback on the obverse and the name of the caliph alMu'tamid in the margin; on the reverse is an elephant
with the name of the caliph's son Dja'far al-Mufawwad
and the date 258 in the margin. These two unique
examples cannot conjure up an entire world of private figural medallic coinage struck for the pleasure
of the caliphal house, but if further examples come
to light a clearer picture of these family commemorative issues should emerge.
A number of exceptional pieces bearing the name
of al-Muktadir are known, the most frequently encountered being copies of Hindushahl [see HINDU-SHAHIS]
issues. On these, one side shows to the right a horseman riding with the inscription li }lldh r£acfar (the
caliph's personal name) and on the other a Brahmin
bull to the left with al-Muktadir bi 'lldh above. Another
issue depicts a rabbit within an octagram on both
faces. Al-RadT also had a magnificent five-dirham
weight silver piece with a handsome cloud-like pattern in the centre of the reverse field.
Very few special issues are known from Spain and
North Africa. A magnificent I0-mithkdr$ weight dinar
of the Almohad ruler Abu Hafs cUmar was published
by Brethes, a photograph of which appears on the
cover of his catalogue, and multiple dinars are also
known from the time of the Sa'dian Sharifs. The high
standard of coinage design and careful manufacture
maintained by the North African dynasties may well
have made the regular preparation of medallic issues
unnecessary. The Fatimids are known to have struck
very few special issues, although the quarter dinars
and one-sixteenth dirhams would have been an ideal
size to use as largesse coins.
In the east, the successors to the cAbbasids prepared a series of marvellous gold medals showing figures of men, as well as lions attacking antelopes or
birds of prey attacking animals on both obverse and
reverse. These were clearly not intended for circulation. This author, however, once saw a \Q-mithkdFs
weight dinar of cAdud al-Dawla which was probably
used at the time of his coronation in Madfnat
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al-Salam in 367/977. Many other such pieces may
have been struck for court ceremonies, but their
identity will be forever hidden because they were probably melted down for other uses in times of financial stringency. Some of the survivors appear to have
been strongly influenced by the Buyids' interest in
their supposed Sasanid heritage and depict the ruler
in the guise of a Sasanid monarch. The Buyids Fakhr
al-Dawla of Rayy and his successor Madjd al-Dawla
also struck handsome epigraphic multiple dirhams
on broad thin flans with extended legends in alMuhammadiyya (i.e. Rayy) which were probably used
as donatives for their troops.
The Great Saldjuks Alp Arslan, Malik Shah and
later rulers also struck a number of dinars with
extended Kur'anic legends inscribed in tiny calligraphy on both faces, probably used as amulets by the
pious as they are usually found mounted for suspension. The Istanbul Archaeological Museum possesses
a multiple-weight presentation dinar weighing 30
mithkdk struck by the Rum Saldjuk Kaykhusraw II
in Dar al-Mulk Kunya in 635 A.H. The Il-Khanid
rulers Mahmud Ghazan, Oldjeytu and Abu Sacrd,
issued a variety of multiple-weight gold and silver
coins bearing extended legends which could have been
used as impressive ornaments. Elsewhere in the east,
many other medallic pieces of varying quality bearing symbols of people and/or animals were manufactured for a similar purpose. While the official issues
were usually struck, many were cast and still others
were light-weight sandwiches of thin uniface flans stuck
together to make a showy but inexpensive amulet.
In addition, these dynasties all struck tiny coins,
fractions of both the dirham and dinar, which were
used for showering guests at important audiences, or
brides at wedding ceremonies, or for presenting to
newly-circumcised boys, or for throwing into the
crowds of excited spectators watching public audiences
or ceremonial processions. In more recent times, the
tiny silver akce [q.v.] of the Ottomans was ideally suited
for scattering in this way because of its small size and
light weight. Specially struck Ottoman presentation
coins made a relatively late appearance in the late
llth/17th century when the standard gold coin, the
sultdni, began to be struck on broad thin flans for
use as jewellery. Multiple examples of the standard
Ottoman gold of the time, but at a slightly lighter
weight, were regularly issued by all the later rulers
beginning with Siileyman II. Aside from their use as
donatives, they were also available for sale to the public in return for the heavier, normal weight coins for
conversion into jewellery. This custom became institutionalised during the reign of cAbd al-Hamfd II
[q.v.], when the imperial mint in Istanbul manufactured the so-called zinet altun. The proceeds from
their sale were applied to support the state pension
fund, and these ornamented broad-flan coins are still
manufactured by the Turkish Republic. In Ottoman
Egypt, under the Khedive Ismacrl Pasha [q.v.] the
government issued small quantities of 500-piastre presentation gold and regular issues of tiny 10 and 5
kurush/piastre largesse gold and similar 20 and 10 para
largesse silver coins. These were specifically used to
enhance wedding celebrations.
In Safawid and post-Safawid Persia, the distribution of multiple weight gold tumdm [q.v] and silver
shdhis [q.v] was a feature of court ceremonies such
as the Nawruz [q.v] celebrations, and they are usually found pierced or mounted for use as jewellery.
A very rare insight into the functioning of the Persian
treasury came about when Fath 'All Shah Kadjar was

compelled, under the terms of the Treaty of Turkmen Cay [q.v], to ship an enormous treasure to St.
Petersburg. It is said that the Emperor Nicholas I
was so interested in the beautiful designs on the coin
ingots that made up the shipment that he spared a
few sets from re-melting to donate to the Imperial
Museums and members of his family. Several examples of these subsequently passed into the public
domain. It is clear that the Kadjars, like many other
treasuries, would have found it more convenient to
retain their bullion in the form of thousands of large
coins rather than millions of small ones.
This is particularly borne out when we turn to
India, which was famous for the magnificence of
its coinage. The Ghurid conqueror Mu'izz al-Dfn
Muhammad b. Sam, is known to have struck the
1 Q-mithkdl presentation coins in the year 598. His successors in the Sub-continent, the Dihlf Sultans and
their contemporaries, also struck the occasional multiple-weight gold and silver tankas. However, it was
the Mughals who really transformed their coinage into
works of art. The treasury regularly stored its precious metal in the form of gigantic coins, most of
which have now perished. Their exotic nature and
extreme rarity was emphasised when the largest coin
in the world, a giant 1000-tola weight piece which
was probably valued at 10,000 silver rupiya, together
with the second largest, a 100 mohur, were offered
for auction in Geneva in November 1987. (These
appeared subsequent to the article MOHUR.) The first
was struck by the Emperor Djahangfr in Agra in 1022
A.H. in his eighth regnal year, weighing 11,935.8 gr
with a diameter of 210 mm. The second was struck
by Shah Djahan I in Lahawr in 1048 in his twelfth
regnal year weighing 1,094.5 gr with a diameter of
96 mm. The intent behind the striking of this is
clearly expressed in its legends: "When Shah Djahan
became ruler of the world in generosity he gave away
treasures in a single moment. So that he could bestow
one hundred mohurs instead of one, he commanded
one hundred mohurs to be made into one mohur."
Aside from their use as treasury reserves, they were
occasionally brought out to be presented as gifts to
members of the royal family, high-ranking courtiers,
ambassadors or important visitors from foreign countries. It is likely that financial need on the part of
the recipients made them return these coins to the
mint to be exchanged for their equivalent value in
currency mohurs or rupiya as the need arose. In his
first regnal year, the Emperor DjahangFr defied Islamic
convention by striking a mohur bearing a sensitive
portrait of his father Akbar in old age, and in his
sixth to ninth regnal years he distributed a series of
his own portrait mohurs as a special mark of favour
to his boon companions. All of these extraordinary
coins are described in Hodivala's Historical studies in
Mughal numismatics. For the use of the specially struck
nithdrs in Mughal India, see NITHAR. Beginning in the
reign of Shah Djahan I, it became usual to manufacture blanks that were of full weight and standard
alloy but smaller than the'dies with which they were
struck, so that frequently a third or more of the legends were "off flan". The resulting coins did not do
justice to the die-sinker's work, but on occasion special efforts were made to cut blanks to their correct
size so that they could receive the full impression of
the dies. These were known as na^ardna mohurs or
rupiya. As the Mughal state became poorer, na^ardna
coins were produced with greater regularity because
gigantic coins were no longer given away, and thus
the need for low-value donatives increased.
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Today the use of coins as regal largesse has virtually died out. The last state to employ them was
the Sultanate of cUman, whose rulers, Sa'Td b. Taymur
and Kabus b. Sacid regularly had ofFstrikes of their
currency coins struck in gold for distribution to members of their courts. 'Urnan and nearly all other
Muslim countries now follow the modern custom of
striking a bewildering variety of bullion commemorative coins in both gold and silver. These have largely
lost any ceremonial purpose and are sold by their
governments as a way of satisfying the ever-present
need for modern collector issues. The tradition of private largesse at weddings and other family occasions,
however, lives on today in the custom of scattering
small coin-like objects over the heads of brides at
weddings, pinning bank notes to their dresses, giving
gold pieces for engagements and circumcisions and,
particularly in Persia, giving presents to children at
Nawruz.
Bibliography: There is no general comprehensive study of donative and largesse coins. For the
early period see L. Ilisch's series of four articles on
donative coins Munzgeschenke und Geschenkmiinzen in
der mittelalterlichen islamischen Welt, in Miinstersche numismatische ^eitung, June 1984 (which includes an extensive bibl.), September 1984, December 1984 and
April 1985; for North Africa, J.D. Brethes, Contribution a I'histoire du Maroc par les recherches numismatiques, Casablanca 1939; for the Ottomans,
N. Pere, Osmanhlarda madeni paralar, Istanbul 1968;
for the Safawids, H.L. Rabino di Borgomale, ed.
M. Mochiri, Album of coins, medals and seals of the
Shahs of Iran (1500-1948), Tehran 1974; for the
Mughals, S.H. Hodivala, Historical studies in Mughal
numismatics, Calcutta 1923; for the two large Mughal
coins, see Habsburg Feldman S.A., Sale of two giant
gold mohur coins, Geneva 1987. There are scattered
publications that occasionally illustrate presentation
coins amongst the great museum catalogues. See
S. Lane Poole, Catalogue of oriental coins in the British
Museum, 10 vols., London 1875-90; H. Lavoix,
Catalogue des monnaies musulmanes de la Bibliotheque
Nationals, 3 vols, reprs. of 1887-96 edition, Bologna
1977, and G. Hennequin, iv, Paris 1985; L and
C. Artuk, Istanbul Arkeolqji Mu'zeleri te§hirdeki islami
sikkekr katalogu, 2 vols., Istanbul 1971; N.D. Nicol,
R. el-Nabaraway and J.L. Bacharach, Catalogue of
the Islamic coins, glass weights, dies and medals in the
Egyptian National Library, Cairo 1982; M.F. al-cUsh,
Arab Islamic coins preserved in the National Museum of
Qatar, i, Doha 1984, and Ibrahim Djabir, ii, 1992.
For the many recent discoveries, the reader is
directed to the coin auction catalogues of Baldwin
(London and Dubai), Hess (Lucerne), Bank Leu
(Zurich), Miinzen und Medaillen (Basel), Peus
(Frankfurt), Sotheby's (London) and Spink (London
and Zurich).
(R.E. DARLEY-DORAN)
YADIUDJ WA-MADJUDI, sc. Gog and Magog,
the names of apocalyptic peoples known from
biblical (Ezekiel xxxviii, xxxix, Apocalypse, xx. 7-10)
and Kur'anic eschatology. Kur'an, XVIII, 93-8, refers to Dhu '1-Karnayn erecting a barrier/rampart
(sadd/radm) against them, which, at the end of time,
God Himself will raze. Kur'an, XXI, 96, is an apocalyptic metaphor: "Till, when Gog and Magog are
unloosed, and they slide down (yansilund) out of every
slope" (tr. AJ. Arberry).
Names. The reading Td^udj. wa-Madjudi (without
hamza) was preferred by most of the HidjazT and 'Iraki
kurra\ while cAsim [q.v.] and al-Acradj read Ta^udj.
wa-Ma''dtudj. (al-TabarT, Tafsir, viii, 279; Ibn Hadjar,
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xvi, 221). The reading Ad^udj. wa-Madj.udj. (or Ma^uo^]
is also recorded (al-Zamakhsharl, 498, 584; Fakhr alDln al-RazT, iv, 349; Ibn Hadjar, loc. cit.). This reading bears great resemblance to the Syriac Agog wa
Magog as found in the Song of Alexander, which in
turn renders Hebrew equivalents of Gog and Magog.
Arabic etymology explains the names as yaf'ul and
mafcul forms of ad^d^a, lit. "to blaze fiercely", "to be
intensive", and also "to make a rustling noise by running", because Yadjudj and Madjudj move so swiftly
or powerfully, see e.g. Fakhr al-Dm al-Razf, iv, 349,
who gives other explanations as well (Lane, Lexicon,
s.v. ad^d^d). Others see them as facul forms of yad^d^a
and mad^d^a, with the second component derived from
mad^a "to be agitated with waves" following Kur'an,
XVIII, 99: "On that day We shall leave them surging (yamud^u] against each other". Still others hold
that the names are of non-Arabic (acd}ami) origin (cf.
Jeffery, Foreign vocabulary, 288-9). The two names form
an onomastic rhymed pair, like Harut and Marut,
Habll and KabTl [q.vv.] (see also below, and cf. Miquel,
Geographic, ii, 508).
Origin, number and appearance. The traditions around
Yadjudj and Madjudj, as found in the Islamic sources,
are very heterogeneous. Sometimes they are considered as children of Adam but not of Eve, for they
are said to originate from Adam's nocturnal emission
of semen mixed with earth (Kacb al-Ahbar, quoted
by Ibn Hadjar, xvi, 221). The Sirat al-Iskandar holds
that only Yadjudj descends from Adam, whereas
Madjudj is an offspring of Eve's menstrual blood (ms.
Aya Sofya 4004, fol. 152a). According to Wahb b.
Munabbih, they are neither ins (human) nor o^inn (alTaban, Tafsir, viii, 280), but other traditions say that
they are the offspring of Yaphet (ibid., ix, 83; cf. Gen.
x. 2).
Yadjudj and Madjudj are many peoples, each of
them counting 400,000 (al-Taban, loc. cit., ix, 83), or
they are nine times as numerous as human beings (ibid.,
ix, 85), while al-Kazwfni says that only God can count
them (Ad^aj'ib, 448). According to Ibn c Abbas, five of
the six parts (adizd*) of the world belong to Yadjudj
and Madjudj and only one part to the other beings
(al-khalaf) (Ibn al-Fakih, 300).
Al-Taban reports that Yadjudj and Madjudj exist
in three kinds: the first are as tall as a cedar, the
second as broad as they are tall, the third can cover
their body with one ear and lie down on the other
(Tafsir, viii, 283; cf. al-Kazwim, 'A&a'ib, 448). For alZamakhsharT there are only two kinds: one extremely
tall, the other extremely short, while for al-KazwIni
(loc. cit.} they have the stature of a middle-sized man
(rad^ul marbuh}. Al-TabarT also reports that Dhu '1Karnayn explored their country and saw that their
length is half that of an average man but that males
and females are equally tall. Instead of fingernails they
have claws, their teeth are like those of predators,
their gums are strong as a camel's and they grind
their teeth when chewing. They foresee their own
death; no male will die before having fathered one
thousand children, and no female before having given
birth to the same number; they mate like animals.
Their food consists of the tinmn [q.v.] which in spring
falls down from Heaven. If they do not get it, they
become barren (al-Taban, Tafsir, viii, 281 f.; cf. alMas'udT, Murudi, ed. Pellat, i, 144). According to other
traditions, they are cannibals (al-TabarT, Tafsir, viii,
279). (For further details on their physique, see Miquel,
Geographic, ii, 509.) However, Yadjudj and Madjudj
are not always represented as fabulous creatures (see
below).
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Eschatological role. In Islam, their eschatological role
is directly connected with the barrier which Dhu
'1-Karnayn/al-Iskandar (Alexander the Great [see ALKHADIR]) erected against them. According to the
Kur'an, Yadjudj and Madjudj will be held back by
the barrier until the end of time. Their coming is
one of the "signs of the Hour" (dydt al-sdfa, see SACA.
3; for a classification of these signs, esp. that of alBarzandjr (d. 1103/1691; Brockelmann, S II, 529),
see Attema, 164-6; cf. Kaptein, 58, 60). Yadjudj and
Madjudj, before Dhu '1-Karnayn built the barrier,
used to come out every spring in order to eat all
that is green and to carry away all that is dry (cf.
al-Zamakhsharf, 498 ff.). Al-Tabarf describes the eschatological scenario as follows: every day Yadjudj and
Madjudj scrape the barrier until they can almost see
the sun shining through it or, as Kacb al-Ahbar relates,
until the sound of their axes can be heard by their
neighbours on the other side. When they are about
to break through, their foreman tells them to go back
and finish the work on the next day. But every night,
after they have left, God restores the barrier so that
it becomes stronger than it was before. Only when
their foreman adds in ska3 alldh, are they able to dig
their way through. In a tradition recorded in Dienne
[g.v.], Inshallah is a young man who, when his name
is pronounced by his father, will eat away what remains
of Madjudju's barrier (Mommersteeg, In de stad van
de Marabouts, 87-8). After that, Yadjudj and Madjudj
spread over the earth. When on the march, their vanguard is in Syria and their rear in 'Irak. They cover
the earth, eat everything they can find and drink the
waters of the Euphrates, the Tigris and the Lake of
Tiberias. According to Abu Sacfd, they also kill human
beings. Man and beast take refuge in fortresses. Having
reached Jerusalem, they think they have exterminated
life on earth. They then shoot arrows against the sky
and when these fall back stained with blood, they
believe they have destroyed Heaven as well. Then
God, at the intercession of Jesus, sends down worms
(naghqf) which penetrate their noses and ears, come
out at their necks and kill them. Their corpses are
eaten by the beasts or, according to other traditions,
are carried away to the sea by rain which purifies
the earth (al-Tabarf, Tafsir, viii, 283, 289, ix, 83-5).
But according to al-Zamakhshan, 500, they cannot
reach Mecca, Medina and Jerusalem. Al-Kazwmf,
'Aajd^ib, 488, on the other hand, describes "living creatures" (hayawdndt] who apparently have nothing human
about them, who dwell on some mountains near the
barrier of al-Iskandar and are short-sized (five spans
high), broad-faced, and black skinned with white spots,
who climb trees and do not associate with human
beings.
The traditions regarding Yadjudj and Madjudj, as
found in the canonical hadlth works, were collected
by Attema, 134 ff. He distinguishes three groups: traditions according to which people thought that the
Hour was imminent and that Yadjudj and Madjudj
had already begun to make a breach in the barrier
during the lifetime of the Prophet (al-Bukhan, 61.25,
trad. 27; Muslim, 52.1, 3; al-Tirmidhl, 31.23; Ibn
Madja, 36.9, trad. 3; Abu Dawud, 34.1; Ahmad b.
Hanbal, ii, 341, 529, vi, 428, 429); traditions which
say that Yadjudj and Madjudj were met when the
Muslim armies, during the conquests in the east,
had come in contact with peoples "with broad faces,
small eyes, gray mops, running down from every hill
(cf. Kur'an, XXI, 96), their faces like shields covered
with leather" (Ahmad b. Hanbal, v, 271; see also
below); and traditions according to which Yadjudj and

Madjudj are continuously trying to break through the
barrier in the way described above (Ibn Madja, 36.33,
trad. 10; Ahmad b. Hanbal, iii, 77).
The eschatological role of Yadjudj and Madjudj in
Islam has parallels in Jewish and Christian traditions,
cf. Lust in Bibl. The Biblical data on Gog and Magog
were popular themes in the sermons of the Syrian
Christian Church (e.g. Ephrem Syrus, Hymni, iii, 194213). Ps.-Methodios, Apokalypse, 14-5, gives a vivid
description of these impure and deformed descendants
of Yaphet.
Location and identification. The barrier built by Dhu
'1-Karnayn against Yadjudj and Madjudj fills the
gap between two mountains (cf. Kur'an, XVIII, 93:
al-sadddn, XVIII, 96: al-sadafdn). Kur'an commentators
think that these mountains are those of Armenia and
Adharbaydjan (al-Tabarf, Tafsir., viii, 278; al-Baydawf,
573), that they lie between these two regions, or that
they are situated in the furthest north (Fakhr al-Dfn
al-Razi, 348; al-Baydawr, 573) or in the most eastern part of the land of the Turks (al-Taban, viii,
281). Thus the barrier was located in the Caucasus,
in the north in general or in the east. Geographers
writing after Ibn Khurradadhbih (see below) concentrate on the far east. Ibn al-Fakrh, 298, 300, writing
in the 3rd/9th century, says that the distance between
the land of the Khazar and the place of the barrier
is two months, and that Dhu '1-Karnayn measured
the width of the gorge between the two mountains,
this being the dividing line between the land of the
Turks and the regions to the east of them. According
to Ibn Hawkal, 482, Rus and Khwarazmian merchants
used to import silk and skins from the regions (nawdhi)
of Yadjudj and Madjudj (cf. Miquel, Geographic, ii,
507). In the traditional division of the world into seven
climes [see IKLIM] , the lands of Yadjudj and Madjudj
are located, with variations, between the fifth and seventh climes. In al-Yackubfs (d. 284/897) chronicle,
they are located in the sixth clime (Ta'rikh, 93). AlIstakhrf (d. 339/950), who gives a larger number of
climes, says (9) that they are found in a northern
direction if one traverses the land between the Sakaliba
[q.v.] and the Kfmakiyya [see KIMAK], Al-Idrfsi (d.
565/1120) divides the climes into ten parts, the tenth
lying in the extreme east of each clime. He charts
Dhu '1-Karnayn's barrier in the ninth part of the sixth
clime (Opus Geographicum, 934, 938; Idrfsi-Jaubert, 416,
420). It also comprises the land of the Khifshakh [see
KIPCAK] and that of the Tiirgesh, which has much
rain and snow. To the south, according to some geographers, the lands of Yadjudj and Madjudj are adjacent to China [see AL-SIN]. For the differences in view
between Ibn Rusta (d.'ca. 300/ 912-3) and al-Mascudi
(d. 345/956) on the location of Yadjucp and Madjudj,
see ibid., cols. 618b-619a. In the neighbourhood of
Yadjudj and Madjudj other peoples are found who
are mentioned in the Bible as offspring of Yaphet
(Gen. x. 2), namely, Tans, Mansak (Manshak, Mashak)
and Kumara (Kumara) (cf. al-Dfnawarf, al-Akhbdr altiwdl, 2; cf. al-Kazwfm, 'Adid'ib, 448, who mentions
only the Mansak).
By an often-used play of words based on Arabic
taraka "to leave, leave out", the Turks are said to
belong to the peoples of Yadjudj and Madjudj.
Originally, the latter were twenty-four peoples. When
Dhu '1-Karnayn locked them up behind the barrier,
one people were absent and thus were left out (turika),
either because they were away on a raid (Ibn alFakfh, 299), or because they believed in God (cf. Ibn
Hisham, K. al-Tiajdn, ed. in Lidzbarski, 302). In a
tradition transmitted by al-Bukharf (K. al-mandkib,
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61.25), the Turks are explicitly connected with the
end of the world: "The Hour will not come before
you have fought a people whose footwear is made of
hair, and who fought the Turks who have small eyes,
a ruddy face (humr al-wuajuh), a small and finely chiselled nose (dhulf al-unuf), whereas their faces are rough
and broad (ka-anna wuajiihahum al-madjdnnu al-mutraka;
cf. Lane, Lexicon, s.v. trk, 1850, and above). Another
frequently reported tradition says that Yadjudj are
Turks and Madjudj are Djfl and Daylam (Ibn Hadjar,
xvi, 221).
The 20th century Indian politician and theologian
Abu '1-Kalam Azad [see AZAD, in Suppl.] argues that
Yadjudj and Madjudj are identical, first, with the
Scythians, then with the Huns, and then with the
Mongols (wa-yas* alunaka can Phi 'l-Karnayn, 162-81).
This view is elaborated by al-Shafic al-Mahf Ahmad
in his recent Ta'ajudj. wa-Ma'ajuaj.. Throughout history, the raids of the above-mentioned peoples are
recorded as seven "burstings-out" (khuruaj) of Yadjudj
and Madjudj, perhaps to be followed in the future
by an eighth and/or ninth khuruaj before their final
khuruaj at the end of time. At present, Ahmad maintains, the Chinese part of Mongolia forms the last
refuge of Yadjudj and Madjudj. Sa c fan, al-Sdca, identifies Yadjudj and Madjudj with the Khazar [q.v.]
who were converted to Judaism, with the Ashkenazi
Jews in Eastern Europe and then in Israel, and with
the Freemasons [see FARMASUNIYYA, in Suppl.].
Tdajuaj and Mdajuaj in Arabic literature. Arabic poetry
and adab literature use Yadjudj and Madjudj as a
metaphor for great numbers, e.g. "hungry soldiers as
numerous as Yadjudj and Madjudj" (al-Farazdak
(d. ca. 110/728), Diwdn, 396, quoted frequently), or
for destructive power, e.g. "as if, in wickedness (fasdd),
they were Yadjudj" (Sibt Ibn al-TacawIdhr (d. 5847
1188 [<?.£.]), Diwdn, 75). The barrier serves as a
metaphor for impenetrability: "If I were to give you
a single dirham, I would open a door to my possessions which neither mountains nor sands could dam,
even if I were able to build before them a barrier
like the barrier of Yadjudj and Madjudj" (al-Djahiz,
K. al-Bukhald3, 208); "O, if only the barrier of Yadjudj
were between you and me" (Abu 'l-cAtahiya (d. 2107
825 [q.v.]), Diwdn, Appx. no. 216, 4). Their lands are
the farthermost imaginable place on earth: "Send me
to Kaf [q.v], and behind the rampart (radni), and to
the barrier (sadd), and to Yadjudj and Madjudj, to a
place even Dhu 'l-Karnayn did not reach and alKhadir never knew about" (Abu Hayyan al-Tawhfdf
(d. 414/1023 [q.v.]), Basd'ir, iv, 158). The paired names
of Yadjudj and Madjudj are the subject of several
anecdotes. At a funeral, a stupid person confuses their
names with those of Munkar and Naklr [q.v] (Abu
SaTd Mansur al-Abl (d. 421/1030: Brockelmann, I,
351), K. Nathr al-durar, iv, 284; Abu Ishak Ibrahim alHusn (d. 413/1022 [q.v]), D^am' al-djawdhir, 250), or
with those of Harut and Marut (cf. Marzolph, Arabia
ridens, ii, no. 510). Another confused person insists
that "Munkar is better than Naklr, that Yadjudj is
better than Madjudj, and that Harut is better than
Marut" (Abu Hayyan al-Tawhldr, op. cit., iii, 133). AlHusrf, Djamc al-ajawdhir, 338, reports that a tall man,
who was beaten by a short soldier, exclaimed: "I wish
you were shorter than Yadjudj and Madjudj". This
anecdote refers to a tradition, ascribed to Ibn c Abbas,
according to which Yadjudj and Madjudj are three
spans (thaldthat ashbdr =27 inches) tall (Ibn Hadjar
al-cAskalanf, Path al-bdn, xvi, 222 1. 19).
Yadjudj and Madjudj play a more prominent
role in two early poems, one by Hassan b. Thabit
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(d. 40/659 [q.v]) (ed. cArafat, 471-3, tr. Nicholson, 18),
and the other by cAlkama b. Dhf Djadan (2nd/8th
century) (see on him al-Hamdanf, Iklil, ii, 300-1;
Lofgren, cAlqama b. di Gadan). Both describe how alIskandar built the barrier (Von Kremer, Uber die siidarabische Sage, 71 ff.; idem, Altarabische Gedichte, 16). Yadjudj
and Madjudj are also mentioned in an eschatological urdjiiza [see RADJAZ] by cAbd Allah b. Ru'ba al'Adjdjadj (d. 97/715) (ed. Beirut, 345-6), as well as
in several raajaz verses by cAbd Allah's son Ru'ba
(d. 145/762 [q.v]) (ed. Ahlwardt, nos. 19, 33, 55), in
which the coming of Yadjudj and Madjudj is mentioned as an apocalyptical phenomenon, also connected with the peoples of cAd and Tubbac [</.yy.].
In the legendary literature on al-Iskandar [see
AL-KHADIR; ISKANDAR-NAMA; Sirat Iskandar, in SIRA
SHA'BIYYA], Yadjudj and Madjudj are in general
described along the same lines as in tafsir and hadith
(see above). A remarkable exception is ms. Aya Sofya
4004, in which Yadjudj and Madjudj appear more
humanlike. The storyteller is aware of the fact that
the frequent contacts between the "Muslims" and
individual "Yadjudjls", and the diplomatic exchanges
between al-Iskandar and Yadjudj and Madjudj took
place during the millat Ibrahim period, i.e. in preIslamic times. The language of Yadjudj and Madjudj,
described as "the inaccessible language of the Turks,
which is incomprehensible" (lughat al-Turk al-mughlaka
wa-hiya Id tufham; ibid., fol. 154 1. 2), is translated into
Arabic by al-Khadir. In this manuscript, the king of
Yadjudj and Madjudj is called Kanun, their religion
qualified as worship of sun and moon, and their
dwelling-place is said to consist of seven wddis. Twice
a year they make raids on the neighbouring town of
Asatfn (fol. 151 1. 3), whose king Watld Kanatfr asks
al-Iskandar to erect a barrier against them. He only
starts doing this after Gabriel has revealed to alKhadir God's eschatological plan concerning Yadjudj
and Madjudj.
Bibliography: 1. Primary sources. cAbd Allah
b. Ru'ba al-cAdjdjadj, Diwdn, riwdyat cAbd al-Malik
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YAFA, YAFA, conventionally Jaffa, older Joppa, a
port on the Palestinian seaboard, in pre-modern times the port of entry for Jerusalem, since 1950
part of the municipality of Tel Aviv-Yafo in the State
of Israel (lat. 32° 05' N., long. 34° 46' E.).
Situated on a 30 m/100 feet-high promontory on
the otherwise straight coastline of central Palestine,
Jaffa is a very ancient town. Thutmosis Ill's forces
seized the Canaanite town of T-pw in the 15th century B.C. and it became a provincial capital during
the Egyptian New Kingdom; since the 1950s, archaeological excavations have revealed the monumental
gateway of the Egyptian citadel. It passed to the
Philistines, and appears in Phoenician texts as T.p.y.
Jaffa was the port of entry for the timber floated
down from Tyre by king Ahiram for Solomon to use
for the Temple in Jerusalem (II Chron. ii. 16). The
Apostle Peter stayed at Jaffa in the house of Simon
the Tanner (Acts ix. 42), but in Roman times its
value as a port declined in favour of Caesarea. In

Byzantine times, 'loTni or J\6mn\ was the seat of a
bishopric.
In the year 15/636 cAmr b. al-cAsT (according to
others, Mu'awiya) took the town (al-Baladhun, Futuh,
138). The importance of the old port for Jerusalem
further increased when the Umayyad Sulayman b.
c
Abd al-Malik founded the new capital of D^und Filastm,
al-Ramla [q.v.], some 14 miles south-east of Yafa.
Yafa, with the rest of Filastm, passed in 264/878 into
the hands of Ahmad b. Tulun [q.v.] and remained
under the rule of the Tulunids of Egypt until in
292/905 it passed to the 'Abbasid caliph al-Muktafi.
After Dja'far b. Fallah had conquered Syria for the
Fatimid al-Mucizz [q.v.] in 359/969, the Karmatians
penetrated in 360/971 under Hasan al-Acsam as far
as Yafa, inside which the troops (11,000 men) sent
to Syria by Djawhar b. cAbd Allah were blockaded.
After the Karmatians had been driven out of Egypt
in 362, Yafa was relieved and the garrison brought
back to Egypt. The Turkish amir Atsiz b. Abak took
al-Ramla in 463/1071, but Yafa and 'Askalan did
not come into his power.
The possession of the town was hotly disputed
during the Crusades. The Franks, who made it a
vassal duchy of the kingdom of Jerusalem, were able
to hold it until the Third Crusade (1099-1187). The
Fatimid vizier al-Afdal sought in vain to take it from
them in 1101,_ 1105,' 1113 and 1115. After his murder,
the caliph al-Amir besieged the town in 1122 but was
driven back, and again in 1123 as a result of the
destruction of his fleet by the Venetians. After the
battle of Hattm (583/1187 [see HITTIN]) most of
the coast towns surrendered to Salah al-Dm, and Yafa
to his brother al-Malik al-cAdil. Richard Coeur-deLion recaptured it for the Crusaders in 587/1191.
Salah al-Dm besieged it in 1192 and regained it for
the Saracens; he could not, however, take the citadel,
and Richard, who hurried to the help of its garrison,
drove the Ayyubid troops out of the town and refortified it. At the truce of al-Ramla, the Christians were
confirmed in possession of Yafa.
By 593/1197, however, al-Malik al-cAdil had again
taken Yafa, destroying the fortifications and, it is said,
killing 20,000 Christians in the fighting. In the following year, Saxon and Brabantine troops temporarily occupied the town, but abandoned it again in
595/1199, whereupon al-cAdil regained it by a coupde-main. After the Fourth Crusade (1204), the town
was again in the hands of the Franks. The Emperor
Frederick II restored the fortifications in 1228, as did
Louis IX in 1250 after his release.
In the Mamluk period, Yafa belonged to the district of al-Ramla, one of the four districts of the coast,
which were part of the mamlaka of Dimashk; for a
time, however (under Salah al-Dln's successors), it was
under that of Ghazza (al-Dimashkl, ed. Mehren, 230).
The Mamluk sultan Baybars attacked the town
unexpectedly on 20 Djumada II 666/8 March 1268,
and took it and its citadel in one or two days (inscription on the White Mosque at Ramla, ed. van Berchem,
Inscriptions Arabes de Syrie, Cairo 1897, 57-64). He
destroyed the town with all its houses, walls and the
citadel. A certain amir Djamal al-Dm. . . b. Ishak,
according to an inscription preserved in Yafa, built
there in 736/1335 the sanctuary of Kubbat Shaykh
Murad which is still in existence (Clermont-Ganneau,
Materiaux inedits pour sewir a I'histoire des Croisades, Paris
1876; idem, Archaological researches in Palestine during the
years 1873-1894, ii, London 1896, 154). When the
kings of England and France were planning a new
crusade in 1336, al-Nasir had the harbour of Yafa
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destroyed to make it impossible for the Franks to land
there. For the same reason, the town as well as the
harbour, was destroyed in 746/1345 (Tolkowsky, in
Journ. Pal. Orient. Soc., v [1925], 82-4).
The Arab geographers describe Yafa as a small,
strongly fortified coast town which, as the port of
Jerusalem and al-Ramla, enjoyed thriving trade and
busy markets in times of peace. In times of war it
was greatly exposed to enemy raids, in the first centuries of Islam, for example, to attacks by the Byzantine
fleet, the Mardaites and the Cibyrraiotes. To protect
the coast against these raids, watch-towers (ribat [q.v.])
were built, like those of Byzantium from Lu'lu'a to
Constantinople, from which was signalled, by smoke
or fire to the capital al-Ramla, the approach of
Byzantine ships, which also used to visit the ports
from Ghazza to Arsuf to ransom prisoners (alMukaddasI, 177).
After the battle of Mardj Dabik [q.v.] in 922/1516,
the whole of Syria passed to the Ottomans. Yafa,
which was in ruins, only began to revive gradually
in the second half of the 17th century, especially after
its quays were built. From 1770 onwards, the Pasha
of Dimashk fought for several years with CA1I Bey and
his followers for the town, in which the Mamluks
perpetrated a frightful massacre on 19 May 1776.
The French behaved even worse after the capture of
the town by Napoleon (6 March 1799); 4,000 prisoners were shot on the shore. Immediately after the
entry of the garrison, plague broke out in the French
army which suffered heavily. Ibrahim Pasha, son of
Mehemmed CA1I, occupied Yafa in 1831, which
reverted to the Turks in 1840. An earthquake in 1838
destroyed many houses and a portion of the defences.
Jaffa was always the port of entry for Christian pilgrims to Jerusalem, and it had many hospices to
accommodate the new arrivals. In the late 19th century, two colonies of the Protestant German Tempelgesellschaft from Wiirttemburg were founded at
Wilhelma and Sarona to the north of Jaffa (1870-1),
whilst there were Jewish agricultural colonies to its
south. Under a concession from the Ottomans, in
1890-2 a metre-gauge railway was constructed by a
French company from Jaffa to Lydda and Jerusalem
(widened to standard-gauge by the British authorities
after the occupation of 1917 and after). In 1909 the
Jewish garden suburb of Tel Aviv ("Hill of Spring")
was founded adjacent to Jaffa. During the First World
War, the Ottomans deported the whole population of
Jaffa-Tel Aviv out of fear that they would help advancing Allied troops; but the British forces of General
Allenby entered Jaffa unopposed on 16 November
1917, and the population gradually returned thereafter. Anti-Jewish riots broke out at Jaffa in May 1921,
the most serious of these in the early years of the
British Mandate of Palestine [see MANDATES] , and soon
afterwards, Tel Aviv was separated from Jaffa with
its own municipal status.
In the inter-war period, the port of Jaffa was
adversely affected by the development of that of Haifa
[see HAYFA] (1933) and further declined after the Arab
political strike of 1936 closed it for almost a year,
during which goods for Tel Aviv began to be landed
by lighter. The better-off Jewish population began to
move into Tel Aviv, leaving Jaffa with a poorer, predominantly Arab population. After 1948, almost the
entire Arab element, which in 1941 had numbered
62,000, fled, and the largely deserted town was two
years later incorporated into the municipality of Tel
Aviv-Yafo in Israel. The decayed and inadequate port
of Jaffa was shut down in 1965, superseded by the
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modern port of Ashdod further south. Tel Aviv-Yafo
now has a population (1994 estimate) of 355,200.
Bibliography: 1. The older p e r i o d . PW, ix,
cols. 1901-2 (Beer); F. Buhl, Die alter Geographie
Paldstinas, Grundriss der theol. Wissenschaften, Reihe
2, Bd. 4, Freiburg-Leipzig 1896; Sir George Adam
Smith, The historical geography of the Holy Land,
20
London n.d. (orig. publ. 1894), 136-8, 141-2;
P. Thomsen, Loca sancta, Halle 1907, i, 73.
2. The Islamic and m o d e r n periods. For
the information of the Arabic geographers, see Le
Strange, Palestine under the Moslems, London 1890,
28-9, 39, 41, 551, and A.-S. Marmardji, Textes geographiques arabes sur la Palestine, Paris 1951, 7, 103, 106,
160, 206-7, to which should be added Khwarazml,
K. Surat al-ard, ed. H. von Mzik, in Bibl. arab. Historikern und Geographen, iii, Leipzig 1926, 19 no. 251,
and Suhrab/Ibn Serapion, in ibid., v, Leipzig 1930,
27 no. 221. See also R. Hartmann, Palastina unter den
Arabern, Leipzig 1915; M. Gaudefroy-Demombynes,
La Syne a I'epoque des Mamelouks, Paris 1923, p. CV,
10 n. 1, 29, 56-7; L. Tolkowsky, The gateway of
Palestine, a history of Jaffa, London 1924; idem, in
Jnal. Palestine Oriental Soc., v (1925), 82-4; H.C. Luke
and E. Keith-Roach, The handbook of Palestine and
Trans-Jordan, London 1930, 38, 114-15, 281-2, 2857; Naval Intelligence Division. Admiralty Handbooks, Palestine and Transjordan, London 1943, 307-11,
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(F. BuHL-[C.E. BOSWORTH])
YAFF, an a n c i e n t and i m p o r t a n t c o l l e c t i o n
of t r i b e s of the Y e m e n who established themselves in the lofty mountain ranges in Sarw Himyar
to the north and north-east of Aden [see CADAN] , about
120 km/75 miles distant.
Yafic is divided into the Upper and Lower Sultanates
(see map of Serjeant, in Tdfic, 84), with al-Mahdjaba
the capital of the former and al-Kara, the old capital of the sultans of the Banu Kasid, that of the latter. The former has five tribes: Kaladl, Sacdl, Yazldl,
Yahan and Nakhibf. The latter also has five: MuflahT,
Mawsatl, Zabf, Bucsf and Hadramf.
They were certainly pre-Islamic in origin and the
Old South Arabian inscription RES 4613 contains the
form yfcm. The YafT, who were agriculturalists and
figure prominently as mercenaries, are mentioned also
in the 4th/10th-century Sifat D}az.irat al-cArab of alHamdanl (ed. Miiller, 89, 95, 98). Inhabiting such
inaccessible country, the Yafic were seldom completely
controlled by any central authority. They served the
Rasulids [q.v.] as mercenaries, though they did not
pay them taxes (Serjeant, Yafic, 83). They travelled in
numbers to Hadramawt [q.v.] in the 11th-12th/17th18th centuries, originally as mercenaries, although they
eventually wielded some independent power there.
Indeed, in the early 12th/18th century rival contestants for the Kathm sultanate in Hadramawt called
in Yafic tribesmen to assist them. Many were employed
in the same way in India also, notably in Haydarabad.
In 1903, the British Government of India entered into
a series of treaties with various sections of the YafT
in exchange for stipends (Arab tribes, 205-15), although
it was reported in 1909 (ibid., 63) that the Aden
Residency had little contact with Upper Yafic. It was
only after the Second World War that the government
in Aden was able to develop their relations with the
YafT, and then almost exclusively with the Lower Yafic,
some of whose territory was in the fertile cotton-growing
area of Abyan [q.v.] and whose sultanate later became
a member state of the Federation of South Arabia.
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Bibliography: See also Government of Bombay,
An account of the Arab tribes in the vicinity of Aden,
Bombay 1909, 63-73, 205-15; R.B. Serjeant, Yafic,
Zaydls, Al Bu Bakr b. Sdlim and others: tribes and sayyids,
in On both sides of al-Mandab. Ethiopian, South-Arabic
and Islamic studies presented to Oscar Lofgren on his ninetieth birthday 13 May 1988 by colleagues and friends.,
Stockholm 1989, 83-105 (contains full references).
(G.R. SMITH)
AL-YAFICI, ABU CABD ALLAH B. ASCAD, Abu 'l-Sacada
c
Afif al-Dfn (b. in Yemen ca. 698/1298, d. at Mecca
768/1367), scholar and S u f i . His father, impressed
by his son's intellectual and spiritual precociousness,
sent him to study at Aden. After his first Pilgrimage
in 712/1313, he returned to Yemen, taking up life
as an ascetic and anchorite and becoming a disciple
of the Sufi master cAlf al-Tawashi, to whom he
remained close until the latter's death. In 718/1319
he moved to Mecca and completed his education in
the Islamic sciences with the judge there, Radf alDln al-Tabarf. Renouncing a marriage he had made,
he went to live as an ascetic by the two harams of
Mecca and Medina. In 734/1335 he travelled to
Palestine and Egypt, meeting there famed local Sufis.
He himself was mainly affiliated to the Kadiriyya
[q.v.~\, of which he founded a branch, the YafTiyya,
still existing in Yemen today (J.S. Trimingham, The
Sufi orders, Oxford 1971, 273). He also received initiation into the Adhamiyya (al-Zabldf, Ithaf al-asfiyd3,
ms. from 1329/1911, private coll., fol. 5; Massignon,
La passion de Halldj, 2Paris 1975, i, 85), but his relations with the Shadhiliyya are problematical (A. cAmmar, Abu 'l-Hasan al-Shddhill, Cairo 1952, ii, 185-7).
When he was travelling in the Near East, his fame
was already great since the sources indicate that he
tried to keep himself incognito in Egypt. He acquired
great prestige at Mecca, where he settled on his return
and remarried. He was sought out for his knowledge
but above all for his spiritual direction; among his
many disciples were Shah Nicmat Allah (d. 834/1431)
(see T. Graham, Shah Ni'matullah Wall, founder of the
Ni'matullahi Sufi order, in L. Lewisohn (ed.), The legacy
of mediaeval Persian Sufism, London-New York 1992,
173-4; and NICMAT-ALLAHIYYA). Although he lived in
penury, his baraka was sought, and he seems to have
acted as an arbiter in Mecca on several occasions.
He made only one brief further trip to Yemen in 738/
1337 to see his master al-Tawashi, and died at Mecca
on 20 gjumada II 768/22 February 1367. His aura
of sanctity was such that his modest clothes were sold
as relics (al-IsnawT, Tabakdt al-shdficiyya, Baghdad 1391/
1971, ii, 582).
As an cdlim, al-Yaficf above all taught hadlth. As a
fervent Ashcarf, he combatted both Mu'tazilT rationalism and Ibn Taymiyya's anthropomorphism (his main
polemical and apologetic work was Marham al-cilal almucdilafi 'l-radd cald a'immat al-muctazila, Calcutta 1910).
He well embodied the ideal of the scholar-Sufi, so
prized in mediaeval Islam, and was described by alShardjT as "master of the two ways" (sc. exoteric and
esoteric). Like al-Suyutl, who often cited him, al-Yaficf
used his fame for mounting a defence of Sufism, seen
in his best-known works: Nashr al-mahdsin al-ghdliya fi
fadl al-mashdyikh al-sufiyya (Cairo 1961), and above all,
his Rawd al-raydhin f. hikdydt al-sdlihm (many eds., inc.
Cairo 1989, and Cyprus n.d.), which give edifying
stories of the saints whilst including the doctrinal elements belonging to Sufism. The Rawd was much used
by later authors writing on stories of the saints. In
the field of hagiography, he wrote an Asnd al-mafdkhir
ji mandkib al-shaykh cAbd al-Kddir [al-Dfildni]'. He also

courageously upheld the sanctity of al-Halladj and Ibn
al-cArabi (al-Suyutf, Ta'yld, 71; Massignon, op. cit., ii,
41, 46, 309-10), and it was not surprising that his
disciple Shah Nicmat Allah should translate into Persian
and write commentaries on the works of Ibn al-cArabf.
It would be an abuse of language to call al-Yaficr
an historian, since his Mir'dt al-ajandn wa-cibrat al-yakidn (Haydarabad 1339/1920) is mainly a compilation
drawn from Ibn al-Athir, Ibn Khallikan and alDhahabi. He wrote many mystical poems (especially
on the Prophet, whom he claimed often to see in
dreams or in night vigils), but very few of these have
been published.
Bibliography: The work of al-lsnawl (d. 772/
1370) cited above is the essential source on al-YafiTs
life; all later authors draw on it. There are, however, original items in Takf al-Dfn al-FasI, al-Ikd
al-thamin, Cairo 1966, v, 104-15 and Ibn Hadjar,
al-Durar al-kdmina, Beirut n.d., ii, 247-9. Al-Shardjf's
notice of him, in Tabakdt al-khawdss, Cairo 1321/
1903, 67, is hagiographical. See also SubkT, Tabakdt
al-shdficiyya al-kubrd, Cairo 1964, x, 33; Ibn alMulakkin, Tabakdt al-awliyd\ Beirut 1986, 555-6;
Brockelmann, 2II, 226-8, S II, 227-8.
(E. GEOFFROY)
YAFITH, the J a p h e t h of the Bible.
He is not mentioned by name in the Kur'an
(although he is alluded to in VII, 64, X, 73, XI, 40,
XXIII, 27 and XXVI, 119), but the exegetes are
familiar with all the sons of Noah [see NUH]: Ham,
Sam [q.vv.] and Yafith (the pronunciation Yafit is mentioned as possible in al-Taban, i, 222). The Biblical
story (Gen. ix. 20-7) of Ham's sin and punishment
and the blessing given to Sam and Yafith is known in
Muslim legend, but it is silent about Noah's planting
the vine and becoming intoxicated. Al-Kisa'f totally
transforms the story: in the Ark, Noah could not sleep
from anxiety, so when he came out of the boat, he fell
asleep on Sam's chest. The wind revealed his nakedness, Sam and Yafith covered him up and Ham
laughed so loudly that Nuh was awakened. As a result,
he uttered the following curse: prophets shall be born
descendants of Sam, kings and heroes of Yafith and
black slaves of Ham. However, Ham's descendants intermarried with Yafith's family such that the Abyssinians, Hind and Sind were born to Kush b. Ham, and
the Copts were the descendants of a union between
Kut b. Ham and a descendant of Yafith.
Yafith's descendants are variously given, sometimes
according to the biblical tradition (al-Taban, i, 217),
sometimes with variations (al-Kisa'f, i, 101). He is usually regarded as the ancestor of Yadjudj and Madjudj
[q.v.] often of the Turks and the Khazars, more rarely
of the Slavs [see SAKALIBA] . Persia and Rum are sometimes traced to Sam but sometimes to Yafith. To
Yafith is also attributed Cyrus, who killed Belshazzar,
son of Evilmerodach, son of Nebuchadnezzar, and
Yazdagird. In sum, Sam is the father of the Arabs,
Yafith of Rum, and Ham of the Sudan. Of the three,
the Semitic tradition naturally prefers Sam. Yafith is
only rarely spoken of unfavourably, as he is in the
case of al-Tabarl, i, 223, where we are told nothing
good comes from Yafith and his descendants are
deformed. On the other hand, the 72 languages of
the world are divided as follows: 18 to Sam, 18 to
Ham and 36 to Yafith. He is the blessed son of
Noah.
Bibliography: Tabarl, i, 211-25, Eng. tr. W.M.
Brinner, The History of al-Taban. Prophets and patriarchs, Albany 1987, 10-22; Tha'labl, Kisas al-anbiyd3,
Cairo 1325, 38; Kisa'f, Kisas al-anbiyd', ed. Eisenberg,
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Leiden 1922, i, 98-102, Eng. tr. W.M. Thackston,
Jr., The Tales of the Prophets of al-Kisa\ Boston 1978,
105-8.
(B. HELLER-[A. RIPPIN])
YATURIDS [see YU'FIRIDS].
YAGHISTAN (P.), lit. "the land of the rebels",
(ydghi "rebel", istdn "region") referred to d i f f e r e n t
s a n c t u a r i e s used by M u d j a h i d u n [see MUDJAHID]
against the British authorities in the 19th and early
20th centuries, in the various independent tribal areas,
mainly inhabited by the Pakhtuns, in the hinterland
of what became the North-West Frontier Province
(NWFP) of British India such as the Mohmand Agency,
Buner, Dfr, Swat, Kohistan, Hazara and Camarkand
(extending into the Kunar province of Afghanistan
and Badjawr in NWFP). A popular term rather than
a formally recognised one, the name was in use long
before the British colonial period, historically referred
to as Yaghistan al-kadlm, and sometimes as Riyasatha'i-Yaghistan.
Though Yaghistan comprised mainly mountainous
terrain, the Mudjahidun carefully selected their centres around fertile valleys, lakes and rivers in order
to be self-reliant as regards agricultural products and
to find hideouts to support their guerilla warfare. With
the rise of Muslim resistance, first to Sikh rule in
Pandjab and Kashmir and then to the gradual British
colonial expansion in South Asia, the Mudjahidun
from different regions started gathering in Yaghistan.
In spite of their initial success under the charismatic
leadership of Sayyid Ahmad Brelwi [q.v.], the movement suffered a setback at Balakot on 6 May 1831
in which Ahmad Brelwl and most of his companions
were killed by the Sikhs. During the first AfghanBritish war (1839-42), the Mudjahidun leader Mawlawl Naslr al-Dm sided with Dust Muhammad [q.v.~]
by sending a contingent of fighters from Yaghistan to
Kabul and Ghazna. After him, the leadership of the
Mudjahidun gradually passed first to Mawlana Wilayat
C
A1T (d. 1852) and then to his younger brother Mawlana
'Inayat 'All (1858). Through an effective network of
devotees, which extended as far as Bengal, the Mudjahidun regularly received fresh recruits, money and
moral support in their frequently-changing centres
in Yaghistan, such as Sitana, Mulka and Amblla. The
Yaghistanl Mudjahidun always kept in close contact
with their supporters, and at times used secret messages in code. Though most of the djihad centres in
Yaghistan were attacked and destroyed by British
Indian forces during the second half of the 19th century, the resistance of the Mudjahidun continued under
such leaders as Nadjm al-Dm Hadda Mulla (d. 1902)
and Sacd Allah Khan Mulla Mastan (branded as the
Mad Mulla by his opponents; d. 1916).
In 1902, the Mudjahidun leader cAbd al-Kanm b.
Wilayat CA1I chose Asmast in Buner near Swat valley as his headquarters. During the First World War,
a rival centre slowly grew up and prospered in the
Afghan part of Camarkand, where leaders such as
Mawlana Muhammad 'All Kasuri (see his Mushdhiddti-Kdbul wa Tdghistdn, Lahore 1986), MawlawT cAbd alKanm Kannawdji (d. 1922), Mawlawl Muhammad
Bashlr (d. 1934), HadjdjI Tarangza'I (d. 1937) and
Mawlawl Fadl Ilahl Wazirabadi (d. 1951; see his
Kawd'if-i Tdghistdn, Gujranwala 1981) led a number
of skirmishes against the imperial army in Shabkadar,
Cakda, Mohmand Agency and many other places in
NWFP. At times, the Yaghistanl Mudjahidun also
developed alliances with a number of other anticolonial movements such as Hizb Allah, Djunud
Rabbaniyya, Hukumat-i Muwakkata-yi Hind and
Djam'iyyat al-Ansar.
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With the independence of Pakistan in 1947, Yaghistan gradually became part of the historical past. The
original Djihad movement also lost its impetus, although the independent character of certain Pakhtun
tribes (e.g. the Afndls) and their systems (e.g. the djirga
[q.v., in Suppl.]) in these areas is still recognised by
Pakistan. Many tribal Mudjahidun and the activists
of the Djihad movement took part in the struggle of
the Kashmiri Muslims against India in 1948 and
thereafter, and subsequently in the popular Afghan
uprising against the Soviet Russian-supported communist regime in Kabul in the 1980s.
Bibliography : Col. J. Adye, Sitana: a mountain
campaign on the borders of Afghanistan, London 1867;
Muin-ud-Din Ahmad Khan, Sayyid Muhammad
C
A1I, Makhzan-i Ahmadi, Agra 1881; Selections from
Bengal Government records on Wahhabi trials (1863-1870),
Dacca 1961; Mawlana c Ubayd Allah SindhI,
Sargudhasht-i Kabul, Islamabad 1980; Muhammad
Khawass Khan, Ru'iddd-i Mudj_dhidm-i Hind, Lahore
1983; Qeyamuddin Ahmad, The Wahhabi movement in India, New Delhi 1994; Asadullah Al-Ghalib,
Ahl al-Hadlth Andolon, Rajshahi 1996.
(MOHAMMAD YUSUF SIDDIQJ
YAGHMA, in Arabic orthography Yaghma, a
T u r k i s h t r i b e of C e n t r a l Asia mentioned in
accounts of the early Turks and their component tribal
groups. P. Pelliot thought that the Chinese Tang-mo
presupposed a nasalised form *Tangma (Notes sur le
"Turkestan" de M.W. Barthold, in T'oung-Pao, xxvii
[1930], 17).
There are sections on the Yaghma in Hudud al-cdlam,
tr. 95-6 § 13, cf. comm. 277-81, and Gardlzl, ^ayn alakhbdr, ed. Hablbl, Tehran 1347/1968, 260. Abu Dulaf
does not mention them by name in his First Risdla,
but Marquart thought that his Bughradj tribe referred
to the Yaghma and that his mention of the place
al-Khargah (lit. "tent" = Ordu-kand "army camp")
referred to their centre of Kashghar (cf. A. von RohrSauer, Des Abu Dulaf Bericht uber seine Reise nach Turkestan,
China und Indien neu ubersetzt und untersucht, Bonn 1939,
18, 19-20). Gardlzl makes Yaghma originally a chief
of the Toghuzghuz [q.v], hence the Yaghma would
appear to have been associated, at some early date,
with the latter tribe. The Hudud al-cdlam states that the
ruler of the Yaghma was indeed from the princely line
of the Toghuzghuz, and has information on the two
locations of the Yaghma, this division being perhaps
the result of a tribal split. The first, most important
location, spanned the central and western T'ien-Shan
range, from the Naryn river in eastern Farghana across
the mountains to Kashghar [q.v.'] in eastern Turkestan,
possession of which town was at some point disputed
by both the Yaghma and Karluk. The second location
was in Semirec'e [see YETI su], in the Hi valley and
around the Issik Kol, where Mahmud al-Kashgharl,
Diwdn lughdt al-turk, Tkish. tr. Atalay, i, 92, places them
alongside the Cigil and Tukhsi (cf. also Barthold, ^wolf
Vorlesungen u'ber die Geschichte der Tilrken Mittelasiens, Berlin
1935, 75-6, on these locations).
The anonymous Mudjmal al-tawdnkh, ed. Bahar,
Tehran 1318/1939, 421, calls the ruler of the Yaghma
Bughra Khan (cf. the Bughradj of Abu Dulaf), and
the appearance of this onghun or totemistic title amongst
the early Karakhanids [see ILEK-KHANS] has led to suggestions that the latter dynasty arose from the Yaghma,
especially as early centres of the Karakhanids were
at Kashghar and Ozkend [q.v.] in eastern Farghana.
O. Pritsak, in a series of studies, has averred that the
Karakhanids stemmed from the ruling clan of the
Karluk, with the Yaghma and Cigil as the two most
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important tribal elements of the Karluk confederation;
see the discussion of these views by P.B. Golden, in
D. Sinor (ed.), The Cambridge history of early Inner Asia,
Cambridge 1990, 355-7, see also Golden, An introduction to the history of the Turkic peoples. Ethnogenesis and
state-formation in medieval and early modern Eurasia and the
Middle East, Wiesbaden 1992, 201. The Yaghma would
have still remained a distinct body within the Karluk
Kaghanate, although Golden notes that it is somewhat strange that al-Kashgharf, himself writing under
the Karakhanids (and frequently mentioning the
Yaghma in other connections) nowhere links the rulers
of the Karakhanids specifically with the Yaghma or
Karluk. '
After the Karakhanid and Saldjuk periods, the
Yaghma seem to drop out of historical mention.
Bibliography: In addition to references given in
the article, see J. Marquart, Liber das Volkstum der
Komanen, in Abh. Akad. der Wiss. in Gottingen, philos.hist. Kl., N.F. xiii, no. 1, Berlin 1914, 93-5.
(G.E. BOSWORTH)
YAGHMA DJANDAKI, the takhallus or pen-name
of the Persian poet M f r z a Abu '1-Hasan
R a h l m (ca. 1196-12767^. 1782-1859), often called by
his fellow-poets Kahba-zan "whore" from the expression repeated monotonously in his obscene verse.
He was born at Knur in the Djandak oasis in the
central desert of the Dasht-i Kawfr, roughly half-way
between Yazd and Simnan. He began his life as a
camel-herd but by the age of seven his natural gifts
had been noticed by the owner of the oasis, Isma'fl
Khan cArab-i eAmirf, whose secretary (munshi-bdshi) he
ultimately became. His first nom-de-plume was Madjnun. In 1216/1802 Isma'Il Khan, after a rising against
the government, had to flee to Khurasan, while
Djandak was occupied by Dhu '1-Fikar Khan, representative of the governor of Simnan and Damghan.
Yaghma was forcibly conscripted as an ordinary soldier but at Simnan his gifts obtained him the post
of secretary to the governor. In 1223/1808 as a result
of a false charge, the poet received the bastinado and
his property was handed over as plunder (yaghma} by
the soldiery. The poet's innocence was proved and
he regained his freedom but the act of injustice had
embittered him. He then assumed the pen-name of
Yaghma and composed a scurrilous satire, Sarddriyya,
on Dhu '1-Fikar Khan. Exiled, he wandered in Persia
and via Baghdad and Yazd reached Tehran, where
fortune shone upon him again and he gained the
good graces of Hadjdji Mirza Akasf, the first minister of Muhammad Shah Kadjar. Yaghma was
appointed wa&r to the governor of Kashan, but a
new satire (Khuldsat al-iftiddh) against a family of Kashan
notables caused him to be ostracised again and he
was denounced as a kdfir from the pulpit of the
mosque. His wandering life was resumed. We know
that he accompanied Muhammad Shah to Harat. He
only returned to his native land as an octogenarian
to die at Khur on 16 Rabf c II 1276/16 Nov. 1859
and was buried near the tomb of Sayyid Dawud.
Yaghma's works in prose and verse were collected
in his Kulliyydt and published at Tehran (?) in 1283/
1866 with a preface by Hadjdjr Muhammad Isma'Tl
(389 fol. pp.).
Yaghma practised all varieties of verse, and his
poems (ghazal, rithd\ kifa, tardfi-band) show a great
mastery of language and form. The most original part
perhaps of his work is in the field of funeral chants
(nawha-yi sina-zani) which he invented. They were obviously intended for the public lamentations in Muharram [see TA'ZIYA] . They are in the form of a mustazdd

in which each line is prolonged by a refrain which
the audience is intended to murmur as a spontaneous
echo. These nawhas are composed in simple and unaffected language. E.G. Browne, LHP, iv, 340, mentions
the popularity of this genre among the poems of the
constitutional period (1905-11).
Probably not well acquainted with Arabic as a result
of his defective education, Yaghma employed in his
prose letters a simple Persian style (fdrsi-nigdn) with
a minimum of Arabic loan words; he is thus a precursor of 20th-century attempts, especially under the
Pahlawls, at evolving a Persian purged of extraneous
elements. He also extensively annotated his personal
copy of the Burhdn-i kdtic dictionary, the ms. of which
was handed down to his family. Yaghma's most characteristic work however, was his satirical, slanderous
and obscene poetry, his hazliyydt. They have been
viewed as denunciations of contemporary society, but
other critics have merely seen them as expressions of
personal grievances. In his mixture of ribaldry and
simple piety, as expressed in his nawhas, Browne suggested Verlaine as a modern European parallel.
Yaghma also wrote verses in his native dialect of
Khur.
Bibliography: 1. Works. In addition to the editio princeps of 1283/1866, repr. Tehran 1339/1960,
the Ghazaliyydt and Sarddriyya were ed. Muh. Husayn
Taban, Tehran 1337/1958.
2. Studies. Rida Kulf Khan, Maajma' al-fusahd3,
ii, 580; Habfb Yaghma'f (grandson), Sharh-i hdl-i
Taghmd, Tehran n.d. (ca. 1927?) (originally publ. in
the journal Armaghdn, v); Browne, LHP, iv, 337-44;
Rypka et alii, History of Iranian literatures, Dordrecht
1968, 333-4.
(V. MINORSKY*)
YAGHMAl, HABIB (b. Khur, 17 December 1898,
d. Tehran, 14 May 1984), Persian poet and literary editor.
A descendant of the early Kadjar poet Yaghma
Djandaki [q.v.], Habfb Yaghma'f was born in the
small town of Khur near Djandak and Biyabanak in
the central desert of Persia. He first studied with his
father, Hadjdj Asad Allah Muntakhab al-Sadat Khun,
and subsequently left Khur in 1916-17 for the nearby
towns of Damghan and Shahrud in order to pursue
his education. In Damghan he studied at the Nazimiyya school founded by cAbd Allah YasaT in 1917.
In 1921 he went to Tehran and enrolled first in the
Alliance school and, a year later, in the Teachers'
Training College (Dar al-Mucallimm-i cAlf). This period is further marked by Yaghma'i's entry into
Tehran literary circles. In 1923 he joined the Literary Society of Iran (And^uman-i Adabi-yi Iran) and in
the following year he began his collaborations with
the literary section of the radical paper Tufdn published in Tehran by Muhammad Farrukhf Yazdl
[q.v.]. In 1927-28 YaghmaT studied at the School of
Law and Political Science (later a Faculty of Tehran
University). He returned to Khur in 1928 as the head
of the Birth Registry Office there; in the same year
he took charge of the Office of Education and Endowments (Awkdf) of Simnan. In 1930 Yaghma3! began
teaching Persian literature at different high schools in
Tehran, including the Dar al-Funun. In 1934 he joined
the Publication Department of the Ministry of Education. From 1943 to 1946 he was the editor of Ndmayi Farhangistdn, the organ of the Iranian Academy, and
in 1944 he became an editor (for volumes 14, 15,
and 23) of Amuzish wa Parwarish, a cultural and educational journal. In 1948 he launched his own literary and historical journal, Yaghma, which was published
regularly for thirty years (1948-79). In the same year
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he also served for a few months as the head of the
local office of the Ministry of Education in the city
of Kirman. In 1949 he returned to Tehran as an
Inspector of the Ministry of Education, and he also
acted as head of the Publication Department of the
Ministry of Culture in 1952. In 1962-3 YaghmaT
taught at the Teachers' Training College and at the
College of Foreign Languages and Literatures, receiving in 1976 an Honorary Doctorate of Literature and
Humanities from Tehran University.
Yaghma'I belonged to a generation of Persian literary scholars who, though conservative in their preference for literary style and diction, contributed
significantly to the development of Persian literary
education and scholarship in the 20th century. In its
entire thirty-year period, the journal Taghmd served as
a forum for literary and historical studies. In addition to his own writings, such as an earlier historical
romance (Dakhma-yi Arghun) (Tehran 1933, 21957) and
a collection of poems (Sarniwisht, Tehran 1972),
Yaghma'T compiled several historical and literary
surveys and also edited a number of texts, including
the Garshdsb-ndma of Asadi Tusi (Tehran 1936, 21975)
and the Persian translation of the Tafsir of al-Tabarf
(Tehran 1960-65, 7 vols.).
Bibliography: For a full chronology and bibliography, see Iradj Afshar, ^andagi-ndma wa Fihristndma-yi dthdr-i Habib Taghmd'i, in Ayanda, x/4-5
(1984), 280-4; based on an earlier version which
appeared in Iradj Afshar, Muhammad Ibrahim
BastanT-Parfzf and Ghulam-Husayn Yusufi, Tddgdrndma-yi Habib Taghmd3!, Tehran 1977, pp. ix-xvi.
For further information on Yaghma'f's life, see
Afshar, Cihil sal bd Habib Taghmd"I, in Ayanda, x/4-5
(1984), 251-9; Sayyfd CA1I Al-i Dawud, Tdd-hd-yi
dlgar az Habib Taghmd'i, in Ayanda, x/10-11 (1984-5),
740-8; Ahmad Mahdawf Damghanl, Tddi az Habib
Taghmd'i,'m Kilk, nos. 61-4 (1995), 486-94.
(ALI GHEISSARI)
YAGHMURASAN B. ZAYYAN B. IHABIT, Abu
Yahya, shaykh of the Banu cAbd al-Wad, a branch of
the Zanata [q.v.] Berbers, who lived in the region of
Tlemcen [see TILIMSAN] under the suzerainty of
the Almohad sultans of Morocco, and who was the
f o u n d e r of the i n d e p e n d e n t dynasty of the
Z a y y a n i d s or c A b d al-Wadids [q.v.] of Tlemcen,
d. 681/1283. Born in 603/1206-7 or 605/1208-9, he
succeeded his brother Abu cUzza Zaydan as head of
the cAbd al-Wadids in 633/1236, but not till 637/
1239-40 was he formally invested by the Almohad
sultan £Abd al-Wahid al-Rashid. The power of the
Moroccan sultans became so weakened that the cAbd
al-Wadids assumed their own independence.
Yaghmurasan thus became ruler in Tlemcen, and
had first of all to fight against the Hafsid amir of
Tunis Abu Zakariyya', who in 640/1242 or five years
later, managed to penetrate into the town of Tlemcen.
Yaghmurasan, who had fled to the Banu Urnld, was
summoned by Abu Zakariyya5 to govern the town.
The two amirs made an alliance against the Almohad
sultan Sacld, who in turn attacked Tlemcen, and then
Tamazdight, where Yaghmurasan had taken refuge;
in the battle which followed, Sa'fd was killed (646/
1248). A large part of his reign was now taken up
with fighting against various Arab tribes of the Sahara,
against the TudjTn and Maghrawa, etc., and above
all, against the Marfnids [q.v.] of Fas; Yaghmurasan
even allied with Alfonso X of Castile to prevent the
Mannids making incursions into Spain. In 656/1257
the Zayyanid amir besieged Sidjilmasa, but did not
capture it until 662/1264. He remained on good terms
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with the Hafsids, and it was whilst going forth to
meet a princess of Tunis as bride for his son 'Uthman
that he died near Miliana in 681/1283. Yaghmurasan
left behind the reputation of a prudent and brave
prince, the patron of scholars and litterateurs, and he
built the minarets of the great mosques of Agadir (at
Tlemcen) and Tagrart. Between the Mannids to his
west, and the Hafsids to his east, he was able to preserve his own kingdom's independence.
Bibliography: Abu Zakariyya5 Yahya Ibn Khaldun, Bughyat al-ruwwddfi dhikr al-muluk min Bam cAbd
al-Wad, ed. CA.H. Hadjiyat, Algiers 1400/1980, Fr.
tr. A. Bel, Hist, des Beni Abd el-Wad, rois de Tlemcen,
Algiers 1904; cAbd al-Rahman Ibn Khaldun, clbar,
Bulak 1284/1867, Fr. tr. de Slane and P. Casanova,
iii, 340-68; Muhammad b. cAbd Allah al-TanasI,
Ta^rikh Bam ^ayydn, muluk Tilimsdn, extract from the
Nazyn al-durr wa }l-fikydn fl bay an sharaf Bani ^ayydn,
ed.' Mahmud Bouayecf, Algiers 1405/1985, 115-28,
Fr. tr. J.J.L. Barges, Hist, des Beni %aiyan, rois de
Tlemcen, Paris 1852; Ibn al-Ahmar, Rawdat al-nisnn
fl dawlat Bam Mann, ed. and Fr. tr. G. Bouali and
G. Marcais, Paris 1917, ed. cAbd al-Wahhab b.
Mansur, Rabat 1962, Span. tr. M.A. Manzano,
Madrid 1989, 92-101; Abbe Barges, Complement d
I'hist. des Beni ^eiyan, Paris 1887; Sid-Ahmed Bouali,
Les deux grands sieges de Tlemcen dans Uhistoire et la
legende, Algiers 1984. See also CABD AL-WADIDS.
(CHANTAL DE LA VERONNE)
YAHUD, the common collective (sing. Tahudi) in
Arabic for "Jews". A less common plural Hud is also
used (e.g. Kur'an, II, 111, 135, 140). The word is
borrowed from Aram. Tahud, and ultimately from late
bibl. Heb. yehudlm, "Judaeans", the latter itself derived
from members of the tribe of Judah). The Kur'an
also uses a stative verb hdda, "to be Jewish" or "to
practice Judaism".
1. In the Dj a h i l i y y a .
Jews had lived in various parts of the Arabian
Peninsula since Antiquity, and the numbers of those
living in northwestern Arabia must have been swelled
by refugees from Judaea when the great rebellions
against Rome were suppressed in A.D. 70 and 135.
By the late Djahilf period, the Jews of the peninsula
spoke Arabic, were organised into clans and tribes, and
were generally highly assimilated into Arab society.
Their numbers probably also included a greater or
lesser number of indigenous Arabs who accepted Judaism. However, in spite of their overall acculturation,
they were nonetheless viewed as a separate group with
their own peculiar customs. Jews and some of their
distinctive practices are occasionally mentioned in
pre-Islamic Arabic poetry (for examples, see D.S.
Margoliouth, The relations between Arabs and Israelites prior
to the rise of Islam, London 1924, 73; I. Lichtenstadter,
Some references to Jews in pre-Islamic Arabic literature, in
PAAJR, x [1940], 185-94; J. Horovitz, Koranische Untersuchungen, Berlin and Leipzig 1926, 144 ff. and 153 ff.;
and Hirschberg, Tisrd'el ba-cArav, 112-16).
Not only were the pre-Islamic Arabs familiar with
Jews and Jewish religious practices, Jewish religious
ideas, ethical concepts and homiletic lore, but even
some Aramaic and Hebrew terms were absorbed
among those Arabs who came into close contact with
Jews, just as Christian ideas and elements of vocabulary were also subconsciously assimilated (see e.g.
S. Fraenkel, Die aramdischen Fremdworter im Arabischen,
Leiden 1886; and A. Jeffery, The foreign vocabulary of
the Qur'dn, Baroda 1938). Because of the admixture
of Aramaic and Hebrew in the everyday language
of the Arabian Jews, the pagan Arabs perceived it to
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be a distinct Jewish dialect which they referred to as
al-yahudiyya (see Ibn Sacd, ii/2, 66; al-Wakidl, Kitdb
al-Maghdzi, ed. M. Jones, London 1966, i, 392; and
G.D. Newby, Observations about an early Judaeo-Arabic?,
mJQR, N.S., xli [1970], 212-21). Thus, there was a
considerable degree of awareness of Jews and Judaism, as there was of Christians and Christianity, in the
society into which the Prophet Muhammad was born.
2. In the K u r ' a n .
Despite the general Arabian familiarity with Jews
and Judaism and despite the traditions that Muhammad himself had met Jews prior to his theophany,
there is no specific mention of Yahud (or Nasdrd, Christians, or any other non-pagan religious group for that
matter) in the revelations from the Meccan period.
Only the term Banu Israeli [q.v.] (the Children of Israel),
which is not found in what can be identified as genuine pre-Islamic poetry (Horovitz, Koranische Untersuchungen, 91), appears in the Meccan suras. Most of
these references are to the biblical Israelites, although
a few clearly are to contemporary Jews (e.g. XXVI,
197; XVII, 101). In some Meccan and Medinan suras
(e.g. XLIII, 59; LXI, 14), Banu Israel refers to both
Jews and Christians of the time of Jesus, with allusions perhaps to some remnants of Judaeo-Christians,
such as the Ebionites or the Elchasaites, who may
still have existed in Muhammad's own days (concerning the latter, cf. P. Crone, Islam, Judeo-Christianity and
Byzantine iconoclasm, in JSAI, ii, [1980], 59-95, and
J. Danielou, Christianity as a Jewish sect, in The crucible
of Christianity, ed. A. Toynbee, London 1969, 282).
As noted above, the words Yahud, Yahudl, and Hud
first appear in the Medinan suras—albeit a total of
fifteen times, compared with the forty-three specific
mentions of the Banu Israeli throughout the entire
Kur'an (the verbal form [alladhina] hddu—"those who
are Jewish"—appears ten times.) During this fateful
time, fraught with tension after the Hidjra, when Muhammad encountered contradiction, ridicule and rejection from the Jewish scholars in Medina, he came to
adopt a radically more negative view of the people
of the Book who had received earlier scriptures. This
attitude was already evolving in the third Meccan period
as the Prophet became more aware of the antipathy
between Jews and Christians and the disagreements
and strife amongst members of the same religion. The
Kur'an at this time claims that it will "relate [correctly]
to the Children of Israel most of that about which
they differ" (XXVII, 76).
Whereas the term Banu Isrd'il appears in the Kur'an
in both positive and negative contexts, the term Yahud
is most frequently negative. The Yahud are associated
with interconfessional strife and rivalry (II, 113). They
believe that they alone are beloved of God (V, 18),
and only they will achieve salvation (II, 111). They
blasphemously claim that Ezra is the son of God, as
Christians claim Jesus is (IX, 30) and that God's hand
is fettered (V, 64). Together with the polytheists, Jews
are "the most vehement of men in enmity to those
who believe" (V, 82). Some of those who are Jews (min
alladhina hddu) "pervert words from their meanings"
(IV, 44), have committed wrongdoing, for which God
has "forbidden some good things that were previously
permitted them" (IV, 160), they listen for the sake of
mendacity (V, 41), and some of them have taken usury
and will receive "a painful doom" (IV, 161).
3. In the Hadlth and early t r a d i t i o n a l literature.
The Jews are mentioned frequently in the canonical traditions, the Sira, and the early literature about
the Prophet's struggles (maghdzi) and the lives of his

companions (tabakat al-sahaba), as well as in Kur'anic
exegesis (tafsir).
As in the Kur'an, both the terms Banu Israel and
Yahud continue to be used in the traditional literature, with the former having the broader meanings
of both ancient Israelites and contemporary Jews (and
again, even sometimes Jews and Christians, i.e. ahl
al-kitdb). However, the designation Yahud now becomes
very common, and frequently the term Yahud appears
in contexts that are most frequently negative, as in
Muhammad's encounters with the Jewish tribes in
Medina (the Banu Kaynukac, al-Nadfr and Kurayza
[q.vv.]) and with the inhabitants of the oasis of Khaybar,
all of which are related in the greatest of detail in
the Sira and the Maghdzl. For example, the rabbis of
the Jews in Medina are singled out as "men whose
malice and enmity was aimed at the Apostle of God"
(Ibn Hisham, Sira, Cairo, 1955, i, 516; hd'uld'i ahbdr
al-Yahud, ahl al-shurur wa 'l-caddwa li-Rasul Allah). The
Yahud in this literature appear not only as malicious,
but also deceitful (e.g. al-Wakidi, Maghdzl, i, 363 ff.),
cowardly (Ibn Hisham, ii, 57) and totally lacking
resolve (ibid., 236). However, they have none of the
demonic qualities attributed to them in mediaeval
Christian literature, neither is there anything comparable to the overwhelming preoccupation with Jews
and Judaism (except perhaps in the narratives on
Muhammad's encounters with Medinan Jewry) in
Muslim traditional literature. Except for a few notable
exceptions, such as Huyayy b. Akhtab, a leader of
the Banu '1-Nadfr, and the Kurazf chieftain Kacb alAsad, the Jews in the Slra and the Maghdzi are even
heroic villains. Their ignominy stands in marked contrast to Muslim heroism, and in general, conforms to
the Kur'anic image of "wretchedness and baseness
stamped upon them" (II, 61).
In the Hadith, the Yahud are mentioned most often
in traditions that emphasise the differences between
Muslims and non-Muslims, as for example with regard
to sexual mores, purity laws, and various customs and
practices (cf. Abu Dawud, Sunan, k. al-nikdh, bdb xlviii;
Muslim, Sahlh, k. al-hayd, bdb xvi; and especially alBukharl, Sahlh, k. al-anbiyd3, bdb 1, 2-10) and that express disapproval of non-Muslim practices (cf. ibid.,
k. al-saldt, bdb xlviii). In traditions, dealing with the
proper ways of interacting with non-Muslim monotheists—as for example in the case of how to salute
members of the ahl al-dhimma—the Jews are specifically mentioned because of their malicious punning on
the taslim with al-sdm calayk instead of al-saldm 'alayk,
to which a Muslim should respond wa-calayk or wac
alaykum (cf. e.g. al-Bukharf, k. al-isti3 dhdn, bdb xxii). By
contrast, when the tradition allows for a more positive, or at least neutral, identification with Jews (and
perhaps Jews and Christians generally), the term Banu
Isrd3ll is more likely to be used, as in the well-known
hadith that it is not a transgression to relate traditions
on the authority of the Children of Israel (al-Bukhan,
k. al-anbiyd3, bdb 1, 9: haddithu can Ban! Israeli wa-ld
haraaja).
4. In mediaeval Islamic law, l i t e r a t u r e and
society.
Because of the decidedly more negative connotations of the term Yahud, as opposed to Banu Israel,
the latter increasingly became the polite usage in
Arabic when referring to Jews (in a semantic parallel to early modern French usages juif versus Israelite).
Al-Isrd'ili was the usual nisba for distinguished Jews,
such as Musa b. Maymun al-Isra'fll al-Andalusf (Ibn
al-Kiftf, Hukamd\ ed. Lippert, 317) as well as for
Jewish converts to Islam, such as the poet Abu Ishak

YAHUD
b. Sahl al-Isra'rlr [q.v.]. This use of the term Banu
Israeli as more euphemistic than Tahud was merely a
tendency, particularly in religious literature and was
by no means consistent in any case. Mediaeval Arab
historians and geographers on the whole referred to
Jews as such without either a negative or positive
connotation. Thus for example, Ibn Khurradadhbih
refers to Radhanite Jewish merchants as tuajajdr alyahud al-rddhdniyya (Masdlik, 153), while al-Mascudf
refers to the Jews of clrak as Banu Israel and as Tahud
(Tanbih, 79 and 113). Naturally, Tahud is invariably
used when authors make a distinction from Christians
or specify them alongside Christians, as does, for example, al-Mukaddas! when describing the population of
Jerusalem (167).
The perception of Jews in the Middle Ages was
on the whole even more condescending than that of
Christians. In fact, the great 3rd/9th century essayist
al-Djahiz notes that the Muslim masses perceived the
Christians as being "more sincere than the Jews, closer
in affection, less treacherous, less unbelieving, and deserving of a lighter punishment [on Judgment Day]".
He goes on to analyse the historical and sociological
reasons for this popular preference, namely, that the
Jews had opposed the Prophet in Medina and generally
belonged to a lower socio-economic stratum of society than either the Christians or Zoroastrians (K. alRadd cald 'l-Nasdrd, ed. J. Finkel, Cairo 1926, 13-14;
see also Wasserstrom, Between Muslim and Jew, 19-46).
Despite what may have been the greater social prejudice in early Islam towards the Tahud, Islamic law
made no distinction between Jews and other tolerated
non-Muslims. Administrative decrees meant to interpret, amplify, and execute the Sharfa rules of ghiydr
[q.v. and see also LIBAS] sometimes made differentiation
as to the badge or garment colour for members of
each of the various dhimmi communities. But from a
strictly constitutional point of view, all were subsumed
under the same legal category of ahl al-dhimma [q.v^,
or proteges of the umma. The fact that the Jews shared
their dhimmi status with the far more numerous and
conspicuous Christians and Zoroastrians mitigated and
diffused any specifically anti-Jewish sentiments into a
broader prejudice against the ahl al-dhimma. Furthermore, Jews did not have to bear the onus of suspicion that was harboured toward some of the Christian
communities and that grew from the period of the
Crusades onward, that they were friendly toward the
European powers and a potential fifth column.
Only when a Jew was perceived to have egregiously
transgressed the bounds of proper conduct as stipulated in the theoretical contract of protection (dhimma
or amdn) with the Islamic state by rising too high in
the bureaucracy and not conducting himself in an
appropriately humble manner, could specifically antiJewish sentiments be stirred up and given voice in
satires aimed at the Jews. Such satires about the Tahud
circulated when the Tustans were at the height of
their power and influence in Fatimid Egypt, the Ibn
Naghrelas held the vizierate in Zlrid Granada, and
Sacd al-Dawla was vizier to the Il-Khanid ruler of clrak
and Persia (Ibn Muyassar, Ta^rikh Misr, ed. H. Masse,
Cairo 1919; Dozy, Recherche^, pp. Ixii-lxvii; al-Wassaf,
Ta'rikh-i Wassdf, BL ms. Add. 23517, fol. 202a, cited
in Fischel, Jews, 111; see also Stillman, Jews of Arab
lands, 51, 59, 214-16). In these and similar cases, as
for example the rioting that followed the downfall of
the Jewish vizier Harun b. Batash in Mannid Fas (cAbd
al-Basit b. Khalll, al-Rawd al-bdsim, ed. R. Brunschvig,
Paris 1936, 49-55, tr. in Stillman, Jews of Arab lands,
281-6), popular animus could overflow into violence
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not only against the individual Jewish official, but against
the entire Jewish community as well. However, such
specifically anti-Jewish manifestations were exceptional.
The Geniza documents show that mediaeval Jews were
aware of hostility towards their community specifically
as Jews and referred to it by the Judaeo-Arabic word
sin'uth (Goitein, Med, soc. ii, 278).
Mediaeval Muslim theologians devoted only a
very small part of their polemics against other religions
and doctrines to Judaism. There is nothing in Islam
comparable in quantity and rarely in sheer vitriol to
the Adversus Judaeos literature of the Church. With the
exception of Ibn Hazm's Risdla f i 'l-radd 'aid Ibn alNaghrila al-Tahudi (Rasd'il Ibn Hazm, ed. I. cAbbas,
Beirut 1981, 41-70), which is prompted more by the
sentiments stirred up by Jews holding high office than
by specific theological questions, there are relatively
few independent exposes of the falseness of Judaism.
Most of the latter seem to have been written by Jewish converts to Islam anxious to prove their neophyte
zeal by exposing the errors of their former faith.
Among the best-known of such works are al-Samaw'al
al-Maghribf's Ifhdm al-Tahud (ed. and tr. M. Perlmann,
New York 1964 [= PAAJR, xxxii]), Sa'fd b. Hasan's
Kitdb Masdlik al-na^ar (ed. and tr. S.A. Weston, in
JAOS, xxiii [1904]', 312-83), and cAbd al-Hakk alIslaml's al-Sayf al-mamdud fi 'l-radd cald ahbdr al-Tahud
(ed. and tr. E. Alfonso, Madrid 1998). All three of
these treatises are rather late, dating from the 6th8th/12th-14th centuries. Earlier anti-Jewish treatises
did exist, but none prior to Ibn Hazm's from the
5th/llth century has survived. In marked contrast to
these militant polemics are the admirably academic
and dispassionate descriptions of Jews and Judaism
in the histories and compendia of religions and beliefs, such as al-Bfrunf's al-Athdr al-bdkiya can al-kurun
al-khdliya (ed. E. Sachau, Leipzig 1878) and especially
al-Shahrastanfs al-Milal wa 'l-nihal (ed. W. Cureton,
London 1842-46 and numerous other editions).
5. In f o l k l o r e .
Jews are occasionally depicted in Arabic folktales
or mentioned in popular proverbs, but once again,
neither quantitatively nor qualitatively comparable to
their place in the folklore of western Christendom.
The Alf layla wa-layla contains, in addition to pious
tales belonging to the isrd^iliyydt [q.v.] genre in which
the principal characters are called Israelites (see the
examples cited in M. Gerhardt, The art of story-telling,
Leiden 1963, 365-69), some isolated Jewish individuals who are identified as Jews simply to provide colour
and spice to an ethnic mosaic of characters, such as
the Jewish doctor in the Hunchback cycle of tales
(ed. M. Mahdi, i, Leiden 1984, 280-379).
Overall, Jews are mentioned only peripherally in
later Arabic folklore, although perhaps somewhat
more in the Maghrib than in the Levant, since no indigenous Christians remained in North Africa after
the Almohad period. Proverbs and folktales stereotypically portray the Tahudl as sly, untrustworthy and
occasionally malevolent (E. Westermarck, Wit and
wisdom in Morocco, London 1930, 130-1, nos. 468-73).
However, there are also examples of more positive
images in which the Jews are depicted as useful and
even better than a vile Muslim (ibid., 131, nos. 474-6).
6. In the m o d e r n era.
Increased European commercial, missionary and
imperialist activities within the Muslim world during
the 19th and 20th centuries introduced anti-Semitic
ideas and literature into the region. At first these prejudices only found a reception among Arabic-speaking
Christian proteges of the Europeans in Syria, Lebanon
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and Egypt and were too new and too palpably foreign for any widespread acceptance among Muslims.
However, with the ever-increasing conflict between
Arabs and Jews in Palestine during the period of the
British Mandate, the language and imagery of European anti-Semitism began to appear in political polemics both in the nationalist press and in books
(Stillman, New attitudes toward the Jew in the Arab world,
in Jewish Social Studies, xxxvii [1975], 197-204; idem,
Antisemitism in the contemporary Arab world, in Antisemitism
in the contemporary world, ed. M. Curtis, Boulder and
London 1986, 70-85). For more than two decades following 1948, this trend increased greatly, but peaked
by the 1970s, and declined somewhat as the slow
process of rapprochement between the Arab world
and the state of Israel evolved in the 1980s and 1990s;
it remains to be seen how the tensions arising in 2000
will affect the trend.
Bibliography (in addition to works given in the
text): C. Adang, Muslim writers on Judaism and the
Hebrew Bible from Ibn Rabban to Ibn Hazm, Leiden
1996; WJ. Fischel, Jews in the economic and political
life of mediaeval Islam, rev. ed. New York 1969; S.D.
Goitein, Jews and Arabs: their contacts through the ages,
rev. ed. New York 1974; idem, A Mediterranean society,
Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1967-93; B. Lewis, The
Jews of Islam, Princeton 1984; M. Perlmann, The
medieval polemics between Islam and Judaism, in Religion
in a religious age, ed. S.D. Goitein, Cambridge, Mass.
1974, 103-38; N.A. Stillman, The Jews of Arab lands:
a history and source book Philadelphia 1979; idem, The
Jews of Arab lands in modern times, Philadelphia 1991;
idem, Muslims and Jews in Morocco: perceptions, images,
stereotypes, in Proceedings of the seminar on Muslim-Jewish
Relations in North Africa, New York 1975, 13-27;
S. Wasserstrom, Between Muslim and Jew: the problem
of symbiosis under early Islam, Princeton 1995. See
also, on the legal and constitutional position of Jews
in Islamic society, DHIMMA.
(N.A. STILLMAN)
YAHYA B. CABD ALLAH B. AL-HASAN B. ALHASAN b. CA1I, Medinan c Alid leader of a revolt
in Daylam and Zaydl imam. His mother was
Kurayba bt. Rukayh b. Abl cUbayda b. cAbd Allah
b. Zamca b. al-Aswad, niece of the mother of his
paternal brothers Muhammad al-Nafs al-Zakiyya [q.v.]
and Ibrahim, leaders of the Hasanid revolt against
the caliph al-Mansur in 145/762. As a much younger
brother, born perhaps around 128/745-6, he did not
participate in that revolt. He was partly brought up
and taught by the Imam! Shl'I imam Dja'far al-Sadik
[q.v.], presumably after the imprisonment of his father
in 140/758, and Dja'far (d. 148/765) made him one
of his legatees. Yahya seems to have revered him. He
followed him in his ritual practice and transmitted
legal doctrine mainly from him. He appears in Imam!
books as a transmitter from Dja'far.
Yahya took a prominent part in the revolt of the
Hasanid al-Husayn b. CA1I Sahib Fakhkh [q.v.] in Medina in 169/786. After the collapse of the revolt he,
his brother Idrls [see iDRls i], and some others found
shelter with a tribesman of Khuza'a who aided them
to escape by boat to Abyssinia. There they stayed
some time with the king. After returning to Arabia,
the two brothers met with a group of loyal supporters at Shi'b al-Hadarima near Mecca. They agreed
that Ibrahim should seek support in the Maghrib,
while Yahya first went to Yemen. The sources give
different accounts about his peregrinations during the
following years. According to the best one, he went
from Yemen to Upper Mesopotamia, Armenia, and
then to Baghdad. Having been discovered, he fled

again to Yemen and stayed for eight months in SanV
with a man of the Abna3. It was at this time, perhaps in 174/790-1, that al-ShaficI [q.v.] studied with
him and became one of his supporters. He then went
on to Khurasan and wrote, probably just after the
murder by poison of his brother Idns by an agent
of the caliph Harun al-Rashld, to Sharwln b. Surkhab,
the Bawandid ruler of Flrlm in the mountains of
Tabaristan, requesting asylum for three years. Sharwln
responded positively but guided him to Djustan, king
of Daylam, who would be in a better position to protect him. That he, in accordance with another account,
also travelled to Djuzdjan, Balkh, Transoxania and
stayed with an unidentified "Khakan of the Turks"
(perhaps the Afshln of Ushrusana), is more doubtful.
It is to be noted, however, that al-Fadl b. Yahya alBarmakl, when sent to capture him, first defeated the
Khakan, who had intruded deeply into the territory
of Islam. This is confirmed by two lines of contemporary poetry by Abu Thumama al-Khatlb.
Yahya arrived in Daylam in 175/791-2 and was
soon joined by a substantial number of supporters. In
176/792 he proclaimed his rising against the caliph.
Al-Rashld was deeply alarmed and sent al-Fadl b.
Yahya as governor of Djibal, Rayy, Djurdjan, Tabaristan, Kumis, Dunbawand and Ruyan with an army
of 50,000 and much money to meet the challenge.
Al-Fadl took al-Talakan, and set himself up nearby
at Ashhab in the Elburz mountains from where he
sent letters to Yahya and Djustan offering pardon to
the former and a million dirhams to the king. A report that al-Fadl had earlier advised and helped Yahya
to seek refuge in Daylam and that al-Rashld, informed
of his treason, sent him against the cAlid in order to
test him, is hardly credible. Yahya eventually accepted
an ironclad letter of amnesty and safety for himself
and seventy followers, formulated by himself and handwritten by the caliph and endorsed by legal scholars,
judges, and prominent 'Abbasids, together with lavish gifts. He obtained a further letter of safety from
al-Fadl and then surrendered. Later, he explained that
he surrendered because the wife of the king of Daylam pressed the latter to accept al-Fadl's offers out of
greed and because there was discord between himself
and some of his Kufan followers who would not heed
his Shlcl prohibition of mash fald }l-khuffayn [q.v] and
drinking of date wine. The son of the Kufan Batrl
leader al-Hasan b. Salih b. Hayy on one occasion
led the prayer of his followers without waiting for
Yahya, who then performed his prayer separately,
knowing that al-Hasan's son practiced mash. The latter remarked to his companions, Why should they
allow themselves to be killed for a man who did not
consider prayer with them licit?
Yahya was received by the caliph in Baghdad with
great honours, and the event was celebrated as signifying a reconciliation between cAbbasids and (Alids. He
is said to have received gifts of 200,000 or 400,000
dinars from both al-Rashld and al-Fadl. The caliph,
however, sought to keep him under supervision in
Baghdad, against the letter of pardon which guaranteed him the right of free movement anywhere. Yahya
participated in a pilgrimage to Mecca and then was
allowed by al-Fadl, without the caliph's knowledge, to
move to his family estate Athyab outside Suwayka
near Medina. The caliph asked al-Fadl to bring him
back, but the latter evidently insisted on keeping the
terms of the pardon. Yahya now used the money he
had been given to pay the debts of the Sahib Fakhkh
and support needy cAlids. There is no evidence that
he had any seditious designs, but the caliph remained
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learned of Yahya's liberation by DjaTar, Muhammad
deeply suspicious. He appointed two members of the
hastened to inform the caliph secretly during his pilfiercely anti-cAlid family of al-Zubayr as governors of
grimage to Mecca in 186/802. Al-Rashfd concealed
Medina, first cAbd Allah b. Mus'ab b. Thabit (1807
the matter until his return from the pilgrimage, when
796-7) and then his son Bakkar (181-93/797-809).
he ordered the execution of DjaTar and the arrest of
Soon after his accession, Bakkar complained to althe other Barmakids and confiscation of their propRashTd that Yahya was behaving like a second caliph
erty with the exception of Muhammad b. Khalid.
and was venerated by the people, who visited him from
That DjaTar's brutal execution was caused by his
everywhere. He insinuated that the £Alid was engaged
release of Yahya is categorically affirmed in another
in treason and advised the caliph to recall him in
account by Abu Muhammad al-Yazfdf, who, accordorder to forestall a major rebellion. Al-Rashfd ordered
ing to al-Tabarf, was said to have had the most intiYahya to be sent back to Baghdad.
mate knowledge of the affairs of the Barmakids.
There are numerous reports, partly of a legendary
Yahya was now handed over to al-Sindf b. Shahak,
character and contradictory, about the vicious treatpolice prefect of Baghdad, who had three years before
ment of Yahya by the caliph after his recall. It is clear
brought about the death of Musa al-Kazim in prison.
that Yahya was confined, rather than kept in prison,
Yahya also died in his prison, most likely in 187/803.
for part of the time. One well-informed account speaks
According to his grandson Idrfs b. Muhammad, he
of three occasions on which he was imprisoned (alwas killed in prison by starvation and thirst. Reports
Tabarf, iii, 624). In 184/800 £Abd Allah b. Mus'ab,
that he was either buried alive in a village near Rayy
now at the caliphal court, told al-Rashid that he had
during al-Rashfd's campaign there in 189/805 or
received a call (da'wa) from Yahya to back his sediescaped are unreliable.
tious aspirations. He suggested that, given the enmity
c
Yahya's revolt paved the way for the spread of
between Zubayrids and Alids, Yahya must have
Zaydi Shf'ism among the Daylamfs and in Tabaristan
already received the backing of everybody at court
and Gflan. A number of Daylamls were converted
for his designs and that the caliph thus could not
by him to Islam and are said to have built his house
trust anyone of his wives, servants, and army leadand mosque in their country. They later used to call
ers. Al-Rashld confronted him with Yahya, who denied
themselves "helpers of the Mahdf (ansdr al-mahdi}".
the accusation and demanded that the truth be estabBibliography. Zubayn, Nasab Kuraysh, ed. E. Levilished by an oath of mubdhala [q.v.] between himself
Provencal, Cairo 1953, 54: Ya'kubf, 492-3; Waklc,
and his opponent. This was done, and cAbd Allah b. I
Akhbar al-kuddt, ed. al-Maraghf, Cairo 1947-50, i,
Muscab, according to the account, died on the same
248-9; Tabarf, iii, 552-64, 612-24, 669-72, tr. C.E.
day.' His death (27 Rabrc I 184/29 March 800) was,
in any case, accepted by the caliph as a vindication
Bosworth, The cAbbdsid caliphate in equilibrium, Albany
of Yahya.
1989, 16-34, 113-31, 205-8; Ahmad b. Sahl al-Razf,
Al-Rashfd felt, however, increasingly frustrated by
Akhbar Fakhkh wa-khabar Yahya b. cAbd Allah, ed. Maher
his letter of pardon. He was particularly infuriated by
Jarrar, Beirut 1995; Abu '1-Faradj al-Isfaham, Makatil
Yahya's refusal to identify his seventy supporters proal-Tdlibiyyln, ed. A. Sakr, Cairo 1949, 463-86 and
tected by the pardon and accused him of protecting
index; Arabic texts concerning the history of the ^aydl
c
all his Shf T followers by claiming, whenever one of
Imams, ed. W. Madelung, Beirut 1987, esp. 55-70,
them was caught, that he belonged to those granted
79-84, 173-208; Ta'rikh Baghdad, xiv, 110-12; C. van
amnesty. He convened a group of legal scholars,
Arendonk, Les debuts de I'imdmat ^aidite au Yemen,
among them the HanafT Muhammad b. al-Hasan
tr. J. Ryckmans, Leiden 1960, 65-70, 317-19;
al-Shaybani, and prominent men to have the letter
D. Sourdel, Le vizirat cabbdside, Damascus 1959-60,
declared invalid. When al-Shaybam categorically stated
index; Jarrar, introd. to al-Razf, Akhbar Fakhkh, esp.
that the letter was valid and inviolable, al-Rashfd
53-8, 68-88. _
(W. MADELUNG)
in his anger hit his head with an inkstand. Abu
YAHYA B. ADAM b. Sulayman, Abu Zakariyya5
'1-Bakhtan Wahb b. Wahb then declared the letter
al-Kufi', K u r ' a n , hadith andfikh scholar, d. 203/
invalid and cut it up with a knife. According to one
818. He had the nisbas al-Kurashf and al-Umawf beaccount, al-Rashfd on that occasion set up Yahya b.
cause, through his father Adam who was probably of
c
Khalid al-Barmakl to testify that Yahya b. Abd Allah
Persian origin, he was a client (mawla) of a certain
had secretly sent his propagandists who had obtained
Khalid b. Khalid b. 'Umara b. al-Walfd b. cUkba b.
the pledge of allegiance of the common people of
Abl Mu'ayt al-UmawI, also al-Makhzumf (e.g. in alBaghdad for him and that a man had been appreNawawf, but according to Schacht in EI\ this is a
hended on the way to Balkh with letters summoning
mistake), and the lahab is al-Ahwal (Sezgin, i, 520;
the people of Khurasan to rebellion. Such a role of
Shakir, 8). His biography as transmitted is very sparse.
Yahya b. Khalid is not implausible since he had in
Born after 130/747-8, probably ca. 140/757-8, he
183/799 undertaken to have the Shf'f Imam Musa
grew up and for the most part lived in al-Kufa, as
al-Kazim [q.v.] murdered in order to protect his son
the nisba al-Kufi seems to indicate. He possibly lost
al-Fadl, who had aroused the caliph's anger by failhis father, also a traditionist, before he was born (aling to carry out his order to kill him.
Dhahabf, Siyar, 1982). Almost nothing is known about
Al-Rashfd, however, still had scruples to execute
his life. It is said that he visited the caliph Harun alYahya in public. He handed him over to the Barmakid
Rashfd in al-Hfra, together with his teacher Abu Bakr
DjaTar b. Yahya, indicating to him that he wanted
b. 'Ayyash (d. 193/809) (Sezgin, i, 520, after Yakut,
him dead. DjaTar is said to have been ready to carry
Irshad), but it is not clear whether such information
out the caliph's wishes, but then was persuaded by
permits us to conclude that he was a "distinguished"
Yahya to let him escape on a commitment that he
man. His good reputation, if not his renown, is supwould immediately leave for Byzantine territory and
ported by the fact that the Persian secretary, clrakf
stay there as long as al-Rashfd was alive. Yahya was
governor and father-in-law of al-Ma'mun, al-Hasan b.
apprehended at Massfsa and was brought before
Sahl [q.v.], prayed over Yahya when he died around
Muhammad b. Khalid b. Barmak, governor of the
the middle of Rabfc I 203/21 September 818 at Fam
border towns, who recognised him. Realising that the
al-Silh, not far from Wasit. Al-Hasan, shocked by the
fate of the Barmakids would be sealed if the caliph
murder, perpetrated in 202/818 near Sarakhs [q.v],
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of his famous brother, the pro-Iranian vizier and former Barmakid pupil al-Fadl b. Sahl [q.v], performed
this ceremony at the place where he possessed an
estate and where he later had his refuge (Ibn Kutayba,
Ma'arif).
In spite of this, the deceased was apparently considered as a foreigner at this place; perhaps he had
fled there from the restlessness of al-Kufa in those
days, unless al-Hasan had ordered him to come, alone
or together with others, on his own behalf or in the
name of the ruler, in order to benefit from his spiritual and moral authority. Yahya's life span comprised
six caliphates, apparently without him having entered
the services of any caliph or having held public posts
in the juridical, political or administrative fields (as
did his colleagues Abu Yusuf and Abu cUbayd [<?.zw.]).
It is as if he lived only for the acquisition and transmission of learning; he never became dependent and
kept out of everyday disputes on religion and politics
while sharing this abstention from politics with other
conscientious men of his time (Shakir, 11-12). From
the spirit of his way of working and the reports about
him, it seems that he grew up in the austere style of
early Islam, that he was marked by a profound study
of the Sim and Sunna of the Prophet and the salqf
[q.v], by piety, honesty and a conciliatory character,
and that he was led by well-grounded principles of
religious law which he intended to transmit faithfully;
he thus probably aimed at an ideal harmonising of
the so-called 'ibadat and mu'dmaldt [q.vv] on the basis
of Kur'an, Sunna and fikh. In doing this he found
himself in a relatively independent and uncommitted
legal position within a juridical system that, moreover,
had not yet solidified. His contemporaries and the
authors of riajdl [q.v.] works considered him, among
other things, as a leader in Kur'anic, hadith and legal
disciplines, highly trustworthy and reliable, an outstanding figure in his fields of knowledge, and one of the
imam?, and highlights of Islamic scholarship and traditionalism, as if the accumulated knowledge of preceding great men had come together in his esteemed
personality, described as almost perfect (al-Dhahabi,
Siyar, 1982, 522-9; idem, Tadhkirat al-hujfdz, 327-8; Ibn
al-Tmad, Shadhardt, 8; al-Darakutnf, 405; Ibn Hadjar,
Tahdhib, 175; al-Nawawi, Tahdhib, 150).
Among his teachers one finds such illustrious names
as al-Hasan b. Salih b. cAyyash and his brother Abu
Bakr b. cAyyash, Sufyan al-Thawn, Sufyan b. 'Uyayna,
Shank b. cAbd Allah al-NakhacI, Ibn al-Mubarak,
Wakf c and Hammad b. Salama; among his students
were Ahmad b. Hanbal, Ibn Abi Shayba and Yahya
b. Ma'Tn (lists in al-Dhahabi", Siyar, ix, 523; idem,
Tadhkirat al-huffdz, 327-8; Ibn al-clmad, ii, 8; Ibn
Hadjar, xi, 175; al-Nawawf, Tadhkirat al-asmd} wa 'lfaghdt, ii, 150).
Kur'anic studies were apparently an important part
of his activity. The author of the Fihrist ascribes two
works to him: a K. al-Kird'dt and a K. Muajarrad ahkdm
al-Kur'dn (35, 38). The latter, however, belongs rather
to fikh. As a Kur'an teacher with his own pupils,
Yahya stands less in the Kufan tradition of al-Kisa'T
[q.v.] than in that of cAsim (d. 127-8/745), whose
tadjwid and huruf he took over through the rdwi Abu
Bakr b. cAyyash and whose lectures he wrote down
"letter by letter" in a note-book which he carried
with him for decades (al-Dhahabl, Siyar, ix, 527). On
the other hand, it is said that Yahya _did not meet
Shu'ba (b. 'Ayyash), the other rdwi of cAsim (ibid., ix,
523). If it is correct that he also transmitted readings
of al-Kisa'f; even if only a few, this would indicate
a certain independence in the field of kird'dt.

Three other works which the Fihrist ascribes to
Yahya point to his scholarship as that of a traditional
jurist: a K. al-Fard}id, a K. al-^awdl, and K. al-Kharddj,
a work on the land tax that so far has survived in
only one manuscript. This last has been judged variously. Schacht was of the opinion that it was a refutation of a book of the same name by Abu Yusuf,
but this seems unlikely. In Yahya's work there is no
trace of any feeling against Abu Yusuf, rather, it is
complementary to the latter's transmission of materials (Taxation, 17). A refutation would contain something polemical, and would hold one's own better
judgement against the opponents. Of this, however,
nothing can be detected. Brockelmann's judgement (I,
192), that Yahya was a scholar of hadith, mainly occupied with juridical questions without following one
particular school, is certainly close to the truth. Ben
Shemesh keeps Yahya out of the "controversies and
disputes of his time", and does not classify him in
any juridical current of opinion (Taxation, 2). He traces
his neutral position here to the fact that the differences between the schools were not yet distinctly
marked, and that his peaceful mind "prevented him
from attacking higher-placed persons" (Taxation, 3; cf.
Ibn Hadjar, Tahdhib, xi, 176). He could, as it were,
take from everybody without being a follower. He
was certainly quite close to his most important teacher
and informant, the pious Kufan fakih, ZaydT theologian and co-founder of the Salihiyya, al-Hasan b.
Salih b. Hayy (d. 167/784 [q.v]), but without being
a full-fledged adherent of his way of thinking, nor was
he a real Zaydl (pace Van Ess, Theologie, i, 246-7). It
is not surprising that his Kitdb al-Khardo^ "was above
all passed on in Hanbalf circles" (Van Ess, ibid.)', his
neutral stance and in, particular, his orthodox traditionalism must have appealed to the Hanbalfs, as is
clear from the listeners' certificates in the manuscript
studied by Ben Shemesh. The Kitdb al-Kharddj. is mainly
a compilation of traditions (probably collected for his
students in the first place) referring to the usual procedures regarding the land tax and its various types
as practised by Muslims and Dhimmis. According to
Ben Shemesh, the work adds few explanations by
Yahya himself, and offers a rigid model which, because
of its lack of variability and creativity, can hardly be
harmonised with the actual circumstances as they were
developing in landed property and land matters, and
with the administration of the estates and fixed property of the fatuh in general (Taxation, 6-7). It would
seem that many of Yahya's explanations for the statements of the traditions, strung together according to
topoi, are of a remarkably realistic and pragmatic
nature, competent, clever, displaying his experience,
but always somewhat old-fashioned; moreover, the
work deals in particular with the Sawad [q.v] (of
Kufa), with Western Persia and with the Arabian
Peninsula. The weakness of the work affects more or
less all kharddj. books, in particular those focussing on
traditions, such as the K. al-Amwdl of Abu cUbayd.
Wherever possible, the book is based on the
Kur'anic model and the earliest juridical practice,
(allegedly) used during the maghdzi and the Jutuh by
the Prophet, the sahaba (in particular the "RightlyGuided Caliphs") and the Successors, or by individual persons such as eUmar b. cAbd al-cAzfz. The work
also preserves older types of (Arab and to a lesser
extent, Sasanid) landed property, poll tax, taxes on
land and property in their dependence on the status
of the land, on conquest vs. capitulation, on the various kinds of yield, income and also irrigation [see
KHARADJ, DJIZYA,
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transmission, in Les problemes poses par ['edition critique
chase and lease, etc. The book puts a high value on
des textes anciens et medievaux, Louvain-la-Neuve 1992,
authentic tradition whose timeless model character it
139-57). Apart from that on logic, he translated other
upholds, but does not go much into the practical
works of Aristotle and his ancient commentators (e.g.
applicability in real-life land taxation. None of the
parts of the Physics and Metaphysics; only his translakutub al-kharddi was likely to be satisfactory in real life.
tion of Themistius' paraphrase of Aristotle's De caelo
But Yahya also left some "lee-way": adaptations to
has survived in a Hebrew version). His own contrinew situations, should they become necessary, could
butions are devoted to the traditional topics of introalways be done by caliphal fiat.
c
duction to the study of logic and philosophical method:
Bibliography: 1. Sources. Ibn Sa d, vi, 281;
a commentary of the book Alpha minor of Aristotle's
Ibn Kutayba, Ma'dnf, ed. Wiistenfeld, 258; Ibn alMetaphysics, and numerous quaestiones and lecture notes
Nadfm, Fihrist, 227; Nawawl, Tahdhib al-asmd3, Cairo
on the elements of epistemology, the categories and
1927, ii, 150; Ibn Hadjar, Tahdhib al-Tahdhib,
the syllogism, and theoretical physics. A popular comHaydarabad 1327, xi, 175-6; DhahabT, Huffaz, i,
3
pendium of ethics, called Tahdhib al-akhldk "The refine327-8; idem, Siyar a'lam al-nubald , Beirut 1982, ix,
ment of character" (like that of his contemporary,
522-9 no. 204; Ibn al-Tmad, Shadhardt, ii, 8;
Miskawayh [#.&.]), is founded on the Platonic triparDarakutnf, Dhikr asmd} al-tdbicln wa-man bacdahum,
tition of the soul (appetitive, spiritual, rational); after
Beirut 1985, i, 405; Yahya b. Adam, ed. Th.W.
giving a catalogue of the virtues and vices of each
Juynboll, Le livre de Vimpot fonder, Leiden 1896, repr.
part, the author shows the way to perfection under
with introd., notes and indices by A.M. Shakir,
the rule of reason (see Khalil Samir, in Arabica, xxi
Cairo 1347, 1384. For an illustration of the first
[1974], 111-38, xxvi [1979], 158-78; the latest of sevpage of the unique Paris ms. (written 489/1096)
eral editions by Djad Hatim, Beirut 1985).
and four samd's from the beginning of the 7th cenMost significant as a philosophic statement in the
tury A.H., see G. Vajda, Album de paleographie arabe,
context of Muslim Arab society are his treatises on
Paris 1958, pi. 20.
topics discussed in Islamic theology, not in a theo2. Studies. F. Pfaff, Historisch-kritische Untersuchungen zu dem Grundsteuerbuch des Jahjd ibn Adam, diss. ! logical discourse, but by applying the tools of demonstrative logic to various concepts of kaldm. Such
Erlangen 1917; A. Ben Shemesh, Taxation in Islam,
diatribes are devoted to (1) the meaning of tawhid,
i, Tahyd ben Adam's Kitdb al-Khardj, Leiden 1967;
J. Schacht, El1 s.v.; Brockelmann, I2, 192-3, S I, ! the unicity of God (ed. Khalfl Samlr, Makdlat al308; Sezgin, GAS, i, 520.
(W. SCHMUGKER)
| tawhid, Jounieh 1980); (2) the establishment of contingent being (ed. C.-R. Ehrig-Eggert, Die Abhandlung
YAHYA B. CADI, C h r i s t i a n Arab p h i l o s o p h e r
and t h e o l o g i a n , t r a n s l a t o r and c o m m e n t a t o r
fiber den Nachweis der Natur des Mb'glichen von Tahyd ibn
c
Adi, Frankfurt am Main 1990, Ar. text ed. by idem,
of the works of A r i s t o t l e . Coming from the
Christian town of Taknt on the Tigris (but given a
in ZGAIW, v [1989], [Arabic part] 63-97); (3) the refutation of atomism (ed. G. Endress, in %GAIW, i [1984],
Persian genealogy in some of the manuscripts), he
spent his active life in Baghdad, where he earned his
155-79); (4) the concept of "acquisition" (iktisdb) by
living as a copyist and bookseller (warrdk); this activity
man of the acts created by God, current in contemis recorded by his contemporary Ibn al-Nadfm (d. 3807
porary Ash'arism (ed. and tr. S. Pines and M. Schwarz,
Tahyd ibn 'Adi's refutation of the doctrine of acquisition, in
990 [</.y.]), who drew extensively on Yahya's library
for information on the Greek philosophers and their
Studia Orientalia memoriae D.H. Baneth dedicata, Jerusalem
1979); and in the same vein, (5) he established, against
Arabic transmitters (Fihrist, 264, cf. 246, 250-3). There
he died on 21 Dhu 'l-Kacda 363/13 August 974 at
the claims of the Arab grammarians, philosophical
the age of 81 years.
logic as the universal tool to control correct reasonIbn cAdi was recognised by his contemporaries as
ing (defending the position taken by Abu Bishr Matta,
master of the faldsifa in his time. He took the teach"On the difference between the arts of philosophical
ing of Aristotelian philosophy from the Nestorian translogic and Arabic grammar", ed. Endress, in Jnal. for
lator Abu Bishr Matta b. Yunus (d. 328/940 [q.v.])
the Hist, of Arab Science, ii [Aleppo 1978], 38-50, 156;
and from the latter's most eminent Muslim student,
Ger. tr. and comm. by idem, Grammatik und Logik: araAbu Nasr al-Farabl (d. 339/950 [q.v.]). Following
bische Philologie und griechische Philosophic im Widerstreit, in
Matta's tradition, he translated (from the Syriac) and
B. Mojsisch (ed.), Sprachphilosophie in Antike und Mittelalter,
annotated parts of the Organon of logic and of Aristotle's
Amsterdam 1986, 163-299).
physical and metaphysical work. Al-Farabf's concept
As a Christian theologian, Yahya b. cAd! defended
of philosophy as demonstrative science, where absolute
the Monophysite concept of the Incarnation against
knowledge is based on the principles established in
Nestorianism, and made use of the same theologicalAristotle's Analytica posteriora (the K. al-Burhdn) is upheld
philosophical model for his apology for the Christian
c
by Ibn. Adl as the universal foundation of sound
faith, notably the dogma of the Triune God, against
thinking and righteous action.
Muslim polemical arguments. God is one in substance,
The greater part of his extant philosophical work
but constituted of three essential attributes (sifdt) called
is devoted to logic and epistemology. The parts of
personae (hypostases, akdmm): goodness (dj.ud), wisdom
Aristotle's Organon of logic, translated or re-translated
(hikma), and might (kudra). This interpretation of the
by Ishak b. Hunayn, Abu c Uthman al-Dimashki and
Trinity reflects the primary divine triad of Neoplatonic
Matta b. Yunus [q.vv], and his own version of the
theology (Christianised by Ps.-Dionysius Areopagita),
Sophistid elenchi (combined with two alternative verand in the philosophical model of Ibn cAdI, is consions), compiled and annotated by himself and his
sidered equivalent to the three aspects of the divine
school, were copied from his holograph by his stuintellect thinking itself: absolute intellect (cakl), intellidents and successors, clsa b. Zur c a (d. 398/1008) and
gence (cdkil, thinking its own essence), and intelligible
al-Hasan b. Suwar (d. after 407/1017), in the Paris
(mackul, being its own primary object of knowledge).
manuscript, B.N. ar. 2346—an impressive document
These essences—the Father, the Son, and the Spirit,
of the extent and standard of Aristotle reading in his
in the language of religion—are perceived separately,
school (cf. H. Hugonnard-Roche, Une ancienne «edition»
but are inseparable from the divine substance. Incararabe de I'Organon d'Aristote: problemes de traduction et de
nation is the conjunction of the divine logos—which
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is one substance—with a human nature, of which the
Virgin Mary is the material cause.
Both in philosophy and theology, his teaching was
continued by his Christian disciples, among whom clsa
b. Zur c a was the most prominent. But his influence
went well beyond this circle, and through Muslim
philosophers and intellectuals like Abu Sulayman alSidjistanl and Abu Hayyan al-Tawhldl [^.zw.], over
the following generations he reached a wide readership of courtiers, scientists, and even mutakallimun.
Bibliography. T e x t s . A. Perier, Petits traites
apologetiques de Yahyd ben 'Adi, Paris 1920; E. Platti
(ed. and tr.), La grande polemique anti-nestorienne de
Yahyd b. cAdi, /-//, 4 vols. Louvain 1981-2 (= CSCO,
427-8, 437-8); idem (ed. and tr.), Abu chd al-Warrdq,
Yahyd b. 'Adi, De I'Incarnation, 2 vols. Louvain 1987
(='CSCO, 490-1); Sahban Khulayfat (Khalifat),
Makaldt Yahyd b. cAdi, 'Amman 1988.
2. S t u d i e s . A. Perier, Yahyd ben cAdi, unphilosophe
arabe chretien du Xe siecle, Paris 1920; M. Meyerhof,
Von Alexandrien nach Bagdad, Berlin 1930, 31; Graf,
GCAL, ii, 233-49; R. Walzer, Greek into Arabic, Oxford
1962, 66 ff.; G. Endress, The works of Yahyd ibn
c
Adi: an analytical inventory, Wiesbaden 1977; Platti,
Yahyd ibn cAdi, theologien chretien et philosophe arabe: sa
theologie de I'Incarnation, Leuven 1983 (Orientalia
Lovanensisa Analecta, 14); E. Giannikis, Yahyd ibn
c
Adi against John Philoponus on place and void, in ^GAIW,
xii (1998), 245-302.
(G. ENDRESS)
YAHYA B. AKTHAM, ABU MUHAMMAD alMarwazf al-Tamlml, fakih who had been a pupil of
al-Shafici, j u d g e and c o u n s e l l o r of ' A b b a s i d
caliphs, d. 242/857.
A native of Marw, he became Grand Judge (kadi
'l-kuddt) of Baghdad after having been being appointed
judge in Basra by al-Hasan b. Sahl [q.v.] in 202/81718. He soon became a member of al-Ma'mun's court
circle as an adviser and boon-companion, thus exemplifying a trend under this caliph to take legal scholars rather than administrators as political counsellors.
He accompanied al-Ma'mun to Syria and Egypt and
on the campaign against Byzantium of 216/831 (alTabarl, iii, 1104). There were persistent accusations
against him of pederasty, and on al-Masmun's death
he fell from power. Re-appointed Grand Judge under
al-Mutawakkil during the years 237-40/851-5, he again
fell into disgrace, departed for the Pilgrimage but died
at al-Rabadha near Medina at an advanced age on
15 Dhu '1-Hidjdja 242/14 April 857. He is said to
have been the author of various works on fikh, none
of which has survived.
Bibliography: See D. Sourdel, Le vizirat 'abbaside, i, 238-9, and Pellat's ed. of Mas'udi, Mumd},
index, vii, 763-4, detailing the primary sources for
Yahya's life, and also Zirikti, A'ldm, ix, 167. AlKhatlb al-Baghdadl, Ta'rikh Baghdad, xiv, 191-204
no. 7489, and Ibn Khallikan, ed. c Abbas, vi, 14765, tr. de Slane, iv, 33-51, have substantial biographical entries on him.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
YAHYA B. CALI [see MUNADJDJIM, BANU 'L-. 4].
YAHYA (or YUHANNA) B. AL-BITRIK, Abu
Zakariyya5, s c h o l a r , who was probably a Malikl,
famed for his t r a n s l a t i o n s from G r e e k i n t o
A r a b i c , Jl. in the first part of the 3rd/9th century.
Although the Arabic biographers (Ibn al-Nadim,
Ibn Djuldjul, Ibn al-Kiftl and Ibn Abf Usaybi'a) devote
to him short notices, his life is almost wholly unknown.
His father al-Bitrlk was himself a translator in the
time of al-Mansur'( 136-58/754-75 [q.v.]). The author
of the Fihrist states that he was part of the entourage
of the vizier al-Hasan b. Sahl [q.v] and that he was

part of a delegation sent by the caliph to the Byzantine
lands in order to collect manuscripts. Ibn Djudjul.
repeated by Ibn al-Kiftl, calls him Yuhanna and makes
him a mawla of al-Ma'mun (198-218/813-33 [q.v.]),
adding that he was a faithful translator but with a
faulty knowledge of Arabic, and that he was more
philosopher than physician. Ibn Abl Usaybi'a writes,
rather curiously, that he knew Arabic and Greek badly,
since, being a Latin (latmi), he knew the language
and literature of the Rum of his time.
According to the Arabic biographers and to mentions in the introductions of manuscripts, a dozen or
so works are attributable to him: Of Plato, the Timaeus
(K. Timd'us). Of Aristotle, his Meteorology (al-Athdr
al-eulwiyya, ed. Badawl, Cairo 1961, ed. Petraits, Beirut
1967; On the heavens and the earth (K. al-Samo? wa
'l-cdlam; Book of animals (K. al-Hayawdn, ed. Brugman
and Drossaart Lulofs, Leiden 1971, ed. Badawl, Kuwait
1977-8); First analytics and a compendium of the De
anima (Qawdmic kitdb al-nafs). Of Galen, the Theriac
of Piso (K. al-Tirydk ild Bisan). Of Alexander of Tralles,
a treatise on pleurisy (K. al-Birsdm). Finally, attributed
to Hippocrates is a K. fi 'l-buthur or Fi 'l-mawt. The
Fihrist further attributes to him two original works on
pharmacology, the one on poisons, K. al-Sumumdt (partly
extant), and the other on insects, K. Aajnds al-hashardt.
Yahya b. al-Bitnk is also given as the translator of
the Secretum secretorum (Sin al-asrdr or K. al-SiydsaJi tadbir al-riydsa), the famous pseudo-Aristotelian treatise,
which had a great renown in the Islamic world as
also in the Christian West. The attribution of the
Arabic version to Yahya is based on the preface (cited
by Ibn Djuldjul), in which the translator relates how
he allegedly procured the work and then transposed
it from the Greek into rumi and Arabic. Nevertheless,
it seems now established that this treatise is an Arabic
apocryphal work written towards the middle of the
4th/10th century, and that the preface belongs to the
realm of literary fiction (M. Grignaschi, L'origine et les
metamorphoses du Sirr al-'asrar (Secretum secretorum), in
Archives d'Histoire Doctrinale et Litteraire du Moyen Age
[1976], 7-112).
Bibliography: 1. Sources. Ibn al-Nadim, Fihrist,
ed. Flugel, 243-4, 246, 250-1, 293, 317; Ibn Djuldjul,
ed. Fu'ad Sayyid, 67; Ibn al-Kifti, ed. Lippert, 41,
55, 131, 379; Ibn Abr Usaybica, ed. Muller, i, 205,
ed. Beirut 1965, 282.
2. S t u d i e s and r e f e r e n c e w o r k s . D.M.
Dunlop, The translations of al-Bitnq and Yahyd (Yuhanna)
b. al-Bitnq, in JRAS (1959),' 140-50; L. Cheikho,
'Ulamd' al-nasrdniyya fi 'l-isldm, ed. C. Hechai'me,
Jounieh-Rome 1983, 51-2; J. Nasrallah, Histoire du
mouvement litteraire dans I'Eglise melchite, Beirut 1988,
ii/2, 82-6; Brockelmann, I2, 221-2, S I, 364; Graf,
GCAL, ii, 32, 112-13; Sezgin, GAS, iii, 225 and
index.
(FRANCHISE MICHEAU)
YAHYA B. HAMZA AL-CALAWI, r h e t o r i c i a n ,
Z a y d r scholar and imam (669-745/1270-1344; a
death date of 749/1348 is also mentioned).
Yahya b. Hamza b. cAlf b. Ibrahim al-Husaynl alc
AlawI al-Talibl, a versatile and prolific Yemeni scholar,
was descended from CA1I b. Abl Talib and the imam
C
A1I al-Rida [</.zw.]. He was born in Sanca5 and played
a role in politics, for after the death of al-Mahdl
Muhammad b. al-Mutahhar in 729/1329 he ruled
over part of Yemen as Zaydl imam under the name
al-Mu'ayyad bi 'llah until his death. It is said that
the number of quires (kardns) written by him equalled
the number of days in his life, together forming some
hundred volumes. He wrote works on Zaydl theology and law, such as al-Shdmil and al-cUmda (on law,
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in six volumes), al-Hawi (on usul al-fikh, in three volumes), Tawk al-hamdma (on the imamate), al-Intisdr cald
c
ulamd3 al-amsdr (18 volumes), Mishkdt al-anwdr (against
the Batiniyya) and al-Risdla al-Wdzica Ii 'l-umma can ali'tirdd 'aid 'l-a'imma (ed. Glza 1409/1989, with an
extensive commentary warning against its Shf'f and
Mu'tazill elements by Mukbil b. Had! al-WadicI).
Whereas most Zaydls based themselves on the Muctazili theology according to cAbd al-Djabbar [q.v.], he
preferred that of Abu '1-Husayn al-Basrf [q.v. in Suppl.].
Works on grammar are al-Hdsir (a commentary on
the Mukaddima of Ibn Babashadh) and al-Muhassal (commentary on al-Mufassal by al-Zamakhshan [q.v.]). His
three-volume al-Tirdz al-mutadammin li-asrdr al-baldgha
wa-culum hakd'ik al-icdj.dz (ed. Cairo 1332/1914) is an interesting, intricately subdivided and voluminous work
(more than 1,300 printed pages) on rhetoric, the third
of whose three main sections (Junun) is devoted to
i'ajdz al-Kur'dn [q.v.] (for an evaluation and brief discussion of its sources, see AL-MACANI WA 'L-BAYAN.
1. In Arabic). The inspiration for the book, as the
author says (i, 5) was reading al-Zamakhsharfs commentary on the Kur'an, al-Kashshdf. He sees himself
as writing in the tradition of cAbd al-Kahir al-Djurdjani
[q.v. in Suppl.], even though he knew the latter's two
seminal works Dald'il al-icaj.dz and Asrdr al-baldgha only
from quotations.
Bibliography: ShawkanT, al-Badr al-tdlic, Cairo
1348, ii, 331-3; cAbd al-Wasic b. Yahya al-Wasi'T,
Furajat al-humum (Ta'nkh al-Taman], Cairo 1346,
35-7; Husayn b. Ahmad al-cArshI, Bulugh al-mardm,
Cairo 1939, 51; Zirikll, A'ldm, s.v.; Kahhala, Mu'ajam
al-mu''allifin, s.v.; Muh. Zaghlul Sallam, Ta'nkh alnakd al-carabi, ii, Cairo n.d., 277-89; Ahmad Matlub,
al-Baldgha cinda }l-Sakkdki, Baghdad 1964, 357-68 and
see index; idem, al-Kazwim wa-shuruh al-Talkhls,
Bagdad 1967, 509-16 and see index.
(GJ.H. VAN GELDER)
YAHYA B. KHALID [see AL-BARAMIKA] .
YAHYA B. MAclN b. cAwn al-Murrf al-Ghatafam
al-Baghdadf, ABU ZAKARIYYA', t r a d i t i o n i s t , b. 158/
775 near al-Anbar, d. 233/847 on pilgrimage in
Medina. A client (mawld) of al-Djunayd b. cAbd alRahman al-Murn, he inherited considerable wealth
from his father and is reported to have spent it all
on the acquisition of hadith. Among his teachers were
Sufyan b. c Uyayna and Ibn al-Mubarak [</.TO.].
Authorities like Ahmad b. Hanbal, al-Bukharf and Ibn
Sacd are reported to have been among his pupils.
Together with Ibn Sacd and five others, he was ordered
in 218/833 by al-Ma'mun to profess the createdness
of the Kur'an. Threatened with death, they complied
and the event was well publicised (al-Tabari, iii, 1116).
Ibn Hanbal never spoke to them subsequently. He
reputedly exposed many traditions as false and is
regarded as one of the most critical early experts on
riajdl [q.v.]. He reportedly left behind a huge library.
Some of his works have been recently published.
Bibliography: See references in Sezgin, GAS, i,
107. Printed works. Ma'rifat d-ridjal, ed. M. Kamil
al-Kassar, M. MutTc al-Hafiz and Ghazwa Budayr,
2 vols. Damascus 1985; Sifdldt Ibn al-Djunayd, ed.
Ahmad M. Nur Sayf, Medina 1988, and further
editions of riajdl works by Nur Sayf, DamascusBeirut 1980; W.M. Patton, Ahmed ibn Hanbal and
the Mihna, Leiden 1897, index.
(F. LEEMHUIS)
YAHYA B. MUHAMMAD, al-Mansur alMutawakkil, of the Hamid al-Dln family, from the
Kasimi branch, Zaydl I m a m and first ruler of
the M u t a w a k k i l l Kingdom of Y e m e n , b. ca.
1869, d. 1948.
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On the death in June 1904 of his father Muhammad
b. Yahya Hamid al-Dm, who had in 1891 rebelled
against the Ottomans, Yahya obtained the bay'a of
most of the tribes and sayyid clans of Yemen and assumed the lakab of al-Mutawakkil cala 'llah. Rejecting,
like his predecessors, the authority of the Porte, he
rose against the Turks and in April 1905 captured
the capital San'a3 and several other towns. Ottoman
reinforcements allowed Ahmed Feydi to drive him
out, but faced with guerilla warfare, the Turks came to
an understanding with Yahya, conceding inter alia the
application of Sharfa law. Yahya raised a further revolt
in 1911, in concert with the Amir of c Asfr, Muhammad
b. cAli al-Idrfsi, whilst the Turks were preoccupied
with events in the Balkans and Libya, besieging Sanca'
and attacking other towns. The commander Ahmed
c
lzzet Pasha relieved the capital but, wishing to have
his hands free to deal with cAs!r, came to a treaty
agreement with Yahya in October 1911 at Daccan.
Yahya accepted the suzerainty of the Porte in exchange for Ottoman recognition of his authority over
the Zaydi parts of Yemen, and this was confirmed
by an imperial fermdn of 22 September 1913; the modern Yemeni state was thus born.
Yahya remained loyal to the Turks until the end
of the War in 1918, but after the Mudros armistice
he took control of Sancas and the whole country;
some Turkish officials and soldiers remained in his
service, including the last Ottoman wall, Mahmud
Nedfm Pasha. Thus what might be considered as a
first "Arab revolt" left Yemen as the first independent Arab state. He now tried to build up his state as
a sovereign one, with its "historic frontiers", creating
a militia and an army, enforcing the Sharfa in its
Zaydl interpretation, and in 1920 changing the Zaydi
Imamate into the "Mutawakkill Kingdom of Yemen".
Nevertheless, wishing to remain accessible to all Yemenis, he delegated none of his power, governing from
his palace, which housed the administration, with a
modest life-style. Hostile to all bidac, he honestly believed that all progress was inimical to his people,
hence he isolated the country from foreign influences
as much as possible, so that his rule inevitably became
tyrannical and obscurantist.
The first difficulties that he had were with the
tribes, hostile to all state control and avid for subsidies. In 1922-3 his armies campaigned in the Djawf
and in 1929 warfare was carried on by the Crown
Prince Ahmad against the Shafi'I Zaranik of the
Tihama. After this, Yahya took numerous hostages
from leading families to ensure their fidelity. With
dreams of establishing a "Greater Yemen" that would
include the ancient kingdom of Himyar, from cAsfr
to c Uman, Yahya stirred up strife against the British
along the eastern frontiers of his land, but with
less success than against the Turks; reprisals led to
the bombing of Tacizz in 1928. A third enemy also
appeared for Yahya in the shape of the Sucudf family, who had conquered cAsfr in 1920 and were now
pressing southwards towards the Nadjran oasis [q.v.].
Despite British attempts to restrain the Su'udls, the
latter occupied Nadjran by 1934; but the question
remained unsettled legally and remains a cause of discord to the present day.
Yahya's policy of isolation was incompatible with
his aims of independence and expansionism, which required a modern army and arms, necessitating recourse
to outside powers. In 1931 he established links with
'Irak, which became fully independent the following
year, and sent persons for military education there,
an experiment speedily terminated when these last
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became infected with modernist ideas. But this was
too late. Opposition grew from such modernists; from
certain tribes, especially the ShafTf, anti-Zaydr ones
chafing at commercial restrictions imposed on them;
from emigres and refugees in Aden; and even from
sayyids and culamd3 hostile to Yahya's requirement of
bqy'a in 1938-9 to his son Sayf al-Islam Ahmad's eventual succession. A Movement of Free Yemenis (al-Ahrdr
al-Yamaniyyun] became active in Yemen in the mid19408. Yahya sent Ahmad to Aden in 1946 in an
attempt at conciliation, promising some reforms and
measures to open up the country. He had already
joined the Arab League in 1945 and secured the admission of Yemen to the United Nations in September
1947.
However, an opposition plot had already taken
shape, under the inspiration of an Algerian nationalist,
al-Fadil al-Wartilanf, a disciple of Ibn Badfs with close
links with the Muslim Brotherhood, and led by an
Trakf officer in Yemen, Djamal Djamfl. cAbd Allah
b. Ahmad al-Wazfr was designated as future Imam.
A first attack on Yahya in January 1948 failed, but
before he could call up help from his son Ahmad,
governor of Tacizz, a second assassination attempt
succeeded on 17 February. The plot to seize power
nevertheless failed through Ahmad's success in rallying loyal tribes, but after his death in September 1962,
his son and successor Muhammad al-Badr was overthrown within a few days by Nasserist officers under
Col. cAbd Allah al-Sallal. A "Yemeni Arab Republic" eventually emerged, which in May 1990 achieved
Yahya's dream of an enlarged, united Yemen.
Bibliography. B. Harris, A journey through the Yemen,
Edinburgh 1893; W. Bury, Arabia Infelix, London
1915; cAbd al-Wasic al-Wasicf, Ta3rikh al-Yaman,
2
Cairo 1947; E. Macro, Bibliography of the Arabian
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1967; Macro, Yemen and the Western world since 1571,
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uprising of 1904-1907, in Abr-Nahrain, xviii (1980),
33-73; A. Rouaud, Al-Mutawakkil cala Allah Yahya,
fondateur du Yemen moderne, in L'Afrique et I'Asie modernes, cxli (1984), 56-73; J. Chelhod, Bibliographie
selective du Yemen axee sur les sciences sociales, in idem,
L'Arabie du Sud, iii, Paris 1985, 359-415; F. Mermier,
Livres arabes. Yemen. Trente annees d'edition sur le Yemen
contemporain, in Cahiers bibliographiques (Cairo), nos.
6-7 (winter 1989-90).
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YAHYA B. PIR cALl [see NEWC!].
YAHYA B. SA'DUN [see AL-KURTUB!].
YAHYA B. YAHYA AL-LAYTHI (d. 234/848),
Cordovan fakih, descendant of a Berber (Masmuda)
soldier who entered the Peninsula at the time of the
conquest. His family, known as the Banu Abl clsa,
was always closely connected to the Umayyad family
whom they served with the pen and the sword. Yahya
b. Yahya was the first member of the family to devote
himself to religious knowledge (cilm). He took part in
movements of opposition against the Umayyad amir
al-Hakam I, being mentioned among the participants
in the famous Revolt of the Arrabal (al-Rabad). He
had to flee Cordova, unsuccessfully looking for refuge
among his fellow tribesmen, but receiving it in Toledo.
Once he obtained the pardon of the amir, Yahya exercised great influence in religious and intellectual life
during the reign of cAbd al-Rahman II. According to
the sources, this amir did not appoint any judge without consulting Yahya, and their relationship is de-

scribed as the ideal that should exist between the
ruler and the scholar: the latter teaches the former,
advises him and legitimises his rule before the people, whilst the ruler solicits the scholar's advice. For
example, cAbd al-Rahman II is said to have accepted
a heavy expiation dictated by Yahya for having broken his fast during Ramadan.
The figure of Yahya b. Yahya is of great relevance
for the study of a crucial phase in the formation of
al-Andalus, the phase of the reception of the Malikf
school of law and of the appearance and consolidation of the scholars as a group.
As regards the first aspect, Yahya is considered to
have introduced Malik's Muwatta3 in al-Andalus. His
transmission of this work became canonical in the
Islamic West and was also widely diffused in the East.
This role of introducer of the Muwatta3 has been challenged by N. Calder, whose conclusions, however,
cannot be accepted. It is true that there is ground to
doubt that a direct relationship between Yahya b.
Yahya and Malik b. Anas existed, but the Cordovan
was undoubtedly the pupil of Malik's pupils such as the
Egyptians Ibn Wahb (d. 197/812) and Ibn al-Kasim
(d. 191/806) [q.w.~]. It is also without doubt that
Yahya transmitted Malik's Muwatta3, as well as al-Layth
b. Sa'd's hadith. He also transmitted masd3il from Ibn
al-Kasim that were compiled into ten books known
as 'Asharat Yahya; its diffusion can be attested until
the 6th/12th century. Yahya had a decisive role in
the AndalusI preference for Ibn al-Kasim's opinions
over those of other pupils of Malik. He was also the
introducer of customs and doctrines that took root in
al-Andalus, such as abandoning the Kur'anic precept
of two arbiters sent to the house of a husband and
wife to solve their marital problems, and substituting
for it the practice of sending the couple to the house
of a trusted man (ddr amin).
As regards the second aspect, Ibn Hazm stated that
there were two legal schools that became established
thanks to riydsa and sulta: Abu Hanlfa's school, and
that of Malik b. Anas in al-Andalus. Yahya b. Yahya
was consulted by the amir on the nomination of judges,
and he indicated only the names of his own companions and of those who followed his madhhab. Not
every judge appointed by cAbd al-Rahman II, however, was a protege of Yahya, as there were other
rival factions, the most important being that of cAbd
al-Malik b. Habfb [q.v.]. Yahya himself is said to have
refused to be appointed judge, arguing that the amir
would be unable to find someone with greater authority than his to deal with complaints against the judges.
He represents in fact a phase in which political power
needed a new type of expert for the administration
of justice, not only for technical reasons (given the
development of fikh], but also for reasons of religious
legitimacy. His fame is directly related to the large
number of his pupils, a number due to the influence
he had with the amir, and also to his longevity. Yahya
b. Yahya's influence can be explained, apart from his
training, also by his family connections and his intellectual abilities. He had an acute intelligence (he was
known as cdkil al-Andalus), great discerning power, ability for textual interpretation, a sense of opportunity
and a realist understanding common to men far from
religious extremism. He strove and succeeded in establishing in al-Andalus the model of scholarly behaviour that he had witnessed in the East, in order that
scholars should be treated with the same respect, awe
and reverence that his Eastern teachers enjoyed.
Bibliography: M. Fierro, El alfaqui bereber Yahya
b. Yahya, "el inteligente de al-Andalus", in Estudios
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However, many of the accounts have become quite
confused because of the idea that John lived in the
and M. Marin, Madrid 1997, 269-344.
era of Nebuchadnezzar [see BUKHT-NAS [s] AR] . It is in
(MARIBEL FIERRO)
the stories of John's death (not mentioned in the
YAHYA B. ZAKARIYYA', the New Testament
Kur'an) that the extent of the confusion about him
John the Baptist, mentioned by name five times
becomes evident. The Israelite king Josiah, it is said,
in the Kur'an. The spelling of the name is evidenced
killed John, the son of Zechariah, and Nebuchadnezzar
from pre-Islamic times and is probably derived from
attacked Israel as a result (al-Taban, i, 657). The
Christian Arabic usage (see J. Horovitz, Koranische
cause of this was the king's desire to marry his niece,
Untersuchungen, Berlin 1926, 151-2; A. Jeffery, Foreign
something of which John disapproved. The conspirvocabulary of the Quran, Baroda 1938, 290-1); Muslim
acy of the girl's mother then led to the death of John
exegetes frequently trace the name from a root sense
(cf. the story of Salome, Matt., xiv. 1-11, Mark, vi.
of "to quicken" or "to make alive" in reference to
16-29). Nebuchadnezzar invaded in order to solve
John's mother's barrenness and his people's absence
problems that arose as a result of John's death (or
of faith. In Kur'an, III, 39, John is spoken of as
God simply inspired him to do so). The source of the
noble, chaste and a prophet who will "witness the
confusion here is likely the name Zechariah, a name
truth of a word from God", that is, Jesus. VI, 85
that had already created mix-ups within the biblical
speaks of John along with Zechariah, Jesus and Elias
tradition (cf. Matt., xxiii. 35, for the (mis-)identification
as being of the "righteous". XIX, 7 gives the anof the author of the Biblical book of Zechariah with
nouncement of the forthcoming birth of John to
the Zechariah of Isa., vii). The prophet Zechariah of
Zechariah with the note that this name was used for
II Chron., xxiv. 22, was killed by King Joash. The
the first time (or that this was the first prophet by
Talmud (Gittin, 57b) speaks of his "blood bubbling up
that name; cf. Luke, i. 59-63 for the likely background
warm" after his death. Nebuzaradan, Nebuchadnezto this verse. Also see Ibn Kathfr, To/sir, Cairo (Halabf)
zar's commander, noticed this and he was told by
n.d., iii, 112 and Mukatil b. Sulayman, Tafsir, Cairo
the inhabitants of Jerusalem that "there was a prophet
1983, ii, 621: this is the first time a child had been
among us who used to reprove us for our irreligion,
named Yahya, and that he had the name because he
and we rose up against him and killed him, and for
was the first child ever born to an aged father and
many years his blood has not rested." Nebuzaradan
a barren mother). XIX, 12, conveys the command to
John to be a prophet with a book (usually taken by
then said to them, "I will appease him", and proceeded
Muslim exegetes to mean that John confirms the
to slaughter many people. It would appear that this
legend has become associated in the Muslim tradition
Torah, not that he brought a new scripture); and in
with the death of John through the common element
XXI, 90, John's birth is explained as a response to
Zechariah's request, his wife's barrenness being cured
of the name Zechariah (see D. Sidersky, Les origines
for the occasion.
des legendes musulmanes dans le Goran et dans les vies des
The details of the story of John in the Kur'an are
prophetes, Paris 1933, 139-40). Al-Tabari, i, 713, reports
few, but even those slight references have given rise
that a drop of John's blood fell to the ground when
to a number of extended discussions throughout
he was killed and kept boiling until Nebuchadnezzar
Muslim history. For example, the idea that John was
came to destroy Jerusalem; in a slightly different ver"chaste" (hasur) provoked a good deal of debate. In
sion (al-Tabari, i, 715), John's blood boiled in the
their discussions of Kur'an, III, 39, some exegetes,
pan in which his severed head (which could still talk)
such as al-Taban, considered this word to be intended
had been placed. Al-Tabari, i, 718, also indicates that
in its sexual sense of being incapable of coitus ("he
he is well aware that many hold this story to be not
had a penis no bigger than this piece of straw", altrue and to be a historical error, there being 461
Taban, Tafsir, vi, 377, a prophetic hadith on the
years between the lives of Nebuchadnezzar and John
c
authority of Sa id b. al-Musayyab) or of being abstenthe Baptist.
tious; others, such as Ibn Kathfr, Tafsir, ii, 35-6,
Bibliography (in addition to sources mentioned
rejected that view, for it would suggest some sort of
in the article): J.C.L. Gibson, John the Baptist
imperfection on the part of the prophet if he were
in Muslim writings, in MW, xlv (1955), 334-45;
unable to have sexual intercourse, and they argued
G. Parrinder, Jesus in the Qur'an, London 1965,
that the word means that John was free from impure
ch. 5; H. Schiitzinger, Die arabische Legende von
actions and thoughts, and that, as such, it does not
Nebukadnezar und Johannes dem Tdufer, in Isl., xl (1965),
preclude John having been married and having chil113-41; R. Tottoli, Le Qisas al-anbiya' di Tarafi,
dren. (The material on this word is usefully brought
Ph.D. diss., Naples Univ.' 1996, unpubl., 487-8
together in M.M. Ayoub, The Qur'dn and its interpreters.
(notes to paragraphs 426-31), which includes an
II. The House ofclmrdn, Albany 1992, 109-12; see also
extensive list of Arabic sources parallel to al-Taban.
E. Beck, Das christliche Mb'nchtum im Koran, Helsinki
(A. RIPPIN)
1946, 27.)
I
YAHYA B. ZAYD B. 'Ao B. AL-HUSAYN, c Alid
The Muslim rendering of the birth, life and death
fugitive and rebel killed late in 125/summerof John have, in some versions, been elaborated on
autumn 743. His mother was Rayta, daughter of Abu
the basis of the Christian accounts. John, it is said,
Hashim [q.v.] b. Muhammad b. al-Hanafiyya.
was born six months prior to Jesus (al-Taban, i, 711);
As the eldest son of Zayd b. CA1I, he participated
John and Jesus met in the Jordan River when Jesus
in Zayd's revolt in Kufa in Muharram 122/end of 739.
was 30; and John was killed before Jesus' ascension.
After his father's death, he escaped, relentlessly sought
The mother of Mary (Hanna) and the mother of John
by Yusuf b. cUmar al-Thakafi, governor of Trak [q.v.]
(Elizabeth) were sisters (see MARYAM, at VI, 630a, for
Yahya went first to Nlnawa near Karbala'. He was
tables presenting the Muslim understanding of the
then given protection by the Umayyad cAbd al-Malik
genealogical relationships). John became a prophet,
b. Bishr b. Marwan, who concealed him in a village
travelled to Palestine, met and baptised Jesus and
owned by him that later became Kasr Ibn Hubayra
departed with 12 disciples to teach the people (al[q.v.]. After a while, he set out for Khurasan, stopping
TabarT, i, 712). He was put to death by Herod at
first in al-Mada'in. Yusuf b. cUmar, learning of his
the instigation of Salome (ibid., i, 719).
whereabouts, sent a detachment after him, but he
onomdstico-biogrqficos de al-Andalus. VIII., ed. M.L. Avila
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escaped to al-Rayy. From there he moved on via
Naysabur to Sarakhs. There he stayed for six months
with Yazfd b. £Umar al-TaymT, a Shl'f and brother of
an army leader under Abu Muslim al-Khurasanf, and
began to seek support for armed revolt. A group of
Kharidjls offered their backing, but his host warned
him against accepting it. Together with Yazld he went
on to Balkh, where al-Hansh b. cAbd al-Rahman alShaybanf sheltered him. Yahya sent an appeal in poetry
to the Banu Hashim in Medina, challenging them to
avenge his father. The leader of the Hashimiyya movement in Khurasan, Bukayr b. Mahan, however, instructed his followers not to rise in support of Yahya
since the Imam, Ibrahim b. Muhammad, had predicted Yahya's death.
In 125/743 Yusuf b. c Umar was informed of
Yahya's hiding place and asked Nasr b. Sayyar, governor of Khurasan, to press al-Harfsh to surrender
him. When Nasr's deputy in Balkh, cAkIl b. Ma'kil
al-Laythl, tortured al-Harlsh, the latter's son betrayed
Yahya in order to save his father's life. Yahya and
his companions were delivered as captives to Nasr in
Marw, but when Yusuf b. cUmar informed the caliph
al-Walfd b. Yazfd, he gave orders to release them. Nasr
provided Yahya with money and two mules, ordering him to proceed to the caliph's court and instructing his district prefects in Sarakhs, Tus, and Naysabur
to make him move on without lingering. When Yahya
reached the border of Khurasan at Bayhak, he decided
to turn back, afraid of entering the territory of Yusuf
b. cUmar. Joined by seventy supporters, he defeated
the superior forces moving against him from Naysabur,
Tus, and Sarakhs at Bushtanikan (see Yakut, i, 630),
killing the governor of Naysabur, cAmr b. Zurara alKushayrf. With the booty, Yahya moved via Harat
to Djuzdjan, where the number of his men swelled
to 150. Nasr now sent a strong army under Salm b.
Ahwaz al-Mazinf in pursuit of him. After three days
of fighting at a village called Arghuy(a), Yahya was
struck by an arrow in his forehead and died, at the
age of 28. Most of his men were also killed. His head
was sent to Damascus where the caliph al-Walld exhibited it in the palace and his body was crucified
at the gate of Anber (Anbar), the capital of Djuzdjan.
The violent death of Yahya made a deep impression among the Shfca in Khurasan, and revenge for
him became a major motive in the 'Abbasid revolutionary movement, which had failed to back him
before. Among the first measures of Abu Muslim after
the rising was to have his body properly buried and
to seek out and execute all those involved in his death.
Yahya's tomb at or near Anber was visited for centuries.
The Zaydl Shf'a count him as one of their imams.
Bibliography: Baladhun, Ansdb, ii, ed. Mahmud
al-Fardus al-cAzm, Damascus 1996, esp. 542-7;
Akhbdr al-dawla al-cAbbdsiyya, ed. cAbd al-cAz!z alDun and cAbd al-Djabbar al-Muttalibl, Beirut 1971,
242-4 and index; Taban, ii, 1709-10, 1713-14,
1770-4, tr. Carole Hillenbrand, The waning of the
Umayyad caliphate, Albany 1989, 47-8, 51-2, 120-5;
Abu '1-Faradj al-Isfahanl, Makdtil al-Tdlibiyym, ed. A.
Sakr, Cairo 1949,' 142-3, 152-8; Ibn A'tham, Futuh,
Haydarabad 1968-75, viii, 126-36 (partly legendary);
Abu Talib al-Natik bi '1-Hakk, al-Ifdda, ed. Muh.
Salim clzzan, San'a3 1996, 68-72; J. Wellhausen, Die
religios-politischen Oppositionsparteien, Berlin 1901, 97-8;
C. van Arendonk, Les debuts de I'imamat ^aidite au
Temen, tr. J. Ryckmans, Leiden 1960, 33-5; E. Daniel,
The political and social history of Khurasan under Abbasid
rule 747-820, Minneapolis and Chicago 1979, index.
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YAHYA AL-ANTAKI [see AL-ANTAKI].
YAHYA BEY (BEG) [see TASHLIDJALI YAHYA].
YAHYA HAKKl, a major figure in the development of modern Egyptian fiction, and also
a diplomat, critic, and journalist (1905-92).
He was born into a distinguished Egyptian family
in 1905; his uncle was Mahmud Tahir HakkT, author of one of the very first experiments in novel
writing in Egypt, 'Adhra3 Dinshawdy (1906). Like many
of his literary contemporaries (for example, Muhammad Husayn Haykal and Tawfik al-Hakfm [^.w.])
Hakkl's field of study at university was the law, and
he graduated in 1925. For a short period he served
the legal system in Manfalut, Upper Egypt, as a
mu'dwin (adjutant). In 1929, however, he began a diplomatic career and saw service in a number of countries, including Turkey, France and Libya. Later in
life, he became editor of the renowned Cairo literary journal, al-Maajalla, and in 1969 he was awarded
the State Prize for Literature. He retired from public life in 1970 and died in December 1992.
Hakkl was not a prolific writer, but his published
works of fiction reveal the craft of an early master
of its shorter genres. His most famous contribution
is, without doubt, Kindil Umm Hashim (1944; Eng. tr.,
The saint's lamp, 1973), a novella that marks a distinct
advance over its predecessors in the fictional treatment of the themes of cultural conflict and modernisation. The story concerns a young Egyptian student,
Ismail, who travels to England to obtain a degree
in ophthalmology. When the training he has received
fails to cure the eye disease of his own fiancee, the
ensuing crisis engenders a highly symbolic (and not
entirely convincing) conflict between the power of modern science and the more traditional rituals of faith.
As with all classic novellas, these large themes—with
their many and varied ramifications—are encapsulated
in a narrative of great economy and artistry. Here
and in other works of fiction, Hakkf's skillfully crafted
prose possesses an allusive quality that manages to
capture the atmosphere of a scene or an entire community by the judicious choice of a word and image.
These stylistic traits also contribute, needless to say,
to the artistry of Hakkf's short stories, of which he
produced three collections: Dimd3 wa-tin (1945?), Umm
al-cawddiiz (1955), and 'Antar wa-Djulydt (1961?). In
many of these stories, Hakkf goes back to his experiences in the provinces of Egypt: two of the more
famous examples are al-Bustagl ("The postman") and
Kissat sidjn ("Prison story"). Those set in urban environments are more variegated in their subject-matter
and explore contrasting patterns of wealth and lifestyle: Kunnd thaldthat aytdm ("We were three orphans"),
for example, about marriage prospects for a brother
and two sisters who have lost their parents, and cAntar
wa-^uliydt, an engaging story named after two dogs,
the life-style of whose owners reflects the glaring contrasts between rich and poor.
Hakkf was also a distinguished literary critic, and,
with his Faajr al-kissa al-misriyya ("Dawn of the Egyptian
short story", 1960), the invaluable historian of the
school of pioneer Egyptian short-story writers in the
1920s known as the Diamd'at al-madrasa al-haditha "New
School Group", of which he himself was a part. Through
this and other works of criticism, such as Khutuwwdt
f i }l-nakd (1961) and fltr al-ahbab (1971), Hakkf contributed his own brand of methodical opinion to the
assessment of modern movements in Egyptian literature, his diplomatic tours abroad permitting him to
remain above the fray during some of the more contentious periods and to preserve the quieter, more
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detached approach to critical reasoning that he clearly
cherished.
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YAHYA KEMAL (with the surname adopted in
Republican times of BEYATLI), highly r e n o w n e d
Turkish poet and essayist, b. 2 December 1884,
d. 1 November 1958.
His given name was Ahmed Agah, and his earliest published poems bear the name Agah Kemal. He
was born in Uskub as the son of Ibrahim NadjI Beg,
who was mayor of this town, and Nakiyye Khanim,
the niece of the poet Leskofcali Ghalib Beg (1828 or
29-1867). He was educated successively in Uskiib,
Selanlk, Istanbul and Paris (Ecole Libre des Sciences
Politiques), and during his stay of nine years in Paris
he frequented literary and political circles there. After
his return to Istanbul in 1912, he taught history and
literature in several educational institutions (Dar elShafaka Mektebi, Medreset el-Wacizm, Heybeliada
Bahriyye Mektebi, Dar el-Fiinun Edebiyyat Shucbesi).
From 1923 onwards he held various public offices,
serving as a member of parliament for Urfa, Yozgat,
Tekirdag and Istanbul, and as ambassador in Warsaw,
Madrid, Lisbon and Karachi. He retired in 1949 to
Istanbul; his grave is in the Rumelihisan cemetery in
Istanbul.
Yahya Kemal was of the opinion that poetry is a
kind of music; he developed a personal style in which
the prosodic rules of carud [q.v.] are applied to the
educated colloquial Turkish of Istanbul. A further
characteristic of his style is that his poems, as well
as his essays, reflect his attachment to Ottoman culture and heritage, his interest in history and his love
of Istanbul; the main themes of his poetry are indeed
love, patriotism, death and Istanbul.
During his lifetime, Yahya Kemal published his
work only in periodicals and newspapers. Starting in
1961, the Yahya Kemal Enstitiisu (founded in the
same year) published the collected works (Yahya Kemal
kiilliyati) that comprise four volumes of poetry, namely,
Kendi gok kubbemiz (1961), Eski §iirin ruzgdnyle (1962),
Rubdiler ve Hayyam rubdilerini Tu'rkce soyleyi§ (1963) and
Bitmemi§ fiirler (1976); and eight volumes of essays,
short stories, recollections and letters, namely, Aziz
Istanbul (1964), Egil daglar (1966), Siyasi hikdyekr (1968),
Siyasi ve edebi portreler (1968), Edebiyata dair (1971),
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focuklugum, genfligim, siyasi ve edebi hdtiralanm (1973),
Tank musdhabeleri (1975), and Mektuplar-Makaleler (1977).
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(EDITH G. AMBROS)
YAHYA AL-MAKKI, Abu c Uthman Yahya b.
Marzuk, an honoured court musician in early
'Abbasid times and head of a family of court singers.
He was born in Mecca as a mawld of the Banu
Umayya, but went to Baghdad at the beginning of
the reign of al-Mahdl (158/775), and still performed
under al-Ma'mun (198-218/813-33). It is said that he
died at the age of 120. He was considered an excellent composer and an expert in the HidjazI style of
music. Ibn Djamic [q.v.], and both Ibrahim and Ishak
al-Mawsill [q.v.] were among his disciples. He also
composed a "book of songs" (Kitdb al-Aghdm), a collection of "classical" compositions, which he dedicated to
£
Abd Allah b. Tahir [q.v.]. The book was criticised,
however, for its incorrect attributions (manhuldt). It was
corrected under the title of Tashih Kitdb al-Aghdm by his
son Abu DjaTar Ahmad b. Yahya, who followed his
father as a court musician from the time of al-Ma'mun
until the beginning of the reign of al-Mustacin (248/
862). Yahya's son, Ahmad b. al-Makkl, dedicated his
father's corrected song book, as well as his own voluminous Kitdb al-Aghdm, to Muhammad b. cAbd Allah
b. Tahir. Both books are quoted in the Kitdb al-Aghdm
al-kabir by Abu '1-Faradj al-Isbahanl. In his own compositions, Ahmad b. al-Makkl favoured verses of his
friend, the poet Di'bil [q.v.]. Ahmad's son Muhammad,
i.e. Yahya's grandson, sang at the court of al-Muctamid
(256-79/870-92). He was a murtao^il singer who accompanied himself by using the traditional wand (kadib).
Muhammad's transmission of the akhbdr of the alMakkl family was used as a biographical source by
Abu '1-Faradj.
Bibliography: Aghdm3, vi, 173-89, xvi, 311-6 and
indices; NuwayrI, Mhdyat al-arab, Cairo 1923 ff., vi,
320-3; Ibn Fadl Allah al-cUman, Masdlik al-absdr,
facs. ed. Frankfurt 1988, x, 136-41, 144-5; Shabushtl,
Diydrdt, Baghdad 1951, 98; SafadI, Wdfi, viii, 249;
H.G. Farmer, A history of Arabian music, London 1929,
113-5, 160 and passim; idem, The sources of Arabian
music, Leiden 1965, nos. 9, 37, 38; E. Neubauer,
Musiker am Hof der friihen cAbbdsiden, Frankfurt 1965,
140-1, 167-8, 207-8; Zirikll, A'lam, ix, 217; Kahhala,
Mu'djam al-mtfallifin, xiii, 231.
(E. NEUBAUER)
YAHYA AL-NAHWI, the name in Arabic sources
for Johannes Grammaticus (ca. A.D. 490-575), the
Alexandrian philologist, commentator on Aristotle, and
Jacobite Christian theologian, also known in Greek as
Philoponos, lit. "Lover of toil" or "Diligent", referring to a group of Alexandrian Monophysitic lay
Christians—the philoponoi—active in debating pagan
professors of philosophy. In Alexandria, John Philoponus
began his career teaching philology and then studied
philosophy with Ammonius son of Hermeias, the head
of the Neoplatonic school there. Most of Philoponus' commentaries on Aristotle were written early in
his career and are based on his master's lectures. In
529 Philoponus published his polemical Against Proclus
on the eternity of the world (Contra Proclum], in which he
defended creation ex nihilo against Proclus' famous
eighteen arguments. He later directed his fire against
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Aristotle's notions of infinity in his Against Aristotle on
the eternity of the world (Contra Aristotelem), after which he
probably revised his previously written commentary
on the Physics, arguing now against the eternity of
motion.
For these attacks on Proclus and Aristotle, Philoponus was vilified by another student of Ammonius,
the pagan Neoplatonist Simplicius (fl. ca. A.D. 530),
who, by referring to Philoponus as grammatikos, i.e.
professor of philology (e.g. in Gael., CAG, vii, 119,7;
in Phys., CAG, x, 1129,29), implied that Philoponus
had not yet advanced to the stage of philosophos (professor of philosophy), and that his attacks on Proclus
and Aristotle were therefore precocious and baseless.
The snideness of Simplicius' use of grammatikos was
lost when the epithet was translated into Arabic as
al-nahwi. The bio-bibliographers, citing 'Ubayd Allah
b. Djibra'fl b. Bakhtfshu c , simply list Philoponus'
strength in philology alongside his expertise in philosophy and medicine: Ibn al-Kifti, Ta'rikh al-hukamd3,
ed. Lippert, 354,15-16, and Ibn Abr Usaybi'a, cUyun
al-anbd3, ed. Miiller, 154,12-13.25.
Accounts of Yahya al-NahwT's life, including apocryphal events such as a meeting with cAmr b. alc
As, are found in Ibn al-Nadfm, Fihrist, 254,19-255,5
(= K 354,3-357,13, and aU 154,3-155,32). The biobibliographers list Arabic translations of the following
works: On Aristotle's Categories: N 248,21 (= K 35,3, and
aU 155,15-16); On Aristotle's De interpretatione: N 249,2
(= K 35,18); On Aristotle's Prior Analytics (partial): N
249,9 (= K 36,8-9, and aU 155,16-17); On Aristotle's
Posterior Analytics: N 249,13 (= K 36,14-15, and aU
155,17); On Aristotle's Topics: aU 155,17-18; On Aristotle's
Physics: N 250,18 (= K 39,14; 245,5, and aU 155,18);
On Aristotle's De generatione et corruptione: N 251,7 (= K
40,21, and aU 155,18-19); On Porphyry's Isagoge: aU
155,31-32; Refutation of Proclus on the eternity of the world:
N 252,14 (= K 89,4-6, 356,5, and aU 155,28); That
the force (reading kuwwatuhu with N and aU rather than
K's mawtuhu] of every finite body is finite: N 254,25-26
(= K 356,5-6, and aU 155,28-29); Refutation of Aristotle:
N 254,26 (= K 356,6-7, and aU 155,29); Tafsir ma
bala li-Aristutdlis: N 254,26-27 (= K 356,7, and aU
155,19) (on the identity of this work, as well as two
other unidentified treatises, see Steinschneider, 161-3);
Refutation of Nestorius: N 254,27 (= K 356,8, and aU
155,28-29).
A number of medical treatises, including a history
of medicine (cited by N 286,17; 287,13.22.24; 289,8;
293,7 [= K. 92,21; 93,1.6-7.14.19; 126,3; 127,17;
183,18-19, and aU 17,21; 22,4-5; 23,11; 33,19; 71,1617; 76,1]) as well as commentaries on Galen's works
(e.g. in De usu partium; N 264,26 = K 246,3, and aU
155,29), are also attributed to Yahya; for a full list and
a summary of Meyerhof's objections to their authenticity, see Sezgin, GAS, iii, 157-60.
Despite the fact that Philoponus' commentaries on
Aristotle were both astute and plentiful, the faldsifa
mention Philoponus rarely as an authority, at least
compared to Alexander of Aphrodisias. Although
Averroes does cite Philoponus' infinite force argument
in his commentary on Metaph., xii (Tafsir ma bafd altabfa, ed. M. Bouyges, iii, 1628,10-15), Philoponus
received no credit from the faldsifa for his theory of
impetus, perhaps his most important contribution to
later thought. According to Philoponus (e.g. in Phys.,
CAG, xvii, 641,13-642,20) someone who throws an
object imparts a force to it that causes its continued
motion. This is in contrast to the theory of Aristotle
who, wedded to the notion that a moving object
requires an external mover, explained projectile motion

as resulting from the push given to the object by
the following air. In his final discussion of impetus,
Philoponus extends the theory to the moving heavens, to which God imparts a kind of dynamic inclination (De opificio mundi, ed. W. Reichardt, 29,2-3).
Whether Avicenna's apparently similar notion of an
inclining force (cf. K. al-shifd: Ildhiyydt, ed. G. Anawati
et al, 383,4-13; Fi 'l-samd3 wa 'l-cdlam, 3,18, and Fi
'l-kawn wa 'l-fasdd, 193,2-194,16, both ed. M. Kasim)
resulted from or developed independently of Philoponus' own impetus theory, is a question complicated
by Avicenna's lack of attribution. The philosophers'
ambivalence about Philoponus may well have arisen
from their perception that Philoponus betrayed Aristotle
in the Contra Aristotelem (see al-Farabi's counter-refutation, ed. and tr. Mahdi). This betrayal cast Philoponus
into the camp of the theologians: Ibn al-Kifti (306,1-2)
mentions Philoponus' dialectical style of argumentation, and Averroes groups Philoponus with the Muslim
mutakallimun (Tafsir ma bacd al-tabfa, iii, 1498,1-7).
On the other hand, Philoponus' well-known involvement in christological and trinitarian debates—the biobibliographers even claim (incorrectly) that he was a
Bishop (uskuf = episkopos): N 254,20 (= K 354,5, and
aU 154,5)—may have also inhibited the mutakallimun
from openly citing his celebrated arguments (e.g. in
Phys., CAG, xvi, 428,19-429,20) against Aristotle's notion
of infinity. For example, the Mu'tazilf al-Khayyat (K.
al-Intisdr, ed. H. Nyberg, 35,4-36,3) as well as'the
Ash'arfs al-Ghazalf (Tahdfut al-faldsifa, ed. Bouyges,
31,10-32,12) and al-Shahrastam (Mhdyat al-ikddm, ed.
A. Guillaume, 29,1-11) all appear to use, without attribution, one of Philoponus' arguments against the world's
eternity (Philoponus ap. Simplicium, In Phys., CAG, x,
1179,15-27). For whatever reason, the fact remains
that Philoponus' influence on mediaeval Muslim intellectuals, while profound, tended to be hidden.
Bibliography: The most complete recent bibliographies are in R. Sorabji (ed.), Philoponus and the
rejection of Aristotelian science, London 1987; C. Scholten
(ed. and tr.), Johannes Philoponus: De opificio mundi,
Freiburg 1997; and F. de Haas, John Philoponus' new
definition of prime matter, Leiden 1997. For three different views on his life and career, see E. Evrard, Les
convictions religieuses de Jean Philopon et la date de son
Commentaire aux Meteorologiques, in Bulletin de I'Academie royale de Belgique, Classes des Lettres et des Sciences
Morales et Politiques, v/39 (1953), 299-357; K. Verrycken, The development of Philoponus' thought and its
chronology., in R. Sorabji (ed.), Aristotle transformed,
London 1990, 233-74; and L. MacCoull, A new look
at the career of John Philoponos, in Journal of Early
Christian Studies, iii/1 (1995), 47-60. On the philoponoi, see F. Trombley, Hellenic religion and ChristianNation c. 370-529, Leiden 1994, ii, 1-51. On
Simplicius' hostility to Philoponus, see P. Hoffman,
Simplicius' polemics, in Sorabji, Philoponus, 57-83. On
the epithet grammatikos, see M. Wolff, Geschichte der
Impetustheorie, Frankfurt 1978, 108; and L. Westerink,
The Alexandrian commentators and the introductions to their
commentaries., in Sorabji, Aristotle transformed, 328.
Philoponus Arabus is covered comprehensively by
M. Steinschneider, Johannes Philoponus bei den Arabern,
in Memoires de I'Academie Imperiale de St.-Petersbourg, VII,
xiii/4 (1869), 152-76, and partially by L. Shaykhu,
Tahyd al-Nahwl: man huwa wa-matd kdna, in al-Mashrik,
xvi (1913), 47-57; M. Meyerhof, Von Alexandrien nach
Baghdad, in Sb. Pr. Ak. W., Phil-hist. KL, xxiii (1930),
389-429; idem, Johannes Grammatikos (Philoponos) von
Alexandrien und die arabische Medium, in Mitteilungen des
deutschen Institutes fiir agyptische Altertumskunde in Kairo,
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in Orient, vii (1954), 55-80; A. Abel, La legende de
Jean Philopon chez les arabes, in Correspondance d'Orient,
x (Ada Orientalia Belgica) (1963-4), 251-80; J. Kraemer,
A lost passage from Philoponus' contra Aristotelem in
Arabic translation, in JAOS, Ixxxv (1965), 318-27;
M. Mahdi, Alfarabi against Philoponus, in JNES, xxvi
(1967), 233-60; H. Davidson, John Philoponus as a
source of medieval Islamic and Jewish proofs of creation,
in JAOS, Ixxxix (1969), 357-91; Mahdi, The Arabic
text of Alfarabi's Against John the Grammarian, in
S. Hanna (ed.), Medieval and middle eastern studies in
honor of A&Z Suryal Atiya, Leiden 1972, 268-84; Pines,
An Arabic summary of a lost work of John Philoponus,
in IOS, ii (1972), 320-52; Davidson, The principle that
a finite body can contain only a finite power, in S. Stein
and R. Loewe (eds.), Studies in Jewish religious and
intellectual history presented to Alexander Altmann, Alabama
1979, 75-92; G. Troupeau, Un epitome arabe du De
contingentia mundi de Jean Philopon, in E. Lucchesi
and H. Saffrey (eds.), Memorial A.-J. Festugiere. Antiquite
paienne et chretienne, Geneva 1984, 77-88; D. Gutas,
Philoponos and Avicenna on the separability of the intellect:
a case of orthodox Christian-Muslim agreement, in Greek
Orthodox Theological Review, xxxi (1986), 121-9; F. Zimmermann, Philoponus' impetus theory in the Arabic tradition,
in Sorabji, Philoponus, 121-9; E. Giannakis, Philoponus
in the Arabic tradition of Aristotle's Physics, unpubl. doct.
diss., Oxford 1992; P. Lettinck, Aristotle's Physics and
its reception in the Arabic world, Leiden 1994; idem,
Philoponus: on Aristotle, Physics 5-8, London 1994;
A. Hasnawi, Alexandre dAphrodise vs Jean Philopon.
Notes sur quelques traites d'Alexandre "perdus" en Greque,
conserves en arabe, in Arabic Sciences and Philosophy, iv/1
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(R. WISNOVSKY)
YAKAN, CADLI, Egyptian p o l i t i c i a n (b. Cairo
1864, d. Paris 1933). His father, Khalll b. Ibrahim
Yakan, was a grandson of Muhammad 'All's sister.
The child of a wealthy landed family and educated
in part in European and Ottoman schools, cAdlf was
a member of the Turko-Egyptian aristocracy that had
emerged in 19th-century Egypt.
He was a leading figure in Egyptian politics from
World War I to the early 1930s. He served as Minister
of Education in the Cabinets of Husayn Rushdf during the War. In late 1918-early 1919 he engaged,
along with RushdT, in an unsuccessful attempt to form
a delegation to go to London to negotiate Egypt's postwar status. As Foreign Minister in 1920, he did proceed to London to discuss the Egyptian question with
Lord Milner. Appointed Prime Minister for the first
time in March 1921, cAdl! again went to London to
re-negotiate Egypt's status with Lord Curzon. Excluded
from the negotiations and suspicious of cAdlfs more
accommodating position, Sacd Zaghlul [q.v.] and the
Wafd denounced the cAdlT-Curzon negotiations. Faced
with Wafdist opposition, the cAdlT ministry resigned
in December 1921 without concluding an agreement.
c
Adl! was a founding member of the Liberal Constitutionalist Party in October 1922, serving as the party's
president until 1924. He again became Premier in June
1926, in a coalition government with the Wafd. Criticism of his moderate policies by the Wafdist parliamentary majority led to his ministry's resignation in
April 1927. In October-December 1929 he led a caretaker ministry charged with supervising parliamentary
elections. President of the Senate in 1930, he resigned
the post in October 1930 in protest against Isma'fl
Sidki's abrogation of the Constitution of 1923. Aristo-
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cratic and aloof but a man of personal dignity and
integrity, cAdlf ended his political career as a respected
elder statesman, dying in 1933.
Bibliography: Zirikll, A'ldm2, v, 6; cAbd alRahman al-Raficr, Thawrat sanat 1919, 2 vols. Cairo
1955; idem, Fi a'kab al-thawra al-Misriyya, 3 vols.
Cairo 1959; Afaf Lutfi al-Sayyid Marsot, Egypt's liberal experiment, 1922-1936, Berkeley, etc. 1977; Marius
Deeb, Party politics in Egypt, London 1979.
(J. JANKOWSKI)
YAKAN, MUHAMMAD WALI AL-DIN, O t t o m a n Egyptian liberal s p o k e s m a n and neoclassicist poet (1873-1921). The son of Hasan SirrT and
the grandson of Ibrahim Pasha Yakan, a cousin of
Muhammad CA1T, Wall al-Din Yakan was born in
Istanbul on 2 March 1873. He was brought to Egypt
by his family as a child. Orphaned at six, Wall alDm was raised by his uncle CA1I Haydar, a high official of the Khedivial establishment, and attended the
Princes' School (Madrasat al-Andj.al) where children of
the dynasty were educated. After graduating, Wall
al-Din worked briefly in the Public Prosecutor's Office
and for Khedive cAbbas Hilml II [#.y.]. After a visit
to Istanbul in 1895, he became a vehement critic of
the Ottoman regime of cAbd al-Hamfd II [q.v.]. His
short-lived periodical al-Ictimad was eventually banned
by the Ottoman government. Returning to Istanbul,
Wall al-Din worked in the Customs Service and was
eventually made a member of the Supreme Council
for Public Instruction. Continued criticism of the
Hamfdian regime let to his banishment to Sfwas from
1902 until the Young Turk Revolution in 1908. Wall
al-Din returned to Egypt shortly after the Young Turk
Revolution. He worked in the Justice Ministry until
1914, when Sultan Husayn Kamil [q.v.] made him
his Arabic Secretary. Afflicted with asthma, in 1919
Wall al-Dm retired to Helwan in 1919, and died
there on 6 March 1921.
Wall al-Dm Yakan is best known as a neoclassicist Arabic poet and a champion of liberalism and
toleration within the late Ottoman empire. His autobiographical al-Maclum wa 3l-madjhul (1909, 1911) was
largely an expose of Hamfdian despotism. Although
originally a supporter of the Young Turk movement,
his other pre-World War I works al-Sahd'if al-sud
(1910) and al-Tadfarib (1913) contained criticisms of
the ethnic inclinations of the Unionist regime which
succeeded cAbd al-Hamid II. More an Ottoman patriot
than an Egyptian nationalist, Wall al-Dln also took
a relatively sympathetic view of the British occupation and the British impact upon Egypt. He once
described himself as a liberal Ottoman who had become a literary Arab.
Bibliography: Wall al-Dm Yakan's Diwan was
published posthumously, Cairo 1924. Two biographies are Sarm al-KayyalT, Wall al-Dm Takan, Cairo
1960, and cAla3 al-Dm Wahid, 'Ashik al-hurriya, Wall
al-Dln Takan, Cairo 1987. Evaluations of his place
within modern Egyptian literature may be found
in Mounah A. Khouri, Poetry and the making of modern Egypt, 1882-1922, Leiden 1971, 111-13, and J.
Brugman, An introduction to the history of modern Arabic
literature in Egypt, Leiden 1984, 54-6. Brief biographical sketches are available in Khayr al-Dm alZirikli, al-Acldm, 5Beirut 1980, viii, 118, and A.
Goldschmidt, Jr., Biographical dictionary of modern Egypt,
Boulder 2000, 229-30.
(J. JANKOWSKI)
YAKHSHI FAKIH, O t t o m a n h i s t o r i a n , d. after
816/1413.
Yakhshi Fakfh is the earliest known compiler of menakib [see MANAKIB] or exemplary tales of the Ottoman
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dynasty in Ottoman Turkish. However, his compilation has not survived as an independent work, and
the only reference to it is that made by 'Ashikpashazade
[q.v.]. The latter records that in 816/1413, while accompanying Mehemmed Fs army on campaign, he fell
ill and "remained behind at Geyve, in the house of
Yakhshi Faqfh, the son of Orkhan Beg's imam... it
is on the authority of the son of the imam that I relate the mendqib of the Ottoman House as far as [Bayezld I]" (V.L. Menage, The mendqib of Yakhshi Faklh,
in BSOAS, xxvi [1963], 50; 'Ashikpashazade, Ta'nkh,
ed. CA1I, Istanbul 1332/1914, 84). Menage suggests
that, contrary to previous assumptions, it is not the
material that 'Ashikpashazade and the Anonymous
Chronicles have in common which derives from Yakhshi
Fakih but, rather, certain information that is unique
to cAshikpashaza.de. According to a variant reading in
one manuscript of 'Ashikpashazade's history, Yakhshi
Fakfh had a written (rather than an oral) version of
the mendkib thaj: was seen by the younger historian.
Aside from 'Ashikpashazade's statement that Yakhshi
Fakih was the son of Ishak Fakfh, imam to sultan
Orkhan [q.v.], no other biographical details are known.
Bibliography: For additional references, see
Menage, art. cit., in BSOAS, xxvi (1963), 50-4.
(CHRISTINE WOODHEAD)
YA'KUB, the Arabic name for the Old Testam e n t P a t r i a r c h Jacob, son of Isaac, son of
Abraham.
Yackub is mentioned by name in the Kur'an 16
times in ten suras. The nature of his appearance
tends to be formulaic in that he often appears in
reference to other prophets and personages familiar
also from the Bible. In what have traditionally been
deemed earlier suras, he appears in the following formula: "We gave [Ibrahim] Ishak and Ya'kub ..." (VI,
84; XIX, 49; XXI, 72; XXIX, 27). This has been
thought by some scholars to demonstrate that in the
early revelations Jacob was considered to be a son of
Abraham and not his grandson. This notion might
have been corrected in XI, 71, where the divine narrator informs Abraham's unnamed wife: "So We gave
her the good news of Isaac, and after Isaac Jacob."
Certainly in II, 133, when Jacob on his death bed
queries his sons whether they will remain believers,
they reply: "We will worship your God, the God of
your fathers Abraham, Ishmael and Isaac" (see also
XII, 6). In other late suras (II, 136, 140; III, 84; IV,
163), he appears in a different sequence: "Ibrahim,
Ismacll, Ishak, Yackub, and the tribes", which seems
to correspond more fully with biblical representations.
In all of these references, Jacob is portrayed as an
ancient and pious biblical prophet, but his character
is not developed.
In XIX, 6, Jacob is mentioned in the context of the
divine promise to Zakariyya of the impending birth
of Yahya (cf. Luke i. 5-64). Here, the name Jacob
carries that of the biblical Israelites as a whole, still
without any character development.
We learn slightly more about Jacob in the Joseph
sequence of sura 12. Although mentioned by name
only three times, he is referred to indirectly another
twenty-five times. Jacob does not trust his sons (XII,
11, 18, 83) and they do not respect their father (XII,
8, 16-17, 95). Jacob's prophetic nature is evident from
his knowledge of Joseph's future greatness (XII, 6),
his foreboding of and response to the supposed death
of Joseph (XII, 13, 18), and in his response to the
sons' plight in Egypt (XII, 83, 86-7, 96).
Post-Kur'anic literature, which clarifies the Kur'anic
genealogical ambiguity by bringing it in line with that

of the Bible, greatly expands the role and character
of Jacob, often in parallel with the biblical narrative
and Jewish aggadic extensions. Jacob's honorific lakab
is al-safyy "the pure". He was to emerge from his
mother's womb before his twin, Esau, but after the
latter threatened to block his mother's womb and kill
her, Jacob gave way. Esau resisted or disobeyed (casd),
so was called cAys or cAysa, while Jacob was born
grasping the heel (cakib) of his brother. Jacob is called
Isra'fl because he is noble in the eyes of God (sariyy
Allah} or because he travelled at night (yasir fi 'l-layl
oryasri bi }l-layl) to escape the wrath of Esau. Some exegesis has Jacob marry Leah's sister Rachel only after
Leah's death (cf. IV, 23). He knew the truth that the
entire family would bow down to Joseph all along
(cf. XII, 86).
Jacob is cited in the Hadlth as an example of one
who is patient and trusting in God in the face of suffering (cf. XII, 18), and suggestions are offered in the
exegetical literature as to why he suffered; e.g. he
does not insist that his sons feed a poor boy who has
come to their door, but years later insists on exceptional behaviour for them because they are a community of prophets.
Bibliography. Bukharl, Sahlh, anbiyd', 16; Ibn
Kutayba, Ma'drif, ed. cUkasha, 38-42; Tabari, i,
294, 354-60, 404-5; Tha'labi, Kisas al-anbiyd\ Beirut
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Hadjar, al-Fath al-bdn, Cairo 1398/1978, xiii, 166;
T.P. Hughes, A dictionary of Islam, 223; L. Ginzberg,
The legends of the Jews, Philadelphia 1909-36, i, 317424, v, 270-323; J. Walker, Biblical characters in
the Koran, Glasgow 1930; £/' s.v. (R. Paret); H.
Speyer, Die biblische Erzdhlungen im Quran, Grafenhainichen 1931, 213-14, 217-18, 220.
(R. FIRESTONE)
YA'KUB B. £ALI JfHIR [see GERMIYAN-OOJULLARI] .
C
YA'KUB B. DA'UD [see ABU ABD ALLAH YA'KUB].
YA'KUB B. KILLIS [see IBN KILLIS].
YA'KUB B. AL-LAYTH AL-SAFFAR ("the coppersmith"), Abu Yusuf, a d v e n t u r e r in Slstan and
founder of the dynasty there of Saffarids
[q.v.], functioned as amir in Slstan from 247/861 and
then as ruler of an extensive military empire in the
eastern Islamic lands until his death in 265/879, in
practice independent of the 'Abbasid caliphs.
The origins of Ya'kub's family in Slstan were clearly
humble, despite attempts of later historians to elevate
his father al-Layth to the status of head of the guild
of coppersmiths in the province. He was one of four
brothers who were members of local bands of 'ayydrs
[q.v], in the Slstan context something between antiKharidjite vigilantes, also called in the sources muttawwica "volunteer fighters for the faith", and bands of
brigands and rowdies. However, little in Yackub's later
career shows him as a fervent warrior for the cause
of SunnI orthodoxy, and once in supreme power in
Sistan, he did not hesitate to come to an agreement
with the local Kharidjites and to incorporate many
of them in his own army.
Abandoning the trade of coppersmith, Ya'kub rose
to power in the capital Zarang [q.v] by first serving
under but then setting aside the fayydr leaders Salih
b. al-Nadr and Dirham b. Nasr, and was recognised
as amir in Slstan in Muharram 247/April 861. He
had first to dispose of the threat from the dispossessed Salih, who had fled eastwards to Bust and had
sought help from the Zunbll [q.v], the local ruler in
southeastern Afghanistan, the regions of Zamlndawar
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and Zabulistan [q.vv.]. Salih was captured and killed
by the end of 250/early 865, and the Zunbll defeated
and killed in battle in the region of al-Rukhkhadj
[q.v.], that of the later Kandahar (251/865). A major
campaign in 256/869-70 took Ya'kub as far as Kabul, Bamiyan and Pandjhlr, having marched through
Zabulistan via Ghazna, in pursuit of the son of the
former Zunbll. A further campaign into Zabulistan
first secured the capture of the Zunbfl's son at the
fortress of Nay Laman (nothing more is heard of his
fate) and then pushed on northwards to Balkh, where
Ya'kub captured the city from its ruler, Dawud b.
Abl Dawud [see BANIDJURIDS, in Suppl.]. These conquests also gave Yackub temporary control of the silver mines of Pandjhlr and Badakhshan [q.vv.], and
coins of his were minted there from 259/872-3 to
261/874-5. These Saffarid activities in eastern Afghanistan spelt the end of the dynasty of Zunblls who
had blocked expansion of the Arabs there for some
two centuries, and the Islamisation of that region,
including the Kabul valley (but not the lands to its
north, Kafiristan [q.v.]) now presumably took shape.
Ya'kub was now ready to attack the Tahirids [q.v.],
nominal suzerains over Sfstan as governors of the East
for the 'Abbasids, although they had not in fact exercised any control over Sfstan since 239/854. There
were clashes in the frontier zone of western Afghanistan where the spheres of Saffarid and Tahirid authority met, possibly over taxation, and in 253/867 Ya c kub
attacked Harat and Pushang, capturing various of the
Tdhiriyya (members of the family or their partisans?).
Negotiations over their release brought Yackub into
direct contact with the 'Abbasid caliphs for the first
time, and al-Muctazz was compelled to award Yackub
the governorship of Fars if he could secure it, explicit
recognition for the first time of Ya'kub's rising power
in the East. In 259/873, however, Ya'kub was ready
for a final onslaught on the Tahirids' capital, Nishapur,
at a moment when Tahirid authority was already
being weakened in Khurasan by pressure from the
Zaydl Shf'fs of Tabaristan and their Daylamf allies.
Ya'kub entered the city in Shawwal 259/August 873
without striking a blow, captured Muhammad b. Tahir
II b. cAbd Allah [q.v], and advanced into the Caspian
coastlands, pursuing the Zaydf Imam al-Hasan b. Zayd
[q.v]. The c Abbasid caliph protested mildly in that
same year at Ya'kub's annexation of Khurasan, and
more vigorously in 261/874, when cUbayd Allah b.
c
Abd Allah b. Tahir I assembled the pilgrims from
northern and eastern Persia at Baghdad, denounced
Ya'kub's actions as being without caliphal authority
and absolving them from allegiance to him.
Yackub's considered response was to spend the next
two years consolidating his position in Kirman, Fars
and Khuzistan in southern Persia, having temporarily taken over Fars in 255/869 though unable to hold
it whilst he was involved with the affairs of Khurasan
and the Caspian provinces. But in 261/875 Yackub
re-appeared in Fars, defeated the local chief Muhammad b. Wasil, and moved westwards to Ramhurmuz
and Khuzistan, thereby threatening Lower clrak and
making feasible a junction with the Zandj [q.v.] rebels
there against the caliphate (in practice, Ya'kub rejected
overtures from the Zandj leader CA1T b. Muhammad,
but the appearance of the Saffarid armies undoubtedly bolstered the Zandj cause indirectly). The panicstricken caliph al-Muctamid offered Ya'kub a vast array
of governorships if he would halt his advance, but
the latter refused and advanced into Trak. However, in
a battle near Dayr al-cAkul [q.v] on the Tigris (9 Radjab
262/8 April 876), Ya'kub's army was decisively de-
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feated, abandoning his baggage and allowing various
of his captives, including Muhammad b. Tahir, to escape. The threat to Baghdad was thus lifted. Yackub
spent the last three years of his life in Khuzistan and
Fars, still spurning an alliance with the Zandj, and
died of an abdominal malady in Shawwal 275/June
879. He was succeeded as ruler over the Saffarid empire by his brother cAmr b. al-Layth [q.v.].
Yackub's meteoric rise and the great empire of military conquest which he assembled mark the first
breach in the fabric of the united cAbbasid caliphate,
for Ya'kub dismissed the "caliphal fiction" where by
all local rulers, however much autonomy they enjoyed
in practice, acknowledged their authority as arising
from an act of caliphal delegation. The provincial
Persian Ya'kub, on the other hand, rejoiced in his
plebeian origins, denounced the 'Abbasids as usurpers,
and regarded both the caliphs and such governors
from aristocratic Arab families as the Tahirids with
contempt. Frugal in his mode of life and a fearless
military commander, Ya'kub was sceptical in questions of inherited power and social prestige, and was
an exponent of Realpolitik. He cannot have taken seriously the attempts of the eulogists, who inevitably
gathered in his entourage, to link the obscure Layth
family with the Sasanid emperors and the mythical
first kings of Persia, nor is it at all certain whether
we should regard the scraps of verse in New Persian
emanating from his circle as showing Sistan as a cradle of the New Persian literary revival [see MUHAMMAD
B. WAS IF].
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YA'KUB BEG, Muhammad, r u l e r o f K a s h g h a r
1282-94/1865-77.
He was born in 1820, or rather 1826-7, in Pishkend
near Tashkend. His father was Pfr Muhammad Mfrza
(or Muhammad Latff), who claimed descent from
Tfmur. Originally from KaratigTn [q.v], he became
kadi of Kurama and moved on to Pishkend in
1234/1818. Ya'kub Beg's mother was the sister of the
influential Shaykh Nizam al-Dm, who tutored Ya'kub
Beg in his youth. Traditionally, he should have become
a mulld, but instead through his brother-in-law, Nur
Muhammad Khan, governor of Tashkend, he joined
the Khokand army, and in 1261-2/1845, with the
rank of kosh-begi [q.v] was entrusted with the defence
of Ak-Masdjid. Here he married a Kipcak woman
from Juelik, who bore him his first son, Beg Kull
Beg, in 1265/1848. In 1270/1853 he had to abandon
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Ak-Masdjid to the Russians. When he defended Cimkend in 1281/1864, he again had to retire to Tashkend,
where he joined 'Alirn Kul, de facto ruler of Khokand.
In the same year, to remove a possible rival, he was
sent by cAlim Kul with 66 followers to support Buzurg
Khan's claims as head of the Khwadja family in
Kashghar [q.v.]. He had been recalled by the usurper
Siddfk Beg to legitimise his rule. Siddlk Beg was killed
after a bloody feud, and Buzurg Khan recognised the
ruler of Khokand as his suzerain and appointed Yackub
Beg kosh-begi.'In 1284/1867 Ya'kub Beg ousted Buzurg
Khan. After he was joined by Khokand refugees in
1282/1865, Ya'kub Beg managed to'lift the Chinese
siege of the new town of Kashghar. In 1283-4/18667 he consolidated his rule over the southern part of
Eastern Turkistan [see SINKIANG], and the Amir of
Bukhara conferred upon him the title of Atalik ghdzi.
In 1287/1870 Yackub defeated the Dungans [see
AL-SIN], when he drove them from Urumci. After that,
he controlled almost all of Eastern Turkistan except
for the Hi valley, occupied by the Russians the same
year. In 1293-4/1876-7 the Chinese under Zuo Zongtang reconquered Sinkiang or Xinjiang.
Ya'kub Beg died probably on 16 Djumada I 12947
29 May 1877 from unknown causes. His son Beg
Kulf Beg after a short civil war became his legitimate successor, but fled to Khokand in Safar 12957
February 1878, from where he tried to enter Kashghar
again until 1299/1881.
His contemporaries were fascinated by Yackub Beg's
personality and success in state-building. Attributing
to him a rather reckless youth, he became in the eyes
of his contemporaries the founder of the first quasimodern state in Central Asia with a seemingly efficient army and a civilian administration based strictly
on the Shaffd. The members of the Forsyth mission
in 1289-90/1872-3 found a well-functioning administration, while the Chinese reports from 1294/1877
onwards—from a war-stricken country—paint a different picture. In the Chinese sources, Ya'kub Beg is
normally called an adventurer coming from outside
Sinkiang and imposing an Islamic rule on a multiethnic and multi-religious population [see MASRAH].
Bugra, himself from Sinkiang, condemns him for
imposing foreign Andidjam rule on the Muslims in
Sinkiang. While Russians and Britains regarded him
as a possible and not negligible pawn in the "Great
Game", Sayraml and Ottoman sources describe him
as a proponent of Muslim unity.
Ya'kub Beg built up his power by trusting almost
exclusively his Khokandf kin, exceptions being Hakim
Khan, descendant of the Khwadjas, and Niyaz Beg
o£ Khotan. Both of these deserted the toppling
Kashgharf state in the final crisis to become rivals for
power. He resorted also to diplomatic means to achieve
recognition. Mainly through his most important agent
and nephew, Sayyid Muhammad Ya'kub Khan, he
concluded treaties of trade with Russia in 1872 and
Britain in 1873, and gained the recognition of the
Ottoman empire as Amir of Kashghar, receiving a
modest amount of military help.
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YA'KUB BEY

[see

GERMIYAN-OaiULLARl].

YA'KUB CELEBI [see GERMIYAN-OGHULLARI] .
YA'KUB KADRI, KARA-'OTHMANOGHLU, in modern
Turkish orthography, Yakub Kadri Karaosmanoglu,
Turkish a u t h o r , j o u r n a l i s t , politician and
diplomat (1889-1974).
In 1909, he was a charter member of the literary
movement Feajr-i Ati ("The Dawn of the Future")
[q.v.], which embraced the motto "Art for art's sake".
After becoming conscious of the deleterious effects for
Turkey of the Balkan War of 1912, his philosophy
of art changed; he now argued that art was first and
foremost the expression of a society, of a nation, and
of a historical period. Hence all of his nine novels
depict a specific period in modern Turkish history.
In order of their publication in book form, these novels are: Kirdllk konak ("Mansion to let", 1922), Nur
Baba (1922), Hukum geajesi ("The night of judgement",
1927), Sodom we Gomore ("Sodom and Gomorrah",
1928), Taban ("The stranger", 1932), Ankara (1934), Sir
surgun ("An exile", 1937), Panorama (1953-4), Hep o
§arki ("Forever that song", 1956) [see KISSA. 3(b)]. The
most controversial of these novels were Nur Baba and
Taban. Nur Baba was attacked for revealing Bektashf
secrets and presenting a dervish lodge in a negative
light. Taban dramatised the alienation of the intellectual from the masses for whom he purported to speak.
All of his novels demonstrate his deft use of irony.
He was elected to the Grand National Assembly
in 1923, and served as a representative till 1934. In
1932, he started to publish a journal called Kadro
("The staff"). Critical reaction from within his party
to the journal's ideas led him to be appointed ambassador in 1934. He served as an ambassador in various posts till his retirement in 1955. He recounts his
years as a diplomat in his memoir ^praki diplomat
("Forced diplomat", 1955). His other memoirs are:
Anamin kitabi ("My mother's book", 1957), Vatan yolunda ("On the road to and for the nation", 1958),
Politikada 45 yd ("Forty-five years in politics", 1958),
Gen$lik ve edebiyat hatiralan ("Memories about youth and
literature", 1969).
In 1912, he contracted tuberculosis, from which he
suffered all his life. Perhaps because of his frail health,
he was of a pessimistic bent, but nevertheless he always
remained an idealist. He was a fervent admirer of
Atatiirk and his ideals, believing that Kemalism was
the first humanist reaction to imperialism and as such
had a universal dimension. He presents his ideas on
Mustafa Kemal in his monograph Atatiirk (1946).
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YA'KUB AL-MANSUR [see ABU YUSUF YA'KUB ALMANSUR] .
YA'KUB PASHA, p h y s i c i a n and official for
t h e O t t o m a n s u l t a n M e h e m m e d t h e Conqueror.
Ottoman, Jewish and Venetian sources provide information about him, called Jacopo or Giacomo in Italian
sources, yet due to the possibility that other personalities named Yackub or even anonymous ones may
have been intended by some of the surviving texts,
much of his life remains obscure. He was born around
829-34/1425-30 and came from the Italian town of
Gaeta. Of a Jewish family, he remained a Jew through
most of his career, but became a Muslim late in life,
along with several of his sons, although it is likely
that some of his descendants retained their original
religion. The date of his conversion is not known,
but it must have occurred before Muharram 8887
February 1483, when a document establishing a pious
foundation of his was witnessed by many high-level
courtiers, the future Grand Vizier Mesfh Pasha among
them. No mention of his name later than this date
has apparently been located. Thus an older assumption,
namely, that Ya'kub Pasha was killed during the disturbances following the demise of Mehemmed II in
863/1481 cannot be correct. An Istanbul town quarter was apparently named after Ya'kub Pasha's foundation, but by the middle of the 10th/16th century,
both these had disappeared.
We do not know where Ya'kub/Giacomo received
his medical training, but he appears in the entourage
of the young Sultan Mehemmed II, whom he served
not only as a physician but also in administrative
capacities, among other things as a defterddr. Without
stating his sources, Mehmed Thiireyya in his Sidjill-i
'othmani (Istanbul 1308-after 1316/1888-99) claims that
he also achieved the titles of we&r and musdhib and
was highly respected, placing his subject's death in
889/1484. Yackub Pasha's descendants may well have
received a diploma exempting them from various taxes,
the poll-tax (here called bash kharddji) and the cawdrid
among them. However, as the relevant diploma is
only extant in a rather free translation into Hebrew,
which moreover leaves out the name of the beneficiary, it is possible that it was granted not to Ya c kub/
Giacomo but to some other, less well-known Jewish
medical man of Mehemmed's.
Writing before 965/1558, Tashkopruzade praises
Yackub/Giacomo's medical skills and records several
anecdotes describing them. These seem to have earned
him the sultan's trust throughout the latter's reign;
however, during Mehemmed's last illness, it was not
he who treated the ruler but the Persian physician
Larf. Already in 861-2/1457, Giacomo had received
a gift of fine red velvet from the Venetian Senate, so
that he must have been regarded as an influential
figure at court. In 875-6/1471 the Venetian Senate
contacted him through intermediaries after an offer
on the physician's part to have the sultan murdered,
an overture to which the Senate responded positively.
However, there is no evidence that Giacomo of Gaeta
ever followed up on his promises, nor was he at the
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Ottoman court ever accused of plotting with Venetians
or others. He may in actual fact have been an Ottoman secret agent, exploring Venetian intentions on
behalf of the sultan.
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AL-YACKUBI, early Arab historian and geographer,^, in the second half of the 3rd/9th century.
Life. Abu '1-Abbas Ahmad b. Abl Ya c kub b. Dja c far
b. Wahb b. Wadih was born in Baghdad in the
3rd/9th century. Trained as a member of the secretarial class, he went to Armenia as a young man and
later served under the Tahirids [q.v.] in Khurasan.
After the fall of the Tahirids there in 259/872-3, he
settled in Egypt, and died there in the early 4th/10th
century, but apparently not before 292/905.
Works. Three of al-Yackubf's works have come down
to us. The first in importance is the Ta'rikh which,
as he himself describes it, is a "concise" account of
the origins and history of the world (ii, 2). Published
in two volumes, the first part begins with Adam and
his descendants (the section dealing with the creation
of the world is lost) and includes accounts, inter alia,
of the Israelites, Assyrians, Babylonians, Indians, Greeks,
Romans, Persians, Chinese, Egyptians, Yemenis and
Syrians. In his discussion of the Israelites, he frequently
quotes from the Hebrew Bible, to which he probably
had access in Arabic via versions in Greek and Syriac
(Adang, 120), and he cites the New Testament in
describing the life of Jesus. Biblical materials are often
seamlessly combined in al-Yackubf's narrative with
midrashim and apocrypha, reflecting no doubt the way
such materials reached him and other mediaeval
Muslim historians (Adang, 117-20 and passim). His
emphasis throughout is on highlighting the cultural
achievements of the peoples he describes, and it is
on this same note, with an account of the religious
and cultural life in pre-Islamic Arabia, that his first
volume ends.
A substantial part of the second volume is devoted
to the life of Muhammad, following which the history of Islam is organised by the reigns of individual
caliphs. His history is in fact one of the earliest surviving works to follow this mode of organisation
(Noth, 46). The ayydm of Abu Bakr, cUmar and c Uthman are described in sequence before "the caliphate
of the commander of the faithful CA1I b. Abl f alib"
(ii, 206) and of his son al-Hasan; the account then
proceeds with the ayydm of Mu'awiya b. Abl Sufyan
and his Umayyad successors, followed by the 'Abbasids,
the last of whom to be described is the caliph alMu c tamid (d. 279/892 [q.v.]). Al-Yackubi also gives
considerable attention to the Imamiyya and the travails of their imams, which has led scholars to debate
(inconclusively) whether he ought to be considered as
a Shf c f, and if so in what sense. Petersen, cAli and
Mucdwiya, 173, sees al-Yackubf as trying "to find a
compromise between the conflicting views" on the first
fitna; but al-Yackubl's hostile account of the caliphate
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of c Uthman (ii, 186-206) seems to leave little room
for any such compromise. While his hostility towards
the Umayyads stands out clearly, as does his proclivity for 'All, the precise character of al-Ya'kubl's
religious orientation remains uncertain. His attitude
towards the cAbbasids seems, in general, to have been
favourable though there are discordant notes. His characterisation of 'Abbasid rule as mere ayydm rather
than as khilafa might suggest some ambivalence in
his attitude towards the regime, for instance; and his
account of the death of Musa al-Kazim [q.v], the
seventh imam in the reckoning of the Twelver Shfca,
while in custody of Harun al-Rashld (ii, 499-500) is not
complimentary to the cAbbasids, even though the caliph
is not explicitly blamed for the death. Though alYa'kubl does not give isnads for his accounts, some
of his information comes from 'Abbasid family sources
(he himself was a mawld of the 'Abbasid family); but
it also comes from the cAlids (in particular, through
Dja'far b. Muhammad [q.v], the sixth imam) (ii, 3; cf.
also Duri, 67).
Owing perhaps to his secretarial background but,
equally, in the interest of narrative embellishment, alYa'kubf offers a generous sampling of letters which
purport to have been written by some of the individuals who figure prominently in his accounts. He
also shows considerable interest in the awa'il [q.v.].
Other literary forms such as speeches and lists are
common as well in his narratives. One noteworthy
instance of the latter is the listing of scholars (usually
characterised here as fukaha') appended to the reigns
of individual caliphs. Such lists seem intended to suggest the early origin of religious scholars recognisable
as a determinate group—from the time of the RightlyGuided Caliphs [see AL-KHULAFA' AL-RASHIDUN, in
Suppl.] onwards—as well as the continuity of this
institution in later generations. Yet it is odd that there
are no such lists for the reign of al-Ma'mun—
precisely the caliph who, with the mihna [q.v.], inaugurated a strenuous conflict with many of the culamd3—
or, for that matter, for any of his successors. This
example may, however, indicate no more than the
selective, anthology-like character of al-Yackubr's work
which belongs, in this as in other respects, firmly to
the genre of adab [q.v.].
Al-Ya'kubi's other major work is the Kitdb al-Bulddn,
which he completed in Egypt in 278/891, and which
is an administrative geography of the lands of Islam,
of the Turks and of the Nubians; portions describing
Byzantium, India and China are no longer extant.
Based on al-Yackubf's travels in Armenia, Adharbaydjan, India and North Africa, and, no doubt on his
experience in the caliphal administration, this book
provides much historical, topographical and statistical
information on the regions it describes. Like the Ta'rikh,
the Bulddn is also a work of adab. In their interest in
the influence of climate on human life and culture (a
theme already investigated by al-Djahiz [q.v.]), their
celebration of Baghdad as the unique and blessed
meeting place of the peoples and cultures of the world
(Bulddn, 233 ff.; Miquel, iv, 225 ff.), and, in general,
their concern to provide an abridgement (mukhtasar)
of such knowledge which "one cannot afford to ignore"
(233), the Bulddn and the Ta'nkh evince features common to many a work of the adab genre.
Al-Yackubf is also the author of a short treatise
entitled Mushdkalat al-nds li-zamdnihim in which he
shows, in a highly schematic and impressionistic fashion, some of the ways in which the life and tastes of
people are modelled on those of the caliphs under
whose reign they live (the caliphs are described in

chronological sequence, from Abu Bakr to the 'Abbasid
al-Mu'tadid, d. 289/902 [q.v.]). In its attention to the
supposed origin of particular practices and those who
instituted them, as Millward has observed, this work
is of interest as an early example of the awd'il genre.
More important, however, is this work's testimony to
al-Ya'kubf's search for patterns in history, a concern
which is occasionally also in evidence in both his
Ta'nkh and Bulddn (cf. Khalidi, Arabic historical thought,
124 ff.).
In general, the principal importance of al-Ya'kubf's
historical work is threefold. One of the earliest surviving examples of "universal" history in Islam, it is
especially noteworthy for its attention to the cultural
peculiarities and diversity of the ancient, pre-Islamic
nations and cultures it surveys. Also significant in this
regard is his unusually extensive use of non-Islamic
sources, e.g. biblical, midrashic and apocryphal materials, to provide a detailed account of the beliefs and
practices of the peoples he describes (cf. Adang, 38,
71 ff., 117 ff.). Second, though the character of alYa'kubT's Shf'T proclivities remains uncertain and, in
any case, almost all classical works of history preserve
traditions with many different tendencies (cf. Noth,
9-10 and passim), the Ta'rikh, like the work of al-Mas'udf
[q.v], does provide much insight and information on
early Shf'f attitudes and, in so doing, supplements
works with a decidedly Sunn! perspective on what we
know about the formation of religious identities in the
first centuries of Islam. Finally, al-Ya'kubfs work represents, even as it contributed to, the growth of adabhistoriography, an increasingly ascendant trend which
even the massive Ta'rikh of al-Tabarf [q.v.], based on
the methodology of /^^-scholarship, could do little
to displace.
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YA'KUBIYYUN, YA'AKIBA, YA'KUBIYYA, pis. of
Ya'kubl, the Arabic term for the Jacobite Christians.
"Jacobites" is the designation for members of the
Syrian Orthodox Church, whose dogmatical position
(Christ's divinity and humanity coming together into
one nature), known as monophysitism, was thought
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to be at variance with the moderate dyophysite christology formulated by the Fourth Ecumenical Council
of Chalcedon (451; one divine and one human nature
united into one person and hypostasis). Consequently,
the "Monophysites" were considered as heretics by
the leaders of the Imperial Church. In the aftermath
of the Council, the situation in the Patriarchate of
Antioch was much confused, with some members of
the clergy and the laity professing a monophysite christology, and others, nicknamed Malkaye (Melkites), i.e.
followers of the Emperor (malka), supporting the resolutions of Chalcedon. Allegiances, however, could change,
and periods of fierce persecution by the imperial
authority alternated with attempts at reaching a compromise. A complex mixture of cultural (a certain, but
not absolute, opposition Greek-Syriac), nationalistic
(erosion of the Unitarian ideology of the Roman Empire), socio-economic (recession in Syria connected with
social unrest; repression) and theological factors contributed to promoting feelings of a distinct "monophysite" identity. The activity of Jacob Burdcana (Arabic:
Barda'f, also Bardam, d. A.D. 578), who ordained
several bishops and appointed a monophysite Patriarch
for the see of Antioch, brought about the result that,
along with the Imperial Church, an independent monophysite Church came into being in the Patriarchate
of Antioch. Its members were mainly Syriac-speaking,
but also included some Arab tribes (Ghassan, Taghlib
[f/.zw.]) who belonged to the monophysite community
and even had their own bishops. Before Jacob's lifetime, the Monophysites had already crossed the classical boundaries of the Antiochian Patriarchate and
settled in Sasanid territory, sc. in clrak, mainly in the
region around Takrft. The name of the Jacobite
Church is to be traced back to Jacob Burdcana, but
the Jacobites consider the christianisation of Edessa
[see AL-RUHA] as the true beginning of their Church.
Though in the course of history, the term 'Jacobites"
was currently used by the Jacobites to designate themselves and was also known to Muslim heresiographers,
in modern times the name "Syrian Orthodox" or "West
Syrian" (the opposite of "East Syrian", i.e. "Nestorians"
[see NASTURIYYUN] and "Chaldaeans") is preferred, with
"Syrian Orthodox" as the correct self-designation. In
a more general sense, 'Jacobites" was also used as
synonym for all monophysite Christians, including the
Copts (e.g. al-Mascudl, Tanbih, 151).
1. The Islamic period.
On account of a lack of contemporary Jacobite
sources, it is a matter of discussion whether the advance
of the first Islamic troops and their conquest of important centres of Jacobite Christians such as Edessa (167
637) and neighbouring cities in Mesopotamia and
Syria were welcomed as a liberation from the persecutions by the Greeks. Echos of this assumption can
be found in the writings of later West Syrian historiographers such as the Patriarch Dionysius of Tell Mahre
(d. 845), the Patriarch Michael the Syrian (d. 1199)
or the bishop and scholar Gregory Barhebraeus (d. 1286
[see IBN AL-'IBR!]). In Persia, the West Syrian Metropolitan of Taknt, Maruta, took the side of the Muslims
and opened the gates of the citadel to them (Barhebraeus, Chron. ecclesiasticum, ed. J. Abbeloos and Th.
Lamy, Louvain 1877, iii, 123-5). On the other hand,
the same sources frequently stress the cruelty of the
Muslim invaders and seem to consider the consequences of their attacks as a just punishment by God
for the sins committed by the Jacobite community.
During the reign of the first Umayyad caliphs,
Christians had many opportunities ("as scribes, managers and administrators" according to Dionysius of
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Tell Mahre) to contribute to the development of the
new society in Syria. Incidentally, we also know the
names of West Syrians holding public functions. One
of the best known was al-Akhtal [q.v.], a member of
the Banu Taghlib and court poet under cAbd al-Malik
b. Marwan. The latter also summoned the rich Edessan
merchant Athanasius b. Gummaye to his court and
appointed him secretary to his brother cAbd al-'AzIz,
governor of Egypt (Dionysius of Tell Mahre, in Chronique de Michel le Syrien, ed. J.-B. Chabot,' Paris 18991910, iv, 447, ii, 474). During the reign of the same
caliph, however, the Jacobite Church was also confronted with the problem of apostasy, mainly due to
mixed marriages, as we may infer from some ecclesiastical canons issued by bishop Jacob of Edessa (d.
708), but also the first discriminatory measures aimed
at Christians played a role here. Patriarch John II (d.
754) was the first to obtain official recognition of his
dignity from the caliph himself (Marwan II).
In the cAbbasid period, with the transfer of the
seat of government to Trak, most areas populated by
Jacobite Christians were situated relatively far from
the capital, partly even outside Muslim territory. This
situation laid Jacobite church leaders open to the accusation of being on the side of the Byzantines (Fiey,
Abbassides, 183). This did not prevent Patriarchs regularly undertaking the journey to Baghdad to obtain
their investiture diploma, or even to appeal to the caliph
against rival candidates or simply to settle matters of
church discipline. The institution of the maphrianate
(see below) appeared to be a practical solution for the
problem of the contacts of the Jacobites with the authorities in Baghdad. In 301/913, a patent delivered
by al-Muktadir to the East Syrian Catholicos Abraham Abraza (d. 937) regulates the official relationship
between the Nestorian, Jacobite and Melkite hierarchies and the Muslim authorities, to the advantage of
the Nestorians, who became the preferred interlocutors
of the court (Fiey, Abbassides, 130). Only the Nestorian
Catholicos was entitled to have his official residence
in the capital. The creation of Crusader states in areas
important for the Jacobite community, such as Edessa
and Antioch (491/1098) and Jerusalem (492/1099),
allowed the West Syrians to develop a cautious openness to the Church of Rome in theological and church
political matters, without wishing, however, to submit
to papal authority, as this openness was readily interpreted by the Latin clergy in Jerusalem and Antioch.
By the end of the 5th/llth century, much of the
power of the cAbbasids was taken over by the Saldjuk
Turks, who settled in the traditional homelands of the
Jacobites, including those territories which had so far
remained outside Muslim rule. According to Michael
the Syrian, the relations between Saldjuk and Jacobite
leaders were, on the whole, relatively good. He praised
their tolerant attitude in matters of faith, and he maintained good relations with the Rum Saldjuk Kilidj
Arslan II. An entire chapter of his chronicle is devoted
to the origin of these "Turkaye" or "Turkaye" (Chron.
Michel Syr., iv, 149 ff., 566 ff.).
In the later 'Abbasid period, important parts of the
Christian population had embraced Islam on account
of the growing number of discriminatory measures. The
Jacobite church was nevertheless able to maintain an
extensive network of metropolitan sees and important
monasteries, which, in the 13th century, extended from
Acre on the Mediterranean coast to Tabriz in Adharbaydjan. After the destruction of Baghdad by the Mongols (656/1258), the centre of gravity of power again
moved eastward. The first Mongol leaders were initially well disposed towards the Christians, mainly East
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Syrians, but the Jacobites also took advantage of this
situation. Their Maphrian, Gregory Barhebraeus, frequently stayed in the Il-Khanid capitals of Tabriz and
especially at Maragha, where he was able to study contemporary Persian accounts of the Mongol invasions
such as the Tdnkh-i ^ahdn-gushdy by DjuwaynT. By the
end of the 13th century, however, the Mongols proclaimed Islam as the official religion of their empire.
The 14th century was a period of decline, not only on
account of the changed religious policy of the Mongol
leaders, but also due to inner dissensions (see below). The
Turco-Mongol incursions by Tfmur Lang at the turn
of the 14th and 15th centuries accelerated this process
and brought about the destruction of important Jacobite centres in Amid (Diyarbakir), Mardin and the Tur
c
Abd!n. Thereafter, the West Syrians became almost
everywhere a minority, living on the margin of society. Only some isolated villages in the Tur cAbdm [q.v.]
and northern Mesopotamia remained entirely Jacobite.
Their immediate neighbours were mostly Kurdish
tribes, whose feudal structure they shared, at least in
some regions. In the Tur cAbdm they also kept their
own Aramaic language, surviving to the present day
[see TUR CABD!N. 4.].
This situation continued during much of the Ottoman period. The position of the Jacobites was still
further weakened by the creation of a Uniate Syrian
Catholic Church (1662 and, on a permanent basis,
from 1783 onwards), to which many important members of the Jacobite community felt attracted. Since
the end of the 18th century the Armenian Patriarch
in Istanbul had become the sole representative of all
monophysite Christians of the empire, a tangible proof
of the marginal position of the West Syrians. Only
in 1882 was the Jacobite church recognised as an independent millet [q.v.]. Due to their close ties with the
Armenian community, the West Syrians became involved in the Turco-Armenian conflict. During the
massacres of 1895-6, the West Syrians succeeded in
conveying to the Turks that their community was different from that of the Armenians, hence they generally escaped unharmed; but this distinction from the
Armenians (and the Assyrian Christians) was not made
in 1915-16, when about one-third of the population
of the Tur cAbdm fell victim to the violence of the
Ottoman soldiers and their Kurdish allies, amongst
many other massacred Christians.
Though in 1923 the Patriarch had been compelled to
leave Dayr al-Zacfaran, the age-old see of the Patriarchate (see below), the first years of the new Turkey
of Mustafa Kemal were relatively calm due to its nonreligious, nationalist orientation. After his death in
1938, the West Syrians had to pay for the fact that
the Treaty of Lausanne (1923) only speaks of the religious and cultural rights of non-specified, "non-Islamic
minorities". According to the current interpretation by
the Turkish authorities, only the Jewish, Greek and
Armenian communities are recognised as such, and
not the West Syrians.
From the 1960s onwards, many West Syrians from
Turkey and the Middle Eastern countries emigrated
to Western Europe and North America initially as
economic migrants, but since the 1980s also as applicants for political asylum (see further on this emigration; TUR cABDIN. 2).
2. Ecclesiastical s t r u c t u r e .
The head of the Syrian Orthodox Church is the
Patriarch "of Antioch and all the East", "all the East"
referring to a classical Roman administrative division
in the region east of Antioch. In the pre-Islamic as well
as in the Islamic periods, the Patriarch had no fixed

residence, but mainly stayed in important monasteries
outside Antioch, and in the Crusader period, also in
Antioch itself.
From the l l t h century till 1293 he used to reside
in the monastery of Mar Barsawma near Malatya. In
1293 the seat of the Patriarchate was transferred to
Dayr al-Zacfaran, near Mardin, which the Patriarch
left only in 1923 for Hims (Syria). Since 1959 his
residence has been in Damascus, with a recentlyerected clerical training school in Ma'arrat-Saydnaya.
Official texts are published in al-Mad^alla al-Batriyarkiyya.
The Metropolitan of Takrft, since the 11th century called
Maphreydnd or Maphrian, was the official representative of the Patriarch for the eastern dioceses of the
West Syrian Church. He had far-reaching powers,
such as the right to convene synods and the ordination
of metropolitans. Since 1152 his actual place of residence was in Mawsil or its neighbourhood (monastery
of Mar Mattay). In the 'Abbasid period, he had to
intervene frequently at the court on behalf of his coreligionists. The function was abolished in 1859, but reestablished in 1974 for the ancient community of Syrian
Orthodox in India. A schismatic patriarchate and
maphrianate existed in Tur £AbdIn between 1364 and
1495.
3. The C h u r c h w i t h i n the Islamic religious
a n d c u l t u r a l milieu.
(a) Apologetic and polemical literature. It does not seem
that in the context of literary contracts with Islam (both
in Syriac and Arabic), the Jacobites developed special
themes absent from the writings of authors belonging
to different Christian communities such as the Melkites
or, especially, the Nestorians. Only in the field of christology had the Jacobites to be aware that their emphasis on the unity of the divine and human aspect in
Christ was difficult to accept by Muslim thinkers, some
of whom felt more sympathy for a "Nestorian" christology, which, by its presumed emphasis on the separation between Christ's divinity and humanity, seemed
less to jeopardise God's transcendence. Thus the caliph
al-Mahdl agreed with the East Syrian Catholicos
Timothy I that the christological position of the West
Syrians virtually amounted to theopaschitism. Yahya
b. cAdf [q.v.] took it upon himself to defend the traditional Jacobite christological position against an (otherwise unknown) Muslim thinker, Ahmad Abu '1-Husayn
al-Misrl, who partly supported the Nestorian point of
view (E. Platti, La grande polemique anti-nestorienne de Tahya
b. cAdi, CSCO, 427-8, 437-8, Louvain 1981-2).
The oldest example of West Syrian apologetics is
the record (in Syriac) of a dispute between Patriarch
John I d-Sedraw(hy) (d. 768) and a Muslim amir.
Though the dispute itself may have been a historical
event which took place as early as 24/644, the record
is a literary fiction composed in a much later period
(the end of the 7th or beginning of the 8th centuries
A.D., see G. Reinink, The beginnings of Syriac apologetic
literature in response to Islam, in Oriens Christianus, Ixxvii
[1993], 165-87): It deals with issues such as the doctrine of the godhead of Christ, the Trinity, the superiority of Christianity and the presence of legislative
texts in Christian scriptures. The language of this dispute is simple and straightforward, and lacks the philosophical terminology, which became characteristic of
later West Syrian apologists. Thus the archdeacon
Nonnus of Nisibis (middle of the 9th century) defended
the Jacobite creed with arguments based on Scripture,
but, especially, on discursive reasoning. His work (in
Syriac) was mainly directed against Jews and Muslims,
but the author clearly expressed his preference for
Islam which he considers to be more akin to Christian-
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ity than all other outside religions, including Judaism.
such as imam, sharfa, sunna, nasikh-mansukh (to explain
To substantiate this claim, he adduced what became
the relation between the New and Old Testaments),
in later times the classical argument of the Kur'an's
etc. Other examples of such works are the (not yet
recognition of Christ as being born from a Virgin
edited) theological summa of Jacob bar Shakko (d.
and Christ and as being "the Word and Spirit of God"
1241) known as the "Book of Treasures" (in Syriac)
(A. Van Roey, Nonnus de Nisibe. Traite apologetique,
with a passage on the Tayydye "Arabs, Muslims". The
Louvain 1948). Nonnus' teacher Habfb b. Khidma Abu
theological summa of Barhebraeus, the "Candelabra
Ra'ita (first half of the 9th century) was the author
of the sanctuary" contains passages refuting the Muslim
of several apologetic treatises, all composed in Arabic.
accusation of tahrif [q.v.~\ (Candelabre du sanctuaire. IV. De
His intention was to present a Christian readership
rincarnation, ed. J. Khoury, in PO, xxxi, Paris 1964, 110).
with a solid apologetic argumentation that could help
(b) Canonical decisions. The growing influence of Islam
them to formulate adequate answers to Muslim objeccan also be gathered from a number of canonical
tions and questions. To explain the dogma of the
decisions dealing with different aspects of the relations
Trinity, he made use of the classical, Islamic method
with the Islamic world. The Jacobite canonists were
of reasoning by analogy (kiyds). His efforts to be undermostly worried about the apparently growing number
standable to Muslims by employing the philosophical
of Christian women marrying Muslims. Jacob of Edessa
and lexical terminology of contemporary Muslim
allows these women to continue to receive Holy Commutakallimun are especially noteworthy. In order to dismunion lest they apostasise. The Patriarch Athanasius
courage conversion to Islam he analyses the different
II of Balad (d. 686) denounces the participation of
motives that caused Christians to give up their reliChristians in Muslim festivals. The Patriarch Giwargis
gion (S. Griffith, Habib ibn Hidmah Abu Ra'itah, a
(d. 785) states that Christians are not allowed to marry
Christian mutakallim of the first Abbasid century, in Oriens
their daughters to Muslims. Those who do, as well
Christianus, Ixiv [1980], 160-200). The problem of free
as the women concerned, are not allowed to receive
will and predestination was treated by Moses b. Kepha
Holy Communion. The Synod of the Monastery of
(d. 903). Chapter six of his treatise on this subject (in
Shila (846) excommunicates all Christians who "marry
Syriac) is directed against the Mhaggraye (= muhdajirun
Hanpe (lit. "pagans", but in this context to be interor Sons of Hagar), whose mutakallimun are depicted,
preted as Muslims), Jews and Magi". Also, Dionysius
without any nuance, as defending a strict determinist
bar Salibi, in his penitential canons, devotes some
position (Griffith, Free will in Christian kalam. Moshe b.
attention to women entering into relations with "Arabs
Kepha against the teachings of the Muslims, in Le Museon,
and Turks". Another important issue was the problem
€
c [1987] 143-59). Like Abu Ra'ita, Yahya b. AdI,
of Christians converted to Islam but desiring to return
the capable student of Abu Nasr al-Farabf [q.v.], and
to their old faith. Instances of how this problem was
the Nestorian philosopher Abu Bishr Matta b. Yunus
dealt with can also be found in historiographical works,
[q.v.], tried to defend the Christian dogmas of the
e.g. the case of the apostate Maphrian Ignatius b.
Trinity and the Incarnation with the help of a comKiki (Chron. Michel Syr., iii, 127 iv, 554); Jacob of
mon, Muslim-Christian philosophical language, refuting
Edessa stipulates that rebaptism is not necessary, but
one by one all single elements of the objections of
a time of penitence has to be imposed. An allusion
his adversaries with great logical consistency. Due to
to mixed marriages is possibly to be found in a canon
the fact that he gives lengthy quotations of his Muslim
of bishop John of Mardfn (d. 1165), stipulating that
interlocutors, some otherwise lost works have be_en
children of Mashlemdne are only entitled to receive the
c
preserved, e.g. of Abu Yusuf al-Kindl or Abu lsa
baptism of John for the remission of sins, to be disal-Warrak (D. Thomas, Anti-Christian polemic in early
tinguished from the baptism administered to Christian
Islam. Abu flsa al-Warraq's "Against the Trinity'", Camchildren (The Synodicon in the West-Syrian Tradition. II,
bridge 1992). Abu 'All Ibn Zur c a and Muhyl al-Dm
ed. A. Voobus, Louvain 1976, 246).
al-Isfahanf, authors respectively of a treatise on God's
(c) Cultural interaction. Though to a lesser degree than
Unicity and Trinity (ed. M. Allard and G. Troupeau,
the East Syrians, West Syrians also participated in the
Beirut 1962) and of a refutation of Islam, were to contransmission of Greek philosophy and science to the
tinue the tradition of West Syrian apologetics in Arabic, j Arab world, thus contributing to the achievements of
The last important West Syrian polemicist writing in
the first c Abbasid period. Important translators into
Syriac was Dionysius bar Sallbf, Metropolitan of Amid
Arabic were cAbd al-Masih b. Na'ima al-Himsf, Yahya
(d. 1171). His tract against the Muslims contains a
b. cAdl and Ibn Zur c a, all mentioned in Ibn alsection that describes the different groups into which
Nadlm's Fihrist. Yahya b. cAdi was at that time still
the Muslims were divided, and it offers Syriac transthe teacher of a number of Muslim students. In a
lations for Islamic technical terms, as well as quotalater period, however, this situation was reversed.
tions in Syriac from the Kur'an (Griffith, Dionysius b.
Barhebraeus states "we from whom (the Arabs) have
Salibi on the Muslims, in H. Drijvers et alii (eds.), IVth
acquired wisdom through translators who were all
Symposium Syriacum 1984, Orient. Christ. Analecta 229,
Syrians, are now in the necessity of asking for wisdom
Rome 1987, 353-6).
from them" (Civil chron., ed. St. Ephrem the Syrian
Apologetic elements can also be found in works not
Monastery-Glanerbrug 1987, 90b). Authors like Jacob
primarily composed to serve apologetic purposes. Sevbar Shakko, John bar Ma'danf and, especially,
eral works of historiography contain passages on difBarhebraeus were influenced by Islamic thinkers, the
ferent aspects of Islam. An example is the secular
latter not only in his scientific, medical and philosophchronicle of Barhebraeus devoting much attention to
ical writings (especially from Ibn Sfna and Naslr althe biography of Muhammad, to kalam, etc. The same
Dm al-Tusf) and in his chronicles, but also in his
holds true for some theological writings composed priecclesiastical treatises (the second part of his nomomarily for the community itself, such as the Kitdb alcanon, a work of canon law, is strongly influenced
Murshid, a general theological, ethical and liturgical
by fikh) and, surprisingly, in his works on spirituality:
handbook by Yahya b. Djanr (end of the 11th century).
both the Ethicon and the Book of the Dove show influIn many passages, the author takes great care to make j ences from al-Ghazalfs Ihyd3 culum al-din (H. Teule,
certain aspects of the Christian doctrine intelligible to ' Barhebraeus' Ethicon, al-Ghazali and Ibn Sina, in IslamoMuslim readers by using a specific Muslim terminology
christiana, xviii [1992], 73-85).
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YAKUT (A.), c o r u n d u m , one of the outstanding
gems according to early and later Islamic writers, the
others being zumunud (emerald) and lu'lu3 (pearl) (alBfrunT, Diamahir, 81; Nawddir, 73 [from a manuscript
dated 390/1000]). Yakut (ruby) is considered by alBfrum to be the first-rated, most valuable and most
expensive of all gems (ibid., 32).
Etymology. Al-Djawharf opines that the word ydkut
is an arabicised Persian word (Sihdh, ed. A.CA. cAttar,
Cairo n.d. [ca. 1372/1956], i, 271). Hamza al-Isfah'anf,
as quoted by al-Birunf, derives ydkut from the Per-

sian yakand. However, the term is most probably
derived from the Greek hyakinthos via the Syriac yakkundd or yakkuntd (there are further variants, see
C. Brockelmann, Lexicon Syriacum, Hildesheim 1966,
307a); the Greek may also be the origin of the Persian
term.
In the Kur'an, ydkut is referred to only once to
describe the young pure virgins in Paradise as resembling it (LV, 58); al-Blruni says that ydkut ahmar (ruby)
is intended here, rather than any other variety of the
stone (ibid., 33).
Definition. A discussion of ydkut ought to begin with
clarifying the common but erroneous modern use of
the word as an equivalent to ruby. In mediaeval
Arabic literary and scientific textual sources, ydkut is
equivalent to all varieties of the mineral corundum
that we know today. Corundum is a crystallised form
of alumina (A1203) which occurs in many colours,
among which ydkut ahmar ("red corundum" or "ruby")
is the finest. The second best, according to al-TffashT
[q.v.], is the ydkut asfar, known in English as "yellow
sapphire" or "oriental topaz" (Cipriani, Macdonald
Encyclopedia of Precious stones, 106). The third in rank
is the ydkut akhab or azrak ("blue sapphire"), and the
last is ydkut abyad ("leuco-sapphire"). Al-Bfrunf wondered how transparent stones like ydkut crystallised
and obtained their various colours, and thought that
knowing this was beyond man's comprehension. We
know now that the different colours of the various
types of ydkut are due to traces of a metallic oxide
present in the stone as an impurity (Webster, Gems,
60; Bauer, Precious stones, 261).
Each of the four main types has gradation in colour.
The ydkut ahmar, for instance, being the most valuable, has seven shades of red, ranging from deep red,
bahramdm (Rubicelle, Escarboucle) or rummdnl (defined
at the present time as "carmine" or "pigeon's blood"),
to the pale rose-pink wardi. The colours of the ydkut
asfar range from the deeply saturated (ajullandn) to
the palest or straw-coloured (tibni). The ydkut akhab
or azyak ranges from the dark kuhll (ink blue) down
to the lighter samdwi or asmdnd^uni (sky blue). The
ydkut abyad has two shades, the more prized of which
is the mahawi or billawn (rock crystal-like).
These four types, classified according to colour and
value by a number of mediaeval Islamic writers such
as Ibn Masawayh, al-Blruni quoting al-Kindf, alTffashf, Ibn al-Akfanf [q.vv.] and others, represent
essentially varieties of the same mineral with the same
degree of hardness and density.
Provenance. The mines of ydkut are in the Mogok
region in Burma, in Thailand, Cambodia, Sri Lanka
and other places. Al-Kazwfnf in 'Aajd'ib, Til, locates
its mines in the countries around the equator. The
rough ydkut is obtained from deposits eroded from
the mother-rock, and thus is normally found among
sand, gravel and clay brought down the mountains
by torrents and wind (Ibn Masawayh, Qawdhir, 41-3;
al-Bfrunf, Dfamdhir, 44; al-TffashT, Azjidr, 64; Bauer,
287). The best ydkut is that washed down by torrents,
according to the first two of these authors.
Physical properties. Yakut is brittle, though it is the
hardest of all minerals after the diamond (D[amdhir,
48; Azhdr, 70; Nukhab, 8), having number 9 in Mohs'
scale of hardness (Bauer, 263; Webster, 74). It is also
the densest of all precious stones, according to alBfrunf, and it has a very high specific gravity of ca.
4 with insignificant variations (sapphire's specific gravity is 4.08, slightly higher than that of ruby which
ranges between 3.99 and 4.06 (Bauer, 282). Al-Birum
(Diamdhir, 77) states that, if the weight of a sapphire
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is 100, that of a ruby of the same size is 97 Vs, the
ratio in integers being 800 to 777.
Yakut is described in Muslim sources as resistant
to fire; it neither melts nor calcifies as other precious
stones like emerald do. When yakut is exposed to high
temperature, the red variety is neither changed nor
destroyed, this being a test for simulants or fakes. AlTlfashl mentions that in the K. al-Ahdjdr, ascribed to
Aristotle, it is said that when yakut ahmar is exposed
to the blowpipe, it is infusible, but its beauty enhances
(Azhdr, 72). However, while the colour of the ruby
remains unaltered, that of the sapphire under similar
conditions will disappear; blue and yellow yakut turn
white. Sapphire can be decolourised but it does not
melt in fire. Resistance to heat without loss of colour
is strictly a property of yakut ahmar.
The same authorities state that the immediate visible characteristics and distinctive features of yakut are
its vitreous lustre and its shucac (double refraction).
Transparency is expressed by "abundance of water"
(wafrat al-md}, by mashqffa, i.e. shqffafiyya "translucency,"
or by sofa' "clarity". Uniform, intense and deeply saturated colour, ishba' or kathrat al-sibgh, is, in addition
to glittering brightness, rawnak, one of the good features that raise its value.
Defects or impurities appear in the form of "cleavage", shibh al-tashklk, tash'ir, or shacra; "freckles" or
"inclusions", namash; "cavities", khuruk (sg. khark), like
sus in wood, either filled with air, rih, or water, md\
or mud, raym, or sometimes worms, dud. All of these
could be removed from the stone by a drill; if left
within, the stone will crack. Another defect is the
uneven distribution of colour which gives an appearance of "piebaldness", bulka. While the ruby is usually coloured uniformly throughout, the distribution
of colour in the sapphire is often very irregular.
Moreover, if the colour of the ruby is not uniform,
it will become uniformly coloured through gradual
heating (Bauer, 265, 282).
Cloudiness, ghaym, is one of the flaws mentioned
by al-Kindl and Ibn al-Akfanl, who call it ghamdma
baydd3 sadafiyya (i.e. milky and nacreous cloud), which
sticks to the surface, and if not deep, disappears
through rubbing. One of the flaws enumerated by alKindl is the namash or "freckles", which appear as
patches different from the original colour; if abundant
and if deep and spreading, they will be difficult to
remove (cited in al-Bfrunl, Qiamdhir, 38).
Medical and magical uses. Apart from the physical
properties of yakut, medicinal, psychological, and talismanic qualities were also attached to it. Ibn alAkfanf quotes Aristotle, Ibn Sma, Ibn Zuhr and
al-Ghafikl as saying that, if worn as a pendant or
ring, yakut repels pestilence vapours and poison, prevents attacks of epilepsy, and cures haemorrhage
(Nukhab, 11). As for its psychological effect, Ibn Slna
is quoted as saying that it is efficacious in strengthening the heart and boosting one's mood. The talismanic property is characterised as attracting divine
favour and thus fulfilling the wearer's needs. The lucky
wearer would also be assured of reverence among
people and high regard by kings.
Prices and values. Besides size, high prices depend on
the fulfillment of a set of quality conditions, namely,
intensity of colour, shibac; full "eclat" or transparency,
md}; clarity, safd3; splendour, rawnak; and freedom from
flaws (al-Bfruni, D^amdhir, 50). This same author, depending on information he read in a manuscript
on precious stones written in al-Sham, says that during the reign of the Umayyad cAbd al-Malik [q.v],
yakut ahmar and excellent lu'lu' "pearls" were equal
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in value and price (loc. cit.). In the early cAbbasid
period, al-Mansur [q.v.] paid 100,000 dinars for the
two~mithkdl ruby called al-dj.abal (see below). Al-Djahiz
[q.v] stated that the price of half a mithkdl of bahramdni
ruby was 5,000 dinars (Tabassur, 18-19). During alMa'mun's reign, the price of one mithkdl of bahramdni
was 800 dinars, and centuries later, in Ibn al-Akfanl's
time (8th/14th century), the prices of yakut and other
gems increased tremendously (Nukhab, 8-9).
Historical records of the ruby. The Rightly-Guided
Caliphs abstained from collecting gems, and distributed those obtained through booty among the Muslims.
Only a few of the Umayyads filled their treasuries
with gems, and these were later seized by the cAbbasids, most of whom had a passion for collecting
and increasing their assets, according to al-Blrunl. In
particular, Harun al-Rashid [q.v] was known for his
ardent passion for gems (D^amahir, 57-8, 62-3).
Unset rubies were used by rulers either as a sign
of power or out of a belief in their talismanic, medicinal, or magical powers. As described in the texts, and
especially in the K. al-Haddyd wa 'l-tuhaf erroneously
ascribed to the kadi Ibn al-Zubayr, a few known pieces
were, when held in one hand, so large as to stick
out from both ends of the fist. One was confiscated
by the Umayyad Hisham from his governor in Basra.
Of two others, which both looked like a handle of a
mirror, one belonged to the Ghaznawid Mascud I b.
Mahmud [q.v], the other to a king of Ceylon. A
fourth, which was carved in the form of a lion,
belonged to the Ghaznawid Mahmud of Ghazna [q.v.].
Still another piece, sculpted in the form of a phoenix
head, was found by the Buwayhid Abu Kalldjar [q.v]
in the citadel of Istakhr. Corundum stones were carved
in the form of small bowls, spoons, goblets, bottles
and knife handles. During the Umayyad period, Yazld
I sent a ruby bottle as a gift to the Ka c ba (Djamdhir,
67). A scent pomade container of ruby belonged
to cAbda, daughter of the Fatimid caliph al-Mucizz
[q.v]. Ruby cabuchons were set in rings, the most
famous cabuchons being known as al-dj.abal ("mountain"), most probably due to their huge size. One was
bought by the 'Abbasid caliph al-Mahdi [q.v] (Diamdhir,
61), and another by al-Mutawakkil [q.v] (Djamdhir, 56,
61; Haddyd, 183). Harun's wife Zubayda had a subha
or rosary made of rummdm ruby beads, each the size
of a hazelnut and grooved like watermelon slices
(Diamdhir, 58).
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Yusuf Hasan and Mahmud Basyuni Khafadji, Cairo
1977; Ibn al-Akfani, Nukhab al-dhakhd3ir fi ahwdl aldjawdhir, Cairo n.d.; Ibn al-Wardi, Khandat al-'adjd'ib
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Book of gifts and rarities, Cambridge, Mass. 1997.
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(GHADA AL-HIJJAWI AL-QADDUMI)
YAKUT AL-MUSTACSIMI, Djamal al-Dm Abu
'1-Durr b. cAbd Allah, famed Arabic calligrapher
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(ca. 618-98/flz. 1221-98), who derived his nisba from
his master, the last 'Abbasid caliph in Baghdad, alMusta'sim [q.v.], who brought him up and had him
educated.
Although Kadi Ahmad states that he was a native
of Abyssinia, another tradition identifies him as a
Greek from Amasia, later an important centre of calligraphers. A eunuch, Yakut had a school at Baghdad
and his six most outstanding students were permitted
to sign his name to their calligraphies, making the
task of identifying authentic works by Yakut extremely
difficult. Yakut himself was the continuer of the master of the six cursive scripts, CA1I b. Hilal, known as
Ibn al-Bawwab (d. 413/1022 [q.v.]), who had refined
the scripts codified and regularised in the 4th/10th
century by Ibn Mukla [q.v.]. His ability to imitate Ibn
al-Bawwab is illustrated by an anecdote in which he
fooled his patron al-Mustacsim into believing that an
example of his own work was actually that of Ibn alBawwab. However, his reputation rests on his calligraphic innovations rather than solely his skill in
duplicating the work of his predecessor.
By cutting the nib of the kalam, or reed pen, at
an angle and maintaining a long point, Yakut produced a more elegant, rhythmic script than that of
Ibn al-Bawwab while still adhering to the rules of
proportion established by Ibn Mukla for the six scripts,
thuluth, rayhdn, muhakkak, naskh, tawkf and rik'a. Called
the kiblat al-kuttdb, or model of calligraphicrs, Yakut
copied two tjjuz3 [q.v], of the Kur'an every day and
completed two Kur'ans every month. He is reputed
to have produced 1,001 Kur'ans in his lifetime and
to have given away 70 samples of his writing every
day. In addition to being a demanding teacher, Yakut
himself was an incessant worker. When the Mongols
took Baghdad in 656/1258, Yakut took refuge in a
minaret. He brought a pen and ink with him, but,
lacking paper, he wrote on a linen towel, which in
the 10th/16th century was preserved in the collection
of Bahrain Mfrza, the brother of the Safawid Shah
Tahmasp I. Although an album was compiled for
Bahrain Mlrza (TKS, H.2154), it does not contain
Yakut's writing on linen.
Yakut spent his whole life in Baghdad, where he
died reportedly at the age of eighty. Under the cAbbasids, Yakut had worked as librarian of the Mustansiriyya madrasa in Baghdad, and after the Mongol
conquest he became the protege of the historian
Djuwaym; amongst his own compositions, a collection
of nawddir by him is extant in several mss., see Sezgin,
GAS, ii, 89. The limited number of extant works convincingly attributed to his pen reveal the elegant, clear
cursive scripts for which he is renowned.
Although a thorough stylistic study of works attributed to Yakut has not been achieved, the following
attributions are plausible: Kur'an, dated 681/1282-3,
parts 2 and 12, Topkapi Saray Library, Istanbul, EH227,
EH226; part 8, Chester Beatty Library, Dublin, ms.
1452; part 15, Nasser D. Khalili Collection, London;
Kur'an, dated 688/1289, B.N., Paris, ms. arab. 6716;
and possibly Kur'an, dated 693/1294, Topkapi Saray
Library, Istanbul, EH 74 and Astan-i Kuds Library,
Mashhad, Fada'ilr, p. 202. Of non-Kur'anic literature,
he copied the Dlwdm of several Arabic poets, and
copies from his pen are extant of the Dlwdm of the
pre-Islamic poets al-Muthakkib al-cAbdf and Kutba
al-Hadira, of the Diwdn of the mukhadram poet Abu
Mihdjan al-Thakafi, and of a selection (mukhtdr) from
the poems of al-Mutanabbf (see Sezgin, ii, 89, 189,
214, 301, 497).
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(SHEILA R. CANBY)
YAKUT AL-RUMI, or, according to the genealogy that he adopted in order to conceal his slave's
name, Shihab al-Dm Abu cAbd Allah Yackub b. cAbd
Allah al-Hamawi, c e l e b r a t e d t r a v e l l e r and
scholar. He was born in 574 or 575/1179, and died
on Sunday, 20 Ramadan 626/12 August 1229 at
Aleppo.
1. His life.
His life can be divided into two parts: (a) from
574 or 575 to 606; and (b) from 606 to his death.
Life in the service ofcAskar al-Hamawi. Yakut was born
in Byzantine territory of non-Arab parents, reduced
to slavery while still a very young child, and taken
to Baghdad at the age of five or six. There he was
bought by an almost illiterate merchant, 'Askar b. alNasr al-Hamaw! (d. 606/1209; Ibn Khallikan, vi, 127;
Sellheim, 95), who gave him a Kur'anic education,
so that he could be useful to him in his business (alKiftf, iv, 80-1). In fact, Yakut made numerous journeys on behalf of his master to the island of Kfsh
(Kays [q.v.]) and to al-Sham. Later, however, following a disagreement between the two men, he was
emancipated and dismissed by his master (596/11991200), who afterwards re-engaged him. However, he
had already become a copyist and a transcriber
(warrdk), which was how, in the period of his dismissal between 596 and 603, he was able to copy
300 mu&allads ('Abbas, vi, 2887) to earn his living.
The scholar. His training began quite early, thanks
to the education that cAskar had granted him, though
also because of his intellectual curiosity, which he put
to good use chiefly during his business travels. He
perfected this throughout his life, through numerous
profitable encounters and extended visits to libraries
like that of Ibn al-Kifti in Aleppo, and to those of
Marw al-Shahidjan [q.v], where he said he stayed for
three years (see below, 2., f-h); also to the libraries
of the al-Samcam, Sharaf al-Malik al-MustawfT, Nizam
al-Malik Muhammad b. Ishak, al-WazIr Madjd alMalik, al-cAmIdiyya, al-cAzIziyya, al-Khatuniyya, alKamaliyya and al-Damriyya families (Mu'd^am al-bulddn,
iv, 509-10/v2, 114).
It is worth noting that, among his teachers, he
included the following ('Abbas, vii, 2907-9): Abu
'1-Muradjdja al-Baghdadi for Arabic and metrics
(Salim b. Ahmad, Udabd*, no. 513); al-WadjIh alMubarak b. al-Mubarak al-Darfr, who taught grammar
for many years at the Nizamiyya of Baghdad and of
whom it was said that he knew Armenian, Greek,
Ethiopian and "Indian" (Udaba*, no. 932); Abu '1-Baka'
al-cUkbarT al-Baghdadf [q.v], the scholar of grammar,
lexicography, exegesis, law, kaldm and Kur'anic studies (Udabd^, no. 645); the grammarian Abu '1-Yumn
al-Kindl (Zayd b. al-Hasan; Udabd'3, no. 504), whom
he knew in Damascus; the historiographer Ibn alDubaythl [q.v]', Abu '1-Muzaffar al-Samcanf (cAbd alRahlm; Dhahabr, Siyar, xxii, 107-9), the son of Abu
Sacd al-Samcanf [q.v], who allowed him to visit the
two rich libraries owned by his family at Marw; Ibn
Ya'Ish [q.v] (Udabd>, iii, 77/ii 3 , 841, 869; Sellheim,
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107) by whom he was taught either in Aleppo or
Baalbek. He had no other teacher specifically for
geography or astronomy, and none of his pupils is
known. As can be seen from the long citations that
he makes from the history of Khwarazm by Mahmud
al-Khwarazmf, in which the latter attacks al-Shahrastam
[q.v], he had but little appreciation of philosophy
(Mucd}am al-bulddn, iii, 343/iii2, 388).
He also had contact with learned friends and with
his patrons. Among these were al-Kadf al-Akram,
waztr of Aleppo, Ibn al-Kiftl [q.v.], whom he met in
609/1212 (Sellheim, 96)'and to whom he wrote a
letter from Mawsil in 617/1220 or 618, expressing
his distress at the Mongol advance (al-Kiftf, iv, 86-7,
with the answer on 87 if; Sellheim, 101-2). His profession as a copyist in Baghdad led him to share his
love of books with his friend Abu Sacd Ibn Hamdun
(al-Hasan b. Muhammad; Udabd'3, no. 353; 'Abbas,
vii, 2887), the son of Abu 'l-Macalf Ibn Hamdun
[<?.£.]), all of whom were great bibliophiles. He also
formed a firm friendship at Mawsil with the brother
of Ibn al-Shaccar al-MawsilT (al-Mubarak b. al-Bakr,
d. 654/1256), which allowed him to have frequent
contact with the latter, a great connoisseur of poetry
and the poets (Ibn al-Shaccar, Kald'id al-o^umdn^ ix,
341; 'Abbas, vii, 2955). His encounters with Andalusian
scholars also motivated him to gather documentary
evidence on the geography and culture of their region.
This was also the case in Baghdad with Muhammad
b. Ahmad b. Sulayman al-Zuhrl, whom he claimed
as a friend (Udaba>\ no. 991; al-Safadi, Wdfi, ii, 1045), and likewise in Aleppo with Ibn al-Muwaffak (alKasim b. Ahmad al-Murs! al-Lurkl, d. 661/1263),
who taught him the Spanish philological tradition,
though he was probably also one of his sources for
the geography of that region (Sellheim 104, no. 21,
108, 111; Udaba3, vi, 152-3/v3, no. 900).
2. His travels.
These not only gave him the opportunity of seeing many of the places to which he had devoted an
entry in his geographical dictionary, with the exception of the toponyms of the Muslim West, where he
never went; they also enabled him to collect scholarly and literary information from the libraries and
sometimes from other sources for his dictionaries of
scholars and poets.
The following survey of his travels is based on
Sellheim's map (see foldout, and cf. Wiistenfeld, Jacut's
Reisen- 'Abbas, vii, 2881 ff.).
a. Baghdad-Klsh-Baghdad, ca. 586/1190 and 606/
1209.
b. Baghdad-Amid-Syria-Baghdad, 593-4/1197-8.
c. Baghdad-Syria-Tabrlz-Baghdad, 607-10/1210-13.
d. Baghdad-Aleppo, 611/1214.
e. Aleppo-Egypt-Damascus (the first Aleppo journey)
611-12/1214-15 (or 613/1216).
/ Aleppo-Khurasan (particularly Nlshapur and
Marw), 613-14/1216-17.
g. Travelling around Khurasan (Balkh, Marw alRudh, Harat, etc.), 616/1219.
h. Marw-Khwarazm (Djurdjaniyya), 616/1219.
i. Khurasan to Mawsil, then to Aleppo, 617/1220
(618).
j. Aleppo-Egypt-Damascus (the second Aleppo journey), 624/1227.
In addition to the pitfalls which were commonplace
for travellers in that remote period, he met with particular difficulties. On one occasion he had to flee
from Damascus where he had expressed certain antic
Alid ideas, which may have caused him to be considered a proponent of the Kharidjites; he was almost
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lynched, took refuge for a few months in Aleppo (alKiftT, iv, 82; Sellheim, 97), and continued his flight
in the direction of Khurasan (journeys e-f).
But a test, this time of a sentimental nature, awaited
him at Nishapur (Shadhiyakh), where he bought a
very beautiful Turkish slave of whom he was enamoured, but from whom, to his great despair, he soon
separated (Mu^am al-bulddn, iii, 330/iii2, 306-7; Sellheim, 97). The greatest peril, however, and the greatest disaster for him consisted of the advance of the
troops of Cingiz Khan [q.v] and it is known that
Bukhara [q.v] among others surrendered to them in
615/1220 (travels h-i\ Ma'ruf, al-Ghazw).
3. His w o r k s .
Dictionaries and historical works.
a. Mu'ajam al-bulddn: the idea came to him at Marw
in 615/1218-19, during a course with his teacher Abu
'1-Muzaffar al-Samcanf. The first draft was finished
not at Mawsil, as is often thought, but at Aleppo, on
20 Safar 621/13 March 1224 (Sellheim, 103-4). He
began what was to be the final version that same
year and continued to revise it afterwards. He undertook the definitive edition on 21 Muharram 625/1
January 1228. This was for the library of his patron
Ibn al-Kifti, but in this last revision he did not reach
the article "Rusafat Baghdad" (Sellheim, 108-9, no.
26; 'Abbas, vii, 2916). This great work not only comprises geographical and toponymic information but
also literary and poetic subjects and biographical details
of prominent figures originating from the toponyms
presented. Certain cities or regions are treated in more
detail, such as Aleppo and district, and also Marw,
etc., such places as Yakut had stayed in for a long
time. For the sources for this dictionary, see Herr
and also Barbier de Meynard. The abridged version
that cAbd al-Mu'min b. cAbd al-Hakk (d. 735/1339)
made is limited to the materia geographica: Mardsid alittildc cald asmd3 al-amkina wa }l-bikdc, i-iv, ed. A.W.T.
Juynboll, Leiden 1851-64, i-iii, ed. CA. al-BidjawI,
Cairo 1954.
b. al-Mushtarik wadcan wa 'l-muftarik sukcm is a register of toponyms with identical orthography but designating different places. He composed it in 623/1226,
then reworked it until his death. Ibn al-Shaccar regards
it as a sort of abridged form of the previous work.
c. Mucdj_am/Akhbdr al-shucard} (Mustawfi, 320) is a
dictionary that has not survived to the present day.
He began to assemble the material and perhaps even
to draft it before his Udabd' (Udabd^, i, 8). One of
his principal sources was the K. al-Aghdm, and also
the works of Ibn Sallam, Ibn Kutayba, al-Marzubanf,
Ibn al-Muctazz, etc. The interest of this dictionary lay
chiefly in the later poets whom he knew personally
and from whom he received poetic pieces. It is perhaps even possible that some of the accounts found
in the Muajam al-udabd* in the state that we know
them may have been included by Yakut in his Dictionary
of poets ('Abbas, vii, 2920). He himself wrote poems
and fragments of his poetry have been collected
(Udabd*, vii, 2928-39).
d. Mu'ajam al-udabd*IIrshdd al-arib ild ma'rifat al-adib/
Irshdd al-alibbd* ild mcfrifat al-udabd\ The idea of writing a dictionary apparently came to Yakut in his twentieth year, when he met the poet and lexicographer
Shumaym al-Hillf (cAlf b. al-Hasan b. cAntar; Udabd'3,
no. 742) at Amid (594/1198). He continued enriching the contents at will from his reading and from
the people he met until the end of his life (cAbbas,
vii, 2923). Unfortunately this monumental work has
not completely survived to the present day even though
in his recent edition I. cAbbas was able to restore 32
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accounts that were not in that of Margoliouth. He
did this by recourse to the part that was recovered
from the abridged version of cAlf b. cAbd al-Sallam
al-Takrltl (?), entitled Bughyat al-alibba* min Mu'djam
al-udabd3, and to a part of the addenda of Mustafa
Djawad (cAbbas, i, introd.). Furthermore, as stated
earlier, the editors or copyists included in this may
have been part of the original of his Muc^am alshucard}.
Apart from the classical sources already indicated
for this work (see G. Bergstrasser, in ^DMG, Ixv, 797
ff.; %S, ii, 184-218), attention should be given to the
following histories: of Isfahan, by Hamza al-Isfahanl
[q.v.]] of Bayhak, by Abu '1-Hasan al-Bayhakl [q.v.]]
of Khwarazm [q.v.], by Mahmud al-Khwarazmi, or by
al-Bfrunf; of Marw, by Abu Sacd al-Sam'anl [q.v.];
of Harat, by cAbd al-Rahman b. cAbd al-Djabbar alFamf (d. 546/1151); and of Hamadhan, by Shfruwayh
Abu Shudjac (d. 509/1115) (cAbbas, vii, 2924-5); a
great number of other works, among them the Mucdj.am
al-safar of Abu Tahir al-Silafi [q.v], could also be
mentioned.
e. Lost works: al-Mabda3 wa 'l-ma'dlfi 'l-ta'rikh, perhaps identical to Ta'rikh cald 'l-sinin, mentioned by Ibn
al-Nadjdjar; K. al-Duwal (cAbbas, vii, 2911-12).
The following titles are of works which have also
been lost.
Grammatical works.
Madj.muc kaldm Abi cAli al-Fdrisi; K. al-Abniya; Awzdn
al-asmd3 wa 'l-af'dl al-hdsira li-kaldm al-Arab; al-Radd
c
ald Ibn Dyinni (finda kaldmihi fi }l-hamza wa 'l-alif min
Sin al-sindfd).
Miscellaneous works.
c
Unwdn (or cUyun] K. al-Aghdm (abridged); al-Muktadab
fi 'l-nasab, or K. fi 'l-Nasab, or K. al-Ansdb, abridged
as al-^amhara by al-Kalbl [q.v.], Darurat al-shier. With
regard to the Akhbdr al-Mutanabbi, they were most definitely a part of his Mucdj.am al-shu'ard3 ('Abbas, vii,
2913).
Bibliography: 1. Sources on Y a k u t . DhahabT,
Siyar acldm al-nubald3, ed. Sh. al-ArnaJut et ai, Beirut
1981-8, xxii, 312-3; idem, Ta3nkh al-isldm, 63rd
class, ann. 621-30, ed. B.CA. Ma'ruf et al., Beirut
1988, 244-8, no. 380; Ibn al-clmad, Shadhardt, v,
121-2; Ibn Khallikan, ed. I. c Abbas, Beirut 196872, vi, 127-39, no. 790; Ibn al-Nadjdjar, Dhayl
Ta3nkh Baghdad [al-Mustafdd min . . ., by Ibn alDimyatr], ed. K Abu Faradj, Haydarabad 1988,
253-4, ed. M.CA. cAta3, Beirut 1997, 252-3, no. 196,
ed. M.M. Khalaf, Beirut 1986, 428-8, no. 196; Ibn
al-Shaccar al-Mawsilf, Kald3id al-dgumdn fi shucard3 alzamdn, facs. ed., Frankfurt 1995, ix, 339-49; (Ibn)
al-Kiftf, Inbdh al-ruwdt, ed. M. Abu '1-Fadl Ibrahim,
Cairo-Beirut 1986, iv, 80-98, no. 840 (1950-731, iv,
74-92); Mundhirf, al-Takmila li-wafaydt al-nakala, ed.
B.CA. Ma'ruf, Beirut 1981, iii, 249-50, no. 2256;
Mustawfif al-Irbill, Ta'rikh Irbil, ed. S. al-Sakkar,
Baghdad 1980, 319-24, no. 223; YafTr, Mir'di aldjindn, Haydarabad 1918-20, iv, 59-63.
2. Published works by Y a k u t , (i) Mu'djam
al-bulddn [Jacut's Geographisches Wb'rterbuch], i-vi, ed.
F. Wiistenfeld, Leipzig 1866-73/19242, repr. Tehran
1965 and Frankfurt 1994, i-v, Beirut 1955-7; (ii)
al-Mushtarik wadcan wa 'l-muftarik sukcm [Lexicon geographischer Homonyme], ed. Wiistenfeld, Gottingen 1846,
repr. Baghdad 1963, Frankfurt 1994; (iii) Irshdd alarib ild macrifat al-adib [Mii'd^am al-udabd3], i-vii,
ed. D.S. Margoliouth, Leiden-London 1907-27,
i-vi, 1923-31, repr. 2Baghdad 1964, i-xx, ed. A.F.
al-Rifaci, Cairo 1936-8 (very defective copy of the
preceding), i-vii, ed. I. cAbbas, Beirut 1993 (indi-

cated above as Udabd*}. For the older editions of
(i) and (iii), see Blachere, Brockelmann and Sarkls.
3. Studies. R. Blachere, art. Yakut al-Rumi, in
EP\ Brockelmann, I2, 630-2, S I, 880; C U.R. Kahhala, Mn'djam al-mu3allifin, xiii, 178-80; Sarkls, ii,
1941-3; F. Wiistenfeld, Die Geschichtsschreiber der Araber
und ihre Werke, Gottingen 1882, 310; Zirikll, A'ldm,
vii, 131; 'Abbas = his two introductions to his ed.
of the Mu'djam al-udabd3; K.M. Abdur Rahman,
Sources of Ydqut's Geographical Dictionary, in Dacca Univ.
St., ii (1938), 70-104 [Sezgin, Islamic geography (see
below) = IG, 224]; AJ. Arberry, A volume in the
autograph of Ydqut the geographer. . ., London 1951; C.
Barbier de Meynard, Dictionnaire geographique, historique
et litteraire de la Perse et des contrees adjacentes. Extraits
du Mo'djem el-Bouldan de Yaqout, et complete. . ., i-ii,
Paris 1861, Frankfurt 1994; M. Djawad, al-Da3ic min
Mu'diam al-udabd3, Baghdad 1995 [originally in
MMPI, vi (1959)]; FJ. Herr, Die historischen und geographischem Quellen in Jdqut's Geographischem Worterbuch,
StraBburg 1898 [IG, 224]; IG, see Sezgin; W. Jwaideh
(annotated tr.), The introductory chapters of Ydqut's
Mu'jam al-bulddn, Leiden 1959; JJ. Kratchkovsky,
Arabskaya geograficeskaya literatura, Leningrad 1957,
330-42, Ar. tr. S.CU. Hashim, Cairo 1963, 335-44,
2
Beirut 1987, 359-71; A. von Kremer, Ueber zwei
arabische geographische Werke. . ., in SBAk. Wien (1850),
72-84 [IG, 224]; B.CA. Macruf, al-Ghazw al-mughuli
kamd sawwarahu Yakut al-Hamawi, in al-Akldm
(Bagdad), i/12, 48-65; CA. al-Maymam, Turar cald
Mucdjam al-udabd3, in RAAD, xl (1965), 644-59, 86063 and passim; A. Miquel, La geographic du monde
musulman, i-iv, 1967-88; J.-T. Reinaud, Notice sur les
dictionnaires geographiques arabes, in JA, 5e serie, xvi
(1860), 65-106 [IG, 223]; O. Rescher, Sachindex zu
Wiistenfeld's Ausgabe von Jdqut's e<mucgam al-bulddn",
Stuttgart 1928 [IG, 224]; CA.F. al-SacdI, Yakut alHamawi. Dirdsa fi 'l-turdth al-ajughrdfi al-carabl. . .,
Beirut 1992; R. Sellheim, Neue Materialien zur Biographic des Ydqut, in W. Voigt (ed.) Forschungen und
Fortschritte der Katalogisierung der or. Hss. in Deutschland,
Wiesbaden 1966, 87-118 + 35 Tafeln (bibl. 90-1
n. 2); F. Sezgin (ed.), Studies on Ydqut al-Hamawi,
i-ii (= Islamic Geography, 223 and 224), Frankfurt 1994; Abu '1-Futuh M. al-TawanisI, Yakut alHamawi. . ., Cairo 1971; F. Wiistenfeld, Jacut's Reisen,
aus seinem geographischen Wb'rterbuche beschrieben, in
ZDMG, xviii (1864), 397-493 [IG, 223]; idem, Der
reisende Jdcut ah Schriftsteller und Gelehrter, in NGW
Gott., 1865 233-43 [IG, 223].
(CL. GILLIOT)
YALAVAC [see MAHMUD YALAWAC].
YALt, YALU (T.), in modern Turkish, yah, literally,
"bank, shore", but coming to mean in Ottoman
Turkish "residence, villa on the shore", cf.
Redhouse, A Turkish-English dictionary, 2192: "a waterside residence".
1. Etymology.
The Turkish word stems from the Greek: Homeric
Grk. aiyiaXoq, Modern Grk. yiaAxx;. It must have
appeared in Ottoman Turkish early, since it is found
in cAshik-pasha-zade and Neshn (end of the 9th/15th
century). It entered into place-names, e.g. Yalikavak,
Yalikoy, Kiigiikyali, etc.), and spread into the Balkans in one direction (Serbo-Croat igolo) and into
Persia in the opposite direction (Pers. ydlu "seashore,
river bank").
Bibliography: R. Kahane and A. Tietze, The lingua franca in the Levant. Turkish nautical terms of Greek
origin, Urban, 111. 1958, 499-501 no. 929; G. Doerfer,
Turkische und mongolische Elemente im Neupersischen, iv,
109-10 no. 1810.
(ED.)

YALI — YAM
2. A r c h i t e c t u r e .
There are less than 40 yalh now left along the
Bosphorus shores, and some of these have been altered
by the use of concrete behind the original woodwork.
Formerly, fire was prevented in some yalh by having
a layer of sand between the ceiling and the floor
above. There might also be layers of charcoal with
which to absorb the damp. The quays of the houses
have always been vulnerable to the fast current of
the Straits, and now to the wash from tankers and
large freighters. The ideal yall was built with as many
windows as possible from which to enjoy the view.
These windows were made to standard sizes so that
they could be replaced quickly after a storm.
By the end of the 17th century there were many
kiosks with large gardens, but it is accepted that the
first true yall was built in 1698 by the Grand Vizier
Amudja-zade Hiiseyn Kopriilii Pasha [see HUSAYN
PASHA, AMUDJA-ZADE] , and it still stands, projecting
dramatically over the water at Kanlica. The great
salon, although in need of restoration, was never surpassed. It is almost independent of the mansion behind.
In the centre of the salon is a magnificent fountain
under a shallow dome, and three-sided sofa areas
form intimate retreats like those of the Baghdad Kiosk
at Topkapi Sarayi; they have splendid views of the
sea and boats and the wooded hills opposite. Faded,
but still impressive, the formal paintwork turns this
room into a paradaisical garden. Plans of yalh vary,
but central to the tradition is the landing on the first
floor reached by a fine staircase. There are fine rooms
at each corner which project over the quays or the
gardens. There is concealed access to the harem wing
from the central landing, but the harem, like the
hammam [q.v.], could also be set quite separately from
the yall itself. Surviving, or partly surviving examples
of various types of yah include the remains of the
Aptullah Yah at Emirgan; the Hasip Pa§a Yah at
Beylerbey; the Kogeoglu Yah and the Yilanli Yah at
Bebek; and the former Osterog Yah at Kandilli.
Turkish love of the open air and picnics required
terraced gardens that were filled with ornate fountains ($e§me, sebil, selsebil) and formal pools where trees
and flowers rambled and intermixed. If there were
guests in the evening, lanterns hung from tree to tree.
Judas and magnolia blossom transformed the shores
of the Bosphorus in the spring. The Pasha's garden
was divided from the harem garden by high walls, a
few of which can still be seen. Up the hillside beyond
the formal terraces there were parks, such as that at
the Kibnzli Yall at Anadolu Hisar.
Bibliography: A.I. Melling, Voyage pittoresque de
Constantinople et des rives du Bosphore, Paris 1819; Emel
Esin, An eighteenth-century Tali, in Procs. Second Internal.

Congress of Turkish Art, Naples 1965; G. Goodwin,
A history of Ottoman architecture, London 1971, index s.v.

yalis; S.H. Eldem, Boga&ci amlan, Istanbul 1979.
(G. GOODWIN)
YALOWA, modern Turkish YALOVA, a town and
district of T u r k e y situated on the southern coast
of the Sea of Marmara (the town in lat. 40° 40' N.,
long. 29° 17' E.).
The district occupies the northern edge of the
Armutlu peninsula which runs between the Gulf of
Izmit to the north and the Gulf of Gemlik to the
south, and ends in the Boz Burun cape, in the southeast of the Sea of Marmara. In Antiquity, it was the
region of Pitiya, incorporated after 280 B.C. within
the kingdom of Bithynia, and like the latter, conquered by Rome in 74 B.C. The settlements of Pitipolis
and Drapenon were created there, as well as thermal
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baths established under the protection of Hercules and
a shrine to Aesculapius. The Emperor Constantine
the Great erected Drapenon into a town called
Helenapolis, after his mother's name, she having reconstructed the baths there. The town grew in importance because of its position on the road from
Constantinople to Nicaea, and, amongst other visitors, received the Empress Theodora with a suite of
4,000 persons. At the time of the First Crusade, the
retreat to Helenapolis of the people's army led by
Peter the Hermit and Gauthier Sans Avoir, in face
of the Saldjuk Turks, witnessed the death of 25,000
Crusaders. In 1307 the town passed into the hands
of Yalwacoghlu, one of cOthman's [g.v.] lieutenants,
and it now took the name of Yalakabad, later replaced
by that of Yalowa.
In the 19th century, up to 1867, Yalowa was a kada
of the central sand^ak of the wildyet of Khudawendigar
[q.v.] or Bursa. It was then attached to the wildyet of
Istanbul, together with the whole of the sand^ak of
Izmid, then in 1888 made into a mutasamflik directly
attached to the Ministry of the Interior. Yalowa was
at that time the chef-lieu of a ndhiye dependent on
the kada of Kara Miirsel, with 27 villages and 2,426
houses. The town had ca. 1,025 inhabitants, 500 of
them Muslim Turks, 250 Greek Orthodox and 275
Gregorian Armenians.
In 1930, under the Republic, Yalova was attached,
at Atatiirk's prompting, to the il of Istanbul as an ilfe
of 496 km2 with 36 villages. It had 22,235 inhabitants in 1950, 3,833 in the town and 18,422 in the
villages. The town grew rapidly, thanks to its baths
and hot springs being much frequented by people
from Istanbul, it being a stage on the Istanbul-Bursa
route, the place of boarding boats coming from
Kabata§ on the European shore of the Bosphorus or
from Kartal, on the Asiatic shore of the Sea of
Marmara, and on the route for road passenger transport connecting with Bursa via Orhangazi and Gemlik.
According to the 1990 census, it had 65,823 persons.
The rural population, 47,594 in 1990, is engaged in
growing cereals, fruit trees (apples and peaches) and
vegetables under glass. The towns of Qinarcik to
Yalova's west and Qiftlikkoy to its east have also developed bathing facilities and now have municipalities.
The ilfe of Yalova, with territories added to it totalling
817 km2, in 1995 became an il, the population of
which reached 163,916 (78,210 in the town of Yalova
and 85,706 in the smaller towns and villages) in 1997.
Yalova and adjacent coastal resorts were severely damaged by the earthquake of 17 August 1999, which
killed over 2,500 people in the il of Yalova.
Bibliography: V. Cuinet, La Turquie d'Asie, iv,
Paris 1894, 318-20, 369-72; art. Istanbul, in Turt
Ansiklopedisi, Istanbul vi, 3889 ff. (M. BAZIN)
YAM, the Persian and Arabic transcription of the
Mongol term jam (d^am), originally denoting "road,
route, direction". In the 13th century, at the time of
the creation of the Mongol empire, the term yam also
signifies in general the p o s t a l s e r v i c e of the
Mongol K h a n s and sometimes a postal relay.
Information regarding this state institution of the
Mongols is available from Chinese, Persian, Arabic,
Armenian and Western sources (see bibl. in
Gazagnadou). The postal relay of the Mongol authorities seems to have been borrowed from the Chinese
postal system (yi], dating from the time of Cingiz
Khan (Waley, 50, 75); it was progressively diffused
throughout the empire in tandem with conquests
(Gazagnadou, ch. II). The very bureaucratic organisation of the post of the Mongols of China is quite
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well known (Olbricht). On the other hand, a great
deal less information is available on its functioning in
the rest of the empire. But the topographical, technical, military and political constraints that the Mongol
authorities were obliged to surmount in organising the
rapid circulation of postal couriers (ydmci, ulaci, ilci),
make it possible to deduce the major principles of
the organisation of the Mongol postal service.
The material and administrative organisation seems
to have been as follows: relays were established every
18 to 30 km or thereabouts (Rashfd al-Dfn, i, 671),
depending on the topography and on the type of
animals used. There were two types of relay: either
substantial buildings comprising accommodation, stabling, etc. (Djuwaynf, i, 24), or simple relay stations
where the courier changed mounts (ulagfi). The network of routes marked out by postal relays probably
covered several tens of thousands of kilometres linking hundreds of relays. Horses were used predominantly, but sometimes camels, dromedaries and mules
were used, and even, in Russia, sleigh-dogs, if Marco
Polo is to be believed (tr. Yule-Cordier, ii, 480, Fr.
tr. Le devisement du monde, ii, 528). The number of
horses or other mounts maintained at each relay varied between one and several dozens. For the whole
of the Mongol empire, Marco Polo gives the figure
of 200,000 post horses (Yule-Gordier, i, 433-5, Le
devisement du monde, i, 252-3). Each relay was supervised by a functionary (also ydmci, but here in the
sense of the one responsible for the postal relay) who
was required to oversee its efficient running and to
report to the central authorities regarding the state
and the requirements of his relay, especially in terms
of mounts. This supervisor was in charge of employees, including ostlers (also ulaci, but here in the sense
of the one responsible for the welfare of the post
horses). According to J.A. Boyle, it seems that a postal
service involving the use of chariots also existed (62
n. 270). Relays were usually entrusted to the charge
of the nearest town or village. According to the importance of the information being conveyed, there was
recourse to either express couriers or normal couriers. Mongol couriers, riding day and night and changing horses at regular intervals, could carry messages
over hundreds of kilometres in record time. They were
supplied with an imperial tablet (pdizd) and a decree
(yarligh) marked with a seal (tamghd], these giving them
absolute powers of requisition. Couriers of the yam
only conveyed official correspondence of the Khans
and of Mongol officials, never that of individuals,
except by special imperial decree or in cases of corruption. The co-ordination of the Mongol postal service with the army seems to have been quite strong;
postal couriers maintained constant liaison between
the military units themselves, and between the latter
and the residence of the Khan. Furthermore, the
couriers conveyed information of fiscal and political
nature concerning each tumen, an administrative and
military zone comprising, besides the resident population, ten thousand combatants (Lambton, 1988). The
Mongols offered opportunities, in exceptional cases, to
merchants and certain others, to utilise the jam. Special imperial instructions were then given, and these
merchants or distinguished invitees were issued with
a pdiza, and a yarligh bearing the tamghd of the Khan,
these enabling them to travel in security over postal
routes, and to use the horses and other facilities of
the institution. Overseeing the smooth operation of
the yam was a responsibility devolved to a representative of the Mongol authorities (darughaci) in charge
of regional administration (ibid., 51).

The decline of the Mongol empire did not result
in the immediate disapearance of this postal system.
On the contrary, each khanate attempted to retain it
for as long as possible. The Ming dynasty, on expelling
the Mongols from China, revived the strong and
ancient Chinese postal tradition, which was maintained until the end of the 19th century. Among the
Mongols of Persia and 'Irak, as in the Golden Horde
of Southern Russia and in Central Asia, the system
of the yam was retained for better or worse until the
end of the khanates. Their disintegration prevented
the maintenance of this institution, based as it was
on a stable network and on postal relays. The Mongol
postal service influenced the regions in which it was
installed so strongly that, in the 15th century, the
term yam was still being used in the Persian world
to denote the last postal relays (see, for example,
Hafiz-i Abru, ^ubdat al-tawdrikh). In Russia, the postal
relay service introduced by the Mongols continued for
centuries. The efficacy of the jam so impressed travellers and enemies of the Mongols that it was borrowed by the Mamluks of Egypt during the sultanate
of Baybars al-Bundukdarf. The Mongol yam may also
have influenced the postal systems of the West in
the late Middle Ages (Gazagnadou). The definitive
dissolution of the Mongol powers (14th-15th centuries)
led to the disappearance of one of the most remarkable systems for the transmission of news of the premodern era.
Bibliography: 1. Sources. Djuwaym, Tdnkh-i
D}ahdn-gushd, ed. Kazwfnf, Leiden 1912; Rashld alDm, Diamf al-tawdnkh, 4 vols. Tehran 1373/1994;
idem, tr. J.A. Boyle, The successors of Genghiz Khan,
London 1971; Ibn Fadl Allah al-cUman, al-Ta'nf
bi 'l-mustalah al-shanf, Beirut 1988; Hafiz-i Abru,
Zubdat al-tawdnkh, Tehran 1372/1993, ii, 817-65;
Marco Polo, The Book of Ser Marco Polo, 2nd ed. tr.
Yule-Cordier, London 1902; idem, Le devisement du
monde, 2 vols. Paris 1982; Dihkhuda, Lughat-ndma,
art. yarn.
2. Studies. C. Yuanyuan, A study of the postal
system in the Tang dynasty, in Tenching Annual of Historical
Studies, i/5 (1933); J. Sauvaget, La poste aux chevaux
dans Vempire des Mamelouks, Paris 1941; W. Kotwicz,
Contribution aux etudes altai'ques. Les termes concernant le
service des relais de postes, in RO, xvi (1950); P. Olbricht,
Das Postwesen in China unter der Mongolherrschaft,
Wiesbaden 1954; A. Waley, The travels of an alchemist.
The journey of the Taoist Ch1 ang-chung from China to the
Hindu Kush at the summons of Chingiz Khan, London
1963; D. Morgan, The Mongols, London 1986;
S. Pasquet, devolution du systeme postal. La province chinoise de Yunnan a I'epoque Qing, Paris 1986; A.K.S.
Lambton, Mongol fiscal administration in Persia, in SI,
Ixiv (1986); eadem, Continuity and change in medieval
Persia, London 1988; D. Gazagnadou, La poste a
relais. La diffusion d'une technique de pouvoir a travers
I'Eurasie, Chine-Islam-Europe, Paris 1994.
(D. GAZAGNADOU)
YAM, an Ism a c III tribe now inhabiting the area
of Nadjran in southern Saudi Arabia, although at the
time of the Ayyubid conquest of the Yemen in 569/
1173 [see AYYUBIDS; TURANSHAH B. AYYUB] they also
held San'a' [q.v.] and territory to the north and northeast of the city in the Djawf area, which was overlooked by Djabal Yam and where they may have
originated (see Ibrahim Ahmad al-Makhafi, Mucdj.am
al-bulddn wa }l-kabd3il al-yamaniyya, 706). Al-Hamdanf,
115, describes Balad Tarn in some detail, giving their
main watan as Nadjran and other territories as far
north as the borders of the Hidjaz.

YAM — AL-YAMAN
Yam are of Hashid and one of the fifteen batm of
Hamdan ('Umar b. Yusuf Ibn Rasul, Turfat al-ashdb
f i ma'rifat al-ansdb, ed. K.W. Zettersteen, Damascus
1949, 7). Al-Makhafi gives a genealogy: Yam b. Asba
b. Dafic b. Malik b. Djusham b. Hashid, etc., right
back to Saba3 (see also Ibn al-KalbT-Caskel, Gamharat
an-nasab, i, Leiden 1966, 229, and Muhammad b.
Ahmad al-Hadjarf, Madjmu' bulddn al-Taman wa-kabd'ilihd, iv, Sanca5 1984, 774). c Umar Rida Kahhala's two
entries Yarn and Yam b. Asba (Mutant kabd'il al-cArab,
iii, Beirut 1982, 1259) should therefore rather be one
single entry. Ibn al-Kalbl-Caskel, ii, 272, and Ibn
Rasul, Turfa, 9, also mention a Yam which was a
batn of cAns of Madhhidj [q.v].
Yam came to historical prominence from about
533/1138 when a family, the Banu Hatim (II), the
third of three Hamdan families, Banu Hatim (I), Banu
'1-Kubayb and Banu Hatim (II), took control of Sanca3.
They contested authority over the city and the territory to the north with the Zaydls, and after 569/1173,
with the Ayyubids after their conquest of the southern highlands and Tihama (see SANCAJ and G.R. Smith,
The Ayyubids and early Rasulids in the Yemen, London
1974-8, ii, 68, 70-5). The Banu Hatim (II) were certainly of Yam and continued as a political force until
about 590/1193. One or two of their amirs, despite
their following forms of Isma'flf Islam and their masters' staunch orthodoxy, found favour and high position with the Rasulid administration in the north of
the Yemen, particularly under the second Rasulid sultan, al-Malik al-Muzaffar Yusuf (647-94/1249-95 [see
RASULIDS]).
When the Ottoman sultan Selfm Fs forces invaded
Yemen, the Yam assisted the Turks and were rewarded
by a grant of the right to levy tribute on the tribes
forcibly subdued by the Turks. Nevertheless, they supported the Kasimid Imam in ca. 1640 in driving out
the Turks. From ca. 1760 the office of the Ddci of
the Yam became hereditary in the Makramf family.
In 1834 the then Ddci renewed relations with the
Ottomans, and the tribe supported Turkish power in
Yemen up to its end in 1918.
Bibliography: For older references, see A. Grohmann's EP art. The major mediaeval historical
sources are given in the text. Smith, The Ayyubids,
ii, 68-75, provides references to the original Yemeni
works, both Sunn! and ZaydT, which throw light
on the Yam in the history of Yemen. See also F.
Daftary, The Ismd'ilis, their history and doctrines,
Cambridge 1990, index s.v. Yam.
(G.R. SMITH)
AL-YAMAMA, at the present time a town in
the K i n g d o m of Saudi A r a b i a about 70 km/45
miles south-east of the capital al-Riyad [q.v.] and situated in the region of al-Khardj within the al-Riyad
emirate, close to Mahattat al-Khardj on the al-Riyad
to al-Zahran (Dhahran) railway (Hussein Hamza Bindagji,'Atlas of Saudi Arabia, Oxford 1980, 49; Zaki
M.A. Farsi, National guide and atlas of the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia, 1989, 71). The town is now relatively
small and has a population of less than 50,000 (Bindagji, 3). The origin of the name may be yamdma,
singular of the collective yamdm, meaning wild pigeons,
as opposed to hamdm, meaning domesticated ones (see
Yakut, Mu'&am al-bulddn, v, Beirut 1979, 441-2, for
other less likely etymologies).
In early Islamic times al-Yamama was a region of
Nadjd [q.v.] with its centre Hadjr (Yakut, v, 442).
During his lifetime, the Prophet was visited in Medina
by a deputation of the Banu Hanffa from al-Yamama,
including Musaylima b. Habfb al-Hanafi [q.v], later
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called al-Kadhdhab "the Great Liar" by Muslim writers. When the delegation arrived back in al-Yamama,
he renounced Islam and declared himself to be a
prophet. The tribe were permitted to drink wine and
dispense with prayer (Ibn Hisham, al-Sira al-nabawiyya,
ed. Mustafa al-Sakka et alii, ii, Cairo 1955, 576-7).
The long struggle to bring Musaylima to book carried out by the famous Muslim warrior Khalid b. alWalld [q.v] is chronicled by al-Tabari (i, 1929-50;
see also The History of al-Taban, x, tr. F.M. Donner,
Albany 1993, 105-26) and Ibn al-Athir, ii, Beirut 1965,
360-5). Musaylima was killed by the Muslims in alYamama in the year 11/632 (Yakut, 442, has the
year 12).
Ibn Khurradadhbih [q.v] (193) calls al-Khardj a
manzil or relay station of al-Yamama, while the 4th/
10th-century al-Hamdanf (139) states that al-Khardj
was a village of Yamama. There were scattered fortresses, al-Hamdanf continues, palm groves and gardens (riydd}. He also mentions silver and gold mines
there (153-4). He calls Hadjr the chief town (misr) and
centre of al-Yamama, the seat of its amirs. He mentions that there is an ancient market there (180).
Al-Yamama was visited in the 5th/llth century by
the Persian traveller Nasir-i Khusraw, who has some
very interesting observations on the area (Safar-ndma
ed. M. Dablr-Siyakr, Tehran 1335/1956, 107-8, Eng.
tr. W.M. Thackston, New York 1986, 85-6). He mentions a large and ancient fortress and a market in
which all manner of crafts can be found, and a beautiful mosque. The amirs of the region are 'Alawls,
Nasir-i Khusraw goes on, and have been for a very
long time. No one is able to seize al-Yamama from
them, so powerful are they, with their 300-400 cavalry.
They belong to the Zaydl madhhab [see ZAYDIYYA], he
declares, and the words of their ikdma (i.e. the second call to prayer [q.v]) are Muhammadm wa-cAliyym
khayru }l-bashar; wa-hayya cald khayri sl-camal. Nasir-i
Khusraw goes on to mention the palm groves of alYamama and says that, when dates are plentiful, a
thousand mann (one mann = approximately two pounds;
see W. Hinz, Islamische Masse und Gewichte, Leiden
1970, 16-23) cost only one dinar. He ends by informing
his reader that the route to al-Hasa [q.v] from alYamama is 40 parasangs, although the journey can
only be undertaken during the winter when water is
available.
By the 19th century, al-Yamama had already become a town of the region of al-Khardj, and a population figure of 6,000 is quoted by R. Bayly Winder
from a report of 1865 by Col. Lewis Pelly (Saudi
Arabia in the nineteenth century, London etc. 1965, 212).
Bibliography: Apart from the references found
in the text, see the 3rd/9th century author alHasan b. cAbd Allah al-Isfahanl, Bildd al-cArab, ed.
Hamad al-Djasir and Salih al-cAll, Riyad 1968, passim, and Hamdanf, passim, for routes to and from
al-Yamama, mountains, water, wadis and villages,
etc. in the area; L. Pelly, Report on a journey to the
Wahabee capital of Riyadh in Central Arabia, Bombay
1866 (not seen).
(G.R. SMITH)
AL-YAMAN, YEMEN, the s o u t h w e s t e r n p a r t of
the A r a b i a n p e n i n s u l a , now coming substantially
within the unified Republic of Yemen (which also
includes as its eastern region the former People's
Democratic Republic of South Yemen, the pre-1967
Aden Protectorate, essentially the historic Hadramawt
[q.v. in Vol. Ill and also in Suppl.; see also SUKUTRA]).
1. Definition and general introduction
2. Geography
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3. History
(a) From pre-Islamic times to 1962
(b) From 1962 to the present day
4. Ethnology and social structure of the Yemeni
highlands
5. The Arabic dialects of al-Yaman
1. D e f i n i t i o n and general i n t r o d u c t i o n .
The name is variously explained in the Arabic
sources; some say it was given because al-Yaman lies
to the right of the Kacba or to the right of the sun
(al-Bakri, ii, 856), others because Yuktan b. cAbir and
his companions turned right on separating from the
other Arabs (Ibn al-Faklh, 33, tr. Masse, 37-8; Yakut,
iv, 1034), while others again derive the name from
the eponymous hero Yaman b. Kahtan (cf. al-Wasici,
Ta'nkh al-Taman, Cairo 1346/1927-8, 281). Sprenger
thought that the Greeks and Romans translated Teman
and Yaman by Eudaemon and Felix and included
under Arabia Felix all the land south of al-Sham.
This coincides roughly with the delimitation of alYaman attributed to Muhammad, who is said to have
climbed a mound at Tabuk and, pointing to the north,
said "All this is al-Sham" and turning to the south,
"All this is al-Yaman" (Sprenger, Die alte Geographic
Arabiens, Berne 1875, 9). The greatest extension of alYaman to the north actually corresponds very well
with the boundary of Arabia Felix which, according
to Ptolemy, vi. 7, 2, 27, began about 6 miles south
of al-cAkaba, with its northern frontier running from
there northeastwards to the foot of the Shara3 range
and then, turning east, crossing the northern edge of
the desert of the Nafud [q.v.], ending at al-Nadjaf.
Al-Wasicf (282) also represents al-Yaman as bounded
in the east by the Persian Gulf, in the south by the
Arabian Sea, in the west by the Red Sea and in the
north by the Gulf of Kulzum, the Syrian desert and
Trak. The frontiers given by the Arab geographers
are considerably narrower. According to Ibn Khurradadhbih (135, 137, 189), and al-ldnsl (143-4), the
northern frontier of al-Yaman ended at the tree called
Talhat al-Malik between al-Muhdjira and Sarum Rah,
south of Mecca. According to others, it began below
Tathllth, while al-Asmaci (in Yakut, iv, 1035) made
the northern boundary run from c Uman through
Nadjran; al-Hamdani (Sifa, 51; Yakut, iv, 1035) more
accurately traced it through Yabrm, south of alYamama, via al-Hudjayra, Tathlfth, Djurash and
Kutna to the coast towards Kudummul near Hamida
(lat. 17° 52'). Ibn Hawkal (18), who included twothirds of the Diyar al-cArab in al-Yaman, put the
northern limit at al-Sirrayn, Yalamlam and al-Ta'if,
and made it run through the highlands to the Persian
Gulf; this makes it intelligible why some geographers
even include Mecca in the Tihama of Yemen. Towards
the east, al-Yaman extends over Hadramawt, al-Shihr
(Mahra) and Zafar (Dofar); even c Uman is sometimes
included in al-Yaman when it is not (as e.g. in alMukaddasi, 68) made a separate province. The whole
of this extensive territory, which al-Dimashkf (Nukbat
al-dahr, 216) divided into 24 administrative districts
(mikhldf [<?.#.]), was in the early days of Islam divided
into three: Sancas, al-Djanad and Hadramawt (or
Zafar), under separate governors. The taxes under the
'Abbasids yielded 600,000 dinars (Ibn Khurradadhbih,
144, 249, 251). After al-Yaman broke off from the
'Abbasid empire, its area diminished considerably and
its administrative divisions varied substantially; sometimes the Sunn! Tihama, with its capital Zabld [q.v.],
was actually independent of the Zaydl Shf'I highlands
with San'a3 as capital. When Carsten Niebuhr trav-

elled in al-Yaman, he ascertained that the following
districts were independent:
1. al-Yaman in the narrower sense, with San'a3; 2.
Aden, with its hinterland; 3. Kawkaban; 4. Hashid
and Bakil; 5. Abu cArfsh; 6. the lands lying between
this and the Hidjaz; 7. Khawlan; 8. Sahan with Sa'da;
9. Nadjran; 10. Kahtan; 11. al-Djawf, with Marib;
12. Nihm; 13. Khawlan, to the south-east of San'a3;
14. Yafic.
The geographical definition of al-Yaman becomes
still narrower under Ottoman Turkish rule. The wilayet
according to the provincial law of 19 Rabrc II 1331/28
March 1913 comprised the sanajak of Sanca3, with the
kadds of Haraz, Kawkaban, Anis, Hadja, Dhamar,
Yarlm, Radac and 'Amran; the sandjak of al-Hudayda,
with the kadds of Zabld, Luhayya, Zaydiyya, Djabal
Rfma, Hadjur, Bayt al-Faklh and Badjil; and the
sandgak of Ta'izz, with the kadds of Ibb, £Udayn,
Ka'taba, Hudjariyya, Mukha and Kama'ira. In the
north it was adjoined towards lat. 18° N. by the independent districts of Abu cArish, Kahtan, Wadaca and
Bilad Yam (Nadjran); in the east by the Balad Kitaf,
Barat, the oasis of Khabb, al-Djawf with Arhab and
Nihm, and also Marib, Khawlan, Harfb, Bayhan and
Yafic, as well as the Fadli region; and in the south
by the hinterland of Aden, which had been under a
British protectorate since the later 19th century.
Bibliography: For the Arabic geographers and
the European travellers in al-Yaman, see the Bibl.
to El1 art. s.v.
(A. GROHMANN)
2. Geography.
The highlands of Yemen form the southern end of
the mountain chain that runs down the west coast of
Arabia from the Hidjaz [see AL-SARAT] and through
c
Asfr [q.v.] and that becomes more lofty as it goes
southwards. The chain is an uplifted block, falling
away along lines of faulting on its eastern edge to
the desert interior; the cAs!r-Yemen highlands are in
fact part of a single uplifted block that also comprises
the Ethiopian highlands, cut in two by the rift valleys of the Red Sea and Gulf of Aden. In Yemen,
a core of granite and schists is overlain with sandstone and limestone, in turn covered by a layer of
volcanic basalt some 100 m/330 feet thick. This is
the highest part of the Arabian peninsula, with Djabal
Hadir Nab! Shucayb to the west-south-west of Sanca3
rising to 3,760 m/12,336 feet; even the mountains in
slightly lower 'Aslr reach 2,820 m/9,250 feet in Djabal
Suda. There is a steep western escarpment overlooking the Tihama [q.v] or coastal plain, but a less steep
eastern one that slopes down to the sandy basin of
the Ramlat al-Sabcatayn. In the southeastern part of
Yemen, the highland plateau is connected with the
almost equally high crystalline ridges of the Kawr
mountains, which in turn join the much-dissected limestone plateau of the Djol or Djawl, which rises to
2,112 m/6,927 feet. The broad depression of the
Djawf Mulays and Djawf Khudayf, which contain the
sand dunes of Ramlat al-Sabcatayn as their core,
probably once, in a pluvial period after the Ice Age,
contained a lake, but now its underground water
drains to the east, through a narrow exit, to irrigate
the oases of the Wad! Hadramawt. This wadi continues eastwards, sometimes with surface water, for some
320 km/200 miles before turning southwards to the
Gulf of Aden through the precipitous Wad! al-MasIla
[see further, CARAB, DJAZIRAT AL-. ii-iii; HADRAMAWT.
3., in Suppl.].
In regard to climate, Yemen and the other lands
of southern Arabia, Hadramawt and Zafar [q.v], benefit from lying within the sphere of the South-West
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475 ff.; W.C. Brice, A systematic regional geography.
Monsoon which brings appreciable rain to the highVIII. South-West Asia, London 1966, 249-52, 389;
lands between June and September. The Tihama of
W.B. Fisher, The geography of the Middle East, 7London
Yemen, about 80 km/50 miles wide, is very barren,
1978, 471-9. See also section 1., above.
as the monsoon rains fall on the higher mountain
(W.C. BRICE)
slopes, but these rains supply streams of water flow3. History.
ing down from the hills, often perennially, to irrigate
(a) From p r e - I s l a m i c times to 1962.
the typically African crops of the "beehive" villages:
Pre-Islamic Yemen. For the history of the four major
millet, cotton, indigo (nil [q.v]), wars [q.v], madder,
pre-Islamic states of Yemen, the reader is referred to
samower, henna and other dye-producing plants and
SABA', KATABAN, MA C IN and HADRAMAWT. Perhaps the
shrubs and bananas. Above the Tihama, the lower
history of the country would best be surveyed briefly
mountain slopes are semi-desert, with acacia and
here from the 1st century A.D. From beginnings in
tamarisk scrub. But beyond 1,500 m/4800 feet, the
this century in the southern highlands, to a time tomonsoon winds bring rainfall amounting to more than
wards the end of the 3rd century, a large tribal con75 cm/30 inches per annum in e.g. the southwestern
federation, called Himyar [q.v.] (Dhu Raydan in the
corner of the plateau, to the north and north-east of
pre-Islamic inscriptions) with its capital in Zafar [q.v.]
Ta'izz, and in midsummer the hillsides are cloaked
near modern-day Yarfm, had annexed the territories
in cloud and mist, and there are heavy dews. These
of Saba', conquered Hadramawt and driven the
conditions are ideal for coffee trees [see KAHWA], and
Abyssinian colonialists from the land. In the late 4th
the carefully-maintained multiple terraces also support
century, the paganism of Himyar had been replaced
plantations of fruits, nuts and the mildly narcotic qat
by Judaism, and this newly-found religious fervour
or chat, Cathula edulis Forsk. [see KAT]. The bulk of
had carried out the notorious massacre of the Christian
the rains and clouds fail, however, to mount the westcommunity of Nadjran [q.v.]. This act brought the
ern crests, so that the high plateau to the east is in
Christian Abyssinians back into Yemen under Abraha
a rain-shadow, with a drier climate, and the fields of
[q.v.] who, after dealing with Himyar, had become
fertile wind-blown soil (loess) rely heavily on streams
the virtual king of the country. Abraha's fame is
from the peripheral mountains for irrigating the stamainly based on his building of a cathedral in Sanca5
ple cereal, millet, and the orchards of vines (culti[q.v] (al-Kalfs), his instigating what were to be the
vated since ancient times; the early Arabic geographers
final repairs made to the already crumbling structure
mention vineyards in Sarum Rah, Khaywan, Athafir
of the Marib [q.v] dam and, above all, his attempts
and the Wadl Dahr) and oranges. Unusually for Arabia,
at conquering Mecca [see MAKKA], allegedly, but imposcattle are kept as draught animals. Temperatures may
sibly, in the renowned "Year of the Elephant", A.D.
vary widely up here, with cold winter nights and
570, given in many traditions as the year of the birth
frosty spells; ice is observed at San'a3 on winter mornof the Prophet Muhammad. The task of ridding Yemen
ings more frequently than the occurrence of frost
of the Abyssinian conquerors had been left to a leader
would appear to warrant, an anomaly due to the low
from the Himyarites, Abu Murra Sayf b. Phi Yazan,
atmospheric pressure at over 2,200 m/7,200 feet comalthough, by bringing in military assistance from the
bined with low humidity, which results in such rapid
Persians, he had merely substituted one colonial power
evaporation of water that its temperature can drop
for another. The Persians thus ruled Yemen from
to freezing-point when the air temperature is several
Sanca3 and continued even after the advent of Islam
degrees above it. On the eastern edges of the highas governors there [see BADHAM, in Suppl.].
lands at the mouths of valleys there are perennial
streams and springs, and such oases as Marib have |
If we were to believe without careful thought the
Muslim writers who touch on the Islamisation of
extensive date groves. Irrigation systems here have
Yemen, we would accept that in 8/628 the governor
always been complex; it was in this region that ancient
South Arabian kingdoms like Saba5 and Macin [q.w.]
in Sanca5, a Persian by the name of Badhan, embraced
arose, and the Dam of Marib achieved fame in both
Islam and the whole of the country immediately folpre-Islamic South Arabia and in post-Islamic lore and
lowed suit. In fact, we have information from Nestorian
legend.
Christian sources implying the continued existence of
The Red Sea coastland of Yemen runs for about
Christianity, for example, at Sanca5 and Nadjran till
450 km/280 miles down to the Bab al-Mandab with
ca. 900.
a trend slightly east of south. There are sandy, manThe pre-dynasty Islamic history. One of the greatest
grove-fringed beaches sloping gently up to the coastal
frustrations that the historian of early Islamic and
plain of the Tihama. The most significant ports of
mediaeval Yemen must face is the plain fact that
this coastland, which have historically served for the
there is so little information available concerning what
commerce of the more productive highland zone, are
can be termed the pre-dynasty history of the country.
Luhayya, al-Hudayda, Mukha [q.w.] or Mocha, and
The YuTirids [q.v] (see below), centred on Shibam
Perim [see MAYYUN] . Along the Gulf of Aden lies, of
Kawkaban, and rulers on occasion over San'a' itself,
course, the fine double port of Aden in a drowned
established the first local dynasty in Islamic Yemen
volcano. The southern coastal plain from the Bab alin 232/847, and the period prior to their period, from
Mandab eastwards through Aden is less continuous
the advent of Islam in A.D. 622, is what is more
than that of the Tihama of Yemen. Its widest part
precisely meant by this term "pre-dynasty Islamic".
is the irrigated delta of Lahidj [q.v. in Suppl.], which
The fact of the matter is that we have no contempoproduces dates, coconuts, rice and cotton.
rary literary sources extant and are compelled to rely
Yemen, together with Hadramawt and Zafar,
on either later non-Arabian sources (e.g. al-Taban, Ibn
formed the Arabia Odorifera of classical times, and in
al-Athfr, al-Baladhuri [q.w.], etc.), or on even later
Yemen, in particular, such aromatics as myrrh were
Yemeni sources (e.g. al-Djanadf, al-Khazradjf [q.v],
grown; but Yemen's ancient role as an entrepot for
Ibn al-Daybac, etc.). All are equally disappointing,
the wares and products of India has long departed.
uninformative on the question of whence their data
Bibliography: Naval Intelligence Division, Adcome, and in any case lacking in any detailed hismiralty Handbooks, Western Arabia and the Red Sea,
torical information.
London 1946, 51-3, 59 ff., 134-41, 156 ff., 201-5,
Certainly under the Rightly-Guided Caliphs, when
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the Islamic conquests got under way, thousands of
Yemenis must have joined the Muslim armies, and
indeed, Yemen provided the vast majority of the manpower for these military endeavours of such historical
importance (see cAbd al-Muhsin Mad'aj M. al-Madcaj,
The Yemen in early Islam 9-233/630-847, apolitical history,
London 1988, 64-101; also Radhi Daghfous, Le Yaman
islamique des origines jusqu'a I'avenement des dynasties autonomes
(I'-in™ s./VII™-IX*me s.), Tunis 1995, i, 506).
The sources mention also any number of "representatives" despatched to Yemen by Muhammad, but
such accounts are full of confusion and contradiction.
They become no more reliable for the later days of
the Rightly-Guided, the Umayyad and the 'Abbasid
caliphates. Surprisingly, the picture is not made any
clearer after reference to the not inconsiderable numismatic evidence available to us (see e.g. in particular
Ramzi J. Bikhazi, Coins of al-Yaman 132-569 A.H., in
al-Abhdth, xxiii [1970], 3-127). Such representatives are
usually described as governors (sing, wall), though
there were also on occasion kadis and teachers, as
well as alms collectors (sing. djamic al-sadakd). Some of
those appointed, however, never reached Yemen for
one reason or another and this further complicates
the issue. The senior governor was the one appointed
to San'a3, although others were sometimes sent to alDjanad, nowadays a suburb of Tacizz [q.v], and to
Hadramawt, where they were on occasion to all intents and purposes independent and on other occasions evidently subordinate to Sanca5 (see G.R. Smith,
The early and medieval history of Sancd\ in R.B. Serjeant
and R. Lewcock (eds.), Sarfd3, an Arabian Islamic city,
53-4, and al-Madcaj, Yemen, table 1, 13-14, table 4,
148-49, table 6, 169-70, table 8, 190-92 and table
11, 220-22, for attempts at listing these representatives).
The interesting question is, of course, what precisely were the duties of these officials? Initially they
probably controlled little or nothing outside the walls
of the town. They appear to have had a force under
arms for the day-to-day policing of the urban area,
though it is clear from our sources that they could
not impose their will by tyrannical means on the local
population; a number tried to do this, and complaints
to the caliph, though perhaps slow to receive attention, eventually brought justice either in the form of
a reprimand or in the actual dismissal of the governor and his replacement by another. Perhaps more
importantly, they would have been charged with the
task of promoting Islam and teaching the tenets of
the new religion and the Islamic way of life.
As noted above, it is impossible to accept the naive
assertion that with Badhan's acceptance of Islam the
whole population immediately followed. It is imperative that we now view the Islamisation of Yemen as
a gradual process, taking place over at least three
centuries. It is probably in this context, too, that we
should see the appointments of governors to al-Djanad
and Hadramawt. San'a', one assumes, still operated
as a commercial and trading centre under some kind
of special sanctity derived from the pre-Islamic mahram
institution. Al-Djanad and Hadramawt may also have
operated in a similar fashion, and trade as much as
anything else would have played the major role in
the dissemination of Islam in Yemen over the years.
The Islamic history of Yemen down to the first Turkish
invasion, 3rd-6th/9th-12th centuries. For the most part the
history of the dynasties that held power in Yemen at
this time can be seen in some detail in the entries
devoted to them, and therefore only very brief notes
are given below. The Ziyadids (203-409P/818-1018?
[q.v]) take their name, the Banu Ziyad, from Muham-

mad b. Ziyad, a protege of the 'Abbasid minister
al-Fadl b. Sahl [q.v.]. He was sent by the caliph alMa'mun to quell tribal unrest in Tihama [q.v.] and
arrived there in 203/818. As commanded, Muhammad
founded and built a new capital of Tihama, Zabld
[q.v.], and the dynasty appears to have held territory
in the Yemeni highlands and along the Indian Ocean
coast, as well as in Tihama.
The YuTirids (232-387/847-997 [q.v.]) were the first
local Yemeni dynasty to emerge in Islamic times. The
dynasty owes its name, the Banu Yucfir, to one YuTir
b. cAbd al-Rahman of Dhu Hiwal of Shibam Kawkaban [q.v], north-west of San'a3. Their territory extended from Sacda [q.v] in the northern to al-Djanad
in the southern highlands. It was during this period
that the Hasan! sharif, Yahya b. al-Husayn, settled in
the northern highlands and created a Zaydf imamate
that was to endure right down to the year 1962 [see
ZAYDIYYA] .
The Nadjahids, the Banu Nadjah (412-551/10211156 [q.v.]), were named after a black Abyssinan slave,
Nadjah, and ruled over Tihama from Zabld, for the
most part vying with the Sulayhids [q.v] (see below)
for control there.
The Sulayhids, the Banu '1-SulayhI (439-532/10471138 [<?.^.]), were a Shf'f dynasty acknowledging the
Fatimids and named after cAlf b. Muhammad alSulayhi, who had been brought up within orthodox
Islam in the Haraz area, south-west of San'a', and
who was later converted by a Fatimid ddci operating
in Yemen. They ruled firstly from Sanca3 (439-ca. 480/
1047-C0. 1087), but later from Dhu Djibla (ca. 480532/«z. 1087-1138) and fought with the Nadjahids
over Tihama, controlling much of the country south
of San'a3.
The Sulaymanids were Hasanf sharifi, originally
from Mecca, who controlled northern Tihama from
Harad between the years ca. 462-569/oz. 1069-1173.
They were firstly embroiled with the Nadjahids and
later with the Mahdids), and it is suggested in some
sources that they wrote to the Ayyubids [q.v] in Egypt
and were instrumental in urging upon them their conquest of Yemen in 569/1173 (see below).
The Zuray'ids, the Banu Zuray' (473-569/10801173 [<7-y.]), were named after Zurayc b. al-cAbbas,
the son of a Sulayhid protege, and the family was of
Yam [q.v]. They were a Shf'I dynasty, acknowledging the Fatimids like their masters, and they ruled
over Aden and its surrounding area.
During the period 492-569/1099-1173, three separate dynasties of Hamdan dominated Sancas and
the territory north: the Banu Hatim (I), the Banu
'1-Kubayb and the Banu Hatim (II). The first two
were in all probability of Fatimid allegiance, and the
Banu Hatim (II), who claimed descent from the Yam,
were certainly openly so. They vied with the Ayyubids,
particularly over SancaJ, and were not completely overwhelmed by them; indeed, we find them later in the
service of the Rasulids after they had taken over control in the southern highlands and Tihama from the
Ayyubids.
The Mahdids [q.v.], the Banu Mahdl (554-69/115973), were founded by cAlf b. Mahdi, who had earlier in the 6th/12th century preached a religious
message in Tihama, where their power lay. The Mahdid dynasty had Zabld as its capital and was finally
crushed by the invading Ayyubid army from Egypt
which, under the command of Turanshah b. Ayyub
[q.v], the brother of Salah al-Dm Yusuf b. Ayyub
[q.v], the Saladin of Western writers, in 569/1173
conquered much of southern Yemen and Tihama.
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The reasons for this conquest are several and complex, and cannot be dealt with here (see G.R. Smith,
The Ayyubids and early Rasulids in the Yemen, ii, London
1978, 31-49) but the outcome is clear. The advancing Ayyubid army wiped the Zuray'ids in Aden and
the Mahdids in Tihama off the historical map, and
less dramatically brought an end to the Sulaymanids
of northern Tihama. Their solid military achievements
during the years 569-628/1173-1230 paved the way
for the political, administrative and cultural brilliance
of their successors, the Rasulids.
The Rasulids [q.v], who controlled vast areas of
the southern highlands, Tihama, and, at their zenith,
as far east as Zafar, in what is at present the southern part of the Sultanate of Oman, and Hadramawt,
brought unprecedented political stability to Yemen.
Their period of power was between the years 626858/1228-1454, and among their rulers were several
who made their name as much for their literary and
scientific efforts as for their political and administrative acumen [see RASULIDS. 3, 5].
Even the mighty and brilliant Rasulids could not
withstand the internal squabbles of the house, the
revolts of the mamluk troops and fickle tribes, and the
ravages of the plague. Their rule in the southern highlands and Tihama gave way in 858/1454 to a local
Yemeni dynasty of mashdyikh from the area south of
Radac, the Tahirids [q.v.] or Banu Tahir, a rule that
was to last until 923/1517. The Tahirids were defeated
by an Ottoman force in 922/1516 near ZabTd, the
main reason for this defeat apparently being the presence among the Ottoman troops of firearms, the first
recorded evidence of their use in Yemen.
Ever fearful of the infidel Portuguese presence in
the Red Sea and Indian Ocean, the Ottoman Turks
launched a massive naval expedition into the area
and arrived off the Red Sea island of Kamaran [q.v.]
in 945/1538. The Zaydl imams, who had taken much
of the country after the downfall of the Tahirids, were
about to be much reduced in authority as a period
of almost one hundred years of Turkish rule began.
The first Turkish occupation of the Yemen, 945-1045/
1538-1636. After their naval victory, the Turks began
to expand inland. They were besieging Tacizz by the
year 946/1539, were marching on San'a5 by 951/1544,
and the city was in Turkish hands by about 954/1547
after a hard siege. The capital of Turkish Yemen was
thus established, and the kasr in the east of Sanca3
became the official residence of the governor-general
(beylerbeyi], the first being Ozdemir Pasha [q.v.].
The Turkish invasion of Yemen sent the Zaydls in
the north reeling for some time, and it was a while
before they recovered. The recovery of their fortunes
is first apparent in the person of the Zaydl imam alMutahhar, son of Imam Sharaf al-Dln Yahya, who
had died in 965/1557. Al-Mutahhar had actually advanced on San'a3 in 974/1566, and the Turkish garrison was compelled to surrender to him. The imperial
diwan in Istanbul, greatly disturbed at this turn of
events, appointed Sinan Pasha [see SINAN PASHA,
KHODJA. 2.] as commander-in chief of Yemen, and alMutahhar was himself obliged to abandon Sanca3 after
a fierce counter-action against the Zaydls led by Sinan.
Intermittent resistance on the part of the Zaydfs
against the occupying Turks continued. Their struggle
to recapture Yemen is associated with the imam alKasim b. Muhammad, generally known as al-Kasim
al-Kabfr. Before his death in 1029/1620, al-Kasim
had struggled at first against Sinan Pasha al-Kaykhiya,
albeit somewhat unsuccessfully, and later against the
forces of Dja'fer Pasha. With al-Kasim's death in
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1029/1620, and since the Ottomans remained in parts
of the country, it was left to his son, al-Mu'ayyad,
to expel them. Sinan's successor Mehmed Pasha, and
in turn his successor, Haydar Pasha, were relentlessly
pushed back by al-Mu3ayyad. In 1038/1629, Sanca3
fell to the ZaydTs, as did Tacizz in the same year.
Whilst the Turks remained a danger, particularly in
Tihama, their surrender to the Zaydls in 1045/1636
brought an end to their first occupation of Yemen.
Their commanders had on the whole been harsh with
the Yemenis, and had imposed heavy taxes on them;
the majority of governors, if not all of them, left
Yemen having made their own personal fortunes.
The Zjiydl imdmate up to the second Turkish invasion,
1045-1251/1636-1835. The major force throughout
the country during this period of almost two centuries
was the Zaydf imamate. It would be wrong to assume,
however, that the political situation was a consistent
one, for the imamate, as indeed had always been the
case, was at times strong morally and physically, in
which case the country was relatively stable and united
and life more peaceful. Too often, however, a weak
imam meant internal squabbles among the Zaydls
themselves, other claimants to the imamate and tribal
anarchy almost anywhere in the country. A few highlights of this period may be mentioned here, but the
reader is referred to a more detailed history of the
Zaydl imam?, in the article ZAYDIYYA.
AI-Mutawakkil cala Allah Isnia'Il (1054-87/1644-76
[q.v.]) presided over the imamate for 33 years, during which the most brilliant era of Zaydf imamic rule
can be seen; the period also marks the furthest extent
of their territory in Yemen. In particular, Hadramawt
was conquered by the Zaydls and that in its turn
brought them into contact with the maritime power
of cUman. Internally, al-Mutawakkil concerned himself
with law and order and economic affairs, in particular,
trying to regulate taxes. Security brought in merchants
from other countries to trade in Yemen. Prosperity
followed, and the imam was able to establish relations
with India, with the Hidjaz and even with Istanbul.
Al-Mahdl Muhammad (1098-1130/1687-1718),
called Sahib al-Mawahib, the latter place being where
he resided near Dhamar, south of Sanca3, may be
briefly mentioned. He undid much of the great good
which al-Mutawakkil had done, extracting unjust taxes
and spending profligately.
Al-Mahdl 'Abbas (1161-89/1748-75) was well known
for his scholarship as well as for his strength of character and effectiveness in authority. He did away with
many oppressive practices that existed in the country, and would appear to have been the nearest to
the Zaydf ideal of warrior-king, a follower of the
shari'a and a generous benefactor. There followed less
able imams, involving periods of internal anarchy, confusion and misery with Turco-Egyptian and Ottoman
interference externally.
The second Turkish occupation of Yemen, 1289/18721918. The opening of the Suez Canal in 1286/1869
allowed the Ottomans ready access to maritime Arabia
via the Red Sea, and during the latter half of the
13th/19th century they had gained a foothold on the
Red Sea coast at al-Hudayda [q.v.] Ahmed Mukhtar
Pasha settled the affairs of cAsfr [q.v.] and returned
to al-Hudayda, whence he was invited by the people
of Sanca3, weary of the chaos caused by disaffected
tribes, to enter their city. The Ottoman general entered
Sanca3 in 1289/1872, when there appeared to be no
recognised imam and thus began a second Turkish
involvement in Yemen which was to last until the
end of the First World War.
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After an administrative overhaul that resulted in
the appointment of Turks into the administration and
the removal of Yemeni officials, the Ottomans opened
up a military campaign in the north that had certain successes, notably the capture of the stronghold
of Kawkaban, rarely taken in all the history of Yemen.
In 1296/1879, a new Zaydl imam., al-Hadl Sharaf alDln, proclaimed himself ruler, and for the decade of
his reign he fought with some courage against the
Turks.
After Imam Sharaf al-Dfn's death in 1307/1890,
the ZaydTs turned for their imam to the Hamfd alDm family, wherein the imamate was to reside until
its abolition in 1962. Al-Mansur bi'llah Muhammad
b. Yahya Harmd al-Dln was recognised as imam. AlMansur proved completely uncompromising in his
struggle against the Turks, and in the words of one
Yemeni historian, his wars against the Turks "would
fill several books (dqfatir)" (cAbd al-Wasic b. Yahya alWasiT, Ta'rikh al-Yaman, Cairo 1346, 134). When the
Turks sent an emissary to al-Mansur in 1309/1891,
the latter gave a reply implying that the Yemenis
were quite capable of providing a government themselves, one that, moreover, ruled in accordance with
the laws of Islam. He accused the Turks of all manner of un-Islamic practices and forwarded complaints
about their abuses to Istanbul, the Turkish officials
being charged with serious corruption.
On al-Mansur's death in 1322/1904, his son Yahya
was elected imam with the title al-Mutawakkil cala
Allah [see YAHYA B. MUHAMMAD, AL-MUTAWAKKIL].
Yahya continued the policy of all-out opposition to
the Turks, giving instructions that Turkish-held towns
were to be attacked and besieged. The anti-Turkish
cause was helped by failure of the rains and the
ensuing famine. In addition, it is clear that the long
arrears of pay of the Turkish occupying troops led
to much discontent. There are reports, for example, of
a serious mutiny in Sancas in 1324/1906. The Forte's
attempts to make peace with Yahya failed. Although
a Turkish force with Arab volunteers left San'a3 during the First World War to attack the British in Aden
and actually defeated a small British force at Lahdj
[q.v.] a few miles to the north of the port, they were
forced to surrender in Aden when the armistice was
declared.
The years 1918-62: the Imams Yahya, Ahmad and Muhammad al-Badr. Imam Yahya was above all renowned
for his extreme stinginess. He also followed a strict
policy of almost complete isolation from the outside
world. He was assassinated in 1948 by order of the
dissident contender for the imamate, £Abd Allah alWazfr, as he drove near the village of Hizyaz just
south of San£aJ. The conspiracy was put down after
a short while, and the ringleaders executed. Yahya's
son Ahmad was elected imam, but lacking support in
SancaJ after the city's sacking during the revolt, he
moved to Ta'izz where he ruled until his death from
natural causes in September 1962. He will always be
remembered for his ruthless behaviour in the face of
any trace of opposition, although he was undoubtedly
both a brave and learned ruler. The economic problems of the country had grown and grown, and Arab
nationalism and a succession of military coups in the
Arab world, as well as interference from the then
USSR, all helped destabilise Yemen under Imam
Ahmad.
His son, Muhammad al-Badr, who had played a
high profile role in affairs of state in the late 1950s,
was proclaimed imam. Only a week later, his residence was attacked by army officers and he and his

guards fled. cAbd Allah al-Sallal then became the first
president of the Yemen Arab Republic.
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(b) From 1962 to the present day.
The Republic of Yemen (ROY) was created on 22
May 1990 out of the peaceful unification of North
Yemen and South Yemen, officially the Yemen Arab
Republic (YAR) and the People's Democratic Republic of Yemen (PDRY), respectively. About two-and-ahalf years earlier, in 1987, the YAR had celebrated its
twenty-fifth anniversary and the PDRY its twentieth.
Throughout this political generation, the question of
Yemeni unification had been confounded by contradictory political legacies: the millennia-old idea of one
Yemen and one Yemeni people, on the one hand,
and two distinct modern national political struggles
and resultant territorial states, on the other.
i. The YAR.

The YAR was preceded immediately in North
Yemen by the imamate state led and revived over the
first six decades of the 20th century by the two great
imams of the Hamld al-Dfn family, Yahya and his
son Ahmad [see YAHYA B. MUHAMMAD, AL-MUTAWAKKIL;
and the last section of 3(a) above]. They both revitalised the traditional Yemeni cultural and socio-political system and further insulated and isolated North
Yemen from the outside, modern world. In retrospect,
the history of the YAR can best be divided into three
periods: (a) the al-Sallal era (1962-7), the wrenching
first five years under President cAbd Allah al-Sallal,
marked by the 26 September Revolution that overthrew the imamate, the long civil war and EgyptianSaudi intervention that quickly followed, and, above
all, the rapid and irreversible opening of the country
to the modern world; (b) a 10-year transition period
(1967-77), distinguished by the end of both the Egyptian military presence and the civil war, the Republican-Royalist national reconciliation under President
c
Abd al-Rahman al-Iryanf, and the attempt by the
young President Ibrahim al-Hamdl to strengthen the
state and restructure politics; and (c) the Salih era
(1978-90), a 12-year period identified with both the
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long tenure of President cAli 'Abd Allah Salih and the
change from political weakness and economic uncertainty at the outset, to political stability, the discovery
of oil, and the prospect of oil-based development and
prosperity in more recent years. This last period of
YAR history ended with the unification of the two
Yemens and the creation of the ROY, with President
Salih at its head.
Of the many important political and socio-economic
changes that took place in the YAR since its birth
in 1962, most of the positive ones were compressed
into the years since the republic's fifteenth anniversary
in 1977. Nevertheless, the decade from the late 1960s
to the late 1970s was also important, a transitional
period in which much needed time was bought by a
few modest but pivotal acts of state-building and, most
important, by economic good fortune. Above all, global
and regional economic events over which the YAR
had no control facilitated a huge flow of funds into
the country in the form of both foreign aid and remittances from Yemenis working abroad. This period
of transition was much needed, because the changes
that had buffeted Yemen in the five years following
the 1962 revolution had left it both unable to retreat
into the past and ill-equipped to go forward. The ability to advance rapidly in the 1980s was very much
the result of the possibility afforded for a breather in
the 1970s.
ii. Tke PDRT.
The path taken by, or, more correctly, imposed upon,
South Yemen after the British occupation of Aden in
1839 was quite different. Of critical importance was
Britain's preoccupation with the port of Aden and its
neglect of the dozen or so statelets in the hinterland
with which it signed treaties of protection only in the
last quarter of the 19th century. As a consequence,
no single political system embraced even most of what
was to become an independent South Yemen in late
1967. Instead, what existed was the 75-square-mile
Aden Colony—a city-state, a partly modern urban
enclave and major world port—and a vast, mostly
distant, politically-fragmented hinterland that was, for
the most part, based on subsistence agriculture and
traditional socio-cultural institutions.
At independence in 1967, the infrastructure barely
holding together the major settlement areas consisted
of dirt tracks, unpaved roads, a number of airstrips, and
the telegraph. The country consisted of many microeconomies, most of them agriculturally based and
largely self-sufHcient. The isolated Wad! Hadramawt
was an odd case, dependent as it was upon emigration
to and remittances from Southeast Asia, East Africa,
Saudi Arabia and the rest of the Gulf. What little
market economy existed centred on the port of Aden
and its environs, and this in turn was plugged less
into its hinterland than into the international economic
system via its sea lanes. This fragile modern sector was
dealt devastating blows near the time of independence,
when the blocking of the Suez Canal during the SixDay War nearly brought port activities to a halt and
Britain's rapid withdrawal ended both subsidies from
London and the significant economic activity tied to
the large British presence.
The history of South Yemen since independence is
distinguished by three major periods: (a) the period of
political takeover and consolidation (1967-9), the initial phase during which the National Liberation Front
established control in Aden and over the hinterland
at the same time that the balance of power within
the party passed from the nationalists led by Kahtan
al-Shabbl to the party's left wing; (b) the period of
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uneasy leftist co-leadership of Salmi Rubayy £Ali and
c
Abd al-Fattah IsmaTl (1969-78), distinguished by the
efforts of these two bitter rivals both to organise the
country in terms of their competing versions of Marxist
"scientific socialism" and to align the country with
the socialist camp and the national liberation movements around the world; and (c) the era of CA1T Nasir
Muhammad (1980-5), the period in which the consolidation of power in a single leader was paralleled
by increasing moderation in both domestic affairs and
external relations, especially with the YAR.
The period of co-leadership, which ended in 1978
in armed conflict between the two rival factions within
the ruling party and the execution of Sallm Rubayy
c
Alf, was followed by two years during which 'Abd
al-Fattah Isma'fl ruled alone. The era of CA1I Nasir
Muhammad, which began with the exile of Ismacll
in 1980, ended in January 1986 with the intra-party
bloodbath and cAlf Nasir's ejection and flight into
exile, and was followed by the nearly four years of
troubled domestic and external politics that led up to
unification with the YAR. Despite this pattern of bitter
and sometimes lethal intra-party conflict, the PDRY
regime over more than two decades did maintain its
rule and order throughout the country, made progress
in bridging the gap between Aden and the rest of the
country, pursued with some success certain admirable
social goals, and made good use of extremely limited
resources in efforts to develop a very poor country,
e.g. in the fields of education, health, and equality of
the sexes.
iii. The unification process and the ROT.

In 1989, the renewed drive for Yemeni unification
came suddenly and at the initiative of a newly selfconfident YAR. The PDRY regime, weakened by the
intra-party bloodbath and the sharp decline in political and economic support from the Soviet Union and
the Socialist bloc, was unable to resist the proposal.
In its final form, the unification plan called for: (a)
formal unification in May 1990; (b) a two-and-a-half
year transition period during which power would be
shared equally by the two ruling parties of the former
YAR and the PDRY; and (c), in late 1992, national
elections throughout unified Yemen.
Unification was embraced enthusiastically by most
Yemenis and proceeded apace, enjoying a year's honeymoon. However, the increasing dominance of President
Salih and his allies and the collapse of the economy—
the latter caused largely by a drastic drop in external
aid and workers' remittance, the result of the ROY
failure to join the U.S. and Saudi-led coalition against
c
lrak during the Gulf War, soon led to protracted
political conflict between Salih's faction and most of
the top southern leaders. Despite the holding of relatively free and fair elections in April 1993, and many
efforts at mediation, the political crisis worsened, leading in early 1994 to fighting between the yet-unmerged
armies of the two parts of Yemen and to a bloody
two-months civil war in mid-1994. The forces loyal
to President Salih won a decisive victory over the
Saudi-supported secessionist forces, and Yemen remained united.
The fighting over, the ROY was faced with the
virtually complete collapse of the economy and political isolation in the region. Regarding the latter problem, relations with the Arab Gulf states and other
Arab states improved considerably during the period
1995-7. However, relations with Kuwait and Saudi
Arabia remained problematical—most notably, the
serious Yemeni-Saudi border dispute resisted solution. With the assistance of the International Monetary
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Fund, the World Bank, and various European donors,
the ROY in early 1995 addressed the former problem by adopting and then implementing a largely
successful three-year package of economic reforms; this
demanding and painful process was facilitated in part
by the continued discovery and development of modest oil and gas reserves. President Salih and his allies
strengthened the political system and—to a degree at
least—Yemeni political life was reorganised during
this period. Despite the economic hardships of recent
years, the regime was able to hold relatively free and
fair national elections in April 1997, elections that produced a clear-cut victory for President Salih and his
party. Mid-1998 marked the end of Salih's twentieth
year as president of the YAR and the ROY.
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4. Ethnology and social s t r u c t u r e of the
Yemeni highlands.
The population of the high plateaux of Yemen is
chiefly Zaydl by persuasion [see ZAYDIYYA]. However,

a strong ShafTi Sunni presence [see SHAFI'IYYA] has
been making its mark on the capital city of Sanca5
[q.v] since the 1970s (where at the last census in
1994 there were 954,448 inhabitants), as also in the
massif of Haraz [q.v.], which is shared between the
Zaydls and the Shafi'fs. The Isma'TlI [see ISMA'ILIYYA]
community of Yemen is concentrated in the latter
region around Manakha [q.v.]. In addition there are
several hundred Jews living in the regions around
Sacda and Rayda [</.ra.].
With the exception of San'a', the territory of which
belongs to no single tribe (kabild) in its own right,
towns such as Sa'da (Khawlan b. cAmr), Khamir
(Banii Suraym), Huth (cUsaymat), Dhamar [q.v.] (cAns)
or cAmran are all contained within the territory of
single tribes. Part or all of their non-tribal population
is composed of "market people" (ahl al-suk) and religious men (sayyids and kadis). The hid^ra sites such as
Huth are generally inhabited by the latter, and the
market as well as the tribal assembly places, called
misrdkh, were subject to tribal protection. The inviolable nature of the hiajras, the "sanctuaries" of knowledge and religious law, was in fact only recognised
by the tribes that were linked to them, often by a
formal ageement, and who used them as neutral territory. The principal confederation of tribes of the
highlands of Yemen are those of the Hashid and the
Bakll [q.vv.]; the Madhhidj (Dhamar, Radac, Hanb
[q.v.] and Marib [q.v.]) do not actually exist, as the
number of its tribes was incorporated in the course
of time among the Bakll, whereas the tribes of the
Murad (Harfb) and the cAbfda (Marib), who were
supposed to belong there, have no confederal ties. On
the other hand, the tribe of Khawlan b. cAmr (Sacda)
has no links with any other. However, it would be
an exaggeration to place any real importance on the
idea of a confederation apart from that of the Hashid,
which is numerically less important than that of the
Bakil; it has greater cohesion though relatively so,
stemming largely from the role in national politics
played by the supreme shaykh (shaykh al-mashdyikh),
c
Abd Allah b. Husayn al-Ahmar.
The morphology and tribal subdivisions vary just
as their degree of mobility. Membership of a tribe is
based on real or supposed family relationships, but
tribal unity is above all based on territory, and the
majority of tribesmen are sedentary farmers. The different sections of the tribe are thought to be descended
from a common ancestor (ajidd) and to be bound by
fraternal ties, although this genealogical fiction does
not imply a detailed acquaintance or the existence of
actual family relationships between its members. The
practice of customary law (curf [</.#.]), with regard to
the role of guarantor of the honour of the group and
of intra- and inter-tribal arbitrator, makes the function of the shaykh an important factor of the social
life of the highlands, and even at the national level
for those who combine economic success and political stature. Recognition by the state of the representative function of the shaykhs, who from the early years
of the Republic onwards have been paid by the
Ministry of Tribal Affairs, has given their traditional
role of mediator an official status.
However, the social structure of the highlands is
not limited to the tribal system. It overlaps with a
system of social ranks to which the tribal system is
pivotal. The traditional social hierarchy is indeed composed of status groups graded in the hierarchical system according to certain criteria, the most important
of which are those of ancestry (asl) and professional
activity. Up to the founding of the Republic in 1962
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the descendants of the Prophet (sayyid, pi. sada) including the Zaydl Imams, took their place at the top of
the hierarchical order. Because of their prestigious
genealogy and the primacy granted to them in religious matters and spiritual direction, they played the
role of arbitrator among the tribes, though this position could also be filled by the "religious judges" of
tribal origin (kadi, pi. kuddt).
The other status groups were the tribesmen (kahili,
pi. kabd3il), city dwellers of tribal origin (carabi), and
at the bottom of the social order those who had
menial occupations without tribal origin. They were
designated by the generic noun banu 'l-khums or ahl
al-taraf, literally, "sons of the fifth", i.e. potential recipients of public charity or "people of the extremity".
Menial jobs (market gardeners, butchers, workers at
the public bath, cess-pit cleaners, barber-circumcisers,
blood-letters, tanners, shoemakers, potters and the
dawshdn, a sort of tribal herald) were considered as
such in relation to a system of tribal values in which
the idea of honour played a dominant role, and which
would forbid members of the tribe being put into
the position of servant or middle-man. In this predominantly agrarian society, commercial activity was
regarded as menial, whereas agriculture, the traditional occupation of tribesmen, was not considered in
any way discreditable. In certain cities, and particularly in Sanca5, the city dwellers felt that they belonged
to a more distinctive sort of community, and their
cultural model was distinguished from the tribal one
by reason of the greater significance it attached to
religious values. Besides, in contrast to the suks in the
tribal territories, the market of Sanca5 was distinguished
by its great social diversity and was frequented by
representatives of all the status groups of the city. To
belong to these status groups was a matter of heredity and very often was no longer connected with the
original "occupation".
The rules for matrimonial alliance have constituted
and still do constitute one of the essential ways of
reproducing status groups. The main principles governing marriage in Yemeni society are those of as I
(origin) and kafa'a [q.v], a term denoting the idea of
parity, sc. the equality of status of the two partners.
These principles allow society to maintain the hierarchical system, since they relate to descent, the patrilinear nature of which authorises a man to marry a
woman of equivalent or inferior status. The woman
herself may not marry a man of inferior status as the
children will inherit their father's status. This traditional social order was indicated by the distinctive
dress of the wearer. The most important sign was the
dagger, which was worn differently according to the
status group. However, this traditional social order
has been considerably weakened by a number of factors: the founding of a Republican regime; the appearance of intense social mobility (promoted by the years
of emigration); the existence of new economic opportunities; and finally, strong urban growth, facilitating
a degree of social anonymity and the influence of state
institutions through school, public office and army.
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5. The Arabic dialects of al-Yaman.
The main dialect areas partly correspond to the
physical nature of the country: One block is the western coast, Tihama [q.v.']. A transitional zone are the
Tihama foothills. In the western mountain range from
the outermost north down to the south-east (YafT
[q.v.]) extremely archaic dialects, the so-called ^-dialects,
are spoken. This originally coherent area is now interrupted in the south by the Hudjariyya dialects. In
the border zone to Saudi Arabia, dialects are quite
remote from other Modern Arabic dialects. From
Sa'da down south to Djuban, in the highlands, but
also in Aden, dialects less deviating from other modern Arabic dialects are spoken. The dialects of the
Djawf and the Marib area are little known. They are
related to Bedouin dialects of the north and the southeast of the peninsula. In the former People's Democratic Republic of Yemen (PDRY), the regions of
Aden, Hadramawt, Dathfna, Lahdj and the YafT area
are more or less explored dialectologically, but little
is known from the southern coast. The actual distribution of dialects still reflects the characterisation of
Yamanf dialects given by al-Hamdani, and regions of
which he classifies the language as "bad Arabic", "unintelligible" or "Himyaritic" still have the most deviating dialects. A mere sketch, however, cannot do
justice to the dialectological diversity of Yemen,
i. Phonology.
Hamza, in most modern Arabic dialects a marginal
phoneme, has maintained its status in many dialects;
in the Tacizz area we can even notice the opposite
of what normally happens, i.e. a shift of verbs with
final y to hamzated verbs: *ramd > rama3, *ramat >
rama'at. In some fifty items, b corresponds to m in
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CA, e.g. sarab "to harvest" vs. sarama "to cut", bana
"to intend" vs. tamarind "to wish". In the Tihama d
may be realised as a flap, d and t in the YafT region
are "soft apicals" and not dentals, according to
Vanhove. Interdentals are preserved, except in Aden
and al-Hudayda. Both *d and *£ have merged into
3
dh, except in Dathma: *d > I vs. *£ > 3dh\ in Djabal
Yazldl (former PDRY), *d is </, but *£ = 'dh', also
in the north (Bani cAbadil, Sacda area), dad and £d3
are separate phonemes 3dh and 3th. In Minabbih (Sacda
area) the merger is 3th. In Djabal Razih, in some fifty
words the reflex of *d is a slightly retroflex c (*dabata
> cabat). In the same area (Minabbih) the reflex of
*s is st: stadigin "a friend", reflecting a former *ts or
*ts3. There are several lexemes indicating a merging
of *s (*ts3) and *£ (*3th) in historical dialects of Yaman
as attested in Sabaic, e.g. lisi "to kindle", CA la&ya
"to burn brightly". In Minabbih *sh is a slightly
retroflex medio-palatal fricative close to the German
"ch" in "Buch" (neither [x]nor [c]). As for *y, there
are lexical relics hinting at sound shifts like those in
Modern South Arabian, e.g. *sdkah > hdkah "tail-pole"
in the southern Tihama. In the central highlands t is
realised as [d] in pre- and intervocalic position, hence
dallab "to beg". The reflexes of *g vary between g
(southern Tihama, Hudjariyya down to Aden, Yafic),
a palatal stop j (e.g. central Tihama), the affricate
aj (especially in the central highlands) and y in
Hadramawt. In the central Tihama *c, and often in
a parallel fashion *gh, have merged into 3: caynun >
3
enu "eye", ghanamun > 'anamu "sheep", only *gh > 3
is found in the southwestern mountains: ghanam >
3
anam. In Dathma, Upper cAwlakf and Djabal Yazfdf:
gh > c: fanam, and partly 3: 3anam. North of Sanca°,
in parts of the east, in the Sacda area, and also in
the Wadf Banna gh is an affricated [kx] or k: kanam\
in YaiT k and gh are free variants: kanam ~ ghanam.
The main reflexes of *k are k and g, the former characteristic of most of Tihama and the southern mountains from the Tacizz area down to Aden. In Tihama,
*k has been shifted to g or j in roots containing d:
ka'ddah > ja'ddah "bed". Still in Tihama, a voiced
uvular k is to be heard. In central A-dialects the allophones of kdf are in complementary distribution: k
(initial, geminated)—gh (intervocalic)—kh (final). In
Minabbih, *k is shifted to c and varies with k in lexical distribution. Emphatic / is frequent in the dialects
of the Djawf and Marib: gal "he said". Emphatic r
is rare.
Diphthongs are preserved in the majority of dialects.
The short vowels a, i, u are preserved in all dialects.
Apart from the Djawf and Marib area (*himdrah >
hmdrah] the syllable structure is extremely conservative, e.g. libisat "she has dressed", yisdfiru "they travel".
Long vowels in final syllables are also preserved. In
southern Tihama and Hudjariyya, however, they are
short and not lengthened in the case of suffixation:
'dharabu + ik —> 3dharabuyk "they beat you", 'dharabna +
ak —» 'dharabnak "we beat you", 'dharabna + uh —>
3
dharabnuh "we beat him". Elisions often are due to
the fluctuation of accent: yihtdrig "it gets burnt" vs.
yiktsir "it gets broken". The fluctuation of accent
(mdwa^ud vs. mawdj.ud, al-himdr vs. al-himar) is still one
of the mysteries of Yamani dialects (for explanations,
see Diem, 10-12, and Naim-Sanbar).
Other remarkable phonotactic phenomena are
pausal glottalisation in the highlands: kathir —» kathfr #,
pausal nasalisation in Tihama and parts of the northern and southern mountain ranges: ani —> anil) # and
devoicing of geminates in the central highlands: haggi —>
hakkl.

ii. Morphology.
a. Verbs.
All verbal endings of GA (except the dual) can be
found in Yamanl dialects. In Minabbih, *-a of the
3rd m. perfect appears in the case of suffixation: baytuh
# "his house", but ghasal + u —» ghasdlaw "he washed
him", sawwar + ca —> sawwardca "he took a picture
of you". In the northern Tihama, the forms of the 1st
and 2nd f. sg. still have the classical endings: katabtukatabt-katabti. Elsewhere, mainly in Hudjariyya, only
the 1st person has preserved -u: katabtu-2nd m. katabt.
In the extreme north and the Yarfm area, the opposite is found: 1st katabt-2nd m. katabta. Feminine forms
in the plural are preserved except in Tihama, the
Sacda region and Aden. The endings of 2nd pi. -turn,
-tinna and 3rd pi. -u, -na are typical of the highlands
north and west of cAmran and the extreme north
(there even -turn, -tunna). South Semitic perfect endings (-ka, -ki, -ku vs. -ta, -ti, -hi) are preserved in the
western mountain range from the outermost north
down to Hudjariyya and in the Yafic area. Rare are
A-perfects with the old vocalic endings (Djabal Yazidf,
former PDRY: wasalku} but in some dialects the inner
vowel is assimilated to them: katabku > katubk, katabka
> katabk, katabki > katibk (Tacizz area). Elsewhere, the
-k of the 1st person is labialised. Central and northern ^-dialects, but also Yafic, also have kashkasha-forms
for the 2nd f. sg.: katabc, katabsh(i). Major innovations
are the generalisation of -aw (-d) for the 3rd pi. m.
ramaw —» katabaw in the central Tihama and in the
east (Marib, Djawf), and for the f. pi. the extension
of -ayn (CA ramayna] to all verb classes and the 2nd
pi.: ramayn —> katabayn —> katabtayn (central highlands
down to the south-east). In some places in Tihama,
the ending of the 2nd sg. f. has been assimilated to
that of the imperfect: tiktubin —> katabtin. In Tihama
and the Sacda area, before the merging of f. and m.
in the plural, the 3rd sg. f. perfect l*-at) was adapted
to the 3rd pi. f. (*-na): *katabat > kataban. In Djabal
Razih, Hudjariyya and YaiT, the 3rd sg. f. perfect
follows the noun: katabah corresponds to bakarah, with
suffixes: katabtuh corresponds to bakartuh. In the imperfect, the jfl-prefix is to be found in the extreme north
and most parts of Tihama. Landberg reported the
Maghrib! forms for the 1st sg. and pi. niktub-niktubu
for the Bedouins of Hudjariyya. Long forms have
been preserved in central and northern Tihama, sporadically in the east, and in a compact area in the
former PDRY (Hadramawt, Yafic): tiktubin "you (f.)
write", tiktubun, yiktubun. When suffixed in Tihama,
the -i- is shortened and the -n geminated: tiktubinnuh.
This has led to re-analysis in some dialects in central Tihama: kataban-katabannuh, tiktubin-tiktubinnuh —»
tiktubin-tiktubinnuh. Internal passives are attested everywhere: shuwik, yishwak "to be stung by a thorn"; they
are frequent in the east: dhbih/yidhbah "to be killed",
skill, yishall "to be taken away".
As in other modern Arabic dialects, there are preverbs
for the present continuous or habitual, e.g. 1st. p. bqyn-,
the rest of the paradigm bi- in San'a3, and for the
future: e.g. sd (south, Tihama) sd-/ca- (Sanca°), ba- (east
and south). Reflexes of *kad are used as an auxiliary:
giduh sughayyiru "he is young". In many dialects, kdn is
not conjugated: amskdnmbu Sa'da "yesterday I was in S".
Hamzated verbs are common in the southern mountains: ya'kul "he eats", si3ir "it remained", kara3 "he
read". Characteristic of the east are imperfect forms
with d: yokul "he eats".
There are cases of class change for verbs with initial
w: *watjhaba > thdb "to sit" (Minabbih), *wakaba >
*wabaka > bdk "to go" (Tihama).
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Geminate verbs have been assimilated to verbs
with final y in northern Tihama: madda, yimidda, in
Hudjariyya: maddi, yimidd (Dalic madda, yimidd\ and in
Djabal Razih: madde, yimidd.
The two perfect types of hollow verbs are preserved in most regions, a third has been added mainly
in the A;-dialects: kalku "I said", in others the distribution of a, i and u is conditioned by the persons: 1st.
surk-2nd m. sark-2nd f. sirk (Ta'izz area), surk-sirk-sirki
(north of Tacizz) or, in Djabal Razih, suruk-sirik-siric.
In some places only one type is attested: giltu, respectively kilk or kaltu. In the participle, hamza is preserved, especially in the southern mountains: ghd3ib
"being absent", elsewhere ghayib, also with reduction
of -dyi-> ey, e: gheb (northern Tihama, the East).
Verbs with final y: in the highlands from Khamir
down to Hudjariyya only one type is left: ramdnasd, rami-nasi or riml-nisi. Elsewhere a- and z'-type are
preserved with partial levelling, e.g. ramu-nisyu, ramawnisiyaw. In the A;-dialects, the suffix vowel has influenced the different forms: 1st sg. *ramayku > *ramawku
> ramawk/ramok-Znd sg. m. *ramayka > ramayk. Especially in the southern ^-dialects and in Hudjariyya,
the vowel of the perfect of form II follows the imperfect: ghaddl/yighaddi "to give a lunch", accordingly V:
atghaddi-yitghaddi "to have lunch".
The verb "to come" behaves like verbs with final
y with the usual assimilations in the ^-dialects: 1st sg.
gu'k-Znd sg. m. ga'k-Znd f. gfk or * atawk-'atayk-'atayk
and similar forms. In Hudjariyya, hybrid forms of
^aj^d'a-^atd are attested: }agd. In parts of Tihama, the
imperfect is irregular: yi'et. For the imperative ta'ala
is rare; the respective roots are used: ^7! 3ati\ Other
forms are hdlakl (southern Tihama) or duwenakl (the
east).
Verbal forms: IX has been replaced by II: hammar
"to become red". IV is still used. VII is used mainly
in the east, the passive-reflexive function being normally expressed by VIII or the internal passive: summiyat "she was called", yihtarig "it gets burnt".
b. N o u n s .
Tanwin is preserved in Minabbih: stayfin "a guest",
in northern Tihama: shtaretu ajamalun "I bought a
camel", and as -u in the rest of Tihama: bandtu "girls",
juhdu "boy". The normal feminine endings are -ah,
-eh (-ih), in many dialects conditioned by the preceding vowel: bagara-tis'e. In Djabal Razih the ending
is -it whenever the noun is definite: bagarah "a cow",
but ib-bagarit "the cow". Gender distinction has been
given up in several dialects with adjectives of the type
fa'il and participles: hiyya fail "she is lazy", am dan "I
(f.) know", is-sayydrit mujannab "the car is parked". As
for the syntax of the numerals, all Yamanl dialects
follow the model of CA: khams bandtin "five girls",
khamsah ria^dlah "five men". Characteristic nominal
forms are those with an -z-suffix: participles like ndzili
"going down", also of the true Ethiopian type fa'dli:
faldhi "fox" (Djabal Razih), nouns like shugri "chicken",
buhmi "donkey", bukn "cow", kitli "tea-pot", mushgun
"small bouquet". Other typical forms are plurals like
tirwag "ways", sg. tang, shinvat "tapes", sg. sharit, binwat "girls" and the infinitives of II: taf'ul, fiKdl.
The genitive marker is hagg. The definite article is
(a)m all over Tihama. In the north-east, in the east
from Marib down to the Wadf Hadramawt, im- is
frequent, b- is attested in northern Tihama. The Sa'da
area is rich in forms with al-, U-, im-, in-, an-, ha-. The
predominant form is al- whilst U- is characteristic of
some eastern dialects. The -/ of the article is assimilated to all letters mainly in the southern mountains:
ab-bakarah. The relative pronoun in the central moun-
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tains is a gender-indifferent alladhi, a compact area
in the south-east has the Himyaritic dhi, southern
Tihama alii, and there are other shorter forms like
li, di, all.
c. P r o n o u n s .
The 1st sg. has been differentiated on the model
of the 2nd sg. (anta-anti): and m.-ani f. in Tihama and
parts of the central and southern highlands down to
Aden. Consequently, the suffixes of the 1st persons:
-m, -nd were re-analysed: m. and, suffix -nd (betnd "my
house"), f. am, suffix -m (betm}\ -nd not being available any more for the plural, the independent pronoun equally serves as a suffix: baytihnd "our house"
(Tihama), shdfnihna "he saw us" (Aden). Among the
2nd forms, those of Djabal Razih are remarkable: m.
ak, f. ac, identical with the suffixes. In southern Tihama
in one spot, -ak has been added to the pronoun: antak,
whilst the feminine form has been assimilated to the
verb: antln. Such analogous formations are mainly
attested for Tihama ('antina, }antin, 3antin). For the 3rd
persons short and long forms are attested: hu, hi,
huwwa-hiyya, in the south forms with a prefix copying
the radical vowel: uhu-ihi. Most remarkable is the
fusion of m. and f. in the dialect of Minabbih: aha
"he, she". Forms of the 1st pi. are less aberrant, the
most frequent one being ihna or hna, whilst nihna is
attested for the east and the south, for this last even
nahnu; in Djabal Razih: anhd. For the 2nd persons,
we have antum-antunna, antum-antinna in the extreme
north and antu-antinna in the northern highlands. The
western mountain range has antum-antin (antun, antan),
the east mainly antu-antan (intu-intan); the central highland dialects, parts of the east and the southern mountains have feminine forms remodelled on the verb:
antum katabtum-antayn katabtayn. Tihama has forms with
-n for both genders: (a)ntun, 'antun. Extremely deviating again is Djabal Razih: akkum-akkun. The most
common forms of the 3rd pi. are hum-hin. Longer
forms are attested only for the feminine: hunnah, hinnah. Tihama mainly has hun, sporadically with a prefix: uhun. Comparable forms are to be found in
Minabbih: ihim-ihinna.
d. P r o n o m i n a l suffixes.
For 1st persons see above. The 2nd m. is predominantly -ok, only in the southeast is it -uk, sporadically -ik, Minabbih: -ca. For the feminine, kashkasha
forms are dominant, namely -is (north, centre, east,
south-east), in northern and central A:-dialects -ic, -ic
and in the Djabal al-Zamir area even -it: baytit "your
house", elsewhere -ik, Minabbih: -ci. With nouns ending in -u, in Tihama no distinction is made between
m. and f: abuk "your father", while in some dialects
north of Sanca3, an allomorph -ki is used for the f;
in southern dialects: abu + ik —> abuyk, or with umlaut:
abik (m. abuk). The suffix of the 3rd sg. m. is -ih all
over the north, centre and south-east, -uh is the form
of Tihama and the southern mountains and also Aden,
-ah is attested mainly in central Tihama and the southeast. Djabal Razih has -d. The f. form is predominantly -ha, in the south-eastern mountains -i or -e
(bakarti, bakarte), in Djabal Razih -d. For the 1st pi.,
see above. The suffixes of the 2nd and 3rd persons
follow the respective pronouns (-kum-kin, -kum-kinna,
kum-kan, -kun), in Djabal Razih: -dm, -on for the 3rd pi.
e. D e m o n s t r a t i v e p r o n o u n s and adverbs.
A central strip from the highlands down to Aden
has forms nearer to CA, whereas Tihama and the
extreme north, but also partly the east, have all kinds
of short forms: dhd-td, dhi-ti, dhd-dhi, dhih-tih, dhdk-tdk,
J
dhdk-tdk, and there are also forms with a deictic element dhn (as in Sabaic): dhinek (remote deixis pi.)
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dhinnek, dhinnak, mainly in Hudjariyya. Most dialects
have a series of diminutive or deprecative demonstratives like dhayya-tayya, but used deictically as well
(medium range). The demonstrative adverb "now" is
dhalhin all over the country with slight variations.
Short forms for "here" are to be found mainly in the
east, Tihama and in the south, the central highlands
down to Hudjariyya have long forms like hdna and
hawna. For "there" the most common forms are hundk
and hindk, in southern Tihama we have forms like
halah.
f. Interrogatives.
As for "what" the main forms comprise ma all over
the Tihama, the central highlands and the north-east
(maw, mo, mu in the southern mountains, mi in some
central ^-dialects, mddhi in Djabal Razih). From the
north-east down to the south aysh and similar forms
are normal. There is more variation in the case of
"why": laysh, lima., lilma, lilmeh, lamu, ninma, liyyeh, leh,
even way3. "Where" has the more "classical" forms
in the central highlands: ayn; Tihama has forms like
Jiydn', and forms with w- are attested in the east. Also
for "when", the centre again has a new formation:
ayyihln, and Tihama has variations of it: yahin etc. In
the north and the east, we find reflexes of *matd or
*matay: mate (Djabal Razih).
iii. Lexicon.
There is a good deal of the South Semitic lexicon:
da and similar forms, dimm(i) "cat", dhahal "rust", girbah "field". There are also words from the Semitic
lexicon not attested in CA, like thdb, yathub "to sit",
lammad "to train the ox for ploughing". There is much
of the Classical lexicon not to be found in, say,
Mediterranean dialects, like cajw "young donkey",
(h)dyab "to return". The lexicon of Tihama is highly
aberrant: had "to see", 3amm "to drink", bdk "to go",
juhdeh "girl". An important part of its modern vocabulary has been furnished by English, mainly via the
south, like rayfal "rifle", kitli "tea pot," recte kettle, kilish
"clutch".
Bibliography: C. de Landberg, Etudes sur les
dialectes d'Arabie meridionale. I. Hadramout, II. Datinah,
Leiden 1901, 1905-13; W. Diem, Skizzen jemmitischer
Dialekte, Beirut 1973; J. Greenman, A sketch of the
Arabic dialect of the central Tamani Tihdmah, in ^AL,
iii (1979), 47-61; P. Behnstedt, Die nordjemenitischen
Dialekt. I. Atlas, Wiesbaden 1985; idem, Die Dialekte
der Gegend von Sa'dah, Wiesbaden 1987; M. Piamenta,
A dictionary of post-classical Yemeni Arabic, 2 vols. Leiden
1990-1; M. Vanhove, Note sur le dialecte qdltu de Dhalac
(province de Lahej, Yemen), in A1AS-GELLAS, nouvelle
serie v (1993), 175-99; Janet C.E. Watson, A syntax
of Sancdm Arabic, Wiesbaden 1993; S. Naim-Sanbar,
Contribution a I'etude de I'accent yemenite. Le parler des
femmes de I'ancienne generation, in ^AL, xxvii (1994),
67-89; Vanhove, Notes on the Arabic dialectal area of
Ydfic, in Procs. of the Seminar for Arabian Studies, xxv
(1995), 142-52.
(P. BEHNSTEDT)
YAMIN (A.), pis. aymdn, aymun, literally, "the right
hand", but often used in Arabic with the transferred
sense of "oath".
In human life and activity, the right hand often
symbolises power and the ability to initiate actions.
The Arabic word yamin has such connotations as fortune and prosperity, whilst the wider term yad "hand
in general" covers a vast semantic range: power, help,
strength, sufficiency, ability to act, etc. The right hand
can have a cultic significance, as with the bronze
hand, probably from the vicinity of SancaJ and now
in the British Museum, with a South Arabian ex voto
inscription (illustrated and discussed by Ch. Robin, in

idem (ed.), L'Arabie antique de Karib^il a Mahomet =
RMMM, no. 61 [1991-3], 143-4).
Because oaths were often, in early societies such as
the Arab one, taken by the two parties to a contract
or agreement clasping their right hands together and
pledging a solemn oath to fulfil the undertaking, yamin
came to be a general word for "oath". It has in fact
tended, in Arabic usage, to become the most general
term for "oath", in company with the verb halafa "to
swear", but other terms exist such as kasam, halaf and
aliyya/alwa/ilwa. See further, KASAM and also HILF, this
last term denoting originally "a covenant, agreement"
but often coming to mean "oath", and see the Bibls.
there, to which should be added N. Calder, Hinth,
bin, tabarrur, tahannuth: an enquiry into the Arabic vocabulary of vows, in BSOAS, li (1988), 214-39.
(£D.)
YAMUT B. AL-MUZARRAC AL-'ABDI, Abu Bakr,
multifaceted scholar of the second half of the 3rd/9th
century, d. ca. 303-4/915-16. He belonged to the tribe
of cAbd al-Kays [q.v.], and was al-Djahiz's nephew on
his mother's side; the latter was the source of several
anecdotes transmitted by Yamut.
Because of the ominous meaning of his name, "he
dies", Yamut tried to replace it with Muhammad, which
was, however, not generally accepted. Nonetheless,
al-Khatlb al-Baghdadf decided to enter him into his
Ta'rikh Baghdad under both names. The bad omen of
his name also caused Yamut to have himself announced
simply as Ibn al-Muzarrac when he visited the sick.
Yamut came from Basra. After the death of his
uncle al-Djahiz in 255/868-9, Yamut went to Syria
and settled in Tiberias, where his son Muhalhil was
born. Only at an advanced age did he visit, in 301/
913, Baghdad, where he appeared as a transmitter,
from inter alios the philologists Abu Hatim al-Sidjistam
(d. 255/869 [q.v.]) and Abu c Uthman al-Mazini (d. ca.
248/862 [q.v]). Several times he travelled to Egypt, the
last time in 303/915, dying according to some at
Tiberias in 303/915, according to others at Damascus
in 304/916.
Yamut was a Kur'an reader, grammarian, poet,
and above all an historian (akhbdn). In this last capacity
he restricted himself to the transmission of historical
anecdotes (mulah wa-nawddir). Thus he is cited amongst
others by al-Marzuba.nl in his Muwashshah, by Abu
'1-Faradj al-Isbahanf, and by al-Mubarrad in his Kdmil.
Al-Mascudf counts Yamut moreover among the ahl alc
ilm wa 'l-na^ar wa-'l-ma'rifa wa 'l-^adal. Yamut, according
to al-Dhahabf, wrote several books the titles of which
are not mentioned at all. Al-Dhahabf himself did not
mention any title, too. A Damascene manuscript of
Ibn Durayd's Fawd'id al-akhbdr, however, has a small
supplement of four pages entitled Akhbdr Yamut b. alMuzarra'. It contains eleven poems and anecdotes transmitted by Yamut. It was published by Ibrahim Salih
together with a much more comprehensive collection
of Yamut's traditions taken from the secondary literature. As a poet, Yamut praised Dhaka5 al-Acwar,
who was governor of Egypt from 303/915 until 307/
919. In addition, he addressed several poems to his
son Muhalhil, who was his consolation in times of
distress and to whom he sent wasiyya-like admonitions.
Muhalhil became famous as a wine and love poet.
His Dlwdn, no longer extant, was put together by Ibrahim b. Ahmad Tuzun. Preserved is Muhalhil's Risdla
on the plagiarisms of Abu Nuwas, which Hamza alIsfahanf included as ch. 13 in his Dlwdn of Abu Nuwas. A counter-treatise (nakidd) on the strengths of Abu
Nuwas's poetry (mahdsin shicr Abl Nuwds), mentioned
by Hamza and by Muhalhil himself in his preface to
the Risdla, was finished too late for Hamza to include
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it in the Diwan of Abu Nuwas. It is not preserved.
Muhalhil must have died after the year 334/946, since
he composed an elegy (marthiyd) on the Ikhshidid
Muhammad b. Tughdj [q.v], who died in that year.
Bibliography: Mas'udl, Muru^, §§ 3148-51;
Hamza al-IsfahanT, Diwdn Abi Nuwds, ms. Fatih
3775, fols. 122b-124b (to appear in vol. v of Diwan
Abi Nuwds, ed. E. Wagner, in the press); Zubaydl,
Tabakdt al-nahwiyyln, ed. M. Abu '1-Fadl Ibrahim,
Cairo 1954, 235-6; Marzubam, Mu'djam al-shucard3,
ed. CA.A. Farradj, Cairo 1960, 505-6; Ta'rikb
Baghdad, iii, 308 (Muhammad), xiv, 358-60 (Yamut),
xiii, 273 (Muhalhil); 'ibn al-Anbari, Nuzha1, 144-5;
Ibn al-DjawzI, Munta^am, Beirut 1992-3, xiii, 172-3;
Yakut, Udabd3, vii, 305-6; Ibn Khallikan, ed. 'Abbas,
vii,'53-61, tr. de Slane, iv, 385-93; Dhahabl, Siyar
a'ldm al-nukald3, Beirut 1987-9, xiv, 247-8; YafiT,
Mir3at al-^andn, Haydarabad 1337-39, ii, 241-5;
Ibn Kathlr, Biddya, Cairo 1348-51, xi, 127; Ibn
al-DjazarT, Ghdyat al-nihdya fi tabakdt al-kurrd3, ed.
G. Bergstrasser and O. Pretzl, Cairo 1932-5, ii,
392; Suyutf, Bughya, ed. Ibrahim, Cairo 1964, ii,
353; Ibn al-clmad, Shadhardt, year 304; Zirikll, A'lam,
ix, 277. The most extensive modern biographies of
Yamut may be found in the introductions to M.M.
Haddara's ed. of Muhalhil's Sarikdt Abi Nuwds, Cairo
1957, 14-28 (including his son Muhalhil), and to
Ibrahim Salih's ed. of Yamut's Akhbdr in his Nawddir
al-rasd'il, 2nd printing Beirut 1986, 41-122 (45-57:
introd.; 63-70: Akhbdr, 73-122: collection of traditions from the secondary literature.
(E. WAGNER)
YANBtT, conventionally Yanbo or Yambo, the
name of a port on the Red Sea coast of the Hidjaz,
now a f l o u r i s h i n g town of Su'udl Arabia (lat. 24°
05' N., long. 38° 03' E.), also formerly called Tanbuc
al-bahr ("Y. of the sea") or Sharm T. ("the inlet of
Y."), and also of an inland town, known as Tanbuc
al-nakhl ("Y. of the date-palms"). The name is said
to derive from Ar. yanbu' "well", because of the many
wells at the foot of the escarpments of the nearby
Radwa [q.v.] (Yakut, Bulddn, i, 1038). Ibn Qjubayr
indeed writes Tanbuc. Yanbuc seems to be identical
with Ptolemy's lambia Kome.
In pre-Islamic times, Yanbuc al-Nakhl was a centre
of worship of the god Suwac [q.v.]. It is mentioned
several times in the ghazawdt (see AL-MAGHAZI and alTaban, i, 1269, 1271; Yakut, Bulddn, i, 1038) and,
according to al-Bakn, ed. Wiistenfeld, Mu'ajam, i, 425
ff., it was conquered by the Prophet, who is said to
have conducted the saldt in its mosque. Town and
region were then inhabited by the Banu Djuhayna
[see KUDA'A]. The Arab geographers describe the town
as large, well populated and defended by a strong
castle. Life was easy because of the many date groves
(The History of al-Taban, xxx, tr. C.E. Bosworth, Albany
1989, 321-2). Al-MukaddasI, 101, adds that there were
gold-mines between Yanbuc and al-Marwa (this last
can hardly be the mountain near Mecca; possibly Dhu
'1-Marwa in the Wad! '1-Kura is meant); he also mentions enmities and fighting ('addwdt wa-hurub) in the
town between Sunms and Shf'Ts. It gradually came
to replace al-Djar [q.v] as port of Medina.
Katada b. IdrTs [q.v], the ancestor of the Shanfs
of Mecca, was born in Yanbuc in 540/1145-6. He
rebuilt the fortress, which was in the hands of his
family, and used the town as the basis for his conquest of Mecca in 596/1202. In 1503 there was an
amir in Yanbuc, and in 1583 the Ottomans restored
the fortress again (Faroqhi, Mekka, 105, 134). In 1819,
G. Forster Sadleir, Diary, 110, described the port as
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miserable, surrounded by a recently-made tottering wall,
with the old walls and one gate still standing; several
waste spots were appropriated for dunghills, burial
grounds and receptacles for dead horses and camels;
the supply of water was very precarious. The population lived mainly by the trade of Medina with Suways
(Suez), Kusayr and Kuna [q.vv] (cf. Wellsted, Travels,
ii, 207 ff.).' In 1816'Ibrahim Pasha [q.v] landed at
Yanbu' where he started his campaign against alDirciyya [q.v], the capital of the Wahhabfs. In the
early 20th century the port was described as standing on a bay, protected by a small sandy island, the
entry to the inlet being between reefs. Outside, the
water was deep, but in the entrance the depth decreases rapidly. The port was divided by an arm of
the sea into two parts. On the landside, there was
still a wall with towers and two gates. Formerly the
port had 4,000 to 5,000 inhabitants, but their number had dwindled to about 1,500 since the opening
of the Hidjaz railway [q.v], swelling temporarily during the Pilgrimage (Hogarth, Hejaz, 25-6).
Until recently, Yanbuc's economy was based on the
Pilgrimage and on the export of agricultural products, mainly dates. In 1975 King Khalid signed a
decree charging a Royal Commission with overseeing
the creation of Yanbuc Industrial City (Madinat Yanbuc
al-sindciyyd] together with its twin on the Gulf coast,
Djubayl. This creation ex nihilo has made Yanbuc one
of the most important industrial areas in the Kingdom,
especially for the petrochemical industry; two pipelines
connect it with the oilfields in the Gulf, one for crude
oil and one for natural gas. Port facilities and the
airport have been expanded. In 1993 the population
was estimated at 40,000.
Bibliography: Ibn Djubayr, Rihla, ed. Wright
and de Goeje, Leiden and London 1907, 145;
Suraiya Faroqhi, Herrscher tiber Mekka. Die Geschichte
der Pilgerfahrt, Munich-Zurich 1990; G. Forster
Sadleir, Diary of a journey across Arabia, ed. F.M.
Edwards, New York 1977; D.G. Hogarth, Hejaz
before World War I, ed. R.L. Bidwell, New York
1978; J.R. Wellsted, Travels in Arabia, ed. F. Scholz,
2 vols. Graz 1978; British Admiralty, Western Arabia
and the Red Sea, London 1930; A. Grohmann, EP
s.v.; 'Abdullah al-Wohaibi, The Northern Hijaz in the
writings of the Arab geographers, Beirut 1973; see also
the Bibl. to AL-LUHAYYA, and H.-J. Philipp, Saudi
Arabia. Bibliography on society-politics-economics, MunichNew York 1984, 361 s.v. Port descriptions; E.
O'Sullivan, Saudi Arabia. A MEED practical guide,
London 1993, 151-2.
(E. VAN DONZEL)
YANINA [see YANYA].
YANIS, al-Amlr ABU 'L-FATH NASIR (or Amir, Ibn
Taghnbirdl, Nu&um, v, Cairo 1913-17, 240) al-Djuyush
Sayf al-Islam Sharaf al-Islam, al-Rumf al-Armam alHafizI (d. 16 Dhu '1-Hidjdja 526/1132), the fourth
of six M u s l i m A r m e n i a n v i z i e r s of the
F a t i m i d s (over the period 1074-1163).
A former mamluk of al-Afdal, in 516/1122-3, Yanis
was appointed chief of the sibydn and head of the
treasury by al-Amir's vizier Ma'mun al-Bata'ihl (alMakrfzl, Khitat, ed. al-Mallgi, iv, 268). Rising to
the posts of chamberlain and commander-in-chief,
the political career of Yanis developed through his involvement in the events following the assassination of
al-Amir: the regency of the caliph's cousin Abu '1Maymun cAbd al-Madjfd for the heir al-Tayyib, the
overthrow of the Fatimid Imamate by the Imam!
Kutayfat and the liquidation of the latter by the sibydn
al-khdss al-Amin (led by him). As a reward for his role
in reinstating the Isma c fll state, Yanis was proclaimed
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vizier (see the siajill for this of al-Hafiz, in alKalkashandf, Subh, ix, 297). A tough disciplinarian
and man of hqyba, Yanis took the initiative in punishing anarchic elements within the sibydn, and eliminated about 300 of them; he also imprisoned
prominent figures in the administration and promoted
a private regiment of military slaves known as the
Tdnisiyya (Khitat, iii, 26-7; M'az, ed. M. Ahmad, Cairo
1919, iii, 144; Ibn Muyassar, Akhbar, 75; F. Daftary,
The Isma'ilis, Cambridge 1992, 268). Fearful of the
vizier's growing power during the nine months in
office, al-Hafiz arranged his murder by poisoning his
ablutions water (Khitat, loc. cit.; Akhbdr, ii, 75-6). Yanis
built two mosques, the Masajid al-Fath and the Masajid
Tdnis, completed posthumously by his two sons (Khitat,
ii, 268-9, 324), whom al-Hafiz had taken under his
protection.
Bibliography. H. Sufian, Armenian princes and
Mamluks in the Fdtimid period (in Arm.), Cairo 1928;
G. Messerlian, Prominent Armenians in Egypt (in Arm.),
Cairo 1947; S.M. Stern, The succession to the Fdtimid
Imdmal-Amir, in Orient, iv (1951), 193-255; N. Ter
Mikaelian, The Armenian community in Egypt (in Arm.),
Beirut 1980; Y. Lev, State and society in Fatimid Egypt,
Leiden 1991; S.B. Dadoyan, The Fatimid Armenians,
Leiden 1997.
(SETA B. DADOYAN)
YANYA, the Ottoman form for YANINA, a town
of the Epirus region of n o r t h w e s t e r n Greece,
situated on the west bank of lake Pamvotis at an altitude of 520 m/1,700 feet and dominated by the
Pindus mountains.
The date of its foundation is unknown, and though
certain historians maintain that it is mentioned in a
document concerning the Council of Naupactus (673),
it is only mentioned for certain in a decree of the
Emperor Basil II in 1020. It must have already existed
for some centuries and is said to have originated from
a monastery of St. John the Baptist, around which
grew a settlement called Agioanneia or Agioannina.
Walls were built in the 10th century, and Anna
Comnena records in her Alexiad that these were in
very good condition at the time of the Norman conquest of the town in spring 1082. Important repairs
to the enceinte were not made until the end of the
18th century by 'All Pasha Tepedelenli [q.v.], with
the work going on till 1815 and being accompanied
by the building of a second citadel on the acropolis;
within this interior fortress (ic kah) was CA1I Pasha's
great palace and the magazine tower (bdrud-khdne).
The town's history has been full of incident. After
the Latin conquest of Constantinople in 1204, Michael
Angelus Comnenus founded the despotate of Epirus
with the intention of using it as a base for the reestablishment of the Byzantine empire. After this last
was restored by the Palaeologi of Nicaea in 1261, the
despots of Epirus retained their independence till 1319,
when Yanina and its district came briefly under
Byzantine control, till in 1346 the Serbian king Stephen
IX annexed it. The Florentine Esau de Buondelmonti
held it from 1385-1411, then followed two decades
under the Counts of Cephalonia Charles I and II
Tokkos, till the Ottoman conquest by Murad II on
9 October 1430. The town remained in Turkish hands
till February 1913.
Under the Turks, Yanina, as the centre of one of
the three pashaliks in Epirus, enjoyed a period of relative stability, with various Islamic monuments constructed, some of which still exist. According to Ewliya
Celebi, in the later llth/17th century it had some
30 mosques and oratories, seven medreses, as many
tekkes, an 'imdret-khdne, several schools, three cara-
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vanserais, two hammarm and 1,900 shops. The region
continued nevertheless to be disturbed, especially with
the rising of 1611 organised by the metropolitan of
Larissa, Dionysius, which was fiercely repressed, with
withdrawal of the privileges granted at the time of
the town's conquest, expulsion of the Christian population to outside the walls, and the confiscation of
timdrs [q.v.] from those who held them. This Ottoman
repression led to many conversions to Islam. At the
end of the 18th century, Yanina was transformed by
C
A1I Pasha of Tepedelen (1744-1822), appointed governor of Epirus in 1787, who governed what was in
effect a quasi-autonomous state that included, as well
as the pashalik of Yanina, part of modern Albania,
Thessaly, and northern Euboea and Peloponnesus. For
some thirty years, Yanina enjoyed an unprecedented
prosperity until the fall and death of 'All Pasha in
1822.
Despite the conversions of the 17th century, the
population of Ottoman Yanina remained till the end
in majority Christian. The first fiscal register known
to survive, from 1564, mentions 50 Muslim hearths
and 1,250 Christian ones, whilst a register from 1579
also mentions Jews. When Ewliya was there ca. 1670,
he counted 37 quarters, almost half of these (18) being
Muslim and the rest comprising 14 Christian ones, 4
Jewish ones and one of gypsies, with an estimated
4,000 hearths for the whole town. At the beginning
of the 19th century, F. Pouqueville counted 3,200
hearths (2,000 of Christians, 1,000 of Muslims and
200 of Jews). In the later 19th century, this disparity continued. According to the Ottoman census of
1881-93, the central kadd of the province of Yanina
had 4,759 Muslims, 77,258 Greek Orthodox (covering
also Christian Albanian speakers), 3,334 Jews and 207
"foreigners".
If the Muslims were less numerous than the
Christians, they were nevertheless very prominent in
the town. Yanina was of military importance since the
conquest, with a garrison of troops from all over the
empire, before 1837 lodged among the population,
after then in barracks and other buildings prominent
in the urban landscape. These soldiers were, together
with the Ottoman civilian officials, substantially
the only Turkish speakers there, since the autochthonous Muslims used Albanian and, above all, Greek.
These Greek speakers, known as "Turcoyaniots", were
probably descended from Christian sipdhls converted
towards the mid-11th/17th century.
Greek was not only a demotic language but might
be used by the Ottoman authorities in public acts.
Thus in the last decades of the 19th century, the
meetings of the municipal council were held in Greek,
and the newspaper Wildyet, published from 1868
onwards, was bilingual in Greek and Turkish. This
preponderance of Greek was further reflected in the
sphere of education. If there were several turcophone
schools in the last days of Ottoman domination, the
local elites continued to prefer Greek institutions, in
particular the renowned Zosimaia school.
In 1913, as part of the Treaty of Bucharest ending the Balkan Wars, Yanina and southern Epirus
passed to the Kingdom of Greece, and ten years later,
as part of the exchanges of populations between Greece
and the Turkish Republic, the Turcoyaniots left.
During the Second World War, it was the turn of
the small Jewish community to disappear into the
Nazi extermination camps. Despite these two happenings, Yanina and its region continues to have a
certain ethnic mixture; as well as Greeks, there are
Albanian speakers and small groups of Vlachs.
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(MEROPI ANASTASSIADOU)
YAO, a B a n t u people and l a n g u a g e (ChiYao), whose earliest recorded habitat lay east of the
Ruvuma River in present Mozambique. At latest from
the end of the 16th century, they were engaged in
petty trade with Kilwa [q.v.] and the east coast of
Africa, peddling tobacco, iron hoes and animal skins
in exchange for cloth (for the well-to-do only), brassware, swords, salt and beads. Slowly an export trade
in ivory developed, together with captives who had
been enslaved to carry it to the coast.
This trade greatly advanced in the 18th century
and reached its apogee in the 19th. By mid-19th century a series of Yao towns followed the trail from the
east side of Lake Nyasa (Marawi, Malawi), in close
association with Arab traders from Zanzibar, financed
by Indians with Indian Ocean connections. The Arabs
were few in number, and the Yao were able to acquire
firearms for protection as well as for slave-catching.
By 1860 it was noted that better-to-do men affected
Arab dress, a sign already of acculturisation towards
Islam. Only ca. 1880 did any substantial conversion
to Islam become noticed. By then there were Yao
populations in what was to become Masasi District,
and separately round Songea (in present Tanzania)
east of the lake. The number of adhesions to Islam
greatly enhanced in the First World War, when German Benedictine missionaries working in the area were
interned, leaving Christian converts leaderless, so that
these last found a ready response from Islamic fraternities in both areas.
Bibliography: Chapters by R.A. Oliver, J.M.
Gray and A. Smith in Oxford hist, of East Africa, i,
Oxford 1962; E.A. Alpers, Ivory and trade in East
Central Africa, London 1975; J.C. Russell and N.C.
Pollock, News from Masasi, Beitrage zur Afrikanistik,
Band 45, no. 62, Inst. fur Afrikanistik und
Aegyptologie der Universitat Wien, 1993; and personal knowledge of both areas.
(G.S.P. FREEMAN-GRENVILLE)
YARBLT (A.), the j e r b o a , jumping mouse or jumping hare (Jaculus) of the class of rodents and family
of dipodids (Dipus).
The name jerboa is itself derived fromyarbu', which
may come from Aramaic, as also the name gerbil.
Dipus is the "two-legged rat". It holds itself up on long
backlegs like the kangaroo, whilst the front legs are
very short and are used to grasp prey and scrape out
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its burrows. In Pliny, the jerboa is often confused with
the "white rat" (Mus albus). The Dipodid family comprises a dozen species, typified by the "Arrow-bolt
jerboa" (Dipus sagitta). The Arabic authorities on zoology mention three kinds of jerboa: (a) al-shufdn "big
and elongated"; (b) al-tadmurl "that of Palmyra"; and
(c) dhu 'l-rumayh "bearing a short lance", because of
its long, upright tail terminated by a brush of hair.
There is a certain terminology for the jerboa. Thus
its young is called dirs, pi. adrds, durus; its burrow with
its several exits is called ndfikd3 (pi. nawdfik), kufa,
kusdca, kdsi'd3, kusa'd3, kusayca (pi. kawdsic), whence the
verbs nqffaka and kassaca, further, damm, dumma, dumamd3
is found. The spoils from an excavated burrow are
piled into a heap called dammd3, dumma3, ddmmd3, rdhitd3,
ruhatd3, ruhata. All this vocabulary of rodents, rats,
mice and jerboas, is given by al-Djahiz, who devoted
several chapters to the jerboa (see Bibl.). He mentions
there that certain of the Bedouin happily eat jerboas,
whilst others avoid it, considering it one of the djinns'
mounts. Islamic law has varying views about the lawfulness of eating jerboa flesh, since the Prophet is said
to have forbidden the killing of this little rodent.
The jerboa's name is found in several proverbial
sayings of comparison: adall min walad al-yarbuc "more
astray than the jerboa's young", and ka 'l-mushtari alkdsicd3 bi }l-yarbuc "like someone who buys the burrow in exchange for the jerboa", meaning someone
who turns away from the substance and follows (its)
effect and prefers the transient to the permanent" (alMaydam, Mad^ma' al-amthal, ed. M.M. cAbd al-Hamfd,
Cairo 1379/1959, ii, 155b, no. 3099). The jerboa's
blood is said to be good as an ointment for hairiness
of the eyelids, making these hairs fall out and not
grow again.
Finally, in oneiromancy, seeing a jerboa in a dream
reveals a person who is a voluble liar, ready to quarrel; the reasoning behind this interpretation remains
enigmatic.
Bibliography. Djahiz, Hayawdn, Cairo 1947, iv,
260, v, 276, vi, 46; Damm, K. al-Hayawdn al-kubrd,
Cairo 1937, ii, 408-9; Kazwfnf, cAdj.d3ib, on margins
of Damm, i, 371 (the sole mention of dhu 'l-rumayh);
Dr. Chenu, Encyclopedie d'histoire naturelle, vol. Les rongeurs et pachydermes, Paris 1967, 164-8; A. Malouf,
An Arabic zoological dictionary/Mu'djam al-hayawdn, Cairo
1932, s.v. Jerboa; H.R.P. Dickson, The Arab of the
desert, London 1949, 465, 590-2; L. Guyot and
P. Gibassier, Les noms des animaux terrestres, Coll. Que
sais-je?, Paris 1967, 111-12; H. Eisenstein, Einfuhrung
in der arabische ^pographie, Berlin 1990, index s.v.
Springmaus.
(F. VIRE)
YARBUC, an i m p o r t a n t group of the tribe
of T a m l m [q.v.] with the genealogy Yarbuc b. Hanzala b. Malik b. Zayd Manat b. Tamlm (see CaskelStrenziok, in Bibl.). The same name is borne by other
ethnic groups not only TamTmf (e.g. Yarbuc b. Malik
b. Hanzala, cf. Mufaddaliyydt, ed. Lyall, 122, 1. 18 and
parallel passages) and also Yarbuc b. Tamfm in CaskelStrenziok), but also of other tribes, of the south (Kalb,
Sacd Hudhayn, Djuhayna) and of the north (Ghatafan,
Thakff, Ghanf, Sulaym, Hanffa, cAmir b. Sacsaca; we
also_fmd among the Kuraysh a Yarbuc b. 'Ankatha
b. cAmir b. Makhzum).
Yarbuc being the name of a rodent widely found in
Arabia, the jerboa (see previous article), its application to the tribe has been taken as an example of
totemism (W. Robertson Smith, Kinship and marriage in
early Arabia1, 235), a theory that is, however, now abandoned. Mythological legend, which has survived to a
greater extent in this connection than elsewhere among
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the traditions of the Tamim, dwells on the mother
of Yarbuc, Djandala bt. Fihr, of the Kinana, who is
said to have been violated one stormy night by Malik
b. cAmr b. Tamlm and later married to him (Ibn alKalbl, Diamhara, B.L. ms. fol. 62a; Nakd'id, ed. Bevan,
225, n. 1; this is perhaps an etiological myth, formed
to explain certain connections between neighbouring
clans). Compared with the other groups descended
from Hanzala, reunited under the name of al-Baradjim,
the Yarbuc appear isolated, probably because they
were powerful enough to do without a federative
alliance. Indeed we find that even some of the subgroups of the Yarbuc enjoy a certain autonomy, like
the Riyah, the Kulayb, the Salft, the Tha'laba and
the Ghudana. They are divided into two sections, the
exact nature of which we do not know: al-Ahmal
(Thaclaba, cAmr, Subayra and al-Harith) and al-Ukad
(Kulayb, Ghudana and al-cAnbar). Their territory was
very extensive, for we find them practically throughout the whole extent of the territory of the Tamfm,
from Yamama to below the Euphrates; but their centre was the valley of al-Hazn, of remarkable fertility
(cf. Yakut, Mucdj.am, ii, 261, iii, 870; the name of one
of their oases was Firdaws al-Iyad). Although tradition mentions "towns" belonging to them (Wiistenfeld,
Register, 254) they led a nomadic life, like most of the
TamFm.
The history of the Yarbuc during the Djahiliyya is
closely connected with that of the rest of the TamFm,
and on several occasions they took command in the
wars of the latter. Sometimes, however, we find them
engaged by themselves in war with one or another
of the neighbouring tribes; thus they fought several
battles alone with the Banu Shayban, the best known
being those of Dhu Tuluk (Nakd'id, 45-59, 73) and of
al-Iyad (ibid., 580-7, also known by other names), in
which they took prisoner the famous Shayba.nl leader
Bistam b. Kays (cf. E. Braunlich, Bistam ibn Qais, ein
vorislamischer Beduinenfiirst und Held, Leipzig 1923, passim) in spite of the support given to the latter by the
Persian governor of cAyn Tamr.
At the beginning of Islam, the attitude of the Yarbuc
was that of hostile reserve. They did not dare declare
openly against the powerful prophet of Medina, but on
his death they were the first to rebel. The prophetess
Sadjah [q.v.] was one of them (the tradition that makes
her belong to the Taghlib seems to have little authority). To the Yarbu3 also belonged the two brothers
Malik and Mutammim b. Nuwayra [q.v.], whose relations with Khalid b. al-Walid made such a stir. After
the suppression of the ridda, however, the Yarbuc like
the rest of the Tamlm proved faithful to Islam and
took an active part in the conquests; but their turbulent and rebellious nature was revealed in the considerable support they gave to the Kharidjfs. In the
Aghdni1, vi, 4, it is noted that at the battle of Dawlab,
in 65/684-5, where the forces of the Azrakfs were
crushed, the leaders of the two parties, cUbayd Allah
b. Bashfr al-Salftf and al-Rabic b. cAmr al-Ghudam,
were both of Yarbuc.
The many details that we possess of the deeds of
the Yarbu' during the wars of the Djahiliyya, and
even of those of the tribal wars of the Islamic period,
have survived mainly because these wars are mentioned in the verses of DjarFr (who belonged to the
clan of the Kulayb b. Yarbuc) and because his commentators discuss them fully.
The Yarbuc, moreover, gave to the poetry of the
pre-Islamic period and of the 1st/7th century quite
a number of remarkable poets; in addition to the
well-known poets, one may mention Suhaym b. Wathfl

al-Riyahi [q.v.] (cf. especially, Asmcfiyyat, ed. Ahlwardt,
76), Haritha b. Badr al-Ghudanf and al-Sharmardal
b. Shank [q.v], of the Banu Tha'laba b. Yarbuc.
Bibliography: See that to TAMIM, and also CaskelStrenziok, Gamharat an-nasab, i, Table 330, ii, 591.
(G. LEVI DELLA VIDA)
YARGHU (T.), trial, interrogation, the Mongolian t r i b u n a l or court of j u s t i c e (Doerfer,
iv, 58 ff. n. 1784), hence yarghuci, a judge.
Cinghiz Khan's adopted brother (or according to
Rashfd al-Dln, adopted son, Dfdmi' al-tawdnkh, i/1,
ed. A. Romaskevic, L. Khetagurov and A.A. Alizade,
Moscow 1965, 178; ibid., ed. B. Kariml, Tehran 1970,
i, 414) Shigi-Kutuku was made yarghuci at the kuriltay
held in 1206 (D.O. Morgan, The Mongols, Oxford
1986, 97). He was to judge certain criminal cases on
an ad hoc basis and to supervise the distribution of
subject peoples and to record what was done in a
"blue book" (ko'ko debter) (idem, The "Great Tdsd of
Chingiz Khan" and Mongol law in the Ilkhanate, in BSOAS,
xlix [1986], 164; L. Ligeti (ed.), Histoire secrete des
Mongols, Budapest 1971, 173-4; F.W. Cleaves, The secret
history of the Mongols, Cambridge, Mass. 1982, 143-4).
Rashid al-Dfn states that Shigi-Kutuku "conducted
courts of enquiry justly (yarghuhd bi-rdsti pursidi), and
he was solicitous and helpful to many criminals and
caused his words to be repeated, lest (they) should
confess out of terror and fear; and he said, 'Do not
be afraid, but speak the truth'. And in the discussions of the yarghucis it became well known from that
time to this, in the country (wildyat) of Mughulistan
and those regions, that the foundations of the yarghus
are laid on the regulations (kawd'id) that he established and followed" (Djdmi' al-tawdnkh, i/1, ed.
Romaskevic et alii, 180, quoted by Morgan, op. at.,
174-5). It would seem, therefore, that a kind of case
law grew up on the foundations laid down by ShigiKutuku. This is borne out by the account of the
Dastur al-kdtib (see below). The yarghu, held at the
court of the Great Khan was called the Great Yarghu,
according to Djuwaynf, ed. Kazwfnf, i, 50.
Courts of interrogation were also held by Mongol
amirs and provincial governors. Major cases were
referred by them to the Great Yarghu. The rulers of
the various Mongol khanates, including the Ilkhanate
in Persia, had their own yarghus. From Ibn Battuta's
description of the practice prevailing under Kutlugh
Temiir, the governor of Khwarazm in or about 734/
1334, it seems that the procedure of the yarghu had
by this time become somewhat similar to that of the
ma^dlim [q.v., and see also MAHKAMA]. Ibn Battuta states,
"It is one of the regular practices of this amir that
the kadi comes daily to his audience hall and sits in
the place assigned to him, accompanied by the jurists
and his clerks. Opposite him sits one of the great amirs,
accompanied by eight of the great amirs and shaykhs
of the Turks, who are called arghudjis [i.e. yarghucis\.
The people bring their disputes to them for decision;
those that come within the jurisdiction of the religious
law are decided by the kadi, and all others are decided
by these amirs" (Rihla, tr. Gibb, iii, 545).
In the early years of the Ilkhanate, the cases heard
in theyarghu, such as are mentioned in the sources, were
mainly to do with Mongol state affairs, cases between
Mongols or between Mongols and Persians, and concerned with sedition and irregularities over taxation.
Shar'l courts continued to exist and their autonomy
and nature were not fundamentally altered. The relation of the yarghu to the ma^dlim and curfi courts is
less clear. With the conversion of Ghazan Khan [q.v]
to Islam there may have been a revival in the impor-
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One of the earliest cases recorded in the Persian
tance of the ma^alim jurisdiction (Lambton, Continuity
sources of the application of the yarghu to Mongols
and change in medieval Persia, London 1988, 93 ff.). Nasfr
in Persia is that of Korgiiz, who had been sent to
al-Dln Tusf includes the yarghuci among the "men of
Khurasan and Mazandaran, where he had carried out
the pen" (Madjmuca-i rasd'il az ta'lifdt-i Khwdd).a Nasir
a new census and reassessed the taxes. His predeal-Dm Tusi, ed. M. RidawT, Tehran 1957, 29. See
cessor, Edgii-Temiir, and others accused him of malalso V. Minorsky and Mojtaba Minovi, Nasir al-Din
practices and he eventually went to Ogedey's court
Tusi on finance, in BSOS, x, [1940-2], 758 and revised
to answer the accusations made against him. A yarghu
version by Minorsky in Iranica, bist makdla, Tehran
was held, but although it sat for several months, it
1964, 68). In doing so he was, perhaps, influenced
failed to bring about a reconciliation between the two
by the tradition relating to Shigi-Kutuku. In practice,
parties. Finally, Ogedey himself sat in judgement.
yarghuci?, were probably also concerned with the appreEdgii-Temiir and his supporters were found guilty;
hension of those summoned to the yarghu and possisome were beaten and others handed over to Korgiiz
bly with the execution of the sentences of the court
to be put in the cangue (Djuwaynl, ii, 230 ff.). Then
also (cf. Tdnkh-i shdhi-i Kara Khitd'iydn, ed. M.I. Bastanl
in 637/1239 Korgiiz returned to Khurasan. Intrigues
Farm, Tehran 1976-7, 156).
against him continued and he again set out, probably
No one was immune from interrogation in the
in 639/1241-2 for Karakorum, presumably to defend
yarghu, whether a member of the royal house, an amir
himself. However, passing through the territories of
or a high official. Abish Khatun, who was married
Caghatay (who had recently died) he had an alterto Tash Mongke, one of Hiilegii's sons, was sumcation with an official during which he made a remark
moned to the ordu to answer in the yarghu accusations
of alleged misdemeanours in Fars (see Lambton, op. cit., which offended Caghatay's widow. Fearful of the conc
sequences he hurried back to Khurasan. The wives
273-5. See also Rashld al-Dm, Qdmi al-tawdnkh, ed.
and sons of Caghatay sent after him to arrest him
Karfml, ii, 811). Shams al-Dm DjuwaynT [q.v.] was
and bring him to Gaghatay's ordu at Ulugh-Ef. There
interrogated in the yarghu and bastinadoed before he
the amirs held a. yarghu. Its proceedings were inconcluwas put to death in 683/1284 (Abu Bakr al-Kutbl
sive, hence it was decided to send Korgiiz to Karaal-Aharf, Tdnkh-i Shaykh Uways, ed. J.B. van Loon,
korum to Toregene, Ogedey's widow, who had become
The Hague 1954, 138-9). Another notorious case was
the regent of the empire. There it was decided that,
that of RashTd al-Dln [q.v.], who was tried in the
since his alleged crime had been committed in Caghayarghu for an alleged attempt to poison Oldjeytii and
tay territory, he should be sent back to Ulugh-Ef.
was killed together with his son Khwadja Ibrahim
Korgiiz, as apparently was his wont, spoke roughly
on the orders of Oldjeytii in 718/1318 (Hafiz Abru,
c
to those in charge and was killed on the spot (ibid.,
Dhayl-i ^dmi al-tawdrikh-i rashldi, ed. Khan Baba
2
240 ff.). The amir Arghun, who succeeded Korgiiz, was
Bayam, Tehran AHS 1350/1971, 128).
also subjected to calumny and intrigue by his suborFrom the documents in the Dastur al-kdtib of
Muhammad b. Hindushah Nakhdjawam, who lived
dinates. He was examined by the yarghu at the ordu
in 647/1249 and again in 651/1253 and cleared on
into the Djala'irid period, it seems that Mongol amirs
both occasions. On the second, those who had accused
and soldiers were still subject to the yarghu down to the
him were handed over to him. Some were executed
end of the Ilkhanate and perhaps longer. He gives the
at the ordu and others he took back with him to
text of a document for the office of amir yarghu issued
in favour of a certain Amir Bayan, who "more than
Tus, where he killed them (ibid., 259-60). Three points
emerge from Djuwaynf's account: first, that the yarghu
any of the amirs of the day was endowed with experience and knowledge of the customs and regulations
was concerned with reconciliation as well as judge(rusum wa kawd'id) of the Mongol sultans and amirs
ment; second, that the various Mongol kingdoms exercised a degree of independence in the administration
and their yasakhd and turahd". He was to oversee the
affairs of the yarghu, to enquire diligently into the cases
of justice; and third, that those found guilty by a
of the Mongols and to act in accordance with the
yarghu might be handed over to the other party for
kutatghu bilik of Cingiz Khan and the (precedents) laid
punishment. These features are also to be observed
down by the great yarghucis. He was not to transgress
in the operation of the yarghu in the Il-khanate (see
by one jot the rule of justice and equity and was to
further, Lambton, op. cit., 83 ff.).
decide cases in accordance with the Cingiz-khanid
An early case submitted to the yarghu in the
ydsdk. When the rightness of one of the disputants
Il-khanate was that of Madjd al-Dm Ibn al-Athfr, a
was apparent, he was to be given a yarghu-ndma as a
nd'ib of cAta5 Malik Djuwaynf. Yesii-Buka, governor
record to produce should his opponent(s) trouble him
of Baghdad, reported to Abaka that Madjd al-Dln
again. He and his followers (nawkardri) and the scribe
had been heard to speak of the power and greatness
who wrote the yarghu-ndma were to receive the usual
of the Mamluk army. This, Yesii-Buka alleged, showed
fee on the termination of the case (ed. Alizade, ii,
that Madjd al-Dln and the Djuwaynl brothers were
Moscow 1976, 29-35).
in league with the Mamluks. Abaka ordered Madjd
Few details concerning the rules of procedure of
al-Dm to be seized. Although he was interrogated in
the yarghu are available. The infliction of torture and
the yarghu and given one hundred strokes of the bastibeating by bastinado to induce confession appear to
nado, his guilt was not established and he was handed
have been common. Djuwaynf describes the referral of
over to Shams al-Dm Djuwaym, who sent him to Sfwas
an alleged conspiracy by a number of Uyghur leaders
as governor (Rashfd al-Dm, ^dmic al-tawdnkh, iii, 156-7.
to massacre the Muslim population in Besh Baligh to
See also for a slightly different account Djuwaynf, tr.
the Great Yarghu at Mongke Kazan's court. Written
Boyle, i, pp. xxii-xxiii). Another case of alleged sedition,
declarations of their innocence and an attestation from
also during the reign of Abaka, is that of Angyanu.
the amir who had revealed the alleged conspiracy were
He had been sent to Fars as governor in 667/1268-9.
taken in Besh Baligh but no settlement was reached I The vigour of his administration and his success in
and so they went to Mongke's court. After confescollecting taxes aroused opposition and alienated the
sions were extracted from the conspirators by torture,
Mongol amirs in the province. A number of them fled
Mongke Ka'an gave the order for them to be sent
the province and went to Abaka's court, where they
back to Besh Baligh and executed (i, 35 ff.).
accused Angyanu of planning rebellion and committing
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peculation. He was summoned to the ordu, tried by
yarghu and found guilty. He succeeded in exonerating
himself but lost his government (Wassaf, Tdnkh, ed.
M.M. Isfahan!, lith. Bombay 1269/1852-3, 193, 195.
See further Lambton, Mongol fiscal administration in Persia,
in SI, Ixv, 104-5).
There are various cases of a yarghu being held to
look into failure in military operations. Tekelle, the
Atabeg of Greater Luristan, who had joined Hiilegii
on his march against Baghdad, decamped with his
followers (who had no experience of siege operations)
when Ket-Buka remonstrated with him for his lack
of effort in prosecuting the siege of Baghdad. After
the fall of Baghdad, Ket-Buka was sent in pursuit of
him. Eventually he was brought to Tabriz, subjected
to interrogation in the yarghu and executed (Mu'In alDm Natanzf, Muntakhab-i tawdnkh-i mucM, ed. J. Aubin,
Tehran AHS 1336/1957, 43). Targhus held by Ghazan
and Oldjeytii to investigate military failures are also
recorded. The former held a yarghu at Udjan on 12
Dhu 'l-Kacda 702/28 June 1303 after the battle of
Mardj al-Suffar [q.v.] to try the amirs who had been
responsible for the defeat of the Il-Khanid army.
Initially, it appears that the trial was carried out by
persons other than Ghazan. Rashid al-Dln states, "Although they (sc. the amirs) had been closely interrogated, when the yarghu-ndma was presented to Ghazan
he made a few pertinent remarks. They were then
interrogated again, the points made by Ghazan being
taken into consideration. Finally, on the first day of
Dhu '1-Hidjdja (17 July) the interrogations (yarghuhd)
were completed and Aghutay Tarkhan, the son of
Haybak Tarkhan, and Toghan-Temur of the Mangit
were executed and whatever was in accordance with
the Great Yasa was carried out in every respect"
(Tdnkh-i mubdrak-i ghdzdrii, ed. K. Jahn, London 1940,
149-50). According to al-MakrlzI's account, the IIKhan was with difficulty restrained from putting the
commander of the force, Kutlugh-Shah, to death, and
the onlookers are said to have rushed at the prisoner
and spat in his face. Al-MakrlzI adds that KutlughShah was banished to Gllan (Hist, des sultans mamlouks
de I'Egypte, tr. Quatremere, Paris 1837-45, ii, 204-5,
quoted by Boyle, in Comb. hist. Iran, v, 395). There
was a similar case during the reign of Oldjeytu when
the Mongol army was put to flight during a campaign in Gllan in 706/1306-7. A yarghu was held, and
some of those found guilty were executed and others
bastinadoed (Hafiz Abru, Dhayl-i ajdmif al-tawdnkh-i
rasjndi, 76).
One of the best-documented cases of a yarghu held
to investigate alleged peculation is that of the Shaykh
al-Islam Djamal al-Dm Ibrahim b. Muhammad alTibl, the Malik al-Islam, a rich merchant, who held
an extensive mukdtaca [q.v.] for Fars during the reign
of Ghazan (see Lambton, Continuity and change in Medieval
Persia, 88-9, 335 ff.).
It was not only cases directly concerning Mongol
affairs that were heard in the yarghu. Kutb al-Dln,
the Kutlugh-khanid ruler of Kirman (632-55/123557), appealed to Mongke for help against his cousin
Rukn al-Dln Khwadja Djuk b. Barak Hadjib, who
had turned him out of Kirman. The case was referred
to the yarghu. After examination, Mongke handed Rukn
al-Dln over to Kutb al-Dln, who killed him and reestablished himself in Kirman [see further KIRMAN, at
vol. V, 161-2]. After Kutlugh Terken succeeded her
husband Kutb al-Dln as ruler of Kirman, some dissatisfied persons complained against her to Arghun,
the governor of Khurasan. He realised that their reports were lies, and on his instructions Kutlugh Terken

referred the matter to the baskaks and yarghucis of the
province. Those who had complained were tied up
naked outside Kirman for several days and, "as was
the custom of the Mongols", interrogated until they
confessed and signed statements of their guilt. Some
were executed and others sent to the ordu (Tdnkh-i
shdhi-i Kara Khitd'iydn, 156. See further Lambton, op. cit.,
86). Another case concerning local rulers is that of
Husam al-Dln 'Urnar. He had overthrown and killed
Samsam al-Din Mahmud and his son and seized
Lesser Luristan. He was summoned to the ordu after
the grandson of Shaykh Zayn al-Milla wa '1-Dln
Kamu'1, the brother of Samsam al-Dln's widow, had
appealed to the ordu for blood-wit. He was interrogated in the yarghu by Ghazan and killed in retaliation for the murder of Samsam al-Dln and his son
(Mu c m al-Dln Natanzi, 62).
A rather unusual case is that of a yarghu which was
held to decide the possession of Sirdjan [q.v.], which
was disputed between Kutlugh Terken, the ruler of
Kirman, and the maliks of Shabankara [q.v.]. The matter had been discussed at Hiilegii's ordu but not settled.
However, in 663/1264-5 Abaka, who had succeeded
Hiilegii, sent two officials to Sirdjan to hold a land
court (yarghu-yi amldk) and to examine the documents
and title deeds of the two parties (Tdnkh-i shdhi-i Kara
Khitd'iydn, 192, 275-6. See further Lambton, op. cit.,
86-7).
After the fall of the Il-khanate, the term yarghu
seems gradually to have fallen out of use. There are
a few references to it under the Tlmurids in the sense
of both a court of interrogation and the process of
interrogation (e.g. Nizam al-Dln ShamI, ^afar-ndma,
ed. F. Tauer, ii, 31, 89, and Khwandamir, Rawdat alsafd, Tehran AHS 1338-51/1957-72, vi 70, 86). Nizam
al-Dln ShamI mentions & yarghu-yi ajangi held by Tlmur
in Samarkand (ii, 66); and most of the cases recorded
appear to have concerned the interrogation of amirs.
It seems that the procedures of the yarghu were gradually modified and transferred to the diwdn-i buzurg
(cf. B.F. Manz, The rise and rule of Tamerlane, Cambridge
1989, 169).
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(ANN K.S. LAMBTON)
YARKAND, a town of the Tarim basin,
E a s t e r n T u r k e s t a n , now coming within the
Sinkiang/Xinjiang Autonomous Region of the People's
republic of China and having in Chinese the (revived)
name of So-chse/Shache (lat. 38° 27' N., long. 77°
16' E., altitude 1,190 m/3,900 feet).
Yarkand lies on the river of the same name, which
rises in the northern part of the Karakoram mountains near the imperfectly delineated border between
Kashmir and China and then flows eastwards to join
the Tarim river; with its perennial flow, it is the main
source stream of the Tarim. The town was also situated on the southern branch of the historic Silk
Route which skirted the southern edge of the Tarim
basin and the Takla Makan desert, being about 220
km/138 miles from Kashghar [q.v] and 320 km/182
miles from Khotan [q.v], in the computation of mediaeval Islamic travellers, four days' and then ten days'
march respectively (cf. Minorsky (ed. and tr.), Sharaf
al-Dln Tdhir Marvazi on China, the Turks and India, tr.
London 1940, 18). Since caravan routes from the
upper Oxus region and the Pamirs joined the southern Tarim basin route at Yarkand, it was always a
significant trading centre (the Portuguese missionary
Benedict de Goes, en route from India to China in
1603, noted that the caravan from Kabul terminated
at what he calls Hiarcdn and a fresh caravan was put
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together for the journey onwards to China: see YuleCordier, Cathay and the way thither, London 191415, iv, 215-22). Also, the fertile, well-irrigated oasis
surrounding the town has always supported a considerable agricultural population; the present one is
estimated at 60,000. See Sir Aurel Stein, Ancient Khotan,
Oxford 1907, i, 87-9.
Little is known of the pre-Islamic history of Yarkand.
Like Kashghar, Khotan and other towns of the region,
it was probably a foundation of the Indo-European
Sakas, and a Saka-rdaja is mentioned who may have
been the ruler of Saka, the older name of Yarkand,
cf. the Sha-ch'a of the Chinese annals of the 1st century B.C. (the Chinese forms for what appears to be
the town of Yarkand are discussed in detail by
P. Pelliot, Notes on Marco Polo, Paris 1959-73, ii, 880-2).
The language of the people of Yarkand, as also those
of Kashghar, would thus have been, at this time, an
Indo-European one similar to the Iranian tongues of
Khotan, Tumshuk, etc. In this 1st century B.C., the
king of Sha-ch'a paid tribute to the Hsiung-nu of
the northern and western fringes of China, and in
the 1st century A.D. the king Hsien (r. 33-61) for a
brief period extended his power across the "Western Region" as far as Farghana and Kuca, whilst the
later Han were distracted by internal problems and
the Hsiung-nu were in a weakened condition (see
W. Samolin, East Turkestan to the twelfth century, a brief
political survey, The Hague 1964, 28-30; R. Grousset,
The empire of the steppes. A history of Central Asia, New
Brunswick, NJ. 1970, 37, 39-41, 43; D. Sinor (ed.),
The Cambridge hist, of early Inner Asia, Cambridge 1990,
128, 146, 173). From about this time, Mahayana
Buddhism began to spread in the Yarkand oasis, as
elsewhere in Eastern Turkestan, amongst other things
bringing Sanskrit as an hieratic language; the early
7th century pilgrim Hiian-tsang/Xuan-zang, returning
from India to China, found many Buddhist monasteries at Che-ku-ka = Yarkand, though several were in
ruins (T. Watters, On Yuan Chwang's travels in India,
London 1904-5, ii, 293-5). The later 7th century and
the later 8th century saw periods of domination by
the Tibetans over much of the southern Tarim basin
(see C.I. Beckwith, The Tibetan empire in Central Asia.
A history of the struggle for great power among Tibetans,
Turks, Arabs, and Chinese during the early Middle Ages,
Princeton 1987, 28 if., 34 if., 42, 102-3, 152-7), but
the Iranian-speaking, Buddhist city-state of Yarkand
continued under its own rulers, like those in neighbouring Khotan, at first subject to the T'ang emperors of China, but with an infiltration of Turkish ethnic
elements. A Uyghur state was established in the northern part of the Tarim basin after 843, and in the
10th century the Karluk Karakhanids [see ILEK-KHANS]
moved across the T3ien-shan into the western Tarim
basin. Khotan became Muslim in 396/1006, so the
establishment of the new faith at Yarkand must have
taken place at some previous date with the advent of
the Karakhanids. Certainly, the Buddhist religion, and
the local Iranian and "Tokharian" languages, began
to disappear as part of the eventual Islamisation and
Turkicisation of the whole of the Tarim basin. See
in general on this period, Samolin, East Turkestan to
the twelfth century, esp. 61-3, 69-70, 80-2; EIr, art. Chinese
Turkestan. II. In pre-Islamic times (V. Mair and P.O.
Skjaervo).
The actual name Yarkand is first attested for
certain in Mahmud al-Kashghan's Diwan lughdt alturk (later 5th/llth century) (tr. Atalay, i, 484, cf.
Brockelmann, Mittelturkischer Wortschatz, Budapest 1928,
244). Pelliot, Notes on Marco Polo, index, iii, 295, pro-
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pounded a Turco-Iranian etymology for this toponym, Tk. yar "cliff" (but more precisely, it would
seem, "eroded, vertical bank or gorge of a river", see
Clauson, An etymological dictionary of pre-thirteenth century
Turkish, 953-4) + Ir. kand/kend "town". We possess
coins from the Karakhanid Eastern Khanate, which
was based on Kashghar, minted at Yarkand (thus spelt
on the coins) in 404/1013-14 by Nasir al-Dawla Malik
al-Mashrik Kadir Khan Yusuf b. Bughra Khan Harun
or Hasan (d. 423/1032) and by his son Sulayman
Arslan Khan (d. 449/1057-8) (see Barthold, Turkestan
down to the Mongol invasion, 281; E. von Zambaur, Die
Munzpragungen des Islams zeitlich und drtlich geordnet,
Wiesbaden 1968, i, 272; T. Mayer, Sylloge numorum
arabicorum Tubingen. Nord- und Ostzentralasien. XV b
Mittelasien II, Tubingen-Berlin 1998, 72-3). It is strange
that the Hudud al-cdkim (372/982-3) mentions Kashghar,
Khotan and possibly some minor places along the
southern Tarim basin route but not Yarkand (cf. map
iv in Minorsky's tr. at 261). We possess some information reflecting social and cultural conditions in the
Yarkand oasis under the Karakhanids in the later
5th/11 th and early 6th/12th centuries from a collection of legal documents that were found in a garden there in 1911 and preserved by Sir George
Macartney, the then British Consul-General at Kashghar. They are in Arabic and in Turkish, the latter
written in both the Uyghur and Arabic scripts, and
cover the years 473-529/1080-1135. They give the
name Tdr.k.n.d.h (thus spelt) mostly to the district or
kura, but also to the town or balda itself, and through
their use of standard Islamic legal formulae and phraseology show that Islamic faith and culture had well
penetrated life in the Yarkand oasis by the end of
the 11 th century. One document, from Dhu '1-Hidjdja
474 or 494/May 1082 or September-October 1101
mentions the then ruler in Kashghar as Abu cAlf alHasan Tafghac Bughra Kara Khakan b. Sulayman
Arslan Kara Khakan, i.e. the ruler of the Eastern
Khanate 467-96/1075-1103 and dedicatee of Yusuf
Khass Hadjib's Kutadghu bilig [q.v., and see ILEK-KHANS
at Vol. Ill, 1114a]. See, on this collection of documents, much commented upon but with the originals
now disappeared, Monika Gronke, The Arabic Tdrkand
documents, in BSOAS, xlix (1986), 454-507, with detailed
bibl. of previous work on the collection at 506-7.
Towards the middle of the 6th/12th century, the
Karakhanids fell under the general suzerainty of the
Western Liao or Kara Khitay [q.v.]. Chinese sources
state that in 1123 the Giir Khan Ye-liu Ta-shi invaded
the Tarim basin from the region northwest of Shensi
in China and captured Kashghar, Yarkand and
Khotan; but the Arab historian Ibn al-Athir records
a victory in 522/1128 by the ruler of the Eastern
Khanate, Arslan Khan Ahmad or Harun b. Hasan
over the Kara Khitay (ed. Beirut, xi, 83).
In the 7th/13th century, again according to Chinese
histories such as the Tuan-shi, after his killing of the
Nayman chief Kucliig, Cingiz Khan sent an expedition into Eastern Turkestan, and Kashghar, Yarkand
and Khotan surrendered to the Mongols; subsequently,
the Great Khan ordered 13 water-stations to be set
up between Yarkand and Khotan (E. Bretschneider,
Mediaeval researches from East Asiatic sources, London 1910,
i, 234, ii, 47-8; river communication between the two
towns seems to be implied). When Marco Polo passed
through Yarkand (his Tarcan) in ca. 1274 en route for
China, he noted the presence there of Nestorian and
Jacobite Christians as well as the majority Muslims, and
observed that the population there suffered much from
goitre (a fact later confirmed by European travellers
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such as Sven Hedin); the town belonged to a nephew
of the Great Khan, i.e. of Kubilay [q.v.], whilst
Kashghar and the lands beyond belonged to "Great
Turkey", the empire of Kubilay's rival Kaydu [q.v.]
(Yule-Cordier, The Book of Ser Marco Polo, 3London
1902, i, 187-8; Barthold, ^wolf Vorlesungen tiber die
Geschichte der Tiirken Mittelasiens, Berlin 1935, 187).
Eastern Turkestan now came within the dominions
of the Caghatayids, with Yarkand as one of the Alti
Shahr or "Six Cities" (with Aksu, Uc Turfan, Kuca,
Kashghar and Khotan). The Caghatayids' rival Tfmur
sent an expedition into Kashgharia led by his grandson Iskandar Mlrza b. c Umar Shaykh in 802/13991400, which captured Kashghar, Yarkand and Aksu.
Nevertheless, for over two-and-a-half more centuries
the region continued to form part of the Caghatayid
Khanate, but with members of the powerful TurcoMongol Dughlat family, influential in the region since
the later 8th/14th century, as actual rulers. In 920/
1514 Mfrza Muhammad Haydar Dughlat ejected a
usurper from Kashgharia and restored Caghatayid
suzerainty there, making Yarkand his capital, having
irrigation canals dug in the oasis and building a citadel
in the town with six gateways and an inner arg (Mfrza
Muhammad, Tarikh-i RashidT, ed. and tr. N. Elias and
E. Denison Ross, A history of the Moghuls of Central Asia,
London 1895, Introd. 11, 122, tr. 296-8; see also
DUGHLAT). Towards the end of the 10th/16th century,
the ordo or centre of power of the Caghatayid cAbd
al-Karfm Khan b. cAbd al-Rashfd was usually at
Yarkand, where his brother Muhammad had succeeded him when Benedict de Goes passed through
in 1603. But from this same time onwards, the power
of the Nakshbandf religious line of the sayyid Khodjas
[q.v. in Suppl.] grew in Kashgharia, with the Afakiyya
or Aktaghlik, "People of the White Mountains", lineage exercising real power at Yarkand. The Caghatayids
lingered on till the second half of the llth/17th century, when they were extinguished (1089/1678) and
Kashgharia united under the theocratic rule of the
Khodjas as proteges of the Mongol Oyrats or Kalmuks
[q.v.] centred on the Hi basin and Dzungaria. Thus
the charismatic Khodja, Hadrat Afak/Apak Hidayat
Allah, was installed at Yarkand and Kashghar in
1091/1680, Yarkand now becoming for the remainder of this century and for over half of the next one
the capital of the Khodjas. In the 1750s, the Khodja
Kilic Burhan al-Dfn led a Muslim crusade against the
infidel domination of the Kalmuks, but this brought
down in 1758 a Chinese army which, after annexing
Dzungaria three years previously, turned on the
Khodjas and captured Yarkand; Kashgharia was now
annexed to the Ch'ing/Qing empire. See Grousset,
The empire of the steppes, 425-6, 459, 485, 500-1, 5278; EIr, art. Chinese Turkestan, v. Under the Khojas (Isenbike Togan).
The Chinese maintained Yarkand rather than
Kashghar as their capital for the new province. But
Ch'ing authority in Central Asia declined over the
next decades, and from 1820 onwards, when the
Khodja pretender Djahangfr returned from Khokand
and launched a rebellion in the Alti Shahr, there were
a series of revolts by the Turkish Muslims of the
province, culminating in the outbreak at Yarkand in
August 1863 which signalled the great rebellion of
the Khokandi Muhammad Ya'kub Beg [see YA'KUB
BEG], who proclaimed himself Khan of Eastern
Turkestan at Kashghar (1867-77). We owe knowledge
of Yarkand at this time to the published accounts
resulting from British missions at this time to Ya'kub
Bea:, that of the merchant R.S. Shaw in 1868 and

those of the Government of India envoy Sir Thomas
D. Forsyth in 1870 and 1873. After the suppression
of Ya c kub Beg's movement, the three regions of
"Uyghuristan", Alti Shahr and Dzungaria were formed
into the new imperial province of Sinkiang "New
Territory" (1884). The Chinese Tao-t3ai or Circuit
Commissioner made his residence at Kashghar rather
than Yarkand, and it was at this former town that
Russian and British consulates were now established.
In the 20th century, Yarkand was involved in several "Turco-Islamic" secessionist movements of the
Uyghur Turks in the southern Tarim basin during
the 1930s and 1940s, the era of the warlords in China,
since southern Sinkiang was a stronghold of conservative Islamic religious sentiment. In March-May 1933
both Old Yarkand (= the traditional Muslim town)
and New Yarkand (= the Chinese and other nonTurkish town) fell to troops of the secessionist "Khotan
Islamic Government" under the amir cAbd Allah Khan,
with a total collapse of Han authority in southern
Sinkiang. This last was restored by the warlord Sheng
Shih-ts'ai, with considerable Soviet Russian backing,
but a further revolt, the so-called "SabTl Allah" one,
involved the occupation of Yarkand from April to September 1937 by anti-Sheng, anti-Communist Turkish
rebels, and it was likewise involved in the 1945-6 antiChinese and anti-Russian revolt against Kuomintang
misrule in Sinkiang. Similar outbreaks are reported
to have occurred in southern Sinkiang in the 1950s
and possibly later, but massive Han Chinese immigration after the imposition of Communist rule in
1949 has meant that secessionist movements have had
less and less chance of success. See A.D.W. Forbes,
Warlords and Muslims in Chinese Central Asia. A political
history of Republican Sinkiang 1911-1949, Cambridge 1990,
68, 77-9, 140 ff., 204-6.
Bibliography: In addition to references given
in the article, see also M. Hartmann, ChinesischTurkestan. Geschichte, Verwaltung, Geistesleben und Wirtschaft, Halle 1908. For the Turkish language of the
Yarkand region, part of the southern dialect of
Neo-Uyghur Turkish, see G. Raquette, A contribution to... the eastern-Turkestan dialect... in the districts
of Tarkand and Kashghar, in Jnal. de la Soc. FinnoUgrienne, xxvi/5 (1909), 1-53; K. Schriefl, Bemerkungen zur Sprache von Kasgar und Jarkend, in Keleti
Szemle, xiv (1913-14), 178-89, xv (1914-15), 277303; E. Rossi, Nota sul turco di Tarkand (Turkestan
Onentale), in RSO, xvii (1938), 283-5; G. Jarring,
Material to the knowledge of Eastern Turki. Tales, poetry,
proverbs, riddles, ethnological and historical texts from the
southern parts of Eastern Turkestan, i, Texts from Khotan
and Tarkend, Lund 1946; and O. Pritsak, in PTF,
i, 525 ff., with further bibl. at 535.

(C.E. BOSWORTH)
YARLIGH, YARLIK, a term of Inner Asian Turkish
origin, employed in the chanceries of the Mongol
empire and in those of certain of its successor states
both before and after their Islamisation, in its original (i.e. pre-Mongol and pre-Islamic) meaning of
"[Imperial] decree, edict, command". In general, in Islamic chancery practice, yarlighs are contextually equivalent to the more specific documentary
forms of firman, hukm or bardt [q.vv.; and see DIPLOMATIC, iii]; cf. Clauson, Dictionary, 966: "a command
from a superior to an inferior, sometimes with some
connotation of a grant of favour"; Drevnetyurskii slovar\
242, s.v. Jarli'Y'. "prikaz, predpisanie, ukaz".
In Old Turkish, yarligh is a typical Uyghur word:
it is not attested in the (Oghuzian) runic (Orkhon) inscriptions, and is expressly denoted by al-Kashghan
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has been suggested by A.P. Grigor'ev, on the basis
as a non-Oghuz word, employed by the Cigil to deof his reconstruction of early texts surviving only in
note an imperial writing or command (yarligh huwa
Russian translation, that the earliest Golden Horde
kitdbu 'l-sultdn wa-amruhu hi 'l-lughati cigil wa-ld tcfrifuhu
edicts were also written in Mongolian (cf. also the
'l-ghuzziyd). Conversely, the term appears in the Uyexhaustive study by M.A. Usmanov, ^alovannye aktl
ghur runic mss. In Ottoman usage (where it is chiefly
Dzucieva ulusa, XIV-XVI vv., Kazan 1979). The most
used to refer to the edicts of the Crimean khans) it
important surviving document written in Turkish is
is, the above usage apart, an exotic loan-word known
the yarligh of Toktamish Khan [q.v.] for Jogaila
in only a few texts (TTS, i, 789, ii, 1006) and docuAlgirdaitis (Jagiello), Grand Duke of Lithuania and
ments (see below). In Arabic (Mamluk) usage, one
king (as Wladyslaw II) of Poland (1386-1434), which
encounters the broken plural form yardligh/yardligh (also
was issued "in camp on the river Don" "in the Year
ydrlighdt, cf. al-Kalkashandr, Subh, vii, 229, 230; Bjorkof the Fowl, 8 Radjab 795 [/20 May 1393]" (reproman, Beitrdge, 47, 128: bdrlighdt [sic] "Reisepass", with
duction of the first 13 lines of the document in
reference to Ilkhanid usage).
Reychman and Zajaczkowski, Zjirys, 103 = Handbook,
The Turkish word yarligh is a second-period (sc.
155; transcription-text in Kurat, Yarlik ve bitikler, 147).
8th-13th centuries) loan-word in Mongol (Jarli'y) as a
This document lacks almost all evidence of Islamic
technical administrative term for a government edict
influence over the original Mongol form, possessing no
(Clauson, loc. cit.; N. Poppe, The Turkic loan words in
invocatio and only the most basic form of intitulatio
middle Mongolian, in CAJ, i [1955], 38). (The once wideand inscriptio (Toktamish so'zim/Yagaylaga); yet the year
spread view, put forward by e.g. Spuler, Goldene Hor1
of issue is given in both its Twelve-animal cycle and
de , 306, n. 2, and previously by Russian scholars from
Hidjn forms; the month and day of issue follow the
the mid-19th century onwards, such as V.V. Grigor'ev,
Muslim calendar. (The use of the Twelve-animal cycle
that "Dzarlyh" [sic] is a Mongol word, cannot now
in conjunction with Hidjn dating lasted in Crimean
be substantiated.) As a loan-word, it was specifically
and Ottoman usage until the mid-to-later 9th/15th
employed in imperial (i.e. Khakanic) decrees (qaan jarcentury.) Under the Il-khans [q.v], the texts of yarllghs
li'Y manu, "unser kaiserlicher ErlaO", A.P. Grigor'ev,
were also engraved in stone. Cf. W. Barthold, Die perMongol'skaya diplomatika XIII-XV vv., Leningrad 1978;
sische Inschrift an der Mauer der Manucehr-Moschee zu Ani,
cf. E. Haenisch, %u den Briefen der mongolischen Il-khane
m^DMG, ci [1951], 241-69 (Russian original in his
Argun und Oljeitu an den Konig Philipp den Schonen von
Frankreich (1289 u. 1305), in Onens, ii [1949], 222) and
Socmeniya iv, Moscow 1966, 313-38); P. Wittek, Ankain, e.g., the Secret History, whereas documents emara'da bir Ilhani kitabesi, in Turk Hukuk ve Iktisat Tarihi
Mecmuasi, i (1931), 161-4; cf. idem, %ur Geschichte Angoras
nating from subordinate members of the Cingizid
dynasty utilised the phrase iige manu "our word (sc.
im Mittelalter, in T. Menzel (ed.), Festschrift Georg Jacob,
Leipzig 1932 (= idem, La formation de I'empire ottoman,
decree)". For the use of the Turkish term sozum\iz\
ed. V.L. Menage, London 1982, no. Ill), 347-8.
"my/our word" (calqued from the Mongol iige manu)
as a validating formula or associated with the tughra
Mongol, pre-Islamic concepts thus lingered in the
[q.v.] in later yarllghs and other documents; see the
forms and usages employed in post-Cingizid yarllghs
discussion in Fekete, Arbeiten der grusinischen Orientalistik,
long after the formal Islamisation of the rulers who
13 fT. (Fekete's misreadings of Crimean Tatar docuissued them. The designation yarligh (e.g., as in the
ments in this context are corrected by Mary Ivanics,
combination hukm-i yarligh) remained current in Persia
Formal and linguistic peculiarities, 215 n. 15).
until the end of the 9th/15th century [see DIPLOMATIC.
The route of transmission of the term from preiii] and in the successor states of the Golden Horde
Islamic Uyghur to Islamic usage must have been via
for much longer. The well-known yarligh of the first
the use of Uyghur scribes in Mongol service prokhan of the Crimea, HadjdjI Girey I, dated 857/
ducing chancery documents in Mongolian and Turk1453 (see below), combines, after the basmala (serving,
ish (see, for a detailed discussion and analysis, A.P. | as noted, as invocatio) the following assertions of divine
Grigor'ev, op. cit.). From the prestige and widespreadauthority, set out in three equally prominent lines: (1)
ness of the term in Cingizid usage stems not only its
[Arabic-Islamic] bi 'l-kuwwati 'l-Ahadiyya wa }l-mucajizdti
reborrowing into e.g. south-western Turkish but also
'l-Muhammadiyya ("through the strength of the One and
its presence from the Mongol period with the same
the miracles of Muhammad"); (2) [Turkish-Mongol/
meaning in Russian (yarlik: first occurrence 1267; VasIslamic]: Mdngu-Tdnn kiicinde Muhammad Resulii'lldh
mer, Russisches etym. Worterbuch, Heidelberg 1958, iv,
wildyetinde ("in the strength of the Great God [and]
493) and in many other languages of Eurasia, includ- ! in the protection of Muhammad the Prophet of God");
ing 7th/13th century Oghuz (A.M. Shcerbak, Oguzand (3) [Turkish]: Hdaj_aj.i Girey so'zim ("Hadjdjf Girey—
ndme, 11, 21). It was also still current at this time with
my decree"). (For a discussion of the adoption (in
its old (sc. Uyghur/Buddhist) secondary meaning of
932/1525) of this "Mongol-Crimean assertion of the
"Divine command" amongst the Nestorian Christians
source of authority" into Ottoman chancery practice,
of Central Asia (C. Dzumagulov, Tazik siro-tyurskikh
see V.L. Menage, On the constituent elements, 300 ff.)
pamyatnikov Kirgizii, 91 ff.); for further borrowings see
Yarlighs of the later khans of the Crimea conform
Doerfer, Elemente, iv, 153-8, no. 1849. The word surmuch more closely in both form and language to convives at the present day in Russian with the meantemporary Ottoman usage (A. Bennigsen et alii, Le
ing "label, tag".
Khanat de Crimee dans les archives du musee du palais de
Cingizid yarllghs were written in Chinese (cf.
Topkapi, Paris-The Hague 1978; but cf. the useful corE. Chavannes, Inscriptions et pieces de chancellerie chinoises
rections and amplifications by V. Ostapchuk, in Harvard
de I'epoque mongole, in T'oung-pao, ser. 2, v [1904], 357Ukrainian Studies, vi/4 [1982]), 500-28, and Tunica, xix
447, vi [1905], 1-42, ix [1908], 297-428, passim); in
[1987], 247-76; there is a valuable discussion and
Mongol, in both Uyghur and quadratic scripts; and
analysis of yarllghs in Crimean chancery practice in
in Kipcak Turkish. The language used in the earliIvanics, Formal and linguistic peculiarities, passim; cf. also
est yarligh?, of the Golden Horde remains a matter of
Fekete, Einfuhrung in die osmanische Diplomatik, Budapest
dispute. The earliest documents still extant as origi1926, pp. Ixi-lxii; J. Matuz, Krimtatarische Urkunden im
nals date from the later 8th/14th century and are
Reichsarchiv zu Kopenhagen, Freiburg 1976).
written in Kipcak Turkish, in Uyghur characters. It
As mentioned above, yarlighs also served the same
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function as the bardt [q.v.; and see SOYURGHAL], i.e. as
a diploma of investiture and a grant of immunities.
The khans of the Golden Horde and its successor
dynasties not only issued diplomas of investiture to
e.g. the subject princes of Rus', and the Metropolitans of All Rus', employing their issue and the everpresent threat of their summary withdrawal as a
powerful means of political control over their tributary principalities, but also large numbers of so-called
tarkhanlik yarlighs, or grants of privilege/immunity from
taxes and services in kind, to their own subjects (specimen text in Kurat, Tarhk ve bitikler, no. 4, 62-80,
a document of Hadjdjf Girey 857/1453. Gf. also the
studies by Halasi-Kun, Grigor'ev, and Muhamedyarov
and Vasary as detailed in Bibl. below, all with useful discussion and analyses. Comparable documents
were issued by the Il-khanid rulers of Persia and their
political successors (cf. Minorsky, A soyurghal of Qasim
b. Jahdngir Aq-Qoyunlu (903/1498)); in Ottoman usage,
exemption documents of a similar nature are known
as mu'afiyet-name).
Tarlighs issued down to the early 9th/16th century
were validated by the khan's al-tamgha. This was a
quadrilateral seal impressed, usually in vermilion, sometimes in black, blue or gold, either towards the head
or at the foot of the document, and over the pasted
joins of individual sheets making up the roll. Later
yarlighs of the Golden Horde largely followed Ottoman
practice, making use of a pence [</.£.]-type tughra for
documents issued by the khan or the immediately subordinate members of the dynasty (kalgha, nureddin) plus
the formula soziimiz at the head of the document (see
TUGHRA, and cf. Matuz, Krimtatarische Urkunden, 77-80
and facsimiles).
Bibliography (in addition to references in the text):
Drevnetyurskii slovar', Leningrad 1969, s.w. jarliy, 3arlfy;
Sir Gerard Clauson, A dictionary of pre-thirteenth-century
Turkish, Oxford 1972, 966-8; Doerfer, Turkische und
Mongolische Elemente im Neupersischen, s.v.; M. Vasmer,
Russisches etym. Worterbuch, Heidelberg 1958; A.M.
Shcerbak, Oguz-ndme, Moscow 1959; C. Dzumagulov,
Tazik siro-tyurskikh pamyatnikov Kirgizii, Frunze 1971;
Tamklariyle tarama so'zlugu, i, Istanbul 1943, 789; Kalkashandl, Subh al-acshd, iv, 423, 428, vii, 229, 230;
W. Bjorkman, Beitrdge zur Geschichte der Staatskanzlei
im islamischen Agypten, Hamburg 1928, 47, 128; A.N.
Kurat, Topkapi sarayi muzesi ar§ivindeki Altin Ordu, Kmm
ve Turkistan hanlanna aityarhk ve bitikler, Istanbul 1940;
A.P. Grigor'ev, Mongol'skqya diplomatika, XIII-XV vv.,
Leningrad 1978; M.A. Usmanov, ^alovannye aktl DZUcieva ulusa, XIV-XVI vv., Kazan 1979, both with very
full bibls., cf. also Grigor'ev, Grants of privileges in the
edicts of Toktamis and Timur-Qutlug, in G. Kara (ed.),
Between the Danube and the Caucasus. Oriental sources on
the history of the peoples of Central and Southeastern Europe,
Budapest 1987, 85-104, and Shamil Muhamedyarov
and I. Vasary, Two Kazan Tatar edicts (Ibrahim's and
Sahib Girey's yarliks), in ibid., 181-216, with extensive
discussions; T. Halasi-Kun, Monuments de la langue
tatare de Kazan, in Analecta Orientalia memoriae A. Csoma
de Korb's dicata, Budapest 1947, 138-55; idem, Kazan
turkcesine ait dilyadigdrlan, in AUDTCFD, vii (1949),
603-44. Equally full bibliographical references to
earlier, mainly Russian, studies and publications
exist in J. Reychman and A. Zajagzkowski, %arys
dyplomatyki osmansko-tureckiej, Warsaw 1955, 103 ff.
(= Handbook of Ottoman-Turkish diplomatics, The HagueParis 1968, 95 ff.). For short but valuable discussions of elements of the Mongol yarltgh in the context
of Islamic chancery practice, see S.M. Stern, Fdtimid
decrees, London 1964, 160 ff., with further bibl;

V.L. Menage, On the constituent elements of certain sixteenth-century Ottoman documents, in BSOAS, xlviii (1985),
283-304, passim; and L. Fekete, Arbeiten der grusinischen Orientalistik auf dem Gebiete der tiirkischen und persischen Paldographie und die Frage der Formel Sd'zumu'z,
in AO Hung., vii/1 (1957), 1-20. See also Mary
Ivanics, Formal and linguistic peculiarities of 17th century
Crimean Tatar letters addressed to princes of Transylvania,
in ibid., xxix/2 (1975), 213-24, and V. Minorsky,
A soyurghal of Qasim b. Jahdngir Aq-Qoyunlu (9031498), in BSOS, ix (1937-8), 927-60. For a 17thcentury Muscovite fabrication of a putative yarllgh
of the Golden Horde ruler Ahmed Khan, see E.L.
Keenan, The jarlyk of Axmed-Xan to Ivan HI: a new
reading, in Internal Jnai of Slavic Linguistics and Poetics,
xi (1967), 33-47.
(CJ. HEYWOOD)
YARMUK, the main left bank affluent of
the J o r d a n river [see AL-URDUNN. 1], famed in history as the site of a historic battle between the Arabs
and Byzantines.
1. Geography.
The Yarmuk flows into the Jordan some 9 km/
5 miles to the south of Lake Tiberias, with headwaters
on the southwestern slopes of the Hawran [q.v.] in
southern Syria. It follows a deeply-incised valley which
nevertheless provides the main access through the eastern wall of the Jordan rift valley, the Ghawr or Ghor,
to the north-south routes along the western fringes of
the Syrian Desert. As such, it was followed, with difficulty, by the narrow-gauge railway from Hayfa via
Samakh to Dara'a/Deraa, where it connected with
the Hidjaz railway [q.v.]. In Antiquity, it was called
by Pliny the Elder, Natural history, v. 74, the Hieromix
or Hieromices. Part of the river's lower course today
forms the political boundary between Syria and Jordan.
The waters of the Yarmuk could irrigate the Jordan
valley if its lowermost course were to be diverted to
Lake Tiberias as a reservoir for its waters; but this
would entail the improbable co-operation of Syria,
Jordan and Israel.
Bibliography: Yakut, Bulddn, ed. Beirut, v, 434;
Le Strange, Palestine under the Moslems, London 1890,
53-5; Naval Intelligence Division, Admiralty Handbooks, Palestine and Jordan, London 1943, 29, 247,
403-4, 406-7, 506; W.C. Brice, A systematic regional
geography. VIII. South-west Asia, London 1966, 217,
223-5, 339, 369-72.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
2. The battle.
This was fought near the confluence of the Yarmuk
River and the Wad! '1-Rukkad, which today marks
part of the border between Jordan and Syria, and it
determined the fate of Byzantine Syria. The Byzantine
Emperor Heraclius, who was not personally present,
in early 636 collected a very substantial Byzantine
and Christian Arab force in order to reverse recent
Muslim victories in Syria, Transjordania and Palestine, and to drive the Muslims out of Syria and Palestine. The site strategically included high ground, water
supplies, pasture and domination of important routes
between Damascus and Galilee (see 1. above). It was
an important sedentary base and crucial pasturegrounds of the Ghassan [q.v], and lay near the intersection of four Byzantine provincial boundaries. A major
battle had previously taken place near it in 614, at
which the Persian general Shahrbaraz had inflicted a
resounding defeat on the Byzantines, opening the way
into Palestine for the Persians. The terrain's strategic
significance was apparent to both sides and in theory
was familiar to them. On the eve of the battle, the
Byzantines had not succeeded in developing any effective new tactics or strategy for checking the Muslims.

YARMUK
The battle of the Yarmuk or Djabiya lasted more
than a month if one includes the preliminary manoeuvrings. It began in the vicinity of al-Djabiya [q.v], the
traditional base of the Ghassan, with these manoeuvrings, and terminated on 12 Radjab 15/20 August
636. Byzantine forces had come from Hims (Emesa)
under the general Vahan, who was probably the Magister Militum per Orientem, and Theodore Trithurios, the
Sakellarios (Treasurer). Djabala b. al-Ayham [q.v], king
of the Ghassan, led Ghassanid forces. Other Christian Arabs, whom Heraclius had recruited in upper
Mesopotamia and elsewhere, participated. There are
contradictory reports concerning whether Theodore,
the brother of Heraclius, was present. Although he
participated in planning some of the campaign, Theodore had probably been recalled to Constantinople in
disgrace before the final stages of the battle. Muslim
forces under Abu cUbayda b. al-Djarrah [q.v.] withdrew from Hims and Damascus in the face of the
approach from the north of stronger Byzantine armies.
They retired to a line between Dayr Ayyub and
Adhri'at [<?.y.], where they waited for more than a
month, in a topographically strong position, to deter
any Byzantine move further south. On 13 Djumada
II 15/23 July 636 the Muslims won an initial clash
near al-Djabiya. The Byzantines attempted to use the
waiting period to familiarise their forces with the
Muslims and, unsuccessfully, to encourage desertion
and dissension within Muslim ranks. Both sides received
reinforcements, but the decisive clash took place when
the Muslims were continuing to gain more reinforcements. The Byzantines, together with their Christian
Arab allies, probably enjoyed numerical superiority,
having troops that totaled up to 15,000 to 20,000
men, possibly even more.
By a feigned retreat, the Muslims lured the Byzantines into attacking Muslims and their camp near Dayr
Ayyub. The Muslims penetrated the exposed Byzantine
left flank, and then exploited gaps that yawned between Byzantine foot and cavalry. Byzantine infantrymen apparently attempted to lock shields and to engage
in intricate and complicated and risky exercises (the socalled "mixed formation") that involved opening the
ranks of foot for horsemen to pass through and then
relocking shields. Poor Byzantine coordination allowed
the Muslims to exploit the gap and to slay many exposed Byzantine infantry. Byzantine forces withdrew
into territory that lay between the Wadf '1-Rukkad
and Wadf 'l-cAllan, both west of the Wadf '1-Harfr,
to what they believed to be a secure encampment
that received protection from the high bluffs of the
wadis. But in a night raid, the Muslims under Khalid
b. al-Walld [q.v] seized the critical bridge over the
Wadf '1-Rukkad, which offered the only viable retreat
route for the encircled men and animals of the Byzantine army. The Byzantines found themselves blocked
and could not retreat in formation, or fight their way
out, or negotiate a reasonable settlement. The Byzantines panicked, having learned that they were cut off.
The Muslims stormed their camps between the wadis
as well as at the village of Yakusa, on the edge of
the Djawlan [q.v]. The Byzantines lost cohesion and
most were slaughtered, although a few may have managed to flee down the steep walls of the wadis. The
Muslims took few or no prisoners. Some Christian
Arabs allegedly wavered in their loyalty to the Byzantine cause and managed to flee, which aided the Muslims. One Muslim tradition reports that some dejected
and defeated Byzantine troops, having perceived the
hopelessness of their situation, fatalistically awaited
their slaughter.
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The battle destroyed the only viable Byzantine army
in Syria and its commanders, and it ceased to exist
as a fighting force. A rout ensued. For the Muslims,
the victory eliminated the possibility of any Byzantine
penetration further south, reconfirmed Muslim control
of Palestine and Transjordania, and opened the way
for the Muslim conquest of the Bikac [q.v] valley,
Damascus and beyond it, all of Syria. The Muslims
consolidated their victory by a rapid and far-stretching
and ruthless pursuit of retreating Byzantines, giving
them no respite. The battle had great psychological
as well as material effects: it broke the will of the
Byzantines to give more open battle. The Byzantines
henceforth avoided open battle with the Muslims in
Syria and upper Mesopotamia, and ended their efforts
to recover or hold Syria. Together with Heraclius,
who was staying first at Hims and then at Antioch,
they evacuated northern Syria and withdrew into
Anatolia, where the emperor attempted to improvise
new defences.
The Byzantines had suffered logistical problems on
the eve of the battle. They lacked experience in handling and supplying large numbers of troops in the
regions of these operations, and this inexperience may
have contributed to their logistical problems and to
tensions with local civilians. Byzantine leaders found
it difficult to procure adequate supplies from local
inhabitants on the eve of the engagements. Mansur
son of Sergius, the local fiscal official at Damascus,
refused to provide supplies to the unprecedentedly
large Byzantine forces. These last included heterogeneous ethnic elements, many of whom had no experience in operating or fighting in the region. There
was probably mistrust, misunderstandings and friction
between Greeks, Armenians and Christian Arabs within
the Byzantine forces. There is no indication that the
local inhabitants participated in fighting on either side.
The Byzantines were already suffering psychological
shock from a series of recent defeats at the hands of
the Muslims. Muslim losses were considerable, but far
smaller than the human and material ones of the
Byzantines. But all statistics for the battle, both numbers of combatants and numbers of casualties, should
be regarded with suspicion.
The account that Ibn cAsakir preserved in his Ta'rikh
Madinat Dimashk is probably the best. No documentary
records or eyewitness accounts survive. Memory of
the actual facts of the battle soon faded and quickly
became embellished with legends. The magnitude of
the Muslim victory received instant recognition and
continued to resound later in the 7th century. The
military manual entitled the Strategikon of Maurice,
although written ca. A.D. 600, provides some reliable
insight into actual contemporary Byzantine fighting
techniques and logistics that were probably utilised in
the battle. The reigning Byzantine Heraclian dynasty
appears to have attempted to shift the responsibility
for the disaster from itself to others: to an alleged
abortive rebellion of the Armenian Byzantine general
Vahan or to the failure to follow Emperor Heraclius'
injunctions to watch out for Arab ambushes, or to
the adverse climate. There is no evidence that Christian
religious dissension affected the outcome. Muslim writers later celebrated the role of Islamic religious zeal,
but superior Muslim leadership as well as superior
morale, including confidence that derived from their
recent pattern of successes, were important factors in
their victory.
Bibliography: 1. Sources. Eutychius, Annales,
ed. and tr. M. Breydy, CSCO, Leuven 1985, text
136-8, tr. 114-16; Sebeos, Histoire d'Heraclius, tr.
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F. Macler, Paris 1904, 97; Maurice's Strategikon, tr.
G. Dennis, Philadelphia 1984; Theophanes, Chronographia, tr. C. Mango and R. Scott, Oxford 1997,
469-71; Fredegarius, Chronicon, ed. B. Krusch, Monumenta Germania Historica, Scriptores Rerum Merovingicarum, ii, Hanover 1888, 153-4; Baladhun,
Futuh, 135-8; Ibn A c tham al-Kufi, ed. cAbd alMu'id Khan, Haydarabad 1968, i, 230-71; Ya'kubi,
Ta'nkh, ii, 160-1; TabarT, i, 2081-2113, 2347-9,
2393-4, tr. Kh.Y. Blankinship, The challenge to the
empires, Albany 1993, 77-114, tr. Y. Friedmann, The
battle of al-Qadisiyyah and the conquest of Syria and Palestine, Albany 1992, 132-5, 178-80; Ibn cAsakir, i, ed.
Mimadjdjid, 131-2, 159-76; AzdT, Ta'rikh Futuh alSham, ed. M. cAmir, Cairo 1970, 217-45.
2. Studies. MJ. de Goeje, Memoire sur la conquete de la Syrie, Leiden 1900, 103-6; F.McG. Donner,
The early Islamic conquests, Princeton 1981, 130-46;
A. Palmer (ed.), The seventh century in the West-Syrian
chronicles, Liverpool 1993; W.E. Kaegi, Byzantium and
the early Islamic conquests, Cambridge 1995, 112-45.
(W.E. KAEGI)
YACRUBIDS (A., pi. Ya'ariba, sing. Ya'rubi), a
dynasty of c Uman [q.v.] who ruled the country, mostly
from al-Rustak but also from Djabrm [q.w] and alHazm, ca. 1024-1164/1615-1749. There are a number of different versions of the date on which the first
imam of the dynasty, Nasir b. Murshid, was given the
oath of allegiance: al-SalimT (ii, 4) suggests it was
1024/1615, whereas Nasir's biographer, cAbd Allah
b. Khalfan b. Kaysar (13), and the author of Kashf
al-ghumma, Sirhan b. Sacld b. Sirhan (Ross, Annals,
46), give 1034/1624. The origins of the dynasty are
not entirely clear. Wilkinson (Imamate, 219) supposes
them to be of the Nabahina, but he quotes another
tradition which has them of al-Azd.
The 11/17th century saw cUman free of external forces and united, with the rulers free to pursue
an active naval policy against the Portuguese and one
of expansion overseas, particularly in East Africa. In
fact, their struggles against the Portuguese were so
successful that c Uman became the major maritime
power in the Indian Ocean, taking over the Portuguese
previous position. Maritime power meant that commercial prosperity and profits were put back into trading interests and also into the building of palace
fortresses at home. Nasir's successor, Sultan b. Sayf
I (1059-91/1649-80) began the process by building
the massive round fort of Nizwa [q.v.]. His son and
successor Balcarab (1091-1104/1680-92) built the magnificently-decorated fort of Djabrfn and redeveloped
the agricultural lands in the area. Balcarab's brother
and successor, Sayf b. Sultan I (1104-23/1692-1711)
presided over the zenith of cUmam sea power and
Mombasa, Kilwa and Pemba were captured by the
'Umanis as they waged war on the Portuguese with
their greatly expanded navy, and they compelled the
Persians to grant them right of entry into the Gulf.
Internally, Sayf repaired water channels (sing, faladj.}
seventeen major ones in all, developed land and
planted extensive date and coconut palm groves.
Sayf's son, Sultan II (1123-33/1711-19), extended
c
Umani overseas power yet further with the conquest
of al-Bahrayn [q.v.]. He also built the fine fortress of
al-Hazm which became his residence. But the great
wealth brought with it problems. The Yacrubf state
had become a society of rich merchants and landlords exploiting a class of peasants and slaves. At his
death in 1133/1719, Sultan left only a minor as his
successor, Sayf II. The culama:> stepped in, unable to
support the Yacrubl policy of dynastic succession any

longer, and put forward their own contender for the
imamate. A confused period of civil war followed,
with Sayf returning to the imamate in 1141/1728.
His later intrigues with the Persians, allowing them
to enter internal 'Umanl politics and the struggle for
the imamate, further exacerbated the situation. Sayf
died in 1156/1743. Power eventually passed to one
Ahmad b. Sacld, who had been appointed Sayf's wall
in Suhar, and who had finally expelled the Persians
from cUman. Ahmad belonged to the Al Bu Sacld
[q.v] who have ruled cUman to this day.
Bibliography: The best c U m a n f s o u r c e s for
this period are cAbd Allah b. Khalfan b. Kaysar,
Sirat alTmdm Nasir b. Murshid, ed. cAbd al-Madjfd
Hasfb al-KaysT, Muscat 1977, the biography of the
first Ya'rubf imam; Sirhan b. Sacfd b. Sirhan, Kashf
al-ghumma, tr. E.G. Ross in Annals of Oman, Calcutta
1874, repr. Cambridge 1984, 44-57 (up to the year
1728 only); and cAbd Allah b. Harmd al-Saliml,
Tuhfat al-acydn bi-sirat ahl cUmdn, ii, 3-150. Of modern s o u r c e s , J.C. Wilkinson, The Imamate tradition
of Oman, Cambridge 1987, is excellent, with a comprehensive family tree of the Ya'rubf imams with
dates at 13 and an historical summary of the period
at 217-25. Wilkinson's Water and tribal settlement in
south-east Arabia, Oxford 1977, also has some useful remarks on the dynasty, as does his A short history of Oman from earliest times, Muscat 1972, 5-8.
(G.R. SMITH)
YAS, BANU, a c o n g l o m e r a t i o n of t r i b e s which
in the 18th century ranged in the interior of al-Zafra
[q.v.', see also AL-DJIWA'; DUBAYY], the region in the
United Arab Emirates [see AL-IMARAT AL-CARABIYYA
AL-MUTTAHIDA, in Suppl.] extending southward from
the Gulf. The island of Sir Bam Yas [q.v] is mentioned by the Venetian traveller Gasparo Balbi in
1580, who thus implies that the Banu Yas were already
in the area at that time (Slot, The Arabs, 39-40, 143).
They are also mentioned in the early 17th century
(Slot, op. et loc. cit.} and by Niebuhr in the 18th century (Beschreibung, 342). The town of Abu ZabT [q.v]
is said to have been founded by them at about 1174/
1760-1. In 1209/1794-5 Shakhbut b. Dhiyab of the
Al Bu Falah, the ruling family of Abu ZabT settled
in the town. The Banu Yas resisted the Wahhabf
invasions of 1800-14 [see WAHHABIYYA], which earned
them friendly relations with Sacld b. Sultan of the Al
Bu SacTd [q.v]. In the early 1820s, the Banu Yas,
led by a certain Suwaydan b. Za'al, who appears to
have been head of the Mahariba section of the Banu
Yas, made maritime depredations from al-Dawha [q.v.,
and see also Lorimer, Gazetteer, i, pt. Ill] (Doha) in
Katar, bringing Abu Zabf close to war with Bahrayn.
The raiding ceased when Suwaydan returned to Abu
Zabi in 1828. The economic interests of the Banu
Yas lay mainly in the date groves of al-Djiwa3 (Lfwa)
and in the pearl fisheries around Dalma Island. Unlike
the al-Kawasim [q.v], they thus were far from the
navigation channels of the Gulf and therefore had no
conflict with the British at sea. In 1835, however,
severely depressed by prolonged warfare with the alKawasim and by the loss of the annual pearl fishery
for several years running, they made a wholesale
attempt upon the trade of the Gulf in order to redress
their revenues. Outfought and scattered by the British
[see KURSAN. iii], they had to pay fines for piracy and
many emigrated to al-cUdayd, an inlet (khawr) in southern Katar, causing much friction between Katar and
Abu Zabf. They left al-cUdayd in 1878 and returned
to Abu Zabf in 1880.
In the modern Gulf States, the Mazru'T [q.v] are
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scanty than it is. The Great Yasa remained of great
regarded as an Abu Zabi section of the Banu Yas.
symbolical importance, not least in the Islamic world,
Bibliography: Muhammad Morsy Abdullah, The
as an entity conceived as being in opposition to the
United Arab Emirates, London-New York 1978;
Sharfa (see 2. below).
G. Rentz, 'Oman and the southern coast of the Gulf,
Bibliography: In addition to the references in
Aramco 1952; BJ. Slot, The Arabs of the Gulf,
the article, see the studies cited in MONGOLS. 3.
1602-1784, Leidschendam 1993; J.G. Lorimer,
(particularly, for the interpretation of the evidence
Gazetteer of the Persian Gulf, 'Oman and Central Arabia,
advanced here, D.O. Morgan in BSOAS, xlix/1
Calcutta 1908-15, repr. Farnborough 1970, 2 parts
(1986), 163-76). P. Ratchnevsky's biography of
in 6 vols., i, 763-72 and enclosure; C. Niebuhr,
Cingiz Khan, listed there, has been skilfully transBeschreibung von Arabien, Copenhagen 1772; see also
lated into English by T.N. Haining as Genghis Khan.
the Bib Is. to the articles referenced in the text.
His life and legacy, Oxford 1991 (see especially, for
(E. VAN DONZEL)
the Ydsd, 187-96).
(D.O. MORGAN)
YASA (thus the usual orthography in Arabic script,
2. A m o n g s t the M a m l u k s .
Mongolian Jasaq, Jasay, see Doerfer, Tiirkische und monThe constituting of the Mongol empire in Western
golische Elemente im Neupersischen, iv, 71-82 no. 1789 s.v.
Asia had a great impact on the Mamluks. The two
yasaq) may be translated variously, according to congreat powers were enemies for some three-quarters of
text, as "law" or, virtually synonymous with yarligh
a century, but relations were necessarily close, and
[q.v], as "decree" or "order". Hence the sources
for the Mongol period speak of what is generally I the two groups of Mongols and Mamluks felt themselves as ethnically close, sharing a common djinsiyya
called "the Great Ydsd of Cingiz Khan", in the sense
(cf. D. Ayalon, in SI, xxxvi [1972], 117 ff., xxxviii
of a c o m p r e h e n s i v e legal code laid down by
[1973], 148-52). The Mamluks [q.v] drew their milthe f o u n d e r of the Mongol e m p i r e ; but in
itary slave manpower from lands under Mongol conmany if not most instances of the use of the term,
trol, in particular from South Russia and the Dasht-i
a specific decree is what is meant. In some cases it
Kipcak [q.v. in Suppl.], and soldiers coming to Egypt
is far from certain which sense was in the mind of
! and Syria from the lands of the Golden Horde Khans
the writer.
included, as well as Kipcak and other Turks, Turkicised
1. Amongst the Mongols.
Mongols and some pure Mongols. Other, free Mongols
The traditional view of the Great Ydsd is that it was
arrived in Egypt as an element of the Wdfidiyya,
laid down by Cingiz as a written legal code, probably
amongst whom the Oyrat were notable in the last
at the kuriltay [see KURILTAY] of 1206 which affirmed
four decades of the 7th/13th century and especially
and proclaimed his supremacy over the tribes of
Mongolia and which preceded the Mongol campaigns
in the reigns of Baybars I [q.v] and Kitbugha, the
latter himself from the Oyrat [see WAFIDIYYA].
of conquest in China and Central Asia. There are
Whether the Mamluks had access to a text of the
serious difficulties in accepting this view: these are discussed in MONGOLS. 3. The evidence does not support
Great Ydsa attributed to Cingiz Khan [see above, 1.]
is problematical, even though a source like Ibn Taghrfthe notion of a written legal code dating from 1206,
and indeed it is very difficult to demonstrate with any
birdf attributes its introduction to Baybars I, an admirer
of the Mongols. There is no evidence that there existed
degree of certainty that a written code ever existed.
D. Ayalon showed that most of what we known about
a copy of this within the Mamluk Sultanate. Few
Mamluk amirs can have been expert in Mongolian,
the contents of the Great Ydsd derives from aland even fewer in the Uyghur script which must have
Djuwaynf's account of it (The Great Yasa of Chingiz
Khan: a reexamination. A, in 57, xxxiii [1971], 97-140,
preceded the apparent adoption of the Arabic script
repr. in his Outsiders in the lands of Islam: Mamluks,
for diplomatic documents between the Mongols and
Mamluks in the 8th/14th century (al-Kalkashandl,
Mongols and eunuchs, London 1988). Al-Djuwaynf (i, 1625; Djuwaynf-Boyle, 23-34) certainly tells us that cerSubh al-acshd, i, 167, states that the correspondence of
tain of Cingiz's decrees had been written down in a
the Golden Horde Khans with the Mamluks was bi
Great Book of Ydsds (ydsd-ndma-i buzurg), and that
'l-lugha al-mughuliyya bi }l-khatt al-carabi}.
this book was taken out, consulted and its precepts
The veracity of a passage in al-Makrfzf's Khitat,
followed by the Mongol elite whenever appropriate.
ed. Bulak, ii, 220, stating that his source, one Abu
But the matters with which these yasas were conHashim Ahmad b. al-Burhan, had seen a copy of the
cerned were more administrative than technically legal
Great Ydsa in the Mustansiriyya library in Baghdad,
(the organisation of the hunt, the army and the postal
was questioned also by Ayalon. He believed that alcourier system).
Maknzf introduced this passage, with its description
Nevertheless, there is no doubt that a Great Ydsd was
of the alleged contents of the Ydsa (in fact, derived
believed to exist, and that it was regarded as embodyfrom Ibn Fadl Allah al-cUman and, ultimately, from
ing the founder of the dynasty's unalterable decrees
al-Djuwaynl), because the hddjibs or chamberlains, acton all manner of state and legal matters. It has been
ing as judges, and especially of the Mamluks, were
suggested, on the basis of Chinese evidence, that a
applying administrative law, siydsa and the practice of
written version may have been first promulgated in
al-na^ar fi 'l-ma^alim, as complements to the Shari'a
1229, two years after Cingiz's death, at the kurilitay
and were, in the historian's view, encroaching upon
that proclaimed the accession of his son Ogedey [q.v.]
the kadi's sphere. To combat this tendency, al-Makrfzf
as Great Khan (I. de Rachewiltz, Some reflections on
asserted that the siydsa of the hadj.ibs was nothing but
Cinggis Qan'sjasay, in East Asian History, vi [1993], 91the Ydsa, whch was the antithesis of the Shanca. He
104). However, the view presented in MONGOLS. 3.,
even claimed (perhaps with his tongue in his cheek)
that there may never have been a written version,
that the word siydsa derived etymologically from Ydsa
and that as an oral body of laws and precepts, remem(see Khitat, ii, 220-1; and see SIYASA. 1, at Vol. IX,
bered as having been laid down by Cingiz, it con694a, and 3., at 696a).
tinued to be augmented by Mongol rulers after his
The earliest reference to the Mongol Ydsa amongst
time, appears still to be a likely interpretation of the
the Mamluks found by the late D. Ayalon was in alscanty evidence. If there was more to it than that,
Safadl, Acydn al-casr (cited in SI, xxxviii [1973], 134-5),
the evidence would in all probability be much less
in which an amir and confidant of Sultan al-Nasir
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Muhammad b. Kalawun [q.v.] in the first half of the
8th/14th century, Aytamish al-MuhammadT, is said to
have mastered the Mongolian language for diplomatic
purposes, to have studied closely the sira of Cingiz
Khan and to have judged the elite members of the
khdssakiyya [q.v^, the royal bodyguard, according to
the Yasa of Cingiz. Another of the sultan's amirs,
Ariktay, is also said to have been knowledgeable about
the Yasa. Ayalon's conclusion (pace the assertions of
A.N. Poliak, in REI, ix [1935], 213-48, and BSOS, x
[1940-2], 862-76, that Mongol influence in the Mamluk
state was pervasive and lasted until the dynasty's end)
was that, even if the Yasa had played some role in
early Mamluk society, this cannot have been long sustained, given the fact that the Yasa and other Mongol
customs must have been losing ground within the territories directly ruled by the Mongols, a process accentuated by the conversion to Islam of most of the
Western Asian Mongols during the first decades of
the 8th/14th century.
Bibliography: In addition to references in the
text, see the thoroughgoing study of D. Ayalon,
The Great Yasa of Chingiz. Khan, a re-examination, in
SI, xxxiii (1971), 97-140, xxxiv (1971), 151-80, xxxvi
(1972), 113-58, xxxviii (1973), 107-56, repr. in his
Outsiders in the land of Islam: Mamluks, Mongols and
eunuchs, Variorum, London 1988, no. IV; R. AmitaiPreiss, Ghazan, Islam and Mongol tradition. A view from
the Mamluk Sultanate, in BSOAS, lix (1996), 1-10.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
YASAKNAME [see KANUNNAME].
YASAMIN, YASIMIN, YASAMUN (A.), a masc. noun
denoting the j a s m i n e s h r u b , of the Oleaceae tribe,
family of jasmines (Jasminaceae).
It was cultivated for its yellow or white or purple
flowers and for the oil obtained from it by distillation.
In the poets, the abbreviated forms ydsam, ydsim, are
found. Several sub-species of jasmine are found in the
Arabic-speaking lands, sc. (a) Jasminum floribundum, called
habb al-zalim "male ostrich seeds"; (b) J. fructicans, called
ydsamin al-barr "country jasmine"; (c) J. grandiflorum; (d)
J. grasissimum, called kayydn "flourishing, blooming",
and suwayd "blackish", proper to Yemen; (e) J. officinale, called km, siajilldt; and (f) J. sambac or Nyctanthes
sambac or Mogorium sambac, called full, the Arabian jasmine cited by al-Kazwinf for certain of its properties
and effects. According to Ibn Sfna, jasmine used in
a lotion, either dried or fresh, gets rid of freckles.
Too much inhaling of its odour yellows the face and
causes migraine, whilst its oil, duhn al-ydsamm, taken
in a potion cuts off catarrhal mucus.
Bibliography. KazwfnT, 'Aajd'ib al-makhlukdt (in
margin of Damfrf), Cairo 1937, ii, 42; Dr. Chenu,
Encyclopedie d'histoire naturelle. ii, Botanique, Paris 1876,
337; G. Bonnier and G. de Layens, Flare de France,
Suisse et Belgique, Paris 1974, 211; A. Issa, Dictionnaire
des noms des plantes/Mucaj.am asmd* al-nabdt, Cairo 1981,
101.
(F. VIRE)
YASAWI [see AHMAD YASAWI].
YASAWIYYA, a S u f i b r o t h e r h o o d present in
Transoxania, in Khwarazm, in the Kazakh steppe and
in the Tatar world in Eastern Turkestan, in Turkey,
in China and even in India.
Its eponymous founder was Ahmad Yasawi
(d. 562/1166-7 [q.v.]). It had as its centre the town
of Yasi (or Hadrat), modern Turkistan [q.v] in present-day Kazakhstan [q.v. in SuppL], where the mausoleum of the founder described as "the Kacba of
Turkistan" (cf. Bernardini) is situated. Concerning the
spiritual filiation of the Yasawiyya, the Nakshbandl
sources (e.g. Fakhr al-Dm 'All b. Husayn Waciz

Kashifi, Rashahdt cayn al-hqyat, ed. cAh Asghar
Mu'Tniyan, Tehran 1977, 17) maintain that Ahmad
YasawT was a disciple of Abu Yusuf Ramadan! (d.
534/1140), the inspiring force behind the tanka-i
khwdajagdn, but this is erroneous. Recent work shows
on the contrary that the Yasawiyya belong to the
movement of the Mubayyidiyya ("those dressed in
white"), a Shlcf sect which brought together the supporters of Abu Muslim [q.v] after his death, and which
integrated certain Manichaean and Zoroastrian beliefs
(cf A. Muminov, Miibeyyidiyye-Yaseviyye aldkasi hakkinda,
in Bir, i [Istanbul 1994], 115-23). The Mubayyidiyya
stemmed from the Kaysaniyya [q.v], one of the most
radical Shf'i groups, who recognised the imamate of
Muhammad b. al-Hanafiyya (d. 81/700 [q.v]) and
awaited his return. They were protected by the Turkish
dynasty of the Karakhanids at the beginning of its
period of power. In one of the oldest genealogies of
Ahmad Yasawf, translated from Arabic into Eastern
Turkish in 590/1291 (Mawlana Safi al-Dm Orunk
Kulakf, Nasab-ndma, ed. A. Muminov and Z. Zandarbekov, Turkistan, Kazakhstan 1992, Turkish tr.
K. Eraslan, Mevldnd Sajiyyu'd-din, Neseb-ndme tercumesi,
Istanbul 1996), there is mention of a certain Ishak
Bab, who certainly seems to have been, according to
Muminov, Ishak al-Turk (cited in al-Nadlm, Fihrist),
a supporter of Abu Muslim, who had come from
Damascus to Central Asia in 150/767-8 to propagate
Islam in Farghana and in Eastern Turkistan, and to
convert the Zoroastrians (mugh) and the Christians
(tarsd). According to al-Nadlm, lac. cit., Ishak Bab professed to be the successor to Zoroaster and the rites
of the Mubayyidiyya, according to al-Makdisf, resemble those of the "dualists" (zindiK) (Barthold, Turkestan,
199-200). According to the Nasab-ndma cited above,
Ahmad Yasawi was descended from CA1T Murtada (CA1I
b. Abl Talib) and from Muhammad b. al-Hanafiyya.
His spiritual master, Arslan Bab, was the leader of
the Mubayyidiyya in Utrar [q.v], and it was as a representative of this movement that Ahmad Yasawi was
sent to Yasi. The Sufi schools of Baghdad and of
Khurasan did not form an essential part of the development of the Yasawiyya, even though several of their
mystical themes are subsequently to be found in the
Yasawf texts. To establish what were the primitive
practices of the order it is not possible to follow blindly
the poetry (hikmat) attributed to Ahmad Yasawl, for
it is known that it was largely the work of later
Yasawls. It should be noted that in the Nasab-ndma,
Ahmad Yasawi and his disciples followed an orthodox Islam (construction of mosques, mausoleums and
Sufi hospices, khdnakdhs) and that their Sufism was
essentially based on a privileged relationship with the
Prophet Khidr and the practice of retreat (khalwa).
The representatives (khalifa) of Ahmad Yasawi, such
as Hakim Ata (d. 582/1183) or Sacld Ata (d. 6157
1218), and the disciples of their disciples, such as Zangl
Ata, Uzun Hasan Ata, Sayyid Ata, IsmacTl Ata,
Ishak Ata, Sadr Ata, etc., preached Islam in the region
of the Volga, of Khwarazm, in eastern Turkey, and
as far as India (Rashahdt cayn al-hqyat, 17-30; 'All Shir
Nawa'I, Nesdyim ul-mahabbe min shemdyim il-futuvve, ed.
Eraslan, Istanbul 1979, 385). Then, according to the
Shaajarat al-Atrdk (written in the 16th century), Sayyid
Ata, at the beginning of the 16th century, is supposed to have converted Uzbek Khan, the leader of
the Golden Horde, to Islam. They also assisted the
emergence in Khwarazm of an influential Yasawl line
of descent, the Ata'iyya (i.e. of Sayyid Ata, 14th century; cf. D. DeWeese).
From the 13th century onwards, fleeing from the
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Mongols, the Yasawi shqykhs arrived in Anatolia and
became involved with an order of kalandars called
Haydariyya, founded by Kutb al-Dm Haydar al-Zawa'I
(d. 1221, cf. Ahmet Ya§ar Ocak), who has been stated
to be a disciple of Ahmad Yasawi (Mesdyim ul-mahabbe,
583-4; Hadjdjr Bektash Weir, Wildyet-ndme. Manakib-i
Hiinkdr Han Bektdsh-i Veli, ed. A. Golpmarli, Istanbul
1958, 9-11). The Anatolian mystical movements issuing from the Haydariyya, such as the Bektashiyya,
called upon the patronage of Ahmad Yasawf who
thus appeared to be a heterodox Sufi, which he was
not in Central Asia. The same phenomenon of the
absorption of the Yasawiyya by the Kalandariyya or
the association of the Yasawiyya with the heterodox
Sufi" orders, was recorded in other regions of the
Muslim world: in the north of India where an alleged
descendant (?) of Ahmad Yasawl, Sharaf al-Dm Turk
PanTpanf (d. 1349-50), was found leading a branch
of the Cishtf tanka (cf. Th. Zarcone); in Eastern
Turkestan (cf. the Diwdn of Muhammad Sadik Zallll,
18th century, ed. Imfn Tursun, Peking 1985); and in
certain regions of Ma wara' al-nahr (e.g. Khwadja
Kalandar in the 18th century, who was thought to
be a descendant of Ahmad Yasawl, according to Rida
Fakhr al-Dm, in Athar, i/2 (Orenburg 1901), 44). '
In the 14th to 15th centuries the Yasawiyya were
in competition with the Nakshbandiyya, who criticised
various aspects of their doctrines and practices, such
as the principle of the hereditary succession for the
position of shqykh, the cAlid origins of the order, the
practice of repetitive oral prayer (dhikr ajahri) called
"dhikr of the saw (ana)" (in Arabic, dhikr al-minshdr]
(cf. H. Algar; J. Fletcher) which gave the Yasawiyya
the name of ^ahriyya. Over against this prayer, the
Nakshbandfs set the silent repetitive prayer (dhikr khafi)
and, finally, the Nakshbandfs criticised the dance
(samdc) of the Yasawiyya. These two brotherhoods
competed with each other, for the Yasawiyya did not
proselytise exclusively among the nomads of the steppe,
but equally among the sedentary inhabitants of Transoxania, where they played both a political and a social
role. There was not, however, an equal sharing of
influence between the Yasawiyya and the KhwadjaganNakshbandiyya according to ethnic linguistic, economic
or regional criteria, as is made clear by DeWeese,
The Mashcfikh-i Turk and the Khqjagdn: rethinking the links
between the Yasavi and Naqshbandi Sufi traditions, in Jnal.
of Islamic Studies, vii/2 [1996], 180-207). At the beginning of the 16th century an influential branch of the
Yasawiyya (the offshoot of a spiritual line of descent
from Zangf Ata and Sadr Ata) known as 'Azfziyya
and remaining true to the customs and practices of
the order (preserving the dhikr of the saw, the khalwa
and the dance) was established in the region of
Samarkand by Kamal al-Dm 'Azfzan (d. 912/1507),
who was called "the second Ahmad Yasawl". It spread
out as far as Harat in Afghanistan. The principal figures of this branch were cAzizan Shaykh Khadim (d.
1573), then c Azfzan Shaykh Djamal al-Dm (d. 1505)
and Khudaydad 'Azlzan (d. 1532). In the same period,
several practices of the Yasawiyya were adopted by
important Nakshbandf shqykhs: Muhammad Kadi, who
was the first to adopt the retreat (khalwa), and Mawlana
Khwadjagf Kasanf Dakhbidf (Makhdum-i Aczam), who
demonstrated that dance (samdc) and the dhikr of the
saw were not contrary to the Shaifa (for the shqykhs
of the cAzfziyya and their practices, see Muhammad
c
Alim al-Siddfkf al-cAlawf, Lamdhdt min nqfahdt al-Kuds,
Tashkent 1909, written in 1034/1625). The shqykhs
who came from Central Asia and belonged to this
movement could be found in other parts of the Muslim
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world, such as Turkey, India and Syria. They declared
themselves to be members of the Nakshbandiyya, sometimes from the Yasawiyya or even quite frequently
they belonged to both orders at the same time (cf.
Zarcone; Hazini, Ceudhiru 'l-ebrdr min emvdc-i bihdr, ed.
Cihan Okuyucu, Kayseri 1995, an ed. of ms. no.
3893 from the Istanbul University Library, dated.
1002/1593-4).
In the 16th and 17th centuries the Yasawiyya finally
disappeared in favour of the Nakshbandiyya, but in
the 18th and 19th centuries references were still made
to Yasawl shqykhs, who were apparently isolated and
who numbered among their ranks some who declared
themselves to be descendants of Ahmad Yasawi
(cf. Rida Fakhr al-Dm, in Athar, i/2 (Orenburg 1901),
44, and i/5 (1903), 228). However, the Yasawiyya
acquired an important popular dimension, particularly
among the nomads. Consequently, the successors of
the Yasawi shqykhs centralised their activities around
the mausoleums of the bdb of the Mubayyidiyya and
those of the Yasawl saints. They abandoned the role
of the shqykh of the brotherhood in favour of that of
intercessor with the saints on behalf of pilgrims. It
was in this form that the Yasawiyya have survived
the Soviet period and lasted right up to the present
day, despite the continued attacks of Marxist propaganda which denounced its "reactionary, feudal and
clerical" aspects (cf. A. Bennigsen; Ch. LemercierQuelquejay; K. Qagatay; Zarcone).
It is possible today to determine the genealogical
lines of the families that represented it, thanks to the
genealogical documents (shaajarat iajdzd) bequeathed to
their families by their ancestors. These families are
chiefly located in the south of Kazakhstan (Dasht-i
Kipcak, Turkistan, Cimkent), where they are known
as khwdaja (with the family names Akkorghan, Khurasan, Duana, KiTishti, Sabilt, etc.), and in Turkmenistan
among the Awldd tribes (the tribes of Ata, Khwadja)
(cf. S.M. Demidov, Muminov and K. Tayzanov).
The Yasawiyya have disappeared from the other
regions of the Muslim world except for Xinjiang
(People's Republic of China), where they were still
attested at the beginning of the 20th century, mingled
with the Kalandariyya (cf. G. Jarring).
Three types of writings have been ascribed to
Ahmad Yasawi and to the Yasawiyya. The principal
type is the Dtwdn-i hikmat, of which a great number
of manuscripts and several editions exist, which essentially can be classified as poetry (Divdn-hikmet'ten se$mekr,
ed. Eraslan, Istanbul 1983; and the Divan-i hikmet, ed.
Yusuf Azmun, Istanbul 1994). Secondly, there is the
Fakr-ndma, a short text in prose, which probably was
used to introduce the first group (Eraslan, Tesevi'nin
Fakr-ndmesi, in Turk Dili ve Edebiyat Dergisi, xviii, Istanbul
1977, 45-120). The third group, called the Risdla,
largely ressembles the previous one. The Diwdn-i hikmat,
a collection of poetry in Eastern Turkish, has been
so enriched over the centuries that no one any longer
knows whether certain poems were really written by
the founder of the order (cf. Borovkov). This poetry,
which was printed for the first time at Kazan in 1887,
has as its themes divine love, unity with God, love
of the Prophet, loyalty to the (Sunn!) tradition of the
Prophet, encouragement of the practice of religion,
privation and asceticism, and love of humanity. These
poems were sung during ceremonies and are still sung
today (Raziya Sultanova, Pojushcee slovo uzbekskikh
obryadov (Opit liriceskogo issledovaniya), Tashkent 1994).
Other poets and Sufis subscribe to this literary and
mystical tradition inaugurated by Ahmad Yasawi which
has permeated all Central Asian literature: Turcoman;
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Transoxanian, with Ishan Ikani (the lakab of Kamal
al-Dfn 'Azfzan), Kul cUbayd! (perhaps the pseudonym of the khan Ozbeg cUbayd Allah himself) and
c
Azfm Khwadja Ishan (cf. cAzTm Khwadja Ishan, Hikmat,
Tashkent 1894-5, repr. 1993; cAbd al-Ra'uf Fitrat,
Ahmad Yasawi, in Ma'drif wa okituwcl, Tashkent 1927,
6, 7, 8; and Begali Kasimov); also Tatar literature,
especially where this has given rise to a school of literature where the chief important names, after Ahmad
Yasawf and his disciple Sulayman Bakirghanf (Hakim
Ata), in the 18th and 19th centuries were Bashfr b.
c
Abd Allah, cAbd! and cAbd al-Salam (cf. 'Aziz cAli
Rahim, Tatar dddbiyati tarikhi, Kazan 1923, 84-119;
and E. Sibgatullina). After its publication had been
forbidden in the Soviet period, the Diwdn-i hikmat
has been reprinted in Uzbekistan and in Kazakhstan
with other works concerning the Yasawiyya and their
representatives.
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YASH [see Suppl.].
YASHM (P.), the Persian term for the mineral
generally termed jade. This is made up of one
or the other hard, fine-grained translucent stones
jadeite or nephrite, the first a silicate of sodium and
aluminum and the second a silicate of calcium and
magnesium. Both may be white or colourless, but are
often found in a variety of other colours, such as
green, brown, yellow, etc., because of the presence of
traces of other elements such as iron, chromium and
manganese.
1. In Islamic history.
Nephrite was known to Eastern Turkic peoples as
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hash (see Clauson, An etymological dictionary of pre-thirteenth
century Turkish, 669-70), to the Mongols as khas and
to the Chinese, who much prized it for artistic purposes, as yu. The Persian word has passed into Arabic
usage. The English, French and German words "jade"
have no connection, as was earlier suggested, with the
name of the ancient Turks' so-called "rain stone"
(yada tosh [q.v.]} (see Yule and Burnell, Hob son-Job son,
a glossary of Anglo-Indian words and phrases, 2London 1903,
444-5).
The prime source for the nephrite used in the Islamic world, as in China, was the region of Khotan
[q.v.] in the southern part of the Tarim basin [q.v.] of
eastern Turkestan, where recovery of jade from local
rivers is mentioned in Chinese sources as far back as
the early 7th century A.D. Already in Mahmud alKashgharf's time (llth century), two rivers flowing by
Khotan were known as the Uriin Kash and the Kara
Kash "White Jade" and "Black Jade", from the varieties of jade recovered from them respectively (Diwdn
lughdt al-turk, tr. Atalay, iii, 152, tr. Dankoff and Kelly,
ii, 226). On his journey from Kashghar of 1895, Sven
Hedin found jade on sale in Khotan and visited the
site to the north-east of the town where jade was
obtained from the bed of the Uriin Kash (Through
Asia, London 1898, ii, 748, 754). Islamic geographers
had known of its origin there from the 10th century,
at a time when Khotan was not yet Muslim; the
author of the Hudud al-'alam (372/982) states that "jade
stone" (sang-i yashm) came from the rivers of Khotan
(tr. Minorsky, 85-6, § 9.18, comm. 234).
Bibliography. See also Yule-Cordier, The Book
of Ser Marco Polo, London 1902, i, 191, 193; eidem,
Cathay and the way thither, London 1915, ii, 221, iv,
218-19.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
2. In Islamic art.
Jade, or more properly nephrite, is mentioned in
texts as early as the 2nd/8th century, but the first
surviving objects of jade carved in the Islamic lands
date only from the 9th/15th century, after 828/
1424-5, when the Tlmurid prince Ulugh Beg (796-S53/
1394-1449), grandson of Timur and governor of
Samarkand, defeated the ruler of Mogholistan [q.v.]
and gained access to the jade mines there. There is
no evidence that earlier lapidaries worked the stone,
but fine jade objects were produced for the next five
centuries, mainly for princes and courts in the eastern Islamic lands, where jade vessels were commonly
believed to counter the effects of poison.
The first and largest jade object produced in the
Islamic lands is the cenotaph of dark green jade over
Timur's grave in the Gur-i Mir in Samarkand.
Measuring 1.92 x .36 x .30 m, the block is engraved
on the upper face with a niche and an inscription
about Timur's ancestry, as well as the history of the
particular stone, which was seized as booty along with
another block and dragged back to Samarkand. As
the carving is that of a skilled mason rather than of
a lapidary, the cenotaph must have been carved in
the Tfmurid capital where there was no indigenous
jade-working tradition.
A group of drinking vessels, probably intended for
wine, is also associated with Ulugh Beg and likewise
attributed to Samarkand. These include four cups with
handles carved in the shape of a dragon's head. One
made of olive-green jade in the British Museum,
London (OA 1959.11-20.1(36)) is inscribed on the bottom with Ulugh Beg's name and the title guragdn,
implying that it was made before he acceded to the
sultanate in 850/1447. An oval cup of green jade in
Varanasi (Banares Hindu University, Bharat Kala
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Bhavan, 3/8860) is also inscribed with Ulugh Beg's
name. A similar but anepigraphic cup of almost black
jade, showing green only in strong light, also in the
British Museum (1961.2-13,1) and another cup that
the Safawid Shah c Abbas I (r. 995-1038/1587-1629)
gave to the dynastic shrine at Ardabll and is now in
the National Museum of Iran, Tehran, can be associated with the two inscribed cups. These cups owe
their form to the type of Chinese water reservoir
called a cheng. Such cups with dragon-handles were
prized by the Mongol rulers of Persia and Central
Asia, and silver and gold examples were excavated at
New Saray, the Golden Horde capital on the Volga.
The awkward carving of some pieces, such as the
handle on the inscribed piece in London, leaves no
doubt that these jade cups were carved in Islamic
Central Asia.
Other drinking vessels made for the Tlmurids take
the form of a globular jug with a short cylindrical
neck and an S-shaped dragon handle, secured by rivets. The most impressive is a white jade example in
the Gulbenkian Foundation, Lisbon (328). Inscribed
around the neck with Ulugh Beg's name and regnal
titles, the jug can be attributed to 851-3/1447-9 and
may have been made to commemorate his accession
to the sultanate. Based on the shape, other jugs can
also be assigned to this group and dated to the second half of the 9th/15th century. They include an
undecorated drinking pot of green jade in the Sadder
Gallery, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C.,
and one in the Museum of Natural History in Paris
once belonging to Louis XIV. A pear-shaped example in a private collection (see Pinder-Wilson, fig. 5),
like the Paris jug, has a small projection at the back
of the neck pierced with a tiny hole by which a lid
was once attached. Another pot of very dark green
jade in the British Museum (1945-10-17-257) has lost
its handle.
A third shape of jade drinking vessel associated
with the Tfmurids is a bowl. A dark green example
in the Louvre (MR 199) is bell-shaped, like Chinese
porcelains, and carved with chinoiserie decoration of
lotus blossoms on a gracefully curving scroll. The
poem inscribed in cartouches on the exterior links it
to a hemispheric bowl of striped agate in the Art and
History Trust Collection (on loan to the Sackler
Gallery, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C.),
which was made in 876/1471-2 for the Tfmurid ruler
Sultan Husayn Baykara and was similarly inscribed
with a poem in cartouches.
Several other jade objects are inscribed with the
names of members of the Tfmurid family. A tiny
cylindrical container of white jade in the Asian Art
Museum, San Francisco, bears a dedicatory inscription in the name of Ulugh Beg's nephew, cAla3 alDawla (820-64/1417-60), and a jade seal in the
Hermitage, St. Petersburg (SA-13650) is inscribed with
the name of Ulugh Beg's mother Gawharshad. By
their function, other jade objects may be associated with
royal patronage. A small object with dragons' heads
in the Metropolitan Museum of Art (02.18.765) may
have been the quillon (blade-guard) for a dagger. A
small circular pendant or belt-buckle of dark green
jade in the Chester Beatty Library, Dublin (no. 29),
decorated with chinoiserie blossoms and inscribed with
apotropaic verses, undoubtedly served as a talisman.
The Tfmurid tradition of jade working was continued in the early Safawid period, for a black jade
jug decorated with delicate spiral arabesques inlaid in
gold in the Topkapi Palace Museum is inscribed on
the neck with the name of the first Safawid Shah
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Isma'fl I (r. 907-30/1501-24). It is unclear whether
this object represents a new Safawid creation or a
plain Tfmurid object decorated in the early Safawid
period, for undecorated Tfmurid objects such as the
handleless jug in the British Museum were decorated
at the Mughal court, to which many Tfmurid jades
passed. The Mughal emperors Djahanglr (r. 101437/1605-27) and Shah Djahan (r. 1037-68/1628-57)
were avid collectors of Tfmurid jades, no doubt
because they traced their ancestry to the Tfmurid
dynasty, and their names were inscribed or inlaid in
gold or silver on several objects, including the Varanasi
cup and the white jug.
Jade continued to be used at the Ottoman court
in Istanbul, where objects were made of and decorated with jade, itself often inlaid with gold arabesques
and encrusted with precious stones. Some jade objects
may have been captured in 920/1514 when the
Ottomans defeated the Safawids at the battle of
Caldiran [q.v]. A two-hanclled cup of dark green jade
inlaid with gold arabesques and encrusted with rubies
in collar mounts in the Topkapi Palace Museum (3815)
has inlay similar to that on the jug of Ismacfl I,
although the encrusted rubies set in collar mounts are
typical Ottoman work. A comparable jade dish in the
National Collection, Krakow, was given in 1699 by
Sultan Mustafa II (r. 1106-15/1695-1703) to Stanislas
Malachowski, voivode of Poznan, on the occasion of
the treaty of Carlowitz [see KARLOFCA], although the
dish may have been in the Ottoman treasury for centuries. More typically Ottoman is a covered tankard
of milky-green jade encrusted with cabuchon rubies
and emeralds in collar mounts set in a tracery of
inlaid gold scrolls (Topkapi Palace Museum 3832). It
can be attributed to the late 10th/16th or llth/17th
century on the basis of its shape, first attested in
ceramic from ca. 1560. A covered ewer (Topkapi
Palace Museum 3800), with a shape known from
llth/17th-century Ottoman metalwork, has sides of
jade plaques and a neck of jade held together and
encrusted with gold and jewels. Also attributable to
this period are two mirrors with solid jade handles
and gold backs set with plaques of gold and jade
encrusted with rubies and emeralds (Topkapi Palace
Museum 1795 and Hermitage, NV2 720).
Jade was also used in Ottoman times for military
and ceremonial objects, many preserved in the Topkapi
Palace Museum. The most famous is a gold canteen
with a dragon-headed spout and set with jade plaques,
themselves encrusted with rubies and emeralds on gold
tracery (3825). This type of flask, used to hold the
sultan's drinking water, is depicted carried by the
Master of the Wardrobe in illustrations to chronicles
of the period 973-98/1566-90, and this object may
have been made late in the reign of Siileyman II
(r. 926-74/1520-66). An llth/17th-century quiver is
decorated with jade plaques, and an llth/17th or
12th/18th-century mace has a jade head (126 and
724, respectively). Imported jade objects encrusted at
Istanbul in the Ottoman taste include a Mughal
condiment dish of dark green jade in the form of a
palmate leaf (3822), Indian cups, jugs, boxes, and
Chinese cups.
Luxury objects produced for the Kadjar court of
Persia also combined jade with other precious materials. A jewelled jade dish in the Kunsthistorische
Museum, Vienna (Plastikensammlung no. 3223) presented by the Persian ambassador Abu '1-Hasan Khan
to the Austrian Emperor Francis I (r. 1792-1835) has
a central gold plaque enamelled by the painter cAlf,
who also painted an oval mirror with a carved jade

handle now in the Crown Jewels Collection, Tehran.
Bibliography: R. Skelton, The relations between the
Chinese and Indian jade carving traditions, in W. Watson
(ed.), The westward influence of the Chinese arts from the
14th to the 18th century = Colloquies on Art and Archaeology
in Asia, Percival David Foundation of Chinese Art, 3,
London 1972, 98-110; EJ. Grube, Notes on the decorative arts of the Timurid period, in A. Forte et alii
(eds.), Gururajamanjarika. Studi in onore di Giuseppe Tucci,
Naples 1974, 233-79; C. Koseoglu, Topkapi Sarayi
Miizesi, Tokyo 1980, tr., ed. and expanded by J.M.
Rogers as Topkapi Saray Museum. The Treasury, Boston
1987; Grube, Notes on the decorative arts of the Timurid
period II, in Islamic Arts, iii (1988-89), 175-208; T.W.
Lentz and G.D. Lowry, Timur and the princely vision.
Persian art and culture in the fifteenth century, Los Angeles
1989, nos. 50-2 and 120, 123-4, 126-9 and fig. 46;
S. Markel, Fit for an Emperor. Inscribed works of decorative art acquired by the Great Mughals, in Orientation,
xxi (August 1990), 22-36; R. Pinder-Wilson, Jades
from the Islamic world, in Marg, xliv/2 (1992), 35-48;
A. Soudavar, Art of the Persian courts. Selections from
the Art and History Trust Collection, New York 1992;
Skelton, art. Islamic art. § VIII. 8. Jade, in Jane Turner
(ed.), The dictionary of art, London 1996, xvi, 527-9.
(SHEILA S. BLAIR AND J.M. BLOOM)
YASHRUTIYYA, a Sufi order of the
Shadhiliyya [q.v], founded by 'All Nur al-Dfn
b. Muhammad b. Nur al-Dln Ahmad al-Maghribf
al-Yashrutf al-Shadhilf al-Tarshihf (ca. 1218-1309/
ca. 1804-91) from Banzart [q.v.] in Tunisia.
After having been initiated into the tarika [q.v.] of
the Shadhiliyya-Madaniyya [q.v] in Misrata [q.v] by
Muhammad b. Hamza Zafir al-Madanf (d. 1263/
1847), CA1I Nur al-Dfn travelled extensively. In 1266/
1850 he settled in cAkka on the Palestinian coast
where he married the wealthy widow Khadfdja Tusfz.
In 1297/1862-3 he opened his first zdwiya [q.v] in
Tarshiha. The order quickly spread among the notables, the culama3 [q.v] and the female members of
their households to Safad, Jerusalem, Beirut, the Bikac
valley, Saida, Aleppo, Damascus, Jaffa and Istanbul.
Each zawiya had a local administrator, its mukaddam
[q.v.]. Shaykh cAlf Nur al-Dln's daughter Fatima vividly
describes the daily life and the dogmatic foundations
in her Rihla ild 'l-hakk, Beirut 1373/1954, 4th rev.
ed. by Ahmad Yashrutf, 1417-18/1997; Nafahdt alhakk, Beirut 1382/1963, 3rd rev. ed. by idem, 141819/1998; Mawdhib al-hakk, Beirut 1385/1966, 3rd rev.
ed. by idem, 1417-18/1997, and Masiratl fi tank alhakk, Beirut, 3rd rev. ed. by idem, 1417-18/1997.
After her father's death the mashyakha was handed
down to his eldest son Ibrahim al-Yashrutf and after
his death in 1927 to Muhammad al-Hadf al-Yashrutf.
Due to political instability, the order frequently shifted
its main centre of activities, first from Palestine to
Lebanon and then, under Ahmad al-Yashrutf, to
'Amman. Since the end of the Civil War in Lebanon,
the Yashrutiyya has opened a zawiya in Khalde, south
of Beirut, and one in Kamid al-Lawz in the Bikac
valley. It has a predominantly Palestinian following in
Lebanon, Jordan, Syria, Israel, Brazil and Canada.
Male and female members recite a number of individual and congregational prayers and litanies, the
awrdd (sing, wird [q.v.]) and wazjfa [q.v]. Once a week
a hadra [q.v] is held in the local zdwiya, and an occasional mudhdkara, a lesson on the Kur'an and the
tonka.
Bibliography (in addition to the sources mentioned in the text): F. de Jong, Les confreries mystiques musulmanes au Machreq arabe, in A. Popovic and
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G. Veinstein (eds.), Les ordres mystiques dans I'Islam.
Cheminements et situation actuelle, Paris 1986, 217-20;
Mustafa b. Muhyf al-Dm Nadja al-Shadhilf alYashrutf, Kashf al-asrdr li-tanwir qfkdr al-tanka washarh al-wa^ifa al-shadhiliyya al-yashrutiyya, 6th ed.
Beirut 1418/1997; Mustafa Abu Rlsha al-Kadin,
al-Nafahdt al-kudsiyya al-caliyya bi-sharh al-wa^ifa alshadhiliyya al-yashrutiyya, 5th ed. Beirut 1418/1997;
Wafa5 Ahmad Sawafata, Unmudhadj. can al-wuajiid alsufl fi 'l-mashrik al-carabi: al-shaykh cAli Nur al-Din alYashruti wa 'l-tarika al-shadhiliyya al-yashrutiyya, Ph.D.
diss., Lebanese University 1420/1999, unpubl. (not
seen); J. van Ess, Die Tasrutiya, in WI, xvi (1975),
1-103.
(ANNABELLE BOTTCHER)
YATHRIB [see AL-MAD!NA],
YATIM (A.) denotes a child, below the age
of puberty, who has lost his father.
1. In the K u r ' a n and classical Islamic law.
According to the lexicographers, this term, which
occurs in the Kur'an, denotes in the human realm a
fatherless child, whilst in the animal world, it denotes
a young one that has lost its mother (in both cases,
it is a question of the loss of the one regarded as its
nourisher). A child who has lost its mother is called
munkatie, and a child who has lost both father and
mother, i.e. an orphan, is called latim. But at the age
of puberty, the fatherless child is no longer called
yatim, unless in a derived sense (hence Muhammad,
though an adult, was still called yatim). Tutm is the
abstract noun denoting the state of being fatherless.
In classical Islamic doctrine and law, the cases of the
yatim and latim are regarded as radically different from
that of the lakit [q.v.], the foundling, one "picked up",
whose family background is unknown.
The theme of the yatim whose property cannot be
despoiled but whom one must, on the contrary, assist,
is common all through Muhammad's preaching. One
of the characteristic traits of "him who accounts false
the Last Judgement", i.e. who refuses to recognise the
new revelation brought by Muhammad, is that of
"repelling orphans" (Kur'an, CVII, 1-2). It is difficult
not to view this theme except in relationship to the
Prophet's situation, who, as noted in XCIII, 6 ("Did
He not find you an orphan and give you a refuge?"),
was himself a yatim from birth. Thus the Kur'anic
descriptions of the unenviable lot of orphans probably convey the bitter memories that Muhammad had
of his early years in pre-Islamic Meccan society. The
case of orphan girls whose guardians try to despoil
their property by refusing to let them marry (or by
marrying them themselves) is exposed in IV, 126/127.
As well as verses reproving in a general manner,
sometimes very harshly (cf. IV, 11/10), those who
oppress orphans, the Kur'an stipulates more precise
provisions for them. (1) A part of the fifth of booty
(ghamma [q.v.]) taken is to be reserved for orphans
(VIII, 42/41). (2) A part, not precisely laid down, of
the fay3 [q.v.] (goods and property taken from the
enemy without fighting) should likewise be allotted
to them (LIX, 7/6). (3) When orphans are present
at the dividing-up of an inheritance, they should be
given something (IV, 9/8). Furthermore, as well as
the prohibition against despoiling orphans' goods and
property directed against evil-minded guardians, the
Kur'an lays down, in rather vague terms, that the
moment when guardianship over orphans' property
ceases is when the yatim., by now having reached
puberty and capable of marriage, is considered mature
enough to look after his or her own fortune (IV, 5/6;
VI, 153/152; XVII, 36/34). A saying of the Prophet
transmitted by Abu Dawud (K. al-wasdyd, bdb matd
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yankatic al-yutm) confirms that "the status of orphan
ends with puberty" (Id yutm bacd al-hulum).
The lawyers define variously the precise moment
when guardianship over the yattm's goods ceases (see
al-Djassas, Ahkdm al-Kur'dn, [Cairo] n.d., ii, 63). The
quality of rushd, which the yatim must have to be able
freely to dispose of his goods, is likewise defined in
various ways; against Abu Hamfa, al-Shaficr holds that
religious uprightness should be taken into account.
Moreover, the HanafTs hold that & yatim who has not
yet reached puberty but who is clearly of rational
judgement, may, if his guardian so authorises him,
enter into commercial transactions, whilst the other
legal schools do not authorise this till puberty is
reached. If, after being judged capable of looking after
his own goods, the yatim turns out to be a spendthrift (safih), the control of his goods can, according
to al-Shaficr, be taken back from him (see al-Razf,
al-Tafsir al-kabir, ad IV, 5/6, and, concerning guardianship, see WILAYA).
Following the Kur'anic recommendations, classical
Islamic legal doctrine discusses the case of the yatim
in relation to, on the one hand, bequests (wasiyya),
and on the other, to the division of plunder and of
fay3. Bequeathing something to fatherless children is
a meritorious act, but the jurists differ on the definition of a yatim in this context; according to some, a
yatim who is rich has no part in this distribution, and
the same question is posed in regard to the allocation of a share (sahm) in plunder and fay3 (see alShfrazi, Muhadhdhab, Beirut-Damascus 1996, iii, 728,
v, 302).
In the conditions of poverty and of social and family disruption prevailing today in many Islamic lands,
the status of the yatim is often parlous, above all in
the towns and cities. They are little regarded, and
form a reservoir of cheap manual labour, vulnerable
to merciless exploitation and oppression (in certain
countries there are organised networks for exploiting
this cheap labour); in order to escape this status, they
frequently choose to live on the streets (see the chapters by A. al-Azhari Sonbol, Adoption in Islamic society.
A historical survey, and A.B. Rugh, Orphanages in Egypt.
Contradiction or affirmation in a family-oriented society, in
E.A. Fernea (ed.), Children in the Muslim Middle East,
Cairo 1996, 45-67 and 124-41, respectively).
Bibliography: Given in the article, but see also
T.P. Hughes, A dictionary of Islam, London 1885, 4489; Fazlur Rahman, Major themes of the Qur^dn,
Minneapolis and Chicago 1980, 47.
(E. CHAUMONT)
2. In modern legislation.
i. The status of the orphan as an heir.
Islamic law defines an orphan (yatim) as a minor
whose father has died. Under the basic sharci rule that
"the nearer in degree excludes the more remote",
orphaned grandchildren are excluded from any share
in their grandparent's estate if that grandparent is survived by a son. This denial of the orphan's inheritance right was mitigated within the extended agnatic
family, as the deceased's responsibilities towards his
lineal descendants were fulfilled by passing the inheritance en bloc to the first degree of his issue. With the
growing breakdown of extended family ties in contemporary society, however, the sharci rule is no longer
readily supportable.
Protection of orphaned grandchildren within the
immediate family has traditionally been undertaken
by grandparents by means of voluntary gifts inter vivos,
bequests and wakfi, [q.v.]. The grandparent often allocates his orphaned grandchild a share equivalent to
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the share that the orphan's father would have been
entitled to had he survived his father (the orphan's
grandfather), thereby introducing the principle of representation, not recognised under the Sharfa.
Several Islamic countries have resorted to legislative means. The 1913 Ottoman Inheritance Law (based
on a German model), introducing the principle of representation, enabled the orphaned grandchild to take
the part of his deceased father in his grandfather's
legacy of mm property.
Egyptian reformers, adopting the system of "obligatory bequests", decreed (1946 Law of Wills: Articles
76-9) that a grandparent with orphaned grandchildren is presumed to bequeath in their favour what
their deceased parent would have taken had he or
she survived, provided that this does not exceed the
"bequeathable third", and that the grandparent has
not made a gift of the same value to the orphaned
grandchildren inter vivos. If he has made them a lesser
gift inter vivos, the obligatory bequest is reduced by
this amount. If he has made other bequests instead,
the obligatory bequests receive priority (1946 Law of
Wakf: Article 29 permits, but does not oblige, the
grandparent, as a founder of a wakf, to provide for
his orphaned grandchildren in the same manner).
These provisions, justified by the reformers on the
basis of Kur'an, II, 180, were substantially adopted in
Syria (1953), Tunisia (1956), Morocco (1958), Kuwait
(1971), Jordan (1976), Iraq (1979), Algeria (1984) and
Israel (1996). Contrary to the Egyptian version, the
Syrian, Moroccan, Jordanian and Algerian reforms
concern only grandchildren orphaned by a predeceased son, and make no provision for grandchildren
orphaned by a predeceased daughter. Also contrary to
the Egyptian version, the Tunisian, Kuwaiti, Iraqi and
Israeli reforms do not provide for orphaned greatgrandchildren.
The Pakistani 1961 Muslim Family Laws Ordinance
prescribes (section four) that if any son or daughter
of the propositus predeceases the propositus, the children of the predeceased son or daughter shall receive
per strips the amount their parent would have received
had he or she outlived the propositus. This reform
represents the alternative system of "inheritance by
right" and is based on the principle of representation.
Similarly to the Egyptian reform, the Pakistani one
treats the predeceased daughter's children identically
to the predeceased son's children. Contrary to the
Egyptian reform, the Pakistani one does not provide
for orphaned great-grandchildren. The main difference
between the Pakistani reform and those of other Middle
Eastern countries is that the Pakistani one places no
maximum limit on the share that may be taken by
orphaned grandchildren.
Both the Egyptian and the Pakistani reforms led
to contradictory interpretations, some of which disrupted Kur'anic-based rules of intestate succession.
The Islamisation of laws currently taking place in
Pakistan endangers the survival of this reform.
ii. The management of an orphan's property.
The shar'i motivation is to prevent abuse of an
orphan's property by relatives or by strangers. In the
absence of a guardian, an orphan's property is
deposited in the Sharfa court (it was called tdbut, or
mudaf al-kuddt, or bayt mdl al-kuddt}, its management
supervised by a kadi.
Modern legislation obliges the guardian of a minor
to obtain a Sharfa court's approval before concluding
transactions affecting his ward's property (1858 Ottoman Land Code: Article 52). Moreover, the Meajelle
(Articles 356, 441, 459) invalidates the guardian's sale

or rent of his orphan ward's property if the price
obtained was lower than the proper one.
iii. Orphanages, foster care and adoption.
The modern period has witnessed the establishment
of orphanages (Egypt, in the last decade of the 19th
century), mainly supported by public wakjk. Modern
governments provide pensions and aid in case of the
parents' death or incapacity. They supervise and support institutions providing occupational training and
general education for orphans, and continue to support them after they leave the institution upon reaching the legal age of majority. Modern governments
have also established a system of orphan foster care.
Adoption is not recognised under the Sharfa. So
far, statutory adoption has been introduced only in
Turkey (1926), Tunisia (1958) and Somalia (1975). In
India, the Adoption of Children Bill (1972) was
opposed by Indian orthodox Muslims and consequently
shelved. Modern states such as Egypt and India have
created forms of de facto adoption, however.
Bibliography. J.N.D. Anderson, Law reform in the
Muslim world, London 1976; Adel Azer, Rights of the
child in Egypt, in Columbia Human Rights Law Review,
xiii (1981), 315-45; Lucy Carroll, Definition and interpretation of Muslim law in South Asia. The case of gifts
to minors, in ILS, i (1994), 83-115; eadem, Orphaned
grandchildren in Islamic law of succession. Reform and
Islamisation in Pakistan, in ILS, v (1998), 409-47; N.J.
Coulson, Succession in the Muslim family, Cambridge
1971; Kemal Faruki, Orphaned grandchildren in Islamic
succession law. A comparison of modern Muslim solutions,
in Islamic Studies, iv (1965), 253-74; A. Lavish, The
Mdliki family waqf according to wills and Waqfiyydt, in
BSOAS, xlvi (1983), 1-32; idem, Bequests as an instrument for accommodating inheritance rules: Israel as a case
study, in ILS, ii (1995), 282-319; idem, The family
waqf and the sharcl law of succession in modern times, in
ILS, iv (1997), 352-88; Tahir Mahmood, Muslim
personal law. Role of the state in the Subcontinent, New
Delhi 1977; D.S. Powers, The Maliki family endowment. Legal norms and social practices, in IJMES, xxv
(1993), 379-406; Y. Reiter, Family Waqf entitlements
in British Palestine (1917-1948], in ILS, ii (1995), 17493; S.A.H. Rizvi et alii, The concept of adoption. Islamic
socio-legal view point, in Islamic & Comparative Law
Quarterly, ii (1982), 118-26; Andrea B. Rugh, Family
in contemporary Egypt, Syracuse 1984; R. Shaham,
Family and the courts in modern Egypt. A study based on
decisions by the Sharfa Courts 1900-1955, Leiden 1997;
E. Tyan, Histoire de ^organisation judiciaire en pays
d'Islam, Leiden 1960.
(R. SHAHAM)
YAWM (A., pi. ayydm], "day" (a Common Semitic
word, e.g. Akkad. umum, Hebr. yom, Aram, yawmd,
ESA ywm), denoting the whole 2 4 - h o u r cycle
making up a day, whereas nahdr means "the daylight period", i.e. from sunrise to sunset. See further
On this, AL-LAYL WA 'L-NAHAR.

Tawm occurs as an isolated term in various specialised uses, in particular, in pre- and early Islamic
times in the meaning of "day of battle"; for this, see
AYYAM AL-CARAB. The pi. ayydm can also occur, especially in early Arabic poetry, in a similar sense to its
apparent antonym lay all "nights", referring to the passage of time = "destiny, fate"; see H. Ringgren, Studies
in Arabian fatalism, Uppsala 1955, 38-9, and also DAHR.
In the compound yawm al-din we have a technical
Islamic eschatological sense, the "day of judgement,
retribution" [see DIN and SACA. 3]. For other compound expressions of a religious nature, see T.P.
Hughes, A dictionary of Islam, 694-5.
For the divisions of the day, used by the ancient
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Arabs in the absence of chronometers of any kind
and subsequently applied in several cases to the times
for the Muslim saldt or worship, see CASR; CATAMA;
DUHA; SALAT. in.
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(£D.)
YAYA (T.), lit. "pedestrian", denoted, in Ottoman
military usage of the 8th-10th/14th-16th centuries,
infantryman.
Originally forming part of the khassa army serving
directly under the ruler, in the 10th/16th century the
yaya were considered part of the provincial forces.
According to Merimed Neshn [q.v], under Sultan
Orkhan peasant taxpayers were offered the opportunity of joining the army as yaya, and large numbers
of people applied. Under Murad II, the yaya were
supposedly given the nickname enik (puppy) as a form
of derision (Neshn, Kitdb-i Cihdn-numd, ed. Faik Resat
Unat and Mehmed A. Koymen, Ankara 1949, i, 155-7);
this may have been linked to their making a living
from agriculture. Like the musellems, who performed
military service on horseback under analogous conditions, the yaya were gradually demilitarised in the
10th/16th century, serving on building projects such
as the restoration of the Aya Sofya. However, while
many former musellems succeeded in becoming timar
holders, the yaya, when their corps was abolished in
the last quarter of the 10th/16th century, were declared
ordinary peasants.
Organised in units known as oo^ak, the yaya took
turns serving in the field, with those staying home
(yamak) supplying those who went to war. An odj.ak
before the rule of Selfrn I generally consisted of 2-4
men; by the end of the 10th/16th century, this had
increased to 4-15 persons. The yaya were granted
lands consigned to special registers, which were inalienable and could not be divided among heirs, such
holdings being especially numerous in the sanajaks of
Sultanonii and Hamld. In spite of their peasant lifestyle, the yaya were considered servitors of the sultan
(casken); as dues, they only paid the bride tax and monetary penalties in case of crimes or misdemeanours.
Non-attendance at campaigns was deemed a serious
crime, with mutilation a possible punishment. This rule
was only rescinded shortly before the abolition of the
oajak, in part because the depredations of the Djelall
rebels had made it impossible for many yayas to support themselves.
Bibliography: Pakalin, iii, 608-11; Zeki Ankan,
XV-XVI. yiizyillarda Hamit sancagi, Izmir 1988, 90-9;
Halime Dogru, Osmanh imparatorlugunda Taya-MusellemTaya te§kilati (XV. ve XVI. yu'zyilda Sultanonii sancagi),
Istanbul 1990; eadem, XVI. yuzydda Eski§ehir ve Sultanonii sancagi Istanbul 1992, 107-16.
(SURAIYA FAROQHI)
YAYIK, the name in mediaeval Turkish usage for
the Ural River, whence Russian Yaika. The river
rises in the Ural Mountains separating modern
European from Asiatic Russia and flows past the recent
cities of Orenburg [see ORENKAI/E, in Suppl.] and
Kral'sk into the northern end of the Caspian Sea east
of the Volga estuary, having a total course of 2,430
km/1,510 miles.
The Greek sources record it as Daix (Ptolemy, 2nd
century A.D.), Daikh (Menander Protector, 6th century) and Geekh (Constantine Porphyrogenitus, 10th
century). The name was perhaps originally a Sarmatian one, the Sarmatians being masters of the lower
Ural region in Ptolemy's time. In the surmise of Sir
Gerard Glauson, the change from the Greek name
to Yayik in Turkish (i.e. a change in the initial consonant dh > y) probably took place later, when the
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region had become ethnically Turkish, the Turkish
people in question being unable to pronounce the
voiced dental fricative. See Gy. Moravcsik, Byzantinoturcica, Berlin 1958, ii, 116; Clauson, Turkish and
Mongolian studies, London 1962, 124-5.
The river is almost certainly mentioned by the
4th/10th century geographer and historian al-Mascudf
in his Tanbih and in the anonymous Hudud al-'alam,
but under varying names. Thus the latter source,
§ 6.42, tr. Minorsky 7o5, wrongly calls it the Artush
(a confusion with the Irtish [q.v]?) and has it empty
into the lower Volga. The traveller Ibn Fadlan [q.v.]
must have crossed the Emba and Ural rivers on his
way from Khwarazm to Bulghar; his Rihla mentions
many rivers but does not clearly name the Emba and
Ural. Exactly when the Turkish name of the river
came into general usage is uncertain, although
Mahmud al-Kashgharf (later 5th/llth century) does
not mention it as such.
The steppes north of the Caspian and Aral Seas
were in early Islamic times roamed over by such Turkish peoples as the Oghuz [see GHUZZ], Kimak [q.v]
and, somewhat later, the Kipcak [q.v], the whole region becoming known in Mongol times as the Dasht-i
Kipcak [q.v. in Suppl.].
Bibliography: Hudud al-cdlam, comm. 213-16, 30910, 213-14; J. Marquart, Uber das Volkstum der
Komanen, in Abh. Akad. Wiss. Gottingen, phil.-hist. Id.,
N.F. xiii/1, Berlin 1914, 101-2.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
YAYLAK (T., originally yaylagh), "summer quarters", applied to the summer residences of the
old Turkish kaghans or the s u m m e r p a s t u r e s of
nomadic or transhumant tribes of Inner Asia, its
antonym being klshlak [q.v] "winter quarters".
The origin of the word is from yay "summer" (but
this originally meant "spring", cf. Kashgharf, Dlwan
lughdt al-turk, Tkish. tr. Atalay, iii, 160-1, though already
in the Orkhon inscriptions it means "summer", and
it comes to mean this in most Turkic languages, with
yaylamak "to spend the summer", cf. Sir Gerard
Clauson, An etymological dictionary of pre-thirteenth century
Turkish, 980, 981).
In Islamic times, the Turco-Mongol rulers and leaders who, from the 5th/llth century onwards came
into the "northern tier" of the Middle East as far
west as Anatolia with their pastoralist hordes, long
kept up the pattern of alternate winter and summer
residences, the latter usually in cooler and greener
upland regions. The Il-Khanids favoured pasture
grounds in eastern Anatolia, such as the Alatagh, and
in Adharbaydjan and Karabagh (see B. Spuler, Die
Mongolen in Iran, 'Leipzig 1939, 334-5, 404). These,
and then later, those of the Safawids, are described
by European travellers such as Kaempfer and, especially, Chardin; see the latter's Voyages, ed. Langles,
Paris 1811, ii, 285-6: theyelac. See, in general, Doerfer,
Tiirkische und mongolische Elemente im Neupersischen, iv,
252-4 no. 1941. A somewhat curious usage amongst
the Mongols and Turco-Mongols of the 7th/13th century was Yaylak as a personal name for nobles, both
male and female; see Rashfd al-Dfn, tr. J.A. Boyle,
The successors of Genghis Khan, New York and London
1971, 105, 126-7, 129. A later Ottoman form, with
a pseudo-Arabic ending, was yaylakiyya "rent paid for
summer pastures or lodgings", see W. Radloff, Versuch
eines Worterbuches der Tiirk-Dialecte, iii/2, 11.
The Arabic equivalent masifis found in the 4th/10th
century geographers and is the word normally adduced
to define yaylak in the Turkish-Arabic vocabularies of
the Mamluk period, though Kashghan, iii, 47, has
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yaylagh = mustdf In Persian, an approximate synonym
was sardsir "cool region". See further on these Arabic
and Persian usages, KISHLAK.
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
YAZAN, an influential clan in pre-Islamic
Hadramawt, first attested about the middle of the 5th
century A.D. by inscriptions (with the spelling Yz'ri)
in the Wadf 'Amakfn, in the Habban area. A little
later they emerge as closely allied with the important
Sabaean clan Gdn, and by the early 6th century they
were probably the most powerful family in the
Himyarite kingdom [see HIMYAR; TUBBAC], claiming
"lordship" (signified by the prefix Dhu) over virtually
the whole of what had been, up to around 300 A.D.,
the ancient kingdom of Hadramawt, together with the
Dhofar coast around modern Salala, and the island
of Sukutra [<?.w.]. In the early 6th century, their members furnished the principal military commanders serving kings Macdikarib and Yusuf As'ar (= Dhu Nuwas
[q.v.]). Tradition (without epigraphic support) assigns
to later in that century a legendary hero Sayf b. Dhi
Yazan [q.v.], who is also the centre of a cycle of folk
tales.
Bibliography: M.A. Bafaqih, Mew light on the
Yazanite dynasty, in Procs. Seminar for Arabian Studies,
ix, London 1979, 5-9.
(A.F.L. BEESTON)
YAZD, a city of central Persia, and capital of the
province of the same name. It is situated on the
Persian plateau at lat. 31° 54' N. and long. 54° 24' E.
(at an elevation of l,230m/4,240 feet), in an elongated interior basin stretching from near Kashan to
Bafk and bordered by the Dasht-i Kawlr. It was
known in early times as Katha (Le Strange, Lands,
285; Hudud al-(dlam, tr. Minorsky, London 1937, 128,
380), after a fortress and prison alleged to have been
founded by Alexander (Ahmad b. Husayn b. al-Katib,
Tdnkh-i ajadid-i Yazd, ed. Iradj Afshar, Tehran AHS
1345/1966, 16). According to legend, later foundations
grew up on this site (Muhammad Mufid BafkT, ^dmic-i
mufidl, ed. Afshar, Tehran AHS 1340-2/1961-3, i,
14 ff.). Yazd became known as ddr-al-ibdda, when
Toghril Beg assigned it to the Kakuyid Abu Mansur
Faramurz cAla3 al-Dawla, in 443/1051 (see below).
The modern city has a population, according to the
1996 census, of 326,976.
1. Geography, topography and social
structure.
Ibn Hawkal describes Yazd in the 4th/10th century as a well-built fortified city with two iron gates
(Le Strange, Lands, 285). Hamd Allah Mustawfi
Kazwfnl states that it was built of sun-dried bricks
which lasted as long as burnt bricks elsewhere because
there was hardly ever any rain, though water was
plentiful, being brought in by channels from the hills
and each house had its own storage tank (ibid.). Wind
towers [see BADGIR, in Suppl.) were (and are) a distinguishing feature of the architecture of the city, so
constructed as to convey any breeze available in the
upper air into the sarddbs (semi-underground chambers) of the houses or other buildings (see Iradj Afshar,
Yazd-ndma, Tehran AHS 1371/1992-3, i, 337-57).
Ahmad b. Husayn al-Katib mentions bddgirs constructed
in the Muzaffarid and Tfmurid periods (Tdnkh-i d^adid-i
Yazd, 86, 92, 94). The domed roofs of the db-anbdrs
or misna'as (water storage cisterns) are another distinguishing feature of the city, and also its fine mosques
(see Afshar for a comprehensive account of monuments,
religious and secular, of Yazd, the inscriptions to be
found in them and also on tombstones, Yazd-ndma, and
Yddigdrhd-yi Yazd, 3 vols., Tehran AHS 1348-54/1970-5).

According to Ahmad b. Husayn al-Katib, Abu
Mansur Faramurz ordered the city wall (hisdr) to be
built with towers and four iron gates (op. cit., 61. See
also Afshar, Yddigdrhd-yi Yazd, ii, 671-2). Part of the
wall was destroyed by floods in 673/1275 (73). It was
restored by the Atabeg Yusuf Shah b. Tughan (685714/1286-7 to 1314-15) (74). Mubariz al-Dm Muhammad Muzaffar (713-59/1313-14 to 1358) built an outer
wall with seven gates enclosing various districts within
the city (83). Shah Yahya, who took possession of the
city in 779/1367-8, made further additions, including
a ditch, towers and gate (87; Dja'far b. Muhammad
b. Hasan Dja'fari, Tdnkh-i Yazd, ed. Afshar, Tehran
AHS 1338/1960, 36, and see also Muhammad Mufid,
iii, 738). The latter author states that Pfr Muhammad
b. c Umar Shaykh, after putting down a rebellion
against the Tfmurids, built a fort for the residence of
governors on the orders of Tfmur and in 808/1405-6
a wall and a deep ditch in the south of the city (iii,
740; Ahmad b. Husayn al-Katib, 91-2). The fort was
partly destroyed by Shah c Abbas (Afshar, Yddigdrhd-yi
Yazd, ii, 697). In 1821 Muhammad Wall Mlrza, when
governor of Yazd, repaired the city wall and the ditch
(Husayn Na'fni, ^dmic-i Dj.acfari, ed. Afshar, Tehran
AHS 1353/1974-5, 715-16. See also Afshar, Yddigdrhd-yi
Yazd, ii, 674-5 and Survey of Persian art, iii, 1242-4).
In the 19th century, the city of Yazd was still enclosed by a ditch and a double wall with numerous
detached towers in it, all in tolerable repair. Its circumference was about 2V2 miles. The inner city was
surrounded by gardens and habitations. It had 24
mahallas, 8 of which were within the walls, 31 mosques
and 11 madrasas. The bazaar contained some 100
shops, and 34 caravanserais (A. Amanat, Cities and
trade. Consul Abbott on the economy and society of Iran 18471866, London 1983, 131-2, referred to below as
Abbott). Major Oliver St. John states that Yazd had
50 mosques, 65 baths and 8 madrasas in 1872 (Narrative
of a journey through Baluchistan and southern Persia, 1872,
in FJ. Goldsmid, Eastern Persia, an account of the journeys of the Persian Boundary Commission., 1870-1-2, London
1876, 175). Curzon, who visited Persia in 1889-90,
states that the fort, which was partly ruined and partly
built into or over, still retained a double wall with a
broad deep ditch before the outer rampart, while the
citadel inside the fort, where the governor resided,
was separately walled to a height of 30 or 40 feet
(Persia and the Persian question, London 1892, ii, 240,
and see HISN. ii, at Vol. Ill, 502).
In the early centuries of the 'Abbasid caliphate,
Yazd was included in the district of Istakhr of the
province of Fars under the name of Katha. After the
Mongol invasions it became part of the Djibal and,
later, part of Kirman province [see KIRMAN, at Vol. V,
147b]. In the Safawid period it was one of the districts under the direct administration of the central government (Tadhkirat al-muluk, tr. and comm. Minorsky,
London 1943, 42). In the 19th century, when the Zill
al-Sultan was at the height of his power, it formed part
of the Isfahan province. On the Zill al-Sultan's disgrace
in 1888 it became again an independent government
but was returned to the Zill al-Sultan in 1890 (Curzon,
op. cit., ii, 243). For a time during the 19th century,
Kuhbanan and Shahr-i Babak, belonging to Kirman,
were attached to Yazd as also were some of the villages of
Fars (Abbott, 144-5). At the present day the province
covers an area of over 76,156 km2 and consists of seven
shahristdm, Yazd, Ardakan, Bafk, Taft, Abarkuh [q.v.],
Mihnz and Maybud (Yazd nigin-i kawir, a tourist guide
and information brochure published by the Society of
Yazd Public Libraries, 1375/1996-7, 29-30).
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The province is bordered on the north and west
by the province of Isfahan, on the north-east by
Khurasan, on the south-west by Pars and in the southeast by the province of Kirman. The Shir Kuh massif, rising to 4,075 m/13,366 feet, lies in the south
and west of the province. In the centre of the province
to the north of the city of Yazd is the Kharanik massif, the highest point of which is 3,158 m/10,358 ft.
In the east there are lesser mountains in the districts
of Khur, Biyabanak, Djandak and Ribat-i Pusht-i
Badam. There are small deposits of iron ore, lead,
zinc and copper in the province, Ibn Hawkal mentions that a lead mine near Yazd was productively
worked (Le Strange, Lands, 285); and old workings of
lead ore survive near Bafk (Abbott, 134, 135). Marble
is found in the Turan-pusht mine in the Plsh-Kuh
district to the south and south-west of the city of Yazd.
Large areas of the province are occupied by sterile, or almost sterile, hammadas due either to their
low rainfall or to an excess of salt in the soil or both
(M. Zohary, On the geo-botanical structure of Iran, in Bull,
of the Research Council of Israel. Section D. Botany, Suppl.,
vol. xi D Suppl. [March 1963], 182). Violent dust
storms are frequent and moving sands encroach upon
the city of Yazd, upon Ashkidhar, Bafk and elsewhere.
Husayn b. Muhammad b. Abi '1-Rida Awl in his
translation of Mafarrukhf's Mahdsin Isfahan, made in
729/1328-9, mentions the planting of tamarisk (gaz)
to stabilise moving sands by the people of Yazd
(Tarajuma-yi mahdsin Isfahan, ed. cAbbas Ikbal, Tehran
AHS 1328/1950-1, 43). The climate of the province
is described as temperate (mu'tadil) (Hamd Allah
Mustawff Kazwfm, Nuzha, ed. Le Strange, London
1915, Persian text, 74). Ibn BalkhF adds that since it
is situated on the edge of the desert the climate is
inclined to be warm (mayl bi-garmi; Fdrs-ndma, ed. Le
Strange, London 1921, 122). The summers in the city
of Yazd are, in fact, extremely hot.
The province lies in the rain shadow of the Alborz
in the north and of the Zagros in the west. The average annual rainfall, which occurs in winter and spring,
varies from 20 mm in Shir Kuh to 60 mm in the
lower parts of the province; in the city of Yazd it is
only 55.4 mm. Ground water is provided by kanats
(q.v. and see Lambton, The qandts of Tazd, in JRAS,
3rd series, vol. 2, pt. 1 [April 1992], 21-35). From
the 1960s onwards a large number of deep and semideep wells have been sunk, which has led to a lowering of the water-table. Of the 3,331 kanats alleged
to exist in the province, only 2,615 were said to be
in operation in 1997. Some are over 50 km/31 miles
long and 100 m deep (Afshar, Yazd-ndma, 413-14).
Ground cover in most of the province is sparse owing
to lack of rainfall, fluctuations in temperature and the
destruction of plants over the centuries for charcoal
burning and other purposes. Failure of rain has frequently resulted in shortages and sometimes famine.
In 850/1446-7 a period of drought was accompanied
by famine and plague (wabd) (Ahmad b. Husayn alKatib, 10). In 858/1454 the rains failed again and
famine and plague ensued with heavy loss of life (276).
Sudden or unusually heavy rains have also occasioned
damage. In 673/1275 five days of consecutive rain
in Urdf Bihisht/April-May resulted in floods and much
damage to the city of Yazd (73-4). In 860/1456 there
was again severe flooding in the city of Yazd as a
result of heavy rain in Farwardin/March-April (276).
Muhammad Mufid records that there were heavy
snowfalls in 1057/1647-8 and that snow lay in the
streets of Yazd for nearly three months (Qdmic-i mufidi,
i, 133).
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Despite unfavourable climatic conditions, the city
of Yazd and the towns and villages of the province
are surrounded by cultivated fields (kishtMfdn), orchards
and gardens. The mountain districts are carefully terraced. Water rights and land in many parts of the
province are separately owned and highly sub-divided
[see MA', at Vol. V, 871a-b]. Absentee landownership
does not appear to have been common. Local landowners predominated, some of whom enjoyed considerable wealth. Peasant proprietorship also existed.
Awkdf, especially in the form of shares in kanats, were
widespread (Lambton, Awkdf in Persia: 6th-8th/ 12th14th centuries, in ILS, iv/3, 298-318; 'Abd al-Wahhab
Taraz, Kitdbca-yi mawkufdt-i Tazd, ed. Afshar, in FI£
[1962-3], 3-123). Lands assigned as iktd's or tiyuls
[q.vv.] and crown lands (khdlisadjdt) appear to have
been rare, though Toghril Beg assigned Yazd, as stated
above, and Abarkuh to Abu Mansur Faramurz in
443/1051 and Abu Sacld, the Il-khan, gave Maybud
as an iktdc to Muhammad b. Muzaffar (Ahmad b.
Husayn al-Katib, 82), allotted wages (marsum) to him
and appointed 200 men to be in his service, and
there were cases of land being assigned as tiyul under
the Safawids (e.g. Muhammad Mufid, iii, 276). There
are frequent references to crown lands in the Safawid
period but few details (ibid., iii, 366 and passim). A
farmdn of Nadir Shah, dated 1155/1742-3, appointing Mfrza Husayn (formerly ddbit of Natanz) governor of Yazd, ordered him, inter alia, to exert himself
in increasing khdlisa property (Afshar, Si farmdn wa yak
hukm marbut bi Tazd, in FI& xxv [AHS 1361/1982],
396). In the Kadjar period there was also some khdlisa
property in Yazd. Several kanats were wholly, or in
part, khdlisa (cf. Muhammad Dja'far, 310, 460, 591,
593, 594).
Grain was grown in the province but not in sufficient quantity for its needs (cf. Mustawfi, Nuzjia,
74). In the 19th century it sufficed for only two to
three months, the deficit being met from Isfahan and
elsewhere. Fruit was grown abundantly, including mulberries, pomegranates (those of Maybud being especially good: Ibn al-Balkhr, 122), apples, pears, cherries,
apricots, plums and grapes; and a variety of vegetables; cotton was grown, and silk manufactured and
used in Yazd's flourishing textile industry. Rashid alDm Fadl Allah Hamadam [see RASHID AL-DIN TAB!B]
includes much information on the crops and agricultural methods of Yazd in his book Athdr wa ahyd' (ed.
Afshar and M. Sutuda, AHS Tehran 1366/1989-90.
See also Lambton, The Athar wa ahyas of Rashid alDin Fadl Allah Hamaddni and Rashid al-Dtn's contribution
as an agronomist, arboriculturist and horticultural, in R.
Amitai-Preiss and D.O. Morgan (eds.), The Mongol
Empire and its legacy, Leiden 1999). He draws attention to the skill and thrift shown by YazdFs in agricultural development and states that the return they
got from the land was seldom equalled in other places.
He also mentions that the production of silk was
higher than elsewhere. In the 19th century, much silk
was still produced but of inferior quality. It was not
enough to supply local workshops, and raw silk was
imported from Gllan and Khurasan. In the second
half of the century the production of silk declined
and was largely displaced by opium and cotton (G.G.
Gilbar, Persian agriculture in the late Qdjdr period 18601906: some economic and social aspects, in Asian and African
Studies, xii/3 [1978], 350, and see Abbott, 105). Among
other crops grown in the 19th century Abbott mentions Indian corn, millet, lentils, pulse, beans, madder, asafoetida, fruits, nuts and vegetables (134).
From early times Yazd had a thriving trade. Its
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manufactures of silk and cotton were famous and exported to other parts of the Islamic world and India.
Al-Istakhrl and Ibn Hawkal mention cotton garments
made in Yazd. Ibn al-Balkhl, writing at the beginning of the 6th/12th century, states that "in the districts round [Yazd], silk is produced, for the mulberry
tree is here abundant. Further, they (sc. the Yazdls)
manufacture excellent cloths in brocade also, of the
kind named mushti, farakh, and the like, for in Yazd
they rear goats only, no sheep, and the hair from
these is very strong" (20, quoted by R.B. Serjeant,
Islamic textiles, Beirut 1972, 55-6). Al-KazwinI found
in Yazd makers of silk (harir) of sundus (a kind of
green brocade), extremely beautiful and close-woven
which is taken from there to all countries (Kosmographie,
ed. Wiistenfeld, ii, 187, quoted in Serjeant, op. cit.,
56). Al-MakrlzI mentions the import of Yazdl textiles
into Egypt in the 8th/14th century (ibid., 115). Marco
Polo noted that Yazd "is a good and noble city, and
it has a great amount of trade. They weave there
quantities of a certain silk tissue known as Yesdi,
which merchants carry into many quarters to dispose
of" (H. Yule, The Book of Ser Marco Polo, the Venetian,
London 1871, i, 89, quoted in Serjeant, 56). Pedro
Teixeira mentions that the richest and finest carpets
came from Yazd "from which place I saw some, each
of which, on account of its workmanship and perfection, was valued at more than a thousand ducats",
while the fabric known as al-katifa was "the best, the
finest and the most perfect" (quoted in Serjeant, loc.
cit.). Friar Odoricus (in 1325) and Josafa Barbaro (in
1474) state that Yazd was a great silk mart and
Raphael de Mans describes how gold thread was made
there (Estat de la Perse en 1660, ed. C. Schefer, Paris
1890, 195, quoted in Serjeant, 85).
At the beginning of the 19th century Yazd was a
large and populous city, celebrated among merchants
for its security. Commerce in silk, carpets, felts, shawls
and coarse cotton cloth flourished (Malcolm, Melville
papers, quoted by C. Issawi, The economic history of Iran
1800-1914, Chicago and London, 1971, 262). Capt.
Christie, who passed through Yazd in 1810, states
that it was "a great mart between Hindoostan, Khorasan, Baghdad and Persia" and was said to be a place
of greater trade than any other place in the latter
empire (Abstract from Captain Christie's Journal after his
separation from Lieut. Pottinger, at Nooshky June (1810), in
H. Pottinger, Travels in Beloochistan and Sinde, London
1816, 421). He mentions that there were over 50,000
camels in the city (421-2), which is an indication of
the extent of the trade. J.B. Fraser, who was in Yazd
in the early years of the 19th century, states that
Yazd was one of the most prosperous towns of Persia
and one of the great entrepots between East and
West. Caravans from Kabul, Kashmir, Bukhara, Harat,
Mashhad and Kirman were met in Yazd by merchants from Isfahan, Shlraz, Kashan and Tehran and
a great interchange of commodities took place. Its
manufactures of silk and other stuffs, felts, sugar-candy
and sweetmeats commanded a ready market everywhere in Persia (An historical and descriptive account of
Persia, Edinburgh 1834, 64). E. Scott Waring also
mentions that Yazd was an emporium for all the
trade of Persia. Coarse perpets were sent there and
sold to the Uzbegs and the people of Khurasan, the
merchant taking on his return journey silks, carpets,
felts and Kashmiri shawls (A tour of Sheeraz, London
1807, 76). By the middle of the century there had
been a decline in the manufacture of textiles (Abbott,
79). Despite an attempt by Muhammad Khan, who
was governor of Yazd 1863-70, to encourage the silk

trade, the decline continued and by the end of the
19th century, or the beginning of the 20th, there were
only some 800 workshops and 2,000 cotton looms
(Issawi, 268), whereas in 1870 Major Euan Smith had
reported that there were 18,000 silk workshops in
Yazd, employing probably 9,000 hands and that the
silk was considered by some to be the best in Persia
(The Perso-Baluchistan Frontier Mission 1870, 1871, in
Goldsmid, Eastern Persia, i, 175). Nevertheless E. Stack,
who visited Yazd in 1881, wrote that prosperity was
"a notable feature of Yazd. Hardly a beggar was to
be seen and the busy bazaars and well-kept houses,
as well as the dress of the people, and the number
of merchants, were signs of a city supported by brisk
trade" (Six months in Persia, London 1882, i, 267).
Meanwhile, although the silk trade had declined,
the opium trade had increased in importance (see further, Gilbar, op. cit., 314 and passim). Rabino noted
that towards the end of the century the opium crop
absorbed all the floating capital of the province and
that the money went to the villages (Banking in Persia,
\njnal. of the Institute of Bankers, xiii [1892], 35, quoted
by Issawi, op. cit., 352). Other exports from Yazd
included coarse loaf sugar, made from raw sugar
imported from India, Java and Siam, which was sent
to all parts of Persia (Abbott, 104), cotton, carpets,
felts, madder roots, and nuts. The principal imports
were cotton fabrics, copper, tin, lead, iron, drugs and
spices and tea from India, and oil, candles, sugar,
furs, crockery and piece goods from Russia (see further
Curzon, ii, 241-2. See also Lambton, Persian trade under
the early Qajars, in D.S. Richards (ed.), Islam and the
trade of Asia, Oxford 1970, 118-19). Henna was also
brought to Yazd for processing and in 1907-8 there
were some 60 enterprises engaged in this (Issawi, 299).
In spite of the changes in production and manufacture, Yazd nevertheless remained a major distribution
centre in the early years of the 20th century (G. Jones,
Banking and Empire in Iran, Cambridge 1986, i, 99).
The local histories are rich in details of the lives
of officials, landowners, culama\ merchants and others,
but these are beyond the scope of this article. Many
of them held land and shares in kanafe; some were
very rich. The extent to which they expended their
wealth on buildings, religious and secular, in the city
and throughout the province, and on kanafc and agricultural development, is notable. Some of the Muslim
merchants, as well as the Zoroastrian ones, had links
with India, at least from the Safawid period if not
before.
The sayyids were a numerous and influential group.
Dja'far b. Muhammad states that there were nearly
1,000 descendants of the Imam Dja'far al-Sadik [q.v.]
in Yazd when he was writing, i.e. in the 9th/15th
century (108). Prominent among the Husayni sajiyids,
descended from Dja'far al-Sadik, were Rukn al-Din
Muhammad b. Kawam al-Din b. Nizam (d. 732/
1331-2) and his son Shams al-Din Abu cAbd Allah
Muhammad (d. 733/1332-3), both of whom disposed
of a great deal of property in shares in kandts, land
and real estate, much if not all of which they constituted into wakf (Lambton, Continuity and change in medieval
Persia, New York, 1988, 156. See also J. Aubin, Le
patronage culturel en Iran sous les Ilkhans: une grande famille
de Yazd, in Le monde iranien et I'Islam, iii, [1975], 107-18).
Among Sayyid Rukn al-Dln's many benefactions was
the complex consisting of a madrasa, mosque, observatory (rasad) and pharmacy (bayt al-adwiyd] in the
Wakt wa sacat quarter of the city, which took its name
from the observatory (Dja'far b. Muhammad, 81-3;
Ahmad b. Husayn al-Katib, 122-5; Afshar, Yadigarha-
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yi Yazd, ii, 711; and see Parwiz Mohebbi, Technique et
resources au Iran du 7e au 19e siecle, Institut francais de
recherches en Iran, Tehran 1996, 199).
In the 7th-9th/ 13th- 15th centuries there appears to
have been an increase in the number of Sufis in the
province (Afshar, Yazd-ndma, i, 30). One of the most
famous was Shaykh Taki al-Dln Muhammad Dada
(d. 700/1300-1), who migrated from Isfahan to Yazd
and built khdnakdhs at Bundarabad, Ashkidhar,
Maybud, and in various other locations (Djacfar b.
Muhammad, 112; Afshar, Yddigdrhd-yi Yazd, i, 126-8).
Physicians were another influential group in the city.
Rashld al-Dln's early connection with Yazd appears
to have been through two physicians, Sharaf al-Dm
c
Ali and Shams al-Dm Radi (Lambton, Continuity and
change in medieval Persia, 308. See also Afshar, Rashld
al-Dm wa Yazd, in Irdn-shindsi, ii/1 [1970], 23-33).
The local histories also mention poets, painters and
calligraphers who lived in Yazd. A marked feature of
the population was the existence of skilled craftsmen,
builders, weavers, potters, mukannis (also known as
cdhkhuydn, who were highly rated for their skill and
often employed outside Yazd), and a thrifty peasantry,
many of whom worked not only on the land but also
as craftsmen and weavers. Among the peasants there
was probably a higher proportion of peasant proprietors than in most other districts of Persia. Al-Kashanl
states that Rashld al-Dm took some 300 draft oxen
with their gdw-bands (those who worked them) from
Yazd to Tabriz. The purpose of this, he alleges, was
that the oxen should be used to transport night soil
from the city to Fathabad and other properties that
Rashld al-Dm was developing (Tdnkh-i Uldjdytu, ed.
Mahin Hambly, Tehran AHS-1348/1969, 116). This
seems unlikely to be the only reason, or even the real
reason. More likely Rashld al-Dln brought the gdwbands with their oxen to Tabriz in order to make use
of their agricultural skill.
Ibn al-Balkhl states that the Yazdls were Sunnls,
very pious and of right religion (Fdrs-ndma, 122).
Ahmad b. Husayn al-Katib remarks that the people
of the Yackubl quarter of Yazd had a sense of solidarity (sahib ittifdk], were fanatical (tacassub-ddr) and
somewhat parochial in their attitude (wa hukm-i du
ddnga ddrand); they were continually occupied in earning their living (hash) and worship (tdcat), and most of
them were well-to-do (muraffah al-hdl] (61). There is
no information in the local histories of when or how
the Yazdls were converted to Shl'ism. It would seem
that their piety and devotion were carried over from
Sunnism to ShI'ism.
A further feature of the population was the existence
of a Zoroastrian community [see MAT^US], between
which and India there was constant intercourse.
According to Abbott, there were some 200 Zoroastrian
families in the town and 640 in eight villages round
about (137). As dhimmis [q.v.] they were forced to wear
special clothing and subject to other restrictions (138;
see also Napier Malcolm, Five years in a Persian town
(Yazd), London 1905). Euan Smith states that the
number of Zoroastrians under the government of Yazd
was estimated at 3,800 (175). Towards the end of the
century their numbers rose. E.G. Browne, who was
in Persia in 1887-8, states that there were 7,00010,000 Zoroastrians in Yazd and its dependencies (A
year among the Persians, Cambridge 1927, 404).
There was a small Jewish community, numbering
about 1,000 in Yazd in 1867-8 (Issawi, 32), but Euan
Smith put it at only 800 in 1870 (175). Babis [q.v.]
were to be found in Yazd in the middle of the 19th
century and took part in the Babl rising of 1848
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(Browne, 67). The Baha'is in Yazd were given the
right to trade in 1860 and to open schools in 1870,
but as a result of anti-Baha3! riots in 1903, they were
virtually exterminated in Yazd (F. Bemont, Les villes
de I'lran, Paris 1969, 205-6). In the 19th century there
were also a few Hindu merchants from Sind resident in Yazd. They enjoyed British protection and
were engaged in trade with India (Abbott, 132; Euan
Smith, 173).
2. History.
Details of the pre-Islamic history of Yazd are sparse.
Whether in fact Yazdagird III spent two months in
Yazd after his defeat at Nihawand in 21/642 before
he set out for Marw, where he arrived in 31/651,
seems doubtful. The story related in the Tdnkh-i djadid-i
Yazd by Ahmad b. Husayn al-Katib that he buried
his treasure in three wells in the Yazd district, and
that the first of these was later found by the Atabeg
c
lzz al-Dm Langar (599-604/1194 to 1207-8), the second by Mubariz al-Dln Muhammad b. Muzaffar (71359/1314-58) and the third by the people of Yazd in
the time of Iskandar b. cUmar Shaykh, who became
governor of Yazd in 808/1405-6 (46-8), is almost certainly legendary.
There is mention of the appointment of c Umar b.
Mughlra as governor of Yazd during the caliphate of
c
Uthman and some settlement of Arabs of the Banu
Tamlm is alleged (Ahmad b. Husayn al-Katib, 53;
DjaTar b. Muhammad, 16). Conversion to Islam is
said by Ahmad b. Husayn al-Katib to have taken
place during this same caliphate (53). In fact, it is
likely that conversion was more gradual. Those who
retained their Zoroastrian faith were subject to the
dfizya [q.v.]. It seems probable that Yazd formed part
of Fars during the Umayyad caliphate. With the rise
of Abu Muslim, his supporters appear to have defeated
Abu 'l-cAla3 al-Tawkl, the Umayyad governor. Little,
however, is known of the history of Yazd under the
early cAbbasids; it is not until the Saldjuk period that
more detail is available, and even then the information in the local histories of Yazd (which are of much
later dates) is confused and chronologically unreliable.
When Toghril Beg took Isfahan from the Kakuyid
Abu Mansur Faramurz [see KAKUYIDS] in 443/1051
and made Isfahan his capital, he assigned to Abu
Mansur as an iktdc Abarkuh and Yazd, both of which
had been controlled by the Kakuyids. There is a
dirham struck in Yazd in 421/1030 by the Kakuyid
amir cAla3 al-Dawla Muhammad acknowledging the
caliph al-Kadir as suzerain (C.E. Bosworth, Dailamis
in Central Iran: the Kakuyids of Jibal and Yazd, in Iran,
viii [1970], 77). Bosworth has meticulously examined
the evidence for Kakuyid rule in Yazd and found it
impossible to elucidate the exact chronology of the
Kakuyid governors of Yazd (op. cit., 84-5).
Both Abu Mansur Faramurz and his son Mu'ayyid
al-Dawla cAdud al-Dm CA1I appear to have been
treated with favour by the Saldjuks. The former accompanied Toghril Beg when he went to Baghdad in
455/1063 to meet his bride, the caliph's daughter.
The latter married in 469/1076-7 Arslan Khatun bt.
Caghri Beg, whose first husband, the caliph al-Ka'im,
had died in 467/1075. Yazd appears to have prospered under the Kakuyids. Abu Mansur Faramurz
built a palace, a Friday mosque, and (as stated above)
a wall round the city of Yazd. His successors continued for some years as local rulers of Yazd. New
villages and kandts were made in the vicinity of the
city. The last Kakuyid ruler, Garshasp b. CA1I b.
Faramurz, was with Sultan Sandjar [q.v] at the battle of the Katwan steppe (536/1141) and was killed
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in the battle. During the reign of Arslan b. Toghril
(556-71/1161-76) Garshasp's two daughters ruled Yazd.
Rukn al-Dm Sam b. Langar was appointed atabeg
to them and married to one of them. He was apparently incompetent and replaced by his brother clzz
al-Dln (Dja'far b. Muhammad, 23), who was the real
founder of the dynasty known as the Atabegs of Yazd.
The benefactions of Garshasp's daughters in Yazd are
spoken of in the local histories and seem to have
been considerable; and under the Atabegs prosperity
and development continued.
c
lzz al-Dln Langar was succeeded by his son Wardanzur, who had an uneventful rule of twelve years.
He was succeeded by Kutb al-Dln, during whose rule
further building and development was carried out
(Ahmad b. Husayn al-Katib, 69-70). Kutb al-Dm died
in 626/1228-9. He was succeeded successively by his
son Mahmud Shah and the latter's son Salghur Shah,
who sent an offer of submission to Hiilegii and received
in return a diploma for Yazd. He was succeeded by
his son TakI Shah, who ruled for some twenty years
and died in 670/1271-2 (72-3). During the reign of
his son and successor cAla3 al-Dawla (cAla3 al-Dfn),
the great flood of 673/1274-5 occurred. Ahmad b.
Husayn al-Katib relates that cAla3 al-Dawla was so
shaken by the flood that he died within a month (74).
His brother Yusuf Shah succeeded him.
Towards the end of the 7th/13th century Yazd
became increasingly subject to interference from the
Mongols. According to Mustawfi, the tamgha dues of
Yazd and the province amounted to 251,000 dinars
(Nuzha, 74). Rashld al-Dfn states that in 694/1294-5
Baydu gave a draft for 1,000 dinars on the taxes of
Yazd to Nawruz and the government of Yazd to
Nawruz's son Sultan Shah, whose mother was, he
states, Sultan Nasab Khatun, the daughter of cAla3
al-Dln, the son of the Atabeg Mahmud Shah (Tdnkh-i
mubdrak-i ghdzdni, ed. K. Jahn, London 1940, 75). If
Ahmad b. Husayn al-Katib's account of the genealogy of the Atabegs is correct, she must have been
the great-great-granddaughter and not the granddaughter of Mahmud Shah. There is, however, no
record of Sultan Shah taking up his government.
According to Rashld al-Dln, Yazd like many other
places suffered from the depredations of the Mongol
tax-collectors. He gives a lurid account of their extortion in the villages of Yazd (op. cit., 249) and of a
particular occasion when they descended on the village
of Flruzabad (259). The owner of this village has been
identified by Aubin as the Sayyid Nizam al-Dln CA1I
b. Mahmud b. Mahfuz b. Ra3Is Yazdl, a friend and
contemporary of Rashld al-Dln (Une grande famille de
Yazd, 111). That extortion took place is very probable,
but at the same time the foundations of Shams alDln Djuwaynl and his agent in Yazd, Shams al-Dln
Muhammad Tazlku (Tadjlk-i Kucik) of Rashld alDln himself, and more particularly, of Sayyid Rukn
al-Dln and Sayyid Shams al-Dln are witness to wealth
and prosperity in Yazd at the close of the 7th/13th
and the early years of the 8th/14th century (Lambton,
Awqaf in Persia, 313-5; eadem, Continuity and change in
medieval Persia., 65-6). After Ghazan became established
in Tabriz, the Atabegs apparently sent an annual
pishkash [q.v.] to the ordu. Yusuf Shah withheld this.
Ghazan sent Yesiider (or Toghay b. Yesiider) to Yazd
with instructions to confirm Yusuf Shah in his government if he paid the tribute. When Yesiider drew
near to Yazd, Yusuf Shah fortified himself in the city
and sent his mother to Yesiider with presents to intercede for him. Yesiider treated her with gross disrespect and refused the presents that she had brought.

She returned to Yazd and told Yusuf Shah what had
happened. He was furious, made a night sortie from
the city, killed Yesiider and took his women prisoner.
When Ghazan heard of this, he sent the governor of
Isfahan Muhammad IdadjI with 3,000 cavalry to overthrow Yusuf Shah. The latter, realising that resistance
was impossible, fled with his women, army and the
prisoners whom he had taken from Yesiider to Slstan.
The people of Yazd submitted to IdadjI, who, having
appointed an amir as ddrugha [q.v.], returned to Isfahan
(Dja'far b. Muhammad, 26-8; Ahmad b. Husayn alKatib, 74-6). Muhammad b. 'All b. Muhammad
Shabankara3! adds the information that Yusuf Shah
was captured in Khurasan, taken to the ordu and executed (Maajmac al-ansdb, ed. Mir Hashim Muhaddith,
Tehran AHS 1363/1984-5, 210-14). Rashld' al-Dm
does not refer in detail to these events; he merely
mentions that Toghay b. Yesiider was dismissed (i.e.
turned out) from the office of shihna of Yazd (op. cit..,
357).
Yusuf Shah was the last of the Atabegs of Yazd
to exercise effective rule: his son HadjdjI Shah was
finally overthrown by a combination of Muzaffarids
and Inplju'ids [q.vv] in 718/1318-19. In 719/1319-20
Mubariz al-Dln Muhammad b. Muzaffar was recognised as governor of Yazd by Abu Sa'Id, the last IIkhan. In the disorders that occurred after the death
in 736/1335 of Abu Sa'Id, Yazd was subject to the
constant movement of troops (though the numbers
were probably small). In 751/1350-1 the Indju'id Abu
Ishak besieged Mubariz al-Dln in Yazd but failed to
take the city, and as he retired, he laid waste the
countryside and closed the roads. Snow and rain also
impeded movement. No grain reached the city and
severe famine ensued (Mu'In al-Dln b. Djalal al-Dln
Muhammad Muslim Yazdl, Mawdhib-i ildhi, ed. Sa'Id
NafJsI, Tehran AHS 1326/1947, 217 ff.) However,
by 754/1353 Mubariz al-Dm had established his supremacy over a wide area, including Yazd. Before
long, internecine strife broke out among the Muzaffarids which led to Mubariz al-Dln's deposition in 759/
1358. Internecine strife continued under his successors.
In spite of the prevailing turbulence and the internal
warfare of the Muzaffarids, the city apparently prospered under them and was extended. New villages
and kandts were made (Mufld, i, 121-2 and passim).,
madrasas and libraries built. Yahya b. Shah Muzaffar,
who took possession of Yazd after Tlmur's withdrawal
after his first invasion of Persia in 789/1381, and others
of his family made a number of buildings in the city
and its vicinity, including the Sultan Ibrahim bazaar
built by Shah Yahya's sister's son, and the Khatun
bazaar beside the Friday mosque, consisting of 60
shops with hudjras above them, built by Shah Yahya's
mother; Shah Yahya's wazir Rukn al-Dln also built
the Dallalan bazaar (Dja'far b. Muhammad, 36-7;
Ahmad b. Husayn al-Katib, 86-7; and see further
R. Finder-Wilson, Timurid architecture, in Camb. hist, of
Iran, vi, 730 ff.).
In 795/1392 Shah Mansur b. Muzaffar was defeated
and killed by Tlmur [q.v.] who had left Transoxiana
in 794/1392 to begin his second campaign against
Persia. The remaining Muzaffarid princes submitted
to Tlmur and were executed, apart from two of Shah
Shudja°s sons (who had earlier been blinded, one by
Shah Shudja' and the other by Shah Mansur; Mufid,
i, 160). Tlmur's eldest son, cUmar Shaykh, became
governor of Fars, including Yazd. He died in 796/
1394 and was succeeded by his son Plr Muhammad.
Disorders meanwhile broke out in Yazd and the neighbourhood and Plr Muhammad set out for Yazd and
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successfully besieged the city in 797/1394-5. Ahmad
b. Husayn al-Katib says that there was severe famine
in the city and that nearly 30,000 died, but his account
is somewhat confused (89-91). As a result of these
events, new fortifications were constructed in the city
by the Tlmurids (as stated above) and completed in
799/1396-7. In 808/1405-6 Iskandar b. £Umar Shaykh
came to Yazd and made further additions to the fort
and the wall and added a moat (Ahmad b. Husayn
al-Katib, 92).
In due course Shah Rukh [q.v.] became Tfmur's successor. Governors were appointed over Yazd. The most
notable of them was the amir Djalal al-Dfn Cakmak,
who held office from ca. 831/1427-8 until 850/1446-7
and gave Yazd a period of peace. He and his wife
Bib! Fatima and son Amir Shams al-Dfn Muhammad
Mirak erected many buildings, religious and secular,
in Yazd and the neighbourhood and constituted many
awkdf for them. Among them was the new Friday
mosque in the Lower Dahuk quarter, which was richly
endowed by Amir Cakmak. It was begun in 840 /
1436-7 and completed by BibT Fatima in the following
year. In the neighbourhood of the mosque a khanakdh, a caravanserai, a hammdm, a cistern, a kannddkhdna (confectioner's shop) and a bazaar were built
and a well dug (DjaTar b. Muhammad, 79-80; Ahmad
b. Husayn al-Katib, 97, 99;'Mufid, i, 170 ff/The
wakf-ndma of the New Friday Mosque, dated 849/1445,
is printed as an annex to the Djdmi'-i mufidi, iii, 87184). Blbf Fatima, among her other benefactions, made
a mill outside Yazd in the Sar Ab-i Naw quarter near
Dihabad. It was, so Ahmad b. Husayn al-Katib states,
continually in operation and the nearest mill to the
city (98). Encouraged no doubt by the stability provided by the government of Amir Cakmak, a number of buildings were also made by the inhabitants
of Yazd in the city and the neighbourhood.
By 857/1453 control over most of Persia, including
Yazd, had passed to the Kara Koyunlu [q.v.], who
were succeeded by the Ak Koyunlu [q.v.]. In 858/1454
there was, according to Muhammad Mufid, severe
famine in Yazd, heavy loss of life and an outbreak
of plague owing to the movement of troops and the
dispersal of the population (i, 204-6). The severe floods
of 860/1456 caused further damage. Troop movements and struggles between the contending parties
for supremacy continued in Yazd and the neighbourhood as elsewhere in Persia throughout the second half of the 9th/15th century. This does not appear
to have caused major disruption in the economic life
of Yazd, for the'Venetians in the late 9th/15th century recognised Yazd as an important manufacturing
centre (Josafa Barbaro and Ambrogio Contarini, Travels
to Tana and Persia, Hakluyt Soc., first series, no. 49,
London 1873, 60, 72-4, 127). Trade with India, which
was to become important in the Safawid period, was
also probably increasing at this time.
In 907/1501 Isma'fl Safawf [see ISMA'IL] was
crowned in Tabriz, but Yazd was not taken until
909/1504. Thereafter, Yazd became a province of the
empire, with governors and officials appointed over it
and taxation levied by the central government. For
most of the Safawid period, Yazd was under the khdssa
administration, i.e. directly administered by the central government under a wazir sent by the central
government to the province (K.M. Rohrborn, Provinzen
und ^entralgewalt Persiens im 16. und 17. Jahrhundert, Berlin
1966, 122-6). Few of these were local men, though
there were exceptions, for example Mfrza Khalil
Allah, whose family came from Bihabad, one of the
villages of Bafk, and who became wazir of Yazd in
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1034/1624-5 (Mufid, iii, 190 ff.). Officials who came
from outside did not, on the whole, spend their wealth
in Yazd on local development nor did they arouse
the confidence or loyalty of the local population. Trade
flourished and local patriotism continued, but in the
absence of strong local government it did not express
itself in local development to the extent that had been
the case under the Kakuyids, the Atabegs of Yazd,
the Muzaffarids and Amir Cakmak.
During the reign of Shah Sultan Husayn there was
a weakening of royal authority and a decline in security. In 1110/1698-9 Baluch tribesmen ravaged Kirman
and almost reached Yazd (L. Lockhart, The fall of the
Safavi dynasty, Cambridge 1958, 46). Revolts broke out
in various parts of the empire. Finally, Mahmud b.
Mir Ways set out from Kandahar to attack the Safawids. After an abortive siege of Kirman, he advanced
on Yazd, the outskirts of which he reached in February
1722. The population shut the gates of the city and
prepared for a siege. The Afghans were driven back
with some loss of life and so Mahmud abandoned
the siege and marched on Isfahan (ibid., 131-2) and
in 1134/1722 the Persian forces were defeated at Gulnabad. During the brief period of Afghan domination
Yazd was besieged several times.
With the defeat of Ashraf by Nadir Kulf Khan
(later Nadir Shah Afshar [q.v.]) in 1142/1729, clsa
Khan, the Afghan governor of Yazd, fled. Nadir was
now in control of a wide area including Yazd (Mirza
Mihdl Astarabadf, ^ahdngushd-yi nddin, ed. Sayyid
c
Abd Allah Anwar, Tehran AHS 1341/1962, 118). In
due course, Afsharid governors were appointed over
Yazd (Muhammad DjaTar, 282 ff.). It may be that
Yazd benefited from Nadir Shah's exemption of taxation, which he granted to Persia after his successful
Indian campaign in 1151-2/1738-9 (as Muhammad
Djacfar alleges), but the remission was soon to be
rescinded and exactions were renewed; 4,000 tumam
were demanded from Yazd (284). This provoked an
uprising. Meanwhile, news of the assassination of Nadir
in 1160/1747 arrived. The Afsharid governor of Yazd
fled (285-6). cAdil Shah, Nadir's nephew, then sent
c
Alam Khan to Yazd as governor. His extortionate
conduct provoked a rebellion (289), and in 1161/1748
Muhammad Takl Khan Bafkf set out from Bafk for
Yazd with 70 riflemen (302). After a siege of three
or four days, cAlam Khan escaped from the fortress
and fled to Khurasan (304-5). Muhammad TakT Khan,
having made himself master of Yazd, received a rakam
from Shah Kulf Mlrza, Nadir's grandson, who had
succeeded Nadir's nephews, cAdil Shah and Ibrahim
(307). He held office for 52 years, first under the
Afshars, then under the Zands and finally under the
Kadjars. He was succeeded by his sons CA1I Nakf,
who held office for seven years, and £Abd al-Rahfm
Khan, who was dismissed and succeeded by a series
of Kadjar governors. During Muhammad Takf Khan's
government Yazd experienced a new period of development and prosperity, an increase of population, and
the bringing into operation of new kandts, the creation of gardens and charitable buildings and the institution of awkdf for their upkeep (308 ff., 326, 340-83,
463). His son CA1I Nakf also made many benefactions
in Yazd and the neighbourhood (493 ff.). However,
during these years Yazd was not entirely immune
from military expeditions by the contending parties
and their demands for revenue. The precise course
of events is, however, somewhat confused and the
sources vary in their accounts. After Karfm Khan had
made himself master of most of Persia by 1179/1765,
his officials came to Yazd to collect taxes (415). His
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successors attacked Yazd several times and demanded
revenue.
The Kadjars, like the Safawids, sent governors to
Yazd. Many of them were Kadjar princes. The appointment of a local man to the government was the
exception. The most notable of the prince governors
was Muhammad Wall Mfrza, who held office from
1821 to 1828. He constructed a number of kandts
and repaired others (Muhammad DjaTar, 705 ff.), and
founded charitable buildings (606, 620 ff.). During his
governorate, trade prospered (680). Of Nasir al-Dm
Shah's twenty-four governors, Muhammad Khan Wall,
who held office twice (1863-70 and 1876-80), was the
most outstanding.
During the Russo-Persian war of 1826-8 disorder
spread throughout the country. In Yazd cAbd al-Rida
Khan b. Muhammad Takf Khan Bafkl headed a
revolt during the absence of the governor Muhammad
Wall Mfrza in Tehran, and turned out the latter's
family and entourage from Yazd. Husayn 'All Mfrza
Shudjac al-Saltana was appointed governor of Kirman,
which had also revolted, and of Yazd, and was sent
to restore order. He laid siege to Yazd but failed to
reduce it and set out for Kirman. In 1830 he renewed
operations against Yazd without permission from
Tehran. 'Abbas Mlrza [q.v.] was accordingly sent from
Tehran to restore order. He succeeded and proceeded
to Kirman. After he was summoned back to Tehran,
c
Abd al-Rida Khan and Shaftc Khan of Rawar (who
had been in rebellion in Kirman) joined forces and
renewed their rebellion but were defeated and captured by government forces. cAbd al-Rida Khan was
taken to Tehran, and was handed over to Muhammad
Wall Mlrza and killed in revenge for his action in
turning out Muhammad Wall Mirza's family and
entourage from Yazd (cAbd al-Ghafur Tahiri, Tdnkh-i
Yazd, included in his Tadhkira-yi Qialdli, in Afshar,
Yazd-ndma, i, 177-237, at 206 ff.).
On the death of Muhammad Shah in 1834, there
was renewed rioting in Yazd, but it subsided after
Nasir al-Dln established himself on the throne in Tehran. In 1840 Aka Khan Mahallatl [see ACHA KHAN]
mounted a rebellion in Kirman and Yazd. In 1848,
there was a BabT uprising. Riots took place against
the Tobacco Regie in 1890, against the Belgian customs administration set up in 1899, and against new
tariff charges in 1903. In the latter part of the 19th
century, modernisation began. There was an increase
in the number of schools and of the local press. In
the 20th century there was strong support for the
Constitutional Movement and the formation of andjumans in its support [see DUSTUR. iv; DJAM'IYYA. iii].
Under the Electoral Law, Yazd had the right to send
two deputies to the National Assembly. Some of those
elected played an outstanding part in the deliberations of the Assembly.
Yazd, throughout the Islamic period, maintained
its distinctive character. Strong local patriotism was a
marked feature. It is to be ascribed, in part at least,
to the remoteness of Yazd and its situation on the
edge of the Central Desert of Persia, and the fact
that it did not lie in the path of invaders. More than
any other city in Persia, it owed its development and
growth to kandts. Without them it could not have
existed, still less have sustained a civilisation that, from
time to time, attained a high degree of excellence. It
shared the religion, language and literary heritage of
its neighbours, but "because of its utter dependence
upon kandts it developed a strong personality of its
own, different from that of other cities; and its people acquired a stability and firmness of character, self-

confidence and assurance which distinguished them
from the inhabitants of other cities. They had a special sense of identity with the soil. They tended it
with love and care and made it flourish with the
water of its qandts, which they brought out with skill
and toil from the depths of the earth" (Lambton, The
qanafe of Yazd, 35). Until the development of modern
communications, the spasmodic nature of the control
exercised by the successive governments that ruled in
Persia enabled local culture to flourish, and the fact
that Yazd was situated on one of the trade routes
from the Persian Gulf to the interior of Persia and
Central Asia undergirded its economic development.
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of Farrukhi and Mahmud-Rida Tuluc, a deputy and
Yazd, some, but not all of which, are mentioned
fellow-journalist from Lahfdjan. From March 1928
and utilised in the article.
Farrukhr also published a weekly edition of Tufdn with
(ANN K.S. LAMBTON)
a historical and literary orientation.
YAZDADJIRD III, in Persian, Yazdagird, son of
At the end of the seventh Madjlis (October 1930),
Shahriyar, son of Khusraw Aparwfz, the last
and with no more parliamentary privilege to rely on,
S a s a n i d emperor (reigned from the end of 632 or
Farrukhr left Tehran for Moscow and then for Berlin.
beginning of 633 till his murder at Marw in 31/651).
There he wrote against the political situation in Persia
It was in the early years of his reign that the Arabs
in the periodical Paykdr ("Battle") founded in 1930 by
started raiding into 'Irak, defeating the Sasanid army
Persian activists in Berlin, and then in his own Nihdat
at al-Kadisiyya [q.v.] and in other battles, capturing
("Movement"), until both were suppressed and Farrukhr
the capital Ctesiphon-al-Mada'in in March 637, and
was ordered to leave Germany. Meanwhile, cAbd algradually extending across the Iranian plateau to
Husayn Taymurtash, minister of the royal court, met
occupy the whole of Persia. For further details, see
with Farrukhr in Berlin and assured him of his safety
SASANIDS, at Vol. IX, 80.
if he returned to Persia. Farrukhi agreed, and in 1932
YAZDI, MIRZA MUHAMMAD (Farrukhr) (1889-1939),
returned, but after a year of indigence in Tehran, he
Persian poet, j o u r n a l i s t , and one-time Mad^lis
was arrested on a civil charge for debts owed to the
deputy in the post-Constitutional and early Pahlawl
paper supplier of Tufdn.
periods. Born of modest origins in Yazd, he spent a
Although the initial charges were of a civil nature,
few years in the traditional maktabs and briefly attended
his political agitation inside the prison, expressed at
a school founded in Yazd by English missionaries. The
times in passionate poems, soon turned him into a
Constitutional movement (1905-9) attracted him to polipolitical prisoner and led to his constant transfer from
tics, and his "patriotic musammat" poem of 1909 so
one gaol to another: his term was extended first to
enraged Dirgham al-Dawla Kashka5!, the governor of
27 months, then to 30 months, and finally to three
Yazd, that he ordered the sewing together of his lips,
years. In the end he was transferred from Kasr prison
an event which provoked protests in Yazd and Tehran.
to the infamous "clinic" at the police headquarters in
In late 1910 Farrukhr left Yazd for the capital, where
Tehran, where on 18 October 1939 he was murdered
he published his poems in the radical press such as
Azddi ("Liberty"). When Dirgham al-Dawla fell from | by the prison's notorious medical practitioner, Pizishk
("physician") Ahmad Ahmadi, by air injection.
office, the new governor of Yazd, Hadjdj Fakhr alAlthough in poetical style Farrukhr observed the
Mulk, made some compensation to Farrukhr.
traditional patterns of prosody (carud), the content of
During the First World War, Farrukhr was among
his poems focussed on contemporary social and politthose journalists who, in November 1915, left Tehran
ical topics. Major themes of the Constitutional period,
for Kum and the Kumita-yi Difdc-i Milli ("Committee
such as patriotism and the quest for civil liberties and
of National Defence"), which later moved to Kirmanshah where it founded the Dawlat-i Muwakkat-i Milli
social justice, were expressed in his verse, hence his
("Provisional National Government") under the precontribution to the composition of political ghazal is
miership of Nizam al-Saltana Man". When the Russians
noteworthy. In Persian poetry, he can be placed in
took over western Persia and suppressed the Provithe long tradition of the poetry of protest against arbisional Government, Farrukhr went to clrak where he
trary rule.
was detained by the British army. He escaped from
Bibliography: For a fuller biography, see Ali
Baghdad and eventually returned to Persia, where he
Gheissari, Poetry and politics of Farrokhi Yazdi, in
was briefly taken into Russian custody on suspicion
Iranian Studies, xxvi/1-2 (1993), 33-50. For Farrukhl's
of being a British agent.
poems and biography, see Dlwdn-i Farrukhi Yazdi,
In 1919 Farrukhr opposed the premier Wuthuk
ed. with introd. by Husayn Makki, 7Tehran 1984.
al-Dawla's [q.v] ill-fated agreement with the British,
For his career in journalism, see Muhammad Sadr
and again in 1921 he opposed the coup d'etat of Rida
Hashimf, Tdnkh-i Diard'id wa maajalldt-i Iran, Isfahan
Khan (the future Rida Shah Pahlawl). Subsequently
1950-3, ii, 87-91, iii, 168-86; and for his period
he founded his newspaper Tufdn ("Storm"), of which
in prison, Dj. Djawan, Muhammad Farrukhi Tazdi
the first issue appeared on 26 August 1921. Publication
(1267-1318), repr. in Muhammad Gulbun anol Yusuf
of Tufdn was often interrupted, and during the eight
Shanfi (eds.), Muhdkima-yi muhdkimagardn (cAmilan-i
years of its life, the paper was suppressed more than
kushtdr-i Sayyid Hasan Mudarris, Farrukhi Yazdi, Taki
fifteen times; yet each time it was banned, Farrukhr
Arrdnl, Sarddr As'ad Bakhtiydri), Tehran 1984, 157-83.
would publish in other periodicals such as Sitdra-yi
(ALI GHEISSARI)
Shark ("Star of the East), Paykdr ("Battle"), Kiydm
YAZID (I) B. MITAWIYA, the
second
("Uprising"), and TaWa-yi Alna-yi AJkdr ("The Primal
U m a y y a d c a l i p h (r. 60-4/680-3). He was named
Mirror of Ideas").
as his successor by his father [see MT/AWIYA i]. His
In 8 March 1922 Farrukhr and a group of opposimother was Maysun, a sister of the Kalbl leader Ibn
tion journalists took refuge in the Soviet embassy in
Bahdal [see HASSAN B. MALIK], The Banu Kalb [see
Tehran, but were persuaded to leave by Rida Khan,
KALB B. WABARA] were strong in the southern regions
then the Minister of War. When, on 28 October
of Syria, and Mu'awiya appointed Yazfd as his suc1923, Rida Khan became Prime Minister, Farrukhr
cessor in preference to an older half-brother, cAbd
expressed his opposition, but in the same period
Allah, born of a Kurashf mother. Yazld's kunya, Abu
favoured Rida Khan's short-lived inclination towards
Khalid, refers to one of his own younger sons [see
forming a republic in Persia. In 1927, as the editor
KHALID B. YAZID]. During his father's caliphate, Yazfd
of Tufdn, and in view of his political sympathies,
commanded expeditions (sawd'if, see SA'IFA. 1.) against
Farrukhr was invited to Moscow to attend the tenth
the Byzantines and participated in an attack upon
anniversary of the Russian Revolution. In 1928 he
Constantinople (in 49/669 or 50/670) that is menwas elected as a deputy from Yazd to the seventh
tioned in both Muslim and non-Muslim sources. He
Majlis, where he joined \hzfrdksiyun-i akalliyyat ("minoris also named as having led the hadiaj in various years.
ity faction"), traditionally a coalition of socialists. In
Reports make him less than 40 at the time of his
the seventh session, however, that lobby consisted only
death at Huwwarin [q.v.] in Rabf c I 64/November
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683, variant dates and other details being given about
his birth. He had apparently nominated his eldest son
Mu'awiya [see MU'AWIYA B. YAZID] as his succcessor,
but the latter received only limited acceptance as
caliph and died within months.
Yazfd's caliphate marked the beginning of the crisis, commonly referred to as fitna [q.v.], during which
the Umayyads came close to losing the caliphate.
Eventually they re-established their hold on the institution but in the person of Marwan I b. al-Hakam
[q.v.] and his descendants rather than a representative of the Sufyanid branch of the family, to which
Yazfd belonged. Following his father's death in Radjab
60/April 680, Yazld was faced with the continuing
refusal of cAbd Allah b. al-Zubayr and al-Husayn b.
C
A1I b. Abf Talib [<?.yy.], both then in Medina, to give
him allegiance. Most of the reports about his caliphate
concern his attempts to overcome their opposition and
that of others. Al-Husayn's attempt to make good his
own claim to the caliphate ended in his death at the
hands of a force sent by Yazld's governor of 'Irak,
'Ubayd Allah b. Ziyad [q.v.] at Karbala3 in Muharram
61/October 680. Ibn al-Zubayr's opposition led, in
64/683-4, to the siege of Mecca, where he had taken
refuge, and to the bombardment of the town with
catapults (maa^dnik) by an army sent by Yazld. During
the siege, the Kacba was damaged by fire, but there
are variant accounts of how exactly that happened
and who was responsible for it. Yazld's army, initially
commanded by Muslim b. 'Ukba al-Murrf [q.v.], had
been raised in 63/683 primarily in response to the
actions of the people of Medina, who had thrown off
their allegiance to Yazld, expelled those Umayyads
living there and, according to some accounts, established contacts with Ibn al-Zubayr. After defeating the
Medinans at the battle on the Harra [q.v.]., Muslim
entered (and, it is said, sacked) the town, and compelled
a number of its prominent men to return to their
allegiance to Yazfd. He then set off for Mecca, intending to force Ibn al-Zubayr, who had received the support of others of Yazid's opponents, including several
Kharidjites [q.v.], to submit. On the way, Muslim died
and his position as leader of the Syrian army was
assumed by al-Husayn b. Numayr al-Sakunf [q.v.]. He
it was who commanded the siege of Mecca. News of
Yazid's death in Syria reached him while the siege
was in progress, and after fruitless negotiations with
Ibn al-Zubayr he withdrew the army back to Syria.
In broad terms, YazTd seems to have continued the
form of rule developed by his father which depended
on the relationship between the caliph, his governors and the tribal notables (ashraf) in the provinces.
His governor of 'Irak, 'Ubayd Allah, was the son of
Mu'awiya's governor there, Ziyad. A Christian,
Sardjun, who had been prominent in the administration of Mu'awiya, continued to be influential under
Yazld. (Robert Hoyland has questioned whether this
Sardjun, sometimes called "the mawla of Mu'awiya",
sometimes "of Yazld", and variously described as
Yazid's drinking companion or as sahib amrihi, was
the father of John of Damascus, as Lammens and
others have assumed.) The custom of receiving delegations (wufud [q.v.]) from the provinces at the court
to win them over with gifts and flattery, institutionalised by his father, was less successful when YazTd
attempted to use it to head off the opposition of the
Medinans. The image of Mu'awiya as operating more
like a tribal shaykh than a traditional Middle Eastern
despot, perhaps embodied in the well-known description of him by Theophanes as a "chief governor" (protosymboulos), also seems applicable to Yazfd and may

be behind the eulogy of him in the Byzantine-Arab
chronicle of 741: "he never . . . sought glory for himself by virtue of his royal rank but lived as a citizen
along with all the common people" (nullam unquam. ..
sibi regalis fastigii causa gloriam appetivit, sed communis cum
omnibus civiliter vixit; tr. Hoyland). The breakdown,
beginning under Yazld, of the system of government
used more successfully by Mu'awiya, may be ascribed
partly to difficulties associated with the succession to
the caliphate but more fundamentally to the changes
taking place in the structure of the conquest society,
analysed by Patricia Crone in her Slaves on horses.
Yazld is often credited with the creation of the
new djund of Kinnasrfn [q.v.]. For an extensive discussion of that and other incidental information about
him and his caliphate (his reduction of the tribute
to be paid by the Christians from Nadjran [q.v.], his
suppression of privileges enjoyed by the Samaritans,
his involvement in irrigation work, etc.), see Henri
Lammens, Le Califat de Yazid I**. For a Sasanid type
coin dated "year 1 of Yazld", see the article by
Mochiri cited in the Bibl.
As the caliph under whom the Prophet's grandson
al-Husayn was killed, the two holy cities of Arabia
attacked, and the Ka'ba set on fire, and as the one
who benefited from an appointment presented in
Muslim tradition as a crucial stage in the corruption
of the caliphate into a kingship, it is not surprising
that the tradition generally is hostile to Yazfd. There
are frequent mentions of his penchant for drinking,
singing girls, sexual licentiousness, hunting, playing with
his tame monkey, and other such things which show
him as a frivolous libertine. As James Lindsay has
illustrated, however, some of the traditional material
emphasises Yazld's closeness to the generation of the
Prophet and his role in the transmission of Muslim
tradition, and there are different versions of an apocalyptic tradition ascribed to cAbd Allah b. cAmr b.
al-'As [q.v.] which includes "the King of the Holy
Land (malik al-ard al-mukaddasa)", Mu'awiya, and his
son in a line of righteous khalifas. Even Ibn 'Abbas
is said to have given Yazfd the bay'a and to have
spoken favourably of him and his father.
The glowing account of Yazfd in the Byzantine-Arab
chronicle was cited by both Wellhausen and Lammens,
who presented him, at least after his accession to the
caliphate, as an able and worthy ruler traduced by
opponents who hypocritically appealed to religion.
More recently, Lindsay has argued that Ibn 'Asakir's
biography of Yazfd, although unable to ignore entirely
the unfavourable traditional material, seeks to present
as sympathetic an image as possible in order to convey a moral and religious message of its own. If
that interpretation is valid, it is nevertheless true that
the Damascene scholar was able to draw on some
favourable material already existing in the tradition.
It is probably impossible on the basis of the evidence
available to make a judgement about Yazfd's ability
or his character. Any attempt to do so, however, must
seek to understand both the historical situation in
which he ruled (insofar as that can be recreated) and
the nature of the Muslim historical tradition which
crystallised after the Umayyads had been overthrown.
Bibliography: 1. S o u r c e s . Tabarf, index (ii,
216-429 for his caliphate, Eng. tr. I.K.A. Howard,
The History of al-Taban, xix, The caliphate of Tazid b.
Mu'awiyah, Albany 1990); Baladhurf, Ansab al-ashrdf,
ivb, 1-74; idem, Futuh, index; Ya'kubf, ii, 281-302;
Mas'udf, Murufi, v, 126-68, ed. Pellat, iii, 247-70;
Aghdm, Tables, Index I, s.v.; Ibn 'Asakir, Ta'rikh
Madmat Dimashk, ed. al-cAmrf, 65 vols., Beirut 1998,
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Beirut 1990, s.a. 60-3 (the notice on Yazfd in the
necrology of the 7th tabaka, 269-75, has a useful
bibl. provided by the editor).
2. Studies. J. Wellhausen, Das arabische Reich
und sein Sturz, Berlin 1902, 88-105, Eng. tr. The
Arab kingdom and its fall, Calcutta 1927, 140-69;
H. Lammens, Etudes sur le regne du calife omaiyade
Mocdwia I", Paris 1908, index (extracted from MFOB,
i-iii); idem, Le califat de Yazid Ier, in MFOB, iv (1910),
233-312, v (1911), 79-267, v/2 (1912), 589-724, vi
(1913), 401-92, vii (1921), 211-44; P. Crone, Slaves
on horses, Cambridge 1980, esp. 29-36; eadem and
M. Hinds, God's Caliph, Cambridge 1986, 7, 130;
M.I. Mochiri, A Sasanian-style coin of Yazid b. Mu'dwiya,
in JRAS (1982), 137-41; J.E. Lindsay, Caliphal and
moral exemplar? cAli Ibn 'Asdkifs portrait of Yazid b.
Mu'dwiya, in Isl., Ixxiv (1997), 250-78; R. Hoyland,
Seeing Islam as others saw it, Princeton 1997, index.
(G.R. HAWTING)
YAZID (II) B. CABD AL-MALIK, the n i n t h
U m a y y a d c a l i p h , r. 101-5/720-4. He was born
in Damascus ca. 71/690-1. His mother was cAtika bt.
Yazfd b. Mucawiya, and he was named after his
Sufyanf grandfather, the caliph Yazfd I. Thus Yazld
II joined in his person the Marwanid and the Sufyanid
branches of the Umayyad family, making him a natural candidate for the succession. Like most other
Umayyad princes, he appears to have travelled outside of Syria only to the Hidjaz. Also, he seems to
have received neither administrative nor military preparation for ruling, although Sulayman b. 'Abd al-Malik
designated him his second successor in 99/717. Thus
he was crown prince under 'Umar II and then became
caliph on cUmar's death on 21 Radjab 101/9 February
720. He probably spent most of his reign at Damascus
or on his estates in the djund of al-Urdunn [q.v],
where he died at Irbid on 24 Sha'ban 105/26 January
724.
At the beginning of his reign, Yazfd II faced
a serious if short-lived revolt in clrak led by Yazfd
b. al-Muhallab al-Azdl (101-2/720). This rebellion expressed the continuing dissatisfaction of the Yamanf
elements in 'Irak with Umayyad rule and elicited from
the Umayyads a harsh reaction against the Yamanfs
there. In order to strengthen the Umayyad position
in Trak, Yazfd II reintroduced Syrian troops and
tended to rely on the Mudar tribal elements against
the Yamanfs, as shown by his appointment of his
Djazfran-domiciled brother Maslama b. cAbd al-Malik
(102-3/720-1 [q.v.]) and the latter's protege, the Mudarf
Djazfran cUmar b. Hubayra al-Fazarf (103-6/721-5
[see IBN HUBAYRA]), to be governors of the East.
His apparent tilt toward the Mudar has caused
Yazfd II often to be portrayed as a pro-Mudar and
anti-Yaman extremist, but such a judgement is unfair,
as he actually tried to balance the conflicting groups,
just as other Umayyad rulers did. Certainly, Yazfd
retained the confidence of the Syrian Yamanfs, for
he gave them the governorships of the other two great
provinces, the West and also al-Djazfra, including
Adharbaydjan and Armenia. Before joining it to the
province of the East, he even appointed a Syrian
Yamanf general as governor of Khurasan.
On the other hand, relations between the Syrians
and others, especially the Kufans, remained poor. Also,
Yazfd II alienated the non-Arab Muslims or mawdli
by seeking to annul the reforms of cUmar II that
favoured them. Thus in Sind, Khurasan, North Africa
and Spain, attempts were made to reimpose the djizya
that had recently been removed from the mawdli.
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These attempts seem not to have been very successful. In Khurasan, the new policy, applied under Sa'fd
b. cAmr al-Harashf (103-4/721-2), contributed to revolts
and wars that continued for twenty years and played
a considerable role in the Umayyads' later downfall.
In North Africa, Yazfd IPs governor Yazfd b. Abf
Muslim was assassinated almost immediately for trying to implement such a policy (102/720), leading to
a loss of caliphal authority and prestige and presaging the great North African revolt under Hisham (from
122/740).
On the frontiers, Yazfd II resumed the traditional
Umayyad policy of military expansion after its brief
suspension by £ Umar II. During Yazfd's short reign,
campaigns were carried out against the Franks in
France and Sardinia, the Byzantines in Sicily and
Anatolia, the Khazars in the Caucasus and the Turks
in Transoxania. Furthermore, ideological struggle
against other religions intensified, especially against
Christian icon worship, with Yazfd IPs issuance of an
iconoclastic decree commanding the destruction of all
images of humans and animals throughout the caliphate (103-4/721-3), a step that preceded and anticipated the Byzantine emperor Leo Ill's iconoclasm.
Despite the momentous events of his reign, both
mediaeval sources and modern scholars often portray
Yazfd II as a frivolous slave to passion, especially to
his singing girls Hababa and Sallama. While there is
no doubt that he cultivated poetry, like the other
Umayyads, and had a refined artistic taste, the picture of his lack of seriousness and of Hababa's influence has been much exaggerated.
Bibliography: 1. Sources. Khalffa b. Khayyat,
Ta'rikh, ed. al-cUmarf, Beirut 1397/1977, 321-36;
Baladhurf, Ansdb al-ashrdf, ms. Reisiilkiittap, no. 598,
179-229; Ya'kubf, Ta'nkh, Beirut 1379/1960, ii,
310-5; Tabarf, ii, 1372-1466, Eng. tr. D.S. Powers,
The History of al-Taban, xxiv, The empire in transition,
Albany 1989, 105-96; Aghdni1, viii, 6-15, xiii, 15466 = Aghdni3, viii, 339-51, xv, 122-45; al-cUyun wa
'l-hadd'ik, iii, ed. de Goeje and de Jong, Leiden
1869, 64-81.
2. Studies. J. Wellhausen, The Arab kingdom and
its fall, Calcutta 1927, 312-25; M.A. Shaban, Islamic
history. A new interpretation, A.D. 600-750 (A.H. 132),
Cambridge 1971, 130-7; Husayn cAtwan, Sirat alWalid b. Ya&d, Cairo 1980, 14-47 '= al-Walid b.
Ya&d, card wa-nakd, Beirut 1401/1981, 15-60 (but
missing a passage); G.R. Hawting, The first dynasty
of Islam. The Umayyad caliphate A.D. 661-750, London
and Sydney 1986, index; K. Blankinship, The end
of the Jihad state, Albany 1994, index.
(H. LAMMENS-[KH.Y. BLANKINSHIP])
YAZID (III) B. AL-WALID (I) b. <Abd al-Malik
b. Marwan I, Umayyad caliph for approximately
six months in 126/744. He is known in tradition as
al-Nakis (the Depriver, or the Deficient; various explanations are given). He is said to have boasted that
through his mother, one of Yazdagird Ill's granddaughters captured in Transoxania, he had inherited
both Sasanid and Byzantine blood. He has a reputation for asceticism and piety, and was accepted as
a righteous Imam not only by his immediate supporters but by some later theorists too (al-Kadf cAbd
al-Djabbar, Mughm, Cairo n.d., xx/2, 150).
Yazfd obtained the caliphate by overthrowing his
cousin and predecessor, al-Walfd II b. Yazfd II [q.v.],
an act which initiated the third "civil war" in Islam
[see FITNA]. The main support for Yazfd came from
the Kalbfs of the region around Damascus, and his
short rule promoted Kalbf and Yamanf interests at
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the expense of Kays and Mudar. He sent the Kalbi
Mansur b. Djumhur to 'Irak to depose the pro-Kays!
governor Yusuf b. cUmar al-Thakafi [see AL-THAKAFI] ,
but subsequently he made cAbd Allah b. 'Urnar II
his governor there.
He is frequently described as a Kadarl [see
KADARIYYA] and as supported by the Ghaylaniyya [see
ojAYLAN AL-DiMASHKi] . The conception of the caliphal
office put forward in his accession khutba and in a
letter he sent to the 'Irakis, both of which have been
accepted as largely authentic in spite of the variant
versions transmitted, was certainly unusual among the
Umayyads. As well as promising to right certain abuses
with which his Umayyad predecessors had been
charged, he appealed to the Book of God and the
Sunna of His Prophet, put forward the view that the
caliph should be chosen as a result of consultation
(al-amr shura), and offered to stand down if found to
fall short himself, so long as he was given the chance
to repent. If another could be found who was considered preferable, he would be the first to give him
the oath of allegiance.
Yazid seems to have died of natural causes—according to one report he was a victim of the plague (altd'uri)—in Dhu '1-Hidjdja 126/September 744, and
was succeeded by the equally ephemeral Ibrahim b.
al-Walld (I) [q.v.].
Bibliography: Tabarl, ii, 1825-75, Eng. tr.,
Carole Hillenbrand, The History of al-Tabari, xxvi,
The waning of the Umayyad caliphate, Albany 1989,
183-244; Baladhurl, Ansab al-ashrdf 13 vols. ed.
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de Goeje and P. de Jong (eds.), Fragmenta historicorum arabicorum, Leiden 1869-71, i, al-cUyun wa 3lhadd'ik, 148-53, and index; Khalifat b. Khayyat,
Ta'rikh, ed. Fawwaz, Beirut 1995, 240-2; Ibn cAbd
Rabbihi, clkd, ed. Rahlnl, Beirut 1983, v, 205-9
and index; Dhahabi, Ta'rikh al-isldm, ed. Tadmurl,
Beirut 1991, vol. covering A.H. 121-40, 14-15, 31113 (there is no entry for Yazid III in Ibn 'Asakir's
Ta'rikh Dimashk); J. Wellhausen, Das arabische Reich
und sein Stur^ Berlin 1902, 226-30, Eng. tr. The
Arab kingdom and its fall, Calcutta 1927, 366-9;
J. van Ess, Les Qadarites et la Gaildniya de Yazid III,
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Cambridge 1980, 46-8; eadem and M. Hinds, God's
caliph, Cambridge 1986, index; G.R. Hawting, The
first dynasty of Islam, 2London 2000, 94-6.
(G.R. HAWTING)
YAZID B. ABl MUSLIM (Dinar), Abu VAla',
secretary and governor under the Umayyads.
He was a mawld, not by manumission (presumably
by conversion), of Thaklf [q.v.], and foster-brother and
secretary, but not mawld, of al-Hadjdjadj [q.v] (thus
al-Djahshiyarl and al-Djahiz). He ran the diwdn alrasd'il for al-Hadjdjadj and took charge of the taxes
of 'Irak when the latter died in 95/714, but was dismissed and jailed on Sulayman's accession in 96/715.
His cruelty was so notorious that cUmar II reputedly
left him in jail, or alternatively sent him home when
he joined a summer campaign as a member of the
diwdn. His pay as secretary was 300 dirhams a month.
As a member of the diwdn [al-mukdtila] he received
2,000 (a year, i.e. sharaf al-catd}), which cUmar allegedly
reduced to 30 (sic, Ibn al-DjawzI, Sirat cUmar b. cAbd
al-'A&z, 88-9, 90; al-FasawI, al-Macrifa wa 'l-ta'nkh, i,
606-7). Yazid II appointed him to North Africa where
he was killed in 102, either for branding his Berber
bodyguards with the word harasi in alleged imitation
of Byzantine practice or for continuing the policy
adopted in Trak of repatriating and reimposing the

taxes on dhimmis who left their land as converts to
Islam. He was rumoured to be a Kharidjite.
Bibliography: Djahshiyarl, Wuzara3, ed. al-Sakka,
42-3, 56-5; Djahiz (attrib.), al-Bursdn wa 'l-'ur&dn,
ed. al-KhulI, 100; Taban, ii, 1112, 1268, 1282,
1435, iii, 24, 435; Mubarrad, Kdmil, ed. Shakir,
546-7, 949, 968; Ibn cAbd Rabbih, 'Ikd, ed. Amln
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471-2, 485; Ibn Khallikan, ed. 'Abbas, vi, 309-12
(no. 817).
(PATRICIA CRONE)
YAZID B. ABl SUFYAN b. Harb b. Umayya,
Arab commander of the conquests period,
son of the Meccan leader Abu Sufyan [q.v] by his
wife Zaynab bt. Nawfal and half-brother of the subsequent caliph Mu'awiya I [q.v.], d. 18/639 without
progeny (Ibn Kutayba, Ma'drif, ed. cUkasha, 344-5).
With his father and brother, he became a Muslim
at the conquest of Mecca in 8/630, took part in the
ensuing battle of Hunayn [q.v] and was one of "those
whose hearts are won over", receiving from the
Prophet a gift of 100 camels and 40 ounces of silver
(Ibn Sacd, ii/1, 110, vii/2, 127; al-Wakidi, iii, 944-5;
and see AL-MU'ALLAFA KULUBUHUM). In Abu Bakr's
caliphate, he operated in Palestine with Shurahbll b.
Hasana and cAmr b. al-cAs [#.w.], and after the
Byzantines were defeated at al-Adjnadayn [q.v] and
Damascus fell, he campaigned in the Balka' [q.v]
and captured the citadel at 'Amman (14/635). When
c
Amr left Palestine for Egypt, he appointed Yazid in
charge of Syria, but Yazid died there, in company
with many other Arab commanders such as Abu
c
Ubayda and Mu'adh b. Djabal, in the notorious
"Plague of Emmaus" [see CAMWAS] in 18/639.
Yazid is called in later sources "Yazid al-Khayr",
with a good image because of his part in the conquests and the manner of his death, accounted by
some authorities as that of a shahid [q.v]
Bibliography: In addition to references given in
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Zakkar, Damascus 1387-8/1967-8, i, 'l03, 130, 157;
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YAZID B. DINAR [see YAZID B. ABI MUSLIM].
YAZlD B. HATIM AL-MUHALLAB [see MUHALLABIDS.

(iV)].

YAZID B. MIKSAM IBN DABBA AL-THAKAFI
(Jl. first half of the 2nd/8th century). Arab poet,
member of the circle around the caliph al-Walld b.
Yazid [q.v.].
He was a mawld of the tribe of Thaklf in al-Ta'if;
according to the philologist al-AsmacI [q.v], who knew
him, his Arabic was nonetheless pure (Aghdm, vii, 103).
Since his father died when he was still young, he
became known as Ibn Dabba after his mother, who
as the dry nurse of the children of al-Mughfra b. Shucba
[q.v] and of his son 'Urwa was a woman of some
standing. He seems to have befriended al-Walld early
on, since on account of this friendship he was snubbed
by the caliph Hisham (who disliked his nephew) at
the latter's enthronisation in 105/724, whereupon he
retired to al-Ta'if, there to live on funds provided by
al-Walld. He returned to Damascus at al-Walld's accession in 125/743 and apparently stayed in his entourage.
He may have returned to al-Ta'if after al-Walld's death,
since al-AsmacI (b. possibly in 123/741) met him there.
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Of his allegedly voluminous poetic output ("one
thousand kasldas", according to the local patriotism of
the Ta'ifites, AghdriP, vii, 103), besides a few fragments only three longish poems have been preserved:
a complaint about Hisham's behaviour, a congratulatory panegyric to al-Walfd on becoming caliph and
an impromptu description of al-Walfd's horse, at the
latter's behest, on the occasion of a successful hunt
(all of them included in the Aghdm article on him).
The narrative connected with the descriptive poem
(mentioned in Hamilton, Walid, 128, but without
Yazid's name) gives us a fascinating glimpse into the
"handling" of poetry: after applauding YazFd's feat,
al-Walld asks him to add an amatory prelude (tashbib)
to his poem—which would turn it into a complete
kasida—and give it (the prelude, not the entire poem)
to two well-known singers to set to music. Which he
does.
The complaint poem against Hisham is composed
in the more traditional metre wafir musaddas, whereas
the ode to al-Walid is in the short and more "modern" metre ha^ad^ murabbac, probably more to the taste
of the addressee. The Hisham poem displays a strange
rhyme: -Cnd, where -nd is the pronominal ending "we"
of the perfect, and -C- is represented 20 times by the
consonant /d/ and three times by another consonant.
So we have to consider it a nuniyya with a strong
tendency for luzum md Id yalzam [q.v.]. Al-Asmacf
remarks (lac. cit.) that he sought out difficult rhymes
(kawdfi mu'tdsd).
Most of the material gathered on the Aghdm is
traced back by isndd to Yazid's grandson, cAbd alc
Azim b. cAbd Allah.
Bibliography : Abu Hatim al-Sidjistanf, Su'dldt
Abi Hdtim al-Sidjistdm li }l-Asma(T wa-radduhu calayhi
Fuhulat al-shucard\ ed. Muh. cAwda Salama Abu
Djan [?], Cairo 1414/1994, 58; Aghdm\ vii, 95103; Sezgin, GAS, ii, 432; R.W. Hamilton, Walid
and his friends. An Umayyad tragedy, Oxford 1988.
(W.P. HEINRIGHS)
YAZID B. AL-MUHALLAB [see MUHALLABIDS. (i)].
YAZID B. ZURAYC, Abu Mu'awiya al-Basn, t r a d i t i o n i s t of B a s r a , b. 101/720 and d. in Basra
Shawwal 182/Nov.-Dec. 798. His father had been
governor of al-Ubulla [q.v.], presumably under the
later Umayyads. He is described as the outstanding
muhaddith of Basra in his time, a thika and hudj.aja,
and was the teacher of the historian and biographer
Khalifa b. Khayyat [see IBN KHAYYAT] . Ibn Sacd says
that Yazfd was a supporter of the 'Uthmaniyya [q.v.].
Bibliography: Ibn Sacd, vii/2, 44; Ibn Hadjar,
Tahdhib, xi, 325-8; Zirikll, A'ldm2, ix, 235.
(ED.)
YAZIDI, YAZIDIYYA, the name of a m a i n l y
K u r d i s h - s p e a k i n g g r o u p whose communal identity is defined by their distinctive religious tradition.
Appellations and definitions. The Kurdish appellation
generally used by the community itself is Ezdi, with
a variant Ezidi. Most Western scholars now hold that
the word derives from the name of Yazld b. Mucawiya
[q.v.]; a derivation from Old Iranian yazata, Middle
Persian yazad "divine being", was once widely accepted
and is still preferred by many Yazldfs. Popular etymologies include a derivation of the term from ez da,
which is understood to mean "I (i.e. God) created".
In the Yazldl hymns (kawl, see below), some of whose
terminology goes back to the early stages of the history of Yazldism, the community is occasionally referred to as "the Sunna" (Sinnat). Other appellations
are Suhbatiyya "those who claim discipleship", "those
who belong to the circle of disciples [of Shaykh cAdf]"
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and Dasim or Dasin, originally perhaps the name of
an influential Yazldl tribe. The Yazldfs are sometimes
referred to by outsiders as "devil-worshippers". Their
worship of the Peacock Angel (Td'us-e Malak or Malak
To? us), whom some non-Yazfdis associate with the
devil, and their extreme veneration for cAd! b. Musafir
[q.v.], were contributory factors in a process that caused
the Yazldls to become alienated from the Islamic
community. Most modern Yazldfs emphatically reject
any connection between their religion and Islam.
Numbers and territories. No reliable data are available
as to the size of the various Yazldi communities.
Estimates of the total number of Yazfdfs vary from
200,000 or less, to over a million; a conservative estimate would seem to be around 240,000. The largest
group of Yazldfs (perhaps 120,000) now live in clrak.
There is one community in the Shaykhan region
northeast of Mawsil; this area comprises the valley of
Lalish, the religious centre of YazTdism, Ba'adhra, the
seat of its leader (Mir, see below), and the traditional
centre of Yazldl learning, the twin villages of Ba'shfka
and Bahzane. The second Yazfdl community in 'Irak
is found in the area of Djabal Sindjar [q.v.] to the
west of Mawsil. The number of Yazfdis in Transcaucasia is estimated at 60,000; most of these live in the
Republic of Armenia, with a smaller group in Georgia.
In Syria there are some 15,000 Yazldfs, with communities in the Kurd Dagh region and in the Syrian
Djazfra. In Turkey, small remnants of the once large
Yazldi community still live in the south-east [see TUR
C
ABDIN. 4. Languages]. In the 1980s most Yazldis from
Turkey found refuge from religious persecution in
Western Europe, notably Germany, where the number
of Yazfdfs is estimated at 20,000 to 40,000. Persistent
reports about the existence of a Yazfdf community
in western Iran have not so far been corroborated.
Language and origins. All known Yazldl communities
speak a form of Northern Kurdish [see KURDS, KURDISTAN, v.]; the first language of the inhabitants of
Bacshfka and Bahzane is Arabic, but they use Kurdish
as the language of their religious tradition. Many
Yazldfs regard themselves as Kurds but others, especially in Armenia and in the European diaspora, insist
on being considered as a separate ethnic group.
Aspects of Ta^idi culture. Pre-modern Yazldf society
was largely organised along tribal lines. This is still
the case in some communities, but elsewhere the
importance of tribal institutions is much reduced.
Traditionally, it was forbidden for most Yazfdis to
learn to read and write, and until recently most of
Yazldl culture was transmitted orally. Another characteristic of Yazldi society is its division into hereditary endogamous classes or "castes".
Early history. A movement known as the Yazfdiyya,
which sympathised retrospectively with the Umayyad
caliphs and in particular with YazFd b. Mu'awiya,
was active in the Kurdish mountains before Shaykh
c
Ad! b. Musafir, who was of Umayyad descent, settled there some time before 505/1111. At the same
time, some Kurdish tribes in these areas still adhered
to a faith which is described as "Magian" and was
presumably of Iranian origin. Shaykh cAd! founded a
Sufi order, the cAdawiyya, whose centre in the Kurdish
areas was the valley of Lalish, where his tomb later
continued to be venerated by his followers. The
c
Adawiyya had a following outside Kurdistan, but by
the time of Shaykh cAdfs successor Hasan b. £AdI
[see CAD! B. MUSAFIR], the Kurdish group appears to
have acquired some characteristics which distinguished
them from other 'Adawls. The group's peculiar beliefs
and observances increasingly alienated it from the
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surrounding Muslim population; the first major conflict, which widened the rift, took place in 817/1414.
The appellation "Yazldl", which was already known
locally, presumably came to be associated with the
group on account of Shaykh cAdfs Umayyad origins.
Powerful Kurdish tribes joined the followers of
Shaykh £Adf, and during the first centuries after his
death these played a prominent role in local politics.
This power later decreased and from the 16th century onwards a long succession of persecutions characterised the community's history. In the 19th century
some Yazldl tribes sought refuge in Christian Armenia
and Georgia. The latter half of the 20th century saw
large group of Yazldls from Turkey seeking sanctuary in Western Europe, followed by YazTdl immigrants from Trak.
The community's own account of its early history
comprises legends explaining its origin and exceptional
ontological status (the YazTdTs are said to have been
engendered by Adam alone, without Eve), and tales
about Shaykh c Adfs arrival among the Kurds, his
miraculous deeds and his associations with some of
his contemporaries; the latter accounts are held to
explain the origin of the various lineages of Shaykhs
and Firs (see below).
Religion. Although most modern Yazldls deny any
links with Islam, their religious textual tradition reflects
the syncretistic origins of their faith. Theology and
mythology, particularly the cosmogony, show traces of
a non-Islamic tradition which may be of ancient
Iranian origin. Religious vocabulary and imagery, on
the other hand, largely derive from Sufism. While
YazIdTs have some characteristic beliefs, mythology,
religious observance and acceptance of the obligations
arising from a complex social system play at least as
important a role in their religious life.
(a) Beliefs. Yazldls believe in one God, who created
the world but is held to have entrusted it to seven
archangels, the "Seven Mysteries" (Haft surr)., whose
leader is the Peacock Angel. Yazldls themselves do
not admit the objective existence of good and evil,
but whatever befalls the world—including what others
might call evil—is attributed in Yazldism to Td'us-e
Malak. While Yazfdis reject claims that their greatest
Archangel is identical with the devil (Shay tan], the strict
taboo on the use of words associated with the latter
suggests an awareness of some connection between
the two. Some Yazldls say that Iblls [q.v.] has been
forgiven and is once more close to God.
Besides God and the Seven, Yazldls venerate a
large number of "holy figures" (khass or mer), some
of whose names correspond to those of early Sufi
saints, whereas others may originally have been local
heroes or early community leaders. Most khass have
special links with a lineage of Shaykhs or Plrs; they
can be worshipped by means of visits to shrines dedicated to them and by gifts to members of the lineage representing them. Some khass are thought to
have special curative powers; otherwise their individual character and functions are in most cases not
clearly defined.
Both reincarnation (donddon, also kirds gihorrin "changing one's shirt") and the existence of heaven and hell
are referred to in Yazldl texts, and to some extent
in community discourse; some traditions exist which
seek to reconcile these beliefs.
(b) Myths and legends. The Yazldls have a rich mythology, in which ancient Iranian, Christian and JudaeoIslamic elements can be distinguished, and which also
comprises tales that have their origin in community
history or serve to explain YazIdT observance. Only

a relatively small part of the corpus of YazidT myths
and legends has so far been described in Western
sources.
The myth of creation describes how God fashioned
an embryonic form of the universe in the shape of
a pearl, upon which he evoked the Seven Mysteries
and made a Covenant with them, entrusting them
with the control of the world. The YazIdT cosmogony
has a direct parallel in the tradition of the Ahl-i Hakk
[q.vJ], with which Yazldism has several features in
common, and shows some similarities to the Zoroastrian cosmogony. It has been suggested that the
myth goes back to an ancient western Iranian tradition which was not deeply Zoroastrianised. The theme
of a Flood also figures prominently in Yazldl accounts
of the origin of the world.
The textual tradition. As literacy was traditionally forbidden to all but a few Yazldls, most of their textual tradition has long been transmitted by word of
mouth. This has influenced its character: the style is
rarely abstract, and anecdotes, myths and legends predominate. These can be told in the form of "stories"
(ciroR), and they are frequently alluded to in the sacred
hymns (kauul).
(a) The Kawls. The Hymns, a large corpus of texts
which is still imperfectly known in the West, represent the Yazfdl counterpart to both the sacred and
the learned traditions of other cultures. Until the
beginning of the 20th century this knowledge is said
to have been taught in a "school" (maktab) for Kawwals
in the twin villages of Bacshfka and Bahzane.
(b) The "Sacred Books". The texts known in the West
as the Yazldi "Sacred Books", the Mashqf-d Rash and
the Kiteb-l Djilwa, were probably written down by
non-YazIdls on the basis of information deriving from
the teachings of the Kawwdl school. A series of manuscripts containing these texts, first in Arabic and later
also in Kurdish, came to light in the late 19th and
early 20th centuries, and were sold to Western
researchers and institutions. A long academic debate
concerning the status of these texts has resulted in a
virtual consensus that the written texts do not represent an ancient tradition. The evidence of the Kawls,
suggests, however, that the contents of the texts (though
not the manuscripts) represent a genuine YazTdf
tradition.
Observance. Prayer in Yazldism is felt to be a private, individual matter; communal prayer is unknown.
Individual praying habits vary, as do prayer texts.
Tying the "sacred girdle", and on some occasions kissing the neckline of the "sacred shirt" (on both garments, see below), form part of traditional praying
routine. Paying homage to the rising sun by bowing
to it, or kissing the spot where its first rays fall, are
traditional non-verbal acts of worship. Pilgrimages to
the shrines of holy figures and regular visits to one's
Shaykh and Pfr are also important parts of Yazldl
observance.
Some Yazldl "taboos" (mamnu'dt) should be observed
by the community as a whole (e.g. the ban on using
words connected with Satan or cursing, wearing blue
clothes, eating certain foods, and polluting earth, air,
water or fire by certain acts), while others concern
only Shaykhs of a certain lineage and their followers.
Observance of taboos is now generally less strict than
in the past.
(a) Holy places and objects. Yazldl villages normally
have a local shrine, which is dedicated to a holy figure and functions as a religious centre. Further shrines,
usually also associated with a khass, are found all over
the territories where Yazfdis live. The most impor-
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tant and holy centre of Yazidi religious life is the
area referred to as "Shaykh cAdf" or "Lalish". This
sacred part of the Lalish valley, entry to which is
marked on one side by a small bridge known as the
"Sirat Bridge" (pirra Sildt), contains shrines dedicated
to most of the important holy figures of Yazfdism.
Chief among these is the central sanctuary dedicated
to Shaykh £AdI. Holy places in the area further include
a subterranean cave under Shaykh cAdf's sanctuary
where the water of the "Zamzam" spring bursts from
the rock, and a second sacred spring, the Kdni-yd Sipi
("White Spring"). One of the mountains surrounding
the valley is known as "Mt. 'Arafat", another as Mishet
(cf. Djabal Mushayt, near Medina).
Bardt, little balls of dust from Lalish made with
water from the Zamzam spring or the Kdni-yd Sipi,
have great religious significance, and most Yazfdfs
carry some of these with them at all times. The
Sandj.ak, sacred effigies of the Peacock Angel, traditionally play an important role in Yazfdf observance
(see below). There were originally seven of these
images, two of which are still known to exist. Garments
with religious significance include the khirkas [q.v] of
contemporary Fakirs (see below) and of ancient holy
figures, the "sacred girdle" (shutik), and "sacred shirt"
(kirds, whose neckline is called girivdn), both of which
were worn until recently by many religious Yazfdfs.
A "sacred cord" (ristik) is worn by a few religious dignitaries. A sacred shirt (sadra, which has a pocket
called girebdn) and a sacred girdle or cord (kusti, which
is untied and retied before prayer, cf. above) are also
known in Zoroastrianism.
(b) Rites of passage. Baptism (mor kiriri) with holy
water from Lalish and male circumcision are practised by most Yazfdfs. Weddings and funerary ceremonies require the services of a Shaykh, a Pfr, and
a "Brother (or Sister) of the Hereafter" (see below).
(c) Festivals. Yazfdf festivals can be divided into local
and general observances. Some of the latter have a
counterpart in Islam and follow the lunar calendar,
while others follow the "Eastern" calendar (which, in
the 20th century, is 13 days behind the Gregorian
one).
In the Shaykhan area, the principal local religious
feasts are the tawdf and the arrival of the Sandjak.
Most villages hold an annual festival (tawdf) in the
name of the khdss to whom their shrine is dedicated.
Formerly, groups of Kawwals (see below) and other
religious dignitaries toured all the Yazfdf lands at least
once a year to display the Sanajak, chant Kawk to
the accompaniment of the "sacred" tambourine (dqf)
and flute (shabdb), preach a sermon (mushdbat), distribute holy water, and collect taxes. Such tours, known
as Td'us gerran ("taking the Peacock around"), still
take place in Shaykhan and Sindjar.
The Celkan tribe, whose ancestral territories are in
the Tiir cAbdfn area [q.v.] in Turkey and in the border regions between Turkey and Syria, celebrate a
seven-day festival in mid-winter known as Bdtizmiya,
which seems to be associated with the Christian New
Year.
Among the movable feasts, some Yazidfs observe
counterparts to two ceremonies of the Muslim Hadjdj
[q.v.], sc. on the sojourn at cArafa (which is celebrated
on Mt. cArafat at Lalish) and the 'Id al-Adhd [q.v.],
and to the eld al-Fitr [q.v.]. An equivalent to the
Islamic Laylat al-Bard'a [see BARA'A] is observed at the
Sanctuary of Shaykh cAdf.
The immovable feasts of Yazfdism include a spring
New Year (Sar-e Sal), and forty-day fasts (cilia) around
mid-summer and mid-winter, which are kept by some
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religious leaders. More widely observed is a three-day
winter fast, ending with a feast which is associated
with the birth of Ezfd (one of the great holy figures).
The most important occasion in the Yazfdf religious
year is the seven-day autumn festival known as "Feast
of the Assembly" (Diazn-d ^amdciyya], for which all
those who are able must gather at Lalish. Important
elements of the Diamd'iyya celebrations are the samdc
(sessions which include a solemn procession by the
chief dignitaries of the faith, and the chanting of Kawls
to the accompaniment of music), the ritual sacrifice
of a bull at the shrine of Shaykh Shams (one of the
Seven), and a ceremony in which an object known
as the "bier of Shaykh cAdf" is brought out from the
Shrine, solemnly washed, and returned.
Social organisation. The most fundamental division
of Yazfdf society is that into three hereditary, endogamous classes or castes: Shaykhs, Pfrs and munds
(laymen). The Shaykhs are subdivided into three endogamous branches (Shamsanf, Adanf and Qatanf), each
with several sub-branches. There are forty lineages of
Pfrs, most of which may intermarry. The lineages of
Shaykhs and Pfrs essentially represent the Seven
Mysteries and other holy figures of the Yazfdf tradition.
Every Yazfdf, including Shaykhs and Pfrs, must
have a Shaykh and a Pfr. A mund's relationship with
his Shaykh and Pfr is hereditary, and members of
each tribe can be affiliated to Shaykhs and Pfrs from
certain lineages only. This creates a complex web of
social relations and obligations that is made even more
intricate by the obligation on each individual to have
a "Brother (or Sister) of the Hereafter" (bird-ye dkhirate,
khushk-d dkhirate, usually from a lineage of Shaykhs),
a murabbi or preceptor (this is now observed only in
Northern clrak) and, in the case of males, a karif, an
unrelated male on whose knees one has been circumcised and with whom a life-long bond exists.
Membership of three other social groups, the
Kawwals, Fakfrs and Kocaks, is also largely hereditary. The Kawwals are the repositories of Yazfdf learning, who have been trained to recite the Kawk or to
play the sacred instruments. They live at Ba'shfka and
Bahzane, and belong to either of two tribes (Hakkarf
or Dumilf). The Fakfrs, who wear a black khirka and
must lead pious and abstemious lives, now form a
more or less closed group; the organisation of the
group shows similarities to that of some Sun" tarikas,
however, and membership may originally have been
more open. The Kocaks ("little ones"), wear white
clothes and are known for their piety. Kocak families come from all three castes; male members of these
families often act as "servants" at Lalish, but the term
kocak is properly used for visionaries, diviners and
miracle-workers who are thought to communicate with
the "World of the Unseen" (edlam al-ghayb) [see ALOHAYB] by means of dreams and trances.
The temporal and spiritual leader of the community is known as the Mir (Prince) of Shaykhan. The
Mir and other dignitaries representing the groups
described above have a seat on the Yazfdf Religious
Council (Maajlis-a Ruhdni), which has considerable
powers.
Bibliography: A.H. Layard, Nineveh and its remains,
London 1849; W.F. Ainsworth, On the Izedis, or Devil
Worshippers, in Transactions of the Syro-Egyptian Society
(1855), 1-4; N. Siouffi, Notice sur le Cheikh 'Adi et la
secte des Teddis, in JA, v (1885), 78-100; J. Menant,
Les Tezidiz, episodes de I'histoire des adorateurs du diable,
Paris 1892; R. Frank, Scheich cAdi, der grosse Heilige
der Jezidis, Berlin 1911; P. Anastase Marie, La decouverte recente des deux livres sacres des Yezidis, in Anthropos,
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vi (1911), 1-39; M. Bittner, Die Heiligen Bucher der
Jezideri oder Teufelsanbeter (Kurdisch und Arabisch), Vienna
1913; F. Nau and J. Tfmkdji, Receuil de textes et de
documents sur les Tezidis, in ROC, xx (1915-17), 142200, 225-75; A. Mingana, Devil-worshippers; their beliefs
and their sacred books, in JRAS (1916), 505-26; idem,
Sacred books of the Tezidis, in ibid. (1921), 117-19;
R.H.W. Empson, The cult of the Peacock Angel, London
1928; G. Furlani, Testi religiosi dei Yezidi, Bologna
1930; M. Guidi, Origine dei Yazidi e storia religiosa
deWIslam e del dualismo, in RSO, xii (1932), 266-300;
R. Lescot, Enquete sur les Yezidis de Syrie et du Djebel
Sinjdr, Beirut 1938; E.S. Drower, Peacock Angel,
London 1941; S. al-DamludjI, al-Yazidiyya, Mawsil
1949; CJ. Edmonds, A pilgrimage to Lalish, London
1967; R.Y. Ebied and MJ.L. Young, An account of
the history and rituals of the Yazidis of Mosul, in Le
Museon, Ixxxv (1972), 481-522; J. Guest, Survival
among the Kurds. A history of the Yezidis, London and
New York 1993; P.G. Kreyenbroek, Tezidism. Its
background, observances and textual tradition, Lewiston, etc.
1995; Kh. Djindf, Nahwa macrifat hakikat al-diydna
al-Ya&diyya, Uppsala 1998.
(P.G. KREYENBROEK)
AL-YAZIDI, ABU MUHAMMAD YAHYA B. AL-MUBARAK
c
b. al-Mughlra al- Adaw! al-Basri al-Baghdadi, with the
lakab or shuhra of al-YazfdT (so named after YazTd b.
Mansur al-Himyarl, d. 165/781, maternal uncle of
the caliph al-Mahdl), K u r ' a n t e a c h e r , grammarian, lexicographer, poet and man of l e t t e r s ,
d. 202/817-18.
1. Al-Yazldi, the father.
Born around 128/745-6 in Basra (?) as a client of
the Banu cAdT b. cAbd Manat, he frequented the local
philologists, particularly Abu cAmr b. al-cAlaJ, Yunus
b. Hablb and al-Khalil b. Ahmad [</.yy.]. He became
the main transmitter of the seven canonical readings
or kira'dt [see KIRA'A and also AL-DIMYATI AL-BANNA']
of his teacher Abu cAmr and the main antagonist of
his "Kufan" colleague al-Kisa'f [q.v]. Appointed
educator of the sons of his sponsor, Yazld, whose historical role was as governor of Basra, Yemen and
Kufa, al-YazIdl came into close contact with the court.
Harun al-Rashfd appointed him teacher of his son
al-Ma'mun, who in turn entrusted his own sons to
him. For them, he is said to have composed a K. alMukhtasarfi 'l-nahw; previously, he had apparently dedicated a K. fi }l-lugha to the Barmakl Dja'far b. Yahya
[q.v.]. Of the works attributed to him starting with
the list contained in the Fihrist, 50-1, which is probably based on al-Marzubanl [q.v.], only "quotations"
have been preserved, as commonly happens with this
early generation of scholars. Also "lecture notes" [see
MUHAMMAD B. AL-HASAN B. DINAR], written down after
the session (halka, maajlis; cf. below 1.3), existed and
were transmitted further [see MATHAL. in]. At the age
of seventy-four, al-YazIdf died in 202/817-18 in
Khurasan, probably in Marw, the then residence of
al-Ma'mun. He is said to have been, like some of his
descendants, a follower of the Muctazila. He is the
forefather of the first extended family of scholars in
Islam.
Bibliography (on al-Yazidl and his descendants):
1. Sources. Ibn Kutayba, Ma'arif, Cairo 1960, 544,
597; Ibn al-Muctazz, Tabakat al-shucara3, Cairo 1375/
1956, 273-5; Ibn al-^arrah, al-Waraka, Cairo 1953,
27-9; ZadjdjadjT, Maajdlis al-culama\ Kuwait 1962,
passim; idem, Amali 'l-^aajajdajt, Cairo 1382/1962,
passim; Abu '1-Tayyib al-Lughawf, Mardtib al-nahwiyyin,
Cairo 1375/1955, 67, 98; A§hdnl\ xx, 215-62; Marzubanf, al-Muktabas (Nur al-kabas), Wiesbaden-Beirut

1964, 80-94 (frequently quoted in G. Makdisi, The
rise of humanism in Classical Islam and the Christian
West, Edinburgh 1990); idem, Mu'ajam al-shucard},
Cairo 1379/1960, 487-8; Fihrist, 50-1, tr. Dodge,
109-11; Sfrafr, Akhbdr al-nahwiyyin al-basriyyin, ParisBeirut 1936, passim; Azharl, Tahdhib al-lugha (introd.),
in MO, xiv (1920), 16-17; Zubaydl, Tabakat alnahwiyyin wa }l-lughawiyym, Cairo 1373/1954, passim,
2
Cairo 1393/1973; Tanukhl, Ta'rikh al-cVlama> alnahwiyyin, Riyad 1401/1981, 113-20; al-Khatrb alBaghdadl, Ta'rikh Baghdad, xiv, 146-8; Sam'am, ed.
Haydarabad 1402/1982, xiii, 499-504; Ibn Khayr,
Fahrasa, Saragossa 1894-5/Baghdad 1382/1963, 67;
Ibn al-Anban, Nuzhat al-alibbd3, Cairo 1386/1967,
81-4; Yakut, Udabd3, vii, 289-90; Ibn al-Athlr, ed.
Beirut, vi, 350; idem, al-Lubdb, Cairo 1369/1949,
iii, 308; Ibn al-Kifti, Inbah al-ruwdt, Cairo 1393/
1973, iv, 25-33; Ibn Khallikan, s.n.; Dhahabl, alc
lbar, Kuwait 1960, i, 338; idem, Duwal al-Isldm,
2
Haydarabad 1364/1945, i, 91; idem, Siyar acldm alnubald', Beirut 1402/1982, ix, 562-4; Yaficl, Mir'dt alajandn, Haydarabad 1338/1919, ii, 3; Ibn al-Djazan,
Ghdyat al-nihdya fi tabakdt al-kurrd3, Leipzig-Cairo
1352/1933, ii, 375-7; Ibn Taghribirdf, al-Nuftum
al-zdhira, Cairo 1349/1930, ii, 173; SuyutT, Bughya,
414-15, 2Cairo 1384/1964, ii, 340; idem,'al-Muzhir,
4
Cairo 1378/1958, i-ii, index; Tashkopruzade, Miftdh
al-sacdda, Cairo n.d. [ca. 1968], i-iv, index; Ibn alc
lmad, Shadhardt, ii, 4; Bagdad!, Khizanat al-adab,
i-iv, Bulak 1299/1881, repr. Beirut 1968, iv, 26-7;
KhwansarT, Rawddt al-ajanndt, Tehran 1367/1948,
743-4; Ismacll Pasha, Iddh al-maknun, ii, 336; idem,
Hadiyyat al-cdrifin, ii, 513-14.
2. Studies. Brockelmann, I2, 110-11, S I, 169-70;
Sezgin, i, 6, 9, 17, ii, 610-1, viii, 196, 205, ix, 63-4,
Gesamtindices s.nn. -Yazidl; R. Sellheim, Materialien zur
arabischen Literaturgeschichte, i-ii, Wiesbaden-Stuttgart
1976-87, i, 33, 38-9; G. Fliigel, Die grammatischen
Schulen der Araber, Leipzig 1862, 89-92, with genealogy; O. Rescher, Abriss, ii, 135-7; M. Fleischhammer,
Die Familie Ya^idi, ihre literarische Wirksamkeit und ihre
Stellung am Abbasidenhof in %DMG, cxii (1962), 299308, with genealogy; Sellheim, al-cllm wa 'l-'ulamd*
fi cusur al-khulafd3, Beirut 1392/1972, passim; idem,
Gelehrtenfamilien im islamischen Mittelalter, in Festschrift
der Wissenschaftlichen Gesellschqft an der J.W. GoetheUniversitdt Frankfurt am Main, Wiesbaden 1981, 43146; idem, "Familiennamen" im islamischen Mittelalter-Eine
Skizze, in Orientalia Suecana, xxxiii-xxxv (1984-6), 37584; Kahhala, Mu'allifm, xiii, 220-1; Zirikll, al-A'lam,
Beirut 1979, viii, 163; M.CA. Mudarris, Rayhdnat
al-adab, 2Tabnz n.d. [ca. 1347/1969], vi, 393-5;
Dihkhuda, Lughat-ndma, s.nn. Yazldf.
2. The descendants.
From among al-YazIdi's sons (I) there are six,
among his grandsons (II), fifteen, and among his greatgrandsons (III), seven, who excelled as philologists,
Kur'an readers, traditionists or poets. Their extant
verse has been collected, albeit incompletely, and edited
by Muhsin Ghayyad, Shi'r al-Yazidiyym, Nadjaf 1973.
Among those who acquired a scholarly reputation, the
following four sons should be mentioned: Abu cAbd
Allah (I.I) Muhammad (d. shortly after 214/829
in Egypt; Ghayyad, 93-4); Abu Ishak (1.2) Ibrahim
(d. 225/840 in Baghdad; Kahhala, i, 126-7); Abu 'All
(1.3) IsmacTl (d. after 275/888-9; Kahhala, ii, 300);
and Abu cAbd al-Rahman (1.4) 'Abd Allah, known
as Ibn al-Yazidl (alive before 207/822; Kahhala, vi,
139-40).
Like their father, they all stood in a relationship
of trust with al-Ma'mun, some of them even with the
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rank of privileged companion (nadim [q.v.]). Ibrahim,
together with his nephew Ahmad (see below II. 1),
accompanied the caliph on his travels and military
campaigns against the Byzantines. None of their
numerous works has come down to us as such, except
for a fragment of Ibrahim's dictionary of homonyms,
Ma 'ttafaka laf^uhu wa 'khtalafa macndhu; this work once
consisted of 700 folios and kept the author busy,
according to his own testimony, from the seventeenth
year of his life to the sixtieth (Yakut, Udabd', i, 360;
al-Zirikli, A'lam, Beirut 1979, i, 79; Sezgin, ix, 74).
Of Isma'Il, we have a riwaya of a small amthdl book
by his teacher Abu Fayd Mu'arridj al-SadusI, which
was obviously transmitted to him orally. In 263/876
he transmitted it by dictation in the house of the vizier
Sulayman b. Wahb [see WAHB, BANU, and MATHAL. iii
(lb)]. His elegy on the death, in 275/888-9, of CAH
b. Yahya al-Munadjdjim [q.v.] yields a terminus a quo
for his death.
From among al-YazIdl's grandsons, two sons of
(I.I) Muhammad should be listed: his second son, just
mentioned, i.e. Abu Dja'far (II. 1) Ahmad (d. shortly
before 260/873-4; Yakut, Udabd3, ii, 34-5), and his
seventh son Abu VAbbas (II.2) Fadl (d. 278/891; see
AL-MUBARRAD). Both are frequently-quoted authorities
in the transmission of texts ranging from kird'a to
adab.
This is especially true of the great-grandson Abu
c
Abd Allah (III.l) Muhammad b. al-cAbbas, the oldest son of (I.I) Muhammad. He was born in 228/843
or 230/845 and died on 17 Djumada II 310/12 Oct.
922 (al-Zirikll, A'lam, vi, 182). Among his teachers,
al-Riyashl and Tha'lab have pride of place, the former as a member of the so-called Basran, the latter
as the head of the so-called Kufan school. The lost
(?) Tabakdt al-shucard3 of his great-uncle (1.2) Ismacll
(Sezgin, ii, 96; viii, 165-6) and the Nakd^id [q.v.] Djarir
wa 'l-Farazdak, with the text according to Abu cUbayda
> Ibn Habfb > al-Sukkan, are owed to his recension (riwaya). His collection of poems (diwdn) of alHadira [q.v.] was published in 1858 in Leiden (with
a Latin tr.), then again in Rampur 1939 and Cairo
1969 (Sezgin, ii, 213-14). His collection of elegies
(mardthi) from pre-Islamic and Islamic times, based on
the texts of Ibn Habib and his uncle (II. 2) Fadl, was
published at Haydarabad in 1367/1948 under the title
K. al-Amdli (H. Ritter, in Orient, v [1952], 196, vi
[1953], 189n; Sezgin, ii, 84, x, 261). This K. al-Mardthi,
under this title, was newly published in Damascus and
at the same time in Rabat 1991 (diploma thesis of
1985, cf. Akhbdr al-turdth al-carabi, xxviii [1407/1986],
20). A riwaya of the K. al-Mad^dlis of his teacher
Tha'lab can also be traced back to him (Fihrist, 74).
The K. Gharib al-Kur'dn wa-tqfslruhu (Sezgin, viii, 173)
of his great-uncle (1.4) cAbd Allah b. Yahya in his
riwaya was published in Beirut in 1407/1987. His K.
Mandkib Bani 'l-cAbbds seems not to be extant; neither,
unfortunately, is his K. Akhbdr al-Ya&diyyin, the history of his family, which was accessible to the author
of the Aghdnl, Abu '1-Faradj al-Isbahanl (d. after
362/973), al-Marzubam (d. 384/994) and Ibn alNadim (d. 380/990). Towards the end of his life, the
caliph al-Muktadir entrusted him with the education
of his sons.
Bibliography: Given in the article, and see the
Bibl. to 1. above.
(R. SELLHEIM)
YAZIgJI (T.), lit. "writer, s e c r e t a r y " < Tkish.
you- "write", hence the Turkish equivalent of kdtib,
dabir and munshl.
The term was used in Ottoman times for the clerks
in the various government departments, such as the
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treasury, with a bash yazidji at their head. It could
also be used for the secretaries of high court and military officials, e.g. of the Kizlar Aghasi "Chief Eunuch
of the Women", who was also, in the 10th/16th century, in charge of the ewkdffor the Haramayn, Mecca
and Medina, and other great mosques of the empire
[see HARAMAYN, at Vol. Ill, 175b].
Bibliography: Gibb and Bowen, Islamic society
and the West, i/1, London 1950, 334; Doerfer,
Turkische und mongolische Ekmente im Neupersischen, iv,
67-71_ no. 1_788.
(Eo.)
AL-YAZIDJI, the name of a f a m o u s Lebanese
M a r o n i t e family from Kafr Shfma e m i n e n t in
the Arab l i t e r a r y r e n a i s s a n c e (Nahda [q.v.]) of
the 19th and early 20th centuries.
1. al-Shaykh N a s l f b. £ A b d A l l a h (1800-71),
the son of a physician and founder of the family's
fame, who although he received no formal education,
became a teacher, revered philologist and poet. During
the first half of his life he held secretarial positions
such as that to the Greek Catholic Patriarch (181618). He worked closely with American missionaries
whom he assisted in a translation of the Bible, as
well as becoming a key member of a society established by them entitled al-Diamciyya al-suriyya [see
DJAM'IYYA. i.], a literary and scientific circle set up in
1847 in Beirut to raise cultural awareness. He wrote
books, mainly popular school texts, on baydn [</.y.],
syntax and morphology (of which one of the best
known is Diawf al-fard, a work on syntax written in
a verse of approximately 1,000 lines that was probably modeled on Ibn Malik's [q.v.] famous Alfiyya).
Nasff also wrote on logic and medicine. However, he
is probably best known for his poetry and his famous
collection of prose Makdmdt [q.v.]. Naslf was essentially a follower of the classical tradition. In his poetry
he was influenced by al-Mutanabbl, on whom he prepared his well-known commentary entitled al-cArf altayyib f i diwdn Abi-'l-Tayyib, edited and published by
his son Ibrahim in 1882. His predilection for classical works and language might have contributed to
the animated dispute between Ibrahim and the progressive al-Shidyak [q.v], which appears to have begun
when al-Shidyak took offence at one of Naslf's poems.
Naslf's apparent reluctance to learn foreign languages
is another illustration of his traditional outlook. He
wrote three diwdns of poetry and a collection of letters in poetic forms containing correspondence with
Arab literary figures, the Kitdb Fdkihat al-nudard' fi
murdsalat al-udabd* (Beirut 1889). Some of his poetry
was religious, as evidenced in the collection of diniyydt
in F. al-Bustanl's al-Shaykh Ndsif al-Ydzjdfi: muntakhabdt
shicriyya (Beirut 1950), in which he sets out to prove
the divinity of Christ. Despite this, his interest in the
Arabic language, particularly as a symbol of Arab
identity, is an important indication that language rather
than religion was the main unifying factor in the Arab
world at that time. Naslf's prose writing is best exemplified in his famous collection of Makdmdt, the Mad^ma'
al-bahrayn (Beirut 1856). By his own admission, he
strove in this work to produce something comparable to that of the mediaeval al-Harm [q.v] in both
form and content. These makdmas were initially well
received in the Arab world and Europe, and were
translated into several languages. Although lacking in
real originality, this collection re-established the roots
of Classical Arabic prose after centuries of stagnation
and helped the Arabic language in Lebanon (and elsewhere) to become "a medium of culture and selfexpression on an artistic level" (S. Jayyusi, Trends and
movements, i, 20). Although he was not a moderniser,
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he nonetheless played an invaluable role in awakening the national consciousness of the Arabs, as well
as being a key figure in the 19th century Arab literary revival.
2. I b r a h i m (1847-1906) was the second eldest son
of Nasif, from whom he received his early education.
He became one of the most eminent scholars of his
day, spending the first part of his life in Lebanon but
then moving to Egypt where he lived until his death.
Ibrahim was principally a philologist, stylist and lexicographer, but also wrote essays and articles on a
wide range of subjects such as astronomy, chemistry,
physics and medicine. As a journalist he established
and edited three major journals and literary periodicals that, aside from their intellectual value, formed
part of his major contribution to the development of
printing in the Arab world. As a poet he produced
a dlwdn to express his patriotic fervour, using poetry
as a vehicle to arouse nationalistic sentiments in the
Arabs and to call them to seek independence from
Ottoman rule. He also wrote a number of letters in
poetic form to learned friends and literary figures dealing with mainly linguistic themes collected together in
his Rasa'il al-Tdziaji (Cairo 1920). He was a reformer
who played a major role in the revival of the Arab
linguistic heritage that had laboured under centuries
of foreign rule. It was initially through his own journals such as al-Baydn (1897-8) and al-Diyd3 (1898-1906)
that he was able to convey his strong reformist views
on language. It was also in these journals and in
those owned by his friend Butrus al-Bustanl [see ALBUSTANI, in Suppl.] (al-Diindri) and his main rival alShidyak (al-Djawd'ib) that many acrimonious intellectual
and personal battles were fought. His serialised articles attacking the standards of Arabic employed by
his fellow journalists were published in one of his
most famous books, Lughat al-dj.ard3id (Cairo 1901). In
this work, he tried to show the decline in Classical
Arabic in the wake of the Ottoman empire. Although
he never argued against the need for the Arabic language to adapt to the requirements of the modern
age, his reformist ideas were always based on classical, normative principles, often with an intent to
"purify". His lexical innovations for foreign concepts
were based on Arabic forms, such as the introduction of mintdd for "balloon". Moreover, such was his
passion for Classical Arabic that he wrote critiques
on the Lisdn al-carab, and al-Bustanl's al-Muhit, two of
the most famous Arabic dictionaries. His own dictionary, al-Fard3id al-hisdn min kald'id al-lisdn, was left
unfinished. Ibrahim had his critics, of whom the most
vociferous were al-Shidyak, Anastas al-Karmall and
Rashld al-Shartunl. However, he also had many supporters, especially amongst the al-Bustanl family, who
helped to bring him the prestige he acquired. It is
also said that he greatly influenced the Lebanese poet
Khalll Mutran [q.v.] in his mastery of the language.
Notable amongst his other scholarly achievements are
that he completed, edited and wrote commentaries on
some of his father's works, and that he was instrumental in a revised Roman Catholic translation of
the Old Testament, which included the Vulgate, into
Arabic.
3. Khalll (1858-89), youngest son of Nasif, produced a varied but limited literary output owing mainly
to his early death. His play in verse entitled al-Muru'a
wa 'l-wafd3 (Cairo 1884, 1902), was one of the first
original tragedies in Arabic. His anthology of poetry
called Nasamdt al-awrdk (Cairo 1888, 1908) was
described by DjurdjI Zaydan as one of the finest
dlwdns ever written. He also wrote on stylistics, as

evidenced in an unpublished work on epistolary style,
and contributed to the debate on the status of Classical Arabic vis-d-vis colloquial Arabic through his
unpublished dictionary on the spoken language, alSdlih bayn al-cdmmi wa }l-fasih. He also subscribed in
journals to the common view that the success of the
Arab world was dependent on a clear and uniform
linguistic strategy. He spent some time in Egypt, where
he established a short-lived journal called Mir3at alshark before returning to his native Lebanon to teach.
4. Warda (1838-1924), daughter of Nasif, produced mainly poetry which was published in a dlwdn
of about 100 pages (Beirut 1867, 1881; Cairo 1913)
entitled Hadikat al-ward. Her poetry consisted principally of elegies (mardthi) which reflected the classical
tradition more than the contemporary scene (as did
the works of her father and brothers). Of more significance, perhaps, is that she was one of the early
women writers in Arabic of the 19th century. The
esteem in which she was held as a key representative of women in society at that time can be seen in
the tribute paid to her by Mayy Ziyada [q.v.] in a
lecture published in the journal al-Muktataf in 1924,
in which she acknowledged her as one of a group of
geniuses that manifests "the cognitions and emotions
of its society", and as a "blessed daughter" of the
Arabs (Opening the gates. A century of Arab feminist writing,
ed. M. Badran and M. Cooke, London 1990, 241;
tr. by M. Cooke). A portrait of Warda was donated
by the women of Beirut and hung next to those of
the great men in the city's public library. She died
in Egypt, where she in fact spent most of her life.
5. H a b l b (1833-70), eldest son of Nasif, was intellectually active in Beirut literary circles and learned
several languages. However, his only recorded work
of substance was an unpublished commentary on one
of his father's books on prosody and rhyme. He also
translated literary works into Arabic.
Bibliography. 1. N a s i f . Kahhala, Mu'ajam almu3allifm, Damascus 1961, xiii, 73-4; A. al-MakdisI,
al-Funun al-adabiyya wa-a{ldmuhd fi 'l-nahda al-carabiyya
al-haditha, 5Beirut 1990, 55-65, 67-107; I.M. Saba,
al-Shaykh Ndsif al-Td^i, 3Cairo n.d.; P. Sadgrove,
art., al-TdziajT, in Encyclopedia of Arabic literature, ed.
J.S. Meisami and P. Starkey, ii, London 1998, 81213; A. Gully, Arabic linguistic issues and controversies of
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, in JSS,
xlii (1997), 75-120; S.K. Jayyusi, Trends and movements in modern Arabic poetry, ii, Leiden 1977, 19-20;
M. Moosa, The origins of modern Arabic fiction, Colorado and London 1997, 124-5; M. Sawaie, Nasif
ibn cAbdulldh al-Tdziji, in Lexicon grammaticomm:
Who's who in the history of world linguistics, ed. H.
Stammerjohann et al., Tubingen 1996, 1035; K. alYazidjI, Ruwwdd al-nahda al-adabiyya fi Lubndn alhadith 1800-1900, Beirut 1962; Brockelmann, II,
646, S II, 765-6; L. Cheikho, al-Adab al-carablfi }lkarn al-idsic cas_har, 2Beirut 1924-6, repr. of 1924 ed.,
ii, 27-35; I. Kratschkowsky, art., al-Td^i, in El1',
Dj. Zaydan, Tarda^im mashdhir al-shark, 3Beirut 1970,
16; idem, Ta3nkh dddb al-lugha al-carabiyya, Beirut
1983, repr. of 1910-13 Cairo ed., ii, 598-99; Y.A.
Daghir, Masddir al-dirdsdt al-adabiyya: al-fikr al-carabi
al-hadith fi siyar acldmihi, Beirut 1955, ii, 752-58,
Beirut 1972, iii/2, 1411-13; P.D. TarazI, Ta3nkh
al-sihdfa al-carabiyya, i, Beirut 1913, 82-9; A. Shalak,
al-Nathr al-carabi fi namddhiajihi wa-tatawwurihi li-casrqy
al-nahda wa }l-hadlth, 2Beirut 1974, 84-5; R. al-Kasim,
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i, Beirut 1982, 334-5; Zirikll,' al-Acldm, 3Beirut 1969,
viii, 314.
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op. cit., 65; Dj. Zaydan, Tarddjim, ii, 144-65; idem,
Ta'rihh, ii, 603-4; Sadgrove, in op. cit., ii, 812; A.T.
Hasanayn. Dawr al-shdmiyyin al-muhadjinn ild Misr
fi 'l-nahda al-adabiyya al-haditha, Damascus 1983; I.M.
Saba, al-Shaykh Ibrahim al-Yd^i (1847-1906), Cairo
n.d.; Gully, op. cit., passim; Brockelmann, II, 646, S
II, 766-7; Daghir, op. cit., ii, 759-63; Kratschkowsky,
loc. cit.; Cheikho, op. cit., ii, 38-43; Kasim, op. cit.,
i, 247-56, 286-300; ii, 62; A. al-Shiblr, al-Shidydk
wa 'l-Ydzidti, Beirut 1950; Zirikll, i, 72.
3. KhalTl. al-Makdisi", op. cit., 65; Kratschkowsky,
op. cit., 1171; Brockelmann, S II, 767; Zaydan,
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Ta nkh, ii, 582; idem, Tard^im, ii, 352-60; Zirikll,
ii, 370; Sadgrove, in op. cit., ii, 812-13; Gully,
op. cit., 84-5; Cheikho, op. cit., ii, 36-8; Kahhala,
iv, 128-9; Daghir, op. cit., iii/2, 1411-13.
4. Warda. Daghir, op. cit., iii/2, 1414-16; alMakdisT, op. cit., 66; Kratschkowsky, loc. cit.; Brockelmann, loc. cit.; Cheikho, op. cit., ii, 44; ZiriklT, ix, 130;
Kahhala, xiii, 164; J.T. Zeidan, Arab women novelists. The formative years and beyond, New York 1995,
56-7; M. Booth, art. Warda al-Tdzijl, in Meisami
and Starkey (eds.), op. cit., ii, 813.
5. H a b l b . Brockelmann, loc. cit., Cheikho, op. cit.,
ii, 35-36; Kratschkowsky, loc. cit., Daghir, op. cit.,
iii/2, o 1408-10; Kahhala, iii, 186. (AJ. GULLY)
YAZroif-OGHLU', AHMED [see BIDJAN].
YAZIDII-OGHLU, or YAZIDJI-ZADE, Mehmed, a
v e n e r a t e d religious figure and poet of the first
half of the 9th/15th century. He was the son of
Yazidji (i.e. scribe) Salih b. Siileyman [q.v. in Suppl.],
who wrote a Turkish methnewi on astrology called the
Shemsiyye. The date of his birth is unknown and its
place is uncertain, but may have been Kadi Koy in
the Thracian district of Malkara [q.v.]. After he
had gone to Persia and Transoxania to complete his
studies, he settled in Gallipoli (Gelibolu). He met
HadjdjT Bayram [q.v.], probably whilst the latter was
passing through Gelibolu, and became his novice
(murid). He spent the period of religious retirement
and privation (file) in two small cells hewn into a
large rock on the Hamza Koyii shore in the Namazgah
district of Gelibolu. He died in 855/1451 and his
grave is outside Gelibolu on the road to Istanbul,
with the grave of his brother Ahmed Bfdjan [q.v]
close by it. He enjoyed great veneration through the
centuries and his grave became an object of pilgrimage. The former presence of a Yazidji-oghlu tekiyye
[see TEKKE] in Gelibolu leads to the supposition that
he was a (presumably Bayramiyye) sheykh and had
dervish followers, but there is no documentation for
this.
He first wrote a prose work in Arabic called
Maghdrib al-zamdn. This he later translated into Turkish
in verse form, whilst his brother Ahmed Bldjan translated it into Turkish prose (his Enwdr el-cdshikin).
Yazidji-oghlu Mehmed gave his work the name elRisdle el-Muhammediyye ("The Muhammedan treatise"),
but it is generally known simply as the Muhammediyye.
He completed it in late Djumada II 853/August 1449.
The Muhammediyye is a voluminous didactic religious
poem of 9,008 verses. Throughout the work, the
monorhyme scheme (in the form of kasldes, ghazels,
terdfi-i bends, terkib-i bend?,, kit'as and mustezdds) alternates with the methnewi "double rhyme" scheme. About
half-a-dozen farud [q.v] metres are used, the most frequent being haza$ and ramal. Although Sufi elements
are to be found in this work, its overall approach is
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quite orthodox. It treats, in accordance with the Kur'an
and the hadith, of the Creation, the Prophets, the lives
of the Prophet Muhammad and of the caliphs Abu
Bakr, 'Urnar, c Uthman and CA1I, of the Judgement
Day and the Resurrection, of Heaven and Hell, but
its primary theme is the life and prophethood of
Muhammad. The style is mixed; plain Turkish dominates in the passages composed in shorter metres,
whilst more ponderous language is to be found in the
passages written in longer metres. The Muhammediyye
enjoyed immense popularity through the centuries,
as the remarkable number of manuscripts attest (an
autograph is to be found under no, 431/a in the
Vakiflar Genel Mudurlugu, Ar§iv ve Ne§riyat Miidiirliigii Kiitiiphanesi), and it was printed repeatedly (cf.
F. Babinger, in El1, art. Yazidji-oghlu}.
Of the several commentaries on the Muhammediyye,
that by Isma'il Hakki [q.v], Farah al-ruh, is greatly
renowned (first printed Bulak 1252), an earlier shark
being that by Esm (Mehmed Yusuf Efendi, d. 1000/
1591), which is a prose version in simple language.
Several imitative works (na^ires) were also written, for
example by Yusuf-i Bfcare under the same title (11,690
verses, completed in 913/1507-8; ms. in Istanbul
Universitesi Kiitiiphanesi, no. TY 4051). As in the
case of the Wesllet el-nedjdt (better known as Mewlid)
of Siileyman Celebi [q.v], parts of it were publicly
recited, besides being read in private circles in Turkish
homes.
The fame of the Muhammediyye extended farther
than that of Siileyman (Selebi's Mewlid, beyond the
boundaries of Anatolia to the Crimea, Kazan, the
Bashkirs and to Persia. However, it is not as popular as the Mewlid in Turkey today.
Yazidji-oghlu Mehmed also wrote a succinct Arabic
sharh on MuhyT al-Dfn Ibn al-cArabf's [q.v] Fusus alhikam. Other works attributed to him, such as the
Saltuk-ndme reported by Ewliya Celebi [q.v], Seydhatname, iii, 366, are no longer extant.
Bibliography: The tedhkire of cAshik Celebi; 'All,
Kiinh al-akhbdr, Medjdi, Terdj.eme-yi Shakd'ik-i nu'maniyye, Istanbul 1269, 127-8; Katib Celebi, Keshf ellunun, Istanbul 1270, ii, 1746; Sacd el-Din Efendi,
Tddi el-tewdnkh, Istanbul 1279, i, 40; 'Othmdnli
mu'ellifleri, i, 194-5; Hammer-Purgstall, GOR, i, 497,
601; idem, Geschichte der osmanischen Dichtkunst, i, 127
ff.; Gibb, HOP, i, 389-410; F. Babinger, art. in EI\
s.v.; I A, art. s.v., A. Qelebioglu and K. Eraslan
(with further bibl.); Yazicwglu Mehmed, "Kitab-i Muhammediyye", ed. Amil Qelebioglu, 4 vols. Istanbul [1975]
(basically the editor's unpubl. Ph.D. diss., Atatiirk
Universitesi, Erzurum 1971: Yazici-oglu Mehmed ve
Muhammediye'si}; Ba§langicmdan gunumuze kadar buyuk
Turk kldsikleri, ii, Istanbul 1985, 153-5; Atilla Batur,
Yazici Salih ve §emsiyyesi: inceleme, metin, unpubl. diss.,
Erciyas Universitesi, 1998. (EDITH G. AMBROS)
AL-YAZURI, ABU MUHAMMAD AL-HASAN (or alHusayn) b. CA1I b. cAbd al-Rahman, v i z i e r to the
F a t i m i d s in Egypt 440-50/1050-8 (al-MaknzI,
Ittfdz, ii, 203-40; list of his lakabs in L.S. al-Imad,
The Fatimid vibrate, 969-1172, Berlin 1990, 166; A.F.
al-Sayyid, al-Dawla al-fdtimiyya, tafsir djadid, Cairo 1996,
index at 461).
He was born at Yazur in Palestine, where his father
was kadi, in a Hanafi Sunn! family who were the
owners of a landed estate. After a Pilgrimage, a piece
of the Prophet's Mosque at Medina fell on his shoulder, the presage of a splendid future (Ibn Zafir, Akhbdr
al-duwal al-munkatifa, ed. Ferre, Cairo 1972, 79-80, with
a very detailed biography). He became kadi of Yazur,
then of al-Ramla, from where, after falling out with
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the governor, he had to flee to Cairo. He entered
the service of the great eunuch Rizk and became ndgir
of the personal diwdn of the princess-mother of the
caliph al-Mustansir [q.v.] and then grand kadi of Egypt
before succeeding, thanks to Rizk's support, Sadaka
b. Yusuf al-FalahT, who had been put to death. (On
al-Yazurf s relations with the rival parties of al-Tustarf
and al-Falahf, both of Jewish origin, see M. Gil, A
histoy of Palestine, 634-1099, Cambridge 1992, 403-4
and index.) Although of Sunn! origin, al-Yazun was
the first person in Egypt to exercise simultaneously
the three supreme offices of the regime, wazir, kadi
al-kudat and daci al-ducdt.
Under his vizierate in 448/1056-7, the body of the
great Fatimid general Anushtakfn al-Dizban [see EP
Index of Proper Names, s.v. Anushtigin al-Duzban]
was brought from Aleppo, where he had been buried
unceremoniously in 433/1042 after his dismissal by
Ibn al-Djardjara'I [q.v.], to Jerusalem, his corpse to
lie in glory at the side of former Tulunid and Ikhshfdid
[q.vv.] masters of Egypt. It is likely that al-Yazun was
responsible for this exceptional posthumous act of
homage to a great figure in the Fatimid state, devoted
completely to Syria and unjustly persecuted by a vizier
of Iraki origin (Th. Bianquis, Damas et la Syne sous
la domination fdtimide, Damascus 1989, ii, 521-3).
The vizier's irascible character and his pretensions
led him to pursue an aggressive foreign policy. In
443/1052, al-Yazun reproached the Zfrid of Ifrlkiya
al-Mucizz b. Badis [q.v.] for having placed before his
own name, at the end of an official letter to Cairo,
the expression sanfatuhu "his creature" and not the
time-honoured formula cabduhu "his slave", thus showing a lack of consideration on the part of this prince
towards the vizier. Ibn al-Athfr, ix, 556, who tells
this anecdote, sees nothing wrong in al-Yazurfs reaction here but considers it that of a parvenu peasant.
It was in order to punish the Zlrid that al-Yazun is
said to have unleashed the Banu Riyah and the
Zughba, two components of the Hilal [q.v], against
North Africa, who pillaged Egypt and Tripolitania
and who were to became notorious, together with the
Banu Sulaym [q.v.], in Ifrfkiya. In fact, the Byzantines
had warned Cairo that the Zfrid state had thrown
off Shi'ism and Fatimid obedience in favour of a
return to Malik! Sunnism and the khutba for the
c
Abbasid caliph in Baghdad. The impolite letter was
merely the pretext for a rupture announced by the
Zfrid coinage issued from 441/1050 onwards.
The end in 449/1057 of the truce between Egypt
and Constantinople is partly explicable by the difficulties that all the countries of the eastern Mediterranean littoral were at that time experiencing in
securing grain supplies. An agreement provided for
an exchange of grain, in time of famine, between
Byzantium and Egypt, in favour of the country that
was most affected. This arrangement had normally
functioned in Egypt's favour at the time of the
447/1055-6 famine, but in 449/1057, the export of
cereals was forbidden by the new Byzantine emperor,
provoking in reprisal a renewal of Fatimid operations
in northern Syria (see Bianquis, op. cit., ii, 506 ff.),
against Ladhakiyya and then Aleppo. This action was
to end in 452/1060, after al-Yazurfs death, in the
definitive loss by the Fatimids of northern Syria and
in a rapprochement between Byzantium and the new
power of the Saldjuks [q.v], protectors of the c Abbasids.
Finally, breaking Cairo's tradition since the death
of the Buyid cAdud al-Dawla [q.v.] in 383/972 of
Fatimid non-intervention to the south and east of alRahba on the middle Euphrates, in order to avoid

conflict with the 'Abbasids, al-Yazuri organised, in concert with the dd'i al-Mu'ayyad fi '1-Dln, the ill-fated
expedition of al-Basasfrf [q.v] against Baghdad, a venture which, after initial success, ended miserably in
451/1060 after al-Yazurfs death. For Ibn Muyassar
(Akhbdr Misr, ed. A.F. Sayyid, Cairo 1981, 16, 20-1),
the invasion of Fatimid Syria by the Turkish Ghuzz
[q.v], which followed shortly after the vizier's death,
was the direct result of the anti-Saldjuk provocation
by al-Basasm and the permanent depletion of the
Fatimid treasury after this very costly expedition.
Even in Egypt itself, where he treated the Christians
badly, Upper Egypt [see AL-SACID] seems to have slipped
partly from his control (J.C1. Garcin, Un centre musulman de Haute Egypte medievale, Qus, Cairo 1976, 91, n. 3).
The arrest of al-Yazurf, with eight of his accomplices, and then his execution in the ddr al-wizdra of
Tinnfs, is said to have been motivated by several
accusations against him. He was allegedly guilty of
high treason: whilst supporting al-Basasm, he was at
the same time reportedly corresponding with Toghril
Beg [q.v.] and with Ibrahim Inal, the latter's brother
and enemy, inciting the Saldjuks to occupy first Syria
and then Egypt in order to put an end to the Fatimid
regime. He was said to have been equally guilty of
misappropriation. The riches of his table during the
famine of 447/1055-6 are said to have drawn alMustansir's attention. At a later date, he is said to
have sent gold, hidden in coffins, to Palestine, notably for his son Khatfr al-Mulk or for Wafi al-Mulk,
his associate in the vizierate and the supreme judicature, at that moment in post at Jerusalem. At the
time of al-Yazurfs arrest, three million dinars are said
to have been confiscated from him, and his mounts
sold for one thousand dinars. Al-Nuwayrf, Nihdyat alarab, ms. Dar al-kutub al-misriyya, cdmma 546, vol.
xxvi, fol. 19, records that his son Khatfr al-Mulk,
having later fallen into penury, earned his bread
mending clothes in the mosque of Fuwwa in Upper
Egypt.
It is from al-Yazurfs vizierate that one can date
the end of the Fatimid empire outside Egypt and the
fall of the civil administration which, after the crisis
of 457-64/1065-72, became a military regime in which
the caliph was placed under the thumb of the commander-in-chief, the amir al-a^uyush [see WAZ!R. l(b)].
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(TH. BIANQUIS)
YEGANA, cALl MUNIF (1874-1950), O t t o m a n
a d m i n i s t r a t o r , deputy, and m i n i s t e r during the
constitutional period (1908-18), deputy during the
republic, was born in Adana. He graduated from the
Mekteb-i Mulkiyye, the civil service school in Istanbul
where he learned Arabic and Persian, in 1896. There
he joined the secret opposition to cAbd iil-Hamfd II
[q.v] and promised to support the constitutional movement wherever he was posted. CA1T Miinlf was sent
to Gallipoli (1896) and to towns in the Balkans. While
he was ko?im-makam of Kopriilii, he permitted the
secret Committee of Union and Progress (CUP) (Ittihdd
ve Terakki Dieirfiyyeti [q.v] to operate in relative freedom. He met and became friendly with Mehmed
Tal'at [q.v.], one of the most important leaders in the
CUP.
'All Miinif supported the constitutional movement
when it broke out in Macedonia in June 1908. When
elections were held in November, he was elected
deputy for Adana and put in charge of the CUP's
parliamentary party. But after the failure of the
counter-revolution of April 1909, the Committee
decided to strengthen its position in the provinces,
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and such able administrators as cAli Miinif were sent
there. He was appointed governor (wall) of Ankara
in November 1910, and then of Manastir in July 1911
where the GUP had its roots. However, in July 1912
the liberal opposition seized power through a military
coup d'etat. CA1I Miinif was dismissed along with other
Unionist officials and was forced to work within the
CUP. He was elected to the Central Committee, the
Merkez-i (Umumi, which played a critical role while in
opposition. It organised popular meetings during the
Balkan War favouring belligerency, and CA1I Miinif
says that he addressed one such meeting on 21
September 1912.
The CUP recaptured power with the coup d'etat
of 23 January 1913. CA1I Miinff was sent as wall of
Aleppo and instructed to appease the nationalists in
Syria with concessions recognising the use of Arabic
in local education and administration.
When Tal'at became Interior Minister, he appointed
C
A1I Miimf his under secretary. But in September 1915
he was sent to Syria, partly to curb Djemal Pasha's
[q.v] authority and partly to assert Ottoman sovereignty as governor of Mount Lebanon. He replaced
Ohannes Kuyumjiyan, a Catholic Armenian, and
remained in office until May 1916. On his recall,
local notables, both Christian and Muslim, protested
to Istanbul, describing CA1I Miinlf as "just and neutral", and his administration as "honourable and beneficial". But Talcat wanted CA1T Miinff by his side,
appointing him Minister of Public Works when he
became Grand Vizier in February 1917. He was
elected deputy for Aleppo in the by-election of
December 1917, and in the same year the CUP
arranged his marriage to Sabfha Hanim, the granddaughter of Ahmed Ratib Pasha, a creature of the
old regime.
'All Miinif resigned in October 1918, with the rest
of the Tal'at Pasha cabinet, under British pressure,
and he was arrested in January 1919 by the sultan's
government as a former Unionist. He was imprisoned,
tried, and exiled to Malta, returning to Istanbul in
April 1921. He joined the nationalist movement, but
was suspect as someone with close ties to Talcat Pasha.
Mustafa Kemal wanted to send him as the Nationalists'
representative to Afghanistan, a form of exile. CA1I
Miimf chose to return to Adana, where he had political roots. He organised resistance to the French occupation of the Cukorova and after the French left, he
was elected mayor of Adana. He played an important role in the town's rehabilitation from the ravages of war and in the development of agriculture
and irrigation in the Cukorova.
The Republic was founded in October 1923, and
c
Alf Miinlf was elected deputy for Mersin and later
Seyhan on the Republican People's Party (RPP) ticket.
He kept a low political profile during these years, and
this saved him from arrest and trial for involvement
in the Izmir conspiracy of former Unionists in 1926.
His friend from the Miilkiyye, Mehmed Djawfd, was
hanged. Though he supported the formation of the
Free Party led by his friend 'All Fethl [Okyar] [q.v.],
he took care not to join it. In the election that followed he was omitted from the RPP list but was
elected as an Independent; he refused to accept election unless he was rehabilitated. He was taken back
into the RPP and continued to be elected on its ticket
until the first multi-party election of 1946, when he
became the oldest member of the new assembly. cAlf
Miinif, who had adopted the surname Yegana in 1934,
died on 3 March 1950, two months before the May
election when the RPP lost to the Democrat Party.
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(FEROZ AHMAD)
YEGEN MEHMED PASHA [see MEHMED PASHA,
YEGEN] .
YEGEN 'OTHMAN PASHA [see COTHMAN PASHA,
YEGEN] .
YEGEN, WALI AL-DIN [see YAKAN, MUHAMMAD
WAL! AL-DIN].
YEMISHDTI HASAN PASHA (d. 1012/1603),
o n e o f twelve G r a n d V i z i e r s u n d e r M e h e m med III (1003-12/1595-1603 [q.v.]} during the Long
War (1593-1606) with the Holy Roman Empire.
Albanian in origin, he was raised in the palace system, began service in the Janissaries in 1580, was
appointed as Yeni Ceri Aghasi on the Hungarian
battlefields in Shawwal 1002/June 1594, and became
Grand Vizier on 21 Muharram 1010/12 July 1601
on the death of his predecessor Damad Ibrahim Pasha
[q.v.]. His period as Grand Vizier was punctuated
with battlefield service, especially at the restoration of
IstolnT Belgrad in 1602, and intrigue, when a rumoured
palace coup made him dash to Istanbul in that same
year, where his life was spared by the intercession of
his protectress Walide Sultan Safiyye [q.v.]. In a period
of chaos and disorder, he is especially noteworthy for
greedy ambition, maliciousness and abuse of friend
and foe alike, and was one of three of Mehemmed
Ill's Grand Viziers to be executed, shortly after his
dismissal on 27 Rabf II 1012/24 September 1603.
He was married to Ibrahim Pasha's widow, cA5ishe
Sultan.
Bibliography: See Orhan F. Kopriilii, I A art.
Hasan Pa§a Yemi^i, for a detailed account of his
career and an extensive bibl.
(VIRGINIA H. AKSAN)
YENI BAZAR, in Turkish "new market", in SerboCroat Novi Pazar, denotes both a region, the former "Sandjak of Yeni Bazar/Sandzak of Novi Pazar",
and a t o w n , now in Yugoslavia, on the Raska
river (lat. 43° 09', long. 20° 29' E.).
l . T h e region. This and Zeta constitute the original heartland of mediaeval Serbia, corresponding
largely to the ancient Rascia, and was in mediaeval
times very important, as the remains of imposing
churches, monasteries and baths there show. The
Sandjak (in the Ottoman wilayet of Kosovo till 1912)
was an upland region situated between Serbia, Bosnia
and Montenegro, of great strategic and military importance, since it assured communications between Bosnia
and Rumelia, and prevented a direct link of Serbia
with Montenegro and the Adriatic coast. It was part
of the Ottoman empire for four centuries (mid-15th
century to 1878), then with its western part, the
"region of Lim", garrisoned, according to the provisions of the Congress of Berlin, by Austro-Hungarian
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troops till it was restored to the Ottomans in 1908.
Entered by Serbian and Montenegrin troops in 1912,
it was divided amongst these two powers, occupied
again by Austria-Hungary in 1915-18, and then
became part of Yugoslavia (except during 1941-4 when
it was attached to "Greater Albania" under a Fascist
Italian protectorate).
2. The town. This was founded ca. 1460 by the
governor of Sarajevo Ghazf Tsa Beg [see BOSNA, at
Vol. I, 1263a] after the Ottoman conquest of the
region ca. 1456, and called "New" to distinguish it
from the settlement of Pazariste or Trgoviste, called
in Turkish Eski Bazar. Thanks to its favourable situation on a plain at the crossroads of important routes
between Bosnia and Macedonia, connecting towns like
Sarajevo, Ragusa/Dubrovnik, Nis and Istanbul, the
town developed rapidly, with a colony of Ragusan
merchants apparently attested in 1461 and iron mines
in the vicinity; it also served as a concentration-point
for military conquests further west and northwest. It
was visited and described by many Western travellers
[see El1 art. Novibazar, with references to their works],
with its apogee in the later 17th century, when Ewliya
Celebi visited it (1660); he mentions, with some exaggeration, 40-50 mahalles, 23 mosques, 11 mesa^ids, 5
medreses, 2 tekkes, etc. But this prosperity was ended
by the Turco-Austrian wars, with the town devastated
by Austrian troops and Serb insurgents in 1689 and
again in 1737. A period of anarchy under semiindependent beys, such as the Ferhadagic or Ferhadoghullari followed, aggravated by plague outbreaks.
Commerce and agriculture declined, and Novi Pazar
became in the 18th century, and even more so in
the 19th century, a place of little importance. In such
a climate, relations between Muslims and non-Muslims
in both the town and the region remained difficult,
with the landowning beys residing in the towns, to
which also came influxes of Muslim muhdajirs [q.v]
from Montenegro and Serbia; after 1912, more or
less massive emigrations of Muslims back to Turkey
took place. The town is said to have had 7,000 inhabitants in 1836, 13,433 in 1913 and 23,000 in 1968.
The situation of the remaining Muslims in the town
and region has been complicated. Part of these Muslims
have settled in adjacent regions, such as Macedonia
and Bosnia-Hercegovina, and notably in Sarajevo,
where they have recently played an active role in the
Savez Demokratske Akcije ("Union of Democratic Action")
of M. Alija Izetbegovic. This has made the identity
problems of the Muslims in the Sandzak even more
complex, with groups at various times and in various
circumstances calling themselves "Muslim Serb",
"Musulman", "Sandzaklije" or "Bosnjak".
Bibliography. See, above all, the art. Novibazar
by Babinger in EIl\ V. Radovanovic, Novi Pazar,
in Narodna Enciklopedija, Zagreb 1928, iii, 114-15;
and M. Lutovac, Novi Pazar, in Enciklopedija Jugoslavije,
vi, Zagreb 1965, 309-10; as well as the detailed
monograph of M. Maletic (ed.), Novi Pazar i okolina,
Belgrade 1969. Also Th. Ippen, Novibazar und Kossovo
(Das alte Rascieri), Vienna 1892; EJ. Cvetic, Novopazarski Sandzak, Jagodina 1909, 2 1912; I. Kosancic,
Novo-Pazarski Sandzak i njegov etnicki problem, Belgrade
1912; I. Tomitch, Les Albanais en Vieille-Serbie et dans
le Sandjak de Novi-Bazar, Paris 1913; G. Gravier, Le
Sandzak de Novi Pazar, in Ann. de Geogr., xxii/121
(1913), 41-67; K. Isovic, Austro-ugarsko zaposedanje
Novopazarskog Sandzaka 1879 godine, in Godisnjak Drustua
Istoricara Bosne i Hercegovine, ix (Sarajevo 1958), 10937; V. Salipurovic, Kulturno-prosvetne i politicke organizacije u Raskoj 1903-1912, Belgrade 1972, Dj. Pejovic,

Politika Austro-Ugarske, Italije i Srbije u Novopazarskom
Sandzaku 1878-1912, i uvodjenje reformi u Turskqj, in
Tokovi Reuolucije, iii/1-2 (Belgrade 1973), 1-38; S.
Bandzovic, Iseljavanje Muslimana iz Sandzaka, Sarajevo
1991.
(A. POPOVIC)
YENI fiERI (T.), lit. "new troop", a body of
professional i n f a n t r y m e n of the Ottoman empire
in its heyday.
1. Origins.
The "new troop", so-called not so much because
of the novelty of the idea as because at the time of
its introduction by the vizier Khayr al-Dm Pasha [see
DJANDARLI] in the 760s/1360s it opposed then-prevailing military traditions cherished by the frontier
warriors. The predecessors of Murad I [q.v.], rather
than maintaining a standing army funded by the central fisc, had relied almost exclusively on the military
services provided, on a voluntary basis, by Turkmen
horsemen and border raiders (akma^i), who served
under semi-independent commanders of the frontier
districts (uaj beyleri). Although the recruitment of cashpaid soldiers had plenty of precedents, from the Rum
Saldjuk ajira-khwdrs (Bombaci, 345) to the yaya [q.v]
troops introduced by Sultan Orkhan [q.v] after the
fall of Iznik in 734/1331 (Kemal Pasha-zade, II. Defter,
47-55), those with a vested interest in the preservation of the old military order saw the "new troop"
as a threat. Ottoman sources closest to the events,
such as the anonymous chronicles, reflect the considerable unease which the creation of the yaya and
later the yeni-ceri caused among the frontier forces.
Apart from its importance as a means of confronting
the military might of neighbouring states, Ottoman
sultans increasingly came to regard the possession of
a personal army of permanent salaried troops (khassa
ordusu] as an essential tool in combating centrifugal
tendencies among the Turkmen beys. For ceremonial
purposes, too, a court-based imperial bodyguard, called
by the Ottomans kapu kullan but closely modelled on
the Saldjukid ghuldm-i dargah (Bombaci, 349), gained
an increased importance from the time of Orkhan
onwards as the Ottomans sought to set themselves
apart from neighbouring Muslim states in Anatolia,
whom they regarded as belonging to the petty dynasts
or muluk al-tawd3if. It was, however, only after the
Ottomans' acquisition of Edirne and the opening up
of a new sphere for imperial expansion in Europe
after the mid-7 60s/1360s that the need for a dependable, centralised military organisation began to assert
itself more convincingly.
The initial source of recruitment for the corps was
the penajik resmi or one-fifth treasury tax on war captives whose introduction by the Ottomans is dated
in sources of a later period to 764/1363-4 (Osmanh
kanunnameleri, in MTM, i/2, 325). This practice, despite
the outcries by traditionalists and supporters of the
early Ottoman status quo, who regarded it as a hateful innovation [see BIDCA], actually rested on longstanding Islamic precedent [see FAY']. The "newness"
of the yeni ceri can also be questioned on the grounds
of the duties and functions performed by it in the
period immediately after its establishment. Apart from
the parallel institution of the yaya, another group, the
c
azab [q.v], played a very similar battle role to -the
Janissaries and outnumbered them in the first period
by a very considerable margin (Inalcik, Military expenditure, 93). The collective presence of the Janissaries
in the army of Murad I was limited to no more than
2,000 (Feridun, Munshe'dt, i, 114) and it seems that his
great-grandson Murad II, who died in 855/1451, was
still only capable of mustering a Janissary force of
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about 3,000 men (Inalcik, Fatih devri, 118). Ottoman
military practice was not revolutionised by the introduction of the Janissaries, whose only distinction in
comparison to the 'azabs was their permanent salaried
status. In this early period, as later, the Janissaries'
coveted position as khiinkdr kulu was a source of jealousy not just among the aklndji border raiders (see
above), but also a source of grievance to the irregular infantry forces whose conditions of service, armaments and fitness for battle were indistinguishable from
the Janissaries. The Janissaries' continued use of the
cross-bow and related technologies in the late 8th/14th
century is attested in a variety of Ottoman sources
(see, for example, the Kawdmn-i Yeniceriydn, fol. 11 Ob).
Because of their limited numbers, sufficient in practical terms for little more than vanguard and imperial escort services, Janissaries did not assume a crucial
offensive role in the Ottoman army until they came
into their own after the mid-9th/15th century in a
more specialised role as troops trained for the assault
of fortified places.
The still undeveloped state of Ottoman siege techniques in the early period is apparent from contemporary accounts describing the failed sieges of Kruje
in 854/1450 [see AK-HISAR. 4] and Belgrade in 860/
1456. Contemporary sources on the Belgrade campaign concur in their view that, while Ottoman artillery
achieved its purpose in penetrating enemy defences,
the assault troops failed to capitalise on the opportunity which their success had offered (Mihailovic,
107-10, and Tursun Bey, 38-40). By contrast a detailed
account of Ottoman success in the Belgrade siege of
927/1521 attributed a leading role to the Janissaries
who, by advancing ahead of the artillery, cleared a
path for the best placing of the siege guns thereby
ensuring the success of the final assault (see events of
1 Ramadan/4 August; Tauer, Histoire de la campagne,
Persian text, fol. 95b [pp. 78-9], French tr., 53). Despite the early textual evidence referring to Janissaries
and other Ottoman troops armed with arquebuses (see
Petrovic, in Parry and Yapp (eds.), War and society,
193-4), the most authoritative sources on the state of
Ottoman warfare in the mid-9th/15th century, such
as the anonymous account of the battle of Varna,
give an equal prominence to the continuing use in
battle of more "primitive" weapons such as axes, picks
and maces (see the index of Inalcik and Oguz (eds.),
Gazavatname, s.v. balta, kuliink, topuz) in addition to the
still ubiquitous bow and arrow. Firearms did not
assume a dominant place at the centre of Ottoman
military provision until the early years of the 10th/16th
century (see Inalcik's remarks on the "modernisation"
of the Ottoman military order under Sultan Siileyman I (1520-66), in Parry and Yapp, op. at., 198).
While we do not have enough detailed knowledge
of the actual state of Janissary tactics and training
during the first century of the corps' existence to reach
any conclusive assessments, from the standpoint of its
institutional continuity there can be little doubt that
the period of the interregnum which followed the
Ottomans' defeat by Trniur at the battle of Ankara
in 804/1402 brought serious disruption to evolving
Janissary service traditions. It is thus only from the
reign of Mehemmed II onwards (see below) that we
can confidently trace the evolutionary phases through
which the corps passed.
2. The evolution of the Janissary corps
(1450-1700).
Institutional growth and development

The size of the corps inherited by Mehemmed II
at the time of his second accession in 855/1451 was
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still modest. Two years later, as a natural consequence
of the transfer of his capital to Istanbul and the creation of an extended administrative apparatus, the
membership of his standing military corps increased.
From Mehemmed's time, it became necessary to
distinguish Janissary regiments according to the time
and circumstances of their creation in three principal
subdivisions: the ^emdcat or piyddegdn (later expanded
to 101 regiments) for those created before Mehemmed's
reign; the segbdn [q.v. in Suppl.] (sekbdri), a small corps
of keepers of the palace hounds absorbed into the
ranks of the Janissaries by Mehemmed in 855/1451
(later expanded to 34 regiments); and the boluk or
agha bolukleri (numbering 61 regiments), created in a
further expansion undertaken early in the reign of
Bayezfd II [q.v.]. Hence by the 1480s, when the Janissary institution had already assumed its final structural profile, the "imperial bodyguard" of the early
15th century had grown to 196 infantry regiments
each referred to by the generic term orta (i.e. "common", "shared" [0.0.]), which meant that each had
its separate mess arrangements and a chief officer
called (in the case of the agha bolukleri} the corbadji
(i.e. dispenser of the soup [q.v.]). These smaller units
within the three divisions formed the actual focus of
loyalty and identification for the majority of Janissaries,
who in a further allusion to the communal nature of
their joint enterprise were also referred to as hearthmates (o^ak-eri; see ODJAK). Some Janissary regiments
had specialised functions which served to accentuate
their sense of distinctiveness and separation. Consequently, when speaking of general institutional developments, it is important to be wary of the obvious but
dangerous assumption that the Janissaries always functioned as a monolithic and cohesive whole and remain
conscious of the degree to which regimental pride and
loyalty motivated Janissary behaviour (see section 4,
below).
The expansion of the Janissaries during the reign
of Mehemmed II from about 5,000 to perhaps 10,000
by the end of his reign (Inalcik, Fatih devri, 118) reflects
the needs of an expanding empire, and if we accept
that each of the 61 new regiments introduced by his
successor Bayezfd had, at first, 50 members (Kawdnin-i
Teniceriydn, fol. 84a), its increase to roughly 13,000
over less than half a century was formidable. Mehemmed's decision to try to meet the empire's growing
military needs by converting wakf and mtilk lands to
mm ownership and redistributing them as timdr to the
growing ranks of the provincial cavalry had met with
fierce resistance from established Muslim families in
Anatolia. Bayezfd's alternative plan of expanding the
Janissaries had the double advantage of appeasing
public opinion while at the same time providing the
empire with a professional soldiery on a scale unmatched in either Europe or Asia at the time. Neither
the fiscal nor the political implications of Bayezfd's
military policies seems to have attracted much critical notice or caused any of the furore associated with
a later phase of the Janissaries' expansion in the closing decades of the 10th/16th century (see below).
During the reign of Sultan Suleyman I [q.v], the
corps experienced a period of relative stability, maintaining its size and proportional share of treasury allocations with consistency. While it retained its nominal
strength of between 12-13,000 members, in battle deployments the usual figure was more like half that
number, as the record of a salary distribution in the
field while on campaign in Hungary demonstrates
(Topkapi Sarayi Mlizesi Ar§ivi, D. 9619 dated 948/
1541, showing the presence in Suleyman's army of
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6,362 Janissaries). Ottoman military provision, including levels of Janissary enrolment, was closely linked
to realistic assessment of the empire's actual strategic
requirements. In the aftermath of the drastic devaluation of the silver akce [q.v.] in 994/1586, the spiralling
cost of maintaining the Janissaries caused widespread
concern, but the realities of the Ottomans' new initiatives in the Caucasus and their intermittent twofront war with the Habsburgs and Safawids between
1000/1591 and 1015/1606 made a further expansion
inevitable. The steepest increase seems to be associated not with remobilisation for war in Hungary after
1000/1591 but earlier, in connection with the twelveyear struggle between 986/1578 and 998/1590 focused
on control of Adharbaydjan and prompted, at least
in part, by the Safawids' development of a musketbearing infantry corps of their own [see 'ABBAS i;
caiuLAM. ii]. By the death of Murad III in 1003/1595,
the Janissaries already numbered 25,000 (Mustafa cAlI,
Kunh ul-akhbdr, fol. 92b). Throughout the 11th/ 17th
century the Ottomans were intermittently engaged on
both the eastern and western fronts, and exceptional
mobilisations for major new undertakings such as
the Cretan offensive in particular years periodically
pushed Janissary enrolments near to the 40,000 mark
(Murphey, Ottoman warfare, 45, table 3.5). The gist of
Ottoman advice literature of the early llth/17th century in which the leitmotif of Janissary "corruption"
caused by recruitment irregularities is repeatedly emphasised (see below), does not adequately reflect the
Ottomans' real manpower needs and strategic requirements in an epoch dominated by siege warfare. The
new military realities had rendered both the ideals
and the social structure which had supported the
landed timariot class of the past increasingly obsolete.
By the early llth/17th century, the Janissaries had
evolved beyond their former role as an elite troop with
principal responsibility for escorting and guarding the
imperial presence to a position (together with the also
proliferating ajebeaji and topaju artillerymen) as the indispensable operational core of the Ottoman army.
An indication of the important part played by Janissaries in general military provision is given by the
fact that, despite the conclusion of their war with the
Habsburgs by treaty in 1015/1606, and despite their
having entered into a phase of retrenchment in the
east, which was shortly to lead to the abandonment
of many of the forward positions occupied during the
first phase of their conflict with the Safawids, when
c
Ayn-i CA1I surveyed the Ottomans' military position
in 1018/1609 he found 9,046 'aajemi oghlanlari still in
the pipeline, most of them destined for induction into
one of the 196 standing regiments of the Janissaries
(cAyn-i CA1T, Kawanin, 89).
3. The role of the Janissaries in O t t o m a n
politics.
According to Ottoman protocol, the agha of the
Janissaries' position as the top-ranking officer of the
select palace guard called the "officers of the stirrup"
[see RIKAB] required that he remain close to the sultan. Although he maintained a residence of his own
called the agha kapusu, a sprawling complex built on
a site overlooking the Golden Horn adjacent to the
Suleymaniyye mosque (see Plate IV), by making use
of his unrestricted right of private audience with the
sultan (Tewkfi cAbd al-Rahman Pasha kdnunnamesi, 5245), he maintained an exceptionally close personal relationship with the sovereign and served as one of his
inner group of advisers both in peacetime and war.
The agha of the Janissaries also bore a heavy responsibility (along with the Grand Vizier [see SADR-I A'ZAM])

for the maintenance of law and order in the capital.
Given the nature of his position as a close aide and
confidant of the sultan, the commander of the Janissaries exerted a powerful influence on the government. There is a tendency, apparent in the Ottoman
court chronicles, to ascribe a negative role to the
Janissaries and to highlight their participation in
mutinies and their commission of other acts of intransigence associated especially with the regencies necessitated by the accession of minor sultans in the llth/
17th century [see KOSEM WALIDE] and the obvious
breakdown of Janissary discipline in the 18th century
(see below). However, it bears remembering that even
the most powerful, determined and militarily active sultans such as Mehemmed II, Selfm II and Suleyman I
experienced considerable difficulties in dictating terms
to their kullar.
The role of the Janissaries as caretakers and guardians of the sovereign authority during regencies and
interregna is attested in all periods of Ottoman history. One striking example is the role played by the
Janissaries in securing the pseudo-succession of Korkud
which lasted for seventeen days until the safe arrival
of his father BayezTd from Amasya in 886/1481 [see
KORKUD B. BAYEZID; and Tursun Bey, 64]. The sponsorship of the Janissaries was essential to sultans in
securing their succession to the throne. This was particularly true of the period of Ottoman history up to
the accession of Mehemmed III in 1003/1595 since,
until that time, all candidates for the succession resided
not in the capital but in their princely governorates
in Anatolia. The Janissaries' intervention in politics
was, however, by no means limited to succession struggles and dethronements. An illustration of the delicate
relationship of mutual dependence between sovereign
(khunkar) and servitor (kul) is provided in a muchquoted passage in a letter of the Habsburg envoy
Busbecq written in 1560, where he reflects on the
causes of Sultan Siileyman's anxiety and notes the
Janissaries' ability to "transfer their loyalty to whomever
they will" (Busbecq, Letters, 159). Busbecq's remarks
serve as the strongest possible reminder that, long
after the distribution of the obligatory accession gratuity [see BAKHSHISH] as one of their first acts in office,
sultans were still engaged in ongoing negotiations with
the Janissaries to gain their cooperation.
Under normal conditions, the loyalty and obedience
of the Janissaries to their protector and benefactor
(well ni'met) was unquestioning, but maintaining the
relationship of mutual trust required constant effort
and vigilance on both sides. The one-sided ascription
of blame for periodic breakdowns in the relationship
to the natural disposition of the Janissaries to rebelliousness and sedition (Jitna) misses the essential point
that nurturing the bonds of filial duty placed an equal
burden of responsibility on the sultan to provide for
the basic needs of his troops, which included not just
prompt and full payment of their basic wages (culufe)
but also, when merited, bonuses for exceptional service distributed as terakki (salary increases) and other
forms of sultanic largesse [see INCAM] . The classic case
of the gradual unravelling of this relationship based
on mutual trust is collapsed into a short but dramatic
period of Ottoman history during the rule of c Othman
II (1027-31/1618-22). Janissary fears over the sultan's
intention to replace them in an ill-conceived plan concocted by the chief of the Harem, the Dar ul-Sacade
Aghasi Suleyman Agha, compounded by the general
spirit of mutual recrimination following the failed
Polish campaign of the previous year [see KHOTIN] led
to a serious crisis of confidence culminating in the
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Janissaries' rejection and refusal of the sultan's patronage by the overturning of their soup cauldrons. Aside
from such moments of exceptional and irresolvable
bitterness, however, the Janissaries took their responsibility for protecting the honour, reputation and personal safety of the sultan as a sacred trust. The
historian cAshik Pasha-zade [q.v], while holding some
reservations about the legal basis as well as usefulness of the corps in the early days of its existence
(see above), still gave recognition to this protective
aspect of the Janissaries' responsibilities in his account
when he noted: "the sovereign needs the household
troops at his [right]/that they might watch over him
[day and night]" (gerekliidiir Yeniceri kapuda/ki Khdnl goz.leyeler her tapuda) (Tankh, 50; on the multiple senses of
tapu as used in this verse, see the Bibl under this
author).
4. J a n i s s a r y s e l f - g o v e r n a n c e : the t r a d i t i o n s
of j u r i s d i c t i o n a l a u t o n o m y and j u d i c i a l imm u n i t y as sources of r e g i m e n t a l c o h e s i o n .
Although they performed key fixed roles in court
ceremonial and battle field deployment, the Janissaries
were keenly aware and jealously protective of their
independence and sense of regimental pride. While
heedful of the superior position of the sultan as the
ultimate source of patronage, they staunchly defended
their jurisdictional autonomy. One sign of each regiment's status as a closed corporation was that each
maintained a separate communal welfare chest (orta
sandlghi), from which Janissaries could draw in retirement and which also provided for widows and orphans
of deceased Janissaries. Each regiment also had an
officer called the wekll-i khardj. (paymaster-general), who
oversaw the distribution of funds held in trust for use
by those in special need as well as the collection of
contributions for each regiment's independent campaign provisions fund (kumanyd). All these special funds
were administered at the regimental level (Kawdnln-i
Yeniceriydn, fol. 39a). From the standpoint of fiscal autonomy and responsibility for the discipline of and imposing of punishments on its own members, each regiment
within the 196 was run as a separate entity with a
principled objection to outside interference in its members' welfare. This organisational structure fostered a
strong sense of regimental pride and loyalty, a source
of Janissary strength that neither the sultan nor the
agha of the Janissaries himself was disposed to tamper
with. Rules for the punishment of lapses in Janissary
discipline were precise and allowed maximum scope
for the carrying out of the required punishments (usually flogging) in the relative privacy of the offending
soldier's regimental barracks (Kawdnm-i Yeniceriydn, fols.
41b-42a). In the final analysis, the Janissaries' elite
status derived not so much from their material condition, since (barring income from another source) their
maximum entitlement when they reached the top of
the pay scale after more than a decade of active service was no more, in the early 10th/17th century, than
12 akces per day [see CULUFE], but rather from their
visible separation from the common rank of society
conveyed by the privilege of wearing a regimental
uniform and the immunity from public prosecution
which it symbolised. The very strong impression is
left in one of the few genuinely contemporary accounts
surviving of the deposition and murder of c Othman
II in 1031/1622 that it was the sultan's persistent disregard for the time-honoured tradition of the Janissaries' judicial immunity that so provoked their anger
(Tughf, 'Ibretnumd, 493, 504). The communal ethos
binding Janissaries together was felt most forcefully at
the regimental level among smaller cohorts of men
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who were both recruited and trained under very similar conditions and who, after completion of their
training, served together in a succession of campaigns
as comrades at arms (yol-dash). The protection of each
unit's administrative autonomy thus had considerable
importance for the maintaining of general morale
within the corps.
The General Commander of the Janissaries reserved
promotion to some of the regimental commands for
those who had served at his side as one of the personal aides and as attendants who made up his obligatory suite on special ceremonial occasions (see the
section on the agha gediklileri in the Kawdmn-i Yeniceriydn,
fols. 75a-76b). By this means, he had knowledge of
and was able to exert some control over the mood
of his troops at the regimental level. However, in
combat situations especially, the higher level of authority represented by the agha of the Janissaries had little direct influence over the soldiers' performance.
Recommendations for promotion and commendation for deeds of valour on the battlefield were admittedly processed by means of the commander's card
(petition) to the sultan, but this list of candidates for
reward was itself generated within the regiments. With
very few exceptions, moreover, (see the list in SC0, iv,
771-8) the average term of office for agha& of the
Janissaries was relatively brief. Because of their overriding concern with institutional aspects of the corps'
history, even the seemingly most comprehensive works
on the Janissaries have left a perhaps exaggerated
impression that Janissaries belonged to a monolithic
entity governed by clear lines of authority and possessing a distinct chain of command which emanated
from the centre.
5. R e c r u i t m e n t , t r a i n i n g , p r o m o t i o n and
b a t t l e p e r f o r m a n c e of J a n i s s a r i e s .
The effectiveness of the Janissaries as a key element
of Ottoman military provision in the era of the Pax
Ottomanica in the 10th/16th and llth/17th centuries
is generally recognised. Opinion is, however, divided
on the question of whether their recognised superiority derived from selectivity in recruitment, thoroughness in training or the exceptional quality of the esprit
de corps generated in individual Janissary units whose
fighting strength represented, in round figures, about
100 men. While the subject is too large to treat in
any detail here, a review of some of the basic elements
of the system may help to clarify some controversial
aspects. From what we know of Ottoman recruitment
practices it seems that they gave preference in selection to boys who had already entered early manhood.
This is reflected in the rates of the pen^ik, which in
several examples dating from the pre-Suleymanid era
(texts transcribed in Uzuncar§ili, Kapukulu ocaklan, 8790) indicate that the ages between 12 and 19 were
considered optimal for the purpose of military training. Such theoretical guidelines were apparently also
followed in the actual practice of the devshirme [q.v.],
since we know from a published example relating to
Bosnia that the actual age span found in one group
of recruits ranged from 13 to 19 (see the study by
Merig cited in DEVSHIRME). Other texts of the early
10th/17th century (see the example in Refik, Devfirme
usulu, 4-5, dated 1031/1621) suggest the consistent
adherence to an age at first recruitment between 15
and 20, which may indicate a bias towards a slightly
shorter period in training but otherwise conforms
closely to earlier practice. If we accept that most
Janissaries began their training at the age of 14 or
15 and completed a course of basic training lasting
a minimum of four to five years, they were ready to
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enter active service at the age of 19 or 20 at the
peak of their physical development and endurance
potential. References in the advice literature to an
optimum period of 15-20 years in basic training before
admission to active Janissary units seem not just highly
unlikely but wholly impractical (see, for example, Koci
Bey's risale of 1041/1631-2, Aksiit, 71: on-besh yigirmi
cuhalu olmayindj.a. . ., and the anonymous Kitdb-l Mustetdb
of ca. 1029/1620, Yiicel, 7, which recommends that
cadets should serve terms of 6-7 years as caajemi oghldn,
then 5-10 years as bostandfi [q.v] before being inscribed
in the Janissary rolls). At all events, Janissary vacancies (mahlul) created by the retirement or death of
veterans had be filled on a semi-continuous basis by
those most fit for service between the ages of 18 and
23 without regard to the regular intervals prescribed
for the general exodus in which candidates destined
for the scribal services also took part.
Irrespective of its duration, the emphasis during the
initial training period was placed on fitness, physical
endurance, self-discipline and deference, as well as
obedience to those with greater seniority and rank.
The probationary period actually continued even after
a cadet's induction into a permanent Janissary regiment, termed "going up to the gate" (kapuya dkmak,
be-dergdh olmak), as recent inductees were initially
assigned menial chores such as floor sweeping and
mess duties in the Istanbul barracks. Although target
practice and other drill was routinely carried out during the off-season between campaigns, it would not
be too far from the truth if we were to suppose that
formal training in the arts of war began with exposure to actual conditions of battle at the front. The
emphasis on recruitment and peace-time training of
Janissaries which follows in its main lines the views
expressed in the Ottoman advice literature [see NASIHAT
AL-MULUK] misses the essential point that battle experience was the most crucial element in a soldier's
training. One of the chief deficiencies of the Janissary
corps in the 12th/18th century was not inadequate
training, but the lack of recent combat experience as
the inevitable consequence of the prolonged period of
peace between the signing of the Treaty of Belgrade
in 1152/1739 and the empire's remobilisation for war
with Russia in 1182/1768.
Idealised perceptions of the quality of the corps
before the introduction of new recruitment categories
beginning from ca. 990/1582 (see below) have given
a distorted weight to selection criteria which, despite
their undoubted importance, must be considered as
only one of the relevant variables affecting Janissary
performance. Allowances for campaign equipment and
provisions (yay akcesi, sefer jilorisi), and bonuses and
rewards for exceptional deeds of bravery, distributed
both on the battlefield to encourage the troops and
as part of generalised celebrations held to mark significant Ottoman victories [see DONANMA. 2], also played
a very significant role in motivating the Janissaries to
achieve the maximum performance levels which their
training, fitness and expertise permitted.
6. A t t i t u d e s t o w a r d s the J a n i s s a r i e s in
O t t o m a n political w r i t i n g of the late 10th/
16th a n d early l l t h / 1 7 t h c e n t u r i e s .
Although the expense of maintaining an expanded
Janissary corps had already begun to attract notice
in Ottoman political writing as early as Lutfi Pasha's
[q.v.] treatise dating from the mid-950s/1560s (Asafname,
ed. Kiitiikoglu, 35), the topic acquired increased
urgency from about 1580 onwards. A series of authors
beginning with the prolific cAl! saw the problems besetting the Janissary corps in their time as chiefly due

to irregularities in the method of their recruitment
and the resultant insinuation of non-devshirme recruits,
referred to in the texts as e^nebl (outsiders) or saplama
(intruders) spoiling the purity of the corps. cAlf's remarks in a work written towards the end of his life
in 1007/latter part of 1598-early 1599 fixed on the
circumstances connected with Murad Ill's precedentsetting grant of fast-track promotion to the Janissary
corps to a group of what he called "city boys" as
part of the celebrations to mark the circumcision feast
held for prince Mehemmed (later Mehemmed III [q.v.])
in 990/1582 (see the Fusul-i hall, Nuruosmaniye ms.
3399, fol. 132a: sur-l humdyunda "Istanbul dewshirmesine"
rukhs_at verildi, ol tank mukhtall oldu). In the aftermath
of 'All's retrospection regarding the significance of the
events of 1582, which he regarded as the defining
moment in the Janissaries' general slide towards mediocrity, a group of later writers took up the theme of
the corruption of the Janissaries reproducing and
immortalising 'All's brief remarks in close paraphrase.
Among them Koci Bey, writing in 1041/1631-2, more
than thirty years after the penning of 'All's treatise,
repeated the reference to the sur-l humdyun of 990/1582
as the source of all later corruption (First risdle, ed.
Aksiit, 44). Tracts written in the intermediate years
also insisted on the seriousness of admitting city boys
(shehir oghlanlari., a code term for recruits among whom
Turks and other Muslims had insinuated themselves)
to Janissary membership without explaining the unsuitability of Turks for military service except by the repetition (or unexpressed assumption) of standard ethnic
stereotypes which held them to be "unruly". It is clear
that the views of such "traditionalists" were seriously
out of touch with the military realities facing the empire, as their texts contain no reference to the empire's
pressing need for recruits to man the dozens of new
garrisons which were being erected, renovated and
expanded to guard the Ottomans' advancing frontier
in the east during the 990s/1580s and beyond [see
C

OTHMAN PASHA (pZDEMIR-QGHL!)] .

Whatever its basis in fact, the theme of the corruption of the Janissaries gained general acceptance in
the popular consciousness and achieved a particular
popularity in the aftermath of 'Othman IPs dethronement and murder in which the Janissaries were implicated. Anti-Janissary sentiments reached a kind of
climax during the term in office of the reformist Grand
Vizier Kemankesh Kara Mustafa Pasha between
Sha'ban 1048/December 1638 and Dhu '1-Ka'da
105 3/January 1644, but the kind of dramatic spending cuts he was advocating, while desirable in the
abstract, were hardly practicable, since the empire was
on the eve of gearing up for a renewed phase of its
centuries-long confrontation with Venice which would
involve a significant military build-up in both Dalmatia
and Crete [see IKRITISH]. Katib Celebi [q.v] was one
of the few Ottoman thinkers of the mid-11th/17th
century to see the desirability of maintaining steady
Janissary enrolments, both because of their obvious
military value and also as a means of avoiding the
political turmoil associated with sudden or dramatic
changes to their status. In his view, a slight oversupply of military capacity in peacetime was preferable to last-minute attempts to supplement the regular
soldiery by recruiting inexperienced lewends [q.v] and
other irregulars on the eve of battle. As the son of
a soldier himself, with considerable first-hand exposure to conditions at the front, where he had served
in a variety of scribal capacities, Katib Celebi was
better equipped than most to draw sound conclusions.
Unswayed by the anti-Janissary sentiments afflicting
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many of his contemporaries, he fully realised that
Ottoman reliance on forced conscription of peasants
to man fortresses in remote areas of the frontier represented the worse of two evils (see ch. 2 of the Diistur
al-'amel, 129-32).
It is noteworthy that later theorists such as Sari
Mehmed Pasha [q.v.], writing ca. 1120/1708 at a time
when the Janissary numbers had mounted to 53,200,
including pensioners (oturak), thus representing a huge
burden on the treasury, tended to follow in Katib
Celebi's footsteps in advocating a gradual diminishing of the Janissary ranks as the best policy (Wright,
Ottoman statecraft, 114: "slowly and deliberately accomplished").
7. Peacetime and n o n - c o m b a t a n t duties of
the Janissaries.
Apart from their duties associated with the waging
of war, the Janissaries played a very considerable role
in state ceremonial and ritual [see MARASIM. 4]. The
regular pay distributions to the sultan's household
troops were themselves organised as ceremonial occasions called culufe diwdnl or ghalebe diwanl [see DIWAN-I
HUMAYUN], often timed to coincide with the presence
in the capital of foreign diplomatic missions. On these
occasions, the presence of the Janissary regiments in
full strength made a powerful impression on Western
envoys, who were in any case already in awe of the
Ottomans because of the scale of their permanent
standing armed forces, which dwarfed those of contemporary European states. The four solak regiments
(the 60th to 63rd a^emdcats) created in the time of
Bayezid I with a nominal membership of 20 each
(Kawdnin-i Teniceriydn, fol. 102b) but later expanded to
100 each [see SOLAK] were reduced to an exclusively
ceremonial function under sultans who, as became
increasingly common after the reign of Mehemmed III
[q.v.], declined to accompany the army on campaign.
The laws of protocol also dictated that the agha of
the Janissaries should personally escort the sultan to
and from the palace on the occasion of his obligatory Friday visits to one of the capital's principal
mosques [see SELAMLIK]. In addition to these fixed
duties, Janissary units assumed general responsibility
for essential functions of municipal governance from
fire fighting (Kawdnln-i TeHicenydn, fol. 48a-b) to night
sentry duties and the preservation of law and order,
both in the capital (kol dolashmak, see ibid., fols. 49a50b) and the provinces (yasakdjilik, see ibid., fols. 50b52b). The latter assignments were typically for periods
of either three or nine months, depending on the
town's proximity to the capital. The nine-month term
for provincial inspectorate and guard duty was reserved
for assignments to the remoter parts of the empire
(tashra). Janissaries accustomed to a privileged life at
the centre of the empire's political, cultural and economic life regarded these stints in the provinces as
hardship postings, and anxiously awaited their rotation
back to the capital.
Janissaries assigned to provincial garrison duty were
intended only to supplement locally recruited forces
(yerlii kul) but, if war-time circumstances required,
their times could be extended. References found in
normative sources of the llth/17th century (see the
Second risak of Ko£i Bey, ed. Aksiit, 92, and Kara
Kemdnkesh Pasha Idyihasi, ed. Unat, 450) suggest that
Janissaries posted as kafe ndbetdj.ileri served a term lasting three years, but there was quite a wide variation
in actual practice. The essential point is that, at any
given time, a very substantial proportion of the corps
was employed in this manner as part of the empire's
frontier defences. This proportion might rise in the
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context of a prolonged conflict in a particular sector
of the frontier to as much as one-third of the total
membership. For example, figures provided by Hiiseyn
Hezarfenn [q.v.] for the year 1080/1669-70 show
14,379 out of a total of 53,849 Janissaries, or 26.7%,
were employed in provincial garrison duty, but ten
years earlier in 1070/1660 the proportion had been
39.5% or 21,428 out of a total membership of 54,222
(see Murphey, Ottoman warfare, 45). The fact that
Janissaries were counted as absent (nd-mewajud), when
roll calls were carried out in the trenches during wartime, is a reflection not of Janissary truancy but rather
of the actual pattern of use to which Janissaries were
put. To a very considerable degree, these legitimately
included responsibilities for defence and other noncombatant duties. It was the permanent responsibility of the 34 sekbdn regiments to function as the home
guard, and it was the agha of the sekbdm who, as the
corps' second-ranking officer, deputised for the agha
of the Janissaries and fulfilled his superior's ceremonial and administrative duties when his chief was
absent on campaign. While their numbers in all but
the key strategic fortresses like Buda and Baghdad
were counted not in thousands but hundreds, Janissaries formed an integral part of the social fabric in
the provinces as much as the capital. By restricting
ourselves to an assessment of the narrow range of
their activities when Janissaries were being used as
commandos and assault troops, we gain a distorted
picture of their role, which was in its essence and by
design multi-functional.
8. The economic position of the Janissaries.
The most impressive presence of the Janissaries was
in Istanbul, since in addition to two barracks of their
own, the eski and the yeni odalari, and the residence
of the Janissary agha himself called the agha kapusu
(see above), there were also thousands of Janissary
cadets domiciled in the palace gardens scattered all
round the imperial capital. The presence of tens of
thousands of Janissaries and Janissary trainees in the
city meant that the interpenetration of military and
civilian life was an inescapable part of the urban experience in Ottoman Istanbul. The involvement of
Janissaries during peacetime as artisans and tradesmen is noted in Ottoman sources as early as the reign
of Mehemmed II soon after the city's capture [see
ISTANBUL, at Vol. IV, 242b], and this dimension of
the Janissaries' activities cannot be regarded as an
aberrant behaviour associated with the decline of the
Janissary corps as a fighting force in the 18th century (see 9., below). As for the impact of the smaller
Janissary presence on life in the provinces, and the
social position and administrative role of the lesser
Janissary commanders, who were called, at the kadd
level, yeniceri serddri, we have little direct evidence apart
from what is provided in subjective accounts by
Christian travellers to the Balkans or equally unsympathetic diatribes by indigenous clerics, both of which
groups were only able to tell half, and perhaps not
the most interesting half, of the story (see Georgieva,
in Bibl.) The periodic excesses of Janissaries tempted
to take advantage of their extra-judicial status during
secondments to the provinces, when they were removed
from the supervisory control of their superior officers,
cannot be ruled out as a destabilising influence on
provincial society in certain periods and places; but
to suppose that the net effect of Janissary presence
in a locality was always the terrorisation of the local
populace seriously overstates the case.
The Janissaries were wage earners, a relative rarity,
especially in provincial society. Whatever cash surpluses
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they could accumulate represented a welcome source
of stimulus for the local economy, which was heavily
based on production of goods for immediate household
consumption. As official institutions, too, the Janissary
garrisons were purchasers on a grandiose scale of basic
supplies from local markets. Moreover, when the Janissaries' basic policing function was properly carried
out, the protection they offered provincial populations
from the depredations of brigands and other sowers
of provincial anarchy provided the necessary environment of safety and security favouring trade and sustained economic growth.
An indication of the general economic position of
Janissaries, although biased towards the higher-ranking and most prosperous group among them, is provided in data compiled from the probate records of
11th/17th-century Istanbul. Table I is a summary of
this information which, although it is silent on the
crucial subject of the sources from which Janissary
wealth was accumulated, nonetheless gives a valuable
impression of the high social standing and economic
position of the Janissaries at the peak of their power
and influence in the llth/17th century.
9. The retirement of the Janissaries from
active service after 1700, their elimination
in 1826 and its a f t e r - e f f e c t s .
The common association of the Janissaries with
growing political instability of the Ottoman empire in
the 12th/18th century needs careful reassessment. Recent research has cast some considerable doubt on
the once prevalent notion of the endemic predisposition
of the Janissaries to revolt and rebellion. This research
(see refs. in Bibl. under Janissary-«72<2/~ relations) goes
a long way towards refuting or at least muting the
constant harping on the theme of Janissary waywardness as found in the Ottoman court chronicle
tradition and repeated by modern proponents of the
"conspiracy theory" of 18th-century Ottoman politics.
From the strictly military point of view, however, there
can be no doubt that the 18th century brought major
changes both in public perceptions concerning the
Janissaries and the new position assigned to them in
the altered deployment patterns of the period. In the
new environment, partly determined by the Ottomans'
consistently non-interventionist stance in Europe after
1739, the size and expense of the corps became
increasingly difficult to justify. In military terms, the
Janissaries had already begun to outlive their usefulness when, driven by fiscal pressures, Mahmud I [q.v.]
decided in 1153/1740 to legalise the selling of Janissary
pay-certificates (esdme) (Ahmed Djewad, Tdnkh-i 'askeri,
iii, 52-3, and Aksan, Whatever happened, 26-7). The timing of this decision from the standpoint of the Janissaries' regimental cohesion could not have been more
unfortunate, as the inauguration of a prolonged period
of peace, lasting until 1182/1768, meant that no new
Janissaries were being recruited or trained. At the same
time, the corps' existing members either retired or
lapsed into varying degrees of inactivity. Thirty years
after the introduction of Mahmud's fiscal measures
the empire was not noticeably better off, while the
effect on its military preparedness was catastrophic.
When it went to war with Russia in the late 1760s
it did so with inexperienced, demoralised and sadly
ineffective troops, which included large numbers of
superannuated Janissaries brought back from retirement to face Russia's recently-modernised army. The
Ottomans' desperate attempts during the 1767-74 war
to pick up where they had left off three decades earlier placed intolerable strains on Ottoman resources,
and policy makers' attention was necessarily divided

between demands from competing services. In the
aftermath of the disastrous defeat at Ceshme [q.v.] in
1184/1770, it was natural that naval concerns should
gain a certain predominance in their thinking. Significantly, in the post-war period, too, when the Ottomans undertook a broad-based renovation of all the
empire's defence capabilities, the naval sphere was
again assigned priority. The Ottomans' first imperially-sponsored technical school founded in 1187/1773
and called the miihendis-khane-yi bahr-i hiimdyun was, as
the name suggests, intended to give priority to the naval
sphere. The founding of its counterpart institution,
the miihendis-khdne-yi berr-i hiimdyun, devoted to the scientific and technical aspects of land wars, was deferred
until 1208/1793. Worries about Ottoman naval preparedness continued during the reign of the military
moderniser par excellence SelTm III [q.v.] and while some
of his advisers such as Tatardjik 'Abdullah Efendi
advocated undertaking a serious (and well-funded) effort
to improve the condition of the Janissaries (see his
Ldyiha, pt. ii, 259-70), the demands for a modern
navy were given equal priority (Ldyiha, pt. i, 330-9)
and in the end other options for upgrading the Ottomans' land forces were pursued [see NIZAM-I DJEDID],
Between 1770-2, when the Ottomans were still at
war with Russia, experimentation with alternatives to
the Janissaries had in any case already begun. The
very existence of the siiratajh (rapid-fire artillerymen)
being trained by the Baron de Tott in the capital,
although ostensibly a replacement for the topajus rather
than the Janissaries proper, was enough in itself to
engender real fears among the Janissaries at the front
about their collective future. The fact that the experiment was essentially a failure and that the prototype
unit ordered to the front never actually reached its
destination (Aksan, " Wretched Fanaticks") did little to allay
these fears, and the truth is that already in the 1770s,
their days were numbered. Finding a viable replacement for the Janissaries was, however, a complicated
problem, and the last half-century of the corps' existence saw a series of phased reforms and policy reversals. There were valid reasons for this gradualism,
and it is wrong to attribute the slowness of reform
principally to Janissary obstinacy, resistance and conservatism, as is sometimes implied.
Even the "abolition" of the corps by Mahmud IPs
imperial fiat in 1242/1826, dubbed in the sources the
"auspicious event" (wakca-yl khayriyye), was not so absolute or final as the name would suggest. The transition to local recruitment models was, in some areas,
painfully slow and, especially in border areas such as
Bosnia, it met with fierce resistance from the local
Muslim notables. In Bosnia, for example, it took seven
years for the sultan's "abolition" of the corps to take
full effect and be replaced with a reliable local militia
(O. Moreau, Recruitment, 264). It was in the provinces
closest to Istanbul and least vulnerable to attack that
the transition to a regionally recruited land army was
quickest and most successful [see RAD!F. 3]. In the
short to medium term, it cannot be said that the
removal of the Janissaries brought any real solution
to the empire's military difficulties. The empire was
militarily unprepared in both the 1828-9 RussoOttoman war and the first phase of its conflict with
Muhammad CA1I [q.v.] in 1832-3 and the diplomatic
interventions needed to bring these disastrous episodes
to a close, established a new pattern of Ottoman
dependency on foreign aid which lasted to the era of
the Crimean War and beyond. The 1830s heralded
not so much a new era of promise for accelerated
military modernisation by the Ottomans as the inau-
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Table I
Value of estates left by retired and active members of the Janissary* corps between 1005/1594 and 1078/1668
(based on Oztiirk, Istanbul tereke defterleri, 438-93)
name of deceased

P. no. in
Oztiirk

inventory no.
in Oztiirk

date of
death (hid^n)

place of death

value of
estate (in akces)

Mehmed Cawush
Mustafa Agha
Salih Cawush
Mataradji Mehmed
Agha
Redjeb b. Haydar
el-Hadjdj Yahya (solak)
Derwlsh Agha
(turnadji-bashi)
Hasan Agha
Ibrahim (su-bashi)
c
Abdf Agha
Hamza Beshe
Mustafa Agha
Mustafa Beshe
c
Alf Agha
Ahmed (corbadji)
Oruc Agha
Murad (su-bashi)
Mehmed (oda-bashi)
'Abidln (oda-bashi)
Ahmed Beshe
(bayraktar, 47th boluk)
c
Ali Beshe
Sha'ban (oda-bashi)
c
Abd al-Rahman b.
Sha'ban (solak)
Mehmed Agha
Mehmed Agha (yeniceri
ketkhuda-yeri)
Mehmed Beshe
Khallfe b. Mustafa
(yeniceri, 9thi djema'at)
Mustafa Agha (zirihdji)
Mustafa Khallfe (yeniceri)
Hasan Agha
Mehmed Agha (corbadji)
Mehmed Agha
(donanma aghasi)
Kasim Agha
c
Alf Cawush
Ahmed Agha (muhdir)
'All Agha (mehter-bashi)
Siileyman Agha

438
444
448

15
68
137

1005

sefer-i sultanf

1027
1037

shark seferi

127,676
529,378
380,819

450
450
452

24
26
56

1046
1046
1048

sefer-i hiimayun
sefer-i shark
shark seferi

260,000
273,750
862,150

452
452
454
454
456
458
460
462
462

462
462
466
476

73
78
83
117
125
26
68
84
101
107
109
37
213

1048
1048
1048
1055
1055
1058
1059
1059
1060
1060
1060
1070
1079

Ordu-i hiimayiin'da 1,021,146
201,486
134,418
sefer-i shark
849,435
123,975
Muharebe-i Sandira 127,243
100,887
187,003
Girid
398,880
118,415
631,751
129,017
81,440
Girid

476
478
480

226
256
2

1079
1079
1077

Kandiye kal'esi

480
480

21
36

1078
1077

Girid

206,830
1,728,902

482
482

55
59

1078
1078

Girid
Girid

2,447,921
225,070

482
484
484
484
486

78
90
108
110
135

1078
1078
1078
1078
1078

Rumeli
Baghdad
Girid
Girid
Girid

145,840**
1,378,634
9,659,838***
89,344
145,634

486
488
488
488
490
490

148
163
177
185
197
204

1078
1078
1078
1078
1078
1078

Kandiye
Girid
Girid
Girid
Girid
Girid

662,537
105,032
473,162
644,153
141,450
471,434

247,623
266,857
238,352

* Some titles (e.g. cdwush) are ambiguous and could refer to military or non-military officials other than
Janissaries. In a few cases, however, additional, functionally specific, information is given (e.g. solak., turnadjibashi, oda-bashi, matara^i, etc.) confirming the individual's status as a member of the Janissary corps. When
the place of death is given as "on campaign" (e.g. sefer-i shark, sefer-i sultdm), this increases the likelihood that
individuals bearing ambiguous titles were in fact Janissaries.
** This estate was also composed mostly (145,300 akces* worth) of cash. Many Janissaries lived in barracks
as bachelors and thus had no private homes to dispose of at the time of death.
*** This estate was composed almost entirely of cash in the amount of 9,054,530 akces, with a further
32,368.5 akces owed to the estate by creditors.
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lull in fighting on the European front between 1739
and 1768); S. Mutlu, Yeniferi ocagimn kaldinh§i ve II.
Mahmud'un Edirne seyahati-Mehmed Dams Bey ve eserleri, Istanbul 1994 (contains the texts in Roman letters of some eye-witness accounts which describe
the abolishing of the Janissary corps in 1826).
7. Studies on Janissary-esndf relations.
R.W. Olson, Jews, Janissaries and the revolt of 1740
in Istanbul. Social upheaval and political realignment in the
Ottoman Empire, mJESHO, xx (1977), 185-207; Aksan,
Mutiny and the eighteenth-century Ottoman army, in Turkish Studies Association Bulletin, xxii (1998), 116-25;
C. Kafadar, Yeniferi-esnaf relations. Solidarity and conflict,
unpubl. M.A. thesis, McGill University, Montreal
1981 (see esp. ch. 5, "The Revolts", 86-119).
8. General works, (a) Academic studies.
N. Weissman, Les Janissaires. Etude de ^organisation
militaire des ottomans, Paris 1964 (focuses mostly on
the connection between the Bektashf order and
the Janissary corps); Uzuncar§ili, Osmanh devleti te§kilatindan kapu kulu ocaklan, 2 vols. Ankara 1943-4;
R. Murphey, Ottoman warfare, 1500-1700, London
1999; Mustafa Nun, Netcfigj. al-wukucdt, 2nd printing, 4 vols. Istanbul 1327/1911; Ahmed Djewad,
Tdnkh-i casken-yi cothmdm, kitdb-l ewwel: yeniceriler,
Istanbul-Paris 1299/1882; Mahmud Shewket, C0thmdnli teshkildt we kiydfet-i caskeriyyesi, 2 vols. Istanbul
1325/1909; Pakalm; Mehmed Thiireyya, SC0, iv (list
of names and dates of appointment of Janissary
commanders at 771-8, to be compared with a similar
list found in a medjmtfa preserved in the Siileymaniye
Library, Esad Efendi 3622/4); D.E. Pitcher, An historical geography of the Ottoman Empire, Leiden 1972.
(b) "Popular" works. G. Schweizer, Die Janitscharen. Geheime Macht des Turken-Reichs, Salzburg 1979,
repr. Vienna-Munich 1991; G. Goodwin, The Janissaries, London 1994; D. Nicolle, The Janissaries, London
1995; A. Bakshian, The Janissaries, in The Quarterly
Journal of Military History, iv (1992), 32-43.
(R. MURPHEY)
YENI KALCE, in Turkish, "the New Fortress", a
fortress in the southeastern Crimea.
It was founded by the Ottoman sultan Mustafa II
[q.v.] in 1114/1702 to protect the nearby port of Kerc
[q.v.] and provide a counterweight to Azov, which had
been conquered by Peter the Great in 1696 (and held
by Russia for 17 years) [see AZAK]. When Catherine
the Great's armies marched into the Crimea in 1771,
Yeni Kalce and Kerc fell into Russian hands without
resistance and in the Treaty of Kiiciik Kaynardja
[q.v.] of 1774, the Porte ceded its rights to them, thus
giving Russia control of the northern Black Sea shores.
Bibliography: See that to KIRIM.
(ED.)
YENI COTHMANLILAR, the Young Ottomans,
a p o l i t i c a l g r o u p i n g w h i c h s t r o v e for the
e s t a b l i s h m e n t of a c o n s t i t u t i o n a l regime
in the Ottoman empire.
The group was formed in 1865 by a group of six
young civil servants who had been trained in the
new government offices created under the Taniimdt,

YENI CERI

Janissary vanguard observes the crossing of the Drava en route to Sigetwar in 1566.
Miniature from the supplement (tatimma) to the Silleymdn-name of Lukman b. Sayyid
Husayn [^.z;.] covering the years 968-74/1561-66. Chester Beatty Library, MS T
413, folio 60b; reproduced by kind permission of the Trustees of the Chester Beatty
Library, Dublin.
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and specifically in the Translation Bureau of the Porte.
Some of the leading members of the group, such as
Namik Kemal [q.v], also pioneered modern journalism in the empire. The Young Ottomans opposed the
leading statesmen of their day, Mehmed Amln CA1I
Pasha and Fu'ad Pasha [^.zw.], accusing them of establishing a tyrannical regime, of giving in to foreign
pressure and betraying the Ottoman interests in the
Balkans and on Crete, and of neglecting the Islamic
heritage of the empire.
The group formed in 1865 originally called itself
the Itttfak-i Hamiyyet (Patriotic Alliance). It was loosely
modelled after similar movements in Europe, notably
the Carbonari in Italy. From 1867 onwards, the group
received powerful support from Mustafa Fadil Pasha
[see FADIL PASHA] , a brother of the Egyptian Khedive
Isma'fl, who had been a high Ottoman bureaucrat,
but had fallen out of favour with Fu'ad Pasha. Mustafa
Fadil Pasha bore Fu'ad an even stronger grudge when
the succession to the khedivate was changed in 1866
and he lost his position of heir-apparent to Isma'Tl.
In February 1867, Mustafa Fadil, who had been living in Paris since 1866, declared himself the head of
the "Party of Young Turkey" to the French press.
This apparently denoted a vaguer group of Ottoman
reformists than the Patriotic Alliance, which did not
recognise him as its head.
At the same time, the Young Ottomans in the
empire came under increasing pressure because of
their criticism of the regime and their support for
Mustafa Fadil. Leading members of the group were
banned from the capital. Fadil Pasha reacted by inviting them to Paris, whither they escaped with the help
of the French embassy. For the next three years, the
Young Ottomans waged a war of words on the government of Fu'ad and 'All Pasha in Istanbul by
way of numerous newspapers that they published in
London, Paris and Geneva. Mustafa Fadil Pasha made
his peace with Sultan cAbd al-cAz!z during the latter's visit to Paris in August 1867 and returned to
Istanbul, but he continued to subsidise some of the
Young Ottoman publications. Other powerful politicians, among them Khedive Ismacll, also tried to use
the Young Ottomans to put pressure on the government in Istanbul.
The Young Ottomans were a loose grouping of
individuals with very different ideological standpoints.
Under their general and vague constitutionalism, some
came close to European liberalism (Namik Kemal),
while others were more conservative and monarchist
(Diya Bey, later Pasha) or Islamist (CA1T Su'awl [see
SUCAWI]). The most accomplished political thinker in
the group, Namik Kemal, tried to show that "European" ideas like liberalism, constitutionalism and parliamentarianism were not alien to Ottoman tradition,
but could be found in early Islam as well. The effort
to explain European liberalism to an Ottoman audience necessitated the development of a new vocabulary as well. Modern political terms such as millet
("nation"), watan ("patrie") or hiirriyyet ("liberte") were
coined by the Young Ottomans.
After the deaths of Fu'ad Pasha (1869) and CAH
Pasha (1871), almost all Young Ottomans returned to
Istanbul. Their hopes of gaining political influence
were soon dashed, however. Their newspaper publications again brought them into conflict with the
authorities. In 1873 Namik Kemal used another novel
medium—European-style theatre—to convey his message in a patriotic play called Watan ydkhud Silistre
("The Fatherland, or Silistria"). This brought about
an outburst of public support but also led to most of

the Young Ottomans being sent into internal exile.
When an Ottoman constitution was finally proclaimed
in December 1876, this was the work of a number
of very senior statesmen and soldiers who were not
directly influenced by the Young Ottomans. Although
the movement soon lost whatever strength it had had,
it remained extremely important as an example to
later generations of reformists. The Young Turks, who
brought about the constitutional revolution of 1908,
took much of their ideals from the Young Ottomans.
As important as the strictly political role of the Young
Ottomans was their role in the development of journalism (and therefore of "public opinion") in the
Ottoman empire [see DJARIDA. iii].
For the course of events involving the Young
Ottomans and Young Turks from 1875 onwards, see
DUSTUR. ii. and 'OTHMANL!. I. 5; and for the reformist
and intellectual currents of the time, see ISLAH. iii.
and PAN-TURKISM.
Bibliography: The definitive work on the Young
Ottomans is §erif Mardin, The genesis of Young Ottoman
thought. A study in the modernization of Turkish political
ideas, Princeton 1962. Niyazi Berkes, The development
of secularism in Turkey., Montreal 1964, and B. Lewis,
The emergence of modern Turkey', Oxford 1961 also have
valuable sections on the Young Ottomans. Among
the older sources, Ebiizziya Tevfik's Yeni C0thmdnlilar
ta'nkhi (originally published in instalments in 1909,
mod. Tkish. ed. Istanbul 1973, 3 vols.), is still very
interesting since Tevfik was a member of the group
himself.
(EJ. ZURGHER)
YENI SHEHIR, modern Turkish Yenisehir, a town
of n o r t h w e s t e r n Anatolia, in what was the classical Bithynia. It lies in lat. 40° 17' N. and long. 29°
38' E. at an altitude of 245 m/800 feet in a long
depression running from Inegol in a northeasterly
direction, where this narrows; this plain is drained by
the Gok Su, whose waters are used here for irrigation purposes and which flows past Yeni Shehir into
the Sakarya river [q.v.~\.
Yeni Shehir played an important role in early
Ottoman history. It was the first town of significance
to be taken at some point in the early 8th/14th century by cOthman I [</.#.], who made this town and
Sogiid [q.v.] his headquarters, using Yeni Shehir as a
base for expansion westwards to the Sea of Marmara,
thus cutting the communications of Bursa [q.v.], the
last independent Byzantine city in the region, with
Constantinople, so that 'Othman's son Orkhan [q.v]
was able to capture Bursa in Djumada I 7167April
1326. This northwestern region eventually became the
eyalet or province of Khudawendigar [q.v]. After Tfmur
had defeated Bayezld I at Ankara in Dhu '1-Hidjdja/
July 1402, the Tlmurid army ravaged first Bursa and
then Yeni Shehir and Iznik. Two decisive battles subsequently took place at Yeni Shehir. On 22 Rablc II
886/20 June 1481 the Ottoman prince Djem [q.v],
who had made Bursa his capital in his bid for his
father Mehemmed II Fatih's succession, was defeated
by his elder brother Bayezld (II) and the commander Gedik Ahmed Pasha, and fled with his family
and the last Karamanid prince Kasim b. Ibrahim to
the Mamluk court in Cairo. On 27 Muharram 919/15
April 1513 a further battle took place at Yeni Shehir
when Selfm I [q.v.], exactly one year after his accession, defeated his elder brother and rival for power,
Ahmed, and executed him.
Thereafter, Yeni Shehir played only a reduced role
in Ottoman history, although it was the home town
of Yenishehirli cAbd Allah Efendi, Sheykh al-Isldm 113042/1718-30 under Ahmed III. The European guide
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books of the late 19th century describe it as a modest
place, the centre of a kadd in the sanajak of Ertoghrul
in Khudawendigar province (actually erected in 1885
out of the former sandjak of Biledjik), with around
2,500 inhabitants, all Muslims, several mosques, including the mosque and cimdret of Sinan Pasha, a khan,
baths and the tiirbe of a certain Baba Sultan (see
Murray's Handbook for Constantinople, Brusa, and the Troad,
London 1898, 129; a population figure of less than
5,000 is given in Baedekers Konstantinopel, Balkanstaaten,
Kleinasien, Archipel, Cypern, Leipzig 1914, 265). Yeni§ehir
is now, in the Turkish Republic, the chef-lieu of an
ike in the il or province of Bursa.
Bibliography: See the indices of the standard
histories of early Ottoman times, e.g. C. Imber,
The Ottoman empire 1300-1481, Istanbul 1990, and
R. Mantran (ed.), Hist, de I'empire ottoman, Paris 1989.
Also Sam! Bey, Kdmus al-aclam, s.v.; V. Cuinet, La
Turquie d'Asie, iv, Paris 1894. (C.E. BOSWORTH)
YENI SHEHIR, the O t t o m a n name (YeniShehir i-Fenari, since 1423) of Larissa (i.e. "citadel"),
the chief central Greek city of Thessaly [see TESALYA] ,
lying near the river Peneios and on the highway connecting Athens with Thessalonica [see SELANIK]. It is
now the seat of Larissa prefecture (nomos) (1981 pop.
102,426). Founded in Antiquity, it was fortified by
Justinian (6th century), became one of the administrative and military seats of the Byzantine theme of
Hellas (9th-10th centuries) and was attacked and temporarily captured by the Bulgarians (985-6), the Latin
Crusaders (1204) and the Serbs (1348), withstanding
a Norman siege in 1082-3 (see refs. in J. KoderF. Hild, Hellas und Thessalia, Vienna 1976, 198-9; further bibl. in A. Sawides, Splintered medieval Hellenism: the
semi-autonomous state of Thessaly, A.D. 1213/22-1454/70,
in Byzantion, Ixviii [1998]).
There were in fact three Ottoman conquests of
Larissa: in 1386-7 by Evrenos Beg [g.v.] and Khayr
ul-Dm Pasha; between 1392-3 and 1396-7 by sultan
BayezTd I [q.v.]', and definitively in 1423 (not A.H.
848, i.e. 1444, according to Ewliya Celebi) by the
renegade Turakhan Beg [q.v.] (refs. in Sawides, Problems
of the Ottoman conquest and the spread of the conquerors in
the Thessalian area [in Greek], in Thessaliko Hemerologio,
xxviii [1995], 33-64, esp. 36-9, 49-50). From 1423
Larissa-Yefii Shehir developed into a characteristic
Turkish city with a large Muslim population throughout the long period of Ottoman domination (see Helen
Angelomate-Tsougarake, A contribution to the history of
economic, social and educational life of Larissa during the
Tourkokratia [in Greek], in Mesaionika kai Nea Hellenika,
iii [1990], 255-332, esp. 255, 259, citing the tahrlr
defter?, of 1454-5 for Thessaly), remaining steadily an
Ottoman base (since 1770 as the seat of Thessaly's
central administration, numbering about 40,000 inhabitants; see N. Kladas, art. Larissa, in Megale Hellenike
Enkyklopaideia, xv, 21964, 802C), despite isolated cases
of rebellion, like that of 1600-1 headed by the city's
bishop Dionysius. Turakhan Beg himself became Thessaly's first governor and was succeeded by his son
'Orner Beg (1456), who also established his headquarters in Yefii Shehir, where his mosque survived during the time of Ewliya Celebi's visit in 1668 (see Th.
Palioungas, The mosque of Omer bey in Larissa. A topographical note [in Greek], in Thess. HemeroL, xii [1987],
185-92 and idem, Larissa in the travel accounts of Ewliya
Celebi [Greek tr.], in Thess. HemeroL, xxvi [1994], 81104). The town's local fair developed in the 17th18th centuries, and the sultan Mehemmed IV [q.v.]
himself visited it, also in 1668, to find there his future
sultana (see C. Spanos, in Makedoniko Hemerologio [1972],

3

349-52; LH. Uzuncars,ili, Osmanh tarihi, iii/1, Ankara
1983, 415-16).
Although the city's crucial location did not enable
it to participate in the Greek War of Liberation (182130), still it suffered devastations by the Ottoman generals Mehmed Reshld Pasha and Mahmud Pasha [see
TESALYA]. The Turks held it until 1881, when Thessaly was annexed to the Kingdom of Greece, though
Larissa was briefly recaptured by the Ottomans in the
course of the Graeco-Turkish war of 1897 (see Kladas,
op. ctt., 802C-803A; B. Kodaman (ed.), 1897 Turk-Tunan
sava§i. Tesalya tarihi, Ankara 1993, 92 ff.; I. Aktsoglou,
in Thess. HemeroL, xxxi [1997], 17-26, with Greek tr.
of a Turkish telegram and two poems mentioning the
event). In any case, the exodus of the city's Muslim
residents was completed by the 1920s.
Bibliography. General manuals (in Greek):
E. Pharmakides, Larissa . . . until its annexation to Greece,
1881. Topographical and historical study, Volos 1926;
Th. Palioungas, Larissa during the Tourkokratia, 14231881, i, Larissa 1996. See also Y. Halacoglu, Teselya
Yeni§ehiri ve Turk eserleri hakkinda bir ara§tirma, in Giiney
Dogu Avrupa Ara§tirmalan Dergisi, ii-iii (1974-9), 89100; M. Kiel, Das Tiirkische Thessalien. Etabliertes
Geschichtsbild versus Osmanische Quellen. Ein Beitrag zur
Entmythologisierung der Geschichte Griechenlands, Gottingen
1996; A. Risos, Wirtschaft, Siedlung und Gesellschaft in
Thessalien im Ubergang von der byzantinisch-frankischen
Z.um osmanischen Epoche, Amsterdam 1996; Sawides,
A conspectus on Ottoman-dominated Thessaly and pertinent
research issues [in Greek], in Thessaliko Hemerologio,
xxxiii (1998), 149-59; and Bibl. to TESALYA.
(A. SAWIDES)
YERLIYYA, colloquial Turkish-Arabic term derived
from the Turkish yerlil "local". It was used by the
Damascene sources for the local Janissary corps
(Turkish Terlii Ceri) to distinguish it from the Kapi
Kullari Janissary corps (slaves of the Gate or Imperial
Janissaries) referred to by the same sources as Kdbikul.
A fermdn dated 4 Djumada I 985/20 July 1577
commanded the governor of Damascus to give the
places that fell vacant in the Janissary corps to men
from Rum (Anatolia and Rumelia) and not to rich
and wealthy natives (yerlu) and non-Turkish subjects
(tat) (U. Heyd, Ottoman documents on Palestine, 15221615, Oxford 1960, 61). The fermdn was not heeded,
and natives and foreigners continued to join the corps,
which numbered 1,000 in the 1570s. One of the
duties of the Janissary corps was to assist the Defterddrs
of Damascus and Aleppo in collecting taxes (Heyd,
73 n. 3; al-Muhibbf, Khuldsat, ii, 129, iii, 156, 299,
417-18, 427-8, iv, 449-50; al-Muradl, Silk, i, 166, ii,
63; al-GhazzI, Nahr al-dhahab, iii, 266, 279; al-Tabbakh,
flam, iii, 129). Suffering from the devaluation of the
Ottoman silver currency (akce) with which they were
paid, the Janissaries of Damascus imposed extra taxes
on the peasants. When the government took disciplinary action against them, they rose in revolt. Between
roughly the last quarter of the 16th century, when
these events first occurred, and 1069/1658-9, when
the Kapi Kullari were established in Damascus, the
government—and especially under Sultan Murad IV
(1032-49/1623-40)—killed at intervals several of the
mutinous Janissary chiefs of Damascus, among whom
figured Rumf and non-Turkish individuals. This
opened the way to influential Damascenes, mostly
grain merchants from the Mfdan quarter, to enroll
in the corps. In 1069/1658-9, the Janissary corps in
Damascus supported the revolt of the governor of
Aleppo, Hasan Pasha. But Kapi Kullari Janissary
troops loyal to the Sultan put down the revolt, punished
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the rebellious Janissary chiefs and established themselves in Damascus to counter its Janissary corps that
was becoming dominated by Damascenes and known
accordingly as Yerliyya or "locals". Thus two Janissary
corps came to exist in Damascus. The Kapi Kullari
Janissaries took control of the citadel, the walls and
the gates of the city. The Yerliyya Janissaries were
entrusted with garrisoning the fortresses along the Pilgrimage route to the Hidjaz, but most of them stayed
in Damascus to serve their own personal interests.
The Yerliyya Janissaries were known in Damascus as
Dawlat Dimashk ("masters of Damascus") and the Kapi
Kullari Janissaries as Dawlat al-Kalca ("masters of the
citadel"). The strongholds of the Yerliyya were in the
Mfdan and in Suk Sarudja that was close to the
citadel. The Kapi Kullari were rotated at intervals
and reinforced by fresh troops periodically to keep
them immune to infiltration by local people. Many
of them, however, lived in the city quarters and joined
the guilds, which further caused economic rivalry
between them and the Yerliyya (Abdul-Karim Rafeq,
al-cArab wa 'l-'Uthmdniyyun, 1516-1916, 2Damascus
1993, 142-7, 193-7; idem, The province of Damascus,
1723-1783, 2Beirut 1970, 26-35; idem, The local forces
in Syria in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, in VJ.
Parry and M.E. Yapp (eds.), War, technology and society in the Middle East, London 1975, 277-81.
In 1740, the Yerliyya, in concert with other
Damascene power groups and with the approval of
the sultan, expelled the Kapi Kullari from Damascus.
The prestige of the Yerliyya soared as they controlled
the citadel, the walls and the gates of the city. A
group of them, known locally by the Turkish term
zorab or zorbdwdt (sing, zorba, meaning "insolent one"
or "rebel"), went out of control (Redhouse, Turkish dictionary, 589; Dozy, Supplement, i, 584; Ahmad al-Budayrf
al-Hallak, Hawddith Dimashk al-yawmiyya, 1154-1175/
1762-1741, ed. Ahmad Tzzat cAbd al-Kanm, Cairo
1959, 62 ff.). Challenged by the zorab, the governor
Ascad Pasha al-cAzm (1743-57) used his private troops,
the Dalatiyya, in 1746 to discipline them. Many of
them were killed and their houses destroyed (alBudayn, 66-70; Rafeq, al-'Arab, 258-61). To guard
against the resurgence of Yerliyya power, Ascad Pasha
reinstated the Kapi Kullari Janissaries in Damascus.
Further clashes between the two corps weakened the
Yerliyya, who sought help from the local Ashraf (alBudayn, 214-16; Rafeq, Province, 171-5, 223-6). The
animosity between the two Janissary corps, each representing special interests, continued until 1826 when
the Janissary corps was altogether abolished in the
Ottoman empire and replaced by the new Europeanstyle army known as Nizam-i Djedfd [q.v.].
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(ABDUL-KARIM RAFEQ)
YESHIL tRMAK, modern Tkish. Yes.il Irmak ("the
Green River"), a river of n o r t h e r n Anatolia, the
classical Iris in the province of Pontus (see PW, ix/2,
col. 2045).
The upper course of the river, called the Tozanli
Su, rises in the Kose Dag to the northeast of Sivas
and flows westwards by Tokat [q.v.] and Turhal. Here
there is a fertile plain, the Kazova or "Goose Plain",
which is now irrigated by waters from the Almus dam
on the river's course above it, completed in 1966,
and a canal running off and parallel to the river,
enabling cereals, sugar-beet and vines to grow there
(for a description of the Kazova as it was over a century ago, see H. Van Lennep, Travels in little-known
parts of Asia Minor, London 1870, ii, 86-7). The river
turns northwards by Amasya [q.v] and another fer-

tile region and then eastwards, taking in the Kelkit
as an important right-bank affluent, then northwards
through a narrow valley with defiles to emerge at the
Black Sea coast in a delta built up by silt carried
down from the mountains of the interior. The delta
is partly wooded and partly used for agriculture, but
with marshes, in the past malarial, towards the sea.
The small town of Qarsamba, 32 km/20 miles to the
east of Samsun [q.v], is situated here on the Ye§il
Irmak's left bank. A road runs along the east-west
trough of the upper and middle sections of Ye§il
Irmak's course, with a short stretch of the valley
between Turhal and Amasya carrying the railway from
Kalm near Sivas to Samsun, but the river has never
been navigable.
Bibliography: Naval Intelligence Division, Admiralty Handbooks. Turkey, London 1943, i, 167-8, ii,
152-3, 254, 312-13 and indices; I A, art. Tejihmak
(Metin Tuncel).
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
YESHILKOY, a town of what is now the
u r b a n agglomeration of I s t a n b u l , on the shores
of the Sea of Marmara 15 km/9 miles from the city
centre; before 1924 it was known as Agios Stephanios
in Greek and Ayastefanos in Turkish.
The place is not mentioned in Byzantine sources,
but appears in Villehardouin when he describes the
arrival of the Crusader fleet in 1203 and mentions
"an abbey at St. Stephen three leagues from Constantinople" (ed. Paris 1961, 127). After the Ottoman conquest, Mehemmed II deported large numbers of
persons during his Serbian campaign of 1454 and installed them there (Ducas, xlii, 11; Anonymus Giese, 111;
Kritovoulos, B22 (2)). It was probably from these that
the Ottoman village of Ayastefanos arose; in 1498
the inhabitants comprised 20 hearths of share-cropping
slaves (ortakdfi kullar) with Slav forenames and 24 hearths
of free re'dya, with Slav and Greek forenames, and a
few Muslims, a total of ca. 170 persons (BBA, Tapu
tahrir 1086, ff. 64b-66a).
By an act of wakfm October 1505, Bayezid II attached the village to the mosque that he built in the
capital, and ca. 1525 the Defterddr Ibrahim Celebi rented
out to the wakf a stretch of ground at the modern
village of Bakirkoy as a pleasure garden, which was
taken into the wakf after his execution in 1534. Ewliya
Celebi probably exaggerated when he counted 500
hearths at Ayastefanos in the mid-17th century, but
mentions a tekke, a small bazaar and two churches.
Parallel to agricultural acivities there (the requirement
of milk delivery to the capital for a yoghurt factory
there, yoghurtdj.u kdrkhdnesi, is mentioned for March
1762: Istanbul kulliydti, vii, 119-20), the village early acquired a residential character. The Wallachian prince
Constantine Brancovan retired to a house there after
his deposition in 1713. The place prospered above all
thanks to the Armenian Dadian family, who in 1796
founded a gunpowder factory in the adjacent village
of Azadli. Ohannes Dadyan (d. 1869) built in 1826 an
Armenian church of St. Stephen, and the Greek church,
of the same dedication, was renovated in 1845 by his
nephew Boghos Dadyan. A Greek primary school was
opened in 1862, a Roman Catholic church was added
in 1865 and the first mosque built in 1905 (cf. Pars
Tuglaci, The role of the Dadian family in Ottoman social,
economic and political life, Istanbul 1993).
At the time of the Russo-Turkish War of 1877-8,
the Russian army reached Ayastefanos, and it was there
that the Treaty of San Stefano was signed setting up
an (in fact, ephemeral) Greater Bulgaria (3 March 1878).
The village was connected to the capital by steamer
in 1852 and by a suburban railway line, utilising the
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Orient railway line, in the 1880s. In 1887, lands of
the Dadian family between the railway line and the
sea were granted out for development, permitting a
considerable expansion of the village, which had 160
families in 1905. During the counter-revolution of 1909,
the deputies of the new Ottoman parliament retired
to Ayastefanos, to which there also arrived the first
battalion of the relieving Army of Salonica (cAbd iilRahman Sheref Efendi, Tankh, Ankara 1998, 20-1,
34-5). The Greek population of the village was not
included in the population exchanges of the post-war
period. It now in 1924 took on the name of Yeshilkoy.
The original military airport of 1911 gradually became
the main airport for Istanbul. In 1990 Yes,ilkoy had
22,674 inhabitants.
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(S. YERASIMOS)
YETI SU, in mediaeval Turkish "[the land of] the
seven rivers", rendered in recent times by Russian
scholars as Semirec'e, a region of C e n t r a l Asia.
It comprised essentially the lands north of Transoxania [see MA WARA' AL-NAHR] which stretched from
the basin of the Issik-Kol [q.v.] lake northwards to
Lake Balkhash [q.v.], and it derived its name from
the numerous rivers draining it, such as the Cu [q.v.],
which peters out in the desert to the northeast of the
middle Sir Darya [q.v], and several rivers flowing into
Lake Balkhash such as the Hi [q.v.], which rises in
Dzungaria and flows through Kuldja [q.v] into Semirec'e, and the Karatal, Aksu and various others rising in the northern slopes of the Tien Shan and in
the Alatau mountains further north. What was the
mediaeval Semirec°e is now comprised in the northern part of the new republic of Kirghizia and the
southeastern part of that of Kazakhstan.
Although the lower reaches of the Cu and the rivers
entering Lake Balkhash run through arid, desert lands,
in their upper courses, along the foothills of the mountain massifs, and in the lands around the Issik-Kol,
the terrain has always been attractive for human settlement, with at times towns and agriculture and with
pastures suitable for nomads and their herds. This
has given Semirec'e a geographical and cultural identity of its own, and at several periods it has played
a significant role in Inner Asian history. In particular,
the generally east-west-running rivers provide routes
through the Tien Shan into eastern Turkistan (the
Chinese Sinkiang [^.r;.]), with the Hi, further north,
forming a particularly important strategic corridor via
Kuldja into Dzungaria, with the possibility of passing
by Urumci and Komul [q.v. in Suppl.] through the
Kansu [q.v] corridor into the western part of China
proper. Hence these routes have always been important, inter alia, for commercial exchanges between
Western Asia and China.
In pre-Islamic times, Chinese annals of the 2nd
century A.D. mention Semirec'e as being in the hands
of a nomadic people, the Wu-sun, with the Hsiung-nu
or Huns controlling the upper Irtish river [q.v] lands
to the north of it and Dzungaria. In the 4th century,
the Zhuan-zhuan confederacy, which had arisen out
of the disintegration of the Huns, incorporated Semirec'e in their territories. In the early 7th century, the
Buddhist pilgrim Huien-Tsang (Xuan-zang) found many
towns there, with flourishing agriculture and a commerce dominated by Sogdian colonists, and with the
Manichaean faith widespread amongst the people.
There must also have been already Nestorian Christians, whose graves have been found in Semirec'e
with dates indicating their presence there well into
Mongol times (see in general, Barthold, %ur Geschichte
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des Christentums in Mittel-Asien bis zur mongolischen Eroberung,
Tubingen and Leipzig 1901, and, more specifically, below). By this time, the Western Turks were dominant
in the region, but their empire collapsed in the mid8th century and the resultant confusion facilitated the
Arabs' penetration of Transoxania at this time, although Talas [see TARAZ] for long marked the limit
of the Muslim advance northwards into the steppes.
Turkish tribes meanwhile consolidated their hold on
Semirec'e, with the Karluk [q.v] in 766 occupying the
former Tiirgesh capital of Suyab to the north of the
Cu (probably to be situated to the northeast of Pishpek) (see O. Pritsak, Von den Karluk zu den Karachaniden, in ^DMG, ci [1951], 277-8). Islamic geographers
of the 4th/10th century mention not only the Karluk,
amongst whom Islam had begun gradually to spread,
but other Turkish tribes like the Toghuzghuz [q.v],
Cigil and Tukhsi (see Hudud al-cdlam, tr. Minorsky,
maps v and vi) who resisted Islam for much longer.
Towns, clearly of some importance, now begin to be
noted, such as Barskhan on the shores of the IssikKol and Balasaghun [q.v] situated somewhere in the
Cu valley, whose seizure, being by then a Muslim
town, by pagan Turks in ca. 940 is recorded in Islamic
sources (see Barthold, Zwolf Vorlesungen iiber die Geschichte
der Turken Mittelasiens, Berlin 1935, 77-8). These infidel
Turks must have been the early Karakhanids [see ILEKKHANS] before their conversion to Islam. Within a generation or so, these last had become Muslim, and they
used Semirec'e as a base for their take-over of Transoxania from the Samanids. In the early 5th/llth century, Ahmad Toghan Khan, brother of the Ilig Nasr,
ruled Semirec'e and Kashgharia, but lost the latter to
his second cousin and rival Yusuf Kadir Khan. From
the middle of this century onwards, Semirec'e, being
with Eastern Turkistan the original Karakhanid dominions, constituted the Eastern Khanate of the dynasty.
Over the next century and a half, Semirec'e was
fought over by various rival Karakhanid princes. It
was in this time that much of the region became Islamised, but a new power came on the scene in the
1130s, the people of the Kitan or Khitay, Buddhist
in faith and possibly of proto-Mongol or (less likely)
Tungusic ethnic origin, the Western Liao of Chinese
historians [see KARA KHITAY, and now D.C. Twichett,
in Comb. hist, of China, vi, Alien regimes and border states
907-1368, Cambridge 1994, 45-6]. According to one
source, the Khitay had infiltrated into northern Semirec°e a century earlier in 433/1041-2. After ca. 1140,
the army camp of the Gurkhan or ruler of the Kara
Khitay, called khosun ordo "strong encampment", was
situated on the banks of the Cu, and the Gurkhans'
basically hostile attitude to Islam imposed on Muslims
there. After ca. 1209, their position was disputed by
the Nayman Mongol adventurer Kuclug, who speedily ended the power of the Kara Khitay and took over
both Semirec'e and Eastern Turkistan, using Semirec'e and the eastern Sir Darya region as his base
against the Khwarazm Shah 'Ala' al-Dfn Muhammad
[see KHWARAZM-SHAHS] . But a Cingizid Mongol force
under Kubilay Noyon had already reached northern
Semirec'e in 1211, disputing with Kuclug for control
there, and in 1218 Cingiz's commander Djebe Noyon
defeated Kuclug and entered Balasaghun without a
fight, the Muslim inhabitants there being thankful to
shake ofFKuclug's tyranny. Semirec'e thus escaped devastation by the Mongols, and travellers through the
region in the 13th and early 14th centuries, both
Chinese and Western ones, describe there a flourishing
agricultural and commercial economy, with populous
towns such as Almaligh [q.v] in the upper Hi valley.
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The rule of the Mongol Caghatayids [see CAGHATAY
KHAN; CAGHATAY KHANATE] was favourable to the adherents of non-Muslim faiths, for the Gaghatayid Khans
themselves resisted conversion to Islam until the mid14th century. The Nestorian Christian cemeteries at
Tokmak and Pishpek, discovered by Russian amateur
archaeologists at the end of the 19th century, have
yielded nearly 600 gravestones inscribed in Syriac script,
most of them in Syriac language but some in eastern Turkish; their dates range from 1186 to 1345. In
the reign of the Khan Cangshi (1334-8) Roman Catholic missionaries built a fine church near Almaligh,
and in this same century there existed an Armenian
monastery on the shores of the Issik-Kol (Barthold,
^wb'lf Vorlesungen, 206; T.W. Thacker, A Nestorian gravestone from Central Asia in the Gulbenkian Museum, Durham
University., in Durham University Jnal, N.S., xxviii [19667], 94-17). But the definitive conversion to Islam of
the Caghatayids in the mid-14th century led to persecution of the Christians of Semirec'e, and thereafter, mention of their faith fades away. Semirec'e
was in any case much disturbed from this time onwards
by internecine warfare amongst Mongol claimants to
power, and in 776/1335 Tlmur [q.v] invaded Mogholistan [q.v.], as the whole region north of Transoxania was now generally known, the first of several
expeditions against the local Turco-Mongol ruler of
Semirec°e, Kamar al-Dm, who was eventually driven
out and fled to the Altai mountains region. Soon
afterwards began incursions into Semirec'e by the
Buddhist Mongol Oyrats, called by the Muslims
Kalmuks [see KALMUKS], who now became an enduring factor in the history of the region and who raided
as far as the Sir Darya province. As a result of all
this unrest, Chinese sources of the 15th century no
longer speak of flourishing towns and villages in
Semirec'e but of a land exclusively inhabited by
nomads who dwelt in tents.
At the beginning of the 16th century, pagan tribesmen of the Turkish tribe of the Kirghiz [q.v], who
had traditionally lived in the upper Yenisei region,
moved southwards into Semirec°e, this being the first
attestation of this people in the neighbourhood of what
has become their modern home, the new republic of
Kirghizia. Threats by both the Kalmuks and the
Kirghiz against Transoxania led to attacks on them
by the Turco-Mongol amirs of Transoxania, including
Mfrza Muhammad Haydar Dughlat [q.v], in whose
Tarikh-i Rashidi these invading peoples from the northern steppes, what subsequently became known as the
Kazakh Steppe, and their territory of Mogholistan,
are designated the Djata, with a pejorative implication that this means "marauders, robbers" (cf. Ottoman
cete "band, group", with a neutral meaning, however:
Radloff, Versuch eines Wb'rterbuches der Turk-Dialecte, iii,
1983, and see also Mlrza Muhammad Haydar, tr.
N. Elias and E.D. Ross, A history of the Moghuls of Central Asia, London 1895, introd., 75-6; Barthold, in Four
studies on the history of Central Asia, i, 54, 139). Nevertheless, Kalmuk domination of Semirec'e lasted until the
mid-18th century, when in 1755-8 Chinese armies came
westwards and overthrew the Kalmuks. The Kirghiz
and Kazakhs were now left virtually independent in
Semirec'e until the armies of Imperial Russia advanced
through the Kazakh Steppe. The Russian occupation
of Semirec'e brought them up to the frontier with
China, and in 1864 a treaty between the two empires
defined this frontier, thus enabling Russian forces to
secure their flank for an assault on the Khanate of
Khokand [q.v], and in 1865 Russia put an end to
Khokand's independence. Semirec'e was henceforth

part of the Russian governorate-general of Turkestan,
and in 1899 formally became one of its five component districts (oblast). Alma Ata or Almaty (now the
capital of the Kazakhstan Republic) was developed
as the administrative centre of Semirec'e under the
name of Vernyi ("the loyal [city]"). After the Russian
Revolution and the civil wars in Russia, the region
was divided between the Kazakh and the Kirghiz
SSRs, and the name Semirec'e became obsolete.
Bibliography: The only monograph specifically
devoted to the region is Barthold's early work Ocerk'
istorii Semirec'ya, Vernyi [Alma Ata] 1898, repr. in
Socineniya, ii/1, Moscow 1963, 21-106, Eng. tr. V. and
T. Minorsky, History of the Semirechye, in Four studies
on the history of Central Asia, i, Leiden 1956, 73-171.
In addition to references given in the article, there
are further ones in Barthold, Turkestan down to the
Mongol invasion*, index, and other general works on
the history of Central Asia such as Grousset, L'empire
des steppes; Sinor (ed.), The Cambridge history of early
Inner Asia; etc.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
YILDIZ [see TADJ AL-DIN YILDIZ].
YILDfZ KOSHKU [see YILDIZ SARAYI].
YILDlZ SARAYI, the most r e c e n t of the
Imperial Ottoman palaces, situated on the heights
above the European Bosphorus shore and above the
quarter of Besiktas.. The whole complex of buildings,
set in a large park, covers almost 50 ha.
Like other Imperial residences along the Bosphorus,
it had its origin in a garden and a hunting ground.
Mentions of pre-19th century buildings are confused.
The first trace is of a fountain with an inscription
from 1219 [71804] which apparently went with a
pavilion built by Selfrn III for his mother Mihrishah
Sultan. It was probably this building which for the first
time bore the name Yildiz "star" since it is not mentioned by the meticulous chronicler of Sellm's movements, Ahmed Efendi, in his Ruzname, but first appears
in the Ta'rikh-i Enderun of Khidr Ilyas Agha (Istanbul
1987, 63) in connection with a visit of Mahmud II
(1808-39 [q.v]) on 3 August 1812; it is also mentioned
at the same period by Andreossy. In 1834-5 Mahmud
built a small pavilion surrounded by a garden. It was
demolished in 1842 and replaced by cAbd iil-Medjfd
(1839-61 [q.v]) with a building for his mother, called
the Kasr-i Dilkiisha, and he also undertook the laying out of amenities to the west of a vast park surrounding this structure. Following a first plan done
by the German Stefel, other German landscape architects, Schlerf in 1860 and Vienhild in 1862, also
worked there.
The Ciraghan palace completed in 1871 on the
Bosphorus shores by cAbd iil-'Aziz (1861-76 [q.v]) was
linked by a bridge over the road with the Yildiz park,
making the latter a pleasure ground for the new palace.
The Malta and Tent Kiosks were then built there by
the Balian brothers, Sarkis and Hagop. At the same
time, the sultan embarked on a series of buildings on
the higher part of the park destined to function for
public audiences and the reception of ambassadors
and dignitaries, the Biiyiik Mabeyn Koshkii and the
Indian Lady Pavilion. Round this nucleus, cAbd iilHamld II (1876-1909 [q.v]), fearing that being too near
the coast would make him vulnerable, built his own
residence and made Yildiz a symbol of his absolute
power. A new team of landscape specialists, German,
Italian and French, laid out gardens in the English
style, whilst the architectural construction was undertaken by Sarkis Balian and then Raimondo d'Aronco.
Access to the palace was by a rise, to the right of
which was built in 1885-6 the Hamldiyye mosque,
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ve Yildiz hatirlan, Istanbul 1931; Ziya §akir, //. Sultan
convenient for the sultan to attend the Friday worHamit, sahsiyeti ve hususiyetleri, Istanbul 1943; I.H.
ship, with the nearby Terrace Pavilion built for the
Uzungar§ili, //. Sultan Abdiilhamid'in haVi ve oliimiine
congregation. The rise ended in the Harem Gate, the
dair bazi vesikalar, in Belleten, x (1946), 705-48;
main one of the palace, giving on to a court blocked
S. Uniivar, Saray hatiralanm, Istanbul 1964; Bekir
by a long building, that of the sultan's aides-de-camp
Sitki Baykal, Ibretniima. Mdbeynci Fahri Bey'in hatiralan
and servants (ydwerdn we bendegdn dd'iresi). To the left
ve ilgili bazi belgehr, Ankara 1968; Aiche Osmanoglou,
of the court was situated on the west the Great ChanAvec mon pere, le Sultan Abdulhamid de son palais a son
cery, and on the north the Indian Lady Pavilion. To
prison, Paris 1991.
the right of the Harem Gate was a long range com2. Works on the history and a r c h i t e c prising the kitchens, cellars, armoury and coachmen's
t u r e of the complex. I A, art. Yildiz Ko§kii\ Qelik
quarters with those of the Albanian guards on the
Giilersoy, Yildiz parki ve Malta Kosku, Istanbul 1979;
floor above. Facing this, the prolongation of the aidesMetin And, Saray a bagli tiyatrolar ve II. Abdulhamid'in
de-camp's building housed the library and a cabinet
Yildiz Sarayi tiyatrosu, Istanbul 1987; Onder Kiicukof curiosities.
erman, Diinya saraylann prestij teknolojisi. Porselen sanati
A door in the angle between the Indian Lady
ve Yildiz fini fabrikasi, Istanbul 1987; Pars Tuglaci,
Pavilion and the aides-de-camp's building gave access
The role of the Balian family in Ottoman architecture,
to the private apartments. Within was the Small
Istanbul 1990, 289, 497-506, 546-656; Metin Sozen,
Chancery, Kuciik Mabeyn, with the sultan's office and
Devletin evi saray, Istanbul 1990, 196-213; Mustafa
a building containing the private apartments, of great
Cezar, XIX. ytizyil Beyoglu, Istanbul 1991, 333-48;
simplicity, of cAbd ul-Hamld, a theatre (these strucarts, on the palace, its park and its various buildtures being the work of the Italian architect Raimondo
ings, in Gilnden biigune Istanbul ansiklopedisi, 8 vols.
d'Aronco, 1857-1932) and a building with the quarIstanbul 1993-5; Diana Barillari and Ezio Godoli,
ters of the chief eunuchs, governesses and the less
Istanbul 1900, Istanbul 1997, 67-77.
favoured odalisques. Behind this last was the interior
(S. YERASIMOS)
garden, arranged round an artificial water scheme
YIRMISEKIZ MEHMED [see MEHMED YIRMISEKIZ].
with an island in it on which was a miniature farm.
YOGHURT (T.), from older Turkish yughur-,
At the south end of the garden was the Belvedere
Kiosk, Djihannuma Koshkii, and at the north end
Ottoman yoghurmak/yogurmak "to knead [dough, etc.],
the apartments of the wives and the odalisques; the
y o g h o u r t , a p r e p a r a t i o n of soured milk made
in the pastoralist, more temperate northern tier of the
whole ensemble of the private apartments and garMiddle East, Central Asia and the Balkans, appearden was surrounded by a high wall. To the west of
the ensemble were the service buildings and further
ing as yoghurt/yoghrut in Mahmud al-Kashgharf (Diwdn
out, and isolated, the apartments of the royal princes.
lughdt al-turk, tr. Atalay, i, 182, ii, 189, iii, 164, 190;
At the extreme north was a grand pavilion for the
Brockelmann, Mitteltiirkischer Wortschatz, 92. Cf. also
reception of guests, the Chalet, Shale Koshkii, which
Radloff, Versuch eines Worterbuch der Tiirk-Dialecte, iii/1,
connected with both the private apartments and the
412-13; Doerfer, Turkische und mongolische Elemente im
great park situated to the east. The building was built
Neupersichen, iv, 173-5 no. 1866; Clauson, An etymological
in three phases, corresponding to the rhythm of royal
dictionary of pre-thirteenth century Turkish, 906-7). It seems
visits, including the German Kaiser Wilhelm IPs two
to have been used for therapeutic purposes by the
visits of 1889 and 1898, the first two phases being
pre-Islamic Uyghur Turks (G.R. Rachmat [Arat], %ur
the work of Balian and the third that of d'Aronco.
Heilkunde der Uiguren. I, in SPWAWBerlin, phil.-hist. Kl.,
In the park there were also workshops for carpentry
xxiv [1930], 6, 12, Pt. II, in ibid., xxv [1932], 8).
and ceramics, the latter making the porcelain known j
Partially skimmed milk is reduced over a slow heat,
as Yildiz, functioning from 1895-1909, 1911-20 and
and after cooling, a quantity of a previous fermentanow from 1962 onwards.
tion is introduced and then the whole left slowly to
£
Abd iil-Hamfd's deposition in 1909 meant that
cool and become more solid. The product is called
the palace fell into disfavour and was even partially
mast in Persia; laban in Syrian and Palestinian Arabic;
pillaged. Nevertheless, Mehemmed VI (1918-22 [q.v.]}
zabddi in Egyptian Arabic; liban in 'Iraki Arabic; rd'ib,
spent the greater part of his reign at Yildiz. In the
laban, labne, etc. in the Arabian peninsula. A cool, re1930s the Yildiz estate was divided into three, with
freshing drink is also made from yoghourt and water
the greater part used by the Military Academy, Harp j (ayran in Turkish; dugh in Persian; lassi in India).
Akademisi; the Chalet and other service buildings desYoghourt figures extensively in Middle Eastern eating
ignated for the use of the President of the National
practices, both in cooked dishes (see e.g. D. Waines,
Assembly; and the other palace buildings, along with
In a caliph's kitchen. Mediaeval Arabic cooking for the modthe Malta and Tent Kiosks, given to the municipalern gourmet, London 1989, 64-5, 78-9) and mixed with
ity of Istanbul and opened to the public in 1940.
vegetables such as cucumber (the mdst-khiydr of Persian
With the move of the Military Academy to Ankara
cuisine, cf. E.G. Browne, A year amongst the Persians,
in 1968, new arrangements were made: the main
Cambridge 1926, 190-3).
buildings were transferred to the Ministry of Culture
Bibliography: See also I A, art. Yogurt (Kazim
for use as museums and the service buildings to the
Yeti§); Larousse gastronomique, s.v. yoghourt, yagourt.
west were taken over by the Yildiz Technical Uni(C.E. BOSWORTH)
versity. In 1999 the Ministry of Culture's section houses
YORGAN LADIK [see LADHIK. 2].
the Yildiz Museum and the Museum of the City of
YORUBA, a people of West Africa. The preIstanbul, a research institute for Islamic history, art
sent article deals with the role of Islam among the
and culture, etc.
Yoruba.
Bibliography. 1. Works on the h i s t o r y of
The earliest attested presence of Islam among this
c
the complex u n d e r A b d i i l - H a m r d . P. de
people of what is now Nigeria would seem to date
Regla, La Turqme offmelle, Paris' 1889, 41-59;
back to the Old Oyo empire in the 16th century.
G. Dorys, Abdul-Hamid intime, 7Paris 1907, 101-41;
The role of Songhay-speaking Muslim traders in the
c
Othman Nun, cAbd ul-Hamid-i thdni we dewr-i saltaearly spread of Islam is reflected in a number of
nati, Istanbul 1327/1909; Tahsin Pa§a, Abdulhamid
Songhay loanwords in Yoruba. The earliest term for
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the Muslims, male "People from Mali", probably refers
to this group. Islam apparently first took root among
traders, craftsmen (especially weavers) and warriors
(especially horsemen) in Oyo towns. Muslim slaves
from the north were also absorbed into the royal and
aristocratic households. All these groups became involved in the overthrow of the empire (ca. 1797-1837)
and in the establishment of new warrior city states.
The heterogenous Muslim groups of Ilorin overthrew
their Oyo warlord in 1824 and founded an Islamic
amlrate under Sokoto [q.v.] authority. The amirs,
descendants of a Fulani preacher who had forged the
Islamic community, were elected and controlled by a
council of the leading warlords. The cosmopolitan but
increasingly Yorubanised town became famous for its
Islamic schools and its scholars and saints.
Ibadan, the second warrior state and Ilorin's most
formidable antagonist, also developed a Muslim majority. Ilorin, Ibadan and their dependent Yoruba towns
became crucial for the spread of Islam as an element
of urban culture and associational life, especially among
the Yoruba marketwomen. The same happened in
Lagos, a British colony since 1861 with sizeable groups
of Muslim slave returnees from Sierra Leone and
Brazil. Yoruba Muslim slaves and freedmen had already played a leading role in the Male revolt of 1835
in Bahia.
Islamic communities expanded markedly during
the colonial period (1895-1960). Widely propagated
by preachers and local associations and increasingly
entrenched in the communal structures, Islam grew
along with Christianity in Yorubaland. As Christian
missionary education came to dominate the educational institutions in Western Nigeria the Muslims tried
to meet the challenge. The spread of the Ahmadiyya
[q.v.] since 1916 was followed by the foundation of
the Young Ansar-Ud-Deen Society (Lagos 1923) and other
societies which established "Western" Schools for Muslims and became models of reform for Yoruba Islamic
communities. Local Islamic learning was adapted to
Arab educational models, mainly by young Islamic
scholars and preachers from Ilorin, like Kama! al-Dfn
(b. 1906) and Adam al-Iluri (1916-92) who also became
one of the most prolific Arabic writers in West Africa.
Contacts with Arab countries and with al-Azhar and
other Islamic universities strongly increased after independence. Since the 1970s, Arabic schools expanded tremendously. The Muslim Students' Society (MSS), founded
in Lagos in 1954, was instrumental in bringing together
Muslim students of different educational and regional
backgrounds; it became the first national Islamic organisation, mobilising and transforming the younger
Muslim elite of the south. The highly educated, wellorganised and sometimes very wealthy Yoruba Muslims, both men and women, became politically
important. They were often able to mediate between
North and South and between Muslims and Christians
within Nigeria. Chief Moshood Abiola, the presidential candidate who died in detention in 1998, owed
much of his nationwide electoral success in 1993 to
his skills in this field. The Yoruba remain one of the
rare peoples with an almost equal share of Islam and
Christianity.
Bibliography: H.J. Fisher, Ahmadiyya. A study in
contemporary Islam on the West African coast, London
1963; E.D. Adelowo, Islam in Oyo and its districts in
the nineteenth century, Ph.D. thesis, Univ. of Ibadan
1978; T.G.O. Gbadamosi, The growth of Islam among
the Yoruba 1841-1908, London 1978; A. ShituAgbetola, Islam in Ondo State of Nigeria, 1850-1960,
Ph.D. thesis, Univ. of Ibadan 1983; I.A.A. Seriki,

Islam among the Egba and Ijebu peoples_ (1841-1982),
Ph.D. thesis, Univ. of Ibadan 1986; Adam al-Ilun,
Nasim al-sabdfi akhbdr al-isldm wa-'ulamd3 bildd Turubd,
Cairo 1987; S. Reichmuth and R.D. Abubakre, in
J.O. Hunwick (ed.), Arabic literature in Africa, ii, Leiden
1995: Ilorin and Nupe in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, 439-92, Ibadan, Lagos and other areas of Southern
Nigeria, 493-549; Reichmuth, Education and the growth
of religious associations among Yoruba Muslims. The AnsarUd-Deen Society of Nigeria, in Journal of Religion in
Africa, xxvi (1996), 365-405; idem, Islamische Bildung
und soziale Integration in Ilorin (Nigeria) seit ca. 1800,
Miinster 1998. See also QYQ and its Bibl.
(S. REICHMUTH)
YORUK, YURUK, a term applied to p a s t o r a l
nomadic groups in the Ottoman empire.
Three main meanings are attested in the literature:
(1) in the Ottoman empire, primarily a special term
with legal, administrative and fiscal implications denoting a particular class of nomads obliged to serve in
the Ottoman army; (2) in modern ethnological and
anthropological literature, a term for, and also a selfdesignation of, nomadic pastoralists, including elements
in various stages of sedentarisation, used in an ethnic sense as opposed to Turkmen [q.v.], Kurdish [see
KURDS, KURDISTAN] or other pastoralist tribal groups
of Anatolia; and (3) in Ottoman and modern times,
a general, and therefore less appropriate, term for
nomadic pastoralist Turkish tribal groups.
Etymology and significations.
The term Yoriik/Yuriik is usually derived from the
old Turkic verb "to walk, to march" yon- (references
in Sir Gerard Clauson, An etymological dictionary of prethirteenth-century Turkish, Oxford 1972, 957). Middle
Turkic forms range from yori "to walk, to travel" (see
e.g. Mahmud al-Kashgharf, Diwdn lughdt al-turk, ed.
and tr. R. Dankoff and J. Kelly, Compendium of the
Turkic dialects, iii, Cambridge, Mass. 1985, index 231)
to yuri- and yiiru- in texts from the 13th to 15th centuries (Clauson, ibid.). In most modern Turkic languages the stem is found with high rounded front
vowels, e.g. Ttii. yiiru- "to move, to march, to go".
In Anatolia, also, the forms yuri- andyurii- "to march"
are attested in vocalised texts from the 14th century,
e.g. in the Kitdb-l Ghunya in Old Anatolian Turkish
(ed. Muzaffer Akku§, Ankara 1995, index); for further
examples for the 15th to 17th centuries, see Tarama
so'zlugu, vi, Ankara 1972, 4775-7. The nounyb'ruk/yuruk
(with deverbal nominal-forming suffix -fc) "walking, going
briskly, running, fast (horse)" appears only in Caghatay,
Crimean Tatar and Ottoman Turkish (W. Radloff,
Versuch eines Wb'rterbuches der Turk-Dialecte, iii, St. Petersburg 1905, col. 604). In Ottoman historical texts, mainly
of the 15th and 16th centuries, the term ydruk/yuruk
has a specific administrative or fiscal meaning (see
below). European lexicographers tend to render only
the general meaning, probably because by their time,
the word had to a certain extent lost its particular
meaning; see e.g. F. Meninski (1623-98), who has for
yiiruk "vagabond, person of no fixed abode" (Lexicon
Arabico-Persico-Turcicum, Vienna 1780, iv, col. 5617);
J.Th. Zenker lists yoruk/yuriik as meaning "someone
who walks, runs, a vagabond", while Yurukler is for him
the name of a nomadic tribe and a village in Asia
Minor (Tiirkisch-arabisch-persisches Handworterbuch, Leipzig
1866, ii, 971), reflecting the ethnic connotation of the
term prevalent from the 19th century onwards. J.W.
Redhouse goes a step further and lists for yiiruk, 1.
"active, that goes fast, fleet", 2. "nomadic, especially
(with pi. yurugdn) a nomadic, pastoral Turkman settled
in Asia Minor" (A Turkish and English lexicon, Constan-
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tinople 1890, 2214); K. Steuerwald, however, hasyuriik,
1. "going briskly, marching", 2. "fast (horse)", 3. hist,
"infantry connected to the Janissaries" and the ethnonym Toruk "Turkmen (sic) nomads in Anatolia"
(Turkisch-Deutsches Worterbuch, Wiesbaden 1972, 1040,
1034). In regional forms of modern Turkish, the verbal stem yorii- "to march" and similar meanings, is
attested as well as yoriik "gocebe" (nomad), yoriik "dagli,
kaba ki§i" (mountain-dweller, rough person), while yiiruk
is connected with yugriik "giiclii, cevik, cah§kan, eline
ayagina cabuk" (strong, quick, diligent, nimble)
(Turkiye'de halk ag&ndan derleme sd'zlugii, xi, Ankara 1979,
4310, 4333, 4325).
History.
The phenomenon of the Yoriik should be set within
the context of the immigration of Turkmen tribal groups
into Anatolia beginning with the 11 th century. In preMongol times and in connection with the Mongol
conquests (13th century) and Mongol claims over large
areas of Asia Minor up to the mid-14th century,
unknown numbers of Turkmen took hold of grazing
grounds for seasonal migration. To date, no source
antedating the mid-15th century has been found that
spells out the name Yoriik (Cl. Cahen, La Turquie preottomane, Istanbul 1988, 107, as opposed to Qabuk, in
IA (1986), 430-1). When from the second part of the
14th century onwards, Turkmen nomadic groups, along
with the colonising dervishes, began to take possession of the Balkan peninsula in an organised way,
they contributed eventually to its Turkicisation and
Islamisation. Some of the tribesmen might have been
the ancestors of those people who were to become
known under the name of Yoriik two generations
later.
In a brief separate section, the code of laws (kanunndme [q.v.]) for the taxpaying subjects (recdyd, sing.
raciyya [q.v.]) of Mehemmed II the Conqueror (r. 145181) specifies the organisation, military equipment and
obligations of the Yoriik who, as auxiliary troops, were
considered as belonging to the caskeri class and therefore were exempt (musellem) from all but military service (ed. and tr. F. Kraelitz-Greifenhorst, Kdnunndme
Sultan Mehmeds des Eroberers, in MOG, i [1921-2], 28,
43; Akgiindiiz 1990, i, 354-5). It specifies that a unit
(oajak) should consist of 24 men serving in rotation,
one of them as soldier (eshkinaji), three as his aides
(catal) and the remaining 20 (yamak) paying for the
four fighters' expenses and shouldering their duties
back home. Under Siileyman Kanunf, the number of
men in a unit was raised to 30 (Akgiindiiz 1992, iv,
548). General, provincial and district kdnunnames as
well as those specially issued for the Yoriik dating
from the reigns of Bayezld II, Sellm I and Siileyman
regulate with increasing detail the functions of the
Yoriik and the legal and fiscal framework they had
to comply with (Akgiindiiz, ii-v, index). A kdnunndme
of the mid-15th century specifies that the Yoriik may
migrate along their traditional routes, but should they
cause damage to the fields or harvest, the fine they
would have to pay would be assessed in regular court
proceedings (Fr. tr. N. Beldiceanu, Les actes des premiers sultans conserves dans les manuscrits turcs de la Bibliotheque Rationale a Paris. I. Actes de Mehmed II et de Bayezid
II du ms. fonds turc ancien 39, Paris-The Hague 1960,
123; Ott. text in Akgiindiiz 1990, i, 463). The damage
caused by the pastoralists might have been one of the
reasons for the Ottoman state's perennial policy of
forced settlement and deportation. Extreme examples
are that of Yoriik deportations to Cyprus after the
conquest of this island (1571) or, in the early 18th
century, from western Anatolia to northern Syria. The
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main reason, however, was their independent way of
life, which was considered incompatible with the basic
system of the centralised Ottoman administration.
Tax registers from the time of Siileyman KanunT
(1520-66) permit us to assess globally the nomadic
population in western Anatolia alone at 80,000 households (khdne) for 1520-35 (Inalcik 1994, 34-5), with
the greatest nomadic concentrations in the districts
(sandj_ak [q.v.]), of Ankara, Kiitahiya, Menteshe, Aydin,
Sarukhan, Teke and Hamfd [<7.zw.], or, in other words,
areas where the Turkmen principalities of the 14th
and 15th centuries had flourished. By 1570-80, their
number had increased to around 120,000. Unfortunately, the registers do not permit a systematic distinction between Turkmen and Yoriik tribes. However,
the term Turkmen tended to be more closely associated
with those Anatolian tribes that showed a preference
for Shf'ism (Inalcik 1986, 40-2). On the European
side, Yoriik tribes pursued their life of seasonal transhumance, with a growing tendency toward sedentarisation, in Thrace, eastern Bulgaria, the Dobrudja, in
the Rhodope and Balkan mountains adjoining the
Maritsa and Vardar river valleys, and north of
Thessaloniki (Inalcik 1994, 36). The most comprehensive study, based on archival materials, of the names,
locations, numbers and functions of the Rumelian
Yoriiks from the 15th to 19th centuries is Gokbiligin
1957, summarised in Qabuk 1986. Based on tax registers, O.L. Barkan suggests for the early 16th century
a total number of almost 38,000 Yoriik households,
or one-fifth of the total population of the European
provinces (Essai sur les donnees statistiques des registres de
recensement dans I'empire ottoman aux XVe et XVF siecles,
mJESHO, i [1957], 32-3). From the early 17th century onward, the number of households registered as
Yoriik was in steep decline (Gokbilgin 1957, 56-92).
On the economic plane, Yoriiks engaged primarily in
animal husbandry, producing wool and hides as well
as carpets for an international market, while their
small-scale agricultural activities were concentrated on
cash-crops such as wheat, cotton and rice (Inalcik
1994, 37-9; for taxes on the Yoriik in the 17th century,
see Regional structure in the Ottoman economy. A Sultanic
memorandum of 1636 A.D., ed. R. Murphy, Wiesbaden
1987, index). In war and peace, they also played an
important role in long-distance transportation.
Different from the Eastern Anatolian Turkmen and
Kurdish tribal federations, the Yoriik were organised
in military conscriptions within the Ottoman administration, serving mostly as provincial auxiliary forces,
as guards of roads and mountain passes, as falconers,
and horse raisers, in military transport, road construction and maintenance, ship building and mining. Their
leaders were indifferently called beg/bey (A. Birken,
Die Provinzen des Osmanischen Reiches, Wiesbaden 1976,
60, based on Ewliya Celebi), a title that was abolished under Sultan cAbd iil-Hamld II (1876-1909)
(Tsakyroglous 1891, 344) or Toruk pasjiasU Ewldd-l
fdtihdn ddbiti (Defterdar Sari Mehmed Pasha, %ubde-i
vekqyidt, 1066-1116/1656-1704, ed'. Abdiilkadir Ozcan,
Ankara 1995, passim).
During the 17th century, owing to large-scale sedentarisation, the number of Yoriiks registered in Rumelia
decreased considerably. In 1102/1690-1, during the
protracted war with Austria, the tribal Yoriik were
reorganised as more tightly disciplined auxiliary forces
under the name Sons of the Conquerors (Ewldd-l fdtihdn).
This system was modified only in 1243/1827-8, when
Mahmud II (1808-39), in another attempt to reform the
army, incorporated Yoriik forces in the new cAsdkir-i
mansure. From 1261/1845-6, the Yoriik were subject
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to taxes and military service like the rest of the population (Gokbilgin 1957, 255-342, with texts of twelve
relevant tax (tahrir) registers and list of 26 additional
documents up to 1846).
During the Tan^imdt [q.v] period, from ca. 1860
onwards, in order to strengthen central state control,
the Ottoman government again made every effort to
settle the volatile nomadic tribes (Tsakyroglous 1891,
342; Wenzel 1937, 83-7). In his Tedhdkir, Ahmed
Djewdet Pasha [q.v.] gives a general idea of how the
pacification and reform in the Kozan and Qukurova
regions of southeastern Anatolia were put into effect
(ed. Cavid Baysun, Ankara 1986, tezkires 26-9).
Ethnography.
The earliest European ethnographic information
dates from the end of the 19th century. Tsakyroglous
(1891), who ca. 1880 became acquainted with Yoriik
groups with winter quarters in Borlu and summer
camps near Gordes, and Bent (1891), who seems to
have visited Yoriiks of southwestern and southern
Anatolia, contradict each other in the description of
the physical appearance of the Yoriik. Otherwise, they
describe in some detail their economy, transhumance,
tribal structure and beliefs. Both sources mention
strictly pastoralist Yoriiks migrating from winter (kishla/
kishlak [q.v.]) to summer (yayla/yaylak [q.v.]) encampments, and half-settled Yoriiks cultivating modest fields.
The Ottoman policy of controlling the nomadic
pastoralists by encouraging and enforcing settlement
was continued under the Turkish Republic, because
nomadism was now considered retrograde. Since the
1950s, the policy of large-scale agricultural development
through irrigation in the coastal plains of western and
southern Anatolia, as well as in the Qukurova plain,
has left a majority of tribes without grazing land and
has brought about their impoverishment and social
break-up. With his novel Binbogalar efsanesi (1971), the
Turkish author Yasar Kemal set up a literary monument to the decline of Yoriik tribal life. In contrast,
some groups who happened to become landowners
in the newly-irrigated areas became wealthy by growing fruit-trees and cotton, some of them eventually
giving up most of their cattle-raising activities or even
becoming fully sedentarised (Roux 1961 for the case
of the Antalya region).
In modern and contemporary research, the Yoriik
are mainly studied as keepers of the traditional ways
of life of nomadic and semi-nomadic pastoralists in
the Anatolian part of the Republic of Turkey. The
patterns and conditions of their migrations, their economy and adaptation to new forms of economic demands, their social organisation and handicrafts have
attracted field-researchers from Turkey and abroad.
The question whether the popular designation of all
Turkish-speaking nomads as Yoriik/Yiiruk is an improper generalisation, and in which way the term
reflects an historical, ethnic and social reality, seems
to have been settled by ethnologists to the extent that
there is indeed a distinction to be made between
Turkmen, Yoriik, Tahtaci and Qepni. The Tahtaci
[see TAKHTADJI] are set apart by their religious affiliation—they are Alevis—and by their exclusive occupation as wood-cutters; the Qepni, also Alevi, claim
descent from the Oghuz [see GHUZZ]. An historical
relationship between Turkmen and Yoriik is assumed
by most scholars, although exact details remain somewhat elusive. The Turkmen and the Yoriik themselves
acknowledge this relationship insofar as a Turkmen
might not consider himself a Yoriik, whereas a Yoriik
might think of himself also as Turkmen (A. Gokalp,
Tetes rouges et bouches noires, Paris 1980, 32-3). According

to research conducted since the 1950s, a majority of
the Yoriik tend to call themselves Yoriik, whilst a
minority prefer their tribal name, which is often a
personal or a place name, no common ancestor, mythical or historical, being claimed. Among Sunn! Yoriiks,
group identity is maintained through patrilineal descent.
They are organised in tribes (agiret), lineages (habile,
siildle) and families (aile), with marked endogamy, but
without paramount chiefs (Andrews 1989, 59-60).
The present number of Yoriik is not known, since
they speak Turkish and are therefore not separately
listed in the official census. A recent study estimates
their number at ca. one million, ca. 10,000 of these
being fully nomadic, while the rest are part-time
nomads or are settled (Kunze 1994, 71, 77). Today
they are distributed primarily along the Taurus mountain range from western Anatolia (Izmir, Soke) all the
way along the southern coast via the gulf of Antalya
to Adana and its hinterland up the Ceyhun river.
The winter quarters are in the coastal river plains,
while the summer ones are beyond the Taurus in the
high plateaus of inner Anatolia (Denizli, Afyon Karahisar, Konya, Kayseri, Bolu, Sivas, Mara§). Settled
Yoriik are recorded for the same region and also in
the areas of Manisa, Balikesir, Kiitahya and Eski§ehir
(cf. Andrews 1989, 59; Kunze 1994, passim and map
at p. 73; Tiibinger Atlas des Vorderen Orients (TAVO), map
A VII 14, Wiesbaden 1987). Probably very few Yoriik
remain in the Balkan peninsula. In the 1980s, Svanberg
came across ca. 200 Yoriik who led a traditional life
in some isolated hamlets in the mountains of Macedonia. According to him, they belonged to the Bektashf
religious community (I. Svanberg, Gagavouzika and
Jurucki. Urgent tasks for Turkologists, in CAJ, xxxii [1988],
esp. 114-16). Most Yoriiks are said to belong to the
Hanafi school of Sunm Islam, but there are also Alevi
Yoriik, about whom not much is known (Andrews
1989, 59, 62). Folklore studies and recent research on
Yoriik textiles refer to the preservation of pre-Islamic
or shamanistic beliefs (Briiggemann 1993).
The Yoriik dialects still await study in more detail.
A recent study on the Anatolian dialects states that
they show minor variations in vocabulary, phonetics
and morphology in comparison with the dialects of
settled Turks (Demir 1996).
The characteristic traits of the Yiiriik "black tent"
(kara fadir), made from goat hair, as well as the textile arts of the Yoriik, embroidered clothing, saddlebags (heybe), sacks (fuval) and, in particular, kelims and
brocaded flatweaves, have now been quite well studied.
The most comprehensive study of their flatweaves is
by Briiggemann (1993), who, however, deals also with
Turkmen ones, since he postulates that Turkish
nomadic tribes shared over the course of time a common language of patterns, motives and techniques.
Yoriik folklore, customs, music and dances have been
studied more systematically since the 1950s, but
increased sedentarisation and interior and exterior
migration have caused these traditional arts to fade
away.
Bibliography: A bibl. with 190 items is I. Svanberg, A bibliography of the Turkish-speaking tribal Yoruks,
in Materialia Turcica, v (1979) [1981], 25-40; the subsequent publications are listed s.v. Yuriiken in Turkologischer Anzeiger/Turkology Annual, i ff., Vienna 1975
ff. Almost every volume of the journal Turk Folklor
Ara§tirmalan (i ff., 1949-50 ff.) contains an article
on Yoriik customs and material culture. In addition
to references in the article, see Ahmed Akgiindiiz,
Osmanli kanunndmeleri ve hukuki tahlilleri, i-v, Istanbul
1990-2; Ethnic groups in the Republic of Turkey, comp.
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and ed. P.A. Andrews with the assistance of
R. Benninghaus, Wiesbaden 1989, 58-62, 265 and
map 1; F. Bajraktarevic, in El1 art. Turuk\ D.G.
Bates, Differential access to pasture in a nomadic society.
The Yoriik of southeastern Turkey, in Perspectives on nomadism, ed. W. Irons and N. Dyson-Hudson, Leiden
1972, 48-59; idem, Nomads and farmers. A study of the
Yoriik of Southeastern Turkey. Ann Arbor 1973; Th.
Bent, The Tourouks of Asia Minor, in J. of the Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland, xx/3
(1891), 269-76; P.N. Boratav, Textes de la tradition
orale des Yoriik et des Tahtaci, in Melanges offerts a Louis
Bazin, ed. J.-L. Bacque-Grammont and R. Dor,
Paris 1992, 129-35; W. Briiggemann, Yayla. Form
und Farbe und tiirkischer Textilkunst, Frankfurt a. M.
and Berlin 1993; V. Qabuk, I A, art. Yoriikler; N. Demir,
Einige Merkmak yb'riikischer Dialekte, in Symbolae turcologicae, ed. A. Berta, B. Brendemoen and C. Schonig,
Uppsala 1996, 61-70 with a bibl. of earlier linguistic field-work; M. Tayyib Gokbilgin, Rumeli'de
Yiiriikler, Tatarlar ve Evldd-i Fdtihdn, Istanbul 1957;
Kemal Giingor, Anadolu yoriiklerin etno-antropolojik tetkiki,
Ankara 1941; H. Inalcik, Osmanhlafda raiyyet riisumu,
in Belleten, xxii (1959), 575-610; idem, The Yuriiks.
Their origins, expansion and economic role, in Oriental carpet and textile studies, i, ed. R. Pinner and W. Denny,
London 1986, 39-65; idem, The Ottoman state. Economy
and society, 1300-1600, in An economic and social history of the Ottoman Empire, 1300-1914, ed. H. Inalcik
and D. Quataert, Cambridge 1994, 9-409, esp. 3443; Yoriik. Nomadenleben in der Tiirkei, ed. A. Kunze,
Munich 1994; J.-P. Roux, La sedentarisation des nomades
Yuruk du vilayet d'Antalya, in L}Ethnographic, N.S. Iv
(1961), 64-78; M.-H. Sauner-Nebioglu, Evolution des
pratiques alimentaires en Turquie. Analyse comparative,
Berlin 1995 (Yoriik cuisine from Denizli); M. Tsakyroglous, Die Jiiruken, in Das Ausland, lxiv/18 (1891),
341-4, lxiv/19 (1891), 366-71; H. Wenzel, Forschungen
in Inneranatolien. II. Die Steppe als Lebensraum, Kiel
1937.
(BARBARA KELLNER-HEINKELE)
YOUNG TURKS [see YENI COTHMANLILAR] .
YOZGAT, a town of north central Anatolia,
lying some 160 km/100 miles east of Ankara on both
sides of a tributary of the Delice Irmak (lat. 39°
50' N., long. 34° 48' E., altitude 1,320 m/4,330 feet).
It was founded by members of the Djebbarzade/
Capanoghlu family (supposedly yoz means "pasture,
herd", while gat is a dialectal word for "town"). On
record since 1116/1704, this dynasty, possibly of
Mamalu-Turkmen background, constituted one of the
major acyan lines of central Anatolia, controlling a territory far beyond its original power-base in the sanc^ak
of Bozok (wildyet of Rum, see Ozcan Mert, XVIII. ve
XIX. yuzyillarda fapanogullari, Ankara 1980). Very few
towns existed in this region when the Djebbarzade
came to live in Yozgat sometime in the mid-12th/
18th century. The settlement grew as the Capanoghullari encouraged immigration, part of it non-Muslim
(V. Cuinet, La Turquie d'Asie, Paris 1892, i, 297; this
author stresses the modern, well-built aspect of the
town, which at that time possessed 15,000 inhabitants).
Such urban development conformed to a pattern not
rarely encountered in the 12th/18th century, when
the Ottoman state encouraged its appointees to revive
trade and communications; slightly earlier, Newshehir
[q.v.] had been established, located only about 150 km/
95 miles to the south. Mustafa Pasha built the new
town's principal mosque, along with a mausoleum for
the founder's family (1192/1778). It was enlarged by
his son Suleyman Beg in 1210/1795, who created a
unique ensemble by transforming the son dj.emacat yeri
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of the older mosque into a link between the two
structures (G. Goodwin, A history of Ottoman architecture,
London 1971, 400-2).
The next major event in the history of Yozgat pertains to the Turkish War of Independence, when in
1920 members of the Capanoghlu family, still powerful in the area, in the name of Sultan Mehemmed
VI Wahid al-Dm rebelled against the Nationalist forces
led by Mustafa Kemal (Atatiirk). The uprising was
quelled by the Yeshil Ordu troops of Cerkes Edhem
[q.v.]', however, the latter's demand that a governor
deemed responsible for the incident be handed over
to him for punishment was refused by Mustafa Kemal.
These events are often regarded as the beginning of
the rift between Atatiirk and Cerkes Edhem (see art.
Yozgat, in Yuri ansiklopedisi, Tiirkiye il il, diinii, bugilnii,
yanm, x, Istanbul 1982-4, 7646-7; contains extensive
bibl.). They may also have caused the Turkish language
to acquire the expression bu i§in altmdan bir capanoglu
fikti to denote a troublesome situation. Present-day
Yozgat is an il or provincial capital (over 36,000 inhabitants in the 1980s) and the centre of a largely
rural area. A lack of industrial employment opportunities, and the fragmentation of village holdings, have
led to large-scale emigration from this area.
Bibliography: See also Naval Intelligence Division, Admiralty Handbooks, Turkey, London 1943,
ii, 594-5 and index.
(SURAIYA FAROQHI)
YUCEL, HASAN CALI (1897-1961), T u r k i s h
statesman, educator and author.
He was born, the son of a post and telegraph
inspector CA1I Rida and Neyyire, the daughter of an
army colonel, in Istanbul on 17 December 1897.
Hasan cAlr attended the Wefa3 Icdddisi between 19115, and then, after military service during the First
World War, graduated from Istanbul University in
1921. Until 1927, he worked as a teacher in several
lycees in Izmir (Erkek Muallim Mektebi) and Istanbul
(Kuleli, Istanbul Erkek, Galatasaray) where he lectured on philosophy, literature and Turkish language.
He continued his career at various posts in the Ministry
of Education, and was sent to Paris to study the
French educational system. In 1935 he was elected
to Parliament as the representative for Izmir of the
Halk Partisi, and in 1938 was appointed the Minister
of Education, playing a leading role in the Turkish
modernisation process by initiating various reforms
within the educational and cultural spheres. The translation of various world classics and encyclopaedias,
the establishment of the Ankara State School of Music,
studies on the Turkification of language and the realisation of the Village Institutes project [see KHALKEVI]
were among his major initiatives. After resigning from
office in 1946 and from the party in 1950, he served
as the consultant to I§ Bankasi Cultural Publications
between 1956-60. During 1960, he worked on the
Commission for the Preparation of the National Education Plan. He died in Istanbul, on 26 February 1961.
Throughout his life, Hasan cAlf wrote many books
and articles for various newspapers and magazines,
including Ak§am, Ulus, Cumhuriyet, Oncu and Diinya. The
most often recurring themes of his works were culture, education and philosophy; in them, he expressed
his faith in modernisation harmonised with traditional
values. He also wrote poetry and collected his works
in several volumes.
Bibliography: 1. Selected works. Goethe, bir
dehamn romam, Istanbul 1932; Turk edebiyatma toplu
bir bah§, Istanbul 1932; Ddnen ses, Istanbul 1933;
Fransada killtilr i§leri, Istanbul 1936; Pazartesi konu§malan, Istanbul 1937; Tiirkiyede orta ogretim, Istanbul
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1938; lyi vatandas, iyi insan, Ankara 1956; Hiirriyet
gene hurriyet, i, Ankara 1960, ii, Ankara 1966; Ktiltur
uterine du§unceler, Ankara 1974; Geftigim giinlerden,
Istanbul 1990; Ogretmen-ogrenci ko§esi, Ankara 1995.
2. Studies. H.Z. Ulken, Tiirkiye'de gagda§ du§unce
tarihi, Istanbul 1992, 468-9; S. Aksjn, DujUnce tarihi
(1945 sonrasi), in idem (ed.), Tiirkiye tarihi, v, Istanbul
1995, 229-30; M. Qikar, Hasan-Ali Tiled ve Turk kultiir
reformu, 2Ankara 1998.
(AYL!N OZMAN)
YUTIRIDS, the first local dynasty to emerge
in the Yemen in the Islamic period (232-3877
847-997). The name is often erroneously vocalised
"YaTurids", but the 4th/10th century Yemeni scholar
al-Hamdanl, who was a contemporary of the YuTirids,
makes it clear that YuTirids is the correct spelling (alIklil, Sudarabisches Mustabih, ed. O. Lofgren, Uppsala
etc. 1953, 36, and al-Iklil, ii, ed. Lofgren, Uppsala
1965, 71).
The family was of Dhu Hiwal, a tribe from ShibamKawkaban some 40 km/25 miles north-west of SancaJ
[q.v.]. The founder of the dynasty, YuTir b. £Abd alRahman al-Hiwall, had been waiting in the wings
watching the increasing impotence of the 'Abbasid
governors in San'a'. In 232/837, after some skirmishes
with, and a failed attack upon, the 'Abbasid forces
in the Yemen, the Yucfirid army defeated the c Abbasid
governor, Himyar b. al-Harith.
We hear little of the rule of YuTir b. cAbd alRahman, other than that the dynasty held vast areas
of the Yemen from Sacda [q.v.] in the north to alDjanad near Tacizz [q.v.] in the south, and for some
time the Yucfirids maintained their outward allegiance
to the 'Abbasids in Baghdad. In 258/872, the old
and infirm YuTir handed over the reins of power to
his son, Muhammad.
In 262/876 Muhammad left the Yemen to perform
the pilgrimage, leaving his son Ibrahim in authority.
In 269/882, Yu'fir, presumably to deny them a role in
the government of the house, conspired with Ibrahim
to have both Muhammad and his brother, Ahmad,
murdered in the minaret of the mosque in Shibam.
Such an appalling crime brought widespread chaos
to the Yemen with many tribes in revolt against the
perpetrator Ibrahim, who withdrew to Shibam. The
c
Abbasid caliph al-Muctamid despatched as governor
to the Yemen CA1I b. al-Husayn in a move to attempt
to strengthen the hand of the Yucfirids, but he was
unable to reach the country until 282/895. The new
governor did manage to pacify the area around San'a5.
At this particular juncture, our historical sources
turn their attention elsewhere. With much of the north
of the Yemen in complete chaos, Yahya b. al-Husayn,
the future first Zaydl imam., al-Hadl ila '1-Hakk, entered
Sa'da in 284/897 and over the next few years a
Zaydl imamate was established there [see ZAYDIYYA].
The only historical information which we have on
the YuTirids at this time is that of their struggles
against the Zaydl forces. In the south of the country,
too, another dangerous enemy lurked. Two FatimidIsma'IlI propagandists, Mansur al-Yaman [q.v.] and
C
A1I b. al-Fadl, were building up a strong force and
threatening to move northwards on Sanca3. The history of the period is now a confused account of tripartite power struggles in the whole of the country,
involving YuTirids, Zaydls and Isma'ills.
Al-Hadl died in 298/911 and the two Fatimids in
302/915. This at last left the YuTirids without serious
threat. Ascad b. Ibrahim, the leader of the dynasty,
was able to establish peace in Sancas and throughout
much of the country, although we cannot be sure
how far north his authority extended. When As'ad

died in 344/955, leaving no clear instructions for his
succession, serious family squabbles broke out. Sanca5
was lost and the last YuTirid ruler, cAbd Allah b.
Kahtan b. cAbd Allah died in Ibb in 387/997, after
a tour of Tihama [q.v] and the south, and this date
marks the end of the YuTirid house.
The YuTirid mosque in Shibam stands to this day,
although the minaret in which the 269/882 murders
took place was replaced at a later date (see R. Lewcock
and G.R. Smith, Two early mosques in the Yemen: a preliminary report, in AARP, iv [1973]). The tomb, set at right
angles to the western outer wall of the mosque, mentioned a YuTir, perhaps YuTir b. cAbd al-Rahman himself, and local tradition has it that it is his tomb. A visit
to the mosque in 1997, however, revealed that the tomb
is now in ruins and no inscription immediately visible.
Bibliography: Detailed treatment of the YuTirids
is given in G.R. Smith, The early and medieval history of Sancd\ in R.B. Serjeant and R. Lewcock
(eds.), San'd3, an Arabian Islamic city, London 1983,
55-7, and in Smith, The political history of the Islamic
Yemen down to the first Turkish invasion (1-945/6221538} in W. Daum, Yemen, 3000 years of art and
civilisation in Arabia Felix, Innsbruck and Frankfurt
[1988], 130-1, both relying on primary and early
sources including clmad al-Dln Idrls, Kanz al-akhydr
fi mafrifat al-akhbdr, B.L. ms. Or. 4581, now ed.
£
Abd al-Muhsin al-Madcadj, Kuwait 1992, and 'All
b. Muhammad al-cAbbasI al-cAlawI, Sirat al-Hadl ila
'l-Hakk, ed. Suhayl Zakkar, Damascus 1972. Mention should also be made of the excellent, though
still unpublished, Ph.D. thesis of C. Geddes, The
Yu'jirid dynasty of Sancd\ University of London 1959.
(G.R. SMITH)
YUGOSLAVIA "land of the South Slavs", a
Balkan state which came into being through the
peace treaties consequent on the end of the First
World War, 1919-20 (St-Germain, Neuilly, Trianon),
as the Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes
under the ruling house of its largest component, Serbia.
According to the constitution which came into effect
on 1 January 1921, this was to be a unitary state, but
this was never fully achieved, and arrangements in
August 1939 envisaged a federal structure. Such developments were cut short by the German invasion of
April 1941, after which the territories of Yugoslavia
fell under Axis (German, Italian, Bulgarian) occupation
till 1944-5. After the Second World War, Yugoslavia
came under Communist control, with the January 1946
constitution abolishing the monarchy and setting up
a Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia that lasted
until the break-up of the federation in the early 1990s.
Such regions of what became Yugoslavia as Macedonia, South Serbia ("Old Serbia") and above all
Bosnia and Hercegovina had substantial Muslim populations, comprising ethnic Turkish incomers and converted indigenous Slav peoples. Many of the former
element returned to Turkey after 1919 [see MUHAT^IR.
2], but substantial numbers of Muslims have remained
in Bosnia, and in recent decades, the numbers of
Muslims in the Kosovo region of South Serbia [see
KOSOWA, KOSOVO] have grown through the immigration thither of Albanians [see ARNAWUTLUK] . In the
census of 1953, the last one which noted religious
affiliation, 12% of the population of Yugoslavia was
returned as Muslim.
See for the history in Islamic times of the various
regions of Yugoslavia, BOSNA; KARADAGH; KOSOWA;
MAKADUNYA; SIRB; DALMATIA, in Suppl.; also MUSLIMUN.
1, and the Bibls. there, especially A. Popovic, L'Islam
balkanique, Berlin-Wiesbaden 1986.
(ED.)

YUHANNA B. SARABIYUN — YUNAN
YUHANNA B. SARABIYUN, a C h r i s t i a n
(Nestorian) physician of the 3rd/9th century. He wrote in Syriac a medical compendium
(kunndsh) in two different forms, one with seven, the
other with twelve makalat.
The second, called the large compendium (al-kunndsh
al-kabir), was corrected by the Sabian Abu '1-Hasan
Thabit b. Ibrahim b. Zahrun (d. 369/980). An extract
was made by Yahya b. Djamal al-Dm al-Hfn alMutatabbib al-Halabr (who was still alive in 11987
1783). The complete work has been preserved in the
Istanbul ms. Ayasofya 3716.
According to Ibn Abi Usaybi'a, the first compendium, called the small one (al-kunndsh al-saghir), was
translated into Arabic by the secretary Musa b.
Ibrahim al-Hadithf on behalf of the physician Abu
'1-Hasan b. Nafis. This translation is said to have been
superior, stylistically speaking, to that of Abu Bishr
Malta b. Yunus al-KunnaT (d. 328/940) and to that of
the well-known annotator Hasan b. Bahlul al-Awani.
This kunndsh was translated by Gerhard of Cremona
under the title Practica Joannis Serapionis aliter breviarium
nuncupate; in later times this translation was often reprinted. The Latin translation led to a Hebrew one by
Moshe b. Mazliah (Steinschneider, Hebrdische Ubersetzungen, no. 474). In this way, the structure and the
contents of the work became known rather early. The
seven treatises deal with: 1) diseases of body and nerves;
2) diseases of eye, mouth, lungs, breast and heart; 3) diseases of stomach, intestines, and those caused by worms;
4) diseases of liver, spleen, kidneys, bladder, gout;
5) skin-diseases, wounds caused by a bite, gynaecological
diseases; 6) fever; 7) composite medicines (akrdbddhin).
Most of the quotations from Yuhanna are found
in al-Razr, the others in the Dhakhira of (Ps.) Thabit,
in the Djdmi' of Ibn al-Baytar, in the Minhdaj of
Kuhln, in the Akrdbddhin of KalanisT and others (enumerated in M. Ullmann, Die Medium im Islam, 102-3).
According to the critical al-Madjusi who, in the preface
to his main work, the Kdmil al-sindca al-tibbiyya, reviews
the achievements of his predecessors, not many positive elements are to be found in Yuhanna's work: e.g.,
he finds fault with the latter for limiting therapy to
medicaments and diets, while disregarding "manual
treatment" (surgery); furthermore, there are allegedly
many complaints about omissions, deficiencies and
inaccuracies (see Ullmann, Medium, 142-3).
From a quotation in Abu Sahl Bishr b. Yackub alSidjzf's al-Rasd'il al-tibbiyya, it might perhaps be concluded that Yuhanna also wrote a Kitdb fi Ashr makdldt
li-^dlinus, see Dietrich, Medicinalia Arabica, Gottingen
1966, 67 1. 18.
Bibliography: Ibn al-Nadfm, Fihrist, 296; Ibn
al-Kiftf, Hukamd\ 380; Ibn Abi Usaybi'a, i, 109, 11.
17-22; L. Leclerc, Histoire de la medecine arabe, i, 10511; M. Ullmann, Die Medium im Islam, Leiden 1970,
102-3; idem, Tuhannd ibn Sardbiyun. Untersuchungen zur
Uberlieferungsgeschichte seiner Werke, in Medizinhistorisches
Journal, vi (1971), 278-96. For the tradition in Syriac,
see A. Baumstark, Geschichte der syrischen Literatur,
231, with the addendum on 353; G. Graf, GOAL,
ii, 131; R. Degen, in Medizinhist. Journal, vii (1972),
122 n. 49.
(A. DIETRICH)
YULBARS KHAN, the Uyghur Turkish leader
of a Muslim rebellion at K o m u l [q.v. in Suppl.]
in Eastern Turkistan or Sinkiang [q.v.] during the 1930s,
b. 1888, d. ? in the mid-1970s.
In 1928 the second Republican Chinese governor of
Sinkiang, Chin Shu-jen, overthrew the last autonomous
khanate of Central Asia, that of Komul in the extreme
eastern end of the province, adjacent to the frontiers
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with Mongolia and Kansu. His anti-Muslim policies
provoked a rebellion there in April 1931 of the Uyghurs,
and possibly some of the Tungans [q.v.], under the
joint leadership of Yulbars Khan, who had been an
adviser and official of the last two Khans of Komul,
and the less effective Khodja Niyaz Hadjdjr. Yulbars
appealed to the Han Muslim warlord of northwestern Kansu, Ma Chung-yin [q.v.], and the latter's intervention enabled local Turkish elements to take over
most of southern Sinkiang and set up in September
1932 an "Eastern Turkestan Republic" based on Kashghar [q.v], which in November 1933 became the
"Turkish-Islamic Republic of East Turkestan". Yulbars
and Khodja Niyaz, however, represented conservative Komulf sentiment, seeking limited autonomy for
Komul rather than secession from China, and they
were suspicious of local Muslim leaders who were prepared to call in Soviet Communist support. Yulbars
was a fluent Chinese speaker, and he was later to
choose exile in Taiwan rather than Turkey.
It soon became clear that Ma Chung-yin was following his own interests rather than those of the
Turkish peoples of Sinkiang, and in early 1934 his
forces destroyed the Kashghar republic, although further rebel activity was to continue there. Yulbars fled
to Nanking in 1937, but returned to Komul in 1946 as
an adherent of the Kuo Min-tang. He fought against
the increasing power of the Chinese Communist in
Sinkiang, but in the winter of 1950-1 had to flee to
Tibet and thence to Taiwan, where he retained the
post of governor of Sinkiang in exile, eventually dying
there.
Bibliography: A.D.W. Forbes, Warlords and Muslims in Chinese Central Asia. A political history of Republican
Sinkiang 1911-1949, Cambridge 1986, see index s.v.
and esp. the biography at 254 (photograph at 50).
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
YUNAN refers to the ancient Greeks, reflecting the name "lonians". Tundm means Greek (noun
and adjective) and al-yundniyya or, less commonly, alyundnl (with or without lugha or lisdn), the ancient
Greek language. The vocalisation yundnl, instead of
yawndm favoured by some (cf. al-Tawhrdf, Basd'ir, ed.
W. al-Kadl, Beirut 1408/1988, viii, 11), is stated to
be the generally accepted form by al-Samcanf, Ansdb,
ed. Haydarabad, xiii, 536, and may have been favoured
by the Arabic word formation fu'ldn. The ancient Near
Eastern designation of the "Greeks" as lonians had
continued being used through the ages in the Near
East and eventually became common, apparently
through some Aramaic form, in Muslim civilisation
as a kind of cultural artifact. Authors such as alYa'kubf, i, 161, 164 (referring to Ptolemy, Kdnun); alMas'udr, Tanbih, 115; al-Samcam, loc. cit., quoting
Hisham Ibn al-Kalbf; Kitdb al-^acrdfiyya, ed. Mahammad Hadj-Sadok, Damascus 1968, § 161, had no
doubt that yundnl was derived from the name of the
biblical Yunan b. Yafith (Javan, the son of Japheth:
Gen. x. 2, 4), although in the genealogy offered in
al-Tabarf, i, 218, the form of the name is the traditional Tawdn. In fact, the form Tundn for Javan is not
attested elsewhere in older times, at least as is known
so far (Syriac Tawndn < Greek accus. lonan, for Jonah/
Yunus, is not applicable here). Although biblical names
underwent as yet unexplained changes on their way
into Arabic, in this case it seems likely that the
noun/adjective yundnl, derived on the model of Aram.
yawndy (Ar. d'i > -dm), was primary and led to a
reconstructed form Tundn for Tawdn. In translations
from the Greek, yundniyyun is the ordinary rendering
of Hellenes, but occasionally also occurs for synonyms
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like Achaioi, cf. WKAS, Letter L, 1629a, citing Artemidorus, whose Arabic translator also used an additional
yundniyyun to clarify Greek palaioi "ancients" (cf.
E. Schmitt, Lexikalische Untersuchungen zur arabischen Ubersetzung von Artemidors Traumbuch, Wiesbaden 1970, 386a).
Plenty of information on everything Greek seeped, of
course, from the Graeco-Arabic translation literature
[see TARDJAMA. 2.] into wider learned circles, but only
a few general points can be made here.
The internal Muslim geographic/cartographic tradition had no precise notion on where to locate the Yunan,
except for some vague generalities such as Athens
being the capital of the ancient Greek philosophers or
Macedonia being the country of Alexander the Great.
Their status as the predecessor nation and dynasty to
the contemporary Rum [q.v] was known but not widely
understood among mediaeval Muslims, except some
favourably placed scholars. Historical tradition and
speculation preferably assumed an original habitat for
the Yunan in Asia Minor or Syria. There were other,
highly speculative theories, as, for instance, one credited by Hamza al-Isfahanl, Ta'rikh, book IV beg., to
a 3rd/9th-century Christian source about an era dating from the departure of a legendary Yunan from
Babel and lasting until the merger of the Yunan into
the Rum and their eventual disappearance. Following
earlier interpretations of Gen. x. 2 and 4, Rome occasionally appears as a foundation of Javan and his
descendants (Dj.acrafiyya, § 187). Even al-Andalus could
be said to have had them as its first rulers (Ibn Khallikan, ed. 'Abbas, v, 323, 326, in the article on the
conqueror of Spain Musa b. Nusayr [q.v.]).
The relationship of the ancient Greek language to
the language of the (eastern) Rum, which moreover
involved the distinction between pagans and Christians, was widely acknowledged but again not known
in detail, cf. the discussion by N. Serikoff, Rumi and
Tundni, in Orientalia Lovaniensia Analecta, clxxv [1996],
169-94). The excellent knowledge of ancient Greek
possessed by certain scholars in the Muslim world in
early 'Abbasid times faded rapidly in the 4th/10th
century. A few technical terms, book titles, names and
the like continued to be widely recognised as ancient
Greek and in some cases acquired the status of cultural
icons, especially names such as Sukrat, Aflatun,
Aristutalls (Aristu), Bukrat and Djalmus. In general,
however, even concerned Muslims like al-Kindf, alFarabf or al-Bfrunf knew little, if anything at all, of
the language. In some regions, learned Christian scholars retained some knowledge of Greek sufficient for
translating minor texts into Arabic. In Western Islam,
ighriki, ighnkiyya, is occasionally mentioned as the correct designation of the ancient Greek language (Sacid
al-AndalusI, tr. R. Blachere, 58, 77; IAU, ii, 47, cf.
F. Rosenthal, The Classical heritage in Islam, London
1975, 39, 195).
Notwithstanding all this natural lack of information
about long past and forgotten historical reality, the
fundamental importance of the ancient Greeks and
their intellectual achievements for the formation of Islamic civilisation was fully realised among Muslims.
It became, and has remained to this day, the subject
of a never-ending and often passionate discussion between supporters and opponents, Muslims and nonMuslims alike. Graeco-Arabic relations indeed occupy
a central position in Islamic studies today; however,
the meaning of the ancient Greek heritage for every
and all individuals in Muslim intellectual life still needs
comprehensive investigation. During the early centuries, a statement like that of the historian al-YackubI,
i, 106-7, characterised the ancient Greeks as "philos-

ophising sages" who cultivated medicine, the "essential
verities" (i. e. metaphysics), arithmetic, geometry, astronomy/astrology, agriculture, alchemy and elixirs as well
as talismans and (magical) apparatus. This view would
have found general concurrence at the time. In a
way, it has remained the popular view throughout.
At the same time, sophisticated learned schemes of
organising all human knowledge began to evolve. They
classified all the sciences, (scientific) medicine, logic
and philosophy as the realm of the "non-Arabs", that
is, predominantly, the ancient Greeks, as against the
"Arab" disciplines concerned with matters of religion
and language, literature and philology. In various
forms, these classifications became standard throughout
mediaeval Islam.
A vehement opposition to all learning connected
to the ancient Greeks began at a very early date and
intensified in the course of the centuries. The reasons
were manifold, such as its evidently foreign and nonMuslim origin and its introduction into Arabic by
mostly non-Muslim translators. Above all, it threatened a most severe conflict on the religious level in
that it introduced ideas and methods contradicting
traditional Muslim beliefs and raised the eternal problem of faith versus reason much more explicitly than
had been the case before in the Near Eastern environment. This provoked an attitude of distance and
hostility to the very term yundnl and often the rejection of everything considered "Greek", as, for instance,
the rejection of "philosophy" as heresy, pointedly
expressed in the proverbial man tafalsafa tazandaka "he
who philosophises commits heresy" [see ZINDIK].
The struggle between defenders and opponents is
exemplified, for instance, by the witty parody of a
narrow-minded official who is represented as being
shocked by the sacrilegious implications of Euclidean
geometry (cf. Abu Hayyan al-TawhTdf, Akhldk alwazlrayn, Damascus 1385/1965, 235-47, see also ALSARAKHSI), or is seriously pictured in the debate about
(Arabic) grammar and (Greek) logic led by al-SfraiT
[q.v.], reported by the same al-Tawhldf in another
work and most recently discussed by G. Endress, Grammatik und Logik, Amsterdam 1986, 163-299 (Bochumer
Studien zur Philosophic 3 = B. Mojsisch (ed.), Sprachphilosophie in Antike und Mittelalter). By far the most detailed
and instructive discussion of the subject remains
I. Goldziher, Stellung der alien islamischen Orthodoxie zu den
antiken Wissenschaften, in Abh. Pr. Ak. Wiss. (1916), no. 8.
In the end, a kind of compromise came about. While
Greek logic and metaphysics as such were mostly, but
not always, vilified and rejected, they played an often
unacknowledged vital role in Muslim theological and
juridical discussion. On the other hand, the Greek
heritage in the sciences was accepted as indispensable,
often with apologies and accompanied by efforts to
prove the usefulness of those sciences for religious purposes, as in the case of mathematics and astronomy.
And medicine continued to rely almost exclusively and
without apology on the ancient Greek authorities and
their writings [see TIBB].
Bibliography. For the history of Graeco-Arabic
relations, cf. the fundamental study by D. Gutas,
Greek thought, Arabic culture, London and New York
1998. The subject touches practically all spheres and
levels of Muslim intellectual activity and thus much
of the modern scholarly literature. The small selection of references given in this article may most
conveniently be supplemented by the numerous articles in the El devoted to Greek authors and sciences,
see, for instance, FALSAFA and FALASIFA or the entries
on pharmacology, medicine, agriculture, astronomy,
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astrology, or alchemy as listed in PJ. Bearman,
Index of subjects, 4Leiden 1998. (F. ROSENTHAL)
AL-YUNINI, KUTB AL-DIN ABU 'L-FATH MUSA b.
Muhammad b. Ahmad b. cAbd Allah, Syrian historian and H a n b a l f shaikh, b. Damascus in
640/1242, d. Ba'labakk in 726/1326, best known as
the author of the Dhayl Mir'at al-zamdn, a continuation
of the Mir'dt al-zaman of Sibt Ibn al-Djawzf (d. 654/
1256 [q.v.]). Al-Yunfnf belonged to a scholarly family
originally from Yunfn, a small town in the region of
Baclabakk; his family claimed descent from Djacfar alSadik [q.v.] and in some sources, bore the nisba alHusaynf. Following the death of his father, then that
of his elder brother, he inherited the role of leader
of the Hanbalfs of Baclabakk, an important centre of
Syrian Hanbalism at the time. He conformed to the
family tradition in his capacity of scholar and shaykh,
in maintaining stable relations with the dynasty in
power, and in his sympathetic attitude towards the
Sufis.
His father Muhammad Takf al-Din Abu cAbd Allah
(572-658/1176-1260) was linked to the Hanbalr Sufi
shaykh cAbd Allah al-Yunfnf (534-617/1139-1220),
whose daughter he married and whom he succeeded.
His biographers present him as a Kadirf mystic who,
like his father-in-law cAbd Allah, claimed kinship with
the shaykh cAbd al-Kadir al-Djflanf [q.v.]. His mother,
Zayn al-cArab bt. Nasr Allah b. Sam' al-Dawla alHasan b. Yahya, who died in 693/1294, came from
a scholarly Syrian family. His half-brother Sharaf alDm Abu '1-Husayn cAlr (621-701/1223-1302), a scholar
known primarily as the transmitter of the Sahih of alBukharf, provided a list of al-Yunfnf's masters, which
has survived; cf. G. Vajda, La masyaha de cAbd al-Qddir
al-Yumm, in JA, cclix [1971], 223-46. Finally, the marriage of his daughter to Aybak al-Iskandarf al-Salihf,
a Mamluk thirty years her senior who died in 674/
1276, consolidated the family's links with the Bahrf
Mamluks.
Al-Yunfnf first attended classes in Baclabakk and
Damascus, where he was taught by the eminent masters of the various madhhabs. In 659/1260, the year
following the death of his father, his elder brother
C
A1I, who had taken responsibility for his education,
sent him to Egypt. He subsequently visited Egypt
twice, in 675-6/1276-7 and then in 688/1289, taking the opportunity to pursue his research into hadith
and visit sages and Sufis; he also received iajdzas from
scholars such as the Malik! Yahya b. cAlf al-cAttar
and the Shafi'f clzz al-Din cAbd al-cAzfz Ibn cAbd
al-Salam [see AL-SULAMI] . His principal activity was
the collection of testimonies and data concerning his
contemporaries, original material that he later incorporated into his work. In 673/1275, he made the
Pilgrimage to Mecca. When in 680/1281, al-Malik
al-Mansur Kalawun was fighting the Mongols, he
made his way to Hims and participated in the campaign; he was subsequently to devote a biographical
notice to a scholarly friend who accompanied him
and who died in battle. After his third visit to Egypt,
he spent most of his time in Ba'labakk and in
Damascus where he continued his compilation of information. It was on the death of his brother cAlf, assassinated in 701/1302 in his library, that he became
shaykh of the Hanbalis of Ba'labakk and dedicated
himself to this function, to the dissemination of knowledge and to the editing of his own works.
Al-Yunfnf first chose to summarise a universal
history which he admired, the Mir'dt al-zamdn by
Sibt Ibn al-Djawzf, in a Muhhtasar of four vols. Then,
around 680/1281, he decided to compose a supple-
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ment, with a chronicle of events starting from the
year 654, the date of the death of the Sibt (and continuing until the year 711, judging from the manuscripts which have survived) which he entitled Dhayl
Mirjdt al-zamdn. Al-Yunfnf thus placed his Dhayl
within a family of works: al-Muntagam by Ibn al-Djawzf
[</.<y.], the Mir3at al-zamdn by Sibt Ibn al-Djawzf and
the Hawddith al-zamdn of al-Djazarf [q.v.], with the
pattern of chronological presentation comprising, for
each year, a list of sovereigns and princes followed
by an account of events (hawddith) and then obituaries
(wafaydt). In spite of its title, dhayl, which identifies it
as a "continuation" or "supplement", the originality
of al-Yunfnf's work was recognised by Western scholars as soon as the first volumes were published, on
the initiative of Fritz Krenkow. Subsequently, Cl.
Cahen described several manuscripts of the Dhayl, of
which there exist two versions of unequal length. He
made efforts to uncover the sources of the work and
to identify reciprocal borrowings between the author
and his contemporaries, while stressing the originality
of the work. Ulrich Haarmann, and then Li Guo,
have pursued this project, comparing al-Yunfnf's work
in particular with that of al-Djazarf. They have also
analysed the role of al-Birzalf [q.v.] in the transmission of the works of the two authors. In his study
devoted to al-Yunfnf, Early Mamluk Syrian historiography, Li Guo has laid emphasis, largely in accordance
with a formal analysis of the classification of obituaries, on the differences between the two versions of
the text: one, more developed and with obituaries
arranged in alphabetical order, contains personal testimonies, accounts and anecdotes that are not found
elsewhere and that give information concerning the
history of Ba'labakk, of Damascus and of al-Sham in
general; while in the second text, which is shorter,
obituaries are arranged in chronological order and
the other type of material is lacking.
The sources used by al-Yunfnf are of various
natures: chronicles and biographical dictionaries found
in the library of learned Syrians of the time, such as
Ibn Khallikan, Abu Shama, Ibn Hammawayh alDjuwaynf, Ibn Shaddad, Ibn cAbd al-Zahir and Ibn
Wasil in particular, certain of these owing a great
deal to Sibt Ibn al-Djawzf, not to mention works
relating more specifically to each region: the Ta'rikh
Irbil by Ibn al-Mustawff, the Dhayl Ta'rikh Baghdad by
Ibn al-Nadjdjdar or even the Ta'nkh Halab by Ibn
al-cAdfm. To these may be added the official documents, judicial registers and correspondence to which
al-Yunfnf had access by virtue of his good relations
with the Mamluk officials, or indeed Suit works of
the mandkib [q.v] genre which were familiar to him.
Currently, the state of edition of the Dhayl is as
follows: years 654-86 were edited by Krenkow and
Muhammad Munfr al-Shadhilf; years 687-90 by
Antranig Melkonian (unpublished diss.); and years 697701 by Li Guo (thus the years 687 to 696 and 702
to 711 are not yet published). Continuing Cahen's
work, Li Guo has also reconstructed families of manuscripts, of the Mukhtasar Mir* at al-^amdn of the Dhayl,
for which he has listed 23 manuscripts. What may
be added here in this context concerns the identification of the "mysterious Istanbul manuscript" which
has served as a basis for the edition of part of the
text published in Haydarabad (four volumes covering
the years 654/1256 to 686/1287). In fact, while the
years 654 to 672 (vols. i and ii and the first part of
vol. iii) were edited on the basis of known manuscripts
(those of Istanbul, Aya Sofya 3146, 3199 and of
Oxford, Bodleian, Pococke 132), the section concerning
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the years 673 to 686 (beginning at p. I l l of vol. iii
and including the whole of vol. iv) is based on a
manuscript which is imprecisely identified on the title
pages. It is in fact a manuscript preserved in the B.L.
London under the classification India Office Isl. 3452,
but not featuring in the printed catalogue. The manuscript was copied by Krenkow in 1945-6 and served
as the basis for the edition made by a group of Indian
scholars under the direction of Muhammad Munlr alShadhili (cf. J. Sublet, Un manuscrit egare).
Furthermore, a work of mandkib has been attributed to al-Yunlnl, but its authenticity is problematical. Li Guo relies on HadjdjI Khalifa, vi, 155 no.
13042 (Katib Celebi 1834-44) and on Bagdatli Ismail
Pa§a, Hadiyyat al-'dnfin, ii, 479, in saying that al-Yunml,
finding that Sibt Ibn al-DjawzI had devoted to alDjllanl only a very short notice, is said to have written a work intitled Mandkib cAbd al-Kddir al-D^lldni.
Some additional information may be supplied in this
context. The Arabic manuscript of the Bibliotheque
Nationale de France contains a copy dating from
961/1554 of which the first (corrupt) folio bears the
title Bahajat al-asrdr. G. Vajda (in his unpublished notes
on the manuscripts of the BnF) identified the text as
Mandkib cAbd al-Kddir al-D^llam wa-cAbd Allah b. 'Uthmdn
al-Tunlni. This is thus a case of apologetic biographies
of both al-DjIlanl and of cAbd Allah al-Yunlnl, our
author's father-in-law. Vajda considered the text identical to that of Berlin (Wetzstein 1855) which is,
according to Ahlwardt's catalogue (no. 10097), the
work of CA1I b. Muhammad al-Yunlnl, who died in
701/1301, our author's brother. It may be deduced
from this that numerous members of the Yunlnl family composed Mandkib cAbd al-Kddir al-D}ildm, thus rendering homage to the Sufi shaykh whose memory they
all revered, and as a result confusion was created
between members of this family. Li Guo also poses
the question of the identification of a Ta'rikh Baghdad
that was allegedly composed by al-Yunlnl but of which
the text has not been found.
The cordial relations that al-Yunlnl maintained with
scholars and historians ensured that numerous biographical notices would be dedicated to him, although
in his own time he enjoyed only a modest reputation. Thus al-Dhahabl [q.v.], who attended his transmission sessions in Damascus and in Baclabakk, paid
him restrained homage.
Works such as the Dhayl contain an impressive store
of materials for the history of Syria in the second
half of the 7th/13th century and in the early 8th/14th
century. The Syrian authors of the time may be considered as constituting a school, and analysis of their
works entails a redefinition of the historiography of
the region in the period of the first Mamluks.
Bibliography. 1. Sources. Yafi'I, Mir'dt aldj_andn, Haydarabad 1920-1, iv, 276; Baghdad!/
Bagdatli (Ismail Pa§a), Hadiyyat al-'drifin, Istanbul
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(JACQUELINE SUBLET)
YUNNAN (YUN-NAN), a province in the southwest of China, bounded in the east by the provinces
of Kuei-chou, Kuang-hsi and in the north by the province of Ssu-ch'uan, and in the south to west by
Vietnam, Laos and Burma.
1. History.
The province, first established under the Mongol
Great Khan Kubilay in A.D. 1253, received its name
from that of ancient Yunnan county, which is identified with Hsian-yun Prefecture, Yunnan province.
Yunnan Province is a highland country; the climate
is generally mild, but agricultural products are not
always plentiful. According to the statistics of the
government of the People's Republic of China, the Hui
(Muslim) population of Yunnan is given as 522,046
(1.36% of the total population of Yunnan province
in 1990). They are mostly distributed in the eastern
part of the province, mainly near rivers and roads.
They live alongside Han Chinese and native nonChinese minorities.
Under the T'ang dynasty, in the middle of the 8th
century, a native tribe of Yunnan called U-man ("Black
Barbarian"), which is identified with the Qaradjan
belonging to the Thai race, rose to power in 937 and
founded the Nanchao kingdom (with its capital at
Tali). In the Sung period, the Nanchao kingdom was
succeeded by the Tali one, which survived for about
150 years in the same territory up to the mid-13th
century. Then came the Mongol domination over
Yunnan province. In the historical sources for the
T'ang dynasty, it is reported that Taji (i.e. Tadjik,
that is, Arab) soldiers who had come to help the
dynasty as reinforcements, migrated to Yunnan province in the early 9th century, settling there and
becoming the first Muslims in Yunnan; but this tale
is uncorroborated elsewhere.
The origin of the Yunnan Muslims should probably be traced back to the early Yuan dynasty, when
the Mongol Royal Prince (later Great Khan) Kubilay [q.v.], who marched into China proper, conquered
the above-mentionned Tali kingdom. Many soldiers
and merchants from West Asia, and Central Asian
Uyghurs wno were members of Kubilay's army, settled in the province, many of them being Muslims.
A Muslim general, Sayyid-i Adjall Shams al-Din cUmar
(1211P-79), who was reported to be of Bukharan origin, is said to have surrendered to Cingiz Khan in
Transoxiana in 1219, to have become Cingiz's vassal, and then to have participated in the expedition
to China, subsequently being appointed civil governor of Yunnan in 1273. He is further said to have
pacified local tribes and to have spread the Islamic
religion there. The town of K'un-ming, situated in
eastern Yunnan, now became the administrative capital, and was later also called Yunnan-fu (see further
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on this implantation of Islam in Yunnan, AL-SIN. 4.).
Under the administration of Sayyid-i Adjall Shams
al-Dm and his descendants, Muslims in Yunnan,
Ssu-ch'uan and Shen-hsi prospered in the later 13th
century and were gradually absorbed into local society
as time went on. After the collapse of the Yuan, the
first Ming Emperor Ch'u Yiiang-ch'uang in 1381
ordered that Han and Muslim generals should proceed to Yunnan to get rid of any Mongol remnants,
and they established Ming rule there. In general, the
Yunnan Muslims, like those of other provinces, were
gradually Sinicised under the Ming; also, many
Muslims immigrated from surrounding provinces into
Yunnan.
Under the Ch'ing dynasty that took over from the
Ming in the early 17th century, a policy began of
colonising native peoples of Yunnan with the power
of both Han Chinese and Hui armies. Chinese and
Muslims gradually spread further into the province:
the Muslim population of the province is reported to
have reached at this time ca. 800,000, making it the
second densely-populated province of Muslims in China
next to Kansu [q.v.]. As the Ch'ing policy of colonisation and absorption of the native Yunnan population continued in the early 19th century, Chinese
pressure increased, with friction between Muslims and
Han Chinese, especially in the western region with
its centre at Yung-ch'eng fu (Pao-an). Revolts of the
Yunnan Muslims against the Ch'ing authorities now
began to occur. Quarrels between Muslims and Han
Chinese at Ch'u-hsiung fu in 1854 marked the opening of the Great Rebellion which continued and raged
for eighteen years all over the province; for details,
see PANTHAY and TU WEN-HSIU. After a period of subsequent repression, there was comparative calm, or at
least an uneasy peace, for the Yunnan Muslim community. But with the triumph of the Communist
regime in 1950 and its pursuit of a militantly antireligious policy, the position of the Yunnan Hui, and
their perceived "differentness" in a state which was
pathologically suspicious of all non-Han religious and
ethnic identities, worsened. In such a closed state,
details of discrimination and persecution are largely
lacking, but the lowest point of Hui fortunes under
Communism was clearly reached during the Cultural
Revolution, epitomised in the "Shadian Incident".
Shadian is a village in southwestern Yunnan adjacent
to the Vietnam border and has been famed since
Ming times as a centre of Muslim piety and learning. After requests by the Hui of Shadian for the reopening of their mosques had been refused by the
local Communist Party authorities, in July-August 1975
units of the People's Liberation Army moved in, razed
Shadian to the ground and massacred over 1,600 Hui
of the district, with 866 killed from Shadian village
alone. Not until 1979, after the Fall of the Gang of
Four, were apologies given and reparations made; but
Yunnan Muslims understandably remain suspicious of
PRC government attitudes and policies. For details of
the Incident, see Gladney, Muslim Chinese, 137-40.
2. The c o m m u n i t y .
Yunnan Muslims have been and are still engaged
in farming, handicraft, retail trade (especially with
Burma), salt manufacturing (salt mining), eating-houses,
inns, transportation, pottery-making, etc. They were
also engaged in the mining of silver, copper and tin
in the employment of local Ch'ing authorities. The
Yunnan Muslims are not dissimilar from those Muslims
of other provinces of China. They are Chinese-speaking
Muslims calling themselves either Hui (Muslim), Huimin (Muslim people) or ch'ing-ch'eng (pure-true) Hui-hui,
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and now, under the People's Republic of China, they
are called Hui-tsu (Muslim people). Each Muslim community is located around their own ch'ing-ch'eng ssu
(mosque). There are now reportedly about 600 mosques
in the region. As religious leaders, they usually have
an akhon (leader of the worship), a khalifa (student,
apprentice), and sometimes an imam (hereditary leader
of the worship), just as in other provinces. They
observe the Two Great 'Ids, the mawlud al-nabl (Muhammad's birthday), 'ashurd3, the mi'md/., bard'at, shab-i
kadar, etc.
Most Yunnan Muslims follow the kadimi or "old",
"traditional" or "orthodox" form of Chinese Islam,
basically that of Hanafism, as observed by 90% of
all the Chinese Muslims. There are also the ^ahriyya
order and the Ikhwan movement among Yunnan
Muslims. The Djahriyya originally appeared in Kansu
province in the early 18th century. It had its own
centres at Sining, Ning-hsia and also at Peking, and
must have been propagated in Yunnan. For Djahn
practices, see KANSU and TASAWWUF. 8. In Chinese
Islam. The D^ahriyya was specifically called Hsin-chao
or New Religion, i.e. new as opposed to the Kadlmis.
The Ikhwan maintain strict observance of the Shaffa
and spurn membership of the meng-huan or the tonka
institutions [see TASAWWUF. 8.]. In Yunnan the Ikhwan
make up ca. 10% of all Muslims.
Bibliography. E. Rocher, La province chinoise de
Yunnan, 2 vols. Paris 1879-80; M. Broomhall, Islam
in China: a neglected problem, London 1910; D'Ollone,
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Kai-kai minzoku no shomondai ("Problems of the Huihui people in China"), Tokyo 1971; R. Israeli,
Muslims in China. A study in cultural confrontation,
London and Malmo 1980; D.D. Leslie, Islam in
traditional China, Canberra 1986; Hu Chen-hua
(ed.), Chung-kuo hui-tsu ("General survey of Chinese
Muslims"), Ying-ch'uan, Ning-hsia 1993; Wu Chienwei (ed.), Chung-kuo ch'ing-ch'eng ssu tsung-lan ("General
survey of Muslim mosques of China"), Ying-ch'uan,
Ning-hsia 1995; D.C. Gladney, Muslim Chinese, Ethnic
nationalism in the People's Republic, 2Cambridge, Mass.
1991; Jianping Wang, Concord and conflict. The Hui
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(T. SAGUGHI)
YUNUS B. MATTA, the prophet Jonah, son of
Amittai (II Kings xiv. 25). The name entered Arabic
ultimately from the Greek Septuagint rendering of the
Hebrew, most likely transmitted through Christian
Palestinian.
The Kur'an mentions Jonah four times as Yunus,
without giving his father's name, once as Dhu '1-Nun
(XXI, 87) and once (LXVIII, 48) as sahib al-hut "the
Man of the Whale". Yunus is the only one of the
major and minor biblical prophets who is mentioned
by name in the Kur'an; a prophet who is swallowed
by a whale naturally figured significantly in the popular
imagination. Yunus is numbered among the apostles
of God (IV, 163; VI, 86). Sura X is named after Yunus,
and tells of a town which came to believe in the one
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God and therefore its fate of "chastisement and degradation in the present life" was averted (X, 98). A
paraphrastic rendering of the story of Jonah appears
in XXXVII, 139-48 (cf. also XXI, 87-8): Yunus, an
apostle of God, fled on a ship which was overloaded.
He was condemned by lot and a fish swallowed him.
He was worthy of blame. If he had not praised God,
he would have remained in the fish's belly until the resurrection. However, he was thrown sick upon a barren
shore, and a gourd was caused to grow up over him.
He was then sent to rule over a hundred thousand
people who became believers and God gave them
respite for a further period.
Al-Bukhan and al-NawawT quote a hadith kudsi which
says "No one can say he is better than Yunus b. Matta,
even if his genealogy goes back to his father" (see Noldeke, Gesch. des Qor., i, 257; W. Graham, Divine word and
prophetic word in early Islam, The Hague 1977, saying 44);
al-Thaclabi, Kisas, 366, quotes this simply as a statement of Muhammad and provides the understanding
that Matta was Yunus's mother's name and that the
characteristic of being a prophet and carrying the name
of one's mother was distinctive with clsa and Yunus
alone.
Muslim legend further develops the material. Yunus
served God in Nineveh at the time that he became enraged. The puzzle of why he became angry is answered
in at least two ways:
(1) He became angry because his mission to warn
the people of Nineveh of their need to repent in
order to avoid their forthcoming destruction was so
urgent that the angel Gabriel did not allow him time
to mount a steed or put on a shoe before leaving.
(2) He was angry because the calamity that he had
prophesied would befall Nineveh was delayed at the
last minute, thus making him appear to be a liar
worthy of death. Yunus prophesied that the punishment would come after 40 days; on the 37th day the
colour of the sinners changed. They repented, restored
all that they had unjustly acquired, even the objects
immured in their houses (cf. the principle enunciated
in BT, Gittin, 55a); men, women, children and animals
clothed themselves in sackcloth; suckling offspring,
of both women and animals, were separated from
their nurses. But on the day of cAshuras, God granted
forgiveness.
Urged by Satan, Yunus embarked on the ship. The
overloaded ship could not go backward or forward,
a sign that a runaway slave was on board. Jonah confessed his guilt, but the sailors would not throw him
into the sea; three times they cast lots and then threw
down an arrow oracle (al-Thaclabf). Finally, Yunus threw
himself into the jaws of the whale (Ibn al-Athlr), which,
it is said, had come from India on account of Yunus
(al-Kisa'f). God commanded the whale, saying, "Whale,
O whale! We shall not make Jonah into your sustenance!
Rather We make you a retreat for him, a sanctuary"
(al-Tabarf, i, 783). The threefold darkness (see Kur'an,
XXI, 87) of the inside of the fish, depth of the sea and
the darkness of the night enveloped Yunus. The fish was
swallowed by another fish and then that one by still
another (al-Tabari, Tafsir, ad Kur'an, XXI, 87, as a
second opinion on the meaning of the "darkness"). God
made the fish transparent so that Yunus could see
the wonders of the deep. He heard the songs of praise
of the sea monsters just as the angels heard his prayers
from the inside of the fish. It is disputed whether Yunus
remained 3, 7, 20 or 40 days in the fish. Hurled out
upon the shore, he was given shade by a gourd tree,
and was suckled by a goat (Ibn al-Athir) or an antelope (al-ThaclabT) or a gazelle (al-Kisa'f). Yunus found

shade under a gourd tree which then withered, causing him to lament. God then reproached him for not
having lamented the 100,000 people whose death he
sought. This admonition was impressed upon him by
other means also: by fruit trees torn up, by the example of a potter who is anxious about his pots, and a
sower who is anxious about his seeds. Then Yunus
had a shepherd announce his approach: the earth, a
tree, and an animal of his herd, all miraculously bore
witness to the truth of the message. These motifs reflect the apparent connection between Jonah and nature
and especially the animal kingdom. The king ceded his
throne to the shepherd, and himself went to live with
Yunus as an ascetic. Notably absent here are any of
the messianic aspects of the story developed in the New
Testament (Matt. xxii. 39, Luke xi. 29) and in the
Midrash (L. Ginzberg, The legends of the Jews, Philadelphia 1909-38, iv, 253, vi, 351 n. 38).
The feature that God forgives the sinful town on
the day of 'Ashura3 suggests a Jewish basis for these
developments in the legend; the Book of Jonah is
recited in Jewish worship in the afternoon of the Day
of Atonement, which was connected in early Islam to
the fast of 'Ashura3 [q.v.]. According to al-Kisa5!, Yunus
was conceived on cAshura3 (see W.M. Thackston, The
Tales of the Prophets of al-Kisa3i, Boston 1978, 350 n. 90,
for a list of other events in the lives of the prophets
which happened on this day).
A legend, mentioned by al-Yaficf [q.v.] in his Rawd
al-raydhin, probably originated at a later date and indicates the extent of the active development of legendary
material throughout the centuries, even down to contemporary times (see e.g. P. Bachmann, Das Skandalon
des Propheten Yunus und eine neue arabische Jona-Geschichte:
Yunus ft batn al-hut, von cAbd al-Gqffar Mikkdwi, in J.M.
Barral (ed.), Orientalia Hispanica, sive studia P.M. Pareja
octogenario dicata, Leiden 1974, i, 55-76). Yunus asked the
angel Gabriel to show him the most pious person in
the world. The angel showed him a man who lost
his feet, hands and eyes one after another and, notwithstanding, put his confidence in God and gave himself up to Him (cited in R. Basset, Mille et un conies,
recits et legendes arabes, Paris 1927, ii, 122, no. 77).
Al-Kisa'i extended the miraculous elements to the
earlier history of the prophet. His father was 70 when
Yunus was born. His mother, who became a widow
soon after, had nothing left but a wooden spoon, which
proved to be a cornucopia. As a result of a miraculous dream, he married the daughter of Zakariyya'
b. Yahya (see ZAKARIYYA'; here reflecting the chronological confusion surrounding this person). He loses
his wife, both his sons and his property. He therefore will not pray with the others on the ship. In the
end, everything is miraculously restored to him.
Bibliography: Taban, i, 782-9, tr. M. Perlmann,
The History of al-Taban. iv. The ancient kingdoms, Albany
1987, 160-6; Taban, Tafsir, on X, 98, XXI, 87-8,
LXVIII, 48; Ibn al-Athlr, Kamil, Bulak 1290, i, 1435; Tha'labT, Kisas al-anbiyd3, Cairo n.d., 366-70;
Kisa'f, Kisas al-anbiyd}, ed. Eisenberg, Leiden 1922-3,
296-311; Abu Rifa'a al-Farisi, Bad' al-khalk wa-kisas
al-anbiyd3, in R.G. Khoury (ed.), Les legendes prophetiques dans I'Islam, Wiesbaden 1978, 223-37; A. Geiger,
Was hat Mohammed aus dem Judenthume aufgenommen?,
Leipzig 1902, 188-9; J. Horovitz, Jewish proper names
and their derivatives in the Koran, in Hebrew Union College
Annual, ii (1925), 170-1; idem Koranische Untersuchungen,
Berlin-Leipzig 1926, 154-5; A. Jeffery, Foreign vocabulary of the Quran, Baroda 1938, 295-6; H. Speyer,
Die biblischen Erzahlungen im Qoran, Grafenhainichen
1931, 407-10; D. Sidersky, Les origines de legendes musul-
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manes dans le Coran et dans les vies des prophetes, Paris
1933, 129-31; C.C. Castillo, Jonas en leyenda musulmana, in al-Qantara, iv (1983), 89-100.
(B. HELLER-[A. RIPPIN])
YUNUS B. HABIB, p r o m i n e n t B a s r a n gramm a r i a n and p h i l o l o g i s t (ca. 90-182/708-98).
In the early sources, his important position as a
grammarian is indicated by the 230 occurrences of
his name in both syntactic and morphological parts
of Slbawayhi's Kitdb. He is mentioned as a direct
source of information in Abu cUbayda's Mad^d^ alKur'dn (transmitting Abu cAmr b. al-cAla"s teaching),
and the books of al-Farra3 and al-Akhfash. In alDjumahl's Tabakdt, Yunus describes personally the
development of grammatical studies from the early
days of £Abd Allah b. Abf Ishak (d. 117/728 [q.v.]).
His fabulous readiness to share knowledge is mentioned by the early short biographical treatise of Abu
Hamid. The many details added by the later sources
include a grandfather's name and kunya (both of these
being cAbd al-Rahman), dates of life and origin. He
is presented as a mawld of several Arab tribes. A
Persian origin was mentioned by a Shucubf author
(Talmon, Arabic grammar, 7 n. 35). A recurring anecdote seems to suggest attribution by some biographers
of pro-cAlid sentiments to this scholar. The list of
Yunus's teachers and students seems to draw mainly
on the meagre information extracted from the early
sources referred to above. Ibn al-Nadfm mentions five
books written by this scholar, of lexical and philological, not grammatical, character. These include
Ma'am al-Kur'dn, K. al-Lughdt, K. al-Nawddir (al-kabir
and al-saghlr) and K. al-Amthdl, cf. Sezgin, viii, 57-8,
for possible traces of these books in later works.
Yunus's grammatical views presented in the Kitdb indicate a sophisticated systematic analogical reasoning,
not much inferior to Slbawayhi's and al-Khalll's.
Bibliography: Fliigel, Die grammatischen Schulen
der Amber, Leipzig 1862; H. Ta cc an, Makhtut farid
nafis f i mardtib al-nahwiyyln, in al-Mawrid, iii (1974),
137-44; CA. Djabburf, Yunus b. Habib, haydtuhu wadrd'uhufi }l-carabiyya, in Madj_allat Addb al-Mustansiriyya
(1975-6), 97-136; G. Troupeau, Lexique-index du Kitdb
de Sibawayhi, Paris 1976; R. Talmon, Nahwiyyun in
Sibawaihi's Kitab, in £AL (1982), 12-38 (esp. the
appendix); Sezgin, GAS, viii, 57-8, 266 (including a
detailed list of mediaeval sources), ix, 49-51; Talmon,
Arabic grammar in its formative age, Leiden 1997.
(R. TALMON)
YUNUS EMRE, an immensely popular A n a t o l i a n
Turkish mystic poet of the second half of the
13th and the first quarter of the 14th century. The
information on Yunus Emre's life is fragmentary
and inconclusive in many respects, being partly of a
legendary character (see the hagiological writings especially of the Bektashiyye) or dependent on the interpretation of some passages in his Diwdn.
Yunus Emre's birthplace is uncertain; the likeliest
site seems to be a village in the environs of either
Sivrihisar (Eskis,ehir) or Bolu. There are indications
that Yunus Emre married and had one or more children and that he travelled quite extensively, not only
in Anatolia but farther east to Damascus, Tabriz, etc.
There is no proof that Yunus Emre studied at a
medrese. On the other hand, he was certainly not illiterate (the allusions to illiteracy in his Diwdn should
be seen in the light of the concept of being ummi
[q.v.], which does not necessarily imply factual illiteracy). His considerable learning probably derives primarily from his tekke [q.v] education and ambience.
It is not certain to which Islamic mystical order
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(tonka [q.v.]) Yunus Emre belonged. The main assertions are that he was affiliated to the Bektashiyye or
the Mewlewiyye, but it has also been alleged that he
was a member of the Khalwetiyye, the Kadiriyye, etc.
On the evidence of passages in his Diwdn, Yunus
Emre's spiritual director and initiator (murshid [q.v.])
was Tapduk Emre, who, according to Bektashf hagiology, was admitted to the order by Hadjdjf Bektash
[see BEKTASHIYYA] . On the other hand, Yunus Emre's
mention of Djalal al-Din Rum! [q.v] in a few verses
reflects a spiritual bond between him and the Mewlewiyye. His poetry documents him as deeply religious
in conformance with the teachings of the Kur'an and
the sir a [</.^.], with an understanding of Islamic mysticism (tasawwuf [q.v]) in the tradition of Ibn al-cArabf
[q.v]. Yunus Emre's religious philosophy aims at "the
unity of existence" (wahdat al-wudj_ud). This pantheistic
view is complemented by the doctrine of "the perfect human being" (al-insdn al-kdmil [q.v]).
It is generally accepted that Yunus Emre died in
720/1320-1, as documented by the entry on fol. 38b
of the ms. Mecmua no. 7912 at the Beyazid Umumi
Kutiiphanesi, Istanbul. The site of Yunus Emre's grave
is not certain. The fact that about a dozen graves
(or makdms) situated all over Anatolia are attributed
to him attests to his immense popularity. Of these,
the grave in Bursa is almost certainly that of cAshik
Yunus (d. 843/1439-40), a mystic who wrote poetry
in the manner of Yunus Emre. For the rest, the grave
that has found most credibility is that in the village
ofSankoy in the vicinity of Sivrihisar (Eski§ehir), and in
1970 the mortal remains in this grave were transferred
to the memorial grave built for the poet in Sankoy.
Yunus Emre is known to be the author of two works:
a Diwdn and the methnewi called Risdlet el-nushiyye.
1. The Diwdn. There are a great number of mss.
of this work. Medj.muca$ (collections of literary works)
also contain many poems by Yunus Emre. The mss.
show great discrepancies with regard to the number
of poems, number and sequence of verses, etc. Yunus
Emre used the pen-name (makhlas [see TAKHALLUS])
Yunus, occasionally in the form Yunus Emre(m) or with
attributes such as Miskm, Bi-cdre, (Ashik, and once each
as Tapduk Yunus, Tapduklu Yunus. A considerable number of poems by poets using the pen-name Yunus, or
even an altogether different pen-name, have erroneously been attributed to him and included in mss.
of his Diwdn. In fact, one of the most popular ildhis
[q.v] today, namely that starting Shol dj_ennetiin irmaklan
* Akar Allah deyii deyii, "Those streams of Paradise *
Flow, calling Allah Allah", is generally attributed to
Yunus Emre, although it is actually by the poet cAshik
Yunus mentioned above.
The latest critical edition of the Diwdn (by M. Tatci)
contains 417 poems. Yunus Emre composed a considerable number of poems according to the rules of the
Arabo-Persian metrical system (carud [q.v]), albeit with
frequent faults. Nevertheless, the greater part of his
Diwdn is composed according to the original Turkic
method of versification, wherein the verses are not
based on quantity as in carud but on the number of
the syllables and the stress positions (parmak hisdbl or
hedfe wezni). A third group of poems shows only traces
of composition in conformance with carud, so that these
poems must be regarded (at least until further mss.
supply metrically more correct versions) as composed
according to parmak hisdbl. Yunus Emre's application
of parmak hisdbl is very successful. On the other hand,
the frequent carud mistakes are understandable as Yunus
Emre lived at a time when the application of the
Arabo-Persian metres to the Turkish language was in
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its initial phase. Furthermore, oral transmission of the
poems through the centuries is certain to be responsible for a considerable number of the carud faults
found in the mss.
The carud metre Yunus Emre used by far most frequently is asli reajez
(mustafcilun-mustafcilun-mustafcilunmustqf'ilun). Of the syllabic lengths of parmak hisdbi,
he used almost all, including such rare lengths as 10
and 12 syllables. He used aural rhyme, without regard
for total accord (Turkish gee rhyming with Arabic
muhtddi, for example). Apart from one short methnewl
of 28 verses, all the poems in the Diwdn have the
rhyme scheme of the ghazel [see TURKS. 4.]. The lengths
of these poems also corresponds to the usual lengths
of the ghazel (only a few poems have more than 15
verses and one has 45). A considerable number of
these are totally or partially musammat, that is, have
"inner rhyme" (the rhyme scheme aa, xa, xa, etc.
thereby becoming xaxa [the first verse is usually without "inner rhyme"], bbba, ccca, etc.). The musammat
poems are mostly in the above asli redj.ez metre consisting of 16 syllables and are often metrically faulty;
such a faulty verse is practically indistinguishable from
a quatrain with lines of 8 syllables composed according to parmak hisdbi. The genres of poetry found in
the Diwdn are predominantly the ildhl (respectively the
nefes [q.v.]) and the nutuk (didactic mystical poem).
However, there are a few examples of other genres
such as the mundajdt (supplication addressed to God),
the nact (eulogy, especially of Muhammad), the mi'rddj.ndme [see MI'RADT], the shathiyye [see SHATH], etc.
Yunus Emre's poems are in Old Anatolian Turkish.
He expresses himself simply and directly, in the idiom
of the common people, using similes, metaphors,
expressions, sayings, etc. that are familiar to them.
His use of Arabic and Persian words is restricted
enough not to have hindered the (at least superficial)
comprehension of the bulk of his Dtwdn. Frequently,
an Arabic or Persian word is used in close proximity to its Turkish synonym. Yunus Emre contributed
to the forming of a Turkish mystical vocabulary based
on the classic Sufi terms. The Diwdn contains quotations from the Kur'an, the hadlth [q.v.], the sayings
of Sufis and allusions to Indo-Persian and Greek
mythology and to folk tales.
The most recurrent theme in Yunus Emre's Diwdn
is mystic love. Yet he is no recluse and the conditions of everyday life are reflected in his poems. His
mostly easily understandable religious and moral advice
is couched in lyrical language of heartfelt sincerity
and often great intensity of feeling. His poetry was
of central importance in the dissemination of Sufi
teachings in Anatolia, influenced the tekke poetry of
the following centuries, and played an initiative role
in the application of the carud metric system to Turkish.
The intense religious and humane feeling in his poetry
has not lost its appeal today. It is not therefore surprising that his ildhts continue to be sung at events
of a religious nature or that in 1946 Adnan Saygun
composed his Tunus Emre oratoryosu using some of Yunus
Emre's poems as its libretto.
2. The Risdlet el-nushiyye, a Turkish methnewl of 600
verses with a moralising didactic message, was composed in 707/1307-8. After an introductory section
of thirteen verses in the metre ramal (fd'ildtun-fd'ildtunfdcilun), there is a short section in prose followed by
the main text composed in the metre hazad^ (mafd'ilunmafdcllun-fafulun). This methnewl shows a mastery of the
rhetoric device of teshkhis (anthropomorphism), but it
does not possess the lyrical quality of the poems in
the Diwdn.

Bibliography: For a comprehensive bibliography,
see M. Tatci, Tunus Emre bibliyograjyasi, Ankara 1988;
A. Golpmarli, Tunus Emre Divam (metinler, sb'zluk,
a$ilama), Istanbul 1943; idem, Tunus Emre ve tasavvuf,
Istanbul 1961; idem, Tunus Emre: Risdlat al-Nushiya
ve Divan, Istanbul 1965; idem, Tunus Emre (hayati ve
butun siirleri), Istanbul 1971; M.F. Kopriilu, Turk
edebiyati'nda ilk mutasavviflar, 2Ankara 1966; F.K.
Timurta§, Tunus Emre divdm, Istanbul 1972 (2nd
enlarged ed. 1980); A.S. Erzi, Turkiye kutiiphanelerinden
notlar ve vesikalar. I. Tunus Emre'nin hayati hakkmda bir
vesika, in Belleten, xiv/53 (1950), 85-9; T.S. Halman
(ed.), Tunus Emre and his mystical poetry, Bloomington
1981; J.C. Biirgel, Gro'sse und Grenzen gewaltlosen
Handelns. Aktualisierung islamischer Mystik in einem modernen tilrkischen Drama [namely, Recep Bilginer's play
"Yunus Emre"], in 147, N.S., xxiii-xxiv (1984), 1-25;
N. Pekolcay and E. Sevim, Tunus Emre'nin §ahsiyeti
ve Tunus Emre serhleri. Tunus Emre'nin bir eseriyle ilgili
§erhlerin yazmalan, Ankara 1991; C. Kosal (ed.), Tunus
ildhileri giildestesi, Ankara 1991; M. Bozdemir (ed.),
Tunus Emre, Message universel (Actes du Collogue, Paris
1991), Paris 1992; A. Schimmel, Tunus Emre, in
Turkish Review, vii/32 (1993), 67-90; Uluslararasi Tunus
Emre. Sempozyumu bildirileri, Ankara 1995; A. Ozgiiven,
Two mystic poets: Tunus Emre and William Blake, in
Journal of Turkish Studies/Turkliik Bilgisi Ara§tirmalan,
xx (1996) (= In memoriam Abdiilbaki Golpmarli, ii), 23447; Tatci, Tunus Emre Dwdm, 2nd revised ed., i (inceleme); ii (tenkitli metiri); iii (Risalet'un-Nushiyye: tenkitli
metiri); iv (Asik Tunus, actually a collective edition of
poems by cAshik Yunus and other poets with the penname Tunus without specification of the respective
authorship), Istanbul 1997. (EDITH G. AMBROS)
YUNUS AL-KATIB AL-MUGHANNl, Abu Sulayman Yunus b. Sulayman b. Kurd b. Shahriyar, wellknown musician and writer on music in the
first half of the 2nd/8th century.
He was the son of a jurist (faklh) of Persian origin and a mawld of the family of al-Zubayr b. alc
Awwam (Kuraysh). Yunus was born and grew up in
Medina. He entered the local diwdn as a scribe, hence
his surname al-Katib. Early in life, however, he was
attracted by music, and he is said to have taken lessons
mainly from Macbad [q.v.], but also from Ibn Suraydj,
Ibn Muhriz, al-Gharld [^.w.], and Muhammad b.
c
Abbad al-Katib. He was also a gifted poet. Whilst on
a visit to Syria during the reign of Hisham (105-25/
724-43) his fame in music brought him the patronage of the amir al-Walld b. Yazld. This event forms
the basis of a highly-coloured story in the 684th and
685th nights of the Alf layla wa-lqyla. Returning to
Medina, Yunus provoked a scandal by composing his
Zjiydnib, a cycle of seven songs extolling Zaynab, a
niece of the Successor (Tdbici) cAbd al-Rahman b. alHarith al-Makhzuml. On the accession of al-Walld
b. YazTd in 125/743, Yunus was summoned to the
Damascus court where he was treated with "high honour and munificence". He was still alive under the
early 'Abbasids. Having lost his voice he gave singing
lessons by using chironomic signs. His best-known pupil
was Siyat (d. 169/785), a teacher of Ibrahim al-Mawsill
[q.v.]. Hence a musical tradition and, at the same time,
a literary isndd connects the masters Macbad, Yunus alKatib, Siyat, Ibrahim al-Mawsili, and Ishak al-Mawsill
[q.v.]. Yunus died, around 147/765, at over eighty and
possibly in Baghdad.
As a composer, Yunus has a place among the great
musicians of the classical era, as we know from the
high esteem accorded his songs. They were even imitated by later musicians, in a so-called "Zayanib style"
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(ghina3 zayanibi}. As a singer, he seems to have been
one of the murtadjil singers who used to accompany
themselves by beating the musical metre (ikdf) with a
wand (kadib}. Yunus left several books on music and
musicians. Among them was a record of the tonal
system of the Medinan music school, called K. alNagham. From this book, a quotation on the division of
the octave seems to have survived. He also composed
a book on the renowned female singers (K. al-Kiydn],
a collection of his own song texts (K. Mudjarrad Yunus).,
and an extensive systematic collection (tadiwri) of song
texts (K. fi 'l-Aghdm), also called Diwdn Yunus. The
latter contained, in the redaction known to Ibn Khurradadhbih [q.v.], 825 song texts by 35 male and female
singers of the first two "classes" (tabakdt) in Islam. In
a redaction described by Ibn al-Tahhan (d. after
449/1057 in Cairo), the number of song texts is said
to have increased to 6,300. They were in alphabetical
order, followed by complete musical indications, and
by the names of the poet and the composer. Abu
'1-Faradj al-Isfahanl [q.v.] quoted the book frequently
in his K. al-Aghdm al-kabir. He made use of this "fundamental source" (asl) in a redaction by al-Hishamf
(3rd/9th century) who had supplied the musical indications (adjnds, tard'ik) omitted by Yunus. The advanced
and extensive literary production of Yunus al-Katib
proves in itself that he cannot have been "the first" to
write on music in Islam, as was often stated.
Bibliography: Ibn Khurradadhbih, Mukhtdr min
K. al-Lahw wa 'l-maldhi, Beirut 1961, 40-43 and
passim; Aghdm\ i, 42-3, 251, ii, 231-3, iv, 398-404,
v, 230, vi, 152, 171, viii, 220-1, xii, 126, xvii, 223,
xix, 133, and indices; Ibn al-Nadim, Fihrist, 145; Ibn
al-Tahhan, Hdwi al-funun wa-salwat at-mah^un, facs.
ed.'Frankfurt 1990, 37-8; Nuwayrf, Nihdyat al-arab,
Cairo 1923 ff., iv, 292-3; Ibn Fadl Allah al-cUmarf,
Masdlik al-absdr, facs. ed. Frankfurt 1988, x, 132-3;
SafadT, xxix, 390-2; A. Caussin de Perceval, Notices
anecdotiques sur les principaux musiciens arabes, in JA,
serie 7, vol. ii, 399-592, esp. 507-10; H.G. Farmer,
A history of Arabian music, London 1929, 83-4, and
index; idem, The minstrelsy of "The Arabian Nights",
Bearsden, Glasgow 1945, 18-19; idem, The sources
of Arabian music, Leiden 1965, nos. 1-4; Sezgin, GAS,
i, 368-9; E. Neubauer, £ur Bedeutung der Begriffi
Komponist und Komposition in der Musikgeschichte der
islamischen Welt, in ^GAIW, xi (1997), 307-63, esp.
311-12,318; idem, Arabische Musiktheorie von den
Anfdngen bis zum 6.112. Jahrhundert, Frankfurt 1998,
index.
(H.G. FARMER-[E. NEUBAUER])
YURT [see KHAYMA. iv].
YURUK [see YORUK].
YUSHA' B. NUN, the Joshua of the Bible.
The Kur'an does not mention him by name but alludes
to him. When Moses wished to lead his people into the
holy land and Israel was afraid to fight with the giants,
they were encouraged by two God-fearing men (V, 20-6)
who may be recognised as Joshua and Caleb. Neither
can it be doubted that the young man (fata = nacar,
Exod. xxxiii. 11) who accompanies Moses on a journey
to al-Khadir [q.v.] (not named) in XVIII, 60-64, is
any other than Joshua (see al-Tabarf, i, 428).
Al-Taban was certainly well informed of the features
of the biblical tradition concerning Joshua: the crossing of the Jordan with the ark, the spies, the fall of
Jericho, the dishonesty of Achan, the artifice of the
Gibeonites, the solstice, Bezek. However, Muslim legend has also supplied the figure of Yusha' with features not found in the Bible, most of which parallel
the material in the Haggada. Yusha' was given the task
of summoning the Children of Israel to the true faith
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(al-Taban, i 503-4). To enable Moses to depart this life
without anxiety, Yushac was installed as a prophet in his
lifetime (see L. Ginzberg, The legends of the Jews, Philadelphia 1909-38, iii, 436-9). He was present at Moses's
death and Moses's garments remained in Yusha"s hands
when Moses died. Yusha' was suspected of having killed
Moses but all the Israelites had a dream in which
Moses refuted the suspicion to calm the affair. Yusha'
conquered the giants in Jericho, but the traditions vary
as to whether the victory was won in the time of
Moses or not until after his death. Balaam [see BALCAM]
supported the battle against the Israelites. In Ibn alAthfr, the story is embellished; Balaam's wife was
bribed to incite him to evil (see H. Schiitzinger, Die
arabische Baleam-Erzdhlung, in IsL, lix [1982], 195-221).
Kur'an, VII, 175-7 is also connected to Balaam. Yusha'
could not cross the Jordan for 40 days. He then prayed
and the two hills on the banks became a bridge across
which people could pass (al-Kisa3!). Jericho was besieged for six months, and in the seventh the walls
fell down at the blowing of the trumpets. The miracle in which Yusha' makes the sun stand still is mentioned sometimes in connection with the conquest of
Jericho and sometimes in the war against the united
kings. In both cases, the story is told that Friday evening was close to arriving. If the sabbath began, the
fighting could not be continued and the victory would
be incomplete. Yusha' wished to stop the sun; at first
it refused, saying it was fulfilling divine orders just as
Yusha' was; finally, the sun agreed. After the victory,
Yusha' collected the booty and desired to offer it as
a sacrifice but no flame came down from heaven to
consume it (cf. Lev. ix. 24; I Kings xviii. 23-4; I Chr.
xxi. 26; II Chr. vii. 1). There must have been some
dishonesty. The lot pointed to Achan as the sinner.
According to another tradition, Yusha' summoned the
heads of the tribes. The hand of the sinner stuck to
the hand of Yusha'. Al-Kisa'f records another divine
judgment; each tribe had a mark on Aaron's robe
and the mark of the guilty tribe became distorted. A
bull's head studded with pearls and jewels was found
in the sinner's possession and was added to the booty.
Flames then consumed the booty, including the bull's
head, along with the sinner.
Yusha' rooted out the inhabitants of Canaan, but
a fraction of them migrated under the leadership of
Ifrlkis to Africa; their king Djirdjir (i.e. Gregory) was
killed; from the others, the North African Berbers are
descended.
In al-Taban, i, 558, the isolated tradition is found that
the dead man conjured up by Talut (Saul) was Yusha'
rather than Samuel (cf. I Sam. xxviii. 11-19). The tomb
of Yushac is a pilgrimage site, probably dating from preIslamic times, in Ma'arrat al-Nucman [q.v., at Vol. V,
926b].
Bibliography: Tabarf, i, 414-29 (on al-Khadir),
498-9, 503-16, tr. W. Brinner, The History of alTaban, iii, The Children of Israel, Albany 1991, 1-18,
80-2, 86-98; Ibn al-AthTr, Kdmil, Bulak 1290, i, 789; Tha'labl, Kisas al-anbiyd\ Cairo n.d.', 191-4, 199203; Kisa'T, Kisas al-anbiyd3, ed., Eisenberg, Leiden
1922-3, 240-2;' Abu Rifa'a al-Farisi, Bad' al-khalk
wa-kisas al-anbiyd3, in R.G. Khoury (ed.), Les legendes prophetiques dans ITslam, Wiesbaden 1978, 51-9;
J. Horovitz, Jewish proper names and their derivatives in
the Koran, in Hebrew Union College Annual, ii (1925), 179,
on the use of the name Yusha' in al-Wakidl.
(B. HELLER-[A. RJPPIN])
AL-YUSI, ABU 'ALI AL-HASAN b. Mas'ud, Moroccan
man of l e t t e r s (1040-1102/1631-91).
Of the Berber tribe of Ait Yusf, he was born in
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Fazaz [q.v.] in the upper Malwiya region of Morocco.
His travels first led him southwards to Marrakesh and
then to Tamgrut, where he studied under the shaykh
Muhammad b. Nasir. He then went to the zawiya of
al-Dila3 [q.v. in Suppl.], where he enjoyed a long
period of stability in his life until the destruction of
this marabout principality by the cAlawf sultan Mawlay
al-Rashld in 1079/1688. Al-Yusf was compelled to
follow the sultan back to Fas, where he gave courses
that enjoyed much popularity at the Karawiyyfn [q.v.~\.
But rivalries and frictions with colleagues, as well as
a nomadic temperament, prevented him from adapting to life in a large city. He gave up teaching and
finally left Fas in 1084/1673 for further travels. He
visited various shrines before spending a good while
in Marrakesh, where he taught in the mosque of the
Shorfa. Towards the end of his life he made the Pilgrimage, and died in Fas soon after his return. He
is buried near the town of Sefrou, his mausoleum
being the centre of a cult [see SUFRU].
Al-YusT's oeuvre covers several areas of scholarship.
His Kdnun f i ibtidd* al-culum is an attempt to define
and classify the different sciences. The breadth of his
interests can also be seen in his epistles (Rasd'il Abi
c
Ali al-Hasan b. Mas'ud al-Tusi, ed. Fatima Khalll alKabll, 2 vols. Casablanca 1981), which touch on points
of theology, law and mysticism. The most famous
are those reproaching the ruler, as in the case of the
epistle called barcfat al-Tusi in which, not without
boldness, he reproaches Mawlay Isma'Tl for having
disarmed the whole group of Moroccan tribes. In
another one, known as the ajawdb al-kitdb and composed in reply to a letter (now lost) from the same
sultan, al-YusI dilates at length on the topic of scholars' relations with the sovereign power.
His Dlwdn includes a ddliyya in honour of his master Ibn Nasir and a rd'iyya in which he evokes memories of the zdwiya of al-Dila5. His verses have a
mystical tone, and the most remarkable ones have a
nostalgic feeling for his native land. He also compiled
a collection of proverbs, ^ahr al-akam f i }l-amthdl wa
'l-hikam (ed. M. HadjdjI and M. al-Akhdar, 3 vols.
Casablanca 1981). His Muhddardt, written in 1095/1684
(ed. HadjdjI and Ahmad Sharkawl, 2 vols. Beirut 1982)
are conversations, of the adab genre: anecdotes, poetic
quotations (including some in malhun [<?.£>.]), autobiographical confidences, travel narratives, and reflections
upon such varied topics as sainthood, Mahdism, food
customs in the zdwiyas, couscous and the story-tellers
of the Djamac al-Fna. Despite the discrete nature of
its subjects, this work remains an irreplaceable document on the ruling classes, scholars, saints and the
common people of the time.
Bibliography: Muh. b. al-Tayyib al-Kadirl, Nashr
al-mathdm, ed. HadjdjI and Ahmad TawfTk, Rabat
1077-86, iii, 25-49; Levi-Provencal, Shorfa,' 269-72;
J. Berque, Al-Yousi, problemes de la culture marocaine au
XVIP siecle, Paris and The Hague 1958; C. Geertz,
Islam observed, New Haven 1968; Abdelfattah Killito,
Speaking to princes: al-Tusi and Mawlay Ismacil, in Rahma
Bouqia and Susan G. Miller (eds.), In the shadow of
the sultan, Cambridge, Mass. 1999, 30-46. There is
a full bibl. of al-YusI in c Abbas al-Djirarl, cAbkariyyat
al-Tusi, Casablanca 1981.
(ABDELFATTAH KILLITO)
YUSUF B. YACKUB, in the Kur'an and later Islamic
literature parallels, the Joseph of the Hebrew Bible
and Jewish and Christian tradition. The character of
Yusuf is popular in Islamic pietistic and devotional
literature, in prose and in poetry from the earliest
commentaries until the present day.

1. In the K u r ' a n .
Outside of sura XII, Yusuf is mentioned only twice.
In VI, 84, he is merely listed among other biblical
prophets, and in the following order: Ibrahim (VI,
83), Ishak and Ya'kub, Nuh "[whom] We guided previously, and from his progeny, Dawud, Sulayman,
Ayyub, Yusuf, Musa and Harun". XL, 34 is included
in a longer section treating the story of Moses, where
it is stated that Yusuf came before Moses with clear
divine messages that were nevertheless doubted by his
people, and that these same people thought that God
would not send another prophet after him.
All other Kur'anic references to Yusuf occur in
sura XII, a complete telling of the Joseph story, the
longest Kur'anic narrative and the only lengthy chapter of the Kur'an representing a single and complete
literary unit. The Kur'anic Joseph story not only exhibits a close intertextual relationship with the versions represented in the Hebrew Bible and post-biblical
Jewish and Christian narrative exegesis, but also finds
important parallels with the tale of Bellerophon of the
Iliad and the pre-biblical Egyptian "Tale of two
brothers". One of the central themes of sura XII, that
of al-cAzfz's wife making vain overtures of Yusuf and
then accusing him of attempting to force her, represents a common motif of folk literatures throughout
the world (motif K 2111 in S. Thompson's Motif index
of folk literature, v). Questions of "influence" and "borrowing" become extremely complex in light of such
a complicated intertextuality. However, it is clear from
a diachronic perspective that "biblicist" material—that
is, deriving from the Bible and its exegesis—impacted
the emergence of sura XII, while Kur'anic and postKur'anic Islamic material in turn impacted later renderings of the tale in Jewish and Christian circles.
The Kur'anic Yusuf embodies the chief qualities
of a prophet: knowledge, trust and uprightness. In
contrast to the biblical rendering and biblical narrative in general, the Kur'an depicts Yusuf as protected
from error through its portrayal of the positive moral
attributes of patience, trust, veracity, judgment and
discernment and absolute faith epitomised not only
by the prophet Yusuf but also by his father, the prophet Ya'kub. This, among many other differences
between the biblical and Kur'anic renderings of the
tale, reflects the different eras, cultures and contextual world views that the two versions reflect. Whereas
the biblical version typifies the "heroic tale" portraying a sacred history of progenitors and patriarchs, the
Kur'anic version serves far more as a didactic tale in
which positive and negative behaviours are clearly
depicted and assessed through the conduct of the tale's
actors. The Kur'anic rendering thus reflects the realm
of pietism which, in turn, parallels post-biblical Jewish
and Christian exegetical reflections of the tale that
serve largely as teaching parables about chastity, temptation, faith and uprightness in the face of adversity.
Recently, synchronic approaches to the narrative
have been taken by Johns, Stern and Mir. Johns stresses
the unique oral nature of the Kur'anic telling and the
use of repetition and "replays", while Stern has shown
how the story may be seen as an allegorical rendering of the traditional biography of Muhammad. Both
Yusuf and Muhammad were accused by their detractors (brothers or tribal kin) of seeking superiority over
others for their own personal ends, but their very
critics could not understand until the end that the
two prophets were asserting themselves only because
God had thrust a special role on them for the purpose
of bringing about their people's own salvation. Mir
has demonstrated the chiastic structure of the narrative
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by showing not only how the tensions built up in the
first half of the story (1-44) are resolved in reverse order
in the second half (45-100) but also how certain motifs
recur antithetically and heighten the story's drama.
The didactic and moralistic nature of the Kur'anic
rendering leaves the main protagonists' characters
largely flat and undeveloped, and fails even to provide names for those actors in the drama that do not
personify right behaviour. This, along with the exceptional length and narrativity of the sura, encouraged
a great deal of thinking and discussion which resulted
in voluminous exegesis on Surat Tusuf.
2. In p o s t - K u r ' a n i c l i t e r a t u r e .
Yusuf is largely absent from the Hadlth. Direct and
indirect exegesis of Surat Tusuf may be found in the
Tqfsir literature, the universal histories of al-Tabarf,
Ibn Kathir, etc., hagiographic literature (kisas al-anbiyd'
[<?.y.]), and in the poetry and pietistic literatures of
virtually all religious, ethnic and linguistic sub-groups
in the vast Islamic world from Spain to China and
from Russia to South Africa. These literatures fill in
the obvious lacunae of the Kur'anic telling, resolve
and respond to conflicts and parallels with biblicist
literatures, and capitalise on the nature and authority
of the scriptural tale in order to promote various independent or creative ideas or perspectives on the religious, moral, spiritual or creative life. At the most
basic level, names and narrative depth are provided
for secondary characters in the Kur'anic telling, including certain of Yusuf's brothers, the trader(s) who purchase Yusuf from his brothers, the Egyptian to whom
he is sold, his wife, the king of Egypt, his servants
who know Yusuf in jail, etc. The Egyptian is known
variously as Kitfir, Itfir, Kutifar, Kittin, etc., all deriving from the biblical name Potiphar. His wife is named
Ra'rl, a development from the common Arabising pattern of Hebrew names (Kabfl and Habfl, Samwfl,
RahTl, etc.), and, later, Zulaykha (Zalfka, Zulayka).
Some biblicist material not found in the Kur'anic
rendering sometimes appears in the exegetical literature. In a Malay telling, for example, al-cAz!z is referred to as Potiphar, and his wife is called Asnath
rather than Ra'fl or Zulaykha. So also do local realia
appear in re-tellings of the tale, such as the brothers
telling Yackub in the Malay version that Yusuf has
been killed by a tiger rather than a wolf.
Reasons are provided in the secondary literature
for difficult aspects of the Kur'anic story. Ya'kub's
intense suffering over the purported loss of his son is
a result of his slaughtering a calf before the eyes of
its mother, because he did not share his meal with
the hungry, or because he separated a young slavegirl from her parents. Yusuf suffers initially because
of his vanity or because he relies on human help
before trusting totally in God.
Because Yusuf's story of suffering has resonated with
the Shr c f tradition of redemptive suffering and endurance, his and his father's tribulations find a place
in the Shicf ta'zjya [q.v.] plays commemorating the suffering and martyrdom of al-Husayn. These expand
and heighten the torment and suffering depicted in
the Kur'anic rendering and associate them with the
future suffering of al-Husayn and his family. Yusuf
and Ya'kub represent the best of human suffering
until the rise of Islam and the extraordinary suffering of al-Husayn, which exceeds that of the early
prophets and therefore receives greater redemptive
merit for his ShfT followers.
Yusuf serves as a model of virtue and wisdom in
pietistic literature. He is extolled in Sufi" manuals such
as that of Abu Nasr al-Sarradj's K. al-Lumac as a para-
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gon of forgiveness, based on XII, 92. He also epitomises the chastity that is based on complete trust in
God, for it was his absolute piety that prompted God
to personally intervene to prevent him from the transgression of succumbing to sexual temptation (XII, 24).
So, too, does he exemplify deep wisdom by, for example, knowing to instruct his brothers to throw his shirt
over Jacob's face rather than simply giving it to him,
because Ya'kub's joy in learning of his son's survival
would make him forget to rub the shirt over his eyes
and restore his eyesight (see XII, 93, 96).
The most frequent reference to Yusuf's attributes
in post-Kur'anic literature is to his extraordinary
beauty. His beauty was so exceptional that the behaviour of the wife of al-cAzTz is forgiven, or at least
mitigated, because of the unavoidably uncontrollable
love and passion that his countenance would rouse
in her. Such portrayals are found in many genres of
Islamic literatures, but are most famous in Nur alDln cAbd al-Rahman Djami's [q.v] Tusuf wa ^ulqykhd,
which incorporates many of the motifs and attributes
associated with his beauty in earlier works.
Certainly by the 7th/13th century, and up to the
10th/16th in Persian areas at the very least, Yusuf
was looked to by artists and rulers alike as a patron
of the arts. The Sufi Nadjm al-Dln Razf Daya (d.
1256) dedicates his Mirsdd al-ibad to the Saldjuk sultan of Rum Kaykubad, likening him to Yusuf in hopes
of receiving his patronage, and a famous Safawid illustrated manuscript of Djamf's Tusuf wa Zulaykha has
the name of the Tfmurid sultan and patron, Ibrahim
Mlrza (d. 1476) inscribed over a portrait of Yusuf on
the eve of his wedding to Zulaykha. On the other
hand, Yusuf's role as temporal ruler rendered him
suspect among some pietists, for the pollution of wordly
kingship rendered even Yusuf a delay in being accepted
into the Garden.
Like the other earlier prophets, Yusuf possesses special insights, often mystical and certainly exceptional,
that may be emulated by spiritual adepts and other
religious seekers. But the exceptional motifs and symbols found in Surat Tusuf give his persona an even
higher status than most in Islamic religious literature
and civilisation. Renard has aptly noted the broad
impact of Yusuf and his story on this culture. "The
well and prison into which Joseph is thrown refer to
all forms of adversity through which one must live
in patience and trust. Allusions to Joseph's shirt have
come to mean any experience that restores the blinded
seeker's sight. The expression 'to cut one's hand', an
allusion to the guests at Zulayka's dinner party, has
become a coded reference to the seeker's experience
of stark bewilderment in the presence of the Beloved.
And Joseph's necessary separation from, and eventual
reunion with, his father offers a perfect pattern to
console the lover of God who seems to experience
God's absence. Most of all, Joseph's beauty keeps the
poets enthralled as the most apt image for the deepest of all experiences, the ever-present yearning for
the source of all life and being. As Rumi writes of
his own experience of longing for the Beloved, 'Like
Jacob I am crying alas, alas; the fair visage of Joseph
of Canaan is my desire'."
The very fact that the tale of Yusuf represents the
one complete literary narrative structured as such in
the Kur'an rendered it special significance in Islamic
literary and cultural tradition. Wahb b. Munabbih
[q.v.] is quoted in al-Kisa3f's Kisas al-Anbiyd3 as saying,
"God would never send any prophet without telling
him the story of Yusuf, just as He told it to our
prophet Muhammad".
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YUSUF B. CABD AL-HADI, in fuller form Djamal
al-Dm Abu '1-Mahasin Yusuf b. Hasan b. Ahmad . . .
b. cAbd al-Hadf, also known as Ibn al-Mibrad, H a n ball scholar and a u t h o r , advocate of a revival
of the hadtth studies which had once flourished at
Damascus, b. end of 840/June 1437 or in the next
year, d. 16 Muharram 909/14 September 1503.
He stemmed from a branch of the Ibn Kudama
[q.v.] line of the Hanbalf Makdisf families who had
come in the 6th/12th century and founded the Damascus suburb of al-Salihiyya [q.v.'], but is not to be confused with another famous Ibn cAbd al-Hadf from the
same family, Shams al-Dln Muhammad b. Ahmad
(d. 744/1344), see Marwan 'Atiyya, in Ma^allat Maajmac
al-Lugha al-cArabiyya al-Urdunm, xlix [1995], 91-166).
Little is known of Yusufs professional life except that

he lectured at the 'Umariyya madrasa in al-Salihiyya,
and led a life of teaching and scholarship. A large
number of Damascus manuscripts contain notes from
his own hand certifying the audition of himself or of
his pupils and family. Most of his own work consists
of small booklets (adj.z,d3), unstructured and isndd-based,
like the reading copies of hadith which he used for
study and teaching. His works, and the certificates
related to them as well, are almost exclusively preserved
in his own handwriting; it is thus obvious that his
energetic activity did not meet with much response
in his time. His personal library, of which he listed
600 titles, he gave to the 'Umariyya, although his
pupil Ibn Tulun [q.v.] bought some works from Yusufs
children, and much of the 'Umariyya wakf library was
subsequently dispersed, with its remaining remnants
incorporated into the Zahiriyya library.
Yusuf b. 'Abd al-Hadl is praised as both a muhaddith
and a faklh by his biographers, although his HanbalT
learning was more in the field of historical studies than
legal ones. However, his works, only partly printed, go
far beyond these fields to include theology, biography,
sira, adab, medicine, etc. He was especially interested
in the topography of Damascus and its buildings, cf.
his Rasd'il dimashkiyya, Damascus 1988, and Thimdr almakdsid fi dhikr al-masda^id, Damascus 1975; he wrote
a history of al-Salihiyya, partly preserved in quotations
by Ibn Tulun in his Kald3id and in the abridgement
of Ibn Kanan, al-Muruaj. al-sundusiyya al-fathiyya fi talkhis
Ta3nkh al-Sdlihiyya, Damascus 1947. He also wrote
brief treatises on aspects of everyday life, e.g. a K. alTibdkha and a K. al-Hisba, ed. Habfb Zayyat, in
Machriq, xxxv [1937], 370-6, 384-400). With the increased interest in him during recent decades, several
of his specifically religious and legal works have been
edited and published, e.g. in fikh and biography, his
K. Kawdcid al-kulliyya fi }l-dawdbit al-fikhiyya, Beirut 1994;
al-Durr al-naki, Djudda 1991; Mucaj_am al-kutub (mostly
Hanbalf titles), Riyad 1989; al-D^awhar al-munaddad ft
tabakdt muta3akhkhin ashdb Ahmad, Cairo 1987; Akhbdr
al-nisd3, Hims 1993. On dogmatics and piety: al-Tamhid
fi 'l-kaldm cald 'l-tawhid, Riyad 1997; Bahr al-damm fi
man takallam fi 'l-Imdm Ahmad, Beirut 1992; Fadl Id
hawl wa-ld kuwwa ilia bi 'lldh, Damascus 1995; alIstifdna bi 'l-Fdtiha, Damascus n.d. On Sira: al-Shaajara
al-nabawiyya, Damascus 1994; Iktibds al-iktibds bi-hall
mushkil Sir at Ibn Sayyid al-Ms, Cairo 1937. In adab:
Ithdf al-nubald3 bi-akhbdr al-kuramd3 wa 'l-bukhald3, Cairo
1989; and ed. Yusra CA. cAbd Allah, Beirut 1410/1990.
See also for his life and lists of his works, Brockelmann,
II2, 130-1, S II, 130; Kahhala, xiii, 289; Fedwa MaltiDouglas, Tusuf ibn cAbd al-Hadl and his autograph of the
Wuquc al-BalaJ bil-Bukhl wa-1-Bukhala', in BEO, xxxi
(1979), 17-50. A survey of his work is given by Salah
Muhammad al-Khiyami, in MMMA, xxvi/2 (1982),
775-809.
Bibliography. In addition to references in the
article, see Kattanl, Fihris al-fahdris, ed. cAbbas,
2
Beirut 1982; GhazzI, al-Nact al-akmal bi-ashdb alImdm Ahmad b. Hanbal, Damascus 1982; Ibn Tulun,
al-Kald3id al-ajawhariyyafi }l-ta3nkh al-Sdlihiyya, Damascus 1981-2; Nucayml, al-Ddris fi ta'rikh al-maddris,
Damascus 1988. For the role of the MakdisI families in Damascus, see S. Leder, Charismatic scripturalism. The Hanball Maqdisis at Damascus, in Isl,
Ixxiv (1997), 279-304.
(S. LEDER)
YUSUF B. CABD AL-RAHMAN b. Abl £Ubayda
AL-FIHRl (ca. 72-142/691-759), last governor of
al-Andalus before the accession to power of the
Umayyad cAbd al-Rahman I.
Great grandson of the conqueror of the Maghrib,
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c
Ukba b. Nafic [q.v], he also belonged to one of the
most prestigious Arab families to have settled in the
Muslim West, renowned on account of its aristocratic
Kurashl lineage and the participation of several of its
members in the conquest of both shores of the Strait.
Two brothers, Habib and cAbd al-Rahman, sons of
Abu cUbayda cUkba b. Nafi c , accompanied the troops
of Musa b. Nusayr [q.v.] at the time of the first crossing in the direction of al-Andalus. The former of the
two remained in the Iberian Peninsula as lieutenant
of cAbd al-cAzrz, son and successor of Musa, who was
later assassinated. Subsequently, both brothers returned to Ifrfkiya.
Yusuf, born in Kayrawan, remained in Ifnkiya;
after the return of his father, quarrels between the
two of them induced him to leave for al-Andalus, governed at the time by Bishr b. Safwan (103-9/721-7).
He became governor of al-Andalus in 129/746 and
was able to rely, initially at least, on the general support of the various factions dividing the Arabs of the
Iberian Peninsula. But this unanimity was short-lived
and the governor of al-Andalus, portrayed by the
sources as a man totally manipulated by his lieutenant
al-Sumayl b. Hatim [q.v.], was obliged throughout the
term of his mandate to confront rebellions and revolts.
With more or less ease he succeeded in suppressing
the unrest; he even dared to rid himself of the tutelage of al-Sumayl, sending him away to govern the
Upper March [see AL-THUGHUR. 2.], a most difficult
assignment. The latter came close to losing all prestige here, Yusuf being unable—or unwilling—to come
to his aid. Finally, rescued by members of his ajund,
al-Sumayl returned to his post in the service of Yusuf
without, apparently, bearing any grudge against the
latter regarding the perils to which he had exposed
him. Furthermore, when in 138/755 the Umayyad
pretender cAbd al-Rahman b. Mu'awiya, the future
c
Abd al-Rahman [q.v.], arrived in al-Andalus, al-Sumayl
remained loyal to his superior even though the
Umayyad agents approached him in the first instance,
recognising his power and his influence.
All attempts to reach a peaceful accord having
failed, the confrontation between the Umayyad and
al-Fihrf took place: the latter was defeated at the
battle of al-Musara near Cordova, in Dhu'l-Hidjdja
138/May 756. Yusuf fled to Toledo, where he mustered a large army with the intention of resisting cAbd
al-Rahman b. Mucawiya, but subsequently, in negotiations near Granada, Yusuf agreed to surrender to
the sovereignty of the Umayyad, retaining in exchange
his life and his possessions (Safar 139/July 756).
Having established himself in Cordova, he was unable
to resist for long the advice of those who incited him
to attempt the recovery of his power; he escaped from
the city and made his way to Merida, recruiting a
significant contingent of troops before advancing on
Cordova. But before reaching this city, he took the
field against the governor of Seville, cAbd al-Malik b.
c
Umar b. Marwan, suffering a bloody defeat at his
hands. Once more, and for the last time, Yusuf was
forced to take flight. He was assassinated near Toledo
in 142/759. According to some sources, his murderers were two of his slaves; according to others the
perpetrators were the inhabitants of a hamlet which
he was passing through, people who wanted to put
an end to the war and knew that this would only be
achieved through the death of one of the two adversaries, the loser.
Bibliography. 1. Sources. In addition to all
the chronicles concerning this period, prominent
among which are the Akhbdr maajmuca, ed. and tr.
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Lafuente y Alcantara, 56-100, reference may be
made to the biography of Yusuf al-Fihn in Ibn alAbbar, al-Hulla al-siyard', ed. H. Mu'nis, ii, 34750; Ibn al-Khatlb, Ihata, iv, 339-40; Makkan, Najh
al-tib, ed. I. 'Abbas, iii, 25-6.
2. S t u d i e s . See those listed in the Bib I. to
AL-SUMAYL B. HATIM.

(L.

MOLINA)

YUSUF B. ABI 'L-SADI DIWDAD, Abu '1-Kasim,
c o m m a n d e r of T r a n s o x a n i a n I r a n i a n origin
who acted as governor of Adharbaydjan, Arran and
Armenia for the cAbbasid caliphs 288-315/901-28 as
part of the short-lived line of Sadjid governors there
established by his brother Muhammad in 276/18990. He was killed in battle near Kufa by the Karamita
or Carmathians [see KARMAT!] in Dhu '1-Hidjdja 315/
February 928, the last effective governor of his line
in northwestern Persia. For details of his career, see
SADJIDS.
Bibliography: See that for SADJIDS, and add C.E.
Bosworth, The New Islamic dynasties, Edinburgh 1996,
147 no. 70.
_
(£D.)
YUSUF B. CABID AL-IDRISI, Moroccan mystic
(sufi) claiming Idnsid descent, born ca. 966/1559, died
992/1584. After studying for six years at the madrasas
of Fas and in the meantime visiting leading Moroccan
Sufis, he proceeded in 990/1582 to Egypt to meet
the leader of the Bakriyya order, Shaykh Muhammad
b. al-Hasan al-Bakrf. Eventually Yusuf arrived in Hadramawt and, in 1036/1627, at the age of seventy, he
dictated there his Multakat al-rihla, an account of his
journey from Morocco to Hadramawt, in which he
gave the reasons for his departure to the East and
his decision to settle in Hadramawt.
Nearly three-quarters of the ms. (120 folios, found
in the Great Mosque of Tanm in Hadramawt) deal
with social and cultural life in Morocco during the
reign of the Sacdid sultan Ahmad al-Mansur. Yusuf
describes, at some length, the curricula at the various madrasas in Fas as well as the numerous Sufi"
orders (tonkas) in Morocco. He also briefly describes
the defence measures taken on Morocco's Atlantic
coast to ward off Portuguese attacks.
In Cairo, Yusuf b. 'Abid attended lectures on tawhid
(dogmatic theology) at al-Azhar delivered by Shaykh
Makhluf al-Maghribf who informed him that Abu
Bakr b. Salim, Hadramawt's leading Sufif, was expecting a young shartf from Fas. "If you are a sharif"
Shaykh Makhluf said to Yusuf, "go to him, for he is
your man." Yusuf thereupon visited Shaykh Abu Bakr
b. Salim in 'Aynat near Tanm in Hadramawt, where
the shaykh gave him a warm welcome and named
him a teaching shaykh.
When Abu Bakr died eight months later (992/1584),
Yusuf thought of returning to Morocco, but he changed
his mind as Shaykh Abu Bakr had urged his disciples to
learn cilm al-tawhid at his hands, since Hadramawt was
devoid of this cilm. At Say'un mosque, Yusuf lectured
on al-Sanusf's al-cAkida al-sughrd and became famous
throughout Hadramawt for his lectures on cilm al-tawhid.
The picture depicted of Yusuf b. cAbid in the ms.
is that of a Sufi" with a great thirst for knowledge
and a fervent desire to meet prominent Sufi leaders
in Morocco and the East. The impression that comes
across in the ms., however, is that of a second-rate
writer who lacks style and originality.
Bibliography: Yusuf b. cAbid al-Idnsf, Multakat
al-rihla, ed. and annotated, with full introduction
and bibliography, by Amln T. Tfbf, Casablanca
1988.
' (AMIN TIBI)
YUSUF B. TASHUFlN or TASHFIN, ABU YA'KUB,
the real f o u n d e r of the Almoravid dynasty
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[see AL-MURABITUN] in North Africa (r. 453-500/10611106). According to tradition, he was born in 4007
1009-10, but nothing at all is known of him until 4537
1061 when his cousin Abu Bakr b. cUmar made him
his lieutenant before himself returning to the Sahara
to suppress a revolt. Yusuf was a Berber from the Banu
Turgut (Turguit) of the Sanhadja [q.v.]. He married
the beautiful and redoubtable Zaynab al-Nafzawiyya,
and on her advice, cleverly got rid of his cousin and
completed the conquest of Morocco before passing
across the Straits of Gibraltar into Spain to achieve
his victory at Zallaka [q.v.].
Yusuf's history is bound up with that of the
Almoravids, and, enjoying the favour of the chroniclers, he is often placed in parallel with the Reyes
de Taifas [see MULUK AL-TAWA'IF] whom he sent into
exile, and the story of his relations with the poetprince al-Muctamid Ibn 'Abbad [q.v.], exiled under
surveillance to Aghmat [q.v.], continue to inspire
authors. Yusuf laid down the foundations for a kingdom spanning North Africa and Spain, and introduced an innovation by adopting the title Amir
al-Muslimin preceded by that of the fictitious caliph
c
Abd Allah (see E. Levi-Provencal, Le titre souverain des
Almoravides, in Arabica, ii [1955], 266-8). He appeared
as a model Islamic prince, virtuous, even-tempered
and sober. The historians' near-unanimity in his favour
is explicable both by his personal qualities and also
by a documentary aspect: virtually all information on
him stems from the lost work by the official historiographer of the Almoravid dynasty, Abu Bakr Yahya
b. Muhammad, Ibn al-Sayrafi, his al-Anwdr al-dj_aliyya
f i akhbdr al-dawla al-murdbitiyya.
Yusuf is said to have had a dark brown complexion (asmar can also mean a distinctly black colouring),
and he may have been incapable of expressing himself in Arabic. With his ascetic and frugal habits, he
remained faithful to his way of life and his desert
costume; living off barley meal, milk products and
camel meat, he seems to be the antithesis of the indolent and ostentatious princes of al-Andalus. He was
pious, level-headed and generous towards the fukahd3,
whom he never failed to consult, and avoided acts of
cruelty. A great strategist, he put together a formidable army comprising Sudanese contingents, Christian mercenaries (fUludi) and the Saharan tribes of the
Gudala, Lamtuna [q.vv] and Masufa. This remarkable fighting instrument enabled him to secure the
conquest of Morocco and much of the Iberian peninsula. He never hesitated in negotiations and entrusted
great powers to his commanders. Enriched by the
Saharan trade, he minted coins which became, for
several centuries to come, the basis of the gold standard for the Mediterranean lands. His personal skills
were shown in his bloodless removal of his cousin
Abu Bakr and his attachment to his own side of his
cousin's Saharan vassals. He is said to have used ruses
to rid himself of uncertain allies like the ruler of the
mountain Gzoula. The foundation of Marrakesh is
attributed to him, although the city's bases were laid
by Abu Bakr (cf. Levi-Provengal, La fondation de
Marrakech (462/1070), in Melanges dhistoire et d'archeologie de I'Occident musulman, ii, Algiers 1957, 117-20), but
Yusuf enlarged and embellished the capital, just as
he did other major urban works in places like Sabta,
Fas/Fez and Tilimsan/Tlemcen.
He died in Muharram 500/September 1106 and
was buried in Marrakesh; he was succeeded by his
equally long-reigning son CA1T.
Bibliography: 1. Sources. Anon., K. al-Hulal
al-mawshiya fi 'l-akhbdr al-marrdkushiyya, Casablanca

1979; Ibn al-Kattan, Na&n al-d^uman, ed. M.CA.
Makkl, Beirut 1990; Ibn Ibrahim al-Marrakushl, alridm bi-man halla Marrdkush . . ., Rabat 1974-7; Ibn
Khallikan, Wafaydt, ed. 'Abbas, vii, 3-19; Ibn alKhatlb, al-Ihdta, Cairo 1973-7; idem, A'mdl al-acldm,
ed. Levi-Provencal, Rabat 1934, ed. cAbbadi and
KattanT, Casablanca 1964; cAbd Allah b. Buluggfn,
al-Tibydn, ed. Amin Tibi, Rabat 1995, Eng. tr. Tibi,
The Tibydn, Memoirs..., Leiden 1986; Ibn cldhan,
al-Bayan al-mughrib, Beirut 1967, iv, 21; Ibn Abl
Zarc, al-Rawd al-kirtds, Rabat 1972; M. Ya'la (ed.)
Tres textos arabes sobre berberes en el Occidente islamica,
Madrid 1996; Ibn al-Athlr, ed. Beirut, x, 178-9;
Ibn Fadl Allah al-cUmarf, Masdlik al-absdr, introd.
and tr. M. Gaudefroy-Demombynes, Paris 1927;
Makkan, Azhar al-riydd, Rabat 1978-80; idem, Nqfh
al-tib, ed. c Abbas, Beirut 1968; Marrakushl, K. alMu'ajibfi talkhls akhbdr al-maghrib, Cairo 1944; Nasirl,
K. al-Istiksd3, Casablanca 1967, Fr. tr. in AM, xxxixxxiii, Rabat 1925, 1927, 1934.
2. Studies. G. Deverdun, Marrakech des origines
a 1912, Rabat 1949; R.A. Messier, The Almoravids,
West African gold and the gold currency of the Mediterranean
basin, in JESHO, vii (1974); S. Acrab, Mac al-kddi
Abi Bakr Ibn al-cArabi, Beirut 1987; 'Ismat A. Dandash, Dawr al-murdbitin f i nashr al-Isldmfi gharb Ifnkiya,
430/515 H.-1038/1121 M., Beirut 1988; H. Ferhat,
Sabta des origines au XIVe siecle, Rabat 1993; V. Lagardere, Les Almoravides, Paris 1994; H.A. Norris and
P. Chalmeta, EP art. al-Murdbitun (fundamental).
(HALIMA FERHAT)
YUSUF B. CUMAR AL-THAKAFI [see AL-THAKAFI].
YUSUF AKfiURA (Akcurin, Akguraoglu) (18761935), Tatar nationalist and Pan-Turkist intellectual.
Born at Simbirsk, on the Volga, he began his education at military schools in Istanbul, continuing it in
Paris (1900-3), at the Ecole des Sciences Politiques.
Active within Young Turk circles in the Ottoman
Empire and Western Europe, his intellectual make-up
shows influences from the reform-minded Tatar revival
in Kazan and the increasing interest in past Turkish
culture in Istanbul. Thus equipped, he returned to
Russia in 1904, teaching, writing in the Tatar press
and entering politics, trying in this way to recruit
Muslims for concerted action in the 1905 First Duma.
He subsequently promoted the political and cultural
organisation of such Muslims in a Pan-Turk perspective. Following the Young Turk Revolution of
1908, he emigrated to Istanbul. In order to preach
his own cultural-nationalist and Pan-Turkist views [see
PAN-TURKISM] , in 1911 he founded Tiirk Turdu, editing
and contributing to what soon became a first-class
intellectual journal. In the Republic of Turkey, he
participated in the Kemalist resistance, joined the
People's Party, and was elected to the Grand National
Assembly. In addition, he taught, lectured and published historical studies, which led to his election as
first president of the Tiirk Tarih Kurumu [see MADJMA'
C
ILMI. iii].
In Oc tarz-i siydset ("Three systems of politics"), he
analysed the main lines of government policies in recent Turkish history: (a) Ottomanism, intended to unite
all nationalities into one Ottoman nation; (b) PanIslamism [q.v.], aiming at basing Ottoman power on
Islamic solidarity; and (c) Pan-Turkism [q.v], whose
goal was to establish "a political Turkish nationality
based on race". A realist in his approach, Akcura examined each of the three for usefulness and feasibility, favouring Pan-Turkism, the main obstacle to whose
achievement being internal, hence manageable. A stu-
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dent of politics, he held that Pan-Turkism was the
best panacea for the empire, by providing it with the
cohesion of ethnic solidarity, internal and external,
needed to save it from dismemberment or to rebuild
it after a possible loss of territory. In the Kemalist
Republic, whose founder had clearly rejected PanTurkism, Akcura still managed to defend the concept
when writing its history in 1928 in Turk yih. However, then and later he advocated Turkism (i.e. Turkish national solidarity), rather than Pan-Turkism, on
the cultural level, with due respect to social and economic factors.
Bibliography: Yusuf Akcura's two main works
are Uc tara-l siydset, in Turk (Cairo), nos. 24, 25,
27 (April-May 1904), repr. in book-form, Cairo
1907 and repeatedly afterwards; and Turk yih,
Istanbul 1928, which he edited and in which he
wrote his Turkculugun ta'rikhi we gelishimi, 287-455,
later repr. in bookform. Among his numerous pamphlets and articles are Midhat-Pacha, la constitution
ottomane et ['Europe, Paris 1903; cUlum we ta'nkh, Kazan
1906; Mewkufiyyet khdtiralari, Kazan 1906, 2nd ed.,
Istanbul 1330/1912; Eski shurd-yl ummet'de cikan
makdlelerimden, Istanbul 1329/1911; Turk, Djermdn we
Islawlarin mundsebdt-l ta'nkhiyyeleri, Istanbul 1330/
1912; L'Etat actuel des aspirations des Turco-Tatares
musulmans de Russie, Lausanne 1916; Rusyd userd
murakhkhasi Tusuf Akcura Bey'in rdporu, Istanbul 1919;
Ta'rikh-i siydsi notlan: shark mes'elesine dd'ir, Istanbul
1920; Mifdsir Avrupd'da siydsi we idj_timdci fikirler we
fikn djereydnlar, Istanbul 1339; Siydset we iktisdd hakkmda
khitdbe we makdle, Istanbul 1924; Osmanh devletinin
dagilma devri (XIII. ve XIX. asirlarda), Istanbul 1940.
See also M.F. Togay. Tusuf Akfura hayati ve eserleri,
Istanbul 1944; S.M. Arsal, Dostum Tusuf Akcura, in
Tiirk Kulturii, no. 174 (April 1977), 346-54; H.Z.
Ko§ay, Tusuf Akcura, in Belleten, xli/162 (April 1977),
389-400; Th. David, Tusuf Akcura and the intellectual
origins of the Uc tarz-i siydset, in Journal of Turkish
Studies, ii (1978), 127-40; A. Temir, Tusuf Akcura,
Ankara 1987, 2nd ed. Ankara 1997; Oliimunun ellinci
yilmda Tusuf Akcura sempozyumu 11-12 mart 1985,
Ankara 1987; J.M. Landau, Pan-Turkism. From
irredentism to cooperation, Bloomington, Ind., 1995;
F. Georgeon, Aux origines du nationalisme turc. Tusuf
Akcura, 1876-1935, Paris 1980, also in Turkish 1996.
(J.M. LANDAU)
YUSUF, CALI (1863-1913), s u c c e s s f u l Egyptian
j o u r n a l i s t and editor of the i n f l u e n t i a l newspaper daily al-Mu'ayyad, which dominated the
Muslim press from 1889-1913.
Shaykh cAlf Yusuf was born in the remote village
of Balsafura in Upper Egypt, to poor parents. His
father died a year after his birth, forcing his mother
to move with him back to her own village of Ban!
c
Adi, where he was given a traditional religious education, memorising the Kur'an by the age of 12. In
1881, at the age of 18, he left for Cairo, where he
enrolled in al-Azhar. It seems that he quit his studies prematurely; the Khedive 'Abbas Hilml II [q.v.]
suggests in his Mudhakkirdt (published in al-Misri, AprilJuly 1951) that Yusuf frequented the Teachers' School
(madrasat al-mucallimm), but there is nothing to show
that he received a diploma or even completed his
studies there (Salih, 19).
Yusuf's early ambitions were in the realm of poetry,
and in 1885 he published a diwdn entitled Nasamdt
al-sahar ("Whiffs of dawn", Salih, 20-1; Kahhala, vii,
10 gives Nasim or Nasama, cf. Brockelmann, S III, 84);
it encountered little success, whereupon he quickly
turned to writing prose of a more journalistic nature.
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From submission of articles, he moved to actual employment, learning the trade of newspaper editing first
at Ahmad Faris al-Shidyak's [see PARIS AL-SHIDYAK]
daily al-Kdhira, and from there at Mir*at al-Shark sometime after 1884. After suspension of this latter daily
in March 1886, he founded in 1887 his own weekly
literary newspaper al-Addb, with the financial support
of an al-Azhar crony, Shaykh Ahmad Madf, who two
years later would again come to his aid financially
with the establishment of the Egyptian nationalist daily
al-Mu'ayyad that would set CA1I Yusuf on the political
map.
The first newspaper to be published by an Egyptian,
al-Mu'ayyad appeared on the streets a few months after
publication of the pro-British al-Mukattam, and quickly
began serving as a forum for nationalist and reformist
circles, backed by the Egyptian Prime Minister Mustafa
Riyad Pasha, who had seriously fallen out with Lord
Cromer, the British Consul-General. The paper soon
gained a large following, publishing columns by such
leading nationalists as Mustafa Kamil, Muhammad
Farfd and Sacd Zaghlul [i/.w.], and reformists such
as Rashfd Rida, Muhammad c Abduh, Kasim Amm
(whose treatise on the emancipation of women, Tahrir
al-mar'a, was serialised), and al-Kawakibf [q.vv.].
Throughout its existence, al-Mu'ayyad enjoyed the support of the Khedive c Abbas Hilmi, who had formed
close personal ties with CA1I Yusuf. When in 1898 the
Khedive moderated his anti-British stance, after
the Fashoda [q.v] incident between the British and
the French, 'All Yusuf and al-Mu'ayyad followed suit.
This move would constitute a break with the more
vehement anti-British nationalists and result inter alia
in Mustafa Kamil and Ahmad Lutfi al-Sayyid [q.v.]
founding rival newspapers, weakening the position of
al-Mu}ayyad as organ for the nationalist movement.
The interdependency of khedival patronage, on the
one hand, and unequivocal khedival policy support,
on the other, effectively meant the dissolution of both
the newspaper and its mirror political organisation,
the Constititutional Reform Party (Hizb alTsldh alDusturi [see HIZB, at Vol. Ill, 515b])—formed by CA1I
Yusuf in 1907 in support of the Khedive and with
his continued backing—upon 'All Yusuf's death in
1913.
Although history might judge his role as ephemeral,
'All Yusuf and his newspaper were a catalyst for some
major reforms in the Egyptian state, in particular in
the field of educational reform. One of two scandals
that rocked Egyptian society, with CA1I Yusuf in the
middle, revolved around his refusing in 1896 to divulge
the source of information he had published in defiance of British censorship; the case, which became
known as "the telegraph incident", stands as a fine
case of two press principles unrecognised at the time:
freedom of expression and the confidentiality of sources.
C
A1I Yusuf was acquitted, and he became a hero to
the populace who applauded his standing up to their
oppressors. The second scandal, in 1904 when he
eloped with a daughter of one of the country's most
venerated families against her father's wishes, introduced him to the seamier side of celebrity. His humble beginnings and unworthy trade—the press was
not considered a particularly noble institution, despite
his earlier successes—were not deemed suitable to a
woman of his bride's background, and the marriage
was annulled by court ruling, with a large part of the
same populace now decrying his audacity. The Khedive
and other powerful friends of 'All Yusuf intervened,
however, and the father Shaykh cAbd al-Khalik alSadat later did allow his daughter's marriage.
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In 1912 cAli Yusuf resigned from al-Mu'ayyad to
succeed his brother-in-law cAbd al-Hamfd al-Bakrf as
head of the Sufi order al-Wafasiyya (de Jong, 187 n.),
only to die a year later, on 25 October 1913, of
heart failure.
Bibliography: A comprehensive biography of CA1I
Yusuf and his influential newspaper is Sulayman
Salih, al-Shaykh cAll Yusuf wa-ajandat al-Mu'ayyad.
Ta'nkh al-haraka al-wataniyya fi rubc karn, 2 vols.,
Cairo 1990. An English study is the unpubl. Ph.D.
thesis of Abbas Kelidar, Shaykh Ali Tusuf, political
journalist and Islamic nationalist. A study of Egyptian politics, 1889-1913, Univ. of London 1967 (unseen);
and idem, Shaykh CAH Tusuf, Egyptian journalist and
Islamic nationalist, in Marwan R. Buheiry (ed.),
Intellectual life in the Arab East, 1890-1939, Beirut
1981, 10-20. For a contemporary view, in particular of the marriage scandal, see A. Goldschmidt,
Jr. (tr.), The memoirs and diaries of Muhammad Farid,
an Egyptian nationalist leader (1868-1919), San Francisco 1992, 112-14; see also Ahmad Baha5 al-Dfn,
Ayydm lahd td'rikh, 3Cairo 1967, 63-85; Salama Musa,
al-Sihdfa, hirfa wa-risdla, Cairo 1963, 22. An excellent recent work on journalism and the press is
A. Ayalon, The press in the Arab Middle East, a history, New York 1995. For the Sufi" orders in Egypt,
F. de Jong, Turuq and turuq-linked institutions in nineteenth century Egypt, Leiden 1978.
(PERI BEARMAN)
YUSUF AL-BARM, sc. Yusuf b. Ibrahim, a mawld
c
of Thaklf, rebel against Abbasid rule in eastern K h u r a s a n during the caliphate of al-Mahdl,
d. 160/777 or shortly afterwards.
Yusuf's rising was only one of a series of revolts
by both Arabs and local Iranians in Transoxania and
eastern Khurasan during the early 'Abbasid period.
Whilst the sources impute certain religious motives to
Yusuf, including use of the traditional slogan summoning to al-amr bi 'l-macruf wa 'l-nahy can al-munkar,
it seems that the revolt was basically political and
directed against the arbitrary power of the caliph and
his governors. From Gardfzf's account, it appears that
its epicentre was northern Afghanistan, the regions of
Badhghls, Marw al-Rudh, Guzgan and Talakan [</.yy.].
It was suppressed, largely by al-Mahdfs general Yazld
b. Mazyad, with Yusuf being captured and then crucified at Baghdad. A further revolt in Khurasan, by
a grandson of Yusuf's, is mentioned during alMa'mun's caliphate.
Bibliography: The main sources are Ya'kubT,
Ta'nkh, ii, 478-9; TabarT, iii, 470-1; and GardTzI,
Zayn al-akjibdf, ed. CA.H. Habibf, Tehran 1347/1968,
126-7. Of studies, see Barthold, Turkestan down to
the Mongol invasion2, 198, 201, 208; E.L. Daniel, The
political and social history of Khurasan under Abbasid rule
747-820, Minneapolis and Chicago 1979, 166-7.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
YUSUF KANDHALAWI DIHLAWI, MAWLANA
MUHAMMAD, the son of M u h a m m a d I l y a s
( 1 8 8 5 - 1 9 4 4 ) , the f o u n d e r of the TabllghT
D j a m a ' a t [q.v.], whom he succeeded in the leadership of this movement (d. 1965).
He was born in his ancestral village of Kandhala
in 1917. He studied exoteric religion with his father
at Nizamuddin (Dihli), and then later at the seminary of Saharanpur, which is associated with Deoband
[q.v.], where his maternal uncle, Muhammad Zakariyya
Kandhalawf (d. 1982), also taught. The latter was his
teacher of hadith, whose two daughters he married.
He devoted himself firstly to studying hadith and wrote
the Imam al-Akhbdr, an unfinished commentary on the

Shark ma'am al-athar commentary on the hadith of Imam
al-Tahawf.
He was initiated into the Sabiriyya Cishtiyya brotherhood by his father, who from 1938 onwards forced
him, despite his reticence, to take part in the missionary journeys of the TablfghT Djama'at, where he
showed his talents as an orator. On the death of his
father in 1944 he was elected amir of the movement
and lived in its headquarters at Nizamuddin. He made
five pilgrimages to Mecca (1938, 1955, 1959, 1961 and
1964), firstly with his father and then with hundreds
of Tabllghls. He died at Lahore (Pakistan) on 12 April
1965, and his body was interred at Nizamuddin.
The name of Muhammad Yusuf remains connected
with the worldwide expansion of the Tabllghl Djama'at
[q.v., where further details are given]. He systematically, applied ideas which his father had tried to put
into practice at the time of the pilgrimage in L938.
He firstly consolidated the enterprise of the movement in the subcontinent by creating secondary centres in Western Pakistan and then Eastern Pakistan
(now Bangladesh). He then established it worldwide
by sending missions to the Arab countries from 1946
onwards, to Western countries from 1950 onwards,
and to Afro-Asian countries from 1956 onwards. The
essential structure of his worldwide network was in
place at the time of his death in 1965, however little
this was recognised in that period.
Bibliography: Muhammad Than! Hasanl,
Sawdnih-i Hadrat Mawldnd Muhammad Tusuf Kdndhalawi, Lucknow 1967; 'Aziz al-Rahman Bidjnawn,
Tadhkira-yi Mawldnd Muhammad Tusuf Sahib, amlr-i
tabligh, Bhera (Sargodha, Pakistan) 1980; M. Gaborieau, Muhammad Tusuf Kdndhalawi Dihlawi, in
M. Gaborieau, N. Grandin, P. Labrousse and A. Popovic (eds.), Dictionnaire biographique des savants et grandes
figures du monde musulman peripherique, du XIXe siecle
jusqu'd nos jours, i, Paris 1992, 19-20; idem, The transformation of Tablighi Jamdcat into a transnational movement under the leadership of Muhammad Tusuf, 1944-1965,
in M.K. Masud (ed.), Travellers in faith. Studies of
Tablighi Jamdcat as a transnational movement for faith
renewal, Leiden 2000.
(M. GABORIEAU)
YUSUF KARAM (1823-89), M a r o n i f e shaykh
and notable from the village of Ihdin (northern
Lebanon), who during the socio-religious hostilities in
1860 emerged as one of the most prominent leaders
of the Christians—the other, very different one being
Tanyus Shahfn [q.v.]—without, however, providing
effective military support to his coreligionists fighting
against the Druzes in central and southern Mount
Lebanon.
Impelled by far-reaching political aims, Karam
initially managed to be (alternately) on good terms
with French, British, and Ottoman representatives in
Lebanon. These relations rapidly deteriorated, when
in 1861, and after the establishment of a new administrative order which was to be permanently headed
by a governor (mutasarrif) of non-Lebanese origin,
Karam's own hopes of appointment as governor over
all Mount Lebanon came to nothing. Though the first
mutasarrif, Dawud Pasha [q.v.], tried hard to win
Karam's cooperation, the latter finally refused and
started a rebellion from his northern home, thereby
expressing a wide-spread discontent among the Maronite Christians who had hoped for greater political
influence in the new system. After three years in exile,
Karam returned, only to start a new revolt against
the Ottomans who, on their part, avoided open fighting as much as possible. When, therefore, Karam's
actions gradually petered out, the Ottomans declared
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an amnesty and in 1867 sent Karam into a second exile, this time permanently, in Algiers and Europe. He
died in Italy after many vain requests for permission
to return to Lebanon. For ten years he was paid by
Istanbul a considerable monthly stipend, which only
stopped because of his ongoing polemical publications
against the regime in Mount Lebanon and his contacts with various political groups and states.
In spite of Karam's total failure to change the status
quo in Lebanon, dissatisfaction among the Maronites
continued. Karam was held up by them, as well as
by certain circles in France, as the supreme example
of the Lebanese national hero. Biographers and local
historians clearly testify to such a view of "Lebanese
Christian nationalism". On the other hand, one must
consider Karam's contacts with the Algerian amir cAbd
al-Kadir regarding an Arab confederation (i.e. a certain autonomy for Arabs within the Ottoman Empire),
first still under Muslim leadership, but in the long
run, on a non-confessional, secular and national basis.
In this vein, the role and the success of freemasonry
[see FARMASUNIYYA] , in general rather influential among
intellectuals and politicians in these times, was obviously very crucial: an issue which, however, still needs
further research.
Bibliography. K.S. Salibi, The modern history of
Lebanon, London 1965, 68, 102-3, 112-14; F. Steppat,
Eine Bewegung unter den Notabeln Syriens 1877-78, in
ZDMG, Suppl. I (1969), 631-49; T. Touma, Pay sans
et institutions feodaks chez les Druses et ks Maronites du
Liban du XVIF siecle a 1914, Beirut 1971-2, 294312, 315-33; J.P. Spagnolo, France and Ottoman
Lebanon 1861-1914, London 1977, 58-65, 100-10
and passim', E.D. Akarh, The long peace. Ottoman
Lebanon, 1861-1920, Berkeley etc., 1993, 37-8; cAbd
al-Ra3uf Sinnu, al-Nazacdt al-kiydniyya al-isldmiyya fi
'l-dawla al-luthmdniyya, 1877-1881, Beirut 1998, 4852. For other modern works and sources in Arabic,
cf. the bibls. in the studies listed.

(A. HAVEMANN)
YUSUF KHAN RIDWl, Mlrza, Mughal commander and governor, d. 1010/1601-2.
The son of Mfrza Ahmad Ridwl, he was appointed
by the Emperor Akbar subaddr or governor of Kashmir
in 995/1586-7. He imposed Mughal authority in the
Kashmir valley and secured the submission of the Cak
[q.v. in Suppl.] chiefs. Yusuf Khan himself rebelled
against the Mughals in 1001/1592-3, but came back
into favour and in 1003/1594-5 was ddrugha or superintendent of the Top-khana or arsenal.
Bibliography: Mohibbul Hasan, Kashmir under the
sultans, Calcutta 1959, index; A.R. Khan, Chieftains
of the Mughal empire during the reign of Akbar, Simla
1977, 18-19, 52; M. Athar Ali, The apparatus of empire. Award of ranks, offices and titles to the Mughal nobility 1574-1658, Delhi 1985, index for Akbar's reign.
See also KASHMIR. I.
(£D.)
YUSUF KHASS HADJIB, T u r k i s h poet of the
5 t h / l l t h c e n t u r y whose work, the Kutadhghu bilig
[q.v.] ("Wisdom of Royal Glory"), completed in
462/1069-70, is the oldest monument of Islamic
Turkish literature. He is not mentioned in any other
source, so we must deduce what we know about him
from the three surviving mss. of his work. (For the
interrelation of the mss., see R. Dankoff, Textual problems in Kutadgu Bilig, in Jnal. of Turkish Studies, iii
[1979], 89-99.) Two of these contain a verse prologue, written perhaps a century after the work was
completed, and all three contain a shorter prose prologue which appears to be a summary of the verse
prologue. These prologues provide the information
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that the author was originally from Balasaghun [q.v.]',
that he completed the work in Kashghar, where he
presented it to the king, Tavghac Bughra Khan; and
that he was awarded the office of khdss hddjib or privy
chamberlain. His patron has been identified as the
Khan Hasan b. Sulayman, ruler of the eastern branch
of the Karakhanids or Ilek-Khanids [q.v.]. Yusuf himself names him near the beginning of the work, in a
section entitled "Ode to spring and praise of Ulugh
Bughra Khan".
The prologues also, trying to assimilate the work
to known genres, somewhat contradictorily label it
both as a "Mirror for Princes" (Adab al-muluk, etc.)
and a "Book of Kings" (Shah-ndma). The only similarity it has to the Shdh-ndma of Firdawsl [q.v] is the
use of the mutakdrib metre. To be sure, Yusuf does,
in an introductory passage (11. 276-80), identify the
legendary hero of the Turks, Tonga Alp Er, with
Afrasiyab, the ruler of Turan in the Persian epic, thus
following a tradition also found in the work of his
contemporary, Mahmud al-Kashgharl [q.v.]. But in
the body of the work, Tonga Alp Er appears only
once (1. 5861) as the authority for one of the sententious sayings of political wisdom (bilig) attributed
elsewhere to various anonymous Khans and Begs. Still,
one can say that Yusuf, in attempting to assimilate
the Inner Asian traditions of royalty and wisdom to
the Irano-Islamic ideals of statecraft in a Turkish dress,
was following the model of Firdawsl, who had consolidated the Iranian traditions of kingship within the
framework of Islamic culture in a Persian dress (see
Dankoff, Qarakhanid literature and the beginnings of TurcoIslamic culture, in Central Asian monuments, ed. Hasan B.
Paksoy, Istanbul, 1992, 73-80; H. Inalcik, Turkish and
Iranian political theories and traditions in Kutadgu Bilig, in
The Middle East and the Balkans under the Ottoman Empire,
Bloomington 1993, 1-18).
"Mirror for Princes" is a more accurate generic
label. The kut ("glory, fortune") referred to in the title
is the Turkish equivalent of Persian fan, designating
the ruler's charisma, and Kutadhghu bilig literally means
"The wisdom that conduces to royal glory or fortune".
The first half of the work is largely concerned with
traditional matters of statecraft: the virtues of the king
and his obligations to his subjects; the qualities and
duties of the various courtiers; and the establishment
of justice. The second half, however, introduces a new
theme: the conflict between the political goals of the
state and the religious conscience of the individual.
Here Yusuf incorporates Sun" asceticism as an opposing, and ultimately complementary, ideal to the prevailing community and statecraft ethics; in this regard
he may be considered a precursor of al-Ghazall [q.v.].
Another original contribution of Yusuf to the Mirror
for Princes genre is to dramatise the issues in the
form of dialogues, within a frame story, among characters with significant allegorical names. The king,
Klin Toghdi ("the sun has risen"), who represents justice, longs for a good vizier, and his trusty chamberlain presents to him Ay Toldi ("the moon is full"),
who represents fortune. Ay Toldi suffers a fatal illness,
but before he dies he commends his son Ogdulmish
("praised"), who represents intellect, to the king's care.
The king discovers the young man's virtues and appoints him as chief counselor. Ogdulmish advises the
king well on worldly matters, and then informs him
of a kinsman named Odhghurmish ("awakened"), who
represents otherworldly concerns. The king summons
Odhghurmish to court, and the latter, after refusing
several times to abandon his life of ascetic withdrawal
and religious contemplation, eventually visits the king
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and gives him counsel of a moral and spiritual nature,
before he too dies. The allegory, then, can be interpreted as follows: Justice, to be exercised properly,
requires Fortune, Intellect, and Religion; but Fortune
cannot be depended on, and worldly and otherworldly
concerns are not easily reconcilable; thus Justice and
Intellect are left to administer the realm.
Appended to the text in one of the mss. are two
odes in which the author complains of old age and
expresses disillusion with the world and the times. As
a high court official, with leanings toward the solitary
life (11. 6570-1), Yusuf apparently suffered within himself the conflicts which he portrayed in his work. In
the course of writing a Mirror for Princes, he broke
the traditional boundaries of that genre. Especially in
the second part of the work, in the confrontation and
reconciliation of the wise courtier and the Sufi ascetic,
Yusuf achieved a dramatic portrayal quite unique in
Islamic literature.
Bibliography. In addition to the references given
above and the older literature in the Bibl. of KUTADoju BILIG, see the Introd. to Yusuf Khass Hadjib,
Wisdom of royal glory (Kutadgu bilig). A Turko-Islamic
Minor for Princes, tr. with an introd. and notes, by
R. Dankoff, Chicago 1983, where older interpretations are weighed and criticised. The standard
edition of the text is by R.R. Arat, Kutadgu bilig.
I. Metin, Istanbul 1947. Arat also published the
three mss. in facsimile, Kutadgu bilig tipkibasim, 3 vols.
Istanbul 1942-3, and a modern Turkish tr. Kutadgu
bilig. II. Tercume, Ankara 1959, repr. 1974. For the
English tr. by Dankoff, see above. There is also a
Russian tr., Yusuf Balasaguni, Blagodatnoe znanie, redaktsionnaya kollegiya Yu.A. Andreev . . . et al.,
perevod S.N. Ivanova, vstupitel'naya stat'ya M.S.
Fomkina, primecaniya A.N. Malekhovoi, Leningrad
1990.
(R. DANKOFF)
YUSUF AND ZULAYKHA, a p o p u l a r story in
mediaeval Islamic l i t e r a t u r e .
1. In Persian l i t e r a t u r e .
The Biblical story of Joseph and Potiphar's wife, who
later received the name of Zulaykha, entered into Persian literature mainly through Arabic sources, consisting first of Surat Yusuf (XII) of the Kur'an, and then
of commentaries on this "most beautiful of stories"
and traditions on the lives of ancient Prophets (kisas
al-anbiyd* [q.v]}. The many additions to the story as
it was told in the holy scriptures were derived from
the Hebrew Midrash and Christian works in Syriac
(cf. the studies by M. Griinbaum), which were further elaborated in the post-Kur'anic Muslim sources.
An immediate influence of the former on Persian versions is unlikely, except in the case of Judaeo-Persian
literature.
The Persian versions include full narratives, but also
episodic anecdotes and incidental references which occur
in prose works, didactic and lyrical poetry and even
in drama. The motif was particularly suited to be used
by Sufi writers and poets as one of the most important models of the relationship between the manifestation of Divine beauty in the world and the loving soul
of the mystic.
Persian commentaries on sura XII often provide a
mystical reading of the story, for instance in the 6th/
12th-century tafsir of Maybudl [q.v.~\. An earlier commentary focussing on this Kur'anic story is Anis almundln wa-rawdat al-muhibbin by Abu '1-Kasim Mahmud
b. Hasan Djayhanf, which was wrongly attributed to
the Sufi shaykh al-Ansarf al-Harawf [q.v.] (see R. Levy,
in JRAS [1929], 103-6). In 475/1082-3, the text was
incorporated into Abu Nasr Bukharl's Tdaj al-kisas, a

collection of prophetic legends (cf. Storey, i, 159, 1208,
1251; Lazard, La langue des plus anciens monuments de la
prose persane, Paris 1963, 96). Many similar works are
extant, the most notable among them being D^dmi'
latd'if al-basdtin, or al-Sittin al-^dmic, by Tadj al-Dfn
al-TusI (Storey, i, 29, 1195; Storey-Bregel', i, 185; ed.
M. Rawshan, Tehran 1345 ^./1966, repr. Tehran
2526 Shdhanshdhi/1977); Hadd'ik al-hakd'ik (known also
by other titles) by Mulla Mucln al-Dln Farahl Miskm
(d. 907/1501-2; see Storey-Bregel', i, 125-6, iii, 1337;
ed. Sayyid J3j. Sacjjdjadr, Tehran 1346/1967-8); and
Kashf al-arwdh or Tusuf-ndma, by Plr Djamal Ardistam
(d. 879/1474-5; Munzawi, i, 55). As far as their contents are concerned, they do not differ much from
the collections of edifying tales which also include
both general and specialised writings (listed in Storey,
i, 168-72; supplemented in Storey-Bregel', i, 529-36,
iii, 1409-13).
To the Sufis, the Yusuf story became a rich source
of motifs to be used as examples for key concepts of
their discourse. cAyn al-Kudat al-Hamadhani [q.v.]
saw the Sura from the beginning to end as a parable of "God's way" (rdh-i Khudd), which the mystic
should travel (Ndmahd, ed. cAli-NakI Munzawl and
c
Afif cUsayran, Tehran 1348-50 ^./1969-71, i, 3668), more specifically of "the way of love": to understand the meaning of this story one should have the
nature of a Zulaykha and the nickname of a Madjnun
[q.v] (ibid., ii, 130). According to Ruzbihan Baklf [q.v.],
it contains emblems of two different kinds of love:
the passion of a lover as well as the devotion of a
father to his lost son (cAbhar al-cdshitcin, ed. H. Corbin
and M. Mu c fn, Tehran-Paris 1958, 9; see also alHudjwlrf [q.v.], Kashf al-mahd^ub, tr. R.A. Nicholson,
London 1911, 310). In his allegory of mystical love,
Shihab al-Dm Yahya al-Suhrawardl [q.v] introduced
Yusuf as the personification of eternal beauty as it is
manifested in the created world (Mu'nis al-ahrdr, in alSuhrawardl, Oeuvres philosophiques et mystiques, ii, ed. S.H.
Nasr and H. Corbin, Tehran-Paris 1970, 267-91). '
As far as we at present know, the story was first
treated in narrative poetry by Abu '1-Mu^ayyad Balkhi
(Jl. 4th/10th century) and Bakhtiyarf, a poet who
cannot now be identified. Their works have perished,
but they are both mentioned as predecessors by the
still unidentified writer of a mathnawl entitled Tusuf u
Zulaykhd, probably dating from the 5th/llth century.
It is extant now in at least two different redactions,
the number of its distichs varying between 6,500 and
9,000 (cf. Rieu, ii, 545-6). The manuscripts show considerable discrepancies in the introductory parts of the
poem, and these seriously aggravate the problem of
the true authorship of this poem. It was composed
in the mutakdrib metre, also used in the Shdh-ndma.
For long it has indeed been regarded as a work by
FirdawsT [q.v.], an attribution which can be found
already in the prose introduction to the redaction of
the Shdh-ndma made in 829/1425-6 for the Tlmurid
prince Baysunghur [q.v]. According to some copies,
the poet is said to have turned away from the writing of poems about ancient Iranian heroes to devote
himself to a more pious subject. There are also passages indicating an origin in western Persia, but they
do not match other facts known about Firdawsl's life.
His authorship was accepted, among others, by the
translator O. Schlechta-Wssehrd and the editors H. Ethe
and H.M. Siddfk, but has been challenged in recent
scholarship. As an alternative, Sa c fd Nafisi proposed
the name of AmanT, an otherwise unknown poet who
seemed to mention himself in a line of the poem which
can, however, also be read differently. The most reli-
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able clue for the dating is a dedication, found in one
manuscript, to Shams al-Dawla Tughanshah, the son
of Alp Arslan, who in the second half of the 5th/11th
century acquired a reputation as a patron of the poets
at his court in Harat [see SALDJUKIDS. VII. 1. Literature]. The poem still awaits a critical edition and a
systematic investigation of its textual history (for a recent status quaestionis, see F. de Blois, in Storey-de Blois,
v/2, 576-84).
In the "Firdawsl" version, the story is framed by
the life of Yusuf 's father, the prophet Ya'kub, and is
told on the lines of traditional prophetic legend. Wahb
b. Munabbih and his "son" Kacb al-Ahbar, famous
transmitters of the Isrcfiliyyat [q.v], are mentioned as
spokesmen. The religious significance of the subject
is emphasised, but no mystical meanings are implied.
There are several miraculous traits and emotional
episodes are elaborated in particular. The poem is an
interesting specimen of the romantic mathnawi before
the time of Nizamf [q.v.].
In spite of its relative obscurity in the history of
Persian literature, the impact of this poem is noticeable
in later works, the oldest among which is the JudaeoPersian version by Shahfn-i Shfrazf [q.v.]. It is as a
part of his mathnawi on the Book of Genesis, now known
as the Bereshit-ndma, written ca. 1358 in the metre
hazaaj-i musaddas-i mahdhuf. Although Shahfn was familiar with Hebrew sources, he based his work mainly
on the Persian Muslim tradition, in particular the
"Firdawsf" version (cf. Bacher, 117-24).
The most celebrated version in Persian was undoubtedly written by Mulla cAbd al-Rahman Djamf [q.v]
in 888/1483 as one of the parts of his Khamsa [q.v.].
The subject takes the place of Nizamf's Khusraw wa
Shmn, with which this poem shares some features,
including the metre, which happens to be the same
as that used by Shahfn. Djamf turned the story into
a mystical allegory explaining in numerous asides the
spiritual teachings implied. The love story is placed in
the foreground so that Zulaykha's role becomes equal
to that of Yusuf. As a pair they personify the epiphany
of eternal beauty and the responses to it on the part
of the loving human soul.
Djamf had many imitators, most of whom met with
little success (see Munzawf, iv, 3331-46). The only exception is the Yusuf wa ^ulaykhd by Mulla Farrukh
Husayn Nazim [q.v], a poet of the llth/17th century
at the court of the Beglerbeg 'Abbas Kulf Khan at
Harat. Although he mainly followed Djamf's poem, he
also refers to Firdawsl as a predecessor. Nazim's poem
gained some popularity, especially in Central Asia. It
was printed at Lucknow 1286/1869-70, and Tashkent
1322/1904-5; fragments were quoted by Hermann Ethe
in the notes to his edition of the "Firdawsf version.
The story of Yusuf offered a very rich store of
motifs to poets of lyrical ghazah which were not exclusively used in a religious context. In love poetry, Yusuf
appears as the supreme example of male beauty. To
call a beloved person "another Yusuf" or "the Yusuf
of the age" constituted a strong hyperbole. In nature
scenes, the rose is a said to be a Yusuf, reigning over
the Egypt of the meadow. The story of his career
provided the contrast between suffering and glory.
This is often succinctly expressed by a pun on the
words cah ("the pit") and dj_dh ("honour"). The dimple in the beloved's chin is compared to the pit. Other
elements of the story frequently used by ghazal poets
are Ya'kub's weeping over the separation from his
son, his retirement to the "house of sorrows" (bayt alahzdri), his blindness and the recognition of Yusuf's
shirt by the smell, Zulaykha being drawn from behind
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her chaste veil by her passion, and the Egyptian ladies
who cut their hands instead of the oranges (for examples in ghazals, see Daniel Meneghini Correale and
Riccardo Zipoli, The collected Lirica persica, i, Venice
1998). In the didactical mathnawis of Sana5!, c Attar,
Djalal al-Dfn Rumf, Sacdf [^.TO.] and others, the story
is represented both through anecdotes and incidental
references.
The aspect of suffering inherent in Yusuf as a narrative character provided an obvious parallel to the
martyrdom of al-Husayn b. 'All [q.v.]. In the mathnawi
ascribed to Firdawsl, God's wish to comfort Muhammad for the future suffering of his grandson is said
to have been the reason for the revelation of Sura
XII. In Yusufiyya, an outspokenly Shf'f work written
by Muhammad Had! Nayfnf between 1243-50/182734, the stories of Yusuf and al-Husayn are brought
together (Storey, i, 172; Storey-Bregel', i, 527). The cruel
handling of Yusuf by his brothers was also adopted
in the repertoire of passion plays [see TACZIYA] . Popular
prints of Yusuf's story are still being sold in Iran (cf.
U. Marzolph, Ddstdn-e Sinn, Stuttgart 1994, 69-70).
Bibliography: 1. Editions and t r a n s l a t i o n s .
(a) The "Firdawsl" version. Ed. H. Ethe, i, Oxford 1908 (not continued); ed. Husayn Muhammadzada Siddfk, Tehran 1368 sh./\990 (reproduces the
ms. no. 5063/1 of the Kitabkhana-yi MarkazI, Tehran; a critical edition is announced); tr. O. SchlechtaWssehrd, Jussuf und Suleicha. Romantisches Heldengedicht
von Firdussi, Vienna 1889 (parts of this translation
were also publ. in £DMG, xli [1887], 577-99, and
in Verhandlungen des VII. International OrientalistenCongresses... Semitische Section, Vienna 1888, 47-72).
(b) S h a h f n . Ed. Simon Khakam, in Sefer s_harh-i
Shdhin-i Torah, i, B, Jerusalem 5662/1902 (in Hebrew
characters); by Amnon Netzer, Muntakhab-i ashcdr-i
far si az dtjhdr-i yahudiyydn-i Iran, Tehran 1352
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GIPh, ii, 229-31; M. Griinbaum, £u "Jussuf und Sulecha", in ZDMG, xliii (1889), 1-29, and £u SchlechtaWssehrd's Ausgabe des "Jussuf und Suleicha", in ZDMG,
xliv (1890), 445-77 (both articles repr. in F. Perles
(ed.), Gesammelte Aufsatze zur Sprach- und Sagenkunde
von Max Grunbaum, Berlin 1901, 515-93); W. Bacher,
%wd judisch-persische Dichter, Schahin und Imrani, S trassburg 1908, 35-9, 117-24; S. Naffsf, Le "Yusuf et
Zalikhd" attribue a Firdowsy, in ArO, xviii/1-2 (1950),
351-3; H. Ritter, Das Meer der Seele, Leiden 1955,
Analytischer Index, 721; E. Hilscher, Der biblische Joseph
in orientalischen Literaturwerken, in Mitteilungen des Instituts
fur Orientforschung, iv, Berlin 1956, 81-108; Dh. Safa,
Tdnkh-i adabiyydt dar Iran, i, 4Tehran 1342 5&/1963,
489-92, and Hamdsa-sard'i dar Iran, 3Tehran 1352 sh.l
1973, 175; A. Munzawl, Fihrist-i nuskhahd-yi khatti-yi
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2. In Turkish l i t e r a t u r e .
The revealed story of the prophet Yusuf, amplified
by authenticated commentaries, occupies a central
place in al-Rabghuzf's [q.v.] prose stories of the
Prophets in Khwarazmian Turkish, with interspersed
poetry, completed in 710/1310. The author gives the
arguments for its being the best of stories. Yusuf, the
dreamer of dreams, favourite of his father, cast into
a well by his brothers, rescued and sold to the master of a caravan, led into Egypt, encounters the female
protagonist, Zulaykha, the wife of the mighty one of
Egypt, cAziz Misr [q.v.] named Kitfir [q.v.]. Her beauty
is second only to that of Yusuf. She wishes to commit adultery with him; Yusuf is acquitted but goes to
prison, where he interprets dreams. Zulaykha's love
is eventually rewarded when as an aged, blind and
poor widow, she is brought before Yusuf. She recovers her youth, her beauty, and her sight, and Djibnl
performs their marriage (cf. that of Fatima [q.v]).
Zulaykha is a virgin, Kitfir having been an eunuch.
They live together for eighteen years and have seven
children.
The story provided enough realistic detail and drama
to make it part of the "romantic" mathnawi [q.v] tradition. The divinely-attested inclination of Yusuf toward
Zulaykha (Kur'an, XII, 24) could be invoked subliminally in every rendering of Zulaykha's hopeless
illicit love; a love that eventually mutated into contemplation of the divine beauty personified in Yusuf.
Hamdf [q.v] completed his Ottoman Turkish version soon after Djamf [q.v] in 897/1492. His mathnawi,
written in the khqftf metre interspersed with ghazals,
is considered the best Turkish poem on the theme.
Putting some emphasis on Yusuf and his envious
brothers, HamdT devotes much space to Zulaykha, the
daughter of King Taymus, who marries Kitfir by mistake, having fallen in love with Yusuf in a dream;
her attempts to obtain her desire by entreaty and by
craft, and Yusuf's almost faltering resolution, flight,
and imprisonment; his appointment as caziz of Egypt,
followed by the death of Zulaykha's husband, are
described.
She ages through grief and is reduced to poverty
and blindness, but turns in penitence to God and
finds favour in His eyes. Yusuf marries Zulaykha,
whose beauty and sight are restored to her; her love,
however, has passed from love for Yusuf to the love
of the divine beauty, so that she flees from him and
they are equal in their love. Reunited with his father
and brothers, Yusuf dies. Zulaykha dies on his grave
(HOP, ii, 151-72).
More research is needed into the old Turkish versions mentioned in KISSA. 3 (a), including that by
Shayyad Hamza [q.v.]] a Mamluk version in Anatolian
Turkish was composed by Danr [q.v]; and a Caghatay
rendering was completed in 874/1469 by Hamidl.
For Kemalpashazade's and Yahya Beg's [q.vv.] versions, see MATHNAWI. Fudull's [q.v] often-illustrated
Hadikat al-su'add3, recounting stories and legends of
prophets and saints, contains scenes from the life of
the prophet Yusuf and of Zulaykha's love for him.
Bibliography: See KISSA. 3 (a); MATHNAWI. 3. In
Turkish; HOP, ii, 149; Ismail tlnver, Mesnevi, in
Turk Dili (1986); Erika Classen, Die Josephsgeschichte
im Koran und in der persischen und turkischen Literatur,
in F. Link (ed.), Paradeigmata. Literarische Typologie des
Alten Testaments, i, Berlin 1989, 161-79; Al-Rabghuzi.
The Stones of the Prophets. Qisas al-Anbiyo?. An Eastern Turkish version, crit. ed. by H.E. Boeschoten,
M. Vandamme and S. Tezcan, with the assistance of
H. Braam and B. Radtke, vol. ii, tr. by Boeschoten,

J. O'Kane and Vandamme, Leiden 1995. For
iconography, see Norah M. Titley, Miniatures from
Turkish manuscripts, London 1981.
(BARBARA FLEMMING)
YUSUFI, the takhallus or pen-name of Yusuf b.
Muhammad b. Yusuf Khurasa.nl, native of Khwaf and
emigre to India, where he became physician to the
Mughal emperors Babur and Humayun [q.vv.] and a
prolific writer on medical topics. It is also very
probably the same Yusufi who is the author of an
inshd} collection (see below).
Several of his Persian medical works are extant,
including a Dald3il al-bawl on diagnosis through examination of the urine; a Dald3il al-nabd on interpretation of the pulse; various kasidas and kit'as on medical
topics; rubdciyydt, on which he himself wrote a commentary, the Djdmic al-fawa'id, with notes on the various diseases of the body; and a metrical treatise on
food, Mak'ul u mashrub (most of these have been printed
in India).
The munshi Mawlana YusufT also worked for the
Mughals, and in 940/1533-4 composed for his son
Rafi c al-Dm Husayn and other students a collection
of model letters, the Badd3ic al-inshd3, which was very
popular in Muslim India. The book begins with a
mukaddima on the different kinds of modes of address
which must be regulated by the relation of the correspondents to one another in rank; Yusufi then divides
the different kinds of correspondence (muhdwardt) into
three parts: letters to persons of higher rank (murdkacdt),
of the same rank (murdsaldf) and to those of lower
rank (rikdc). Then comes a series of forms of letters
which are divided into sections, such as sultans to
sultans of higher, equal or lower rank, princes to sultans and princes, princesses to princesses, amirs, grandviziers, viziers, officials of the Diwdn, secretaries (munshi3),
sayyids (sdddt), shaykhs, judges, poets and astronomers.
Then come what one might call private letters: to
relations and friends on various occasions, e.g. if a
reply has not been received, when on a journey, on
grief at separation, longing for home, on returning
soon, faithlessness, reconciliation, excuses, congratulations, condolences etc. A khdtima gives examples of
addresses (cunwdn).
Bibliography: For the manuscript catalogues, see
El1 art. s.v. See now C.L. Elgood, A medical history
of Persia and the Eastern Caliphate, Cambridge 1951;
Storey-de Blois, ii, 235-40, iii, 270; Rypka et alii,
History of Iranian literature, 434, 476.
(E. BERTHELS-[C.E. BOSWORTH])
YUSUFZAY, the name of a P a k h t u - s p e a k i n g
tribal confederation inhabiting the North West
Frontier Province of Pakistan and divided into two
broad groups: the Mandans (Mandahrs) who (together
with the Balzay Yusufzays) inhabit the so-called
Yusufzay plain (mainly falling into Mardan district
and divided into the tahsik of SawabT and Mardan);
and (confusingly) the Yusufzays of the valleys of Swat,
Pandjkora, Dlr and Buner and of the region to the
east of the river Indus lying on the western slopes of
the Black Mountain. These two main groups are in
turn subdivided into many smaller divisions. In terms
of political organisation, the Yusufzays may be described as an acephalous segmentary society in which
considerable power was exercised by khans and malih
and at various times by the numerous class of people
with claims to religious sanctity (sayyids, pirs, fakirs, mullas, etc.). In Swat [q.v], the descendants of one religious
leader, the Akhund of Swat, created a state which
endured from 1917 to 1969. In Dfr [q.v], uniquely,
khans ruled continuously for over two hundred years.

YUSUFZAY — ZA>
The Yusufzays moved into the region which they
now occupy in the late 15th and early 16th centuries,
expelled the Dardic-speaking Dilazak population and
took up agricultural life, apportioning the conquered
land between the various lineage groups. A peculiar
feature of the land settlement was the . institution of
wesh, or periodic redistribution of the holdings, a practice which continued well into the 20th century. Under
Mughal rule, the Yusufzays alternately resisted and
submitted, but from the end of the 17th century were
more or less wholly independent, a status which they
strove to maintain under Sikh rule. However, after
1849 the Mandans of the Yusufzay plain were gradually brought under British administrative control
(although there were frequent expeditions, chiefly
against the Bafzays) and their country developed
through irrigation, becoming a centre for the production of sugar cane and tobacco. The Mandans
enlisted in the British Indian army in considerable
numbers.
The Yusufzays beyond the mountains, however,
long retained their independence. During the 19th
century, there was constant fighting among the khans
of Swat, Pandjkora, Dfr and Buner, and Yusufzays
from these regions clashed with British forces at
Ambela in 1863 and during the 1897 tribal uprising.
Despite frequent raids from Swat into British-administered territory, no British troops entered the Swat
valley until the Citral Relief Expedition of 1895 [see
CITRAL]. British authority also came into conflict with
the Yusufzays of the Black Mountain and several expeditions were launched against them, notably in 1888,
1891 and 1892. Dir and Swat were included in the
Malakand Political Agency in 1895; Buner and the
Black Mountain Yusufzays were dealt with separately.
Under Pakistan, this system was at first continued but
eventually Dfr, Swat and Buner were incorporated as
districts in the Malakand division and designated as
Provincially Administered Tribal Areas. It is difficult
to estimate the number of Yusufzays, but on the basis
of the 1981 census for Mardan district and estimates
for the mountainous valleys, the total was likely then
to have been somewhere between 3 and 4 million.
Bibliography: Imperial Gazetteer of India2, xix, 14870; Gazetteer of the Hazara District, 1907, London
1908; C.M. Macgregor, Central Asia. Parti. The North
West Frontier, 3 vols., Calcutta 1873; C.U. Aitchison
(comp.), Treaties, engagements and sanads, xi, Calcutta
1909; Mountstuart Elphinstone, An account of the
Kingdom of Caubul, 3London 1839; H.W. Bellew, A
general report on the Yusufzay, Lahore 1864; Captain
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A.H. McMahon and Lt. A.D.G. Ramsay, Report on
the tribes of Dir, Swat and Bajour, etc. Calcutta 1901,
repr. Peshawar 1981; A dictionary of the Pathan tribes
on the North-West Frontier of India, Calcutta 1899;
Major R.T.I. Ridgway, Pathans, Calcutta 1918; Sir
Olaf Caroe, The Pathans, London 1958; H.C. Wylly,
From the Black Mountain to Waziristan, London 1912;
J.W. Spain, The Pathan borderland, The Hague 1963,
43-4; The story of Swat as told by the founder Miangul
Abdul Wadud Badshah Sahib, Peshawar 1983; The last
Wall of Swat. An autobiography as told to Fredrik Barth,
Oslo 1985; F. Barth, Political leadership among Swat
Pathans, London 1959; Akbar S. Ahmad, Millenarianism and charisma among Pathans, London 1976; 1981
District Census Report of Mardan, June 1983, Islamabad.
(M.E. YAPP)
YUZELLILiKLER, T., literally, "the 150 [undesirables]".
During the peace negotiations between the Allies
and Turkey at Lausanne in 1923, Great Britain
demanded that a general amnesty in Turkey should
form part of the final settlement. The British were
concerned that, otherwise, those inhabitants of Turkey
who had been opposed to Mustafa Kemal and his
nationalist movement in Anatolia would be persecuted.
The Turkish delegation would not agree to an amnesty
without exceptions, but it did not have at its disposal
a list of persons whom it wanted excepted. Hence in
the end, the Turkish representatives on the subcommission on minorities, led by Dr. Rida Nur [q.v.],
accepted a general amnesty but reserved the Turkish
government's right to ban up to 150 (unnamed) Muslims from the country.
Drawing up the list of these 150 undesirables proved
difficult. The Lausanne treaty was ratified without it
and when the law on the general amnesty was passed
on 16 April 1924, it was still not ready. Finally, on
23 April, a list was produced with only 149 names
on it. After some discussion, one more person was
added and on 1 June 1924 the list was accepted by
Parliament. Those banned were all people who had
opposed the nationalists in 1919-22. They fell into the
following categories: persons from Sultan Mehemmed
VI's personal and political entourage; from his counterinsurgency forces (the Kuwd-yi Indibdtiyye); members of
the bureaucracy, the armed forces and the police; the
renegade nationalist commander Cerkes Edhem's [q.v.]
family and supporters; and journalists.
Bibliography: Cemal Kutay, Yiizellilikler faciasi,
Istanbul n.d.; Ilhami Soysal, Tuzellilikler, Istanbul
1985.
(EJ. ZURCHER)

Z
ZA> [see ZAY].
ZAJ, the s e v e n t e e n t h letter of the Arabic
alphabet, numerical value: 900. The transliteration
/z/ reflects an urban/sedentary pronunciation as
"emphatic" (pharyngealised) /z/. Srbawayh (d.
177/793 [q.v.]), however, describes the sound as an
"emphatic" voiced interdental, thus /d/ (iv, 436), and
this is the way it is pronounced in those dialects,
mainly Bedouin, that have preserved the interdentals.
There is, however, an additional complication: with

very few exceptions (in Northern Yemen, see Behnstedt,
5), all modern dialects of Arabic have coalesced the
sounds represented by <z> and <d> into one sound,
which is grosso modo pronounced /d/ in the Bedouin
dialects and /d/ in the sedentary ones. In loans from
thefushd, sedentary dialects, which do not have interdentals, imitate these sounds by using the corresponding
sibilants, thus /d/ > /z/. Compare muddhara >
muzdhara "demonstration" vs. the correct dialect correspondence in duhr > duhr "noon". The two resulting
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pronunciations were secondarily used to distinguish
between ga3 and dad, and this became the pronunciation in urban Standard Arabic which was also
received into Western transliteration. In what follows
the original /d/ will be used instead of /z/.
The phoneme /d/ forms the "emphatic" unit of
the interdental triad. For the articulation of the interdentals, see THA'. Minimal pairs would be: dalla
"he remained" vs. thalla "he tore down", dhalla "he
became humble", and also dalla "he went astray" (the
/d/ being, according to Sibawayh's description, a
voiced "emphatic" lateral [see DAD]).
The Arabic /d/ appears in cognates as /t/ in
Aramaic, /s/ in Akkadian, Hebrew and Ethiopia The
fact that this phoneme is represented mainly by voiceless realisations has prompted its Proto-Semitic reconstruction as */£/. The voiced representative in Arabic
may have something to do with the shift of "emphasis"
from glottalisation to pharyngealisation. But apart from
that, it is phonemically immaterial whether the "emphatic" unit in a triad is voiced or voiceless; it is simply marked by "emphaticness". As a matter of fact,
a voiceless /£/ is attested in some Northern Yemeni
dialects of Arabic (see Behnstedt, 5-6, 183-4), and a
voiceless /t/ occurs in North African sedentary dialects
(see Gantineau, 45).
For assimilations, especially in sandhi, see Cantineau,
42-3, and Fleisch, 86-7. In the conjugation of verbs,
the following assimilations are noteworthy: hafidtu >
hafidtu "I preserved", some grammarians even note
hafittu (see Fleisch, 92). For the VHIth form the most
common assimilation of the infixed /t/ in *idtalama
is iddalama "he was wronged", but idtalama and ittalama
are also mentioned (Fleisch, 95-6).
As already mentioned, most Bedouin dialects preserve the interdentals and thus /d/. The same is true
for a fair number of rural sedentary dialects. Otherwise,
the sedentary dialects (urban as well as some rural
dialects) shift the interdentals to dentals, thus /d/ >
/d/. Unusual shifts of interdentals to sibilants (KozlukSason group and some other dialects of Anatolian Arabic,
Uzbekistan-Arabic) with /d/ > /z/, and to labiodentals
(Siirt group and some other dialects of Anatolian Arabic)
with /d/ > /v/ have also been noted (Jastrow, 34-9).
The grapheme <z> is identical with that of <t>,
and distinguished from it by a superscript dot. The
reason for this is the "cognate" principle in Nabataean
spelling: the Nabataeans realised that Nabataean /t/
corresponded to both /t/ and /d/ in Arabic. They,
therefore, used the grapheme <t> to render both
Arabic sounds, thus e.g. the name Handal"" appears
as hntlw in Nabataean inscriptions. The diacritical
mark was added later; it is first attested in a papyrus
by Kurra b. Shank [q.v.], dated Rab!c I, 91 = February
710 (Gruendler, 74b). Gruendler, 72-5, gives a description and tables for the development of the shape of
to? I id? from Nabataean to Arabic.
In Persian and Persian-influenced languages, the
sound /d/ in Arabic words is pronounced /z/.
Bibliography: Slbawayh, ed. Harun, Cairo
1395/1975; P. Behnstedt, Die Diakkte der gegend von
Sa'da (Nord-Jemen), Wiesbaden 1987; J. Cantineau,
Cours de phonetique arabe, Paris 1960; H. Fleisch, Traite
de philologie arabe, i, Beirut 1961; W. Fischer and
O. Jastrow, Handbuch der arabischen Diakkte, Wiesbaden
1980; Jastrow, Die mesopotamisch-arabischen Qeltu-Dialekte.
Band I: Phonologie und Morphologic, Wiesbaden 1978;
Beatrice Gruendler, The development of the Arabic scripts,
Atlanta 1993.
(W.P. HEINRICHS)
ZAB, with its pi. ZIBAN, the name of a region
of the Algerian S a h a r a around Biskra [q.v.],

extending over an area of ca. 150 km/100 miles from
west to east and 40 km/25 miles from north to south.
1. Geography.
The Ziban form part of the great Saharan piedmont which stretches from Agadir to Gabes. Within
this, they have a special dual role, the first role derived
from their position at the narrowest part of the
Maghrib! mountain rim and at the opening of the
great southern axis of communication of eastern Algeria
(Skikda-Constantine-Batna-Biskra); and second, from
the agricultural potential of the region, found hardly
anywhere else in this piedmont, arising from suitable
soils and important water resources. It is therefore
not surprising that oases and important towns (e.g.
Biskra) are to be found there and that the region has
been attractive to the ruling powers of the Maghrib
from Roman times onwards.
The Zlban comprise a depressed and short sloping surface, which starts off at 100 m/328 feet altitude on the southern slopes of the Atlas and ends in
the salt flats of the Shatt Melhrir at 40 m/130 feet
below sea level. From its piedmont nature, it has scattered soils of a muddy and fertile nature. From its
contact with the Saharan Atlas, it has rich water supplies, including what were previously 80 rich springs,
now tapped through bore holes. From its low-lying
position and very dry atmosphere come the quality
of its dates, the most famed being the Deglet Nour
(Daglat al-nur) variety. The Zab Gharbi, in the west,
has plentiful water and rich palm groves; the Zab
Shark!, in the east, has fewer deep water supplies but
benefits from its position up against the Aures (Awras)
Mountains and from flood waters, so that it is now
a region of market-gardening irrigated by diesel pumps.
Thus the Ziban at present form a prosperous agricultural region, with 1.8 million palm trees spread
over 20,000 ha and 16,000 ha of market gardens.
With 22,000 workers engaged in agriculture, the Z!ban
are the leading agricultural region of the Algerian
Sahara, ahead of the Wad Ghir. This prosperity has
been encouraged by legislation (1983) on land ownership, by a good network of local roads and by the
founding of a certain number of agrarian centres. The
total population is ca. 500,000, with its urban centre,
Biskra, having over 150,000. This last has a central
position within the region, is a great commercial centre for dates (with 100,000 palm trees there), as well
as being the administrative centre of a wilaya and a
gateway to the Sahara, commanding the SkikdaTuggurt communications axis (a route nationale and railway). It now has a university, an airport and an
industrial zone. It has no medina, but a centre laid
out by the Europeans; thanks to its rapid expansion,
the town has spread across the Wad Biskra (ca. 500
m/1,630 feet wide) to the left bank, so that three
main bridges now link the two halves. See further,
BISKRA.
2. History.
Little is known of the early history of the Z!ban,
but date cultivation goes back over two millennia.
The name Zab may be connected with Zabi, a Roman
town in the vicinity of Hodna [see HUDNA]. The
Romans established some control over the region by
constructing fortified places (Gemellae, Tolga, Vescera,
Thouda and Badia), and the research of J. Baradez
(in his Fossatum Africae, recherches aeriennes sur I'organisation des confins sahariens a I'epoque romaine, Paris 1949)
has thrown light on the limes in this part of the
Maghrib. The Sakiyat Bint al-Ras, a long trough running for 60 km/37 miles to the south of the Wad
Djad!, marked along its length by mounds some 1 2 m /
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40 feet in diameter, constituted an advance barrier
of this limes against the nomads. From the 5th to the
7th centuries, Biskra was an episcopal see, and one
bishop, Opta, was canonised as a saint.
It was in this region that in 63/683 the Arab commander cUkba b. Nafic [q.v] was killed, near an oasis
with a village that subsequently bore his name, Sfdl
c
Ukba. Under the Aghlabids, the Ziban enjoyed a
period of prosperity. Biskra was surrounded by a rampart and ditch, suburbs grew up extra muros, and forts
built for the Arab ajund. In the 17th century, the
Turks placed a garrison in Biskra. After an outbreak
of plague there in 1740, the town, then on an elevation in the heart of the palm groves, spread into
seven village centres scattered through the groves,
which remain to the present day. During the entire
Turkish period, and then the early French one, the
Zfban were dominated by two great families, the Bu
c
Azzaz and the Ben Gana, who each struggled for
sole control (for details, see BISKRA).
The amir cAbd al-Kadir [q.v.] intervened there, contributing to the local anarchy, until in 1844 the Due
d'Aumale occupied Biskra; but after the massacre of
the French garrison later that year, a new fort and
a new town were constructed outside the palm groves,
2 km north of the old town. In 1849, the region of
Zacatca in the western Zfban broke out in revolt
under Bu Ziyan, involving also the Aures and members of the Rahmaniyya Sufi brotherhood, but Bu
Ziyan was unable to rally the rest of the country.
Besieged in Za'atca by the French army for 52 days,
Bu Ziyan's followers preferred to kill themselves rather
than surrender; 10,000 palms were cut down, and the
region substantially pacified.
Bibliography: See also L.C. Feraud, Le Sahara de
Constantine, notes et souvenirs, Algiers 1887; [collective
work] Les ^iban, essai de raise en point, in Revue Rhumel,
Constantine, no. 1 (1982), 7-13; P.L. Cambuzat,
devolution des cites du Tell en Ijnkiya du 7™e au 11™
siecle, Algiers 1986; M. Cote, Formes de raise en valeur
nouvelles sur une vieille frange saharienne, les ^iban, in
Les oasis au Maghreb, Tunis 1995, 173-92; P. Morizot,
Archeologie aerienne de I'Aures, Paris 1997; S. Ouatmani,
L'insurrection de ^aatcha en 1849. Resistance et solidarite dans les ^iban, diss. Univ. of Aix-en-Provence,
1998,_unpubl.
(M. COTE)
AL-ZAB, the name of two l e f t - b a n k t r i b u t a r i e s
of the Tigris [see DIDJLA] in northern clrak, both
of them rising in the Zagros mountain chain in
Kurdistan.
1. The Great or Upper Zab (al-^ab al-akbar or alacld) was already known to the Assyrians, as %abu elu
"the upper Zab", and appears in classical Greek as
A\>KO<; (cf. PW, xiii, cols. 2391-2), Byzantine Greek as
6 |Lieya<; Zdpaq, in Syriac as %aba and in later Armenian
as %ca). In Kurdish it is known today as the £e'-i
Bddindn and in Turkish as %ap. J- Markwart discussed
possible etymologies and suggested a link with older
Aramaic debd, also in Syriac, "wolf", older Armenian
gail "wolf", a basic meaning which would account for
the Classical Greek caique AUKCX; (see his Sudarmenien
und die Tigrisquelkn nach griechischen und armenischen Geographen, Vienna 1930, 429-30).
It rises in the modern Turkish il of Van near the
frontier with Persian Adharbaydjan, flows southwards
through Hakkari into the Kurdish region of northeastern 'Irak, where its waters are utilised by the
Bakhma dam, and then flows southwestwards to its
confluence with the Tigris 47 km/30 miles south of
Mawsil, having received as a right-bank affluent the
Khazir [q.v.].

2. The Lesser or Lower Zab (al-^ab al-asghar or alasfal] was called %abu supalu "the lower Zab" by the
Assyrians, in Classical Greek Kocnpoq (see PW, x, col.
1921) and in Byzantine Greek 6 |niKpo<; Zccpac; or 6
ETEpoq Zapaq. In Kurdish it is known today as %e3i
Koya. It is formed from the confluence of several
streams, but the main stream rises just over the border from 'Irak in Mukrf Kurdistan. Within 'Irak, it
flows southwards after the Dukan dam past the town
of Altun Koprii [see ALTIN KOPRU] and meets the
Tigris 80 km/50 miles above Takrft [q.v.].
In the period before Islam, the region between the
two Zabs formed the Eastern Christian Church's
ancient diocese of Adiabene, with its centre at Erbil,
the later Irbil (see J.M. Fiey, Assyrie chretienne. Contribution a I'etude de I'histoire et de la geographie ecclesiastiques et
monastiques du nord de I'Iraq, Beirut 1965-8, i, 37 ff.),
whilst the region to the north of the Upper Zab formed
the diocese of Marga (see ibid., i, 225 ff.). In early
Islamic times, these regions continued to be strongly
Christian, with many monasteries spread through them.
The mediaeval Islamic geographers describe the two
rivers (in Hudud al-cdlam, tr. Minorsky, 76, *al-^abayn)
and the very fertile plains (the granary of ancient
Assyria) along their lower reaches, and called them
both al-Maajnun "the demoniacally-possessed" from
their impetuous courses as torrents coming down from
the mountains. The Arab geographers state that the
Great Zab flowed from a district known as *Mushangar and Babghish (Syriac, Bet Barghash) and joined
the Tigris at the monastery of cUmr Barkana near the
"new town" of al-Hadftha [^.y.J/Hadfthat al-Mawsil.
The Lesser Zab joined the Tigris near the town of
al-Sinn "the Tooth", known more specifically as alSinn of Barimma (see Le Strange, The lands of the
Eastern Caliphate, 90-1; Schwarz, Iran im Mittelalter, 695).
The Great Zab has played a considerable role in
history, being several times mentioned in the campaigns of the Emperors Maurice and Heraclius against
the Persians, e.g. in Heraclius's Assyrian campaign of
later 617 when he led his army down the eastern
bank of the Tigris, across the two Zabs, against the
Sasanid palace at Dastgird to the north of Ctesiphon
(see J.B. Bury, A history of the later Roman Empire from
Arcadius to Irene (395 A.D. to 900 A.D.), London 1889,
ii, 242). According to Theophylactus Simocatta, the
lower course of the Great Zab was navigable (va\>a(rcopo<;), and it may be that inflated rafts or keleks [q.v]
were used for travelling downstream as they have
been used up to modern times. A fierce battle was
fought on its tributary the Khazir between the Umayyad governor of 'Irak 'Ubayd Allah b. Ziyad and the
rebel Ibrahim al-Ashtar (67/686) [see AL-KHAZIR]; above
all, it was on the banks of the Great Zab that the
last Umayyad caliph Marwan II b. Muhammad [q.v]
was decisively defeated by the advancing revolutionary forces of the 'Abbasids led by cAbd Allah b. cAlf
b. £Abd Allah b. al-cAbbas in 132/750 (cf. M. Sharon,
Black banners from the East. The establishment of the cAbbdsid
state—incubation of a revolt, Jerusalem 1983, 13-14).
In modern clrak, attempts have been made to control the great volume of water and silt brought down
each spring by snows melting in the Zagros Mountains, and to store water for irrigation purposes during the hot and dry summer, by the construction of
dams at Dukan on the Little Zab and Bakhma on
the Great Zab.
Bibliography: In addition to references given in
the article, see Naval Intelligence Division, Admiralty
Handbooks, Iraq and the Persian Gulf, London 1944,
102 ff.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
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ZABADANl, the name currently given to a town
of Syria, and also to an administrative region (mintaka
iddriyya], to a smaller administrative unit (ndhiya] composed of eight villages and six farms (mazra'd), and to
a river which flows from the north through the town.
Various fanciful etymologies have been suggested from
zabad, some of them alluding to its fertility. Whatever
the case, Zabada.nl was and still is known for the
abundance of its apple trees.
Under the Byzantines, the town of Zabadam was
attached to the bishopric of the town of Abilla in
Siik Wadf Barada, but after the Arab-Islamic conquest of Syria, the bishopric was moved to Zabadam.
A pottery oil-holder (matra), used by Christian pilgrims
to hold sacred oil and dating back to the 6th century A.D., has been found in Zabadam; it bears pictures of the Virgin Mary, the Angel and the Star,
and has a Greek inscription saluting Mary.
Located on the northern edge of the ZabadanT
plain in the Anti-Lebanon, at an elevation of about
1,200 m/3,940 feet above sea level, the town of
Zabadam counted in the early 1990s about 17,000
inhabitants. In the mid-1950s, one-fourth of its population were Christians. It then had six mosques, a
Greek Orthodox church and a Greek Catholic church.
The town is about 47 km/30 miles to the north-west
of Damascus and is attached administratively to the
Rural Area of the Governorate of Damascus (Muhdfa^at
Rif Dimashk). It is bounded on the north by Sirghaya;
on the east by Bludan and Bakkfn; and on the south
by Madaya and the valley of the Barada river. All
these locations are major summer resorts for Damascenes and other Syrians.
Bibliography. Yakut, Mu'd^am al-bulddn, ed.
Beirut, iii, 130; Abu '1-Fida1, Takwim al-bulddn, ed.
Fuat Sezgin et alii, Frankfurt 1992, xxiii, 255; Zakariyya, al-Rif al-Suri. Muhdfa^at Dimashk, Damascus
1374-6/1955-7, ii, 268-93;' al-Mu'djam
al-djiughrdft,
5 vols. Damascus 1990-3, iii, 539-41; (Father) MitrT
Hadji Athanasiyu, Suriyya al-Masihiyya fi }l-alf alawwal al-rriiladi) in Mawsucat Batriyarkiyyat Antdkiya alta'nkhiyya, 5 vols. to date, Damascus 1997, v, 220-1.

(ABDUL-KARIM RAFEQ}
ZABADJ, ZABIDJ, ZABAG, the name of an
island placed in the n o r t h e a s t e r n part of the
Indian Ocean by the Arabic geographical writers.
It appears as early as the Akhbdr al-Sin wa 'l-Hind of
Sulayman al-Tadjir and in the K. al-Masdlik wa }lmamdlik of Ibn Khurradadhbih (3rd/9th century) and
then in almost all subsequent texts, and the title of
its ruler, the Maharadj[a], is also regularly used from
an early date.
The location of Zabadj in Southeast Asia is certain. The Arabic authors describe it as a trading
empire, and place it in relation to known places, such
as India, Kimar [q.v.] (Khmer = Cambodia) and Kalah.
From this there emerges that we have a country on
the route between India and China, but further south
than these; al-Bfruni, K. al-Tqjhim, ed. R.R. Wright,
London 1934, 16, actually places it on the equator.
The authors state that the ruler of the country of
Zabadj ruled from a capital of the same name over
the islands of the "Eastern Sea", and amongst a considerable number of these islands are listed Djawa,
Kalah and Wakwak [<?.<w.]. The Maharadja appears
as main king in the land, but with subordinate governors (malifa] owing allegiance to him, and with a
powerful army and navy. Abu Zayd, in G. Ferrand,
Relations de voyages et textes relatifs a I'Extreme Orient, Paris
1913-14, ii, 95-7, has a long account of his attack
on Cambodia, the only historical fact mentioned. One
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source describes people from dependent islands, and
also from Cambodia, turning their faces towards
Zabadj and prostrating themselves as a sign of their
allegiance.
The capital Zabadj was a flourishing commercial
centre and a rendezvous for foreign ships, those of
the Arabs, the Indians and Chinese. The Zabadjls
are said to have traded as far as Africa and to have
brought iron from there to sell on the Asian mainland (al-IdnsT, tr. A. Jaubert, Paris 1836-40, 58). Foreign
traders provided the state with much revenue. Local
customs mentioned are ordeal by fire and the ceremony of bersila (i.e. sitting cross-legged out of politeness: the actual Malay word is used in the Arabic
texts) before the Maharadja ('A^d'ib al-Hind, ed. Van
der Lith, 154, tr. Freeman-Grenville, 90).
The exact identification of Zabadj from the Arabic
sources is virtually impossible, although it is almost
certainly somewhere in the Western Indonesian archipelago. Early European scholars preferred Java, because of a similarity in names (Skr. yava, Gk. iabadiou)
and the fact that extensive ruins there showed the
previous existence of a large empire, but a strong
case can also be made from these sources for Sumatra
(since its products gold and camphor are described
as coming from Zabadj) and a defensible case for
Borneo. Ferrand produced the Indian term Djawaka
as the equivalent of Zabadj and of Chinese She-p'ot'i = Sumatra. See further on this, W. MahdT, Wie
hiessen die Malaien, bevor sie "Malaien" hiessen?, in Sudostasien
und Wir: Grundsatzdiskussionen und Fachbeitrdge. Tagung
des Arbeitskreises Sudostasien und Ozeanien Hamburg 1993,
Austronesiana, ed. A. Bormann et «/., Munster 1993,
162-76.
Modern scholars have linked the Maharadja with
the Buddhist Sailendra rulers of Southeast Asia, who
seem to have been the only rulers to call themselves
by this title before the 10th century; it is therefore
probable that, when Arabic writers speak of the
Maharadja, they are referring to that dynasty. Around
this we must build all our hypotheses. The present
theory with regard to the history of the Sailendras is
that they first appeared in Java, and became the dominant dynasty there, soon after the reign of the Hindu
Sanjaya about A.D. 760. By about 860, a younger
branch of the family established itself on the throne
of SrTvijaya centred at Palembang and perhaps in
later times at Malayu (Jambi), a throne which they
held for over three centuries, or at least, the title of
Maharadja remained with this kingdom until its dissolution. The Sailendra dynasty in Java had lost its
control of Java by the beginning of the 10th century,
hence all references originating after this time would
apparently refer to the Sumatran kingdom. Similarly,
all references before 860 would refer to Java. Any
Arabic writer therefore who uses sources before 860
referring to the kingdom of the Maharadja would be
dealing with the Sailendras in Java, and any Arabic
writer using sources originating^from the 10th century onwards would be talking about Sumatra. Thus
the references of Ibn Khurradadhbih and possibly
those of the other early geographers would refer to
Java and not to Sumatra.
A major problem is identifying the place which Ibn
Khurradadhbih, 46 (quoted by al-IdnsT and in other
texts), calls Djaba, near Salahit, Harang (//.£./.$ in
al-ldnsl, Opus geographicum, i, 81) and Ma'it, fifteen days'
journey from the Spice Islands, with a king apparently
a Buddhist, and producing coconuts, bananas and
sugar-cane. From this text alone, it would appear that
Djaba and the three neighbouring places were near
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the southern tip of the Malay peninsula, since they
fall on the route to China between the ports of Kalah
and Kimar. But there is a complication in that in
both places where the Akhbdr al-Sin wa 'l-Hind mentions Zabadj, Ibn Khurradadhbih, 17, mentions Djaba;
thus the former states that Kalah is a kingdom of
Zabadj and the latter that it belongs to the kingdom
of Djaba al-Hindf. Also, Ibn Khurradadhbih mentions
Buddhism as the religion of Djaba, but the expression Djaba al-Hindf could be expected to refer to a
Hindu king there; possibly there were two Djabas,
one Buddhist and one Hindu in faith. In fact, the
name Djaba occurs in no other original text except
in Ibn Khurradadhbih/al-Idnsi, and if Djaba was in
Sumatra, as the evidence suggests, it cannot be the
same as Zabadj if this last, at this early stage, was
located solely in Java. In any case, no more is subsequently heard of the name Djaba, unless its name
is echoed in the later name of Djawa. This is complicated by the fact that Java and Sumatra were frequently confused with one another and sometimes
thought of as one island.
The next two relevant Arabic texts, those of Abu
Zayd and al-Mascudf, stem from the mid-10th century, i.e. the time when the Sailendras ruled from
Srfvijaya (in Arabic, Sirbuza) only, but seem to show
a mixture of earlier and later material. Thus mention of Sirbuza as an island in the empire of the
Maharadja could stem from the period when the seat
of the Maharadja was still in Java but the kingdom
of Srfvijaya was under his sway. Abu Zayd's account
of the attack on Cambodia obviously comes from the
Java period. Cambodia was subject to attacks like this
from Java in the later 8th century (767-87), but after
802, the accession date of Jayavarman, threw off all
relics of allegiance to Java. Also, Abu Zayd's account
does not stress the importance of maritime trade, as
one would expect with Snvijaya, but rather, of agricultural prosperity, which one would connect with
Java. Al-Mascudf's information sounds more up-to-date
and deals with a Zabadj which could quite easily be
Sumatra. He stresses the importance of sea trade and
that sailors from the Persian Gulf continually voyaged
to Kalah and Zabadj, all this connecting easily with
Srfvijaya, the later seat of the Sailendra Maharadja.
Thus the texts seem to suggest that Zabadj was
formerly a toponym attached to the island of Java,
and then the Arabic sources attached it to the
Sailendra Maharadjas as a kind of title, i.e. the king
of Zabadj, and then to the empire which he controlled. After the fall of the Sailendras in Java ca.
907, the main court of the dynasty was transferred
to Srfvijaya but Zabadj still remained as a loose term
for the Sailendra empire in general. Almost contemporary with this transfer of the name to the Sumatran
empire, the Arabic sources begin to mention Srfvijaya in the geographical and travel accounts as Sirbuza
(with various readings). The position of this last is
fairly obvious from the texts. The 'Ad^ti'ib al-Hind, ed.
Van der Lith, 176, tr. Freeman-Grenville, 104, places
it at the extremity of the island of Lamurf and on
a bay which penetrates 50 farsakhs into the island.
Apart from the exaggerated distance, the description
could well apply to Palembang in southeast Sumatra.
The local crocodiles are frequently mentioned. Arab
sailors would apply the name of the town to the whole
island.
Thus it appears that, from the time of al-Mascudf
in particular, the Arabic authors had two names for
the same thing, sc. Sirbuza and Zabadj. Insensible to
or unaware of political conditions, they are interested

primarily in Sirbuza for its trade, and regarded it as
merely a province of the Maharadja's empire with its
own governor or petty king, who levied dues on ships
bound for China ^Ad^a'ib, 111). The description of
the place and its products is just what one would
expect of the port of Palembang at this time. The
term Zabadj, on the other hand, remained connected
with the Maharadja and became more the name of
an empire and less that of a place, so that even
Sirbuza became "an island of Zabadj". The capital
of the empire is unnamed, but is obviously a Sumatran
town on an estuary. It is in fact only through studying non-Arabic sources that the Arabic Sirbuza can
be shown as the capital of the Maharadja's empire.
On Arabic evidence alone, one might think that the
capital was further north and nearer the Malacca
Straits, although it is possible that there were periods
in the history of the empire when the capital was in
fact further north, so that these sources may have in
them an element of truth.
A further development in the history of Zabadj can
be seen in Yakut's mention (early 6th/12th century)
of Djawa (thus spelt with wdw, not the earlier ba3\
which, he says, is the first part of China and is on
the sea coast; merchants do not go to China, but
only to Djawa. This is likely to be Sumatra, since
direct trade with China had been cut off and Arabic
ships only went as far as Kalah and Sirbuza at this
time. The new Djawa was an important trading centre, and this new reference tallies with the information of Marco Polo and other European authors that
the island we know as Sumatra was called Java [the
Less] (see Yule-Cordier, The Book of Ser Marco Polo,
London 1903, ii, 284, 286 n. 1). Authors like the historian Rashid al-Dfn and the traveller Ibn Battuta
(cf. Rihla, iv, 224, 228 ff., tr. Beckingham, iv, 873,
876 ff.) show that Djawa meant for them Sumatra.
Also, contemporary information in Ibn Sa c fd (d.
672/1274) provides a full description of the island,
although placed to the south of the islands of the
Maharadja; he gives a town of Djawa in the centre
of the island, but has no mention here of Sirbuza.
The Chinese annals mention no embassies to China
from San-fo-ch'i between 1178 and 1370, although
the Ming annals say that this place continued to send
embassies until the end of the Sung dynasty, and it
is possible that, during the 13th century, Srfvijaya lost
its importance in Southeast Asian trade, the state of
Malayu on the Jambi river possibly taking its place,
especially as other sources than the Arab ones do not
mention Srfvijaya at this time. The popular Filipino
belief that Zabadj and "Sanfotsi" (San-fo-ch'i) are in
fact to be located in the Philippines is based on uncritical readings of the terms in the sources (e.g. the 13thcentury Chit fan-chi, 75 ff.) and would appear- rather
to be the product of nationalist zeal.
Bibliography: In addition to the Bibi in G. Ferrand, EP art. ^abag, and to references given in the
article, see Buzurg b. Shahriyar, Kitab 'Ad^a'ib alHind. Lime des merveilles de ITnde, ed. P.A. van der
Lith, Fr. tr. L.M. Devic, Leiden 1883-6, ed. Y. alSharunf, London 1990, Eng. tr. G.S.P. FreemanGrenville, Captain Buzurg ibn Shahriyar of Ram Hurmuz.
The book of the wonders of India, mainland, sea and
islands, London-The Hague 1980; H. Yule and A.C.
Burnell, Hob son-Job son. A glossary of Anglo-Indian
colloquial words and phrases, 2London 1903, 454-6;
G. Gerini, Researches on Ptolemy's geography of Eastern
Asia, London 1909; J.L. Moens, Snvijaya, Tava en
Kataha, in Tijdschr. voor Indische Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde, Batavia, Ixxvii (1937); G. Coedes, Les etats hin-
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douises d'lndochine et d'Indonesie, Paris 1948, Eng. tr.
W.F. Vella, Honolulu 1968; S. Maqbul Ahmad,
El2 art. DjuGHRAFiYA5; Chau Ju-Kua, Chu fan-chi,
ed. and tr. Fr. Hirth and W.W. Rockhill, Amsterdam 1966; O.W. Wolters, Early Indonesian commerce.
A study of the origins of Sri Vijaya, Ithaca, N.Y. 1967;
idem, The fall of Sri Vijaya in Malay history•, London
1970; F. Vire, L'Ocean indien d'apres le geographe. . .
AL-IDRISI. . . Extraits traduits et annotes du «Livre de
Roger», in P. Ottino (ed.), Etudes sur I'Ocean indien,
St. Denis de la Reunion 1979; G.R. Tibbetts, A
study of Arabic texts containing material on South-East
Asia, London 1979, 104 and n. 14; A. Abeydeera,
Taprobane, Ceylan ou Sumatra? Une confusion feconde, in
Archipel, xlix (1994), 87-124.
(G.R. TIBBETTS and SHAWKAT M. TOORAWA)
AL-ZABANIYYA (A.), a word found in Kur'an,
XCVI, 18, usually interpreted by the commentators
as the guardians of Hell or else the angels
who carry off the souls at death [see MALA'IKA.
1]. A. Jeffery, The foreign vocabulary of the Qur'dn, Baroda
1938, 148, thought that an origin from Syriac zaburd,
the ductores who, says Ephraim Syrus, lead the departed
souls for judgment was likely; but W. Eilers, Iranisches
Lehngut im arabischen, in Indo-Iranian Jnal, v (1962), 220,
favoured an Iranian etymology, from MP zen(dan)ban
"warder, keeper of a prison", NP zindanban.
Bibliography. Given in the article.
(Eo.)
AL-ZABBA5, the more common of the two Arabic
names given in the Islamic sources to the famous
Queen of T a d m u r / P a l m y r a , the other being
Na'ila, undoubtedly identifiable with the Greek and
Aramaic forms of her name, Zenobia and BathZabbay, both attested epigraphically. Al-Zabba5 "the
hairy (?)" was possibly her surname while Na'ila was
her given name.
In spite of embroideries and accretions that have
accumulated around her in the Islamic sources, these
are valuable as they document the Arab profile of
the history of al-Zabba5, on which the Classical sources
are silent, just as the Arabo-Islamic sources are silent
on the Roman profile. The two sets of sources thus
complement each other and the task of scholarship is
to disentangle fact from fiction in the Islamic sources,
and so reach the kernel of historical truth which they
undoubtedly have.
Al-Zabba5 appears in these sources as the daughter
of one cAmr b. al-Zarib, the ruler of Djazfra (Mesopotamia) and part of al-Sham. A military encounter
between him and the Tanukhid king of al-Hira, Djadhfma [q.v.], left him dead, and al-Zabba"s subsequent history became a story of revenge. She offered
Djadhfma her hand in marriage, pretending that this
would unite and strengthen their respective realms,
and invited him to come to her in Palmyra. His counsellor, Kaslr, warned him of the ruse, but Djadhima
did not listen and proceeded from his castle on the
Euphrates, Bakka, to Palmyra, where he was trapped
and where he died a dolorous death after al-Zabba5
asked her maid to open the veins in his arm. As
a result, she became herself the object of revenge.
KasTr returned to al-Hlra, where he asked cAmr b.
c
Adf, Djadhfma's nephew and adopted son (who
became the first Lakhmid king), to avenge the death
of his uncle. This cAmr finally did by a ruse reminiscent of that of the Trojan Horse, which enabled
him to enter Palmyra and overpower its garrison. AlZabba5, however, fled and died by her own hand
after she sucked her poisoned seal-ring, thus avoiding
being killed by cAmr.
The sources also speak of her construction of two
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castles on both banks of the Euphrates, one for herself
and another for her sister Zablba, and of her campaign in north Arabia against Duma and Tayma5 and
their two fortresses Marid and al-Ablak. This campaign and the episode involving Djadhima and cAmr
gave rise to many attractive Arabic proverbs.
The kernels of truth in these Islamic accounts may
be presented as follows: (i) On chronological and other
grounds, the encounter with Djadhima is perfectly credible and it is just possible that Djadhima did indeed
meet his death at al-Zabba5's hands. As for her own
death, its Arabic account has to be wholeheartedly
rejected since the incontestable Greek and Latin sources
testify to her defeat by the Roman emperor Aurelian
in A.D. 272, whose triumph in Rome she later graced.
But Lakhmid participation in Aurelian's campaign
against her is probably historical.
(ii) Her campaign against Duma and Tayma5 is also
possible to accept, as is her construction of a castle
on the Euphrates. Palmyra was a great caravan city,
and it was natural that al-Zabba5 should have wanted
to annex these important trade stations controlling the
routes to Arabia and Mesopotamia. Her foundation
on the Euphrates is attested in the Greek sources and
is known as Zenobia, present-day Halabiyya.
The extraordinary career of al-Zabba5 impressed
the pre-Islamic poets of 6th-century Arabia, fragments
of whose poetry on her have survived. The most complete of these is the one by the Hlran poet £AdT b.
Zayd [<?.y.]Bibliography: Diwdn cAdl b. ^ayd, ed. M. alMu'aybid, Baghdad 1965, 181-4; Tabarl, i, 756-68;
Mas'udl, Muru<H, ed. Pellat, ii, 217-23; Ibn al-Athlr,
ed. Beirut, i, 345-50; D.R. Killers and Eleanore
Cussini, Palmyrene Aramaic texts, Baltimore and London
1996; M. Piotrovsky, The Arabic version of Queen £enobia's (al-^abbd3) story, in Palestinskii Sbornik, Ixxxiv
(1970), 170-84; G.W. Bowersock, Roman Arabia,
Cambridge, Mass. 1983, 136-7.
(!RFAN SHAHID)
ZABIB (A.), dried grapes, raisins, or currants. In the mediaeval Islamic culinary tradition,
raisins were deemed indispensable for meat dishes of
chicken or mutton with a sweet-sour character, such
as those of Persian origin called zirbaaj or sikbdaj [q.v.],
in which the sweetness of the dried grapes (sometimes
combined with another dried fruit like apricot or additional sugar) is balanced by the acidity of vinegar. In
another kind of preparation, the meat is initially cooked
in a vinegar and raisin stock. A dish called zabibiyya,
probably of Egyptian provenance, was prepared from
fresh fish with a sweet and sour spiced sauce poured
over it. In the recipes for substantial main dishes, two
kinds of raisin, zabib ahmar and zablb aswad are mentioned. The best kind of raisin was large with a lot
of flesh and small seeds.
Raisins occurred also in a variety of other domestic preparations. For example, a kind of "mustard
sauce" to accompany fowl was made from raisin extract
(ma3 zabib) and pomegranate seeds (presumably the
acidic variety) in which dried spices, crushed almonds
and salt were "dissolved". Raisins were also used in
the preparation of a beverage called fukkdc, a sparkling,
fermented beer-like liquor. Certain home-made remedies, like the electuary (ma'ajuri), called for a large
quantity of raisins, the seeds of which had to be removed before cooking; the preparation was used to
avoid stomach disorders after eating greasy, fatty foods.
In the mediaeval medical literature devoted to dietetics, raisins are described as moderately hot and moist
in character and as having a fattening quality. Abu
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Marwan <Abd al-Malik b. Zuhr (d. 557/1162) was of
the opinion that wine made from raisins was weaker
than that produced from grape juice.
In the Prophetic medicine (al-tibb al-nabawi) tradition, raisins are also very positively judged for their
many benefits. Ibn Kayyim al-Djawziyya (d. 751/1350
[q.v.]) provides two traditions, albeit unsound ones, in
which raisins are described by the Prophet as excellent food which sweeten the breath and remove phlegm
and fatigue; they were also said to strengthen the
nerves, calm anger and contribute to a clear complexion. In a similar work attributed to al-Suyutf (d. 911 /
1505), Tamfm al-Darf [q.v.] is reported to have given
the Prophet some raisins, which he then shared among
his Companions; the Prophet also had zabib soaked
in water which he would drink the following day. To
the Prophet's attitude to raisins there is added Ibn
'Abbas's caution that, while the flesh contained a healing property, the seeds were harmful and should be
spat out. Nonetheless, according to the traditionist alZuhrf, their value in the religious life was that anyone who wished to memorise hadith should eat raisins.
Bibliography. C. Elgood, Tibb-ul-Nabi or medicine of the Prophet, in Osiris, xiv (1962), 33-192; anon.,
Kanz al-fawa'id ft tanwf al-mawa3id, ed. M. Marin
and D. Waines, Beirut-Stuttgart 1993; Ibn Sayyar
al-Warrak, K. al-Tabikh, ed. K. Ohrnberg and
S. Mroueh, Helsinki 1987; Irmeli Perho, The prophet's
medicine, Helsinki 1995.
(D. WAINES)
ZABID, a town in the Tihama [q.v.] coastal
plain of Yemen, at about 25 km/15 miles from
the Red Sea, in a region of fertile agricultural lands
irrigated by two major wddis, Zabfd to the south and
Rimac to the north. It is the centre of an administrative district, a mudiriyya, with the same name, which
falls under the jurisdiction of the governorate of
al-Hudayda [q.v.].
1. History.
Originally known as al-Husayb, a village of the
Asha'ir tribe, Zabfd took on the name of the wddi,
to which it owed its prosperity, when it was founded
in Sha'ban 204/January 820 by Muhammad b. cAbd
Allah b. Ziyad [see ZIYADIDS], who was sent by the
'Abbasid caliph al-Ma3mun to quell the rebellion of
the Asha'ir and cAkk tribes. During his rule and that
of his descendants (until 407/1016), Zabfd became
the seat of government. Its location on the important
commercial and pilgrimage route Aden-Mecca brought
it substantial material and cultural wealth, and many
important scholars from different parts of the Islamic
world stopped in Zabld and contributed to its growing reputation as the main centre for Sunn! religious
learning in Yemen. Both the Asha'ir and the Great
Mosques, built by the prolific Ziyadid patron al-Husayn
b. Salama (r. 373-402/983-1012), became focal'points
for scholars. Zabfd continued to be the political capital for successive dynasties: the Nadjahids (412-5537
1022-1158 [q.v.]), and the Mahdids (553-69/1158-74
[<7.y.]). This period is characterised by a number of
Karmatf and Sulayhid [q.vv.] incursions into the
Tihama, during which Zabld suffered intermittent
assaults as well as capture by the Sulayhids during
the latter part of the 5th/llth century.
The Ayyubid conquest of Yemen in 569/1174 confirmed Zabld as the administrative and economic capital of the region, even though several of their rulers
preferred to settle elsewhere. However, Zabfd enjoyed
its heyday under the Rasulids (626-858/1229-1454
[<?.#.]). Although they made Tacizz their capital, the
sultans continued to favour Zabfd by spending their
winters there. They also established numerous religious

foundations which attracted many prestigious scholars,
such as al-Ffruzabadf [q.v], whose tomb in Zabfd
is still known as that of Sahib al-Kdmus. The number
of quarters, palaces, gardens, markets, and religious
monuments was higher in Zabfd during the Rasulid
period than in any other town of Yemen, including
their official capital Ta'izz. Al-Khazradjf reported that
a survey of the mosques and madrasas of Zabfd, ordered by Sultan al-Ashraf Isma'fl in 795/1392, put
their number at between 230 and 240 buildings. The
Rasulids also constructed several palaces and pavilions in the lush Wadf Zabfd, amongst the date plantations, which they used as retreats during the hunting
season, and for the date-gathering festival, known as
subut al-nakhil. Ibn al-Daybac describes how blessed
Zabfd was with water, where each house had its own
well, while underground channels fed the orchards in
the town and its environs: His list of fruits, as well
as references to date palms, sugar cane and rice attest
to the richness of local agriculture. The cultivation of
cotton and indigo also helped to develop an indigenous textile industry. As late as 1936, Zabfd had 150
textile workshops.
Although the Tahirids (858-923/1454-1517 [q.v.])
followed the Rasulids' habit of using Zabfd as a winter residence, and continued the upkeep of religious
buildings, the town began a steady decline in the late
9th/15th century. Reports of floods, fires, earthquakes
and other natural disasters, point to its shrinking size.
The demise of the Tahirids at the hands of the
Mamluks, and the subsequent control of the Tihama
and Zabfd by their mercenaries, the Lewend [q.v.],
between 927/1521 and 943/1536, accelerated this
decline. During their first occupation of Yemen (9451045/1538-1635), the Ottomans' use of Zabfd as
one of their main bases led to repeated devastating
Zaydf [see ZAYDIYYA] attacks. The latter's victory and
the consolidation of their power over the whole of
Yemen meant the loss of Zabfd's role as a focus for
Sunnf autonomy in the Tihama. Furthermore, Yemen's
period of economic boom in the 17th and 18th centuries resulting from the coffee trade, completely
bypassed Zabfd, which was supplanted by al-Mukha
and Bayt al-Fakfh [q.vv] as the principal centres of
mercantile activities. When Carsten Niebuhr visited
Zabfd in the 1760s, he found that its buildings occupied only about one-half of the ancient area of the
town. The emergence of al-Hudayda as the administrative centre of the Tihama during the 19th and
20th centuries, and notably during the second Ottoman
occupation (1872-1918) further overshadowed Zabfd,
which also suffered from internal social unrest between
1902 and 1917.
2. Structure of the town.
According to al-Mukaddasf, Zabfd was known as
the Baghdad of Yemen owing to its circular shape,
a characteristic that sets it apart from other Yemeni
towns, and this seems to have remained unchanged
throughout its history. A fortified mud wall with four
gates was already in place in the 3rd/9th century,
even though the first wall was attributed to al-Husayn
b. Salama by several later historians. A second wall
was built by the Nadjahid Abu Mansur Mann Allah
al-Fatikf sometime between 520/1126 and 524/1130,
a third wall was erected by al-Mahdf b. £Alf or his
brother cAbd al-Nabf between 554-69/1159-73, and
a fourth one by Tughtakfn b. Ayyub in 589/1193.
Ibn al-Mudjawir's drawing of the plan of Zabfd shows
the walls as concentric rings. Ibn al-Daybac noted the
Ayyubid wall as still standing in his day, although it
had been restored many times, and its mud bricks
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had been replaced by baked bricks during the Rasulid
period. Most reports mention the existence of four
main gates: Bab al-Shabarik in the east, Bab Ghulayfika in the west, Bab Siham in the north and Bab
Kurtub in the south, although al-KhazradjI refers to
the restoration of eight gates during the reign of sultan
al-MucJjahid cAlf (r. 721-64/1322-63), which suggests
the existence of a double wall. The four gates which
still stand in ZabTd have kept the same names, with
the exception of Bab Ghulayfika, which became known,
as early as the 8th/14th century, as Bab al-Nakhfl.
Zabid's wall was torn down in 1045/1635-6 on the
orders of the Imam al-Mu'ayyad bi 'llah b. al-Mansur
following his victory against the Ottomans. It seems
that Zabld remained without a wall until it came
under the control of Sharif Hammud of Abu cAnsh
(r. 1798-1810). The wall was finally dismantled in the
1960s in order to sell its bricks. What remains of the
walls is a trench which encircles the town.
Zabid has 21,000 inhabitants according to the 1994
census, and is divided into four quarters: al-cAliyy, alDjamic, al-Mudjanbadh and al-Djizc. It has a central
covered market, which is rivalled by a new food market built in the mid-1980s on the northern side of
town. The once important crafts of weaving and indigo
dyeing have completely disappeared from Zabid as a
result of the influx of imported textiles and changes
in fashion. Zabid has lost its importance as a centre
of Islamic learning, although its eighty-five surviving
mosques and madrasas attest to its former glory.
The historical and aesthetic importance of Zabld's
distinctive religious and domestic brick architecture
led to its being placed on UNESCO's list of historic
towns in December 1993.
Bibliography. 1. S o u r c e s . Mukaddasf, 84-5;
Hamdanl, Sifat E^a^irat al-cArab, ed. Muhammad alAkwac, San'a' 1982, 73, 258; KhazradjT, d-'Ukud
al-lu'lu'iyya, ed. al-Akwac, 2 vols. San'a5 1983, ii,
181, 203; idem, al-Kifdya wa }l-icldm fi-man waliya
al-Taman, Leiden ms. 805, 77-82; cAbd al-Rahman
b. 'All Ibn al-Daybac, al-Fadl al-mazid cald Bughyat
al-mustafid fi akhbdr madinat ^abid, ed. J. Chelhod,
San'a' 1983, 47-50; Ibn al-Mudjawir, T. al-Mustabsir,
ed. O. Lofgren, Leiden 1951-4, 63-90; cUmara b.
C
A1I, al-Mufidfi akhbdr San'd3 wa-^abid, Ar. text and
Eng. tr. in H.C. Kay, Yaman: its early mediaeval history, London 1892.
2. Studies. Carsten Niebuhr, Travels through Arabia
and other countries in the East, tr. R. Heron, 2 vols.
repr. Reading 1994, i, 281-4; Zahir Riyad, Dawla
habashiyya fi l-Taman, in al-Madjialla al-Ta'nkhiyya alMisriyya, viii (1959), 101-30; Tahir Muzaffar alc
AmId, Bind3 madinat ^abid fi 'l-Taman, in Maajallat
Kulliyyat al-Addb, L£dmifat Baghdad, xiii (1970), 34060; J. Chelhod, Introduction a I'histoire sociale et urbaine
de Zabid, in Arabica, xxv (1978), 48-88; RadT Daghfus,
Min masddir ta'rikh al-Taman fi }l-cahd alTsldml: almasddir al-ta'nkhiyya li-dirdsat ta'nkh madinat ^abid alTamaniyya fi 'l-fatra al-Isldmiyya al-wasita, in CT, nos.
109-10 (1980), 201-27; EJ. Keall, 'The dynamics of
^abid and its hinterland: the survey of a town on the
Tihamah plain of North Yemen, in World Archaeology,
xiv (1983), 378-92; cAbd al-Rahman al-Hadraml,
Djamfat al-Ashdcir, ^abid, Beirut 1985; Keall, A few
facts about ^abid, in Procs. Seminar for Arabian Studies,
xix (1989), 61-9; al-Hadramf, Aswdr ^abid al-thaldtha,
in al-Iklil, xxii (1992),'l37-43; Daghfus, La dynastie
des Ziyddides a &bid (204-407/819-1016), in CT,
nos. 162-3 (1992-3), 33-69; P. Bonnenfant, ^abid,
anti-developpement et potentialites, in Peuples Mediterraneens,
nos. 72-73 (juillet-dec. 1995), 219-42; Anne Meneley,
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Tournaments of value. Sociability and hierarchy in a Yemeni
town, Toronto 1996; N. Sadek, The mosques of ^abid,
Yemen. A preliminary report, in Procs. Seminar for Arabian
Studies, xxviii (1998), 239-45.
(NoHA SADEK)
AL-ZABlDI, MUHAMMAD MURTADA [see
MUHAMMAD MURTADA].

ZABUL, ZABULISTAN, the name found in early
Islamic times for a region of what is now eastern A f g h a n i s t a n , roughly covering the modern
Afghan provinces of Ghaznf and Zabul.
The early geographers describe what was a remote
region on the far eastern frontiers of the Ddr al-Isldm
in understandably vague terms as an extensive province
with Ghazna [q.v.] as its centre. It thus emerges that
it lay between Kabul and the Kabul river valley on
the north and the territories around the confluence
of the Helmand river and Arghandab known as Zamlndawar and al-Rukhkhadj [^.w.], but the boundaries
here were clearly very imprecise. The name appears
in the 7th century Armenian geography as ^aplastan
< MP ^dpulistdn (Marquart, Erdnsahr, 39-40). Only one
or two of the Arabic geographers mention it, e.g. alMukaddasT, 299, who has ^dwulistdn, but historians
like al-Baladhurf and al-Taban were familiar with the
name because of raids into it by the Muslims during
the first three centuries or so of Islam. For long, Arab
expansion here was checked by a line of powerful
rulers with the title of Zunbll (the resemblance between
Zabul and Zunbil must, however, be fortuitous), who
were probably epigoni of the Southern Hephthalites
[see HAYATILA] ; the upland regions of Zabulistan seem
to have been their summer quarters. Arab commanders had only occasional successes against these Zunblls, such as when al-Mansur's commander Macn b.
Za'ida [q.v.] pursued this local ruler into Zabulistan
(third quarter of the 8th century), and it was only
the Saflarid Yackub b. al-Layth [q.v.] who in 256/870
penetrated through Zabulistan to Ghazna and Gardiz
as far as Kabul (see C.E. Bosworth, Sistdn under the
Arabs from the Islamic conquest to the rise of the Saffarids
(30-250/651-864], Rome 1968, 82-3, 120; idem, The
history of the Saffarids of Sistan and the Maliks of Nimruz
(247-861 to 949/1542-3), Costa Mesa and New York
1994, 99-103).
Marquart devoted a detailed and complex study to
the region, its rulers and its religious cult, approximating its name to the Buddhist pilgrim Hiian Tsang's
Tsau-kiu-c*a (see Bib I.). The region was probably Islamised in the course of the 4th/10th century. Whether
there was any connection between the older Zunblls
and the local family, the *LawIks, who controlled
Ghazna in the mid-century just before Alptigin [q.v]
and others of the Samanids' Turkish slave commanders took over there (cf. Bosworth, Motes on the preGhaznavid history of eastern Afghanistan, in IQ, ix [1965],
16 ff.), is unknown. Sebuktigin's son Mahmud of
Ghazna [see MAHMUD B. SEBUKTIGIN] married a wife
from a family of chiefs in Zabulistan, and is accordingly sometimes referred to as Mahmud-i Zawull.
From the 5th/llth century onwards, the name fades
from usage, but Zabul has been revived since the
1964 administrative reform in Afghanistan for the
name of a modern province (see above).
Bibliography (in addition to references given
in the article): Hudud al-alam, tr. Minorsky, 112,
comm. 345-6; Marquart, Erdnsahr, 37, 39-40, 247-8,
253-4, 292 ff.; Le Strange, The lands of the Eastern
Caliphate, 334, 349; Marquart and J J.M. de Groot,
Das Reich ^abul und der Gott ^un vom 6.-9. Jahrhundert,
in G. Weil (ed.), Festschrift Eduard Sachau, Berlin
1915, 248-92.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
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ZABUR (A.), a term found in pre-Islamic poetry
referring to a written text, and in the Kur'an
referring to divine s c r i p t u r e , in some contexts
specifically to a scripture of David [see DAWUD] , probably the Psalms.
The Arabic root z-b-r is associated with "stone"
(hia^dra), and verbal forms from it convey such meanings as stoning, lining a well with stones or setting
stones in walls according to an overlapping pattern
(an unrelated word is zubra, said to designate a piece
of iron). A further range of meanings associated with
the root conveys the sense of reciting or writing a
text. Here perhaps a dialect variation renders either
zabartu 'l-kitdb or dhabartu }l-kitdb as kara'tuhu "I recited/
read it". Western scholarship has tended to view the
first range of meaning as the root's original sense
and the second range a result of Biblical traditions.
However, with the recent discovery of South Arabian
cursive writing on palm ribs and wooden sticks it has
become evident that zabara and zabur refer to this
particular way of writing; see W.W. Miiller, L'ecriture
zabur du Yemen pre-islamique dans la tradition arabe, in
J. Ryckmans, Miiller and Yusuf M. Abdallah, Textes
du Yemen antique inscrits sur bois, Louvain-la-Neuve 1994,
35-9. This is reflected in Imru' al-Kays referring to
the remains of an abandoned camp ka-khattl zaburm
fi casibiyym yamdni "like the lines of a text written on
Yemeni palm branches" and, in another context, kakhatt1 zaburm fi masdhif1 ruhbdni "like the lines of a text
in the books of monks".
Western scholars have tended to understand zabur
as related to Hebrew mizmor, with support from Arab
grammarians who say that fa'ul may have a passive
meaning, the equivalent of maf'ul. The root meaning
of Hebrew z-m-r is "to make music", with the noun
form mizmor found in the Hebrew Bible for a poetic
hymn or psalm in praise of God, and with cognates
in Syriac mazmord and Ethiopic mazmur. One may also
note the similarity between zabur and Biblical Hebrew
Zdmir "song". The exchange of b with m may, however, be considered problematical. It is also possible
that the Hebrew/Aramaic/Syriac dibbur, dibburd/devird,
meaning "speech" or "utterance" and often referring
to revelation, represents a Semitic parallel. It may
have influenced the meaning of the Arabic zabara/
dhabara as referring to a written text in pre-Islamic
Arabia, thereby conveying the meaning of sacred or
revealed text, although this becomes less likely now
that we know that z~b-r refers to South Arabia (see
above). Pre-Kur'anic rabbinic Hebrew dibbur does refer
to revelation (Gen. Rab. 44:6, Lev. Rabb. 1:4, Song
Rabb. 1:2:2, Yeb. 5b, San. 99b), and even revelation
to gentile prophets (Gen. Rab. 74:7). The poetic and
linguistic evidence therefore suggest that zabur referred
to text and perhaps even sacred text among some
pre-Islamic Arabian communities, whether Jewish,
Christian, or practitioners of indigenous Arabian religious traditions. By the time of the Kur'anic revelations, the term was already known to refer to, among
other things, a written text of scripture.
The root z-b-r occurs in the Kur'an thirteen times.
In some contexts it occurs as a plural, zubur, in parallel with bayyindt ("proofs" III, 184, XVI, 43, XXXV,
25), al-kitdb al-mumr ("enlightening scripture" III, 184,
XXXV, 25), dhikr ("the reminder" XVI, 43), and ton&l
("revelation" or "bringing down" XXVI, 192-6), thereby
referring in general to revealed books. The reference
to zubur in XXIII, 53 seems to denote different scriptures over which certain groups are divided and which
contrasts with the undivided community of Islam (umma
wdhida] religiously obedient to God. In sura LIV, al-

Kamar, the plural zubur refers to heavenly books in
which are recorded human deeds (w. 43, 52-3), probably referring to a divine ledger in which human
behaviour is recorded (mustatar) as a basis for final
judgment (cf. w. 48, 54). In contrast, XVIII, 96, refers
to pieces of iron (zubar al-hadid) by which Dhu '1-Karnayn
separates a people from the terror of Gog and Magog.
The singular zabur occurs three times in the Kur'an.
Twice it refers specifically to a certain revelation given
to David that is mentioned either within the context
of prophethood in general (XVII, 54) or in a context referring to revelations given to Muhammad and
other prophets (IV, 163). In both places David is singled out as the recipient of a divinely given zabur
(wa-dtaynd Ddwuda zaburm). In XXI, 105, God is
referred to as citing from what the context suggests
is a recognised work: "We have written in the zabur
after the reminder (min bacd al-dhikr) that My righteous servants shall inherit the earth (anna 'l-ardyarithuhd
c
ibddi al-sdlihuri)". This verse represents a close and
rare linguistic parallel with the Hebrew Bible and,
more pointedly, with Ps. xxxvii ascribed specifically
to David (see w. 9, 11, 29 which refer to the meek,
the righteous or "those who wait upon the Lord" as
they who shall inherit the earth (yirshu 3tires)', cf.
K. Ahrens, Christliches im Qoran, in £DMG, Ixxxiv (1930),
29). It should be noted also in relation to Kur'an,
IV, 163, and XVII, 54, that the entire Biblical collection of Psalms is ascribed to David according to
Jewish and Christian tradition.
Al-Tabarf collects the comments of early Kur'anic
exegetes in his Tqfsir, including definitions of terms
such as zabur, which vary depending on the verse.
On XXI, 105, he records the meaning of zubur as
"all the books of the prophets that God brought down
to them" (Sacid b. Djubayr, Ibn Zayd), "the books
revealed to the prophets after Moses" (Ibn cAbbas,
al-Dahhak), and "a specific book revealed to David"
(cAmir, al-Shacbf). Al-Tabarf also defines the term in
relation to its context. In his commentary on III, 184,
it is a generic term for a book based on pre-Islamic
poetic evidence. On IV, 163, he writes, "It is the
name of the book that was revealed to David, just
as He named the book that was revealed to Moses
as the Torah and that which was revealed to Jesus
as the Gospel and that which was revealed to
Muhammad as the Furkan, because that is the name
by which what was revealed to David was known.
The Arabs say zabur Ddwud, and because of that the
rest of the peoples know his book."
Apart from the question of the term zabur, many
passages in the Kur'an that remind us of the Bible
are reminiscent of the Psalms. It is likely that some
form or forms of a Psalter circulated in pre-Islamic
Arabia immediately prior to the rise of Islam. A fragment of a translation of the Psalms, dated on palaeographical grounds to the 2nd/8th century, the oldest
known specimen of Christian-Arabic literature, was
identified in Damascus by B. Violet. It contains an
Arabic translation of Ps. Ixxviii. 20-31, 51-61, in Greek
majuscule writing. Al-Kindr, in his Risdla (composed
ca. 204/819), and Ibn Kutayba, as cited in Ibn alDjawzi's Wqfd\ quote verses from the Psalms in literal translation. cAlf b. Rabban al-Tabarf [q.v.] devotes
a chapter of his "Book of Religion and Empire" (ca.
240/854) to the Psalms, and al-Mascudf (Tanbih, 112)
mentions Arabic translations of the Bible which include the Psalms. Recensions of the Arabic translationcommentary by Sacd b. Yusuf al-Fayyumf, i.e. Sa'adya
Ga'on (d. 330/942 [see SA'ADYA BEN YOSEF) of the
Hebrew Bible, including the Psalms, exists to this day.
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ZADJAL (A.), the name of a genre of v e r n a c ular strophic poetry 'that acquired literary status
around 500/1100 in al-Andalus. It was cultivated
by numerous Andalusian poets (the most famous being
Ibn Kuzman [q.v.]), later also spreading to the Maghrib
and the Arabic-speaking East. Since the 7th/13th century its strophic structure is also encountered in the
poetry of several Romance languages. In presentday Arabic the term zaajal may denote various types
of dialect poems, even those with monorhyme. The
non-technical meaning of zaajal is "a voice, sound or
cry, or the uttering of the voice, etc.; a trilling, or
quavering of the voice; or a prolonging of the voice,
and modulating it sweetly, also a play, sport" (cf. Lane,
s.v.). This etymology makes it probable that zaajal
originally referred to sung poetry, songs (cf. also below,
The performance of the zadjal).
1. In mediaeval Islam.
The language
The language of the Andalusian zaajal is only rarely
the pure and regular Andalusian dialect. Since the
poems were hardly ever really popular products, but
mostly works of educated poets who, to be sure,
endeavoured to speak like the people but also tried
hard to bestow literary quality on their poems, and
since the poets were accustomed to write in the
Classical language, and were subject to the strictures
of metre, rhyme, and length of line, one finds time
and again influences and intrusions from the "higher
register" of the Classical language and bastardisations
in both directions (cf. F. Corriente, Poesia dialectal, 39).
Some scholars go even further and speak of a "hybrid
language drawn from both the spoken language and
the literary" (TJ. Gorton, in JAL, ix [1978], 34; similarly A. Jones in JSS, xxvii [1982], 129, and Abu
Haidar, A study). In the poems of al-Shushtarf (d. 668/
1269 [<?.z;.]), consisting of zaajals as well as muwashshah^
(sometimes difficult to distinguish), one encounters great
linguistic multiformity. The gamut runs from poems
entirely composed in Classical Arabic (mostly muwashshahs) via various intermediate stages (dialect poems
with Classical "intrusions", e.g. nouns with i'rdb, and,
on the other side, high-register poems with dialectal
insertions) down to zaajals composed entirely in Andalusian Arabic (cf. F. Corriente, Poesia. . . as-Sustan, 19).
In addition, one finds in al-Shushtari also poems in
Maghrib! or MaghribT-influenced language; even poems
in Eastern dialects, or approximations of such, and
in mixtures of dialects seem to occur. The language
of the older Eastern—Egyptian, Syrian, and Trakf—
^aajajdlun, such as cAlr b. Mukatil, al-Amshatl, Safi
al-Dm al-HillT et al. has not been much studied. Apparently these poets, whose models were Ibn Kuzman
and the other Andalusian zaajajdlun, tried to imitate
the Andalusian dialect in their zaajals, but did not
have complete command of it (cf. the examples in alHillT, 'Atil, 99 ff; Ibn Hidjdja, 104 ff; cf. Corriente,
in JAL, xxviii [1997], 134-5).
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Strophic structure

The basic form of the Andalusian zadjal ("zadjal
proper") has the following rhyme scheme: aa bbb a,
ccc a, ddd a, etc. If we call rhymes that change from
stanza to stanza separate rhymes, and rhymes that
keep re-occurring throughout the poem common
rhymes, we may describe the present strophic structure as follows. The poem starts with two common .
rhyme lines (matlac). The following first stanza consists of three lines with separate rhyme and one line
with common rhyme (acting as "stanza closure"). The
remaining stanzas all have the same rhyme scheme
as the first. The rhyme of the last line in each stanza
is thus the same throughout the poem and echos the
rhyme of the initial matlac. It is important to note
that the rhyme scheme of the stanza closures (common rhyme lines) in the "zaajal proper" constitutes
one-half of the rhyme scheme of the introductory lines
(matlac). This is true also for the less common variant with the rhyme scheme abab ccc ab, ddd ab, etc.
^aajals proper without matlac, i.e. with the rhyme
scheme bbb a, ccc a, etc., are rare in the early period;
a few examples can, however, be found in the Diwdn
of al-Shushtan (e.g. nos. 40, 42). Ibn Kuzman uses
in the large majority of cases the structure of the
zaajal proper (about two-thirds of the extant poems).
The remaining poems have a different structure: The
stanza closures here consist of at least two lines and
always reflect exactly the introductory lines (if any),
thus e.g. aa bbb aa, ccc aa, etc.; or ab ccc ab, ddd ab,
etc.; or (without rnatla') dedede abcb, fgfgfg abcb, hihihi
abcb, etc. Since this structure corresponds exactly to
that of the muwasjishah [q.v.]—some of the poems are
known to be contrafacts (mucdraddt) of famous
muwashshah^ (cf. Stern, 171 ff)—and since these poems
mostly also display the other peculiarity of the
muwashshah, i.e. the kharaja, they are called "muwashshahlike zaajals".
In length the zaajals vary greatly. While the muwashshah-like type, like the muwashshah itself, mostly consists of five or six (and occasionally up to eleven)
stanzas, the zaajal proper may be much longer. The
longest poem of Ibn Kuzman is no. 9; it consists of
42 stanzas.
Terminology

Safi al-Dm al-HillT, the most important theorist of
the genre, calls muzannam those zaajals in which, contrary to rule, the Classical language (ifrdb) is preponderant. To denote jocular or obscene zaajals he uses
the term bullayk, those that contain lampoons he terms
karki, and for those containing admonitions and wisdom he uses, mukaffir (cAtil, 10). The terminology for
the stanza and its parts is not uniform with the theorists. In al-Hillf, the entire stanza is called bayt, the
introductory lines matlac, and all the lines with common rhyme—not only those in the last stanza (!)—
kharaja. He applies the terms kujl and, more rarely,
ghusn indifferently to single lines, irrespective of whether
they have common or separate rhyme (cf. Hoenerbach,
'Atil, German part, 20). The terminology of Ibn Sa'id/
Ibn Khaldun is the clearest and most frequently used
today; according to it, bayt = "stanza", kujl - "line
with separate rhyme", and simt = "line with common
rhyme" (cf. MUWASHSHAH).
The performance of the zadjal—zadjal as poetry set to
music

We may assume as certain that the zaajal originally was sung; this assumption is suggested already
by the etymology (cf. above). This, however, in no
way means that a tune was composed right away to
each zaajal. The poems of Ibn Kuzman were in all
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likelihood recited as a rule, and not sung. This is not
true of the zadjals of al-Shushtarf; they were conceived
as songs or at least imitate the structure of songs. In
al-Shushtarf's Diwdn, one encounters numerous zaajals
and muwashshahs in which the refrain line(s) are written out. This allows us to address the question of
zaajal "performance". That the refrain line(s) were
meant for a chorus can not only be deduced from
internal evidence but is also attested in parallels in
Hebrew poetry (cf. Stern, 16-17). In al-Shushtan, there
are inter alia poems with genuine refrain (e.g. nos. 14,
68, 84), and poems with so-called internal refrain (e.g.
nos. 44-8, 50, 82, 83). The former are characterised
in their basic form by the following scheme: (aa) AA
bbb a AA, ccc a AA, ddd a AA, etc.; the latter, in contrast, have the following scheme: a A bbb a A, ccc a
A, ddd a A, etc. (where A represents the refrain line
in which the rhyme of the matla', i.e. the common
rhyme, is taken up again). Thus, while in the first,
the entire matlac is repeated by the chorus as a refrain
after each stanza (according to the Hebrew testimonies,
the matlac, too, sung first by the soloist will be repeated
immediately by the chorus), in the second only the
second line of the matlac will be repeated by the chorus. Exact parallels to this performance technique exist
not only in Hebrew-Andalusian poetry but also in the
more or less contemporaneous Romance zaajal (thus
in numerous Cantigas de Santa Maria].
Metrics and rhyme
The metrics of the Andalusian zaajal, like that of
the muwashshah, were controversial for a long time.
However, in recent years a consensus has to a large
extent been reached among Arabists. Most agree that
practically all zadjal (and muwashshah) metres can be
scanned quantitatively, which means that the poets
must have intended quantitative metres; they agree
also that, apart from regular Khalflian metres (ramal,
khafifand basit), they also used numerous non-Khalflian
quantitative metres and feet ("extended, or expanded,
Khalllian system", according to Gorton, Jones and
Latham). The question how occasional irregularities are
to be explained is still controversial. While Corriente
brings in his hypothesis of an "Andalusian accentual
adaptation of carud" (cf. MUWASHSHAH), according to
which e.g. unstressed long syllables may be counted
as short, other scholars point to similar metrical licences
that occasionally already occur in Classical Arabic
poetry, especially in ra$az (cf. Ullmann, Ragazpoesie,
69 ff), thus shortening (ifetiza3) and lengthening (ishbdc)
of vowels (Gorton, in JAL, vi [1975], 24 ff.; Schoeler,
in BO, xl [1983], 311-22; idem, in M. Forstner (ed.),
Festgabe fur H.-R. Singer, ii, 887-909). All sides also
agree today that, in rare cases, one has to reckon
with foot substitution (a procedure first noted by
Corriente).
The rules for the rhyme in zafial are stricter than
they are in kasid. The most important difference is
that words with /u/ or /!/ before the rhyme consonant (iK/uK) do not rhyme.
Themes
On the themes treated in Ibn Kuzman's zadjals,
see IBN KUZMAN. However, a particular theme deserves
to be pointed out here, one that is sometimes subsumed under the category of madih, although the relevant poems differ greatly from the other praise poems.
They are request or begging poems in which the poet,
due to his impecuniousness and in a melancholy mood,
requests a lamb from a sponsor for the fld al-Adhd
(nos. 8, 48, 82, 85, 118). Since the same theme is
also treated in one of the extant zadials of Ibn
Kuzman's predecessor Ibn Rashid (cf. below), but

never occurs in a muwashshah or a kasida, one has to
assume that this style belongs to the genre of zaajal
in general. The original zaajal was possibly a popular or minstrel request song, introduced into elite literature by Ibn Rashid and Ibn Kuzman. In support
of this one might adduce that also in the Romance
zaajal, which is also originally a minstrel genre, request
poems are typical (Juan Ruiz, Libro de buen amor, stanzas 1650 ff., 1656 ff.; Alfonso Alvarez de Villasandino,
El Cancionero de Baena, nos. 196, 219). The zaajals (and
muwashshahs) of al-Shushtan, the other great zadjajdl
of whom a Diwdn is extant, are all of mystical content. It is again worth noting that the Romance zaajal
was also adopted into the service of religion (Cantigas
de Santa Maria of Alfonso el Sabio, Juan Ruiz,
Villasandino; Laude of Jacopone da Todi).
The earliest poets
Some information on this point is provided by Ibn
Kuzman; further indications can be gleaned from the
admittedly late and non-Andalusian poetics of the
genre written by al-Hilli (cAtil, 66) as well as in Ibn
Sacld/Ibn Khaldun (Mukaddima, iii, 404). Ibn Kuzman
names two predecessors: in the introduction to his
extant Diwdn, 18-19, he refers to a certain (al-)Akhtal
b. Numara, from whom he quotes a few fragments.
In the poems themselves he mentions Yakhlaf b.
Rashid (no. 134/10/2; no. 186/1/1). Ibn Rashid appears to have been a slightly older contemporary of
Ibn Kuzman; two fragments of his have been preserved (Mukaddima, iii, 407; Stern, 185, 193 ff). AlHillf, cAtil, 16-17, answers the question as to the first
zaajajdl by giving a list of names in two groups.
Among these only the already-mentioned Yakhlaf b.
Rashid can be considered a precursor of Ibn Kuzman.
The genesis of the zadjal
About the genesis of the zaajal genre the indigenous tradition is much more reticent than about that
of the muwashshah. The term zad}al for a popular poem
or song is indeed attested early (in Ahmad b. cAbd
Allah b. cAbd al-Rasuf's treatise on hisba, possibly
from the first half of the 4th/IOth century, and in
the K. cAbd al-Malik al-uskuf from the middle of the
5th/llth century; cf. most recently J.T. Monroe, in
Oral Tradition, iv [1989], 45 ff). It is, however, very
unlikely that the songs mentioned are zaajals in the
later technical sense. A vernacular distich from the
4th/10th century has been identified as a kind of
"proto-^fl^'a/"; the lines rhyme according to the Arabic,
not the Romance, system: laban ummuh fi fummuh —
rds ban Hafsun fi hukmuh (Ibn Hayyan, Muktabas, v,
64). This distich might probably be considered a parallel to the vernacular kharajas attested much later (cf.
MUWASHSHAH) (thus Corriente, Poesia dialectal, 79-80).
The often-raised question concerning the derivation
of the strophic structure and the rhyme scheme of
the genuine zari^al (aa bbb a, ccc a, etc.) can be answered
today with certainty: this structure has been taken
from the musammat [q.v.~]. A special form of the musammat, attested in the East at the latest since the 4th/
10th century, displays this very structure. So far, three
specimens of this type have become known: (Ps.?-)
Hammad al-Rawiya, in Aghdni, v, 27-8; Abu Nuwas,
Diwdn, ed. Wagner, iii, 332-3 (no. 287 in the recension of Hamza al-Isfahanf); and (Ps.-JImru5 al-Kays,
in Ibn Rashlk, cUmda, i, 179; to these should be added
a Persian imitation by Amir Mucizzf (d. ca. 520/1126)
(Diwdn, 597 ff; for these musammats, see Schoeler, in
AS, li [1997], 618 ff). Three of these poems can be
read either as a musammat or as a kasida with regularly applied internal rhyme. This is impossible with
the musammat of (Ps.-)Imru5 al-Kays, since here all
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lines have the same length; this poem thus exactly
follows the structure of the zadjal in every respect.
Since Judaeo-Spanish poets (e.g. Ibn Gabirol) use
this rhyme scheme already in the 5th/llth century
in Hebrew liturgical poems (cf. Monroe, op. cit., 44),
this might be considered evidence that Arabic zadj.ak
(in the technical sense) already existed at the time, to
be imitated by the Hebrew poets. (The hypothetical
Arabic models may have been popular or minstrel
songs that had not yet ascended to elite literature.)
However, this assumption is far from certain: the
Hebrew poets may also have used as their models
Arabic musammats of the above-mentioned structure.
The derivation of the structure of the muwashshah-\ike
zad^al poses no difficulties: it is simply an imitation of
the muwashshah in the vernacular.
The trend to compose poetry in the colloquial soon
also affected the kasid: Mudghalis (or MadghalTs), a
younger contemporary of Ibn Kuzman, composed socalled kasd'id zadj.aliyya, of which numerous examples
have been preserved (ed. W. Hoenerbach and H.
Ritter, in Oriens, v [1952], 269-30). Summing up, the
following can be said about the genesis of the ^ad^al:
(1) Lines of poetry in the vernacular are attested in
al-Andalus already in the 4th/10th century. (2) At a
certain point in time (most likely in the 5th/llth century) this poetry, under the influence of a specific type
of musammat, acquired the rhyme structure aa bbb a,
ccc a, etc. (3) Finally, probably shortly before the time
of Ibn Kuzman (around 500/ca. 1100), poems of this
type attained to literary status. Deriving the zaaj_al
from hypothetical Romance models, as most recently
tried again by Monroe (op. cit.), is speculative and
seems to overlook the existing Arabic models.
Spread of the zadjal
Born in al-Andalus, the z.adj_al soon spread to the
East. Outside Spain zaajals are first encountered in
the Maghrib (cf. Stern, 200 ff.). There the genre was
cultivated down to the middle of the 10th/16th century in the Andalusian vernacular, which had become
the "classical" language of the zadjal. (The malhun
[q.v.], written in the Maghrib! dialect since the 10th/
16th century, although also called zadj.al and kasida
zadialiyya, is entirely different from the "classical" zadj_al.)
In the first half of the 8th/14th century, imitations
of literary zadj.ak in the manner of Ibn Kuzman
became very popular with court poets in the Mamluk
and Mongol spheres of influence, i.e. Egypt, Syria,
and 'Irak (cf. W. Hoenerbach, in Homenaje a Millds
Vallicrosa, i, Barcelona 1954, 725). In the llth/17th
century at the latest, minstrel zad}afe in Egyptian, or
would-be Egyptian, vernacular are attested in the written record (on these cf. Schoeler, in Festgabe fur H.R.
Singer, ii 902 ff., and M. Voegeli, Mansubdt Safd l-cAis,
Lizentiatsarbeit, Basel 1994 unpubl.). Starting in the
19th century, scholars, initially all European, have collected and published folksongs from the Near East;
these are called zaajal, especially in Lebanon (the terminology is, however, confused), and they often, but
not always, display an identical or similar structure
to that of its Andalusian counterpart (cf. Jargy, La
poesie, with bibl., 321 ff.).
From the 13th century onwards, several Romance
literatures have produced poems that have the exact
same structure of the zafaal (in Galician: the majority of the Cantigas de Santa Maria of Alfonso X [122184]; in Castilian: estribotes and villancicos, some poems
in the Libro de Buen Amor of Juan Ruiz [1283-1351];
in Provengal: dansas and baladas; in French: virelais and
ballades', and in Italian: ballate, frottole, laude of Jacopone
da Todi [1236-1306]). Since one has here complete
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identity of the forms (predominantly poems of the
rhyme structure aa bbb a, ccc a, etc., thus "^a^'fl/s
proper"), and since in the performance there is evidence also for identical ways of presentation (use of
the introductory lines as refrains—thus in many Cantigas
of Alfonso X—as well as internal refrain), an assumption of a direct dependence of the Romance "^0^'a/"
on the Arabic would seem difficult to counter (cf.
Schoeler, Muwassah und £agal, 456-8).
Collections of Andalusian zadjata and works on poetics
The only two extant diwdns are the Isdbat al-aghrdd
fi dhikr al-acrdd of Ibn Kuzman (presumably only a
selection from his poems, and even that not complete
in the only extant manuscript) and the Diwdn of alShushtan. The first and most important poetics of
the zad}al (and other vernacular genres) is the K. al(
Atil of Sail al-Dm al-Hilll (d. ca. 749/1348 [q.v.]).
The work contains numerous poems, from the
Andalusian "classics" (among them poems by Ibn
Kuzman not contained in the Isdbd) as well as from
the author himself and other Eastern poets. Strongly
dependent on this work is the Bulugk al-amal fi fann
al-za&al by Ibn Hidjdja al-HamawI (d. 837/1434). In
contrast, the anonymous author of Dafc al-shakk wa
'l-mayn fi tahnr al-fannqyn (9th/15th century) develops
his own ideas. The Saflna of CA1T b. Mubarakshah is
also an important source for otherwise lost zadj.ak,
even for some by Ibn Kuzman (cf. Hoenerbach, in
al-Hilll, 'Atil, German part, 8 ff.).
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2. In m o d e r n times.
^aajal is used nowadays as a term for a poem in
vernacular Arabic, often one meant to be sung, or
sung directly when improvised. The term is also used
for vernacular poetry in general. The zaajal poet is
called ^aajajdl as well as—in the context of improvisation—kawwdl [see SHACIR. 1. E].
In a restricted sense, ^ad^al may refer specifically
to a non-classical strophic poem of the murabbac type
[see MUSAMMAT], with four-line stanzas and an optional
prelude (matlac or Idzima), rhyming aa bbba ccca. . .
(thus corresponding with the prevalent form of its
Andalusian namesake, see above under 1.), or some
other related pattern. In informal parlance, the term
may include altogether different types of poems.
In its broadest sense, zadj.al covers a wide range of
subjects and a great variety of forms with a correspondingly large arsenal of technical terms not always
clearly defined in the literature. Sometimes it comes
close to being the equivalent of the general expressions shicr cdmmi ("colloquial poetry"), shicr sha'bi
(literally "popular", but often synonymous with "nonclassical poetry") and shicr ghayr mucrab ("poetry without icrdb", i.e. with non-classical grammar), and of
such regional expressions as malhun [q.v.] (used in
Morocco, Algeria, Yemen), shicr kawmi (Sudan,
Lebanon), humaym (Yemen), and shicr nabati [q.v.]
(Arabia). But zaajal does not seem to embrace all vernacular poetry: it does not refer, as shicr sha'bi may,
to the truly popular poetry of folk literature, ^ad^al
may be couched in the "popular" language, but it is
often practised by the educated and enjoyed by them
as much as by the illiterate. For their part, the members of the modern Egyptian school of colloquial
poetry, for whom the term zaajal has become associated with a traditionalism that is out of touch with
modern ideas, stress the fact that they write poems
rather than unsophisticated zaajals.
Elsewhere, no such negative associations are
involved, as when al-Djiran (50-61) argues for the
adoption of the term zad^al—rather than malhun or
ten other names—as the appropriate designation for
any poem in Moroccan Arabic, or in Lebanon where
zadjal features at festivals with poetic duelling between zadjal poets and their accompanying troupes
(djawkdt, sg. ajawka) and enjoys a huge popularity with
wide sections of the public (Haydar, 202-10) as well
as with the government (cf. the conference that it
sponsored where a resolution was passed calling for
the teaching of colloquial poetry in schools and uni-

versities: al-Mu'tamar al-awwal li }l-shicr al-cammi al-lubndnl 1995, [Beirut] 1995-6, 202). The media, for their
part, focus regularly on the zaajal (e.g. six pages on
"500 years of colloquial poetry" in al-Nahdr newspaper of 6 March 1999).
Lecerf (234-5), writing in 1932, divides the Lebanese
forms of zaajal into the sung genres of mawwdl [see
MAWALIYA], catdba [q.v.], miajdnd, dafona and shuruki (ab
ab ab ab); and the recited genres of kasid (ab ab ab
ab), matlac or mucannd (predominant type aaba bbba ccca),
karrddi (heptasyllabic) and ajanndz. He notes a preference for shuruki and kasid in Djabal cAmil as against
mucannd and karrddi in the Lebanese mountains (221).
The subject matter of Lebanese zaajal is varied: the
topics of Khalil's thematic anthology are nature,
beauty, love, songs, customs, wisdom, the fatherland,
society, and politics.
The related Palestinian improvised poetry (shicr
murtaajal [see IRTIF^AL]) is divided by Sbait (214) into
the genres of catdba, hidd, farcdwl, mhoraba, mcannd, karrddi
and kasida.
In common with the vernacular poetry of other
regions, Mrakr poetry has forms that show many
characteristics of Lebanese, Syrian and Palestinian
zadjal, but which are not normally designated as such.
Zad^al is said to be extinct in 'Irak (Madjid Shubbar,
al-Adab al-shacbi al-cirdki, London 1995, 164-5), but it
may be noted that the 'Iraki poet cAbbud al-Karkhf
(1861-1946) is referred to as a zaajal poet (shdcir zaajali)
in the introduction to the second edition of vol. i of
his Dlwdn al-Karkhl (Baghdad 1956).
As a literary form between the "high" fushd literature in standard Arabic and the literature in the colloquial, zaajal employs an intermediate language with
characteristics originating from both. The metre
appears to be quantitative and akin to those of the
classical Arabic system [see CARUD], but extended with
non-classical patterns and rules. According to D. Semah
(Modern Arabic zajal, 82-3), "No evidence has ever been
given to support the often-repeated claim that Arabic
zajal is not composed according to the quantitative
Khalilian metres, but is cast in syllabic metres, in
which rhythmic regularity depends only on an equal
number of syllables, irrespective of their length", but
he qualifies this statement by adding that, with its
seven syllables of random quantity, the Lebanese karrddi
is an exception. Nor does he include the prosody of
Maghrib! vernacular poetry where the issue appears
to be not so clear-cut [see MALHUN].
In 19th-century Egypt, zaajal widened its scope; it
had entertained the elite as a literary pastime, and,
in the case of the religious ^aajal, expressed the devotion of pious Sufis, but it subsequently found a new
function in the broader socio-political context of populist patriotism, especially in the wake of the 'Urabf
[q.v] revolt. This development was furthered by the
growing importance of the press and the rise of many
specialised satirical magazines such as those under the
editorship of Ya'kub Sannu' (1839-1912 [see ABU
NADDARA]) and <Abd Allah al-Nadfm (1845-96 [q.v]).
For his part, Muhammad c Uthman Djalal (1828-98
[q.v]) not only wrote zaajals but translated Western
drama and other literary forms into vernacular poetry,
thereby heralding the heightened literary status that
the spoken idiom was to gain in a later era.
In the 20th century, zaajal continued to be a voice
for political and social criticism. Satirical periodicals
were launched by zaajd^dls such as Bayram al-Tunisf
(1893-1961 [q.v]), Husayn Shafik al-Misrf (1882-1948),
Mahmud Ramzf Nazim (1887-1959) and Badfc Khayrf
in Egypt, and cAbbud al-Karkhl in clrak. In the same
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period, the Lebanese poet Rashid Nakhla (1873-1939),
who in 1932 received the title of amir al-^a^al, is said
to have combined a political career with the writing
of 18,000 lines in vernacular Arabic, mostly in the
sphere of traditional love poetry but with a new vitality that contributed, as did the poetry of al-Tunisi
and al-Karkhl in their countries, to the rise of the
new trends in vernacular poetry. The transition to
this new stage is particularly visible in the work of
Mlshal Trad (1912-98) in Lebanon, Fu'ad Haddad
(1927-85) and Salah Djahfn (1930-86) in Egypt, and
Muzaffar al-Nawwab (b. 1934 in Trak). Their poetry
moves from local to universal issues, from the concerns of the collectivity to those of the individual,
from traditional forms towards a colloquial "free verse"
or shfr hurr [see SHI'R], and is couched in a new language with sophisticated imagery. There is a notable
shift, for instance, from Djahfn's early nationalistic
£fl$a/s to his volumes Rubd'iyydt ("Quatrains") and
Kasdkis warak ("Confetti"). This trend is continued by
Sayyid Hidjab in his Sayydd wi-d^inniyya and is
present in the work of a poet like cAbd al-Rahman
al-Abnudf (b. 1938). There is now a growing awareness with a wider public that the vernacular is as
suitable a vehicle for the highest literary creation as
any other language, as long as it is used poetically.
It has even been suggested that the new colloquial
poetry stands some chance of becoming the true successor of an obsolete and exhausted traditional fusha
poetry (Semah, op. cit., 91).
The appreciation of modern fusha and modern colloquial verse as equal partners had already surfaced
with Luwls 'Awad (1914-90) in his Plutoland (Pulutuldnd
wa-kasd^id ukhrd, Cairo 1947), and in the work of
Sacld cAkl (b. 1912) who, by using his adapted Latin
script for the vernacular poems in his collection Yarn
(1961), has distanced himself from tradition more than
anyone before him.
The new perception of the role of the vernacular
has not, however, put an end to the more traditional
Egyptian zad[al, for the cultivation of which organisations such as the Rdbitat al-zadjididlm, founded in
Cairo in 1932 by Muhammad cAbd al-Muncim Abu
Buthayna (1905-80), and the Diarrfiyyat udabd3 al-shacb
of Alexandria have continued to provide a framework
with conferences and collective publications, notably
of a nationalistic strain. The Egyptian crossing of the
Suez canal into occupied Sinai in 1973, for example,
produced a collection of seventy poems and ^ad^ak
under the title Malhamat al-fubur "the epic crossing"
(ed. cAbd al-Fattah Shalabi, Cairo 1975).
Political and social events all over the Arab world
have sparked off the writing of zad^als throughout the
modern period, written to a limited degree by workers (their short-lived poetic-social movement is discussed by Beinin), but more often by leftist intellectuals.
The most popular and explicitly political representative in the second half of 20th-century Egypt is Ahmad
Fu'ad Nadjm (conventionally: Nigm) (b. 1929), who
became famous for his partnership with the blind
singer al-Shaykh Imam (1918-95). His poems are an
indictment of the policies of the Nasser and Sadat
regimes.
Zad^al has a long-standing relationship with the popular song and the operetta (masrah ghind'T), with famous
poets writing for famous singers: Badf KhayrT for
Sayyid Darwish (1892-1923), Ahmad Ram! (18921981) and Bayram al-Tunisi for Umm Kulthum [q.v.],
and the Rahbanl brothers and SacTd cAkl for Fayruz
(b. 1936).
^ad^al has also provided all sorts of humoristic enter-
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tainment (early examples in F. Kern, Neuere dgyptische
Humoristen und Satiriker, in MSOS As., ix [1906], 47-9);
special forms are the fazzura or riddle (a favourite
item during Ramadan) and al-shicr al-halamantishl, burlesque poems in a mixture of standard and vernacular Arabic parodying famous classical examples
(W. Stoetzer, Classical poetry parodied: the case of Husayn
Safiq al-Misn (1882-1948), in The Arabist (Budapest
Studies in Arabic), xv-xvi [1995], 229-38).
See also MALHUN, NABATI and the passage on "Writing dialects; dialectal literature" in AL-SHAM, 3., at
Vol. IX, 280.
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AL-ZADJDJADJ, ABU ISHAK IBRAHIM B. AL-SARI,
Arabic grammarian who worked most of his life
in Baghdad; he was born ca. 230/844 and died in
311/923. He was the main teacher of al-ZadjdjadjT
[q.v.], who took his nisba from him. Among his other
pupils are al-FarisT, Ibn Wallad and al-Rummam [</.w.].
Al-Zadjdjadj himself had learnt grammar from both
Thaclab and al-Mubarrad [</.<w.], combining in his own
teachings what he had learnt from these representatives
of both the Basran and the Kufan schools. He may
be regarded as the link between the old generations
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of Kufan and Basran grammarians and the new grammar that was developed in Baghdad in the 4th/10th
century under the influence of Greek logic.
Among his writings are a number of lexicographical treatises (e.g. his treatises on the khalk al-insdn
and his book on the differences between fa'altu and
afcaltu), and an important treatise on diptote and triptote nouns (K. ma yansarif wa-md la yansarif, ed. by
H.M. Kara'a, Cairo 1971), which was the first to present a comprehensive theory of the phenomenon of
incomplete declinability. His main work dealt with
Kur'anic philology, the Ma'dni 'l-Kur'dn (preserved in
several manuscripts; the edition by I. al-Abyarf, 3
vols., Beirut 1986 of a work I'rab al-Kur3dn attributed
to al-Zadjdjadj probably contains another, later book;
cf. Sezgin, GAS, viii, 100, and al-Abyarf's conclusions
in his edition, iii, 1095-1100).
Al-Zadjdjadj remained an authority in the history
of the Arabic grammatical tradition. His opinions are
quoted for instance frequently by al-Razf in his Kur'an
commentary (more than 500 times, cf. Lagarde's index
s.v., Leiden 1996, 82-3); rather surprisingly, his favourite
pupil al-Zadjdjadjf does mention him as his teacher,
but when he quotes his opinion on complete and
incomplete declinability from the K. md yansarif wamd Id yansarif he does so without mentioning his name
(cf. Versteegh, 1995, 164, 172, 174).
Bibliography. Brockelmann, I2, 111-12, S I, 170;
Sezgin, GAS, viii, 99-101, ix, 81-2; Ibn al-Anban,
Nutfia, ed. Amer, Stockholm 1963, 147; Suyutf,
Bughya, i, 411; Siraff, Akhbdr, 108; Zubaydf, Tabakdt
al-nahwiyyin wa 'l-lughawiyym, ed. M.A. Ibrahim,
Cairo 1984, 111-12; Flugel, Die grammatischen Schulen
derAraber, Leipzig 1862, 98; Shawkf Dayf, al-Maddris
al-nahwiyya, Cairo 1968, 135; C. Versteegh, The
explanation of linguistic causes. Az-^aggdgi's theory of
grammar, introduction, translation, commentary, Amsterdam
1995.
_ _
(C.H.M. VERSTEEGH)
AL-ZADJDJADJI, ABU 'L-KASIM £ABD AL-RAHMAN
b. Ishak, famed Arabic grammarian. He was
born in Nihawand in western Persia in the second
half of the 3rd century A.H. (i.e. around 860-70),
received his training as a grammarian in Baghdad,
and was active in Damascus and Aleppo. He probably died in Tabariyya (Tiberias), either in 337/948
or 339-40/949-50. Almost nothing is known about his
life except for a few anecdotes. It is clear from his
grammatical writings that he was a Mu'tazilf (he mentions with approval such typically Mu'tazilf tenets as
al-kaldm fi 7 al-mutakallim and the non-identity of ism
and musammd; cf. Versteegh, 1995, 36 n. 20, 37 n. 21)
and there is one report that mentions his Shf c f leanings (al-Dhahabf, Siyar, xv, 476 11. 7-8).
Al-Zadjdjadjf's teachers are well known, since he
himself gives a list of them in his Iddh (78-9); among
them are not only grammarians belonging to the
Basran school such as al-Zadjdjadj, al-Akhfash alSaghfr, and Ibn al-Sarradj, but also those belonging
to the Kufan school, such as Ibn Kaysan, Ibn Shukayr
and Abu Bakr Ibn al-Anban [q.w.]. As a matter of
fact, al-Zadjdjadjf is proud to present himself as an
intermediator between the two schools of grammar,
stating that he reformulated the arguments of the
Kufan grammarians in Basran terms. His main teacher
was al-Zadjdjadj [q.v.], from whom he received his
nisba because of his long association with him. Among
his own students are a few grammarians known as
such from other sources (e.g. Ahmad b. Muhammad
b. Salama Ibn Sarram, cf. al-Suyuti, Bughya, i, 357,
and al-Hasan b. £Alr al-Sikillf, cf. ibid., i, 515).
Al-Zadjdjadjf's chief fame rests on his K. al-^umal

"Book of summaries" (rather than "sentences", the
usual meaning of this term in grammar), a didactic
introduction to Arabic grammar (ed. M. Ben Cheneb,
Paris 1957) of the kind that became popular in the
3rd-4th centuries; similar books were written by Ibn
al-Sarradj, al-Farisf and Ibn Djinnf. In the K. al-^umal,
he simply lists the rules of Arabic grammar without
going into explanations or controversies. This book
became one of the most popular textbooks in the Arab
world, especially in North Africa, where at one time
more than 120 commentaries were current (Ibn alc
lmad, Shadhardt, ii, 357); 49 commentaries are preserved in manuscripts, some of which have been
published, among them those of al-Batalyawsf (d. 521/
1127), ed. H.CA. al-Nashratf, al-Riyad 1979, and Ibn
c
Usmr (d. 669/1270), ed. S.Dj. Abu Djanah, 2 vols.,
Baghdad 1980-2 (cf. Sezgin, GAS, ix, 89-94).
More interesting from a theoretical point of view
is his K. al-Iddh fi cilal al-nahw "Book of the explanation of grammatical causes" (ed. M. al-Mubarak, Cairo
1959), which deals with the cilal "causes" [see CILLA]
of the discipline of linguistics. The term 'ilia in the
title is essential for the understanding of al-Zadjdjadjf's
theoretical principles, and at the same time difficult
to understand. In the fifth chapter (Iddh, 64-6) he
states that there are three kinds of linguistic causes:
the 'ilal ta'limiyya, the 'Hal kiydsiyya and the cilal na^ariyya
wa-d^adaliyya. These represent the levels of explanation grammarians provide for linguistic phenomena:
the first category are the simple rules (such as those
presented in the K. al-D^urnal), and the second category the explanations of these rules in terms of resemblance and relative force of linguistic elements, but
the third category contains extra-linguistic or logical
explanations that justify the explanations of the second
level. Al-Zadjdjadjf claimed that he was the first to
write such a book; this assertion may be exaggerated,
but nevertheless, his distinction of epistemological levels in linguistic explanations must be regarded as a
unique contribution to the Arabic tradition, even though
there are connections with other texts, e.g. al-Sfraff's
commentary on the Kitdb Sibawayhi. Unlike the K. alDjumal and perhaps because of its uniqueness, the
Iddh does not seem to have had much impact on
Arabic grammatical literature. There is only one manuscript and the book is rarely cited by later grammarians, although there are lengthy quotations in later
compilations such as al-Suyutf's Muzhir.
Among the other books that have been preserved
from his writings are a treatise on particles containing an / (K. al-Ldmdt, ed. M. al-Mubarak, Damascus
1969), a book on the functions of particles (K. Ma'dni
'l-huruf, ed. Farhud, 1982), a treatise on the etymology of the names of God (K. Ishtikdk asmd3 Allah, ed.
al-Dakkak, Damascus 1975), as well as several collections of notes and comments, the most important of
which is the K. al-Mad^dHs, one of the most important
sources on debates between grammarians (ed. CA.M.
Harun, Kuwait 1962). Other books are mentioned by
title in the sources, but have not been preserved in
manuscript form, e.g. his Risdla, a commentary on
the introductory chapters of the Kitdb Sibawayhi, which
he himself mentions in the Iddh (41; cf. Versteegh, 1995,
32 n. 8). For a complete list see Sezgin (GAS, ix, 8895) and Versteegh (1995, 3-6).
It is not easy to assess al-Zadjdjadjf's value and
impact: as sahib al-D^urnal, he was celebrated, but the
original ideas in his Iddh are largely forgotten. This
means that his special blend of grammar on a logically epistemological basis never caught on. In fact,
later grammarians were more concerned with the
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semantics and pragmatics of the Arabic language—
apart from the traditional preoccupation with morphological and syntactic analysis—so that they had no
time for the methodological points which al-Zadjdjadjr
attempted to make. This applies in particular to such
typical topics treated by him as the relative priority
of noun, verb, and particle, or the explanation of the
fact that the verb does not have a genitive, and that
the noun does not have a jussive. Even with regard
to the definition of the parts of speech, later grammarians tended to mention just a few definitions,
whereas he analyses them in detail (Iddh, 48-55).
In general, what is characteristic of his work as a
grammarian is his relentless quest for the "cause" or
explanation of linguistic phenomena. Mention should
also be made of his special style, a personal approach
to polemics that is absent from most other grammarians. A comparison between al-SirafT's and his
own treatment of the same problem (that of the status of the weak consonants in the declension of the
dual and the plural, cf. Iddh, 121-9, with al-STrafT,
Shark, i, 214-23; cf. Versteegh, 1995, 224-5) makes
clear that there is a large difference in style: al-Sirafi's
presentation is dry and concise, whereas al-Zadjdjadji
makes an attempt to present the discussion as an
actual debate.
Bibliography: 1. Sources. Brockelmann, S I,
170-1; Sezgin, GAS, vii, 354, viii, 105-6, ix, 88-95;
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haydtuhu wa-dthdruhu wa-madhhabuhu al-nahwi min khildl
kitdbihi al-Iddh, Damascus 1960; J. Owens, The syntactic basis of Arabic word classification, in Arabica, xxxvi
(1989), 211-34; M.Y. Suleiman, Sibawaihi's "parts of
speech" according to ^ajjdji. A new interpretation, in JSS,
xxxv (1990), 245-63; idem, The notion cilla in Arabic
linguistic thinking, in Procs. BRISMES Annual Conference,
Leeds 1988, 20-31; C. Versteegh, The definition of
philosophy in a 10th century grammarian, in JSAI, xii
(1989), 66-93; idem, The notion of "underlying levels"
in the Arabic grammatical tradition, in Historiographia
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ZADJR [see CIYAFA].
1
ZAFAR, i.e. Zafar , the name of the ancient
capital of the South Arabian kingdom of
Himyar. The present small village of the same name
on the ruins of the ancient town is located approximately 8 km/5 miles to the south of the town of
Yanm; the geographical co-ordinates of Zafar are
lat. 14° 13' N. and long. 44° 24' E.
The identity of the site has been known in Yemen
since Antiquity and is confirmed by Late Sabaic in-
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scriptions found at this place. The site of Zafar is
located at the foot of a hilltop with the ruins of an
ancient castle, and remains of foundations and walls
can be found at some points. Many fragmentary architectural elements, inscriptions and sculptures as well
as items decorated with geometric designs, plant motifs, animal motifs, and various other motifs, like griffons, sphinxes, mythical creatures and signs of the
zodiac, bear testimony to a strong influence of orientalised Hellenism in the 4th and 5th centuries. Zafar
was already in existence in the middle of the 1st century A.D. Pliny (Natural History, vi, 104) mentions in
the inland of Arabia Felix a town called Sapphar,
which is the residence of the king, and the unknown
author of the Periplus of the Erythraean Sea (§ 22) writes
that nine days' further inland from the Red Sea is
Saphar, the capital, residence of Charibael, the legitimate king of the two nations, namely, of the Homerite
and of the Sabaean; also Ptolemy (Geography, vi, 7,
41) calls Sapphar a metropolis. The earliest inscriptional evidence of Zafar occurs in the title "king of
Saba' and Dhu-Raydan", since the name Raydan in
this title is that of the castle on the hill above the
town of Zafar which is still known locally by the name
of Raydan and which was the seat of the Himyarite
kings. The town of Zafar is explicitly mentioned in a
dozen Sabaic inscriptions, mainly in votive texts from
the temple Awam in the oasis of Marib [q.v.]. According to an inscription (Jamme 631) from the time
of king Shacirum Awtar in the first quarter of the
3rd century A.D., the town had to be defended from
an Abyssinian army which had marched to Zafar.
The text Iryani 14 from ca. 270 reports that the
two kings Yasirum Yuhan'im and his son Shammar
Yuhar'ish went from the castle of Raydan in the town
of Zafar to the palace of Salhln [q.v.] in the town of
Marib, and from the inscription Iryani 32 we learn
that ca. 315, after a successful campaign against Hadramawt, the Himyarite army returned with rich booty
into the town of Zafar.
Ca. 342 the Byzantine emperor Constantius II sent
ambassadors under the leadership of a certain Theophilus to the ruler of the Himyarites, and as a result
of the mission three churches were built, one of them
in the capital Tapharon (Philostorgius, Ecclesiastical history, iii, 4). The first testimonies to Himyarite monotheism are to be found in two inscriptions from Zafar
(Glaser 389 and Bayt al-Ashwal 2) dated to 378, in
which king Malikkarib Yuha'min and two of his sons
record the building of the palaces Shawhatan and
Kallanum in their capital "through the power of their
Lord, the Lord of Heaven". Zafar's further embellishment is documented by an inscription (Zafar
Museum 1), which says that king Shurahbi'il Yacfur
erected a magnificent palace named Hargab in the
capital in 457. The Abyssinian presence and influence are to be seen in an inscription (Zafar Museum
579) dated to 504, according to which the dedicators, whose names are clearly Ethiopian, refer to themselves as envoys and claim to have built a house in
Zafar. When King Yusuf As'ar Yath'ar, who professed the Jewish faith, came to power, he launched
military operations against the Abyssinians in Southern Arabia along with their allies the Christians. According to the testimony of the Sabaic rock-inscriptions
Ryckmans 508, Jamme 1028 and Ryckmans 507, in
518 the Himyarite king killed the Abyssinians in Zafar,
three hundred in number, and burnt the church there.
An account of the persecution of the Abyssinians and
Christians and of the burning of the church in the
town of Zafar (tpr, typr) and the massacre of all who
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were in it, is also found in two Syriac hagiographic
works (The Book of the Himyarites, ed. A. Moberg, Lund
1924, 7; the letter contained in The Martyrs of JVajrdn,
new documents, ed. I. Shahid, Brussels 1971, II A). The
martyrdom of the Himyarite Christians prompted a
military intervention and an invasion of an Abyssinian
army under the Christian king Caleb Ella Asbeha,
who conquered Yemen in 525. A vivid report on the
capture of the royal city of Taphar by the Abyssinians
is given in the Acts of Saint Arethas and his companions (chs. 35-7). The Vita of Gregentius (ch. 63),
who later was installed as bishop in Zafar, lists three
churches built by Caleb in Tephar. With the fall of
the Himyarite kingdom, however, Zafar lost its imperial status, power and influence, and went into an irrevocable decline; it was already in mediaeval times a
ruined site and became the small village it is still today.
The most detailed description of the ancient site of
Zafar is given by the 4th/1 Oth-century scholar alHamdanf [q.v.] in the eighth volume of his Iklil, which
deals with the antiquities of Yemen (Ikltl, viii, ed. M.
al-Akwac al-Hiwalf, Damascus 1979, 65-74). He says
that, in addition to Raydan, which was the royal
palace, there were two other castles in Zafar, named
Shawhatan and Kawkaban. The town had nine gates
which are all enumerated by name. At these gates
stood attendants (awhaz) who served as guards and
without whose permission no-one was allowed to enter
the town. Attached to the gate were bells (ma'dhira)
which could be heard from a distance whenever the
gate was opened or closed. Many verses of various
poets are quoted by al-Hamdanf, in which Zafar is
praised as a wealthy city of castles and in which the
brightness and uniqueness of the royal palace Raydan
is celebrated.
Bibliography (in addition to the references given
in the article): H. von Wissmann, Himyar, ancient
history, in Le Museon, Ixxvii (1964), 429-97; W. Radt,
Bericht iiber eine Forschungsreise in die Arabische Republik
Jemen, in Archdologischer Anzeiger, 1971/2, 253-93;
P. Costa, Antiquities from ^afar (Yemen), in AION,
xxxiii (1973), 185-206, pis. i-xxvi; Part II, in ibid.,
xxxvi (1976), 445-56, pis. i-xxx; I. Shahid, Byzantium
in South Arabia, in Dumbarton Oaks Papers, xxxiii (1979),
25-94; R.D. Tindel, ^afar. Archaeology in the land of
frankincense and myrrh, in Archaeology, xxxvii/2 (1984),
40-5; W.W. Miiller, art. Himyar, in Reallexikon fur
Antike und Christentum, xv (1989), 303-31.
(W.W. MULLER)
ZAFAR, a former settlement on the Indian
Ocean coast and modern name of the
Southern Region of the Sultanate of Oman.
In early, mediaeval and late mediaeval times it was
never actually a port, and is now a ruined site called
al-Balfd, a few miles to the east of the chief town of
the southern region, Salala [q.v.].
In modern times, the name came to be used for
the whole of the Southern Region of the Sultanate
of Oman [see CUMAN] and was officially Anglicised
as Dhofar. There can be no longer any doubt about
the correct vocalisation of the Arabic name, for both
lexicographers (e.g. Ibn Manzur, IA, Beirut 1955, v,
519-20) and geographers (e.g. Yakut, Muca^am al-bulddn,
Beirut 1979, iv, 60) are agreed that the name is of
the pattern fa'ali, i.e. undeclinable and ending in kasra.
Despite local tradition that Zafar was a pre-Islamic
settlement in origin, there is nothing to substantiate
this. The idea may stem from the fact that the whole
area was an incense growing one, though we know
that the pre-Islamic incense port was SMHRM/
SMRM, present-day Khawr Rawn, east of al-Balid

(Jacqueline Pirenne, The incense port of Moscha (Khor
Ron) in Dhofar, in Jnal Oman Studies, i [1975], 81-96).
Furthermore, its pre-Rasulid [q.v.] history cannot be
recounted in any great detail and it would be wise
to commence with the Mandju/Mandjawiyyun who
arrived in the area after the decline of Sfraf [q.v] in
the 5th/11 th century, according to Ibn al-Mudjawir
(Jl. early 7th/13th century) (T. al-Mustabsir, ed.
O. Lofgren, Leiden 1951-4, 270). According to Abu
Makhrama (d. 947/1540), Sultan Muhammad b.
Ahmad al-Mandjawi, nicknamed al-Akhal, was from
a people known as Bulukh and he died in 600/
1203-4, upon which the dynasty came to an end
(T. Thaghr cAdan, in Lofgren (ed.), Arabische Texte zur
Kenntnis der Stadt Aden im Mittelatter, Leiden 1936,
194-5). The historian of Hadramawt, Muhammad alKindi (d. 1310/1892-3) (T. Hadramawt, ed.'cAbd Allah
Muhammad al-Hibshf, i, Sanca° 1991, 97), generally
following Abu Makhrama closely, tells us, however,
that Bulukh (the text has Bulh) belong to the Yemeni
tribe of Madhhidj [q.v], but he gives no evidence for
his statement. It was these settlers who built the nearby
port of Mirbat [q.v], continues Ibn al-Mudjawir, thus
called because it was initially where they tethered their
horses.
Early in the 7th/13th century (our sources differ on
the question of dates and even names), Zafar was taken
over by a Hadramf family from Habuda (Habuza?)
near Shibam, the Habudids. The account of the
destruction and rebuilding of the settlement in the
early 7th/13th century is found in some detail in Ibn
al-Mudjawir's Ta'rikh and, since he was a contemporary of these events, he can be paraphrased here.
About 618/1221, the leader of the Habudf family,
Ahmad, destroyed Zafar, fearing its capture by the
Ayyubids [q.v] from Yemen. He then built a new town
on the site, called al-Mansura, also al-Kahira, although
the name Zafar continued to be used. The town was
well fortified with four gates; the air was good, the
water sweet, and sugar cane and bananas grew well
in the area. All the inhabitants were Hadramfs, perhaps, though Ibn al-Mudjawir does not mention this,
brought by Ahmad to populate his new town (2656; G.R. Smith and Venetia Porter, The Rasulids in
Dhofar in the Vllth-VIIIth/XHIth-XIVth centuries, in JRAS,
1988/1, 28).
Space does not permit a detailed account of the
remarkable Rasulid conquest of Zafar in 677/1278.
The reasons for the conquest and the three-pronged
attack from Aden by a naval force, a second detachment travelling along the coastal route and a third
which marched from the Yemen to Zafar via Wadf
Hadramawt, no doubt to wave the flag there, are
dealt with in Smith and Porter, op. cit., 29-31, with
full references. All this military effort proved unnecessary, for, after the rendezvous of the Rasulid troops
at Raysut, the port of Zafar, the Habudids capitulated when their leader, Salim, was killed early on in
the fray. The local inhabitants of the town were
granted an amnesty by the Rasulids, whose accompanying merchants soon began to open up trade in
the area.
Thereafter, until the late 8th/14th century, there
would seem to have been a Rasulid presence in Zafar,
on occasions an independent ruler of the house, on
others a ruler dependent on the Rasulid government
centred in Tacizz [q.v] in Yemen (al-Khazradjf, alc
Ukud al-lu'lu'iyya fl ta'rikh al-dawla al-Rasuliyya, GMS
III, v, Leiden and London 1918, 134, 276, 277-8,
285). Apart from these few references, there is nothing of the history of Zafar to report until mention of
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the rise of the Kathins [q.v], a tribal group from the
area, in the late 9th/15th century. In 867/1462-3,
they took al-Shihr [q.v], then the port of Hadramawt,
and their subsequent history played out in the area
of greater Hadramawt, in which we can, for convenience, include Zafar.
As for the site of Zafar, now called al-Balld, and
situated about 5 km/3 miles from Salala, the chief
town of the Southern Region, it has been examined
and studied in some depth by P.M. Costa (The study
of the city of £afar (al-Balid), in Jnal. of Oman Studies,
v [1979], 111-50). Drawings, maps and photographs
of the site are many, and what excavations have been
carried out there are described in some detail. Perhaps
the most remarkable feature of the site is the Great
Mosque (Costa's plan, fig. 25, fold-out opposite
p. 133). The site which stretches along the sea shore
is over one km/1,000 yards in length and it is perhaps worthy of mention that it is larger than the area
of the Rasulid capital, Tacizz [q.v].
The modern area of Zafar, the Southern Region
of the Sultanate of Oman and one of its governorates
(sing, wildya), covers an area of about 120,000 km2/
75,000 sq. miles, a third of the total area of the country. The population was estimated at about 160,000
(Oman Ministry of Information, Sultanate of Oman, the
promise and the fulfilment, Muscat n.d., 30) in the 1980s,
and the large majority are Sunn! Shafi'fs, unlike those
of the Batina coast and al-Djabal al-Akhdar region
of the north of Oman who follow IbadI Islam [see
C
UMAN]. The main towns and villages of the Zafar
region are: Salala, Mirbat [</.^.], Taka and Raysut.
Geographically, the region of Zafar can be divided
into three: the coast with its fishing and agricultural
settlements; the mountains which enjoy plentiful monsoon rainfall and are the home of cattle rearers; and
the Nadjd, a desert area extending north from the
foothills to al-Rubc al-KhalT [q.v.]. For the languages
spoken in Zafar, see CUMAN, heading (the modern South
Arabian languages), and 4. The modern Arabic dialects.
Bibliography: Apart from the sources mentioned above, the following may also be mentioned
as the best source by far of the Rasulid conquest of
Zafar: Muhammad Ibn Hatim, K. al-Simt al-ghdli althamanfl ta'rikh al-muluk min al-Ghuzz bi 'l-Yaman, in
G.R. Smith (ed.), The Ayyubids and early Rasulids in the
Yemen, GMS, N.S. XXVI, i, London 1974, 505-29.
(G.R. SMITH)
ZACFARAN (A.) saffron, Crocus sativus L. or Crocus
qfficinalis Pers., one of some eighty species of lowgrowing perennial plants of the family Iridaceae, found
throughout the Mediterranean area, mid-Europe and
Central Asia. A product, used in antiquity as an
important source of yellow orange dye, was obtained
from the stigma (shcfr, shu'ayra) of the sterile cultigen
C. sativus.
1. Domestic uses.
Saffron was, and remains, also widely used in Middle
Eastern culinary traditions. In the extant Arabic culinary manuals of the mediaeval period (4th/10th to
8th/14th centuries), ranging in provenance from 'Irak
to the Iberian peninsula, saffron appears frequently in
a wide variety of domestic preparations. A representative selection of recipes may be found in the anonymous Kanz al-fawd^id, probably of Mamluk Egyptian
origin.
In substantial dishes containing meat, often together
with one or more vegetables, saffron was used to lend
colour, a purpose sometimes explicitly stated in the
recipe. For example, in a sweet-sour dish of Persian
origin, zirbddi, chicken is tinted with saffron before
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vinegar is added to the cooking pot. However, in other
cases, saffron is used to add flavour. One of the stages
of preparation for tabdhidj_a calls for a combination of
saffron with honey, nuts, corn starch, pepper and various spices mixed together and added to the pot. The
complement of the distinctive aroma of saffron was
likely intended when, in a meatless recipe, it was
sprinkled with sugar and rosewater on top of the finished dish; indeed, saffron is often found in combination with aromatic rose water [see MA3 AL-WARD, in
Suppl.]. A mustard sauce, khardal, containing saffron
and other dried spices, was mixed with brown vinegar, the preparation being used to prevent the "transformation" of fish.
Other, less known, domestic uses for saffron were
its frequent appearance, among many other ingredients, in preparations for "home remedies" such as
stomachics (^.awdrisji), one such being said to sweeten
the breath and prevent snoring. Finally, md* zafardn, a
clear liquid distilled from saffron, was used to scent
clothing without leaving a trace of its colour.
Bibliography: Anon., Kanz al-fawd'id fi tanwf
al-mawd'id, ed. M. Marin and D. Waines, BeirutStuttgart 1993, index s.v.; Ibn Sayyar al-Warrak,
K. al-Tabikh, ed. K. Ohrnberg and S. Mroueh,
Helsinki 1987.
(D. WAINES)
2. As a medicament.
As well as being used in food preparation, saffron
is one of the simple medicaments, abundantly cited
in Arabic medical treatises. At the present time, it is
used in traditional medicine of the Arab-Muslim
domain (tibb carabi, tibb yundni). It has been used since
Antiquity (cited in the Iliad, xiv. 348) as an aromatic,
colourant and simple medicinal herb. In mediaeval
Islamic literature it appears under various names: zacfardn (the most common), rayhakdn, tjjfidi, dj.adhl and
djisdn. Dawud al-Antakl [q.v] thought that the Syriac
name of this herb was kurkum, but this term in fact
denotes the curcuma, often mixed up with saffron on
account of the similarity in colour. Saffron was cultivated in many parts of the Islamic world, but was
also imported. Ibn al-cAwwam [see FILAHA. ii] gives
a precise description of the plant's cultivation in alAndalus, near to Seville (K. al-Fildha, i, 116-18). There
were various varieties known in the classical period:
the Maghrib! and the Edessan (ruhdwi), but also the
Frankish or Genoese (ifranaji, dj_anawi}. Al-BlrunI mentions Persian varieties (isbahdm, razi and khurdsdm) and
Syrian (shdmi) ones. The products of the Sus [q.v],
in southern Morocco, were especially appreciated, as
stated by al-Antakl and the anonymous Tuhfat al-albdb;
contemporary Moroccan herbalists further mention the
zafardn zebbudi (cultivated by the Zebbud of the Sus).
Saffron was considered to be a stimulant for the
nervous system, but also an aphrodisiac, a tonic for
the heart and a cordial (mufarrid^]. It was used in the
composition of collyria, as indicated by Ibn Sma [q.v]
(Kdnun, i, 306-7) and al-Antaki (Tadhkira, 178-9), since
the powers of dissolving white specks in the eye and
strengthening the eyesight were attributed to it. Finally,
it was used as an emmenagogic, a diuretic and a
lithotriptic, but also, on the fringes of magic, in amulets
for helping with labour in parturition. At the present
time, folk medicine uses the "ink" of saffron in the
making of amulets bearing cabbalistic inscriptions
aimed at combatting the evil eye. Another usage, fairly
current in the medical treatises, is as a calming remedy for pains and inflammations of the ear. Since saffron was a precious and expensive product, fraudulent
substitutes of all kinds were current, to the degree
that Kohen al-cAttar [q.v] devotes a section of his
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treatise to describing the techniques for verifying the
authenticity of this simple (imtihdn al-zdfardri) (Minhdaj,
159). Most of the falsifications were done by using
the curcuma rhizome (sc. that of Curcuma longa L.,
kurkum) or the bastard saffron (Carthamus tinctorius L.,
c
usfur), because of their close resemblance to genuine
or medicinal saffron.
Bibliography. 1. Sources. Ibn Sfna, al-Kdnun
fi 'l-tibb, Cairo 1877, 159; Birunf, K. al-Saydana,
Tehran 1950, 311-13; Tuhfat al-albdb. Glossaire de la
mature medicale marocaine, ed. H.PJ. Renaud and G.S.
Colin, Paris 1934, 69-70; Maimonides, Shark asmd3
al-cukkdr (^explication des noms de drogues), un glossaire
de matiere medicale, ed. and tr. M. Meyerhof, Cairo
1939, 66; Ibn al-'Awwam, K. al-Fildha, tr. J.-J.
Clement-Mullet, Livre de ['agriculture, Paris 1864-7, i,
116-18; Kohen al-cAttar, Minhddj. al-dukkdn wa-dustur
al-acydn, Cairo 1870, 159; Nuwayrf, Mihdyat al-arab,
xii, Cairo 1937, 125-6; Dawud al-Antakr, Tadhkirat
uli 'l-albdb, Cairo 1864, repr. Beirut n.d., 178-9.
2. Studies. A. Issa Bey, Dictionnaire des noms de
plantes, Cairo 1930, 60; E. Ghaleb, al-Mawsufa ft
c
ulum al-tabfa, Beirut 1965, i, 490; N.H. Henein
and Th. Bianquis, La magie par les Psaumes, Cairo
1975, 121-2; Ahmad, G. Honda and W. Miki, Herb
drugs and herbalists in the Middle East, in Studia Culturae
Islamicae, v, Tokyo 1979; F. Sanagustin, Contribution
a Vetude de la mature medicale traditionelle chez les herboristes d'Alep, in BEO, xxxv (1983), 84.
(F. SANAGUSTIN)
AL-ZAFAYAN, 'ATA3 B. USAYD (or Asld) Abu
'1-Mirkal al-'Uwafi" al-Sa'dl, Umayyad ra$az poet,
fl. ca.'80/7 00. His Dlwdn, collected by Muhammad
b. Habfb, has been only incompletely preserved (ten
fragmentary poems, 230 verses) and published by
W. Ahlwardt (Sammlungen alter arabischer Dichter, ii, 1903,
Ix-lxv, 91-100; with four additional fragments, 30
verses). The Dlwdn was in better condition when used
by al-Saghanf in the 7th/13th century.
Further fragments (41 verses), with corrections to the
edition of Ahlwardt, have been collected in J. HameenAnttila, az-£qfaydn and his place in literary history, forthcoming in Asiatische Studien, where the history of
al-Zafayan's Dlwdn is discussed in detail.
Al-Zafayan is rarely quoted in philological literature
and almost nothing is known of his life. One of his
poems (no. 8) refers to the defeat of Abu Fudayk in
73/693 and another (no. 6) is dedicated to a Marwanid
caliph with typical Marwanid propagandistic themes
such as are also found in poems by Djarfr [q.v.]. The
poems of al-Zafayan resemble those of his contemporary, al-'Adjdjadj [q.v], and show the development
towards polythematic urd^u^as [see RADJAZ]. Some of his
poems exhibit the lexicographical orientation of the
Basran raajaz poets, whereas in others al-Zafayan uses
a simple and straightforward language.
There seems to have been another radjaz poet of the
same name, al-Zafayan b. Malik b. 'Awana, living in
Basra a century later (Yakut, Udaba3; ii, 130-1), but
almost nothing is known of his works.
Bibliography: In addition to references given in
the article, see Sezgin, GAS, ii, 370.
(J. HAMEEN-ANTTILA)
AL-ZAFIR Bi-AcDA' ALLAH, ABU MANSUR ISMA'IL,
twelfth Fa timid caliph and the ninth to reign in
Egypt (born mid-Rabfc II 527/February 1133, r. 5449/1149-54).
His four older brothers having predeceased their
father, 'Abd al-Madjid al-Hafiz, the latter appointed
him, in writing, as heir to the caliphate. Al-Zafir, at
sixteen years of age, received the bayca on Sunday, 4

Djumada II 544/10 October 1149, the day following
the night of his father's death, at a time when Cairo
was the scene of confrontation between Turkish cavalry and black military slaves. To pacify the troops,
he distributed cash payments to them and promised
to ensure their welfare. As soon as his vizier, Nadjm
al-Dfn Abu '1-Fath Salfm b. Muhammad Ibn Masai
al-Lukkf al-Afdal or al-Mufaddal [see IBN MASAL], a
native of Barka, had eliminated the instigators of
unrest in Sha'ban/November, al-Zafir, a young man
of exceptional beauty, was free to devote his time to
recreation in the company of his concubines. There
then erupted the rebellion of the governor of
Alexandria, Sayf al-Dm cAlf b. al-Sallar (or Salar),
who overthrew Ibn Masai and had himself recognised
by the Palace as vizier with the lakab of al-cAdil [see
AL-'ADIL B. AL-SALAR]. He then sent his stepson, 'Abbas
b. Abi '1-Futuh [q.v.] Yahya b. Tamfm b. al-Mu'izz
b. Badis al-Zm, accompanied by Tala'i' b. Ruzzfk
[q.v.] to execute (on 19 Shawwal 544/11 February
1150, at Ibn Masai's refuge at Dillas) the deposed
vizier and his ally, Badr b. Raft', who had been
unable to protect the Arab tribes of the Delta.
A month earlier, in Ramadan 544/January 1150,
Ibn Sallar had gathered together all the "cadets" of
Cairo, sibydn al-khdss, sons of dignitaries and officers
receiving military training. Hearing of a conspiracy
amongst them against him, he executed the majority
of them and sent the others to garrison the frontiers.
In Radjab 545/October-November 1150, a Frankish
contingent attacked al-Farama, which was sacked and
burned. Less than a year later, Rabfc I 546/JulyAugust 1151, al-cAdil retaliated by sending a fleet to
raid the Frankish coast, causing severe damage to
Yafa, 'Akka, Sayda, Beirut and Tripoli and slaughtering a large number of Christian pilgrims. The expedition cost the Fatimid treasury 300,000 dfhars, and
in Cairo it was necessary to suspend the free distribution by the diwdns of clothing and various other
items. Nur al-Dm b. Zangi [q.v], then the prince of
Aleppo, was tempted to support the efforts of the
Egyptian fleet with a land attack on the Frankish positions, but concern about his relations with Abak, prince
of Damascus led him to decide against it (M. YaredRiachi, La politique exterieure de la principaute de Damas
468-549 hJ1076-1154, Damascus 1997, 229-30).
In Muharram 548/April 1153, concerned at the
pressure being exerted by the Franks, Ibn Sallar
appointed 'Abbas to conduct on his behalf the relief
of the Egyptian garrison of 'Askalan [q.v] in Palestine,
a relief which took place every six months. While
c
Abbas and his companions, including the renowned
Usama Ibn Munkidh [see MUNKIDH, BANU], were on
the way, they became disenchanted with the idea of
going and isolating themselves so far from Cairo in
a fortress to which the Franks were laying siege.
Arriving in Bilbays, they appealed to Nasr, the son
of 'Abbas and a very close friend of al-Zafir, to go
and persuade the latter to appoint his father vizier
in place of Ibn Sallar. The young man obtained the
agreement of al-Zafir, who refused him nothing, then
went to the house where his grandmother was cohabiting with Ibn Sallar, beheaded him with a single
sword blow and alerted his father by carrier-pigeon
(Ibn Zafir, Akhbdr al-duwal al-munkatica, ed. A. Ferre,
Cairo' 1972, 102-3). The next day, 12 Muharram
548/9 April 1152, 'Abbas arrived in Cairo. He negotiated with al-Zafir's courtiers and the latter appeared
in the man^ara above the Bab al-Dhahab (see A.F.
Sayyid, La capitals de I'Egypte jusqu'a I'epoque fdtimide. AlQdhira et Fustdt, essai de reconstitution topographique, Beirut
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1998, index at 727-32) brandishing the head of Ibn
Sallar for all the people assembled at the gate to see,
then had it exhibited in the khizdnat al-ntus of the
Palace. 'Abbas was generally congratu-lated for his
action, all the more so since Ibn Sallar, a man of
no discernible qualities whatsoever, was detested for
his greed and his cruelty. Both Ibn Zafir and Ibn
Muyassar give detailed accounts of the brutal and vindictive crimes perpetrated by him in the wake of his
seizure of power. On the other hand, when the fakih
Ahmad b. Muhammad al-Salafi al-Isfahanl arrived in
Egypt, Ibn Sallar had a_ madrasa built for him in
Alexandria, known as al-'Adiliyya (completed in 5467
1151-2), where Sunn! fikh was taught. He may also
have been responsible for the appointment of a Shafi'i
SunnT, Abu '1-Ma'alT b. Djumay' al-Arsufi, to the post
of grand kadi of Egypt. After his assassination, the
vizier's Sunn! supporters appealed to the caliph alZafir to punish the one responsible, in their view, for
instigating the murder, Mu'ayyad al-Dawla Ibn
Munkidh, whom they presented, rather curiously for
non-Isma'ilis, as a stranger to the Egyptian tradition,
agent of a Syrian power hostile to the Fatimids and
a person capable of actions detrimental to the reigning caliph. Ibn Munkidh, informed of their threats
and fearing for his life, shared with his friend 'Abbas
the unsavoury rumour that was circulating in the
palace concerning the dubious relationship between
al-Zafir and Nasr b. 'Abbas. Ibn Munkidh urged the
furious 'Abbas to have al-Zafir killed and replaced by
another caliph. 'Abbas then put pressure on Nasr to
kill the caliph. Al-Zafir was invited by the latter to
come, with a small escort, to spend a night at Dar
al-Ma3mun (or al-Ma'muniyya, see Sayyid, op. cit.,
507-8, extensive bibl. on the episode in question), the
vizier's residence, close to the palace. In the entrance
hall, the members of the escort were slaughtered and
the caliph himself, then twenty-one years old, was
executed. The bodies were thrown into a nearby pit
and then hidden under fragments of blue marble (early
Muharram 549/later March 1154).
The following morning, alerted to the murder by
his son, the vizier 'Abbas presented himself openly at
the Palace, on horseback, demanding to see the caliph
on urgent business. He was sought everywhere, in
vain. However, a minor slave in al-Zafir's escort had
witnessed the murder of the caliph, having hidden in
an embrasure, and in the morning he informed the
Palace. The women took to mourning while a guard
was sent to tell 'Abbas that the caliph had left the
Palace the previous evening to visit his son and had
not returned. 'Abbas dismounted from his horse and
with his escort forced his way into the Palace. Having
installed himself in the great hall of the fountains,
ka'at al-bahr (Sayyid, op. cit., 466, perhaps known under
a different term), where the caliph was accustomed
to holding solemn receptions, he ordered that the two
younger brothers of al-Zafir, DjibrTl and Yusuf, be
brought to him. They told the vizier that his son
should be asked what had become of their brother.
'Abbas ordered his men to kill the two princes, then
went out to announce publicly that they had confessed to the murder of al-Zafir. The vizier had alZafir's son 'Isa, a child of five years old, brought to
the same room, perched him on his shoulder, and
before the assembled dignitaries of the Palace, introduced him as al-Fa'iz bi-Nasr Allah, successor to his
father whom his two uncles had assassinated. The
officers of the court declared with one loud voice that
they had heard and would obey. The newly appointed
child-caliph, shocked by the sight of the blood-stained
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bodies of his uncles and intimidated by the vehemence of the cry of unanimous support, was permanently traumatised, and was never to regain his health
or his sanity.
From this tragic reign of a declining dynasty, one
salient feature to be noted is the SunnI upsurge which
marginalised the official Isma'Ilism of the Fatimids at
the same time as there developed a strong sense of
Egyptian identity in confrontation with the Muslim
powers of Syria, a sense which was the power-base
of successive viziers, often accorded the title of sultan
by the chroniclers. Also to be noted is the effectiveness of the Egyptian battle fleet, at a time when the
army was incapable of defending 'Askalan, which fell
to the Franks in Radjab 5497August 1153.
Bibliography: The most complete account is in
Ibn Muyassar, al-Muntaki min akhbdr Misr, ed. A.F.
Sayyid, Cairo 1981, 141-4 and bibl. at 185-90; the
list of sources, abundant for this period and all
already exploited, may be found in Ibn Zafir, Akhbdr
al-duwal, notes and 21-7; Y. Lev, State and society in
Fatimid Egypt, Leiden 1991, 61-3, 199-210; Sayyid,
al-Dawla al-fdtimiyya, tqfsir djadid, Cairo 1413/1992,
207-11, 433-55; J.C1. Garcin (ed.), Etats, societes et
cultures du monde musulman medieval, Xe-XVe siecle, i,
Paris 1995, pp. xlii-1, 113; C. Petry (ed.), The
Cambridge history of Egypt, i, Cambridge 1998, 154,
168, 560-71; J. Prawer, Histoire du Royaume latin de
Jerusalem, Paris 1969, i, 394-415 (analyses in detail
the contribution of Christian sources for the period).
(TH. BIANQUIS)
ZAFIR AL-HADDAD, ABU MANSUR (Abu Nasr in
al-Dani, Abu '1-Kasim in al-MakrlzT, see Bibl.) b. alKasim al-Barki, Fatimid poet from Alexandria. His
father was from Djudham and his mother from Lakhm,
tribes which had migrated to Egypt in early Islamic
times. His date of birth is unknown. He died in Dhu
'1-Hidjdja 528/Sept-Oct. 1134 or Muharram 5297
Oct.-Nov. 1134.
At first he worked as a blacksmith like his father,
but was drawn to literature and frequented meetings
of poets until they acknowledged him as one of their
own. He wrote panegyrics on governors and judges
in Alexandria and al-Fustat, having settled down in
al-Fustat after 508/1114-15. There he praised the
Fatimid caliphs al-Amir and al-Hafiz and the viziers
al-Afdal al-Masmun, al-Bata'ihl, al-Akmal and others.
In addition to panegyrics, the main themes of his
poetry were love-poetry and descriptive poetry, excelling in descriptions of nature, both in Alexandria
and in al-Fustat; his descriptions of Alexandria evince
nostalgic memories of his youth there.
Critics admired his poetry, lauding his tender and
musical language and his knack for apt similes, and
the critic M. Kamil Husayn (see Bibl.) has ranked
him among the greatest poets of his age. 'Imad alDfn al-Isfahanf accused him of committing many linguistic mistakes, and other critics accused him of
plagiarism. He was perhaps the first to compose
muwashshahdt [see MUWASHSHAH] in Egypt and also
wrote a makdma addressed to al-Danl in the ornate
style of his day.
Bibliography: 1. Sources. Tmad al-Dln alIsfaham, Khandat al-kasr. Kism shucard} Misr, ed.
A. AmTn, Sh. Dayf and I. 'Abbas, Cairo 1952, ii,
1-17; Yakut, Irsjhdd, ed. Rifa'T, Cairo 1355 ff./
1936 ff., xii, 27-33; Ibn Khallikan, Wafaydt, ed.
'Abbas, ii, 540-3; Safadl, Wdfi, xvi, ed. Wadad alKadi, Beirut 1411/1991, 521-8; Makrlzi, al-Mukaffd
al-kablr, ed. M. al-Ya'lawi, Beirut 1411/1991, iv,
39-41; Abu '1-Salt Umayya b. 'Abd al-'Aziz al-Dam,
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al-Risala al-misriyya, ed. CA. Harun, in Nawddir
al-makhtutdt, i, Cairo 1951, 53-4; Ibn Taghrfbirdr,
JVuajum, Cairo n.d., v, 376-8.
2. Edition. Diwdn, ed. H. Nassar, Cairo 1969.
3. Studies. Nassar, jafir al-Hadddd, Cairo 1975;
M. Zaghlul Salam, al-Adab fi 'l-'asr al-fdtimi, Alexandria 1994, 161-95; Sh. Dayf, Ta'nkh al-adab alc
arabi, vi, 'Asr al-duwal wa 'l-imdrdt, Cairo 1980, 176,
251-6; M. Kamil Husayn, Fi adab Misr al-fdtimiyya,
2
Cairo 1963; A. al-Nadjdjar, al-Int&$ al-adabi fi
madtnat al-Iskandariyya fi }l-casrayn al-fdtimi wa 'l-ayyubi,
Cairo 1383/1964, 105-9, 149-55, 158-9, 164, 175-7,
181, 183-5, 202-3, 207-9, 234-5; cAbd al-cAlrm alKabbanl, Mcfa 'l-shu'ard* ashdb al-hiraf, Cairo 1967,
9-32.
''
(HUSAYN NASSAR)
AL-ZAFRA, conventionally Dhafarah, the interior
region of the shaykhdom of Abu Zaby [g.v.],
now a constituent of the United Arab Emirates [see

garrisons in Samothrace [see SEMEDIREK] and Thasos
[see TASHOZ], and from spring 1460 he was involved
in the conquest of most of the Byzantine despotate
of the Morea as well as of eastern Attica and Boeotia.
His atrocities in the Morean campaign led to his eventual replacement in the governorship there, according
to Chalcocondyles (see K.M. Setton, The Papacy and
the Levant, Philadelphia 1976-8, ii, 220-2; Uzuncar§ili,
ii, 25; Sawides, Morea and Islam, 8th-15th centuries: a
survey, in From Byzantium to the Turkish domination, 319
n. 173). He then completed the annexation of the
Florentine duchy of Athens (1460), executing at Thebes
its last ruler (see Sawides, The Ottoman conquest of Thebes
and Levadeia [in Greek], Athens 1993, 36, 58-9). In
1463 he became commander-in-chief of the army and
possibly governor of Macedonia, and it was at this
time that he took into his harem Anna, daughter of the
last Byzantine emperor of Trebizond [see TARABZUN],
C
AL-IMARAT AL- ARABIYYA AL-MUTTAHIDA, in Suppl.], the
eventually forcing her to adopt Islam. He died soon
undefined southern frontier of which marches with
afterwards, probably in 1464.
the easternmost part of Saudi Arabia. Al-Zafra forms
Bibliography (in addition to references in the
the traditional territory of the Banu Yas [q.v.] and the
article): A. Nimet, Die tiirkische Prosopographie bei
Banu '1-Manasfr [g.v.].
Laonikos Chalcocandyles [sic], Hamburg 1933, 42-4;
Bibliography: J.G. Lorimer, Gazeteer of the Persian
F. Babinger, Mehmed the Conqueror and his time (1432Gulf, 'Oman and Central Arabia, Calcutta 1908-15, ii.A,
1481), Princeton 1978, index; Uzuncar§ili, i-ii, index;
412-26.
(£D.)
Setton, op. cit., index; E. Trapp et alii, ProsopoZAGHANOS PASHA (Greek forms Zaganos, etc.,
graphisches Lexikon der Palaiologenzeit, fasc. iii, Vienna
cf. Moravcsik, Byzantinoturcica'1!, ii, Berlin 1958, 128-9),
1978, no. 6.415; Sawides, Notes on /(aghanos Pasha's
Ottoman official and general of the 9 t h / 1 5 t h
career, in Jnal. of Oriental and African Studies [Athens],
century, Grand Vizier 1444-52 and commander-inx (1999); and see the Bibl. to MEHEMMED n.
chief of the army 1452-64, in which last year he
(A. SAWIDES)
probably died. He was an ex-Christian of the dewshirme
ZAGHARDJI BASHI (T.), the title of one of
[g.v.], possibly of Greek or Albanian origin, and was
the three commanders who formed the diwdn or
both the son-in-law of sultan Murad II and fatheradministrative focus of the Janissary corps of the
in-law of Mehemmed II [g.vv.].
Ottoman army (the other two being the Shamsundji
He was tutor and chief counsellor of the latter,
Bashi and the Turnadji Bashi). Since zaghar means
together with the second vizier, Shihab al-Dfn Pasha.
"hound" and zaghar^.1 "keeper of the hounds", the
The two of them exercised considerable influence over
orta or company of the zaghardjis (no. 64 in the Janissary
Mehemmed in persuading him in 1453 to pursue the
corps) was probably in origin part of the hunting force
of the early Ottoman sultans (cf. also the Segbans
siege of Constantinople when the Grand Vizier Khalfl
[g.v. in Suppl.]).
Pasha Djandarli [g.v] had temporarily considered liftBibliography. I.H. Uzuncar§ili, Osmanh devleti
ing the siege for fear of possible Western intervente^kildtmdan kapi kulu ocaklar, Ankara 1943-4, i, 199 ff.;
tion. After the conquest of the city and the execution
Pakalm, iii, 645-6; Gibb and Bowen, i, 315; and
of Khalfl, Zaghanos replaced him in his office, with
see YENI CERI.
(Eo.)
a new tradition "whereby the most important posiZAGHAWA, the name given to a part Saharan,
tions in the central government were filled by the
part-Sahelian tribe or people, who inhabit parts
slaves of the sultans" (S J. and Ezel K. Shaw, History
of the Republics of the Sudan and Chad. They appear
of the Ottoman Empire and modern Turkey, Cambridge
5
in the mediaeval Arabic sources and in more recent
1976-7, i, 58; cf. Uzuncar§ili, Osmanh tarihi, Ankara
1988, i, 430-1, 439-40, 479, 499, ii, 9-10; C.H. Imber, travel and anthropological literature in three distinct
The Ottoman Empire 1300-1481, Istanbul 1990, 153, contexts:
(a) A pagan, albeit superficially Islamised, divine
156). In the preparations for the final assault on
monarchy, which held sway within the existing terriConstantinople, Zaghanos had played an important
tories of Wadai (Waday) and Kanem. E.W. Bovill, in
role in preparing pontoons and siege engines, and he
his Caravans of the Old Sahara, Oxford and London
also shared in the construction of Rumeli Hisari on
1933, remarked (264) that "Probably no event in the
the European shore of the Bosphorus (see S. Runcihistory of the Western Sudan had more far-reaching
man, The fall of Constantinople, Cambridge 1965, 110-11,
consequences than the Zaghawa invasion. Unfortu118-19, 162-3; A. Sawides, Constantinople in a vice. Some
nately we know nothing of its circumstances—how it
notes on Anadolu Hisari (1395/6) and Rumeli Hisan (1452),
came about, or the manner of its achievement", but
in Ada Patristica et Byzantina, viii [Pretoria 1997], 144-9;
Imber, op. cit., 146, 155 ff.). Both he and Shihab al- H.A. MacMichael in his The tribes of Central and North
Kordofan, 105-10, found it hard to quote solid historDfn were summarily dismissed in 1456, and Zaghanos
ical evidence to justify this claim. Islamic sources are
was exiled to Anatolia. But this exile was only brief,
silent about such an "invasion". The Zaghawa are defor he soon appears as governor of Gallipoli [see GELIscribed, in some detail, by several Arab geographers,
BOLU], of Thessaly [see TESALYA] and of the Morea
notably al-Yackubr (d. 259/872-3); al-Muhallabf (d.
[see MORA] between 1457 and 1463 (see Sawides,
380/990), quoted by Yakut in his Mu'djam al-bulddn;
Problems of the Ottoman conquest and the spread of the conand al-Idrfsi (d. 548/1154) in his Kitab Ru^dr. The
queror in the Thessalian area [in Greek], in From Byzantium
Zaghawa were, in part, Berber-speaking (the Sadrata)
to the Turkish domination..., Athens 1997, 296).
and were semi-sedentary. They possessed a capital
In October 1459 he succeeded Isma c fl Pasha as
kapudan-i derya and with his fleet attacked the Latin
that was located in the region of Borkou (Burku).

ZAGHAWA — ZAGROS
According to Lewicki, the Zaghawa included four
peoples that were later to form a part of the Tubu
of Tibesti [q.vv.], sc. the Teda, Daza, Bideyat and a
groAip which have retained the name of the Zaghawa.
According to Ishak b. Husayn al-Munadjdjim (d. ca.
340/950-1), they had a town in the area of the Bahr
al-Ghazal and others which are now hard to locate,
Manan and Tarazkl, Saghwa (which also denoted
camel-breeding nomads) and Shama. The Zaghawa
also controlled Bilma, Kawar and parts of Air (Ayar).
These towns developed trading links with Egypt via
Nubia, and with the Maghrib via the oasis of Ouargla
(Wardjalan) in Algeria. The chief items of exchange
were wheat, sorghum, cowpeas and slaves. The Zaghawa
facilitated the diffusion of Nubian culture into the
Central Sudan, especially in crafts associated with
leather and metals.
One of the last of the Zaghawa kings was the reputedly nominally Muslim Arku b. Bulu (r. ca. 414-597
1023-67), who established slave colonies in Kawar and
at Zayla in the Fezzan [see FAZZAN].
(b) The Zaghawa were represented amongst the
slave population in lower Trak during the cAbbasid
age. Seven Zaghawa slave girls are mentioned by Abu
'l-cAla5 al-Macarn in his verse. A ghulam, whose name
is mentioned by al-Tabari and by Yakut as Salim alZaghawi, played an active role in the great Zandj
revolt (see J. Wansbrough, Africa and the Arab geographers, in Language and history in Africa, ed. D. Dalby,
London 1970, 98-9, and M.A. Shaban, Islamic history,
a new interpretation, ii, A.D. 750-1055 (A.H. 132-448),
Cambridge 1976, 110-13; and ZANDJ. 2.).
(c) Today, the term Zaghawa denotes a partially
Islamised, linguistically distinct, mixed Negro and
Hamitic tribal group, who are akin to the Tubu and
who are to be found in the Eastern Sahara between
Lake Chad and Darfur province in the Sudan Republic. They are associated with the Dadju Sultanate
of Sila. According to Henri Berre, citing AJ. Arkell,
(8-12) the Dadju (or Kabdja) claim to be related to the
Zaghawa and to have emigrated from the east. Some
lay claim to an Arab genealogy which attaches them
either to the Banu Khuzam (var. Khazzam, according
to Arkell, but possibly to be read as Djudham), or
to the Banu Djuhayna (see MacMichael, op. cit., 111).
Bibliography: G. Nachtigall, tr. A.G.B. and H.J.
Fisher, Sahara and Sudan, London 1971-4, ii, Kawar,
Bornu, Kanem, Borkou and Ennedi, 453-80; H. Carbou,
La region du Tchad et du Ouadai, \, Etudes ethnographiques,
dialect toubou, Paris 1912, 1-48; W. Cline, The Teda of
Tibesti, Borko and Kawar in the Eastern Sahara, Menasha,
Wise. 1950, 11-22; H.G. Balfour Paul, A prehistoric
cult still practised in Muslim Darfur (by the ^aghawd), in
Jnal. Royal Anthrop. Institute, Ixxxvi (Jan.-June. 1956),
77-86; M.J. Tubiana, Un rite de vie: le sacrifice d'une
bete pleine chez les Zaghawa Kobe, du Ouaddai, in Jnal.
de psychologic normale et pathologique (1960), 291-310;
J.S. Trimingham, A history of Islam in West Africa,
Oxford 1962, 104-8; AJ. Arkell, The influence of
Christian Nubia in the Chad area between AD 800-1200,
in Kush, ii (1963), 315-19; R. Capot-Rey, Le nomadisme des Toubous, in Nomades et nomadisme au Sahara,
Recherches sur le zone aride, XIX, Paris 1963, 8192; Tubiana, Survivances preislamiques en pays ^aghawa,
Paris 1964; H.A. MacMichael, The tribes of northern
and central Kordofan, London 1967, 105-14; J.M.
Cuoq, Receuil des sources arabes concernant UAfrique occidentale du VHP au XVIe siecle (Bildd al-Sudan], Paris
1975, 78; T. Lewicki, Notes magrebines et soudanaises, i,
Warsaw 1976 60-2; J.C. Zeltner, Pages d'histoire du
Kanem, pays tchadien, Paris 1980, 11, 27-38; J.F.P.
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Hopkins and N. Levtzion, Corpus of early Arabic sources
for West African history, Cambridge 1981, 21-2, 11920; H. Berre, Sultans Dadjo du Sila (Tchad), Paris 1985,
8-13; The Chad region as a crossroads, in I. Hrbek (ed.),
UNESCO General history of Africa, abridged edition, iii,
Africa from the seventh to the eleventh century, Berkeley,
etc. 1988-92, 216-22.
(H.T. NORRIS)
ZAGROS, a mountain chain of western and
southwestern Persia; the geographers of Classical
times identified the Zagros Mountains as the range
that separated the empires of Assyria (Mesopotamia)
and Media (Central Persia).
This is one of the great Tertiary fold ranges of the
Middle East, which begins in the high knot of volcanic mountains, Ararat, Nemrut and others, around
Lake Van, and sweeps south-south-east to the eastern edge of the Persian Gulf. At the Straits of Oman
the ranges turn eastwards through Fars and Makran,
beyond where they bend sharply to the north to form
the border ramparts between Baluchistan and Sind.
The mountains of Muscat and Oman are the exposed
section of a flooded pendent offshoot of these same
ranges.
The name Zagros is nowadays applied to that part
of this mountain system lying between Kurdistan to
the north and Fars to the south, approximately between
the latitudes of 29° and 35° N. or the cities of
Hamadan and Shiraz.
The entire range imposes a very effective physical
barrier to movement, because of its great width of
some 250 km/155 miles, its structure of many parallel folds which rise to 4,000 m/13,100 feet, and the
narrow and precipitous nature of the few valleys that
cut through them. The Zagros therefore constituted
the western defensive wall of Parthian and Sasanid
Persia against assaults from Imperial Rome and
Byzantium. Subsequently, the same ranges for long
formed the border zone between Ottoman and Safawid
territory, and along their western foothills runs the
present political frontier between Trak and Iran.
At their northern extremity, the only way over the
Zagros is an old caravan route along the Great Zab
river from Irbll, through Ruwandiz, to Miyandu'ab,
and thence to Tabriz. By widening, between 1928
and 1932, critical parts of the gorges at Ruwandiz
and Berserini, this way was made fit for motor traffic. The high pastures in this region are occupied in
summer by Kurdish tribes. Lower down, the oak
forests have suffered severely from uncontrolled cutting. The foothills, with an annual rainfall of some
60 mm and with the aid of terracing and irrigation,
can support vines, maize and rice. The population
includes both Assyrian Christians and a substantial
Turkish element that was moved here in Ottoman
times. There was formerly a Jewish population of
some significance, speaking either Arabic or NeoAramaic dialects; this group has now emigrated to
Israel. Further south, between the rivers Diyala and
Dez, the Zagros ranges are at their widest and highest, and are made up of regular folds, of mainly limestone rocks, of a height of some 4,000 m/13,100 feet,
with few outstanding peaks. These mountains receive
an appreciable precipitation, of 100 mm/40 inches or
more, from the winter cyclones. This falls mainly in
the form of snow, which melts through the summer
to supply the extensive pastures of the high valleys
and plateaux between the ranges. Summer storms here
provide a further water-supply.
These wide grasslands are in effect the preserve of
the main mobile tribesfolk of Iran, the Lurs (including the great Bakhtiyarl confederacy) and the Kashka'T
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[q.vv., and see also ILAT]. Their population was estimated in PahlawF times at between four and five millions, about a quarter of that of all Persia, and they
could sometimes mount a threat to the central government, as in 1906. In winter these high plateaux
are snow-bound, and the tribes have then to descend
to the foothills and Mesopotamian plains.
This pattern of movement, with two migrations during the year, one up, one down, along established
wide paths, is strictly speaking transhumant rather
than nomadic. The tribes are at their most vulnerable during these movements, and it was then that,
especially in the reign of Rida Shah Pahlawf [q.v],
the army would waylay them and attempt to restrain
them throughout the year in their winter camps. This
enforced sedentarisation was a virtual death-sentence
for both herds and herders.
The rivers of the high Zagros are active and powerful, and have in many cases captured the headwaters of their streams as far back as the main plateau.
The watercourses pass through successions of isolated
valleys separated by steep and narrow gorges or tangs
which are practically impassable. In consequence,
streams above and below these constrictions are often
called by different names. Thus the river which begins
as the Gamasiyab is thereafter known as the Saidmarreh, and reaches the lowlands of Khuzistan as the
Karkheh [see KARKHA],
It follows that these river plains are very isolated,
and only accessible by tdks or kotah, passes over the
ranges. These very rarely link to make a continuous
route across the whole mountain system. Much the
most important through route is the Tak-i Girra, the
ancient Portae ^agriacae or Medicae, the Zagros or
Median Gates. This road climbs from Baghdad up
the Diyala river [q.v.], which occupies a natural rift
opening a way through the outer ranges. The railway to Khanikm takes advantage of this gap. From
there the well-used road passes by Kasr-i Shfrfn and
Karand, crosses the Paylak Pass to Bakhtaran (Kirmanshah) in the valley of the Kara Su, and then goes
by way of the Tak-i Bustan past the rock of Behistun
(Mons Bagistanus] with its sculptures and trilingual inscriptions celebrating the conquests of Darius. Thence
there is an easy approach over the plain of Camcamal to Hamadan, which under the name of Ecbatana
was the capital of ancient Media.
Further to the east, there is another possible crossing of the heart of the Zagros, from the town of
Dizful, along the lower Saidmarreh river and its tributary the Kashgan to Khurramabad, and thence to
the fringe of the central plateau at Burudjird. This,
however, was never an important trade route, and is
essentially a highway of seasonal movement for the
Bakhtiyarf tribesfolk between their winter and summer quarters. At a slight distance to the east, the
Trans-Persian Railway pioneered in 1935 the very difficult route up the Diz river valley from Dizful to
Arak.
The foothill ranges of the Pusht-i Kuh, about 2,000
m/6,560 feet high, separate the main Zagros from
the plains of Khuzistan. Their gypsum rocks make
poor saline soils, and support only a thin cover of
scrub oak. The main oil fields of Iran are trapped
in these hills, between Masdjid-i Sulayman and
Gacsaran. The tribes had to pass across this area on
their seasonal migrations, and it was here that they
were often ambushed.
Eastwards again, the high Zagros grades into the
somewhat lower ranges of the province of Fars, about
3,000 m/9,840 feet above sea-level at their highest.

Rainfall here is appreciably less, the rivers less continuous and powerful, and the high plains often contain not streams of fresh water but salty lakes at the
centre of systems of inland drainage, as in the Niriz
basin and the Darya-i Maharlu in the high plain of
Shfraz. Seasonal transhumance is much less common
here than in the central Zagros, and most of the population relies on the scattered oases irrigated by cisterns and kanats.
The mountains are here crossed by two wellestablished caravan routes, from the port of Bushire
(Bushfr) up the Shahpur valley to Kazarun and Shfraz
(improved by British troops in 1918-19); and from
Bandar 'Abbas by the Tang-i Zindan to Sirdjan and
Kirman.
Bibliography: J.V. Harrison, The Bakhtiari country, South-West Persia, in GJ, Ixxx (1932), 193-210;
Naval Intelligence Division, Admiralty Handbooks,
Persia, London 1945, esp. chs. II, XI; V. Cronin,
The last migration, London 1952; W.C. Brice, Southwest Asia, London 1966, esp. ch. 9.
(W.C. BRICE)
AL-ZAHAWI, DJAMIL SIDKI (b. 18 June 1863
in Baghdad, d. 23 February 1936), neo-classical
poet and eminent representative of the Nahda
[q.v.] in 'Irak.
A son of the Kurdish elite family of al-Baban from
Sulaymaniyya [q.v.]—his father Muhammad Faydl was
Mufti of Baghdad and his mother of Kurdish upperclass origin also—he spent his childhood with his
mother, who lived separately from his father. At about
7 years old he became his father's pupil in traditional
Arabic learning at a time when modern-type Arabic
schools did not exist in clrak. The father encouraged
his son's poetic attempts in Arabic and Persian, but
Djamrl later confessed that his real interests were the
"modern sciences", in which he acquired some knowledge self-taught from translations into the languages
he knew: Arabic, Persian and Turkish (Kurdish was
not yet a literary language). After teaching at the
Sulaymaniyya School in Baghdad, he was appointed
a member in the Madj.lis al-macarif in Baghdad, later
becoming director of the government printing house
and responsible for the Arabic part of the official
newspaper al-^awrd3 and also a member of the appellate court. In ca. 1903, having been summoned to
the Porte in Istanbul, he visited Cairo and met with
progressive Egyptian intellectuals. The Sultan cAbd alHamfd II, aware of al-Zahawi's enmity towards the
government, sent him as wd'ig cdmm with a deputation to Yemen. After his return 11 months later, he
was given a military rank and a medal, but his Young
Turkish sympathies and a critical poem which he
wrote on Hamldian policies earned him two weeks'
imprisonment and a return to Baghdad under guard
but with a monthly salary. When the Constitution
was restored, he became professor of Islamic philosophy at the Dierrfiyye-i mulkiyye and of Arabic literature at the Ddr ul-Fiinun in Istanbul. Health problems
caused him to return to Baghdad, where he taught
the Meajelle [q.v], later translated by him into Arabic,
at the Madrasat al-hukuk.
His first books deal with varied topics: philosophy
(1894, lectures in Turkish, 1906); horses and horse
racing (1896); physical and philosophical questions of
the universe (1897); chess (n.d.); a disputation concerning the condemnation of folk belief in miracles
and saints, evidently meant to support cAbd al-Hamfd
II's policy towards the Wahhabiyya [q.v] (1905 or
1907); and gravity (1910). In October 1896 he proposed in the Egyptian journal al-Muktataf a reform of
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Arabic script (ed. al-Rashudi, pp. 186-7). Only at the
age of 40 did he return to poetry. He criticised the
Arabic poetic tradition, characterising mono-rhyme
and mono-metre as a straight-jacket. In 1905 he composed the first Arabic poem in shi'r mursal (Diwdn,
149). All his later poetry is in mono-rhyme and,
mostly, mono-metre. Already his first diwdn, al-Kalim
al-mangum (Beirut 1907), voices his religious scepticism
and his role as a social and cultural critic and an
advocate of progress in 'Irak, foreshadowing his later
anthologies Diwdn al-^ahdwl (Beirut 1924), al-Lubdb
(Baghdad 1928), al-Awshdl (Baghdad 1934), al-Thumdla
and al-Qydddt (publ. posthumously Baghdad 1939).
The translation of c Umar al-Khayyam's Ruba'iyyat
(Beirut 1924) inspired him to his own Ruba'iyyat
(Baghdad 1928), which criticise in short and pugnacious verses social injustice (especially as regards the
position of Muslim women), and the contrast between
'Irak's former glory and its present educational situation. He praises technical progress and supports the
then highly-contested Darwinism. His audacious article al-Mar'a wa 'l-difdc canhd in the Egyptian newspaper al-Mtfayyad (1910, publ. NadjT, 255-8) scandalised
orthodox circles. After a short (reading) drama Layla
wa-Sumayr (in Lugtiat al-cArab, v [1927], 578-608) he
published his brilliant Thawraji }l-dj_ahim, an epic poem
of 433 verses in the khafif metre. Inspired by alMacarrfs [</.y.] Risdlat al-Ghufrdn, and, probably, by
Asin Palacios' La escatologia musulmana en la "Divina
comedia" (1924), its main idea is that heaven's inhabitants were faint conformists, always submissive to the
ruling elite and traditions, while hell's inhabitants, of
whom he names eminent historical authorities from
East and West, were intellectually independent, courageous, creative, and therefore dangerous. Finally, in
an overwhelming fight they conquer heaven, the place
that they deserve (ed. in al-Awshdl, German tr. Widmer,
in 147, xvii [1935], 1-79). Al-ZahawI himself considered his Diwdn al-Nazaghdt as the most provocative.
After a several months' stay in Cairo in 1924, where
his expectations for more tolerance were soon deeply
disappointed, he delivered it to Salama Musa [q.v^\. Published only by Hilal NadjT, Cairo 1963, it openly and
ironically, but with ambiguities, voices the poet's scepticism in nearly every religious principle of Islam. The
complete work of al-ZahawT still awaits publication.
Bibliography. 1 Works. Kurkis 'Awwad, Mu'ajam
al-mu3allifm al-cirdkiyyln, Baghdad 1969, i, 273-5;
Muhammad Y. Nadjm, Diwdn al-^ahdwi, Cairo
1955; cAbd al-Hamld al-RashudT, al-^ahdwi, dirdsdt
wa-nusus, Beirut 1966; Hilal NadjI, al-^ahdwi wadlwdnuhu al-majkud, Cairo 1963.
2. Studies. M.M. Badawi, A critical introduction
to modern Arabic poetry, Cambridge 1975, 47-75; Salma
K. Jayyusi, Trends and movements in modern Arabic poetry,
Leiden 1977, 184-93; cAbd al-Razzak al-Hilall, d^ahdwi fi mafdrikihi al-adabiyya wa 'l-fikriyya. Baghdad
1982; W. Walther, Gamil Sidqi a^ahdwl, ein irakischer ^indlq, in Oriens, xxxiv (1994), 430-50; Julie S.
Meisami and P. Starkey (eds.), Encyclopedia of Arabic
literature, London and New York 1998, ii, 818;
Brockelmann, S III, 483-8.
(WIEBKE WALTHER)
ZAHID [see ZUHD].
ZAHIDAN, a city of southeastern modern
Iran (lat. 29° 32' N., long. 60° 54' E.), this being
the new name, adopted in the time of Rida Shah
Pahlawl [q.v.], for the older settlement of Duzdab.
Duzdab/Zahidan lies on the north-south highway
connecting Cabahar on the Persian coast of the Gulf
of Oman through Birdjand to Khurasan (now of
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special importance as a supply link to the newlyindependent central Asian republics), at some 40 km/
25 miles south of the point where the borders of Iran,
Afghanistan and Pakistani Balucistan meet. Though
situated in a harsh desert environment (average rainfall p.a., 75 mm/3 inches), the place has had a considerable commercial and strategic significance over
the last century or so, and during the First World
War it became the western terminus of the railway
extended from Quetta [see KWATTA] through the northern part of what was then British Balucistan. There
were plans in the 1930s to connect the railhead of
Zahidan with the Trans-Iranian railway constructed
by Rida Shah (see Naval Intelligence Division,
Admiralty Handbooks, Persia, London 1945, 550, 563);
but it was not till the second half of the century that
the railway was extended from Kum to Yazd and
Kirman city and beyond the latter for mineral traffic, although the passenger traffic line has not yet
reached Zahidan (see The Middle East and North Africa,
47th ed. London 2001, 560).
The present city of Zahidan is almost wholly a
modern one. In ca. 1950 it had a population of some
10,000, a mixture of Persians and Baltic (Razmara
(ed.), Farhang-i dj_ughrdjiyd-yi Irdn-zamin, viii, 218-19),
which by the census of 1996 had grown to 419,518.
It is the administrative centre for the province of
Balucistan and Slstan, and has such amenities as an
airport and a university.
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
ZAHIR (A.), conventional form dahir, an administrative term of the Muslim West.
Here gahir, meaning "help, support", came to mean
a royal decree issued by the sovereign and conferring
an administrative prerogative, such as nomination to
a political or religious post, or granting a privilege,
either moral or material, upon the beneficiary. In the
case of conferred privileges, the beneficiary could share
them with his relatives or even pass them on to his
descendants if the sovereign was generous enough to
include such a favour in the document.
The early dynasties
The term first appeared under the Almohad dynasty
(524-668/1130-1269), replacing another term, sakk,
used earlier by the Almoravids (454-541/1062-1147)
and the Andalusian tcfifa kingdoms to refer to the
same type of royal or princely decree. As such, the
use of the term ^ahir was especially associated with
the royal administrative tradition in the Maghrib and
Islamic Spain. The ^ahlr was, in the first place, a document the ruler delivered to a state official upon his
appointment. In the case of a governor, it would define the administrative prerogatives and the territorial limits within which he would exercise his powers.
Along with the royal decree, the governor would also
receive a seal and a garment. A copy of the document was usually addressed to the subjects of the
appointee in order to introduce the new official and
reiterate the duty of obeying those representing the
princely authority. The content of the gjahlr was made
known in a public reading, usually at the main mosque
following the Friday prayer. An ambassador on mission to a foreign court was also supposed to carry a
lahir introducing him to the authorities of that country. In this case, the document was no different from
an official letter of accreditation. In fact, in common
usage, z,ahir became synonymous with "royal letter",
but zahir in its strict sense refers to a document endowed with a legal binding power, which a letter does
not necessarily have.
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Another use of the document consisted in bestowing
privileges upon merchants, dignitaries, religious figures
or former state servants as a reward for their past
services or in recognition of their loyalty to the sovereign. These privileges could be symbolic, in the form
of "distinction and respect" (at-tawkir wa 'l-ihtiram),
or they could be material in the form of a regular
allowance, land grant (tanfidha), the right to farm taxes
within a defined territory, or a trade monopoly. £ahlrs
were also delivered to the shaykhs of the Sufi" lodges
and to members of Sharffian families to confirm their
distinguished status or to corroborate their claim to
a holy lineage, on the basis of which they would be
entitled to a number of privileges, such as exemption
from non-religious taxation, arbitrary impositions, corvee
obligations and military service. They also involved
respect (tawkir) and special treatment by the local
authorities, thereby demonstrating the state's consideration for those whose descent or social distinction
placed them above the common people.
The bestowal of such privileges by a Muslim sovereign by means of gahtr was not limited to his Muslim
subjects. Christian or Jewish subjects were also among
the beneficiaries. The Almohad ruler Abu Yackub
Yusuf II (1213-23) even wrote a zahir in favour of a
Christian monastery located beyond the northern
Andalusian border, giving the monks the right to drive
their cattle south to the more favourable grazing lands
of the Almohad domains. The most famous Almohad
ruler, Yackub al-Mansur (1184-99 [see ABU YUSUF
YA'KUB AL-MANSUR]), also wrote zahlrs in favour of his
Jewish subjects. The practice of extending gahir privileges to Jews became even more common during the
modern period with the growing role of Jewish merchants in domestic and international trade.
Under the Sa'dids and 'Alawis

Under the Sharffian rule of the Sacdf and cAlawf
dynasties (916/1510-present day), the issuing of zahirs
became more frequent as a result of the special privileges acquired by the shan/s and because of the proliferation of saintly lineages. The growing weakness of
the central government and its inability to extend its
effective rule to the whole country also meant that
sultans were more disposed to grant privileges for those
local religious and political figures who would return
the favour and support the state's policies at the regional level. Under these two Sharffian dynasties, the
most common form of $ahir became the gjahlr al-tawkir
wa 'l-ihtirdm delivered to Sharffian families, maraboutic
figures, shaykhs of the Sufi orders and faithful servants.
This form of zahir usually conferred upon the holder
and his relatives the two kinds of privileges mentioned
above, moral and material. Every gahir of this category was by definition a title of distinction conferred
by the highest political and religious authority of the
land. The mere fact of possessing such a document
was enough to guarantee its holder special treatment
by the local authorities and to free him from the
exactions and abuses usually suffered by the common
people. The royal decree could also involve material
benefits, such as exemption from non-religious taxes,
or even more, the authorisation to pay the legal religious taxes, normally due to the state treasury (bayt
al-mal), to the poor among the grantee's relatives. In
the case of zdwiyas, such a favour amounted to a
practical exemption from religious taxation, since it
was up to the shaykh of the zdwiya to decide how he
would spend the proceeds of the zakat and cushr [q.w.].
In the case of an influential zdwiya, the sultan could
also make concessions in the form of land grants, the
right to collect taxes from tribes or villages for the

benefit of the zawiya, and even the right to nominate
judges or other officials within the territory that fell
within the zdwiya's sphere of influence. The gahir of
respect could also turn the residence or the domain
of the beneficiary into a sanctuary (haram, hurm in
Moroccan usage) where people and property would
be immune from state prosecution or intervention.
By the end of the 19th century, the number of
subjects holding $ahirs of distinction freeing them from
state obligations had reached unbearable proportions.
This inflation of gahlrs, in addition to the harmful
effects of European consular protection, led to the deterioration of state finances. However, reforms by
which lahlr privileges would be abolished, or at least
limited, were doomed to failure since traditional groups
benefitting from state-bestowed privileges vigorously
opposed any attempt at reform which would harm
their interests. Under the French protectorate regime,
which ruled the country after 1912, and after Moroccan independence in 1956, the gahir as a title of
exemption from state obligations was de facto abolished, even if Moroccan sultans (after 1956, kings)
continued to deliver gahtrs to reconfirm the Sharffian
status of those who held similar documents issued by
their predecessors. The significance of such documents
became purely honorific. Nowadays, usage of the term
Zjahlr is strictly limited to legislation bearing the royal
seal or to appointments to a high state position.
Bibliography: cAbd al-Rahman Ibn Zaydan, alc

lzz wa }l-sawla ft ma'dlim nu^um al-dawla, 2 vols.

Rabat 1961-2; Ahmed Azzaoui, Nouvelles lettres almohades, Publs. Fac. des Lettres et des Sciences
Humaines, Kenitra 1995, i.
(MOHAMED EL MANSOUR)
ZAHIR (A., pi. gawahir), lit. the outward meaning of a word, language or event, a term
of usul al-fikh [q.v.]. It is the meaning first comprehended by the mind upon hearing a particular
term or expression that potentially has two or more
meanings. Deriving from a root suggesting a notion
of strength, gahir is applied to that meaning which in
effect takes over the term, thus imparting it before it
does the other meanings carried therein. That particular meaning is made prominent by virtue of conventional (curfi) or technical (sindci] usage. Cast in
opposition to nass, which designates a univocal term,
g/iihir is epistemologically probabilistic (muhtamal}. Yet
gahir is also contrasted with khqfi, this being a term
carrying an unclear meaning that is established or
deduced only after a hermeneutical effort has been
made. This interpretive activity is said to result in the
batin meaning of the term. Accordingly, the term gahir
stands somewhere in the middle of a spectrum whose
two extreme ends are the nass and the khafi.
The term is also applicable to events, states or situations in so far as they are analysable in terms of
discourse. If a Muslim is caught carrying wine, claiming that it is either not his or that he intends to ferment it into vinegar, then he would not be held liable
if it can be shown that he is pious and of good character. In such an instance, it is said that the idhir of
his overall situation and character is an argument in
his own vindication. It is in this sense that the jurists
held the view that legal construction must, as a rule,
be based on the gjihir (al-bina3 cald al-gdhir wddj.ib).
In the Hanafi school of law, the ^dhir al-riwdya or
alternatively gahir al-madhhab is the most authoritative doctrine, that which is transmitted from Abu
Hanffa, Abu Yusuf and al-Shaybanf through a large
number of channels by trustworthy and highly qualified jurists.
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related by both Shi c i and Sunm traditionists (with
Bibliography: Badji, K. al-Hudud f i 'l-usul, ed.
some variations in the wording), the Kur'an is preNazTh Hammad, Beirut 1973, 43, 48; Ahmadnasented as "the greater weight" (al-thakal al-akbar) and
garT, Didmic al-culum, 4 vols., Haydarabad 1911c
c
the Imams as the "lesser weight" (al-thakal al-asghar).
12, ii, 286; Ibn Abidm, Mashr al- urf, in Madjmu'at
The Prophet, according to this tradition, is said to
rasd'il Ibn 'Abidm, 2 vols., n.p. 1970, ii, 128; Ps. alhave told the Muslims, "I am leaving among you two
Djuwaym, al-Kdfiya f i 'l-djadal, Cairo 1979, 49; althings of great weight (al-thakalayri), the Book of God
Sharlf al-Djurdjani, al-Tacnfdt, Cairo 1938, 124.
and my kindred (citrati), the people of my House (ahl
(WAEL HALLAQJ
bayti, i.e. the Imams), and these two shall never be
AL-ZAHIR WA 'L-BATIN (A.), two terms of
separated until they return to me at the Pool (hawd)
Arabic theological and philosophical discourse, the first, lahir, meaning "outward, external, just like these two." Then the Prophet put together
the index fingers of his two hands, coupling them and
exoteric sense", hence "apparent, manifest sense", and
equalising them in all respects. He added "And not
the second, bdtin, its antonym, meaning "hidden, inner,
like this," and extended the middle and index fingers
esoteric sense". This pair of words occurs together
four times in the Kur'an: in VI, 120, to describe the | of his right hand, "because one reaches out beyond
the other. Indeed, the likeness of these [two things of
outwardness and the inwardness of a sin; in XXXI,
great weight], is Noah's ark. He who boarded it was
20, as adjectives to describe God's blessings, both
saved, and he who left it was drowned" (al-Kadl almanifest and hidden; in LVII, 3, as names of God
Nu'man, Da'd^m al-isldm, ed. Fyzee, Cairo 1963, i,
to mean that He is the Outward and the Inward
28, Eng. tr. Fyzee, revised and annotated by I. Poona[reality], and in LVII, 13, as opposites portraying
wala, forthcoming; al-Kdfi, i, 294; Madjma' al-baydn fi
both the inside as well as the outside of a thing
tafsir al-Kur'dn, i, 9; Wall al-Dln Muhammad al-TabnzT,
(Mn'djam alfai al-Kur'dn al-karim, Cairo 1409/1988, i,
Mishkdt al-masdbih, ed. Muhammad al-Albanl, Damas141, ii, 732/733; Lane, i, 219-22, ii, 1926-30).
cus 1961, iii, 255, 258, Eng.'tr. J. Robson, Lahore 1975,
The Shica, both the Imamls and the Isma'llls, mainii, 1350, 1353; Wensinck, Concordance, s.v. th-k-l; transtain that the Kur'an has both an outer (zahr) as well
mitted by Ibn Hanbal, Muslim, al-Tirmidhl and alas an inner dimension (batri). To support their conDariml).
tention they report a tradition wherein the Prophet
Thus it is apparent from the foregoing discussion
is stated to have said, "Not a verse of the Kur'an
that the zdhir (or £ahr] and bdtin (or batri) of the Kur'an
has come down [to me] but it has a ^ahr (a literal
have been identified by the Shica with the principles
expression or an apparent meaning) and a batn (an
interpretation or an inner meaning)" (al-Kadf al- ' of tanzll and ta'wil. The former refers to the revealed
text of the Kur'an and the latter to its inner, esoNu'man, Asas al-ta'wil, ed. A. Tamir, Beirut 1960, 30;
teric meaning. Al-Kullnl's kitdb al-hudj^a., in his alAbu DjaTar al-TusI, al-Tibydn fi tafsir al-Kur'dn, ed.
Usul min al-kdfi, and al-Kadl al-Nucman's kitdb al-waldya,
Ahmad al-'Amili, Beirut, n.d., i, 9; see also Muhyl
in his Da'd'im al-isldm, are eloquent testimonies and
al-Dm Ibn al-cArabI [attrib.], al-Tqfsir, ed. M. aldetailed accounts of their respective views on the subGhamrawl, Cairo n.d., i, 2; al-Suyuti, al-Itkdn fi culum
al-Kur'dn, ed. Abu '1-Fadl, Beirut 1988, iv, 196-8; LCA ject. It should be noted, however, that in compariC
c
son with the Ismac Ills' use of it, the principle of the
and T A, s.v. £-h-r). The aforementioned ShT T tradition
further states that the inner dimension has yet an- | larm and bdtin is used by the Imamls somewhat moderately. The Isma'llls, in contrast, assert that every
other dimension; in fact, it states, there are up to
exoteric meaning has an esoteric counterpart; thereseven or seventy inner dimensions (al-Sayyid Muhamfore, all aspects of religion are divided into zdhir and
mad Husayn al-Tabataba'l, al-Mlzdnfi tafsir al-Kur'dn,
bdtin. The former consists of exterior aspects, such as
Kumrn n.d., i, 7). Referring to the inner meaning or
the interpretation (bdtiri) of the Kur'an, the Imam
knowing the apparent meaning of the Kur'an and
performing the obligatory acts as laid down in the
DjaTar al-Sadik is reported to have said, "We can speak
about a word in seven ways." One of the followers in
Shaffa [</.#.]. The latter, on the other hand, is comprised of knowing the hidden, inner, true meaning of
the audience, expressing his surprise, asked, "Seven,
O son of the Messenger of God?" The Imam replied,
the Kur'an and the Sharfa. The gdhir, which repre"Yes, [not only seven], but seventy" (Asas al-ta'wil, 27).
sents the body, can be perceived by the senses, while
'All b. Abi Talib is reported to have said, "The
the bdtin, which represents the spirit, is derived by
apparent meaning (zdhir) of the Kur'an is elegant, and
special knowledge called ta'wil. The apparent meanits inner meaning (bdtiri) is profound; the marvels [of
ing of the Kur'an, the IsmaTlis state, perishes in the
the Kur'an] cannot be fathomed and its wonders canopacity and servitude of legalist religion. It is necesnot be exhausted" (al-Fadl b. al-Hasan al-Tabrisf,
sary to bring out the transparency of its depth, the
c
Maaj_ma al-baydnfi tafsir al-Kur^dn, ed. Hashim al-RasulT
esoteric meaning. Attaining comprehension of bdtin/
and F. al-Tabataba'T, [Tehran] 1379/1959-60, ii, 9;
ta'wil is like a spiritual birth that enables the person to
see also al-Mizdn, op. cit., i, 12). In his al-Usul min alenter a new world, to accede to a higher plane of
kdfi, ed. CA1T Akbar al-Ghaffarl, Tehran 1388/1968, i,
being. They further contend that the zjahir was the mira228, Abu DjaTar Muhammad b. Yackub al-KulInl
cle of the Prophet while the bdtin is the miracle of
states, "No-one except the awsiyd* [i.e. the Imams]
the Imams (Asas al-ttfwl, 31; Abu Yackub al-Sidjistanl,
can claim that they possess the whole of the Kur'an,
K. al-Iftikhdr, ed. Poonawala, forthcoming, ch. xii). Alboth its lahir and its bating
Kadi al-Nu'man's Ta'wil al-dcLC^im, ed. M. Aczaml,
The Prophet Muhammad was the recipient of God's
Cairo n.d. and al-Sidjistanl's K. al-Iftikhdr are good
revelation, its transmitter and its interpreter. The Shica,
examples of Isma'TlI bdtin/ta'wil doctrine. The convicboth the Imamls and the Isma'TlTs, maintain that God
tion that to everything apparent, literal, exoteric there
revealed both the Kur'an (often called tanzil, because
corresponds something hidden, spiritual, esoteric, is the
it was sent down or revealed) and its exegesis (ta'wil
fundamental principle at the very foundation of Ismaclll
[</.y.]) to the Prophet. The Prophet, in turn, transmitted
doctrine. Bdtin is the central postulate of esoterism and
the revelation but reserved the transmission of its to3 ml
of esoteric to3ml (hermeneutics). Because of their insistfor the Imams. The latter therefore have a unique relaence on this principle, the Isma'llls are very often
tionship to the Kur'an. In a well-known tradition,
called al-Bdtiniyya by their opponents, and they are
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classified as extremist Shi'a by the Muslim heresiographers (see cAbd al-Kahir al-Baghdadf, al-Fark bayn
al-firak, ed. M. Muhyf al-Din, Cairo n.d., 281 ff.;
al-Shahrastanf, al-Milal wa 'l-nihal, ed. cAbd al-cAz!z
al-Wakfl, Cairo 1968, i, 192; al-Ghazalr, Fada'ih
al-bdtiniyya, ed. cAbd al-Rahman Badawl, Cairo 1964;
I. Goldziher, Streitschrift des Gazdli gegen die BdtinijjaSekte, Leiden 1916; Abu Muhammad al-Yamanf, cAkd*id
al-thaldth wa-sabcma firka, ed. Muhammad al-Ghamidf,
Medina 1414/1993, ii, 477). The Zaydis are opposed
to Bdtini ta'wil as practiced by Isma'flls and Imamis.
Druzes [see DURUZ], on the other hand, affirm that
the Bible, the Kur'an and their own scriptures have
esoteric as well as exoteric meanings. They further
maintain that in addition to these two levels of meaning there is yet another level, called "the esoteric of
the esoteric" (Samy Swayd, The Druzes. An annotated bibliography, Kirkland, Wash. 1998, 36).
The Sufis also maintain this principle of gdhir and
bdtin with regard to the Kur'an. The to/sir of Sahl alTustarf (d. 283/896 [q.v.]), one of the oldest extant works
representing mystical interpretation of the Kur'an, is
a good case in point. At the basic level of interpretation al-Tustarfs division is twofold: zjahir (exoteric)
and bdtin (esoteric). The former aspect comprises mostly
traditions (ahddith) explaining religious law, occasions
of revelations, and other obvious matters, while the
latter aspect comprises mystical explanations. Referring
to the Kur'an, at the beginning of the tafsir, al-Tustarf
states, "Its apparent meaning (zdhir) is beautiful and
its inner meaning (bdtin) is profound, and no mind is
capable of comprehending it" (Tafsir al-Kur'dn al-ca£im,
Cairo 1326/1908, 2; G. Bowering, The mystical vision
of existence in classical Islam. The Qur'dnic hermeneutics of the
Sufi Sahl al-Tustan, New York 1980, 139). Further explaining the meaning of the Kur'anic verses, he states,
"Each verse has four levels of signification: a zdhir, a
bdtin, a hadd and a matlac (or muttalac). The gahir is
the recitation of that verse, the bdtin is its [proper]
understanding, the hadd defines what is lawful and
what is unlawful, and the math' (the point of transcendency) or the muttalac (anagogical meaning) is the
spectacle of the heart and its meaning intended by
God" (see also al-Sularm, Hakd'ik al-tafsir, in Bowering,
The mystical vision, 140; this fourfold division is attributed by al-Sulamf to CA1I b. Abf Talib in Itkdn).
Abu cAbd al-Rahman al-Sulami's (d. 412/1021)
Hakd'ik al-tafsir, which holds a unique place in the
history of Sufi tafsir, also uses the distinction of gdhir
and bdtin (Bowering, The Qur3dn commentary of Sulami,
in Islamic studies presented to Charles Adams, ed. W. Hallaq
and D.P. Little, Leiden 1991, 41-56; al-Sulami, fjydddt
hakd'ik al-tafsir, ed. Bowering, Beirut 1995, 1, 24, 38,
42, 43, 101, 106.) This trend of Sufi esoteric interpretation of the Kur'an was continued by Ruzbihan
al-Baklf (d. 606/1209), Ibn al-cArabr (d. 638/1240),
and others.
Bibliography (in addition to the references listed
in the article): cUmar b. al-Farid, Dtwdn, Cairo
n.d., esp. al-Td'iyya al-kubrd; Goldziher, Die Richtungen der islamischen Koranauslegung, 2Leiden 1974
(although now dated in important respects, still a
comprehensive work), Arabic tr. M. cAbd al-Halfm
al-Nadjdjar, Madhdhib al-tafsir al-isldmi, Cairo 1965;
L. Massignon, Essai sur les origines du lexique technique
de la mystique musulmane, 2Paris 1968; P. Nwyia, Le
Tafsir mystique attribue d Jajar al-Sddiq, in MUSJ, xliii
(1968), 181-230; idem, Exegese coranique et langage mystique, Beirut 1970; idem, Trois oeuvres inedites des mystiques musulmans, Beirut 1973; Kamil M. al-Shaybr,
al-Sila bayn al-tasawwuf wa }l-tashayyuc, 2Cairo 1969,

407-25; H. Corbin, Uimagination creatrice dans le Soufisme
d'Ibn cArabi, Paris 1958, Eng. tr. R. Manheim, Creative
imagination in the Sufism of Ibn cArabi, Princeton 1969;
Sezgin, GAS, i, 19-49; Hanna Kassis, A concordance
of the Qur'an, Berkeley 1983, 345-6, 1338; Mahmoud
Ayoub, The Speaking Qur'dn and the Silent Qur'dn. A
study of the principles and development of Imdmi Shfi
tafsir, in Approaches to the history of the interpretation of
the Qur'dn, ed. A. Rippin, Oxford 1988, 177-98;
Ismail Poonawala, Ismdcili Ta'wfl of the Qur'dn, in
ibid., 199-222; Nasr Hamid Abu Zayd, Falsafat alta'wil. Dirdsa fi ta'wil al-Kufdn cinda Muhyl al-Din b.
c
Arabl, Cairo 1983; Muhammad Husayn al-Dhahabl,
al-Tafsir wa }l-mufassirun, Cairo 1995, esp. vols. ii and
iii (his views on the Shfca and the Sufis reflect the
standpoint of a modern orthodox Sunni); Muhammad Kamil Husayn, Td'ifat al-Duruz, ta'rikhuhd wa'akd'iduhd, Cairo 1962; Nejla Abu-Izzeddin, The
Druzes. A new study of their history, faith and society,
Leide_n 1993.
(I. POONAWALA)

AL-ZAHIR [see BARKUK; BAYBARS i].
AL-ZAHIR Bi-AMR ALLAH, ABU NASR MUHAMMAD b. al-Nasir, 35th c Abbasid caliph, r. 622-3/
1225-6. In 585/1189 he was designated by al-Nasir
[q.v.], as his father's elder son, to succeed him, but
in 601/1205, probably under the influence of the
Shlcr vizier Ibn Mahdf, the caliph changed his mind
and made his heir his younger son cAli, more
favourable towards Shfcism than the elder one, who
was very attached to Sunn! orthodoxy. To explain
and justify this decision, a letter was produced, signed
by two witnesses, in which the prince Abu Nasr
Muhammad asked his father to relieve him of the
function of wall al-cahd, which he felt incapable of
assuming. However, cAli died in 612/1215-16, and
since the caliph had no other heir, Abu Nasr was
restored to his former status but kept under close surveillance until 615/1218-19 or 618/1221-2.
On his father's death, he was hailed as caliph at
the end of Ramadan 622/beginning of October 1225
when he was more than 50 years old, and chose the
regnal lakab of al-Zahir. His reign was only 9 months
and 14 days, since he himself died on 14 Radjab 623/
11 July 1226; but he is unanimously praised by the
historians as a just, generous and pious ruler who gave
extensive alms, freed unjustly-confined prisoners and
restored to their owners lands confiscated by his father.
In the political and religious fields, he had hardly
any time to accomplish any major work. The influence
of the Hanballs increased in Baghdad, whilst as his
external policy, the caliph tried to end the fratricidal
strife of the Ayyubid princes in Syria and Egypt, hoping to make them his own vassals. To this end he despatched MuhyF al-Din Yusuf Ibn al-Djawzi", son of
the famous Hanball theologian [see IBN AL-DJAWZI]
with robes of honour and investiture diplomas. In the
economic and fiscal spheres, he undertook a series
of important measures, at the risk of diminishing the
state revenues, by forbidding uncanonical taxes (mukus),
abolishing the increases in land tax made by his father
and attacking the frauds that were rife within the public treasury. He further combatted the excessive price
rises of staple foods, especially at the time of the great
famine which affected all of Upper Mesopotamia
during the year of his reign. Within Baghdad, he had
constructed a second bridge of boats across the Tigris
and abolished the espionage and intelligence service
set up in every quarter of the city by his father, to
the great relief of the population.
Bibliography. 1. Sources. Ibn al-Athfr, ed.
Beirut, xii, 441-4, 456-7; Sibt Ibn al-Djawzi, Mir3at
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al-zaman, ed. Haydarabad, viii, 522-3, 592, 636;
Abu Shama, Dhayl, Cairo 1947, 50-1, 145, 149; Bar
Hebraeus, Chronography, tr. Budge, London 1932, i,
389; al-Makln Ibn al-'Amld, in BEO, xv (1958),
135-6; Ibn Wasil, Mufarriaj al-kurub, iv, ed. Hasanayn
Rabic and Sa'cld cAshur, Cairo 1972, 191-6; Ibn
al-Tiktaka, Fakhn, ed. Derenbourg. 443-4, Eng. tr.
Whitting, 316-17; Suyuti, T. al-Khulafa\ Aleppo
1991, 412-14.
2. Studies. H.L. Gottschalk, al-Malik al-Kdmil
von Egypten und seine £eit, Wiesbaden 1958, 130-2;
Angelika Hartmann, An-Ndsir li-din Allah (11801225). Politik, Religion, Kultur in der spdten 'Abbdsidenzeit,
Berlin and New York 1975, index.
(ANNE-MARIE EDDE)
AL-ZAHIR Li-IcZAZ DIN ALLAH, Abu '1-Hasan
(or Abu Hashim) CA1T b. al-Hakim bi-amr Allah,
seventh Fatimid caliph and the fourth to reign
at Cairo in Egypt.
After the death of al-Hakim on 27 Shawwal 4117
14 February 1021, Sitt al-Mulk [q.v], the latter's halfsister, refused to recognise the rights of the heir presumptive, Abu '1-Kasim cAbd al-Rahlm (or cAbd
al-Rahman) b. Ilyas, al-Hakim's cousin, designated
wall al-cahd by the latter in 404/1014-5 and at the
time governor of Damascus (A.F. Sayyid, al-Dawla
al-fdtimiyya, tafsir ajadid, Cairo 1413/1992, 108-9,
117-18). Recalled to Cairo, he allegedly committed
suicide some months later. Sitt al-Mulk, the favourite
daughter of the caliph al-cAzIz, who had been constantly humiliated by the Palace since her father's
death, secured the succession for her nephew, born in
Ramadan 395/1005, who received the public bay'a at
sixteen years of age on 10 Dhu '1-Hidjdja 411/28
March 1021. The princess, who retained her Christian
faith, was a true stateswoman, negotiating a treaty
with Byzantium. She exercised the reality of power
in the state until her death, which took place in Dhu
'l-Kacda 413/February 1023. After the death of the
princess, al-Zahir was notorious until the end of his
life for his political incompetence. Unlike his father,
tormented to the point of insanity by his political,
moral and religious responsibilities, al-Zahir seems to
have been a hedonist, enjoying the wine and the black
slaves supplied to him by a Jewish merchant, the
future wazlr Abu Sacd Ibrahim b. Sahl al-Tustan (Ibn
Muyassar, Akhbdr Misr, ed. Sayyid, Cairo 1981, 2-5).
Al-Zahir never showed any interest in the wielding
of real power, and was the first Fatimid caliph to
shift the responsibility for any important decision on
to his entourage, inaugurating a tradition of personal
impotence on the part of the Imam which was to
persist until the end of the dynasty. His contemporary, al-Musabbihf [q.v] wrote a chronicle of which
a few months have been preserved, from 414-5/10245 (La chronique d'Egypte, ed. Sayyid and Th. Bianquis,
Cairo 1978), recounting in detail on the one hand,
the public life of the caliph, the reception of the military, administrative and religious hierarchy in the
great hall, and solemn processions around Cairo and
its neighbourhood (P. Sanders, Rituals, politics and the city
in Fatimid Cairo, New York 1994, index at 231), and
on the other, the secret and ruthless struggles erupting
between the various nexuses of power at the heart of
the palace, dominated by a faction of three civilians
and a military eunuch who joined forces to deprive the
caliph of all executive power (Bianquis, Damas et la Syrie
sous la domination fatimide, ii, Damascus 1989, 391-8; idem,
Le fonctionnement financier des diwans centraux fdtimides au
debut du Ve/XIe siecle, in AI, xxvi [1992], 46-61).
The powerlessness of the state was evident when
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in 415/1024-5 Egypt experienced a serious famine,
followed by an epidemic and rural and urban disorder, and the Fatimid presence in Syria was threatened by attacks on the part of three major tribes:
Tayyis Djarrahids from Transjordan against Ramla,
Kalb 'Adawls from Palmyra or Tadmur against
Damascus and Kilab Mirdasids [q.vv] from northern
Syria against Aleppo (see Bianquis, Une crise frumentaire dans I'Egypte fdtimide, in JESHO, xxiii [1978],
67-101; idem, Damas et la Syrie, ii, 399-511; Sayyid,
al-Dawla al-fdtimiyya, 119-23 and index). However, the
public teaching of the Isma'ill doctrine with the aid
of works written by the kddis al-Nucman and Ibn
Killis continued in Egypt (see H. Halm, The Fatimids
and their traditions of learning, London 1997). Propagandists sent secretly to the East enjoyed some success
in southern Irak but failed in the Ghaznawid state,
resolutely Sunn! and loyal to the cAbbasids.
However, thanks to the efforts of two exceptional
individuals, the most serious problems were resolved.
In Cairo, in Rablc I 418/ April-May 1027, the 'Iraki
kdtib Abu '1-Kasim CA1T b. Ahmad al-Djardjara'I, former steward of Sitt al-Mulk and a force in the palace
since 415/1025, was appointed wa&r, an office that
had been suppressed by al-Hakim and replaced by
the wisdta and the sifara. In southern and central Syria,
Fatimid domination was restored by the able Turkish
general Anushtakln al-Dizban [q.v.] who, despite the
hostility of the diwdns of Cairo, won a decisive victory
over the Bedouin coalition at al-Ukhuwana, to the east
of Lake Tiberias (Rablc II or Djumada I 420/May 1029).
In 413/1023, a treaty between Byzantines and
Fatimids, putting an end to the unfavourable relations
existing between al-Hakim and the Emperor Basil II,
was to have been concluded, but the death of Sitt
al-Mulk led to its cancellation. In 418/1027, a provisional agreement guaranteed that, in the mosque at
Constantinople, the invocation would be made in the
name of the Fatimid Imam, and that the Basileus
had the right to rebuild the Church of the Holy
Sepulchre in Jerusalem, burned on the orders of alHakim, as well as all the churches in Egypt which
had been destroyed and not transformed into mosques.
In 423/1032, in an exceptional episode in the history of relations between Constantinople and the
Muslim powers, a combined Fatimid-Byzantine expedition attacked the Druzes in the Djabal Summak,
driving them into caves and slaughtering them (see
Histoire de Tahya ibn Said d'Antioche, ed. I. Kratchkovsky,
Fr. tr. Francoise Micheau and G. Troupeau, in PO,
vol. xlvii, fasc. 4, no. 212, Tournai 1997, 152-3). It
was not until 425/1034, after protracted negotiations
brought together representatives of all the principalities of the Middle East, of which Yahya al-Antaki
gives a detailed account, that the definitive version of
the treaty came into existence. It included a clause
stipulating that in the event of famine, corn would
be transferred from the better-off state to the needy
one.
Al-Zahir died on the eve of his thirty-second birthday, in mid-Shacban 427/1036, and was succeeded
by his son, Abu Tamlm Ma'add al-Mustansir [q.v].
Bibliography: In addition to Musabbihl, op. cit.,
Ibn Zafir, Akhbdr al-duwal al-munkatica, ed. A. Ferre,
Cairo 1972, 66 ff. is the most informative regarding this caliphate, giving the list of administrators
and kddis; see the numerous other traditional sources
of Fatimid history, in particular Ibn al-Dawadarl,
Kanz al-durar, vi, ed. S. al-Munadjdjid, Cairo
1380/1961, 313-41; Makrlzl, Mai al-hunafd\ ed.
M.H.M. Ahmad, ii, Cairo 1971, 124-83; see also
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the detailed or annotated bibliographies in Th.
an attack on Hamat. In Dhu 'l-Kacda 597/August
Bianquis, Damas et la Syne, ii, 705-40; L.S. al-Imad,
1201, al-Zahir and al-Afdal besieged Damascus again
The Fatimid vibrate, 969-1172, Berlin 1990, 197for over a month, but without success. Finally, in
224; Y. Lev, State and society in Fatimid Egypt, Leiden
Djumada II 598/March 1202 al-Zahir agreed to
1991, 199-210; M. Gil, A history of Palestine, 634acknowledge al-cAdil's suzerainty. He remained out1099, Cambridge 1992, 862-911; A.F. Sayyid, alwardly loyal but lived with the persistent threat that
Dawla al-fdtimiyya, 433-55; J.C1. Garcin (ed.), Etats,
his uncle might seize his principality. When in
societes et cultures du monde musulman medieval, Xe-XVe
606/1209 al-cAdil tried to conquer the Zangid prinsiecle, i, Paris 1995, pp. xlii-1; C. Petry (ed.), The
cipalities, al-Zahir tried to maintain the balance of
Cambridge history of Egypt, i, Cambridge 1998, 560power in northern Mesopotamia and supported diplo71; for an overview of the general topography of
matically the besieged lord of Sindjar [see ZANGIDS].
Cairo and the disposition of the caliphal palaces,
The marriage with al-cAdil's daughter Dayfa Khatun
consult A.F. Sayyid, La capitale de I'Egypte jusqu'a
in 609/1212 and the designation of her son al-cAzfz
I'epoque fdtimide: al-Qahira et Fustdt, essai de reconstituMuhammad, born in 610/1213, as heir, lowered the
tion topographique, Beirut 1998, 209-326.
tension here.
(TH. BIANQUIS)
After al-Zahir came to terms with his uncle, he
AL-MALIK AL-ZAHIR GHAZI, GHIYATH AL-DiN,
turned his attention mainly to the development of the
Ayyubid [q.v.] ruler of Aleppo, third son of Salah I principality of Aleppo. He launched major building
al-Dm, b. mid-Ramadan 568/end of April 1173,
projects on fortifications, on religious institutions and
d. 20 Djumada II 613/4 October 1216.
on the water supplies (kanawat). He promoted comc
In Rabi II 579/July-August 1183, after the conmerce and trade, notably with the Venetians, who in
quest of Aleppo, Salah al-Dm made al-Zahir nomi604/1207-8 were given privileged access to the mint
nal regent of the city under the tutelage of an amir.
of Aleppo for imported European silver (Pozza, Bates).
c
Soon afterwards, in Sha ban-Ramadan 579/NovemberFrom Egypt, important scholars and able officials fled
December 1183, he restructured his realm and gave
to his court, namely, Ibn al-Kiftf and Ibn MammatF
Aleppo to his brother al-cAdil [q.v.]. Al-Zahir returned
[q.vv]. The historian Ibn al-'Admi [q.v] dedicated a
to the court of his father. The next restructuring octreatise to al-Zahir on the occasion of the birth of alc
curred three years later after submission of the Djazira
Az!z Muhammad (Brockelmann, I2, 405).
[see ZANGIDS], when Salah al-Dm bestowed Aleppo
At the end of al-Zahir's reign, the ambitious
on al-Zahir, in Djumada II 582/August-September
Armenian king Leon II threatened his realm in the
1186. During his father's campaigns against the
north. Al-Zahir found a natural ally in Bohemund
Crusaders in 58471188, al-Zahir distinguished himself
IV, Count of Tripoli and lord of Antioch. The conas a vigorous and able warrior.
quest of the latter city by Leon II in 612/1216 finally
At the death of Salah al-Dm in 589/1193, al-Zahir
brought al-Zahir in closer contact with the Rum
held sway over the principality of Aleppo, from the
Saldjuks.
Euphrates in the east, the borders of Armenian Cilicia
Al-Zahir died in 613/1216 after a severe illness.
in the north, the Crusader principality of Antioch in
His three-year-old son al-'Azfz Muhammad succeeded
him under the tutelage of the mamluk Shihab al-Dm
the west and the Ayyubid principality of Hamat [q.v.]
Toghril, whilst Dayfa Khatun became in 634/1236
in the south. In 589/1193 he reinforced ai-cAdil, who
an influential regent of Aleppo for her grandson alhad to suppress the rebellion of the dependent prinNasir Yusuf II [q.v.].
cipalities in the Djazlra. In the ensuing struggles for
Bibliography: 1. Sources. Abu Shama, DhayL
supremacy within the Ayyubid house, al-Zahir first
ed. CI. al-'Attar, Cairo 1947; Ibn al-cAdmi, ^ubda,
sided with the coalition of the designated heir al-Afdal
ed. S. al-Dahhan, iii, Damascus 1954; Ibn al-Athir,
[q.v] and al-cAdil against his ambitious brother alc
xi, xii; Ibn Nazif, al-Ta'fikh al-Mansun, ed. A. Dudu,
AzIz cUthman of Egypt. In Radjab 591/June 1195,
Damascus 1981; Ibn Shaddad, al-Acldk al-khatira, ed.
when al-Afdal's incapacity became apparent, al-Zahir |
D. Sourdel, La description d'Alep, Damascus 1953; Ibn
supported al-cAziz, but the coalition of al-Afdal and
Wasil, Mufarriaj. al-kurub, ed. Dj. al-Shayyal, i-iii,
al-cAdil proved stronger. A reconciliation mainly on
Cairo 1957-60; Ibn Khallikan, ed. cAbbas, iv, 6-10;
the basis of the status quo was reached. During the
Dhahabi, Ta'nkh al-Isldm, ed. TJ.'A. Tadmurf, Beirut
final stages of the power struggle, al-Zahir sided with
1988-, xli, 158-62; M. Pozza, / trattati con Aleppo,
al-Afdal again, now against a coalition of al-cAziz and
Venice 1990.
al-cAdil, who had become al-cAziz's main supporter.
c
2. Studies. F.-J. Dahlmanns, al-Malik al-(Adil,
As a result, al- Azfz was acknowledged as supreme
diss. Giessen 1975; R.S. Humphreys, From Saladin to
sultan in Egypt and al-cAdil got Damascus. Al-Zahir
the Mongols, Albany 1977; P. Balog, The coinage of the
was confirmed in his possessions in 592/1196.
Ayyubids, London 1980; M. Bates, Crusader coinage, in
More struggles followed the death of al-cAziz in
A history of the Crusaders, vi, ed. H.W. Hazard and
Muharram 595/November 1198, extending over the
N.P. Zacour, Madison and London 1989, 421-39;
next three years. Al-Zahir favoured al-Afdal again, now
A.-M. Edde, La principaute ayyoubide d'Alep (579/1183as regent for al-cAziz's son, al-Mansur Muhammad,
658/1260), Stuttgart 1999.
(S. HEIDEMANN)
in Egypt. Al-cAdil, at that time besieging Mardfn, was
AL-ZAHIR CAKMAK [see CAKMAK],
forced to withdraw in order to secure Damascus,
ZAHIR-I FARYABI, or ZAHIR AL-DlN ABU
besieged by al-Afdal. In Sha'ban 595/June 1199, al'L-FADL TAHIR b. Muhammad AL-FARYABI, Persian
Zahir set out to join al-Afdal. Finally, the coalition
poet of the 6 t h / 1 2 t h century, born at Faryab
broke up, and they lifted the siege of Damascus soon
(modern Dawlatabad) near Balkh about 550/1156,
afterwards. The first phase ended in 596/1200 when
d. 598/1201. As a court poet he served patrons in
al-'Adil took Cairo and deposed al-Mansur in order
various parts of Persia; the earliest known to us was
to become supreme sultan himself. However, al-Afdal
c
Adud al-Dm Tughanshah, a local ruler of Nfshapur.
now became recognised as supreme sultan by his main
In 582/1186-7 he went to Isfahan and three years
supporter al-Zahir and his northern Mesopotamian
later from there to Mazandaran, where he was attached
allies. Meanwhile, al-Zahir consolidated his position
to the ispahbdd Husam al-Dm Ardashfr b. Hasan of
in northern Syria by conquering various towns and
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the Bawandids [q.v.]. Still later he settled down at the I
court of the Eldiguzids or Ildenizids [q.v.], writing panegyrics to the Atabegs Muzaffar al-Dm Kizil Arslan
c
Uthman (581-7/1186-91) and Nusrat al-Dm Abu Bakr
b. Pahlawan (591-607/1195-1210). One of the kasldas
preserved in Zahir's Diwdn is adressed to the Saldjuk
Sultan Toghril III (d. 590/1194). Towards the end
of his life, he retired from the world and led a life
of devotion in Tabriz. In RabTc I 598/December 1201
he died in that city and was buried at Surkhab in
the cemetery of the poets (Mustawfi, Guzida, 737-8).
The Diwdn of Zahir was collected shortly after his
death by Shams-i Sudjasi (d. 602/1205-6), who is
probably also the author of a prose introduction
handed down in some manuscripts (Storey-de Blois,
v/2, 536). The best preserved part of his work are
the kasidas and the mukatta'at. These poems were com- |
posed in the same learned style which marks the panegyrics of Anwar! and Khakanl [q.vv.]. In the 7th/13th
century, the critical comparison between Anwar! and
Zahrr became a topic of literary discussion in which
the poets Madjd-i Hamgar and Imam! participated
(cf. the introduction to Diwdn-i Anwari, i, 108-10). Sacd!
[q.v.] objected to Zahrr's extravagant use of hyperbole (Bustdn, 40). His style as a court poet has been
characterised as polished and graceful, but somewhat
insipid (Browne, LHP, ii, 414). Of his ghazak, few
seem now to be extant; most of the ghazak attributed
to him in printed versions of the Diwdn were really
composed by another Zahrr, a Sh!c! poet of the 10th/
16th century. Some kasidas by his contemporary
Shams-i Tabas! have also been mistaken for works of
Zahir (see further de Blois, v/2, 558).
Bibliography: Anwar!, Diwdn., ed. M.T. Mudarris-i
Radaw!, i, Tehran 1347 ^./1968; cAwfi, Lubdb, ii,
298-307; Dawlatshah, 109-14; Sacd!, Bustdn, ed.
Gh.H. Yusufi, Tehran 1359 &/1980; Dh. Safe,
Ta>rikh-i adabiyydt dar Iran, ii, 3Tehran 1339 5&/1960,
750-64; J. Rypka, History of Iranian literature, Dordrecht 1968, 209; idem, in Cambridge hist. Iran, v,
Cambridge 1968, 577; A. Munzaw!, Fihrist-i nuskhahdyi khatti-yi fdrsl, iii, Tehran 1350 ^./1971, 2421-5;
further references in Storey-de Blois, Persian literature,
v/2, London 1994, 557-61, and EIr, s.v. Faryabi.
(CL. HuART-[J.T.P. DE BRUIJN])
ZAHIR AL-CUMAR AL-ZAYDANI, local ruler
in n o r t h e r n Palestine in the 18th century (ca.
1690-1775).
His father and grandfather had already been multazims of Tiberias, and as a young man, Zahir alc
Umar struck an alliance with the al-Sakr tribe of
eastern Galilee and made Tiberias his first power base.
The 1730s were filled with efforts to expand his realm
and consolidate his rule. In 1738 he conquered the
fortress of Djiddm, which controlled the region of
Tarshiha, Wabar and Abu Sinan, and Safad surrendered to him shortly after. Zahir's growing power
between Tiberias and Safad now straddled the trade
route and communications between Damascus and
Nablus and, by extension, those with Egypt. Repeated
attempts by the governors of Damascus to dislodge
him from Tiberias were defeated and ended in 1743
in a stalemate. Zahir now turned his full attention
westwards, aiming to control western Galilee, Acre
and the lucrative cotton trade. By 1746 the French
cotton merchants called him gouverneur of Acre. In
1751 he had walls built around the city and resided
in it permanently. In 1768 he was given by the
Ottoman government the title of "Shaykh of Acre,
Armr of Nazareth, Tiberias, Safad, and Shaykh of all
Galilee". By then he had forged a close alliance with
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his neighbours to the north, the Mutawahs [<7-y.]. At
the zenith of his power now, but not strong enough
against a determined Ottoman attack, Zahir turned
for support to cAl! Bey al-Kab!r of Egypt. Between
November 1770 and June 1771 Egyptian troops conquered all of Palestine and Damascus only to return
abruptly to Egypt when their commander, Abu
'1-Dhahab, refused to carry on an open war against the
sultan. Though deserted by his ally, Zahir was able
to consolidate and even expand his power, holding
now the whole coast from Sidon to Jaffa and sending troops into the Hawran.
The Ottoman government seemingly acquiesced in
his growing power, but once peace with Russia was
concluded in 1774, it turned against the rebel. Abu
'1-Dhahab was encouraged to move against him, but
he suddenly died. The reprieve for Zahir was, however, brief because the Ottoman government now sent
a naval force under the Kapuddn Pasha Hasan. In
August 1774 Acre was conquered and Zahir was killed
fleeing on 21 August 1775.
Zahir al-cUmar was unique among his contemporaries in recognising that political power was not only
based on troops but on a sound economy. He also
was unusual in that he realised that excessive exploitation of the peasantry was detrimental to the increase
of revenues in the long run. Greater productivity had
to be encouraged through investment and not extortion. With his keen interest in the local economy and
commerce, he is comparable to Muhammad cAl! [q.v]
of Egypt two generations later. It was Zahir's recognition of the potential and the profitability of the cotton trade from Galilee via Acre to France for increasing
his own revenues, which gave his political ambitions
content and direction. He further realised that the
profits could be all his if he exerted exclusive control over the cultivation and the trade of cotton, and
this motivated his conquest of Western Galilee, the
fortress of Acre and expansion along the coast. His
policy of state economic monopoly was new to the
region and was driven by the enormous profits to be
made from cotton exports to France. The prosperity
thus created brought a veritable boom to Acre, making it the most important city on the Syrian coast.
Zahir al-cUmar's rise to power was part of a general contemporary trend towards greater provincial
autonomy. A severely weakened Ottoman empire
was unable to prevent the ascendancy of the al-cAzm
family in Damascus, the defiance of the Mamluks
in Egypt and the consolidation of a completely new
power centre in Acre and northern Palestine. Zahir
was—at least for a time—more successful than his
contemporaries because he was able to finance his
political aspirations by innovative economic policies
and by linking up with European markets.
Bibliography: CA. al-Sabbagh, al-Rawd al-^dhir fi
ta'rikh al-^dhir, B.N. Paris, ms. arabe no. 4610;
M. al-Sabbagh, Ta'rikh al-shaykh £dhir al-cUmar al^ayddni, Harisa 1935; Uriel Heyd, £ahir al-cUmar,
shalit ha-Galil, Jerusalem 1942; A. Cohen, Palestine in
the 18th century, Jerusalem 1973; T. Philipp, Acre, the rise
and fall of a Palestinian city, 1730-1831. World markets
and local politicsL forthcoming.
(T. PHILIPP)
ZAHIR AL-DIN MAR'ASHI b. Nasir al-Dm,
Sayyid, Persian commander, diplomat and hist o r i a n of the Caspian region, b. ca. 815/1412,
d. after 894/1489. He was a scion of the important
family of Mar'ash! Sayyids who dominated Mazandaran from the later 8th/14th century until the province's incorporation into the Safawid empire by Shah
c
Abbas I in 1005/1596 [see MAR'ASHIS].
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Zahir al-Dm stemmed from the main branch of
the Mar'ashfs, that of Kama! al-Dfn b. Kiwam alDm (d. 801/1379). He owned estates at Bazargah in
Gflan, and was employed by Sultan Muhammad II
of the Kar Kiya line in Gflan and then by his son
and successor Mfrza <Alf (r. 881 or 883/1476-8 to
909 or 910/1503-5). He was sent to resolve militarily a succession dispute in adjacent Rustamdar and he
led other expeditions, including an unsuccessful siege
of Nur in 868/1463. It was for Mfrza 'All that Zahfr
al-Dm wrote his Tdrikh-i Tabaristdn u Ruydn u Mdzandardn, extending from the origins of the local dynasties up to 881/1476 (ed. B. Dorn, St. Petersburg 1850;
ed. 'Abbas Shayan, Tehran 1333/1954-5), and his
Tdrikh-i Gildn u Daylamistdn, carried up to 894/1489
(ed. H.L. Rabino, Rasht 1330/1912), both valuable
for the intricate history of the petty principalities of
the Caspian region. Another work of his that is
mentioned, but not apparently extant, is a Tdrikh-i
Gurgdn u Rayy, and he wrote verse, probably under
the pen-name of Zahfr, which are quoted by him in
his histories.
Bibliography: Dorn, Sehir-eddin's Geschichte von
Tabaristan, Rujan und Masanderan, St. Petersburg 1850,
13-22; Rabino, Mdzandardn and Astardbdd, GMS,
London 1928, p. xxiii (resume of the Tdrikh-i Gildn);
Storey, i, 361-2; Storey-Bregel, ii, 1073-4, 1076.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
AL-ZAHIRA, "the rearwards region", conventionally Dhahirah, the name given to the interior,
landwards part of c U m a n , that lying behind the
Djabal Akhdar range and merging into the desert
fringes of the Empty Quarter [see AL-RUB' AL-KHALI] .
The term al-Zahira contrasts with that of al-Batina,
the coastlands of 'Uman. The religious and political
history of this "inner cUman", and its social and cultural development, with local Ibadf elements mingled
with Sunnfs, have frequently diverged from that of
the Sultanate of Muscat and Oman established for
over two centuries in the coastal region [see BU SA'ID].
Bibliography. J.G. Lorimer, Gazeteer of the Persian
Gulf, 'Oman and Central Arabia, Calcutta 1908-15,
ii.A, 427-30; and see CUMAN.
(Eo.)
AL-ZAHIRI, KHALIL B. SHAHlN [see IBN
SHAHIN] .
AL-ZAHIRIYYA, a theologico-juridical school
in mediaeval Islam which may be situated, among
madhhabs as a whole, "at the furthest limit of orthodoxy" (R. Brunschvig, Polemiques medievales autour du rite
de Malik, in Etudes d'Islamologie, ii [1976], 83). It is,
furthermore, the only school that owes its existence
and its name to a principle of law, Zahirf in this
case. Thus it relies exclusively on the literal (zdhir)
sense of the Kur'an and of Tradition, rejecting ray,
but also kiyds [g.vv.], although the latter is retained
by al-Shafi'f (d. 204/820 [q.v.]) who is regularly cited
as the point of departure of Zahirf methodology
(J. Schacht, An introduction to Islamic law, Oxford 1964,
63-4, Fr. tr. Paris 1983, 59). In other words, and to
quote R. Arnaldez in Grammaire et theologie chez Ibn
Hazm de Cordoue, Paris 1956, 199, Zahirism "accepts
only the facts clearly revealed by sensible, rational
and linguistic intuitions, controlled and corroborated
by Kur'anic revelation".
Sources. As the best means of reconstructing Zahirf
thought, recourse should be had to the writings of its
founder, the traditionist Dawud b. Khalaf (d. 270/884
[g.v.]). But it has long been known that nothing of his
work has survived into the present day (I. Goldziher,
Die Zdhiriten, Leipzig 1884, Eng. tr., Leiden 1971,
26-30). We must therefore be content with the works

of authors who quote him, in particular al-Nawawi
(d. 676/1277 [q.v.]), al-Shacranf (d. 973/1565 [q.v.])
and, most of all, the earlier authority Ibn Hazm (d.
456/1063 [q.v] (Goldziher, op. cit., 30-157). Following
the lead of the Hungarian scholar, it has become customary to refer primarily to this Cordovan thinker
who "illuminated, almost single-handedly in the Malikf
milieu, the literalist or Zahirf school" (R. Brunschvig,
Pour ou contre la logique grecque chez les theologiens-juristes
de I'Islam: Ibn Hazm, al-Ghazdli, Ibn Taymiyya, in Etudes
d'Islamologie, i, 304-5).
For the constantly-burgeoning interest witnessed over
more than a century in Hazmian studies, especially
from the angle of Zahirism, see A.-M. Turki, Notes
sur devolution du zahinsme d'Ibn Hazm de Cordoue, du
Taqrib d IThkdm, m SI, lix (1984), 175-7. As to the
credibility of recourse to Ibn Hazm, in view of this
rehabilitation, see also, by the same author, Polemiques
entre Ibn Hazm et Bda^i sur les principes de la loi musulmane, Algiers 1976, Ar. tr. 2Beirut 1994; see especially
the index of this edition, 551; here are to be found
16 references to Dawud, 14 in which Ibn Hazm is
in agreement with his master, the two others showing rather a convergence with the son of Dawud,
known to be a Zahirf himself. This is useful for the
usul al-Jikh [q.v] which are the subject at issue here,
but it will be seen that this is also the case for the
applied fikh [q.v] where Ibn Hazm notes a scarce
point of disagreement with the master.
Theological aspects. Here our exclusive source is Ibn
Hazm in his Fast fi }l-milal wa 'l-ahwd* wa 'l-nihal, 2
vols., Cairo 1317-21/1899-1903 (Sp. tr. M.' Asin
Palacios, Abenhdzam de Cordoba y su historia critica de las
ideas religiosas, 5 vols. Madrid 1927-32). In Die £dhiriten,
Goldziher drew substantially from the Fasl, at that
time still in manuscript. He stressed negation of the
attributes (sifdt) except those mentioned in the Kur'an;
to underline Ibn Hazm's original contribution, he
recalled that the Zahiriyya were never called anything
other than a madhhab fikhi and that it therefore does
not figure among the madhdhib kaldmiyya (op. cit., 12356). Goldziher also dealt with this subject in his Le
livre de Moh. Ibn Toumert, Mahdi des Almohades, introd.
and Fr. tr., Algiers 1903, where he stated that the
history of Muslim theology shows that Zahirf fikh was
in accordance with the most diverse dogmatic tendencies, and he insisted once more on the exclusive
contribution of Ibn Hazm in creating a synthesis of
Zahirf fikh and of dogmatic Zahirism.
M. Abu Zahra will serve as a guide for a considerable portion of this article; in his work on Ibn Hazm,
haydtuh wa-'asruh, drd'uh wa-fikhuh, 2Cairo 1393/1954,
he analyses the various aspects of Hazmian thought,
while underlining its originality by means of a brief
but informative comparative study. He refers to the
Fasl, naturally, but also to the Ihkdm f, usul al-ahkdm,
8 vols. in 2, Cairo 1345-7/1927-9; as well as to the
Muhalld fi 'l-fikh al-^dhiri, 11 vols. in 8, Cairo 134752/1929-33. The principal and characteristic aspects
of the Hazmian, and thus Zahirf, credo are as follows. First of all, to exalt the oneness of God, while
acknowledging the exclusive privilege enjoyed by His
Prophets and Messengers in terms of the manifestation of miracles, the sign of sanctity and of keeping
God free from anthropomorphism (tanzih); and then
to declare that God is one by means of His essence,
while stressing the worth of His names, to the detriment of that of His attributes. In short, Ibn Hazm
seeks to strip his credo of any trace of anthropomorphism (tashbih). God, he further maintains, is unique
in His creative action (khalk wa-takwin). Also, the power
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of man over his actions is affirmed not only in his
continually active reality but also in his gradually surmountable limitations (op. cit., 207-36).
On the fate reserved for the perpetrator of great
sins (murtakib al-kabira), Zahirism oscillates between, on
the one hand, clemency and divine pardon, and on
the other, the Last Judgment (hisab) and punishment,
all those notions being explicitly supported by the
sacred texts (op. cit., 337-40). A.M. Turki, L'engagement
politique et la theorie du califat d'Ibn Hazm de Cordoue, in
Theologiens (1982), 70, n. 10, following the lead of Abu
Zahra, states that, while placing himself in a position
of perfect continuity with regard to juridical classicism, Ibn Hazm sets forth instances which only the
politico-social situation of his country could explain:
legitimising the designation of a successor by the caliph
already in place; and where no successor is named,
occupation of the throne by the first claimant provided he is considered worthy, if only by one other
person of equal worth. Notable here is the insignificant role played by the oath of allegiance (baycd) in
this theory; also worth recording is the particular concern to show the political superiority of Mu'awiya
over CA1T [q.vv.]. Reverting to Abu Zahra's work, this
author reviews the very detailed arguments presented
by Ibn Hazm, still in the Fast., regarding the pre-eminence (mufddala) of the Companions. Ibn Hazm affirms
categorically only the superiority of the wives of
Muhammad, and those of Abu Bakr and of cUmar.
The concept of anteriority in time is also taken into
account, in such a fashion that those who fought at
the battle of Badr [q.v] are superior to those who
fought at the battle of Uhud [q.v], and so on throughout history (op. cit., 253-9; cf. Turki, L'idee de justice
dans la pensee politique musulmane. ^interpretation d'Ibn
Hazm de Cordoue, in SI, Ixviii [1988], 5-28). Furthermore, and still in the context of this credo founded
on absolute certitude, see La refutation du scepticisme et
la theorie de la connaissance dans les Fisal, in Theologiens,
159-98. The point at issue is the refutation of the
principle of the absolute equality of proofs (takdfu3 aladilla) all of which is related to doubt; this leads the
Zahirl thinker to exalt his ardent faith, which is
founded on the primary evidence of the senses and
of reason (op. cit., 196).
Legal aspects
(a) Principles of law (usul al-Jikh). The Zahiriyya above
all adopted a methodology which sought to rid fikh,
as far as is possible, of any trace of subjectivity, confining it within the narrow limits of the evident meaning of the sacred text. Opposing the free use of opinion
(ra'y [q.v. in Suppl.]), and hence the imitation of those
who practised it (taklid [q.v.]), it called for an effort
of search (id^tihdd [q.v.]) which, far from being identified with Hanafi ra^y or with ShaficT reasoning by
analogy (kiyds [q.v.]), could only be involved with the
search for a text. This current of thought has always
been perceived as a continuation of ShafTism. In fact,
al-Shafi'T had recourse to kiyds in order to curb the
free use of rtfy and to rebut istihsdn [q.v.]. He rejected
the consensus (idj.mdc [q.v.]) of the ancient juridical
schools to replace it with that of the unanimous
Muslim community, for the good reason that it could
only be realised on the basis of a body of Tradition
which could not be overlooked by everybody. However,
Dawud, a disciple of al-ShaficT albeit an indirect one,
systematised the methodological critique still further;
thus he rejected kiyds on account of its recourse to
the deductive principle of the motivation (ta'lil [see
C
ILLA]) founding the analogy; in parallel, he only admitted the validity of the consensus of the Companions.
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See details in Goldziher, Die £ahiriten, 18-36, but also
Schacht, op. cit., 55-60. The latter has shown that the
Zahiriyya were themselves unable to do without deductions and conclusions on the basis of the fundamental
texts, but they attempted to present these conclusions
as implied by these very texts (op. cit., 59). In summary, everything happens as if through a process of
syllogism, reliable according to Ibn Hazm's terms,
because here the conclusion is included in the premises.
This is the famous dalil [q.v] which will be observed
at a later stage.
Here again, reference is to be made to the works
of usul al-Jikh of Ibn Hazm. Although they cannot all
be cited here (see Turki, Polemiques, 458), mention
should be made of the Ihkdm and of Mardtib al-idj.mdc
f i 'l-cibdddt wa }l-mucdmaldt wa 'l-ictikdddt, Cairo 1357;
another expressive title amongst these works is to be
noted, sc. that of the Mulakhkhas ibtdl al-kiyds wa }lra'y wa }l-istihsdn wa 'l-taklid wa }l-taclil, Damascus
1379/1960. But within the limited scope of this article, Abu Zahra and Polemiques will continue to be the
major points of reference.
Ibn Hazm does not object categorically to taklid as
practised by mankind in general (cdmmi), but he prescribes an attitude of prudence and of vigilance, even
a critical disposition if the individual is capable of
this (Abu Zahra, 278-81). It has already been seen
that the sacred text is defined as the Kur'an, Tradition
and the consensus of the Companions, or the dalil
drawn from one of these, and this has nothing in
common with the kiyds of the jurists. The presumption of continuity (istishdb [q.v.]) is accepted, but not
the pretexts (dhard'ic) invoked to legitimise a judgement (hukm [q.v.]). The abrogation (naskh [q.v]) of the
Kur'an is possible through the sunna [q.v], which, in
turn, may be abrogated by the Kur'an. Ibn Hazm
goes so far as to accept the abrogation of the Kur'an
through the khabar al-dhdd [see KHABAR AL-WAHID], a
tradition owing its transmission to a single authority.
Taklid is always rejected, even if is practised with
reference to a Companion (op. cit., 282-340, 364-81,
429-39).
For an illustration of these fundamental principles,
see Polemiques, where there is detailed study of the
original points of view of Ibn Hazm, with references
to the Ihkdm in particular. Virtually all of the aspects
of the usul al-Jikh are tackled, from a comparative
angle. The overall scheme is as follows: problems of
interpretation (81-93): formulation of the order; general sense; and particular sense of two contradictory
traditions; problems of transmission of traditions (99130); khabar al-dhdd/sunna and hadlth/khabar mursal; normative value of the practice ('canal [q.v]) of the people
of Medina; and licence for transmission of hadith sc.
iaj_dza [q.v]. There follow the problems raised by the
concept of consensus, as well as acceptance or rebuttal of reasoning by analogy (133-268, 271-393).
(b) Application of the law (furuc) [see FIKH; USUL]: here,
reference will be made in particular to Ibn Hazm's
Muhalld, the study of which has been facilitated since
the appearance of an index of topics, Mawsuca takrib
fikh Ibn Hazm ('Cairo 1412/1992). It is possible to
follow Goldziher, op. cit., 30-53, and R. Strothmann,
E/1 art. al-£dhiriya, in referring to the Mlzdn of alSha'rani, who has preserved "a large number of decisions of the historical Zahirlya" (Strothmann). A few
typical examples picked out from the Mlzdn by
Strothmann are as follows. A point at issue is the
prohibition imposed on vessels of gold and of silver
and intended only for drinking; eating from them is
permitted, since no prohibition is mentioned by the
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hadith. Cleaning the teeth with a tooth-pick in the
course of ablutions is a necessity; knowingly neglecting to do this would render the prayer invalid. Wine,
although forbidden, is not impure. There follows a
host of examples concerning purification (tahdra [g.v.]);
the minor (wudu3 [q.v.]) and major (ghusl [q.v]), as
well as dry ablutions (tayammum [g.v.]): touching a copy
of the Kur'an in a state of impurity (hadath [g.v.]) is
permitted. In wudu3, invoking the name of God is
obligatory. Reciting the Kur'an in a state of major
impurity (gjandba [g.v.]) is permitted.
Schacht referred to the Hanbali Muhammad alShatti (d. 1305/1887-8), author of a K. fl masd'il alImdm Dawud al-£dhiri, in which he assembles a large
number of Dawud's decisions, compared with corresponding Hanbalite doctrines. Nevertheless the essential source remains Ibn Hazm. Goldziher made use
of his Ibtdl al-kiyds, but on a small scale (42-67). But
Abu Zahra devotes lengthy chapters to the topic of
these decisions, almost all of them drawing on the
Muhalld. The following are the most interesting points.
On marriage, Ibn Hazm maintains that it is a legal
obligation but one that is only incumbent on the man,
and dependent on his eligibility for it; this follows
from the Zahirf notion that Kur'anic solicitation (talab)
constitutes a necessity (luzum). Ibn Hazm asserts the
equality of the slave and the free man in contracting marriage with four wives and in taking a concubine, all of these simultaneously. He declares as
forbidden, marriage with a daughter-in-law and with
one raised in the bosom (fi hiajrih) of a father-in-law,
according to the Kur'anic position; this, naturally,
after dissolution of the alliance contracted with the
mother. He acknowledges the right of the kadi to dissolve a marriage, but for a number of lesser reasons
which he takes to be ordinary; thus no account is
taken of the so-called latent vices of the husband, neither his prolonged absence, nor poverty preventing
him from supplying the needs of his wife. In this last
case it is she who is supposed to support her husband (441-63). See also Turki, Femmes privilegiees et privileges feminins dans le systeme theologique et juridique d'Ibn
Hazm, in TJieologiens, 101-58.
The following are a few more original positions
regarding legacies and wills. Any decision involving
patrimony taken by a man suffering from a mortal
sickness is declared valid, one's state of health having
no legal status (Abu Zahra, 464-80). Ibn Hazm maintains that making a will is a duty subject to neither
restriction nor condition of any kind whatsoever. It
is certainly to the advantage of close relatives (kardba)
having no hereditary rights, as is stipulated by a
Kur'anic verse which was never abrogated; in this
last case it belongs to the one holding the authority
to substitute himself for the de emus, a testator who
has defaulted in his lifetime.
Ibn Hazm also considers (in Abu Zahra, 497-8) the
case of the grandmother whose hereditary capacity
should amount to one-third of the patrimony if she
is alone in her degree of kinship and in the absence
of descendants and collaterals, brothers and sisters in
this instance: he considers her as equivalent to a
mother, in the latter's absence, which leads him to
grant her a portion double that of her son—an unexpected solution, but drawn from the sacred text, Ibn
Hazm asserts. See Turki, Femmes..,, 147-9, for this
specific case.
Still in the context of family law, Ibn Hazm rejects
proportional reductions of hereditary portions (cawl)
in cases where the total of these parts exceeds the
unitary whole; here he adopts the viewpoint of the

Companion Ibn 'Abbas, giving certain privileged shares
to the detriment of others (in Abu Zahra, 498-504).
Furthermore, gifts must be given to close relatives
(akdrib), orphans and paupers who are present at the
time when the patrimony is being distributed; doing
this is incumbent upon each heir but left to his discretion. In case of refusal, it belongs to the one holding
the authority to act as executor in his place. This is,
Ibn Hazm asserts, a position dictated by the Kur'anic
text, which should be taken literally, so long as no
dalil is opposed to it (504-6), and which assumes the
implementation of the principle of istishdb.
Various cases of transactions (mu'dmaldt [q.v.]) follow. At the time of the conclusion of a deed of sale,
performance of the witnessing required by law is an
obligation which can be dispensed with only if there
are no witnesses available. Otherwise, an offence has
been committed, but the deed remains valid. If payment is to be made in advance, putting the deed into
writing is obligatory. Otherwise, an offence has been
committed, but the deed is not nullified. However,
the obligation lapses in the absence of a scribe. This
is what Ibn Hazm, on the basis of the Kur'anic verse,
takes to be a fard [q.v], imposing a duty, which others consider to be simple guidance (irshdd, 507-10).
The option (khiydr al-shart [see KHIYAR]) stipulated by
the contracting parties to the agreement at the time
of the conclusion of the deed of sale, is refuted by
Ibn Hazm, on pain of nullification of the deed whatever the duration of the option (510-1).
A last example gives Ibn Hazm the opportunity to
express his individualism, this time in relation to
Dawud, as he chooses to cite him. The issue is the
prohibition on hiring out land for agricultural purposes (al-ard al-mazruca); whatever the formula, the
contract concluded can only be nullified. The only
possibility envisaged by Ibn Hazm is a partnership,
either for sowing (muzdra'a [g.v.]), yielding an agreed
proportion of the produce of the land, or for a leasehold agreement (mughdrasa [</.#.]). If a building is placed
on the land in question it alone can be the object
of the hire, from which the ground is excluded. For
the details of this issue, see Ziaul Haque, Landlord and
peasant in early Islam, Islamabad 1977, 80-9, 337-43.
History of the school. For the masters of Ibn Hazm,
see Goldziher in Die £dhiriten, who traced the roots of
the school indirectly back to al-Shafici and, directly,
to Dawud (19-106). This may be supplemented by
Abu Zahra, 85, 268-72, and by S. Yafut, 45-52, who
supplies a list of 38 masters of Ibn Hazm.
For the followers of the Zahirl school of Cordova,
see Goldziher, op. cit., 156-86, where there is a panorama of the most important representatives of the
Zahiriyya from the 5th/llth to the 9th/15th century.
See also Abu Zahra, 516-23 and Camilla Adang, Beginnings of the Zjihin madhhab in al-Andalus, in P. Bearman,
R. Peters and F.E. Vogel, The Islamic school of law.
Evolution, devolution and progress, forthcoming. A problem that merits mention is that of the Hazmian influence which might possibly have affected Ibn Tumart
(d. 520/1130 [g.v.]). Goldziher affirmed this, not on
the level of dogma, on account of the Ash'arism of
the Mahdl, but on that of the usul al-fikh. See the
two studies by R. Brunschvig, with references to
Goldziher, Sur la doctrine du Mahdi Ibn Tumart, and
Encore sur la doctrine du Mahdi Ibn Tumart, in Etudes d'lslamologie, i, 281-93, 295-302.
Bibliography: Given in the article, to be supplemented by the bibls. of S. Yafut, op. cit., 84-7
(Notes) and A.M. Turki, Polemiques and Motes.
(ABDEL-MAGID TURKI)

(AL-)ZAHRAN — AL-ZAHRAWl
(AL-)ZAHRAN, conventionally Dhahran, a town
of Saudi Arabia (lat. 26° 18' N., long. 50° 05' E.)
in the eastern province (al-mintaka al-s_harkiyyd), situated in the Dammam oilfield just south of the Gulf
port of al-Dammam. Near the site of the original discovery of oil in Saudi Arabia in 1938, the town did
not really develop until after 1945 with the exploitation of oil by the Aramco company, one of whose
main centres it still remains today. Situated on a hill
in the town, the government-sponsored College, now
University, of Petroleum and Minerals was established
in 1964 and has an international reputation. Dhahran
has a modern international airport and is now part
of a vast urban and oil-producing ensemble stretching for some 40 km/25 miles from north to south
along the Gulf, including the towns of al-Katlf, alDammam and al-Khubar [q.vv], the point where the
bridge linking Saudi Arabia with Bahrain Island leaves
the mainland. Dhahran now (2000) has a population
of 130,000.
Less than 20 km/13 miles to the north al-Katlf
remains famed for its palm groves, its date production and its gardens. It is this proximity which permits one to envisage the ancient history of Dhahran
(even in the shape of a settlement of unknown name),
confirmed by archaeology. The natural environment
is relatively favourable: although located in a zone of
sabkha [q.v] (a coastal zone with high salinity), the
region has abundant springs and artesian wells, the
basis of an active and long-established agriculture
despite the arid climate. This last is confirmed by
recent archaeological work in the immediate surroundings of Dhahran (P.B. Cornwall, 1940-1; H.R.P.
and Violet Dickson, 1942; T.G. Bibby, 1962-5; and
R. Stiehl 1964-6), which has produced large numbers
of artefacts showing that the local hillocks were settled as soon as the waters of the Gulf receded (after
10,000 B.C.). Ceramic fragments of the Ubaid period
(4th millennium B.C.) shows trade contacts with
Mesopotamia, and the hundreds of burial tumuli have
yielded objects indicating that the region of Dhahran
formed part of the kingdom of Dilmun at the turn
of the 3rd-2nd millennia B.C. (see on the archaeology of the region, D.T. Potts, The Arabian Gulf in
Antiquity, Oxford 1990).
The actual name al-Zahran does not appear in the
Arabic historians and geographers, who call the region
al-Bahrayn or Yamama [<?.yy.]; they attest its richness,
also known from the time of the Carmathian state
there (8th-llth centuries [see KARMATI]), with the town
of al-Katlf often mentioned. Western travellers of
recent centuries do not mention al-Zahran either,
although in the 1760s Carsten Niebuhr stressed the
agricultural richness of the region, then under the
control of the Banu Khalid; in 1863 W.G. Palgrave
halted in the small port of al-Katrf, guarded to the
south by the imposing fort of al-Dammam, but does
not name al-Zahran among the villages there. However, in the early 1870s, the Ottoman governor of
Trak, Midhat Pasha [q.v.~\, invaded the province of
Hasa and introduced various projects for improving
the agriculture of the al-Dammam~al-Zahran region,
and the latter name now starts to appear in Ottoman
documents.
Bibliography: See the Bibls. to AL-KATIF and
NAFT. 3, to which should be added A.j. Cottrell
(ed.), The Persian Gulf states, a general survey, Baltimore
and Londoji 1980, Part 2.
(J.-F. SALLES)
AL-ZAHRAWI, CABD AL-HAMID, Syrian Arab
politician and j o u r n a l i s t , author of numerous
writings advocating political, social and religious re-
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form [see ISLAH. i.]. The date of his birth in Hims
is not certain; in Arabic sources, it ranges from 1855
to 1863 or even 1871 (see Tarabein, 118 n. 1, and
c
Allush, Madkhal, 12). He was born into a Sunni family claiming descent from al-Husayn b. 'All and Fatima
[q.vv], and from the latter's honorific title, al-^ahrd3,
the family derived its nisba. Over several generations, it
had held the position of nakib al-ashrdf [q.v] in Hims.
c
Abd al-Hamld received his formal education at a
kuttdb [q.v.] and at a riisjidiyye [see MACARIF. I. i.]. Later
on, he studied privately with a number of local scholars who directed his interest, inter alia, to the writings
of Ibn Taymiyya, Ibn Kayyim al-Djawziyya and Ibn
Khaldun [q.vv].
In 1890 or slightly later he was in Istanbul and
then Cairo, and in this last place came into contact
with a number of Arab and Turkish intellectuals critical of the regime of Sultan cAbd ul-Hamld II [q.v].
He was in Istanbul for about four years from 1895
onwards, contributing articles to the Arabic section of
the Turkish newspaper Ma'lumat. Regarded with suspicion by the Ottoman authorities, he was back in
Damascus in 1899, at this time associating with Syrian
Salafi circles [see SALAFIYYA], but escaped to Cairo in
1902 or afterwards, where he wrote for a number of
newspapers and journals such as al-Mu3 ayyad, al-Qiarida
and al-Mandr [q.v.].
After the restoration of the Ottoman constitution in
1908, al-ZahrawI returned to Hims. Soon afterwards
he was elected deputy, for the provincial district of
Hamat, in the lower chamber of the Ottoman parliament. In the following years, as member of parliament
and also as editor of an Arab newspaper that he had
founded in Istanbul, al-Haddra (1910-12), he made
himself known as a defender of Arab rights. At the
same time, however, he called on all subjects of
the Ottoman empire to support this state against the
encroachments of European imperialism (his articles
published in al-Haddra are reprinted in al-Acmdl alkdmila, iii, see Bibl.}.
After the dissolution of the parliament in 1912, the
military coup of January 1913 and the subsequent
repression of all Arab reform committees, al-ZahrawI
began openly supporting Arab nationalism. He was
elected president of the first Arab Congress held in
Paris in June 1913. In October of the same year,
however, he travelled to Istanbul in order to establish new contacts with the C.U.P. [see ITTIHAD WE
TERAKKI DJEMCIYYETI] government.
In January 1914 he was nominated member of the
Ottoman senate. While his acceptance of this post
was regarded as a betrayal by some, al-ZahrawT
defended his step by stating that the government had
finally confessed its past mistakes towards the Arabs
and intended not to repeat them. Rather, it would
implement the reforms demanded by the Paris congress. As a member of the senate, he showed considerable moderation—at least in public—over Arab
rights. However, when in December 1914 Djemal
Pasha [q.v.], the commander of the Ottoman Fourth
Army and military governor, arrived in Damascus, he
had already been informed about the contents of
French diplomatic documents implicating a number
of Arabs, including al-ZahrawI, in secret dealings with
the Allies. Together with several others, al-ZahrawI
was publicly hanged in Damascus on 6 May 1916
(list of those executed in Tauber, Arab movements, 55).
Al-Zahrawi's execution has made him a martyr of
the Arab national movement, although some earlier
and modern authors have viewed certain aspects of
his career rather critically. As for the development of
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his religious and political ideas, the publication of his
A'mdl kdmila (see Bibl.) may finally allow a thorough
analysis.
Bibliography. 1. Works in Arabic. Adham
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Damascus 1960, 97-9 (see also 239-40); Yusuf As'ad
Daghir, Masddir al-dirdsa al-adabiyya, ii/1, Beirut 1956,
427-8; Ziriklf, A'lam, 7Beirut 1986, iii, 288; Djawdat alRikabf and Djamfl Sultan, al-Irth al-fikri Ii 'l-muslih
al-idjtimcfi cAbd al-Hamid al-^ahrdwl, Damascus 1963
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Muhammad Ratib al-Hallak, cAbd al-Hamid al^ahrdwi, dirdsa fi fikrih . . ., Damascus 1995; Nadjf
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Allush, Madkhal ild kird'at cAbd al-Hamid al-^ahrdwi,
Damascus 1995; Zahrawf, al-Aemdl al-kdmila, 5 vols.:
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1995-7.
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(W. ENDE)
AL-ZAHRAWI, ABU 'L-KASIM KHALAF b. al-'Abbas,
important Andalusian physician. Virtually nothing is known of his life or education, though it is
assumed from his nisba that he came from or resided
in Madfnat al-Zahra0 [q.v], near Cordova, where a
royal residence and governmental centre was established in 325/936 by cAbd al-Rahman III al-Nasir
[see CABD AL-RAHMAN. 3]. His residence there is confirmed by references within his writings to patients
being "amongst us in al-Zahra0" (cindand bi 'l-^ahrd3).
His direct connection with the court is a matter of
speculation, though later (16th-20th-century) scholars
assert his service to either cAbd al-Rahman III, his
son al-Hakam II al-Mustansir [g.v.] or al-Mansur bi '1lah [q.v], the de facto ruler of al-Andalus from 368/978
to 392/1002.
Given his subsequent influence, the biographical
sources are surprisingly limited. According to alHumaydf (d. 488/1095 [q.v]), he died in al-Andalus
after 400/1009. AJ-Humaydf added that al-Zahrawf
was a person of distinction, religion, and learning,
and that in the field in which he excelled, medicine,
he wrote a large and famous book of great usefulness. After providing the title of al-Zahrawf's treatise,
al-Humaydf quoted the fulsome praise of the work
given by Ibn Hazm [q.v]: "If indeed we were to say
that no one in medicine has written a better summary with respect to expression (kawl) and practice
Carnal), then we would speak the truth." No other
details are provided. Ibn Bashkuwal (d. 578/1183
[q.v.]) repeats verbatim the account given by alHumaydf, adding only that al-Zahrawf was mentioned
amongst the teachers of one Ibn Sumayk. This latter fact was omitted by al-Dabbf (d. 599/1203 [q.v.]),
who repeated (without credit) the account given by
al-Humaydf.
At what time and to what extent al-Zahrawf's writings were known to Arabic writers outside of Spain
has yet to be determined. Ibn Abf Usaybi'a (d. 668/

1270 [q.v.]), writing in Syria, said that al-Zahrawi was
"experienced (khabir) with simple and compound remedies and outstanding in therapy (djayyid al-cildaj)." The
short entry is of significance since no mention of alZahrawf is to be found in the biographical sources
on which Ibn Abf Usaybi'a is known to have relied.
It differs from Andalusian sources in that no dates
are given and it states that he produced several treatises, one of which was known as al-^ahrdwl and one
was entitled al-Tasnf, the latter being the largest, most
famous, and the culmination of his thought.
Later historians add very little. Al-Makkarf (d. 1041/
1632 [q.v.]), giving al-Zahrawf's name as Khalaf b.
c
Ayyash al-Zahrawf, quotes in full the risdla on the
state of literature in al-Andalus by Ibn Hazm which
praised al-Zahrawf. AJ-Makkarf also gives the addenda
to Ibn Hazm's risdla by Ibn Sa'fd al-Maghribf (d.
685/1286 [q.v.]), in which it is said that al-Zahrawf's
treatise served as one of the sources for the materia
medica of Ibn al-Baytar (d. 646/1248 [q.v]). Katib
Celebf (d. 1067/1657' [q.v]) listed the K. al-Tasnf by
al-Zahrawf, stating that it consisted of 30 makdldt,
most of which were on compound remedies arranged
like kunndshdt (a term often used for early Arabic,
Greek, and Syriac therapeutic manuals).
The precise date of his death has been the subject
of much speculation. According to the earliest sources,
he died in al-Andalus after 400/1009. In the De viris
quibusdam illustribus apud Arabes, completed in 1527 and
attributed to Leo Africanus [q.v], it is said that alZahrawf was physician to al-Mansur [bi 'llah], "consiliarius" of Cordova, and died in 404/1013 at the
age of 101. AJ-Makkarf, in quoting Ibn Hazm's praise
of al-Zahrawf's book, inserted a phrase stating that
he [Ibn Hazm] had encountered him and seen him
himself (wa-kad adrakndhu wa-shdhadndhu); this statement was subsequently interpreted as meaning that
Ibn Hazm (d. 456/1064) had met al-Zahrawf (see
Gayangos, 464-5 n. 134; Brockelmann, I2, 276; Hamarneh and Sonnedecker, 19). Others suggested that he
died in 500/1106-7 (see Casiri, ii, 136; Hamarneh
and Sonnedecker, 20 n. 2).
His only preserved treatise is an enormous manual
usually entitled K. al-Tasnf li-man 'adjiza can al-ta3lif
("The arrangement [of medical knowledge] for one
who is unable to compile [a manual for himself]").
The form and meaning of the title has generated considerable discussion, with the final word sometimes
read as al-ta'dlif and interpreted as for one "who cannot cope with compilations" (Spink and Lewis, viii).
Occasionally the last term is written as tasnlf (see
Sezgin, GAS, iii, 324). The titles K. al-^ahrdwi or K.
al-^ahrdwi al-kabir also occur in some manuscript copies.
The Tasnf is made up of 30 books (makdldt), of
which the first (on general principles), the second and
largest (on the symptoms and treatments of 325 diseases discussed in sequence from head to foot), and
the thirtieth (on surgery) form almost half the volume. The rest are rather short and concerned with
various aspects of pharmacology, including compound
remedies, substitute drugs, and the preparation of
medicaments.
While al-Zahrawf relied extensively on earlier sources
(especially Paulus of Aegina, Ibn Masawayh, Sabur b.
Sahl, Ishak b. clmran, Kusta b. Luka, al-Razf, and
Ibn al-Djazzar), he also included his own experiences
and case-histories, thus providing an important source
for our knowledge of a practicing physician. Many
claims have been made for his originality, though
most have not sufficiently examined his sources. He
certainly contributed a number of technological inno-
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vations, including a concealed knife for opening
abcesses in a manner that would not alarm the nervous patient, a variety of obstetrical forceps (though
not for use in live births), new variations in specula
or dilators, and a scissor-like instrument for use in
tonsillectomies. The final book, on surgery, appears
to be the first to have been illustrated with diagrams
of instruments, for there is no evidence that Greek
surgical writings were illustrated, except for a tenthcentury Byzantine treatise on bonesetting.
In 870/1465-6 the surgical book was translated
into Turkish by Sharaf al-Dln Sabundji-oghlu for
Mehemmed II [q.v]. The illustrator of this Turkish version, concerned with producing an entertaining manuscript for a royal patron, inserted a large number of
colourful miniatures showing physicians at work, though
these illustrations added nothing to the understanding
of the surgical procedures or instrumentation (and had
no subsequent influence in surgical literature).
In Europe the Tasrif may have had greater influence than in the Islamic world. The 30th book, on
surgery, was translated into Latin by Gerard of
Cremona (d. 1187) and widely influenced European
surgical writing, especially that of Guy de Chauliac
(d. ca. 1370) and through him the subsequent writing for several centuries. In the mid-13th century the
first two books were translated into Hebrew and then
into Latin and printed in Augsburg in 1519 as Liber
theoricae nee non practicae Alsaharavii. At the end of the
13th century the 28th book, on the manufacture and
preparation of medicaments from plants, minerals, and
animals, was translated as Liber sewitoris by Simon of
Genoa and Abraham Judaeus of Tortosa and printed
at Venice in 1471, with numerous subsequent printings. In Latin the author was known as Albucasis
(with many variants) and as Alsaharavius (also with
many variants), with the result that many earlymodern European scholars thought they were two
separate authors.
Bibliography: 1. Sources and bio-bibliographical works. Humaydl, Qadhwat al-muktabis,
ed. Muhammad ibn Tawft al-Tandji, Cairo 1953,
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495-524 (= partial tr. of 29th book); Hamarneh and
Sonnedecker, A pharmaceutical view of Abulcasis (= ed.
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(EMILIE SAVAGE-SMITH)
ZAHRIYYAT (A.), sing, zahriyya, from zahr "flower,
blossom" (or, more precisely, "yellow flower, yellow
blossom"), like nawriyydt [q.v], designates poetry dedicated to the description of flowers. The term
is attested in the list of chapters of the Diwdn of SafT
al-Dln al-Hilll [q.v].
1. In Arabic.
Descriptions of meadows (rawd, riydd) and flowers
are encountered sporadically already in d^dhili poetry.
In the nasib [q.v.], the comparison of the scent of the
beloved with the fragrance of a blooming meadow
could result in a detailed description of the meadow
(in the framework of a so-called extended simile). A
famous example occurs in 'Antara's mucallaka (11. 15
ff.); another in al-Acsha's Waddf Hurayrata (11. 14 ff.).
In the context of his meadow description, al-Acsha
presents one of the flowers in greater detail; its blossom he depicts with the (subsequently very frequent)
metaphor "star".
Also in didhili poetry, in the description of the
abandoned campsites of the beloved contained in the
kasida prologue, the depiction of its vegetation sprouting after rainfall could be included (e.g. in Labid's
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mu'allaka, 1. 6). In the tradition of this motif one finds
for the first time the comparison of flowering meadows with a variety of garments, mats, and similar
objects—a comparison that later became part of the
stock imagery of the genre. Garden flowers (partly
with Persian names) are first mentioned by poets who
were in contact with the court of al-Hfra [q.v], impregnated as it was with a Persian life-style. Al-Acsha in
particular, in the wine scenes of his kastdas, names
and describes numerous flowers that are used to adorn
the wine tavern, especially roses and narcissuses. These
descriptions mirror without doubt Persian mores and
lifestyle; however, they cannot be used to prove the
influence, on Arabic wine and flower poetry, of a
hypothetical Middle Persian bacchic poetry.
The depictions of garden flowers in wine scenes
lead in a direct line to the later zahriyyat and subsequently develop further, mainly in the context of
wine poetry (khamnyydt [q.v.]). Abu Nuwas (d. ca. 2007
815) stimulated this development considerably; many
of his wine poems contain detailed flower descriptions and garden and spring descriptions, since in his
time carousals could be held outdoors. Some of his
khamriyydt contain more lines describing flowers than
those dealing with the wine and the party (e.g. Diwdn,
iii, ed. E. Wagner, Stuttgart 1988, nos. 138, 293).
Best known is the following much-quoted and imitated description of narcissuses: "[a wine] next to
freshly-gathered narcissuses as if they were eyes, when
we turn our eyes to them" (ibid., no. 267, 1. 12). The
comparison of the narcissus with eyes (or the corresponding metaphor) is one of the most frequently used
images in Arabic (and Persian) flower poetry [see
NARDfis] .
Abu Tammam (d. ca. 231/845) resumed the tradition of depicting nature in the prologue of the kasida
and reached a new high point. In a famous panegyric for the caliph al-Muctasim (Diwdn, ed. M.CA.
c
Azzam, ii, 2Cairo 1969, no. 71), he entirely replaces
the nasib by a long depiction of spring that also contains descriptions of the rain and of flowers of various colours. The spring description is at the same
time connected with the praise in an ingenious way
(spring as an imperfect image of the caliph). This
innovation of Abu Tammam's acquired a model character in a singular way: numerous later Arabic poets
(al-Buhturf, Ibn al-Rumf, al-Sanawbarf et alii), but also
Persian, Hebrew, and Ottoman poets, started their
kasidas with spring descriptions.
In al-Buhturf's (d. 284/897 [q.v.]) nature descriptions, the inventory of nature described becomes richer;
in addition to flowers, he also pays attention to the
wind and clouds, the song of birds, trees and rivers,
and other elements of the landscape (e.g. the lands
in bloom around al-Rakka, in Diwdn, ed. H.K. alSayrafi, Cairo 1963 ff.,"iv, no. 903, 11. 12' ff.; the
Tigris and the Djazfra, ibid., no. 818, 11. 16 ff.). Within
the madih of his kasidas, al-Buhturf describes the garden of the mamduh, at times together with his palace
(Diwdn, iii, no. 641, 11. 25-6; cf. below). In a famous
kasida he develops out of the praise one of the most
beautiful descriptions of the spring in Arabic poetry,
the connecting thought being "Unto you came the
merry spring" (Diwdn, iv, no. 791 11. 25-30).
Probably the most important nature poet of the
Arab East is al-Buhturf's contemporary, Ibn al-Rumf
(d. 283/896 [q.v.]). In addition to prologues to kasidas
that often contained very detailed spring and flower
descriptions (a meadow with many flowers in Diwdn,
ed. H. Nassar, Cairo 1973 ff., iii, no. 956; narcissuses in ii, no. 413; spring and red anemones in vi,

no. 1223, 11. 14 ff.), he composed the first substantial independent flower poems. The most famous one
is a poem of fourteen lines, in which the narcissus is
given precedence over the rose (a pre-mund^ara [q.v.])
(Dtwdn, ii, no. 470). This zahriyya was imitated or
"refuted" countless times. Equally remarkable are a
number of rawdiyydt that are unusual for the empathy for nature they express (see below, and also
NAWRIYYA).
Ibn al-Muctazz (d. 296/908 [q.v.]) draws above all
"epigrammatic sketches" and "poetic snapshots" (G.E.
von Grunebaum) of flowers. His main techniques are
the bilateral simile and the metaphor. These poems,
consisting mostly of only a few lines, can be found,
together with other "ecphrastic epigrams" (J.Ch.
Burgel) in the chapter Awsdf "Descriptions" of his
Diwdn. However, Ibn al-Muctazz also resumes the
tradition of garden descriptions in wine poetry. His
well-known muzdawigja "On criticising the morning
draught" (fi dhamm al-sabuh) (Diwdn, ed. B. Lewin,
Istanbul 1945-50, iv, no. 99) starts with a long
flower and garden description; as with Abu Nuwas,
the garden serves as the backdrop for the drinking
party.
In al-Sanawbarf (d. 334/945-6 [q.v.]), the zahriyyat,
rawdiyydt, etc., form a separate genre. In addition to
numerous short poems in the vein of Ibn al-Muctazz,
he also composed many long "kasidas" whose main
or sole theme is a garden or spring or a field in
bloom. Alongside a literary debate (a full-fledged
mundzara) (Dtwdn, ed. I. 'Abbas, Beirut 1970, takmila,
no. 123), in which, in reaction to Ibn al-Rumf, he
gives precedence to the rose over the narcissus, he
also composed a "war of the flowers" (Diwdn, no. 77).
Nature description can form a prologue to the panegyric kasida with al-Sanawbarf also; moreover, it penetrates almost all other genres cultivated by him (see
further, NAWRIYYA).
The perception of nature in later Arabic literature
is predominantly optical, aiming at the decorative
(G.E. von Grunebaum). In addition to the visual,
acoustic (bird song) and olfactory impressions (flower
scent) are expressed, though less frequently. The main
means of description are simile and metaphor which
serve to visualise mostly the form and colour of the
flowers; the image donors are most frequently precious stones and metals ("roses like rubies") and parts
of the human body ("roses like cheeks", "narcissuses
like eyes"). The natural objects are often personified
(Ibn al-Muctazz: "riders of drops of flowers on horses
urged on in the morning by the whips of wind",
Diwdn, iv, no. I l l ) ; the animation is often combined
with a fantastic reinterpretation of real qualities (takhyll
[q.v], husn al-taclil) (Ibn al-Rumf: "The cheeks of the
roses glowed with shame"). In zahriyyat like these,
many of the motifs, images, rhetorical figures, and
conceits can be found that are also characteristic for
the poetry of European mannerism (cf. Burgel,
Epigramme, and Schoeler, Naturdichtung, 100 ff., 260-1).
Only rarely does one find something like a "romantic" feeling for nature, by which real human feelings
are projected on to (personified) nature. This is the
case e.g. in al-Buhturf's famous spring depiction already
mentioned: "There came to you serene Spring, strutting his stuff, laughing with beauty, so that he nearly
talked; and Nawruz, in the darkness before daybreak,
has awakened the first roses which yesterday were still
asleep..." (Diwdn, iv, no. 791, 11. 25 ff.).
Quite outside the customary is a small group of
nature poems by Ibn al-Rumf (cf. Schoeler, Naturdichtung, 219 ff.). The poet describes in these a nature
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that lives its own life; a nature which through its
splendour uplifts man and forces him to praise God;
which animates man through the scent of its flowers
and diverts him through its birdsong; and which
through its cool breeze removes the sorrow of the
sorrowful: "A northwind with a cool breeze which
heals the heat of the fever of thirsting hearts: when
it arises in the early morning in the clouded east, it
removes the sorrow of the sorrowful . . . as if it came
from the Garden of Bliss" (Dlwdn, vi, no. 1179).
In the longer poems of al-Sanawbari, one often
notices a lyrical-hymnic tone; such passages sometimes
replace or supplant the pure description: "Do you not
rejoice at the olive trees of Bityas and at al-Salihiyya
with its cypresses and myrtles? . . ." (Dlwdn, no. 180).
At one point al-Sanawbari regards the gardens almost
as a sanctuary: "If I had for once the power to preserve the gardens, no base man would step on their
grounds" (Dlwdn, takmila, no. 13).
In al-Andalus flower and garden descriptions are
among the favourite themes of the poets. One of the
oldest Arabic anthologies from Spain, that of Abu
'1-Walid al-Himyarl (d. ca. 440/1048), bears the title
al-Badf fl wasf al-rabf (ed. H. Peres, Rabat 1940) and
contains exclusively spring and flower poems; likewise, in the even older work on tashbihdt by Ibn alKattanl (d. ca. 420/1029), the K. Tashbihdt ash'dr ahl
al-Andalus (ed. I. cAbbas, Beirut 1966), the flower theme
takes up much space.
In the 4th/10th century, under the cAmirids, a new
variety of zahriyyat appears sporadically in al-Andalus:
the short, improvised flower poem with panegyrical
closure or secondary theme. Its most important representative is Ibn Darradj al-KastallT (d. 421/1030
[q.v]) (cf. e.g. Dlwdn, ed. M.CA. Makki, Damascus
1961, nos. 16-22, 149), who also composed a long
panegyrical kaslda addressed to al-Muzaffar, to which
is prefixed as a prologue a famous description of a
drinking party, a garden, and lilies (Dlwdn, no. 15).
The theme of the prologue is artfully connected with
the main theme by metaphora continuata (drinking party
= military campaign; the lily = fort, etc.).
For the 5th/llth century, Ibn Zaydun (d. 463 /
1070-1 [q.v]) should be singled out, although he is
not a nature poet proper. In a poem addressed to
his beloved Wallada [q.v] (Dlwdn, ed. CA. cAbd alc
Azim, Cairo 1957, 139), objects of nature participate
in his longing, the relationship between man and
nature being established by fantastic reinterpretations
(husn al-taclll) ("the breeze . . . is feeble, as if affected by
pity for me", "it is as if the eyes of the flowers, when they
see my sleeplessness, were weeping about that [pain] which
is in me [since they are covered with dew] . . .").
The most important nature poet of al-Andalus is
Ibn Khafadja (d. 533/1139 [q.v.]). In his Dlwdn,
descriptions of nature take up much, if not most, of
the space. More commonly than with other poets, in
Ibn Khafadja the description of flowers and gardens
is combined with other objects of nature, such as
trees, rivers, dew, clouds and hills, all of these sometimes artfully intertwined, being treated in one single
poem. The scenes of nature, very often combined
with love and/or drinking scenes, can be lavishly
appointed. An example is Dlwdn (ed. M. GhazT,
Alexandria 1960), no. 113, in which the following
themes are taken up: the dream image of the beloved,
the night drawing to a close, daybreak, and the flowers
on a hill and alongside a watercourse; this description of nature is framed by a love scene. Ibn Khafadja's
attitude toward nature is characterised by the fact
that nature is almost constantly personified and/or
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seen in a relationship with man: "[a cloud] that has
coined white dirhams of blossoms which fingertips of
boughs have tendered to you" (no. 184, 1. 4). Through
his use of metaphors he frequently projects phenomena
of the macrocosm on to the microcosm of horticulture ("An ardk tree that has erected over us a dewy
sky, while the stars of the wine cups have been set
into circular motion" (no. 221 m, p. 351).
In the foregoing, only eminent Andalusian poetic
personalities who developed their own styles have been
focused on; it must be stressed, however, that the
average Andalusian flower poem, as found e.g. in
anthologies, does not significantly diverge from the
Eastern Arabic one. It may be noted, though, that
in al-Andalus the theme of flowers and gardens is
also taken up in strophic poems (muwashshah, zacQal
[q.vv]).
2. In Persian.
In Persian poetry, poetic spring and flower descriptions are already found in the great lyrical poets of
the 4th/10th century: Rudakl, Daklkl and Kisa'i [q.w].
Rudaki, in clear continuation of the Arabic tradition
of Abu Tammam and al-Buhturi (he mentions Abu
Tammam in one of his poems by name, see S. Nafisi,
Ahwdl-u ashcdr-i... Rudaki... iii, Tehran 1319/1940,
1016), opens one of his panegyric kasidas with a
detailed spring description which leads to a short bacchic description at the end (ibid., iii, 968-70). In the
5th/llth century (in such poets as cUnsuri, Farrukhi,
Manucihrl and Katran), the spring description, often
combined with a drinking party description, becomes
a favourite, if not the most favourite, theme of the
prologue of the kaslda. This may be explained by the
fact that the Persian panegyrical kaslda was composed
as a rule for a celebration, especially the spring celebration (nawruz). Since also at the autumn celebration (mihrdjdn), poems were dedicated and recited to
the mamduh, we find, besides spring descriptions, many
autumn descriptions (cf. Fouchecour, Description, 13 ff.).
Apart from the kaslda prologue, nature descriptions
can also be inserted in the madlh section, e.g. in the
context of the description of the mamduh'?> palace (as
in al-Buhtun) (cf. ibid., 5). Finally, the theme may
also be treated in the framework of a kifa, either in
a bacchic context or completely independently. This
happened already in the 4th/10th century: among the
collected fragments of Kisa'I (ed. M.A. Riyahl, Tehran
1347/1968) one finds a few poems with the themes
of spring (77, 84), the narcissus (78) and the water
lily (85).
In most of the Persian spring descriptions in kasldas,
the focus is not on a garden as a whole, under which
the details are subsumed; rather, the poet treats a
whole series of nature objects and phenomena as
objects in their own right (cf. Reinert, Probleme, 74).
The effect of spring on man is often included in the
description. Rudaki treats the following in his alreadymentioned kaslda prologue: spring (its colours, its fragrance, the rejuvenating effect it has on man), the
sky with clouds, lightning, thunder, rain; the sun, the
thawing of the snow, the brook, tulip, nightingale,
starling and dove. One hundred years later, in a comparable nature scene in cUnsuri (d. 431/1039-40), we
have wind, tree, garden, lily, earth, sun, cloud, night,
stars, mountain and snow (the last present, but not
mentioned) (Dlwdn, ed. Y. Karlb, Tehran 1341/1962,
45). Again, almost one hundred years later, in Amir
Mu'izzl (d. ca. 520/1126), we find season, earth, garden, mountain, tree, meadow, cypress, rose bough,
dove, nightingale, cloud, tulip, stars and snow (again,
the last not mentioned) (Dlwdn, ed. CA. Ikbal, Tehran
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1318/1939, 122-3). Finally, after another hundred
years, Khakanf (d. 595/1199 [q.v.]) has the following:
wand, branches with blossoms, sun, night, day, blossoms, moon, earth, cloud, pond, violet, brook, narcissus, rose bush, fragrant flowers, leaves, water, meadow,
lily, cypress, tulip, jasmine, rosebud, mallow, dew, Judas
tree, plane tree, ringdove, poppy, rose and nightingale
(Damn, ed. M. 'Abbasf, Tehran 1336/1957, 177). The
Persian nature scenes are, accordingly, as a rule richer
than their Arabic counterparts. In the realm of
imagery, metaphorical expression (which supersedes
the bilateral simile for the most part or uses it only
in a subordinate function) plays from the beginning
a much greater role than it does in Arabic poetry
(where the simile remains an important means of
imagery, especially in Ibn al-Muctazz but also in alSanawbarf). Characteristic for Persian nature depictions are the numerous personifications (thus already
in Rudakf, "the tulip is laughing from afar in the field";
"see that thunder that is moaning like a sad lover")
(cf. Reinert, Probleme, 74). In later poetry, personification is very often combined with fantastic etiology
(husn-i ta'lil): the juxtaposition of two nature objects
is thus reinterpreted as a cause-effect relationship; the
choice of images is harmonically adjusted (murdcdt-i
na£ir, cf. Ritter, Bildersprache, 7 ff.): "From greenness
the water donned verdigris-coloured chainmail; when
the lily saw this, it created a chainmail-piercing lance"
(fantastic reinterpretation of the shape of the pistil of
the lily) (from the aforementioned kasida prologue of
Khakanf).
Added to the images customarily used in Arabic
nature descriptions for natural objects and phenomena there are a number of new images in Persian,
e.g. those taken from the religious sphere (the earth
in spring is a paradise [full of houris]; spring brings
to life like Jesus; the garden because of its colours is
a temple of idols or a picture gallery of Mani; the
tulip kindles the fire of Nimrod).
After the ghazal had superseded the kasida as the
most important lyrical genre, nature descriptions also
increasingly penetrated the ghazal. Sacdr (d. 691/1292
[q.v.]) begins some of his ghazaliyyat with garden and
spring descriptions and then, with a phrase like "then
I thought of you—and forgot the gardens", switches
to the ma'shuk (Kulliyydt, ed. M.CA. Furughf, Tehran
1337/1958, Tayyibdt, 525, similarly 532). With Hafiz
(d. 792/1390 [q.v.]), the garden and spring depictions
can occupy the larger part of the ghazal. They are
often connected with a call to drinking wine and to
carpe diem; thus e.g. in the poem beginning "Now that
in the meadow the rose has stepped from non-being
into being, the violet has laid its head at [the rose's]
feet in prostration" (Diwdn, ed. M. Kazwfnf and K.
Ghanf, Tehran [1320/1941], no. 219). However, the
garden description may also be the almost exclusive
topic of a Hafizian ghazal, as in poem no. 295: "In
the early morning I went to the scent of the rosebed
in the garden, in order to heal [my] sorrow like the
sad/loving nightingale" (note that a consolatory effect
is here attributed to nature).
Finally, in epic poetry [see HAMASA] the description
of nature is frequently used as a frame into which
the poet puts his protagonist. Such descriptions can
be found already in Firdawsf's Shdh-ndma (a spring
description occurs e.g. at the beginning of Isfandiyar's
fourth adventure). It is handled in virtuoso style by
Nizamf (d. 605/1209 [q.v.]) (cf. Ritter, Bildersprache,
41 ff.). Very frequently, Nizamf depicts a landscape,
often a spring landscape with many flowers, before
he puts his hero on the stage. Nizamf uses nature as

a staging area and as a decor of the epic action;
however, he often establishes a relationship between
nature and human affects; the former may be consonant or dissonant with a psychological condition
(ibid., 43). Thus in Layli-u Madjnun the story of Laylf's
death is introduced by an autumn description, in
which the images are chosen in such a way that they
exactly conform to the psychological content of the
subsequent narrative: "the cheek of the garden becomes pale . . ., the rose takes up the book of grief
in its hand" (ed. W. Dastgirdf, 248; cf Ritter, ibid.,
45).
Bibliography: 1. Anthologies (in addition to
those mentioned in the article). al-Sarf b. Ahmad
al-Raffa3, K. al-Muhibb wa 'l-mahbub wa }l-mashmum
wa 3l-mashrub, pts. 1-4, ed. M.H. al-Dhahabf,
Damascus 1985-6 (pt. 3 = al-MasJimum); Djunayd
b. Mahmud al-cUmarf, Hadd'ik al-anwdr wa-badd'f
al~ashcdr, ed. H. Nadjf, Beirut 1995.
2. Studies. Of fundamental importance are those
by H. Ritter, Uber die Bildersprache M^dmis, Berlin
and Leipzig 1927; G.E. von Grunebaum, The response
to nature in Arabic poetry, in JMES, iv (1945), 137-51;
J.Ch. Biirgel, Die ekphrastischen Epigramme des Abu
Tdlib al-Ma'muni, Gottingen 1965 (on wasf, but
not specifically on descriptions of nature); and
G. Schoeler, Arabische Naturdichtung, Beirut 1972. See
also A. Hamori, On the art of medieval Arabic literature, Princeton 1974, 78-98. On AndalusianArabic poetry and specifically the flower and
garden poetry, see H. Peres, La poesie andalouse en
arabe classique au XP siecle, 2Paris 1953; M. Rahfm,
al-Nawriyydt fi 'l-shfr al-andalusi, Beirut 1986; Salma
Kh. Jayyusi, Andalusi poetry. The Golden Age [and]
nature poetry in al-Andalus and the rise of Ibn Khafddja,
in The legacy of Muslim Spain, ed. eadem, Leiden
1992, 317-97; Schoeler, Ibn al-Kattdms Kitab alTasbfhat und das Problem des Hispanismus der andalusisch-arabischen Dichtung, in ^DMG, cxxix (1979),
43-97; Magda M. al-Nowaihi, The poetry of Ibn
Khafdja. A literary analysis, Leiden 1993; Biirgel, Man,
nature and cosmos as intertwining elements in the poetry of
Ibn Khafddja, inJAL, xiv (1983), 31-45. Fundamental
for Persian nature poetry of the 5th/llth century is Ch.H. Fouchecour, La description de la nature
dans la poesie lyrique persane du XP siecle, Paris 1969.
On Persian poetry and nature poetry, see
B. Reinert, Probleme der vormongolischen arabisch-persischen
Poesiegemeinschaft und ihr Reflex in der Poetik, in Arabic
Poetry. Theory and development, Wiesbaden 1973, 71105; idem, Die persische Qaside, in Neues Handbuch der
Literaturwissenschqft, Band 5, Orientalisches Mittelalter,
ed. W. Heinrichs, Wiesbaden 1990, 242-57; J.S.
Meisami, Medieval Persian court poetry, Princeton 1987;
M. Gliinz, Die panegyrische Qasida bei Kamdl ud-Din
Ismdcil aus Isfahan, Beirut 1993.
(G. SCHOELER)
ZACIM (A., pi. zu'amd'), "chief", "leader".
Etymologically, za'lm denotes the spokesman of a group
of individuals such as a tribe, or, metaphorically,
claimant to the name of this group; but za'im has
long been used, according to different periods of history, in a political or military sense.
Of the seventeen occurrences of the term in the
Kur'an, in two cases (LXVIII, 40: sal-hum ayyahum bidhdlika zacimun; and XII, 72: wa-and bihi zaclmm) it
appears in the sense of "guarantor", "trustee", a meaning which recurs in numerous treatises of Islamic law.
Al-Kalkashandf (Subh al-a'sha) notes for the Mamluk
state the meanings of "chiefs of the non-Muslim community" (in the expression ztfamd3 ahl al-dhimma applied
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to the patriarchs of Christian communities, iv, 194)
and of "military chief" (in Egypt, vi, 51), while the
honorific title of al~zacim al-a'zam may be applied to
the caliph himself (v, 444, 448).
The ze'dmet (Turkish pronunciation of zfamd) is a
form of timdr, military fief, an institution of the
Ottoman patrimonial system borrowed from the
Saldjukids [see TIMAR; ZE'AMET] and probably retained
from the previous Byzantine institution. Attested since
the beginning of the Ottoman period (Barkey, 36-7),
it corresponded to a particularly extensive donation
of land, allocated as a prebend to the chieftains of
the Ottoman cavalry who controlled the provinces of
the empire. In return for service in times of war and
maintaining security in the province, the zacim collected taxes on the sultan's behalf. This revenue linked
to a title marks the correspondence between social
power and the functions of individuals bearing certain titles, to the point where the ze'dmet tended to
become hereditary, and intense competition between
Zifama3 incited them to military confrontation.
The term z.dim has retained its military dimension,
attested by the name of Za'im-oghlu, the Egyptian
general who led Muhammad 'All's expedition to the
Hidjaz, at a time when the iktdc [g.z>.] had fallen into
disuse. In modern Egyptian usage, it is applied to the
leaders of political parties, for example Sa'd Zaghlul
(1860-1927 [q.v]), leader of the Wafd in the 1920s,
and especially Djamal cAbd al-Nasir (1918-70 [see
C
ABD AL-NASIR, in Suppl.]). As the Za'im al-carab, the
latter was the archetype of the zucamd}, authoritarian
and charismatic leaders of the independent states of
the Arab East in the second half of the 20th century, another example being the Trakl cAbd al-Karlm
Kasim (1914-63 [<?.y.]), al-zaeim al-awhad "the unique
leader".
In contemporary Lebanon, the organic institution
of za'dma has gradually taken the place of the quasifeudal relationship of the iktdc, the latter having been
abolished in the Ottoman reforms of 1858. Officially
deprived of his military function, and having exchanged
his status as tax-farmer (multazim) for the position of
a landowner or a state official, the za'im is a political entrepreneur whose function is to serve as intermediary between his community and the
state—Ottoman empire, French mandatory power or
Lebanese state—and to keep the inter-community game
in balance. He is a central figure of the cliental system whereby a political leader, most often a parliamentary deputy, assures himself of the loyalty of a
local community in exchange for economic redistribution (A. Hottinger, 104). The ztfama3 of Lebanon
have succeeded in perpetuating a system of balanced
community elites by making their status hereditary (S.
Khalaf, Lebanon's predicament, New York 1987, 125-43).
Combining manipulation with coercion, they constructed sophisticated electoral machines which enabled
them to maintain control of their clientele during the
crisis of 1958 (M. Johnson, Class and client in Beirut,
London 1986, 105-11) under the patronage of the
"patron" par excellence, the President of the Republic.
The civil war of 1975-90 signalled a revival of the
institution of za'dma. Certain ztfama3 had to surrender their prestige in rural areas (the Ascad in southern Lebanon) or in urban ones (the Salam in Beirut)
to new leaders enriched or made powerful by the war
(E. Picard, Les habits neufs du communautarisme, in Cultures
et Conflits, xv-xvi [1994], 49-70). But the key institution of the Lebanese social and political system retains
its vitality.
Bibliography: Lane, Lexicon, 1233-4. On the
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Ottoman institution, the article of reference
remains that of J. Deny, /garnet, in EI\ iv, 12212, which may be supplemented now by the article
in EP (s.n., S. Faroqhi) and by K. Barkey, Bandits
and bureaucrats. The Ottoman route to state centralization,
Ithaca and London 1994; see also the art. TIMAR.
On usage of the term in the contemporary Arab East, see A. Hottinger, Zjjfamd* in historical perspective, in L. Binder (ed.), Politics in Lebanon,
New York and London 1966, 85-105; B. Lewis,
The political language of Islam, Chicago and Ithaca
1988, 59-60, 139-40; Y. Besson, Identites et conflits
au Proche-Orient, Paris 1991, 131-40.
(ELIZABETH PICARD)
AL-ZA1M, HUSNI (1889-1949), the first head of
state in the Syrian Republic to arise out of
a military coup.
An officer in the Ottoman Army and then in the
Special Forces of the French mandate [see MANDATES
and AL-SHAM. 2 (b)], Husnl al-Zacfm was born in
Aleppo into a Kurdish family of Hamat. He was
imprisoned in 1944-5 for complicity with the Vichy
army, but at independence, the colonel al-Zacim was
made inspector-general of the police. Wishing to put
an end to the corruption (to which he himself was
no stranger), on 30 March 1949 he overthrew the
government of the President Shukri al-Kuwatll. He
proclaimed himself Prime Minister, and on 25 June,
Marshal and head of state with special powers, by a
vote of 88.9% out of 816,321 electors. Inspired by
the secularist, egalitarian and developmental ideas of
Kemal Atatiirk [q.v], he imposed a new constitution
which suppressed confessional representation, gave the
right to vote to educated women, made a start on
agrarian reform and abolished private wakjs. Externally,
fearing Hashemite ambitions, he moved closer to
Egypt, Saudi Arabia and, above all, the Western powers, who had welcomed his seizure of power: France,
ratifying on 16 April a financial agreement concluded
on 7 February by Khalid al-cAzm; and the United
States, ratifying on 16 May an agreement with Aramco
guaranteeing the free flow of the oil pipe line within
Syria. On 12 April, he proposed to Israel, with which
he had had secret negotiations since the end of 1948,
to install 250,000 Palestinian refugees in the Djazira
[q.v."\ in return for economic aid from the Truman
government of the United States; these negotiations
came to nothing through David Ben Gurion's refusal.
More concerned with personal glory than the national interest, and corrupted by the exercise of power,
Husnl al-Zacim installed a police-controlled dictatorship in Syria, surrounding himself with a Kurdish
praetorian guard, hounding his political opponents,
from the Communists to the Muslim Brotherhood,
and handling over Antun Sa'ada, head of the Parti
Populaire Syrien (PPS), for whose plot he had provided arms, to the Lebanese authorities on 8 July.
He was overthrown on 13 July by a coalition of his
former allies led by Colonel SamI al-Hinnawi, and
killed the next day by officers of the PPS.
Bibliography: F.M. Sikal, Min dhikrayydt hukumat
al-^dlm Husm al-^acim, Cairo 1951; Khalid al-cAzm,
Mudhakkirdt, Beirut 1973, ii, 179-208; N. Fansa,
Ayydm Husm ^acim, Beirut 1982 (reference work);
A. Shlaim, Husm al-^acim and the plan to resettle
Palestinian refugees in Syria, in Jnal. of Palestine Studies,
xv/4 (1986). For general works on the history of
Syria at this time, see the Bibl. to AL-SHAM. 2 (c).
(ELIZABETH PICARD)
ZA'IM, MEHMED [see MEHMED ZACIM].
ZAINUDDIN [see MAPPILA].
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ZA'IRDJA (A.) or ZA'IRADJA, a divinatory technique which, in the same manner as geomancy [see
KHATT] and djafr [q.v], and under various outside influences, had a wide diffusion in the mediaeval Islamic
lands. It involved a mechanical means of calculating
portents, strongly imbued with magic and astrology,
in which were strongly mingled the talismanic sciences, based on the cilm al-khawdss "knowledge of secret
properties", the eilm al-awfdk "knowledge of conjunctions", cihn al-tilasmdt "knowledge of talismans" and
c
ilm al-huruf "knowledge of letters" [see HURUF]. Djqfr
and huruf led to the zd'irgja.
1. Origins and use in mediaeval Islam.
This mechanical technique (sina'iyyd] functioned with
the aid of a series of concentric circles, like the Ars
magna of Raymond Lull, combining the letters of the
alphabet, geomancy and astrology. From Ibn Khaldun,
Mukaddima, i, 213-20, iii, 146-79, cf. Fahd, Divination,
243-4, there emerges that the table on which these
calculations were made represented the image of the
celestial sphere. It was formed from seven concentric
circles, the largest of which had the names of the
signs of the zodiac, while the fourth contained twelve
circles in which were written numbers and letters.
Four other circles occupied the four corners of the
square in which was a circular table. The answer to
a question posed to the device was implicitly contained in the question itself, whose consonantal elements were groups, differently combined, replaced by
their numerical values and set out on the tablet. After
having taken into account the degree of the ecliptic
which rose at the horizon at the moment of operation, one proceeded to complex calculations from
which there resulted a series of numbers. When these
were converted into letters, they yielded a phrase giving the answer to the question posed.
There were several methods of using letters of the
alphabet for divinatory aims, as set forth in a work
attributed to Ibn al-cArabr (d. 638/1240 [q.v.]), the
K. Usul al-cukul fi 'l-zd'irdia (ms. Kopriilii, Fazil Pasa
163, fols. 1-75; Bursa, Ulucami 3544, fols. 141b-194b).
Two works on geomancy speak of zd^traja ramliyya
(cUmar al-Khita'I), al-Qaddwil al-zuhariyya fi iddh cilm
al-raml wa 'l-zd^iraja al-ramliyya, ms. Gotha 1317, Land.
Br. 476; and Ahmad b. £Abd al-Salam al-Tunisf (9th/
15th century), Kanz. al-asrdr al-khafiyya fi ahkdm alZd'irdja al-ramliyya, Bankipore, xxii, 126, 2457.
This description is to be compared with the table
described by E. Savage-Smith and M.B. Smith in
Islamic geomancy and a thirteenth century divinatory device,
Malibu 1980, which gives a precise idea of the workings of the features combined from geomancy and
astrology. It concerns a metallic contrivance in the
British Museum, of remarkable workmanship and
signed by a certain Muhammad Khutlukh al-Mawsilf
and dated 634/1241-2. It is composed of four main
figures (ummahdt), from which were derived twelve secondary figures (bandt), thus a total of sixteen, placed
in correspondence with the lunar mansions (cf. 32 ff),
starting from the principle of the action of the heavenly
bodies on the various parts of the human body and
the influence of the constellations on the various countries of the world. In the eyes of the astrologers and
geomancers, this allowed them to foretell the fate of
humans and to predict revolutions and wars (see
the review by Fahd, in BiOr, xxxviii/5-6 [1987], cols.
773-6).
The use of tables is also attested for horoscopes,
the best-known work on this topic being the K. al^a'ird^dt fi 'l-hilddl wa 'l-kadkhuddh of the famous mathematician and astrologer Abu Sacld al-Sidjzi (jl. second

half of the 4th/10th century, cf. Sezgin, GAS, vii,
177), who organises his subject-matter into five tables,
referring to Greek sources (see Sezgin, GAS, vii, 17782).
Regarding the origin of this technique, the first
mention of the term ^d'ird^a goes back to Tumtum
al-Hindf (see Goldziher, in OL£ xiii [1910],' 59-61),
who is reported to have himself commented upon one
of his own works called ^irdja (Sezgin, iv, 119, 4).
As we have just seen, it was used by al-Sidjzf, as also
by Abu Ma'shar (ibid., iv, 151) and Masha'allah (iv,
106). But the invention of the circular table and the
mode of its use are generally attributed to Shams alDfn Abu VAbbas al-Sabtf (d. 698/1298?), author of
al-Risdla al-sabtiyya fi }l-zd}irdj_a (ms. Paris ar. 2694) and
of the R. al-Shuhrur fi 'l-zd^rdja (ms. Bursa, Ulucami
3544, fols. 195b-199b).
Bibliography: See Ibn Khaldun, Mukaddima, i,
213-20, Fr. tr. de Slane, i, 245-53, and iii, 14679, pages not tr. by de Slane, who give instead a
long note and a description of the procedure (iii,
200-6). But Rosenthal, in his Eng. tr. i, 238-45, iii,
182-214, gives two reproductions after p. 204 of
this table, and at the end of vol. iii, in a pocket,
there is a transliteration and tr. of the constituent
elements of this table. A contemporary of Ibn
Khaldun attests the veracity of the experience in
question in iii, 163 ff, 201 ff, Eng. tr. iii, 199 ff.
Cf. on this subject, H.P. Reinaud, Divination et histoire nord-qfricaine du temps d'Ibn Khaldun, in Hesperis,
xxx (1943), 213-21. Cf. an expansion of this art.
in Fahd, La divination arabe, Leiden 1966, repr. Paris
1987, 243-5.
(T. FAHD)
2. In mysticism and philosophy, and later
survivals.
Texts of Sufi" inspiration hold zd*iraja to be a path
of awareness of the highest degree, allowing direct
access to divine secrets, some of which, such as knowledge in the correct order of the Ninety-Nine Names
of God [see AL-ASMA' AL-HUSNA], guarantee entry to
Paradise. Also found here are cosmological developments which insist on the correspondence (rabt) existing between heaven and earth and which could
constitute the substructure on which the concentration of the diagram is based (Ibn al-cArabf (attrib.),
K Usul al-(ukul, cf. O. Yahia, Histoire et classification de
I'oeuvre d'Ibn 'Arabi, Damascus 1964, ii, 519 n. 808,
and Fahd, La divination arabe, 244-5 no. 6; among others, B.N. ms. arabe 2684, fols. 9la, 98a, or ms. 2694,
fols. 2a, 12b; and the anonymous K. Turuk al-sdlikin
wa-kunuz asrdr al-cdrifm, B.N. 2684, fols. 31-52, later
than al-Sabtr (see 1. above) cited on fol. 39b, cf. especially the opening and fol. 391-b).
The zd^raja has attracted the attention of "Lullian"
studies and of scholars researching into the history of
numbers. D. Urvoy has established Lull's debt, in his
Ars magna, to zd}iraja, especially when purged of its
esoteric and divinatory elements; see his Penser rislam.
Les presupposes islamiques de "I'Art" de Lull, Paris 1980,
23, 89-90, iii, 162-4. It was thus that the philosopher
Leibnitz came into direct contact with al-Sabtf's system.
As regards the practice of zd}irdj_a, there are indications of its persistence in the 14th, 16th, 17th and
even 19th centuries in North Africa (modern Morocco,
Algeria and Tunisia) (Dozy, Supplement, i, 577; Leo
Africanus, tr. A. Epaulard, Description de I'Afrique, Paris
1956, i, 219). The region of Ceuta in northern
Morocco was probably the scene of important activity in the 6th/12th century; but E. Doutte did not
mention having observed it at the beginning of the
20th century (Magie et religion dans I'Afrique du JVord,
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second of the three caravans of Traki pilgrims at alAlgiers 1908, repr. Paris 1994, 381-3). E.W. Lane
'Akaba (today a border post between Trak and Saudi
encountered a simplified version of it in early 19thcentury Cairo, see his Manners and customs of the mod- Arabia) and captured an immense booty. But on 10
c
ern Egyptians, ch. xi "Superstitions-cowftm^/," with an January 907/22 RabT I 294, his partisans were
attacked by c Abbasid troops under the command of
illustration of a table. Today, it is still practiced in
the general Waslf near the so-called ruins of Iram in
Yemen by an adept of great regional renown, the
Wad! Dhi Kar \ca. 160 km/100 miles west of Basra);
shaykh Mahdl Amm (cf. al-Natidj.a, containing his annual
in a two-day battle, the Bedouin suffered a crushing
predictions, where z.y.r.aj.h is noted on the fourth part
defeat, and Zakarawayh himself was mortally wounded.
of the cover). Furthermore, the treatise of cAbd alFrom the interrogation of his brother-in-law, the
Fattah al-Tukhi, al-^d'ir^a al-handasiyya fi kashf al-asrdr
authorities in Baghdad got the detailed information
al-khajiyya,'Cairo 1367/1948, 1-61, as also his Za'irfiat
concerning Zakarawayh's whereabouts which al-Tabarl
al-Tukhi al-falaki wa-hiya khuldsat dj.dmic al-zaydridj_, Cairo
made use of in his chronicle.
n.d., 139-87, also Beirut 1411/1991, seeks to perpetuBibliography: The main sources are Tabarl,
ate the practice.
iii, 2127, 2130, 2217-50, 2255-78; cArib, Si/a,
Bibliography. See also L. Massignon, Inventaire
9-18, 36; Ibn al-Dawadari, Kanz, al-durar, ed. alde la litter aime hermetique arabe, in A.-J. Festugiere
Munadjdjid, vi, Cairo 1961, 47-83; Makrizi, Ittiai
(ed.), La revelation d'Hermes Trismegiste, i, L'astrologie et
al-hunafd\ ed. al-Shayyal, i, Cairo 1967,' 155, 168les sciences occultes, Paris 1950, repr. 1989, appx. iii,
73. Of studies, see H. Halm, Die Sohne ^ikrawaihs
399; R.B. Serjeant, ch. Islam, in M. Loewe and
und das erste fatimidische Kalifat (290/903), in WO,
Carmen Blacker (eds.), Oracles and divination, Boulder,
viii (1975), 30-53; idem, The empire of the Mahdi,
Colo. 1981, 239-41, repr. in Serjeant, Society and
Leiden 1996, 62-88, 183-90.
(H. HALM)
tradition in South Arabia, Variorum, Aldershot 1996,
ZAKARIYYA', also Zakariyya, the father of
no. XIV.
(ANNE REGOURD)
John the Baptist, reckoned in the Kur'an (VI, 85)
ZAKANI, CUBAYD [see 'UBAYD-I ZAKANI].
along with John, Jesus, and Elias as among the rightZAKARAWAYH B. MIHRAWAYH, one of
c
eous. The name most likely entered Arabic via its
the earliest I s m a ' i l T missionaries in l r a k .
Syriac rendering. The Kur'an gives the substance of
In modern literature, the name, a Persian diminutive
Luke i. 5-25, as follows: Zakariyya3 guards the Virgin
of Zakariyya3 (originally Zakaroye), is often misread
Mary [see MARYAM, at Vol. VI, 630] in the niche
as Zikrawayh.
(mihrdb) and always finds fresh fruits there. He prays
Zakarawayh came from the village of al-Maysaniyya
to God; angels announce to him that a son will be
near Kufa and was the son of one of 'Abdan's [q.v.]
c
born to him, Yahya, a name not previously given to
first missionaries; he propagated the Isma lll doctrine
anyone, a pious man, a prophet, Jacob's heir, pleasamong the Bedouin of the tribe of Kulayb on the
ing to God. Zakariyya3 thinks he is too old. As a
fringes of the desert west of Kufa. When in 286/899
sign, he is struck dumb for three days (Kur3an, III,
a schism split the Isma'TlT community, he was instru37-41, XIX, 1-11, XXI, 89-90).
mental in doing away with his master cAbdan who
Later legend expands the Gospel story and says
had apostatised from the Isma'ill doctrine and fallen
that Gabriel was the announcer (Luke i. 19) and that
away from the headquarters of the movement at
Zakariyya3 was struck dumb as a punishment for his
Salamiyya [see ISMA'ILIYYA at Vol. IV, 198a-b]. Out
of fear of blood vengeance, Zakarawayh had to go
doubts (Luke i. 20). It elaborates the details as follows: nineteen people anxious to take charge of
into hiding; in 287/900 he reappeared and was again
active in missionary work among the tribes of the
Maryam wrote their names each on a reed; these
Syrian desert, Asad, Tayyi3 and Tamlm [q.vv.]; his
were thrown into the pool of Siloam, and the reed
hiding-place and headquarters was the village of alwith Zakariyya3's name came to the top. Zakariyya3
Saw'ar, 7 km/4 miles west of al-Kadisiyya. In 288/901
grew old and resigned his office of custodian, which
he sent two of his sons as missionaries to the Kalb
a reed oracle gave to Joseph, the carpenter. In Mary's
in Palmyrene; it was these men, Yahya, the "Man
niche there was winter fruit in summer and summer
with the She-camel" (sahib al-ndka) and al-Husayn, the
fruit in winter; this encouraged Zakariyya3 to pray
"Man with the Birthmark" (sahib al-shdma), who in
that his aged body also might be fruitful out of season.
289/902 won the support of several clans of this tribe
Muslim legend has Zakariyya3 the prophet die a
for an armed rebellion against the 'Abbasid regime.
death of a martyr. After Yahya's death, he escaped
They plundered the town of Rusafa near the Middle
into a tree which opened for him. But the hem of
Euphrates and besieged Damascus from December
his cloak remained outside the tree. Iblls betrayed
902 until July 903 without success. This evidently prohim, the tree was felled and with it Zakariyya3
Fatimid rebellion seems to have been a premature
(al-Thaclabi, 341-2; Ibn al-Athlr, Bulak 1290, i,
undertaking on the part of Zakarawayh and his sons,
120). This is modeled on the Haggada and the marunauthorised by the leaders of the Isma'ili movement.
tyrdom of Isaiah [see SHACYA, and references cited
It caused al-MahdT cUbayd Allah's [q.v] flight from
there].
Salamiyya, and after the rebellion had been put down
Muslim legend amalgamates the Zakariyya3 of the
by an 'Abbasid army in 291/903, the whole enterGospel with the prophet Zechariah, of whom the
prise was disavowed by the Fatimids; in later Fatimid
Haggada records that, after his martyrdom, his blood
sources, Zakarawayh and his sons are the subject of
boiled until Nebuchadnezzar's general Nebuzaradan
a damnatio memoriae.
came. The latter sought to calm the spirit with the
After this catastrophe, Zakarawayh renewed his
blood of Israel but in vain. Only his final threat to
subversive activities in 293/906. His hordes of Kalb
kill all of Israel calmed it. Muslim legend tells this of
Bedouin plundered Busra and Tabariyya (Tiberias) in
Yahya b. Zakariyya3 [q.v., and references cited there].
Syria and Hit on the Euphrates; on the day of the
Zechariah, son of the High Priest Jehoiada, who was
Feast of the Sacrifice 293/2 October 906 they made
martyred by King Joash (II Chr. xxiv. 22), is identia sudden attack on Kufa. After having defeated caliphal
fied with Zechariah, the father of John the Baptist,
troops who tried to destroy his headquarters at alnot only in Muslim legend but also in Christian
Saw3ar, Zakarawayh in November 906 attacked the
apocryphal texts (Protoevangelium Jacobi, xxiv; this text
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provides the parallel for a number of other elements
in the story also).
Bibliography: Tabarf, i, 733-4, tr. M. Perlmann,
The History ofal-Taban, iv, The ancient kingdoms, Albany
N.Y. 1987, 119-20; Tha'labr, Kisas al-anbiyd\ Cairo
n.d., 333-42; Kisa'f, Kisas al-anbiyd3, ed. Eisenberg,
Leiden 1922-3, 301-3; Abu Rifa'a al-Farisi, Bad3
al-khalk wa-kisas al-anbiyd3, in R.G. Khoury (ed.), Les
legendes prophetiques dans I'Islam, Wiesbaden 1978, 297321; L. Baeck, Secharya ben Berechja, in MGWJ, Ixxvi
(1932), 233-319; D. Sidersky, Les origines des legendes
musulmanes dans le Goran et dans les vies des prophetes,
Paris 1933, 139-40; C.C. Torrey, The Jewish foundation of Islam, New York 1933, 58, 67, 80; M. Gaster
and B. Heller, Der Prophet Jesajah und der Baum, in
MGWJ, Jxxx (1936), 35-52, 127-8.
(B. HELLER-[A. RIPPIN])
ZAKARIYYA' AL-ANSARI, ABU YAHYA B.
MUHAMMAD b. Zakariyya, Zayn al-Dfn al-Sunaykf,
Egyptian scholar and S u f i , born ca. 823/1420.
After growing up in a humble milieu in the
Sharkiyya, he had the opportunity of making his way
to Cairo to study Islamic sciences; he was the pupil
of Ibn Hadjar al-cAskalanf [q.v.]. At the same time,
he frequented Sufi circles and became associated with
numerous initiatory "paths" (turuk [see TARJKA]). In
his role as scholar (cdlim), he excelled in particular in
ShafTf law, for which he composed commentaries
which soon became part of the courses in the madrasas
(such as the Shark Rawd al-tdlib, Cairo 1313, 4 vols.).
A renowned teacher, in the course of his long career
he educated three generations of ShafTf scholars from
all parts of the Near East. On numerous occasions
he refused the post of ShafTf Grand Kadi (kadi alkuddt), but ultimately he was persuaded by the Mamluk
sultan Kayitbay to take on this function, which he
exercised for a period of twenty years, from 88671481
to 906/1500. When he received the honorific title of
shajkh alTsldm [q.v.], he was even hailed by some as
the "renovator" (muajaddid [q.v.]) of the 9th century
of the hidjra.
This renown acquired in the exoteric sciences
enabled him to protect his spiritual life from any
external scrutiny and to hide the social influence of
his holiness (waldya): this amounted to the status of
an authentic maldmati [q.v]. He succeeded in his enterprise, to the extent that posterity remembers him primarily as a great jurist. The pages dedicated to him
by al-'Aydarusf, for example, present only the exoteric side of his personality (Ta'nkh al-nur al-sdfir,
Baghdad 1934, 120-4). Only his closest pupils, such
as al-Shacrani [q.v], who revered him, and certain
Sufi" masters of Cairo, were aware of his spiritual
dimension and were prepared to declare themselves
on this subject (cf. al-Shacranf, al-Tabakdt al-kubrd,
Cairo 1954, ii, 122-4; al-Tabakdt al-sughrd, Cairo 1970,
37-45). AJ-Ansarf did, however, write in the domain
of Sufism (al-Futuhdt al-ildhiyya f nqf arwdh al-dhawdt
al-insdniyya, ed. in Hakikat al-tasawwuf al-isldmi, Cairo
1992, 5-25; a commentary on the Risdla of al-Kushayn,
Cairo 1957; and a commentary on the Risdla fi 'ltawhid of Shaykh Arslan, in Shuruh risdlat al-shaykh
Arsldn, Damascus 1969, 181-99). The great influence
wielded by al-Ansan in Cairo at the end of the
Mamluk period is clearly reflected in late compilations
of initiatory lineages (asdmd): M. al-Sanusf, al-Salsabil
al-macinfi 'l-tard'ik al-arba(m, Beirut 1968; M. al-Zabrdf,
Ithdf al-asfiyd3 bi-raf saldsil al-awliyd3, and clkd al-ajumdn
al-thammfi 'l-dhikr wa-turuk al-ilbds wa }l-talkin, ms. dating from 1339/1920-1, private collection).
Zakariyya' al-Ansarf incarnates in fact the model

of the Sufi" scholar, equally at home in the exoteric
and the esoteric sciences; such a profile is often encountered at the end of the mediaeval period. Al-Ansarf
died aged 101, in 926/1520, and was buried in Cairo
in the sanctuary of the Imam al-Shafici.
Bibliography: Sakhawf, al-Daw} al-ldmic, Beirut
n.d., iii, 234-8; Ghazzf, al-Kawdkib al-sd'ira, Beirut
1945, 196-206; E. Geoffroy, Le soufisme en E&pte et
en Syne sous les derniers Mamelouks et les premiers Ottomans, IFEAD, Damascus 1995, 553 (index), 517-18
(suppl.); idem, Le voile des apparences, ou la double vie
du grand cadi ^akariyyd al-Ansan, in JA, cclxxxii/2,
271-80.
'
(E. GEOFFROY)
ZAKARIYYA KANDHALAWI SAHARANPURI,
SHAYKH AL-HADrm MAWLANA MUHAMMAD, an Indian
traditionist and influential member and ideologist of the Tablfghf Djama'at [q.v], d. 1982.
He was related by birth to the leaders of this movement and closely linked with them.
Born in his ancestral village of Kandhala in what
was then the United Provinces (now Uttar Pradesh),
he was educated in esoteric religious studies at the
seminary in Saharanpur [q.v], which was affiliated to
the school of Deoband [q.v.], under the direction of
his father. He also had KhalFl Ahmad Ambathawf as
his teacher of hadith and as spiritual guide. In 1915
he was initiated, and in 1925 he was authorised to
initiate other disciples into the major brotherhoods
(Cishtiyya, Suhrawardiyya, Kadiriyya and Nakshbandiyya [q.w.]). From 1916 to 1969 he taught tradition
at the seminary in Saharanpur, and he became director there in 1954. He published commentaries on two
collections of hadith (the Muwatta3 of Malik, and the
Sahih of al-Bukharf). He made the pilgrimage to Mecca
four'times (1920, 1925, 1964 and 1967), but in 1969
he had to stop teaching because he was suffering from
cataracts. He went to live in Medina in 1973, and
there he died and was buried in 1982.
He is famous for his prominent role in the development of the Tablfghf Djamacat. Between 1924 and
1964 he published in Urdu a series of treatises on
the merits (fadd}il) of the fundamental practices of
Islam. These are known under the collective title of
Tablighi nisdb, and they have been translated into several major languages (Arabic, English and French).
To this day they form the basic manuals for the
movement. Muhammad Zakariyya was a very influential counsellor to the successive leaders of the
Tablighr Djamacat, and he did much to extend the
movement in Arabia, in England (he travelled there
twice, in 1979 and 1981), and in locations around
the Indian Ocean, such as Reunion, South Africa and
East Africa (where he went, also in 1981).
Bibliography: The only work of his widely available is the Tablighi nisdb, Dihll n.d., Eng. tr. The
teachings of Islam, Dihll n.d., Fr. tr. Les enseignements
de I'islam, Dmll-Saint-Denis de la Reunion n.d.).
Concerning the contents of this volume and the
use that can be made of it, see B.D. Metcalf, Living
Hadith in the Tablighi Jamdcat, in The Journal of Asian
Studies, lii/3 (1993), 584-608. For the biography of
Muhammad Zakariyya, see Abu '1-Hasan cAlf Nadwi,
Hadrat Shaykh al-Hadith Mawldnd Muhammad Zpkariyyd* Sahib, Lucknow 1982; M. Gaborieau, Muhammad ^akariyyd Kdndhalawi Sahdranpun, in Gaborieau
et al. (eds.), Dictionnaire biographique des savants et grandes
figures du monde musulman peripherique, du XIXe siecle
jusqu'a nos jours, i, Paris 1992, 20.

(M. GABORIEAU)
ZAKAT (A.), the obligatory payment by
Muslims of a determinate portion of speci-

ZAKAT
fied categories of their lawful property for
the benefit of the poor and other enumerated classes or, as generally in Kur'anic usage, the
portion of property so paid.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Introduction
^akat in the Kur'an
^akdt in the Hadlth
£akdt in Islamic history
^akdt in Islamic law
i. ^akdt on livestock
ii. ^akdt on crops
iii. £akdt on gold and silver
iv. %akdt on mines (ma'diri) and treasures (rikdz)
v. Zakdt on merchandise (tid^dra, curud)
vi. Holding period (howl]
vii. Persons subject to zakdt
viii. Ownership
ix. Debts
x. Estimation
xi. Recipients
xii. Collection and payment
xiii. Intention (niyyd)
xiv. Zakdt avoidance and non-payment
6. Za^ al-fitr
7. Zakdt in Sufism
8. Zakdt in the modern period

1. Introduction.
There is disagreement as to when the obligation
of zakdt was imposed: according to a common opinion, this occurred in the month of Shawwal of the
year 2/624 after the introduction of zakdt al-fitr in
Sha'ban of the same year, or, according to others, at
the same time as zakdt al-fitr. Others place its introduction in the year 1/622-3 or 4/625-6 or even as
late as 9/630-1 (al-Tabarl, iv, 1722, cf. Ibn Hadjar
al-cAskalam, Path al-bari, Cairo 1378/1959, iv, 8-9)).
Another popular opinion is that zakat was introduced
in general terms before the hidjra and then in detailed
fashion in Medina. %akat is one of the "pillars" (arkdn,
da'd'im) of Islam (cf. al-Bukharl, al-Sahih, Cairo 1418/
1998, i, 19), and to deny its obligatoriness amounts
to unbelief (kufir). Failure to pay zakat when due is a
grave sin (kabira) (al-Dhahabi, Kitdb al-Kabd'ir, Cairo
1356, 32-7). Acceptance of zakat on the part of those
qualified to receive it is a collective obligation (fard
kifdyd) (Abu '1-Huda al-Sayyadl, Daw3 al-shams, 1394/
1974, ii, 5-7).
Muslim scholars almost universally regard the term
zakat as Arabic in origin and derive it form the verb
zakd, which has among its meanings "to increase" and
"to be pure", Zakat, on this view, takes its name from
its functions of increasing, i.e. blessing, the property
from which it is taken and purifying from sin those
who give it or their property (Lane, iii, 1241). Modern
scholarship has regarded the term as a borrowing,
almost certainly from the Judaeo-Aramaic zdkhuthd or
righteousness, as evidenced by its orthography in the
Kur'an (A. Spitaler, Die Schreibung des Typus slwt im
Koran, in W^KN, Ivi [1960], 217), and it has been
suggested that zakat was formed to rhyme with saldt,
another borrowing from Aramaic (C. Brockelmann,
Semitische Reimwortbildungen, in £S, v [1927], 14). While
the use of the noun zdkhuthd, unlike the related verb
Z*ka for alms, is not attested in Rabbinic writings (M.
SokolofT, Dictionary of Jewish Palestinian Aramaic of the
Byzantine period, Ramat-Gan 1990, 177, cf. J. Horovitz,
Zakdt, in Isl, viii [1918], 137-8), in targumic literature zdkhuthd functioned as the Aramaic equivalent
for the Hebrew s'ddkd, which had from its original
sense of righteousness come to serve as the ordinary
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term for alms and was borrowed with this sense into
Arabic as sadaka [q.v]. Although some of the zakat
rates have obvious parallels outside of Islam, e.g. onetenth or one-fortieth (Mishna, Terumoth. iv, 3), there
is no reason to doubt that the classical system of zakdt
is unique to Islam.
Sadaka, in common use for voluntary alms, is also
frequently used for zakdt, especially zakdt on livestock
and crops. The use of zakdt in the sense of voluntary alms, if known at all, is rare (cf. al-Kurtubi, alDj.dmif li-ahkdm al-Kur'dn, Beirut 1965, vi, 222 on
Kur'an V, 55). The forms of zakdt, including zakdt alfitr, considered here, are in turn classified under the
larger heading of sadaka, in a further, expanded sense
that includes obligatory and voluntary alms as well,
kqffara [q.v.] (al-Suyuri, Kanz al-cirfdn, Tehran 1384, i,
318). Zakdt is sometimes used in a figurative sense,
for any offering, even one that is intangible: thus
praying for other believers is said to be the zakdt of
one without property. Zakdt was used in mediaeval
times for various taxes without a basis in Islamic
teaching [see MAKS]. The choice of the term zakdt for
these was likely prompted by its positive religious associations and its use for a compulsory payment, as
opposed to voluntary sadaka (cf. H. Rabie, The financial system of Egypt A.H.' 564-741 /A.D. 1169-1341,
London 1972, 86, 96; P. Jackson and L. Lockhart
(eds.), Comb, hist. Iran, Cambridge 1986, vi, 134, 541).
2. Z^akdt in the K u r ' a n .
The word zakdt occurs thirty-two times in the
Kur'an, always in the singular, and, according to
some, only in Medinan passages (A. Jeffery, The foreign vocabulary of the Qur'an, Baroda 1938, 153). In at
least two such occurrences (XVIII, 81; XIX, 13) it
bears the sense of righteousness. The command for
Muslims to give zakdt is so often joined with the command to offer prayer (saldt) that zakdt was later termed
the "companion" (kanna) of prayer. The same pairing occurs in connection with earlier prophets.
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob were instructed to pray
and give zakdt (XXI, 73), as were the Israelites (II, 83,
cf. VII, 156) and later Jesus (XIX, 31), and Ishmael
so instructed his household (XIX, 55). Muslim exegetes,
however, sometimes questioned whether the zakdt
known before Islam was identical with zakdt as they
knew it. Only in XXIII, 4 is "doing" or "practicing"
(fd'ilun) zakdt found in place of "giving", where zakdt,
if it refers to alms, may bear the meaning of the
practice of giving, rather than as elsewhere the portion of property to be given (cf. Tsa, al-Mushaf almuyassar, Cairo 1385, 445; R. Bell, The Qur'dn,
Edinburgh 1937, i, 327; F. Rosenthal, Sedaka, chanty,
in HUCA, xxiii/1 [1950-1], 422 n. 39). The command to give zakdt is addressed to Muhammad's followers in II, 110; XXII, 78; XXIV, 56; LVIII, 13;
and LXXIII, 20, and specifically to Muhammad's
wives in XXXIII, 33. It is addressed to the Jews of
Medina in II, 43. On the use of sadaka in the Kur'an
for zakdt, see SADAKA. Zakdt may also be intended in
some of the frequent references to spending (e.g. VIII,
3). Md'un in CVII, 7 has also been interpreted as
zakdt (al-Bayhakl, Ma'rifat al-sunan wa 'l-dthdr, ed. alKal'adji, Cairo 1411/1991, vi, 9).
Those entitled to receive zakdt are listed in IX, 60
(ayat al-sadaka], said to have been revealed after the
battle of Hunayn (8/630 [q.v.]) in response to criticism by hypocrites [see AL-MUNAFIKUN] of the equity
of Muhammad's distribution of zakdt (IX, 58-9), which
until then had been left to his personal judgement
(al-Mawardi, al-Ahkdm al-sultdniyya, Cairo 1386/1966,
122). Institutionalisation of zakdt within Muhammad's
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lifetime is evidenced by the mention of agents for its
ed. Isma'fl, al-Mansura 1419/1998, iii, 489-90). The
collection in IX, 60, reportedly first sent out in the
zakdt due on cattle appears in the Prophet's instrucyear 9/630-1, and by the requirement of the pagan
tions to Mu'adh b. Djabal, whom he sent to Yemen
Arabs that they practice prayer and give zakdt for
(Abu Dawud, i, 462), known, unlike the rest of Arabia,
their lives to be spared (IX, 5) and for them to
for its cattle-raising (al-Zarkashf, Shark al-^arkashi cald
become "brethren in religion" (IX, 11, cf. IX, 18;
mukhtasar al-Khiraki, ed. al-Djibrfn, ii, 392-3, cf. aland cf. al-Bukharf, iii, 7). In LVIII, 13 the obligaHamdanf, i, 201). In some formulations one can detect
tion of giving of zakdt is opposed to the voluntary
a mnemonic intent: "No sadaka is payable on less
sadaka for an audience with the Prophet.
than five camel-loads of dates, on less than five ounces
Muslim interpreters have found in the Kur'an refof silver, and on fewer than five camels" (al-Bukhan,
erences to zakdt on crops (II, 267; VI, 141), gold and
iii, 10). Similar details are found in the Shf'f hadith
silver (IX, 34), merchandise (II, 267; LI, 19; LXX, I transmitted from cAlf and the other imam?,.
24), and mines (II, 267). A reference to the intention |
Both those who pay zakdt and those who collect
(niyya, see 5.xiii below) required for the validity of
are cautioned: the former to make sure that the colzakat has been found in XXX, 39. Kur'an IX, 103,
lector leaves them well pleased, the latter not to exact
sometimes said to have been revealed to provide a
more than is due, which is as bad as refusing to pay
means of atonement (kqffdra) for specific individuals who
(al-Tirmidhf, al-Sunan, ed. cAbd al-Bakf, Beirut, iii,
repented of their misconduct (al-Kurtubf, viii, 242-5),
38). Owners of livestock need not pay with their most
is nonetheless among the most cited verses in connecvaluable animals, unless they freely choose to do so
tion with zakdt. Kur'an XXX, 39 contrasts the intended
(al-Bukhan, iii, 43). The collector who acts according
increase of wealth in usury (ribd [q.v. in Suppl.]), which
to law is likened by the Prophet to the warrior in
is vain in the estimation of God, with the genuine
God's cause (ghdzi, mudj_dhid) (al-Tirmidhf, iii, 37).
increase gained by those who give zakdt. The polytheists
While the instructions of Abu Bakr to Anas are pre(mushrikun) do not give zakdt (XLJ, 7). The mundfik
ceded by the statement that those of whom more
will wish after he dies for another opportunity to obey
zakdt is demanded than is due are not to pay it, other
the injunction to give zakdt (LXIII, 10: fa-assadaka).
traditions urge the zakdt payer to comply with exorMuslim jurists disagreed on the extent to which the
bitant demands, for which the collectors will be held
Kur'an provided adequate information for impleresponsible (cf. al-Shawkanf, Nayl al-awtdr, ed. almenting the obligation of giving zakdt. A minority
Sababitf, Cairo 1413/1993, iv, 147). There are also
found a basis in the Kur'an (IX, 103) for imposing
warnings to those who accept zakdt to which they are
zakdt on all property (amwdl) unless there was evinot entitled that what they acquire is only an ache
dence to the contrary (e.g. the Zaydf imam al-Hadf,
in their heads and a burning in their innards.
K. al-Ahkdm, 1990, i, 180), a position sometimes attribFailure to pay zakat is a sign of hypocrisy, and the
uted to Abu Hanlfa. Others regarded the Kur'anic
prayers of those who do not pay zakdt will not be
accepted. No poor person would ever go hungry, lack
provisions as insufficiently detailed (mudjmal) and in
need of clarification from the Prophet, a position comclothing or be hard-pressed if the wealthy paid their
zakdt, but it is admitted that there is no obligation
monly ascribed to al-Shafici, who did in fact regard the
more demanding than the payment of zakdt. ^akdt
clarification of the Kur'anic provisions on zakdt proserves as a purification (tuhra, tuhur) of those who pay.
vided by the sunna as paradigmatic of the relation beIt safeguards their other property, whereas giving voltween these sources of law (al-Umm, ed. Cairo, ii, 3).
untary alms (sadaka) heals the sick. No property at
There is disagreement whether the obligation of
land or sea is ever lost except on account of the withzakdt abrogated other Kur'anic provisions for obligaholding of zakdt. %akdt is never left commingled with
tory giving (e.g. II, 219) and more generally whether
other property without bringing about its ruin. Failure
there are any Islamic obligations on property beyond
to pay zakdt brings on drought and loss of livestock,
zakdt (fi }l-mdl hakk siwd al-zakdt) (al-Ghazalf, Ihyd'
c
while the payment of zakdt ensures rain. Property on
ulum al-din, on the margin of al-Zabidf, Ithdf al-sdda
c
which zakdt has been paid is not the treasured-up
al-muttakin, ed. Beirut, iv, 105-6; Ibn al- ArabI, K. algold and silver condemned in the Kur'an (IX, 34),
Kabas, ed. Walad Karfrn, Beirut 1992, ii, 461-2).

3. ^akdt in the Hadith.
Apart from the Kur'anic list of beneficiaries, the
other major elements of the law of zakdt are based
on hadith: the kinds of property subject to zakdt, the
minimum quantity (nisab) in each case, the rate of
zakdt, and the rule of a one-year holding period (howl)
(Ibn Madja, al-Sunan, Cairo, i, 547). The best-known
traditions regulating the zakdt due on camels and sheep
are reports of written instructions for their collection
(fatal, sahlfa, cahd) that came to be preserved as family heirlooms. These are the instructions of the Prophet
to cAmr b. Hazm whom he sent to Yemen (cf. alNasaT, al-Sunan, ed. cAbd al-Warith CAH, Beirut
1416/1995, viii, 41-2), the instructions that the Prophet
is said to have prepared but was unable to issue
before his death, and which were then implemented
by Abu Bakr and cUmar, and later by cUmar b. cAbd
al-cAzfz (Malik, al-Muwatta3, ed. cAbd al-Bakf, Cairo,
175-6; Abu Dawud, al-Sunan, ed. al-Khalidf, Beirut
1416/1996, i, 458-9), and the instructions of Abu
Bakr to Anas b. Malik, whom he sent to collect zakdt
in Bahrayn (al-Bukharf, iii, 39-41) (on these traditions,
see Tyad b. Musa, Ikmdl al-muclim bi-fawd3id Muslim,

even when it is buried deep in the earth. On the
Day of Resurrection (kiydma [<?.#.]), equivalent to fifty
thousand years in this world, those who have not
paid zakdt will be confronted by the zakdt they have
withheld (cf. Kur'an IX, 35): their gold and silver
treasure (kanz] will pursue them in the form of a
large fearsome serpent (cf. Kur'an III, 180), with the
cry: "I am your treasure," and those who have withheld zakdt from livestock will be trampled and gored
by the animals they have not paid, now grown large
and fat.
4. ^akdt in Islamic history.
According to the Islamic sources, the collection of
zakdt was already in full force during the lifetime of
the Prophet Muhammad. He is said to have dispatched "innumerable" collectors of zakdt, some of
them among the most famous of his Companions,
such as cUmar and cAlf (al-Khuza'f, K. Takhndl aldaldla al-sharfiyya, ed. Abu Salama, Cairo 1401/1981,
544; Ibn Sa'd, ii/1, 115). On the other hand, the
hadith indicates that the Prophet died before the definitive guidelines for the collection of camels and sheep
were issued. The system of zakdt collection was gravely
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threatened during the caliphate of Abu Bakr, when
some of the Arabian tribes refused to acknowledge
that the Prophet's authority to collect zakdt had passed
to his successor. This movement in resistance to the
collection of zakdt is associated with the apostasy of
the ridda [q.v. in Suppl.] wars, but it became widely
accepted among Muslim scholars that only some of
those who withheld zakdt were true apostates, the
others being more properly classified as rebels (bughdt)
and not to be judged by the same standard as later
Muslims who reject the obligation of zakdt (al-Khattabi,
Mdalira al-sunan, ed. al-Tabbakh, Aleppo 1352/1933,
ii, 2-10, locus classicus).
Of the succeeding Rightly-Guided Caliphs, cUmar
is reported to have had the greatest interest in the
details of zakdt and its collection. To 'Urnar is attributed the institution of collectors posted on roads to
collect zakdt from Muslim merchants (at the rate of
2.5%) as well as imposts on the merchandise of nonMuslim traders, both indigenous (dhimmi) and foreign
(harbi). From the rate applied to alien non-Muslim
merchants of 10% ((ushr), these collectors became
known as 'ushshar (sing. cdshir). In the course of time,
these collectors on bridges and in ports came to exceed
the limits imposed by the law and acquired an exceedingly unsavory reputation for venality. cUmar is said
to have been the first to take merit, and not merely
need, into consideration in the distribution of zakdt
(Muslim b. Abi Karima, Risdlat Abi Karima fi 'l-zakdt,
c
Uman 1982, 10). It was cUmar, too, according to
some, who definitively declared that Islam had achieved
such a state of security as to no longer need the services of "those whose hearts are to be won over,"
one of the Kur'anic classes of recipients of zakdt (on
these, see Ibn al-'Arabl, Ahkdm al-Kur'dn, ed. al-Bidjawi,
Cairo 1387/1967, ii, 951-4, and AL-MU'ALLAFA KULUBUHUM). But the most significant change in the practice
of zakdt collection is attributed to 'Uthman. This is
the rule that the official collectors of zakdt have authority to demand payment on "apparent" (zdhir, ndtik)
property only, i.e. livestock and crops, leaving
owners the choice of paying zakat on "unapparent"
(bdtin, sdmit) property, i.e. gold, silver and merchandise, either to the collectors or directly to the recipients of zakdt. It is said that 'Uthman was concerned
that rapacious collectors would enrich themselves
with the property of the Muslims, and in fact allegations of corruption in the collection of zakdt were
already made against 'Uthman's collectors. Some, however, held that the Prophet himself never demanded
payment of zakdt on bdtin property (Ibn Kudama, alKafi, ed. al-Shawrsh, i, 328), and others have rejected
the distinction entirely: the Zaydl imam al-Hadi insisted
that it was a contrivance of jurists aimed at checking over-reaching collectors (K. al-Ahkdm, i, 192-3).
During the Umayyad period, zeal in the collection
of zakdt grew. Mu'awiya, for example, is said to have
been the first to deduct zakdt from state stipends
(J. Schacht, The origins of Muhammadan jurisprudence,
Oxford 1950, 199-200). But the increasing lack of confidence in the integrity of administration of the zakdt
system is reflected in the reported disagreement among
early jurists whether it was still appropriate to pay
zjakai to the official collectors. The position of Ibn
c
Umar (d. 73/692) that such payment would discharge
one's obligation proved to be the most influential (cf.
Madelung, cAbd Allah b. cAbbds and Shfite law, in Law,
Christianity and modernism in Islamic society, ed. Vermeulen
and Van Reeth, Louvain 1998, 21-3). A review of
existing practice in the collection of zakdt formed part
of the reform of fiscal matters under cUmar b. cAbd
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al-cAziz (d. 101/720 [q.v]), and his rulings on questions of zakdt are widely, sometimes inconsistently,
reported in later writings, along with references to his
efforts to procure copies of instructions to collectors
from the Prophet's day. A prominent feature of his
rule was an effort to bring the 'ushsjidr into conformity with Islamic law. The establishment of a special
government office, diwdn al-sadaka, for the receipt of
zakat occurred under the caliph Hisham (d. 125/743).
From the Kitdb al-Khard^ of the kadi Abu Yusuf
(d. 182/798 [q.v]), written in the form of counsel to
the 'Abbasid caliph Harun al-Rashid, it emerges that
the system for the collection of zakdt in his day was
both corrupt and inefficient. Collection of zakdt was
in the hands of the collectors of kharddj [q.v], who
did not keep the proceeds distinct as required by law,
while zakdt on merchandise collected by the cushshdr
was administered separately from the other forms of
zakdt (K. al-Kharddj_, with the commentary of al-Rahbi,
Fikh al-muluk wa-miftdh al-ritad}, Baghdad 1975, i, 5367). The joint administration of zakdt and the income
of caliphal awkdf (diwdn al-birr wa 'l-sadakdt) introduced
in 315/927 (Miskawayh, i, 152), suggests a decline in
zakdt revenue.
Virtually nothing is known about the details of the
official collection of zakdt throughout most of its history. References in the historical sources are scattered
and meagre in detail, and the evidence of the Arabic
papyri is limited (G. Khan, Arabic papyri: select material from the Khalili Collection, London 1992, 53). By
contrast, the legal sources occasionally provide vivid
details about such practices as the counting of livestock (al-ShaiicT, Umm, ii, 51, describing the procedure for collection for livestock of his uncle, a zakdt
collector). Al-Shafici reports that collectors of zakdt on
livestock were sent out in Muharram (ii, 14), while
Malik states that the practice was for them to go out
in May (Sahnun, al-Mudawwana, ed. Muhammad,
Beirut 1419/1999, ii, 446, cf. al-Khirshl cald'mukhtasar
Khalil, ed. Beirut, ii, 161-2). The animals collected as
zakdt were specially branded (with the words "for
God", according to al-ShafTr. see al-Muzanl, alMukhtasar, on margin of al-Umm, iii, 244; others state
that the brand was "zakdt" or "sadaka"), although some
jurists disapproved of this practice. The Hanafi alSarakhsl tells us that it was the custom of collectors
to give receipts (bard3a) (al-Mabsut, ed. Beirut, ii, 161,
202), although their legal force was disputed, and this
practice is corroborated by the papyri (Grohmann,
Arabic papyri in the Egyptian Library, Cairo 1938, iii, 1789, from 148/765-6) and historical sources (Ibn Ya'kub,
Sirat al-Imdm al-Mansur bi 'lldh, ed. al-Hibshi, Sanca5
1417/1996, 29).
Little, too, is known about how governments distributed the proceeds of zakdt or the extent of corruption involved. Administrative costs, which in the
worst case could run so high as to consume the entire
zakdt collected, appear to have been high (cf. Abu
Yusuf, K. al~Kharddi, i, 536), and there is some evidence of zakdt farming (Khan, Arabic legal and administrative documents in the Cambridge Genizah collections,
Cambridge 1993, 283-5, from 480/1088, cf. Khalid
Abou El Fadl, Tax farming in Islamic law (qibdlah and
daman of khardj): a search for a concept, in Islamic Studies,
xxxi/i [1992], 5-32). The local distribution encouraged by Islamic law would tend to facilitate the use
of zakdt to reward favourites and cultivate clients. In
any case, the example of the Imam al-Hadi (d.
298/911) in Yemen suggests the political obstacles that
could face even a ruler of impeccable learning and
religious conviction in his efforts to impose a system
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of zakdt in accordance with the law (Madelung, Land
ownership and land tax in Northern Yemen and Najrdn: 3rd4th/9th-10th century, in T. Khalidi (ed), Land tenure
and social transformation in the Middle East, Beirut 1984,
89-193).
The collectors of zakdt in some cases exercised further roles. In the time of the Prophet they were
charged with teaching the elements of Islam (cf. alBukharf, iii, 3-4), as were later the collectors sent
out by the Imam al-Hadf (al-eAIawf, Sirat al-Hddi,
ed. Zakkar, Beirut 1401/1981, 45). Malikf sources
indicate that collectors of livestock possessed a
limited judicial authority (al-Khirshi cald mukhtasar
Khalil, ii, 149).
According to the Fatimid jurist al-Kadf al-Nucman
(d. 363/974 [q.v.]), zakdt among the Sunnfs of his day
was largely limited to private distributions to the poor,
despite the approval by leading Sunnf jurists of payment to the state, and those who did pay zakdt in
any form were a distinct minority (Da'd'im al-Isldm,
ed. Faydf, Cairo 1383/1963, i, 257-8, 261-2). By about
the year 493/1100, governmental collection of zakdt
across the Muslim world had become largely a thing
of the past and has remained so ever since for the
great majority of Muslims. The Andalusian Malikf Ibn
c
Abd al-Barr (d. 463/1071 [q.v.]) noted that the scholars of his day no longer made the coming of the
zakdt collectors a condition for the obligation to pay,
as had Malik, in whose time they did regularly come
(K. al-Kdfl, ed. al-Muritanf, Riyad 1398/1978, i, 311).
Similarly, the ShafTi Fakhr al-Dfn al-Razf (d. 606/
1210 [q.v.]) in the East writes of the collectors as a
class of zakdt recipients that no longer exists (al-Tafsir
al-kabir, Cairo 1357/1938, xvi, 115), as does the clrakf
Malikf Ibn cAskar (d. 732/1332) a century later (Irshdd
al-sdlik, ed. Susa, 1989, 38). The Egyptian alKalkashandf (d. 821/1418 [q.v.]) reports that, in his
day, the collection of zakdt was confined to the activity of the cushshdr in the ports and to some limited
collection of livestock (Subh al-acsha, iii, 457-8).
Rulers with a reformist mission would, as might be
expected, favour a revival of zakdt collection: the Almohads, Salah al-Dfn (Rabie, 96), the Sokoto Caliphate,
the Arabian Wahhabfs and the Sudanese Mahdists.
In some cases, local dynasties were able to maintain
a more or less traditional form of zakdt collection, but
often alongside non-Islamic sources of revenue, into
the modern period, for example, the cAlawfs of
Morocco until 1901 and the Zaydfs of Yemen until
the revolution of 1962. In Kuwayt, zakdt was collected on livestock, crops and fish until the increase
in wealth brought about by the discovery of petroleum in the 1920s.
The general disappearance of official zakdt collectors did not in itself leave the distribution of zakdt to
individual property owners, since there were intermediaries ready to fill the gap, ranging from local
village imams as in pre-colonial Malaysia to powerful
Sufi" orders in Africa and elsewhere. Such intermediaries functioned as both recipients and collectors for
further distribution. Sectarian groups typically developed their own channels for collection and distribution: The Shfcf imams were succeeded in this role by
the leading jurists among the Twelver Shf'fs, and by
the dd'i mutlak among the Indian Bohras (F. Daftary,
The Ismd'ilis: their history and doctrine, Cambridge 1990,
317; and see BOHORAS). Among these groups, as among
the Ibadfs, zakdt was largely confined to the community of fellow adherents.
5. £akdt in Islamic law.
The law of zakdt is a hybrid between the elements

of ritual and revenue-raising, elements that have historically competed for primacy and continue to do so
today. Insofar as paying zakdt is a ritual act of purification, the focus is on the payer; as a system of revenue-raising, the centre of concern is the recipients,
particularly the poor. The hybrid quality of the law
of zakdt is most strikingly evident in the distinction
sometimes made by Hanaffs between zakdt proper,
which is said to be a pure act of worship, and the
tithe (cushr) on crops, which is a form of revenue
(mu'na, literally impost) with an element of worship
(e.g. Shaykhzada, Maajmac al-anhur, ed. Istanbul, i, 214),
but it is also apparent in the treatment in many
Shafi'f legal texts, following al-Muzanf's (d. 264/878
[q.v.]) al-Mukhtasar, of the basic rules of zakdt in the
section on ritual (cibdddt] and the rules for its distribution (kasm) separately in a section on revenues of
the state. The dimension of zakdt as a source of revenue is, of course, especially prominent in its treatment in the relatively small but significant legal
literature on governance (ahkdm sultdniyyd] and public
finance (amwdl, kharda^).
£akdt is commonly classified as a tax on property
rather than income, but this is only approximately
correct, since, for example, zakdt is due on crops only
once, when they are harvested, without the requirement of a holding period. In any event, the theory
developed by the classical jurists to explain why zakdt
is payable only on certain kinds of property appeals
to the notion of "growth" (nama>}\ zakdt is due on
property that represents growth or is devoted to
growth, actually or virtually (takdirart). Thus grazing
livestock and trade goods represent property actually
devoted to growth, and gold and silver, by their very
nature as media of exchange, property virtually devoted
to growth, while crops and mined minerals represent
growth itself. The requirement of a holding period of
one year (hawl), where applicable, is understood to
provide an opportunity for such growth, and the fact
that zakdt is paid out of growth encourages compliance (Muhammad b. cAbd al-Rahman al-Bukharf,
Mahdsin al-isldm, Cairo 1357, 17). This theory gained
near-universal acceptance, to the extent that it was
even invoked as an explanation of the term zakdt (Ibn
Rushd, al-Mukaddimdt, ed. Hadjdjf, Beirut 1408/1988,
i, 271), and it remains popular today. The element
of growth is even more obvious in the view of a
minority of early jurists who are said to have imposed
zakdt generally on property as soon as it was acquired
(see below, 5.vi). One of the few opponents of the
theory of growth was the Zahirf Ibn Hazm (d. 456/
1064 [q.v]) (cf. al-Muhalld, ed. al-Bindarf, iv, 45, 146,
149, 187).
There is disagreement as to whether zakdt is an
obligation in rem (ft 'l-mdl, fi cayn al-mdl) or in personam (fi 'l-dhimma). The former view, itself subject to
several interpretations, is that commonly defended, but
if fully pressed would, among other unacceptable consequences, make the recipients of zakdt co-owners of
the zakdt payer's property (al-Zarkashf, ii, 460-2; cf.
Waif al-Dfn al-Basfr, al-Nihaya, ed. 'Umayrat, Beirut
1416/1995, 113, where they are co-owners). A more
limited, commonly cited implication of the dispute
arises in the case of the owner of forty sheep who
fails to pay zakdt for two consecutive holding periods.
On the in personam analysis, his zakdt liability at the
end of the two years is two sheep; on the in rem
analysis only one sheep, since with one sheep from
the flock now encumbered by zakdt there is no longer
a nisdb (minimum number of forty, see below) during the second holding period (Ibn Hubayra, al-Ifsdh,
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Attafayyish, Shark al-ml, Beirut 1392/1972, iii, 286).
ed. al-Dabbas, Aleppo 1366/1947, i, 141). In fact,
Msdb. %akdt is due on property only if a minimum
the law of zakat is a product of the application to
quantity (nisdb, pi. nusub, ansiba, literally "base", less
one degree or another of both views (cf. Ibn Radjab,
}
c
commonly darned) is held, e.g. five camels (on the
al-Kawd id, ed. Sa d, Cairo 1392/1972, 207). There
introduction of nisdb as a legal term of art, see Abu
is, in any case, universal agreement that qualified
'Ubayd al-Kasim b. Sallam, K. al-Amwdl, ed. Harras,
recipients of zakat cannot exercise self-help in taking
Cairo 1388/1968, 560-1, cf. Malik, al-Muwatta\ 177).
their share but must await distribution by the govThe zakdt payable increases with the amount of propernment or the individual zakdt payer.
erty held, and where, as in the case of livestock, such
The theme of fairness is central to the classical
increases in the property subject to zakdt are not protheory of zakat. It is considered only just that, as a
rata (hi 'l-hisdb), but set at discrete increments, each
charitable sharing of wealth (muwdsdt), zakat should
of these increments represents a further nisdb, with
be in the first instance payable from the very propeleven such nusub in the most complex case, that of
erty on which it is imposed and only from property
camels. The amount of property below the first nisdb
of average quality. It is also commonly held that the
and between each subsequent nisdb is termed
rate of zjnkat is inversely related to the effort expended
waks/wakas (also shanak) (cf. al-NawawT, Tahdhib alin producing the growth from which zakdt is due, as
asmd* wa }l-lughdt, Cairo n.d., i, 193-4). It is generis particularly evident in the differential rate of zakat
ally held that no zakat is due on the waks between
for crops according to the method of irrigation used
the nusub, hence the further term cajw for the waks.
in their production (see below) (al-Sayyaghl, al-Rawd
Thus the one sheep or goat due on nine camels (the
al-nadir, ed. Beirut, ii, 389-90, but see al-SarakhsI, alsecond nisdb being ten) is in fact due on only five,
Mabsut, iii, 4, according to whom, the rationale for
the four additional camels being waks, and should four
the different rates of zakdt is not knowable). Concern
of the nine perish after zakdt is due, there will be
with fairness also appears in the balancing of interno proportionate reduction in the amount of zakdt to
ests between the payers of zakdt and its recipients that
be paid.
is attributed to the Lawgiver and that arises frequently
As in other areas of Islamic law, there is considin the discussions of the jurists.
erable disagreement among Muslim jurists over the
Muslim jurists sometimes speculated as to the underdetails of the law of zakai. The discussion here focuses
lying reasonableness of the apparently arbitrary quanon the doctrine of the ShafTl school with some notice
tities that abound in the laws of zakat. The ShafTi
of the most salient points of disagreement between
al-Kaffal al-Shashl (d. 365/976) suggested that the sdc
the schools. Twelver ShI'I law alone recognises cases
of grain paid as zakdt al-fitr could produce enough
where zakdt is recommended (mustahabb) but not obligabread to feed a poor person for the day of the feast
and the customary three-day celebration that followed, I tory (cf. al-Halfmi, K. al-Minhda^ f i shucab al-imdn, ed.
Fawda, Beirut 1979, ii, 343), a categorisation that
when no work would be available (al-Badjurl, Hdshiyat
serves to reconcile conflicting evidence for and against
al-Bda^un 'aid Ibn al-Kdsim, ed. Cairo, i, 280). Shah
the imposition of zakdt.
Wall Allah al-Dihlawi'(d. 1175/1762 [see AL-DIHLAWI])
i. ^akdt on livestock (hayawdn, mdshiya, nacam). £akdt
proposed that the minimum amounts of agricultural
is imposed on camels (ibil), cattle (bakar), and sheep
produce and silver subject to zakat were each enough
to sustain for one year a family consisting of a husand goats (ghanam) according to the number of animals owned. According to the great majority of jurists,
band, wife and one dependent, and were thus a reafor the calculation of the number of animals in the
sonable measure of wealth (Hudj.dj.at Allah al-bdligha,
ed. Damlriyya, Riyad 1420/1999, ii, 727-8, tr. M.K.
herd, male and female animals, young and old, healthy
Hermansen, The conclusive argument from God, Leiden
and diseased count equally. The Zahirfs alone do not
1996, 297-8). Along similar lines, it was even sugcount animals under one year of age (al-Muhalld, iv,
gested that the apparently complex rate of zakat on
82). Animals of different breeds (anwdc), such as
camels was in fact the familiar 2.5% for gold and silBactrian and Arabian camels, cattle and water bufver and merchandise (al-Sarakhsi, ii, 150). Such specfalo, are counted together, as are sheep (dcfn) and
ulations have re-emerged in modern discussions of
goats (macz). Zjikdt is normally due in the form of
zakdt as contemporary theorists attempt to formulate
adult (over one year), female, healthy, and defect-free
a rationalised version of the traditional law.
animals. The assumption throughout is that greater
Muslim jurists have often rested the authority of
age and feminine gender increase the value of the
the government to demand the payment of zakdt on
animal. Except for the Hanafis, who accept male and
the protection (himayd) it provides to property, an
female cattle and sheep indifferently, male animals are
analysis most fully developed by the HanafT jurists,
acceptable only where indicated below or if all the
who use it to justify the collection of zakdt on meranimals in the herd are male. Where the entire herd
chandise, a form of bdtin property, by the cushshar.
consists of under-age or unhealthy animals or those
The 'ushshdr acquire the authority to demand zakat
suffering from defects, these are accepted as zakdt,
on such property when the owner takes it on to the
except by the Malikls, who even in these cases require
public roads and brings it into the government's sphere
that zakdt be paid with healthy, defect-free, adult aniof protection (Ibn al-Humam, Path al-kadir, Cairo
mals. Where the herd consists of animals of different
1389/1970, ii, 224). This analysis the Hanafis extend
breeds or of both sheep and goats, the zakat is to be
to the imposts demanded by 'ushshdr on the property
paid in the form of animals that reflect the relative
of non-Muslims (ibid., ii, 227). A similar principle is
values of the different breeds in the make-up of the
reported to have been given practical application by
herd. Thus for a herd consisting of thirty female goats
c
the Ibadis of Uman ca. 1000, who would not coland ten female sheep, the one sheep or goat due as
lect zakdt from foreign Muslim merchants until a year
zakat for forty animals must be worth as much as
of residency had passed, which established the requithree-fourths of a female goat and one-fourth of a
site protection (al-BisyawI, Didmi' Abi }l-Hasan al-Bisyawi,
female sheep. Apart from adjustments (djubrdn) in the
c
Uman 1404/1984, ii, 190). Likewise, an Ibadi imam
form of cash or sheep, admitted by some jurists in
taking office after a break in the imamate must wait
the case of camels alone, the ^akat payer who canone year before collecting zakdt (Muhammad b. Yusuf
not supply the required animals from his herd is
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required to acquire them in order to make payment.
The HanafTs accept in all cases payment of their value
(kima), even in the form of fewer but fatter animals
(see below, 5.xii).
Pasturage. According to the great majority of jurists,
a condition for the imposition of zakat on livestock is
that the animals be put out to pasture (sawm) for
breeding or milk. Animals that subsist on fodder (calaf)
are not subject to zakdt, nor are animals that live on
pasturage but are put to work by the owner or hired
out for work. The Malikis impose zakdt on livestock
without regard to whether the animals subsist on pasturage or fodder and, in the case of camels and cattle, whether or not they are put to work, a rule also
followed by some Zahirls including Ibn Hazm (alMuhalla, iv, 144).
Camels. There is general agreement among the
Muslim jurists as to the rate of zakdt on camels up
to one hundred twenty as follows:
number of camels

zakdt due

5-9 camels
10-14 camels
15-19 camels
20-24 camels
25-35 camels

1 sheep or goat
2 sheep or goats
3 sheep or goats
4 sheep or goats
1 female camel in its second
year (bint makhad)
1 female camel in its third year
(bint labun)
1 female camel in its fourth
year (hikka)
1 female camel in its fifth year
(aj.adhaca)
2 female camels in their third
year
2 female camels in their fourth
year

36-45 camels
46-60 camels
61-75 camels
76-90 camels
91-120 camels

Twelver Shlcls assess five sheep or goats for 25 camels
and a bint makhad for 26-35 camels. This variation,
based on a tradition from cAlf, was also accepted by
Zayd b. 'All (d. 122/740 [q.v.]) (Corpus juris, ed. Griffini,
Milan 1919, 90), but not by later Zaydfs (cf.
Muhammad b. Sulayman al-Kufi, K. al-Muntakhab,
SancaJ 1414/1993, 75) nor by the Isma'flf al-Kadl
al-Nucman (Da'd'im al-Isldm, i, 253). From 121 camels
onwards, there is disagreement among the jurists: for
the majority, the rate thereafter is one bint labun per
40 head and one hikka per 50. The exceptional circumstance of zakdt on camels being payable in the
form of another species is explained as arising out of
a desire to avoid the hardship to both zakdt payers
and zakdt recipients of fractional shares (tashkis) of
camels.
Cattle and sheep. The nisdb for cattle is thirty. The
rate of zakdt is one cow or bull in its second year
(tabi() for every thirty head and one cow in its third
year (musinna, thaniyya) for every forty. The Malikis
understand the animals required to be in their third
and fourth years respectively. The Shafi'Is, Malikfs
and Hanballs impose this rate on multiples of thirty
and forty, and according to them one tabic is due for
from 40 to 59 head of cattle. The HanafTs impose
zakdt at the rate of one-fortieth of the value of a
musinna for each additional head from 40 to 59. For
Ibadls, the zakdt for cattle emulates that for camels,
and they impose one sheep or goat for each five head
of cattle to twenty-four and thereafter for each nisdb
substitute cattle of the required age for the corresponding camels ('Amr K. Ennami, Studies in Ibddism,
[Libya] 1972, 108-9). The historian and jurist al-

Tabarf (d. 310/923) imposed zakdt on cattle at the
rate of one head per fifty (al-Sayyaghl, ii, 397), as
did Ibn Hazm before he came to accept the view of
the majority (al-Muhalld, iv, 106).
The nisdb for sheep and goats is forty. For forty
sheep or goats, the zakdt due according to the ShafTfs
and HanbalFs is one female sheep in its second year
(ajadha'a) or one female goat in its third year (thaniyya).,
while Malikis accept a goat in its second year. Abu
Yusuf and al-Shaybanl, but not Abu Hanlfa, accept
animals under one year of age. For 121 animals, the
zakdt due is two such sheep or goats, for 201, three,
for 400, four, and thereafter the rate is one per hundred. The Twelver Shic Is impose four sheep or goats
on 301 to 399, the rate thereafter being one animal
per hundred.
Horses. Abu Hanlfa, opposed on this point by his
disciples Abu Yusuf and al-Shaybanl, imposed zakdt
on horses, either females alone or a mixed herd of
males and females. There is no nisdb, so that zakdt
is due even on a single horse, at the rate of either
one dinar per animal or, at the option of the owner,
of five dirhams per 200 dirhams of the horse's value
(2.5%). This rate is reported to have been applied to
horses by the caliph cUmar. Although many HanafT
jurists preferred the view that horses were not subject to zakdt, Abu Hanlfa's opinion was approved by
important authorities within his madhhab (Ibn 'Abidfn,
Hdsjiiyat radd al-muhtar, Cairo 1386/1966, ii, 282).
Unlike the zakdt on other livestock, that on horses is
not collected by the state (Ibn al-Humam, ii, 183).
For Twelver Shf'fs, zakdt on female horses is recommended, at the rate of two dinars per pure-bred
animal (catik) and one dinar per work horse (birdhawn)
(al-cAllama al-Hilll, Nihdyat al-ahkdm, ed. al-Radja'I,
Beirut 1406/1986, ii, 376-7).
ii. ^akdt on crops (harth, hubub wa-thimdr, ndbit} khdridj
min al-ard, mucashshardt). There is considerable disagreement among the jurists as to what crops are
subject to zakdt, ranging from the Twelver Shl'Is, who
impose zakdt only on wheat, barley, dates and raisins,
to the HanafTs and Zaydls, who impose it on virtually all products of the soil. In the middle are the
Shaficls and Malikis, according to whom zakdt is due
on dates and grapes and on crops of the sort cultivated and stored by humans as a staple foodstuff (kut
muddakhar), to the exclusion of those products like vegetables that are not stored and those that are not staples like spices and condiments; the crops thus subject
to zakdt include wheat, barley, rice, chickpeas and
lentils, and for the Malikis, olives, zakdt on which is
taken as oil. The Hanbalis, somewhat more broadly,
assess zakdt on crops that are measured by volume
and stored, thus including almonds and pistachios, but
continuing to exclude vegetables and most fruits. In
addition to the four crops on which zakdt is obligatory, Twelver Shlcls recommend paying zakdt on crops
that are measured by weight, but not on vegetables
or fruits. Some jurists, including the HanafTs and
Hanbalis, impose zakdt on honey.
Apart from the opinion of Abu Hanlfa that there
is no nisdb for crops, the universal nisdb for crops is
five awsuk (sing, wasak), a measure of volume, which,
like other legally significant measures of volume, is
determined by the practice of Medina, and is reportedly equivalent to three hundred sdc according to the
sdc of the Prophet. Legal texts commonly give approximate equivalents to this nisdb in measures of weight,
e.g. 609.84 kg. These approximations are intended as
rough guides, it being understood that the nisdb must
be exactly satisfied (tahdid) before zakdt is due. The
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nisab is applied to dates and grapes once they have
been dried and to other crops once chaff and other
foreign matter have been removed. The costs of
preparing the harvest for measurement are borne by
the zakdt payer. According to the Shaficis, for crops
such as rice which are stored in but not eaten with
their husks, the husks are deemed to constitute onehalf of the harvest, and the nisab is fixed at ten awsuk.
In the case of dates and grapes alone, the harvest,
while still unpicked, is subject to a process on the
part of the collecting authorities that estimates its yield
as dry fruit (see below).
Varieties of a single species are combined for the
purpose of determining whether the nisab exists; the
Malikls go further and treat as single species wheat
and barley, and so also all legumes (katdm). The entire
yield of a single species for a period of twelve lunar
months is considered as a unit with respect to zakdt,
without regard to different rates of ripening due to
climate or other circumstances. The entire future yield
becomes liable to zakdt once any dates or grapes ripen
or other crops harden, and the owner of the crop at
the time such ripening commences is liable for its
zakdt. In the case of land leased for cultivation, Abu
Hanlfa alone imposed zakdt on the owner of the land,
not the lessee.
The rate of zakat on crops depends on the mode
of irrigation employed in their cultivation. Where the
crop has been irrigated without expenditure on water
or the employment of human or animal labour in
conveying the water to the plants, the rate is 10%
(one-tenth, cushr). This rate applies to crops watered
by natural sources such as rain and surface (sayh] and
underground water (bael land), as well as canals ('athari
land). The rate for crops that have been irrigated by
water purchased for this purpose or with animal- or
water-driven wheels is 5% (one-half of one-tenth, nisf
al-cushr). Twelver Shicis in principle allow for a deduction of expenses incurred in the growing and harvesting of the crop, but jurists commonly counsel that
this deduction not be taken (al-Khumaynl, %ubdat al~
ahkdm, Tehran 1404, 119-20).
iii. %akdt on gold and silver (athmdn, cqyn, nakd,
nddd). fakdt is due on gold and silver, whether in the
form of raw metal, coins or manufactured objects,
but, except for the Zaydls, on no other metals or
precious stones. Twelver Shi£Is impose zakdt only on
gold and silver coinage, whether or not it is in actual
use. The nisab for gold is twenty dinars (mithkdk) (ca.
84.7 gr), present value ca. $800 US, and for silver
200 dirhams (five ukiyyd] (ca. 592.9 gr), present value
ca. $90 US. The equivalences given for these in grams
by Twelver Shl'Is are 19% lower. Like other legally
significant measures of weight, these are determined
by the practice of Mecca. The weight of the dirham,
previously variable, was reportedly fixed under cUmar
I or cAbd al-Malik b. Marwan, and subsequently ratified by consensus, at ten dirhams to each seven
mithkdk, the mithkdl having remaining unchanged from
pre-Islamic to Islamic times (cf. M. Morony, Iraq after
the Muslim conquest, Princeton 1984, 50). The majority of jurists, but not the Shafi'is, Zahiris and Twelver
Shlcls, combine gold and silver (damm, haml) in determining whether a nisab exists and in assessing zakdt.
The calculation proceeds according to "units" (adj^d3),
that is, according to the legal exchange rate of ten
dirhams per dinar, except for the Zaydls and Ibadis,
who combine the metals according to actual market
value (takwlm). The Malikis alone allow some slight
leeway in the calculation of the nisab in the case of
underweight coins that are accepted commercially.
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The rate of zakdt on each metal is 2.5% (one-fourth
of one-tenth, rubc al-cushr), which is applied pro-rata
for any amount above the nisdb, except by the Hanafis,
Twelver Shic Is and Ibadis, who apply it only to increments of forty dirhams or four dinars. There is
some support in the HanafT school for subjecting
the value of coins made of base metal (fulus) to the
rule for gold and silver. Others treat such coins as
merchandise.
Gold and silver in the form of decorative articles
for wearing (haly) are exempted from zakdt except by
the Hanafis, Zaydls, Ibadis and Zahirls. The exemption, however, is not absolute, and the Shafi'Is will,
for example, impose zakdt when the owner intends
some prohibited (muharram) or disapproved (makruh) use
or a permitted use in an exorbitant fashion (isrdf) or
is holding the piece as a form of wealth (kanz)>
iv. £akdt on mines (ma'diri) and treasures (rikdz).
According to the SunnI schools, except for the Hanafis,
zakdt is due on gold and silver upon extraction from
a mine. The nisdb is that for gold and silver as above,
and zakdt is assessed at the same rate (2.5%). The
nisdb is applied to the entire yield of a mine that has
been continuously worked without justified interruption. The yield becomes subject to zakdt once in the
possession of the zakdt payer, but the nisdb is assessed
and zakdt paid on the metals only after the removal
of dirt and other extraneous matter, the cost of which
is borne by the zakdt payer. The Hanballs extend
zakdt to other metals and minerals, including petroleum, extracted by mining. According to the ShafTls,
gold and silver in the form of buried treasure (rikdz)
is subject upon discovery to the same nisdb as gold
and silver extracted by mining, but zakdt is assessed
at the rate of 20% (one-fifth, khums). The treasure
subject to zakdt is that which bears the marks of preIslamic times. Other jurists treat this fifth from buried
treasures as fay' [q.v].
v. Zjikdt on merchandise (tidj_dra, curud). This, potentially the broadest category of property subject to
zakdt, is recognised by all except Tbn 'Abbas, the
Zahirls and, among later jurists, the Yemeni alShawkanl (d. 1250/1834 [q.v.]). It is among the recommended forms of zakdt according to the Twelver
Shic is. Apart from its support in hadith, the imposition of zakdt on merchandise rested on the obvious
ground of public interest (maslaha cdmma) (Ibn al-c ArabI,
K. al-Kabas, ii, 470), which made it unthinkable to
exempt so large a source of wealth. %akdt is due on
all objects, including land and slaves, acquired for a
consideration (mu'dwada] for the purpose of sale for a
profit. The zakdt is applied not to such objects directly
but to their monetary value (kima) as determined by
a sale or by a valuation for zakdt purposes. The consideration need not be monetary, so that property
acquired by a wife as her dower (mahr), if she intends
it for trade, is subject to zakdt. The Hanballs require
an affirmative act of acquisition but do not require
that it be for a consideration. The Zaydl imam alHadi went further and imposed zakdt also on the
value of objects acquired for their rental income
(mustaghalldt) (Ibn Miftah, al-Muntazac al-mukhtdr, Cairo
1332, repr. SancaJ, i, 450-1).
The nisdb for merchandise is the same as that for
gold and silver, and zakdt is assessed at the same rate
(2.5%). For the purpose of determining the existence
of a nisdb, the value of the merchandise is combined
with the value of the gold and silver of the zakdt
payer. The Shafi'is, who assess gold and silver separately, apply one or the other of these precious metals as the standard of valuation: the appropriate metal
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to be used is that with which the object was acquired,
if gold or silver was in fact the consideration. Where
the consideration was some other object or was not
monetary in nature, the appropriate metal is that
which prevails as the measure of exchange in the
community (ghdlib nakd al~balad) at the time of
acquisition.
The Malikfs alone distinguish between active traders
(mudir) and investors (muhtakir, muddakhir), who look to
long-term gain. The former need assess the value of
their stock, combined with their holdings of gold and
silver, once a year. The latter owe no zakdt until they
sell their investments and then never for more than
one holding period. An active trader can assume the
status of an investor by a change of intention, but
the change from investor to trader requires a change
in intention coupled with a transaction.
Double zakat: In light of a tradition (Id thina Ji 'lsadaka) understood to prohibit a double application of
zakat to the same property for the same period, the
jurists had to determine which category of zakdt was
to be given priority when more than one applied, as
in the case of grazing animals held for sale. In such
cases, the Shafi'fs and Malikfs give preference to the
imposition of zakdt under the heading of livestock, the
Hanaffs and Hanbalfs under that of merchandise. The
Hanafis extend the principle of avoiding a double
incidence of zakat to zakdt al-fitr and do not require
that it be paid on behalf of slaves held for trade.
vi. Holding period (howl). Except for the zakdt due
on crops, mined gold and silver, and buried treasure,
zakat is imposed only if the property has been held
for a period of one lunar year. There is almost universal agreement on the requirement of a holding
period; the Companions Ibn Mas'ud and Ibn 'Abbas
are among the few reported to have held otherwise.
Twelver Shfcfs, following a tradition from DjaTar alSadik, consider the holding period to end with the
sighting of the new moon of the twelfth month,
although the next holding period begins only at the
end of the twelfth month (al-Hillf, Nihdyat al-ahkdm,
ii, 312).
In principle the majority of jurists require that a
nisdb of property subject to zakat already be owned
in order for the calculation of a howl to commence
and require that the nisdb be maintained throughout
the hawl, as opposed to the Hanafis who allow a drop
below the nisdb during the howl. There are, however,
important exceptions made for growth, in the form
of offspring or profits, from an original stock. The
Malikis, for example, treat the offspring of livestock
as sharing the hawl of their mothers, even when the
latter begin the hawl below the nisdb. Thus when a
herd of four camels has been held for eleven months,
the birth of a camel in the last month, or even on
the last day, before the end of the hawl will suffice
to reach the nisdb of five camels and subject the herd
to the zakat of one sheep or goat. The Shafi'fs and
Malikfs make a similar exception for trade goods, the
value of which must meet the nisdb only at the end
of the hawl, provided that the increase is derived solely
from a rise in value of the original stock of merchandise or from profit earned in trading with it.
Because they do not combine gold and silver, the
Shafi'fs further require that in order for this increase
to share the hawl of the original stock it must be
"unrealised", that is, not reduced to the precious metal
designated for the valuation of the original stock.
Again in principle, the majority of jurists, as opposed
to the Hanafis, do not attribute the hawl of the original nisdb to additions acquired other than by growth

(fd'ida, mal mustafdd}. Here, too, however, the Malikfs
make an exception for livestock and impute the hawl
of an original nisdb to animals of the same species
acquired from outside the herd. Thus the owner of
five camels owes two sheep for those five and for an
additional five inherited on the last day of the original holding period. This rule has been explained as
a concession to the convenience of the zakat collector (al-Dardfr, al-Sharh al-saghir, ed. Wasff, Cairo 1972,
i, 593).
vii. Persons subject to zakat. ^akdt applies almost
exclusively to the property of private individuals. The
property of the government, including the assets of
the public treasury (bayt mal [q.v.]) is not subject to
zakat except according to some Zaydfs (Ibn Miftah,
i, 450, cf. C. Imber, Ebu's-su'ud: the Islamic legal tradition, Stanford 1997, 82-3; J.R.I. Cole, Roots of North
Indian Shi'ism in Iran and Iraq, Berkeley 1988, 201).
According to the Shafi'fs and Hanbalis, property constituted as the corpus of a wakf [q.v.] is not subject
to zakat, nor is the income (ghalld), when the beneficiaries are a general class such as the poor or the
incumbents of an office such as imam of a mosque.
When the beneficiaries of the wakf are specified individuals, however, the income of the wakf property is
subject to zakdt. Thus zakat is due on fruits or crops
when the nisdb is satisfied by the entire yield, without regard to the individual shares of the beneficiaries, according to the Shafi'fs (see below on
co-ownership), while the Hanbalis require that the
share of each beneficiary amount to a nisdb (cf. alMardawi, al-Insdf, ed. al-Fikf, Cairo 1400/1980, iii,
14-15). The Malikfs collect zakdt from the founder of
the trust, whether the beneficiaries are specified individuals or a class. The Hanafis require no zakdt from
awkdf except for the zakdt on crops, which they regard
as an impost on the land itself
According to the majority of jurists, the property
of minors and those with an incapacity, like the mentally ill, is subject to zakdt, which is payable by their
guardians. The Hanafis do not impose zakdt on the
property of the incapacitated with the exception of
the zakdt for fruit and crops (cf. Schacht, Origins, 21617) and zakdt al-fitr. The Twelver Shf'fs regard the
payment of zakdt on the property of minors, except
livestock, as recommended. Except according to the
Zahirfs, slaves do not pay zakdt on property in their
control. All Sunnf schools but the Malikfs impose
zakdt for such property on the slave-owner.
viii. Ownership. According to the Shafi'fs, where
the property to which zakdt applies is subject to joint
undivided co-ownership (khultat shuytf, ishtirdk, acydn),
the applicable nisdb is assessed against the entire property so owned without regard to the size of the individual shares. Thus one sheep or goat is due on forty
sheep or goats jointly owned by two individuals. Where
the shares of the joint owners are unequal, the partner with the smaller share will have recourse against
his co-owner for the amount of zakdt paid that exceeds
his pro-rata liability, and each co-owner is authorised
by law to pay zakdt on the entire property.
Where the property is individually owned but jointly
managed (khultat al-d^iwdr, al-awsdf), zakdt is assessed
against the entire property so managed without regard
to the size of the individual holdings. In the case of
livestock, the test for determining whether joint management exists is the existence of common places for
the watering of the animals, assembly prior to grazing (masrah), grazing (marcd), and for keeping during
the night, as well as the use of a common male for
impregnation (fahl) and common herdsmen. For fruit
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and crops, joint management will be found where
common watchmen are used for guarding and where
the places for drying the fruit or winnowing the grain
are common. Joint management of merchandise
depends on a common shop (dukkdri), and common
guards and places of safekeeping as well as common
appurtenances such as scales. Thus two individuals,
each owning twenty sheep or goats, will be liable for
the zakdt due on forty sheep or goats when they
jointly manage their animals. The effect of joint management in this case is to create a liability to zakat
that would not otherwise exist, since neither individual's holding amounts to a nisab. In other cases involving livestock, joint management may have the effect
of increasing an existing liability to zakdt or of diminishing it. Where some of the herd of a zakat payer
is co-owned or jointly managed while the rest is held
independently, the favoured solution is to extend the
effect of co-ownership or joint management to all his
property (khultat milk), rather than limit it to that portion actually co-owned or jointly managed (khultat cayri)
(al-NawawI, Rawdat al-tdlibln, ii, 180).
The Malikis and Hanballs recognise co-ownership
and joint management as legally significant only in
the case of livestock, with the Malikls requiring that
the share of each owner amount to a nisdb. Like the
ShafTls, they require that the co-owners and joint
managers all be subject to the law of zakdt, i.e. be
Muslims. The Hanafis, Twelver Shic Is and Zahiris
give no recognition to co-ownership or joint management and look only to the properly of each owner.
Possession. Although liability for zakdt is predicated
on ownership, the law in some cases takes into account
the separation of ownership from possession. Where
the owner has no access to his property (mdl dimar\
as when it has been misappropriated or lost, the
Hanafis assess no zakdt on such property should it
eventually be recovered years later, and the Malikls
require the payment of zakdt for no more than one
year. The Shaft0 Is require that zakdt be paid for the
actual time that possession was lost.
ix. Debts. Debts figure in the calculation of zakdt
in two ways. To the extent that the zakdt payer is a
creditor, there is the question of the payment of zakdt
for the debts he is owed but has not collected. To
the extent that the zakdt payer is a debtor, there is
the question of what effect his debts are to be given
in assessing the zakdt he owes.
The Shaft'is include in the property subject to zakat
collectible currently due debts (dayn hall cald mall),
including a wife's claim for unpaid dower (saddk), but
not debts payable in livestock, inasmuch as the requisite grazing cannot occur. The Malikls apply zakdt
to collectible currently due commercial debts of active
traders. Debts uncollectible either because a case cannot be made against the debtor or the debtor is insolvent are treated according to the rules for
misappropriated property. The Hanafis and Hanballs
require no payment of zakdt that has accrued on debts
until they are collected.
The Hanafis deduct debts owed by the zakdt payer
from the value of the property on which zakdt is payable, provided that such debts are subject to collection, in which category they include debts for unpaid
zakdt. The value of such debts is applied in the first
instance against the gold and silver and trade goods
owned by the zakdt payer, any remaining debts being
deductible from the value of livestock and crops. The
Malikis and Hanballs allow the deduction of debts from
zakat on gold and silver and trade goods only. The
Shaft'is make no allowance for the deduction of debts.
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x. Estimation. In the case of dates and grapes, it
is recommended that the ruler dispatch officials to
estimate (khars, takhris) the eventual yield of the crop
as dried fruit as a step in determining the zakdt due
and ensuring that it be paid. According to the Shaft'is,
the estimator, who must be a reliable (W/), free, male
Muslim, can act singly and is authorised upon completing his estimation to offer the owner the option
of eating or otherwise transacting in the raw fruit on
the condition that the owner become personally liable
(tadmin) for the zakdt due on the estimated yield. If
the owner chooses not to accept this offer, he is not
permitted to make any use of the crop until the zakdt
has been paid. The practice of estimation is traced
back to the Prophet, who employed a number of such
estimators (al-Mawardl, al-Hdwi, ed. Matradji, Beirut
1414/1994, iv, 205). In the absence of an official estimator, the owner can avail himself of the advantages
of the practice by resorting to two reliable men capable of performing the estimation (al-Ramll, Nihayat
al-muhtddi, Cairo 1386/1967, iii, 82). Some opposed
the practice of estimation as unduly speculative, and
al-Sha'bl (d. 103/721 [q.v.]) is reported to have
denounced it as an "unwarranted innovation" (bid'a
[q.v.]). The Hanafis do not recognise the practice at
all. Only the Hanballs require that the estimator
exempt one-third or one-fourth of the crop for the
personal use of the owner.
xi. Recipients. Those entitled (mustahiikkun, masdrif,
ahl al-suhmdn, ahl al-zakdt) to receive zakdt fall into
eight classes, enumerated in Kur'an IX, 60, an enumeration understood to be exhaustive and exclusive.
There is a dispute as to which of the first two classes,
(1) the poor (fukard3) and (2) the indigent (masdkin), is
more disadvantaged, but the dispute is extraneous to
the law of zakdt, and some even regarded these as a
single class. In both hadith and legal literature the
needy, as the most numerous and best-known recipients of zakdt, stand in for the other classes. The collecting agents (dmilun alayhd) constitute class (3). These
include the official sent by the government (sdci,
muzakkl, musaddik, kdbid, wall al-sadaka) and his assistants. From the rule that zakdt on livestock was to be
collected where the animals were watered, the agent
for their collection was sometimes termed wall al-md*.
The most controversial of the classes are (4) "those
whose hearts are won over" (al-mif allqfa kulubuhum
[q.v]). These, according to the Shafi'is, include converts
to Islam whose enthusiasm is in doubt and prominent converts who, it is hoped, will be able to win
over others, as well as converts enlisted to deal with
hostile non-Muslims or Muslims who refuse to pay
zakdt. Some jurists, including the Hanafis and Malikls,
regarded this class as having lapsed. Class (5) are the
"slaves" (rikdb), an expression commonly interpreted
to refer to slaves who have contracted to purchase
their freedom (mukdtabun) but are unable to make their
scheduled payments. The Malikis, however, prefer that
zakdt designated for this class be used to purchase the
freedom of full slaves (kinn). The patronage (wald') of
such freedmen, according to the Malikis, inheres in
the Muslim community as a whole, and not in the
zakdt payer, a rule that removes any taint of selfinterest from the payment. Class (6) are the debtors
(ghdrimun) who lack the means to satisfy their debts.
The Shaft'is give preference in this class to those who
have incurred indebtedness to avert possible violence
among Muslims; these need not lack the means to
pay their debt to qualify for zakdt. Those "in the path
of God" (fi sabll Allah) constitute class (7). The most
common interpretation is that these are the volunteers
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engaged in djihad [q.v.]. They are to be given zakat
to meet their living expenses and the expenses of
their military service (animals, weapons). The Twelvers
came to adopt a broader interpretation that encompasses a range of public services, including the repair
of mosques and bridges (H.M. Tabataba'F, Khardj in
Islamic law, London 1983, 25-6). The Hanaffs, among
others, rejected the use of zakdt for such purposes on
the ground that the valid payment of zakat requires
a transfer of ownership from one person to another
(tamlik). Finally, class (8) comprises the travellers (ibn
al-sabil) who in the course of their journey, or according to the ShafTis, even upon setting out, find themselves without immediately available assets to meet
their expenses.
Given the nature of zakdt as a religious obligation,
the law imposes a minimal burden of proof as to
entitlement. Thus those who present themselves as
poor will not need to establish their status by oath
(cf. cAbd al-Razzak al-Sancanf, al-Musannqf, ed. alAczamf, Beirut 1983, iv, 149-50) or by witnesses, unless
some doubt arises. The prevention of unqualified claimants from taking zakat is within the authority of the
muhtasib.
The Shafi'Ts are the most demanding with respect
to the allocation of zakat to these classes. When distribution of zakat is in the hands of the ruler, all
existing classes are to be allotted equal shares, and
to the extent that the collected zakat permits, all those
entitled under each class are to be given what they
require. When the zakat is distributed by the zakat
payer he, too, to the extent possible, is obligated to
give zakat to each qualifying recipient in his vicinity
from the existing classes, but not necessarily in equal
shares. At the very least, the private zakat payer must
give zakat to three individuals from each class to discharge his obligation. By contrast, the Hanafis permit distribution to a single individual from any class.
Some later ShafTf jurists accepted the validity of following (taklid [q.v.]) the more lenient Hanafi rule.
Disqualifications. Disqualified from receipt of zakat
under classes (1) and (2), and according to the Hanaffs,
all other extant classes except (3) and (8), are the
wealthy (ghanl}. There is disagreement on the test to
be applied for determining wealth. The Shafi'Fs, among
others, apply a means test, i.e. one is wealthy if he
can meet the expenses of the lifestyle, including food,
clothing and shelter, to which he and his dependents
are accustomed from his lawful property, distributed
over an average lifetime (said to be sixty-two years),
or from his lawful earnings. Such a person is said to
possess a "sufficiency" (kifdyd). Since the test is relative, ownership of a dwelling place, fine clothing or
slaves does not in itself mean that a sufficiency exists.
Opportunity to earn a sufficiency is significant only
if the occupation is appropriate to one's station and
will not interfere with the pursuit of religious knowledge if one has an aptitude for learning. The Hanbalfs,
Malikfs and Twelver Shfcfs also apply a means test
but look to sufficiency for one year; the Malikls, however, do not take into consideration the possibility of
gainful employment, even when appropriate work is
available. The Hanafis apply a property test to determine wealth. For them wealth is ownership of the
value of a nisab of property, whether or not subject
to zakat, above one's basic needs, without regard to
one's possible earnings. The ShafTf standard allows
for the same individual to be both a payer and a
recipient of zakat, a possibility excluded by the Hanafis
(although for them not every "wealthy" person will
owe zakat). The difference in the tests used to deter-

mine wealth is indicative of fundamentally different
notions of the function of zakat as an instrument to
transfer wealth. Consistently with their understanding
of zakdt, the Shafi'fs provide that those of the poor
with trades are to be given enough to set them up
in their trade for life. Those without trades are to be
given enough to purchase land from the income of
which they can live without future dependence on
zakat. By contrast, the Hanafis recommend that a
poor person receive enough zakat to relieve him of
the need to beg for one day, while they disapprove
of giving to a poor person property of the value of
a nisab.
A further disqualification from receipt of zakat is
unbelief (kufr), although the early jurists al-Zuhrf (d.
124/742) and Ibn Shubruma (d. 144/776) [q.w.] are
reported to have permitted giving zakat to poor dhimmis
(cf. al-Taban, £jamf al-baydn, Cairo 1388/1968, ix,
959). Many, but not the Shafi'Fs, recognise an exception to this disqualification for class (4) and for menial
tasks under class (3). Slavery is a disqualification except
for entitlement under class (5), and the payer's own
slave is always disqualified from receiving his zakat.
The majority of jurists hold that one cannot validly
pay zakat to one's direct ascendants or descendants,
and husbands cannot pay zakat to their wives, a rule
which some extend to the payment of zakat by wives
to their husbands. A further disqualification, according to the majority of jurists, is descent from or a
client relationship with the Family of the Prophet, for
these are not to be demeaned by receiving zakat,
which has become soiled in the process of cleansing
the property of its payers (awsdkh al-nds). They are,
however, permitted to receive zakat from one another.
There is disagreement whether the disqualification of
the Prophet's relatives remains in effect when they
fail to receive their allotted portion of revenue (khums
al-khums), but there is a discernible tendency among
later Hanafi, Malikf and Twelver Shi c f jurists to permit them to receive zakat, although strictly within their
needs. The question has remained a topic of lively
debate among the Yemeni Zaydfs (CA1I b. Muhammad
al-cAdjrf, K al-Makdsid al-sdliha, Sanca' 14H/1991,
220-42, cf. al-Hasan b. Ahmad al-Djalal, Daw3 alnahdr, San'a' 1405/1985, ii, 333-40). Women, according to the Shaficfs, are disqualified from receiving
zakat under classes (3) and (7). Strict piety is not a
requirement for eligibility to receive zakat, although it
may be a ground for preference among competing
claimants. Sectarian differences are potentially more
significant. Twelver Shf'Ts go so far as to require that
zakat be paid only to Twelvers, and a Muslim who
adopts Twelver Shf'ism must pay zakat a second time
for past years unless the recipients were Twelver Shicfs.
xii. Collection and payment. It is an obligation on
Muslim rulers, following the example of the Prophet
and the early caliphs, to send out officials to collect
zakat to assist property owners in fulfilling their obligation of zakat. The ruler and his zakat collectors are
understood to represent the recipients of zakat, whose
best interests they are duty bound to safeguard. While
this much is agreed upon, there is considerable disagreement among the jurists as to the scope for individual distribution when the state is fulfilling its
obligation of collecting zakat, for the distinction between
zahir and batin property does not in itself preclude
the payment of all zakat to the state (al-Mawardf, alAhkdm al-sultdniyya, 113). The Zaydfs, for example,
insist that all zakat, whether the property is zahir or
bdtin, must be paid to the official collectors representing
the legitimate government of the Zaydf imam. Any
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other form of payment will not discharge the obligation of giving zakdt. While the majority of SunnTs,
following Ibn 'Umar, recognise payment of zakat to
even a corrupt (dj.d}ir) ruler as discharging the obligation of zakat, the HanbalTs prefer that the payer, where
possible, personally undertake its distribution, even on
Zdhir property (Ibn Kudama, al-Sharh al-kabir, ed.
Medina, ii, 673-5). In this they represent an attenuated version of a legal tradition that was unwilling to
put zakat into the hands of the rulers, who could be
expected to ignore the rules for its distribution. Thus
Sufyan al-Thawn (d. 161/778 [q.v]) reportedly urged
that one should even go so far as to swear falsely to
the collectors to avoid paying them zakdt (ibid., ii,
673). Among the SunnI schools, the Malikls go furthest in their deference to the official collectors: they
make the coming of the collector (ma^i3 al-sdci) a condition for the obligation of zakat on livestock in addition to the passing of the hawl, so that payment before
his coming is invalid. The Shaft'is stand in the middle,
preferring that zakdt on zjahir property be paid to the
ruler, unless he is corrupt.
For the Shaft'Is and Malikls, liability (daman) for
zakdt requires, in addition to the passing of the hawl,
actual possibility of payment (tamakkun al-add'), which
e.g. includes access to the property from which z^akat
will be paid and the availability of qualified recipients. For the Hanballs, loss of all or part of the property after the hawl does not affect the ^akat due, while
according to the Hanafis, a loss, whether before or
after possibility of payment, proportionately reduces it.
The majority of jurists require that zakdt, except
for trade goods, be paid in kind, while the Hanafis
and Twelver ShT'Ts permit the payment of the value
(kima) of the zakdt in all cases. The Zaydls permit
payment of value when payment in kind is not possible (Ibn Miftah, 1, 500; but see al-'AdjrT, al-Makdsid
al-sdliha, 218-9). The Malikls go only so far as to
allow zakat due in gold to be paid in its market value
in silver and vice-versa. The requirement of payment
in kind, even when strongly upheld, did not obviate
constant recourse to valuation in the assessment of
zakdt. The inconvenience of the rule against payment
in cash led later Shaft'is and Malikls to favour the
Hanaft rule, which very likely reflected common practice.
There is disagreement as to whether it is better to
pay zakdt privately or in the open (cf. Kur'an II, 271),
the majority of jurists favouring the latter view. The
Malikis, however, prefer that one pay zakdt through
an agent to preserve the piety of the act from selfaggrandisement. The religious quality of the act of
giving is enhanced by a recommended prayer to be
uttered by the payer and by a blessing uttered by
the imam or collector (Ibn Kudama, al-Sharh al-kabir,
ii, 678-9), the latter harking back to Kur'an IX, 103
(cf. Ibn Sa'd, vii/1, 88, blessing by 'Umar). Favoured
months for the giving of zakdt are Muharram,
Ramadan, Dhu '1-Hidjdja (al-Ghazall, Ihyd3 culum aldm, iv, 109-11), and Radjab. IbadT jurists go so far
as to suggest a collusive transfer and re-transfer of
one's property to permit timing one's giving in a
favoured month (al-Djannawum, K. al-Wadc, ed.
Attafayyish, ed. 'Uman, 175-6).
According to the Shaft'is, the ruler, but not a private zakdt payer, is free to remove (nakl) zakdt from
the location of the property from which it has been
collected. The zakdt payer is authorised to do so only
in the event that the zakdt exceeds the needs of the
local classes of recipients, in which case he may remove
the zakdt for distribution in the nearest locality with
qualified recipients. Zjikat for which no qualified recip-
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ients are found is retained for eventual future distribution. The Malikis prohibit removal and invalidate
the payment of zakdt, unless it is removed to recipients as needy as those of the original location; the
HanbalTs prohibit removal but do not invalidate the
zakdt so removed. The Hanafis disapprove of removing zakat unless it is for the purpose of distributing
it to needy relatives or those in greater need than
the local qualified recipients.
Finally, the death of the owner prior to the payment of the zakdt due does not terminate the obligation, according to the Shafi'Ts and Hanballs. According
to the Hanafis, it always does except for zakat on
crops, and according to the Malikis, if the unpaid
zakdt was one or more years overdue. In those cases
where the obligation of zakdt lapses on account of
death, it may still be collectible, if only in part, if
the decedent has so provided by will.
Pre-payment. Provided that a nisdb exists, payment
of zakdt may be made before the end of the hawl.
The Hanafis permit such pre-payment (ta'^ll) for any
number of years ahead, the HanbalTs for up to two
years, and the Shaft'is for one. The Malikis permit
pre-payment one month in advance, except for crops.
xiii. Intention (niyya [q.v]). The validity of the payment of zakdt as an act of worship (cibdda) depends
on the requisite intention, which must make reference
to the payment of zakdt or obligatory sadaka, but need
not specify the property on which zjakat is being paid.
The necessity of such an intention was agreed upon
by all except the Syrian jurist al-Awza'T (d. 157/774
[</.y.]). There was, however, no agreement as to the
role, if any, of an intention when the zakdt was collected by force from a recalcitrant property owner.
There is evidence among later jurists of an attenuation of the requirement of an intention when one
family member paid zakat on behalf of another
('Ulaysh, Path al-call al-mdlik, ed. Beirut, i, 163). There
is no requirement that the payer must state to the
recipient that the payment represents the giving of
zakdt, and some jurists preferred that this not be done
in order to spare the recipient embarrassment. When
the zakat is pre-paid, however, the failure to inform the
recipient of the nature of the gift can prejudice the
possibility of its recovery in the event of a change of
circumstances rendering it invalid as zakdt.
xiv. Zpkat avoidance and non-payment. It is relatively simple to avoid the incidence of ^akat. The
requirement of a holding period, especially, provided
property owners with an easy means to do so. A collusive interfamilial transfer, for example, would terminate the 'hawl. This and other devices (hiyal [q.v.]) were
a matter of controversy. The Malikis and HanbalTs
treat them as void, the property remaining subject to
zakdt; the Shaft'Ts and Hanafis disapprove of such
transactions but regard them as valid and assess no
zakdt. Such transfers are, in fact, reported of some
wealthy Hanafi scholars, but their validity did not
necessarily mean that they were not subject to criticism
(M.L.R. Choudhury, The Din-i-ilahi or religion of Akbar,
Calcutta 1952, 46). Further devices were employed to
recover ^akai paid, and disqualified recipients similarly
resorted to stratagems to circumvent the law (Ibn
Miftah, al-Muntazac al-mukhtdr, i, 539-42).
The great majority of jurists refused to follow a
tradition authorising the imposition of a fine for nonpayment of zakat (Abu Dawud, i, 462; al-KhattabT,
Macdlim al-sunan, ii, 33-4). Failure to pay zakdt, however, may subject the property owner to corrective
discretionary punishment (ta'zir) either on the part of
the collector or the muhtasib, in addition to seizure of
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the zakat on gahir property. It is generally held that
delay in paying zakdt when due results in loss of testimonial capacity.
6. J^akdt al-fitr.
Zakdt (sadakat] al-fitr (also zakdt al-fitra (a later term),
zakdt Ramadan, zakdt al-sawm] is a payment due on
behalf of all Muslims, male and female, minor or
adult, slave or free, in connection with the termination of the fast (fitr) of Ramadan. For the Hanafis
and Twelver Shf'is, it is also due on behalf of nonMuslim dependents of Muslims. As a zakdt for persons, not property, it is also termed zakdt al-badan and
zakdt al-ra}s. The amount paid (fitra) purifies the one
who gives it from his unseemly conduct and other
shortcomings during the fast of Ramadan and at the
same time relieves the poor from having to beg for
food on the eid al-fitr [q.v.] (Abu Dawud, i, 473). The
practice of giving zakdt al-fitr is based on hadith,
although Kur'anic verses are sometimes cited in
support (e.g. LXXXVII, 14; cf. Ibn Abf Zayd alKayrawanf, al-Nawddir wa 'l-ziydddt, ed. al-Hulw, Beirut
1999, ii, 301). The opinion that it was abrogated by
the zakdt for property was almost universally rejected,
and zakdt al-fitr is, according to the great majority of
Muslim jurists, an obligation, but its denial does not
amount to unbelief. The Hanafis label it compulsory
(wdajib), in accordance with their terminology for obligations that are not entirely beyond doubt. There is
disagreement as to its classification as gdhir or bdtin.
According to al-Mawardf, the Shaft'is of his day considered it to be zahir, but, as he notes, there was a
long-standing practice of distributing it personally
(Hdwl, iv, 432), and it is thus commonly classified as
batin, but not by the Zaydfs (al-cAnsf, al-Tddj. almudhhab, San'a' 1380/1961, i, 222). One need not
have fasted during Ramadan or even be subject to
the fast for zakdt al-fitr to be due (cf. al-Kasam, Badd'f
al-sand'i', ed. Cairo, repr. Beirut 1406/1986, ii, 70).
According to the Shaft* is, those obligated to make
the zakdt al-fitr payment are, with some exceptions,
Muslims or non-Muslims, who are under a legal obligation to provide support (nafaka) for those persons on
whose behalf it is due, and who also have the means
to pay it (yasdr). The means to pay zakdt al-fitr is
defined as sufficient wealth to defray the cost of the
payment beyond the needs of oneself and one's dependents (ma'muri) for the day of the festival, such needs
including food, clothing, shelter and the household
services of slaves. The Hanafis and Twelver Shfcfs
measure ability to pay zakdt al-fitr by wealth as for
zakdt on property (see above).
It is agreed that zakdt al-fitr is payable in the form
of wheat, barley, dates and raisins, to which list may
be added other basic foodstuffs. The Shaft'is, for
example, add several milk products including dried
curd (akit), yogurt (laban) and cheese (ajubri). The
amount due is one sde (ca. 2.03 litres) [q.v.], except
that according to the Hanafis, when payment is made
with wheat, the amount due is one-half sde, a rule
traced back to both 'Umar and Mu'awiya. The Hanafis
also differ as to the size of a sde, which they take to
be the equivalent of eight Baghdad! ruth, not five and
one-third rutk as the other schools have it. The Hanafis
and Twelver Shicis admit payment of the value of
the zakdt al-fitr due, and payment in cash is now in
any case widespread (ca. $7 per person in the U.S.).
Although preferable that it be paid on the day of
the feast prior to the festival prayer (in the absence
of a valid excuse, it must be paid before sunset of
the day of the feast), the Shafi'is admit payment of
zakdt al-fitr from the beginning of Ramadan, the

Hanbahs and Malikfs two days prior to the festival,
and the Hanafrs prior to Ramadan.
7. £akdt in Sufism.
Classical Sufi sources portray the Sufi" as standing
outside the system of zakdt. Owning no property, the
true Sufi" pays no zakdt, and despite his poverty, the
Sufi's spiritual wealth disqualifies him as a recipient.
The Sufi" writers, however, find ample scope for the
giving of zakdt in a wider sense that encompasses
acknowledgment of all the benefits bestowed by God.
Abu Nasr al-Sarradj (d. 378/988 [q.v.]) records an
opposing position among Sufis in favour of accepting
zakdt, refusal to do so being regarded as prideful, and
popular works like the Kut al-kulub of Abu Talib alMakkf (d. 386/996) and the Ihya3 culum al-dm of alGhazalf (d. 505/1111) [q.vv] urged that preference in
paying zakdt be given to the poor among the Sufis.
The popularity of Sufis as favoured recipients of zakdt
was noted by the Syrian ShaficI jurist Takf al-Dfn alHisnl (d. 829/1426), himself a Sufi", who warned
against giving zakdt to heterodox or superficially pious
groups whose Sufi" affiliation he called into question
(Kifdyat al-akhydr, Beirut n.d., 121-2).
8. Zakdt in the modern period.
The period since approximately the Second World
War has witnessed a re-examination of zakdt unprecedented since the formative period of Islamic law.
During this time there has also been renewed interest in the implementation of the law of zakdt, both
in the form of increased individual compliance and
governmentally sponsored or mandated efforts at collection. Academic discussion of zakdt has taken place
within the two camps of jurists and economists.
Although Muslim jurists affiliated with the schools of
law continue to develop the law of zakdt, more influential have been the writings of scholars with an independent point of view who have undertaken critically
to survey the law of the classical period with a view
to developing a law of zakdt appropriate for modern
conditions. Efforts toward a revival of the institution
of zakdt have led to the convening of frequent conferences, the publication of numerous manuals and
pamphlets instructing Muslims how to fulfill their obligation of zakdt, and the formation of various private
organisations that aim at assisting in this compliance.
There have also been notable instances of governmental involvement in the collection and distribution
of zakdt, and legislation has been enacted that mandates the payment of at least some forms of zakdt.
Even before this period, Muslim reformers had
begun broadening the traditional purposes to which
zakdt had been put. In his interpretation of Kur'an
IX, 60, Rashld Rida [q.v.] had urged that the class
of "slaves" might now include not only individuals
but societies "enslaved" by colonialism and that the
zakdt for the "path of God" should go, not to a dj.ihdd
waged with arms, but to one waged with the weapons
of argument and persuasion in the interest of a restoration of Islam. Some interest in directing zakdt to wider
social purposes than recognised by the traditional law
was not new (cf. Ibn cAbidfn, Hdshiyat radd al-muhtdr,
ii, 345-6, hila to use zakdt for building a mosque);
new was the willingness of the part of the reformers
to resort to direct reinterpretation of the Kur'an to
attain their goals. One can already see in the reformers the shift from regarding zakdt primarily as an act
of piety (an atttitude that, of course, still persists in
some circles) to the emphasis on zakdt as the foundation of the Islamic social and economic system that
dominates its modern revival.
Essential to the implementation of this vision of
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of zakat is enforceable by law in six Muslim nations:
zakdt is the insistence that Muslim governments must
Saudi Arabia, Libya, Yemen, Malaysia, Pakistan and
once again assume the duty of collecting z.akai and
Sudan. Reference to the responsibility of the state for
not leave its payment and distribution to the conthe implementation of zakdt appears in the Constiscience of individuals. There is widespread agreement
tutions of Yemen (Art. 21), Pakistan (Art. 31) and
among the modernists that the classical distinction
Sudan (Art. 10).
between zahir and bdtin, according to which the govCollection of zakdt in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
ernment had authority to collect only the former, is
is governed by Royal Decree no. 17/2/28/8634 dated
no longer tenable, either because the distinction itself
29 Djumada II 1370/7 April 1951 which imposed
was not necessarily intended to be eternally binding
zakdt on both individuals and companies with Saudi
or because under modern conditions of saving and
nationality. %akdt on livestock and crops is under the
investing very little property is truly batin. They have
jurisdiction of the General Bureau of Public Revenues
also called for an expansion of the property base
of the Ministry of Finance aind National Economy,
(wfd*) on which zakdt is to be assessed. The modthat on other items under the Zakat and Income Tax
ernists have no inclination, as did some jurists of the
Department of the Ministry. Special committees compast, to blur the distinction between zakdt and secuposed of both government officials and private citilar taxes (cf. Ibn Hadjar al-Haytaml, Fatdwd al-kubrd
zens assess the z.akat due on livestock and crops, which
al-fikhiyya, ed. Cairo, ii, 48; Ibn cAbidfn, op. cit., ii,
288-90), for zakdt is now seen as an entirely viable 1 the owners then pay directly to those whom local
alternative to the latter.
1 committees have determined to be entitled, £akdt is
also collected on the merchandise, cash and other
It is now generally accepted that the generic nisdb
liquid assets, but not the fixed assets, of businesses,
applicable to new cases is that for gold, which unlike
and on the income of self-employed professionals, the
silver has historically maintained its value. The rules
latter at the rate of 1.25%, the law authorising indifor gold and silver are now widely applied to paper
viduals to personally distribute to the needy one-half
money, and the formerly held view that paper money
of the zakdt otherwise due. The entire cost of colbe potentially treated as merchandise (cUlaysh, Path
c
lection is borne by the public treasury. The law
al- ali al-mdlik, i, 164-5) is no longer much in eviimposes no penalties or fines for failure to pay zakdt,
dence, although it continues in the treatment of stocks
but administrative pressures have been brought to bear
and bonds. It has thus been urged that zakdt at the
against companies that have failed to make their payrate of 2.5% should be payable on horses and any
ments and in egregious cases there is the possibility
other grazing animals with the value of the nisdb for
of detention by the police.
gold. Similarly, the zakdt for crops should encompass
The %akat Law of Libya (Law 89 of 1971) applies
all produce from the soil, with the nisdb for gold
to all property, including paper money and company
applicable to those crops not measured by volume.
shares, but provides for the compulsory collection of
Furthermore, it is often argued, fairness dictates that
zakdt on only gjdhir property. While drawing on Malikl
the expenses incurred in the growing and harvesting
law for some details, it departs from it in its broader
of the crop be deducted in the calculation of the
coverage of grains and fruits and its allowance of a
nisdb. Similar arguments have been put forth to extend
deduction from the crop of the expenses of harvestzakdt to all minerals derived from mining and to all
ing as well as in applying debts against livestock, and
products derived from the ocean, including fish. Rental
income from buildings, factories, taxis, buses and ships
in admitting for the payment of zakdt al-fitr in cash.
has also been drawn into the scope of zakdt, at the
In the case of non-payment, the law imposes a penalty
not to exceed double the zakdt due. Libyan law earrate for trade goods according to some, or the rate
for crops according to others. Salaries from profesmarks 50% of the proceeds of zakdt for distribution
sions and trades should also be subject to zakdt as
to the poor.
Compulsory collection of zakdt in the Yemen Arab
earned, once the nisdb has been met, and the view
dispensing with a holding period, formerly merely a
Republic goes back to 1975. Its collection, including
legal curiosity, is now very much alive. A minority
that of zakdt al-fitr, which is deducted from the salary
has gone so far as to call for an updating of the clasof public employees in Ramadan, is under the
sical numb.
Department of Duties (maslahat al-wddj.ibdt) of the
Modernist writers have, like their reformist predeMinistry of Finance. As in Saudi Arabia, collection
cessors, insisted that the proceeds from the collection j of zakdt on livestock and crops depends on local assessof zakdt be available for a wider range of purposes
ment. The proceeds from zakdt collection are deposited
than the classical law generally allowed. They have
in the Central Bank and disbursed by the Ministry
also been concerned with the mechanisms of zakdt
of Finance as an integral part of the state budget.
collection, and have argued that zakdt must be payable
The costs of collection run as high as 25%. Individin cash to spare government agencies the costs of caruals are authorised to distribute personally 25% of
ing for livestock or storing foodstuffs. In general, howtheir zakdt.
ever, discussions of the specifics of the administration
The collection of zakdt in Malaysia is separately
of zakdt collection are less developed than those conadministered in each state by the Religious Affairs
cerned with the property base and the rate of zakdt.
Councils. The property from which zakdt is taken
Modernists are optimistic that under ordinary cirvaries from state to state, but the greatest sources of
cumstances zakdt will generate sufficient revenues to
zakdt revenues are rice (padi) and zakdt al-fitr. Nonfund "all the activities of a state" (Fazlur Rahman,
compliance is widespread, except for zakdt al-fitr (ca.
3
2
Major themes of the Qur dn, Minneapolis 1994, 41). They
$1 US per person), explainable in part by the prefdo, however, tend to acknowledge the possibility that
erence, going back to colonial times, on the part of
states may, under one circumstance or another, need
some growers to distribute zakdt personally (zakat perito find other sources of revenue. In the interests of
badi) rather than pay it to the government (zakat raja).
equity, it is often held that non-Muslim citizens of
The law provides for fines and imprisonment for nonMuslim states should be subjected to a tax that mirpayment, but enforcement is reportedly lax.
rors zakdt.
The Pakistani and Sudanese laws have attracted
At the present time payment of one form or another
the greatest interest inasmuch as they formed part of
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larger programmes of Islamisation of the law. The
not to exceed the zakat due is imposed for nonPakistani %akat and Ushr Ordinance of 1980 was enacted
payment.
during the regime of General Zia ul-Haq [see ZIYA
The majority of Muslims continue to pay zakdt outAL-HAKK] and introduced by him as a fulfilment of
side of a compulsory legal scheme for its collections
what was considered by him as the centuries' long
and distribution. There has, however, been a moveaspirations of the Muslims of the region. It departs
ment across the Muslim world to create new interfrom the classical law in imposing zakat on various
mediaries to receive voluntary payments of zakat.
forms of what would traditionally have been classi- I Prominent among these are quasi-governmental agenfied as bdtin property, including savings bank accounts,
cies such as the Jordanian (1978) and Bahraynf (1979)
a measure justified by an appeal to Hanafi" doctrine
Zakat Funds (sunduk al-zakdt} and the more autonomous
(cf. Tanzil-ur-Rahman, Introduction of ^akat in Pakistan,
Kuwaytf Zakat House (bayt al-zakdt} (1982) and
Islamabad [1981],15-21). The law differs from Hanafi
Egyptian Nasser Social Bank (1977). Zakdt paid to
teaching in imposing zakdt on the property of minors
such agencies, like zakat paid under the compulsory
(ibid., 24-5). Most of the traditional classes of propschemes, typically enjoys the advantage of being
erty subject to zakdt, including gold and silver, trade
deductible from the national income tax. Some see
goods and animals are left to self-assessment. The
in these voluntary schemes a stage on the way to
greater part of the Ordinance deals with the colleccompulsory collection, as in the case of Sudan, where
tion and administration of zakdt and provides for three
the Zakat Fund (1980) preceded the Zakat Law. Only
levels of Zakat Funds, headed by the Central Zakat
in Jordan did the Zakat Fund replace a scheme, albeit
Fund, which receives the zakdt from savings accounts
of limited scope, for compulsory zokdt collection (Law
and other proceeds deducted at source, by far the
No. 35 of 1944). The activities of these intergreatest source of revenue under the Ordinance. The
mediaries now often include the making of interestproceeds from the collection of eushr go to the numerfree loans (kard hasan], a form of assistance not proous Local Zakat Funds. Resistance by Pakistani Shf c fs
vided for by the classical law of zakat.
immediately led to an amendment providing for an
More informally-organised intermediaries continue
exemption from the law for those Muslims following
to function throughout the Muslim world and among
a recognised system ofjikh who file a declaration that
minority Muslim populations, both in competition with
their faith and fikh do not oblige them to comply in
each other and sometimes in competition with legislated compulsory and voluntary schemes. Such organwhole or in part with the Ordinance.
Implementation of the Ordinance has been beset
isations are increasingly taking advantage of modern
by substantial evasion through the transfer of savings
technology such as the Internet to reach potential
accounts to current accounts before the annual valuzakat payers, and provision for payment by credit card
ation date of the first of Ramadan and even, it has
is by no means uncommon. While insisting that zakat
been reported, by some conversions to Shr'ism by
has nothing to do with taxation, these new intermewealthy families. There have also been persistent comdiaries have readily adopted the vocabulary (e.g.
"zakatable") and trappings of modern systems of taxplaints of corruption in collection and distribution.
c
Low proceeds from the collection of ushr led to the
ation, including more or less elaborate tables for calculation, and a variety of forms for "zakat returns".
transfer in 1993 of its collection and administration
Much, however, remains to be done in the effort
from the Local Zakat Committees to the provincial
toward greater compliance. For while virtually all
revenue departments in the hope that that latter will
Muslims are aware that there is an obligation of zakat,
be more successful in dealing with powerful landownaccurate information about its implementation is far
ers. One study of the operation of the Ordinance for
rarer and compliance is still very limited. A recent
the years 1987-8, while admitting some success in the
study of zakat in rural Egypt indicated that, while 96%
goal of wealth redistribution, nonetheless concluded
of the farmers knew that zakat was an obligation, only
that the less wealthy were paying a disproportionate
20% paid it on their crops, as compared with 76%
share of the zakdt and that in Sind the recipients were
who paid zakat al-fitr, a relatively small obligation and
wealthier than the payers (G.A. Jehle, ^akat and inequalone intimately associated with Ramadan (A.T. Abu
ity: some evidence from Pakistan, in Review of Income and
Kuraysha, al-^akdt wa 'l-tanmiya, Cairo 1999).
Wealth, ii [1994], 205-16).
Bibliography: In addition to references in the
The Sudanese %akat and Taxation Act of 1984 (Kdnun
text and in SADAKA, see the following titles, grouped
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c
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_ _
(A. ZYSOW)
AL-ZAKAZIK, conventionally ZAGAZIG, a town in
the east of the Nile delta of Egypt, 90 km/55
miles to the northeast of Cairo. It is now the cheflieu of the Sharkiyya province, and in 1998 had almost
270,000 inhabitants.
The town was founded in the first third of the
19th century on the bahr Muwfs, a canal following
the ancient course of the Tanaitic branch of the Nile.
The Egyptian ruler Muhammad cAlf Pasha [q.v.]
entrusted to a specialist hydraulic engineer, Ahmad
al-Barudf, the construction of six dams on this canal
and its branches, in order to irrigate the Sharkiyya
province as a whole. The original site of al-Zakazfk
corresponds to the dockside huts of mud and reeds
built for the workers on the main dam, called Kanatir
al-Tisca, at the bifurcation of the bahr Muwfs and the
bahr Mashtut. The only remarkable feature of this site
was the archaeological tell of the ancient Bubastis
(modern Tell Basta) at some kilometres to the southeast, at that time exploited by the sabbdkhun, and
nearby, an ancient dam whose existence was going

to be decisive for choosing the site of the new dam
and for fixing the settlement. Work on the dams took
from 1827 to 1832, and when they were completed,
a permanent settlement, with more durable buildings,
grew up on the site.
The name of the town, whose origin is controversial, is said to have come from a member of the family of a certain Ahmad Zakzuk, which settled at the
end of the 18th century half-a-kilometre to the north
of the future dockyard, in a village which is said to
have taken its name from the newly-arrived family/clan: Kafr al-Zakazfk. Naturally, in the late 1820s,
in order to complete the new dams, recourse would
have been made to local manpower, and especially
to the workers of Kafr al-Zakazfk, including some of
the descendants of Ahmad Zakzuk, who are said to
have called their dockside settlement Nazlat al-Zakazfk.
This patronymic would also be kept in the engineer
Ahmad al-Barudf's administrative documents and was
definitively confirmed by Muhammad cAlf when he
visited the site shortly after its completion. However,
other etymologies persisted more strongly in folk memory in the later 19th and early 20th centuries. Its origin was attributed to a species of fish like the carp,
the zakzuk, pi. zakdzik, caught in large quantities in
the bahr of Muwfs; at the present time, the preferred
derivation is from the root zakzaka, denoting the twittering of the large numbers of birds in the trees along
the main road of the town alongside the canal.
The town rapidly developed after its foundation,
thanks to the transfer at an early date of the irrigation offices of the Sharkiyya from Bilbays to al-Zakazfk,
followed a year later by the town's elevation to the
rank of capital of the province (mudiriyya, now muhdfaza)
of the Sharkiyya, all at the expense of Bilbays.
Muhammad cAlf considered al-Zakazfk as having a
more central site. The arrival of numerous officials
was followed by that of merchants and the development of infrastructures, notably the arrival of the railway, making the town definitively the main centre of
the Delta, so that it had 40,000 inhabitants in 1911.
This population came from diverse origins, seen e.g.
in the town's Coptic community; the family of SaJama
Musa (1887-1958 [q.v.]), originally from Asyut, settled
in al-Zakazfk in the years after its foundation.
The two first mosques there were built early, one
by Muhammad cAlf on the eastern bank of the canal
and the other on the western bank by a government
dignitary, the amir Yusuf, the so-called "Little Mosque".
The third mosque, from the second half of the 19th
century, well reflects the development and modernisation of the town, being built, with steel columns,
by a local rich merchant, Sulayman al-Sharbfnf.
Today, however, most important in the town is the
Mosque of the Conquest financed by the singer cAbd
al-Halfm Hafiz, originally from the district. The town's
Muslim community has further acquired, in less than
two centuries, two tutelary saints, Abu Khalfl and Abu
c
Amir, whose mawlid is celebrated by Muslims and
Copts equally.
The town's prosperity derives nevertheless from economic and commercial activities. In the later 19th
century, al-Zakazfk became one of the main Egyptian
centres for the corn trade, and above all for the
preparation and marketing of cotton. Several dozen
European merchants (English, French, Greek) invested
capital in the cotton industry and installed factories
for cotton ginning and spinning. This foreign presence,
increasingly visible through the development of land
and the building of churches and of colonial villas
surrounded by gardens, led, in the 1870s, to conflicts
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in the town between the locals and the newcomers;
hence Ahmad 'UrabI [see 'URABI PASHA], originally
from this region, was to find strong support from the
citizens of the town at the time of his revolt in 1881.
Bibliography. CA1T Basha Mubarak, al-Khitat altawfikiyya, xi, Bulak 1887, 93-4; S. Musa, The education of Saldma Musd, Leiden 1961; S. Mahir,
Muhafa^at al-D}umhuriyya al-farabiyya al-muttahida wadthdruhd al-bdkiyafi 'l-'asr 'l-isldmi, Cairo 1966, 1268; Muhammad Ramzi, al-Kdmus al-^ughrdji li'l-bildd
al-misriyya, repr. Cairo 1993, ii/1, 89-92.
(J.-M. MOUTON)
ZAKHIR, CABD ALLAH, polemicist, copyist,
translator, printer and painter, born in Aleppo
1680, died at the Monastery of Mar Yuhanna, alShuwayr, Lebanon, 30 August 1748. The son of a
Greek Orthodox goldsmith, Zakhir learned his father's
trade before studying with Christian scholars and the
Muslim shaykh Sulayman al-Nahwi. He worked as a
copyist for the Catholic missionaries in Aleppo amongst
others, especially for the Jesuits, whose translations of
works of theology and spirituality he also rendered
into acceptable Arabic. After the Greek Orthodox former patriarch Athanasiyus Dabbas returned from
Wallachia, having had two Arabic liturgical books
printed there [see MATBA'A. I.B.I], Zakhir cooperated
with him in setting up the first Arabic press in the
Near East, using equipment, and with financial support, from Romania. Between 1706 and 1711, when
it ceased working, this Aleppo press published 10 titles.
Zakhir's polemical writings date from 1722 onwards,
when the break between Greek Orthodox and Greek
Catholics became open. Accepting Papal claims to
supremacy, he refuted the Orthodox teaching on the
issues that separated the two traditions. The target of
Orthodox hostility, he left Aleppo for Lebanon, where
he eventually settled at the monastery at al-Shuwayr.
The press he set up there in 1733 was to function
with interruptions until 1899; the first book it produced, in 1734, was Mizdn al-zamdn, a translation of
an ascetic work by the Jesuit J.E. Nieremberg.
In his original writings and correspondance, Zakhir
demonstrates not only command of the 'arabiyya (he
was a contemporary of Djarmanus Farhat [q.v.]) but
also a well-developed rhetorical sense and capacity for
argument; he was understandably feared as a polemicist. Though never ordained or a monk, he lived a
life of asceticism and service to others, which earned
him the title of shammds (lit. "deacon"). He is perhaps
the first Arab painter to have left us a self-portrait,
together with portraits of some of his contemporaries.
Bibliography. Zakhir's biography by a disciple
in Masarra, iv/6 (August 1913), repr. in Masarra,
xxxiv/7 (1948) (special issue on the bicentenary of
Zakhir's death), 386-96; J. Nasrallah, Histoire du mouvement litteraire dans I'Eglise Melchite du Ve au XXe siecle,
iv/2, Epoque ottomane 1724-1800, Louvain-Paris 1989,
111-37, with the bibl. given there, to which may
be added Usama 'AnutT, al-Haraka al-adabiyya f i bildd
al-ShdmJi 'l-karn al-thdmin cashar, Beirut 1985, index;
B. Heyberger, Les chretiens du Proche-Orient au temps
de la reforme catholique, Rome 1994, index.
(HILARY KILPATRICK)
ZAKHRAFA (A.), in Islamic art, "ornament,
ornamentation". The word is connected with the
noun zukhruf "gold" > "ornamental work" used in
Kur'an, XVII, 95/93, bayt min zukhruf, and there is
an adjective muzakhraf "ornamented"; the origin of
zukhruf seems to be in a deformation, via Syriac, of
Grk. zographed "to paint", see Jeffery, The foreign vocabulary of the Qur'dn, Baroda 1938, 150.
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Islamic ornament possesses certain qualities that,
even if not exclusive to this art, are sufficiently distinct to be recognisable. One is that it is independent from the underlying structure, be it a building
or an object of art. It therefore can easily be transferred from one material to the other, and from one
technique to another. As in other civilisations, the
ornament can be classified either by the elements of
which it is composed or by the method by which
it is organised. In addition, it can be interpreted
symbolically, can communicate ideas or can have metaphoric qualities.
The most common elements are vegetal, geometric, epigraphic and figural. In order to create order
and harmony—one of the most characteristic functions of Islamic ornament—it is organised by two principles: geometry and symmetry. To achieve this aim,
the Islamic artist used a number of methods, the most
typical being framing and linking. Plants may completely grow into each other and form an infinite pattern generally termed "arabesque" [q.v.].
The predominance of vegetal motifs in Islamic
ornament hardly needs to be reiterated. Its development can broadly be divided into three main periods: the formative, roughly between the 7th and
10th centuries A.D.; the ornamental integration, from
about the 10th to the later 13th centuries, and the
final phases, from about the 14th to the 17th centuries.
The first centuries are characterised by an enormous
variety of motifs adopted from pre-Islamic civilisations.
In the course of time, acanthus and vine leaves, palmettes, half-palmettes, lotus blossoms and grapes, to
mention only the most common vegetal designs, were
flattened out, became two-dimensional, and made into
space for additional small ornamentation. Composed
without background, divided only by bevelled lines,
these ornaments create abstract designs that give the
impression of uniform patterns, though their floral and
vegetal origin is still recognisable. The best examples
attesting to the transformation and integration of these
elements into ornamental patterns stem from late 8thcentury Syria and 9th-century Samarra, from where
they spread to Egypt and other parts of the Islamic
world (Plate V, Figs. 1 and 2). Only Spain was less
affected by these tendencies. Depending on Umayyad
tradition, such as the mosaics of the Dome of the
Rock [see KUBBAT AL-SAKHRA] or the eastern facade
of Mshatta [q.v.], deeply carved and feathery leaves
are folded over, so that the design becomes threedimensional instead of being flattened out.
In the following centuries, the changes within plant
ornaments occur primarily in the central Islamic lands.
Of particular importance is the development of the
arabesque. While its preliminary stages may already
date from the llth century, it reached its full scope
only in the following two centuries, culminating in
Asia Minor, where full use of the potential qualities
of the arabesque is attested from works made in Konya
(Plate V, Fig. 3). Because of the Mongol invasions,
Central Asian motifs—lotus blossoms, peonies, composite flowers and the like—enrich the vegetal repertoire and remain a constant feature from the second
half of the 13th century onwards. The earliest Chineseinspired floral motifs seem to occur on ceramics, but
were immediately adopted also in other media such
as metal, wood, glass, textiles and manuscript illuminations. Assimilated to the Islamic tradition and taste,
they became favourite motifs in Persian and Central
Asian architecture, and by the second half of the 14th
century, intricate and organically-growing floral patterns, transformed into flat, coloured faience mosaics,
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become a common decoration on religious and secular buildings alike. Thanks to trade relations and
wandering workshops, this vocabulary reached also
Syria, Egypt and Turkey and brought about a new
taste, which preferred a more exotic and less traditional floral repertoire. In the course of the 16th and
17th centuries, Ottoman Turkey in particular excelled
in combining a multitude of stalks, buds and flowers
from different origins, which in colour and composition remain unique (cf. the wares of Iznfk [q.v.]).
Although not used as ornaments on religious buildings or objects produced for religious purposes, animals and birds were part of the decorative repertoire
from its very beginning. At first they reflect the same
artistic traditions as the vegetal ornaments. Yet by the
9th century, first in Mesopotamia, and almost instantaneously in Egypt and Persia also, these animals
become less realistic. Their bodies lose plasticity, details
such as hair, felt or feathers are replaced by ornaments unrelated to their indigenous shape, and the
whole figure is often adapted to the shape of the
object it decorates. Or, following the bevelled style of
Samarra, the shape of a bird is transformed into an
abstract pattern, composed of fully merged threepetalled lotus blossoms, half-palmettes and undulating
stems (Plate VI, Fig. 4). In eastern Persia, this abstract
style continued for some time, while in Egypt the animal figure become again more realistic. The number
of species increases, and on portable objects of art
fabulous, occasionally even grotesque creatures figure
in the centre of an object as its major decoration.
The fascination with imaginary animals, including Far
Eastern dragons, unicorns, qilins and the like that
appear after the Mongol invasion, culminates between
the 12th and 14th centuries. In the following periods, realistic animal figures become less frequent,
while Far Eastern creatures continue to appear in
Persian and Turkish manuscripts (Plate VI, Fig. 5)
and on tiles, textiles, rugs, etc.
As with the vegetal and figural motifs, so do squares,
lozenges, circles, polygons and star patterns go back
to much earlier civilisations. It was, however, the preoccupation with geometric forms and their development into virtuoso intricacies which, together with
symmetry, became a dominating feature in Islamic
ornament. Rectilinear patterns constructed of squares
divided either diagonally or inscribed within each other
were employed by Islamic artisans since early Islamic
times. Pattern of lozenges, polygons and stars formed
by either raised or recessed bricks feature on 10th to
12th-century Persian brick buildings, and transferred
to stone appear in Anatolian stone carvings and on
13th to early 14th-century Persian faience mosaics.
By using glazed and unglazed bricks, terracotta tiles
and faience mosaics, Persian artisans differentiated
between the various forms and highlighted the stellar
elements. A good example of tile and faience decoration is the ornamentation of the Madrasa Ghiyathiyya at Khargird (846-8/1442-5) (Plate VI, Fig. 6),
where dark blue and light brown faience mosaics
accentuate the centre of the stars, while strips of
light blue glazed brick or terracotta and white glazed
cut tiles form the overall stellar grid. Similar ornaments were used for the decoration of Kur'an frontispieces, Egyptian 15th and early 16th-century minbars,
or a wooden Turkish Kur'an box from the mausoleum of Sultan Selfm II. Another decoration generated by geometric forms are stalactites or mukarnas
[q.v.]. In contrast to the patterns mentioned above,
they are three-dimensional, and became one of the
most conspicuous architectural ornaments created in

the Islamic world. Finally, signatures, foundation inscriptions, quotations from the Kur'an, proverbs and
the like, often became the main and only decoration
of buildings or objects of art. The latter, documented
since the 8th century on ceramic, glass and metal
objects, even precede inscriptions on architecture. In
the course of the centuries, Islamic calligraphers invented a variety of styles, and the inscriptions became
integrated into the rest of the decoration [see KHATT].
Limited in time and material is a script in which
either the whole letter or part of it assumes a human
or animal form. Except for the ornithomorphic script,
which appears for the first time on 10th-century eastern Persian ceramics, it is limited to metalwork, produced between the mid-12th and late-13th centuries.
Beginning with the early 14th century, inscriptions,
written in either naskhi or thuluth styles, became a
dominant feature in architecture as well as in minor
arts. Mamluk dignitaries favoured a radiating arrangement of the script which, set in roundels or polylobed
medallions, was meant to glorify their names and
titles. Perhaps the first sultan who used this device
was al-Nasir Muhammad b. Kalawun [q.v.] in the
early 14th' century (Plate VII,' Fig. 7). These epigraphic roundels were equally favoured by high officers and other members of his dynasty. By the 15th
century, only a few Mamluk rulers continued to write
their names and honorary titles in a radiant composition. They re-appear, however, in Ottoman epigraphic roundels of a religious content. The ornamental
qualities of the script were fully exploited in epigraphic
panels in which the words, made up of unadorned
Kufic letters, form a regular geometric design. This
script was exclusively used for religious inscriptions,
repeating the name of the Prophet, the names of the
Imams and various saints, or else the Muslim creed
or shahada [q.v.]. After the mid-13th century, these
decorative panels enjoyed considerable popularity in
Anatolian, Egyptian and Persian architecture, wood
carvings and manuscript illuminations, and this popularity has continued up to the present day.
The most common means of creating an overall
pattern was by means of frames and borders, which
outlined the primary motifs and set them into medallions, panels, cartouches and arches, giving the pattern an inner cohesion. Due to the survival of antique
elements in Syrian, Egyptian and Coptic art, niches
and arcades remained a relatively frequent feature
until the end of the Mamluk period. In other instances,
round enclosures or arches were provided with lobed
outlines, a feature that entered Islam from China long
before the Mongol invasion. They often formed continuous bands, decorating objects of art and architectural monuments alike. In patterns where the
decorative elements completely eliminated the background, the basic design was repeated in a reciprocating fashion, applicable to larger surfaces as well
as to closed panels and frames. Carved with slanting
outlines or painted on flat surfaces, they remained
in vogue up to about the 14th century, often differentiated by their colour (Plate VIII, Fig. 8). Other
methods of creating coherent overall designs involved
placing different geometric forms next to each other;
determining the structure of a pattern by continuously
crossing and overlapping bands, or creating a threedimensional design by arranging up to four decorative schemes one on top of the other.
Ornaments, however, also communicated—either
explicitly or implicitly—certain ideas. Their interpretation remains equivocal. Yet it would seem that, aside
from being aesthetically attractive, some of these orna-
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ments evoked additional connotations. Among these
one may suggest that fruit-bearing trees were recharged
with ancient connotations of fertility, conveyed blessings to the deceased in the afterlife and had associations with Paradise. Flowers seem to have conveyed
notions of well-being, while arches and arcades, because
of their formal resemblance to the mihrdb [q.v], were
occasionally charged with religious symbolism. As in
the domes of Late Antiquity, which were decorated
with whorls and stars, domes were now given cosmological symbolism, transforming a cupola or ceramic
bowl into the vault of heaven. This is further enforced
by Persian poems, in which the vault of heaven is
called tds-i nigun lit. "upturned bowl", i.e. "heaven",
or tds-i sipihr "bowl of heaven". Other ornaments with
metaphoric qualities are fish and water creatures (Plate
VIII, Fig. 9), imitations of jewellery, or animal wheels.
It has, however, to be reiterated that our quest for
understanding the meaning of ornaments is still at its
beginning and awaits future studies in depth.
Bibliography: E. Baer, Islamic ornament, Edinburgh
1998. Cf. G. Necipoglu, The Topkapi scroll. Geometry
and ornament in Islamic architecture. With an essay on the
geometry of the muqarnas by Mohammad al-Asad, The
Getty Center for the History of Art and the Humanities, Santa Monica 1995.
(EvA BAER)
ZAKHU, local pronunciation Zakho, a Kurdish
town on the Lesser Khabur river [q.v.] in northern
Trak, situated about 8 km/5 miles from the Turkish
border and 20 km/12 miles from the Syrian border
(lat. 37° 2' N., long 42° 8' E.). It became worldfamous after the Gulf War (1990) when thousands of
Kurdish refugees, fearing retaliation by the clraki army,
tried to escape to Turkey but eventually were resettled in Zakhu or near it; as a result, by 1992 Zakhu's
population rose to about 350,000 (?), compared to
only about 30,000 (?) in 1950.
In addition to the largely Kurdish Muslim population, Zakhu had also a Christian community
(Nestorians and Chaldaeans, Armenians, etc. totalling
ca. 5,000 persons in 1992), and a Jewish community
(about 350 families before their emigration en masse
to Israel in the early 1950s). However, according to
the table in M. Chevalier, Les montagnards chretiens du
Hakkari, 285, the estimates of various travellers vary
widely. Each community lived usually in a separate
quarter, close to its house of worship (4 churches, 2
synagogues, and a few mosques). The Kurds spoke
the KurmandjT dialect of Kurdish [see KURDS, KURDISTAN, v.], whereas the Christians and the Jews spoke
Neo-Aramaic, each community having its own dialect.
Zakhu's commercial and communal life centred around
the river, which was, before the advent of motorised
vehicles, the main route for the transport of materials from central Kurdistan to the Tigris plains, so
that Zakhu was an important shipping centre. About
seventy Jewish families in the town were loggers
and raftsmen who transported goods and wood to
Mawsil and beyond on large rafts made of logs tied
together alone or over inflated sheepskins [see KELEK].
Other typical occupations included peddlers, butchers, weavers (mostly Christians), dyers (Jewish), shop
owners (mixed), carpenters, farmers (mostly Kurds),
teachers and government officials (mostly Christians).
Zakhu may be an old town, and probably identical
with the bet zdkhu ("House of Victory") mentioned in
an 11th-century Syriac manuscript (Budge, 183; cf.
Fiey, 261, 880: "B[et]Zaho"). Zakhu has three modern bridges, but a fourth one, made of huge stones
and associated with a legend, is popularly assumed
to be from the cAbbasid period. The oldest syna-
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gogue there had an inscription dated 5568 (= 1798).
Social and commercial relations between the communities were generally good, with the Jews feeling secure under the protection of the local Shemdin
aghas.
Bibliography. E.A. Wallis Budge, The histories of
Rabban Hdrmizd the Persian and Rabban Bar-cldtd,
London 1902, 183; D.N. MacKenzie, Kurdish dialect
studies, London 1962, ii, 347-67 (Kurdish texts and
legends about Zakhu); J.M. Fiey, Assyrie chretienne,
Beirut 1965-8, see index, 880; Y. Sabar, The folk
literature of the Kurdistani Jews. An anthology, New Haven
1982 (introd. includes details of Jewish life in Zakhu);
M. Chevalier, Les montagnards chretiens du Hakkari,
Paris 1985; Sabar, The Christian Meo-Aramaic dialects
of &kho and Dihok, in JAOS, cxv (1995), 33-51
(includes report of visit after the Gulf War).
(Y. SABAR)
AL-ZAKKAK, CALI B. AL-KASIM b. Muhammad alTudjlbl ai-Fasl', Abu '1-Hasan (d. 912/1507), f a m o u s
Malik! j u r i s t , whose lakab is explained in the sources
as being unconnected with the trade of making skin
vessels for holding wine. He studied Khalil's Mukhtasar with Muhammad b. Kasim al-Kawn al-MiknasT
ai-Fasl (d. 872/1468) and al-Mawwak al-Gharnatl
(d. 897/1492), whose al-Tddj. wa 'l-iklil he also transmitted. Al-Zakkak ,is the author of an urdj.uza [see
RADJAZ] in which he explained the basic principles of
the MalikI legal school, entitled al-Manhad^ al-muntakhab
ild usul al-madhhab (ms. National Library of Madrid);
a commentary was written by Mayyara (d. 1072/1662).
He also wrote a famous Ldmiyya, known as al^akkdkiyya, of which many mss. are preserved. It was
edited by Merad ben Ali, La Lamiya ou ^aqqaqiya du
jurisconsulte maroccain ^aqqaq, manuel maroccain de jurisprudence musulmane, Casablanca 1927; a commentary was
written by Ahmad al-Mandjur (d. 995/1587). The
Ldmiyya shows the existence of solutions in which the
c
amal fdsi was adopted. In the last years of his life,
al-Zakkak was khatib in the mosque of al-Andalus
at Fas. Some of his descendants were also famous
scholars.
Bibliography: Ibn al-Kadi, D^adhwat al-iktibds, ii,
476-7, no. 532, and Durrat al-hi&dl, iii, 252; Ahmad
al-Mandjur, Fihris, Rabat 1976, 57; Ahmad Baba,
Mayl, 211; Ben Cheneb, Etude, 123-4, no/70; Brockelmann, II, 264; S II, 376; Zirikll, iv, 320; Kahhala,
vii, 169; J. Berque, Ville et universite. Apergu sur I'histoire de I'ecole de Fes, in Revue Historique du Droit Frangais
et Etranger, Ixiv, no. 116 (1949), 90; M. Hajji, L'actwite
intellectuelle au Maroc d I'epoque Sacdide, 2 vols. Rabat
1976-7, i, 171; F. Rodriguez Mediano, Familias de
Fez (siglos XV-XVII), Madrid 1995, 62, 199, 225,
260-1. _
(MARIBEL FIERRO)
ZAKKUM (A.), a tree that figures in Islamic eschatology as growing in Hell, with bitter
fruit which the damned are condemned to eat. It is
mentioned in the Kur'an three times (XXXVII, 60/62;
XLIV, 43; LVI, 52).
The lexicographers explain it as an evil-smelling
tree that grows in the Tihama, but also as a medically beneficial one that grows in the Jordan valley
around Jericho; and as a foodstuff of the Arabs, composed of fresh butter with dates (see Lane, 1239a-b).
Richard Bell, The Qur'dn translated, ii, 556 n. 1, cited
as a parallel the same word in Syriac meaning "the
hogbean"; Bell must have taken from Payne Smith,
Thesaurus Syriacus, col. 1148, zkwm'/zdkamd, citing the
agricultural treatise Geoponika, 115 1. 20, in which zkwm3
are something dried in front of a fire before eating,
and where the word is probably a corruption of hum3
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PLATE V

Fig. 1. Vine plant in plaster in audience chamber
(diwdri), Khirbat al-Mafdjar, ca. 725-30.

Fig. 2. Overall patterns of palmettes, lotus buds and
trefoils aligned vertically. From house at Samarra, ca.
mid-3rd/9th century.

Fig. 3. Kur'an stand elaborately carved with arabesques, ca. 1278-9, Konya.

PLATE VI
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Fig. 4. Bird carved in wood. Egypt,
Tulunid period. Paris, Musee de
Louvre, Inv. MAO 459.

Fig. 5. Coloured drawing of dragons on foliage. Ottoman, mid-10th/16th century. The Cleveland
Museum of Art 44.492.

Fig. 6. Tile and faience decoration from the Madrasa Ghiyathiyya, 846-87
1442-5.
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PLATE VII

Fig. 7. Radiating inscription. Incense burner of Muhammad b. Kalawun. Egypt or Syria, 693-741/1294-1340.
The Nuhad es-Said Collection.

PLATE VIII
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-^r-^-^-^^^
Fig. 8. Border pattern with reciprocating motif. Sultan Khan,
begun 629/1231.

Fig. 9. Fish pond ornament at bottom of early 14th-century Persian brass bowl. Naples, Museo Nazionale,
Inv. H.3253.
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and its Greek equivalent KUCT^OI "lentils". In any case,
it seems a long way from a tree with bitter fruit.
Bibliography. Given in the article.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
ZAKLISE, the Ottoman Turkish name for the
Greek island of Zakynthos, Ital. Zacinto, Fr.
and Eng. Zante, the southernmost of the Ionian islands,
lying off the westernmost tip of the Peloponnese [see
MORA].
Lost to Byzantium in 1185, it passed under the
control of various Western powers until 1328 when
it was seized by the Italian Tocco family, whose Ionian
Islands dominions were to prosper till the later 15th
century, receiving large numbers of refugees from the
Greek mainland. Zakynthos, together with Cephalonia
and Levkas/Aya Mavra [see LEVKAS], was briefly captured in late 1479 by Ahmed Pasha Gedik [q.v.], but
recovered in the next year by Count Leonardo III
Tocco. In 1483, however, the Toccos were driven out
by Venice, who secured possession of it and Cephalonia
by an annual tribute to the Ottoman sultan, maintained until 1699 (see D. Pitcher, The historical geography of the Ottoman empire, Leiden 1972, 65, 86-7, 132
and Map XVI; P. Soustal and J. Koder, Nikopolis und
Kephallonia, Vienna 1981, 77 ff., 278-9; arts. Ionian Sea,
^akynthos and Tocco, in The Oxford diet, of Byzantium,
New York-Oxford 1991).
In the long Venetian period, Zakynthos suffered
numerous Ottoman naval attacks and raids, in the
16th century commanded by Khayr al-Dfn Pasha,
Torghud ReTs and 'Uludj cAli [q.w.] (see W. Miller,
The Latins in the Levant, London 1908, 483 ff.; idem,
The Ionian Islands under Venetian rule, in EHR, xliii [1928],
209-39; A. Krantonelle, History of piracy in the Tourkokratia, 2 vols. Athens 1985-91, in Greek). Zakynthians
participated in the battle of Lepanto in 1571, in the
Russian-incited insurrection of 1770 and in the Greek
War of Independence, when the island became a base
for insurgents. It had been ceded by the Venetians
to the French by the Treaty of Campo Formio (1797);
there was a brief Russo-Turkish occupation (17991807); a French re-occupation (1807-14); and finally,
it became a British protectorate until 1864, when the
Ionian Islands were ceded to the kingdom of Greece.
Bibliography: In addition to references in the article, see the following sources in Greek: art. ^akynthos,
in Megale Hellenike Enkyklopaideia2, xi, Athens 1964,
897-9; L. Zoes, History of Zakynthos, Athens 1957;
D. Konomos, ^akynthian chronicles, 1485-1953, Athens
1970; idem, Zakynthos, 500years (1478-1978), 3 vols.
Athens 1979-81; A. Vakalopoulos, History of modern
Hellenism (in Grk.), Thessalonica 1968-88, index.
(A. SAWIDES)
ZALIDJ (A., pi. zala'idj, also zallid}, a word somehow related to Perso-Arabic Idajward/lazward "lapis
lazuli" (see Dozy, Supplement, i, 598; idem and W.H.
Engelmann, Glossaire des mots espagnols et portugais derives
de I'arabe, 2Leiden 1869, 229), a mosaic composed
of fragments of p o t t e r y squares with a
coloured enamelled surface. The technique
involved is more one of marquetry than mosaic, since
the pieces are cut into shape according to the place
they will occupy in the motif as a whole (G. Audisio,
La marquetterie de terre emaillee (mosai'que de faience) dans
I3art musulman d'Occident, Algiers 1926, 8). Also attested
for this technique is the Spanish term alicatado (see
Dozy and Engelmann, op. cit., 140). The usage of
the term is essentially a Hispano-Maghribf one; the
Moroccan traveller Ibn Battuta [q.v] compared kashdrii
tiles on the buildings of Nadjaf in 'Irak with the zaliaj.
of his own country (Rihla, i, 415, tr. Gibb, i, 256).

The technique is first attested in ancient Persia
and Mesopotamia, e.g. on the palace of Sargon (Seton
Lloyd, The art of the ancient Near East, London 1963),
and then used by the Romans and Byzantines. The
use of pieces of marble of different colours runs
through the centuries, to appear in a rather clumsy
fashion in the Great Mosque of Cordova and in certain pavements at al-Madfna al-Zahra' [q.v.]. For zaltaj.
stricto sensu, the main attestation is at the Kalcat Ban!
Hammad [see HAMMADIDS] (5th/11 th century), where
one finds enamelled bricks and genuine marquetry
(G. Marcais, Poteries et faiences de la Kalaa des BeniHammad, Constantine 1913). After this, there is the
minaret of the Kutubiyya in Marrakesh (58671190),
then the Great Mosque at Tlemcen/Tilimsan (6797
1280), where Saldjuk influence from Konya is discernible, culminating in the Alhambra at Granada.
The Western Islamic lands acquired the appropriate
technology and seem to have been culturally propitious for a widening use—perhaps delayed by Almohad
austerity—of the art of zallaj, seen in its spread within
the dynastic art of the Marfnids and Nasrids [q.w.].
At first, this use of enamelled marquetry work,
resistant to weather, appears on exteriors, and especially on minarets and door surrounds (Chella near
Rabat, and Tlemcen) and on the retaining walls of
patios. But in the 8th/14th century it was interior use,
within rooms that were lived in (especially at Seville
and Granada and, to a lesser extent, at Fas), that provide the finest aesthetic usage of zalTaj: on pavements,
niches, walls and columns, though only exceptionally
in mihrdbs and prayer halls. Artists preferred flat surfaces, with symmetrical and repeating designs, usually
on the lower parts of surfaces. Animal and human
motifs are not found; the few epigraphic examples of
these are to be found at Tlemcen and, above all, in
the Alhambra (Tower of the Captive, Hall of the
Two Sisters). The difficulty of cutting fragments with
curved edges explains the rarity of floral decorations,
although delicate curvilinear designs are to be found
at the Alhambra (the above examples and the Hall
of Ambassadors). Likewise rare, apart from a few
Egyptian examples, are epigraphic motifs, difficult to
execute. Use of the Kufic script would have allowed
the formation of curves and reverse curves, but was
no longer fashionable in the 8th/14th century in the
Muslim West, where arrangements and geometrical
patterns reigned supreme. Rectilinear elements, combined with infinitely repetitive geometrical patterns,
characterised Marfnid and Nasrid decoration, which
was inspired by Berber traditions but was adapted to
Islamic taste.
Bibliography (in addition to references in the
article): W. and G. Marcais, Les monuments arabes
de Tlemcen, Paris 1903, i, 79; J. Hoedgecoe and
S. Samur, ^illig. L'art de la ceramique marocaine, Damlugi 1993; J. Zozaya, Alicatados y azulejos hispanomusulmanes: los origenes, in La ceramique medievale en
Mediterranee. Actes du VP Congres de I'AIECMM, Aixen-Provence 1997, 601-13.
(A. BAZZANA)
AL-ZALLAKA, a decisive battle which took
place in Muslim Spain near Badajoz (479/1086) and
was won by the Almoravids [see AL-MURABITUN] in
their first encounter with Alfonso VI of Castile.
Alfonso's capture of Toledo (478/1085) posed a
great threat to the Td'ifa princes of al-Andalus, driving
them to seek the help of the Almoravid sovereign of
Morocco, Yusuf b. Tashufm [q.v], who responded to
their appeal and called on the Andalusf amirs to join
his campaign. On learning of the advance of the
Muslim troops, Alfonso raised his siege of Saragossa
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Cairo 1949, 132-5; Makkarl, Najh, iv, ed. 'Abbas,
and sought help from Sancho Ramirez of Aragon and
Beirut 1968, 354-70; R. Dozy, Scriptorum ar. loci de
from other Christians beyond the Pyrenees. The ensuAbbadidis, ii, Leiden 1852.
ing encounter thus assumed the character of a holy
2. Studies. A. Huici Miranda, Los Almordvidesy
war, just one decade before the first Crusade in the
la batalla de fallaca, in Hesp., xl (1953), 17-76; idem,
East.
Las Grandes Batallas de la reconquista . . ., Madrid 1956,
The battle of al-Zallaka (Span. Sagrajas) took place
19-82; E. Levi-Provencal et al, Novedades sobre la
on the plain of the latter name on the banks of the
batalla llamada de al-^allaqa (1086), in And., xv (1950),
Guerrero, some 8 km/5 miles north-east of Badajoz,
111-55; R. Menendez Pidal, La Espana del Cid, i,
on Friday 12 Radjab 479/23 October 1086; hence
Madrid 1969, 330-9; Dozy, Histoire des musulmans
the reference to the battle in Arabic sources as Tawm
c
d'Espagne, new ed. Paris 1932, 126-30; A. Tlbl,
(al-) aruba ("Friday encounter").
Wak'at al-^allaka, in Dirasat wa-buhuth, fl ta}nkh alIt is quite clear from the eyewitness account of I
c
Maghrib wa }l-Andalus, Tripoli-Tunis 1984, 156-71.
Abd Allah b. Buluggln, the Zfrid amir of Granada,
(AMIN TIBI)
that, in contrast to Alfonso's eagerness to engage in
ZALZAL, Mansur b. Dja'far al-Darib, famous
battle, Yusuf b. Tashufin was extremely reluctant to
lute-player at the early 'Abbasid court. He was a
do so and even hoped that Alfonso would give up
dark-skinned muwallad of humble, possibly "Nabatean"
and withdraw.
origin from Kufa [see BARSAWMA, in Suppl.]. Under
The AndalusI contingents were led by al-Muctamid
the tuition of Ibrahim al-Mawsill [q.v.], his future
b. cAbbad [q.v.], king of Seville, while the Almoravid
brother-in-law who gave him an education in "Arab
troops were deployed in such a way as to enable
music" (al-ghind* al-carabi}, he became one of the rare
them to join battle as required. When the latter failed
musicians to be proverbially known as an instrumento arrive, however, some of the Andalusls sought
talist without being a singer (atrab min cud ^al^al).
refuge within the city walls of Badajoz. The Almoravid
He seems first to have appeared at court under the
sovereign, in the meantime, despatched a force to set
caliph al-Mahdl (r. 158-69/775-85). Under Harun alfire to Alfonso's encampment, while he himself joined
Rashld (r. 170-93/786-809) he reached the highest
the fray with his big drums resounding like thunder
class (tabaka) of court musicians. His best known pupil
in the hills and wreaking havoc on Alfonso's troops
c
in lute playing was Ishak al-Mawsill [q.v.]. During his
and horses. According to Ibn Abl Zar , it was the
lifetime, Zalzal had a well dug in the southern suburbs
Almoravid himself who set fire to Alfonso's encampof Baghdad, and thus for centuries the place and the
ment and then launched an attack on the Chrisneighbouring quarter were known as Birkat Zalzal.
tian troops from the rear, annihilating most of them.
After having been imprisoned by Harun al-Rashld,
Alfonso is said to have escaped with barely 500
he is said to have died in 174/790. This date, mensurvivors.
tioned by Ibn TaghrlbirdI (who describes Zalzal as a
Details in Arabic sources about the battle have
lute player and a singer, and a mawld of 'Isa b. Dja'far
reached us primarily through the exaggerated accounts
of later Muslim chroniclers such as al-Himyarl, Ibn
b. al-Mansur), can be questioned. Ishak al-Mawsill
c
Abl Zar and the anonymous author of the Hulal. It
states that Zalzal's imprisonment under Harun alRashld lasted for "about ten years", hence, when he
is surprising that the Zlrid amir of Granada, himself
was released "his hair and his beard had whitened".
a participant in the battle, has little to say about it.
Accordingly, he may have died between ca. 185/801
He simply refers to the encounter as the battle of
and 193/809. In a khabar related in Agham\ v, 280Badajoz, and he does not give the day or date on
which it took place, nor does he mention his role or
2, Zalzal is still the hero of a contest with the lute
that of other Andalusls in the battle. All that he says
player Mulahiz in the presence of the caliph al-Wathik
(r. 227-32/842-7). This text, however, seems to suffer
is that Alfonso mounted a surprise attack, that Muslim
from inconsistency and anachronism. Zalzal's famous
troops were outnumbered, and that the Almoravid
sovereign returned to Seville "safe and victorious" (cald
name may have slipped into the story to replace that
hali salamat™ wa-nasr). Could it be that the Zirid's brief
of the less well-known lute player Rabrab, who was
and somewhat casual account is due to the fact that
a contemporary of Mulahiz (ibid., xi, 337).
he and other Andalusls did not distinguish themselves?
In the history of music, Zalzal finds a place as the
His defeat at al-Zallaka cost Alfonso the loss of a
inventor of a lute called cud al-shabbut on account of
large number of his seasoned troops, checked the
its shape resembling the round and flat fish of that
progress of the Reconquista, stopped the payment of
name. His name is also connected with the introduction
tributes to Alfonso by the Td^ifa amirs and, above all,
of the middle, or neutral, third among the frets (dasatin)
revived the hopes and raised the morale of the
of the lute. The interval was called wustd ^al^al and
Andalusls. The Almoravid sovereign's popularity with
first described by al-Farabl [q.v.]. It is the characteristic
the AndalusI masses and, of course, with the fukaha\
interval of the main mode of Arab music called rdst
was greatly enhanced. Although the Almoravids did
(see MAKAM). Al-Farabl placed it at the ratio of 27:22
not attempt to recover Toledo, their intervention
between the nut and the bridge of the lute (355 Cents
helped to prolong Muslim presence in al-Andalus,
above the pitch of the open string). This corresponds
which, to quote al-Marrakushi, had been on the verge
to the modern note sikah as given by 19th and 20thof being handed over to the Christians.
century theoreticians from Syria and Egypt (CollanBibliography. 1. Sources. Anon, al-Hulal algettes; Amln al-Dlk). Ibn Slna defined the wustd ^al^al
mawshiyya, ed. I.S. Allouche, Rabat 1936, 36-56;
differently by giving it the ratio of 39:32 (342 Cents).
Ibn Abl Zarc, al-Anis al-mutrib bi-rawd al-kirtds, ed.
His value reappeared also in the 19th century, namely,
GJ. Tornberg, Uppsala 1846, 93-8 (Sp. 'tr! Huici
in the scale of Mlkha'Il Mushaka [q.v.].
c
Miranda, i, Valencia 1964, 281-93); Abd Allah b.
Bibliography: 1. Sources. Agham\ v, 197, 201Buluggfn, Tibydn, ed. A. Tlbl, Rabat 1995, 121-5,
2, 211, 227, 241, 271-2, 275, vi, 298, 304, x, 194,
Eng. tr., Leiden 1986, 113-17; Himyarl, al-Rawd
xix, 294, xx, 358-9; (Ps.-)Djahiz, al-Td$ fi akhldk
al-mictdr, ed. I. 'Abbas, Beirut 1975, 287-92, Fr. tr.
al-muluk, Cairo 1914, 38-41, passim, tr. Ch. Pellat,
Levi-Provengal, La Peninsule Iberique. . . Leiden 1938,
Le lime de la couronne, Paris 1954, 65, 67-8; Ibn cAbd
103-16; Marrakushl, Mu'djib, ed. 'Aryan and 'Alarm,
Rabbih, al-clkd al-fand, Cairo 1949, vi, 31, 37, tr.
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H.G. Farmer, The minstrels of the golden age of Islam,
in 1C, xvii (1943), 271-81, xviii (1944), 53-61, esp.
53, 58; Washsha', Muwashshd, Beirut 1965, 257;
Farabi, K. al-Musiki al-kabir, Cairo 1967, 127-8, tr.
R. d'Erlanger, La musique arabe, Paris 1930-59, i,
47-8; Khwarazrm, Mafdtih al-culum, Leiden 1895,
239; Ibn al-Kiftr, Inbdh al-ruwdt, Cairo 1950-4, ii,
272-3; Yakut, Bulddn, i, 592-3; Ibn Taghnbirdi,
Nuajum, Cairo ii, 78, 139, 281.
2. Studies. G. Le Strange, Baghdad during the
c
Abbdsid caliphate, Oxford 1900, 61-2; M. Collangettes,
Etude sur la musique arabe, in JA, 10e serie, iv (1904),
365-422, esp. 403-5; H.G. Farmer, A history of Arabian music, London 1929, 118-19 and index; idem,
Studies in Oriental music, Frankfurt 1997, ii, 107-8,
185-7; M.A. al-Hifnf, al-Musika al-carabiyya wa-acldmuhd min al-d^ahiliyya ild 'l-Andalus, Cairo 1951, 170-4;
L. Zolondek, Di'bil b. CAH, Lexington 1961, 62 (poem
no. CL), cf. CA. al-Ashtar, Shi'r Di'bil b. cAli,
Damascus 1983, 197-8, 517; A. Taymur, al-Musikd
wa 'l-ghindy cind al-farab, Cairo 1963, 80, 98-9; L.
Manik, Das arabische Tonsystem im Mittelalter, Leiden
1969, 42, 48, 124, 126, 130 and index; E. Neubauer,
Der Ban der Laute und ihre Besaitung nach arabischen,
persischen und tiirkischen Quellen des 9. bis 15. Jahrhunderts,
in ZGAIW, viii (1993), 279-378, esp. 298-9, 331.
(H.G. FARMER-[E. NEUBAUER])
ZALZALA (A.), also ZILZAL, pi. zaldzil, e a r t h quake, a fact of life in many parts of the Islamic
world, from Morocco to Southeast Asia, a zone that
coincides in large part with the great Alpide belt
stretching from the Azores to the Indonesian archipelago. Along this zone of collision between the Eurasian plate to the north and various smaller tectonic
plates to the south, the main areas of activity within
the Islamic heartlands are the Anatolian fault zone,
the Dead Sea-Jordan transform fault system, the Red
Sea and Gulf of Aden, the Alburz and Zagros ranges
in Iran and the Chaman fault in Afghanistan (see
Fisher, 11-23; Blake et ai, 26-7; Balland, 636-9; Gupta,
61-71; Barazangi; Jackson and McKenzie). (See Fig. 1.)
Earthquakes in Islamic belief, cosmology and science
The earliest surviving study of earthquakes in the
Muslim world was written by Djalal al-Dfn al-Suyutr,
the Egyptian polymath (d. 911/1505 [q.v.]). His Kashf
al-salsala can wasf al-zalzala lists some 130 earthquakes
that occurred in the area from Spain to Transoxania,
and was inspired by reading a report of the large
earthquake of 702/1303 that was strongly felt in Egypt
(al-Suyuti, 54-5; Ambraseys, Melville and Adams, 44).
It is based on a thorough survey of the work of
Muslim traditionists and Arabic chroniclers and is the
fundamental source for understanding the mediaeval
Islamic perception and knowledge of earthquakes (see,
especially, Clement).
The name Surat al-zalzala is given to one of the
early chapters of the Kur'an (sura XLIX), and the
imagery of this verse, particularly the phrase akhradj_at
al-ard athkdlahd "The earth brought forth its burdens",
is often used to convey the terror of earthquakes,
regarded as one of the forerunners of the Day of
Judgement (yawm al-kiydma [see KIYAMA]; cf. Kur'an,
XVII, 58-9). Another Kur'anic phrase "We turned
their uppermost nethermost" (XI, 84; XV, 74) is also
frequently found as a descriptive formula. There is
disagreement over whether sura XLIX is a late Meccan
or early Medinan revelation. The experience of earthquakes that possibly lies behind it is recorded in the
earliest Islamic traditions (hadith), involving the Prophet
and his Companions. Following an ancient chronological practice of naming years after a universally

significant (and memorable) occurrence, the 5th year
of the hiajra (626-7) was called the "Year of the
Earthquake", according to al-Bfrunf (al-Athdr al-bdkiya,
31), apparently with reference to an event in Medina.
The very birth of Muhammad is said to have been
heralded by an earthquake that shook the idols in
the Kacba and damaged the palace of the Khusraws
at Ctesiphon (al-Yackubf, i, 5; al-Suyuti, 21), clearly
a literary fiction. Several stories concerning Muhammad and the first caliphs give an anthropomorphic
portrayal of the earth, which does not know what it
is doing and needs correction; cUmar b. al-Khattab
is particularly violent in lashing the earth with his
whip to restore it to order (see e.g. al-Suyutr, 22; cf.
Clement, 265).
Al-Bfruni [q.v.] is conspicuous among mediaeval
authors for his scientific discussion of geological
processes, touching on the effects of earthquakes (e.g.
in his Tahdid, 20-3), and citing Ibn al-cAmrd's lost
work on the construction of cities, which seems to
have taken a practical approach to earthquake hazard. On the whole, Classical theories that attributed earthquakes to subterranean winds or escaping
gasses, formulated particularly by Aristotle (Meteorologica,
2.7-8, and developed by Seneca, Naturales quaestiones,
6.16-17, 20) and probably adopted by Muslim authors
such as al-Kindf (see his lost work listed in Ibn
al-Nadfm's Fihrist, 261; cf. Taher, Traite, 133), did not
enjoy much currency. In so far as a physical or
mechanical cause was envisaged, earthquakes were
explained as the movement of the bull on whose horns
the world rests, or of the fish which in turn supports the bull, though logically any such movement
would shake the whole world rather than a specific
region. Similar, but more precise, was the explanation that each territory was underlain by a root that
went back to the mountain of Kaf [q.v.] which encircles the earth; when God wished to punish a people,
he ordered the angel in charge to animate the appropriate root (al-Suyuti, 1, 3). Al-Mutahhar al-Makdisf
(al-Bad* wa l-ta'rikh, ed. Huart, ii, 37, tr. ii, 35), would
only accept this tradition on the doubtful authority
of the Ahl al-Kitdb, and says its purpose was to popularise the idea that God was the prime mover, rather
than an independent natural cause. Other early Arabic
geographers and historians also had a reasonably
"philosophical" view of earthquakes, though note alMukaddasi's response to the destruction of Sfraf on
the Persian Gulf (cited in Miquel, iii, 105), similar to
Abu 'l-Darda"s sermon following an earthquake in
Damascus in the mid-7th century (al-Makdisf, loc. cit.).
After the 10th-llth centuries, Muslim theory more
generally eschewed even such pseudo-physical explanations and regarded earthquakes simply as the signs
of God's will, being sent either to assist, or to warn,
or, more usually, to terrify and punish the people,
each type of sin meriting a particular correction. However, in view of the numerous contradictions in the
writings of the theologians and traditionists, al-Suyuti
preferred to view earthquakes rather as a sign of
God's majesty and power (Clement, 272, 275-8). A
later author, Ibn al-Djazzar, writing in the aftermath
of the earthquake of 984/1576, considers even the
level of detail given by al-Suyuti to be redundant and
in bad taste (cf. Taher, Traite,' 133).
Nevertheless, in common with their European counterparts, Middle Eastern chroniclers were interested in
recording earthquakes along with other natural phenomena. Some, such as Ibn al-Djawzr [q.v.], evidently
believed that it was among their primary concerns
and functions (cf. Rosenthal, 144-5 [on Ibn al-Djawzf],
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Fig. 1. Earthquakes from 1964 to 1997 (International Seismological Centre).

Fig. 2. Earthquakes of magnitude 6 and greater, 1900-98 (J.A. Jackson, pers. comm.).
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252, 488). News of earthquakes and the destruction
they might have caused was, of course, a matter of
practical concern, and large events could be reported
with a certain amount of detail, including (most usefully for the purpose of modern assessments of seismic activity) the names of the places affected. One
outstanding example of this is the report of an earthquake round Ibb in Yemen in 549/1154 (Ambraseys,
Melville and Adams, 34-7; al-Maneefi, esp. 151-62),
evidently based on a detailed field investigation by al'Arashanl. Nevertheless, the tide of his (lost) work, alMawa'ig. wa 'l-'ibar, indicates that here as elsewhere,
if any gloss was put on the report of an earthquake
by historians, it was normally that the event was a
portent of some political or social upheaval (see
Ambraseys, Melville and Adams, 7, for some examples), or, as with the theologians, understood as a
punishment from God, which encouraged people to
repent of their sins (ibid., see index). Al-cArashanf also
composed another work called al-^ald^il wa 'l-ashrat
(Taher, Traite, 134), probably with the same orientation. Despite such views, in general the chroniclers
do provide a full and often quite factual account of
the seismicity of the region and of the largest events
that have occurred.
Survey of regional seismicity
Apart from the work of al-Suyuti, no reliable integrated catalogue of Middle Eastern seismicity exists.
Early works by Tholozan (1879) and Sieberg (1932)
were inaccurate and incomplete; the derivative list by
Ben-Menahem (1979) for the Levantine Middle East,
and the work of Poirier and Taher (1980) for the
historical period, based on primary sources (see Taher,
Corpus), are the most comprehensive in their scope.
For the best part of 40 years, the work of N.N.
Ambraseys has dominated the field and inspired
numerous studies of different regions and periods, the
most substantial being on Persia, Egypt and Turkey
(Ambraseys, A reappraisal). A significant contribution
has also been made by researchers taking the Mediterranean world as their focus (e.g. Bousquet et al.;
Guidoboni et al.). This modern, long-term research,
which has concentrated on retrieving archaeological
and historical evidence of earthquakes in the region
as well as early seismological data, though still in
progress, has greatly expanded the information available about the seismicity of the Middle East and adjacent areas.
Fig. 2 shows the pattern of the largest earthquakes
in the central part of the region since 1900 (magnitude greater than 6.0). As can be seen, many parts
of the Islamic lands do not show up strongly on such
modern maps of world seismicity, although a few
recent events indicate that the risk can be serious,
particularly in view of increasing population and poor
building techniques. Thus the Agadir (Morocco) earthquake of 29 February 1960, though of moderate size
(magnitude 5.9) was responsible for 12,000 deaths.
The town was previously destroyed by an earthquake
in 1731. In Algeria, the total destruction of El Asnam
(Orleansville) on 10 October 1980 by a magnitude
7.3 earthquake was foreshadowed by a smaller but
equally disastrous event on 9 September 1954 (M =
6.8), and earlier destructive earthquakes in central
Algeria in 1716 and Oran in 1790. The recent seismicity of Tunisia and Libya is low, though an earthquake of magnitude 5.4 caused damage and around
300 casualties at Barce in Cyrenaica on 21 February
1963. Historical evidence is also rather sparse for
North Africa, partly due to a dearth of sources and
low population density in most of the region. For fur-

ther details and references, see Adams and Barazangi,
1012-13; Ambraseys and Vogt; Vogt and Ambraseys;
Ambraseys, Libya; Ambraseys, Melville and Adams.
Similarly, there is no evidence of earthquakes in
the Sudan before the mid-19th century (Ambraseys
and Adams), despite the occurrence of a large event
in southern Sudan on 20 May 1990 (M = 7.2). To
the north, however, Egypt has a long history of
recorded earthquakes, though few were sufficient to
cause significant damage (see Tucker). Most of the
stronger shocks experienced originated outside Egyptian territory, in the Hellenic Arc (such as the 7027
1303 earthquake) to the north or in the Gulf of SuezGulf of Aqaba to the east (e.g. the events of 1212,
996/1588 and 1969). In Egypt itself, the earthquake
of 12 October 1992 (M = 5.2), with an epicentre
about 10 km south of Old Cairo, caused heavy damage to over 9,000 buildings, killed over 500 people
and injured 6,500, a reflection largely of the high vulnerability of the ageing building stock. A previous
earthquake on 7 August 1847 was probably a similar event and caused widespread damage and loss of
life between Cairo and Beni Suef (Ambraseys, Melville
and Adams).
The Arabian Peninsula is one of the most stable
areas of the world and it is only in Yemen, in the
southwest corner, that significant events have occurred
(Ambraseys and Melville, Temen), most recently the
Dhamar earthquake of 13 December 1982 (M = 6.1),
which killed about 2,500 people. Seismicity in this
region occurs mainly offshore along the zone of seafloor spreading in the Red Sea and Gulf of Aden.
In northern Hidjaz, however, several large earthquakes
have been reported in historical times that have not
recurred in the instrumental period, notably in 259/
873 (al-Yackubr, ii, 624), 460/1068 (Ibn al-Banna',
250-1, 256; Ibn al-Djawzf, viii, 256), and 996/1588
(al-Shadhili, 64; al-Ishakf, 154), all apparently affecting the area round Tayma0 and Tabuk on the Pilgrimage route (Ambraseys and Melville, Evidence;
Ambraseys, Melville and Adams, 27, 36-2, 56-7). These
events are to be associated with the southern end of
the Dead Sea fault system at the northwest boundary of the Arabian plate.
It is particularly in this area that the past century
of instrumental observation is not representative of
the longer-term seismicity. The Dead Sea zone has
been extremely active in historical times, in clusters
of activity within a few decades, alternating with long
periods of seismic quiescence (Ambraseys and Barazangi). The earliest periods are covered by Russell,
partly on the basis of archaeological data (see also
Guidoboni et al.). In the 12th century, Crusader and
Arabic sources report major earthquakes on 12 August
1157, 29 June 1170 and 20 May 1202 (Poirier et al.;
Ambraseys and Melville, An analysis), the second of
which interrupted campaigning with a temporary truce
(Lyons and Jackson, 39). In the early 15th century,
a series of destructive shocks culminated in a severe
earthquake on 29 December 1408 round Antioch
(Ambraseys and Melville, Faulting) and again in the
18th century, a disastrous earthquake in the Bikac
(Bekaa) Valley on 25 November 1759 killed between
10 and 40,000 people according to contemporary estimates (Taher, Textes; Ambraseys and Barazangi, 4011).
The visual evidence for the damage in Baalbek has
been investigated by Lewis. All these events were associated with surface faulting and, together with a series
of similar events to the northeast during the 19th century, help to delimit an East Anatolian Fault zone
that does not show up on the basis of instrumental
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data (Ambraseys, Temporary quiescence). Details of other,
smaller shocks in Syria and Palestine during the
Ottoman period are presented by al-Hafiz. One of
the most severe earthquakes of this century, on 11
July 1927, caused widespread damage and about 500
casualties in the region north of the Dead Sea (KallnerAmiran, 234-6), but was only of moderate magnitude
(M = 6.2).
In Turkey, the North Anatolian Fault zone, delineated by a series of surface ruptures during the present century, has been more or less continuously active
throughout recorded history. The largest earthquakes
this century (M > 7.0) include those of 9 August
1912 (Saros-Marmara), 26 December 1939 (Erzincan, with more than 30,000 deaths), 18 March 1953
(Venice Valley), 28 March 1970 (Gediz) and 24 November 1976 (Qaldiran), all causing heavy loss of life
(Ambraseys and Finkel, The Saros-Marmara earthquake;
Ambraseys, Engineering seismology, 17-70). The largest historical event along this fault zone was the earthquake of 17 August 1668, felt throughout northern
Anatolia, with an estimated magnitude between 7.8
and 8.0 (Ambraseys and Finkel, The Anatolian earthquake; eidem, The seismicity of Turkey). For earlier centuries, see Guidoboni et al; Ambraseys and White;
and for an assessment of risk in Turkey, Kolars).
The Alpide belt continuing east through northern
Persia has been the focus of persistent heavy seismicity in both historical and modern times (Ambraseys
and Melville, Persian earthquakes', de Planhol; Berberian,
Historical record; idem, Natural hazards; Taher, Grandes
zones]. As in the case of Turkey, most of the largest
events have also been associated with faulting, and
have caused heavy casualties. Among the most significant, from both viewpoints, are the earthquakes of
23 January 1909 (Sllakhur), 1 May 1929 (Kopet Dagh),
6 May 1930 (Salmas), 1 September 1962 (Buyln
Zahra), 31 August 1968 (Dasht-i Bayad), 16 September 1978 (Tabas-i Gulshan) and the recent disaster of 20 June 1990, which killed around 40,000
people in the Rudbar-MandjTl area of Gllan. Given
the vulnerability of traditional Persian adobe brick
dwellings, even relatively small earthquakes can cause
devastation in rural areas.
Among historical events of particular importance
are the Kumis (Damghan) earthquake of 242/856,
a series of destructive shocks in Adharbaydjan that
have ruined the historical monuments of Tabriz, particularly in 1721 and 1780 (Melville, Tabriz; Dhuka';
Berberian, Natural hazards, 172-98), and a series of
earthquakes in Nlshapur that destroyed the mediaeval city (Melville, Nishapur}. Among the other important cities of Persia, Kashan was severely damaged
by two earthquakes in the 18th century (in 1755 and
1778) (Rota) and Shfraz suffered a series of damaging events in the 19th century (1812, 1824, 1853 and
1862). Isfahan, on the other hand, has seldom been
affected by earthquakes, one of the reasons for the
survival there of many historical structures, particularly minarets (cf. Mihdl, 86). In contrast with northern and eastern Persia (for which see also the recent
study of the 1549 earthquake by Szuppe), the Zagros
belt, though clearly delineated by the instrumental
record of earthquakes, has generated relatively few
large events, much of the deformation occurring along
this zone being taken up aseismically. Most of the
moderate to large events in 'Irak are associated with
the Zagros folded belt; the pattern of historical seismicity (Alsinawi and Ghalib) is distorted by the influence of the chief cities, Mawsil and Baghdad, on the
survival of reported felt data.
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Further east, significant activity has been observed
on the west-east Herat fault and its extension into
Badakhshan, and the north-south Chaman fault zones,
the latter associated at its northern end, in historical
times, with a violent earthquake north of Kabul on
6 July 1505, felt as far as Agra (Babur, 247-8;
Bada'unl, i, 421-2) and at its southern extremity with
a magnitude 7.6 event that destroyed Quetta on 30
May 1935 (for further details and references, see
Quittmeyer and Jacob; Balland; Gupta, 67-71; and
KWATTA). In the same general region, on the modern
Indian-Pakistan border and not far from a massive
earthquake off the Makran coast in 1945 (M = 8.0),
a major event on 16 June 1819 in the Rann of Cutch
caused the formation of the "Allah Bund" along a
fault escarpment, with a total vertical displacement of
7-9 metres. The land level changes associated with
this event, extensively discussed by Lyell and later supported by Charles Darwin's observations in Chile, were
fundamental to the birth of the science of geology.
Eight hundred years earlier, al-Birum had taken for
granted the uplift of land from the sea (e.g. Tahdid,
17-18, 20-1), though it is true he was considering
long-term processes rather than extreme catastrophic
events.
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ZAMAKHSHAR, a small town of mediaeval
w
Islamic Kh arazm [q.v.].
It lay between the small town of Nuzwar and
Gurgandj [q.v.], the later mediaeval capital of the
province. In the 8th/14th century Ibn Battuta placed
it as a village four miles from the "city of Khwarazm",
i.e. New Urgenc [q.v], the city which had grown up
after the Mongols had in 618/1221 devastated Old
Urgenc (= the later Kunya/Kuhna "Old" Urgenc)
(Rihla, iii, 6, tr. Gibb and Beckingham, iii, 543). It
never seems to have been of more than modest size.
Al-MukaddasI, 289, mentions that in the later 4th/
10th century it had a citadel, prison, congregational
mosque, walls with iron gates and a protective ditch
with bridges that were drawn up at night. Its subsequent fame came from its having been the birthplace
in 467/1075 of the philologist and Kur'an commentator Abu '1-Kasim Mahmud al-Zamakhsharf [q.v.].
Al-Samcam, Ansdb, ed. Haydarabad, vi, 315-16,
described it as "a large village like a small town".
Whether it was sacked by the Mongols is unrecorded.
Ibn Battuta implies that it was still in existence when
he visited the great scholar's tomb (kubba] there in
the first half of the 8th/14th century, but thereafter
it fades from recorded history; Barthold, Turkestan down
to the Mongol invasion2, 148-9, thought that the modern ruins of Zmukhshir almost certainly mark the site
of mediaeval Zamakhshar.
Bibliography. See also Le Strange, The lands of
the Eastern Caliphate, 454, 456.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
AL-ZAMAKHSHARI, ABU 'L-KASIM MAHMUD b.
c
Umar, called Djar Allah, one of the outstanding scholars of later mediaeval Islamic times
who made important contributions, first, in the fields
of the linguistic sciences of grammar, philology, lexicography and the collecting of proverbs, in which sci-
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ences he was, despite his own Iranian descent, a strong
proponent of the Arab cause vis-a-vis the Persophile
partisans of the Shu'ubiyya [q.v.]; and second, in the
fields of theology and Kur'an exegesis, his approach
to these being that of the Muctazila [q.v.~\, of whom
he may be considered as one of their last significant
representatives. He was born at Zamakhshar [q.v.] in
Khwarazm on 27 Radjab 467/18 March 1075 and died
at Djurdjaniyya in Khwarazm on 10 Dhu '1-Hidjdja
538/14 June 1144, where Ibn Battuta, Rihla, iii, 6,
tr. Gibb, iii, 543, was still able to view his tomb.
Al-ZamakhsharT travelled extensively and stayed at
least twice in Mecca to study grammar, theology and
Kur'anic exegesis, which gained him his lakab. Among
his teachers were Abu '1-Hasan CA1T b. al-Muzaffar
al-Naysabun and Abu Mudar Mahmud b. DjarTr alIsbaham (d. after 507/1113-14; al-Suyuti, Bughya, ii,
276); the latter was held responsible for the introduction into Khwarazm of Mu'tazilism, of which alZamakhsharT became an ardent follower. We do not
have much information about his students; among
them were the Persian mufassir Abu '1-Futuh al-RazT
and Abu '1-Fadl Muhammad b. Abu '1-Kasim b.
Ba'idjuk al-Bakkal al-KhwarazmT (d. 562/1167; Brockelmann, S I, 513); a female .student of his, Zaynab bt.
al-Shacn, is mentioned by Ibn Khallikan (Wqfqydt, v,
171 1. 22); his favourite student seems to have been
Diya' al-Dm al-Makkl (Brockelmann, S I, 513; d. ca.
550/1155).
Al-ZamakhsharT rejected the aims of the Shucubiyya
(Mufassal, 2); for him, Arabic is the language that has
been selected by God for the revelation. Those who
support the Shu'ubiyya do not understand that Arabic
grammar is the source for all the sciences, whose
issues ultimately depend on the comprehension of the
Arabic language and its grammar (Mufassal, 3 11. 813). Not only that, but it is also the language that is
used as the administrative language by the rulers of
the Islamic empires, as shown by the fact that it is
the language used on their coins.
Al-Zamakhshan's most important grammatical work
is the K. al-Mufassal fi 'l-nahw (ed. J.P. Broch, Christiania 1859, rev. ed. 1879; in the introd., 4 11. 5-6,
he calls it the K. al-Mufassal ft san'at al-icrdb}, which is
a compendium on Arabic grammar. The most obvious difference between this highly popular work and
other grammatical writings, starting with the Kitdb
Sibawayhi, is the arrangement of the material. Instead
of the classic arrangement in syntax, morphology and
phonology, al-ZamakhsharT chose to divide the treatment according to the three parts of speech (nouns,
verbs and particles, with a fourth section about
mushtarak, i.e. (morpho-)phonological topics that concern two or three parts of speech, such as imala,
iddighdm and the treatment of the weak consonants).
Within the sections on the noun and the verb, he
first deals with constructions involving the nominative, then those involving the accusative and, finally,
those involving the genitive or the apocopate. Morphological questions such as the diminutive in the nouns
or the quadriliteral in the verbs are dealt with after
the syntactic questions.
For all topics in the Mufassal, the treatment is similar: each chapter begins with a general definition and
a general rule; this is followed by a number of fusul,
in which exceptions to the rule and special problems
are dealt with, supported by quotations from poetry
or the Kur'an and including divergent opinions of
other grammarians (Kufan grammarians, for instance,
are quoted 18 times). The grammarian quoted most
frequently is Sibawayhi [q.v.~\ (73 times); the only other
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grammarians quoted with any frequency are al-Akhfash
al-Awsat (25 times), al-Khalil (24 times) and alMubarrad (13 times) [q.vv.]. Al-ZamakhsharT does not
very often express a personal opinion, at least not in
the Mufassal', nevertheless, some of his divergent views
are quoted by later grammarians (cf. Dayf 1968, 2867). In the often-discussed matter of the regent of the
predicate in a nominal sentence, he held that it is
the isndd which governs both the topic and the predicate (Mufassal, 12-13). With regard to declension, he
held that the nominal cases represent grammatical
functions or meanings (ma'am, whereas the verbal cases
do not (ibid., 109; cf. Samarra'T 1970, 334-9; Ermers
1999, 174-5). His view that the second and the fourth
verbal measure differed in meaning in that both are
causative, but the former is iterative as well (Ibn
Hisham, Mughni, 578), is connected with his general
idea that meaning should be reflected in sound and viceversa (cf. Samarra'T 1970, 285-94; Leemhuis 1977, 9).
With regard to the shawahid used by al-Zamakhshan,
it may be noted that he accepted verses from modern poets (muhdathun, muwalladun), such as Bashshar b.
Burd and Abu Nuwas (e.g. in Mufassal, 103), as testimony of the language of the Arabs. This is noted
explicitly by al-Baghdadl (Khizdnat al-adab, ed. cAbd
al-Salam Muhammad Harun, Cairo 1979-86, i, 6-7).
The Mufassal was a popular work; the list in
Brockelmann, I 344, S I, 507, contains a total of 24
commentaries, of which the best-known is that by Ibn
YacTsh \q.vl\. In spite of its elementary nature, the
Mufassal has also exercised considerable influence on
Western grammars of Arabic. It formed the basis for
Gaspari's grammar (1848) and, through its English translation by Wright, for all subsequent grammars of Arabic.
Al-ZamakhsharT occupied himself intensively with
the Kitdb Sibawayhi. He wrote a commentary on its
poetical shawahid (Sezgin, GAS, ix, 60, quoted by alSuyutT, Bughya, 388) and he played an important role
in the reception of the Kitdb. Humbert (1995, 93-115)
has shown that the Qorum manuscript of the Kitdb
designated as Umumi Usul 2562-5 (completed in
647/1250) is a copy of al-Zamakhsharfs recension of
the Kitdb (one of the later copies of this manuscript
served as a basis for Derenbourg's edition under the
siglum A). In this recension, al-ZamakhsharT collated
several versions of the Kitdb, among them an AndalusI
one, and added a large number of glosses from other
grammarians, which are still unedited.
Among his other grammatical works (for a complete list with editions and manuscripts, see Brockelmann, I, 345-50, and El1 art. s.v. [Brockelmann]) are:
1. an excerpt from the Mufassal (al-Unmudhad^ Ji }lnahw; Fr. tr. of part of this treatise with commentary
by Muhammad b. cAbd al-Ghanl al-Ardablll (d. 10367
1626) in de Sacy, Anthologie grammaticale arabe, Paris
1829, repr. Osnabriick 1973, 240-80; Ar. text, 99-118);
2. a work on syntax (K. al-Mufrad wa 'l-mu'allaffi
' l-nahw)',
3. a work on grammatical controversies (al-Ahddji
'l-nahwiyya; ed. M. al-Hadarl, Hama 1969);
4. a commentary on Ibn Durayd's [q.v.] Maksura;
5. a collection of 3,500 Arabic proverbs (al-Mustaksd
f i amthdl al-'Arab; 2 vols. Haydarabad 1381/1962; cf.
Sellheim 1954, 145-51);
6. a commentary on al-Shanfara's [q.v.~\ Ldmiyyat al'Arab entitled A'djab al-cad^ab (Damascus 1408/1987).
He also wrote a series of makdmdt containing moral
exhortations to himself, on which he himself wrote a
commentary.
In lexicography, al-Zamakhshari wrote a thesaurus
of the Arabic language, Asds al-baldgha (Cairo 1299/
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1882, 1341/1922-3), and a bilingual Arabic-Persian
dictionary, Mukaddimat al-adab (ed. J.G. Wetzstein,
Leipzig 1843-50); the manuscript of the latter work
contains numerous glosses with information about
Khwarazmian, the Iranian language of al-Zamakhsharfs
country of birth [see IRAN. iii. Languages (c), in Suppl.].
He also compiled a list of expressions used in hadith
(al-Fd3ik fi gharib al-hadith, ed. CA. Muhammad alBidjawf and Muhammad Abu '1-Fadl Ibrahim, Cairo
1971), and a geographical lexicon (Kitdb al-amkina, ed.
M. Salverda de Grave, Leiden 1856).
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
the article): 1. Sources. Ibn al-Anban, Nuzha, ed.
A. Amer, Stockholm 1963, 231-2; Suyuti, Bughya,
ii, 269-70; Ibn Khallikan, Wafaydt, ed. 'Abbas, v,
168-74; Yakut, Irshdd, ed. Margoliouth, vii, 147-51.
2. Studies. J.A. Haywood, Arabic lexicography.,
2
Leiden 1965, 104, 118; Shawkf Dayf, al-Maddris
al-nahwiyya, Cairo 1968, 283-7; J. Benzing, Das
chwaresmische Sprachmaterial einer Handschrift der
Muqaddimat al-adab des ^amaxsan, Wiesbaden
1968; R. Ermers, Arabic grammars of Turkic, Leiden
1999; G. Humbert, Les voies de la transmission du
Kitab de Sibawayhi, Leiden 1995; F. Leemhuis, The
D and H stems in Koranic Arabic, Leiden 1977;
N. Poppe, Eine viersprachige ^amaxsan-Handschrift, in
£DMG, ci (1951), 301-32; F.S. al-Samarra'f, alDirdsdt al-nahwiyya wa 'l-lughawiyya cind al-^amakhshari,
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For al-Zamakhsharf's contribution in the fields of
theology, K u r ' a n i c exegesis, and adab, see
Suppl.
ZAMAN (A.), time.
1. In philosophy
Time, for those who recognised the authority of
the Greeks, sc. the faldsifa [q.v.], had numerous meanings: it denoted the near millennium and a half that
separated them from the "first master", and it signified that of which Aristotle (Aristutalfs [q.v.]) had propounded the theory in the 4th and 8th books of the
Physics, a work which, ancient though it was, seemed
to them as if written only yesterday; see al-Tabfa, ed.
c
Abd al-Rahman Badawl, Cairo 1964-65, 2 vols., tr.
of the Physics by Ishak b. Hunayn [q.v.], accompanied by commentaries of Abu 'All b. Samh (d. 1207),
of Yahya b. cAdr (d. ca. 364/973-4), of Matta b.
Yunus (d. 328/940 [q.v.]), of Abu '1-Faradj b. alTayyib (d. 435/1043) and of a certain "Yahya", under
which name John Philoponus is currently recognised
(sc. Yahya al-Nahwf [q.v.])', see also P. Lettinck,
Aristotle's "Physics" and his reception in the Arabic world,
with an edition of the unpublished parts of Ibn Bdjja's
"Commentary of the Physics", Leiden 1994. This latter
work adds to the analysis and paraphrase of the text
and glosses appended to Ishak's translation, the
commentaries of Ibn Rushd and Ibn Badjdja [q.vv]
and gives, on the basis of the latter, the text of the
ms. of Berlin, lost after the Second World War and
recently rediscovered in Cracow). And time furthermore signified that "mobile image of eternity" which
the demiurge of the Timaeus (37d), having become
"Creator", had wanted to add to his work. Definitely,
nothing of that with which the faldsifa nourished their
thoughts was alien to time, to its essence, to its "cause"
and to its duration, beginning with themselves and
with the combination of distance and proximity which

linked them to the Greeks. With the initial developments of Physics, iv, 10, setting forth aporias on the
existence of time, the Arabic encyclopaedic tradition
associates the definitions of it given by the mutakallimun:
for them, it is something imagined (mawhum) and could
indeed not exist (see below).
The faldsifa, for their part, were considerably less
inclined to doubt its existence and conceived themselves to be its heirs. It was their duty to continue,
to make fruitful, or at least to safeguard, that which
the Greeks had bequeathed to them. The work demanded, as a condition of feasibility, a "history", a
time appropriate to movements, to transfers of knowledge. In different ways, all assumed the representation of a cumulative and threatened science, of a
durable culture whose fragile continuity enabled them
to learn from their masters and to teach their disciples. All appealed equally for recognition of their right
to be instructed by distant nations from which they
were separated by history, geography, language and
religion. See on this point, for al-Kindi [q.v], the
introduction to the Livre sur la philosophie premiere, in
R. Rashed and J. Jolivet, Games philosophiques et scientifiques d'al-Kindi, ii, Metaphysique et cosmologie, Leiden
1998; Arabic text and Fr. tr., 10-14, and in the Risdla
fi kammiyydt kutub AristutdKs (Rasd3il al-Kindi, ed. Abu
Rlda, Cairo 1950, i, 362-84) the distinction between
a human science and a divine_ science, 372-3; for alFarabf, Tahsil al-sacdda, ed. Al Yasfn, in Al-Fdrdbl,
al-acmdl al-falsafiyya, i, Beirut 1992, 181-2, Eng. tr.
M. Mahdi, Alfarabi's philosophy of Plato and Aristotle, 2New
York 1969, 43; see also how the Kitdb al-Huruf, 2nd
part, ed. M. Mahdi, Beirut 1970, gives an account
of the "historical" development that has taken place
since the invention of language, culminating in the
perfecting of logic and philosophy, by way of the creation of religions and the caprices of their transmission. See also the account that Ibn Abf Usaybi'a
attributes to al-Farabf (cUyun al-akhbdr f tabakdt alatibbe, ed. Miiller, Cairo 1882, ii, 134-5, repr.
Frankfurt 1995) of the transference from Alexandria
to Baghdad of the teaching of philosophy (cf. the
recent treatment of this subject by D. Gutas, The
"Alexandria to Baghdad" complex of narratives. A contribution to the study of philosophical and medical historiography
among the Arabs, in Documenti e studi sulla tradizione filosofica
medievale, x [1999], 155-93); for Abu Bakr b. Zakariyya'
al-Razf [q.v.], see Abu Hatim al-Razf, K. Acldm alnubuwwa, passim, fragments reproduced in P. Kraus,
Alchemie, Ketzerei, Apokryphen imfruhen Islam, HildesheimZurich-New York 1994, 256 ff., text ed. Salah alSawl, Tehran 1397/1977; for Ibn Sfna [q.v.], see
D. Gutas, Avicenna and the Aristotelian tradition, Leiden
1988, 199-218; for Ibn Rushd, see e.g. Fasl al-makdl,
ed. G.F. Hourani, Leiden 1959, 9-11.
It is not easy to unravel in the representations of
time permeating those of their works which have survived, how much derives from physics, from metaphysics and from cosmogony, from theology, ethics
or political philosophy. Al-Kindi and Ibn Rushd devote
to the question all or part of several of their works,
the former bound to the eastern beginnings of this
scholastic tradition, and the latter to his Andalusian
upbringing. Several of al-Kindl's letters (see below)
devote important considerations to it, while his dialectical monument, the Tahdfut al-tahdfut, reserves for it
the most vivid, in scale and extent, of its controversies. Between the two, all the faldsifa, from al-Farabf
to Ibn Tufayl [q.v.] by way of Ibn Sfna [q.v] and
Ibn Badjdja, have reflected aspects of their doctrines
in a concept putting them into contact with the
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mutakallimun, since this concept engaged, among other
motifs' of controversy, the question of eternity (kidam
[q.v.]) or of the creation (huduth) of the world, but
also of the Kur'an, and with it, that of particular
providence of causality furthermore; it was necessary
for the time of the philosophers to be determined in
relation to that which separated, for Islam, the creation
of the world from its end and which was punctuated
by the revival of prophecies, the so-called "scandal" of
miracles and the rhythm of prayers (see L. Massignon,
Le temps dans la pensee islamique, in Opera minora, ii,
Beirut 1963, 606-12, R. Brunschvig, Le culte et le temps
dans I'Islam classique, repr. in Etudes d'Islamologie, Paris
1976, i, 167-77).
Encyclopaedic Arabic surveys devote to zaman
composite and similar treatments; see e.g. Sadr alDfn al-ShfrazT (i.e. Mulla Sadra [^.&.]), al-Hikma almutafdliya fi }l-asfdr al-cakliyya al-arbaca, first safar, 3rd
part, Tehran 1383 A.H., iii, 115-16; al-ldjl, al-Mawakif,
shark al-Djurdidni wa-dkhann, Istanbul 1286, iii, 4970 (al-maksad al-sdbic and al-maksad al-thdmin); Fakhr
al-Dm al-RazT (d. 606/1204 [q.v.]), al-Mabdhith almashrikiyya, Beirut 1990, i, 755-6 (the article by P.
Kraus, Les contravenes de Fakhr al-din Rdzi, repr. in his
Alchemie, Ket&rei. . ., 190-218); Abu '1-Baka5, al-Kulliyydt,
Beirut 1993, 486-7; special mention should be made
of the originality of the Fast f i mdhiyyat al-zamdn rain
akdwil al-fulamd\ in al-Risdla al-uld f i baydn al-hayuld
wa 'l-sura of the Ikhwan al-Safa3 [q.v.], i, 13 ff., ed.
al-Zirikll, Cairo 1347/1928.
Al-TahanawT, Kashshdf istildhdt al-funun, opens the
article that he devotes to time with the mention of
the doctrine of "some ancient philosophers" (kudamo?
al-faldsifa). He cites by name only Plato (Aflatun [q.v.])
and Aristotle and begins by presenting definitions of
time corresponding, with the exception of the first, to
those evoked by Aristotle in the doxographical survey of Physics, iv, 10, 218a 32-b 18 (al-Tabfa, 41113): "Some declare that it is a substance separated
from matter to which no body is attached, and which,
by essence, does not accept that it is not (Id yakbal
al-cadam li-dhdtihi) and which is thus necessary through
itself [...]. Some sages assert that it is the uppermost
sphere [...]. Similarly, it is claimed that it is the
movement of the uppermost sphere." The order and
the sequence of the text testify to the dominance of
the Physics since these remarks are followed immediately by the definition given by Aristotle himself: "He
says: 'It is the measure of the movement of the uppermost sphere." Instead and in place of the first of the
definitions mentioned (time is a substance), Physics, iv,
10, reveals aporias concerning the existence of time.
In fact, al-Tahanaw! kills two birds with one stone:
the substantiality of time makes it possible to refer
allusively to the traditions of Arab Neoplatonism (see
below) and, turning the first definition into a petitio
principi—if time existed as a substance, it could certainly not do other than exist, but. . . does it really
exist?—to link the beginning of the Aristotelian treatise to the positions of the mutakallimun: for them, time
does not exist. It is valid only in the changing appreciation of discontinuous events, of "new events"
(mutadjiaddiddt) and recurrencies with no connection
between them other than the entirely imaginary one
where judgement gathers them together as a convenient way of dating them. Al-TahanawI recalls the
definition given it by the Ash'arfs (see also al-Idjf, op.
cit., 69 and al-Djurdja.nl, K. al-Tacnfdt, s.v.): "It is a
well-known new event whereby an unknown new event
is measured as a means of dispelling obscurity"
(mutadjaddid maclum yukaddaru bihi mutadjaddid mubham li-
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izalat ibhamihi); thus in "I shall come to see you at
sunrise!", it is well known that sunrise will occur and
the ignorance of the moment of the visit is dispelled
by its imagined association with the expectation of
the dawn. The unreality of time results from its wholly
exterior determination (Id yatacayyan), since two persons will date two events by reference to each other,
interchangeably; thus it may be said "Zayd came when
c
Amr came" and "cAmr came when Zayd came". The
definition retains only atomic facts, insular occurrences between which judgement builds imaginary
bridges. It accords with that constellation, that "Milky
Way of instants" in which L. Massignon recognised
the Muslim vision of time and on which the theologians based their occasionalism (see for a critique of
this position, J. Berque, L'idee de temps dans le Coran,
in Homenaje al Professor Jacinto Bosch Vila, Granada 1991,
i, 1155-64; the position of al-GhazalT, as reported and
discussed by Ibn Rushd in the Tahdfut al-tahdfut, ed.
Bouyges, Beirut 1930, 517 ff., illustrates occasionalism).
On the identity of those who saw in time a substance and did not, as Aristotle, see in it an accident,
Abu '1-Baka' gives an indication when, in compiling
the Kulliyydt, he mentions Plato, attributing to him the
opinion that there exists, in the world of commandment (cdlam al-amr), a substance which has never begun
to be, which modifies itself, changes, renews itself and
wears itself out in accordance with things which change
and not only with truth and essence. This substance,
with regard to the relationship of its essence with
fixed things, is called "eternal" (sarmadi); it is called
"perpetuity" (dahr) when it is anterior to things and
"time" when it is concurrent with them. It is only
superficially paradoxical to attribute to Plato, of whom
Aristotle says (Physics, viii, 25Ib, 11; al-Tabfa, 810-11)
that he is precisely the one never to have subscribed
to it, the doctrine which holds that time, in its essence,
is intemporal: the essence of time is indeed eternity,
if in itself it is no more than "mobile image".
The identity mentioned by al-Tahanawf between
time and the movement of the celestial sphere, or
between time and the sphere itself can also claim the
support of the Timaeus, which has the heavens and
time born together with the setting in order of "that
which was not in repose but moved itself without harmony and without order" (30a, tr. Robin; see de
Boer, EP, art. ^amdn: the Ancients attributed one and
the other thesis, respectively, to Plato and to Pythagoras). Abu Bakr b. Zakariyya3 al-RazT avers very
explicitly his Platonist allegiance: "That which Plato
affirms on the subject of time is not in any way
opposed to what I think" (in Abu Hatim al-RazI, K.
Acldm al-nubuwwa, in P. Kraus, Alchemie, Ketzerei. . .,
269). He does not believe that he is at odds with the
Timaeus when he affirms the existence of two quite
distinct times: al-^amdn al-ldbith (Idbith for "delay"), a
number of movement of bodies, is concomitant with
them, but it has, like the life of a man or the duration of a reign, a beginning and an end, i.e. it is
mahsur. It takes place in a limitless flux of "now"
which, for its part, never stops, an "absolute time"
which is extension and perpetuity, and has never
begun: zamdn mutlak. . . huwa al-mudda wa 'l-dahr wahuwa al-kadim wa-huwa mutaharrik ghayr Idbith (op. cit.,
268; see for a synthetic presentation of the five principles of al-Razf, M. Mahdi, Remarks on al-Rdzi's principles, in BEO, xlviii [1996], 145-53).
It is in the same tradition of the Timaeus, but subject to monotheistic modifications and taken in terms
of an entirely different inspiration, that the NeoPlatonist speculations of pseudo-Aristotle belong (see
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the recent study by G. Endress, L'Aristote arabe. Reception,
autorite et transformation du Premier Maitre, in Medioevo,
xxiii [1997], 1-42; C. D'Ancona Costa, Recherches sur
le Liber de Causis, Paris 1995, and the art. of Maroun
Aouad on the Theology, in R. Goulet (ed.), Dictionnaire
des philosophes antiques, i, Paris 1989, 541-90). The
Theology (ed. cAbd al-Rahman Badawi, in Afldtun cind
al-carab, 2Kuwait 1977) and the De Causis (K. al-Iddh
fi 'l-khayr al-mahd, ed. idem in al-Afldtuniyya al-muhdatha
c
ind al-carab, Kuwait 1977) develop an emanatist cosmogony which sets out the first principle as "the cause
of time" (cillat al-zamdn). The former of these apocrypha opens with the following declaration: the intention of the treatise is "to discuss sovereignty, to make
appear that which is, what is the first cause, and
show that perpetuity and time are subordinate to
i t . . . " (ed. Badawi, 6). The fifth mimar, devoted to
creation (ibdac) denies to the "Creator" any form of
temporality: whether they are temporal or not, things
are accomplished in Him, complete and perpetual. It
is only when they are expressed outside Him that
those among them which are temporal "are extended"
and "unfold" (imtaddat wa-nbasatat), that they admit
the before and the after and become, to one another,
causes of generation (ibid., 67). In his commentary
on the treatise, Ibn Sfna distinguishes between the
"domains" which keep the first principle away from
generation and corruption: "The superior world is in
the domain (hayyiz) of eternity (sarmad) and of perpetuity (dahr); it is a fixed world. It is not an innovating (muta^addid) world like that in which deliberation
and remembrance supervene (al-fikr wa 'l-dhikr). The
world of innovation (calam al-ta^addud) is the world of
movement and of time" (Aristu cind al-carab, ed. Badawi,
Cairo 1947, 46; see also al-Khayr al-mahd, 4-5; the
first cause is "superior to perpetuity and is anterior
to it" (acld min al-dahr wa-kablahu), the Intellect is with
perpetuity and the Soul is in the inferior domain of
perpetuity and above time).
The heritage of the Timaeus placed in the first rank
of philosophical preoccupations the question of eternity or of the creation of the world and of time. The
work supported both interpretations, since according
to Plotin, Proclus [see BURUKLUS] and John Philoponus
could equally lay claim to it. According to the former, if Plato is entitled to describe the world as a
"benevolent god" (Timaeus, 34b, 8-9) it is because all
reality, sensible or intelligible, emanates eternally from
its author: it is a part of him. As for the demiurge,
he is himself only an emanated hypostasis; for
Philoponus, on the other hand, the demiurge becomes
the God, henceforward the sole God, Who one day
took the free decision to create the world (see
K. Verrycken, Philoponus' interpretation of Plato's cosmogony,
in Documenti e studi sulla tradizione filosofica medievale, viii
[1997], 269-318). From Proclus, Hunayn b. Ishak had
translated the proofs favouring the eternity of the
world (see G. Endress, Proclus Arabus. ^wan^ig Abschnitte
aus der Institutio Theologica in arabischer Ubersetzung, Beirut
1973); the De Aeternitate Mundi contra Proclum by
Philoponus was also translated into Arabic but only
a few fragments of this translation have been preserved. The hazards of the transmission of the Greek
heritage to the Arabs gave rise to bizarre attributions: Proclus finds himself credited with propositions deriving from Philoponus, which is also the case
for Alexander of Aphrodisias (see R. Goulet and
M. Aouad, art. Alexandras d}Aphrodisias, in Dictionnaire
des philosophes antiques, 125-39 and Ahmad Hasnawi,
Alexandre d'Aphrodise vs. Jean Philopon. Motes sur quelques
traites d}Alexandre "perdus" en grec, conserves en arabe, in

Arabic Science and Philosophy, iv/1 [1994], 53-109).
Alexander himself is reputed to be the author of texts
that are in fact based on the Elements of Theology of
Proclus (see F. Zimmerman, Proclus Arabus rides again,
in ibid., 9-51).
Against Philoponus, Abu Nasr al-Farabf aimed a
riposte: al-Radd cald Tahyd al-Nahwi (ed. M. Mahdi,
The Arabic text of Alfarabi's work against John the
Grammarian, in Medieval and Middle Eastern studies in honor
of Aziz S. Atiyya, Leiden 1972, 264-84, analysis and
Eng. tr. by Mahdi, Alfarabi against Philoponus, in JNES,
xxvi [1967], 233-60). Following Muhsin Mahdi (ibid.,
236), it is possible to identify succinctly two camps in
this dialectical morass of arguments and attributions.
On the side of Philoponus, to varying degrees, were:
al-Kindl, Abu Bakr b. Zakariyya3 al-Razf, the school
of Christian philosophers of Baghdad in the 4th/1 Oth
and 5th/llth centuries, al-Ghazalf and Abu '1-Barakat
al-Baghdadf; confronting them in the opposing camp
were al-Farabf, Ibn Sfna, Ibn Badjdja and Ibn Rushd.
Shlomo Pines has expressed some reservations regarding this division (An Arabic summary of a lost work of
John Philoponus, in IOS, ii [1972], 320-52, repr. in The
collected works of Shlomo Pines, ii, Jerusalem-Leiden 1986,
294-326, 312-13 n. 266). Certainly, real affinities exist
between the arguments of al-Ghazalf (Tahdfut al-faldsifa)
and those of Philoponus, but al-Bayhakf is perhaps
exaggerating when he suggests that "the majority of
points evoked by al-Ghazalf (. . .) are a re-affirmation
of the arguments of Yahya al-Nahwf" (Tatimmat Siwdn
al-hikma, ed. Shaft', Lahore 1953', 24, cited in Pines,
ibid., 339). In any case, the belief of Abu Bakr al-Razf
in a creation of the world and his critique of Aristotle
are surely inspired by the religious motifs which al-Kindf
and al-Ghazali direct towards comparable themes.
Abu '1-Barakat al-Baghdadf [g.v.], called Awhad
al-^amdn, himself occupies a singular place. His K. alMuctabar fi 'l-hikma, Haydarabad 1356, reviews in two
instances, in pages marked by the seal of his throwing off all authority, the question of time (2nd part,
69-70 and 3rd part, 35-6). Instructive in this regard
is the critique that he delivers of the distinctions
between sarmad, dahr and zamdn which Avicenna, glossing Plotinian texts, insists should insulate the AilPowerful from change. "We have explained that the
being in every being (wudjud kulli maw^ud) is in an
extension (muddd) which is time; that it is impossible
for a being that is not in time to be represented.
Those who, seeking to rescue the being of their Creator
from time, affirm that He is in 'perpetuity' and in
'eternity' (al-dahr wa 'l-sarmad), even that His very being
is perpetuity and eternity, may indeed have changed
the names of time, but not its meaning" (op. cit., 3rd
part, 41). Abu '1-Barakat has recourse to the first certitude: the soul seizes time at the same time that it
seizes itself and seizes being, before any other thing.
It is a primary notion co-extensive with being: "It
would be much better to say that it is the measure
of being (mikddr al-wu^ud) than declare that it is the
measure of movement" (ibid., 39). It follows that the
Creator is, just as we are, in time.
Finally, if Ibn Tufayl is absent from this roll-call
of the opposing camps, it is no doubt because Hayy
b. Yakzan [g.v.], the protagonist of his narration,
expounds both theses as a spectator but declines to
take sides. The author furthermore professes externally equal allegiance to al-Ghazalf and to Ibn Sfna
(Hayy ben Taqdhdn, roman philosophique dTbn Thofail, Arabic
text and Fr. tr. L. Gauthier, 2Beirut 1936, 61-5 of
the tr., 80-6 of the text) and, according to the deductions of Hayy, the two positions lead to the same
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consequences. Al-Tahanawi speaks as the echo of
equivalence: "Know, according to what we have mentioned, that it is the same whether we say 'the world
has been created by a temporal creation' (hddith bi }lhuduth al-zamdni) as is the opinion of the mutakallimun,
or by an 'essential creation' (bi 'l-huduth al-dhdti), as is
the opinion of the sages."
Al-Kindl often returns to the question of time (see
Oeuvres philosophiques et scientifiques d'al-Kindi, ch. 2,
Philosophie premiere, 26-38; on L'unicite de Dieu et la finitude du corps du monde, 135-47; on La quiddite de ce qui
ne pent etre infini et que Von appelle infini, 149-55; Pour
expliquer la finitude du corps du monde, 157-65, texts to
which should be added the Sermo de tempore from the
Liber de quinque essentiis [Latin text and Arabic tr. by
Abu Rida], in the second volume of this same scholar's
edition of the Rasd'il al-Kindl, Cairo 1953, 33-5). For
the sake of simplicity, his position reverts to the extension to time of the Aristotelian considerations of the
Physics, iii, 5, 204a, 8-206a, 9, on the finitude of place.
Furthermore, the Arabic translation of this last text
is matched by a commentary of Philiponus which
purports to prove by a mathematical argument the
impossibility of an infinite in action and, in particular, that of an infinite time. For Philiponus as for alKindi, time must have a beginning and an end (see
P. Lettinck, Aristotle's "Physics"..., 235-6). Doubtless
the arguments of Philiponus would have inspired alKindl, who developed some very similar concepts.
This heritage takes in his thinking the form of a
definition of time which favours the transference to
it of the finitude of the body; time is an interval, an
extension, an extent measured by movement, mudda
ta'udduha al-haraka, ghayr thdbitat al-adj_zd3 (Risdlafi hudud
al-ashyd3, ed. Abu Rida, Rasd'il. . ., i, 167). The letter of the definition is not Aristotelian, but its spirit
is not so far removed from that continuous quantity
which, according to Aristotle, renders time interchangeable with movement in terms of measure (Physics,
iv, 220b, 14-32). There appears, in any case, a genuine ambiguity in the writings of Aristotle, in the definition of the "now" (is it a simple mathematical limit
or plenum, totality? See on this subject, V. Goldschmidt,
Temps physique et temps tragique chez Aristote, Paris 1982,
147-8). This alternative definition is also to be found
in a letter attributed to Alexander (Makdla li-Iskandar
al-Afrudm fi 'l-zamdn, ed. Badawl, in Commentaires sur
Aristote perdus en grec et autres epitres, Beirut 1971, 1924; see in this regard the article by Aouad in Dictionnaire
des philosophes antiques, 135). Its stated object is to disclose "the opinion of Aristotle on the nature of time
and the demonstration of its quiddity, of its essence
[...], without contradicting it in any respect. It is the
number of the movement of the uppermost sphere
[...], according to another definition, it is an extension numbered by movement".
When al-Kindi specifies the sense that he gives to
mudda, sc. "extension is that in which there is existence (ma huwa fihi huwiyya), meaning that in which a
being is what it is" (Philosophie premiere, tr. Jolivet, 345), he transfers to time the limit of space: "The existence of the body of the universe is necessarily finite;
it is thus impossible that the body of the universe be
eternal" (ibid.). For al-Kindi, the world began and it
will have an ending (see J. Jolivet, Al-Kindi, vues sur
le temps, in Arabic Sciences and Philosophy, iii [1993], 5575: "We have shown that body, movement and time
did not precede one another in existence; therefore
neither body nor movement nor time is eternal, but
there is an eternal essence at the beginning of existence" (Philosophie premiere, tr. Jolivet, art. cit., 66).
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The position evidently contradicts the Aristotelian
deduction of an infinite time and of an eternal movement (see Physics, iii, 203b, 13-7; viii, 1, 250b, 11252b, 7, see respectively al-Tabfa, 212-4 and 801-2;
Lettinck, op. cit., 217-18 and 563-4, and the arguments of Yahya and of Abu '1-Faradj). What may be
retained from this "demonstration" is the formulation
attributed to Alexander in the letter cited above: "The
demonstrative proof (burhdn) that time has neither generation nor beginning nor end is that generation supervenes only in time. We do not say 'he was', 'he shall
be', 'he is', 'he was not' except in terms of time, and
the same applies when we say 'before', 'after', 'when',
etc. If somebody declares: 'previously, this time was
not, but it is now' or 'it is now but afterwards it will
not be', it follows necessarily that there is a time
before time, and a time after the end of time. If the
'before' and the 'after', the 'was' and the 'will not
be' did not require time, then the hour, the day and
the month would not require it either. In itself, time
is one. It does not multiply itself except according to
our imagination. In itself it is one, permanent (dd'im),
continuous (muttasil), in a single state (aid hdl wdhida)"
(op. cit., 24; cf. the Makdla attributed to Alexander, fi
mabadi al-kull bi-hasab raJ'y Aristutdlis al-faylasuf, in
Badawl, Aristu . . ., 264, 1. 8: time is exempt from generation and corruption; on this treatise, cf. Aouad's
art. in Dictionnaire des philosophes antiques . . ., 135-6). The
rest may be presented as the dialectical avatars of
this simple argument in favour of the infinitude of
time. Reduced to itself and invariably taken up by the
encyclopaedias (e.g. Fakhr al-Dln al-RazI, Mabdhith,
i, 772-3), it amounts to this paradox: saying that time
has an origin or an end amounts to denying that it
has an end or an origin.
In the judgement of al-Farabi, it could be in order
to avoid the fate of Socrates (hattd Id yandlahu [. . .]
ma ndla Sukrdt) and to reassure his co-religionists as
to his orthodoxy that Philoponus undertook to contradict Aristotle on this point (al-Radd cald Yahyd alNahwl, "The Arabic text", 277', Eng. tr. in Alfarabi against
Philoponus, 256-7). But in doing this, he would have
chosen to take inspiration from opinions institutionalised in religions, however remote they might be from
the nature of things. To obtain a similar outcome
without sacrificing the Physics of Aristotle, could have
been the objective pursued by al-Farabi himself in
the treatment of time in his treatise on L'harmonie entre
les opinions de Platon et d'Aristote (Arabic text and Fr.
tr. Fawzi Mitri Nadjdjar and D. Mallet, Damascus
1999, 128-9; of al-Farabi's commentary on the Physics,
only the extracts quoted by Ibn Badjdja and Ibn
Rushd have been preserved): "Time results from the
movement of the sphere and it is thus impossible that
the creation of the latter should have a beginning in
time. It thus becomes certain that [the sphere] results
from a creation ex nihilo on the part of the Creator
on a single occasion without duration in time and
that, from its movement, time results." Al-Farabi would
thus preserve the Aristotelian analyses, sc. that, taken
as a whole, the world has neither beginning nor end,
and render them reconcilable with a Creator-God
Who would be, of the world and of time, simultaneously the final and efficient cause (Mahdi, Alfarabi
against Philoponus, 236; Pines, An Arabic summary, loc.
cit.). Whatever reservations the Neo-Platonist texts of
al-Farabl may have inspired in him (see e.g. Tahdfut
al-tahdfut, 179), Ibn Rushd rallies to this position in
the Fasl al-makdl (ed. Hourani, 19-20; see also Tahdfut
al-tahdfut, 124, Eng. tr. S. Van Den Bergh, Averroes3
Tahafut al-Tahafut, London 1954, i, 73) when he accepts
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that there exist three classes of beings. The first comprises that which is apprehended by the senses, brought
into being by an efficient cause and preceded by
time; the second comprises that which is apprehended
by demonstration, which derives from nothing and
which time does not precede (God); the third comprises the world taken as a whole (al-cdlam bi-asrihi)
which no time precedes but which derives from an
efficient cause. It does no violence to the text to draw
the conclusion that, according to Ibn Rushd, there
is strictly speaking no connection between the "creation" of the world which philosophy conceives and
the "creation" which the theologians, among whom Abu
Hamid al-Ghazalf stands out, imagine on the basis
of a kiyds al-ghd'ib cald 'l-shdhid. The reproach addressed
to the former, of not giving credence to the erroneous results of their own analogies with generation,
turns to the advantage of philosophy. It is in the same
fashion that Ibn Rushd repels another of the three
principal indictments issued by al-Ghazalf, that of not
believing in the divine science of the particulars. As
with the preceding question, here time is clearly the
nexus of the dispute. Al-Tahanawf alludes to it by
saying, if Abu '1-Barakat is wrong and "if the Creator,
the Most High, is not in time, there will not be in
relation to Him past nor present nor future and therefore from His awareness of things which change there
will ensue no change in His awareness".
Ibn Rushd reviews the question. It forms the subject of the Damima, of several lines of the Fasl almakdl (ed. Hourani, 18) and of the thirteenth dispute
of the Tahdfut al-tahdfut (see on this subject Mahdi,
Averroes on divine law and human wisdom, in Ancients and
Moderns. Essays on the tradition of political philosophy in
honor of Strauss, ed. J. Cropsey, New York-London
1964, 114-31). The solution of Ibn Rushd is in form
very similar to that posited for the preceding question: in terms of knowledge man and God are solely
homonyms (ism al-cilm al-makul falayhimd bi-ishtirdk alism). "To know" is said of one and of the other as
sdrim is said of the dawn and of the black night, and
ajaldl of a trifle and of enormity (Fasl, loc. cit.). In
God, knowledge (as with the other "attributes") added
to Himself makes only one. His intellect is His essence;
a pure act, it derives its intelligence from knowledge
which is inclusive, since it causes all things which are.
The Tahdfut concludes this point with several lines
borrowed from a mystical feeling, the codification of
which is associated, perhaps, in the spirit of their
author, with the evocation of his senior Ibn Tufayl:
"Such is clearly what is meant by the opinion of the
Ancients when they affirm that God is Himself all
the beings, with which He provides us in His munificence (al-muncim bihd) and of which He is the author
(al-fdcil}. This is why the mystical masters (nfasd3 alsufiyya) say: 'He is that which He is' (la huwa ilia
huwa). But only those who are rooted in knowledge
know this. It does not need to be written, nor should
all be required to make of it an article of faith. This
is surely why the Law does not teach it. He who
reveals it to those who should be ignorant of it commits a fault, as does he who hides it from those who
should know it" (Tahafut al-tahafut, 463).
Bibliography: To the references cited in the
article may be added Husam al-Alusf, al-^amdn fi
'l-fikr al-dM wa 'l-falsafi 'l-kadim, Beirut 1980, 5566, which provides a useful synthesis, and H.A.
Davidson, Proofs for eternity and the existence of God in
medieval Islamic and Jewish philosophy, New York-Oxford
1987. See also ABAD; DAHRIYYA; HARAKA; KHALK;
KIDAM.
(D. MALLET)

2. In the sense of timekeeping. See the entry
Time in the Index of subjects.
ZAMINDAR (p., lit. "land-holder"), a term used
in Muslim India for landowners, possessors of
estates.
It seems to be a term of exclusively Indian origin;
it does not appear in pre-modern lexicons compiled
in Persia, while, on the other hand, it occurs in fairly
early Persian texts and in lexicons compiled in India.
It is defined in an 8th/14th-century dictionary, the
Farhang-i Kawwds as "controller of a territory". The
historians Diva3 Baram (d. 758/1357 [q.v.]) and Shams
Siradj cAfif (d. ca. 802/1400 [see SHAMS AL-DIN. i.
SIRADJ CAFIF]) employ it generally for Hindu chiefs outside, as well as within, the limits of the DihlF Sultanate.
But by the second half of the 8th/14th century, the
sense was extended to cover all holders of superior
rights over land: in 754/1353, in a royal proclamation, village headmen (mukaddams), land holders
appointed by the administration (mafrudiydn) and landowners (malikari), are all put under the general designation of zamlnddrs. Yet until the reign of the Mughal
emperor Akbar (r. 964-1013/1556-1605 [q.v.]), the
term does not seem to have obtained wide currency.
It does not, for example, appear in Babur's Memoirs.
The term seems to spring into wider use in texts
written after 988/1580. The A'in-i Akban, the great
official manual and statistical record compiled by Abu
'1-Fadl 'Allamr (in 1003/1595 [q.v.]), adopted it (together with what was deemed to be its synonym, a
freshly-coined term, bum!) as a blanket term for all
rural superior holders of rights over land, in whatever varied ways the right might have originated,
whether by its holder being the descendant of earlier
chieftains, or having risen to local eminence through
subordinating peasants to himself, or obtaining the
land or any kind of right over it by purchase. Generally, however, the zaminddr was not part of the
state apparatus, and his rights or jurisdiction did not
derive from the Emperor's own nomination. But from
Awrangzlb's reign (1068-1119/1659-1707), grants or
even temporary assignments of zaminddri rights begin
to appear.
Moreland's assumption that the term was exclusively used for chieftains and that zammddrs were not
present in directly-administered areas of the Mughal
empire, no longer holds when considered in the light
of the tabulation of zaminddr castes in the A'in-i Akban
and the extensive documentation from the 11 th/17th
century that is now available.
The universalisation of the term zaminddr in Mughal
administrative use was brought about by its replacing
various local terms for corresponding agrarian rights,
such as satdrahi and biswi/bisi in Awadh, bhaum in
Radjasfhan, bdnth/vanth in Gudjarat and vartana in
Maharashtra (whence the watan of 12th/18th-century
Maharashtra). The actual features of the right became
subject to some general imperial regulations. It was
held to be a proprietary right (hakk-i milkiyyat) and as
such could be freely sold and purchased (except in case
of chieftaincies), and was inheritable according to
Hindu and Muslim laws. Women could also accordingly be zamindars. It entitled the holder to certain
customary claims over the peasant's land (a particular charge or fee on harvest) together with levies on
jungle and water produce. He was also paid an
allowance (ndnkdr) out of the land-revenue (mdl/khardaj),
it being expected that he would collect the land revenue due from peasants within his jurisdiction. Should
he fail to do so, he could be removed from a role in
tax-collection, but then an allowance known as mdlikdna
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("proprietor's allowance" [see MALIKANE]) was still held
to be due to him; this amounted generally to a tenth
of the land revenue, except for Gudjarat, where it
amounted to a quarter.
There is some evidence that the zaminddr was entitled to allot uncultivated land to peasants and the
kadi Muhammed Acla (early 12th/18th century) would
even allow him the right to evict peasants, though in
conditions of land abundance the right was not of
much consequence.
The zaminddrs' territories were paralleled by those
known as rcfiyyati or purely peasant-held, which theoretically had no zaminddrs. Such villages might by sale
or even by imposition of zaminddrs by the state, get
converted into zaminddn villages; conversely, zaminddn
villages might become ra'iyyatl by the decline or dispersal of the original zaminddrs.
The zaminddrs were of use to Mughal administration primarily as revenue-payers and revenue-gatherers.
£ammddrs who paid revenue not only on their own
jurisdictions but also on those of other zaminddrs, began
to be called ta'allukddrs, from the late llth/17th century onwards. Inevitably, in many cases, the zaminddrs
came to be treated almost on a par with other revenue officials, as in Awrangzlb's farmdn to Rasikdas
(1075/1666).
An essential attribute of zaminddn was the maintenance of armed retainers by the zaminddr, a right fully
recognised by the Mughal administration, as is evident from the testimony of the A*in-i Akbari, which
gives the number of zaminddrs' retainers in the entire
empire as exceeding 4.4 million and then goes on to
give a detailed break-down of these figures by localities.
These retainers were mainly foot soldiers (4,277,000)
but also included 385,000 cavalry; zaminddrs in some
localities are also shown as possessing elephants, guns
and boats. The larger zaminddrs could also maintain
their castles (kila'cas and garhis). The maintenance of
an armed force was an essential means for enforcing
their rights; and however much the Mughal authorities felt irritated by this presumption and possible
potential for sedition, they themselves often needed
the zaminddrs' assistance to collect the revenue.
The British in the beginning tended to treat the
zaminddrs in the same manner as their Mughal predecessors. But the East India Company's drive for
maximum revenue led to a financial crisis in Bengal,
for which the system of Permanent Settlement was
proposed as a solution. Proclaimed in 1203/1789 and
confirmed in 1206/1792, this decreed the zaminddrs
to be proprietors of the land but fixed a perpetual
tax on them, which was theoretically set at 10/n of
the rental, thus leaving only one-eleventh for the
zaminddrs. It took time for zaminddrs to grow into
landowners, helped partly by a slow expansion of cultivation and the 13th/19th-century inflation. A modified, short-term (and harsh) settlement was made with
zaminddrs in upper Gangetic areas (1237/1822) and a
very liberal one with the Pandjab zaminddrs later in
the century. On the other hand, settlements in the
Madras and Bombay Presidencies (1230s/1820s) were
termed "ryotwari" (raciyyatwdri), the revenue being
fixed on the fields, and theoretically (though not so
much in practice) excluding the zaminddrs. Here, too,
commercialisation often led to the growth of landlordism which, in popular eyes, was seen to be a new
form of zaminddn.
In independent India, agrarian reform has especially been directed against the growth of landlordism;
and the U.P. Zamindari Abolition Act of 1951 was
the first important measure in this direction, followed
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by other laws of various degrees of radicalism in other
states of the Indian Union.
Bibliography: 1. Sources. Fakhr al-Din Mubarak Kawwas, Farhang-i Kawwds (written ca. 743/13423), ed. Nazir Ahmad, Tehran 1974; Diya5 al-Din
Barani, Tdnkh-i Firuzshdhi, ed. Sayyid Ahmad Khan,
W. Nassau Lees and Kabir al-Din, Bibl. Indica,
Calcutta 1862; Shams al-Dm Siradj c Afif, Tdnkh-i
Firuzshdhi, ed. Wilayat Husayn, Bibl. Indica, Calcutta
1891; Abu '1-Fadl, A3m-i Akbari, ed. H. Blochmann,
Bibl. Indica, Calcutta 1867-77 (but the statistical
tables under "Twelve Subas" have to be corrected
by reference to columnar tabulation followed in
the mss., e.g., BL. Add. 7652 and Add. 6552);
Awrangzib's farmdn to Rasikdas, tr. S. Moosvi, in
Medieval India, 1, Delhi 1992, 198-208; Kadi
Muhammad Acla, Risdlat Ahkdm al-arddl, Aligarh,
M.A. Lib. ms. <Abd al-Salam, 'Arabiyya (4) 331.
2. Studies. W.H. Moreland, The agrarian system
of Moslem India, Cambridge 1929; Irfan Habib,
Agrarian system of Mughal India (1556-1707), Bombay
1963, 2nd. revised ed. Delhi 1999; T. Raychaudhuri
and Irfan Habib (eds.), Cambridge economic history of
India, i, Cambridge 1982; Shireen Moosvi, The economy of the Mughal Empire, c. 1595. A statistical study,
Delhi 1987.
(SHIREEN Moosvi)
ZAMlNDAWAR, the name found in pre-modern
usage for a region of what is now e a s t e r n
A f g h a n i s t a n , also appearing in mediaeval Arabic
usage as its Arabic equivalent Bilad al-Dawar. The
region straddled the courses of the upper Helmand
river and the Arghandab to the north of their confluence at Bust, hence it was bounded on the north
by Zabulistan and al-Rukhkhadj [q.vv.] on the south
and southeast, but the boundaries of all these regions
were indeterminate, and Zamfndawar, in particular,
seems often to have been confused in the sources with
that of Zabulistan.
The early Arabic geographers and historians mention it, usually as Bilad al-Dawar, in connection with
Arab raids from Slstan and Bust into the region [see
the references for these given in AL-RUKHKHADJ and
ZABULISTAN]. When the Arabs raided from Slstan and
Bust towards the end of the 7th century, Bilad alDawar is mentioned as having its own marzbdn
(al-Baladhun, Futiih, 394). The celebrated shrine of
the local deity Zun or Zhun [q.v.], cult centre of the
local rulers, the ZunbTls, was located in Zamindawar.
J. Marquart and JJ.M. de Groot, Das Reich £dbul and
der Gott ^un, vom 6.-9. Jahrhundert, in G. Weil (ed.),
Festschrift Eduard Sachau, Berlin 1915, 280-1, 287, saw
the title Zunbll as a theophoric one going back to
an MP original, *%un-datbar "Zun the justice-giver"
or *£un-dddh "given by Zun"; in the first case, the
geographical name Zamindawar would also reflect
this, from *£amm-i Ddtbar "land of the justice-giver".
In the 4th/10th century the Hudud al-cdlam, tr.
Minorsky, 111, comm. 345, mentions as amongst its
towns Till or Dartall and Darghash, situated on the
right bank of the Helmand, which were frontier posts
(thughur [q.v.]} against the pagan region of Ghur [q.v.];
other towns mentioned by the geographers include
Baghmn and Sarwar. The Ghaznawid historian
Bayhaki states that peacocks were bred in Zamindawar;
that Mahmud of Ghazna regarded it as blessed because
it was the first place his father Sebiiktigin gave him
to govern; and that on two or three occasions Mahmud
used it as the base for attempts to raid into Ghur
(Tdrikh-i Mas'udi, ed. GhanT and Fayyad, Tehran
1324/1945, 111, 113, 120). The name of the province
continued in use long after the Ghaznawid period.
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Djuzdjani mentions it several times. Babur campaigned
there in ca. 928/1522 against the Arghuns (Bdburndma, tr. A.S. Beveridge, London 1922, 27, 337-9; cf.
also Mfrza Muhammad Haydar Dughlat, Tdnkh-i
Rasjndi, tr. Elias and Ross, London 1895, 202); but
in recent times the name seems to have dropped out

on the past which goes far beyond what seems to be
authorised by the Kur'anic text, which does not refer
directly to the well. This mythic discourse can no
longer be regarded as relating historical facts. A brief
list of the numerous versions of accounts relating to
the sacred well is to be found in Yakut, Mucaj_am alof use.
bulddn, which reviews earlier data (s.v. Zamzam). The
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
modern survey which, in the most thorough fashion,
the article): Marquart, Erdnsahr, 37 and index s.v.
provides traditional information as well as references
Dawar; Le Strange, The lands of the Eastern Caliphate,
from the classical era to the administration of the
339, 345-6.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
well and the rituals associated with it, is that of
ZAMM, a town on the left bank of the Oxus
M. Gaudefroy-Demombynes in Le pelerinage a la Mekke,
river [see AMU DARYA] in mediaeval Islamic Cen- Paris 1923, 71-101; for the caliphal period, he relies
tral Asia.
especially on accounts relayed by Abu '1-Walrd alIt lay some 190 km/120 miles upstream from Amul-i
Azrakr (d. 249/858) in his Akhbdr Makka, ii, 39-61;
Shatt [see AMUL. 2.] in the direction of Tirmidh [q.v],
he also quotes important visual evidence which the
hence this Amul was sometimes called "the Amul of
Andalusian pilgrim of the second half of the 6th/12th
Zamm", from Zamm's being the next crossing-place
century, Ibn Djubayr, conveys in his Rihla on the
along the river (see e.g. al-Baladhurf, Futuh, 410).
administration of the well and the veneration with
Zamm was significant as a crossing-place connecting
which it was treated, a text expertly annotated by
Khurasan with Ma wara° al-nahr [q.vv]. It figures in
Demombynes in Ibn Jobair. Voyages, Paris 1949, introd.
15, tr. 103-4, 154, 162-6.
historical accounts of the early Arab invasions of
Transoxania as an entry-point for armies aiming at
Explanations given in these mythic accounts are
Paykand, Bukhara, etc. (e.g. ibid., 420; al-Taban, ii,
mostly constructed according to the sense—also of
1145-6, 1186, 1189, 1198, 1548, 1584-5). In the
onomatopoeic type—which associates the qualificatives
account of al-Hadjdjadj's operations against the rebel
zamzam and zumdzim with a dull sound. This sound
Ibn al-Ashcath [q.v.] there is mentioned in YazFd b.
can apply equally well to a distant roll of thunder
al-Muhallab's forces the sahib of Zamm, Ghazwan b.
presaging rain, or to any guttural sound with closed
Iskaf, who had converted to Islam at al-Muhallab's
mouth emitted by an animal (camel or horse, etc.)
hand (ibid., ii, 1078). The 4th/10th century geograor by a man. In the last-mentioned case, it refers to
phers often group Zamm administratively with Akhsisak
a murmuring perceived as unintelligible and therefore
on the opposite bank of the river and say that it was
ultimately as the vehicle for sacrality and for mysthe same size as Amul; according to al-Mukaddasi,
tery. The abundant water of the water source could
also be associated with this basic notion of sound.
Zamm was a considerable town with a covered market
c
The mediaeval Arabic sources generally attribute the
and a congregational mosque. Al-Sam anf, Ansdb, ed.
murmuring of the zamzama to the sayings or to the prayer
Haydarabad, vi, 321-2, and Yakut, Bulddn, ed. Beirut,
of the Zoroastrians [see AL-MADJUS; ZAMZAMA]. Their
iii, 151, mention various 'ulamd3 from the town.
association with the well of Zamzam is described in
Ancient Zamm is marked by the modern town of
the following fashion: they made regular pilgrimages
Kerki (lat. 37° 53' N., long. 65° 10' E.), now within
to Mecca on account of "their kinship with Abraham"
the Turkmenistan Republic.
(sic), and are said to have prayed, according to their
Bibliography: See also Le Strange, The lands of
own custom, over the sacred well. This account is
the Eastern Caliphate, 403-4; Barthold, Turkestan down
relayed by the polygraph al-Mascud! (whom Yakut
to the Mongol invasion*, 80-1; idem, An historical geography of Iran, Princeton 1984, 19.
I quotes by name; a passage effectively attested in the
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
| Muruaj, in the chapter dhikr ansdb fdris). In another
version relayed by Yakut (who is content to pass on
ZAMZAM (A.), the sacred well located at the
successive explanations without expressing a preferperimeter of the sacred complex of Mecca. It is sitence for any of them), it is the angel Gabriel, Djibril,
uated to the east of the Ka'ba [q.v.] alongside the
himself who is said to have murmured thus over the
wall where the "Black Stone", al-haajar al-aswad, is
well, bearing in mind the fact that, in the sacred but
enshrined, a little further from the centre than the
non-Kur'anic accounts relating the legend of Hagar
makdm Ibrahim [q.v.], the "station of Abraham". The
and her son Isma'fl, brought by Abraham to Mecca,
well is currently a subterranean arrangement, also openit is the angel who makes an inexhaustible supply of
ing towards the east. The sacred water is distributed
water spring up for the woman and the child who
through taps (on earlier architectural features since
are on the verge of dying of thirst (Ibn Hisham, althe beginning of the 'Abbasid era, see M. GaudefroySlra al-nabawiyya, i, dhikr hafr zamzam). Another account
Demombynes, Pelerinage, 77-80, where is found inforthat is definitely later is even further from any conmation concerning the kubba [q.v], the basin for
text of origin. It is relayed by al-cAynf, the annotaablutions and the circular basin around the curb-stone
tor of al-Bukharf (quoted by Gaudefroy-Demombynes,
of the well where water for drinking was collected in
73) in his cUmdat al-kdri3. This account, which does
buckets and lifted with the aid of a system of pulnot feature in the work of Yakut, loses all etymologileys, to be subsequently transferred to pitchers or
cal association with the word. According to al-cAyni,
earthenware casks).
the noun zamzam is to be understood as deriving from
The noun zamzam is of onomatopoeic type. It is
Zamdzima, the precious "bridles" that the eponymous
apparently to be associated with the qualificatives
ancestor of the Sasanids is supposed to have donated
zamzam or zumdzim which denote, according to medito the well.
aeval Arabic dictionaries, an "abundant supply of
3
However, it is apparent that not all of these accounts
water", ma zumdzim = kathir or, reverting to a reguare of the same period or of the same provenance
lar sense of ma* in ancient contexts, a "water-point"
or purpose. An attempt to establish a chronology
regarded as "never drying up".
would be a worthwhile project. Thus the accounts
In the Islamic textual sources of the 'Abbasid period,
relayed by Ibn Hisham and, in part, those of althe Meccan well is integrated into a mythic discourse
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would become common to populations of different
Azraki, seem to belong to a more ancient stratum
origin and traditions. The Persianisation of the account,
than those of al-MascudT. The account of the pilas presented by al-MascudI, is utterly foreign to the
grimage of the Zoroastrians is not mentioned before
Kur'an. It therefore appears, in this respect, particuthe latter. On the other hand, there is very early reflarly significant.
erence to the story of Hagar and the discovery of
Even if these sacral accounts attributing a superthe source of water (which was to be embellished and
natural origin to the discovery of the water are left
amplified in the later versions such as that of Yakut)
aside, it appears that the presence, and probably the
as well as the rediscovery of the source, accompanied
consecration, of the well must have been considerably
by miraculous signs, attributed to cAbd al-Muttalib,
anterior to the Muslim period. In the absence of
the grandfather of Muhammad. In the latter case, it
archaeological elements which have long been inis a typical revival story. This is taken to justify the
accessible, a hypothesis of historical topography
function of giving water to pilgrims, sikdya, which was
should be proposed. It could be thought that the presto remain in the lineage of al-cAbbas, one of the sons
ence of this probably perennial water (Wellhausen
of cAbd al-Muttalib, uncle of Muhammad and ancesdescribes it as a Quelle, a spring which is said to have
tors of the 'Abbasid dynasty (on the sikdya and the
been the only Meccan water, Reste, 76, n. 2; Gaudefroycomposition of the beverage known as shardb, nabidh
Demombynes relays the information given by medior sawlk, prepared by macerating raisins and subseaeval Arab geographers, according to which the well
quently dates—ingredients which could be pressed by
was allegedly supplied by three springs, Pelerinage, 81;
hand, yielding a fermented liquor which was rapidly
given the orientation of these springs, "towards the
transformed by the heat into vinegar—doubtless to
Black Stone", for example, it might be thought that
improve the taste of the water, see Gaudefroymyth is already beginning to dictate the narrative), in
Demombynes, Pelerinage, 90-4).
a place which is the confluence of numerous dry
Before its revival by the family of Muhammad, the
valleys in the lowest part (vulnerable to occasional
water source which had sprung up "in the time of
flooding by pluvial streams; dates of devastating
Hagar" was dried up by God on account of the misfloods of the Muslim era are supplied by Gaudefroyconduct of the Djurhum [q.v.]. This tribe, supposedly
c
Demombynes, op. cit., 39-41) of the Meccan site,
of Yemeni origin, is associated with Isma Tl, who
called al-Bathd', the "hollow" or batn Makka "the belly
is said to have married into the tribe once he had
of Mecca" (in the sense of cavity or basin for the
settled in Meccan territory. Various accounts tell of
retention of water).
this alliance, which is said to have been blessed by
It is on the basis of this singularity of terrain that
Abraham himself in the course of his visits to Mecca
with the intention of finding his son.
the installation came about of the betylic complex
which probably constituted the original perimeter of
The grandfather of Muhammad is supposed to have
the Kacba and its adjacent sacred stones (al-Safa and
found in the well that he had just rediscovered
al-Marwa). This sacred complex would have taken
offerings consisting primarily of gazelles cast in gold
precedence over the water-point, relegating it to secand precious swords. Al-Mascudi sees this as proof of
ond place in ritual and in representation.
the coming of "Persians" to Mecca since, according
Wellhausen had already proposed the hypothesis of
to him, the local tribes would have been incapable
the origin of the site on the basis of the water-point
of contributing such luxuries (Murudj., ed. Pellat, Paris
1962, i, 215, 216; tr. and commentary on numerous
in his Reste, 76-7. The complex would then have puraccounts relating to Zamzam and to this episode,
sued what was most likely to be a local development
(there is no case, in fact, for adhering to the notion,
J. Chabbi, Le Seigneur des tnbus, Paris 1997, 163-9, and
34-5 on Kur'an, XIV, 35, 37). The last representative
all too evocative of an Islamic ideal, of the sacred
of the "Magians" is said to have been Sasan, ancesMeccan site radiating its influence over the whole of
tor of the dynasty of the same name. The Sasanids I Arabia), culminating in the "visit", cumra, to the sacred
(destined to be vanquished by the Muslims) would
places of the city. The eumra [q.v.'], often known as
subsequently turn away from this cult. According to
"Lesser Pilgrimage", probably attracted other citizens
this vision, which could be described as opportunist,
of western Arabia, Yathribfs and people of the neighconverted Iranians are said thus to have rediscovered,
bouring city of al-Ta'if, but certainly not the prosthrough Islam, the lost religion of their forebears,
perous Bedouin herdsmen of Nadjd. The Meccan
making a form of return to sources. Wellhausen, Reste
visitation was apparently characterised by circumarabischen Heidentums, 2Berlin 1897, reckoned that, if
ambulations (tawdf [q.v.']), still practised today, but also
offerings were brought to the Meccan site (without
by sacrifices on various sacred rocks. That of al-Marwa
commenting on their nature, since the precious objects
is said to have been named, significantly, the "feeder
evoked is more than problematical), they would have
of vultures", mufim al-tayr. Such sacrifices are well
been destined for the dry well located in the sacred
attested before Islam (Wellhausen, Reste, 78) and even
c
enclosure of the Ka ba rather than for the well of
in ancient Muslim tradition (Ghabbi, Seigneur, 322-4,
Zamzam with its plentiful water, even if it is the lat327-9). But this intra-muros sacrifice was subsequently
ter which seems to monopolise the accounts. The forto disappear, as did all the other Meccan sacrifices,
mer, adjacent to the functioning well and situated in
to the benefit of the exterior site of Mina. The specia place infused with sacrality, could have played the
fically Meccan pilgrimage of the (umra was thus to be
role of a simulacrum in a ritual of donation.
distinguished from the unified pilgrimage with deparHowever, it does not appear that any of these
ture from the site towards c Arafat which was to become
accounts is associated with a Kur'anic theme. On the
the Muslim pilgrimage (a combination of a pilgrimcontrary, in the vulgate, Abraham leads his family to
age of herdsmen, the haajaj, with that of the cumra
Mecca for their safety (XIV, 35, 37). All of these narspecific to Mecca). The instituting of the larger pilratives seem to derive from the exegetical imaginagrimage should thus be placed at the extreme end of
tion emanating from various milieux of the early
the Medinan period with the "pilgrimage of farewell",
c
Abbasid period. The models then constructed were
haajajat al-waddc, in the tenth year of the Hidjra, shortly
clearly directed towards the quest for foundation stobefore the death of Muhammad.
ries, intended to establish a new Muslim identity which
Gaudefroy-Demombynes (Pelerinage, 81) writes with
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justification that "the cult of Zemzem. . . has not
taken its place (in the pilgrimage) in the form of an
obligatory rite"; he also draws attention (74-5) to
doubts regarding "the sovereignty of Zemzem" under
the Umayyads, who are said to have confiscated
a spring on Mount Thabfr and to have used it
to improve the supply of water to the lower city of
Mecca. This aroused the hostility of the inhabitants,
even though the water thus provided was more
pure and more pleasant to drink than that of the
sacred well.
Despite this downgrading of this cult at Mecca, the
fervent faith of pilgrims, from early Islamic times to
this day, has not ceased to lend outstanding qualities
to the water of the well of Zamzam, which is perceived as bearer of baraka and as a "curative source"
(ibid., 81-2). It is stressed that Muhammad drank this
water and used it regularly for various purposes
(prophetic traditions are to be found in Wensinck,
Concordance, index of places, viii. In his article on
Zamzam, Yakut attributes to Mudjahid, taken to be
a habitual transmitter of Ibn 'Abbas, the following
words: "If you drink at Zamzam in the hope of a
cure, God will cure you; if you are thirsty, God will
quench your thirst; if you are hungry, God will satisfy you!" This fervour has led to modes of conduct
which can be described as being of a magical type
(e.g. linen dipped in the holy water to serve later as
a shroud, calculated to avert the anger of certain
jurists, Gaudefroy-Demombynes, Pelerinoge, 85; the question of ablutions, and which parts of the body may
be sprinkled with the water of Zamzam is also posed,
ibid., 86). ^amzamiyydt, small phials (of clay or metal)
sealed and sold as containing water from the sacred
well, are still today highly-prized by pilgrims and taken
back by them to their own countries (on the role of
accredited and licensed drawers of water, the zamazim,
pi. of zdmzami, since mediaeval times, see ibid., 87, 88).
There are also popular traditions that other holy
wells, e.g. the one in the Great Mosque at al-Kayrawan,
are subterraneously connected with Zamzam.
Bibliography (in addition to references in the
text): see the geographers for the elements concerning the well of Zamzam in the description given
by each author of the Meccan stage of the Pilgrimage: Istakhrf, i, 15, 16; Ibn Hawkal, ii, 28;
Mukaddasf, iii, 72; Ibn Rusta, vii, 40-2 (the most
detailed account); Ibn al-Fakfh al-Hamada.nl, v, 18,
19, supplies a description strewn with mythical allusions (he mentions the curative properties of the
water of Zamzam). Ya'kubf, curiously, does not
mention the well of Zamzam, but notes that the
Meccans are watered by a system of canals supplied by wells dug on the order of a princess,
daughter of the caliph al-Mansur, vii, 316. Nor is
there any mention in the works of caliphal functionaries such as Ibn Khurradadhbih, vi, 132, or
Kudama b. Dja'far, vi, 187. See also Ibn Habfb
(d. 245/860), al-Munammak fi akhbdr Kuraysh, 133
(the part played by Zamzam in a conversion), 333,
334 (the rediscovery of the well by cAbd al-Muttalib
and the exclusive right of sikdya awarded to him:
all other members of the tribe fall ill). T. Fahd,
Le pantheon de VArabie centrale, Paris 1968, 208-12,
presents pan-Semitic speculations regarding the
sacred Meccan site and the well of Zamzam which
appear difficult to sustain. See also on the development of the cult of Zamzam, G.R. Hawting, The
disappearance and rediscovery of £amzam and the "well of
Mecca", in BSOAS, xliii (1980), 44-54.
(JACQUELINE CHABBI)

ZAMZAMA (A.), in early Arabic "the confused
noise of distant thunder" (Lane, 1249b), but widely
used in the sources for early Islamic history for the
priests of the Magians reciting and intoning the Zoroastrian prayers and scriptures,
producing (to the Arabs' ears) an indistinct, droning
sound. Thus in al-Tabarf, i, 1042, we have the zamzama
of the Herbadhs, in 2874 the muzamzim or adherent
of Zoroastrianism, and in 2880 zamzama for the
Zoroastrian rites and zamdzima for the Magians in
general.
The term may have passed into Christian Sogdian
texts, probably in the early Islamic period, as zmzm3,
see M. Dresden, in Camb. hist. Iran, iii/2, 1225.
Bibliography. Given in the article.
(ED.)
ZANANA (P.), conventionally Zenana, lit. "female,
womanly", whence the particular use of the term especially in Muslim India for the private q u a r t e r s
of the womenfolk in a house, the equivalent of
Arabic harim [q.v.], haram and Turkish haramlik. See
Yule and Burnell, Hob son-Job son, a glossary of AngloIndian words and phrases, 2London 1903, 980; and HARIM.
ZANATA, the name in Arabic sources of one of
the major groups of the Berber population
which dominated the greater part of the Maghrib
in the 4th/10th and then in the 7th-9th/ 13th- 15th
centuries.
Al-Mascudf was one of the first to compile an inventory of the nomads (bawddm) of his time, including a
list of the names of Berber groups, twenty-seven in
number, among which he located, in second place,
the Zanata. A century later, al-Bakrf supplies information regarding the geo-political characteristics of
the group, with particular reference to the situation
existing at the end of the 4th/1 Oth century: the Zanata
were the masters of the central Maghrib; the seat of
their political power was located at Tlemcen; they
were most numerous between Tahart and Tlemcen,
but they were encountered as far away as Constantine
and beyond, and to the south they held Sidjilmasa
from 366/976-7 onward; and they were firmly established at Awdaghost at the end of the trans-Saharan
route.
Transhumant stock-breeders (kawm rahhdld] as they
certainly were, the Zanata were also cultivators, and
sedentary (mutahaddirun), al-ldrfsl was to say, describing their major rural settlement of Ibn Mudjabbir.
They were also beyond any doubt traders, as is shown
by their long-range activity on the western transSaharan route or indeed by the foundation, by one
of their members, an Ifram, of the old market of
Fakkan. Finally, as a politico-military power, the Zanata
asserted themselves by means of their cavalry (okthor
Janata fursdn, according to al-Idrfsf).
In the 4th/10th century, their confederation effectively came to dominate a shifting Maghribr political
landscape, benefiting from the diplomatic support,
the politico-religious legitimacy and the state wealth
of the Umayyad caliphs of Cordova from the reign
of £Abd al-Rahman III onwards. At this time, the
Maghrawa [q.v.] imposed their leadership over the
Zanata as a whole, with their tribal chieftains Muhammad b. Khazar or Zfrf b. 'Atiyya superseded by the
chieftain of the Banu Ifran, among whom was Abu
Yazfd [q.v.] "the man on the donkey", instigator of
a revolt against the Sanhadja Fatimids of Ifrfkiya.
Restoring their relations with al-Andalus, many of the
Zanata came to settle there and were recruited, especially under al-Mansur, in the caliphal armies. In the
5th/llth century they played their own game amid
the struggles for power in Cordova and contributed
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considerably, with the Sanhadja of the eastern regions,
to the hastening of the end of the Umayyad caliphal
regime.
Subsequently, as domination passed into the hands
of two other major Berber groups, the Sanhadja
Almoravids (422-541/1050-1147) and the Masmuda
Almohads (525-667/1130-1269), the Zanata were dispersed and, as minority groups, concluded alliances
sometimes with the Almoravids, constituting, for example, an entire corps of the army of cAlf b. Yusuf,
and at others with the Almohads, to whom they contributed administrative personnel (in the case of cAbd
Allah al-Zanati or of the Zanata of Tifsart) and military elements (the squadrons of Abu Hafs, according
to al-Baydhak, "are composed of Almohads as well
as of Zanata"). The Kumiya, the tribe of cAbd alMu'min himself, was also an offshoot of the Zanata.
The collapse of the Almohads gave the Zanata of
the Banu Wasln branch the opportunity to regain the
political initiative and to assume power in the central
and the western Maghrib with the dynasty of the
c
Abd al-Wadids at Tilimsan/Tlemcen (646-962/12481554) and that of the Banu Mann at Fas (633861/1235-1465 [see MARLNIDS]). Although genealogically
close, the two dynasties opposed each other in a cyclical fashion, and with the decline of the Marfnids, a
third grouping appeared on the scene, the Banu Wattas
[see WATTASIDS], who were to mark the final phase
of the political power of the Zanata in the Maghrib.
The second wave of the Zanata was differentiated
from the first by the development of alliances which
had become inevitable with the Arab tribal chiefdoms
which with their powerful contingents dominated the
regions outside the city states. Arabisation became
definitive under the reign of the Zanata. This is clearly
seen in the debate on the subject of their origins. It
was not only authors such as al-IdrfsT who insisted
on endowing them with a Mudarf Arab ancestry
("Djana, the father of the Zanata of the Maghrib is
the son of Luwa, son of Barr, son of Kays, son of
Yas, son of Mudar"), but there is also the fact that
all reasoning depended on the framework of Arab
genealogical science, based on patrilineal descent,
incompatible with the social and political organisation
of Berber kinships. Ibn Khaldun, the leading informant on the subject of the Zanata, contributed extensively to an Arab reading of their history. At one
point, however, he revives the question, when he credits them with "a language of their own among the
Berbers, with a specific nature that is recognised as
such and is distinct from other Berber dialects" (elbar,
vii/2). In another domain, al-IdrisT holds that the
Zanata of his time are specialists in "the science of
the omoplate", i.e. a form of divination, and following him Ibn Khaldun adds (Mukaddima, Fr. tr. Monteil,
Eng. tr. Rosenthal, i, 229) that "among the people
who have practised geomancy . . . and have written
books on the principles of this art is Abu cAbd Allah
al-Zanati". The writings of this author deserve scrutiny,
since they have for some time constituted the obligatory reference for everything involving geomancy in
Muslim Africa.
Bibliography. Idnsf, Description de I'Afrique et de
I'Espagne, ed. Dozy and de Goeje, Leiden 1866;
Mas'udl, iii, 240-1= § 1104; Ibn Khaldun-de Slane,
Histoire des Berberes, Paris 1925, i, 168-85, iii,
178-495, and iv; E. Levi-Provencal, Documents inedits
d'histoire almohade, Paris 1928, 3rd part: the memoirs of al-Baydhak); idem, Hist. Esp. mus., Paris
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Julien, Histoire de I'Afrique du nord, Paris 1952-75, ii,
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F. Rosenthal, New York 1958; idem, clbar, Beirut
1391/1971, vi, vii; B. Kassibo, La geomancie ouestafricaine. Formes endogenes et emprunts exterieurs, in Cahiers
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(C. HAMES)
ZAND, an Iranian pastoral tribe of the eastern
central Zagros, from which sprang a dynasty that
ruled w e s t e r n Persia 1164-1209/1751-94.
The Zand belonged to the Lakk group of Lurs [see
ILAT], centred on the villages of Pan and Kamazan
near Malayir. In 1144/1732 Nadir Shah [q.v.] launched
punitive raids on several Zagros tribes and deported
thousands of Bakhtiyarf and a number of Zand families to northern Khurasan. After Nadir's assassination
in 1160/1747, they made their way home, the Bakhtiyarl under CA1I Mardan Khan and the Zand under
Muhammad Karfm Beg (also called Tushmal Karfm,
and later Karim Khan [q.v.]). When Nadir's successors were unable to reassert Afsharid hegemony over
Isfahan, these two chieftains in alliance occupied the
former Safawid capital in 1163/1750 in the name of
a Safawid princeling, whom they styled Isma'Il III.
C
A1T Mardan made an unsuccessful bid for sole power,
but was defeated in battle and later (1167/1764)
assassinated. Karlm Khan adopted his title of wakil
al-dawla or regent. Having defeated three other contestants for power by 1176/1762, he pacified most of
western Iran from the Caspian littoral and Adharbaydjan to Kirman and Lar, and took up residence in
Shiraz from 2 Safar 1179/21 July 1765 until his death
on 13 Safar 1193/1 March 1779.
Karfm Khan did not assume the title of shah, being
content with that of wakil; this, moreover, he reinterpreted as wakil al-rdaya "representative of the subjects", the designation of a local official appointed by
the Shah to investigate crimes and complaints of administrative abuse (Perry, Justice for the underprivileged}.
"Isma'Tl III" predeceased him in 1187/1773, and the
fiction of a Safawid revival was finally dropped. Karim
Khan did not attempt to recover Khurasan, which
fell intermittently into the orbit of the Afghan monarch
Ahmad Shah Durrani [^.^.], but devoted his efforts
to reviving trade and agriculture in Fars and western
Persia. He remodelled Shlraz, adding a covered bazaar
and other fine buildings that are still standing. He
concluded commercial agreements with the East India
Company at Bushahr (Bushire), the natural port of
Shiraz. His control over the outlying provinces (where
he generally appointed local leaders as governors) was
enhanced by marriage alliances and hostages kept at
court, though _these were never subjected to reprisals.
One of them, Agha Muhammad Khan Kadjar, escaped
from Shlraz on Karfm Khan's death and began to
consolidate Kadjar power at Astarabad.
The wakil had neglected to make provision for his
succession, and his four incompetent sons immediately
became pawns in a power struggle between his brothers and cousins. Zakl Khan slaughtered most of his
rivals even before the funeral, and ruled in Shfraz in
the name of Muhammad CA1I; cAlf Murad Khan, of
the Hazara branch of the Zand, seized Isfahan in the
name of Abu '1-Fath. When Zakl marched on Isfahan,
his own men, outraged by the atrocities which he
committed in the village of Izadkhwast, mutinied and
killed him. CA1I Murad was distracted by a Kadjar
threat, enabling Karim's brother Sadik Khan to seize
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SIMPLIFIED GENEALOGICAL TABLE OF THE ZAND DYNASTY
Zand-i Bagala
I
Budak

Inak

2jmd-i Hazard
I
two sons

1. Muh. Karim
(1751-79)

I
Muh. Rahim
(d. 1191/1777)

I
Abu
'1-Fath

Khuda Murad

2. Zaki
(1779)

3. Muh. Sadik [2] = a daughter = [1] Allah Murad
(1780-82)

I
.
Muh. = a daughter
Alr'

4. 'All Murad
(1782-85)

c

six sons

6. Sayd-i Murad
(1789)

5. DjaTar
(1785-89)

7. Lutf cAli
(1789-94)

Shiraz as effective ruler in 1195/1780. 'All Murad
captured Shlraz the following year, killing Sadik and
all his sons, but was again forced to march north
against the Kadjars. His half-brother (and Sadik's son)
DjaTar Khan marched on Isfahan, and 'All Murad
died on his way back to defend the city in Rabi' II
1199/February 1785. From this time forth, Zand control of northern Persia was relinquished to the Kadjars.
DjaTar was twice driven from Isfahan to Shlraz by
the forces of Agha Muhammad Khan Kadjar, and
was poisoned and beheaded in 1203/1789 in a palace
coup led by Sayd-i Murad Khan. Dja'far's eldest son,
Lutf CA1I Khan [q.v.], then at Kirman, sought refuge
and reinforcements from Shaykh Nasir of Bushahr
and, aided from within Shiraz by the kaldntar (mayor),
Hadjdjf Ibrahim, secured the Zand capital.
Lutf 'Air's youth and courage appeared to have
won him the support of the populace. He held Shiraz
against a Kadjar assault, recaptured Kirman and in
1205/1791 marched on Isfahan. Suspicious of Hadjdji
Ibrahim's loyalty, he took the kalantar's son with him
as a hostage; the kaldntar thereupon seized control of
Shlraz and, through his brother, fomented a mutiny
in Lutf 'All's field army. From this time forth, Lutf
C
A1I, with the gates of the Zand capital closed against
him, fruitlessly sought support and refuge on the Gulf
coast and in Kirman, pursued by the Kadjar army.
In 1207/1792 Agha Muhammad entered Shlraz in
triumph. Lutf 'All was driven from refuge in Kirman,
where the Kadjars in reprisal killed or blinded the
adult male population, and fled to Bam. Handed over
by the governor, he was tortured and executed at
Tehran in Rabrc II 1209/November 1794.
The dynasty's reputation rests on its founder Karim
Khan, who was able to weld together an army from
the Iranian pastoral tribes of the Zagros and also to
build a measure of trust and some lasting alliances
with the bureaucrats and magnates of the major cities
of western Persia (Isfahan, Shlraz, Tabriz and Kirman).
He endorsed the majority Twelver ShI'a, without seeking the support of the culamd3. Bandar 'Abbas and
other Gulf ports often withheld revenue, and the

ca. 30 sons

Rulers are indicated by serial
numbers and regnal dates

Turkmen Kadjars at Astarabad were never completely
subdued. The wakll took advantage of Ottoman weakness to occupy the rich port of Basra in 1190/1776,
but his subsequent death forced a withdrawal and
negated any commercial advantage. His shrewd economic policies and notable humanity (by the standards of the time) are recorded in many popular
anecdotes. His successors, none of whom aspired to
the title of wakil, devoted their energies to internecine
warfare; they were unable to inspire confidence in the
urban establishment, as typified by Hadjdji Ibrahim,
and so forfeited the Zand mandate to the Kadjars.
Bibliography: Abu '1-Hasan Ghaffarl, Gulshan-i
murdd, ed. Gh. Tabataba'I-Madjd, Tehran 1369 (up
to 1199/1785); Abu '1-Hasan Gulistana, Mudjmil altawdnkh, ed. M. Radawl, Tehran 1344 (with supplement by Kuhmarra'I, up to 1203/1789); Ruzndma-yi
Mirzd Muhammad-i Kaldntar-i Pars, ed. CA. Ikbal,
Tehran 1325; Sadik-i Nairn, Tdnkh-i GTtT-gushd,_ ed.
S. NafisI, Tehran 1317; Muhammad Hashim Asaf,
Rustam al-tawdnkh, ed. M. Mushiri, Tehran 1348,
index (some fanciful anecdotes); Birgitt Hoffmann,
Persische Geschichte 1694-1835 erlebt, erinnert und erfunden.
Das Rustam at-tawdrih in deutscher Bearbeitung, 2 vols.,
Bamberg 1986; Hasan Fasa'I, Fdrsndma-yi Ndsiri,
lith. Tehran 1313, i, 205-40; Rida Kull Khan
Hidayat, Rawdat al-safd-yi Ndsiri, Tehran 1339, ix,
index; A.A. Amin, British interests in the Persian Gulf
1747-1780, Leiden 1967; Ahmad Faramarzl, Karim
Khdn-i ^and wa Khaliaj-i Fdrs, Tehran 1343; HadI
Hidayatl, Tdnkh-i ^andiyya, vol. i only, Tehran 1334;
J.R. Perry, Karim Khan ^and, a history of Iran 17471779, Chicago 1979 (most complete bibl.); idem,
Justice for the underprivileged. The Ombudsman tradition
of Iran, in JMES, xxxvii/3 (1978), esp. 209-12; Parwlz
RadjabI, Karim Khdn-i ^and wa zamdn-i u, Tehran
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See also KADJAR; KAR.IM KHAN ZAND; LUTF CALI KHAN.
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ZANDAKA [see ZIND!K].
AL-ZANDJ (A.), a term found in Arabic literature,

AL-ZANDJ
but apparently of non-Arabic origin, denoting the
peoples of Black Africa, and especially those
with whom the Arabs came into contact through their
voyages and trade in the western part of the Indian
Ocean and living in the e a s t e r n p a r t s of
Africa. For the territories in question, the term bildd
al-^andj. was used.
1. As a t e r r i t o r i a l t e r m .
Here, it forms the second of al-ldrisl's four divisions of the eastern coast of Africa. The term first
occurs in Strabo (A.D. 6), who uses a Greek form
Azania; in Latin, Pliny (A.D. 79) writes of Azania as
north of Adulis on the Ethiopian coast, and of a people whom he calls Zangenae, of uncertain location.
In agreement with al-IdrlsT 1,100 years later, the
anonymous Alexandrine Periplus of the Erythraean Sea
(ca. A.D. 50) describes Azania as the area of the coast
from Ras Hafun in modern Somalia as far as Rhapta,
a trading station of greatly disputed location. Claudius
Ptolemy, whose present text on eastern Africa represents a revision probably edited ca. 400, places "Rhapta
metropolis" on a river, possibly the Rufiji. Cosmas
Indicopleustes, an Alexandrine merchant who travelled
down the Red Sea in 524, and wrote his account in a
monastery in 547, writes of an area called Zingion and
of a Cape Zjngion. All of these terms seem transitional
to the form used by the Arab authors and in Swahili.
The Bildd al-^andi, peopled by the Zunudj, is an
area whose name is cognate with the Swahili Unguja,
still used in current speech for Zanzibar and for the
ancient, deserted site of the former capital, Unguja Kuu.
It is first attested by the poet Djarir (d. 110/728-9),
and by al-Djahiz. Buzurg b. Shahriyar of Ramhurmuz
(d. 342/953) speaks of trading visits to Zandj; the
traveller al-MascudT visited Zandj in 303/916, and
gives an account of its government and its trade. It
was known to the geographers Ibn Hawkal (4th/10th
century) and al-Idnsf (549/1154), and to Yakut alHamawl, whose geographical encyclopaedia was completed in 625/1228. Marco Polo did not visit Zandj;
his description seems rather to have derived from illinformed gossip in India ca. 1295. His statement that
Zanzibar is an island 2,000 miles round suggests confusion in his mind between the mainland area described
by the Arab authors and the island of Zanzibar. The
pharmacological writer Ibn al-Baytar says that black
rhubarb is called zand} from its colour and not from
its provenance, but zandj_ and zunudj. mostly mean
"black people" in Arabic literature, see 2. below.
Likewise, the use of "Azania" by some southern African political movements is anomalous. In 1964, when
the former Tanganyika united with the Republic of
Zanzibar, it was thought necessary to find a new
name for the political union. After discussion, the
name Tanzania (< Tanganyika] + Zanfzibar] + ia)
was decided upon, thus approximately recalling a history of the term already some 2,000 years old.
Before the colonial period there were no unitary
states in the modern political sense but rather a series
of coastal merchant states, self-governing as separate
entities. For these individual states, see the articles
listed below in the Bib I., including those concerning
trading relations.
The history of Islam in the region has not yet been
written. The earliest reference is in al-Djahiz, and the
second one to conversion to Islam of a mainland
indigenous sovereign in Buzurg b. Shahriyar. So far
only one ancient mosque, occupied for worship until
the 9th/15th century, has been fully excavated. At
Shanga, in the Lamu Archipelago, it was the ninth
successive mosque on the same site, each successor
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mosque becoming slightly more elaborate than its predecessor: the most ancient of all has been ascribed
by M.C. Horton on ceramic grounds to the mid2nd/8th century, that is, to the period of Djarir. The
earliest mosque was a simple enclosure of reeds orientated towards Mecca, its successors constructed first in
mud and wattle and finally, as the community became
more prosperous, in stone, with a carved mihrab. There
is no literary history of the mosques of the region,
and inscriptions recording dates of foundation hardly
occur before the 10th/16th century. The earliest such
inscription, however, is that of the Friday Mosque at
Kizimkazi, Zanzibar, 500[/1106-7].
Bibliography: B. Krumm, Words of oriental origin
in Swahili, London 1940; [A.]G. Mathew, The Coast,
c. A.D. 100-1489, in The Oxford history of East Africa,
Oxford 1963; H.N. Chittick and R.I. Rotberg (eds.),
East Africa and the Orient, New York 1965 (arts, by
J.S. Trimingham with very detailed references to
the Zandj); G.S.P. Freeman-Greenville (ed. and tr.),
The book of the wonders of India. Buzurg ibn Shariyar of
Ramhormuz, London 1981; idem, Tanzania, problems
of a toponym, in Geographical Notes and Queries (cyclostyled), repr. in idem, The Swahili coast, second to nineteenth centuries, Variorum, London 1988; L. Casson,
The Periplus Maris Erythraei, Princeton 1989. See also
KILWA; KIZIMKAZI; LAMU; MAFIA ISLANDS; MAKDISHU;
MALINDi; MANDA ISLAND; MERC A; MKWAJA; MOMBASA;
MTAMBWE MKUU; MOZAMBIQUE; PATE; PEMBA; SOFALA;
WAKWAK. 1; ZANDJIBAR.

(G.S.P. FREEMAN-GRENVILLE)
2. The Z a n d j revolts in ' I r a k .
The Zandj, like many other black slaves originally
from the East African coastlands (whether obtained by
capture, purchased or received as tribute from tributary
powers), were imported into cAbbasid 'Irak in large numbers from an undetermined date onwards. Their living
conditions must have been extremely harsh, since they
rebelled three times within a space of two centuries.
(a) The first rising was in 70/689-90 during the
time of Khalid b. cAbd Allah, the successor to Muscab
b. al-Zubayr. It seems to have been of small significance, since it apparently involved small bands of
rebels engaged in pillaging, which were dispersed without great effort by the caliphal forces. The prisoners
were beheaded and their corpses gibbeted (see references in Popovic, La revoke des esclaves en Iraq au
Iir/VIir siecle, 63).
(b) The second revolt took place five years later,
in 75/694. It seems to have been more important and,
above all, better prepared. The Zandj had a leader,
one Rabah (or Riyah ?), called Shir Zjindji "The Lion
of the Zandj", and the authorities had to march
against him twice in order to crush the rebels. The
character of this revolt seems to have been more complex, but our information about it is scanty: "The
information we possess on this movement does not
allow us to uncover its true character; but one has
to believe that it did not break out spontaneously and
that the Zandj had been worked upon by a certain
amount of propaganda" (Ch. Pellat, Le milieu basrien
et la formation de Gdhiz, Paris 1953, 41-2).
(c) The third revolt of the Zandj is best known,
for it caused a violent disturbance over fifteen years
(255-70/869-83) in Lower 'Irak and Khuzistan, causing innumerable material losses and tens of thousands
of lives lost. It was the work of a remarkable person,
apparently without scruples, CA1T b. Muhammad, called
Sahib al-£andi [see CALI B. MUHAMMAD AL-ZANDJ I]. A
revolutionary character, of obscure origins—but one
able to approach the highest levels of power, such as
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court circles of his period—he was a talented poet,
educated, well-versed in the occult sciences, follower
of various doctrines and instigator of several previous
risings (notably in Bahrayn and at Basra), and he succeeded in stirring up the greatest servile insurrection
in the history of the Islamic world.
Four reasons underlie his success and the long duration of his revolt. These were, first, the extreme misery of these bands of slaves. The rebels were employed,
according to our main source, al-Tabarl, iii, 1742-87,
1835-2103, Eng. tr. D. Waines, The History of al-Taban.
An annotated translation. XXXVI. The revolt of the ^anj,
Albany 1992, 29-67, 108-207, tr. P.M. Field, XXXVII.
The cAbbdsid recovery, Albany 1987, 1-43, as workers on
the soil, kassdhin, cultivating the earth of Lower Mesopotamia, removing the nitrous topsoil (sibdkh) and
putting it into small piles in order to render cultivable
the ground of the Shatt al-cArab [q.v.] region; in the
words of Massignon, El1 art. ^anaj, "they were penned
up in working gangs of 500 to 5,000 men, and dumped
there permanently with only a few handfuls of meal,
semolina and dates". Second, the region was suitable
for guerilla warfare [see AL-BATIHA]. Third, there was
the precarious nature of the central authority in
Baghdad at this time (anarchy in the central lands,
and severe problems in more distant provinces). Fourth,
there were the personal qualities—as organiser, warrior and politician—of cAlf b. Muhammad.
Two periods of the revolt can be clearly distinguished. The first (255-66/869-79) was one of expansion and success for the rebels; the central power was
unable, for internal and external reasons, to combat
them efficaciously. The rebels organised themselves, procured arms and fortified themselves within camps in
inaccessible places, from where they launched their
raids. After many ambushes and battles that went in
their favour (for the "army" of the rebels was continually being strengthened by freed slaves), they seized
temporary control of the main cities of Lower 'Irak and
Khuzistan (al-Ubulla, 'Abbadan, Basra, Wasit, Djubba,
Ahwaz, etc.). The 'Abbasid forces reoccupied, without great difficulty, the towns that the Zandj had
taken, sacked and abandoned, but were unable to extinguish the outbreak or to inflict a decisive defeat on
an enemy everywhere and nowhere. Also, since the
government in Baghdad had other more urgent problems to solve, for several years the rebellion of the
Zandj was relegated to the second rank of importance. During this time, the "Master of the Zandj"
was solidly installed in the canal region, where he
had his "capital" [see AL-MUKHTARA] , minting his
own coins, organising his "state" and attempting, with
varying degrees of success, to establish links with other
anti-caliphal movements of the time (e.g. those of
Hamdan Karmat [see KARMATI] and of Ya'kub b. alLayth [q.v.]).
The second period (266-70/879-83) was just a drawnout agony before the final crushing of the movement.
The suppression of the Zandj now became the prime
consideration for the caliphate, which moved methodically, cleansing the territories before it and driving the
Zandj to take refuge in the canal region, where they
were subjected to a methodical siege directed by the
regent al-Muwaffak [q.v.] and his son Abu 'l-cAbbas (the
future caliph al-Muctadid [q.v.]). Finally, cAlf b. Muhammad was killed and his close companions and commanders taken as prisoners to Baghdad, where they
were beheaded two years later, whilst some members
of his family ended their days in prison.
One may conclude by saying that the Zandj revolt
was both a political one, in its aim at securing power,

and also a social one, aiming at relieving the harsh
living conditions of one class of the population; but
several important points involved in this remarkable
episode merit an extended consideration (the personality of the revolt's leader, his alleged genealogy, his
credo and ideology, the political and social organisation of the new "state", and its relations with the
various classes of the population and with other movements of the time) which cannot be gone into here.
One may nevertheless stress one essential aspect, sc.
that if the movement has a unique place amongst
various insurrections in the history of mediaeval Islam,
it is because it put paid to a unique attempt, in the
Islamic world, at transforming domestic slavery into
a colonial-type slavery.
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
the article): Th. Noldeke, A servile war in the East, in
Sketches from eastern history, London and Edinburgh
1892, 146-75; cAbd al-cAzIz al-Durl, Dirasatfi 'l-'usur
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Faysal al-Samir, Thawrat al-^anaj, Baghdad '1954,
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Untersuchung, diss. Bonn 1967; A. Popovic, La revolte
des esclaves en Iraq an IHe/IXe siecle, Paris 1976, Eng.
tr. The revolt of African slaves in Iraq in the 3rd/9th century, Princeton 1998, with detailed and updated bibl.
(A. POPOVIC)
ZANDJAN, a town of n o r t h w e s t e r n Persia,
situated on the Zandjan Rud, a right-bank affluent
of the Safid Rud [q.v.]. It lies on the highway from
Tehran and Kazwln to Tabriz at a distance of 314
km/195 miles from Tehran and 302 km/188 miles
from Tabriz, and at an altitude of 1,625 m/5,330
feet (lat. 36° 40' N., long. 48° 30' E.).
The mediaeval geographers mostly placed Zandjan
in Djibal province, usually linking it with Abhar [q.v]
or Awhar some 80 km/50 miles to its south-east, but
they usually stated that it was on the frontier with
Adharbaydjan, and some authorities attributed it to
Daylam or to Rayy. According to legend, it had been
founded, as Shahln, by the first Sasanid Ardashlr b.
Papakan (Mustawfi, Nuzha, 61, tr. 67). It was conquered 'anwaT in 24/645 by Arabs led by al-Barra'
b. cAzib after Abhar and Kazwin, and al-Baladhurl
further narrates that, in the late 2nd/early 9th century, the people of Zandjan, weary of the depredations of bandits (sa'dlik [see SUCLUK] and the oppression
of local governors, placed themselves under the protection of the governor of northern Persia, Harun alRashld's son al-Kasim so that Zandjan and its region
became part of the caliphal estates (al-diydc al-khdssa]
(Futuh, 322-3). In the 4th/10th century, it came within
the sphere of local DaylamI dynasties like the
Musafirids [q.v.]. The Arab traveller Abu Dulaf [q.v]
visited it, noting mines of iron sulphate, borax and
alum in the adjacent mountains; the manuscript of
his Second Risdla records the name as spelt with initial £/?, sc. Zhandjan (Abu-Dulaf Mis'ar ibn MuhalhiVs
travels in Iran (circa A.D. 750), ed. and tr. Minorsky,
Cairo 1955, § 11, tr. 34, comm. 71).
In the early 7th/13th century, Zandjan was held
by the Khwarazm-Shah's son Djalal al-Dln (DjuwaynlBoyle, ii, 702), but then devastated by the Mongols
and its extensive walls demolished. For the Mongols,
the upland pastures between the region of Zandjan
and Tabriz were favoured grazing grounds, and the
name of the district Uryad preserves the name of the
Oyrat Mongols. Not far south of Zandjan was the
Il-Khanid capital Sultaniyya [q.v], and the Il-Khan
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Arghun was buried at nearby Sudjas (the koruk-i Arghun,
Mustawfi, 64, tr. 69). Zandjan shared in the general
prosperity of northwestern Persia at this time, and Mustawfi fixed its revenues at 12,000 dinars plus another
8,000 from the hundred or so villages around it, and also
stated that the inhabitants spoke "pure PahlawT", i.e. a
Median or northern form of Persian (NuzJia, 61-2, tr. 67).
In later times, fighting between the Ottomans and
the Safawids and their successors extended as far
as Zandjan, but the town became best known in the
19th century as a centre of the Babis [q.v], being
the birthplace of one of the Bab's leading supporters,
Mulla Muhammad CA1I Hudjdjat al-Islam Zandjanl.
The Zandjan rising of 1266/1850 by the Babis of the
town, numbering only a few hundreds, caused a crisis for the Kadjar state, since government troops were
for several months unable to quell the rebels, and the
resistance of Zandjan may have influenced the decision to execute the Bab himself in Sha'ban 1266/July
1850 (see E.G. Browne, Personal reminiscences of the Bdbi
insurrection at £anjdn in 1850. . ., in JRAS [1897], 761827; Abbas Amanat, Resurrection and renewal. The making of the Babi movement in Iran, 1844-1850, Ithaca and
London 1989, 101-2, 397 and index; J. Walbridge,
The Babi rising in ^anjan: causes and issues, in Iranian
Studies, xxix/3-4 [1996], 339-62). Despite the bloody
suppression of the outbreak, Zandjan continued to
produce some of the leading Babi and Baha3! figures
(see Browne, Materials for the study of the Bdbi religion,
Cambridge 1918, 36).
Zandjan was formerly the chef-lieu of a shahrastdn
of the same name in the province of Gilan, but
is now the markaz of an independent province of
Zandjan. In the late 1930s it became a station on
the Tehran-Tabriz railway. Its population in ca. 1950
was 48,000, which had risen by the 1996 census to
286,295. Although somewhat detached geographically
from the main Azeri speech area, the population of
Zandjan is ethnically Turkish and essentially Turkishspeaking.
Bibliography: See also the older bibl. in
Minorsky, EI[ art. s.v.; Le Strange, The lands of the
Eastern Caliphate, 221-2; Schwarz, Iran im Mittelalter,
729-31; Razmara (ed.), Farhang-i ajughrdjiyd-yi Irdnzamin, ii, 140-1; Sayyid Musawl Zandjanl, Tdnkh-i
Zan&dn, Tehran 1351/1972; L.W. Adamec (ed.), Historical gazetteer of Iran. i. Tehran and northwestern Iran,
Graz 1976, 709-10; D. Krawulsky, Iran—das Reich
der Ilhdne. Fine topographisch-historische Studie, Wiesbaden 1978, 325-6.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
AL-ZANDJANl [see Suppl.].
ZANDJIBAR (or AL-ZANDJABAR), officially spelt
ZANZIBAR, is an island in lat. 6° S., with a capital of the same name. It is about 53 miles in
length and 24 miles at its broadest. The area is about
640 sq miles. A channel about 20 miles wide separates it from the Tanzanian mainland. Its history and
economy are bound up with the prevailing winds, the
south-west and north-east monsoons, which set in with
clockwork regularity. The south-west monsoon begins in
March, bringing the Masika, or Long Rains, which last
with decreasing vigour for about three months. The
Mvuli, or Short Rains, fall in October and November.
Until the coming of the steamship, the whole economy of eastern Africa depended on these monsoons.
Although linked with the mainland United Republic
of Tanzania, Zanzibar is a self-governing territory,
together with the island of Pemba [q.v.] and some
small islands of trifling importance. Except for
Tumbatu [q.v], they are uninhabited, and visited only
by fishermen and tourists.
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1. The island and town of Zanzibar up to
1890.
(a) In Antiquity and prehistoric times

Before the coming of Islam to eastern Africa, certainly up to the 8th century A.D., there are only some
scattered and casual allusions in Greek and Roman
writers, for which see ZANDJ. One major source, The
Periplus of the Erythraean Sea, refers to it in ca. A.D. 50.
It is an account of trading voyages down the eastern
African coasts, along southern Arabia and as far as
India, if not to China. It has links with Egypt and the
western Indian Ocean. Scholars have disputed endlessly whether its reference to a single island, Menuthias, off the eastern African coast, is to Pemba or to
Zanzibar or to Mafia. Ptolemy even thought the island
to be Madagascar. Menuthias is said to have numerous rivers: Zanzibar has one only; Pemba has some
streams, but also numerous deep inlets which, seen
from the sea, resemble estuaries. It is low and wooded.
Pemba reaches a maximum of 150 m above sea level,
Zanzibar 100 m. Again, Pemba's deep inlets with hilly
sides give the impression of a hilly island when seen
from the sea, whereas Zanzibar is more uniformly
level. Both islands are wooded. The inhabitants are
said to be fishermen who employ fish traps, dug-outs
and also "sewn boats", that is, with their timbers sewn
together with coconut coir. The "sewn boats" are no
longer constructed but the other practices survive. The
balance of probability could swing either way.
Two of the sites so far excavated have pre-Islamic
occupation levels, Fukuchani in the north and Unguja
Ukuu in the south of the island. From these are
imported sherds from the Persian Gulf and from
Roman North Africa, at occupation levels dating probably from the 5th to 8th centuries A.D. The most
recent excavations at Unguja Ukuu (1999) show that
it was a major exporter of ivory to Egypt, whence
to Constantinople and through the Mediterranean, via
Pelusium. The evidence is based on the existence of
sherds of Byzantine pottery and on carbon dating. In
Unguja Ukuu there are found in middens of the same
period bones of rattus rattus, the black rat, which is
not indigenous of Africa but whose fleas are the vectors of bubonic plague. The first recorded outbreak
of the Great Plague of 541-7, in which more than a
quarter of a million people died in Constantinople
alone, was at Pelusium, which makes it logical to
ascribe the source to Zanzibar. Local pottery suggests
that the inhabitants belonged to the Early Iron Age
communities of East Africa, whose working of shells
and iron formed part of the economy of the time.
(b) Before the Portuguese

Pending further investigation it can be said that
the claims of W.H. Ingrams (Zanzibar, London 1931)
and others, of the existence of a "Heliolithic Culture",
or of the presence of Sumerians, Assyrians, Akkadians,
Chaldaeans, Medes, Persians, Ancient Egyptians or
Phoenicians, rest on no historical or archaeological
foundation. There are Palaeolithic remains at Kilwa
[q.v] and of the Early Iron Age in Mafia [q.v.].
The Swahili History of Pate [see PATE] whose redaction in its present state cannot be dated before 1810,
claims that the fifth Umayyad caliph, cAbd al-Malik
b. Marwan (695-705), heard of East Africa "and that
his soul desired to found a new kingdom". He sent
Syrians, who founded "the cities of Pate, Malindi,
Zanzibar, Mombasa, Lamu and Kilwa". Other towns
are mentioned in oral traditions, from Mogadishu as
far as the Comoros.
Next, Harun al-Rashld (r. 786-801 [q.v]) is alleged
to have founded many coastal towns, but not in Pemba
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or Zanzibar. He is said to have sent Persians. There
is no evidence to support these claims; they could
well be 19th-century embroidery upon what could be
known from 10th-century sources, such as al-Mascudr
and Buzurg b. Shahriyar. Neither of these refer to
Zanzibar, but mention Kanbalu, most likely Ras
Mkumbuu in Pemba. There, recent excavation has
disclosed a mosque capable of accommodating seventy worshippers; it rested upon the remains of two
earlier mosques, one of stone and the other of timber. The topmost building is possibly 10th century,
the substrata from the 9th and 8th centuries, the earliest Islamic structures yet found in sub-Saharan Africa.
It seems clear that Pemba, and particularly Ras
Mkumbuu, had an importance that Zanzibar lacked.
Nevertheless, history is not entirely mute. The Arabic
History of Kilwa, redacted as we have it perhaps ca.
1550, claims that Zanzibar gave refuge to a deposed
sultan of Kilwa in ca. 1035, and then reinstated him
on the throne. Not long afterwards, a mosque was
built at Kizimkazi in Zanzibar, of which original sections still survive; it has an elaborate mikrob, with a
carved foundation inscription dated 500/1107. This
last is in a Kufic script similar to a number of inscriptions excavated in Sfraf. The stone, however, is of
Zanzibar coral and so could only have been carved
on Zanzibar. Local traditions assert that there was a
local sultanate based on Kizimkazi, where a number
of (later) stone buildings survive.
Joao de Barros preserves a second History of Kilwa,
originally written in Arabic, in a Portuguese translation. It was redacted perhaps in 1505. It asserts that
Sulayman b. al-Hasan of Kilwa (r. 1170-89) made
himself "lord of the commerce of Sofala" [q.v.], and
of the islands of Pemba, Mafia and Zanzibar, and a
great part of the mainland shore". In 1224 Yakut's
Mucdj_am al-bulddn reports that Languja was the residence of the King of the £unu$. Languja is a corruption of al-Unguja, still the ordinary Swahili name
for Zanzibar. If not independent, he may have been
a subject of Kilwa.
In 1865 a hoard of dinars was "discovered" in a
mound in the centre of Unguja Ukuu, which was
turned over in the hope of finding further treasure.
One piece survived, dated to A.D. 797. There are
now no visible standing walls earlier than the 19th
century. A mosque was noted in 1920; its well is still in
use. There are local traditions of a Portuguese feitoria
("factory" or trading agency) but nothing survives.
Recent excavations conducted by the Zanzibar Director
of Antiquities have disclosed buildings believed to date
to the 10th century, with quantities of imported pottery, chiefly from the Persian Gulf, of the 8th to 1 Oth
centuries. Some sherds from there of African Red Slip
pottery have been dated by radiocarbon dating to the
6th century. Occupation ceased in the 1 Oth/11 th century, with some reoccupation in the 16th. This site
would certainly appear to be the Languja of al-Djahiz.
Its abandonment may be linked to a decline in the
market for zondji slaves following the Zandj revolt. So
far, it can be said that very many pieces of what is
a jig-saw puzzle have been found; how to fit them
together is another question.
Of possible relevance is the limited excavation that
has taken place at Mkokotoni, in the northwest of
the island and opposite Tumbatu. The first phase covers the 8th-10th centuries but is much eroded by the
sea. Its stone buildings have been entirely robbed but
cover an area extending 500 m along a low cliff. There
is a hiatus until the 14th century, which is very rich
in deposits. Particularly striking are the bead finds, in

huge quantities that suggest either a huge store or
their manufacture. Locals searching for beads have
also found quantities of coins, both Chinese and Indian,
but none of any local currency. It was here that a
major coin hoard was found in 1984 and smuggled
out of the country. It may have included three gold
coins of al-Hasan b. Sulayman of Kilwa III (r. 131033), which were brought to London and of which
casts were made in the British Museum. They were
reported to have been "found at Tumbatu".
Returning to the historical record, the History of
Pate already quoted asserts that the Pate ruler 'Urnar
b. Muhammad (r. 1332-48) gained possession of all
the Swahili towns from Pate as far as the Kerimba
Islands but failed to take Zanzibar. There is no evidence elsewhere for this alleged event, which perhaps
was no more than a raid.
In 1442, when there was a dispute about the succession to the throne in Kilwa, the Amir of Zanzibar
is said to have intervened but was bought off by a
bribe of 100 gold mithkdls. At this time, Zanzibar had
its own copper currency.
There are many minor traditions and legends associated with smaller sites. There are numerous traditions of people known in Swahili as Wa-debuli and
Wa-diba (wa- being a prefix denoting the class). They
had no fixed settlements but moved from place to
place; the Wa-debuli could well have been itinerant
Indian traders from the port of Daybul [q.v.] and the
Wa-diba from the Maldive Islands, which the Arab
geographers term Diba.
Midden excavations at Unguja Ukuu and Fukuchani
have shown evidence of the diet of the people in the
form of bone remains. Cattle, goat and sheep are not
unexpected. Pig also are included. Chicken and pigeon,
too, were eaten; the nearby ocean abounded, as it
still does, in fish. Bone remains also included the
Zanzibar Pouched Rat (cricetomys gambianus Cosensi)
known locally as buku. They are reported to be nearly
three feet long from snout to the end of the tail. It
is unknown today for them to be eaten in Zanzibar
but some non-Islamic groups on the mainland like
them. Monkeys were also eaten in some quantity.
As to religion, al-Mascudr reports (ca. 920) that the
kings of the Zunudj and their subjects were pagan.
By the time of al-Idnsf (1154), the inhabitants of
Unguja, Swahili speakers, although mixed, were mostly
Muslims. The excavated evidence from mosques suggests that al-Mascudf was not well informed. Certainly,
Islam was not the official religion of the kings whom
he describes, but the process of Islamisation would
have been a slow one, which, it may safely be assumed,
had begun by the 8th century A.D. This is not to
say that ancient beliefs did not linger on, as they still
do today, notably in the Nairozi ceremonies [see
NAWRUZ. 2.] and those connected with rites de passage.
(c) Under Portuguese hegemony 1505-1698

For the Portuguese period local sources are silent,
and we are dependent upon Portuguese historians and
writers. Local traditions allege two fortified houses or
farms to have belonged to the Portuguese, at Mvuleni
and at Fukuchani, the latter built over an earlier preIslamic site.
In 1499 Vasco da Gama, returning from India,
anchored off Zanzibar to take on provisions and water.
It was for one night only; he and his men were eager
to return home. Next, in 1503, a single vessel commanded by Rui Lourenco Ravasco arrived and cruised
off the island, blockading it and capturing twenty local
vessels laden with provisions. These, says Damiao de
Goes, he ransomed for money. It is alleged that the
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locals opened hostilities with "many guns and arrows",
to which Ravasco replied with a bombardment. Both
sides accused the other, and subsequently Ravasco
was censured in Lisbon. Nevertheless, Zanzibar paid
a tribute of 130 gold mithkdk—a sum compared with
1,000 paid at Kilwa and 100 at Pate.
In 1528 Nuno da Cunha's fleet lost its bearings
and was driven up a creek in southwestern Zanzibar.
A captive pilot conducted them to a safe anchorage.
Two hundred sick men were left ashore, but it is not
apparent whether a permanent feitoria was set up.
If, indeed, it was set up, it was not of stone. By
1571 Fr Monclaro SJ. reported that the ancient capital, "once as large as Kilwa. . . . is now destroyed
and in ruins". Perhaps this was the result of Ravasco's
bombardment, but "there were Kaffir rebels from the
mainland, who kept the country in confusion". The
people were in fear; the Portuguese fought the rebels,
with the result that the King of Zanzibar made a gift
of the island to Portugal "with great solemnities".
Some Portuguese resided on the island and had their
own chapel and chaplain. They were traders in cloth,
beads, iron, ivory and some ambergris. The island
was very fertile. There is no mention of a feitoria.
The first positive evidence of a feitoria comes from
Edmund Barker of Ipswich, the Lieutenant of the
Bonaventure, under Sir James Lancaster, who wintered
there in 1591-2. He was told of the mean and spiteful
dealings of the Portuguese by a Christian Moor, but
with no details. Caspar de Sao Bernardino O.P. reports
that a cargo of slaves was carried from Zanzibar to
Mombasa in 1606, but there is no reason to suppose
that it was a regular item of trade. The King of
Zanzibar is reported to have been friendly. Joao dos
Santos O.P. speaks of the rough and high-handed
conduct of the Portuguese. He had converted to
Christianity a nephew of the king, whom he sent to
Goa to be educated.
A report of 1606 speaks of Augustinian "vicars" at
Lamu, Pate and Faza on the mainland, in addition
to their convent at Mombasa, but not at Zanzibar.
An Augustinian stationed in Zanzibar with a chapel
is not mentioned until a Papal Bull of 1612. The two
dates would seem to bracket the foundation of the
chapel, as being an adjunct of the feitoria. Recent excavations in the centre of what eventually was reconstructed as an c Umanf fort suggest that it was on
the site of a 12th-century fishing and trading village.
Sgraffiato, Chinese celadon and monochrome porcelain, as well as local red wares have been found. The
foreign connection was not just casual. A large hoard
of copper coins, locally minted, has been found, and
ascribed to the 14th or the 15th century.
Parts of the church still exist. It was cruciform. In
1710 the c Umanfs fortified it, rebuilding it completely
in 1760. Nevertheless, in a strange way it has kept
its name. In Swahili the fort is spoken of as gereza,
a corruption of Portuguese igreja "church". In the 19th
century, when the c Umanfs had ceased to use the fort
as a residence, it was made into a prison. The name
Gereza remained, to become the name for a prison
wherever Swahili is spoken. In the 1920s it had a
new twist of fortune. It was partly demolished to provide a railway station for the seven-mile line from
the town to the plantations at Bububu. By 1946 it
was derelict, and restored for use as a purdah Ladies'
Club. In the 1990s it became an open-air theatre.
There is little trace today of the Portuguese period.
The principal cultural legacy was of the slightest, some
120 words which passed from Portuguese into Swahili.
It is intelligible that a quarter of them concern the
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sea and shipping. A second large group are of useful fruit, trees and vegetables, some of which—cashew,
cucumber, lime, pawpaw, avocado and guava, potatoes, cassava (manioc), tobacco, and most usefully,
mboleo "manure"—have taken permanent root. There
is a small domestic vocabulary, and one for the games
of dice and picquet. The Swahili word for a tavern
or brothel, dangelo, derives from danceador. These are
only a few examples. In the Torre do Tombo National
Archives in Lisbon, and in the National Library, there
is evidence of another kind, of Portuguese written in
Arabic script, and of Swahili also. It would seem that
for a time Portuguese was a lingua franca in the Indian
Ocean until it was superseded by English.
The expulsion of the Portuguese from Fort Jesus,
Mombasa, in 1698, does not seem to have had any
immediate repercussions in Zanzibar. No appointment
was made as successor to Fr. Manoel de Conceicao
O.S.A. as Vicar of Zanzibar, who had been murdered
by tribesmen in 1694. A queen of Zanzibar, Fatuma
or Fatima, gained peaceful possession, only to be subject to new overlords. The site of her palace is pointed
out near the Gereza.
(d) Under the cUmam Arabs ca. 1700-1890
Now for more than a century history is almost
silent. In 1712 a spy employed by the Portuguese
Viceroy of Goa reported that the "Arabs" had constructed "a ridiculous fort" out of the feitoria and a
stone house built by Joao Nunes at the end of the
17th century. The Swahili royalty remained in office,
but control was in the hands of the Mazru'f [q.v.]
rulers of Mombasa until their final eviction by Sultan
Sayyid SacTd [q.v.] in 1837.
A. Sheriff's History and conservation of ^an^ibar Stone
Town gives valuable details of its expansion. The
Portuguese feitoria and church may have had no more
than palm-thatched huts around them. They lay on
a peninsula connected to the mainland by a narrow
isthmus. Two maps published by him, of 1846 and
1896, provide an instructive summary for the period.
The peninsular buildings are almost exclusively from
the 19th and 20th centuries; a creek separates the
Stone Town from the mainland, on which, in 1846,
very few constructions, all apparently huts, were to be
found. The town thus consists, as now, of two parts,
the Stone Town, the older part; and the opposite side
of the creek known in Swahili as Ngambo, meaning
"the other side". The creek, when kept clean, provided a sheltered harbour for Portuguese vessels; the
shallow draught of the almost flat-bottomed Swahili
vessels and boats meant that they were generally drawn
up on shelving beaches, any larger vessels being
propped up on stilts at low tide. By 1896 Ngambo
had grown to four times the size of the Stone Town,
a clear indication of mercantile prosperity.
Inscriptions and other evidence for the foundation
dates of mosques are likewise instructive. The earliest
mosque in the Stone Town is dated 1766; one other
was built in the 18th century. Sayyid Sacld first visited Zanzibar in 1828, removing his court to Zanzibar
only in 1842. Three mosques were erected in 1830
and one more in 1840. From 1850 to 1890, no less
than twenty-seven mosques were erected, with five
more in the present century. Scholarship was not deficient, and Sir Richard Burton, never slow to criticise, particularly admired the eminent knowledge of
Shaykh Muhyl al-Dm b. Shaykh b. cAbd Allah alKhaytanf, kadi of Zanzibar from 1841 to 1870. He
wrote works of history and Jikh, and was a poet. The
greater number of mosques reflects population growth
and the flourishing economy, of which C.S. Nicholls
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has given a portrait in depth up to Sayyid Sacid's
death in 1856. It is carried forward by M.R. Bhacker
up to the proclamation of the British Protectorate in
1890. Traders were attracted from all quarters, Arabs
from cUman and Hadramawt, Indians (the majority),
and American, British, French, German and Portuguese entrepreneurs. Sayyid Sacfd said modestly "I
am only a merchant", but truly he made Zanzibar a
"metropolis of the Indian Ocean".
European immigrants and officials formed a more
or less homogeneous society, the easterners deeply
divided by race and sects. The Arabs and Swahili
were of the Shafi c i legal school, save for the cUmanf
rulers who were of the Ibadl branch of the Kharidjites.
They had few differences with the Shall'is and were
tolerant. Among Indians, Hindus were wholly apart,
as were Parsis; among Indian Muslims were Sunnis,
Twelver Shf c a and Khodja Isma'flrs, who predominated over the Da'udf Bohoras and smaller sects. In
addition, there were Sikhs and Baluch, these last providing the Sultanic guard. Few of them mixed with
the local population. Whereas in former times Africans
had brought their products to the coast, under Sayyid
Sacld Indian-financed caravans now journeyed into the
African interior as far as Uganda and Kinshasa. Islamic
religious brotherhoods had members among them and
set up pockets of their adherents along the trade routes.
By the 20th century, substantial areas were Islamised.
The Swahili, both in the town and countryside, still reflect syncretistic practices as part of their local traditions.
Sayyid Sacld had sixty or seventy concubines, in
accordance with the regal dignity of the age. A number of palaces survive, of which many are mentioned
in Princess Salme's (Emily Sacid Ruete) memoirs (An
Arabian princess between two worlds, tr. E. van Donzel,
Leiden 1993, originally published as Memoirs of an
Arabian princess, New York 1888). They provided homes
for his numerous surviving children. His principal residence was at Mtoni, enlarged with Persian baths, a
more spacious harim and stores as well as reception
rooms, from a former private house. A short way
away was a private mosque, a square musalld, the roof
supported by a single column, and the mihrdb set in
the thickness of the wall in the Ibadf fashion. There
was a separate palace at Dunga for the Mwinyi Mkuu,
the last of the indigenous rulers, with a room for the
royal siwa (horn) and drums.
Bibliography: See that to ZANDJ. 1. and those
of the other articles cited there. Also Sir R. Coupland, East Africa and its invaders, Oxford 1939; J.M.
Gray, History of Zanzibar from the Middle Ages to 1856,
Oxford 1962; G.S. Nicholls, The Swahili coast 17981856, London 1971;J.S. Trimingham, The Arab geographers and the East African coast, in H.N. Ghittick
and R.I. Rotberg (eds.), East Africa and the Orient,
New York 1975; B.G. Martin, Muslim brotherhoods in
nineteenth century Africa, Cambridge 1976;J. Middleton,
The world of the Swahili, New Haven 1992; M.R.
Bhacker, Trade and empire in Zanzibar, London 1992;
A. Sheriff, The history and conservation of Zan^ar St°ne
Town, London 1995; al-Amm b. cAli al-Mazruci,
The history of the Mazrui dynasty of Mombasa, ed. and
tr. J. McL. Ritchie, London 1995; A.M. Juma, The
Swahili and Mediterranean worlds. Pottery of the iMte
Roman period from Zanzibar, in Antiquity, Ixx (1996),
148-54; M.C. Horton, Zan&bar and Pemba. Archaeological investigations of an Indian Ocean archipelago,
London 1999; idem, in University of Bristol Newsletter,
iii/15 (3.6.1999). (G.S.P. FREEMAN-GRENVILLE)
2. Since 1964.
The Zanzibar revolution in January 1964 brought

a sudden end to the newly-independent sultanate. The
revolution was organised by John Okello (b. 1937), a
Ugandan worker who came to Zanzibar in 1959 and
who believed that he had a God-given mission to lead
a revolution of African liberation (J. Okello, Revolution
in Zanzibar, Nairobi 1967, 72-3). Okello named established opposition figures as leaders of the new regime,
with Abeid Karume (1905?-1972), head of the AfroShirazi Party (ASP), as president. Karume soon consolidated his position by securing the exclusion of
Okello from Zanzibar in March 1964, and, in April,
led Zanzibar into union with Tanganyika.
Karume established a radical, one-party regime
similar to many in the Africa of the 1960s. During
the revolution, Zanzibarians of Asian and Arab origin,
who had been part of the old political and economic
elite, were harassed and many were killed or fled.
Karume continued these policies, with the result that
the traditional Muslim scholarly and devotional leadership was weakened. Established lines of transmission
of both Sufi piety and Islamic studies were disrupted
(Allyson Purpura, Knowledge and agency: The social relations
of Islamic expertise in Zan^ar Town, Ph.D. diss., City
University of New York 1997, unpubl., 136-9). During
Karume's rule, the activities of Islamic organisations
like the Sufi" orders were severely limited and Islamic
scholarship restricted.
Karume was murdered in 1972, but the ASP oneparty regime continued under his successor Aboud
Jumbe (b. 1920). However, Jumbe moved away from
the authoritarianism of Karume, reduced the commitment to leftist economic policies, and relaxed restrictions on Islamic organisations. In an attempt to gain
religious support, he established BAMITA (Baraza la
Misikiti wa Tanzania, Council of Tanzanian Mosques).
In the early 1980s, support for Zanzibari separatism
grew, and in 1984 Jumbe was forced to resign because
he was unable to control these tendencies. His successor as president of Zanzibar (and Vice-President of
Tanzania) was Ali Hassan Mwinyi, a close associate
of Julius Nyerere, who succeeded Nyerere as national
president when the latter retired in 1985. The next
presidents of Zanzibar were Idris Abdul Wakil (198590) and Salmin Amour who won the last one-party
elections in 1990 and also, by a bare 50.2% of the
votes, the first multiparty election in 1995.
During the final two decades of the 20th century,
Islamic activist sentiments have increased in Zanzibar.
With the end of the authoritarianism of Karume,
Muslim teachers and scholars began to reassert their
position as intellectual and devotional leaders. Older
Sufi" tarikas had survived the times of suppression, and
new groups of scholars inspired by Islamist movements in other parts of the Muslim world became
more visible. By the 1990s, strict purist teachers such
as Shaykh Khamisi Jafar were popular among the
students and younger professionals, advocating a style
of Islamic interpretation similar to that articulated by
the Muslim Brotherhood in the Middle East.
Two incidents illustrate the revival of Muslim activism. In 1988, Sophia Kawawa, the wife of the then
secretary-general of the Tanzanian ruling party, made
disparaging remarks about the situation of women
under Islamic law. This sparked major demonstrations
in Zanzibar, reflecting both resentment against mainland control of island affairs and Islamic sensitivities.
In 1993, it was announced that Zanzibar had joined the
Organization of the Islamic Conference (OIC). While
this was popular in Zanzibar, a parliamentary commission declared the association to be unconstitutional
and Zanzibar withdrew. It was clear by the late 1990s
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that Muslim sentiments in Zanzibar had been significantly influenced by the global resurgence of Islam.
This was expressed locally by increased demands for
Zanzibar separatism and by more visible expressions
of Islamist sentiments similar to those in other parts
of the Muslim world.
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ZANGI, ABU 'L-MUZAFFAR C!MAD AL-DiN b. Kasim
al-Dawla Aksunkur b. Il-Turghan, T u r k m e n comm a n d e r , g o v e r n o r of ' I r a k , l a t e r r u l e r of
a l - M a w s i l and A l e p p o (521-41/1127-46) and
f o u n d e r of the Z a n g i d d y n a s t y , d. 541/1146.
Early youth. Born in Aleppo in 480/1087-8, he was
the last surviving son of the Saldjuk commander
Aksunkur [q.v.], who became governor of Aleppo
480-7/1087-94. After his father's death in 487/1094,
Zangf was raised at the court of the governors of alMawsil [q.v.] and distinguished himself in the internal warfare of rival Saldjuk princes and the wars
against the Crusaders.
Governor in 'Irak 516-21/1122-7. In 516/1122-3
Zangf led a successful expedition against the Mazyadid amir Dubays b. Sadaka [see MAZYAD, BANU] in
southern c lrak. On behalf of Aksunkur al-Bursukf
[q.v.], governor of clrak and Zangl's protector, he was
given his first appointment as governor of Wash and
al-Basra. In 519/1125 he crushed an army of the
caliph al-Mustarshid [q.v.], who was trying to conquer
southern Irak and expel the Saldjuks. On 18 Dhu '1Hidjdja 519/4 January 1126 sultan Mahmud b. Malik
Shah [q.v.] appeared on the outskirts of Baghdad
attacking the caliph. Reinforcing Mahmud, Zangl
moved with a powerful army with surprising rapidity
up the Tigris valley and decided the battle in favour
of the sultan, who in Rablc I 520/April 1126 appointed
him governor (shihna [q.v.]) of Baghdad and clrak.
Establishing the amlrate 521-2/1127-8. Later in that
year, Aksunkur al-Bursukf, then governor of al-Mawsil,
Diyar Rabf'a, Diyar Mudar, parts of the Diyar Bakr
and Aleppo, was assassinated. Mahmud finally made
Zangf governor of al-Bursukf's provinces in exchange
for his 'Iraki ones. He placed two sons, Alp Arslan
and Farrukhanshah (Elisseeff, ii, 381, argued that they
were the same person) under Zangl's tutelage and
bestowed on him the title of Atabeg. Zangl made his
formal entrance into al-Mawsil in Ramadan 521/
September-October 1127, and then took Djazfrat Ibn
c
Umar, Nasfbfn, Sindjar, the Khabur valley and Harran
[<7.z>z>.], some of them having been previously annexed
by the Artukids. Under the constant pressure from the
Crusaders, Aleppo had fallen into internal strife and
anarchy. Zangf sent a force to restore order on entering the city in Djumada II 522/June 1128, and was
much welcomed in memory of the days of his father.
Consolidation of an autonomous amlrate within the Saldj.uk
empire 522-30/1122-36. Meanwhile in al-Rayy, the
supreme sultan Sandjar [q.v] had ordered Mahmud
to take al-Mawsil from Zangf and to bestow it upon
Dubays. However, the caliph opposed Mahmud. After
a meeting with Zangf in 523/1129, Mahmud finally
confirmed him as king of the west (malik al-gharb). In
the same year Zangf took Hamat from the Burids
[q.v.] and in the next year the Crusader stronghold
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of Atharib near Antioch. In 525/1131 Zangi and the
caliph al-Mustarshid became estranged over the issue
of Dubays. After the death of sultan Mahmud in
525/1131, Zangf was drawn into the wars of succession amongst the Saldjuks. In retaliation for an attack
on Baghdad by Zangf and Dubays in the previous
year, the caliph besieged al-Mawsil for three months
in 527/1133, during which the Burid of Damascus,
Shams al-Muluk Ismacfl, took the opportunity to regain
Hamat. In 528/1133-4 Zangf consolidated his power
by occupying the strongholds in the vicinity of alMawsil and in Diyar Bakr at the expense of the
Artukids and the Kurds, who had supported the caliph
previously. After the murder of al-Mustarshid in Dhu
'l-Kacda 529/August-September 1135, Zangf allied
himself with the new caliph al-Rashid [q.v] and the
Saldjuk pretender Dawud in order to fight sultan
Mascud. In 530/1135-6 Mas'ud conquered 'Irak and
Baghdad, with Zangf and al-Rashid fleeing to alMawsil. Mascud in turn set up a new caliph al-Muktaff
[q.v], who was acknowledged throughout the empire
except by Zangf; only later that year did he acknowledge Mas'ud, Sandjar and al-Muktafi as his overlords,
receiving in return the territories he already possessed.
Period of expansion 529-38/1135-44. The only possibility of further expansion, without the risk of conflicts with the Saldjuks in 'Irak, lay in campaigns in
the west, in Syria and northern Mesopotamia, at the
expense of the Burids, the Crusaders and the Artukids.
In gjumada I 529/February 1135, he laid siege to
Burid Damascus. Unexpectedly, the city was well defended, and Zangf only achieved recognition as overlord in Damascus. On his way back to Aleppo he
regained Hamat, then attacked outposts of the principality of Antioch, but at the end of the year, after
an unsuccessful attack on Hims, had to return to alMawsil for affairs in clrak. However, in 531/1137 he
resumed his military campaigns in Syria, and gained
the strategic Crusader castle of Ba c rfn (Monsferrandus)
between Tripoli and Hamat.
In 531-2/1136-8 the Byzantine emperor John II
invaded Cilicia and northern Syria. After allying himself with Raymond of Antioch, he attacked Aleppo,
but unable to take the city by force, he besieged
Shayzar [q.v.] instead; after accepting ransom money
he returned to Antioch in Ramadan 532/May-June
1138. Later that year, Zangf obtained Hims by diplomacy as a dowry from the Burids, and re-occupied
the lost strongholds between Antioch and Aleppo.
In 533-4/1139-40 Zangf made his last attempt to
reach his ultimate strategic goal, Damascus, in order
to complete his supremacy over the western parts of
the Saldjuk empire. In 533/1139 he took Ba'labakk
[q.v.] by force and went on to besiege Damascus in
Rabf c II 534/December 1139. He had to lift the siege
five months later in order to fight the Crusaders, who
had overrun the Hawran, but returned for a sudden
attack on Damascus on 7 Dhu 'l-Ka c da/22 June, only
to withdraw in the end to al-Mawsil. He had achieved
two aims, the capture of the strategic fortress of
Baclabakk dominating the fertile Bikac valley [q.v.] and
suzerainty over Damascus. In the following years,
Zangf had to check numerous raids by the northern
Crusader states Antioch and Edessa as well as by the
Artukids and the Kurds.
At the zenith of his power; the fall of Edessa. In 538/
1143-4 sultan Mas'ud tried again to remove the overmighty Zangf, whom he held responsible for the continous unrest within his realm, but Zangf came to an
agreement with the sultan and promised an indemnity. He turned his attention to the Artukid Diyar
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Bakr, and utilised the absence of Joscelin II from his
capital to seize Edessa after a 28 days' siege, on
Saturday 26 Djumada II 539/23 December 1144.
This was the first Muslim reconquest of a major capital of the Crusaders. The victory led western Christianity to undertake the Second Crusade and earned
Zangl an outstanding reputation as hero of dj.ihdd
among the Muslims.
^angT's death. In the following years Zangf faced
many troubles and setbacks. After an unsuccessful siege
of al-Blra [q.v], at the strategic crossing of the
Euphrates, the Crusaders abandoned it to the Artukid
ruler Husam al-Dln Timurtash, a vigorous opponent
of ZangT. In Dhu 'l-Kacda 539/May 1145 the Saldjuk
prince Alp Arslan (Ibn al-Athir) or Farrukhanshah
(Ibn al-Kalanisf and Ibn al-cAdim) (see above) made
an unsuccessful rebellion in al-Mawsil. In 541/1146
Zangf set out to attack the cUkaylid stronghold of
Kalcat Dja'bar [q.v.], but some of his own mamlufa
murdered him in the night of Sunday, 6 Rabr c II
541/14-15 September 1146. He was succeeded by his
sons Sayf al-Dfn Ghazf in al-Mawsil and Nur al-Dln
Mahmud in Aleppo.
The historians, in particular Ibn al-Athfr, have
bestowed the highest praise on Zangf for his political and military qualities and his achievements, especially with regard to the war against the Crusaders;
nevertheless, they were aware of his unscrupulousness.
Zangi was the first Muslim ruler who fought the
Crusader states effectively; however, he never fought
them with the same vigour as he did in the case of
the strategically much more important Damascus. Ibn
al-Athir also praises him for the return of prosperity to al-Mawsil and all his lands after the period
of Bedouin domination and of continuous warfare
amongst the Saldjuks, his main political aim to carve
out an autonomous amfrate within the framework of
the Saldjuk empire.
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ZANGI ATA or ZANGI BABA, S u f i saint of
C e n t r a l Asia, d. 657/1259.
He was a shepherd from Tashkent, with swarthy
colouring from his Arab origins, whence his name
(zangi "black"). His father Tash Ata was a descendant
of Arslan Bab, the master of the great saint of Central
Asia, Ahmad Yasawf [q.v.]. Zangl Ata was first of all
initiated by his own father into the mystical way, and
then, after his father's death he became the disciple
of Hakim Ata, Ahmad Yasawl's famous khalifa.

At Hakim Ata's death, he went on pilgrimage to his
tomb in Khwarazm, and married Anbar Bibf, the
saint's widow. The Nakshbandi cUbayd Allah Ahrar
[see AHRAR, in Suppl.) held Zangf Ata in high regard,
and claimed to have heard God's voice when he
was at the saint's tomb in Tashkent. Zangl Ata also
cultivated the practice of "dhikr of the saw" (dhikr-i
and].
Amongst his four main khalifas—Uzun Hasan Ata,
Sayyid Ata, Sadr Ata and Badr Ata—the second of
these was sent into the Dasht-i Kipcak to spread Islam
and to convert the ruler Ozbeg Khan to that faith.
In the 19th century, oral tradition attached Zangl Ata
to the Kadirf tanka ("Khodrie", see Schuyler), which
was, in reality, simply the Nakshbandiyya-Djahriyya.
Built on Tfmur's orders, the ensemble around his
mausoleum (16 km/10 miles from Tashkent) is one
of the finest architectural works in Central Asia and
one of the oldest pilgrimage places in the region. It
comprises the saint's tomb, a madrasa dating from the
18th-19th centuries, a hostel for pilgrims, a mosque
(1870), a minaret (1914-15) and a monumental portal. There is a great basin stretching out in front of
the ensemble and a vast cemetery on one of its sides.
Nearby is the tomb of his wife, Anbar Bibf. Each
year, at the beginning of September, there was a religious festival in Zangi Ata's honour, he having become the patron saint of Tashkent. The festival lasted
two or three days, gathering together the whole
population of Tashkent in prayers, communal meals
and festivities. It was described in the second half of
the 19th century by the American traveller Eugene
Schuyler (Turkistan. Notes of a journey in Russian Turkistan,
Khokand, Bukhara, and Kuldja, London 1876, i, 138-40),
and several traditions linked with the saint's mausoleum were collected by J. Castagne in his study of
the saints of Central Asia (Le culte des saints de I'Islam
au Turkestan, in L'Ethnographie, Paris 1951, 53-4). Since
the break-up of the USSR, the pilgrimage has taken
on a new life, and practices linked with popular Islam
(healing sessions by bakhshis [q-v], amongst others)
have taken place at the approaches to the funerary
complex of Zangf Ata. The saint's name further
appeared in incantations put together by bakhshis in
the last century (see the text of a Kazak bakhshi collected by Castagne).
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ZANGIDS, a T u r k m e n d y n a s t y which reigned
over Syria, Diyar Mudar and Diyar Rablca [q.w.]
from 521-2/1127-8 onwards, in the tradition of
Turkmen-Saldjuk collective familial sovereignty: in
Aleppo until 579/1183, in al-Mawsil until 631/1233,
and with minor branches in Sindjar, Djazirat Ibn
c
Umar and in Shahrazur.
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The progenitor Aksunkur [q.v], a Turkish mamluk
commander in the service of the Saldjuk sultan Malik
Shah, was appointed governor of Aleppo in 480/10878. During the wars of succession following the sultan's
assassination, Aksunkur was executed in 487/1094.
His eldest son and eponym of the dynasty, Zangr
[<?.y.], was raised and trained at the court of the governors of al-Mawsil. In Rablc II 520/April 1126 the
sultan entrusted him with the military governorship
of Baghdad and Irak. After the assassination of his
protector Aksunkur al-BursukT [q.v], the sultan gave
ZangT the former possessions of al-Bursukf, al-Mawsil,
Aleppo and parts of the Djazfra. He placed one or
two of his sons [see ZANGI] under Zangl's tutelage
and bestowed on him the title of an atdbak [q.v],
which became almost synonymous for the rulers of
al-Mawsil. During 521-2/1127-8 Zangf took possession of his realm, which had been rent by internal
strife and had been annexed partially by the Artukids.
Zangl's policy encompassed four main directions.
First, he consolidated his amfrate within the Saldjuk
empire and made it almost autonomous. He took part
in the continuous power struggles of the Saldjuk sultans, pretenders and the caliphs. In 523/1129 he
achieved acknowledgement as king of the west (malik
al-gharb) by sultan Mahmud [q.v.]. In the wars of succession after the murder of the caliph al-Mustarshid
[q.v.] in 530/1136, Zangl sided with the short-reigning caliph al-Rashid [q.v], but was forced to acknowledge the new caliph al-Muktafi and the sultans Mascud
and Sandjar as overlords.
The persisting political instability in Mas'ud's realm
allowed Zangl to turn his attention to matters in
Syria, the second direction. He launched four campaigns into the autonomous realm of the Burids [q.v]
with the ultimate goal of conquering Damascus between 523/1129 and 533-4/1139-40. He never succeeded in this, though he gained Hamat and Hims
[<7.zw.], and eventually had to be content with the
nominal overlordship.
The third direction of expansion was towards the
Artukid and Kurdish principalities in Diyar Bakr. In
various campaigns, raids and intrigues with the Artukid
houses of MardTn and Hisn Kayfa he gained several
strongholds there.
The fourth direction was towards the Crusader principalities. He seized fortresses mainly in the region
between Antioch and Aleppo, and at the zenith of
his power in 539/1144 conquered al-Ruha [q.v], the
capital of the Crusader County of Edessa. This caused
the Second Crusade and earned Zangi his outstanding reputation among Muslim historians as a hero of
the dfikad.
The succession of Zangl after his death in 541 /1146
was disputed between his sons, but it resulted in practice in a division of territories between two of them,
Sayf al-Dm GhazI in al-Mawsil with the territories in
Djazlra, and Nur al-Dm Mahmud [q.v] in Syria and
al-Ruha. Sayf al-Dm GhazT first became the head of
the family, and then later Nur al-Dm.
The principality of Aleppo. After the murder of his
father, Nur al-Dm Mahmud achieved control in
Aleppo. He spent the first year of his reign in consolidating his territory, threatened by an unsuccessful
attempt of Joscelin of Edessa to retake his capital with
the help of the resident Armenians. He reached a
conciliation with his brother Sayf al-Dm GhazI,
acknowledging the latter's suzerainty. In the south,
Mu £ m al-Dm Unur of Damascus, together with the
Crusaders of Jerusalem, tried to regain territory and
independence.
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The first eight years were occupied with the unification of Syria under his rule. In July 1148 the leaders of the Second Crusade in Jerusalem made the
ill-fated decision to attack Damascus, although the
Burids had been the allies of Jerusalem for years
against Zangld ambitions. Unur of Damascus had to
call in Nur al-Dm. On his advance, the Crusaders
lifted the siege. The year 544/1149-50 saw four major
events favourable for Nur al-Dm. In Safar 544/June
1149 he won a decisive battle against the Crusaders
near Inab, where Raymond of Antioch was killed. He
then took Afamiya, Kal'at Mudlk and Harim. In
Rabi c II 544/August 1149 his opponent Unur of
Damascus died. In Djumada II 544/November 1149
his brother in al-Mawsil died and was succeeded by
his third and younger brother Kutb al-Dm Mawdud.
The supremacy within the family confederation was
disputed, but eventually it was agreed that Nur alDm should get the rich family treasure, which had
been deposited in Sindjar, for financing the dj_ihdd, as
well as the major cities in Diyar Mudar and also
Hims. In Dhu '1-Hidjdja 544/April 1150 Joscelin of
Edessa was captured by Turkmens, which provided
an opportunity for Nur al-Dm to seize the remaining strongholds of the former county of Edessa. In
Safar 549/April 1154 he finally conquered Damascus
and extended his realm as far as Busra and Salkhad.
A power struggle in the already-weakened Fatimid
caliphate in 558/1163 resulted in a competition between Amalric of Jerusalem and Nur al-Dm over political and military domination of Egypt as the key to
hegemony in the region. Three times between 559/
1164 and 564/1168, their armies both penetrated into
Egypt. Finally, in Rablc II 564/January 1169 Shlrkuh,
the commander of Nur al-Dln's army, became master of Egypt as wazir of the Fatimid caliph. After the
death of the last Fatimid, al-cAdid, on 10 Muharram
567/12-13 September 1171, Saiah al-Dm [q.v], who
had succeeded his uncle Shlrkuh as wazir, changed
the khutba and sikka in favour of Nur al-Dm Mahmud
and the 'Abbasid caliph, thus re-establishing Sunn!
supremacy in Egypt.
Two years before, Kutb al-Dln Mawdud had died
in Dhu '1-Hidjdja 565/September 1170. Sayf al-Dm
Ghazf II, the leader of a faction hostile to Nur alDm, became the lord of al-Mawsil. The question of
supremacy within the Zangld family was raised again.
In 566/1170-1 Nur al-Dm conquered the Djazlra in
order to restructure the Zangld realm. Ghazf II
remained in al-Mawsil but acknowledged Nur al-Dln's
suzerainty. Nur al-Dln's candidate for al-Mawsil, clmad
al-Dm Zangl II, the younger son of Mawdud, was
compensated with Sindjar, but had to acknowledge
the suzerainty of his brother in al-Mawsil. With a
united Syria, Diyar Mudar and the rich province of
Egypt, as well as the overlordship of al-Mawsil and
Diyar Rablca, Nur al-Dln was at the zenith of his
power in order to fight the Crusaders. In the following years, he tried to gain the Crusader castles
Karak and Shawbak [q.vv], but Salah al-Dm's increasing tendency to build up Egypt as his independent
power base hindered these ambitions. Nur al-Dln
Mahmud died on 11 Shawwal 569/15 May 1174. He
founded several urban institutions, madrasas and hospitals and restored the fortifications of the cities and
citadels in Aleppo, Damascus and al-Mawsil. He was
the patron of SunnT orthodoxy, to the detriment of
the ShIcT population and institutions.
He was succeeded by his son al-Salih Isma'll, an
eleven-year-old boy. His uncle Sayf al-Dm of al-Mawsil
immediately challenged his position and in 569/1174
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reconquered the Zangid Djazfra for al-Mawsil. In the
south, Salah al-Dfn advanced from Egypt, taking
Damascus and Hamat in 570/1174. After a victory
over the combined Zangid forces in Shawwal 5717
April 1176, he revoked the fiction of al-Salih Ismail's
overlordship, thus creating a formally independent
principality. When al-Salih died in Radjab 577/1181
he left a principality threatened by Salah al-Dm and
bequeathed to clzz al-Dln Mas'ud of al-Mawsil. However, instead of fighting Salah al-Dm, in Shawwal
577/February 1182 Mascud exchanged Aleppo for
Sindjar in order to expel Zangl II from the immediate neighbourhood of al-Mawsil. During his first
Djazfra campaign in Safar 579/June 1183, Salah alDm took Aleppo from Zangf II in exchange for
Sindjar.
The principality of al-Mawsil. After the death of Zangf,
Sayf al-Dfn Ghazf became head of the family. The
politics of the Mawsil branch were intent on maintaining a balance of power and concentrated on the
economic and cultural development of the principality. Ghazf, his successors and the elite of al-Mawsil
became patrons of architecture and art, benefactors
of religious institutions and scholars. When Ghazf died
in 544/1149, the amirs of al-Mawsil transferred the
government to his younger brother Kutb al-Dfn Mawdud. An intervention by Nur al-Dfn reduced the principality considerably (see above). Al-Mawsil at that
time was run by the powerful regent al-Djawad and
the amir cAlf Kiiciik [see BEGTEGINIDS] . Only in 554/
1159 did al-Mawsil once again enter the persistent
Saldjuk power struggles, when cAlf Kuciik briefly supported the Saldjuk pretender Sulayman Shah, who
had been detained in al-Mawsil for several years. The
death of Mawdud in 565/1170 resulted in a succession crisis, in which Nur al-Dfn intervened. The realm
of the successor Sayf al-Dfn Ghazf II became rather
diminished and divided (see above). However, as soon
as Nur al-Dfn died, Ghazf extended his realm at the
expense of his nephew al-Salih Isma'fl (see above).
The weakness of the Syrian regime drove Ghazf into
war with Salah al-Dfn in 570-1/1175-6. A treaty concluded in Muharram 572/July 1176 confirmed the
status quo. Back in al-Mawsil, Ghazf II installed
Mudjahid al-Dfn Kaymaz as wazir, who directed the
affairs with only one interruption up to 595/1198. In
576/1180 Kaymaz administered the succession of the
deceased atabak in favour of the brother clzz al-Dfn
Mascud. The sons of Ghazf II received only an iktde,
Djazfrat Ibn c Umar and al-cAkr al-Humaydiyya, both
of which formed the nucleus of later Zangfd principalities.
Salah al-Dfn made two expeditions into the Djazfra,
in 578-9/1182-3 and in 581/1185-6, in order to subdue the Zangfds and to direct the resources of the
Djazfra to battlefields in Syria and Palestine. After
his first campaign, the principality of al-Mawsil became
reduced to al-Mawsil itself and Djazfrat Ibn cUmar and
some territories east of the Tigris. Due to an intrigue,
the powerful regent of al-Mawsil Kaymaz was forced
to step down in Djumada I 579/August-September
1183. Sandjar Shah of Djazfrat Ibn c Umar and Yusuf
b. cAlf Kuciik of Irbil saw the opportunity to secede
from al-Mawsil, and acknowledged the suzerainty of
Salah al-Dfn. After ten months, Mascud re-installed
Kaymaz. His immediate attempts to regain Irbil were
the cause for Salah al-Dfn's second campaign. Both
campaigns fragmented the Zangfd realm into five separate principalities, all of them acknowledging Ayyubid
suzerainty in the khutba and sikka: two Begtigfnid principalities (Harran/al-Ruha and Irbil) and three Zangfd

principalities (al-Mawsil, Djazirat Ibn c Umar and
Sindjar/Nasfbfn). On 27 Safar 589/4 March 1193
Salah al-Dfn died, and Mas'ud, Zangf II of Sindjar
and other lords of the Djazfra _tried vainly to break
away. Salah al-Dfn's brother al-cAdil [q.v.], the Ayyubid
lord of Mesopotamia, secured the Ayyubid supremacy.
In the aftermath of these campaigns, Mascud died on
29 Sha'ban 589/30 August 1193, and Kaymaz directed
the succession of Nur al-Dfn Arslan Shah. In 594/
1198, after the death of Zangf II of Sindjar, a clash
over the possession of Nasfbfn resulted in a weakening of both principalities and the death of Kaymaz
in Rabf c I 595/January 1199. The death of the formal head of the Ayyubid house, al-cAzfz 'Uthman,
in 595/1198 provided the opportunity for the three
Zangfd principalities to rebel against al-cAdil in favour
of al-Afdal £Alf b. 'Uthrnan and his supporter al-Zahir
Ghazf of Aleppo [q.v.]. Al-cAdil succeeded in subjugating the Zangid principalities. At the beginning
of 601/September 1204, a treaty was arranged on
the basis of the status quo ante. In 606/1209 al-cAdil
attempted to annex the Zangfd states, beginning with
Nasfbfn, but Kokburf of Irbil and Arslan Shah joined
forces in order to thwart al-cAdil's ambitions. A reconciliation was achieved, but Nasfbfn and the Khabfir
valley remained in the hands of al-cAdil, and the
Zangfds had to send provisions for his campaigns. In
Radjab 607/January 1211 clzz al-Dfn Mas'ud II succeeded his father. Arslan Shah had chosen his mamluk Badr al-Dfn Lu'lu3 [q-v] as regent of al-Mawsil.
Lu5lu"s power grew to such an extent that in 631/1233
he was able to depose the Zangfds from being atabah
of al-Mawsil. Arslan Shah's second son clmad al-Dfn
Zangf III was compensated with the fortresses of alc
Akr al-Humaydiyya and al-Shush as iktd's. In Rabf c
II 615/July 1218 Lu'lu3 secured the smooth succession for Nur al-Dm Arslan Shah II in al-Mawsil. The
death of al-cAdil in Djumada II 615/August 1218
encouraged rulers in the Djazfra to revolt and expand
their territory. Zangf III took the fortresses of alc
lmadiyya that were dependent on al-Mawsil, which
remained loyal to the Ayyubids. He became master
of the Kurdish mountain region north and northeast
of the city, supported by Kokburf of Irbil. Lu'lu5
sought help from al-Ashraf Musa, the successor of alc
Adil in the Djazfra. Lu'lu5 in turn sewed al-Ashraf
Musa as check on Ayyubid enemies in the east. The
caliph mediated a peace agreement. Soon afterwards,
in 616/1219, Arslan Shah II died and Lu'lu5 secured
the succession of the three-year-old al-Nasir al-Dfn
Mahmud b. Mas'ud II, but Zangf III and Kokburf
challenged Lu'lu' in Kurdistan. From 620/1223 to
624/1227 an internal war broke out in the Ayyubid
realm, which strengthened Lu5lu"s power as ally of
al-Ashraf Musa. When in 630/1233 Kokburf died, he
had bequeathed his territory to the caliph in Baghdad.
He had been the last powerful advocate of the Zangid
cause, and Lu'lu3, now at the zenith of his power,
could get rid of the last Zangfd of the al-Mawsil line.
In Rabfc I 631 /December 1233 he received an investiture diploma for al-Mawsil and the honorific of alMalik al-Rahim as official recognition from the caliph.
The principality of Sinajdr. This was set up by Nur
al-Dfn in 566/1170-1 for his nephew clmad al-Dfn
Zangf II, who had to acknowledge his brother Sayf
al-Dfn Ghazf of al-Mawsil as immediate overlord. The
relation between the branches in Sindjar and al-Mawsil
remained tense and frequently hostile. In 577/1182
Zangf II exchanged Sindjar with Mascud for Aleppo.
Salah al-Dfn conquered Sindjar as early as Ramadan
578/December 1182 and gave it in the next year,
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The principality of Shahrazur [g.v.]. This was the final
(S. HEIDEMANN)
result of the succession regulations in 607/1211. Tmad
ZAR, the name for a p o p u l a r cult of s p i r i t s
al-Dm ZangT III received the fortresses of al-cAkr alfound in northeastern Africa and such adjacent regions
Humaydiyya and al-Shush as ikta's. In 615/1218, when
Lu'lu3 placed Arslan Shah II on the throne of alas the Arabian peninsula.
Mawsil, Zangi III felt deprived of his claim and vainly
1. In the H o r n of Africa and the A r a b i a n
5
attempted to displace Lu'lu with the support of
peninsula.
c
Kokburf. When al- Adil died in the same year, Zangf
The zar ritual or practice seems to have originated
III tried to extend his power into the northern region
in the Horn of Africa and, especially, in Ethiopia.
of al-Mawsil. In 617/1220 he lost his fortresses
According to E. Cerulli, the word (Ar. zdr, Amharic
and all his territorial gain to Lu'lu' and fled to Adharzar, Somali saar, etc.), may be said to derive from
baydjan, in 619/1222 attempting anew to regain his
"the name of the supreme god of the pagan Cushitic
possessions but was compelled to abandon them in
peoples, the Sky-God called in Agaw (Bilen) dj_dr, and
exchange for the distant Shahrazur, acknowledging
in the Sidamo languages (Kaffa) yard and (Buoro)
the overlordship of Kokbun. In Ramadan 633/May
daro". The Italian scholar further thought that, in the
1236 he was succeeded by his son Nur al-Dfn Arslan
context of Ethiopian Christianity, this god must have
Shah III. After his death in 14 Sha'ban 642/15
been reduced to the role of an evil spirit, one which
January 1245, Shahrazur was given to an amir of the
has been likewise retained among the Muslims and,
caliph, and four months later it was conquered by
probably, among the Falasha. These propositions do
the Mongols.
not provide answers to all the questions involved, but
After one-and-a-half centuries of Bedouin dominaare still of value in so far as they have not been
tion and urban decline in Syria and northern
replaced by more information. Etymologies deriving
Mesopotamia, the Zangfds, following the Saldjuk conZdr from the Arabic verb z.ara "to visit" seem fanquest, brought back an urban-based political structure
tastic, although current in Arab milieux.
to the region. They rebuilt the devastated cities, and
An important Cushitic people, the Oromo, who
founded numerous urban and religious institutions.
entered Ethiopia from the 16th century onwards, could
They promoted SunnT Islam where Shf'ism had earhave played an important role in the formation of
lier prevailed. They cared for scholarship, commerce
the ritual and its diffusion. Nevertheless, it spread
and the development of an indigenous currency.
(sometimes with changes of name and assimilating
Together with the Artukids, they created at their courts
local practices and beliefs) throughout northeastern
a distinctive style of classical revival, and it may be
Africa, the Maghrib and the Arabian peninsula, above
said that the Zanglds laid the institutional foundation
all in the 19th century. Slaves carried off from the
on which the Ayyubids and Mamluks could build.
Horn of Africa contributed to this expansion and, in
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more recent times, the Ethiopian, Eritrean and Somali
diasporas. Links with other similar rituals in West
Africa and the Arab world are clear but remain to
be clarified.
In Ethiopia itself the zar ritual assumes many forms,
but it is possible to discern a basic structure. It is
devoted to spirits capable of sparking off illnesses and
all sorts of accidents of life among those possessed by
them. The zar can fasten on any person, but in order
to make that person openly ill, spontaneously invoke
a trance or provoke an accident, the person in question must have "a star easily gripped", receive a zar
through heredity or find him or herself in one of the
circumstances or the places favourable to and attractive for the zar (seasons, places, odours, the victim's
failure to fulfil various usages or his or her faults
towards the zar, etc.).
In practice, the zar ritual is only found in urban
centres. Those who are possessed—comprising mainly
women—form a sort of fraternity or sorority under
the power of a healing man or woman (Amhar. baldzar)
"superior possessed person", whom the very important zars allow to release sufferers from the less
important zars who afflict them. The sick or possessed
persons group themselves round the baldzar during the
sessions (wddadja), during which spirits are evoked by
clapping the hands or beating drums or by singing.
The healer then proceeds to bring about peace between
the zar and the possessed person. He makes the zar
give his name and makes him "come down to" the
sufferer, who then goes into a trance (gurri), and afterwards negotiates with him. The zar has to promise,
after an exchange of sacrifices or presents (jewels,
necklaces, etc., at the cost of the possessed person
and which will be borne by him or her because
he/she has become the incarnation of his or her zar
or "mount"), not to trouble the sufferer any longer.
In addition to propitiatory sacrifices of chickens, sheep,
cows, etc., there are rites of expulsion (the sufferer is
rubbed with the corpse of a slaughtered animal, into
which the illness passes), ablutions in vegetable decoctions, the spitting out of quids of kdt [q.v.] chewed
by the baldzar over the patient, unctions of coffee
grounds, etc.
The zar are not demons (they have a white face,
whilst demons have black ones), nor budas, nor kolles,
nor djinn, but sometimes they have complex relations with these other spirits. The invisible world of
these spirits is the image of Ethiopian society and its
members. The zar wear clothes, eat, have their own
special character (they are delicate and sensitive), temperaments, origins and histories. They include both
males and females, they marry, and can even become
crossed with demons and djinn, producing a class of
metis or halfbreeds. Hence they have their own
genealogies, and all social groups are represented.
Islamic elements are present within the ritual as a
whole (proper names given to the zar, the vocabulary
of the rituals, use of kdt which, in Ethiopia, is a
"Muslim" plant, etc.), which leads one to think of a
large involvement of the Ethiopian Muslim peoples—
Oromo, Argobba, etc.—and a prominent role of the
great Muslim centre of Harar [q.v.] in the diffusion
of the cult into Somaliland on the one hand, and to
Aden and the Yemen on the other. The Somalis
themselves have been able to relay or strengthen this
diffusion from their centres of emigration within the
Arabian peninsula, such as Aden and Sur in c Uman.
At the present time, the zar ritual is widespread in
the Persian Gulf region, not only on the Arab coasts
but also on the Persian ones, in cUman and in Yemen,

especially at Aden and in the Tihama. In this last
region, introduction of the ritual is attributed to the
Akhdam, a people of African origin who have to
endure a special status and who have made music
and dancing their specialities. The importance of the
zar ritual in Saudi Arabia, where it has long been
attested, is difficult to estimate.
The zar ritual displays not only medico-magical aspects but also has religious, sexual, familial and societal, legal and moral, economic, aesthetic and artistic
aspects which cannot be gone into here. It has been
attacked (and its adepts sometimes persecuted) by religious authorities, Christian and Muslim, by the British
colonial power, by the Marxists of the former P.D.S.Y.,
and now by Islamic fundamentalists. It is often recognised within Islamic countries that the zar is a mental affliction and a means for women to create a
space of freedom for themselves.
Bibliography: This has over the years become
especially abundant for the Sudan and Egypt (see
2. below), whereas the Arabian peninsula has had
little treatment by scholars, probably because
research on such subjects is frowned upon by the
authorites. The bibls. given in the works below
should be consulted, and in the work of Makris and
Nakvig given below, there is reference to bibls. and
analyses of 106 articles and books.
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(A. ROUAUD)
2. In Egypt.
The existence of the zar ritual has been recorded
on the shores of the Red Sea from 1860 onward,
then in the remainder of the country, especially in
Upper Egypt, in Alexandria and in Cairo. Its introduction into the harems of Egyptian and Turkish
pashas is attributed to Sudanese and Ethiopian slaves
and concubines.
The ritual structure of the zar is very flexible, facilitating its adaptation to different social, cultural and
religious circles. The adepts are mostly women—of any
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age, civil or socio-economic status and education—
and Muslim. Christians and men, primarily homosexuals, participate sporadically in the rites.
The zdr in Egypt has developed and enriched the
ancient belief in possession by ajunun: these spirits,
living in an invisible world and capable of anger and
even of infatuation with a woman, enter her body
and provoke a state of trance, a physical or mental
illness, or various other problems. The spirits of the
Zdr, called "masters" (asydd), often grouped into families (of e.g. African, Egyptian, Turkish, European,
Indian origin, etc.), are identified by name, sex, status or occupation (king, queen, soldier, physician,
lawyer, schoolgirl, etc.), land of origin, place of residence (mountain, river, cemetery, mosque, the threshold of a house, etc.), religion (Muslim, Christian,
Jewish, polytheistj, clothing and ornamentation, colour,
incense, an emotion or sentiment, and, finally, by
songs and dances, foodstuffs and specific sacrificial
animals (pigeon, chicken, sheep, calf, camel, etc.).
These elements characterise and distinguish the spirits
from one another and constitute the liturgy of the zar.
Once possessed, the victim organises ceremonies for
as long as she lives and in different places, with the
aim of being reconciled with the spirits. The possessed person, called "bride" (carusa], under the guidance of the chief celebrant, known as kudiya (a term
of unknown origin) or shaykha, concludes a pact of
alliance with her "masters", one after the other. The
rite takes on the appearance of a marriage ceremony
between the spirit and the adept, with the celebrant
introducing at different times divination by dreams,
called "discovery of traces" (kashf al-dthdr], the music
and dance called "beating" (dakka) which accompany the
trance, ablutions and fumigation with incense, the use
of different ritual objects, the sacrifice of edible animals,
and offerings of foodstuffs and ritual meals. Currently,
the groupings of ritual music are "the Egyptian", "the
Sudanese" and a third which belongs to the Sufi
brotherhood of the master Abu '1-Ghayth. The first
is constituted by women who play drums and tambourines. The second is a mixed group that also includes dancers with a belt made from sheep-skin shoes
(manc^ur], and a leader who plays the lyre (tambura),
a sacred instrument, considered the dwelling-place of
African spirits. Finally, the Sufi" one is constituted by
dancers with little castanets, long hair and the tannura, a large swirling woman's dress, and players of
tambourines and flutes, who sing the praises of the
Muslim saints.
The ritual structure reproduces the fundamental
stages of a woman's life such as marriage, maternity
and birth. These are staged according to a process
of transformation: the novice, starting as the spouse
of the spirit, subsequently becomes a mother and then
a newborn child: the animal changes from its position as substitute for the spirit to that of substitute
for the novice; it is slaughtered and the different parts
distributed between the novice, the celebrant and the
persons invited (the blood is poured over the novice,
the meat and the entrails are cooked and eaten).
Furthermore, there are ceremonies which are part of
an initiatory process whereby the adept can become
a celebrant, by passing through various ritual stages
which permit her to progress and which are underlined by the adoption of different titles.
The Egyptian zdr is not simply a therapeutic ritual; it is considered a religious ritual, and its celebrants and disciples are recognised as good Muslims.
However, the spirituality of the zar transcends religions, whether they be Muslim, Christian or Jewish,
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while recognising them and embracing them in its
ritual. It is thus considered a ritual of actualisation
and of manifestation of the "grace" (barakd) of Allah.
The kudiya becomes the vehicle of God's blessing, and
assists the other possessed persons in their processes
of transformation, by virtue of her special relationship with the spirits and her mastery of possession,
which implies having the authority, knowledge and
power necessary to perform the rites effectively. She
is also called "she who knows the way" (cdrifat alsikkd). Thus zdr, while presenting the syncretic elements of the recognised religions, is thus revealed to
be a specific and uniquely feminine-orientated religious form. Hence, while popular and widely diffused
among various countries, zdr is all too often misunderstood and opposed by men of religion, both orthodox and mystics, as well as by governments.
The religiosity of zdr is expressed in the form of
the union, "of love", between the "spouse of the zar"
(whether she be possessed or celebrant) and the spirits. This marital relationship is confined to the rites
in the case of possessed, but becomes permanent in
the case of celebrants. Renewal of the alliance pact
takes place through the constant performance of the
rites. Each one of the ensemble of rites comprises
variations of the model ceremony according to the
intervention of a different spirit linked to a specific
place and demanding the sacrifice of a particular animal. This initiatory process is the catalyst for the actualisation and organisation of the hierarchical universe
of spirits and a particular cosmology, since zar appeals
not only to natural or zoomorphic spirits but also to
other categories, including the Christian saints Jesus
and Mary, the family of the Prophet, and Muslim
saints or mystics.
The Egyptian zar displays a complex structure combining a series of repetitive ceremonies. The celebrant
is the pivot of the system around which the ritual
unfolds and without her the rites could not take place
while, at the same time, as a former possessed initiate
herself, she is the culmination of the ritual system.
The rite of possession as thus defined shows that
these ceremonies are only the links in a chain of initiation that leads from suffering to religious mastery.
And this initiation is specifically feminine because any
woman can, by successfully completing the ritual
phases, become a kudiya. The zdr is thus differentiated from other initiatory rites, such as the rites of
Sufi" brotherhoods, where ascent to the highest ranks
of the religious hierarchy is achieved by way of a
hereditary, essentially masculine path.
Bibliography. C.B. Klunzinger, Upper Egypt,
London 1878; Niyya Salima, Harems et musulmanes
d'Egypte, Paris 1902; P. Kahle, ^dr-Beschworungen in
Agypten, in IsL, iii (1912), 1-41; E. Littman, Arabische
Geisterbeschworungen aus Agypten, Leipzig 1950; R. Kriss
and H. Kriss-Heinrich, Volksglaube in Bereich des Islam,
Wiesbaden 1962; al-Fatima Husayn Misrf, al-^dr.
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(TiziANA BATTAIN)
ZARADUSHTIYYA [see MADJUS].
ZARAFA (A.), pis. zardfdt, zardfi, zard'if, zurdfa, the
giraffe (in Persian, ushtur-gdw-palang "camel-cow-leopard"), a large African mammiferous animal, one of
the two representatives of the Giraffid family and well
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known through its western type Girqffa camelopardalis
or cameleopard. In Antiquity, and according to all
the ancient writers on natural history, the giraffe was
considered as a hybrid coming from crossings of wild
species of camelids, bovines and felines, male or female,
and because of its long front legs and short back
ones, as involving a limping and jerky gait.
It is astonishing that al-Damfrf makes no mention
of the giraffe in his Haydt al-hayawdn al-kubrd, nor does
al-Kazwfnf in his 'Ad^d'ib al-makhlukdt, only al-Djahiz
speaks of it, refuting and criticising all the beliefs
asserting that this large, long-necked beast was a hybrid
(Hayawdn, Cairo 1947, i, 38, 241-3). In short, one
may say that the Arabs hardly knew the giraffe and
were uninterested in it; for them, its only asset was
the beauty of its spotted coat, since they regarded it
as stupid, and only localised it in Nubia.
In a s t r o n o m y , the Giraffe is the name given to
a secondary boreal constellation situated between that
of the Waggoner (Mumsik al-acinna, Dhu }l-findri) and
that of the Little Bear (al-Dubb al-asghar).
Bibliography. Dr Chenu, Encyclopedic des sciences
naturelles, vol. Ruminants, Paris 1874, 89-102;
L. Lavauden, Les vertebres du Sahara, Tunis 1926, s.v.;
A. Macluf/Maalouf, Mucdj_am al-hayawdn/An Arabic
zoological dictionary, Cairo 1932, s.v. Giraffe; H. Eisenstein, Einfuhrung in die arabische ^pographie, Berlin 1990,
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(F. VIRE)
ZARAFSHAN, conventionally ZERAFSHAN, a landlocked river of C e n t r a l Asia, now coming within
Tajikistan and Uzbekistan.
In early Islamic times, it was known as "the river
of Sogdia", Nahr Sughd [see SUGHD] or "the river of
Bukhara" (see al-Yackubf, Bulddn, 293-4, tr. Wiet, 11011; al-Istakhrf, 319-21; Ibn Hawkal, ed. Kramers, ii,
495-7, tr. Kramers and Wiet, ii, 475-7; Hudud al~
c
dlam, tr. Minorsky, 55, 73, comm. 198, 211). It flowed
westwards from sources in what the geographers called
the Buttaman mountains, in fact, between what are
now the east-west-lying ranges of the Turkistan mountains, separating the Zarafshan from the upper Sir
Darya [g.v.] valley, and the Hissar mountains separating it from the rivers running southwards through
Caghaniyan [g.v.] to the upper Oxus. Its waters served
a series of towns, from Pandjikath to Samarkand and
Bukhara, and their agricultural areas, with a complex
irrigation system for the Samarkand district beginning
at the village of Waraghsar "head of the dam"; alYackubf says that the river was as important as the
Euphrates. Ultimately, it petered out in marshes in
the desert before it could reach the middle Oxus
towards Khwarazm.
The name Zarafshan "gold spreader" (the mountains around its headwaters being famed as auriferous and bearing many useful other metals in early
Islamic times) only appears from the 18th century
onwards. An earlier name corruptly given in the text
of al-Yackubf, 293, tr. I l l , was interpreted by Barthold,
Turkestan down to the Mongol invasion2., 82, and then
Marquart, Wehrot und Arang, 30, as *Ndmik, to be compared with the Chinese rendering Ma-mi, and Marquart
went on to suggest an etymology from Iranian ndmik
"famed", citing the name for the river in Greek sources
7ioAAm|ir|TOc; "highly honoured"; but all this remains
speculation.
The mountain valleys where the Zarafshan rises
have provided a refuge area for the Middle Iranian
language, Yaghnobi [see IRAN. iii. Languages, in
Suppl.].
Bibliography (in addition to references in the
article): Le Strange, The lands of the Eastern Caliph-

ate, 460; Marquart, Eransahr, 150; Barthold, K istorii
oroshenija Turkestana, St. Petersburg 1914, 103-25, repr.
in Socineniya, iii, Moscow 1965, 185-204; Marquart,
Wehrot und Arang, index.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
ZARANDJ [see ZARANG].
ZARANG, Arabised as Zarandj, the main town
of the early Islamic province of S f s t a n . Its
ruins lie a few miles north of what was in the late
19th and early 20th centuries the administrative centre of Persian Sfstan, Nusratabad or Nasirabad, modern Zabul. Its remaining traces are visible within the
vast ruined site known as Nad-i 'All, to the east of
the present course of the Hilmand river [q.v.] before
it peters out in the Hamun depression [see ZIRIH] just
inside Afghan Sfstan; the site has, however, been much
depleted by periodic flooding and the re-use of its
materials for local building. In recent years, a "New"
Zarang has been founded as a minor administrative
centre just inside the Afghan border.
Zarang is an ancient name. The province Zarangiane (< Drangiana) appears in the Greek text of
Isidore of Charax (? flor. 1st century A.D.), and had
already figured in the Behistun inscription of Darius I
and the Persepolis one of Xerxes as ^ara(n)ka or
2ja(n)ka, Akkadian za-ra-an-ga (cf. W. Tomaschek, in
PW, new ed. iv/2, cols. 1665-7, s.v. Drungai}. In
Sasanid times, coins were minted at *Sakastan (SK)
from the time of Shapur II (309-79) onwards, and
specifically at Zarang (^R, £N, £RNG) from the first
reign of Kawadh I (488-97). Sfstan (i.e. Zarang) figures as the seat of a Nestorian bishopric in the acts
of councils of 430 and 577; Christians are still mentioned there at the beginning of the 11 th century.
In the first century of Islam, the Arabs first appeared
before Zarang in 31/651-2 when cAbd Allah b. cAmir
[g.v.] sent al-Rabfc b. Ziyad al-Harithf against Sfstan.
After a battle with the incomers, the dihkdn of Zarang
decided to make a peace agreement and promised to
pay an annual tribute of money and slaves, an arrangement confirmed by the Marzban or Ispahbadh of
Sfstan. Coins of Arabo-Sasanid type were minted in
Sfstan, presumably at Zarang (which appears on such
coins as £R) from the years 31 and 32 (cf. E. von
Zambaur, Die Munzpragungen des Islams, i, Wiesbaden
1968, 132, 139). When in 33/653-4 cAbd Allah b.
c
Amir appointed a new governor, cAbd al-Rahman b.
Samura, Zarang revolted and had to be pacified, this
time with a heavier tribute; it was cAbd al-Rahman's
twelve-year governorship which now made Arab rule
firm in Sfstan. Zarang now became a base for Arab
raids further eastwards, to Bust and against the local
rulers in eastern Afghanistan, the Zunbfls [g.v], and
beyond them, the Kabul-Shahs. It remained the bastion of Arabic rule in Sfstan, even when, up to the
3rd/9th century, much of the surrounding countryside was controlled by anti-caliphal, Kharidjite bands.
The uncertain political situation in Khurasan caused
by Abu Muslim's revolt plunged Zarang into disorder, with various Arab tribal factions disputing power
there; it was not until 138/755 that the caliph alMansur's authority was established. At the end of the
8th century, Sfstan and much of eastern Khurasan
was shaken by the thirty years' Kharidjite revolt of
Hamza b. Adharak. Although Zarang remained faithful to the 'Abbasid connection, its governors had little
control over the countryside outside the city, and the
forwarding of revenue from the province was cut off.
In 206/821 the governor of Khurasan, Tahir b. alHusayn Dhu '1-Yamfnayn [q.v.], was able to appoint
a governor for Sfstan, and taxation started flowing
once more from the province to Nishapur and, ulti-
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110. For the general history of the city in both
mately, to Baghdad. But this period was short-lived,
pre- and post-Islamic times, see C.E. Bosworth,
for the last Tahirid governor in Sistan, Ibrahim b.
Sistan under the Arabs, from the Islamic conquest to the
al-Hudayn al-Kusi, had to abandon Zarang in 239/854
nse of the Sqffdnds (30-250/651-864), Rome 1968,
to local cayydr leaders, out of whom there emerged as
c
and idem, The history of the Sqffdnds of Sistan and the
amir in Zarang Ya kub b. al-Layth al-Saflar [q.v.~].
Maliks of Nimruz (247/861 to 949/1542-3). Costa
For the next 150 years, till the Ghaznawid occuMesa and New York 1994, indices, with full referpation of 393/1002, Zarang was the capital of the
ences; especially notable are Miquel, op. cit., and G.P.
Saflarids [q.v.], for the first part of this, of a vast
Tate, Seistan, a memoir on the history, topography, ruins
empire in the Eastern Islamic world. In these years,
and people of the country, 4 parts, Calcutta 1910-12.
Zarang reached a peak of prosperity. We have detailed
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
descriptions of it from such 4th/10th century geogZARF (A., pi. £uruf\ lit. "vessel, container", in
raphers as al-Istakhrl, Ibn Hawkal and al-Mukaddasi,
g r a m m a r d e n o t e s a subset of n o u n s of place
when the city was flourishing under the amir?, Abu
or t i m e in the d e p e n d e n t (nasb, vulgo
Dja'far Ahmad and his son Khalaf. Andre Miquel
"accusative") form i n d i c a t i n g when or w h e r e
has used these to put together a picture of Zarang
the event o c c u r s , e.g. dj_alastu yawm-a-n ward'-a-hu
as a typical Islamic misr or provincial capital, having
"I sat one day behind him". Because of their depenthe institutions of government and commerce and
dent form, the Arab grammarians classify them as
being integrated with the agrarian economy of its hinobjects of the verb, specifically as the "object of locaterland; he estimates that the whole urban area may
tion", mafcul fihi, lit. "thing in which something is
have been 10 km/6 miles across (La geographic humaine
e
done". Neither of the western terms "adverb" or
du monde musulman jusqu'au milieu du ll siecle, iii, Le
"preposition" can properly be applied to these elemilieu naturel, Paris-The Hague 1980, 211-15). It appears
ments, whose noun status is confirmed by, amongst
to have been basically a concentric-patterned city on
other things, the existence of diminutives such as
the Baghdad model, with the three-fold division of a
kubayla and bucayda "a little before", "a little after".
rabad, suburb; a madina or shahristdn, town proper; and
The Greek origin of the term proposed by Merx in
a kal'a or arg, citadel. There were walls protecting
1889 (angeion "vessel", cf. Versteegh and Elamraniboth the rabad and the madina, the latter one with
c
Jamal) is interesting but unverifiable. Whether zarfin
five iron gates. The rabad had palaces built by Ya kub
the technical sense can really be traced back to aland cAmr b. al-Layth respectively, and the madina
Khalfl b. Ahmad (d. ca. 175/791 [q.v.]) likewise cancontained the citadel built by c Amr, housing his treasnot be proved (cf. Talmon), though at least we can
ury, and also the Friday mosque and the government
be certain that it was fully current by the time of
building or ddr al-imdra. In a woodless and stoneless
environment, the standard building material was sunSlbawayhi (d. ca. 180/796 [q.v.]).
There are two general limitations: (a) not all zuruf
dried brick. There was a plentiful water supply brought i
by canals from the Hilmand when that river had an
have the full range of nominal functions, e.g. cinda
"at", thamma "there", maca "with" (but note the indefadequate flow, and when its flow was high, it was
inite form ma'an "together"), which makes them appear
possible to sail in a boat along the final stretch, the
misleadingly similar to our adverbs and prepositions,
Sanarudh canal, up to the city itself. The surroundand (b) nouns denoting a particular place (whether
ing agricultural area was rich, but the drawbacks were
proper names or defined by the article) cannot northe scorching heat and the notorious "wind of 120
mally function as zuruf: dakhaltu 'l-bayta "I went [into]
days" in spring and summer, which swept along the
sand dunes so that barriers of brushwood, shrubs, etc.,
the house" or dhahabtu 'l-Shdma "I went [to] Syria"
were necessary to protect the city's buildings.
are tolerated only as extensions of standard usage (sa'at
The city suffered considerably in the rising of 393al-kaldm). This second limitation is probably univer4/1003-4 aimed at the Ghaznawid conquerors of
sal, arising from the essential difference between what
Sistan, with the Friday mosque plundered by the
Slbawayhi calls a "point" in time (wakt f i 'l-azmina)
Ghaznawid troops and many people slaughtered; but
and a "point" in space (wakt fi 'l-amkind) in his disit revived to become the capital of the Nasrid maliks
cussion of this topic (Kitdb, ed. Derenbourg, i, 12, ed.
(421-622/1030-1225) and then of the Mihrabanid ones
Bulak, 16). There was also considerable debate among
(from 633/1236 onwards). The actual name Zarang
the grammarians as to whether locative phrases can
drops out of usage on coins and in literature around
be predicates in verbless sentences, the consensus being
the mid-5th/llth century, to be replaced by locutions
that sentences of the type zaydun cindaka "Zayd is with
like madlnat Sid^istdn and shahr-i Sistan, It is assumed
you" presuppose an elided verb or participle such as
that the ancient Zarang, whatever its current name, yastakirru/mustakirrun "is situated".
continued on the same site until Tlmur's sack of the
Bibliography. Slbawayhi, Kitdb, ed. H. DerenSistan capital at the end of the 8th/14th century (see
bourg, Paris 1881-9, repr. Hildesheim, 1970, ed.
below). The Mongols had swept into Sistan and
Bulak 1898-1900, repr. Baghdad [1965]; R. Talmon,
reached Zarang in Dhu 'l-Kacda 619/December 1222,
Arabic grammar in its formative age. Kitdb al-cAyn and
killing there the Nasrid malik Nusrat al-Dln b. Yamln
its attribution to Halll b. Ahmad, Leiden 1997, 46-7.
al-Dln Bahrain Shah, but it was Tlmur's devastations,
For Merx, see C.H.M. Versteegh, Greek elements in
in Shawwal 785/November-December 1383, which
Arabic linguistic thinking, Leiden 1977, 8-9, and
finally finished Zarang/Shahr-i Sistan; hence in
A. Elamrani-Jamal, Logique aristotelicienne et grammaire
826/1422 the Mihrabanid malik Shams al-Dln began
arabe, Paris 1983, 33-4. G e n e r a l s o u r c e s . M.G.
the construction of a new capital, Shahr-i Sistan, on
Carter, Arab linguistics, an introductory classical text with
a fresh site called ?B.r.k or Mirak "well away from
translation and notes, Amsterdam 1981, §18.0 (with
the sands and by the banks of the Hilmand", in the
further references); J. Owens, Early Arabic grammawords of the local historian of Sistan Malik Shah
tical theory, heterogeneity and standardization, Amsterdam
Husayn.
and Philadelphia 1990, index s.v. darf, H. ReckenBibliography: See for the geographers, Marquart,
dorf, Arabische Syntax, Heidelberg 1921, 92 ff., 132;
Erdnsahr, 37-9; Le Strange, The lands of the Eastern
W. Wright, A grammar of the Arabic language ii, 109c
Caliphate, 335-8, and Hudud al- dlam, tr. Minorsky,
12, 270.
(M.G. CARTER)
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ZARIF (A.), pi. zurafd', denotes in mediaeval Islamic
social and literary life a person endowed with
garf "elegance", " r e f i n e m e n t " , also translatable
as "man of the world", "dandy", or, in the plural,
"refined people".
The zarif (or muta^arrif} is generally considered as
a type of adib, indeed ta^arruf is viewed as an intensification of certain features, intellectual, literary, social,
and personal, that are held to characterise the man
of adab [q.v.]. Interestingly, zarf was not deemed gender-specific: Ibn al-Washsha' (d. 325/936-7) refers to
bcfd muta^arrifdt al-kusur (K. al-Muwashshd, ed. Briinnow,
42). The first exponent of zjarf as an individual who
combined the literary and social dictates of refinement is held to be al-cAbbas b. al-Ahnaf (d. in the
first decade of the 9th century A.D. [q.v]), although
attempts to read his diwdn as a summa of ta^arruf are
inconclusive and unconvincing, as are attempts to identify an emergent concept of ^arf in the early Islamic
period. Ibn al-Washsha' (op. cit., 50), for example, presents al-cAbbas in a negative and foolish light, which
is not what one would expect from a supposedly anachronistic codification of a defunct socio-ethical ideal
based on the character of al-cAbbas as paradigmatic
of that ideal.
Ibn al-Washshas's work is to be viewed as part of
the current that culminated in the Aristotelian ethics
of the Tahdhib al-akhldk of Miskawayh (ca. 320-4217
ca. 932-1030 [g.v.]), an attempt to harmonise an
c
Abbasid vision of pre-Islamic muruwwa [q.v], adab and
larf within an encompassing Islamic context; as such
it is distinct from an exclusively and rigorously hadithsunna-based ethic, such as that promoted, for example, by al-Bukhan. The K. al-^ahra of Ibn Dawud
endeavours to strike a balance between the two visions
of an Islamic ethic. It is controversial to attempt to
extrapolate theories of social stratification, class mobility, humanism or individuality from such texts, as they
argue for and present visions of an Islamic order which
are often in competition, but which were also often
received in combination (see e.g. Bauer, Rqffinement
und Frommigkeit).
Bibliography: 1. S o u r c e s . Ibn al-Washsha3,
K. al-Muwashshd3, ed. R. Briinnow, Leiden 1886,
also ed. Beirut 1965, German tr. D. Bellmann, Das
Buch des buntbestickten Kleides, Leipzig-Weimar 1984,
Span. tr. T. Garulo, El libro del brocado, Madrid
1990; Ibn Dawud al-Isfahanl, K. al-^ahra, ed. A.R.
Nykl and I. Tuqan, Chicago 1932.
2. Studies. G.E. von Grunebaum, Medieval Islam,
Chicago 1953, 221-58; M.F. Ghazi, Un groupe sociale:
les "raffinees" (£uraja3), in SI, xi (1959), 39-71; J.-C.
Vadet, Uesprit courtois en Orient dans les cinq premiers
siecles de I'Hegire, Paris 1968, 267-351 and passim;
Lois Giffen, The theory of profane love among the Arabs,
New York 1971, passim; W. Raven, Ibn Dawud alIsbahdni and his Kitab al-Zahra, Amsterdam 1989;
S. Enderwitz, Du fata an zarif, ou comment on se distingue?, in Arabica, xxxvi (1989), 125-42; S. Bonebakker, Adab and the concept of belles-lettres, in
J. Ashtiany et alii (eds.), The Cambridge history of Arabic
literature. 'Abbasid belles-lettres, Cambridge 1990, 1630, esp. 19-24; A. Hamori, Love poetry (Ghazal), in
ibid., 202-18, esp. 208-15; J.L. Kraemer, Humanism
in the renaissance of Islam. The cultural revival during the
Buyid age, Leiden 1992; Enderwitz, Liebe als Beruf,
Beirut 1995, 31-65; T. Bauer, Raffinement und
Frommigkeit. Sdkulare Poesie islamischer Religionsgelehrter
der spdten Abbasidenzeit, in Asiatische Studien, 1 (1996),
275-95; idem, Liebe und Liebesdichtung in der arabischen Welt des 9. und 10. Jahrhunderts, Wiesbaden 1998,

56-92; idem, al-cAbbas ibn al-Ahnaf Ein literaturgeschichtlicher Sonderfall und seine Reception, in W^KM,
Ixxxviii (1998), 65-107; Giffen, art. £arf, in J.S.
Meisami and P. Starkey (eds.), Encyclopedia of Arabic
literature, London 1998, ii, 821-2.
(J.E. MONTGOMERY)
AL-ZARKA', conventionally Zarka or Zerka, a city
of m o d e r n J o r d a n , situated 23 km/15 miles to the
northeast of the capital 'Amman (lat. 32° 04' N., long.
36° 06' E., altitude 619 m/2,030 feet). It lies on a
plateau bordering the desert and intersected by various small valleys which, in the winter, pour water
into the Zarka3 river, the main east-bank tributary of
the Jordan after the Yarmuk river. The site is also
known for its underground water and springs, recognised by mediaeval geographers and travellers, and
Pilgrimage caravans used to halt there to replenish
their water supplies.
There does not seem to have been any settlement
there in the Mamluk and early Ottoman periods,
although a Kasr Shabfb al-Tubbacf (a person about
whom nothing is known) is mentioned there, and this
kasr was restored and fortified by the Ottoman authorities in 1899 and garrisoned by their troops as protection against Bedouin marauders. In 1903, some 66
Cecen families, refugees from the Caucasus, were settled there, and subsequently, some Circassians. The
small community was surrounded by a wall against
Bedouin of the Hasan, Sakhr, Ruwala and Shararat
tribes. In 1910 nomads of the region took part in the
rebellion against the Ottomans [see AL-URDUNN. 2.
History (b)]. The Hidjaz Railway passed through alZarka5, with a station there. During the First World
War, it was a communications and supply centre for
the Ottoman army, but was occupied by the British
in 1917. During 1918-20 it came within the Sharif
Faysal b. al-Husayn's amfrate based on Damascus,
and from 1921 came within the new state of Transjordan under his elder brother Amir, later King, cAbd
Allah.
The new administration in 1926 chose al-Zarka' to
be the headquarters of the border force, so that security was established in the region. Military and administrative personnel began to move there, together with
people from outside the country, including some arriving after the 1925 Druze revolt against the French
mandatary power in Syria, and in the wake of the
discovery of phosphates in the region. Christian immigration included Armenians, and in 1949 there also
arrived 800 Palestinians, so that al-Zarka3 became a
town of significance. It has continued to expand, with
a population in 1996 of 585,000 and with several
industries, including an oil refinery.
Bibliography: Admiralty Handbooks, Naval
Intelligence Division, Palestine and Transjordan, London
1943, 408-10, 469, 475, 483, 510; Kamal Salibi,
The modern history of Jordan, London and New York
1993, index.
(M.A. AL-BAKHIT)
ZARKA5 AL-YAMAMA, lit. "the blue-eyed woman
of Yamama", a s e m i - l e g e n d a r y figure of early
Arabic lore. She was endowed with such piercing
eyesight that she could descry an object some thirty
miles away, hence the proverb absaru rain ^arka? alYamdma.
She belonged to the tribe of Tasm [q.v.], but was
married to a member of the sister tribe Djadls. After
the massacre of the former by the latter, a survivor, her
brother, invoked the aid of the South Arabian king
Hassan, who marched against Djadis in Yamama. Although Hassan's army was camouflaged with leafy
branches (cf. the march of Birnam Wood in Shakes-
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peare's Macbeth], Zarka3 caught sight of it and warned
Djadfs, but they did not believe her, whereupon Hassan
fell upon them unawares and massacred them. He
captured Zarka3, gouged out her eyes, and found the
veins of her eyes treated with antimony. He then crucified her on the gate of Djaww al-Yamama. The
kernel of truth in the account is discernible, supported
by echoes in the genuine verses of three of the poets
of the Mu'allakdt, al-Nabigha, al-Acsha and al-Harith.
Yellow journalism in early Islamic times accused
her of lesbianism [see SIHAK], involving the Lakhmid
princess of al-Hlra, Hind bt. al-Nucman (early 7th
century). Tasm and Djadfs were "archaic" tribes that
belonged to the category of al-cArab al-bd'ida "the
extinct Arabs"; hence the three centuries or so that
separate Hind from Zarka5 invalidate the slanderous
charge, already rejected totally by the sober cAbd alKadir al-Baghdadf in his Khizana.
Bibliography. Tabarl, i, 771-4; Mascudf, Murudj,,
ed. Pellat, ii, 263-72; Ibn al-Athlr, ed. Beirut, i,
351-4; Yakut, Bulddn, s.v. al-Yamama; Aghdnl, Beirut
1971, ii, llO; cAbd al-Kadir al-Baghdadl, Khizdnat
al-adab, ed. cAbd al-Salam Harun, Cairo 1977, vi,
70-1. See also the Bib 1. to TASM.
(!RFAN SHAHID)
AL-ZARKALI, ABU ISHAK IBRAH!M b. Yahya alNakkash al-Tudjibf, known as WALAD AL-ZARKIYAL
(Sacid al-Andalusf, Tabakdt al-umam, Beirut 1985, 17981, tr. Blachere, 138-9; Ibn al-Kiftl, 57), Spanish
Muslim writer on practical and theoretical astronomy,
d. 493/1100. Although al-Zarkall is the conventional
form of his name, in Ibn al-Abbar, Takmila, Algiers
1920, 169-70, we have al-Zarkalluh. It therefore seems
likely that al-Zarkalluh or al-Zarkiyal are the correct
forms, and that al-ZarkalT/Zarkanf and al-Zarkala are
classicised Eastern forms undocumented in AndalusI
sources.
Life.
According to Isaac Israeli's Liber Jesod colam sen Fundamentum mundi (1310), ed. Goldberg and Rosenkrantz,
Berlin 1846-8, bk. IV, ch. vii, he worked as an instrument maker in Toledo for Sacid al-Andalus! [q.v.] and
the Dhu '1-Nunid prince al-Ma'mun amongst others.
His patrons lent him the necessary books for teaching
himself astronomy, so that he assumed a leading position in the group around Sa'id, mentioned in the
Tabakdt as belonging to the younger Toledan generation (al-ahddth), though he was active from at least
440/1048-9 onwards and must have begun his solar
observations by the early 1050s at the latest. An
anonymous Toledan contemporary states that he used
a large-size instrument. Al-Zuhn in his K. al-Qiacrdfiyya, ed. Hadj-Sadok, 223-4, describes a water-clock
that marked the date of the lunar month and that
was built at Toledo by a certain Abu '1-Kasim b.
c
Abd al-Rahman, known as al-Zarkal, but it is doubtful whether he is referring to the same person.
Ibn al-Zarkalluh (as he will be henceforth termed
here) left Toledo for Cordova either at the beginning
of the reign of Yahya II al-Kadir or when Alfonso
VI conquered Toledo. In Cordova, he was patronised
by the 'Abbadid al-Muctamid [q.v.], to whom he had
already dedicated a work on the use of the instrument called al-safiha al-cabbddiyya in 440/1048-9, when
the future ruler al-Muctamid was only eight or nine
years old, and he continued his observations there
until at least 480/1087-8, dying in Cordova on 8
Dhu '1-Hidjdja 493/15 October 1100 (Ibn al-Abbar).
Works.
1. Astronomical instruments.

(a) A treatise on the construction of the armillary
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sphere, extant in an Alfonsine Castilian translation;
see M. Rico, Libros del saber de astronomia, 5 vols. Madrid
1863-7, ii, 1-24.
(b) Two treatises on two variants of the same universal astrolabe, which he calls al-safiha al-mushtaraka
li-d^am? al-curud ("the common plate for all latitudes")
[see SHAKKAZIYYA] . This instrument, also called safiha
zarkdliyya, had, on its face, a double grid of equatorial
and ecliptical coordinates and a ruler-horizon, and,
on the back, a zodiacal scale, and orthographic projection of the celestial sphere, a sine quadrant and a
diagram (circle of the moon) which, combined with
a most elaborate alidade (transversal ruler), allowed
the computation of the geocentric distance of the moon
for a given time (R. Puig, Los tratados de construction y
uso de la a^afea de Azarquiel, Madrid 1987; idem, Al^arqdlluh's graphical method for finding lunar distances, in
Centaurus, xxxii [1989], 294-309; J. Samso, Islamic astronomy and medieval Spain, Variorum, Aldershot 1994,
no. XV). At a later date, he seems to have dedicated
a new account of his instrument to the same alMuctamid, usually called al-sjiakkd^iyya, divided into 60
chapters. The instrument is apparently a simplified
version of the 'abbddiyya type, with only one complete
grid of equatorial coordinates and an ecliptical grid
limited to the great circles of longitude for the beginnings of the zodiacal signs on its face, while its back
resembles that of a standard astrolabe (Puig, Concerning
the safiha sakkd^iyya, in £GAIW, ii [1985], 123-39; idem,
Al-Sakkaziyya. Ibn al-Naqqds al-^arqdlluh, Barcelona 1986).
(c) Two treatises on the construction of the equatorium which he calls al-safiha al-^id^iyya (M. Comes,
Ecuatorios andalusies, Barcelona 1991, 189-236). The
oldest reference to this instrument, a collection of
Ptolemaic planetary models made to scale and used
to solve graphically the problem of the determination
of planetary longitudes, appears in the £idi al-safa'ih
of Abu Dja'far al-Khazin (d. ca. 350-60/961-71 '[q.v.])
and, in al-Andalus, an earlier equatorium was designed
by Ibn al-Samh [q.v] ca. 416/1025-6. The latter instrument consisted of a series of plates kept within the
mother of an astrolabe, but Ibn al-Zarkalluh's equatorium is totally independent and represents all the
planetary deferents and related circles on both sides
of a single plate, while a second plate bears all the
epicycles. The complexity of the Ptolemaic Mercury
model led him to represent Mercury's deferent not
as a circle but as an ellipse, which he identified as
such: this is the first known instance of the use of
conic sections in astronomy (Samso and H. Mielgo,
Ibn al-^arqdlluh on Mercury, in Jnal. Hist. Astronomy, xxv
[1994], 289-96).
(d) Al-Marrakushf's Dj.dmic attributes to Ibn alZarkalluh a sine quadrant with movable cursor (mad^arrd) in the line of the quadrans vetustissimus (J.M. Millas,
La introduction del cuadrante con cursor en Europa, in Isis,
xvii [1932], 218-58; repr. in idem, Estudios sobre historia de la ciencia espanola, Barcelona 1949, 65-110),
although Ibn al-Zarkalluh's cursor is only a graphic
scale of solar declinations in which the argument used
is the solar longitude and not, as in the quadrans vetustissimus, the date of the Julian year.
2. Astronomical tables.

(e) The Toledan Tables are known through a Latin
translation; they seem to be the result of an adaptation of the best available astronomical material (alKh w arazmf, al-Battanf) to the coordinates of Toledo
made by a team led by Sacid and in which Ibn alZarkalluh seems to have had an outstanding position
(G.J. Toomer, A survey of the Toledan Tables, in Osiris,
xv [1968], 5-174; L. Richter-Bernburg, Sd'id, the Toledan
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Tables, and Andalusi science, in D.A. King and G. Saliba
(eds.), From deferent to equant, New York 1987, 373-401;
R. Mercier, Astronomical tables in the twelfth century, in
C. Burnett (ed.), Adelard of Bath. An English scientist and
Arabist of the early twelfth century, London 1987, 10412). In them, the mean motion tables are original and
the result of observations, the parameter for the solar
mean motion was not altered in Ibn al-Zarkalluh's
later works and it reappeared in the Andalusf-Maghribf
school of £fd£s which begins with Ibn Ishak [see zlr^].
Sacid does not mention these tables, although they
had been completed before the writing of the Tabakat
(460/1068); Abu Marwan al-Istidjdjf quotes repeatedly
"our corrected &(£ (zid£und al-musahhah}" in his Risdla
fi }l-tasyirdt wa-matdrih al-shucdcdt (ms. Escorial 939) dedicated to Sa'id from Cuenca.
(f) The Almanac, which has been preserved in
Arabic, Latin and in an Alfonsine translation (Millas,
Estudios sobre Azarquiel, Madrid-Granada 1943-50, 72-237;
M. Boutelle, The Almanac of Azarquiel, in Centaurus, xii
[1967], 12-19, repr. in E.S. Kennedy et al, Studies in
the Islamic exact sciences, Beirut 1983, 502-10), is based
on a Greek work computed by a certain Awmatiyus
in the 3rd or 4th century A.D., although the solar
tables seem to be the result of the Toledan observations, and its purpose is to simplify the computation
of planetary longitudes; for that purpose, Babylonian
planetary cycles ("goal years") are used. After the completion of one of these cycles, the longitudes of a
given planet will be the same on the same dates of
the year as at the beginning of the cycle. Perpetual
almanacs seem to be characteristic of Andalusian
astronomy, and they were also used in the Maghrib
and in mediaeval Spain.
3. Astronomical theory.
(g) A lost work in which he summarises his twentyfive years of solar observations and which was probably written between 467-72/1075-80. Its title was
either Fi sanat al-shams ("On the solar year") or alRisdla al-^dmica Ji !l-shams ("Comprehensive epistle on
the Sun"). Its contents are known through secondary
sources, both Arabic and Latin (Toomer, The solar
theory of a^-^arqdl. A history of errors, in Centaurus, xiv
[1969], 306-36; idem, The solar theory of a^arqdl. An
Epilogue, in King and Saliba (eds.), From deferent to
equant, 513-19; Samso, Isl. astr., no. X). In it, Ibn alZarkalluh established that the solar apogee had its
own motion of about 1° in 279 Julian years, and he
designed a solar model with variable eccentricity which
became extremely influential both in the Maghrib and
in Latin Europe until the time of Copernicus [see
SHAMS] .
(h) A treatise on the motion of the fixed stars, written ca. 476/1084-5 and extant in a Hebrew translation (Millas, Azarquiel, 247-343; B.R. Goldstein, On the
theory of trepidation according to Thdbit b. Qurra and al^arqalluh and its implications for homocentric planetary theory, in Centaurus, x [1964], 232-47; Samso, Isl. astr.,
nos. VIII, IX). It contains a study of three different
trepidation models, in the third of which variable precession becomes independent of the oscillation of the
obliquity of the ecliptic. Trepidation had already attracted the attention of Sa'id and his team; the trepidation table extant in the Toledan Tables, which also
appears in some manuscripts of pseudo-Thabit's Liber
de motu octaue sphere, is probably due to the Toledan
group and, according to Ibn al-Ha°im, Abu Marwan
al-Istidjdjf wrote a Risdlat al-Ikbdl wa }l-idbdr ("Epistle
on accession and recession").
(i) We have indirect references to two other lost
theoretical works: one is a Makdla fi ibtdl al-tank allati

salakaha Bathmus fi istikhradj, al-bucd al-ab'ad li-'Utdrid
("On the invalidation of Ptolemy's method to obtain
the apogee of Mercury") mentioned by Ibn Badjdja
[q.v.]. On the other hand, Ibn al-Ha'im had read in
Ibn al-Zarkalluh's own writing (bi-khatt yadihi] a description of a modified lunar Ptolemaic model; the
centre of the Moon's mean motion in longitude was not
the centre of the Earth but was placed on a straight
line linking the centre of the Earth with the solar
apogee. The maximum correction in the lunar mean
longitude amounted to 24'. This correction appears
in Andalusf (Ibn al-Kammad) and Maghrib! (Ibn Ishak,
Ibn al-Banna') #$s as well as in the Spanish canons
of the first version of the Alfonsine Tables.
4. Magic.
Mss. Vienna 1421, B.L. 977 (Add. 9599), Cairo
National Library Taymur Ma^_dmic 424 and Hurufwaawfdk 124 contain the only known magical work by
Ibn al-Zarkalluh, Risdla fi harakdt al-kawdkib al-sayydra
wa-tadbirihd ("On the motions and influences of planets") (Millas, Azarquiel, 480-3; King, A survey of the scientific manuscripts in the Egyptian National Library, Winona
Lake, Ind. 1986, B87, 50). These mss. contain, at
least,' two very different recensions of the text, and a
third one appears in a summarised Latin translation
in ms. Vienna lat. 5239 (J. Sesiano, Un traite medieval sur les cams magiques. De I'arrangement harmonieux des
nombres, Lausane 1996, 10, 34). It is a treatise on talismanic magic which uses magic squares for the making of talismans.
Bibliography: Given in the text. The essential
general survey is still Millas, Azarquiel', an updated
revision is in J. Samso, Las ciencias de los antiguos en
al-Andalus, Madrid 1992, 147-52, 166-240.
(J. SAMSO)
AL-ZARKALLUH [see AL-ZARKAL!].
AL-ZARNUDJI, BURHAN AL-DlN, Muslim scholar
and traditionist, probably from eastern Persia, who in
the late 6th/12th or early 7th/13th century composed
a popular treatise on educational etiquette and ethics.
Very little is certain about him; not even his ism is
known, and his period can only be approximately stated.
W. Ahlwardt in the Berlin Catalogue under no. 111
estimated that he flourished about 620/1223, but the
correct date may be slightly earlier. The various authorities cited in his treatise Ta'lim al-mutacallim suggest
that al-Zarnudjf lived and wrote at the end of the
6th/12th or the beginning of the 7th/13th century.
For example, he several times identifies Burhan alDfn cAlf b. Abl Bakr al-Farghanf al-Marghfnanf [<?.#.],
author of the Hiddya, an important Hanaff textbook,
as his teacher; his comments make it clear that he was
writing after al-Marghfnanf's death in 593/1197. He
also names as his teacher Fakhr al-Islam al-Hasan b.
Mansur al-Farghanf Kadfkhan [q.v.], who died in
592/1196. In another passage he records that the
Shaykh Zahfr al-Dfn al-Hasan b. CA1I al-Marghfnanf
[q.v.] recited verses before him; al-Hasan had himself
been the teacher of both Burhan al-Dfn al-Marghfnanf
and Kadikhan. He further tells us that he heard a
story from Shaykh Fakhr al-Dfn al-Kashanf; the reference is almost certainly to Abu Bakr Mas'ud b. Ahmad
(d. 597/1191; see Brockelmann, GAL, I2, 465). Finally,
he tells us that Rukn al-Dfn Muhammad b. Abf Bakr,
known as Imam Khwaharzada, recited something to
him; this probably refers to a mufti of Bukhara who died
in 573/1177-8 (see von Grunebaum and Abel, 60). If
we take all these data together, we come to the conclusion that al-Zarnudjf may have flourished a little earlier than Ahlwardt thought, but his work was certainly
composed after 593/1197.
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L. Adamec (ed.), Historical gazetteer of Iran. II. Meshed
Al-Zarnudji's only known work, Tcfhm al-mutacallim
and northeastern Iran, Graz 1981, 650-5; M.R. Khustank al-tacallum "Teaching the learner the method/
rawf, mughrdfiya-yi tdnkhi-yi wildyat-i ^dwa, Mashhad
way of learning", was one of the most popular exam1366/1988.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
ples of a common genre of mediaeval Islamic literature,
ZAWAKIL (A.), a shadowy group of Arab
sc. treatises outlining the proper manner of behaviour
brigands and m e r c e n a r i e s active in al-Sham and
for individuals involved in the study of the religious
al-Djazira [q.vv.] during the c Abbasid period (the etysciences. As such, it parallels works by Badr al-Dm
mology of the designation is unclear: the Arabic verb
Muhammad Ibn Djama'a (d. 733/1333) and Abu
zawkala means "to let the two ends of a turban hang
Yahya Zakariyya3 al-Ansan (d. 916/1511), as well as
down from one's shoulders").
portions of Abu Hamid al-Ghazalfs (d. 505/1111)
3 c
Although most of the zawdkil known by name hail
famous Ihyd ulum al-din. Al-Zarnudjf has much to say
from Kays! tribes (as noted by D. Ayalon, The miliconcerning the physical and mental conditions necestary reforms of Caliph al-Muftasim . . ., 16-18, in Islam and
sary for successful study, the manner of instruction,
the Abode of War, London 1994), they appear to have
attitudes to the written and spoken word, and especially
been a group of tribal outcasts, like many such brigthe ideal character of the teacher-student relationship.
and groups [see SUCLUK and LISS]. cAmr b. cAbd alThere were a number of late mediaeval commen'Azlz al-Sulamf, for example, is mentioned with the
taries on the Ta'lim al-mutacallim; on them, see Brockelfamous Nasr b. Shabath [q.v.] as one of the leaders
mann, GAL, I2, 606, S I, 837. The text itself was
of the zawdkil during the Fourth Civil War between
printed in Leipzig in 1838, in Cairo in 1311/1893al-Amm and al-Ma'mun (al-Tabarf, iii, 845). He began
4, and in several modern editions. It was translated
into English by G.E. von Grunebaum and Theodora | his career as an escaped convict—as a soldier he had
murdered his commander—and then took to brigM. Abel, Instruction of the student: the method of learning,
andage in southern al-Sham (Michael the Syrian,
New York 1947, and into Spanish by Olga Kattan,
491/iii, 21). The c Abbasid authorities certainly saw
Instruction del estudiante: el metodo de aprender, Madrid
the zawdkil as social flotsam: al-Ma3mun's letter to
1991.
Nasr derides the latter's followers as coming "from
Bibliography: In addition to the editions cited in
the near and distant corners of the lands, with their
the text, see M.A. Khan, The Muslim theories of eduscum and worst elements, those thieves and robbers
cation during the Middle Ages, in 1C, xviii (1944), 418who have rallied to your side and those whom their
33; J. Berkey, The transmission of knowledge in medieval
land has spewed forth, or whose tribe has expelled
Cairo. A social history of Islamic education, Princeton
because of their bad reputation within it" (al-Taban,
1992.
(M. PLESSNER-[J.P. BERKEY])
iii, 1070-1, tr. C.E. Bosworth, The History of al-Taban,
ZARWANIYYA [see MADJUS].
ZATI [see DHAT!].
xxxii, The reunification of the cAbbdsid caliphate, Albany
ZATI (SULAYMAN) [see SULAYMAN DHATI, in
1987, 141-2).
The zawdkil are first mentioned in connection with
Suppl.].
ZAWA, a d i s t r i c t and town of K h u r a s a n .
the revolt of the Kays! notable Abu '1-Haydham alThe town (modern Turbat-i Haydarf or Haydariyya,
Murn in and around Damascus in 176-7/792-3. In
see below) is some 140 km/88 miles south of Mashhad
the Kays-Yaman factionalism preceding the revolt, a
on the road to Gunabad and lies at an altitude of
group of Kays! tribesmen enlisted the aid of the
approximately 1,280/4,200 feet (lat. 35° 16' N., long.
zawdkil and "a group of mawdli of Kuraysh" to exact
59° 08' E.).
revenge for a slain kinsman. During the revolt itself,
Al-Mukaddasf, 319 n. a, describes it as being just
these zawdkil fought on the side of the Kaysiyya against
a rural district with no town, but Yakut, Bulddn, ed.
the Yamams and the c Abbasid authorities (Ibn 'Asakir,
Beirut, iii, 128, names its kasaba as Rukhkh or Rfkh.
Ta'rikh madlnat Dimashk, ed. cAmrawf, Beirut 1995,
In Il-Khanid times, the town of Zawa seems to have
xxvi, 66). One of their leaders was a Du'ama b. cAbd
flourished, with 50 villages dependent on it, producAllah, who had been one of a triumvirate of bandit
ing silk and fruits (MustawfT, Nuzha, ed. Le Strange,
leaders in southern al-Sham (ibid., vii, 162). Shortly
154, tr. 152; Hafiz-i Abru, ed. D. Krawulsky, Horasdn
after the revolt, zawdkil are mentioned in 180/796-7
zur Timuridenzeit, Wiesbaden 1982, text 41). Its rise
as participants in another explosion of tribal factionmust have been at least in part connected with the
alism in al-Sham, which was summarily supressed by
baraka and the shrine of a local shaykh, Kutb al-Dm
Dja'far b. Yahya al-Barmakl (al-Taban, iii, 639).
Haydar (d. 630/1232), founder of the Haydariyya derAs might be expected, the collapse of central authorvish order. Ibn Battuta visited Zawa and noted the
ity in al-Sham and the west with the death of alascetic practices of the Haydariyya, including loadRashfd and the accession of al-Amm in 193/809
ing their limbs with iron rings and infibulation of the
provided an ideal context in which the zawdkil could
penis (Rihla, iii, 79-80, tr. Gibb, iii, 583; cf. J.S.
achieve a degree of local autonomy or could otherTrimingham, The Sufi orders in Islam, Oxford 1971, 39).
wise derive profit. In the early years of al-Amfn's
Presumably after this time dates the transformation
reign, the zawdkil leaders Nasr b. Shabath and alc
of the town's name to its contemporary one, Turbat-i
Abbas b. Zufar terrorised the region around Kurus/
Haydarf, the shrine there—a brick-built mausoleum
Cyrrhus and co-operated against mutual rivals. One
of the saint—being still venerated. In ca. 1950 it had
of the latter was the Kays! c Uthman b. Thumama
a population of 2,354, which had risen by 1991 to
from the region of Kinnasrfn, who later joined Nasr.
81,781.
At Aleppo, the descendants of the cAbbasid noble
Bibliography: See also Sir FJ. Goldsmid, Eastern
Salih b. 'All called upon Nasr, al-cAbbas and their
Persia, an account of the journey of the Persian Boundary
followers to put down a rebellion of YamanT tribesCommission 1870-1872, London 1876, i, 353; Curzon,
men of Tanukh (al-YackubI, ii, 541; al-Baladhun,
Persia and the Persian question, i, 203, ii, 517; Le
Futuh, 145-6; Michael the Syrian, 497/iii, 31).
Strange, The lands of the Eastern Caliphate, 356;
Groups of zawdkll (under cAmr b. cAbd al-cAzfz
Razmara (ed.), Farhang-i d^ughrdfiyd-yi Irdn-zamin, ix,
al-Sulaml) turn up as mercenaries yet again in 195/
196; Krawulsky, Iran—das Reich der Ilhdne. Fine
811 during the revolt of the Umayyad pretender Abu
topographisch-historische Studie, Wiesbaden 1978, 325-6;
'l-cUmaytir al-Sufyani against the local governor in
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Damascus (Michael the Syrian, 491/in, 21-2; Ibn
Manzur, Mukhtasar ta'rikh Dimashk, ed. A. Murad,
Damascus 1984-, xviii, 111-12). In this conflict, the
zawdkil supplied mercenaries to Abu 'l-cUmaytir's predominantiy Yamanl following and to the Kaysf counterrebellion as well. Ibn 'Asakir's account of the revolt has
the Yamanfs scorn their foes as "these [mere] zawdkir
(hddhihi al-zawdkil), while later sending for contingents
of their own (bcfathu ild zawdkilihim).
Not long afterward, cAmr b. cAbd al-cAzfz and his
followers left these events in Damascus and headed
for al-Rakka [q.v.], where they joined Nasr b. Shabath,
al-cAbbas b. Zufar, and a host of other zawdkil alShdm, all responding to al-Amfn's call for irregular
troops to assist him in his conflict against his brother
al-MaJmun. It was here that a conflict broke out between, on the one hand, the zawdkil and the other
Syro-Djazfran troops, and, on the other, al-Amfn's
loyal troops from the Abnd3 [q.v.] and the ahl Khurasan.
According to the account of al-Taban, the fighting
broke out because one of the Abnd) had been among
the 'Abbasid troops defeated during Abu 'l-cUmaytir's
revolt in Damascus, and he recognised his horse among
those of the zawdkil assembled in al-Rakka. In the
ensuing melee, the zawdkil and their Syrian companions were routed; many fled back to their homes (alTaban, iii, 842-5).
After the accession of al-Ma'mun, the fate of the
zawdkil becomes more obscure, compounded by the
tendency of some authors to use the name as a term
for brigands and mercenaries in general. After the
debacle at al-Rakka, some of the zawdkil stayed on
with Nasr b. Shabath in his stronghold of Kaysum
in the Djazfra, from which he fended off the approaching armies of al-Ma3mun. It seems, though, that the
zawdkil were soon co-opted by the state, finding a
niche in the 'Abbasid military. Indeed, Nasr's defeated
followers were absorbed into the army of the victorious general cAbd Allah b. Tahir and accompanied
him to Khurasan, where they were decimated in battle in 213/828 (al-'Azmif, Ta'nkh Halab, ed. I. Za'rur,
Damascus 1984, 247). Some may also have joined
later; al-Mutawakkil had a contingent of zawdkil in his
army (al-Tabarf, iii, 1463; al-MascudI, Tanbih, 362).
The final fate of the Syro-Djazfran brigand group
or groups known as the zawdkil is unknown. Ibn alc
Adfm, writing in Aleppo ca. 640/1242, discusses the
long-standing enmity between two local tribes, the
Habbaliyyun of Asad and the Kays! Zawakila of Kilab
(Bughyat al-talab min ta'rikh Halab, ed. S. Zakkar, Damascus 1988, i, 536-7), but the relationship of the latter
to the zawdkil is only presumed. It may be that, over
time, the zawdkil came to identify themselves as a
separate tribe despite the diverse origins of their early
members [cf. HILF].
Bibliography: In addition to the references given
in the article, see I. 'Abbas, Ta'nkh bildd al-Shdm
fi 'l-asr al-cabbdsi, 'Amman 1993; P.M. Cobb, White
banners. Contention in 'Abbdsid Syria, 750-880, Albany
2001, jndex at 221.
(P.M. COBB)
ZAWARA, a small town in Persia lying some
15 km/9 miles to the northeast of Ardistan, on the
southwestern edge of the central desert of the Dashti Kawfr (long. 52° 25' E., lat. 33° 30' N.). It falls
administratively within the ustdn or province of Isfahan
and is the chef-lieu of a canton or dihistdn. In ca.
1951 it had a population of 5,400; and according to
the census of 1375/1996-7, one at that time of 7,710,
representing 1,911 households.
This small and isolated place has played no role
in wider Persian history, but is of significance for its

surviving architecture. It clearly enjoyed prosperity and
a local importance in Saldjuk and Il-Khanid times,
attested by two monuments there. The Masdjid-i Pa
Minar was restored, and a minaret built for it, according to an inscription on the latter from 461/1068-9,
the time of Alp Arslan, by a local patron. The Friday
mosque, from 530/1135, i.e. the reign of Mascud
b. Muhammad, provides the first dated example of a
mosque with a central courtyard and four iwdm [q.v.].
Bibliography: A. Godard, Ardistan et ^awdre, in
Athdr-e Iran, i (1936), 285-309, ii, 351; Razmara
(ed.), Farhang-i dj,ughrdfiyd-yi Irdn-zamin, x, 104; Sylvia
A. Matheson, Persia, an archaeological guide, 2London
1976, 173-4; S.R. Peterson, The Masjid-i Pa Minar
at ^avareh. A restating and an analysis of early Islamic
Iranian sources, in Artibus Asiae, xxxix (1977), 60-90;
Sheila S. Blair, The monumental inscriptions from early
Islamic Iran and Transoxiana, Leiden 1992, 137-9
no. 51, and pis. 90-3; R.M. Hillenbrand, Islamic
architecture, function and meaning, Edinburgh 1994, 156,
487.
_ _
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
AL-ZAWAWI [see IBN MU'TI].
ZAWDJ (A., pi. azwdaj), basically "two d r a u g h t
animals yoked together", from which, in both
literary and dialectal Arabic usage, a number of senses
have developed, including "piece of land which a
yoked pair of beasts can plough in a determined
time", "two things", "pair, couple", from which verbal forms have also developed. At the side of "one
part of a pair", "half of a couple" (especially "spouse",
and often with the fern, ending -at "wife"), the signification "couple, pair", though rejected by the purists,
is attested from mediaeval Islamic times onwards, and
the co-existence of the two concepts is frequent in
most varieties of Arabic.
1. Etymology and early usage.
Although the classical philologists and lexicographers were convinced that it was a pure Arabic word,
no Semitic parallel forms exist, and there is no doubt
that zawaj stems from Grk. zeugos "yoke", probably
via Aramaic; from this last, the word passed also into
Rabbinical Hebrew, Ethiopic and Syriac. The word
is thus distantly cognate with Skr. jugdm, Lat. iugum,
Ger. Joch, Eng. yoke, Fr. joug, etc. It must have been
an early entrant into Arabic, since it appears in preIslamic poetry, e.g. in 'Antara, and is frequent in the
Kur'an in various nominal and verbal forms (II,
23/25, 33/35, 96/102, 234, etc.). In the Kur'an, the
dominant usage of zawaj is in the sense of "spouse" =
"wife, woman", but there are also several instances
(e.g. XI, 42/40; XIII, 3; XXIII, 27; XLI, 49; LIII,
46/47; LXXV, 39) where the dual zawdj_ayn means
"pairs, groups of two", which may be further specified as ". . . of man and woman". The later form
zawaja "wife" nowhere appears in the sacred text, The
differentiation of sex zawaj/zawaja is clearly a later
development, but seems to have taken place by the
end of the first century A.H., since zawaja "wife" is
found in the poetry of al-Farazdak and Dhu '1-Rumma.
Bibliography: S. Fraenkel, Die aramdischen Fremdwb'rter im Arabischen, Leiden 1886, 106-7; A. Jeffery,
The foreign vocabulary of the Qur'dn, Baroda 1938, 1545; J.W. Flick, cArablya. Untersuchungen zur arabischen
Sprach- und Stilgeschichte, in Abh. Sachs. Akad. Wiss. zu
Leipzig, xlv/1, Berlin 1950, 25, 120, Fr. tr. cArabiya.
Recherches sur I'histoire de la langue et du style arabe,
Paris 1955, 38, 184.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
2. Usage in the dialects of the Muslim
West.
Whilst in numerous Eastern dialects, the metathesised form djawz (hence a homonym of the loan from
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Persian d^auoz. "nut") is used for "spouse" and "pair,"
in the Maghrib the form is without metathesis but
often has assimilation of the voiced post-alveolar fricative and the voiced alveolar fricative, which may
be regressive: ajuaj and variants (esp. in the west:
Morocco), or progressive (ziiz and variants (esp. in
the east: Tunisia, Libya). In numerous dialects, especially the urban ones of Algeria and Morocco, and
for a long time back (as attested in mediaeval MaghribT,
AndalusI and Sicilian Arabic, and also in Maltese),
this form serves as a cardinal numeral "two". But in
none of these has it completely eliminated the old
*ithnqyn, the only word used when enumerating the
cardinal numbers ("one, two, three . . .") and also the
word appearing almost always in the composed
numeral forms (a form like juj u khamsin "52" is rare,
if not indeed exceptional). *£awaj "two" (sometimes
in the diminutive, zwqyyiaj) is attested, either alone
or at the side of *ithnayn in dialects which have kept
alive usage of the dual (and where its use often therefore serves to reinforce the dual), and alone in those
which have only a "pseudo-dual"; it seems that there
is a linkage between the disappearance of the dual
and the replacement of *ithnayn by *zawaj.
The syntagm associating the noun of the object
counted with the cardinal number has two constructions (which may be mutually exclusive or co-exist,
according to different dialects): (a) zawaj + pi. noun,
and (b) zawdj. + particle (d, dydl, etc.) + def. article
+ pi. noun (each of these constructions has a variant where the noun is in the sing., for certain types
of collectives, or for certain units of measure, of money,
etc.). In Maltese, there is a third construction in which
the cardinal number assumes a special form when
standing in the construct state (zewajt-). In all the
dialects concerned, the sense of "pair" remains in general for *zawd£\ it is sometimes distinguished from that
of "two" by a special form in -a or by the diminutive zwidia, but the plural remains in that case that
of *zawaj_. The choice between collective or pi. in the
noun of the object counted, or the use of the dual
or pi. of *zawaj, in some cases allows one to get
round the ambiguities of "two", "pair", "element of
a pair". Thus at La Chebba, Tunisia, one finds zuz
klast or zuzen kldst "a pair of socks". Finally, one
should note that some dialects (mainly Algerian, it
seems) have made an ordinal number out of *zawaj,
sc. jdwej (La Saoura), zdwadi "second".
Bibliography: For the forms, usages and constructions of *zawdj "two", this article has used the
well-documented monograph of K. Morth, Die
Kardinalzahlworter von eins bis zehn in den neuarabischen
Dialekten, Vienna 1997, 25, 33-5, 138-49, 212-13
and map 6, and 302 sections h and i. For older
attestations, see J. Blau, The emergence and linguistic background of Judaeo-Ambic, Jerusalem 1981, 117;
F. Corriente, A grammatical sketch of the Spanish Arabic
dialect bundle, Madrid 1977, 88.
(J. LENTIN)
3. Usage in the dialects of the Muslim
East [see SurjplJ.
ZAWI B. ZIRI b. Manad al-SanhadjT, the B e r b e r
f o u n d e r of an i n d e p e n d e n t taifa ( t d ' i f a [see
MULUK AL-TAWA'IF. 2]) or p r i n c i p a l i t y in G r a n a d a
at the time of the dismemberment of the Umayyad
caliphate of Cordova and its first ruler (403-10/101319).
The Zirids, who belonged to the Talkata, the most
important tribe of the Sanhadja [q.v], had settled in
the area between Ifnkiya and the central Maghrib.
Zawf and his followers, including the two sons of his
brother Maksan, were among the prominent Berbers
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in North Africa who were invited by the 'Arnirid
hdc^ib of Cordova, cAbd al-Malik al-Muzaffar [q.v],
to join him in his perennial campaigns against the
Christians of northern Spain. Al-Muzaffar's father
al-Mansur, however, had his own misgivings about
ZawT, who was reputed to be cunning, shrewd and
troublesome.
After the fall of the 'Amirids and the outbreak of
civil strife in al-Andalus, Zawf is said to have contemplated returning to North Africa but changed his
mind when the people of Elvira sought his protection. In fact, the Zlrids played a decisive role in the
course of events, and it was largely thanks to Zawf
that the Umayyad Sulayman al-Mustacfn was proclaimed caliph (Rabl c I 400/November 1008). If Zawl
had really intended to leave al-Andalus, one may well
ask why he had stayed behind for eight years and
taken such an active part (Ibn Hayyan describes Zawl
as "the spark that kindled the civil war after the
c
Amirid dynasty") in events which secured for his people the rich province of Elvira.
It was the Berbers who had forced Sulayman to
divide between them the southern districts of alAndalus and, consequently, the province of Elvira fell
to ZawT and his kinsmen. It is most unlikely that
ZawT's arrival in Elvira was, as claimed by the last
Zfrid amir of Granada (Tibydn, 59, tr. 45), in response
to an invitation from the Elvirans, who had recently
suffered so much at his hands. The Elvirans probably had no say in the matter. It is more likely that,
prior to Sulayman's re-entry into Cordova (403/1013),
ZawT had already established himself in Elvira and
Sulayman had to accept that as a fait accompli.
Aware of the bitter hostility of the Andalusians to
the Berbers, Zawf suggested that the people of Elvira
move to the nearby and more defensible mountain
fortress of Granada. Soon after, the Andalusians, led
by the newly-proclaimed Umayyad caliph al-Murtada,
launched an assault but were routed just outside
Granada, almost six years after ZawT had settled there.
The Zlrids' victory was swift and decisive, thanks
mainly to the defection from al-Murtada's ranks of
the cAmirid Khayran of Almeria and of al-Mundhir
b. Yahya of Saragossa.
Shortly after his victory, however, Zawf surprisingly
decided to return to Ifnkiya, prompted no doubt by
his keen awareness of the Andalusians' hostility and
their numerical superiority. Moreover, he aspired to
the throne of Kayrawan, whose occupant at the time
was an eight-year-old Zlrid, al-Mucizz b. BadTs [q.v.],
a great grandson of Zawl's brother Buluggfn. Ibn
Hayyan also mentions ZawT's obsessive fear that the
Zanata Berbers, traditional foes of the Sanhadja, might
join forces with the Andalusians against the Zirids,
hence Zawfs description of the Zanata as "the real
enemies" (Ibn Bassam, Dhakhira, i/1, 402; Ibn alKhatlb, A'mal, 131).
Zawf, who was born and brought up in North
Africa, must have felt isolated and insecure throughout his 18-year sojourn in al-Andalus, and it is not
surprising that his thoughts should turn to his native
land. Furthermore, the situation in North Africa had
completely changed since his arrival in al-Andalus in
392/1002; the Fatimid caliphs had moved from Ifnkiya
to Egypt; the Zanata ruler of Fas, Zlri b. 'Atiyya,
could no longer count on Umayyad support; and the
internecine struggle, raging since 409/1014 between
the Zlrids of Ifnkiya [q.v] and their kinsmen the
Hammadids of al-Kalca [q.v], had exhausted both
sides.
ZawT left Almunecar (al-Munakkab) for Ifnkiya some
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time in 410/1019-20, with the consent of al-Mucizz
who is said to have come out in person to greet him.
At least initially, Zawf's kinsmen in Kayrawan seemed
to welcome his return, since they badly needed someone of his age and calibre to head the Zlrid house
and fill the vacuum left by the death of al-Mucizz's
father. There were those amongst al-Mu'izz's wazm,
however, who regarded "the accession of the child alMu'izz. . . ., over whom they had control, preferable to surrendering power to a shrewd character like
Zawf, over whom they had not a scrap of authority.
Someone was therefore hired to administer poison to
Zawf, who died in that country" (Tibydn, 64, tr. 51).
Ibn Hayyan says that Zawf died in Kayrawan of
the plague but does not give the date of his death;
nor does amir cAbd Allah in the Tibydn.
Bibliography: 1. S o u r c e s . cAbd Allah b.
Buluggfn, Tibydn, ed. and annotated A.T. Tibi,
Rabat 1995, 57-64, Eng. tr. Leiden 1986, 44-51;
anon., Mafdkhir al-Barbar, ed. E. Levi-Provencal,
Rabat 1934; Ibn Bassam al-Shantarfnf, Dhakhira,
ed. I. 'Abbas, i, iv/1 Beirut 1975-9; Ibn Tdharf,
Baydn, ed. Colin and Levi-Provencal, i, iii, Beirut
1980; Ibn Khaldun, clbar, iv, vi, Bulak 1867; Ibn
al-Khatfb, A'mdl, ed. Levi-Proven5al, Beirut 1956,
227-9; 'idem, Ihdta, ed. M.A. Inan, i, Cairo 1973,
513-17.
2. Studies. Levi-Provencal, Hist. Esp. mus., ii;
H.R. Idrfs, La Berberie orientate sous les ^indes, i, Paris
1959; idem, Les prides d'Espagne, in And., xxix (1964),
39-137; A. Handler, The Zjrids of Granada, Miami
1974; C.E. Bosworth, The New Islamic dynasties,
Edinburgh 1996, 17, no. 6.
(AMIN TIBI)
ZAWILA, the mediaeval Islamic capital of
the F a z z a n [q.v.], today south-western Libya (lat.
26° I T N., long. 15° 06' E.).
Zawfla (Zuwayla) was established probably in the
early 2nd/8th century. It did not yet exist in 46/6667 when the Arab conqueror cUkba b. Nafic [q.v.]
passed by the site, but had a century later become
the centre of the region. It was then dominated by
Hawwara Berbers, predominantly Ibadfs.
After he had crushed the first Ibadf state in
Tripolitania, the cAbbasid general Muhammad b.
al-Ashcath al-Khuzacf sent a force to Zawfla. It fell
in 145/762-3 and its leader £Abd Allah b. Hayyan
al-Ibadf was killed. However, Zawfla remained an
Ibadf centre. During the Rustamid period, it was
partly under the control of Tahart, but on the periphery of their influence. Thus both the Wahbf and other
Ibadf currents (in particular the Khalafiyya [q-v.]) coexisted in the town. In 306/918-19, after trie fall of
Tahart [q.v.], the Banu Khattab established an independent Ibadf dynasty that lasted until the 6th/12th
century. During at least part of the mediaeval period,
the Fazzan was divided into two. The western region
was then a separate polity dominated by the older
capital Djarma (Garama), while the eastern and probably the richest part had Zawfla as its capital. Both
followed the Ibadiyya [q.v.].
Zawfla was a prosperous town, with ample irrigation producing dates and vegetables. It had in the
3rd/9th century inhabitants from Khurasan, Basra
and other remote regions, and a lively Ibadf scholarship. The basis of its economy was the trans-Saharan
trade through Kawar to the Lake Chad region, in
particular to Kanem. The main trade item was slaves,
but also other goods contributed to its prosperity.
Zawfla also produced a special leather called zawila.
Besides the Berber majority, there was a smaller free
population of Sudanic origin, either Teda [see TUBU]

or (proto-)Kanuri speakers. The Fatimids recruited a
corps of zawila soldiers from this group (hence the
Bab Zuwayla in their capital al-Mahdiyya and later
in Cairo).
From the 5th/llth century, raiders from the Sudanic state of Kanem [q.v.] started to appear. The
Banu Khattab dynasty was ended in 572/1176-7, when
an Armenian mamluk, Sharaf al-Dfn Karakush [q.v.]
came from Egypt and conquered Zawfla and the
Fazzan, passing on to Tripolitania. In the chaotic
period that followed, Kanem increased its hold, and
had by the end of the century taken effective control of the Fazzan. The rulers of Kanem established
their own capital in Traghan a few miles west of
Zawfla.
Kanem retained control thoughout the 7th/13th
century, but later their governors broke free and established an independent dynasty, the Banu Nasur.
In the early 9th/15th century, the province came
under the (perhaps fluctuating) domination of the
Hafsids of Tripoli, and the capital was probably
returned to Zawfla. At the same time, troubles in
Kanem led to a reduction of the trans-Saharan trade
that the town lived on. When trade later started to
pick up, Zawfla had lost its rank of capital and trade
centre. In the first half of the 10th/16th century, the
Awlad Muhammad dynasty took political power in
Fazzan. They built a new capital at Murzuk [q.v],
slightly west of Zawfla. Trade now went there, and
Zawfla soon thereafter declined into obscurity.
Bibliography: Ibn 'Abd al-Hakam, Futuh Misr
wa 'l-Maghrib, ed. and tr. A. Gateau, Algiers 1942,
64; Ibn Tdharf, i, 73; Abu cUbayd al-Bakrf, K. alMasdlik wa 'l-mamdlik, ed. and tr. de Slane, Paris
1911-13, 10; Ya'kubf, Bulddn, 345; Idrfsf, Nuzhat
al-mushtak fi ikhtirdk al-dfdk, ed. A. Bombaci et alii,
Naples-Rome 1970, 115-16, 313; T. Lewicki, La
repartition geographique des groupements ibddites dans
lAfrique du nord au moyen-age, in RO, xxi (1957), 30143; E. Rossi, Storia di Tripoli e della Tripolitania. Dalla
conquista araba al 1911, Rome 1968.
(K.S.

VIK0R)

ZAWIYA (A., pi. zawdyd], lit. "corner, nook [of a
building]", originally the cell of a Christian monk and
then, in the Islamic context, a small m o s q u e , oratory or prayer room. In late mediaeval times,
particularly in North Africa (see 2. below), the term
came to designate a building designed to h o u s e
and feed travellers and members of a local
Siiff brotherhood.
1. Architecture.
In plan, these buildings often comprised cells
arranged around a courtyard. Both form and decoration resemble those used in other communal institutions such as the madrasa, and without epigraphic
or textual evidence, it can be difficult to distinguish
a zdwiya from another type of building. For example, a ruined building discovered at cAyn Karwash in
Morocco was first thought to be a house but then
identified as either a madrasa or zdwiya.
£dwiyas were often constructed around the tomb
of the founder. As the number of disciples increased,
the units were incorporated into larger complexes that
not only provided space for teaching and accommodation for the devotees but also served as centres of
pilgrimage, gathering, and retreat for the community
at large. By nature agglomerative, these popular shrines
were often restored and rebuilt.
%awiya& were introduced to Morocco under the
Marfnids (614-869/1217-1465 [q.v.]). The sultan Abu
'1-Hasan cAlf (r. 731-49/1331-48) ordered a zawiya in
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that there were many zawiyas in 9th/15th-century
the family necropolis known as Chella (Ar. Shalla),
Egypt, but the lack of surviving examples makes it
south of Rabat on the site of the Roman outpost of
difficult to say anything about their architectural form.
Sala Golonia. Now ruined, the complex was a recTurkish scholars also use the term zaviyeli to refer
tangular block (44 X 29 m) comprising a mosque, mito a type of "Convent Mosque" with a domed or
naret, and several tombs, as well as the zdwiya proper
vaulted central hall flanked by side rooms or Twdns
in the northern third. Reached down a flight of steps,
[q.v.]. This distinctive T-plan was common in the comthe two-story zdwiya was set around a large pool with
plexes built by the Ottoman sultans at Bursa, beginfountains. Galleries on the long sides gave access to
ning with the one founded by Orkhan GhazT ca.
cells. On the east, or kibla end, was a sanctuary; fac739/1339 (Blair and Bloom, fig. 171). The side rooms
ing it on the west was another hall and a small tiled
are thought to have been hostels for travelling dervishes
minaret. Although the building is commonly identiand the religious brotherhoods who provided much
fied as a zdwiya, the term is not used epigraphically.
of the support for Ottoman expansion. The term
Abu '1-Hasan's son and successor Abu c lnan Faris
Zdwiya, however, is not used in the foundation inscrip(r. 749-59/1348-58) built the zdwiyat al-nussdk outside
Sale. Excavations have revealed an unusually spacious ! tions for these constructions, which are called mosque
(masdjid) or noble and blessed building ((imdra shanfa
plan, but all that remains is a door.
mubdrakd).
Zjdwiyas became more common and more elaboBibliography: H. Basset and E. Levi-Provencal,
rate in Morocco under the patronage of the Sacdid
c
Chella, une necropole merinide, in Hesperis, ii (1922),
(916-1069/1510-1659) and Alawid (1041-/1631-)
1-92, 255-316, 385-425, repr. as Chella, une necrosharijs, descendants of the Prophet who often allied
pole merinide, Paris 1923; G. Marcais, L'architecture
themselves with local religious fraternities. The largest
musulmane d'occident, Paris 1954; Aptullah Kuran, The
and finest zdwiyas were those endowed by rulers, such
mosque in early Ottoman architecture, Chicago 1968;
as the complex built in Marrakesh in the mid-10th/
Layla cAli Ibrahim, The ^awiya of Saih £ain al-din
16th century for the shaykh al-DjazulT (d. 869/1465
Yusuf in Cairo, in Mitteilungen des Deutschen Archdo[q.v.]). His followers had been instrumental in bringlogischen Instituts. Abteilung Kairo, xxxiv (1978), 79-110;
ing the Sacdids to power, and al-Djazulf became one
Sheila S. Blair, Sufi saints and shrines. Architecture in
of the seven patron saints (sab'atu ridj_dl [q.v.]) of the
the early fourteenth century, in Muqarnas, vii (1990), 35city. His zdwiya is a large, irregularly-shaped complex
49; eadem and J.M. Bloom, The art and architecture
set around a court (Blair and Bloom, fig. 323). It
of Islam, 1250-1800, London and New Haven 1994.
includes a mosque, the saint's tomb, a cemetery for
(SHEILA S. BLAIR)
his followers, a school with a fountain, a residence
2. In N o r t h A f r i c a .
for the superintendent who also served as leader of
The term in North Africa denotes a social instituthe order, a hospice for pilgrims and members of the
order, ablution facilities and a bath across the street.
tion with a wide range of forms and functions.
Sometimes rendered as "lodge" in English and
These shrines were often recipients of lavish fittings
and devotional objects including silken tomb covers
"monastere" in French, the zdwiya is primarily a meetand pilgrimage banners and illustrated prayer books
ing place for spiritual pursuits and religious instruction. In this sense it is the Maghrib! counterpart of
(ibid., figs. 331, 332).
^dwiyas appeared in Tunisia during the period
the khdnakdh or the tekke \_q.vv]. In the eastern Islamic
of Hafsid rule (627-982/1229-1574). The oldest are
world, the term zdwiya was often specifically applied
thought to be in Kayrawan. The zdwiya of Sldl Sahib
to a smaller mosque or Sufi meeting place (D.B. Little,
(also known as the Mosque of the Barber), for examThe nature of khanqahs, ribats, and zawiyas under the
ple, was founded in the 8th/14th century around the
Mamluks, in Islamic studies presented to Charles P. Adams,
grave of the Prophet's companion Abu '1-Balawf but
Leiden 1991, 91-105). In the Maghrib, a zdwiya is
reconstructed in the llth/17th century (ibid., fig. 317),
typically associated with a religious lineage. Frequently
and the zdwiya of Sfdf 'Abld al-Gharyanf was begun
housing a wall's kubba or tomb and surrounded by a
by a Hafsid prince before 724/1324 but only comcemetery, it may be a shrine and a place of pilpleted in 804/1402 when the present tomb was assogrimage.
ciated with it. The most celebrated in Tunis are those
Beyond serving as the residence of the shaykh [q.v]
of Sid! Ben cArus (895/1490) and Sldl Kasim alor head of the zdwiya, as well as his family and retainDjallzl (ca. 901/1496). The latter is elaborately decoers, some rural zdwiyas also provide lodging for pilrated with tilework reflecting the occupation of the
grims (funduk) and contain libraries, schools, mosques,
founder, a maker of tiles (zaltidj. [q.v.]) who had emiworkshops and granaries stockpiled for local relief in
grated from Andalusia to Tunis, where his spiritual
times of famine. In addition, a zdwiya may function
merits brought him to the attention of the Hafsid
as an intellectual centre, a sanctuary offering asylum,
princes.
and a political focus. In the past, zdwiyas often played
Zdwiyas were also established in Mamluk Egypt
an important commercial role by protecting trade routes
as institutions for popular Sufism, distinct from the
and creating networks of exchange among its memmore formal khdnkdh [q.v.], and often built for forbers. In contrast, a zdwiya in an urban setting is often
eign shaykhs. Many are mentioned in texts (al-MakrfzT,
not much more than a room where local members
for example, lists 26 in Cairo), but the only building
of a wide-ranging or regional tarika [q.v] meet to perepigraphically designated a zdwiya is the one for Zayn
form hadra or dhikr recitation. Finally, beyond referal-Dfn Yusuf (d. 697/1298) in the southern cemetery
ring to an actual building, the word zdwiya in the
of Cairo. Begun in 697/1297-8 as subsidiary rooms
Maghrib is also used to denote the tarika itself and
around the shaykh's domed tomb (kubba [</.^.]), the
is synonymous for the tonka's collective membership.
stone complex was enlarged to a cruciform plan in
Historically, the zdwiya's financial support derived
725/1325-6. Later in 736/1335-6 a large portal was
from hub us [see WAKF] lands and the gifts of pilgrims
added on the street side of the complex, now called
or its members' dues in the case of a tanka; both
a zdwiya in the foundation inscription. No patrons are
sources of revenue are known as ziydra or pilgrimage
mentioned, though the fine construction and lavish
offerings. In theory, all revenues are charity and are
decoration bespeak significant funding. Texts suggest
thus considered divine gifts. Colonial governments
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confiscated the wakf lands of zdwiyas in the late 19th
and early 20th centuries in an effort to reduce their
political power. Some zdwiyas continue to receive
governmental stipends for their maintenance and
preservation as part of the national patrimony. Over
the past century zdwiyas, which were also opposed by
reformist SalafT Muslims [see SALAFIYYA], have suffered a reduction in prestige and a limitation in their
social role.
The zjawiya as an institution antedates the establishment of the Sufi tonkas in North Africa. It finds
its sources in the hubba shrine as well as the rdbita,
a hermitage to which a holy man retired and was
surrounded by his followers, and the ribdt [q.v.], in
the Maghrib an institution that had served inter alia
as a centre for waging ajihdd [q.v.]. The zdwiya's administrative organisation is, however, fundamentally that
of the tonka. The shaykh of the zjawiya acts primarily
as a spiritual guide to the zawiyds members, but in
some instances he is the descendant of the holy personage buried in the zdwiya's shrine and thus an inheritor of his baraka [q.v.] or charisma. This distinction
between zdwiyas affiliated with Sufi orders and zdwiyas
primarily associated either with a sharffian descent or
a holy lineage led colonial-era French commentators
to make a distinction between "confrerie" or "brotherhood" zdwiyas and "maraboutic" zdwiyas.
Below the shaykh in the administrative hierarchy of
the zdwiya is his khalifa or deputy, sometimes also
referred to as a nd'ib or nakib. The khalifa himself or
an officer known in some instances as a wakil has
responsibility for the day-to-day operation of the zdwiya
and oversees servants known as khuddam or shuwwdsh.
Administering individual local zdwiyas is a delegate of
the shaykh known as a mukaddam [q.v.], who initiates,
instructs and supervises members. A mukaddam receives
no official remuneration for his role. In some tarikas,
couriers known as rukkdb also served to link the local
Zdwiyas with the "mother" zdwiya.
Members of North African zdwiya can go by a
variety of names: ashdb "companions", khudddm "servants", fukard* "poor men" and ikhwdn "brothers". An
individual seeking guidance from a shaykh is a murid
or aspirant. Female members are known as khwatdt
"sisters" and are placed under the supervision of a
female deputy of the shaykh known as a mukaddama.
While mukaddams and mukaddamas are appointed by
the shaykh, they are named with the agreement of the
majority of the members of a zdwiya. Factors in their
nomination include length of time in the tarika, knowledge or ritual, moral character and personal qualities, piety, and an ability to maintain harmony among
the zdwiya's members. A family tie to the shaykh may
be a positive factor but is not a requirement for being
appointed a mukaddam.
Dhikr recitation sessions known as hadra provide regular, most often weekly, occasions for zjawiya members to gather. Presided over by the shaykh, the
recitation is led by the shaykh al-hadra. In urban areas
the character of the membership in the various zdwiyas
typically reflects the social stratification of the community. Certain professions or one social stratum predominate in one zdwiya, with other professions
predominating in another. On the occasion of anniversary celebrations of a wall, known as mawdsim [see
MAWSIM], thousands of pilgrims may attend festivities
at a zdwiya.
In rural areas, zawya heads often mediate in local
tribal factional disputes or between the tribes and the
central government. With the Sanusiyya [q.v] tarika
in Libya and the eastern Sahara in the 19th century,

the creation of scores of zawiyas led to the identification of a tribe with its zdwiya. In periods of weak
authority by the Moroccan makhzan or central government, such as the 1 Oth-11th/16th-17th centuries, some
Zdwiyas, like the Nasiriyya zdwiya in Tamgrut [q.v],
were regional centres of power and operated almost
as autonomous principalities. Other zdwiyas contested
and occasionally sought to supplant the central government. At other times, for example, under the Hafsids
and under the Husaynid Beys in 19th-century Tunisia,
Zdwiyas received governmental support and patronage.
In the 19th century, zdwiya membership was widespread; in 1880 Rinn estimated there to be over 355
Zdwiyas in Algeria, with a membership of 167,019
out of an Algerian Muslim population of slightly less
than three million (Marabouts et khouan). Estimates for
Morocco put members in 1939 at between 5% and
10% of the population. While some zdwiyas and tarikas
took an active role in organising opposition to colonial rule, others have been condemned as collaborationist. Although the zdwiyas have generally been
opposed by nationalists in North Africa, significantly
the organisational model of the zdwiya was employed
in Morocco by the Istiklal or Independence Party [see
HIZB. i, at Vol. Ill, 525]. Its leader cAllal al-Fasi [q.v.
in Suppl.] was referred to as the shaykh, and party
members, self-styled ikhwdn, called themselves 'Allaliyya
and 'Allaliyyun, organised local chapters known as
td'ifas, and levied dues known as ziydra.
Bibliography: 1. General. L. Rinn, Marabouts
et khouan. Etude sur I'lslam en Algerie, Algiers 1880;
O. Depont and X. Coppolani, Les confreries religieuses
musulmanes, Algiers 1897; E. Levi-Proven5al, art.
%awya in El1; B.G. Hoffman, The structure of traditional Moroccan rural society, The Hague 1967, 1206; S. Andezian, L'Algerie, le Maroc, la Tunisie, in A.
Popovic and G. Veinstein (eds.), Les voies d'Allah.
Les ordres mystiques dans I'lslam des origines a aujourd'hui, Paris 1996, 389-408.
2. S t u d i e s on m o d e r n N o r t h A f r i c a n
Zdwiyas. E. Gellner, Saints of the Atlas, Chicago
1969; D.E. Eickelman, Moroccan Islam. Tradition and
society in a pilgrimage center, Austin 1976; A. Hammoudi, Saintete, pouvoir et societe. Tamgrout aux XVIF
et XVIIP siecles, in Annales ESC, xxxv (1980), 61541; F. Colonna, The transformation of a saintly lineage
in the northwest Aures mountains (Algeria): nineteenth and
twentieth centuries, in E. Burke III and I.M. Lapidus
(eds.), Islam, politics and social movements, Berkeley 1988,
91-6; A. Bukarf, al-^jiwiya al-sharkdwiyya: zdwiya Abi
}
l-Diacd, ishcdcuhd al-dim wa }l-filmi, Marrakech 1985;
M. Mansour, Sharifian Sufism: the religion and social
practice of the Wazzani zdwiya, in E.G.H. Joffe and
C.R. Pennell (eds.), Tribe and state. Essays in honour
of David Montgomery Hart, Wisbech 1991, 69-83;
G. Joffe, The zdwiya of Wazzan: relations between the
shurafa and tribe up to 1860, in ibid., 84-118; J.A.
Miller and D.L. Bowen, The Nasiriyya brotherhood in
southern Morocco, in Bowen and E.A. Early (eds.),
Everyday life in the Muslim Middle East, Bloomington
1993, 146-56; J. Clancy-Smith, Rebel and saint, Muslim
notables, populist protest, colonial encounters (Algeria and
Tunisa 1800-1904), Berkeley 1994; K.S. Vikor, Sufi
scholar on the desert edge. Muhammad b. cAli al-Sanusi
and his brotherhood, Evanston 1995. (J.G. KATZ)
3. In s u b - S a h a r a n Africa.
The institution of the zdwiya is linked, in Islamised
black Africa, to the development of the network of
Islamic brotherhoods (turuk) and is consequently a late
phenomenon (12th-13th/18th-19th centuries). Saharan
staging-posts played a capital role, as models for the
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functioning of zawiyas and as instruments of diffusion.
Such was the case with the zawiya of Shaykh Sfdl
Mukhtar al-Kuntl (d. 1226/1811) in the region of the
Azawad (Mali). It was through his teachings, writings
and disciples, but also through the commercial network of his tribe, the Kunta [q.v], that settlements
of the Kadiriyya came into being in western Africa.
Some Kunta zdwiyas were established at Timbuktu by
one of the sons of the founder, Sid Ahmad al-Bakkay
(d. 1281/1865), and at Talaya, in the Adrar of the
Ifoghas, in Tuareg circles, by one of the grandsons,
Sldr Bay (ca. 1281-1348/1865-1929). To them is owed
the adherence to the Kadiriyya of the Djihadist
c
Uthman Dan Fodio (Sokoto) and of Shaylchu Ahmadu
(Masina).
A second Saharan staging-post was provided by the
Zdwiya of Butilimit of the Ahl Shaykh Sfdiyya, the
founder of which, Shaykh Sidiyya al-Kablr (11951286/1780-1869) was raised among the Kunta. From
this zawiya was to emerge the Senegalese brotherhood
of the Mund of Ahmadu Bamba Mbacke (12701346/1853-1927), whose zawyaz covered the Wolof
land and monopolised the cultivation of the groundnut [see MURIDIYYA].
Shaykh Muhammad Fadil (1176-1286/1780-1869)
and his numerous descendants constituted a third
staging-post of the Kadiriyya in the direction of black
Africa. Located in the Mauritanian Hawd, his zawiya
extended his influence beyond the river Senegal into
Gambia and Guinea. His son, Shaykh Sacd Bun
(d. 1336/1917), based at his zawiya of Nimdjat (Mauritanian Trarza), educated numerous taldmidh, including two leading Senegalese scholars, Shaykh Musa
Kamara, the author of Zuhur al-basdtin (1344/1925)
and Sire-Abbas Sun, the author of Chroniques du Fouta
senegalais (1331/1913).
All the zdwiyas of Kadiriyya allegiance are part of
a pastoral Saharan society where activities take place
either in the tent (khaymd) or, sometimes, on the move,
with herds and families. Occasionally, the zdwiya constitutes the origin of a fixed settlement, as in the case
of the Sldiyya at Butilimit. Income is derived from
stockbreeding but also from the gifts or haddyd of
pupils and the fruits of visits to shrines (ziydrd) performed by the shaykh- General and mystical instruction remains their principal function.
The Tidjaniyya [q.v] have also evolved through
Saharan intermediaries, in the person of Muhammad
al-Hafiz (d. 1246/1830) and his tribe of the'idawali.
However, the centres of this brotherhood developed
directly in black Africa. The best known of these
Zdwiyas, on account of its colonial history and its
network of subsidiaries, has been that of Shaykh
Hamallah (1301-63/1883-1943 [see HAMALIYYA]) at
Nioro-du-Sahel (Mali). Some of its characteristics may
be applied to the totality of African zdwiyas. Thus the
family of the shaykh, teachers, disciples, students, and
domestic staff, all live, eat and sleep in the zdwiya,
perform the canonical prayers there (rather than in
the mosque) and carry out the rituals of the dhikr. It
is often a place of independence and economic wealth.
Among the offshoots of the Hamaliyya of Nioro, the
twelve current ^awiya$> of Ouagadougou (Burkina Faso)
should be included. That of the Hamdallahiyya quarter, built in 1378/1958 by Shaykh Doukoure has, for
some time, been the rival of the zdwiya of the
Kamsonghin quarter, founded in 1374/1954 by alHadjdj Bubakar Maiga. In the decade commencing
1348/1930, these two shqykhs had, respectively, been
responsible for the creation of the zdwiyas of Djibo
and Ramatoullaye, in the north of the country. Thus
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the transfer of centres of brotherhoods from rural
zones towards the cities, and especially towards the
capitals, appears to be a gradual but radical evolution since zdwiyas have been often transformed into
institutions subject to national legislation and have lost
some of their independence. The Hamaliyya have also
reached the Ivory Coast with the establishment, from
1357/1938 onwards, of the zawiya of Ya'kuba Sylla
(d. 1408/1988), at Gagnoa, characterised as much by
its commercial as by its religious activity. Also to be
noted are branches in Niger (the zawya of Shaykh
C
A1I Gaty at Niamey-Karadje, since 1366/1946), in
Senegal, Mauritania, Nigeria and France.
The network of the Hamaliyya, broadly decentralised, has nonetheless retained a certain degree of
coordination, both in regard to individuals and also
in connection with religious considerations. This is
much less the case with other centres of the Tidjaniyya,
especially those in Senegal. Here, each zdwiya represents an independent unit and tends to be concentrated around a religious dynastic line. Such is the
case of the zdwiya of Sy (al-Hadjdj Malik Sy, 12721341/1855-1922), founded at fivaouane in 1326/1906;
and it is still the case of the closed community that
resided at Madina-Gounasse from 1355/1936 onwards,
on a Utopian model, under the leadership of the Peul
Mamadu Saydu Ba, and only became open to the
outside world in 1397/1977, when the founder was
succeeded by his heir. The history of the branch of
Shaykh Ibrahlma Nyas (1320-95/1902-75) whose
Zjawiya is at Kaolack, shows a break with the preceding model since from 1371/1951 onwards, it has
been spreading in the north of Nigeria (Kano).
Senegalese zdwiyas., without exception, practise annual
gatherings which attract considerable crowds, e.g. the
Magal of the Munds at Touba, in honour of their
founder, and the Gamu of Tivaoune, marking the
anniversary of the birth of the Prophet.
These festivities have their equivalent in eastern
Africa, with the celebration of the mawlid [q.v.] of the
Prophet, which gives the zdwijtas the opportunity to
exercise, at large gatherings, their mystical rituals. This
part of Africa was affected at a later date and in a
less dense fashion by the Sufi" brotherhoods, which
often emanated from Somalia (cf. the role of Shaykh
c
Uways, 1263-1327/1847-1909, of Brava). Worth mentioning among the zawiyas of the Kadiriyya are that
of Shaykh Ramiyya at Bagamayo (Tanzania, 14th/late
19th-early 20th centuries), that of Shaykh Mtumwa
at Nkhota-kota (Malawi, 14th/early 20th century) and
the zdwiya of the Husayniyya at Isiolo (Kenya).
Attempts by the Sanusiyya [q.v] to migrate from
Libya towards black Africa saw the creation of zdwiyas
in Niger (Chemidour, 1279/1862) and especially in
Chad (since 1318/1900: Bir Mali, Gouro, Ayn Galakka,
etc.). These zdwiyas, political institutions in spite of
themselves, were administered by Arabic-speaking foreigners and depended directly on the leading zdwiya.
The same centralism has persisted in the Sudan, with
the Mfrghaniyya [q.v] (or Khatmiyya) maintained by
the descendants of the founder (al-Hasan al-Mirghanl,
1235-86/1819-69, zawiya of the Khatmiyya, in the
Sudan; Sayyid Hashim, 1265-1319/1849-1901, zawiya
of Massala, in Eritrea). Conversely, the Kadiriyya
generated independent branches, such as the Madjdhubiyya (12th/18th century), with its commercial zdwiya
of al-Damfr, or indeed the Mikashfiyya (early 14th/late
19th century) and its village-zdwiya of Shikaynayba.
While the African movement of the Sufi" brotherhoods of the late 14th/20th century has adopted the
path of urbanisation, of concentration in capitals and
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of emigration out of Africa, past history indicates that
the model of the zdwiya was rural and extremely diversified in its modes of organisation, its functions and
material arrangements.
Bibliography: P. Marty, Les Kounta de I'est, in
RMM, xxxvii (1918-19); Cheikh Tidjane Sy, La confrerie senegalaise des Mourides, Paris 1969; C.G. Stewart,
Islam and social order in Mauritania: a case study from
the nineteenth century, Oxford 1973; C. Hames, Cheikh
Hamallah ou qu'est-ce qu'une confrerie islamique (tariqa)?,
in Archives des Sciences Sociales des Religions., lv/1 (1983);
idem, Pour une histoire de Boutilimit (Sahel mauritanien),
in Journal des Africanistes, Iv (1985); M.W. Daly (ed),
Al-Majdhubiyya and al-Mikashfiyya. Two Sufi tariqas in
the Soudan, Khartoum 1985; F. Gonstantin (ed.), Les
votes de I'islam en Afrique orientate, Paris 1987; J.L.
Triaud, La legende noire de la Sanusiyya. Une confrerie
musulmane saharienne sous le regard franfais (1840-1930),
2 vols., Paris 1995; S. Bousbina, Analyse et commentaire de la litterature de la confrerie Tijdniyya a trovers les
oeuvres d'al-Hdjj cUmar, cUbayda ben Anbuja, Tirkoy Talfi
and al-Hdjj Malik Sy, doctoral thesis, Paris I 1996,
unpubl.; B. Savadogo, La Tijdniyya Hamdwiyya en
Afrique occidental (Burkina Faso, Cote d'lvoire, Mali,
Niger): 1909-1965, doctoral thesis, 2 vols., AixMarseille I 1998, unpubl.; R. Boubrik, Saints et societe
en islam. La confrerie ouest-saharienne Fddiliyya, Paris
1999; A. Popovic and G. Veinstein (eds), Les voies
d'Allah. Les ordres mystiques dans le monde musulman, des
origines a aujourd'hui (ch. 14, Mauritania; ch. 15,
Western and Central Africa; ch. 16, North-Eastern
and East Africa; ch. 17, Contemporary Western
Europe).
(C. HAMES)
ZAWZAN (in local Persian pronunciation, Zuzan),
a town of m e d i a e v a l Islamic K h u r a s a n , now
only a village in the shahrastdn of Khwaf in the province
of Khurasan (lat. 59° 52' N., long. 34° 21' E.). It lies
35 km/22 miles to the southeast of Khwaf [q.v.] and
60 km/37 miles from the present Afghan frontier on
a plain called the Djulga-i Zawzan.
The latest archaeological investigations on the site
(2000) tend to show that colonisation of the then arid
plain of Zawzan must have occurred after the introduction of kandts [q.v.] to bring water for irrigation;
Polybius, History, x. 26, mentions these for the Seleucid
period in the neighbouring province of Kumis. The
oldest archaeological layer at Zawzan itself seems to
be Sasanid, found beneath the ruins of the kibla iwdn
of the imposing mosque of Zawzan. An ancient tradition attributed the foundation of Zawzan to the
establishment there of a fire temple (Yakut, ii, 958),
and the prophet and Zoroastrian reformer Bih'afrfd
[q.v.], executed in 131/749 by Abu Muslim at the
behest of the Zoroastrian priests, is said to have been
a native Zawzanl (al-Birunf, al-Athdr al-bdkiya, 210;
GardizI, Zayn al-akhbdr, ed. Habrbl, Tehran 1347/1968,
119). The date of the Arab conquest of Zawzan is
unknown, but may have occurred ca. 31/651-2 when
c
Abd Allah b. cAmir [q.v] marched on Nfshapur (alTaban, i, 2884-5; al-Baladhun, Futuh, 404).
In the first centuries of Islam, Zawzan was governed by local potentates with the title ra'is, sufficiently independent and sometimes powerful enough
to lead rebellions, e.g. in 444/1052 (Nasir-i Khusraw,
Safar-ndma, ed. Dabir-Siyaki, Tehran 1356/1977, 172,
tr. W.M. Thackston, Albany 1986, 102). The countryside there was flourishing, and produced cotton cloth
(karbds], felt and possibly also silk and madder (alMukaddasf, 321; Hudud al-cdlam, tr. 103; Mustawfi,
Nuzhal al-kulub, ed. Le Strange, 154, tr. 152).
Remains of round or polylobed columns of fired

brick of the first mosque there, the aj_amif, bear witness to the town's significance already in the 3rd/9th
century, called by al-Mukaddasf in the next century
a misr (47, 50, 321; see map and the monumental
epigraphic remains in Adle, Masd^id wa madrasa-i
Zawzan, in Athdr, xv-xvi [1367/1989], 231-48, at 245).
However, this dj.dmic and its iwdn became inadequate
and were enlarged in the 5th-6th/l 1th-12th centuries.
One of the finest mihrdbs of Persian mosques, made
by one Abu Sacd at the behest of the ra'is Abu
Muhammad towards the end of the 5th/llth century, has been recovered almost intact from its surroundings. The town was important at this time for
its artisans and its scholars, hence was known as "little Basra" (al-Samcam, Ansdb, ed. Haydarabad, vi, 342;
Yakut, ii, 958-9). In the early Ghaznawid period it
had produced the official and litterateur Abu Sahl
Zawzam, who served Sultan Mas'ud I but who was
regarded by the historian Bayhakf as that ruler's evil
genius (see Bosworth, The Ghaznavids, their empire in
Afghanistan and eastern Iran 994-1040, Edinburgh 1963,
60-1); and slightly later, the adib al-Husayn b. Ahmad
al-Zawzam (d. 486/1093), who composed a well-known
commentary on the Mucallakdt, much used by early
Western scholars writing on these poems, and on the
famed bd*iyya ode of Dhu '1-Rumma (see Sezgin, GAS,
ii, 51, 397, ix, 256).
But it was on the eve of the Mongol invasions that
Zawzan reached its apogee, when the malik-i mu'azzam
of Zawzan, Abu Bakr b. cAlf al-Zawzani, controlled
a principality stretching eastwards towards Kabul and
westwards to the frontiers of Fars, and from near
Nlshapur to Hormuz and the shores of the Gulf of
Oman; yet he never coined his own money, and
acknowledged cAla5 al-Dfn Muhammad Khwarazm
Shah as his suzerain (see Adle, Une contree redecouverte:
le pays de ^u^an d la veille de I'invasion mongole, in Denise
Aigle (ed.), L'Iranface d I'invasion mongole, Tehran 1997,
23-36). His residence, the kalca-i kdhira, situated in the
citadel (kuhandiz] to the east of the town, is described
as imposing by contemporary historians, and the
remains of its 15 m high walls still dominate the
hidden town. The town at that time had a quasirectangular plan, but thinking its second mosque inadequate, its lord began to raze it and to start on a
third, yet more magnificent one. This was left unfinished because of his assassination in Shawwal 614/
January 1218, followed by the arrival of the Mongols
three years later. The mosque (or madrasa, according
to Sheila S. Blair, The madrasa at ^jizan. Islamic architecture in eastern Iran on the eve of the Mongol invasion., in
Muqarnas, iii [1985], 75-9) comprised at that time an
iwan to the east and another towards the conventional kibla, sc. to the west, vast and with a height
of 30 m. It is dated Rabi c I 615/June 1218 on the
facade, and inside has a great epigraphic frieze in
kashi [q.v] in the name of Abu Hamfa and dated
616/1219. Terrified by the Mongols, the people of
Zawzan prevented the last Khwarazm Shah Djalal alDm from taking refuge in the kalca-i kdhira (Adle,
op. cit., 35). Hence the town was spared but it was
destroyed later by a violent earthquake that struck
the region in 737/1336. The vault of the great iwan
disintegrated and the palace of the lord of Zawzan,
Ghiyath al-Dfn Ffruz, was destroyed, its owner being
crushed to death in it; 30,000 to 40,000 people are
said to have died in the region (Khwafi", Rawda-i khuld, ed.
M. Farrukh, Tehran 1346/1948, 117; Fasfhl, Mu&mal,
ed. Farrukh, 3 vols. Tehran 1339-40/1960-1, iii, 523; N.N. Ambraseys and C. Melville, A history of Persian
earthquakes, Cambridge 1982, 44-5 and Fig. 3.7).
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PLATE IX

^awiya for the 'Adawiyya shaykh Zayn al-Dfn Yusuf (d. 697/1298) in the southern cemetery of Cairo, as seen
from the east. Photo: Jonathan M. Bloom, April 1978.

Zawiya built by the Marmid sultan Abu '1-Hasan cAli in the family necropolis Shalla outside Rabat, as seen
from the south. Photo: Jonathan M. Bloom, July 1978.
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The monumental mosque at Zawzan.

Zawzan never recovered. Its present inhabitants are
not indigenous to the region, but according to the
accounts of elders, were largely brought from southwestern Persia—perhaps in the 18th century—in
order to repopulate the cultivable land. Present family names there, e.g. the Arabic tribal name Khuza'I,
may reflect this. The population of Zawzan was only
680 in the late 1940s (Farhang-i ajughrdjiyd-Irdn-zamin,
ix, 201) and 786 in 1966 (Farhang-i dbddihd-i kishwar,
iv, Ustan-i Khurasan, Tehran 1347/1969, 16), but by
the 1991 census it had reached 2,087 with the demographic explosion since the Islamic Revolution of 1969.
Contrary to the people of the numerous neighbouring villages who are Hanafis, the population of Zawzan
has been since its repopulation wholly ShfcT.
Bibliography (in addition to references given
in the article): A. Godard, Khordsdn, in Athdr-e Iran,
iv/1 (1949), 113-25; Hafiz-i Abru, ed. Dorothea
Krawulsky, Hordsdn zur Timuridenzeit nach dem Tdnh-e
Hdfez-e Abru (verf. 817-823). I. Edition und Einleitung,
Wiesbaden 1982, 37; C. Adle, Archeologie et arts du
monde iranien, de I'lnde musulmane et du Caucase d'apres
quelques recherches recentes du terrain, 1984-1995, in
Comptes-rendus de I'Academie d'Inscriptions et de Belleslettres (Jan.-March 1996), 321-9, cf. 375-6; idem,
Migdhi ba-%awzan wa Bistdm, in Athdr, xxix-xxx
(1377/1998), 90-108; R. Hillenbrand, Islamic architecture. Form, function, meaning, Edinburgh 1994, 1813. For a good general view of the regions of Zawa
(the present Turbat-i Haydariyya) and Khwaf, see
M.R. KhusrawT, Dj_ughrdfiyd-yi tdrikhl-yi wildyat-i
Zawa, Mashhad 1366/1988._
(C. ADLE)
ZAY, also, more rarely, ZA', the eleventh letter of the Arabic alphabet, numerical value 8.
The former variant of the letter name retains the /y/
of the original letter name (as in Hebrew zayiri), while
the latter has the innovative ending -d3, which occurred
legitimately with fd3 (Hebr. pe) and ha" (Hebr. he) and
then spread to bd3 (Hebr. bet), td3/thd3 (Hebr. taw\
hd3/khd3 (Hebr. het), rd3 (Hebr. resh), td/za3 (Hebr. tet),

and ya3 (Hebr. yod), with loss of the final consonant
of the original letter name.
The letter is transliterated /z/ and represents a
voiced sibilant (harf al-safir), which forms a triad with
the unvoiced /s/ and the "emphatic" (pharyngealised)
unvoiced /s/. A neighbouring sound is the voiced
interdental /dh/. Minimal pairs are: zdda "he
increased" vs. sdda "he ruled", sdda "he hunted", and
dhdda "he drove [s.o.] away".
For the "emphatic" variant /z/, see ZA'.
Arabic /z/ appears as /z/ everywhere else in
Semitic. However, Egyptian transliterations of Northwest Semitic words show that the sibilants were earlier on pronounced as dental affricates (/tY, /dV,
/tV [or, more likely, an ejective /t s> /]), and this is
usually posited for Proto-Semitic.
A number of roots in Arabic (and in other Semitic
languages) show a variation between /z/ and /s/,
more rarely also between /z/ and /s/: za'aqa vs.
sa'aqa "he screamed", bazaka vs. basaka and basaka "he
spat").
For assimilations that either produce or replace a
/z/, both word-internally and in sandhi, see Cantineau,
47-8; Fleisch, 86-7. In the VHIth form the infixed
/t/ becomes /d/ after /z/: *i&dna > izddna "it became
adorned", but the grammarians allow also total assimilation: izzdna (cf. Fleisch, 97).
In loanwords and transliterations from Greek, /z/
represents /^/, but a Syriac intermediary is likely in
most cases: Zei>q > ^dwush (and variants, see P.
Kunitzsch, £eus in Bagdad, in W. Diem and S. Wild
(eds.), Studien aus Arabistik und Semitistik Anton Spitaler
zum siebzigsten Geburtstag, Wiesbaden 1980, 99-113), and
^e-uyot; > Syr. zawga > zawaj "one of a pair, spouse",
Pahlavi /z/ is retained in Arabic: ndzag "lance" >
nayzak "lance, meteorite". Several nisbas referring to
Persian places have an intrusive -z- borrowed from
Persian, as in Rdzi (from al-Rayy), Marwazl (from Marw),
Siajzi (from Siajistdn; used alongside Siajistdni).
The dialects of Arabic have mostly preserved /z/.
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PLATE X

The mosque at Zawzan. Fa9ade of the main iwan just before the beginning of the restoration works in 1988.
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In some Jewish dialects in North Africa, /z/ and /z/
(< /dj/) coalesce and are pronounced either /z/ or
/z/, depending on the environment (cf. Fischer and
Jastrow, 253). In some dialects the interdentals have
been shifted to sibilants (Kozluk-Sason group and some
other dialects of Anatolian Arabic and Uzbekistan
Arabic), thus /dh/ > /z/ (Jastrow, 34-9; Fischer and
Jastrow, 50). The same shift is also typical for loans
from the standard language into sedentary dialects
that have not preserved the interdentals; speakers try
to imitate /dh/ by using /z/ (rather than the dialect
equivalent /d/), compare the fushd loan dhahdb >
zahdb "going" with the true dialect form dhahab >
dahab "gold". A special case of de-emphatisation and
assimilation is the frequent word zghir < saghir "small"
(also in the diminutive zghayyir].
The grapheme <z> has become identical in shape
with <r> and is distinguished from it by a diacritical dot on top (already in the oldest Arabic papyrus,
dated 22/643, see Gruendler, 22a). In carefully written manuscripts, the <r> may be additionally marked
by a v-shaped sign on top (^aldmat al-ihmdl). One of
the reasons for zay and rd} acquiring the same shape
is the fact that neither can be connected to the left
in Nabataean cursive writing, a fact that is continued
in the Arabic script (for the historical development of
the shape, see Gruendler, 60-3).
In Persian, <z> is used to render /z/ in Persian
words (and, of course, those Arabic words that have
it). The phoneme /z/ may, however, be written <z>,
<z>, <dh>, or <d>, depending on the Arabic etymology. The grapheme <z> is also used to create a
grapheme for /z/, by adding three triangularly
arranged superscript dots. For Pashto, a special sign
for retroflex /z/ has been developed which looks like
a rd3 with two dots diagonally across its middle, and
in Kashmiri the Persian grapheme <z> is used to
write As/.
Bibliography. J. Cantineau, Cours de phonetique
arabe, Paris 1960; H. Fleisch, Traite de philologie ambe,
i, Beirut 1961; W. Fischer and O. Jastrow, Handbuch
der arabischen Dialekte, Wiesbaden 1980; O. Jastrow,
Die mesopotamisch-arabischen Qeltu-Dialekte. Band I.
Phonologic und Morphologie, Wiesbaden 1978; Beatrice
Gruendler, The development of the Arabic scripts, Atlanta
1993.
(W.P. HEINRICHS)
ZAYANDA-RUD, lit. "river which increases", a
river of the c e n t r a l basin of Persia which
flows past Isfahan. It is so called because it was
believed that springs along its course increased the
volume of its water (Ibrahim Khan Tahwfldar,
Dlughrdfiyd-yi Isfahan, ed. M. Sotoodeh, Tehran AHS
1342/1963-4, 37). Early authors called it Zinda-Rud.
In the Bundahisjin it is mentioned as Zendeh Rud (A.
Houtum-Schindler, Eastern Persian Irak, London 1898,
17). Abu Husayn b. Muhammad b. Abi '1-Rida Awl
states that it was also known as Zarfn-Rud, the
"Golden River", because of the abundance and wealth
which its waters bestowed on the land that it irrigated (Tardjuma-i Mahdsin Isfahan, ed. 'Abbas Ikbal,
Tehran AHS 1328/1949-50, 47-8).
The principal source of the river is the Cashma-i
Djanan on the eastern slope of the Zarda Kuh [see
ISFAHAN, at Vol. IV, 98). After a run of about 18
km/11 miles it receives the waters of the Cihil Cashma
and is then called Djanana-Rud. Further on it receives
the Khursang River from Firaydan on the north and
the Zarfna-Rud from Cahar Mahall on the south and
is then known as the Zinda-Rud. Flowing southeast, it enters the Aydughmish district of Lindjan and
continues through Lindjanat and Marbfn to Isfahan,

receiving from the left the overflow drainage from
Tfran and Karwan. Passing through Isfahan, it flows
through Djay, Barzarud, Kararidj, Bara'an and Ruydasht into the Gawkhanf marsh. A total of 105 major
canals (mddis) are led off from it between its entrance
into Lindjan and its end in the Gawkhanf (HoutumSchindler, 17-18; Tahwfldar, 37; Husayn 'Abidf states
that there are 150 canals (Isfahan, Isfahan AHS 1334/
1955-6, 76), but this is presumably a printer's error.
All other authorities give 105). Writing at the end of
the 19th century, Houtum-Schindler stated that in
summer the Gawkhanf had very little water, a few
inches in depth covering about 15 square miles, but
that in spring it formed a lake 35 miles in length
and 8-10 miles in breadth and was in parts 15-18
feet deep (126). During the spring when the snows
are melting, the river carries a considerable flow, part
of which was formerly lost in flood water. In 1809
there was much damage done by flood water in
Isfahan and the neighbourhood (Morier, A Journey
through Persia, Armenia, and Asia Minor to Constantinople
in the years 1808 and 1809, London 1812, 213). In
recent years, the Gawkhanf has virtually dried up
owing to the drawing off of water for irrigation higher
up the river.
Fourteen bridges span the river. The first was a
temporary wooden bridge a few miles above Lindjan,
erected only in the spring season, and the fourteenth
is neaj Warzana in Ruydasht (Houtum-Schindler, 1718; 'Abidf, 70-1 gives only thirteen). Five of these
bridges are in the city of Isfahan: the Marnan Bridge
between Djulfa and Isfahan; the Allahwardf Khan
Bridge, called after 'Abbas I's general of that name,
also known as the Sf u Sih Cashma Bridge, connecting Isfahan with the eastern part of Djulfa [see
'ABBAS i]; the Djuy Bridge and the Khadju Bridge,
built by 'Abbas II [g.v.] on the ruins of an older
bridge, and the Shahristan Bridge. During the reign
of Muhammad Rida Shah Pahlawf, an iron bridge
was also built over the river (cAlf Djawahir Kalam,
Zinda-Rud, 2Tehran AHS 1348/1969-70, 47). Below
the Warzana Bridge there were three dykes for the
purpose of raising the water to the lands on both
sides of the river: the Band-i Marwan in Ruydasht;
the Band-i Allah Kulf Khan, built in the reign of
Nadir Shah [q.v.]; and the Band-i Shanzdah Dih built
in the reign of Shah Sulayman (Houtum-Schindler,
19). Orders were apparently given for this last dam in
1100/1688-9 (Lutf Allah Hunarfar, Gandjina-i dthdr-i
tdnkhi-i Isfahan, Isfahan AHS 1344/1966-7, 637).
In the reign of Tahmasp I (930-84/1524-76 [q.v.])
an abortive attempt was made to divert water from
the source of the Karun River into the Zayanda-Rud.
When Isfahan became the capital of the empire under
'Abbas I, the need to increase cultivation to feed the
growing population and the fact that the land round
Isfahan (the Mahall), which was watered by the
Zayanda-Rud, belonged to the royal diwdn, made the
availability of the water of the Zayanda-Rud and its
regulation of special interest to the state. In 1027/1618
Shah 'Abbas sent Muhibb cAlf Beg Lala, the sardyddr-bdshi of the royal buildings, to Kuhrang to report
on the possibility of diverting the water of the Karun
(see R.D. McChesney, Four sources on Shah 'Abbds's building of Isfahan, in Maqarnas, v [1988], 122) and subsequently Imam Kulf Khan Beglarbegi of Fars, Husayn
Khan, governor of Luristan, and Djahangfr Khan
Bakhtiyarf were ordered to start operations. This
attempt also proved abortive. In 1030/1620-1 Shah
'Abbas himself set out for the source of the ZayandaRud. New operations to cut through the mountain
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modifications have been made in the distribution of
were begun but remained unfinished (Iskandar Munshi,
water.
Tdnkh-i <Alamdrd-yi 'abbdsl, Tehran AHS 1334/1956,
Bibliography: Given in the article, and see A.K.S.
ii, 949-50, 959). Work was renewed under 'Abbas II,
Lambton, The regulation of the waters of the ^ayanda
but again proved abortive as also were later projects.
Rud, in BSOS, ix (1939), 663-73.
It was not until after the Second World War that
(ANN K.S. LAMBTON)
the problem of feeding a growing population again
ZAYD B. 'ALI B. AL-HUSAYN, great-grandson of
brought the plan to divert the headwaters of the
C
A1I b. Abi Talib and Fatima and leader of the
Karun into the Zayanda-Rud to the fore; it was acrevolt that gave rise to the Zaydiyya [q.v.]
corded high priority in successive development plans.
branch of the Shi'a.
The diversion was finally accomplished in the 1950s
He was born in Medina in 75/694-5 according to
and 1960s by means of a tunnel driven through the
his son al-Husayn. This date seems more reliable than
mountain ridge which forms the watershed between
the year 79/698 or 80/699 usually mentioned by the
the Karun River and the Zayanda-Rud. Various plans
Sunn! sources. He was thus at least 18 years younger
were also put forward for the construction of storage
than his brother Muhammad al-Bakir, who became
reservoirs on the upper reaches of the river. Under
the head of the Husaynids after the death of their
the Third Development Plan (1962-8), a dam called
father 'All Zayn al-'Abidm in 94/712-13 and was
the Shah 'Abbas Great Dam, was constructed, havwidely recognised as the imam by the Shf'a. Zayd's
ing a height of 95 m and a storage capacity of 450
mother was a woman of slave origin from Sind named
million m3, enabling (officially) 100,000 ha. to be irriDjayda, who is said to have been presented to his
gated in the Isfahan area and permitting the generfather by the ShT'f rebel leader al-Mukhtar or was
ation of 60,000 kw of electricity. By the time the
bought by the father. Zayd acquired a high standing
Fourth Development Plan began, the dam was well
in religious learning in his family and in Medina and
established and the area it fed was gradually extended.
is known to have transmitted from his father, his
The basis of the division of the waters of the
brother Muhammad, Aban b. 'Uthman, cUrwa b. alZayanda-Rud is probably of great antiquity. The disZubayr and cUbayd Allah b. Abl Ran'.
tribution in force in the mid-20th century went back
As head of the Husaynids, his brother Muhammad
at least to Safawid times. The details are contained
in a document known as Shaykh Baha'T's tumdr, which | entrusted him with the litigation on their behalf in
the long-standing dispute between the families of alis (or was) held in the Department of Finance, Isfahan.
Hasan and al-Husayn over the control of the endowIbrahim Bastanf ParTzf mentions an edition published
ments (sadakdt) of CA1I b. Abl Talib. The case was
by the Department of Agriculture, Isfahan (Siydsat wa
c
pursued before the Umayyad governors of Medina
iktisdd-i asr-i Safawi, Tehran AHS 1348/1969-70, 89).
Ibrahim b. Hisham (106-14/724-32) and Khalid b.
The present writer has not been able to obtain a copy
c
Abd al-Malik (114-17/732-5). The Hasanids were at
of this. The authorship and date of the tumdr are
first represented by Dja'far b. al-Hasan b. al-Hasan
uncertain. The document contains the words "Written
and then by his brother cAbd Allah b. al-Hasan, who
in the sealing office of the late Shah Tahmasp in
was in fact in control of the endowments after the
923/1517". This is clearly an anomaly. Shah Tahmasp
death of his father. The case evidently involved the
did not ascend the throne until 930/1524; and Shaykh
leadership of the descendants of Muhammad through
Baha'r, to whom the document is attributed, was not
Fatima and thence their potential claim on the
born until 953/1546-7. He became sadr of Isfahan
under Shah 'Abbas I and may have been responsicaliphate. cAbd Allah b. al-Hasan, who harboured
ble for a revision of the traditional regulation of the
ambitions, at first for himself and later for his son
river water. Among other anomalies in the document
Muhammad al-Nafs al-Zakiyya [see MUHAMMAD B. CABD
there is mention of various mddls which had no share
ALLAH], is reported to have accused Zayd before the
assigned to them in the original distribution. According
governor of aspiring to the caliphate although he, as
to the tumdr, the water of the river was regulated in
the son of a non-Arab slave woman, was not qualidetail from the Kalla Bridge in Aydughmish to
fied for it. When Zayd complained to his aunt Fatima
Warzana in Ruydasht, having regard to the cropping
bt. al-Husayn, the mother of cAbd Allah b. al-Hasan,
needs of each buluk or district [see MA3. 6. Irrigation
about the insult to his mother, she encouraged him
in Iran, at Vol. V, 873-4].
to answer by insulting herself. Zayd then took revenge
The present writer was told by an official in the
by casting aspersions on his aunt's undignified conDepartment of Agriculture, Isfahan, in 1938 that the
duct toward an earlier governor. As it became eviregulation of the river water as laid down in Shaykh
dent, however, that the governor Khalid b. cAbd
Baha'T's tumdr had some years previously fallen into
al-Malik was using the dispute to discredit the Family
disuse but that in 1928-9 local people had requested
of the Prophet in front of the public of Medina, Zayd
that it be re-activated and, in due course, the sysbroke off the litigation, assuring cAbd Allah b. altem, with some modifications, was again brought into
Hasan that he would never again raise the case before
force. She was also told that a mirdb was not invarithe governor. Reports that the dispute was further
ably appointed and was not necessarily from among
pursued before the caliph Hisham do not seem to be
the kadkhudds of Djay as Shaykh Baha'I's tumdr had
reliable. According to another report, Zayd vainly
laid down; if he was appointed, his wages were fixed
tried to raise it before the caliph, who refused to
on a daily basis and paid locally. If no mirdb was
receive him. A letter of Hisham to the governor Yusuf
appointed, each buluk sent a representative to overb. c Umar confirms, however, that Zayd was ensee the division of the water within that buluk when
gaged in litigation against cUmar b. al-Walfd, son of
its turn came. Ibrahim Tahwfldar states that this was
the caliph al-Walld b. cAbd al-Malik, before Hisham
the case in 1877 (Qughrafiyd-yi Isfahan, 128). The mddi(al-Taban, ii, 682). No details are known about the
sdldrs (those in charge of the major canals leading off
case.
from the river) were appointed locally and paid (in
When Khalid al-Kasrf was replaced as governor of
most cases) by the landowners. In recent years, with
'Irak by Yusuf b. cUmar in Djumada I 120/May 738,
the increased flow of water after the construction of
he claimed, under torture by his successor, that Zayd
storage dams in the upper reaches of the river, major
and several other men of Kuraysh were in possession
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of deposits of his. According to some accounts, it was
Khalid's son Yazfd or his ghulam Tarik who made
the claim, but it must, in any case, have concerned
deposits belonging to the deposed governor. Yusuf b.
c
Umar informed the caliph Hisham, who sent for the
Kurashis. That Zayd was already present at the caliph's
court, as some reports state, is unlikely. All of the
accused denied -the claims against them. Hisham
cleared them of suspicion but insisted on sending them
to Yusuf b. cUmar in al-Hlra in order to confront
them with their accuser. Zayd's son clsa was born in
al-Hlra. As their accuser withdrew his charges, they
were freed. While most of the Kurashis returned to
Hidjaz, Zayd stayed in Kufa together with the 'Abbasid
Dawud b. 'All. The caliph now sent a letter to Yusuf
b. cUmar instructing him to send Zayd forthwith to
Hidjaz and not to let him tarry. He had, so he wrote,
observed Zayd in his dispute with cUmar b. al-Walfd
to be argumentative, loquacious, apt to forge and to
distort in his discourse, and to beguile men by the
sweetness of his tongue. If he were allowed to stay
among the Kufans, who believed in the superior religious status of his family, he would incite them to
rebellion, thus splitting the Muslim community.
Yusuf ordered his deputy in Kufa, al-Hakam b. alSalt, to press Zayd to leave, but the latter, offering
various excuses, remained four or five months in the
town. When he left and reached al-Kadisiyya or alTha'labiyya, Kufan Shi'Is caught up with him and
urged him to return, promising him massive support.
They said they hoped he would become the Mansur
who would overthrow the Umayyad regime. Dawud
b. CA1I warned him of the fickleness of the Kufans
and continued on to Hidjaz, but Zayd decided to
return. He stayed secretly, moving from tribe to tribe,
for over ten months, interrupted by a two months'
visit to Basra. He married two women of the tribes
of Sulaym and al-Azd in order to strengthen his ties
with them. His summons to the people called for
dfihad against the wrongdoers, redress of grievances
and support of the Family of the Prophet in general
against their enemies. Twelve or fifteen thousand men
are said to have pledged allegiance to him in Kufa.
He also sent his summons abroad and gained followers in the Sawad, in al-Mada'in, Basra, Wasit,
Mawsil, Upper Mesopotamia, Rayy and Djurdjan.
Support for him was nevertheless patchy. Some 'ulama3
actively backed him, but others, while offering sympathy, expressed doubts that the Kufans would stand
up for him. Abu Hanifa is said to have sent him
money but to have excused himself from fighting. The
Banu Hashim, 'Alids and cAbbasids, also failed to
show solidarity, in part probably because of ambitions
of others among them. cAbd Allah b. al-Hasan is
reported to have warned him in a letter of the wellknown treachery of the Kufans. Muhammad al-Bakir's
son Dja'far al-Sadik is said to have advised his followers to pledge allegiance to Zayd. Most of them
withdrew their backing, however, when Zayd refused
to condemn the conduct of the early caliphs Abu
Bakr and cUmar. The sources stress this incident,
describing it as the cause of the schism between the
radical Imamiyya and the moderate Zaydiyya.
As Zayd's presence in Kufa was betrayed to Yusuf
b. cUmar, he was forced to call the revolt before the
date originally set. On Yusuf's order, al-Hakam b. alSalt had summoned the Kufan leaders and warriors
to the great mosque and detained them under a guard
of Syrian soldiers. Thus less than three hundred men
followed Zayd's call to revolt, though the number
then swelled to around a thousand. They were fought

mainly by a force of Syrians whom Yusuf had brought
to Kufa. On the third day, Zayd was hit in the
evening by an arrow penetrating his brain. He died
when a physician or a cupper extracted it. Various
dates are mentioned for his death. The most likely is
Thursday, 2 Safar 122/7 March 740. His followers
sought to hide his body by burying him at night in
a spot that they drenched with water. The location,
however, was betrayed the next day, and his body
was exhumed. His head was sent to Hisham in
Damascus, who exhibited it and then sent it to Medina.
His body was crucified on the Kunasa in Kufa and
left there until after the death of Hisham some three
years later, when his successor al-Walld b. Yazfd
ordered Yusuf to burn it and scatter the ashes in the
Euphrates. Revenge for Zayd became one of the slogans of the 'Abbasid revolution and, after its success,
Hisham's remains were unearthed in Damascus, crucified and burned.
Zayd's activity as a scholar and his religious opinions are largely obscure. He was given the honorary
title halif al-Kur'dn and numerous readings of his
Kur'an codex are cited in the SunnF works on kird^dt.
They do not reflect a notable Shf c i tendency (see
A. Jeffery, The Qur'dn readings of^aid b. 'All, in RSO, xvi
[1936], 249-89, and Further Qur'dn readings of £aid b.
'Alt, in ibid., xviii [1940], 218-36). Zaydi tradition has
preserved various theological treatises ascribed to him.
These are too disparate in style and doctrinal positions to be the work of a single author and may
mostly be seen to represent currents in the early Kufan
Zaydiyya. A compendium of religious law attributed
to him was collected by the Zaydi Ibrahim b. alZibrikan (d. 183/799) on the basis of the transmission of the Kufan Abu Khalid al-Wasitf who claimed
to have heard it from Zayd while visiting Medina as
a pilgrim in five years. The work, first published by
E. Griffini as Corpus luris di %aid b. cAli (Milan 1919),
reflects Kufan legal tradition and it is unlikely that
Zayd had any significant part in it. Abu Khalid also
transmitted a commentary on the difficult (ghanb]
words of the Kur'an (ed. H.M. al-Takf al-Hakfm,
Beirut 1992). In these texts, Zayd appears as an antiKadarT supporter of predestination and as upholding
a moderately anti-anthropomorphist concept of God.
This agrees with the views of the early Kufan Zaydiyya.
Late Zaydl tradition describes him as agreeing with
Muctazill teaching.
Bibliography: Ibn Sacd, v, 239-40; Baladhurl,
Ansdb, ii, ed. M. al-Fardus al-cAzm, Beirut 1996,
520-41; Ya'kubr, 390-1; Tabari, ii, 1667-88, 16981716; Mas'udr, Murifa ed. Pellat, §§ 2220-25; Abu
'1-Faradj al-Isfaham, Makdtil al-Tdlibiyyin, ed. A. Sakr,
Cairo 1949/127-51; Abu Talib al-Natik bi '1-Hakk,
al-IJada, ed. M.Y.S. clzzan, Sanca> 1996, 61-7; C. van
Arendonk, Les debuts de Vimamat ^aidite an Yemen,
Leiden 1960, 28-33, 307-12; R. Strothmann, Das
Problem der literarischen Personlichkeit Zaid b. cAlt, in IsL,
xiii (1923), 1-52; W. Madelung, Der Imam al-Qasim
ibn Ibrahim, Berlin 1965, esp. 53-61; Sezgin, GAS,
i, 552-60.
(W. MADELUNG)
ZAYD B. CAMR b. Nufayl, a so-called hanif
[q.v.] and "seeker after t r u e religion", who lived
in Mecca before Muhammad's mission (though some
pronounced him a Companion of the Prophet). In
a major battle before Islam Zayd reportedly led the
Kuraysh [q.v.] clan to which he belonged, the £Adi
b. Kacb. The cycle of reports about him in Islamic
historiography all but presents him as Muhammad's
precursor. Some scholars even went as far as declaring him a prophet who received revelations, and a
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messenger sent to mankind. Precisely like Muhammad
before his call, Zayd is said to have practiced tahannuth
[q.v.] on Mt. Him3 [q.v.]. Other rites attributed to
him, such as prostration in the direction of the Kacba,
are consonant with Islamic practice.
In a widespread account, Zayd appears as an old
man leaning against the Kacba and claiming to be
the only KurashI holding on to the dm Ibrahim. His
claim to exclusivity smacks of competition with other
Kurashls who repudiated idol worship. Far more problematic, however, are reports involving Muhammad
in which Zayd is given a spiritual advantage over the
future prophet. One account reportedly going back
to his son Sacld b. Zayd [q.v.] (through his son and
grandson), is a typical itinerary of a hamf in quest of
true religion. Zayd was travelling with Waraka b.
Nawfal [q.v.], who soon became Christian, abandoning the search. Continuing his journey, Zayd learned
from a monk that the religion he was looking for was
about to be initiated in his own land. Having returned
to Arabia, Zayd was offered by Muhammad, but declined, the meat of an animal slaughtered in association with idol worship. Following Zayd's example,
Muhammad abstained from such meat and, what is
more, abandoned idol worship.
At least some of these unorthodox statements originated with Zayd's offspring and other members of
the £AdI b. Ka'b. They were not discarded because
they included an element of dald'il al-nubuwwa "proofs
of prophethood". Instead, they gave rise to various
forms of apologetics, since they contradicted the more
comprehensive form of cisma [q.v] or infallibility, which
developed over the period preceding Muhammad's
mission.
Bibliography: The relevant entries in the
Companion dictionaries; Ibn cAsakir, Ta'nkh madinat Dimashk, ed. cU.Gh. al-cAmrawT, Beirut 1415-/
1995-, xix, 493-516; DhahabI, Siyar a'lam al-nubald3,
ed. Sh. al-Arnawut et al., Beirut 1401-9/1981-8, i,
124-43; Baladhuri,' Ansab al-ashrdf, v, ed. I. 'Abbas,
Beirut 1417/1996, 520-4; Baghdad!, Khizanat aladab, ed. Harun, Cairo 1387-1406/1967-86, index;
MJ. Kister, 'A bag of meat': a study of an early hadlth,
in BSOAS, xxxiii (1970), 267-75, repr. in' idem,
Studies in Jdhiliyya and early Islam, Variorum, London
1980, no. VI; U. Rubin, Hanifiyya and Ka'ba: an
inquiry into the Arabian pre-Islamic background of din
Ibrahim, in JSAI, xiii (1990), 85-112, at 99-103;
idem, The eye of the beholder, Princeton 1995, index.
(M. LECKER)
ZAYD B. HARITHA al-Kalbl, or Zayd al-hibb "the
beloved", a slave, and later a mawla [q.v] and
adoptive son of the P r o p h e t M u h a m m a d .
The details of his early biography are disputed. One
account has it that he was sold into slavery in Mecca
by members of his own tribe.
However, according to al-Wakidl's [q.v] account,
Zayd's father died amidst his wife's tribe, the Tayyi5
[q.v], bequeathing to his son an unspecified number
of camels. Certain Bedouin who hired the camels from
the stripling, treacherously sold him at the market of
c
Ukaz. The buyer was Hakim b. Hizam who was
trading on behalf of his paternal aunt Khadldja [q.v].
According to al-Kalbf's account, Zayd and his
mother, while on a visit to her tribe, were attacked
by horsemen of al-Kayn [q.v] b. Djasr. The attackers sold Zayd at cUkaz to Hakim b. Hizam who purchased him for Khadldja. After her marriage to
Muhammad, Khadldja gave him Zayd. In al-Kalbl's
version, Zayd's father (who was still alive) vowed to
look for his son. Having been discovered in Mecca
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by fellow tribesmen, Zayd chose to remain Muhammad's slave, and in due course became Muhammad's
adoptive son.
Zayd's offspring transmitted—at least to the 4th/
10th century—a different account. Zayd grew up in
his mother's family and when she died, he remained
with his grandfather. Then he was carried off by
horsemen of the Fazara [q.v] who sold him at cUkaz
to Khadldja's paternal cousin, Waraka b. Nawfal [q.v].
Zayd was recognised by a fellow tribesman, but chose
to stay with Muhammad. In this account Zayd's father
(and, after a while, also his brother, Djabala) embraced
Islam. As attested by the Companion dictionaries, the
family managed to secure Companion status for both
of them.
Zayd's earliest marriage link, with Muhammad's
dry nurse and mawlat Umm Ayman (Baraka), took
place in Mecca, probably not long after Muhammad's
call. She gave birth to Usama [q.v] eight or ten years
before the Hidjra. Although Usama was dark-skinned
while Zayd was fair, a physiognomist [see KJYAFA]
reportedly removed all doubts regarding Zayd's parentage.
Zayd's other marriages took place in Medina after
the Hidjra. He married Muhammad's cousin, Zaynab
bt. Djahsh [q.v] (whose mother was Muhammad's
paternal aunt). Zaynab's marriage to Muhammad
shortly afterwards gave rise to claims by the so-called
Hypocrites, that Muhammad was acting against his
own ruling which prohibited marriage to the former
wife of one's son. Consequently, a verse (Kur'an,
XXXIII, 5) was revealed terminating the state of adoption and returning Zayd to his KalbT affiliation. With
regard to the same situation, Zayd is the only
Companion of Muhammad whose name appears in
the Kur'an (XXXIII, 37). Several years later Zayd
married successively three women of Kuraysh, one of
whom was yet another cousin of Muhammad (the
daughter of his paternal uncle, Abu Lahab [</.#.]). At
some stage Zayd was married to a woman of the
Medinan Khazradj [q.v]}.
Zayd, a fine archer who led several military expeditions, was killed in the battle of Mu'ta [q.v] of
8/629, aged fifty or fifty-five.
Bibliography: The entries on Zayd, his father
Haritha, and his brother Djabala, in the Companion
dictionaries; Ibn cAsakir, Ta'nkh madmat Dimashk, ed.
c
U.Gh. al-cAmrawT, Beirut 1415-/1995-, xix, 34274; Ibn Manzur, Mukhtasar ta'rikh Dimashk li-Ibn
'Asdkir, ix, ed. N. Nashshawl, Damascus 1405/
1985, 122-31; Dhahabi, Siyar acldm al-nubala3, ed.
Sh. al-Arnawut et al., Beirut 1401-9/1981-8, i, 22030; Baladhurl, Ansab, i, ed. Hamld Allah, Cairo 1959,
467-76; Mukatil b. Sulayman, Tafsir, ms. Topkapi
Sarayi, Ahmet III 74, ii, fols. 86b-87a, 91b-93a.
(M. LECKER)
ZAYD B. AL-HUSAYN B. cALl (1898-1970 or
1972), f o u r t h son of the G r a n d Sharif of
Mecca, al-Husayn b. CA1I [q.v] by a Circassian wife.
His involvement in Hashiml activities and politics was
limited. He participated as a leader in the early stages
of the Arab Revolt in Hidjaz in 1916. He was his
father's representative in 1924 at a British-sponsored
conference in Kuwayt which tried to resolve HashimlSucudl border differences. In 1947 he was a minister
in London for Irak after Britain decided to refer the
Palestine problem to the United Nations.
Bibliography: R. Baker, King Husain and the kingdom of Hejaz, Cambridge 1979, 3; Mary Wilson,
King Abdullah, Britain and the making of Jordan,
Cambridge 1987, 14, 45, 80; Avi Shlaim, The politics
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of partition, Oxford 1990, 19, 22, 78; Kamal Salibi,
The modern history of Jordan, London 1993, 68. See
also HASHIMIDS.

(HUSSEIN SlRRIYEH)

ZAYD B. THABIT, an A n s a r l [see ANSAR]
Companion of the Prophet M u h a m m a d credited with a crucial role in the collection of the Kur'an
[q.v. at Vol. V, 404b-405b]. He belonged to the Banu
'1-Nadjdjar of the Khazradj, or more precisely, to the
c
Abd <Awf b. Ghanm b. Malik b. al-Nadjdjar. His
mother, al-Nawar bt. Malik, was of the cAdf b. alNadjdjar. Much of the rather detailed biographical
information about Zayd was preserved by hadlth transmitters from among his offspring who were intensely
interested in the life and work of their great ancestor.
Zayd's father was killed in the battle of Bu'ath
[q.v.]., when Zayd was six years old; at the time of
the Hidjra [q.v.], Zayd was eleven. His education between these events was of major importance for his
career. Already before the Hidjra he acquired Arabic
literacy at the midras or kuttdb [q.v] of a Jewish group
called Masika; his knowledge of the Hebrew or Syriac
script presumably goes back to the same period.
Zayd's first-born son was probably Sacld, hence
Sa'fd's mother, Umm Djarml bt. al-Mudjallil of the
Kuraysh [q.v], must have been Zayd's first wife.
Widowed in Ethiopia, she arrived at Medina after the
conquest of Khaybar [q.v] in 7 A.H. with two small
children. Neither of the children was called Djamil,
and it follows that she could have been married twice
before marrying young Zayd.
As one of the Prophet's scribes, Zayd wrote down
Kur'an verses as well as letters to "the kings". Some
said that Zayd was the scribe of Abu Bakr and cUmar,
and he was also said to have officiated as kadi under
c
Umar and c Uthman.
Zayd's literacy was accompanied by a knowledge
of arithmetic: he was a famous expert on the division of inheritances [see FARA'ID] and was considered
an authority on calendrical calculations. Abu Bakr
instructed him to calculate the khums of the Kinda
[q.v] captives brought to Medina from al-Nudjayr (in
Hadramawt), and Zayd later collected their ransom.
After the Battle of the Yarmuk, Zayd divided the
spoils, having done the same for the Prophet at
Khaybar and Hunayn [q.v]. When food supplies sent
by cUmar's governor in Egypt were to be distributed,
Zayd prepared written orders for the transfer of subsistence (sikdk) which were made of papyrus [see KIRTAS]
and stamped at the bottom; he was the first Muslim
to prepare such orders. 'Uthman appointed him over
the treasury (bayt al-mdl [q.v.]) after Zayd's predecessors had resigned because of 'Uthman's illegal use of
state money. In due course, c Uthman allowed Zayd
to appropriate a surplus of more than 100,000 dirhams.
However, a pro-cUthmanf source denies all this: the
former officials grew old and were too weak to function; the surplus was of 1,000 dirhams only, and Zayd
spent it on construction works in the Prophet's mosque.
When cUthman was later besieged in his court,
Zayd protected him in defiance of his fellow Ansar,
most of whom supported cAli. Abu Ayyub al-Ansan
[q.v] accused Zayd of being motivated by the many
palm trees which he received from c Uthman. It should
be borne in mind that at the sakifa [q.v], immediately after the Prophet's death, Zayd—whose first wife
was probably of the Kuraysh—eloquently supported
the political supremacy of the muhadjirun [q.v] over
the Ansar.
Zayd was one of the few Ansar who did not pledge
their allegiance to cAli; a pro-Shf c I source explained
that c Uthman appointed him over both the dlwan

[q.v] and the treasury. Obviously, Zayd was not a
member of 'All's administration, but at the beginning
of Mu'awiya I's [q.v] reign we again find him in
charge of the dlwdn of Medina. Zayd advised Mu'awiya
and his governor in Medina, Marwan b. al-Hakam
[q.v.], on various legal matters.
The dates given for Zayd's death range from
42/662-3 to 56/675-6. The large amount of gold and
silver that he bequeathed had to be cut with a broad
iron instrument called mifrds; in addition, he left orchards
and estates valued at 100,000 dinars, or, alternatively,
at 150,000 dinars and 700,000 dirhams. Considering
Zayd's humble starting-point, his career during the
first half-century of Islam was phenomenal.
There is much controversy over the collection of the
Kur'an. One thing is, however, certain: when cUthman
looked for a qualified scholar to oversee the preparation of its official edition, Zayd's total commitment
to the Kurashi cause was taken into consideration.
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ZAYDAN, DIURDJI (b. 14 December 1861 in
Beirut, d. 21 July 1914 in Cairo), outstanding representative of the Nahda [q.v] or Arabic cultural
and literary renaissance of the 19th and early 20th
centuries.
Son of an illiterate Greek Orthodox cook who considered education, except for some reading and writing skills, unnecessary, Zaydan was more than any
other Arab intellectual of his time a self-made man.
His autobiography (Eng. tr. Th. Philipp, 1979, 1990)
gives information on his amazing intellectual development, from being a waiter and cook in his father's
small restaurant at the age of 11, to apprenticeship in a workshop for European-style shoes, to bookkeeping for his father, until his enrolment for studying medicine in the Syrian Protestant College in
September 1881. He soon became top of his class,
but left with some friends after an incident caused by
one of the American teachers' lecturing on Darwinism,
which the students ardently supported, claiming a right
of free speech in this regard. Supported financially by
a friend, he went to Cairo in 1883 to continue his
studies, but the Armenian owner of the newspaper
al-^amdn offered him its editorship, which he undertook till 1884. Then he joined Wolseley's expedition
to relieve Gordon in Khartum as a dragoman and
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guide, and after its failure, returned to Beirut in 1885
to study Hebrew and Syriac. In the summer of 1886
he travelled to London, where he became acquainted
with the works of European orientalists. Health troubles led him to return to Cairo, where he henceforth
resided permanently. He was offered the job of administrative manager and assistant editor of the journal
al-Muktataf [see DJARIDA i. A], which he took over for
15 months. After quitting this post, he produced his
first books. In al-Affag, al-carabiyya wa 'l-falsafa allughawiyya (1886, republ. 1904, 1964), which gained
him membership of the Royal Asiatic Society of Italy,
he applied evolutionary theory to languages. A historical study of Freemasonry—which highly attracted
Arab intellectuals at that time [see FARMASUNIYYA, in
Suppl]—and a book on the modern history of Egypt,
used in schools, appeared in 1889. Probably for financial reasons, he became head teacher for Arabic at
a Greek Orthodox School. In 1890 he published a
small General history, intended as a textbook. Together
with a friend, he founded in 1891 a small printing
house which, however, closed down in 1892. Zaydan
re-opened it alone in 1893 and renamed it in 1896
as the Matba'at al-Hildl. In 1891 he published his first
historical novel al-Mamluk al-sharid (German tr. M.
Thilo, 1917), whose success encouraged him to leave
his teaching job. Up to his death, Zaydan published
22 novels, which were most recently republished with
commentaries in 1984 and are still widely read. They
have been translated into other oriental languages,
such as Persian, Ottoman Turkish, Hindi and Uzbek
Turkic. His goal was to awaken in the Arab public
a historical consciousness and a pride in the great
days of Arabo-Islamic history. Only Djihdd al-muhibbln
(1893) is a love story, probably based on his love for
the Syrian Christian immigrant Maryam Matar, his
wife since 1891. Enthusiastic in his youth about folk
romances told in old Beirut, he wrote in a plain style
mixing historical facts, events and personalities, such
as famous persons like al-Hadjdiddj. ibn Tusuf (1902),
Abu Muslim al-Khurdsdm (1905) al-Arriin wa 'l-Ma'mun
(1907), Saldh al-Dm al-Ayyubi (1913) and Sha&ar alDurr (1914), with fictitious love stories, intrigues and
adventures. This and his rather openly anti-Umayyad
standpoint annoyed Arab nationalists and fundamentalists. Showing narrative skill, Zaydan produces tension and excitement, although his heroes are mainly
either good or evil and remain static. Except where
the historical facts stand in the way, he closes with
a happy ending or a tragic death. He is incontestably
the pioneer of the historical novel as a literary genre
in Arabic.
Still of value today amongst his many scholarly
works, with which he aimed to popularise Western
knowledge and methods of work and thought, are
Tarddfim mashdhir al-shark fi 'l-karn al-tdsic cashar (1907,
republ. 1960 as Buhdt al-nahda al-carabiyyd) and volume
iv of his Ta'rikh Addb al-lugha al-carabiyya (1910-13)
since they provide information on contemporaries.
The fourth volume of his Ta'rikh al-tamaddun al-isldmi
(i-v, 1901-6) was translated by D.S. Margoliouth into
English (GMS IV, Leiden and London 1907) because
amongst Zaydan's sources used for it were unpublished manuscripts. In his al-cArab kabl al-Isldm (19078, republ. 1958) and other works he was certainly the
first Arab intellectual to trace Arab history back to
Hammurabi and the Pharaohs, thus creating a new
Arab identity at a time of the emergence of Arab
nationalism and an Arab bourgeoisie as a social class.
In other publications, he characterised the Arabic language, one based on the Kur'an but regarded as a
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living and developing organism, as the unifying link
for all Arabs and the basis of their culture. In 1892
Zaydan founded al-Hildl, a journal still existing today.
In 22 volumes, he gave information on scientific developments and cultural events, and on European and
Arab publications, later including (for female readers)
information on health, hygiene and family problems;
and he serialised his novels and longer essays. Deeply
convinced of the civilising value of education and
learning, he abstained, however (like other prominent
Arab Christians of the Nahda), from political statements, except for espousing the cause of the Young
Turks in 1908 and after, but he provided background
information to political events and personalities. In
1910 he was offered a professorship of Islamic history at the Egyptian University, but this was withdrawn after heated debates occasioned by his Christian
origin.
Bibliography: Th. Philipp, Gurgi ^aydan, his life
and thought, Beirut 1979, with bibl. and discussion
of secondary sources; Shawkf Abu KhalTl, ^urd^i
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writing of history in ninetenth-century Egypt, Detroit 1984,
191-8; Ahmad Husayn al-Tamawf, Diurdfi ^ayddn, Cairo 1992 (Zaydan as literary critic); Julie
S. Meisami and P. Starkey, Encyclopedia of Arabic literature, London and New York 1998, ii, 823; for
older literature, see Brockelmann, S III, 186-90.
(WIEBKE WALTHER)
ZAYDAN, MAWLAY [see SA'DIDS].
ZAYDIYYA, a b r a n c h of the S h l ' a [q.v.] arising
out of the abortive revolt of Zayd b. 'All b. al-Husayn
[q.v.] in Kufa in 122/740. During the preparations
for the revolt, a part of the Kufan Shf c a withdrew
their support from Zayd in protest against his refusal
to condemn unconditionally the early caliphs preceding cAlf and backed Zayd's nephew Dja'far al-Sadik
as their imam. This schism led to a lasting division of
the Shf c a into a radical and a moderate wing in terms
of their religious break with the Sunn! Muslim community. The Zaydiyya, as the moderates, did not classify the Sunn! Muslims generally as infidels. In political
terms, however, they were, in contrast to the radical
but quietist Imamiyya, militant, espousing revolt against
the illegitimate SunnT rule as a religious duty.
1. The early K u f a n phase.
The Zaydiyya was initially formed by the merger
of two currents in Kufan Shi'ism, the Djarudiyya
[q.v.] and the Batriyya [q.v. in Suppl.]. The Djarudiyya
were named after Abu '1-Djarud Ziyad b. al-Mundhir,
a former companion of Zayd's brother Muhammad
al-Bakir, who backed Zayd's revolt when he was
deserted by most of al-Bakir's followers. They brought
some of the radical elements of al-Bakir's teaching
into the Zaydiyya. Thus they rejected the imamate
of the three caliphs preceding 'All, holding that cAlf
had been appointed by the Prophet as his legatee
(was?) and implicitly as his successor. Condemning the
majority of the Companions and the Muslim community for their desertion of the rightful imam, they
repudiated the legal tradition transmitted by the Sunnf
traditionists and upheld the transmission of the religious law by the Family of the Prophet as solely legitimate. In contrast to the Imamiyya, however, they
did not confine legal teaching authority to their imams
but accepted in principle the teaching of any member of the ahl al-bayt qualified by religious learning.
The Batriyya were at first a group of moderate Shf'is
who were critical of some of al-Bakir's teaching and
failed to accept him as their imam. While considering
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Ali as the most excellent of Muslims after the Prophet,
they generally admitted the imamate of his predecessors since he had pledged allegiance to them. They
did not concede any superior knowledge to the Family
of the Prophet, but recognised the religious knowledge handed down in the Muslim community as valid
and allowed the use of individual reasoning (iajtihdd,
kiyds) in establishing the law. The Batriyya were part
of the general Kufan traditionalist movement. As Kufan
traditionalism became absorbed by Sunnism during
the 3rd/9th century, the views of the Djarudiyya came
to prevail among the Zaydiyya.
The legitimate imamate was at first not confined
to the descendants of CA1I. Before the fall of the
Umayyad caliphate, Kufan Zaydfs backed cAbd Allah
b. Mu'awiya [q.v.], a descendant of 'All's brother
Dja'far. In the 4th/10th century there was still a
group of Zaydfs known as Talibiyya who recognised
all descendants of c All's father Abu Talib as eligible
for the imamate. The majority, however, considered
only descendants of al-Hasan and al-Husayn as legitimate claimants. According to common Zaydi doctrine,
the first three imams, 'All, al-Hasan and al-Husayn,
were imams by designation (nass) of the Prophet. After
al-Husayn, the imamate became legally established
through armed rising (khuruaj) and a formal summons
(dacwa) to allegiance by a qualified candidate. Among
the qualifications, religious knowledge was emphasised.
Many Zaydf imams throughout the centuries have been
highly educated religious scholars and authors. They
were, however, generally not considered as immune
from error and sin (ma'sum), although some late Zaydls
conceded such immunity to the first three imams.
In theology, the Kufan Zaydiyya were determinist,
strongly opposed to the Kadariyya and Muctazila,
though also admitting some responsibility of man for
his acts. They were anti-anthropomorphist, but upheld
the reality of the attributes of God against their reduction to descriptions of the divine essence by the
Mu'tazila. They rejected the doctrine of the created
nature of the Kur'an, but did not insist on belief in
its coeternity with God. Against Murdji'I doctrine, they
taught that works were part of faith (imdri). Like the
Ibadiyya, they classed the grave offender (fasik) as an
unbeliever by ingratitude (kdfir ni'ma), not by polytheism (shirk) or by denial of God (ajuhud). Land under
Sunn! domination was an abode of unbelief by ingratitude (dar kufr ni'ma). As for the Ibadiyya [q.v.],
this justified their revolt against the established order
while also allowing them to associate peacefully with
other Muslims.
In religious law, the Zaydiyya relied at first on the
teaching of various cAlid authorities, among them
Muhammad al-Bakir, DjaTar al-Sadik, Zayd b. cAlf and
Muhammad al-Nafs al-Zakiyya, and sometimes on the
claim of a consensus of the Family of the Prophet.
In the 3rd/9th century four legal schools Demerged on
the basis of the teaching of Ahmad b. clsa b. Zayd
[q.v. in Suppl.], al-Kasim b. Ibrahim al-Rassf [q.v.].,
al-Hasan b. Yahya b. al-Husayn b. Zayd and Muhammad b. Mansur al-Muradl. They are described by
Abu cAbd Allah al-cAlawI (d. 445/1053) in his Kitdb
al-Diamif al-kdfi as authoritative among the Kufan
Zaydiyya in his time.
Among the abortive revolts supported by Kufan
Zaydls were those of Muhammad al-Nafs al-Zakiyya
and his brother Ibrahim in 145/762-3, al-Husayn b.
c
Alf Sahib Fakhlch in 169/786, Yahya b. cAbd Allah
in 176/792, Muhammad b. Ibrahim Tabataba in
199/814, Muhammad b. al-Kasim Sahib al-Talakan
in 219/834, and Yahya b. cl)mar b. Yahya in 250/

864. Thereafter, Zaydi activity successfully shifted to
remote mountain regions south of the Caspian Sea
and in Yemen, which tended to elude the control of
the central government.
2. The Caspian Zaydiyya.
Zaydi Islam was first preached on a limited scale
among the non-Muslim Daylamls by the cAlid rebel
leader Yahya b. cAbd Allah [q.v.] and his Kufan supporters in 175/791-2. Much more effective was the
missionary activity of some local followers of al-Kasim
b. Ibrahim (d. 246/860) in western Tabaristan, the region of Ruyan, Kalar and Shalus. Al-Kasim's teaching
in theology represented a shift from early Kufan Zaydi
doctrine to more anti-determinist and radically antianthropomorphist positions, dissociating God from evil
acts and stressing the absolute dissimilarity of God to
all creation. While distinct from contemporary Muctazill doctrine, it paved the way for the adoption of
Mu'tazill theology among his later followers. His teaching in the religious law represented a Medinan moderate Shlcl tradition relatively independent of Kufan
Zaydi school doctrine. In 250/864 the people of Ruyan
revolted and invited the Hasanid al-Hasan b. Zayd
from al-Rayy to lead them. Al-Hasan established the
first Zaydi state, with the capital in Amul. He officially supported Shlcl ritual and law and Mu'tazill
theology, and is known to have written books on law
and the imamate. However, neither he nor his brother
Muhammad, who succeeded him and ruled until 28 7 /
900, was recognised as imams by the later Zaydls, and
his teaching was ignored by the school tradition.
After the overthrow of Muhammad b. Zayd, the
Husaynid al-Hasan b. CA1I al-Utrush al-Nasir li '1-Hakk
was active in Gllakdjan and Hawsam [q.v. in Suppl.],
converting the Daylamls north of the mountain range
and the Gills east of the Safid Rud. In 301/914 he
conquered Amul and restored Zaydi rule in Tabaristan,
reigning until his death in 304/917. Al-Nasir left
numerous writings on law and theology and was generally recognised as an imam. His teaching differed to
some extent from that of al-Kasim b. Ibrahim. In its
basic theses his theology was similar to al-Kasim's, but
also polemically anti-Muctazill. In ritual and law he
was closer than al-Kasim to the Kufan Zaydi tradition
and often to Imaml Shl'I doctrine. Thus he adopted
the Imaml law of inheritance, repudiating the privileged position accorded to the agnates in SunnI law,
and the Imaml prohibition of the irrevocable triple
repudiation of the wife (talak al-bidfa).
The Caspian Zaydiyya was thereafter divided into
two rival schools and communities, the Kasimiyya prevailing in western Tabaristan, Ruyan and the adjoining Daylam, and the Nasiriyya among the eastern Gil
and the interior Daylam. The Kasimiyya maintained
close ties with the family of al-Kasim. His grandson
Yahya b. al-Husayn al-Hadl ila '1-Hakk [q.v. in Suppl.]
came to Amul during the reign of Muhammad b.
Zayd, but aroused the suspicion of the latter by being
addressed by some of his followers as imam and had
to leave quickly. After he established Zaydi rule in
Yemen, he was joined by groups of Zaydi volunteers
from Tabaristan and Kalar. Al-Hadl's works on religious law were immediately adopted by the Kasimiyya
and commented upon by Caspian cAlid scholars. The
close relationship between the Kasimiyya and the
Yemeni Zaydiyya was to continue for a long time.
The Nasiriyya tended to look to the descendants of
al-Nasir li '1-Hakk for leadership. All of these were
given the lakab al-Nasir, and al-Nasir li '1-Hakk's tomb
in Amul remained for centuries a place of pilgrimage for the Nasiriyya. However, only one of his descen-
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dants, al-Husayn b. DjaTar al-Nasir ruling in Hawsam
(432-72/1040-80), gained recognition as a Zaydl imam.
The antagonism between the two schools was initially
intense until the Imam Abu cAbd Allah b. al-DacT alMahdl li-Dln Allah (d. 360/970) actively promoted the
thesis that both school doctrines were equally valid.
Conditions among the Caspian Zaydiyya, where
often cAlids without the full qualifications for the imamate came to reign, or two or more 'Alids contemporaneously gained local support, required recognition of a rank of legitimate ruler below that of imam.
These were commonly called ddcis "summoners", and
themselves frequently adopted titles composed with this
term. Al-Hasan b. Zayd, his brother Muhammad, and
al-Hasan b. al-Kasim, who succeeded al-Nasir li '1-Hakk,
all took the title al-DacI li '1-Hakk, while others claimed
the title al-DacT ila '1-Rida, al-ridd referring to the expected imam of the Family of the Prophet. Other ZaydT
c
Alid rulers merely adopted the title amir.
In spite of their mutual recognition, the two Caspian
Zaydl communities often backed different rulers. After
the final fall of the Zaydf rule in Amul, Hawsam
became the centre of learning of the Nasiriyya and
the seat of an cAlid dynasty founded by DjaTar b. Muhammad al-Tha'ir fi 'Hah [q.v], grandson of a brother
of al-Nasir li '1-Hakk. Although their reign in Hawsam was often disputed by descendants of al-Nasir
and others, they regularly regained control of the town.
When Hawsam was replaced by LahTdjan [q.v] as the
chief town of eastern Gilan in the 6th/12th century,
descendants of al-Tha'ir came to rule there. Among
the Kasimiyya, Langa, located between Hawsam and
Shalus, became the seat of several imams during the
later 4th/10th and the 5th/llth centuries. Later, as
much of the Zaydl territories in Ruyan and Daylaman
came under the control of the NizarT Isma'ilfs, some
Kasimiyya imams were active in eastern Gilan.
Religious scholarship among the Kasimiyya reached
a peak in the imams Ahmad b. al-Husayn al-Mu5ayyad
bi 'llah (d. 411/1020),' and his brother Abu Talib alNatik bi '1-Hakk (d. ca. 424/1033). Born in Amul, both
studied for some time in Baghdad and then belonged
to the circle of the Buyid vizier al-Sahib Ibn cAbbad,
an active promoter of Mu'tazilf theology and Shf cism,
and of the Mu'tazilf chief kadi cAbd al-Djabbar in
al-Rayy. Both wrote major legal works and commentaries in the Kasimiyya school tradition, though alMu'ayyad is sometimes considered the founder of a
new school, the Mu'ayyadiyya. In theology they fully
adopted the Basran Mu'tazilT school doctrine represented by cAbd al-Djabbar. The close ties between
Zaydiyya and Mu'tazila at this time were reflected in
the increasingly pro-cAlid tendency in the Mu'tazill
doctrine on the imamate. Two Muctazilf scholars and
authors of the school of cAbd al-Djabbar, Abu '1-Kasim
al-Bustl and al-Muhsin b. Karama al-Hakim al-Djusharm
(d. 484/1101 [q.v. in Suppl.]), became active Zaydls.
The numerous works of the latter, in particular, became prestigious among the Zaydiyya. Al-Mu'ayyad
also wrote a treatise on Sufi devotion, Risdlat Siydsat
al-mundin, which remained influential in defining the
Zaydi attitude to Sufism. It praises the early Sufis
from Fudayl b. clyad to al-Djunayd, endorsing the
ascetic, penitential and devotional aspects of their practice, but denounces the delusions of the Sufi's that
induce them to engage in practices contrary to the
religious law, such as listening to chants and dancing.
In the course of the 6th/12th century, the Caspian
Zaydiyya declined substantially, partly because of the
expansion of Isma'Tlism which confined it to eastern
Gilan and partly because of quarrels between cAlid
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pretenders backed by different factions. Little is known
about developments in the following century and a
half. In 769/1367-8 Sayyid CAH Kiya b. Amir Kiya,
backed by ZaydT penitents (td'iban), set out to conquer
eastern Gllan. He gained recognition as imam by the
Zaydi scholars of Ranikuh and Lahfdjan. His descendants ruled in Lahrdjan on the basis of dynastic succession as Zaydls until 933/1526-7, when Sultan
Ahmad Khan, with most of his Zaydi subjects, converted to ImamT Shicism. The survival of a tradition
of Zaydl learning in eastern Gilan until that date is
attested by a number of manuscripts of Zaydi texts
written there in the last phase before the conversion.
3. The Zaydiyya in Y e m e n .
The Zaydi imamate in Yemen was founded in 284/
897 by al-Kasim b. Ibrahim's grandson al-Hadf ila
'1-Hakk, who had been invited by local tribes in the
hope that he would settle their feuds. Although Shf c f
sentiments had been manifest in parts of Yemen since
the rise of Islam, there is little evidence of specifically Zaydi activity before his arrival. Al-Hadf established his capital in Sacda [q.v]. He and his sons
Muhammad al-Murtada (d. 310/922) and Ahmad
al-Nasir li-Dln Allah (d. 322/934), both of whom'were
consecutively recognised as imams, were buried in the
congregational mosque there, and Sacda has ever
remained the stronghold of Zaydi faith and learning
in Yemen. Al-HadT's teaching in the religious law,
laid down in his Kitdb al-Ahkam and Kitdb al-Muntakhab,
was based on that of his grandfather al-Kasim, but
adopted more ShTcf positions, for instance in prescribing the hay(ala, the Shic! formula of the call to
prayer. It has remained basic for the Hadawiyya legal
school, the only one authoritative among the Zaydiyya
in Yemen. In theology, his doctrine was close to the
contemporary Baghdad school of the Mu'tazila, but
he did not expressly state his agreement with it. Regarding the imamate, he upheld the DjarudT position,
unambiguously condemning Abu Bakr and c Umar as
usurpers.
After Ahmad al-Nasir, the descendants of al-Hadi
quarrelled among themselves and none gained recognition as imam. The imamate was restored by al-Mansur
bi 'llah al-Kasim al-clyanl (388-93/999-1003 [q.v.]), a
descendant of al-Hadf s uncle Muhammad b. al-Kasim.
Al-Mansur's son al-Husayn al-Mahdi li-Dm Allah
(401-4/1010-13) was also recognised as imam. His qualification of religious knowledge, however, was soon
questioned. He defended himself, making extravagant
claims that he equalled the Prophet in rank and that
he was the Expected Mahdl. When he was killed in
battle, his followers and his family asserted that he had
not died and would return. Thus a sect arose, called
the Husayniyya. Led by descendants of al-Mahdfs
brother Djacfar, the Husayniyya, having acquired and
fortified the impregnable mountain stronghold of Shahara, became the main force of opposition to the Ismacrlf rule of the Sulayhids [q.v] in northern Yemen
during the 5th/llth century.
In the same period another Zaydf sect arose, the
Mutarrifiyya [q.v], founded by Mutarrif b. Shihab (d.
after 459/1067). Mutarrif explicitly based his religious
teaching on the works of al-Kasim b. Ibrahim, al-Hadf,
and the early Yemeni imams, as well as on some statements ascribed to CA1I. He interpreted them, however,
in an arbitrary manner, developing a theology and
cosmology that deviated substantially from Mu'tazilf
doctrine. This brought him in conflict with the Basran
Mu'tazill teaching espoused by the Caspian Kasimiyya
imams. The Mutarrifiyya also manifested distinct ascetic
and pietist tendencies. On the basis of the doctrine
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of hidjra, the obligation to emigrate from the land of
injustice, that had been taught by al-Kasim b. Ibrahfrn
and other Zaydl authorities, they founded "abodes of
emigration" where they congregated to engage in worship, ritual purification, ascetic practices and teaching. These hiajras, usually forming a protected enclave
in tribal territory, became the prototype of the protected teaching centres called hiajras common among
the later Yemeni Zaydiyya in general.
At first, during the Sulayhid age, the Mutarrifiyya
could spread without strong opposition from the mainstream Zaydiyya. After the restoration of the imamate
by Ahmad b. Sulayman al-Mutawakkil cala 'Hah (53266/1137-70), they came under increasing pressure. AlMutawwakkil favoured the unity of the Zaydiyya in
and outside Yemen, equally recognising the Caspian
and Yemeni imams. He acknowledged the pro-Shfcf
wing of the Muctazila as close allies, asserting that
the founder of the Mu'tazila, Wasil b. £Ata3 [q.v.],
had received his doctrine from the Family of the
Prophet. He furthered the teaching of Caspian Zaydl
scholars and of Yemeni scholars who had studied with
ZaydF scholars in the Caspian region, Rayy and Kufa,
and encouraged a massive transfer of Caspian Zaydl
religious literature to Yemen. A leading part in this
transfer and in spreading Caspian Zaydf and Mu'tazilf
teaching was played by the kadi Dja'far b. Abl Yahya
Shams al-Dln [g.v. in Suppl.]. Al-Mutawakkil severely
criticised the Mutarrifiyya and the Husayniyya for
splitting the unity of the Zaydiyya. The Imam alMansur bi 'llah cAbd Allah b. Hamza (593-614/11971217), a strong supporter of Mu'tazilf theology, declared
the Mutarrifiyya dangerous heretics, persecuted them,
and destroyed their hiajras. Both Husayniyya and
Mutarrifiyya vanished during the 9th/15th century.
The domination of Muctazill theology, as espoused
by the school of kadi Djacfar, did not, however, remain
unchallenged. The Sayyid Humaydan b. Yahya (early
17th/13th century) demonstrated in several of his treatises that the early Zaydf authorities, in particular
al-Kasim b. Ibrahim and al-Nasir li '1-Hakk, had differed on many points with the Mu'tazila, while accusing the latter of heretical innovations in numerous
details of their teaching. He ignored the Caspian Kasimiyya imams and claimed, with tenuous arguments,
that even al-Mansur cAbd Allah b. Hamza in reality
did not support Mu'tazilf theology.
The teaching of the Imam al-MuJayyad bi 'llah Yahya
b. Hamza (719-47/1328-46), a prolific author, reflected
a lack of sectarian zeal and openness to Sunn! learning. He praised Abu Bakr, cUmar and eUthman as
early Companions of Muhammad on a par with cAlf.
He adopted the Mu'tazilf theology of the school of
Abu '1-Husayn al-Basn which, in contrast to the school
of kadi cAbd al-Djabbar, previously prevalent, recognised the reality of kardmdt, the miracles of Sufi saints.
His book on religious ethics Tasfiyat al-kulub min daran
al-awzdr wa 'l-dhunub was patterned on al-Ghazalf's
Ihyd3 culum al-din and quoted widely from the sayings
of the early Sufis. He sharply criticised al-Ghazalf,
however, for his approval of samdc, listening to music
and singing by the Sufi's.
The spread of Sufi orders in the Sunnf lowlands
of Yemen during this period put pressure on the Zaydiyya to re-examine their attitude to Sufism. The militant anti-ShlT stand of these orders made it difficult
to come to terms with them. A Zaydf school of Sufism
was founded, however, by cAlr b. cAbd Allah b. Abi
'1-Khayr, an initiate of the Kurdish Sufi shaykh alKuranf [q.v.], and his disciple Ibrahim al-Kaynacf
(d. 793/1391). Al-KaynacI was closely associated with

the Imam al-Nasir Salah al-Dfn Muhammad (7S3-93/
1371-91), and was able to found Sufi communities
and hiajras throughout northern Yemen. The majority
of the imams thereafter, however, were opposed to
Sufism and denounced the Sufis for their unlawful
practices and fanciful claims of inspiration.
The stigmatising of Sufism as heretical reached a
peak under the Imam al-Mansur al-Kasim b. Muhammad (1006-29/1598-1620 [see AL-MANSUR BI 'LLAH]), the
founder of the Kasimi dynasty of imams. Al-Mansur's
anti-Sufi polemics were partly provoked by the strong
support of the Sufi orders for the Ottoman Turkish
occupiers of Yemen, against whom he fought a relentless war. He likened the Sufis to the Isma'flfs, who
had long been the arch-enemies of the Zaydiyya,
describing them as Batiniyya whose basic thought was
derived from Zoroastrianism and Mazdakism, and he
singled out Ibn al-cArab! for particular condemnation,
calling him the chief of the Sufi incarnationists
(hululiyya).
Al-Mansur generally upheld the Shf c f foundation
of the Zaydiyya by re-affirming the Djarudf position
on the imamate. Inspired by Humaydan's views, he
stressed the differences between the teaching of the
Zaydiyya and the Muctazila. While admitting that they
agreed in their basic theological theses, he maintained
that the early imams had confined their teaching to
what could be safely established by reason, the unambiguous text of the Kur'an and the generally-accepted
Sunna. They had not followed the Muctazila in their
abstruse speculation and absurd fantasies.
Descendants of al-Mansur reigned Yemen until the
fall of the imamate in 1382/1962. Whereas some of
his early successors were learned men in the Zaydf
tradition, the later imams, while still claiming the title
of imam, in fact ruled on the basis of dynastic succession. As the Zaydf imams gained control of the more
populous and prosperous lowlands of Yemen, they
found it increasingly expedient to accommodate the
religious views and sentiments of the majority of their
subjects. Thus they came to favour the neo-Sunnf
school that first arose out of the teaching of the sayyid
Muhammad b. Ibrahim al-Wazfr (d. 840/1436). Ibn
al-Wazfr, member of an cAlid family of distinguished
Zaydf scholars, had accepted the Sunnf canonical collections of hadlth as unconditionally authoritative in
religion. On this basis, he had systematically defended
Sunnf school doctrine and criticised the opposing Zaydf
teaching in his voluminous al-cAwdsim wa 'l-kawdsim fi
'l-dkabb can sunnat Abi 'l-Kdsim. He insisted, however, that
he was not joining any Sunnf school and was simply employing sound, independent idjtihad. Major scholars and authors of his school were Salih b. Mahdf
al-Makbalf (d. 1108/1696-7), Muhammad b. Isma'fl
al-Amfr (d. 1182/1768-9) and Muhammad b. cAlf alShawkanf (d. 1250/1834 [q.v.]). The latter, mufti and
chief judge under several imams, vigorously attacked
traditional Zaydfs in his writings and, in his official
position, persecuted some of their intransigent leaders.
He gained wide recognition in the Sunnf world and
is considered one of the founders of Islamic modernism. In the Republic of Yemen, Zaydf (Hadawf) law,
as expounded in the Kitdb al-Azhdr ft fikh al-a3imma
al-athdr and its Shark by Muhammad b. Yahya b. alMurtada (d. 840/1437), is officially recognised as valid
next to Shafi'f law. Official ideology, however, favours
the neo-Sunnf school and is putting the traditional
Zaydiyya on the defensive.
Bibliography: R. Strothmann, Das Staatsrecht der
Zpiditen, Strassburg 1912; idem, Kultus der ^aiditen,
Strassburg 1912; C. van Arendonk, De opkomst van
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Zaylac. After the permanent defeat of Islam and the
het ^aidietische Imamaat in Yemen, Leiden 1919, tr.
incorporation of the Red Sea region into the Ottoman
J. Ryckmans, Les debuts de I'Imamat ^aidite au Yemen,
empire ca. 1540, the town received a governor who
Leiden 1960; W. Madelung, Der Imam al-Qasim ibn
was dependent, according to various periods, on the
Ibrahim und die Glaubenslehre der ^aiditen, Berlin
Yemeni towns of al-Mukha and al-Hudayda.
1965; idem, ^aydl attitudes to Sufism, forthcoming;
Some centuries later, it was also from Zaylac that
Ahmad al-Husaym, Mu'allafdt al-^aydiyya, Kumm
the
second great Islamic attack on Ethiopia—this time
1413/[1992-3].
(W. MADELUNG)
by the Egyptians—was launched. In August 1875,
ZAYIRDJA [see ZA'IRDJA!.
Ra'uf/Rawf Pasha seized control of Zaylac and its
ZAYLAC, a port on the Gulf of Aden [see
C
hinterland in the name of the Khedive Isma'fl Pasha
ADAN] and on the African coast, situated in lat.
[q.v.]. The Egyptians, however, were only nominally
11° 21' N., long. 43° 30' E. (Ar. Zaylac, Somali Seylac,
in control, and in order to protect caravans, they had
Audal; Fr., Ital, Eng. Zeila, Zeyla, etc.). In the
to seek the help of the ugas of the Tssas and of Abu
colonial period it came within British Somaliland (1884Bakr, the former "Sultan" of Zaylac. From their base
1960), and then in the Republic of Somalia, inauguon the coast, the Egyptians seized Harar, occupying
rated in July 1960 by the union of the former British
it for ten years and thus controlling the Zaylac-Harar
Somaliland and the Italian colony of Somalia [see
axis. At Zayla', they demolished the walls and four
SOMALI. 3. History]. The falling-apart of the Republic
of the five gates, and prohibited the slave trade. On
of Somalia, since 1991, has placed it once more in
the newly-independent Somaliland, which has become | their departure, Major Hunter landed at Zaylac in
February 1884, inaugurating the period of British
independent de facto but has not as yet (2000) been
rule which lasted till 1960. At the same time, Ethiopia
recognised internationally.
lost its outlet to the sea, which gradually became
The town is over 200 km/125 miles west of the
Eritrea Italiana. At various times, the British had the
capital Berbera [q.v], but only some 40 km/25 miles
idea of ceding Zaylac to Addis Ababa, which sought
from the frontier separating Somaliland from the
an outlet to the sea, in exchange for various advanRepublic of Djibouti/Djibutf [q.v.]. Opposite the town,
tages, mainly territorial, but the cession of Eritrea to
which offers a secure anchorage, protected on the east
c
Ethiopia in 1952 ended this possibility for the British.
by a peninsula, are the isles of Sa d al-Dm and, someThe decline of Zaylac, which had begun with the
what larger, of Aybat. The population of the hinterc
c
silting-up of its port, was largely accomplished by the
land is today made up of lssas/ lse Somalis.
mid-19th century. The creation of Djibouti (1896),
Zaylac has through the centuries been one of the
the construction of the railway linking this new port
points of contact between the Horn of Africa and the
with Addis Ababa (1897-1917), and the growing imporoutside world via the Red Sea and the Indian Ocean.
tance of Berbera (which had in its favour a location
Its port was in lively relationship with all the other
ports of the region, with Tadjurra, but above all with
well to the south of Aden) brought about the definitive ruin of Zaylac, whilst the relegation in imporal-Mukha [q.v.] /Mocha and the other ports of Western
tance of Harar, overshadowed by Diredawa, the new
and Southern Arabia. It was also the point of arrival
stopping-place on the railway, finalised the disapand departure for caravans connecting the coastlands
pearance of the Zaylac-Harar route. Today the town
with the southern part of the Ethiopian highlands.
Certain of these started from the well of Tocoshah
is reduced to a dilapidated village with a few hundred
for Shoa and Christian Ethiopia [see HABASH, HABASHA],
inhabitants, held by a small garrison of the army of
others from the well of Warambot for Gildessa. At
Somaliland, although it has a radio mast for the service
of the fishing industry.
Gildessa, the road bifurcated, one way going towards
Erer and Ankober in Shoa, and the other to Harar
Bibliography: Since there is no monograph on
[</.#.], where caravans entered by the Bab al-Futuh.
Zaylac, the sparse items of information must be
This last destination was the most important, to the
sought in the Arab and European travellers' accounts
point that Zayla' could be called "the port of Harar".
and in works about Ethiopia and Somaliland, their
Other tracks then led towards the Arusi country, the
Islamisation and on the history of Egyptian expansouthwest and the region of the East African lakes.
sion in the Red Sea region. See the various works
Coffee, hides, gum, resin, fats, ostrich plumes, cattle,
of I.M. Lewis, esp. his Modern history of Somalia.
c
slaves, ivory, etc. were exported from Zayla ; imports
Nation and state in the Horn of Africa, 2London 1988
comprised rice, salt, tobacco, textiles, manufactured
(4965), and, for the references in them; J. Doresse,
objects, etc. Hence it was via Zaylac that Arab merHistoire sommaire de la Come orientale de rAfrique, Paris
chants penetrated into the southern part of the Horn
1971; R. Pankhurst, History of Ethiopian towns, 2 vols.
of Africa, as also slave dealers, and with them, Islam
Wiesbaden 1982-5. Alfred Bardey, the employer of
and various outside influences.
Rimbaud, has left a precious report of his first carThe oldest mention of Zaylac under that name is
avan journey, Barr-Adjam. Souvenirs d'Afrique orientale,
in al-Yackubf (late 3rd/9th century), and most of the
1880-1887, to which is prefixed J. Tubiana, Le
Arab travellers who crossed the region mention the
patron de Rimbaud, Paris 1981.
(A. ROUAUD)
town; however, it existed before this, at the time of
ZAYN AL-'ABIDIN ("Ornament of the Worshipc
the Periplus of the Erythraean Sea. It always played in
pers") ALi B. AL-HUSAYN B. 'ALT B. AB! TALiB, the
the south the role that Masawwa' [</.y.]/Massawa
f o u r t h I m a m of the Twelver S h i ' a . His kunya
played in the north, sc. that of a privileged access
is variously given as Abu cAbd Allah, Abu Bakr, etc.
c
into Ethiopia. In the 7th/13th century, Zayla belonged
According to many sources he was born (in Medina)
to the sultanate of Ifat/Awfat [q.v.], from where the
in 38/658-9, though the years 33, 36 and 37 are also
first attacks on Christian Ethiopia were launched in
given. If accounts that he had not reached puberty
the 8th/14th century. Ethiopia at first successfully
at the time of the Karbala5 massacre (61/680) are to
resisted. The Negus Yeshak defeated the ruler of Ifat,
be trusted, this would put his birthdate forward to
Sacd al-Dfn [see ADAL] in 1415, but soon had to
the 40s/660s; these accounts are, however, rejected
appeal to the Portuguese for assistance. Pedro de
by al-Wakidf and other authorities.
Covilham, sent by Joao II in 1487 to organise a
His mother's name is variously given as Barra,
Portuguese-Ethiopian alliance, arrived in the land via
Ghazala, Djayda, etc.; some say that she was an umm
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walad [q.v.] from Sind (or Sidjistan), while Shi'i tradition has it that she was a daughter of the last
Sasanid emperor Yazdagird III and that her Persian
name was Djihanshah, Shahrbanu(ya) or Shahzanan.
Some say she threw herself into the Euphrates after
the battle, but others maintain that she was among
the survivors of Karbala0. Shi'Is refer to 'All as ibn
al-khiyaratayn "the son of the two elect" since, according to a tradition of the Prophet, the Kuraysh are
the elect of the Arabs and the Persians are the elect
of the non-Arabs.
Zayn al-'Abidln was not the only son of al-Husayn
called CA1I; another was killed at Karbala' and is
known as cAlr al-Shahld. Some historians, including
Ibn Sacd, Ibn Kutayba, al-Baladhurl and al-Tabarl,
refer to him as 'All al-Akbar and to Zayn al-'Abidln
as cAlf al-Asghar. Others (e.g. al-Kadl al-Nu'man)
maintain that Zayn al-cAbidfn was the older of the
two, and accordingly refer to him as 'All al-Akbar
and to his martyred brother as 'All al-Asghar. For
many Twelver authors, the title cAlf al-Asghar refers
to an infant brother who was also killed at Karbala5;
some of these authors maintain that Zayn al-'Abidln
was the middle brother (hence 'All al-Awsat), while
the eldest was 'All al-Shahld; others reverse the position of the two older brothers.
At Karbala', Zayn al-'Abidln is said to have been
too ill to join in the fighting; after the battle Shamir
b. Phi '1-Djawshan found him lying on a mat in the
women's tent and ordered him to be killed but was
overruled by cUmar b. Sacd, the commander of the
Syrian army. When 'All was brought before cUbayd
Allah b. Ziyad in Kufa, the governor ordered his execution, but relented after pleas by al-Husayn's sister
Zaynab. cAlr and the other survivors were taken to
Yazld in Damascus, and he sent them back to Medina.
The mashhad cAlt, forming part of the great mosque
in Damascus, is said to have been built at the place
of Zayn al-'Abidln's incarceration (cf. L. Pouzet, Damas
au Vir/XIir siecle, Beirut 1988, 352).
In Medina cAlf led a pious life which earned him
the honorifics Zayn al-'Abidln, al-Sadjdjad ("he who
constantly prostrates himself"), al-Zakl ("the pure")
and Dhu '1-Thafinat (referring to the calluses on his
skin in the places touching the ground in prostration).
Whenever the time of prayer drew near, he would
tremble and go pale, and his devotional practices
caused fears for his health. He was counted among
the bakkd'un [q.v.~], since for years he would weep for
his father and the other martyrs of Karbala0. He used
to go out at night with his face covered in order to
distribute charity (sadakat al-sirr), and it was only after
his death that people discovered the identity of their
benefactor. When his body was washed, marks were
found on his shoulders, the result of his carrying heavy
loads of food at night for the poor.
C
A1I studiously avoided any involvement with the
authorities and adopted a quiescent attitude towards
the Umayyads and the Zubayrid anti-caliphate. After
the battle of the Harra (63/683), Muslim b. 'Ukba
[q.v.], acting on orders from Yazld, treated him with
respect and did not try to exact from him an oath
of allegiance to the caliph. The reasons for this special treatment were that cAlf had been unwilling to
be associated with the Medinan rebels and had sheltered the entourage of Marwan b. al-Hakam, including Marwan's wife 'A'isha bt. 'Uthman, at his estate
at Yanbuc. Non-Shi'I sources describe a friendly relationship between 'All and the caliphs Marwan and
c
Abd al-Malik: the former lent him money to purchase concubines and, before his death, decreed that

his heirs should not demand that it be repaid; the
latter consulted him about a message he had received
from the Byzantine emperor. Shi'I authors, in contrast, maintain that 'All's dealings with the authorities were based on takiyya. cAlf proved magnanimous
even when wronged: Hisham b. Isma'Il used to insult
him during his four years as governor of Medina, yet
after Hisham's dismissal by al-WalTd (7 Rabl' I 87/26
February 706) 'All forbade his family and friends to
speak ill of him. A famous story has it that when the
future caliph Hisham b. cAbd al-Malik came to Mecca
on pilgrimage, he was unable to approach the Kacba
because of the crowds; for 'All, however, the crowds
parted, allowing him unhindered access. On that occasion, al-Farazdak [q.v.] is said to have improvised a
poem in praise of 'All, thereby arousing Hisham's ire;
but the eulogy, which exists in various versions, has
been judged to be mostly or entirely unauthentic
(J. Hell, Al-Famz.daks Loblied auf cAli ibn al-Husain (%cdn
al-cAbidiri), in Festschrift Eduard Sachau, ed. G. Weil, Berlin 1915, 368-74; J. Weiss, in 1st., vii [1917], 126-7).
c
Alr did not pledge allegiance to cAbd Allah b. alZubayr, but he did escort his sister Sukayna bt. alHusayn [q.v] to 'Irak for her marriage with cAbd
Allah's brother Mus'ab b. al-Zubayr [q.v], from whom
he received a gift of 40,000 dinars.
Among the ShI'a, CA1I at first enjoyed little support; most Shi'Is turned to Muhammad b. alHanafiyya, whose imamate was promoted by alMukhtar [q.v.]. In their polemical writings, Twelver
authors attempt to show that Ibn al-Hanafiyya acknowledged 'All's leadership; an oft-repeated story
has it that the two agreed to abide by the ruling of
the Black Stone in the Ka'ba; the stone miraculously
spoke, upholding 'All's rights. Abu Khalid al-KabulI,
who had originally adhered to Ibn al-Hanafiyya, is
said consequently to have switched his allegiance to
C
A1L In the view of some Isma'llls, Ibn al-Hanafiyya
had been appointed by al-Husayn as a veil (sitr) in
order to protect 'All's identity as the true imam; he
was a temporary imam (mustawdac, lit. "trustee"), while
'All was the permanent imam (mustakarr). Following
Ibn al-Hanafiyya's death, a subgroup of the Kaysaniyya
[q.v] reportedly recognised 'All as imam; in contrast,
due to 'All's quietism most (but not all) Zaydfs did
not regard him as an imam (cf. R. Strothmann, Das
Staatsrecht der ^aiditen, Strassburg 1912, 107; W. Madelung, Der Imam al-Qasim ibn Ibrahim und die Glaubenslehre der ^aiditen, Berlin 1965, 172).
The relationship between 'Air and al-Mukhtar was
an uneasy one: when al-Mukhtar sent 'All a gift of
100,000 dirhams, 'Air did not wish to accept it but
dared not send it back; after al-Mukhtar's death he
offered the sum to 'Abd al-Malik, who told him to
keep it. Various stories told about the two reflect the
ambivalent attitude of Twelver authors to al-Mukhtar.
Among these are the claim that al-Mukhtar was anxious to gain 'All's support and only turned to Ibn alHanafiyya after being rejected; and the report that
'All publicly cursed al-Mukhtar; or the account that
al-Mukhtar gained 'All's gratitude by sending him
'Ubayd Allah b. Ziyad's head after the latter's death
in the battle on the river Khazir (67/686).
In Sunnf hadith collections 'All appears as a transmitter from 'Abd Allah b. 'Abbas, from his father,
his uncle al-Hasan and others. Among those who
transmitted from him were some of his sons, as well
as Abu Ishak al-Sabf'f, al-Hakam b. 'Utayba, 'Amr
b. Dinar and al-Zuhrl. According to al-Zuhrl (who
held 'All in high esteem), he transmitted little (kdna
kalil al-hadith).
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c
Ali is said to have died in 94/712 or 95/713;
other dates mentioned are 92, 93, 99 and 100. He
was buried in al-Bakic cemetery. Shrcf authors maintain that he was poisoned on the orders of the reigning caliph al-Walld or his brother Hisham. He is said
to have had between eight and fifteen offspring, of
whom four were sons from his wife Umm cAbd Allah
bt. al-Hasan b. 'All, the rest being from concubines.
A number of short texts are ascribed to CA1I, including a certain al-Sahifa f i 'l-zuhd (KulfnT, Kofi, viii, 147). He is also credited with a Risdlat al-Hukuk, preserved
(in two versions) in two 4th/10th century works: Ibn
Babawayh's K. al-Khisdl (Nadjaf 1391/1971, 529-36)
and Ibn Shu'ba's Tuhaf al-cukul (Beirut 1394/1974,
184-95). 'All's collection of prayers known as al-Sahifa
al-kamila or al-Sahifa [al-kamila] al-saaja^ddiyya gained
wide popularity; there are numerous redactions and
over twenty commentaries, and it was translated into
Persian in the Safawid period. Fifteen "whispered
prayers" (munda^dt) ascribed to 'All have been added
to several modern editions of the Sahifa; an English
translation of the entire work is now available (Imam
Zayn al-cAbidm CA1T b. al-Husayn, The Psalms of Islam:
al-Sahlfat al-kdmilat al-sajjddiyya, tr. with an introd. and
annotation by W.C. Chittick, London 1988).
Bibliography: Ibn Sacd, Tabakdt, Beirut 13808/1960-8, v, 211-22; Ps.-Nashi5 (Dja'far b. Harb),
Usul al-nihal, ed. J. van Ess as Masd'il al-imdma, in
Friihe mu'tazilitische Hdresiographie, Beirut 1971, 25
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BaladhurT, Ansdb, iii, ed. Muhammad Bakir alMahmudf, Beirut 1397/1977, 73^ 101-2, 146-7, 2068, 214, 217, 220, 273, iv/2, ed. M. Schloessinger,
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Macruf, Beirut 1413/1992, xx, 382-404, no. 4050;
Dhahabl, Siyar acldm al-nubala\ ed. Shucayb alArna3ut and Ma'mun al-SaghirdjI, Beirut 1405/
1985, iv, 386-401; Ibn Kathlr, Biddya, ix, 103-15;
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Ibn clnaba, cUmdat al-talib, Beirut 1390, 159-60; Ibn
Hadjar al-cAskalam, Tahdhib, Haydarabad 1325-7,
vii, 304-7; IdrTs al-Kurashi, cUyun al-akhbdr, iv, ed.
Mustafa Ghalib, Beirut 1406/1986, 142-79 and
index; MadjlisT, Bihar al-anwdr, Tehran 1956-74,
xlvi, 2-209; Sezgin, GAS, i, 526-8, 632; Muhsin
al-Amm, A'yan al-sjtfa, iv/1, Beirut 1367/1948,
313, 321-3, 325-6, 328, 331-2, 337-48, 405-565;
E. Kohlberg, Some Imdmi Shfi interpretations of Umayyad
history, in Studies on the first century of Islamic society,
ed. G.H.A. Juynboll, Carbondale 1982, 145-59, 24954, repr. in E. Kohlberg, Belief and law in Imdmi
Shfism, Variorum, Aldershot 1991, no. XII; M.
Ayoub, Redemptive suffering in Islam, The Hague 1978,
index; S.H.M. Jafri, The origins and early development
of Shica Islam, London 1979, index; M. Momen, An
introduction to Shi'i Islam, New Haven 1985, index;
L. Capezzone, Abiura dalla Kaysdniyya e conversione
all'Imdmiyya: il caso di Abu Hdlid al-Kabuli, in RSO,
Ixvi (1992), 1-13; W. Madelung, art. 'All b. alHosayn, in Eh, i, 849-50; idem, The succession to
Muhammad, Cambridge 1997, index.
(E. KOHLBERG)
ZAYN AL-CABIDIN, the regnal name of the
Kashmir Sultan Shah! K h a n b. Iskandar,
greatest of the line of Shah Mir Swatl, hence called
Bud Shah "Great King", r. 823-75/1420-70.
It was his merit to put an end to the persecutions
of his father Sikandar But-Shikan [q.v.], who had forcibly converted Hindus and destroyed their temples.
Zayn al-cAbidfn now in effect abolished the (jjizya,
allowed the rebuilding of temples, etc. The realm was
secured by strong military policies, and internal prosperity secured by such measures as the digging of
canals and the founding of new towns. He encouraged
arts and crafts, and paper-making and book-binding
were introduced from Samarkand. Himself a poet in
Persian, he patronised learning, and under him, the
Mahdbhdrata and Kalhana's metrical chronicle the
Rdjatarangim were translated into Persian. His reign
was very much a Golden Age for Kashmir, but much
of his work was undone by his weaker successors.
Bibliography: Mohibbul Hasan, Kashmir under the
Sultans, Calcutta 1959; R.K. Parmu, A history of
Muslim rule in Kashmir, Delhi 1969; Habib and
Nizami (eds.), A comprehensive history of India. V. The
Delhi Sultanat (A.D. 1206-1526], Delhi 1970, 751-9;
C.E. Bosworth, The New Islamic dynasties, Edinburgh
1996, 310-11 no. 162. See also KASHMIR, i.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
ZAYN AL-CABIDIN MARAGHA1, Persian merc h a n t and w r i t e r (1255-1328/1839-1910).
From a Kurdish family which had recently become
ShTcT, Maragha'I from the age of sixteen engaged in
the family trading activity. After failing at ArdabTl,
he sought his fortune in the Caucasian region and
became Persian consul-general at Tiflis in Georgia,
where he again took up commerce but ruined himself helping indigent Persians. Fleeing to Russian territory, he surfaced in the Crimea and in Istanbul.
Before the Russo-Turkish War of 1877 he was a cloth
merchant at Yalta; he supplied the Imperial family
with goods and assumed Russian citizenship, with his
three children learning only Russian.
Ca. 1890, in search of his religious and national
identity, he sold his trading business and went to
Istanbul, moving amongst the Persian reformist milieux,
and in 1904 abandoned his Russian nationality and
re-assumed his Persian one. In Istanbul, he contributed to the reformist newspaper Akhtar and published anonymously, at Cairo, the first volume of his
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Siyahat-nama-i Ibrahim Beyg, to which he later added
two more volumes, only revealing his name at the
end of the third one. In the style of James Morier's
Hajji Baba of Ispahan., he tells of the travels in Persia
of a young Persian patriot, of liberal views, born in
Egypt, in which he discovers the moral and political
decadence of his land. Referring to Islam, citing Talibuf
[q.v.]/Talibov and influenced by Malkom Khan [q.v.],
he displays the bad conscience of an idealistic patriot
who only knows his country through travellers' accounts. His convincing ardour in denouncing despotism was to assure him a great, immediate success (reprints
in Istanbul, India and even at Tehran in 1323/1905).
As a good representative of the preconstitutionalist
Adhan milieu, linked with the Caucasus region, which
spread within Persia the democratic ideal, Maragha3!
was to inspire not only the revolutionaries of 1906 but
also several succeeding reformers up to the present
time, such as Ahmad Kasraw! [see KASRAW! TABRIZ!].
Bibliography: Siydhat-ndma-i Ibrahim Beyg yd baldyi tacassub-i u, 'Cairo n.d. [1896?], vol. iii, Istanbul
1327/1909, modern abridged ed. B. Mu'minf,
Tehran 2537/1978, complete text ed. MuhammadC
A1I Sipanlu, Tehran 1364/1985, Ger. tr. W. Schulz,
Zjistande im heutigen Persien. Wie sie das Reisebuch Ibrahim
Begs enthullt aus dem Persischem ubersetzt und bearbeitet,
Leipzig 1903. See also Dihkhuda, Lughat-ndma, new
ed. Tehran 1373/1994, viii, 11,550, s.n. %ayn al'Abidin Mardgha^i; Ch. Balay, La genese du roman persan moderne, Tehran-Louvain 1998, 247-77 (detailed
literary analysis of the story).
(Y. RICHARD)
ZAYN AL-CABIDIN SHIRWANI, called "MastC
A1I Shah", with the pen-name "Tamkfn", Persian
scholar and mystic (1193-1253/1779-1837). He
was born into a Sh!c! family of Shirwan, accompanied his father Mulla Iskandar to Karbala at five
years of age and studied there for twelve years. Having
made the acquaintance of the Ni'matallah! Sufi masters Macsum 'Air Shah Dakanf and Nur-cAl! Shah
Isfahan! (both d. 1212/1797), he made his way to
Baghdad and thence embarked on a life of travel,
punctuated by encounters with mystical masters or
political leaders, whom he evokes in his major encylopaedic works (for example, Riydd al-siydha, ed.
Rabbani, 129-30). Having crossed the Iranian plateau,
he reached Kabul where he spent four years in the
company of the master Husayn-cAl! Isfahan! (d.
1216/1801-2). After the death of the latter, he travelled around India for eight years, then returned to
Persia via Kabul and Khurasan. From the Persian
Gulf, he made his way to the Hidjaz and traversed
the entire Arabian Peninsula from north to south.
After the Pilgrimage and a stay in Mecca, he travelled to Egypt and then to Damascus and Istanbul,
stopping for months at a time at each stage of the
journey. On his return to Persia in 1229/1814, having enjoyed honorific receptions everywhere, he tried
to establish his domicile in various places, finally settling in Shiraz where he trained his disciple Zayn
al-cAbid!n Rahmat-cAl! Shah (d. 1278/1861). Harassed
by the Sh!c! clergy, he moved his residence to the
vicinity of Isfahan. Once again the victim of a wave
of anti-Sufi intolerance, he tried to flee from Persia
but in the process only narrowly escaped death and
lost all his goods and his writings. After some time
in Kashan, he returned to Shrraz (1241/1825-6), where
he remained until a final Pilgrimage to Mecca, in
the course of which he died. Since the accession of
Muhammad Shah (1249/1834), protector of the Sufis,
he had enjoyed a quiet life and the revenues of an
estate given to him by the ruler.

In those of his works that have survived, Shirwam
tells of the various places that he visited and expands
upon the teaching of Sufism and upon his personal
philosophy. The Persian historian A. Hairi has shown
that, fascinated by the Britons encountered in India,
Zayn al-cAbid!n lost all critical sense (Nakhustin ruydru'i-hd, 436-7). Rather than a mystical work, it is a
mine of information on Ni'matallah! Sufism and on
the daily and cultural life of the early 19th century.
Rida-Kul! Hidayat was among the direct disciples of
Shfrwam.
Bibliography: 1. Works. Bustdn al-siydha (written 1248/1833), lith. Tehran 1315/1897, repr.
1378/1958; Riydd al-siydha (written 1237/1821-2),
lith. Isfahan 1339/1921, ed. Asghar Hamid Rabbani,
Tehran 1339/1960.
2. S t u d i e s . E.G. Browne, LHP, iv, 450-2;
R. Gramlich, Die schiitischen Derwischorden Persiens,
3 vols. Wiesbaden 1965, 1976, 1981, i, 50-1;
Y. Aryanpur, Az Sabd td Nimd. Tdnkh-i 150 sdl-i
adab-ifdrsi. I. Bdz-gasht, 4Tehran 1354/1975, 199200; N. Pourjavady and P.L. Wilson, Kings of love.
The poetry and history of the Ni'matullahi Sufi order,
Tehran, Boulder and London 1978, 147-51 (with
trs. of poems); cAbd al-Had! Ha'ir!, Nakhustin
ruydru'i-hd-yi andishagardn-i Iran bd du ruya-yi tamaddun-l burgkudzi-i gharb, Tehran 1367 sh./\988.
(Y. RICHARD)
ZAYN AL-DIN B. CALI [see AL-SHAHID AL-THAN!].
ZAYN AL-DIN, SHAYKH AHMAD [see MAPPILA].
ZAYNAB [see AL-MURABITUN] .
ZAYNAB BT. CABD ALLAH AL-MAHD b. alHasan al-Muthanna, Umm al-Husayn, the m o t h e r
of the Hasanid c Alid m a r t y r al-Husayn b.
c
Al!, S a h i b Fakhkh [q.v.], who led a revolt in
Medina in 169/786 during the caliphate of Musa alHad!. According to Abu '1-Faradj al-Isfahan!, Makdtil
al-tdlibiyym, Nadjaf 1385/1965, 285-6, she and 'her
husband were so famed for their religious devotion
that they were known as "the pious couple", al-zawdj.
al-sdlih.
Bibliography: See also Muhsin al-Amm al-cAmil!,
A'yan al-Shica, Damascus-Beirut 1356-74/1938-55,
xxxiii, 169 no. 6825; and for her paternal ancestors, K. Ohrnberg, The offspring of Fdtima. Dispersal
and ramification, Helsinki 1983, Tables 16, 27.
(ED.)

ZAYNAB BT. DJAHSH b. Ri3ab al-Asadiyya, one
of the Prophet's wives, whom he married after
her divorce from Muhammad's freedman and adopted
son Zayd b. Haritha [q.v.].
Zaynab's mother was a maternal aunt of the
Prophet, Umayma bt. cAbd al-Muttalib, and her father,
from the tribe of Asad, a client of the clan of cAbd
Shams. One of the first emigrants to Medina, she
was a virgin (according to some traditions, a widow)
when Muhammad gave her in marriage to Zayd. In
the year 4/626 Muhammad saw Zaynab alone in her
house, was taken with her and had Zayd divorce her
so that he himself might marry her, she being at that
time about 35 years old. Zayd's scruples were set
aside by the Kur'anic revelation XXXIII, 37-8, and
she received a dowry of 400 dirhams. Zaynab is
reported as being proud of the circumstances of her
marriage, and as saying that her marriage to the
Prophet was superior to the other ones because it
had the confirmation of divine revelation. The "verse
of veiling", dyat al-hidjdb (XXXIII, 53), is said to have
been revealed at the time of her wedding feast, and
some traditions also connect LXVI, 1, with Zaynab
and with the other wives' envy of her.

ZAYNAB BT. DJAHSH — ZAYT
Zaynab was friendly with Wisha [q.v], and supportive of her during the so-called "affair of the lie"
(hadlth al-ijk}. Her charity was famed, as "the longesthanded" of the Prophet's wives; cUmar allotted to her
a large stipend, but when she died (according to Ibn
Sacd, in 20/641), she was penniless, having given it
all to the poor.
In medieval Christendom, the episode of Muhammad's infatuation with Zaynab and his compelling
Zayd b. Haritha to divorce her, was made much
of by anti-Muslim propagandists (cf. L. Marracci,
Prodromus ad refutationem Alcorani, Padua 1691, 562;
N. Daniel, Islam and the West, the making of an image,
Edinburgh 1960, 31, 97-100, 292). Reacting to this,
modern Muslim apologists and biographers of the
Prophet have endeavoured to place it in a more
favourable light (cf. Muhammad Husayn Haykal, Haydt
Muhammad, Cairo 1936, 307 ff.; M. Lings, Muhammad, his life based on the earliest sources, London 1983,
212-14).
Bibliography: Ibn Hisham, 734, tr. Guillaume,
495-6; Ibn Sacd, viii, 71-82, BaladhurT, Ansdb alashrdf, i, ed. M. Hamidullah, Cairo 1959, 433-7;
Ibn Kutayba, Ma'arif, ed. 'Ukkasha, 215, 457, 555;
Tabarl, i, 1772-3, tr. I.K. Poonawala, The History
of al-Taban. IX. The last years of the Prophet, Albany
1990, 134; Ibn Hadjar, Isaba, vii, 667-70; F. Buhl,
Das Leben Muhammeds, Leipzig 1930, 282, 361; Nabia
Abbott, Ayesha, the beloved of Mohammed, Chicago
1942, 16-21, 46-7, 98-9; W.M. Watt, Muhammad at
Medina, Oxford 1956, 396; cUmar Rida Kahhala,
A'lam al-nisa3, Damascus 1379/1959, ii, 5*9-63;
M. Gaudefroy-Demombynes, Mahomet, Paris 1969,
225-7.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
ZAYNAB BT. KHUZAYMA b. al-Harith alHilaliyya, from the tribe of cAmir b. Sacsaca [q.v],
one of the Prophet's wives, already known in
the Diahiliyya as Umm al-Masakfn "Mother of the
destitute" from her charitable activities. Her first husband divorced her, and her second one, cUbayda b.
al-Harith, was killed fighting at Badr [q.v.]. Muhammad
then married her in either 4/626 or the preceding
year when she was about 30 years old, and gave her
a dowry of 400 dirhams; but according to al-Baladhurf,
she died eight months later at the end of RabTc II
4/early October 625. She was buried in the cemetery of Bakic al-Gharkad [q.v].
Bibliography: Ibn Sacd, viii, 82; BaladhurT, Ansdb
al-ashrdf, i, ed. Hamidullah, 429; Ibn Kutayba,
Macdrif, ed. cUkkasha, 87, 135, 158; Taban, i,
1775-6, tr. Poonawala, 138; Ibn al-Athlr, Usd alghdba, v, 466-7; Nabia Abboft, Ayesha, the beloved of
Mohammed, 12; W.M. Watt, Muhammad at Medina,
Oxford 1956, 396; Kahhala, A'lam al-nisa3, ii, 65.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
ZAYNAB BT. MUHAMMAD, daughter of the
Prophet by his first wife Khadldja [q.v], and
said to have been his eldest one. Before Muhammad
began his public ministry, she married a rich man of
Kuraysh from the clan of cAbd Shams, her maternal
cousin Abu 'l-cAs Lakit b. al-Rabic.
She was in al-Ta'if at the time of Muhammad's
hiajra, and did not follow him to Medina. Her husband, still a non-Muslim, was captured at Badr.
Zaynab sent a necklace that had belonged to her
mother Khadldja to ransom him, and the Prophet
freed him on condition that Zaynab should come to
Medina. On the way thither she was maltreated by
al-Habbar b. al-Aswad and had a fall which caused
her to miscarry; al-Habbar only escaped subsequent
punishment for this by a timely conversion to Islam.
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Zaynab's husband was taken prisoner a second time
in 6/627 during the expedition of al-cls, and freed
by his wife's intercession. He became a Muslim in
7/628 and was re-united with his wife by a second
marriage.
Zaynab died in Medina in 8/629. She had two
children, CA1I, who died in infancy, and Umama, who
married CA1I b. Abi Talib after Fatima's death.
Bibliography: Ibn Hisham, 464-8, tr. Guillaume,
313-16; Ibn Sacd, viii, 20-4; Ibn Kutayba, Macdrif,
ed. 'Ukkasha, 72, 127, 141-2; Baladhurl, Ansdb
al-ashraf, i, ed. Hamidullah, 357-8, 397-401; Taban,
i, 1767, tr. Poonawala, 127; H. Lammens, Fdtima
et les filles de Mahomet. Notes critiques pour I'etude de
la Sira, Rome 1912, index; F. Buhl, Das Leben
Muhammeds, 120; W.M. Watt, Muhammad at Mecca,
Oxford 1953, 38-9; idem, Muhammad at Medina,
Oxford 1956, 45, 322; Kahhala, A'lam al-nisa3, ii,
107-10; M. Gaudefroy-Demombynes, Mahomet, 67,
124-5, 233-4,_582.
(V. VACCA*)
AL-ZAYNABI, £ALI B. TIRAD (or TARRAD) b.
Muhammad, Abu '1-Kasim Sharaf al-Dln, vizier to
the two 'Abbasid caliphs al-Mustarshid and
a l - M u k t a f i [q.w] in the first half of the 6th/12th
century b. 462/1069-70, d. 538/1144.
The nisba refers to descent from Zaynab bt.
Sulayman b. 'All b. cAbd Allah b. al-cAbbas, and this
'Abbasid descent doubtless helped al-Zaynabfs father
Tirad or Tarrad, called Dhu '1-Sharafayn, to secure
in 453/1061 the office of nakib [see NAKIB AL-ASHRAF]
of the Hashimf shanfi, and also to pursue a career in
diplomacy on behalf of the caliphs. 'All inherited this
office after his father's death in 491/1098 and in 51II
1123 combined it with the nikdba of the cAlids also. He
eventually acquired the lakab of Nizam al-Hadratayn
from his liaison work between the two courts of the
'Abbasids and the Saldjuk sultans in Baghdad.
He had already functioned as vizier to the caliph
in fact if not in name, when in Rablc II 523/MarchApril 1129 he formally became vizier to al-Mustarshid
until succeeded by his bitter rival Anushirwan b.
KhalTd [q.v] in 526/1132. Al-Mustarshid was murdered and his son al-Rashid [q.v] succeeded him in
529/1135, but the new caliph was deposed after a
year by a fatwd of the 'ulama3 and fukahd' at the instigation of al-Zaynabl; on the intervention of the Saldjuk
sultan Mas'ud b. Muhammad [q.v], al-Muktafi was
made caliph with al-Zaynabl as his vizier (530/1136).
The two men soon quarrelled, however; al-Zaynabl
sought the protection of the sultan but was dismissed
in 534/1139-40. He was soon afterwards reconciled
to al-Muktafi and was able to return to Baghdad. He
died there in straitened circumstances on 1 Ramadan
538/8 March 1144, but, says al-Safadl, he had nevertheless continued to pay allowances he had customarily made (idrdr) to all his dependents and proteges.
Al-Zaynabi is conventionally praised in the sources
for his piety and good works, and was the mamduh
of such poets of the time as Haysa Baysa [q.v].
Bibliography: Ibn al-Djawzf, Munta^am, ix-x
(death notice at x, 109); Sam'anf, Ansdb, ed. Haydarabad, vii, 372; Ibn al-Athir, x-xi, years 491, 501,
512, 516-17, 522-3, 526, 529-32, 534, 536, 538;
Ibn Khallikan, ed. cAbbas, iv, 454, tr. de Slane,
iii, 151, cf. 154; SafadT, Wdfl, xxi, ed. Muhammad
al-Hugairi, Wiesbaden 1988, 155-6, with other biographical sources indicated at 155 n. 105; Ibn alTiktaka, Fakhn, ed. Derenbourg, 411-18, Eng. tr.
Whitting, 295-9.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
ZAYT (A.), in the classical lexicon, the oil or expressed j u i c e of the olive (zaytun [q.v], botanical
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name Oka europaea L.), although it could apply today
to any oil. Here only the use of olive oil will be discussed. In his Book on Dietetics (K. al-Aghdhiya), alIsra'flr (d. ca. 935) adds that oil extracted from any
plant other than the olive was called duhn.
Cultivated throughout the Mediterranean basin since
about 3,000 B.C., the fruit of the olive tree was used
for cooking, as food, as a cosmetic and for lamp oils.
It is in this last usage that zayt occurs in the famous
Kur'anic "Verse of Light" (XXIV, 35). This reference gave rise to Traditions from the Prophet who
approved its use because it came from "a blessed
tree". Graded according to the acidic content, the
veiy best "virgin" oil would contain 1% of oleic acid,
while poor oil with acidity too high for eating would
be used as lamp oil. The term zayt maghsul ("washed
oil" or alternatively zayt al-md') might refer either to
the Roman technique of removing a bitter glucoside
from the fruit by first soaking it in a solution of lye
followed by a thorough washing, or by crushing the
olives and then purifying the liquid by floating it on
water. Al-Isra'flf again notes that both the previouslymentioned terms refer to oil extracted (after crushing?) by means of hot water. On the other hand,
in the dietetic treatise of the Andalusf author Abu
Marwan Abd al-Malik b. Zuhr (d. 557/1162), he says
that the very best olive oil is taken from ripe olives
that have not been mixed with salt or other substance, as this adulterates the fruit's moist elements
and unbalances its nature; this may reflect a traditional
Iberian taste for the more acidic grades of the oil.
Ibn Habfb's (d. 238/853) small medical compendium
preserves a couple of sayings attributed to the Prophet
Muhammad indicating the several uses of olive oil
and its magical property of protecting from Satan for
forty days anyone who is anointed with it. The composition of olive oil was described as hot and moist
in the first degree. In the mediaeval Arab culinary
tradition, represented by the anonymous Kanz al-fawd'id
(see index s.v.), olive oil was employed in a variety
of preparations. As a frying agent, it was also occasionally replaced by sesame oil (shlraaj], as in the
preparation of fish; in egg preparations, the two oils
were often used together. Oil sprinkled over a prepared condiment lent its flavour to the dish. A mixture of salt, water and oil was used to clean chicken
before cooking it, and oil was used in a herbal-based
mixture in which to marinate fish.
Bibliography. Abu Marwan b. Zuhr, K. al-Aghdhiya, ed. and tr. E. Garcia Sanchez, Madrid 1992;
Kami al-fawd'id fi tanwic al-mawd'id, ed. M. Marin
and D. Waines, Beirut-Stuttgart 1993; Ishak b.
Sulayman al-Isra'ili, K al-Aghdhiya, ed. F. Sezgin,
Frankfurt 1986; Ibn Habfb, Mukhtasar fi }l-tibb, ed.
C. Alvarez de Morales and F. Giron Irueste, Madrid
1992; T. Stobart, The cook's encyclopaedia, London
1980.
(D. WAINES)
ZAYTUN (A.), the olive and olive tree (Oka europaea L., the cultivated olive; 0. oleaster, the wild one).
1. In materia medica and folklore.
Olives and their oil (zayt [q.v.]) have been used as
a food and medicine since ancient times. In the Kur'an,
Surat al-Tln, XCV, 1, we have an introductory oath
"By the fig and the olive . . .".
According to Dioscorides, leaves of wild and cultivated olive are beneficial for the eyes, skin conditions,
pains and inflammations (i, 137-140). Al-Zahrawf
describes the extraction and use of oils (adhdn) notably various types of olive oil. Green unripe olives give
infdk (omphakion: cf Dioscorides, i, 29); according to
him, oil washed in water is rikdbi, a "vehicle" for

other ingredients (but see 2. below for another, more
widespread explanation of the term). Olive oil is mentioned as useful in ointments (mardhim) which need
astringent properties; his makdla 24 on ointments lists
86 prescriptions, of which 47 contain oil. He quotes
Dioscorides that oil warms and softens the skin and
protects from the cold (Albucasis 81, 90, 98-100, 11415, cf. Dioscorides, i, 30) Ibn Sfna recommends it for
many internal and external ailments (Kdnim, i, 30910). Al-Kindf uses oil for burns (nos. 120, 135) and
abscesses (nos. 129, 131), whilst Galen recommends
it for headache (310-12).
Olive oil has long featured in folk medicine, continuing up to the present time. It has the authority
of the Prophet, for it is "from a blessed tree", and
is recommended in particular for erysipelas, itch, ulcers,
and skin eruptions (Medicine of the Prophet, tr. Johnstone, 227). In Persia of the 1930s, it was "much used
in magical rites". Gabriel was said to have told Adam
to plant an olive tree and from the fruit to extract
an oil which could be used for any pain; thus it was
said to cure "every illness except that one from which
a person is destined to die" (Donaldson, The wild
rue, 141, 144). Earlier, in Palestine, it is mentioned as
being used for wounds (Canaan, Aberglaube, 69). In
this region in the 1970s, it was recommended, in villages or by the local herbalist (cattdr), for earache,
sprains, as a massage on the throat for the tonsils,
and on the joints for cases of acute influenza; with
ghee (samna) and sesame oil (shiradj.) it was used for
ulcers on the leg. It could also be used with soap
and egg white as a "plaster" for fractures, and was
drunk in small quantities for kidney stone.
Modern Western use is mainly culinary, but also
as eardrops and in compound oils.
Bibliography. Ibn al-Baytar, al-^dmic li-mufraddt
al-adwiya wa l-aghdhiya, Cairo 1874; Ibn Sfna, alKdnimfi }l-tibb, Bulak 1294/1877, repr. Beirut n.d.;
T. Canaan, Aberglaube und Volksmedizin im Lande der
Bibel, Hamburg 1914; The Greek Herbal of Dioscorides . . . [translated by] John Goodyer 1655, ed. R.T.
Gunther, Oxford 1934; B.A. Donaldson, The wild
rue. A study of Muhammadan magic and folklore in Iran,
London 1938, repr. New York 1973; C.E. Dubler
and E. Teres, La Materia Medica de Dioscorides, ii,
Tetuan 1952; S.K. Hamarneh and G. Sonnedecker,
A pharmaceutical view of Albucasis. . . (Janus, Suppl.
5), Leiden 1963; M. Levey, The Medical Formulary
or Aqrabddhin of al-Kindi, Madison 1966; Kitdb Qidlinus
ild Ghalukun. . . (Hunayn b. Ishak), Cairo 1982; Ibn
Kayyim al-Djawziyya, Medicine of the Prophet, tr.
P. Johnstone, Cambridge 1999.
(PENELOPE C. JOHNSTONE)
2. Olive c u l t i v a t i o n .
The domesticated olive tree was an important food
plant in the Mediterranean region and Asia Minor
during the Islamic era. The primary centre of cultivation was Syria and Palestine, but substantial groves
were also found in Spain. In Egypt there was limited production of olives in the Delta, especially near
Alexandria, according to al-Mukaddasi and alKalkashandi. Olives were cultivated in the Fayyum
and the Sfwa oasis since the Hellenistic period. Ethnographic descriptions of olive planting and the folklore
surrounding olives focus on Syria and Palestine (see
Crowfoot and Baldensperger, and Dalman), especially
in reference to biblical studies (see Moldenke).
Information is available in the major mediaeval
agricultural treatises about the cultivation of olives
and their use in the form of olive oil (zayt), although
much of this is copied from earlier classical texts. The
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strait (lat. 24° 53' N., long. 118° 36' E.) or possibly
most extensive source on olive cultivation comes from
as the nearby Chang-chou or Zhangzhou near Amoy
the widely-quoted al-Fildha al~Nabatiyya attributed to
in this same province (lat. 24° 31' N., long. 117° 40'
Ibn Wahshiyya [q.v^\ and reflecting much older practices in the region of Irak and Syria. According to I E.). In Sung and Yuan times (12th-14th centuries) it
this source, the best time for planting olive trees is had a flourishing colony of Arab and Persian Muslim
merchants, who lived in a separate urban area of
when the sun is at the midpoint of the zodiacal house
their own with all necessary buildings for the pracof Pisces until it reaches the middle of Taurus, during February and March; this general time frame is tice of their cult and for the meeting together of Sufis,
whilst the Christian community had its own suffrafrequently reported in the mediaeval almanacs. In
gan bishopric there under the Roman Catholic archmost cases, the young shoots should be irrigated, espediocese of Khanballk or Peking (one incumbent of
cially right after the planting, and manure is recomZaytun is mentioned as Andrew of Perugia) and
mended. Classical sources quoted by Arab authors
Franciscan convents.
indicate that human dung is not suitable for fertilisBibliography: Sir Henry Yule and H. Cordier,
ing olive trees. Much of the technical advice is mixed
Cathay and the way thither, being a collection of mediaewith magical claims for pomoting growth, protecting
val notices of China, 4 vols. London 1914, i, 169 ff.,
from pests and treating diseases, changing the taste
iv, 117 ff. (Ibn Battuta's account) and index; P.
or colour of the olives, and preparation of olive oil.
Pelliot, Notes on Marco 'Polo, 3 vols. Paris 1959-73,
For example, planting is said to be more propitious
s.v. Qaiton; A. Herrmann, An historical atlas of China,
if the moon is waxing and is in the one of the two
Edinburgh 1966, maps at 35, 37, 39, 41,'43, 44
houses of Saturn.
etc.; and see MINA\ 9; AL-SIN at Vol. IX, 620-1,
A variety of methods are recorded for planting olive
with further references.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
trees from shoots around the base of an existing tree.
ZAYTUN, in Ottoman usage ZEYTUN, a town of
These are sometimes grafted with stock from wild
southeastern Anatolia, now called Suleymanli.
varieties. The sources note that trees planted from
The town (lat. 37° 53' N., long. 36° 50' E., altitude
seed, which usually occurs in late autumn, do poorly
under domestication. The sources suggest planting 940 m/3,080 feet) lies in the basin of the upper
reaches of the Djayhan [<?.y.]/Ceyhan river, and the
in fine and pliable soil in locations protected from
old part of it rises in terraces on the slopes of a steep
hot winds. Olives do not grow well in saline soils.
hill crowned by a Turkish-period fortress.
Cultivation is preferable in the mountains because of
Its former Armenian inhabitants called it Zetcun or
the cool air.
Ulnia,
or simply Kegc "village". An Aplgharip (? cAbd
Olive production occurs after the tree reaches matual-Karib) of Fornos, to the southwest of Zaytun, is
rity, generally in about 15 years. It is difficult to kill
mentioned at the beginning of the reign of Leon I
an olive tree by cutting it down, since new shoots
of Little Armenia (1129-37) (Rec. hist. Crois., Doc. arm.,
will be sent up from the roots. In Palestine, excesi, 636, iii, 636). On the other hand, the town of
sive dew and heavy moisture can damage the pollen
Zaytun is first mentioned after the capture of the last
when the olive tree is flowering. The best olives come
Rupenid King of Little Armenia (1375). According to
from trees which are 40-60 years old. Olives were
traditionally harvested in November in Palestine and local tradition, the inhabitants came from the fortress
of Ani or Ane-dzor, which probably lay in the Cilician
Syria, either by men climbing the trees and throwing the olives down or by beating the trees with sticks. plain. The earliest mention of the town which Alishan
c
c
C
could find is in 1526 (Bishop Narses of Zethun,
Al-Asma T quotes Abd al-Malik b. Salih b. A1I that
Sissouan, 199, 201). Paul of Aleppo calls Zaytun in
olives trees can survive up to 3,000 years (!).
1699 "the well-known town of the Armenians". The
One of the best varieties of olives was the Syrian
inhabitants were for long (till about 1864) able to
rikdbi, so-called because it was exported from Syria
c
maintain a certain independence. A rising broke out
on camelback. Al-Tha alibi noted that this variety was
especially regarded for the purity and clarity of its in 1819 as a protest against the heavy taxes imposed
oil. Rikdbi olives and their oil were exported widely by the Porte. The people of Zaytun resisted Ibrahim
in the Islamic world, including Yemen and Mecca,
Pasha from Egypt on behalf of the Turks. The trouwhere olives were not grown.
bles of 1862 lasted till 1872 and broke out again in
c
Bibliography: Ibn al- Awwam, Libro de agricultura
1878 and 1884. In the summer of 1876 the residence
(Kitdb al-Fildha}, Madrid 1802, i, 225-45; Ibn Wahof the governor was burned down; it was rebuilt in
shiyya, al-Fildha al-Nabatiyya, ed. T. Fahd, Uagricul1877. The conflagrations of 22 September 1884 and
ture nabateenne, Damascus 1993, i, 12-53; Tha'alibi,
26 July 1887 were much worse, and almost the whole
c
Latd^if al-ma drif, tr. C.E. Bosworth, The book of curiof the town was destroyed. New unrest was caused
ous and entertaining information, Edinburgh 1968, 118; by the outbreak of smallpox, from which 400 chilG.M. Crowfoot and L. Baldensperger, From cedar dren in Zaytun died in 1890. The worst was the
to hyssop^ London 1931; G. Dalman, Arbeit und Sitte uprising of 1895-6 following the general persecution
in Palastina, Giitersloh 1935, iv, 153-290; H.N.
of Armenians in Turkey. The governor of Marcash
and A.L. Moldenke, Plants of the Bible, New York besieged the little town in which 15,000 fugitives from
the surrounding country had taken refuge; completely
1952, 156-60; M. Salihiyya and I. al-cAmd (eds.),
Miftdh al-rdha li-ahl'al-jildha, Kuwait 1984, 191-3.
exhausted by bombardments, epidemics and lack of
(D.M. VARISCO)
munitions, the defenders were only able to secure
ZAYTUN, or more probably ZITUN, the name peace and an amnesty from the Porte through the
intervention of the European Powers, notably France;
given in the later Arabic geographers (Ibn Sacld alMaghribi [q.v], who nourished in the 7th/13th centhey had to surrender their arms and were granted
tury, being apparently the first to mention it) and in
government by a Christian kcfim-makam. The masMuslim travellers like Ibn Battuta [q.v] (who landed
sacres during the First World War and shortly afterthere after his Chinese voyage of ca. 1346-7) to a wards led to the migration of the surviving Armenians
great commercial port of China. It is usually
to Syria and beyond, and Zaytun has since been a
identified as Ch'uan-chou or Quanzhou in the mod- Turkish town.
ern Fukien or Fujian province, facing the Formosa
In ca. 1880, the population of Zaytun and its
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surrounding district was estimated at nearly 36,000,
including 27,500 Armenians and 8,300 Turks. It was
the seat of an Armenian bishopric. The men of the
town had been engaged in the iron mines of the Berit
Dagi to the north of Zaytun, and silkworms had also
been reared in the region, as well as cultivation of
the olive tree which gave the place its name.
In late Ottoman times, Zaytun was the chef-lieu
of a kadd in the wildyet, formerly sano^ak, of Mar'ash
[q.v.]. In modern Turkey, it comes within the il or
province of Kahramanmara§.
Bibliography: Recueil des hist, orient, des Croisades,
Docum. armen., i, 636, iii, 471 n., 636, 720 n. 3;
Paul of Aleppo, The travels of Macarius, Patriarch of
Antioch, tr. F.C. Belfour, London 1836, ii, 451; Leon
Paul, Journal de voyage. Italie, Egypte, Judee. . ., Paris
1865; JJ. Allahwerdian, Ulnia or ^ethun, a mountain
town in Cilicia, Istanbul 1884 (in Armen.); Cuinet,
La Turquie d'Asie, ii, 246-7; L. Alishan, Sissouan ou
I'Armeno-Cilicie (in Armen. 1885), Venice 1899, 186209; P. Dashian, Das Hochland Ulnia oder ^eitun, in
Mitt. Geogr. Ges. Wien, xxxiii (1890), 424-58; Murray's
guide, Asia Minor, Transcaucasia, Persia, etc., London
1895, 262-3; Aghassi, ^eitoun depuis les origines jusqu'd
^insurrection de 1895, tr. Archag Tchobanian, Paris
1897; Anatolio Latino (i.e. Consul-General Vitto in
Beirut), Gli Armeni e £eitun, Florence 1897, ii, 137 ff.;
Earl Percy, Highlands of Asiatic Turkey, London 1901,
95-9; Sir Mark Sykes, Ddr al-Isldm, London 1904,
71-2; Vannutelli, Anatolia meridionale e Mesopotamia,
Rome 1911, 278-83; H. Grothe, Maine Vorderasienexpedition, ii, Leipzig 1912, index, 314, s.v. Seitun
M. Semercean, ^etcuni anccealen eu nerkayen, in ^aytun
in the past and present (in Armen.), Istanbul 1909;
WJ. Childs, Across Asia Minor on foot, 2Edinburgh
and London 1917, 397-403.
(E. HONIGMANN*)
ZAYTUNA, DJAMIC AL-, the celebrated mosqueu n i v e r s i t y in the city of Tunis.
1. Archaeological survey and construction
of the m o s q u e .
Foundation. cAbd Allah al-Bakri" (5th/llth century)
gives two facts: the building by cUbayd Allah b.
Habhab [q.v.] in 114/732-3 of a Friday mosque, dj.dmic,
and the building of a maso^id by Hassan b. al-Nucman
[q.v.] at the time of his capture of Tunis ca. 79/6989 (K.fi dhikr al-bildd Ifrikiya wa }l-Maghrib, Algiers 1911,
37). This account has given rise to two theses, taken
up by modern historians. Most of these trace the creation of the Zaytuna mosque to the end of the 7th
century A.D., assuming that Ibn Habhab rebuilt it.
Lucien Golvin, on the other hand, considered that
Ibn Habhab built the original Zaytuna mosque but
places the date in 116/734, the year in which he
became governor of Ifrfkiya (Essai sur I'architecture religieuse
musulmane, Paris 1974, iii, 152). In fact, there is
nothing to confirm the thesis of a continuity between
the two buildings, which al-Bakrf seems to describe
as two separate buildings.
Do we have here a creation ex nihilo? Historians
raise the question of the reconstruction of a former
Byzantine church dedicated to St. Olive. Restoration
work from 1969-70 allows one to affirm that the
mosque was built on stone pillars which ran from
west to east, being survivals of an ancient building
covering a cemetery (conclusion of Hamid al-Adjabf,
director of the restoration work, in Ifriqiyyata. Revue de
I'Institut national des antiquites et des arts, Tunis n.d., viiviii, 15-24). Putting forward a new thesis, Muhammad
al-Badji Ibn Mam! believes that there may be here
an ancient Byzantine defensive construction, with the
Arab conquerors building their mosque within the

ramparts of a fort (D^ami' al-^aytuna, in al-Mu''arrikh
al-carabi, Baghdad [Dec. 2000]).
The building and its history. The architectural history
of the mosque and a description of it have been delineated by Golvin, op. cit., iii, 159-62, and restated by
Muhammad al-cAz!z Ibn 'Ashur, Djdmi' al-^aytuna, almaclim wa-rid^dluhu, Tunis 1991, and cAbd al-cAzTz alDawlatlT, al-^aytuna, cashra kurim min al-fann al-micmdn
al-tunisi, Tunis 1996. The mosque was built under the
Aghlabids. Inscriptions bearing the date 250/864 testify that the prayer hall, if not the entire mosque,
were reconstructed and enlarged, probably reaching
their present area. During a second building spell,
380-5/990-5, under the Zfrids, were built the galleries
of the court (mud^annabdt), the crypt (ddmus] and the
dome (kubba] of the Bab al-Bahw. The Hafsids completed the construction of the mosque: a sikdya or
basin in 648/1250, restoration and decorative works
in 676/1277, rebuilding of the wall of the prayer hall
in 716/1316, construction of maksiiras or antechambers in 751/1351 and 822/1419^ etc. Significantly,
the Hafsids provided the great mosque of al-Zaytuna
with a minaret ca. 842/1438-9 on the site of the
modern minaret. The absence of a minaret, from the
mosque's foundation till the mid-9th/15th century,
seems to strengthen the hyposthesis of an original fort
in which watch towers replaced minarets for making
the call to worship.
The actual building of the great mosque is the
Aghlabid one restored and enlarged by the Hafsids.
The present prayer hall, a rectangle 56 m X 24 m,
covering 1344 m2, is much less spacious than 'Ukba
b. Nafi c 's mosque at al-Kayrawan [q.v.]. It has fifteen
naves, on average three metres wide, except for the
centre and extreme ones which are wider (4.50 m).
It has some common features with the mosque at alKayrawan: its T-shape, a dome before the mihrdb and
perpendicular naves on the base wall (A. Lezine, Deux
villes d'lfnqiya. Etudes d'archeo logic, d'urbanisme et de demographie: Sousse, Tunis, Paris 1971, 159). The pillars, mainly
of marble, came from Roman or Byzantine buildings,
probably at Carthage. The gallery-narthex, made up
of a single east-west passage, is ornamented at its central part by the famous dome of Bab al-Bahw, which
gives on to a court 1,810 m2. The present minaret,
rebuilt in 1312/1894, is 40 m high and belongs to
the Maghribi-AndalusI style.
Bibliography. See also Ahmad Fikrf, Masdj_id
al-^aytuna, al-d^dmf fl Tunis, Cairo 1953; G. Margais,
L'architecture musulmane d'Occident, Paris 1954; Lezine,
Architecture de I'Ifriqiya, recherches sur les monuments aghlabides, Paris 1966; idem, Note sur les coupoles de la
Grande Mosquee al-Zaytuna de Tunis, in ROMM, ii
(1966), 95-105; Nai'de Ferchiou, Rinceaux antiques remployes dans la grande mosquee de Tunis: parente de leur
style avec celui de certains monuments de Carthage, in
Antiquites africaines, xvii (1981), 143-63. For the study
of the different historical versions, see H.H. cAbd
al-Wahhab, Warakdt, Tunis 1965, i, 115-16; 'Golvin,
op. cit., 150-2. For the inscriptions dating the monument, see Slimane-Mostafa Zbiss, Corpus des inscriptions arabes de Tunisie, Tunis 1955, 27 ff.
2. I n s t r u c t i o n in the m e d i a e v a l period.
Can one state, as a historically-attested fact, that
the Zaytuna mosque was a centre for scholarship and
instruction right from its foundation? H.H. cAbd
al-Wahhab seems to have asserted this when he said
"this is the oldest centre for instruction in the Arab
world" (Warakdt, i, 31). Celebrated 'ulamd3 were probably educated in its precincts, but explicit references
to the Zaytuna are late. There were probably some
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courses of instruction in the religious sciences and related spheres, given voluntarily by fulamd\ but nothing
like organised teaching (Mahmoud Abdel Moula, L'universite zaytounienne et la societe tunisienne, Tunis 1971, 31).
As an analysis of the biographies of scholars attests,
the Zaytuna only succeeded in overtaking in prestige
the mosque of cUkba b. Nafic at al-Kayrawan at the
beginning of the Hafsid period, when the latter place
declined and Tunis flourished as the capital of Ifrikiya
(Muhammad Hassan, al-Madlna wa 'l-bddiya Ji 'l-cahd
al-hajsi, Tunis 1999, ii, 706). Nevertheless, higher education was by no means centralised on Tunis, nor, a
fortiori, monopolised by right or in practice by the
Zaytuna, even at the time of its apogee; the biographies of scholars show a multiplicity of centres of
instruction in Ifrikiya, above all at al-Kayrawan, which
was able to support some highly celebrated great masters, and in urban centres which were centres for
more modest education. At Tunis, a certain number
of well-known culamd} were often summoned by the
ruler to teach in the madrasas (al-Zarkashi, Ta'rikh alDawlatayn, al-muwahhidiyya wa 'l-hafsiyya, Tunis 1289/18723, 41, 58).
The system of teaching, in its organisational principles, methods used and subjects of courses, was similar to that of other Islamic dj.dmics [see MADRASA. I.
6]. Attendance was voluntary and students followed
the courses of the monasters of their own choice. The
rhythm of teaching was rather relaxed, with weekly
holidays on Thursdays and Fridays, periods of leave,
the Muslim festivals and, probably, no courses in the
summer. There were no examinations, but certificates
of id^dza [q.v.] attesting the following of a course and
authorisation to teach it in turn. We have little information on the teaching at the Zaytuna before the
8th/14th century, when signs of the decline of ArabIslamic culture began to appear (see IBN KHALDUN, in
Vol. Ill, 828a). Placing foremost the teaching of Islamic
knowledge and the juridical-theological disciplines
(Kur'anic exegesis, hadlth, fikh, Arabic grammar, division of inheritances, etc.), the instructor used manuals,
resumes, explanations and commentaries on the works
of the Golden Age masters (Muhammad Hassan,
op. cit., ii, 709). Even so, these methods did not prevent the emergence of great scholars and outstanding
personalities such as Muhammad b. cArafa and Ibn
Khaldun. Increased affluence in the 8th/14th century
meant that over 70 circles in mosques could be counted
then.
The occupation of La Goletta on 14 July 1534 by
the Spanish, their entry into Tunis, their breaking
into the Zaytuna and the dispersion of its library,
inevitably brought with them great traumas.
Bibliography (in addition to references given):
Ibn Khaldun, Mukaddima; Brunschvig, Hafsides;
Muhammad al-Badj! Ibn Mam!, Maddris madlnat
Tunis min al-cahd al-hafsi ild 'l-ahd al-murddi, diss. in
Etudes arabes, Fac. of Letters and Human Sciences
of Tunis 1981, 2 vols., unpubl.
3. Instruction in the modern and contemp o r a r y periods.
A widespread judgement is that teaching declined
in the period of the transition of power from the
Hafsids to the Ottomans. This crisis, however, seems
to have been rapidly surmounted, with teaching at the
Zaytuna speedily recovering its audience. Introducing new norms for evaluating the culamd\ sc. al-riwaya
(transmission of knowledge) and al-dirdya (discernment),
Ibn Abl Dinar [q.v.] thought that all his contemporaries, some of whom had acquired great fame, were
limited to riwdya, whilst Muhammad Tadj al-cArifin
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al-Bikrl and his son Abu Bakr were at a much higher
level through their mastery of both riwdya and dirdya
(al-Mu'nis f t akhbdr Ifnkiya wa-Tunis, Tunis 1387/19678, 314-19). The editing of the Dhayl of Husayn Khodja
now allows a better knowledge of the disciplines taught
and the manuals used, these being essentially late
commentaries, hdshiyas and glosses (Dhayl bashd'ir alimdn bi-futuhdt dl 'Uthmdn, Tunis 1975, 197-8, 201).
Certain scholars, such as Muhammad al-Hadjdj! (d.
1109/1696-7) became famed for editing a large number of abridgements.
In the 18th century, the Zaytuna benefited by a
renewed wave of interest. Until then financially based
essentially upon its wakfi,, the financing of courses was
assisted by the Husaynid Beys who used to pay salaries
for the teachers out of the yield of the capitation tax
(see for the measures taken by 'All b. Husayn Bey
in 1183/1769-70, Hammuda b. cAbd al-cAz!z, al-Kitdb
al-bashi, Tunis 1970, 204, 296). However, the Zaytuna
continued to use the same methods of instruction, and
one may further note that there was a serious regression in the teaching of the profane sciences.
In defining the evolution of teaching during the
19th century, a severe verdict must be pronounced,
and Tunisian historians have often spoken of "a
schlerotic system of instruction" (e.g. Ahmed Abdesselem, Les historiens tunisiens des XVIP, XVIIP et XIXe
siecks, essai d'histoire culturelle, Tunis 1973, 81) and of
a fixed, crabbed system of knowledge. Bonaparte's
Egyptian expedition in Egypt (1798-1801) and the
occupation of Algiers in 1830 revealed a European
superiority, of which the military aspect was only a
beginning. But the "establishment" of the Zaytuna
opted for passive resistance to change, avoiding all
idea of reform and upgrading. It was, however, from
graduates of the Zaytuna that the reforming Tunisian
elite was recruited, such as Mahmud Kjjlbadu (181271), Ahmad Ibn Abl Diyaf (1804-74 [q.v.]), Bayram
V (1840-99), etc., strengthened by the adherence to
their ideas of the minister Khayr al-Dm (1822-90
[q.v.]). The latter's master work, Akwam al-masdlik fi
ma'rifat ahwdl al-mamdlik, published in 1867, affirmed
the backwardness of the Muslim lands and called for
an enlargement of the spheres of the sciences and
knowledge as a sine qua non for the development of
civilisation (89, 93, 122-8). Reform of the Zaytuna
system of teaching became the order of the day from
now onwards. As a supreme act of defiance against
the culamd\ Ibn Abl Diyaf announced that "id^tihdd
had continued uninterruptedly" (Tayyib al-cAnnabI,
Wathd'ik tunisiyya, in Hawliyydt al-^dmica al-Tunisiyya
[1967], no. 4, 153-9).'
Minded to abolish a fact of discrimination, on 24
February 1840 Ahmad Bey gave to the Malik! culamd3
the same treatment as their Hanafi colleagues. In
practice, the Malik! Zaytuna had had to integrate
HanafT teaching with their own since the establishment of the Ottomans, who favoured the scholars of
that school. On 27 Ramadan 1258/1 December 1842
Ahmad Bey reformed the organisation of the Zaytuna's
functioning. Each mudanis had to give two courses a
day in the different disciplines. Periods of holiday were
henceforth fixed: two days per week, the two festivals
of the 7^/s and the month of Ramadan. The institution was placed under the control of kadi's, of the two
law schools and of the two shaykh al-isldrm. Within
the framework of this reform, the Bey nominated 30
mudarrisun, following the pattern of parity between the
two schools established by him and reserved for financing this the revenues of the bqyt al-mdl (Ahmad Ibn
Ab! Diyaf, Ithdf, iv, 35, 65-7). During his time as
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Grand Vizier (1873-7), Khayr al-Dfn had to take in
hand, in parallel with the creation of the modern alSadiki college [see AL-SADIKIYYA] , the reform of teaching at the Zaytuna. His manshur or circular of 28 Dhu
'l-Kacda 1292/26 December 1875, completed a month
later, contained proposals for reorganising teaching at
the Zaytuna, but an examination of the material (dominated by teaching of the religious sciences) and of
the list of books used for teaching purposes shows
that a certain sluggishness stifled the will to reform.
A far-reaching innovation was that the internal reform
envisaged instituting an academic handbook and regulated such topics as application to work and discipline (Mongi Smida, Khereddine, ministre reformateur, Tunis
1970, 320-7).
After the establishment of the French Protectorate
(1881), the Zaytuna inevitably became a centre of dispute. Probably influenced by the development of modern education, its students organised to demand reform
of teaching methods and programmes. The history of
the Zaytuna, from 1910 to 1952, was marked by
cycles of student unrest (1910-12, 1920, 1928-30, 19357, 1947-50) and desires for reform, studied by special commissions for this, but the results were below
expectation. But, apart from the threefold system of
primary (ahliyya), secondary (tahsil) and higher education ^alimiyyd], the commissions were unable to envisage reforms or to introduce the teaching of the sciences
(see Mukhtar al-cAyyashf, al-Bfa al-zaytuniyya 19101945, Tunis 1990, 21-82, 143-75). Remarkably, this
traditional system of education was to see developing
within its midst, as a reaction, an avant-garde cultural movement, seen in the great poet Abu '1-Kasim
al-Shabbf (1909-40 [q.v]) and the reformer Tahir alHaddad, who shook the Zaytuna establishment by
publishing at Tunis in 1930 a book-manifesto advocating the freedom of women and abolition of polygamy, Imra'atund fi 'l-sharfa wa }l-mu^tamac. The growing
number of students at the Zaytuna (600 in 1881,
9,818 in 1927 and almost 20,000 in 1956), in the
two annexes of Tunis and the sections created in the
provinces (eight of these from 1949), showed the development of its recruitment.
After independence, primary and secondary education were undertaken by modern schools and colleges for public instruction. The Zaytuna was made
into a faculty and then into a university specialising
in the religious sciences and installed in modern
premises; its rich library was integrated within the
National Libraries of Tunis.
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
the article): Muhammad b. Makhluf, Shadj.arat alnur al-zakiyyafl tabakdt al-malikiyya, Cairo 1349/19301 and suppl. 1350/1931-2; Muhammad b. cUthman
al-HashaJishf, T. Djdmi' al-^aytuna, Tunis 1974;
Muhammad b. cUthman al-Sanusf, Musamarat alzarif bi-husn al-ta'lif, Tunis 1983; Muhammad b.
Khudja, T. Ma'dlim al-tawhid fi 'l-kadlm wa }l-^adid,
Beirut 1985; Mhamed Ferid Ghazi, Le milieu zitounien
de 1920 a 1933 et la formation de Abu al-Kdsim alShabbi, in CT, 1959/4, 437-74.
On the Zaytuna library, see Muhammad b.
Khudja, in al-Mad^alla al-^aytuniyya, i/1 (Radjab
1355/September 1936), 71-6, i/3 (Ramadan 1355/
November 1936), 136-9; idem, T. Ma'dlim al-tawhid,
97-9; Hasha'ishf, op. cit., 53-61.
(KHALIFA CRATER)
AL-ZAYYANI, ABU 'L-KASIM B. AHMAD b. cAlf b.
Ibrahim, Moroccan statesman and historian of
the 18th century.
Al-Zayyanf, a member of the great Berber tribe of

the Zayyan in central Morocco, was born in Fas in
1147/1734-5. He received his education in this city.
At the age of 23, he accompanied his parents on the
Pilgrimage to Mecca and after an exciting journey,
coming as well as going, which lasted over two years,
he returned to Fas, where he obtained a position as
secretary to the makhzan [q.v.] of sultan Muhammad
III b. cAbd Allah. His ability, his knowledge of Berber
dialects and the course of events rapidly brought him
to the fore; having played an active part in the suppression of a rising against the tribe of the Ayt Amalu,
he gained the confidence of his ruler and was entrusted
with negotiations with the various un-subdued Berber
elements of the empire. He now travelled up and
down Morocco incessantly and made several journeys to distant Tafflalt. In 1200/1786 al-Zayyanf was
charged by the sultan with a mission to the Ottoman
ruler cAbd al-Hamfd I [q.v.]. He reached the Ottoman
capital after many vicissitudes, and spent over three
months there, which enabled him to write on his
return a very full description of it. On his return,
after carrying out several confidential missions, he was
appointed governor of Sidjilmasa [q.v], where he
remained till the death of Muhammad III b. cAbd
Allah in 1204/1790.
The sultan's successor, his son Yazfd, put an end
to the political career of al-Zayyanf, whom he hated.
It was only by a miracle that the latter escaped death
when Yazfd in 1206/1792 himself succumbed to a
wound received in a fight against the pretender
Hisham. Al-Zayyanf, at the time a prisoner in Rabat,
was set free and immediately took an active part in
the proclamation at Meknes of another son of Muhammad b. cAbd Allah as sultan, Mawlay Sulayman
(Slfman). The latter gave him the office of governor
(cdmil) of the district of the town of Udjda [see WADJDA] ,
but on taking up his post, al-Zayyanf was attacked
and defeated by the people he had been sent to govern. This misfortune gave him a distaste for public
life, and he retired to Tlemcen, where he spent 18
months in studious seclusion, which only ended when
he decided to undertake once again the journey to
Istanbul, this time in a private capacity and to perform the pilgrimage for a second time. On his return
in 1210/9175-6), he was summoned by Mawlay Sulayman and returned to Fas. In spite of his great age,
he was now employed on a number of important missions and received the title of dhu 'l-wizdratayn, as the
head of the sovereign's makhzan. He remained in office
for several years, then was dismissed and died at Fas
in 1249/1833 at the age of 99. He was buried in
the zdwiya of the Sufi brotherhood of the Nasiriyya
in the Siyadj quarter.
Famous in Morocco as a statesman, al-Zayyanf was
no less celebrated as a writer. In the course of his
stirring life, he found time to write some fifteen books,
almost all on history and geography. The first in date
of these works was a general history of Islam entitled
al-Tur^umdn al-mughrib can duwal al-Mashrik wa 'l-Maghrib,
in which he focussed on the Sharffian dynasties of
Morocco and which he later continued, keeping pace
with events down to the year 1228/1813. The part
of the Turdjuman relating to the cAlids of Morocco
was published and translated into French in 1886 by
O. Houdas as Le Maroc de 1631 a 1812 (PELOV, 2nd
ser., vol. xviii). It is a narrative, in parts a resume,
of events in Morocco from the foundation of the 'Alid
dynasty to the early years of the 19th century. A
more detailed version of this part of the Turkman,
in which he dealt specially with events in which he
had himself played a part, or of which he had been
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a witness, was later prepared by al-Zayyam, and he
gave it two different titles: al-Bustdn al-zanf fi dawlat
awldd Mawldya cAli al-Shanf, and al-Rawda al-sulaymdniyya fi dhikr muluk al-dawla al-ismdclliyya. Another
important work of his was a very full account of
his various journeys, to which he added all kinds of
digressions, literary, historical and biographical; he
called it al-Turd^umdna al-kubrd allati a^amacat akhbdr
mudun al-cdlam barran wa-bahrd. This book, which is
both rihla and fahrasa, is also a very curious geographical treatise, with maps (e.g. a map of the seas,
reproduced in Levi-Provencal, Historiens des Chorfa, between pp. 188 and 189). All these works of al-Zayyanl
are to be found in manuscript in Morocco in various private libraries. A complete list is given in ibid.,
167-8.
Al-Zayyanf s work is the principal source we possess, with the more recent K. alTstiksd of al-Nasirl alSalawl [see AHMAD AL-NASIRI AL-SALAWI], for the history
of the cAlid dynasty of Morocco. It is full of valuable
details and deserves serious study. It gives throughout an impression of accuracy and precision in historical as well as topographical matters. Information is
given about innovations and social reforms and about
the monumental history of the towns of Morocco. AlZayyani also shows a remarkable acquaintance with
events in Europe. Finally, all that he tells us about
what he saw on his journeys to Istanbul is worth publishing in full.
Bibliography. al-Nasin al-SalawT, K. al-Istiksd,
Cairo 1312/1894, iv,' 33, 108-9, 116-18, 132;
KattanT, Salwat al-anfds, Fas 1313/1895, i, 263;
O. Houdas, introd. to Maroc de 1631 a 1812, Paris
1886; Budgett Meakin, The Moorish empire, London
1899, 518; G. Salmon, Un voyageur marocain a la fin
du XVIllme siecle, la Rihla d'az-Zyany, in AM, ii, Paris
1905, 330-40; A. Graulle, Le Boustan adh-dhanf d'Az^jydni, in RMM, xxiv, 311-17; Coufourier, Une
description geographique du Maroc d'az-Zjany, in AM, vi,
Paris 1906, 436-56, cf. also ibid., 457-60; Brockelmann, GAL, S II, 878-80; Huart, Litterature arabe,
423; E. Levi-Provencal, Les historiens des Chorfa. Essai
sur la litterature historique et biographique au Maroc du
XVfme au XX~me siecle, Paris 1922, 142-99.
(E. LEVI-PRO VENIAL)
ZAYYANIDS [see CABD AL-WADIDS].
ZAZA, an ethnonym designating the s p e a k e r s of
Z a z a k T , an I r a n i a n l a n g u a g e s p o k e n in
southeastern Anatolia, to the northwest of the
Kurdish-speaking regions. Its centre of dissemination
is the triangle between the towns of Siverek, Erzincan
and Varto. There are no reliable statistics about its
number of speakers; in southeastern Anatolia they may
number between 1.5 and 2 millions. About the same
number of Zaza have emigrated to the urban centres of Western Anatolia, and to Western Europe,
during the last 40 years. These numbers include all
"ethnic" Zaza, however, a large number of whom
may have become assimilated to Turkish or Kurdish
in the meantime, with no longer an active command
of their mother tongue.
The people. In religion, all Zaza are Muslims, but
in their home country they are divided into one northern and one southern group (of about the same size),
the first of which follows the 'Alawl Shf'T religious
confession, and the second which follows one of the
Sunn! madhdhib (mostly the ShaficT one). Their common religious confession connects the SunnT Zaza
closely with the neighbouring (to the southeast) Sunn!
Kurds. Therefore, the question whether all the Zaza
constitute one people has to be separated from the
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question (to be answered in the affirmative) whether
Zazaki is a language in its own right. As very little
was known about the Zaza and their language up to
the early 1980s, it was always taken for granted that
they are Kurds speaking a dialect of Kurdish. Only
recently has Zazakl been increasingly written (starting
in the European diaspora), and parallel to this a growing number of Zaza (mainly cAlawis) have become
aware of their own language, culture, and distinct
identity. But to this day, many Zaza still feel that
their common cultural and political ties to the Kurds
weigh more heavily and do not insist on a separate
Zaza ethnic identity.
The name "Zaza" seems to have been a pejorative label originally, possibly suggesting incomprehensible speech (like English "bla bla"). Although as such
it was not the self-denomination of the majority of
Zaza (many Sunn! Zaza call their language Dimli,
some "Alawl Zaza call it Kirmdna^ki or simply zone md
"our language"), it seems to have gained the widest
acceptance today. The name Dimli can be understood
as pointing to the geographical origins of the Zaza,
if it is to be connected to the historical region of
Daylam south to the Caspian Sea (there are no other
sources relative to the Zaza's earlier history).
The language. Zazakf was not written or studied
before the mid-19th century. It is a NW Iranian language; other NW Iranian languages that are most
closely related to it include Guranl (spoken in southern Kurdistan) and the Iranian Adharl dialects (e.g.
Harzandl). Although Zazakf has been heavily influenced by neighbouring (KurmandjT) Kurdish for a
long time (especially in lexicon, phraseology and syntax), it is genealogically not a very close relative of
Kurdish (as compared to Guranl and Adharl). Zazaki
has undergone most of the sound changes that characterise NW Iranian, e.g. IE (Indo-European) *K/*£
> Zaz. s/z, *g(u)(h)pal > -J-, *tr > (hi)r, *d(h)w > b,
*rd/*rz > f/rz, *sw > w (e.g. Zaz. zdn-, Jim, hire, her,
sefi, wen- "to know, woman, three, door, year, to eat";
Kurdish has undergone only the first two of these,
cf. zdn-, zin, but shows SW development in: se, der,
sal, xo}.
ZazakT noun morphology shows a system of two
cases (rectus and obliquus), two numbers (sg., pi.), and
two grammatical genders (m., f.). In addition, it can
distinguish defmiteness and animacy. In some dialects,
a suffix -(e)r originating from the IE relationship suffix -ter- has been generalised as a feminine oblique
ending. Attributive adjectives and nouns in genitive
relation that qualify a (head) noun follow it immediately and are connected to it with an enclitic particle, the iddfa. Together with the inflectional endings
that can precede them, the forms of the iddfa constitute a system of four cases, where a particle -d(apparently borrowed from NW Semitic) is an important oblique marker (e.g. laze mi "my son", but lazde
mi "[to, of, etc.] my son").
The Zazakf verbs distinguish three persons and two
numbers, and, in the 2nd/3rd persons sg. of indicative verbs, also grammatical gender. The verbal system includes the following tenses: present (formed with
the suffix -(e)n, not as in Persian and Kurdish with
a prefix), analytical future, preterite, imperfect, perfect I/II and pluperfect. The present is formed from
the present stem, and all past tenses from the preterite
stem. The present subjunctive is formed from a third
stem, the subjunctive one (from which can also be
derived, with the suffix -(i)y-, passive forms).
Syntactically, Zazaki is a SOV language and shows
morphological split ergativity (only with verbal forms
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derived from the past stem). In noun phrases (see
above) the modifier always follows the head; there is
a complex system of adpositions in which postpositions
predominate, but in which there are also various preand circumpositions.
Bibliography: O. Mann, Mundarten der ^aza, hauptsdchlich aus Siwerek und Kor. (Kurdisch-Persische
Forschungen, Abt. Ill, Ed. IV), ed. K. Hadank, Berlin
1932; T.L. Todd, A Grammar of Dimili (also known
as £aza), Ann Arbor (UMI) 1985; Malmisanij,
Zjizaca-turk$e sd'zliik/Ferhenge dimilki-tirki, Uppsala 1987;
P.A. Andrews, Ethnic groups in the Republic of Turkey,
Wiesbaden 1989, index; L. Paul, Zjizaki. Grammatik
und Versuch einer Dialektologie, Wiesbaden 1998; idem,
Zazaki—Dialekt, Sprache, Nation? in B. Kohler (ed.),
Religion und Wahrheit. Religionsgeschichtliche Studien.
Festschrift fiir Gernot Wiefiner zum 65. Geburtstag,
Wiesbaden 1998, 385-99; idem, The position of ^azaki
among West Iranian Languages, in N. Sims-Williams
(ed.), Procs. of the 3rd European Conference of Iranian
Studies (held in Cambridge, llth to 15th September 1995).
Part I, Old and Middle Iranian Studies, Wiesbaden
1998, 163-76; Zulfii Selcan, Grammatik der £azaSprache, Nord-Dialekt, Berlin 1998.
(L. PAUL)
ZEKA'I DEDE (1824-97), one of the most
i m p o r t a n t 19th-century Turkish composers,
often considered the last great master of the classical
style. Born at Istanbul in Eyyub, he became an expert
calligrapher under his father's guidance, while his
musical talent brought him to the attention of Hammamf-zade Isma'fl Dede, who accepted him as a
pupil. In 1845 he entered the service of Mustafa Fadil
Pasha [</.#.], and spent the greater part of the following 13 years with him in Cairo, returning definitively
to Istanbul in 1858, when Mustafa Fadil was appointed vizier.
Unfortunately, very little is known about his musical contacts and activities in Egypt, although he did
compose a number of hymns to Arabic texts (shughl).
In 1864 he entered the Mewlewf [see MAWLAWIYYA]
order, and in 1884 became kudumzenbashi at the
Bahariyye mewlewi-khdne. He composed five vocal cycles
(ayiri) for the Mewlewl ceremony, and a large number of hymns (ilahi) and pieces in other religious genres, but his extensive output was by no means confined
to these: it also included songs in the large-scale kar
and beste forms as well as lighter sharkh [q.v.]. In addition he was an active and successful teacher who
maintained traditional methods of oral tuition and
transmission, thereby helping to ensure the survival
of the repertoire he himself had been taught. Among
his many pupils were a number of major composers
and scholars, including Ra'uf Yekta Bey, Subhf Ezgi,
and his own son Ahmed Irsoy, thanks to whose efforts
much (although by no means all) of his work has
been preserved.
Bibliography: Ra'uf Yekta Bey, Khoaja £ekd'l
Dede Efendi (Esatidh-i elhdn, i), Istanbul 1318/1902;
Turk musikisi klasiklerinden. Mevlevi ayinleri, Istanbul
1934-9; ibid., Hafiz Mehmed £ekdi Dede Efendi kulliyati,
3 vols. Istanbul 1940-3; Y. Oztuna, Turk musikisi
ansiklopedisi, ii/2, Istanbul 1976; C. Behar, Ask olmayinca me§k olmaz, Istanbul 1998.
(O. WRIGHT)
ZENOBIA [see AL-ZABBA'].
ZENTA (Serbian Senta), a town on the right bank
of the Tisza in the a n c i e n t H u n g a r i a n c o u n t y
of Bacs-Bodrog, today in northern Serbia. A decisive battle was fought in its vicinity on 24 Safar
1109/11 September 1697 between the forces of Sultan
Mustafa II [q.v.] and Prince Eugene of Savoy.
Ottoman rule in Hungary collapsed relatively rapidly

after Buda was recaptured in 1686. Resistance to the
allied Christian armies was sparse and took place
along the Drava-Danube line only. Following a serious defeat at Szalankemen (Stari Slankamen) in 1102/
1691, where the Grand Vizier Kopriilii Mustafa [q.v.]
also lost his life, and an abortive attempt to regain
Waradfn [q.v.] in 1694, the next great Ottoman offensive started in 1697. This campaign, unprecedented
since the siege of Eger [q.v.] and the battle of Mezokeresztes [q.v] in 1596, was led by the sultan in person. A successful assault on Titel encouraged the
Ottomans to cross the Tisza. First, they simulated a
march against Waradm, but were in reality intent on
reconquering Szeged, the key fortress blocking their
route along the Maros to Transylvania, and they soon
turned northwards. Misled by this stratagem, the allied
troops left their post near Zenta and arrived at the
Danube on 6 September. They had to return by a
forced march to their original place, where a circumvallation was being constructed by the Turks. The fight
between the two armies, numbering some 50-70,000
warriors on both sides (the Ottomans slightly outnumbering their enemy), started shortly before nightfall
and quickly ended in a great Christian triumph. The
Ottomans lost the Grand Vizier Elmas Mustafa, the
agha of the Janissaries, and several sanajak-begis, as well
as some 20,000 warriors.
The defeat at Zenta led to the Peace of Karlofca
[q.v] (Karlowitz) in 1699, which put an end to a long
period of wars and to Ottoman rule in most of the
former Hungarian territories.
Bibliography: Feldziige des Prinzen Eugen von Savoyen,
Nach den Feld-Acten und anderen authentischen
Quellen hrsg. von der Abtheilung fiir Kriegsgeschichte des k. k. Kriegs-Archivs, Serie 1, Band ii,
Feldziige gegen die Ttirken 1697-1698 und der Karlowitzer
Friede 1699, ed. M. Edlen von Angeli, Vienna 1876;
Gy. Dudas, A Cental csata ("The battle of Zenta"),
Szeged 1886; L. Szita and G. Seewann, A legnagyobb
gyo'zelem ("The greatest victory"), Pecs-Szigetvar 1997
(introd. to and collection of European documents).
(G. DAVID)
ZERBADIS, ZERBADEES, a t e r m , of unknown origin, denoting a Muslim c o m m u n i t y in Burma

M.

It was formerly used in a slighting or even contemptuous way to describe the offspring of Indian
Muslim males and Burmese females—the latter usually being converts to Islam. Burma has always been
and remains an overwhelming Buddhist country, and
the Muslim minority was never more than 4% of the
total population at any time. The latest complete figures are from the 1931 census and give a total of
just under six millions. This includes (a) the Arakan
[q.v] Muslims, (b) Indian immigrant Muslims from
British India, and (c) the Zerbadis, also known as
"Burmese (or Burma) Muslims". The Zerbadis have
been estimated as comprising just about a half of the
total Muslim community. The 1931 census was the
last complete count done (the returns for 1941 were
destroyed in the Second World War) though partial
returns for 1953 and 1954 suggest a Muslim presence
of about the same percentage. However, as against
this it should be remembered that many Indian
Muslims left India in 1962-4 when severe restrictions
were placed on those who were not "Burmese citizens". There are no data from 1964, when the imposition of military rule effectively closed down the
institutions of civil society. The Zerbadis are culturally Burmese in all things except religion, but this
was enough for the rather chauvinist Burmese to lump
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them together with the Indian immigrant Muslims.
Like the latter, they were targets in the severe antiMuslim riots of 1938, though they had little in common with the Indian Muslims. But the fact of being
Muslims militates against a full acceptance, despite
the fact that they usually attend Burmese schools,
speak Burmese and generally know no other language,
except that some can recite by rote parts of the
Kur'an. The Zerbadi insistence on Burmese language
was a major issue of contention between them and
the Indian Muslims, who insisted on Arabic and, for
the majority, Urdu. The result was an increasingly
severe split between the communities, with the Zerbadis
emphasising their identity as Burmese and having also
their own separate associations. In politics, the Zerbadis
were supporters of the Burmese National Movement,
whilst the Indian Muslims looked towards India and
the Muslim League. The former envisage a national
integration for themselves in independent Burma, and
object to pan-Islamism. For the majority Burmese population, this is not really enough; for them, one is only
truly Burmese if one is Buddhist. Adherence to a "foreign" religion diminishes one's national identity.
This is nowhere more clearly illustrated then in
matters of law. A prevalent question was to what
extent the Burmese "Buddhist" (i.e. customary) law
applied to Zerbadi matters? The issue arose because
the female party to a marriage was ethnically Burmese
and was related to Burmese Buddhists, as were her
children. In certain matters, especially inheritance and
wills, the rules of Burmese Buddhist law were more
advantageous to the wife and female children than
were those of the Sharfa. They should, therefore, apply
on the twin grounds of ethnicity and kinship. The
question was debated for the half century from the
1890s to the 1950s, the argument being that Burmese
Buddhist law was a "customary law" and thus would
be an exception to the rule that Islamic law applied
in the affairs of Muslims. The result turned on the
provisions of the Burma Laws Act of 1898 (section
13), which provided that each religious and racial
group in British Burma had its own law: Burmese
Buddhist law for Burmese, (Anglo-)Hindu law for
Hindus, and (Anglo-)Muhammadan law for Muslims.
The decisions given in the courts were consistent:
Burmese Buddhist law could not apply as a customary exception. Islamic law had a clear and exclusive
jurisdiction in Muslim matters. On a strictly technical reading of the legislation, this is an acceptable
result. However, it is difficult not to suppose that judicial policy also played a part, i.e. the courts were
most reluctant to create internal conflict by mingling
the two different laws. Needless to say, this approach
satisfied nobody, and in 1939 (in the wake of the
1938 riots) Buddhist women were protected by special legislation. But what was a "Buddhist" woman
when married to a Muslim? This raises the vexed
questions of conversion and apostasy which troubled
the courts in British Burma from the 1860s onwards
and were, of course, centred on the Zerbadis. It appears
that conversion was for the purposes of marriage only,
and quite often, conversion was merely "simulated".
In such cases, "apostasy" was not allowed to end a
marriage as the classical Sharfa would direct. Religion
was not permitted to be used in such a way, and a
conversion, once made, was binding in respect of
divorce and succession.
The fate of the Zerbadis in post-1964 Burma is
not clear. Assimilation to the Buddhist majority must
be a possibility, given the sometimes minimal adherence to the religion of Islam.
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The history of the Zerbadis is instructive as illustrating yet again the impossibility of maintaining a
law that has no cultural roots in a foreign state. It
can never be more than artificial and, given the
Burmese identity of the Zerbadis and their wish to
be identified with the majority Burmese, the future
for Islam would seem problematical. But this may
perhaps be too pessimistic a view.
Bibliography. Khin Khin U, Marriage in the
Burmese Muslim community, in Jnal. of the Burma Research
Society, xxxvi (1954), 25-33; N.R. Ghakravarti, The
Indian minority in Burma, London 1971; M. Yegar,
The Muslims of Burma, Wiesbaden 1972; M.B.
Hooker, Islamic law in South East Asia, Kuala Lumpur
1984.
(M.B. HOOKER)
ZEYBEK, a generic name for the T u r k i s h
m o u n t a i n e e r s in Western Anatolia, especially
in the regions of Izmir, Aydm, and Manisa.
Various etymologies have been proposed for Zeybek,
none completely satisfactory. Thus M.R. Gazimihal
claimed that it derived from a place name among
the Kirghiz in Central Asia (^eybek sozii, in Fikir, no.
2 [1947], 20-3); H.H. Baymdir asserted that it came
from sagbek, meaning a wise, trustworthy man (Tarihte
zegbeklik ve musiki, Aydm 1964, 17); and S. Tiirkoglu
suggested that it originated from either su/sii bek, meaning a military leader, or zeyl-i beg (i.e. dheyl-i beg) meaning a kind of assistant to a beg (Tarih icinde ^eybek
hyafeti, in ///. Milletlerarasi Turk folklor kongresi bildirileri,
Ankara 1987, v, 418).
The origin of the Zeybek as fiercely independent,
swashbuckling mountaineers is unclear. Their roots
may go back to the settlement of Turkmen or Yiiruks
[q.vv.] in Western Anatolia in the 13th century
(Mehmet Eroz, ch. 7, ^eybeklik ve ^eybekler, in his Milli
kultiirumuz ve meselelerimiz, Istanbul 1983, 85-6), but they
were not, as F. Babinger states (EI\ art. £eibek), a
tribe. On the basis of close similarities in costume, it
has been proposed that the Zeybek were the successors of the Levends (I.H. Uzuncar§ili, IA, art. Levend],
freebooters who overran parts of Western Anatolia
between the 16th and 18th centuries (I. Ozboyaci,
Ege'de ^eybek giyimi ve h§lik olarak kullamlan "aba", in
///. Milletlerarasi Turk folklor kongresi bildirileri, v, 292).
The Zeybek do not appear in official Ottoman
documents until the first half of the 19th century
(Ozboyaci, ibid., 298). We do not know when they
first appeared in folklore, but it was no doubt somewhat earlier. Ewliya Celebi (d. ca. 1684/1095) does
not mention them except perhaps indirectly (cf. M.R.
Gazimihal, San ^eybek, in Fikirler, no. 6 [1947], 24).
The first European traveller to describe the Zeybek
was the Hon. George Keppel (Narrative of a journey
across the Balcan . . ., London 1831, esp. i, 124-26, 339),
followed by F.VJ. Arundell (Discoveries in Asia Minor,
London 1834, ii, 212-14; for additional references to
travellers' accounts, see W. Heffening, Tiirkische Volkslieder, in Isl, xiii [1923], 251 n. 1).
The chiefs of the Zeybek communities were called
efe and their assistants were called kizan. The e/e's
word was law, even the decision whether or not a
young man should marry or abduct a girl (on their
character traits, see E.B. §apolyo, Efe, ^eybek, kizan . . .
ya§ayi§lan ve ddetleri, in Turk yurdu, i [1954], 43-55,
with early photographs).
The Zeybek apparently constituted a kind of militia for local notables at the end of the 18th century
and beginning of the 19th century. According to
Keppel (op. cit., ii, 124), the Zeybek were a band of
mercenary mountaineers who were employed as body
guards to the pashas. They also formed a kind of
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guard in the coffee-houses and could levy a tax on
travellers for their protection. Throughout the 19th
century, they participated as volunteer units in the
Ottoman Army (T. Baykara, ^eybekler [^eybek elbisesi
giymeyasagi\, in Belgelerle Tiirk tanhi dergisi, no. 22 [July
1969], 59). They joined the Turkish Nationalists in
1920-2.
Today the term Zeybek applies not so much to
the mountaineers of Western Anatolia but to their
folk costume and dance (including music and song).
The distinctive male dress of the Zeybek, which was
noted by 19th-century travellers (the earliest illustration being the frontispiece in Keppel, i) and raised
the ire of the Ottoman authorities, was as follows: on
the head, a red fez around which was wrapped a
headkerchief printed with flowers and with needle
embroidered flowers along the edge; on the back, a
striped quilted jacket with stiff collar, over it a doublebreasted waistcoat of violet broadcloth embroidered
with black braids, over it another waist coat called a
cepken or sallama with eyehooks on the sleeves; from
the waistcoats to the knees, baggy trousers (jalvars)
made out of two metres of silk cloth and with black
braids embroidered around the leg openings and on
the borders of the pockets; at the waist, between the
groin and the chest, a knitted sash over which was
wound a shawl, over which was a weapons' belt made
of black or red leather and attached with three rows
of straps, and covering the torso up to the breasts;
tucked into the front of the weapons' belt was a handkerchief embroidered with silver; on the feet, wool
socks, light shoes called yemeni and gaiters from ankle
to knee (M. Ozbek, I A art. ^eybek).
In the 19th century, various Ottoman officials
regarded the Zeybek's short baggy trousers in particular as offensive to the Muslim sense of propriety. A
government attempt to forbid their dress in 1838
resulted in an uprising that could only be suppressed
with much loss of life. Nevertheless, the Zeybek continued to wear their traditional costume. Attempts to
suppress it in 1894 and 1905 were equally ineffective
(see Baykara, op. cit., 59-61).
As for the Zeybek dances, they are no longer confined to Western Anatolia. Indeed, variations on them
have spread throughout much of Central Anatolia and
even to the Western Black Sea region. Zeybek dances
can be performed by one or more persons, men,
women, or men and women together. The archetypical Zeybek dance, expressing bravery and heroism,
is performed by one or two men, but always in solo
character. This dance is preceded by a slow introductory part in which the dancer takes leisurely steps.
This is done with the arms at the side, then at shoulder level, and finally outstretched with elbows as high
as the shoulders and fingers snapping. Meanwhile, the
dancer keeps one leg in half-bent position between hops,
and from time to time drops to his knees (M. And,
Turkish dancing, Ankara 1976, 159, illustrations in pi. 81).
The main centres of Zeybek dances are still in the
west: Izmir, Bahkesir, Mugla, Aydm and Denizli.
Bibliography: For additional references to those
in the text, see Ozbek, IA art. ^eybek, in which the
emphasis is on dress and dance; A. Haydar Avci,
^eybeklik ve ^eybekler, Hiickelhoven (Germany) 2001.
(G. LEISER)
ZHOB, a river of what is now the northeasternmost part of Pakistani B a l u c i s t a n , and
also an administrative District of that province, with
its centre in the town of Zhob (the former Fort
Sandeman, at lat. 31° 25' N., long. 69° 20' E.). In
British Indian times, Zhob was an administrative

division of British Baluchistan. The river rises in the
northern end of the Sulaiman range and flows in a
southwesterly direction into the Gomal river. The present District comprised in 1981 27,129 km2, with a
recorded population of 361,647. The region is important for its position to the southwest of the Gomal
Pass [see GUMAL, in Suppl.], one of the age-old conduits for peoples, commodities and ideas passing
between highland Afghanistan and the Indus valley.
Ethnically, Pashtuns are most numerous in Zhob,
with the Kakar [q.v. in Suppl.] as the main permanent residents of the Zhob river valley. In the continuum of Pashto pronunciation, these Zhob Pashtun
speakers fall within the middle of the conventional
(but rather too hard-and-fast) division between speakers of "hard" and "soft" varieties of the language [see
AFCMAN. (ii)]. Sulayman Khel [q.v. in Suppl.] of the
Ghalzay Pashtuns predominate among the more transient and commercially active Afghan nomads (variously called kucis, lohdnis and powindas).
Little is known of the region's early history. Pashtun
genealogies and histories from the Mughal period give
the Sulaiman range in eastern Zhob as the destination of migrations from Ghur [q.v.] by the immediate
descendants of Kays £Abd al-Rashid, progenitor of
all the Pashtuns. On a firmer historical basis, Pashtun
tribal and Hindu merchant elements were to be
found there by Mughal times, along with a development of agriculture by kdnz irrigation [see KANAT] and
"tribal transit trade" via the frontier market towns of
Kandahar and Dera Isma'Fl Khan [q.vv.]. The Zhob
district came within the Durrani dominions shortly
after Ahmad Shah Durrani [q.v.] began to constitute
his empire in 1747, but in the early 19th century
was once more autonomous. British encroachment
began in the 1830s but subsided after the First Afghan
War (1839-42). In the 1870s and 1880s renewed British
interest in Balucistan and the Gomal Pass region,
under the impetus of Sir Robert Sandeman, who
founded the military centre of Fort Sandeman at the
former Apozay, drew Zhob into the British Indian
orbit, and in 1890 the region was formally ceded by
the Afghan government to British India.
Since then, Zhob has come under various administrative arrangements. Its internal and external economic relations were transformed by the establishment
of Fort Sandeman and the related establishment of the
Hindubagh (now Muslimbagh) and Kalca-i Sayfallah
kasabas. The most notable change of the period of
Pakistani rule has been the almost complete replacement of mainly Hindu (principally Shikarpun) banking and trading communities by non-Pashtun Muslim
groups, such as Balucf, Hindko, Siraikr, Pandjabl and
Urdu speakers, and these minority ethnic groups remain vital components of Zhob's society and economy.
Bibliography: Ni'mat Allah Harawf, Makhzan-i
afghdni, tr. B. Dorn, History of the Afghans, London
1829-36, pt. II, 52-3, 63, 65; Mountstuart
Elphinstone, An account of the Kingdom of Caubul,
London 1815, 451-3; S.M. Hayat Khan, Hayat-i
afghdni (1865), ed. and tr. H. Priestly, Afghanistan
and its inhabitants, Lahore 1874, 55, 148-53, 162-76;
H.G. Raverty, Notes on Afghanistan and parts of
Baluchistan, London 1881-3, ii, 521-7; S.M.K.
Gandapur, Tawarikh-i Khurshld-i d^dhdn, Lahore 1894;
Government of India, Baluchistan District Gazeteers
series, i, ^hob, Bombay 1907; Sir Olaf Caroe, The
Pathans, 550 BC-AD 1957, London 1958, index s.v.;
Government of Pakistan, 1981 District census report
of Zhob, Islamabad 1983.
(SHAH MAHMOUD HANIFI)

ZI'AMET — ZFBAK
ZICAMET (T. < A. zi'ama), a term of Ottoman
Turkish military and land tenure organisation.
The zfdmet was in fact a larger size timdr [</.y.],
which in the 10th/16th century was worth between
20,000 and 100,000 akces; in earlier periods, the limits were less clearly defined. In early 10th/16th
century id^mdk, we sometimes encounter the heading
"timarha-i zu'amd ve erbdb-i timdr" which indicates
that the expression timdr was used generically,
to encompass zi'dmet as well (387 numarah muhdsebe-i
vildyet-i Karaman ve Rum defteri (937/1530), Ankara,
T.C. Ba§bakanhk Devlet Arsjvleri Genel Miidurlugu
(from now on DAGM), 1997, ii, 44, and elsewhere).
The holder is known as a za'im. Similarly to timdrholders, most ^a c fms served in the Ottoman army when
called upon. %acirm> assigned to seaboard provinces
also commanded detachments which were carried in
ships of the navy (12 numarah muhimme defteri, 978-979/
1570-72, o'zet, transkripsiyon ve indeks, Ankara, DAGM
1996, ii, 37).
While at home, zi'amet holders might be ordered
to pursue robbers after consultation with the local
kadi (3 numarah muhimme defteri 966-968/1558-1560,
o'zet ve transkripsiyon, Ankara, DAGM 1993, 132).
A z.aclm with a reputation for local knowledge concerning the remote province of Menteshe might be
charged with police duties in lieu of military service
(5 numarah muhimme defteri (973/1565-66), o'zet ve indeks, Ankara, DAGM 1994, 224, no. 1386). In other
instances, we find zofirm along with other soldiers
occupied as tax collectors (ibid., ii, 118-19). Often
zfdmets were granted to middle-level commanders such
as those known as subashi, who were responsible for
urban citadels (Metin Kunt, The Sultan's servants. The
transformation of Ottoman provincial government, 1550-1650,
New York 1983, 12). The idjmal register covering the
wildyets of Diyar-i Bekr, 'Arab and Dhu '1-Kadriyye
of 937/1530 records the issuance of zi'dmete to
the mir-alay and ser [or mir-i] casker (998 numarah
muhdsebe-i vildyet-i Diyar-i Bekr, 'Arab ve Zji'l-Kadiriyye
defteri (937/1530), Ankara, DAGM 1998, i, 122, of
the facsimile).
In areas bordering the Syrian desert, zi'dmets might
be granted to tribal dignitaries (3 numarah muhimme
defteri, 27). Such dignitaries also were assigned zi'dmet
as oajak. This implied that they had to finance the
soldiers to be drafted from their province; thus the
^f<2m^-holders of the eastern Anatolian kadd of Pertek,
who belonged to the dj_emdfat-i milll, in 979/1571-2
were required to contribute to the upkeep of the piydde
soldiers serving in the armies conquering Cyprus (12
numarah muhimme defteri, Ankara, DAGM 1996, ii, 60).
In border territory, special services might be rewarded
by a zi'dmet; thus in 973/1565-6, a Caucasian soldier
who was to bring a Persian woman to Erzurum was
to be awarded a zfdmet if he fulfilled his promise
(5 numarah muhimme defteri, o'zet ve indeks, 206, no. 1269).
A fortress commander delegated to oversee the procurement of saltpetre also received a zi'dmet (12 numarah
muhimme defteri, i, 110, no. 135).
Non-military dignitaries were occasionally awarded
zicdmet as well. Thus a register from the reign of
Bayezld II mentions an Ottoman princess possessing
this source of revenue (N. Beldiceanu, Le timar dans
I'Etat ottoman, debut XIVe-debut XVIe siecle, Wiesbaden
1980, 46). In 973/1565-6, a re'is ul-kuttdb enjoyed this
privilege as well (5 numarah muhimme defteri (973/156566), 151, no. 889). During the conquest of Cyprus,
financial officials such as the defter emlni might receive
a zi'dmet (12 numarah muhimme defteri, i, 329, no. 519).
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The zfamet normally fell into the category of serbest
tax assignments. This implies that certain dues, the
amount and type of which varied from one province
to the next, could be retained by the za'im himself;
in non-serbest timdr?,, these were collected by the holder
of a nearby serbest timdr, such as the provincial
governor (sanajakbegi] (Beldiceanu, Timar, 36-7). In
exceptional cases when the collection of revenues was
particularly difficult, a za'im might receive permission
to farm out his revenues, but the administration in
the 10th/16th century was concerned that this practice might lead to the exploitation of the taxpayers
(6 numarah muhimme defteri (972/1564-65), Ankara,
DAGM, 1995, ii, 57).
Similarly to timdrs, the extent of zi'dmets was, in
principle, determined in the course of preparing the
tahnr [q.v.]. Governors in outlying provinces occasionally asked for permission to make rearrangements,
but this permission was often refused. Thus the beglerbegi of Dhu '1-Kadriyye was warned that it was not
permitted to divide the holding of a deceased zactm
as a fresh (kihc] timdr among his sons (5 numarah
muhimme defteri, 146, no 850). Equally, the beglerbegi of
Baghdad was not allowed to join an existing zi'dmet
to the khdss already enjoyed by a local governor
(12 numarah muhimme defteri, i, 94, no. 98). However,
the situation might be different if a zi'dmet was reported
to be worth more than 200,000 akces, in which case
it might be taken from the holder and added to the
khawdss-i humdyun in order to determine its veritable
yield (5 numarah muhimme defteri, 23-4, no. 121).
Bibliography: Given in the article. See also Halil
Sahillioglu, art. garnet, in IA.
(SURAIYA FAROQHI)
ZIB AL-NISA5 BEGUM [see MAKHFI].
ZFBAK (A.), mercury, a heavy silver-white metallic element which is liquid at atmospheric temperature and also called quicksilver (argentum vivum, apyupoq
%t>TO(;, i)6pdpYupo<; = Hg). It was first mentioned by
Aristotle [see ARISTUTALIS] in his De Anima. Variant
forms of the Arabic term include zaybak, ziba/ik, and
Zdwuk (< Persian zjnwa < Sanskrit ?). From ancient
times, quicksilver was associated with the GraecoEgyptian god Hermes-Thoth and his Roman counterpart Mercury; it is therefore ascribed to Hermes
Trismegistos [see HIRMIS] , the alleged founder of occult
science, and represented by the sign of the planet
mercury ¥ [see 'UTARID]. In the Islamic Middle Ages,
quicksilver came mainly from mines in Spain and
Central Asia [cf. MA'DIN].
In alchemy [see KIMIYA'], quicksilver was considered a "spirit" (ruh], i.e. one of the ultimate elements
or principles of which all material substances were
supposed to be compounded, and a means of converting one metal into another. Thus it played a crucial role in the struggle of the alchemists to synthesise
gold. Next to the theory of the elixir [see IKSIR], the
so-called quicksilver-sulphur method seemed to be the
most promising approach to imitate nature, namely,
by determining the exact ratio of these two baser substances as contained in gold, and by recreating the
latter on the basis of this ratio. The alloys of quicksilver or amalgams were well known and employed
for various procedures, as was cinnabar, its red crystalline sulphide and principal ore (HgS); quicksilver
was further used in the construction of mechanical
devices and clocks and in jewellery. Finally, and in
consequence of the alchemists' concern to keep the
making of gold a secret, quicksilver occurs in the
relevant literature under more than 140 cryptonyms
(rumuz)-
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In medicine [see TIBB], quicksilver was considered
was no doubt related to her husband's expeditions
across the Persian Gulf.) However, al-Zibrikan's gooda "kind of silver" (min djins al-Jidda), and Muslim physiwill was crucial not only for the state, but also for
cians generally shared the attitude of their ancient
merchants traversing central Nadjd.
fellow-medical men who hardly ever used it because
Al-Zibrikan was still alive at the time of Mu'awiya
of its toxicity. Warnings are frequent, particularly
I [g.v.]. His descendants in the Arabian desert and
against the noxious properties of its "vapour" (dukhdn),
in al-Andalus were numerous. In al-Andalus they setwhich was said to cause hemiplegia, tremors, fainting, loss of hearing and sight, madness, etc. However,
tled in a village called al-Zabarika (pi. of al-Zibrikan),
an unguent prepared from the "dust" (turab) of the I and later in Talavera.
sublimate, with either vinegar or rose oil, was supBibliography: The relevant entries in the
Companion dictionaries; Baladhurf, Ansdb, vii/1, ed.
posed to cure itching and scabies when applied to I
Ramzi Baalbaki, Beirut 1997, index; DjumahF,
the skin; this powder was also used as a pesticide to
Tabakdtfuhul al-shu'ard3, ed. Mahmud Shakir, Cairo
kill lice and mice and to drive out snakes, scorpions
1394/1974, index; Tabari, index; Baghdad!, Khizdand other vermin.
nat al-adab, ed. Harun, Cairo 1387-1406/1967-86,
Bibliography. A. Siggel, Decknamen in der arabischen
index; Naka'id D}arir wa 'l-Farazdak, index; Ibn
alchemistischen Literatur, Berlin 1951, 11-12, 33-54;
Hazm, Djamharat ansdb al-carab, ed. Harun, Cairo
C.W. Wood and A.K. Holliday, Inorganic chemistry,
2
London 1963, 388-90; W. Schmucker, Die pflanz1*382/1962, 219; Blachere, HLA, ii, 260; Sezgin,
GAS, ii, 200-1.
(M. LECKER)
liche und mineralische Materia Medica im Firdaus alZIDJ, in Islamic science an astronomical handHikma des Tabari, Bonn 1969, 224; M. Ullmann,
book with tables, after the models of the Sasanid
Die Matur- und Geheimwissenschaften im Islam, Leiden
Persian ^ik-i Shahriydr, the Indian Sindhind [g.v], and
1972, 260-1, 266-7; Yusuf b. cUmar al-Ghassanf,
Ptolemy's Almagest and Handy Tables [see BATLAMIYUS].
al-Muftamadfi 'l-adwiya al-mufrada, 3Beirut 1395/1975,
A typical #$ might contain a hundred folios of text
212-13.
(O. KAHL)
and tables, though some are substantially larger than
AL-ZIBRIKAN B. BADR, tribal leader and poet
this. Most of the relevant astronomical and astrologof the T a m f m [g.v.] who was a Companion of the
ical concepts are clearly explained in the Tqfhim of
Prophet Muhammad. His real name was al-Husayn,
al-Bfrunf [g.v]. The history of Islamic £f$s constitutes
but he was nicknamed al-Zibrikan "the moon" bea major part of the history of Islamic astronomy [see
cause of his beauty: he used to enter Mecca (at the
C
ILM AL-HAY'A].
time of pilgrimage) wearing a turban so as not to
i. ETYMOLOGY
seduce the womenfolk; or he was given this nickname
Arabic zidj (pi. zigjdt) is best translated as "astrobecause in battle he wore a yellow turban (yuzabriku
c
nomical handbook"; although it normally contains
imdmatahu, i.e. in order to make himself visible to the
tables, it is not merely a "collection of astronomical
enemy).
c
c
tables", but has explanatory material as well. Moreover
He belonged to the Bahdala b. Awf b. Ka b b.
c
(as Mercier has noted) Arabic authors apply this word
Sa d b. Zayd Manat b. Tamfm (see chart at Vol. X,
also to Indian astronomical writings, although these
174); or more precisely, to the Khalaf b. Bahdala,
do not contain tables. The Arabic word zTaj, which
Khalaf being al-Zibrikan's great-grandfather. Origiis also attested in the meaning "plumbline", was gennally, though, he was of the Yashkur b. Bakr b. Wa'il.
erally recognised to be a borrowing from Persian.
He was married to al-Farazdak's [g.v.] paternal aunt.
Al-KhwarazmF (Mafdtih al-culum, 219) and al-Blrum
Al-Zibrikan came to the Prophet Muhammad as a
(al-Kdnun al-Mascudi, i, Haydarabad 1954, 271; English
participant in the Tamfm delegation [see WUFUD], and
tr.
and commentary on the passage by de Blois, apud
was charged with levying taxes from part of the Sa'd
Panaino, 155-7), derive it from Persian zjh "bowb. Zayd Manat and from the Ribab. (It is noteworstring". In fact, it conies from Middle Persian &g,
thy that al-Zibrikan's mother was of the cUkl, who
attested in the meanings "rope, towline" and also (in
were a component of the Ribab.) The rest of the
c
c
one post-Sasanid work) "astronomical handbook".
Sa d had another tax-collector, namely, Kays b. Asim
Although zyh and ztg do come from the same root,
[g.v], and it appears that the Ribab came under althey are not identical. Al-Bfrunf claims that astroZibrikan's authority so that the military balance within
nomical books are called ztajdt because astronomers
the Sacd was maintained.
need to know about "chords" (awtdr, literally "bowAt the beginning of the ridda [q.v. in Suppl.],
strings"); for this alleged technical use of zih he comMuhammad reportedly asked both al-Zibrikan and
pares Arabic d^ib ("half-chord, sine"), which, as he
Kays b. cAsim—through a messenger—to co-operate
says rightly, comes from Sanskrit jwa "bowstring". If
in order to kill Musaylima [g.v.]. Al-Zibrikan is said
Middle Persian zig was really used for "chord" or
to have remained loyal to Islam and to have brought
"sine", one could indeed imagine that the Persians
to Abu Bakr the camels he had received as taxes.
gave this name to astronomical handbooks because
However, at some stage he must have had contacts
they contained trigonometrical tables.
with Musaylima and Sadjah [g.v.]. During the conThe Indo-Persian dictionaries claim that &g means
quest of Irak, he was Khalid b. al-Walld's [g.v] depu"a weaver's warp" (tar), but the word is not in fact
ty in al-Anbar [g.v].
attested in this meaning in any text. Nallino, taking
Al-Zibrikan was also employed as tax-collector by
c
his cue from these lexica, thought that the zidj. had
Umar b. al-Khattab. Moreover, three of al-Zibrikan's
its name from the fact that the lines separating the
sons-in-law were governors under £Umar. By far the
columns of the tables look like the threads of a warp.
most important among them was the governor in
Mercier has recently suggested that &g is a translaKufa, Sacd b. Abr Wakkas [q.v.]. The other two were
tion of Sanskrit tantra, literally "warp, loom", but used
in charge of regions which were closer to al-Zibrikan's
in ancient India also to mean "textbook, system of
tribal territory: the governor of cUman and Bahrayn,
learning" and applied specifically to certain astro'Uthman b. Abi 'l-cAs al-Thakaff, and 'Uthman's
nomical treatises. Although this seems more apposite
brother, al-Hakam, who was his deputy in Bahrayn.
than Nallino's suggestion, it shares with it the diffi(Al-Hakam's wife, Bakra bt. al-Zibrikan, was reportculty that zig ("rope") does not actually mean the
edly the first Arab woman who sailed the sea; this

ZIDJ
same as tantra ("warp"). Panaino, on the other hand,
linked zid} with the ancient Persian notion that the
planets are attached to the earth by strings.
Bibliography: C.A. Nallino, Raccolta di scritti, v,
Rome 1944, 120; R. Mercier, art. £y, in Encyclopaedia of the history of science, technology and medicine in
non-Western cultures, Dordrecht [1997], 1057-8; idem,
From tantra to zy (unpubl. typescript); A. Panaino,
Tessere il cielo, Rome 1998 (with detailed discussion
of the etymology).
(F.C. DE BLOIS)
ii. THE SCOPE OF THE ZID]_ LITERATURE
1. The number of zidj,? compiled in the Islamic Middle
Ages.
In the 7th/13th century, the Yemeni astronomer
Muhammad b. Abl Bakr al-Farisi was able to cite
the names of 28 #$s, and the 10th/16th-century Indian encyclopaedist Abu '1-Fadl al-cAllami [q.v.] listed
in his A'in-i Akban the titles of 86 works of this genre.
In 1956 E.S. Kennedy presented information on some
125 £i$s. We now know that over 200 ^F^'s were
compiled in the Islamic world between the 2nd/8th
and 13th/19th centuries. They constitute a major
source for our understanding of the development and
application of mathematical astronomy in the mediaeval period. Of these works, just less than one-half
are lost and known only by references to their titles
or their authors, but enough survive to convey a very
clear impression of the scope and variety of the activities of the Muslim astronomers in this field and to
reveal some of their most outstanding contributions.
Most z.id)$ are intended to serve a single locality,
in the sense that a terrestrial longitude underlies the
solar, lunar and planetary tables and a terrestrial latitude underlies the tables for spherical astronomy.
Some of the more important ^F^s were the results of
serious observational programmes [see MARSAD, and
also Sayili, The observatory in Islam]. However, many
£f$s were simply rehashings of earlier ones, with minor
variations, such as a change of meridian for the planetary tables, or a new set of spherical astronomical
tables for a different latitude. Such modified versions
can be of singular historical importance if the original works are no longer extant. Not all ^F^'s contain
the extensive explanations of the astronomical and
mathematical background typical of, say, Ptolemy's
Almagest. Furthermore, there are numerous extensive
sets of related tables which are not usually found in
#$s.
Already in the 19th century, extracts dealing with
observation accounts from the $dj. of Ibn Yunus had
been published by A.P. Caussin de Perceval, and the
introduction to the ^dj. of Ulugh Beg had been published by L.-A. Sedillot. Before 1950 only two ^F^'s
had been published in their entirety, namely, those
of al-Battam by C.A. Nallino and of al-Khwarazmi
by H. Suter et al. (the latter is extant only in a form
substantially different from the original). In 1952 J.
Vernet published the canons of the &<£ of Ibn alBanna5. The <;F^' of al-Blrunl was published in 19546, in an edition orginally prepared by M. Krause.
In 1956 E.S. Kennedy published his survey of some
125 zidj.s and laid the foundation for serious study of
this genre of literature. In 1962 O. Neugebauer published an English translation of the text of the ^dj.
of al-Khwarazrm in the form in which it survives
for us, together with a commentary and an analysis
of the tables. The year 1985 saw the publication of
a Byzantine recension of the zidj_ of al-Fahhad by
D. Pingree. Most recently, in 1999, a doctoral thesis
by A. Mestres presented an analysis of the ^idj_ of
Ibn Ishak. Full references to these studies are found
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in the Bibl Many studies of parts of other £z^'s, of
specific topics in several ^F^'s, or of individual tables
of particular interest, have been published during the
past 50 years; only a few of these will be mentioned
in this article, although most are found in the collected studies and festschrifts listed in the Bibl. Also,
certain mediaeval treatises on the concepts underlying ^F^'s, of the genre kutub cilal al-zldj_dt [see CILLA],
have attracted attention: these include the works of alHashimi, Ibn al-Muthanna, Ibn Masrur, Ibn 'Ezra and
Muhammad b. Abl Bakr al-FarisT. Others are lost (including those by al-Fargham, al-SarakhsT, Thabit b. Kurra
and al-Bfrunl), or are currently being studied (notably
that of al-Samaw'al al-Maghribl, on which see Sezgin,
GAS, vi, 65-6).
In the 1970s, various categories of tables not found
in £fd£s were identified, many even more extensive
than a typical £f$. In view of the lack of any article on tables in general, called ajadwal in Arabic, such
tables will also be briefly treated below (see Categories
of Tables}. (The article DJADWAL deals mainly with
magical arrangements of letters and symbols.)
2. The purpose of a zTdj.
A zidj. could provide astronomers with all that they
needed in the way of theory and tables for such tasks
as calculating the positions (longitudes and latitudes)
of the Sun, Moon and five naked-eye planets, and
the time of day or night from solar or stellar altitudes. In addition, the astronomer could use a zidj. to
determine the possibility of lunar crescent or planetary visibility. Stellar positions he could simply take
from the star-catalogue. Calculations for meridians
other than that underlying the tables could be modified for the longitude differences apparent from the
geographical tables. The astronomer could calculate
the duration of twilight and the altitude of the Sun
at midday or at the time of the afternoon prayer. He
could apply the mathematical procedures outlined in
the zidi to specific geographical data and compute the
kibla [q.v.~\ of any locality. He could also determine
the ascendant at a given time and the longitudes of the
astrological houses, and having calculated the positions
of the Sun, Moon and planets, he could set up a
horoscope: it could be argued that this was the main
purpose of ^F^'s, but there is precious little historical
evidence how these works were used in practice. In
any case, there are a host of other useful operations
one can learn from any zidj.. But a £F^ was only part
of the astronomer's equipment. Other sets of tables
were compiled which were not usually contained in
Zid[$ and which greatly facilitated some of the above
tasks. In addition, various instruments were available,
notably for solving problems relating to spherical
astronomy and timekeeping [see ASTURLAB; MIZWALA;
RUBC; SHAKKAZIYYA] .
3. The regional schools of astronomy and their zldjj.
The earliest Islamic ^F^'s from the 2nd/8th century were based on Indian and Persian models, but
in the 3rd/9th century the Ptolemaic tradition was
introduced and eventually predominated, if not universally. After the 4th/10th century, regional schools
of astronomy developed in the Islamic world, with
different authorities and different interests and specialities. They also achieved different levels of sophistication and had different fates, both with regard to
their own internal development and to the nature of
their encounter with the new Western science from
the 16th century onwards. In the past few years, some
attention has been paid to these regional schools, and
the main studies are listed in the Bibl. In particular,
each regional school had its favorite zidj. or #$s.
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In the central lands of Islam, the Mumtahan tradition was important, together with al-Battanf and Abu
'l-Wafas al-Buzdjanf. In Persia and Central Asia,
numerous early £z$s eventually gave way to the ^}d^_-i
Ilkhdni of Nasfr al-Dfn al-Tusf. In Egypt, the Hdkimi
^idj_ of Ibn Yunus was never surpassed. In al-Andalus,
the £f$s of al-Khwarazmi and al-Battanf, based respectively on the Indo-Persian and Hellenistic traditions,
played a role perhaps greater than either deserved,
and the contributions made by Ibn al-Zarkalluh were
highly significant. In the Maghrib, the ^idj. of Ibn
Ishak and a mini-version thereof prepared by Ibn alBanna3 dominated the scene. In the late period, the
only ztdj. to achieve any kind of supremacy all over
the Islamic world was the ^id^-i Sultdni of Ulugh Beg
(see below for details of these).
iii. AN OVERVIEW OF ^/zx? PRODUCTION
1. The Indo-Persian tradition.
The first Islamic £f$s were part of an Indo-Persian
tradition which has a pre-Ptolemaic Greek origin. This
is the case of the ^idj. al-Arkand written in Arabic in
117/735 probably in the Sind region, which is related to the Khandakhadyaka, composed in Sanskrit by
Brahmagupta in 665. The same main influence appears in the ^ik-i Shahriydr., translated into Arabic ca. 1757
790 as the ^tdj al-Shdh: it was used by an unidentified astrologer who, soon after A.D. 679, computed
a series of horoscopes illustrating the early history of
Islam. The ^idj. al-Shdh was also used by Masha'allah
(see below), Nawbakht, cUmar b. Farrukhan al-Tabarf
and al-Fazarf to compute the horoscope for the foundation of Baghdad on 30 July 762. Although neither
the Pahlavi nor the Arabic texts of the £1$ al-Shdh
are extant, its main features are known from indirect
sources studied by E.S. Kennedy and D. Pingree, who
established, for example, the parameters of the mean
motion of Saturn, Jupiter and the lunar nodes using
the collection of historical horoscopes compiled by the
Jewish astrologer of Basra Masha'allah (d. ca. 200/815)
[q.v., and also the art. in DSE\ and computed with
this zid}. Both the ^idj. al-Shdh and the ^laj. al-Arkand—
as well as, probably, other early ztdj.s—were the vehicles
by means of which the astrology of great conjunctions
was introduced in Islam [see KIRAN],
The third great ziaj within the Indo-Persian tradition was the Sindhind. This text seems to derive, indirectly, from the Sanskrit Brahmdsphutasiddhdnta composed
in 629 by Brahmagupta, through a work the title of
which was probably Mahdsiddhdnta. According to tradition, this Mahdsiddhdnta was introduced in Baghdad
in 154/771 or 156/773 by an Indian embassy sent to
the court of the caliph al-Mansur. With the help of
one of the members of this embassy, the astronomers
Yackub b. Tarik and al-Fazan translated the Sanskrit
text of the Sindhind into Arabic. Both these men compiled several £f$s based on the Sindhind system, which
was used by them to compute the tables of the mean
motions of the planets, although the planetary equations were taken from the ^idj. al-Shdh. At the same
time, the extant scattered indirect quotations from
these zia$s bear witness to the first limited appearance of Ptolemaic elements in Islamic astronomy (see
D. Pingree, The fragments of the works of Ya'qub Ibn
Tdriq, in JNES, xxvii [1968], 97-125; and idem, The
fragments of the works of al-Fazdri, in ibid., xxix [1970],
103-23).
The influence of the Indo-Persian tradition in future
Islamic astronomy was secured by the revision of the
Sindhind prepared by al-Khwarazmf (ca. 210/825) [q.v.,
and also the art. in DSE\, the first Islamic &<$ which
is still extant, and which has been published and

translated, albeit in a form substantially different from
the original. Most of al-Khwarazmf's original text has
not been preserved, but we do possess one complete
Latin translation, made by Adelard of Bath (fl. 111642) of a revision of the #$ by AndalusF astronomers.
Other Khwarazmian materials can be recovered from
various commentaries. See further van Dalen, AlKhwdrizmi's tables revisited, 196-211, and also below, iv.
THE CONTENTS OF £//>zs, 4.
2. Al-Ma'mun and the earliest Ptolemaic zfdjj.
The first translation of Ptolemy's Almagest was into
Syriac. The date is not certain, but the Syriac translation clearly preceded the first Arabic one, prepared
either by a certain al-Hasan b. Kuraysh for the caliph
al-Ma3mun (according to Ibn al-Salah) or somewhat
earlier by other translators for Yahya b. Khalid b.
Barmak (d. 189/805 [see AL-BARAMIKA]), in effect the
wazir of Harun al-Rashfd (according to Ibn al-Nadfm).
Neither of these translations is extant. The new translation from the Greek was achieved by al-Hadjdjadj
b. Yusuf b. Matar in 212/827-8. This survives in one
complete manuscript and another fragmentary one.
A related translation from the Greek is by Ishak b.
Hunayn [q.v.], prepared for the wa&r Abu '1-Sakr b.
Bulbul (d. ca. 280/890). Shortly thereafter, this'was
revised by Thabit b. Kurra [q.v], whose version survives in ten manuscripts, only two of which are complete, the version of Ishak being available only in the
form of quotations (by Ibn al-Salah). The Ishak/Thabit
version was edited by Nasir al-Dfn al-Tusf [q.v] in
672/1274, whose version survives in several copies.
Djabir b. Aflah [q.v] used the translations of both alHadjdjadj and Ishak that were available in al-Andalus
in the 6th/12th century, and this is confirmed by the
Latin translation of Gerard of Cremona, also from
that century.
The Muslim astronomers were concerned from the
outset to test and to improve what they found in the
astronomical traditions to which they were heirs. AlMa'mun's reign marks a turning point in the development of Islamic astronomy. Although al-Nihawandf
(fl. ca. 175/790) had made observations of his own in
Djundishapur [q.v], the first systematic programme of
astronomical observations took place between 213/828
and 218/833 in the Shammasiyya quarter of Baghdad
(in 213/828, led by Yahya b. Abf Mansur) and in
the monastery of Dayr Murran in Mount Kasiyun,
near Damascus (218/833, led by Khalid b. cAbd alMalik al-Marwarrudhf) [see MARSAD]. Al-Ma3mun may
have sponsored these observations for astrological reasons (like his predecessor al-Mansur, he was a keen
believer in astrology), although it seems probable that
the main purpose of the programme was to reach
definite conclusions about the problem of contradictory parameters and geometrical models in use in
early Islamic astronomy, resulting from the simultaneous application of three main known traditions:
Indian, Persian and Greek. The programme seems to
have concentrated mainly on solar, lunar and stellar
observations but it also determined new parameters
for the mean planetary motions. Several #$s were
written as a result of these observations: the official
one was compiled by Yahya b. Abf Mansur and bore
the title of al-$$ al-mumtahan. Other astronomers who
were directly or indirectly associated with the observatories of Baghdad and Damascus also wrote their
own £f$s: among these, the &<$ of Habash al-Hasib
[q.v] is the most prominent. This is extant in two
manuscripts in Istanbul and Berlin. Only the former
has been properly investigated, although it has not
been published. The latter is a later recension.
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Although Habash (d. ca. 864-74) does not seem to
have taken an active part in the Ma'mum observations, he used their results for the compilation of his
Zifjj.. An analysis of both Habash's and Yahya's #$s
shows that they are Ptolemaic in character and that
they improved certain parameters, especially the solar
ones. On the other hand, both £f$s preserve a certain
number of elements from the Indo-Persian tradition.
After al-Ma'mun, Islamic astronomy followed along
the same lines. Observations continued almost without interruption either in small private observatories
or in more or less organised institutions with official
support. These resulted in the compilation of new
#$s in which the old Indo-Persian tradition seems to
be forgotten (except in al-Andalus—see below, 4), and
the tradition of the Almagest and the Handy tables was
followed. The authors accepted Ptolemy's kinematic
models but used new parameters and destroyed some
dogmatic beliefs of the Almagest, such as the invariability of the obliquity of the ecliptic, the constant
character of the precession of equinoxes, the immobility of the solar apogee, and the impossibility of
annular solar eclipses. Some of the changes introduced
are improvements, whilst others are understandable
mistakes resulting from the fact that Muslim astronomers relied excessively on the accuracy of observations made in Antiquity and in their own times. In
any case, it is obvious that Ptolemaic astronomy was
not always followed unquestioningly. In particular,
Muslim astronomers made substantial contributions
to the development of spherical trigonometry and the
solution of problems in spherical astronomy by projection methods.
3. The major Mashriki zldj^.
It is possible to mention only a limited number of
later £f^'s from the Mashrik, arranged here more or
less according to the geographical location where they
were compiled.
Al-Jftdi al-Sabi' of al-Battanf [q.v., and also the art.
in DSB\ (Rakka ca. 300/900), is a respectable and
orderly work, if lacking the originality of the £^'s of
Yahya and Habash. This was one of the most important works for the transmission of Ptolemaic astronomy to Europe, but it enjoyed far less influence in
the Islamic world (not least because there it had more
competition). The tables of a zldj. were engraved on
the mater and plates of an astrolabe [see ASTURLAB]
in an instrument labelled $$ al-safd3ih by Abu DjaTar
al-Khazin (Baghdad ca. 350/950 [q.v.]), of which an
example survives in Berlin. Two £f^'s by Kushyar b.
Labban (ca. 400/1000) [q.v., and also the art. in DSE\
entitled al-^idj. al-dj_dmic and al-^aj al-bdligh are extant
in several copies of varying content.
The unique manuscript of a zid} entitled al-Ma^isti
by Abu '1-Wafa5 al-Buzdjanl (ca. 370/970) [q.v., and
also the art. in DSE\ alas lacks the tables; nevertheless, the sections on trigonometry and spherical astronomy are extensive and systematic and of considerable
historical interest. The later, anonymous zidj_ entitled
al-^ldj. al-shdmil, was based on that of Abu '1-Wafa3,
and was clearly of some influence, with some spherical astronomical tables for the latitude of Mardin.
Al-Kanun al-Mascudi by al-Birunl (421/1030), dedicated to the newly-acceded Sultan Mas'ud I [q.v] of
Ghazna, is much more than an ordinary #$, being
a great astronomical handbook, full of good sense,
containing substantial information about the author's
personal astronomical research as well as about the
development of astronomy in Islamic regions until the
author's time. The Kanun was not as influential as it
should have been (the same is true of al-Blrum's other
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productions); some of the trigonometric tables were
taken over in the £idj_-i Ilkhdni (see below) and the
geographical tables, albeit in a slightly modified form,
as if read from a map, in the Sandman %idj_ by cAbd
al-Rahman al-Khazim (Jl. ca. 1120, see the art. in
DSB). No recensions or modified versions of the Kanun
have come to light. The Sandman ^id^ dedicated to the
Saldjuk sultan Sandjar b. Malik Shah, is another
imposing work on which much more research needs
to be done.
Several ,^'s, including one called al-^ld^ al-'Ald'i,
are associated with al-Fahhad (Shirwan, ca. 550/1150),
none extant in their original form. The Yemeni
astronomer Muhammad b. Abl Bakr al-FarisT, as well
as various Byzantine astronomers, used al-Fahhad's
work and preserve for us substantial portions of it.
Before we discuss later developments in Iran and
Central Asia, we will mention the main activity in
Egypt, Yemen and Syria.
A monumental work entitled al-^jd} al-Hdkimi alkabir, compiled ca. 400/1000 for the Fatimid caliph
al-Hakim by Ibn Yunus [q.v., and also the art. in
DSB\, is some four times as large as the Z$dj& of
Yahya and al-Battanf. Substantial parts of the work
survive in manuscripts in Leiden, Oxford and Paris.
Of particular historical interest are the accounts of
observations by the author and his predecessors in
c
Abbasid Baghdad. The Hdkimi £idi was influential in
later Egypt and also the Yemen. Thus e.g. the Geniza
astrological almanacs as well as the mediaeval Yemeni
ephemerides [see TAKWIM and also below, v. CATEGORIES OF TABLES NOT CONTAINED IN <:/5Js, 3] are based
on calculations using the mean motion and equation
tables of the Hdkimi 2jdj_. The Mustalah £idj was the
most popular zidj_ in mediaeval Egypt, and relied heavily on the Hdkimi ^jdj. Later Egyptian zidjs include
recensions of those of Ibn al-Shatir and Ulugh Beg.
Altogether, some 18 £f^'s are known from the
Yemen, starting with al-Hamdanf [q.v] in the early
4th/10th century, and the latest from the 13th/19th
century. Their historical importance derives not only
from the fact that they attest a serious Yemeni tradition of mathematical astronomy for close to a millennium but also from the fact that they preserve for
us 'Abbasid and Fatimid materials which would otherwise have been lost (see King, Astronomy in Yemen}.
Al-^idj_ al-d^adid of Ibn al-Shatir (Damascus ca.
750/1350; see the art. in DSB) contains equation tables
based on the author's new planetary models, which
represent the culmination of the Islamic activities to
replace those of Ptolemy [see CILM AL-HAY'A]. This
work merits detailed investigation. Several recensions
were made for Damascus in later centuries, also one
for Algiers and another for Cairo.
The major production of a group of astronomers
working at Maragha [q.v] under NasTr al-Dln al-Tusf
and purportedly based on their observations is the
Ilkhdni ^idj, still in the Ptolemaic tradition. The parameters underlying the solar, lunar and planetary tables
were, however, taken from Ibn al-Aclam and Ibn
Yunus, and the trigonometric tables lifted from Ibn
Yunus and al-Birunf. What is new is the calendrical
material [see TA'RIKH. 2]. There is no influence of the
important modifications of the Ptolemaic planetary
models conceived by the Maragha astronomers.
The ^idj-i Ilkhdni was revised and corrected by
Djamshfd al-Kashl in his Zidj_-i Khdkdm, a work completed towards 820/1420, before the end of the cycle
of observations made by the team of astronomers
at the Samarkand observatory. These latter observations were, however, used by Ulugh Beg (79G-853/
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1393-1449 [q.v.]) to compile his %dj.-i Sultdm (completed between 1437 and 1448), which is the last great
Ptolemaic ziaj of the Islamic Middle Ages. This #$
is extant in numerous manuscripts, yet to be sorted.
The main parts of the ziaj, namely, the tables, have
still not received the attention they deserve. (See, most
recently, E.S. Kennedy, Ulugh Beg as scientist, and The
heritage of Ulugh Beg, first published in idem, Studies,
nos. X-XI.) Recensions were prepared for Damascus,
Cairo, Istanbul, Tunis and India.
Two #$s for Istanbul were compiled by Takf
al-Dfn (ca. 980/1580 [q.v.]) and remain to be studied. Turkish recensions of the astronomical tables of
Cassini (d. 1756) and Lalande (d. 1807) and other
European astronomers are available (see Ihsanoglu,
Introduction of Western science to the Ottoman world).
From India we have the $$-1 Ndsiri, compiled by
Mahmud b. cUmar ca. 650/1250 for the Dihll Sultan
Nasir al-Dm Abu '1-Muzaffar Mahmud b. Shams
al-Dm Iltutmish [q.v.]. A copy of this appears to be
preserved in a private library in Tabriz (Storey, PL,
ii/1, 52) but it has never been studied. It could be
a work of considerable historical interest.
Later Indian £f^'s are based either on Ulugh Beg
or on European works (see Khan Ghori, Development
of zy literature in India].
4. Andalusi and Maghribi zldjj.
For al-Andalus and al-Maghrib, the history of astronomy has been studied more intensively than for other
regions of the Islamic world. It is thus possible to
place the activity relating to the compilation of £f$s
in a clearer historical perspective.
The first ztajs, probably based on an Indo-Persian
tradition, were introduced in al-Andalus in the time
of cAbd al-Rahman II (206-38/822-52); one of these
was al-Khwarazmf's ^tdj. al-Sindhind (D. Pingree, Indian
astronomy in medieval Spain, in Vernet Festschrift, i, 39-48).
This &d£ (see below, iv. THE CONTENTS OF <7/)js, 1)
was the object of new recensions by Maslama alMadjntf (d. 398/1007-08 [q.v.]) and his disciples Ibn
al-Saffar (d. 426/1035 [q.v.]) and Ibn al-Samh (d.
426/1035 [q.v.]), as well as by Ibn Hayy (d. 456/1064)
and cAbd Allah al-Sarakusti (d. 448/1056-7), who wrote
a treatise on the errors of the Sindhind method. Of
all these materials, only a disappointing fragment of
Ibn al-Saffar's version is extant in Arabic (M. Castells
and J. Samso, Seven chapters of Ibn al-Saffar's lost Zfj,
in AIMS, xlv [1995], 229-62), while Maslama's version has been preserved in the Latin translation of
Adelard of Bath and in a recension by Petrus Alfonsi.
Adelard's version contains materials derived from alKhwarazmi's original zidj., Maslama's modifications and
additions and, probably, other later materials, such as
the table, attributed elsewhere to a certain al-Kallas,
as yet unidentified, for determining the visibility of the
new Moon for a latitude of 41;35° (Saragossa?). Maslama introduced modifications in the chronological
and in the mean-motion tables (al-Khwarazmf used
the Persian calendar and the era of Yazdidjird III,
while the extant tables use the Muslim calendar and
the beginning of the Hidjra). He also adapted the
radix positions of the lunar ascending node and of
the mean oppositions and conjunctions of the Sun
and the Moon to the meridian of Cordova which, in
these tables as well as in a passage of Ibn al-Saffar's
canons, is placed at a distance of 63° west of Ann
(not 79;40° as in al-Khwarazrm's original /£z$). This
correction appears in a horoscope cast in Cordova
and dated 328/940, and it has the effect of reducing the length of the Mediterranean to a much more
reasonable value than was implied by Ptolemy. Other

Maslamian additions can be found in trigonometric
(sine and cotangent) and astrological tables such as
those concerned with the equalisation of the houses
and the projection of rays, computed for a latitude
of 38;30°, presumably Cordova, and much better than
the original tables of al-Kh w arazmi, preserved in
another source. (For an overview of the origin of the
various tables in the Latin version see van Dalen, AlKhwdrizmi's tables revisited, 196-211.)
Al-Khwarazmr's astronomical tradition was never
fully abandoned in al-Andalus or in the Maghrib. It was
followed by Ibn Mu'adh (d. 485/1093) in his Tabulae
Jahen (that is, the zidj. of Djayyan: Jaen in al-Andalus),
of which only the canons are extant in a Latin
translation by Gerard of Cremona (see H. Hermelink,
Tabulae Jahen, in AHES, ii [1964], 108-12). Arabic
passages of these canons as well as tabular materials
have been discovered in late Maghrib! sources
(see Samso and H. Mielgo, Ibn Ishdq al-Tunisi and
Ibn Mu'ddh al-Jayydm on the Qibla, first published in
Samso, Studies, no. VI; A. Mestres, in Vernet Festschrift,
i, 402-3, 435; Samso, ibid., ii. 601-10; and idem, in
ZGAIW, xi [1997], 91-2).
Far more successful were the Toledan Tables, the
result of an adaptation of the available astronomical
material (mainly al-Khwarazmi and al-Battam) to the
coordinates of Toledo made by a group of Toledan
astronomers led by the famous kadi Sa'id al-Andalusf
(d. 462/1070 [q.v]). Even if the results achieved were
not brilliant, the mean-motion tables are original and
constitute the result of a programme of observations
which must have begun earlier than 460/1068 and
which was continued by Ibn al-Zarkalluh (Azarquiel)
(d. 493/1100 [see AL-ZARKAL!]), one of the collaborators of kadi Sa'id, until much later. (On the Toledan
Tables and Ibn al-Zarkalluh's Almanac, see GJ. Toomer,
A survey of the Toledan Tables, in Osiris, xv [1968],
5-174; L. Richter-Bernburg, Sd'id, the Toledan Tables,
and Andalusi science, in Kennedy Festschrift, 373-401; F.S.
Pedersen, Canones Azarchelis. Some versions and a text,
in Cahiers de I'Institut du Moyen Age Grec et Latin
(Copenhagen), liv [1987], 129-218; J.-M. Millas Vallicrosa, Estudios sobre Azarquiel, Madrid-Granada 194350, 72-237; and R. Mercier, Astronomical tables in the
twelfth century, in Adelard of Bath. An English scientist
and arabist of the early twelfth century, ed. C. Burnett,
London 1987, 87-118, esp. 104-12. On the date of
the Toledan Tables, see Samso and H. Berrani, Worldastrology in eleventh century al-Andalus: the Epistle on tasyfr
and the projection of the rays by al-Istijji, in JIS, x [1999],
293-312. An edition of the Toledan tables is being prepared by F.S. Pedersen.) These tables, like those of
al-Khwarazmf, presented sidereal longitudes but added
trepidation tables allowing the calculation of tropical longitudes. The topic of trepidation studied by
several members of Sa'id's team (Sacid himself, Ibn
al-Zarkalluh and Abu Marwan al-Istidjdjl), together
with other theoretical innovations developed by Ibn
al-Zarkalluh (cycles that regulate the obliquity of the
ecliptic, motion of the solar apogee, solar model with
variable eccentricity, corrections in the Ptolemaic lunar
model), became standard in the Andalusi and Maghribi
tradition. Ibn al-Zarkalluh also adapted a perpetual
Almanac from a Hellenistic work computed by a certain Ammonius in the 3rd or 4th century A.D., which
allowed astrologers to obtain planetary longitudes
without all the computation involved in the use of
a zitjji. (This was published in Millas Vallicrosa,
op. cit., 72-237; preliminary analysis in M. Boutelle,
The Almanach of Azarquiel, in Centaurus, xii [1967], 1219, repr. in Kennedy et ai, Studies, 502-10; corrections
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by N. Swerdlow, in Mathematical Reviews, xli/4 [1971],
no. 5149; also Samso, Ciencias de los Antiguos, 166-71.)
This kind of table was often used in al-Andalus, the
Maghrib and mediaeval Christian Spain (see below
on the tables of Zacut).
Ibn al-Kammad (active in Cordova ca. 510/1110)
and Ibn al-Ha'im (Jl. ca. 600/1200) wrote &djs in the
Zarkallian tradition. The former was probably a disciple of Ibn al-Zarkalluh and composed three such
works, of which only one, al-Muktabas, is extant in a
Latin translation, although materials from the other
two can be recovered in Castilian translations or in
Maghrib! sources. Ibn al-Kammad (like Ibn al-Ha'im,
Ibn Ishak, Ibn al-Rakkam in his Shamil £idj_, and Ibn
c
Azzuz al-Kusantmf, on whom see below) apply the
Zarkallian motion of the solar apogee (1° in 279 Julian
years) to that of the apogees of the other planets,
which poses the problem of establishing whether this
was Ibn al-Kammad's contribution or whether it
already appeared in the lost work of Ibn al-Zarkalluh.
Apart from Zarkallian materials, Ibn al-Kammad also
used other sources such as Ya'kub b. Tarik (Jl. ca.
175/790) and the Mumtahan £ld} of Yahya b. Abl
Mansur (Jl. A.D. 830), which seems to have been
known to Maslama. Ibn al-Kammad deviated from
Zarkallian orthodoxy in several items, such as his trepidation model (in which trepidation of the equinoxes
is connected to the oscillation of the obliquity of the
ecliptic), and he was strongly criticised by Ibn alHa'im, who dedicated his al-^lo^ al-kdmil fi 'l-tacdlim
to the Almohad caliph Abu cAbd Allah Muhammad
al-Nasir (595-610/1199-1213). This work is not a standard zldj, as it contains an extremely elaborate set of
canons (173 pages in the unique ms. Oxford Bodl.
Marsh 618), with careful geometrical proofs, but no
numerical tables. It also contains a great amount of
historical information on the work done by the Toledan
school in the 5th/llth century, as well as corrections
in the Zarkallian parameters. (On Ibn al-Kammad,
see J. Chabas and B.R. Goldstein, Andalusian astronomy: al-Zlj al-Muqtabis [sic] of Ibn al-Kammdd, in AHES,
xlviii [1994], 1-41; idem, Ibn al-Kammad's star list, in
Centaurus, xxxviii [1996], 317-34; J.L. Mancha, On Ibn
al-Kammdd's table for trepidation, in AHES, lii [1998],
1-11. On Ibn al-Ha'im's Kdmil Zjdj., see E. Calvo,
Astronomical theories related to the sun in Ibn al-Hcfim's
al-Zlj al-Kamil fi 'l-tacalim, in ZGAIW, xii [1998],
51-111; and two new studies, R. Puig, The theory of
the moon in the al-Zlj al-Kamil n~-l-tacallm of Ibn alHd'im (ca. 1205), in Suhayl, i [2000], 71-99, and M.
Comes, Ibn al-Hd'im's trepidation model, in ibid., ii [2001].
The Muktabas Zidj_ seems to be the main source of
the astronomical tables prepared in the 14th century
for King Peter IV of Aragon (Chabas, Astronomia
andalusi en Cataluna: las Tablas de Barcelona, in Vernet
Festschnft, i, 477-525).
After Ibn al-Ha'im, the main development of Western £f^'s took place in the Maghrib. There, already
at the beginning of the 5th/llth century, the famous
astrologer Ibn Abi '1-Ridjal al-Kayrawam [q.v] had
composed a #$ entitled Hall al-cakd wa-baydn al-rasd,
which has not survived. No other £F$s are extant
until ca. 600/1200, when we have the set of tables
prepared by Abu 'l-cAbbas Ibn Ishak al-TamTmf
al-Tunisi (Jl. Tunis and Marrakesh ca.'589-619/11931222), which survive, among other materials, in a
unique Haydarabad manuscript (copied in Hims in
716-17/1317). According to Ibn Khaldun [q.v}, Ibn
Ishak's tables were based on observations made by a
Sicilian Jew; this does not seem to be true and Ibn
Ishak's authentic tables seem to derive directly from
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the Andalusi tradition. But Ibn Ishak's zidj. was left
unfinished; it lacked an adequate set of canons and
four "editions" at least of this work were prepared,
in the Maghrib, by three different astronomers of the
end of the 7th/13th and beginning of the 8th/14th
centuries. One of them was the compiler of the Haydarabad manuscript, who, ca. 665-80/1266-81, added
to the original #$ an impressive collection of materials (both canons and numerical tables) in which the
predominant influence is clearly AndalusI, but the
compilation was enormous and ill-suited for practical
use. (See now the publications of A. Mestres listed in
the Bibl.)
Ibn al-Banna' of Marrakesh (654-721/1256-1321
[q.v.]) wrote his Minhddj. al-tdlib f i ta'dil al-kawdkib with
an entirely different structure, mainly a selection of
Ibn Ishak's tables accompanied by a readily comprehensible collection of canons which makes the &dj.
accessible for the computation of planetary longitudes.
This is accompanied by some formal modifications
intended to make calculations easier: for the first time
in the western Islamic world Ibn al-Banna5 uses "displaced" equations for the Sun and the planetary equations of the centre, and he applies the Ptolemaic lunar
method of calculation to the computation of the equation of anomaly of Saturn and Jupiter which, like the
Moon, have small epicycles. (See J. Vernet, Contribucion
al estudio de la labor astronomica de Ibn al-Banna*, Tetuan
1952; Samso, Studies, no. X; and Samso and E. Millas,
The computation of planetary longitudes in the %ij of Ibn alBannd\ in ASP, viii [1998], 259-86.)
The two other "editions" of Ibn Ishak's zldj. were
prepared by Muhammad b. al-Rakkam (Jl. Tunis and
Granada, d. 715/1315). His two ,^'s are entitled alZidj. al-shdmil f i tahdhlb al-Kamil and al-^idj. al-kawim f i
funun al-tacdil wa 'l-takwim. The former was composed
in Tunis in 679/1280-1 by copying, word for word,
the canons of Ibn al-Ha'im's Kdmil ^ldj_, but omitting
all the careful geometrical demonstrations. To this he
added the numerical tables of Ibn Ishak. The Kawlm
^idj. seems to contain a simplified rewording of the
canons of the Shamil £idj. but it adds a few tables
adapted to the geographical coordinates of Granada—
after Ibn al-Rakkam's arrival in this city under
Muhammad II (671-701/1273-1302)—for which the
author uses a latitude of 37; 10°, identical to the modern value. (See E.S. Kennedy, The Astronomical tables
of Ibn al-Raqqdm, a scientist of Granada, in ^GAIW, xi
[1997], 35-72. A partial edition of, and commentary
on the Shamil Zjdj. is M. cAbd al-Rahman, Hisdb atwdl
al-kawdkib fi 'l-^jy al-shdmil ft tahdhlb al-Kamil li-Ibn alRaqqdm, diss. University of Barcelona 1996, unpubl.)
A third #$ by Ibn al-Rakkam, al-^idj. al-mustawfi,
is extant in Rabat and Tunis, but the relation between it and the %ldj. of Ibn Ishak has not yet been
studied.
The Andalusf tradition was also developed by two
astronomers from Constantine who were active in Fez
in the 8th/14th century. One of them is Ibn cAzzuz
al-Kusantml (d. 755/1354), who compiled his al-%idj.
al-muwdfik correcting the mean motion parameters in
Ibn Ishak's &$ on the basis of observations made
in Fez ca. 745/1345, later corrected using a peculiar "experimental" method: the mean motions were
adjusted for casting horoscopes which could fit the
historical reality of well-known events of the past, such
as the battle of Fahs Tarff (El Salado, 741/1340).
Other materials in this zidj. also derive from AndalusI
sources, mainly Ibn al-Kammad, but it also contains
interesting information such as tables of planetary
velocities (also attested in the Alfonsine tradition), and
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the oldest mention of a lunar cycle of 11,325 days
which can be used for the computation of lunar longitudes using almanac techniques. (See Samso, Andalusian astronomy in 14th century Fez,'. al-Zfj al-Muwafiq
of Ibn 'Azzuz al-Qusantim, in ^jGAIW, xi [1997],
73-110; idem, Horoscopes and history. Ibn 'Azzuz and his
retrospective horoscopes related to the Battle of El Salado
(1340), in North Festschrift, Leiden 1999, 101-24.) Ibn
c
Azzuz included in his ^taj a table for planetary velocities that is also found in many Latin copies; the original compiler of this table has not been determined,
but he was almost certainly Andalusl. (See Samso, alZfj al-Muwafiq, 88-9, 104-5; Goldstein, Chabas and
J.L. Mancha, Planetary and lunar velocities in the Castilian
Alfonsine tables, in Procs. Amer. Philosophical Soc., cxxxviii
[1994], 61-95.)
Another person of the same origin, Abu '1-Hasan
c
Alf al-Kusantfnf, compiled a small ztaj, the canons
of which were written in verse so that they could
easily be learnt by heart. This work is the only
known Western Islamic document extant in Arabic in
which the planetary theory is Indian and not Ptolemaic.
In addition to this material, ultimately due to alKhwarazmf, this zldj_ also however shows the influence
of Ibn Ishak and Ibn al-Bannas. (See E.S. Kennedy
and D.A. King, Indian astronomy in fourteenth-century Fez:
the versified Zfj of al-QusuntM [sic], in JHAS, vi [1982],
3-45, repr. in King, Studies, A-VIII.)
The ziajs derived from Ibn Ishak were used in the
Maghrib until the 13th/19th century, for they allowed
the computation of sidereal longitudes which were used
by astrologers. We have, however, a limited amount
of information about observations made in the Maghrib in the 7th/13th and 8th/14th centuries which
established that precession exceeded the amounts
fixed in "Andalusf" trepidation tables and that the
obliquity of the ecliptic had fallen below the limits of
Ibn al-Zarkalluh's model and tables. This explains the
introduction of eastern zigjs in the Maghrib from the
8th/14th century onwards. In them, mean motions
were tropical, trepidation was replaced by constant
precession and there were no tables to compute the
obliquity of the ecliptic. The Tdaj al-azydaj of Ibn
Abi '1-Shukr al-Maghribf (d. 680/1283) and the alZjdj. al-^adid of Ibn al-Shatir (d. 777/1375) were known
in Tunis from the late 8th/14th century onwards,
while the ^iaj-i sultdni of Ulugh Beg was known in
the Maghrib towards the end of the llth/17th, and
it became very popular during the next two centuries.
There were at least two Tunisian recensions of this
Zidj. prepared by Muhammad al-Sharff, called Sandjak
Dar al-Tunisf, and by cAbd Allah Husayn Kus'a alTunisf; the former was produced in the late llth/17th
century and it contains, for the first time in the
Maghrib, double-argument tables which combine the
equation of the centre with the equation of the anomaly. The transmission was not all one-way; e.g. the
Maghribf astronomer Abu cAlf al-Marrakushf [q.v.],
who was active in Cairo ca. 680/1280, mentioned Ibn
al-Zarkalluh and Ibn al-Kammad in his monumental
book on instrumentation, Mabddf wa-ghdydt. Also, the
unique Haydarabad manuscript of the %dj. of Ibn
Ishak was copied in Syria, and fragments attributed
to the same author are found in various Yemeni
sources.
The change of mentality represented by these
eastern ziajs also reached the Maghrib in the 10th/
16th century through a different channel. The Jewish
astronomer of Salamanca, Abraham Zacut, left Portugal in 1496 and lived in Fez, Tlemcen and Tunis
until at least 911/1505. In one of these cities he com-

piled a new set of astronomical tables (1501) and his
perpetual Almanac was translated from the printed
Castilian version of 1496 into Arabic in the Maghrib
in the early llth/17th century by Ahmad b. Kasim
al-Hadjarf. The new Arabic tables were the object of
several commentaries. The Almanac represented not
only a renewal of the old Andalusf tradition but also
the introduction in the Maghrib of Alfonsine astronomy and of the astronomical research made in
Southern France by Levi ben Gerson in the 14th century. It was still used in Morocco in the 19th century. (See Goldstein, The Hebrew astronomical tradition:
new sources, in Isis, Ixxii [1981], 237-51; idem, Abraham
Zacut and the medieval Hebrew astronomical tradition, in
JHA, xxix [1998], 177-86; and now Chabas and Goldstein, Astronomy in the Iberian Peninsula. Abraham ^acut
and the transition from manuscript to print, in Trans. Amer.
Philosophical Soc., Philadelphia 2000.)
iv. THE CONTENTS OF <TOJS
1. Sexagesimal alphanumerical notation.
The entries in the tables in ziajs and other corpora of tables are expressed sexagesimally, that is, to
base 60, although integers are invariably expressed
decimally. (In the modern notation standard in the
history of the exact sciences, a number expressed in
the form a,b;c,d stands for a x 60 + b + c •*• 60 +
d •*• 3600.) The entries are written in Arabic alphanumerical notation [see ABDJAD], with the attendant traps
for the careless copyist and the trusting reader. One
of the challenges to modern investigators is the restoration of original values from carelessly-copied entries.
The standard errors are inevitable or careless or compound. "Inevitable" refers to those cases where the
omission of a diacritical point or two in one copy of
a table invites an ambiguous interpretation in the next
copy (thus, 14 o 54 or 38 4-> 33 or 80 <-> 100).
"Careless" refers to situations where the sloppy rendition of one letter or ligature leads to its misinterpretation as another (thus, 0 <-> 5, 14 <-» 15, 40 <-> 47,
50 <-> 7, 20 or 21 <-> 9, 38 <-» 18, 44 <-> 47, or 18
<-> 70). "Compound" refers to a combination of the
previous two (thus 14 <-» 15 <-> 55 or 58 <-> 18 <-»
13 or 150 <-> 87). (See R.A.K. Irani, Arabic numeral
forms, in Centaurus, iv [1955], 1-12, repr. in Kennedy
et al, Studies, 710-21; Kennedy and Kennedy, Islamic
geographical tables, x; Kunitzsch, Sternkatalog des Almagest
(cited below, 10), i, 19-21; and King, World-maps,
161-63.)
2. Chronology and calendar conversion.
All ziajs begin with one or more chapters and sets
of tables devoted to the definition of the various eras
and calendars in use at the time and place of writing, to methods of converting dates from one calendar to another, and to the problem of determining
the madkhal, that is, the day of the week corresponding
to the first day of a given year and month in a given
calendar. The most common are the lunar Hidjra
calendar and various solar calendars, including the
Seleucid (Alexander), the Coptic (Diocletian), and the
Persian (Yazdidjird), and, in the West, the Julian (A.D.
and Spanish Era). The Persian calendar, using the
Egyptian year of 365 days and no intercalation, is
particularly convenient for astronomical purposes. Less
commonly treated calendars are the Jewish, Syrian,
Malikf, Saka and Chinese-Uighur [see TA'RIKH. 2.]. A
few ziajs treat the lunar mansions and the Arab system of dividing the year according to the mansions
[see MANAZIL and ANWA'].
3. Trigonometry.
All ztajs contain trigonometric tables, usually of at
least the sine (al-ajqyb) and the cotangent (al-gill) func-
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tions. The sine, first used by Indian astronomers,
replaced the Ptolemaic chord function (al-watar)
amongst the Muslims. The argument of the sine was
an arc (rather than an angle) 9'of a circle of radius
R units, where R is a base, usually 60, occasionally 1.
In the Indian tradition R was usually taken as 150;
in the Hellenistic tradition it was taken as 60. The
mediaeval sine function is denoted by Sin 9 and is
related to Ptolemy's chord function and the modern
function by: Sin 9 - 1 / 2 Chd (29) = R sin 9. In
timekeeping, the versed sine (al-sahm) [q.v.] was also
used (Vers 9 = R - Cos 9), and occasionally also the
cosecant function (kutr al-^ill) (Cosec 9 = R 2 /Cos 9
= R cosec 9). The earliest sine tables, from the 3rd/9th
century, gave values to three sexagesimal places for
each 1° of argument. By the 9th/15th century, accurate tables were available displaying the function to
five places for each minute of argument. This was
achieved by first deriving a very precise value of Sin
1° and utilising a clever method of second-order interpolation. The cotangent function invariably had the
solar altitude as argument, and used a base equal to
the length of a gnomon, so that the function measures the length of the horizontal shadow cast by the
gnomon. The units for the gnomon length used were
12 digits (isbac, pi. asdbic), or 7 feet (kadam, pi. akddm),
although other values were also used. Al-Birunf has
a detailed discussion in his treatise On shadows (Ifrdd
al-makdl f i arm al-gildl). The cotangent function was
also first tabulated in the 3rd/9th century.
Trigonometric functions were occasionally tabulated
independently, that is, not in ziajs. Various procedures were used for interpolation in tables [see TACD!L
BAYN AL-SATRAYN] . (See further Kennedy, %ij survey,
139-40; Schoy, Beitrage zur arabischen Trigonometric, in Isis,
v [1923], 364-99, and idem, Die Gnomonik der Amber,
Bd. I: ¥ of E. von Bassermann-Jordan (ed.), Die Geschichte der ^eitmessung und der Uhren, Berlin and Leipzig
1923, both repr. in idem, Beitrage, ii, 448-83 and 351447; al-Birum, Shadows, 71-80. See alsoJ.L. Berggren,
Episodes in the mathematics of medieval Islam, New York,
etc. 1986, 127-56.)
4. Spherical astronomical functions.

The study of spherical astronomy, sc. the mathematics of the celestial sphere and of the apparent
daily rotation of the sphere, was of prime concern to
Muslim astronomers, not least because of the importance of astronomical time-keeping [see MIKAT]. The
formulae for deriving time from solar or stellar altitude were known from the 2nd/8th century onwards
and are discussed in every zid}. (On the basic tables
for spherical astronomy, see Kennedy, Zjj survey, 1401; D.A. King, Astronomical works of Ibn Tunus; al-Birunl,
Makalid; al-Marrakushi, Mabad? wa-ghdydt; Berggren,
Spherical astronomy in Kushydr ibn Labbdn's Jamic Zlj, in
Kennedy Festschrift, 15-33; Kennedy, Spherical astronomy
in al-Kdshi's KhaqanT Zfj, in £GAIW, ii [1990], 1-46,
repr. in idem, Studies, no. VII.)
We can distinguish between several groups of functions that were regularly tabulated in ziaj.s:
a. The solar declination as a function of solar longitude. Underlying such tables was a value for the
obliquity of the ecliptic, a parameter which changes
slowly with time [see MAYL; SHAMS; MINTAKA].
b. The half length of daylight for different latitudes,
as a function of solar longitude, in equatorial degrees
and minutes, or in hours and minutes. Sometimes
the latitude-dependent tables would be presented for
the climates of Antiquity [see IKLIM].
c. The right ascensions as a function of ecliptic
longitude, defining the rising time of a given arc of

the ecliptic (measured from the vernal point) over the
horizon at the equator, and the oblique ascensions,
defining the corresponding times for the horizons of
different localities [see MATALI']. Often the latter would
be tabulated for a series of latitudes.
d. The solar meridian altitude, and less frequently
the rising amplitude of the Sun and the solar altitude in the prime vertical, all for specific latitudes.
Likewise the solar altitude in the azimuth of the kibla
[q.v.] for specific localities, also tabulated for each
degree of solar longitude.
e. Certain functions with no immediate astronomical significance were also tabulated on account of
their utility in the computation of other functions. We
may mention as examples such "auxiliary" functions
as the tangent of the declination (labelled fudul almatdlic Ii 'l-ard kulliha], the sine of the right ascension
(ajayb al-matdlic), and the product of the cosines of the
declination and the terrestrial latitude (al-asl al-mutlak)
(see King, SATMI, i). The culmination of this activity was the compilation of sets of tables of a series
of such functions, combinations of which could yield
solutions to problems of spherical astronomy for any
latitude. Of these only the auxiliary tables of Habash
al-Hasib are found in a ziaj: see further below, v.
CATEGORIES OF TABLES NOT CONTAINED IN <7Z>2s, 7.
Numerous other minor tables are found in corpora
of tables relating to astronomical time-keeping, independent of ^f^z's; see below, ibid., 8. These collections
also contain some more extensive tables for time-keeping; the only variety of these occasionally found in
Zidjs is a table displaying the time (T) since rising of
the Sun or any star as a function of the meridian
altitude (H) and the instantaneous altitude (h), for a
specific latitude: these tables are trapezoidal in shape
since h < H and are called zidj. al-taylasdn, after the
name of a shawl.
5. Planetary mean motions, equations and latitudes.

These constitute the hard core of all ziajs. Extensive
tables display the epoch positions and the mean
motions (wasat, pi. awsdt] of the "planets" (al-kawdkib
al-sayydra or al-mutahayyara), that is, the Sun, Moon
and five naked-eye planets. The tables are intended
for a specific terrestrial longitude, usually that of the
locality where the ziaj. was compiled; if required, they
can easily be modified to the meridian of another
locality. The motions for a given number of completed years, months, days and hours are be added
to the epoch positions (Ar. asl, Lat. radix) to derive
the actual mean positions. These then needed to be
modified by equations (ta'dll [q.v.], pi. tacddil) to derive
the true ecliptic positions (sometimes called al-muhkam
or al-mucaddal). The operation of finding the true positions is called takwim [q.v], an expression also used
for ephemerides. In the Ptolemaic tradition, the equations are calculated by successive applications of a
series of auxiliary trigonometric functions for each
planet [see SHAMS, and more especially KAMAR and
TACDIL]. (See Kennedy, 2§j survey, 141-2; Kennedy and
H. Salam, Solar and lunar tables in early Islamic astronomy, in JAOS, Ixxxvii [1967], 492-7, repr. in Kennedy
et al, Studies, 108-13.) More extensive double-argument
tables for the equations are sometimes found in £f$s
(see MJ. Tichenor, Late medieval two-argument tables
for planetary longitudes, in JMES, xxvi [1967], 126-8,
repr. in Kennedy et al, Studies, 122-4; C. Jensen,
The lunar theories of al-Baghdad!, in AHES, viii [1971-2],
321-8; and G. Saliba, The double-argument lunar tables of
Cyriacus, in JHA, vii (1976), 41-6), and sometimes tabulated separately (see below, Categories of Tables, 6).
The apogees (awdj., pi. awajdt) of the planets need to
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be considered in such calculations, and their positions, which vary with time, were also tabulated.
Occasionally, especially—but not only—in Andalusf
and Maghribf ziajs, we find tables relating to trepidation (al-ikbdl wa 'l-idbdr], the presumed oscillation of
the equinoxes; see above, iii. AN OVERVIEW, 4. Additional auxiliary tables enabled the computation of the
planetary latitudes (al-card). In the case of the Moon,
a single table would suffice, the argument being the
nodal distance, derived from the lunar longitude and
the position of the ascending node, which was tabulated along with the mean motions. In the calculation of solar and lunar eclipses (see below), also the
equation of time [see TA'DIL AL-ZAMAN], that is, the
difference between true and mean solar time, with a
maximum of around 30 minutes, had to be considered; tables for this function were likewise standard
Zidjs. (See, most recently, Kennedy, Two medieval approaches to the equation of time, in Centaurus, xxxi [1988],
1-8, repr. in idem, Studies, no. VIII; van Dalen, AlKhwdrizmi's tables revisited: analysis of the equation of time.,
in Vemet Festschrift i, 195-252.) All of the necessary
instructions for using these various tables are found
in the typical zidj..
6. Planetary stations and visibility.
Additional tables enabled the investigation of the
direct and retrograde motions of the planets, their
stations, and their visibility, which depends on their
apparent elongation from the Sun.
7. Solar and lunar parallax and eclipses.
In £f$s we also find tables for calculating the parallax of the Sun and Moon (ikhtildf al-man^ar), preparatory to the prediction of eclipses (kusuf for the Sun
and khusuf for the Moon [see KUSUF]). This would be
achieved by means of tables of the times of syzygies,
of true solar and lunar motions in small critical periods
of time, of apparent solar and lunar radii, and others.
(See Kennedy, %ij survey, 143-4; idem, Parallax theory
in Islamic astronomy., in Isis, xlvii [1956], 33-53, repr.
in idem et ai, Studies, 164-84.)
8. Lunar visibility.
Particular attention was paid by Muslim astronomers
to the prediction of the visibility of the lunar crescent on the first evening after a conjunction of the
Sun and Moon [see RU'YAT AL-HILAL], From the
3rd/9th century onwards, tables were prepared to
facilitate such predictions, underlying which were
limiting conditions on various functions based on the
apparent positions of the Sun and Moon relative to
each other and to the local horizon. Numerous such
tables, of varying sophistication and complexity, are
found in various £f$s. (See, for example, King, Some
early Islamic tables for determining lunar crescent visibility, in
Kennedy Festschrift, 185-225, repr. in idem, Studies, C-II;
and J.P. Hogendijk, Three Islamic lunar crescent visibility
tables, in JHA, xix [1988], 29-44.)
9. Geographical tables.
Tables displaying longitudes and latitudes of numerous localities are standard in ziajs. They have been
published in various formats, that is, according to
locality, source, increasing longitudes and increasing
latitudes, by E.S. and M.H. Kennedy, who provided
a valuable research tool (Geographical coordinates of localities from Islamic sources, Frankfurt am Main 1987) that
is currently being extended by M. Comes of Barcelona.
These geographical coordinates were included in ziajs
in order to facilitate the use of planetary tables for
other meridians, for which the longitude difference
has to be taken into consideration, and also for computing the kibla. A minority of tables also display the
kibla for each locality.

10. Star catalogues.
In a typical ziaj. we find a table displaying the
ecliptic or equatorial coordinates of selected stars [see
NUDJUM]. Procedures for coordinate conversion are also
described. The star catalogue in the Arabic Almagest has
been published by P. Kunitzsch (Claudius Ptolemdus-Der
Sternkatalog des, Almagest-Die arabisch-mittelalterliche Tradition, 3 vols., Wiesbaden 1986-91; see also idem, Studies,
as well as Kunitzsch Festschrift). More research is necessary to establish the relationships between individual star catalogues, not all of which are related in a
trivial way to that in the Almagest. Thus, for example, the tables in the Kitdb Suwar al-kawdkib, On constellations, by cAbd al-Rahman al-SufT [q.v.], and those
in the ^laj of Ulugh Beg, are essentially Ptolemaic
(see E.B. Knobel, Ulughbeg's catalogue of stars, Washington, B.C. 1917; M.Y. Shevchenko, An analysis
of the errors in the star catalogues of Ptolemy and Ulugh
Beg, in JHA, xxi [1990], 187-201; K. Krisciunas, A
more complete analysis of the errors in Ulugh Beg's star catalogue, in JHA, xxiv [1993], 269-80). Independent startables are found in the Mumtahan ^iaj, the Hdkimi
^taj, the Huihui li (a Chinese tr. of an independent
Islamic ziaj), etc.
11. Tables for mathematical astrology.
^jajs usually contain tables useful for astrological
purposes [see NUDJUM, AHKAM AL-] notably, for drawing up a horoscope for a certain moment or for a
series of such moments, such as each year in the life
of an individual. Given the horoscopus or ascendant,
that is, the point of the ecliptic instantaneously rising
over the horizon [see TALIC], one needs to determine
the positions of the astrological houses and to assign
the Sun, Moon and five naked-eye planets to the
appropriate house, and then to investigate the supposed significance of their positions relative to each
other. Some ^f^'s contain tables displaying the ecliptic longitudes of the cusps of the houses as a function of the longitude of the horoscopus, for a fixed
latitude. Occasionally we find tables displaying the
longitude of the horoscopus as a function of the altitude of the Sun throughout the year or of various
fixed stars, also for a fixed latitude. Various tables in
Zidjs serve the astrological notions of the "projections
of the rays" (matdrih al-shucdcdt), the "year transfers"
(tahdwil al-simn), the "excess of revolution" (fadl aldawr), and the duration of gestation (makth al-mawlud
f, batn ummihi) (see Kennedy and H. Krikorian-Preisler,
The astrological doctrine of projecting the rays, in Al-Abhdth,
xxv [1972], 3-15, repr. in Kennedy et al., Studies, 37284; several papers in Kennedy et al., Studies, 311 -84,
and idem, Studies, nos. XV-XVIII; idem, The astrological houses as defined by medieval Islamic astronomers, in
Vernet Festschrift, ii, 535-78, repr. in Kennedy, Studies,
no. XIX; Hogendijk, The mathematical structure of two
Islamic astrological tables for casting the rays, in Centaurus,
xxxii [1989], 171-202; idem, Mathematical astrology in
the Islamic tradition (dealing with houses, rays and progressions), in a forthcoming publication including
selected papers given at a conference "New perspectives on science in medieval Islam" held at the
Dibner Institute, Cambridge, Mass., 6-8 Nov. 1998;
see also below, v. CATEGORIES OF TABLES NOT CONTAINED IN ZILQS, 12.) We may also find tables of the
positions of the elusive, not least because fictitious,
astrological body al-Kayd [q.v.]. Of all the aspects of
mediaeval Islamic astronomy, mathematical astrology
is the least researched.
12. Analysis of tables and parameters.
Already in the early 1960s, Kennedy applied the
electronic computer to facilitate the analysis of medi-
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aeval tables, an activity that was continued by some
of his students and independently by R. Mercier. A
third generation of younger researchers is currently
active: statistical techniques have been applied to individual tables and groups of tables, notably by B. van
Dalen and G. Van Brummelen. The former scholar
has reactivated a file of over 2,000 parameters found
in £i$s which was started by Kennedy. (See Kennedy,
The digital computer and the history of the exact sciences, in
Centaurus, xii [1968], 107-13, repr. in idem et al., Studies,
385-91; van Dalen, Ancient and mediaeval astronomical
tables: mathematical structure and parameter values, Utrecht
1992; idem, A statistical method for recovering unknown
parameters from medieval astronomical tables, in Centaurus,
xxxii [1989], 85-145; G. Van Brummelen, A survey of
the mathematical tables in Ptolemy's Almagest, in A. von
Gotstedter (ed.), Ad radices. . ., Stuttgart 1994, 155-70;
and Mielgo, A method of analysis for mean motion astronomical tables, in Vernet Festschrift, i, 159-80.)
v. CATEGORIES OF TABLES NOT CONTAINED IN £//>2s
The varieties of tables mentioned here rarely occur
in £z$s, sometimes because the individual tables were
even more voluminous than a typical £!$, occasionally because they are more suited to inclusion in treatises on instruments, or simply because they formed
part of a corpus of tables for time-keeping for a specific latitude.

1. Sexagesimal multiplication tables.
These are tables of sexagesimal products m X n
(m, n: 1, 2, . . ., 60) and they are common in the
manuscript sources (al-djadwal al-sittini); they invariably
contain some 3,600 entries. Less common were larger
tables for m = 0;1, 0;2, . . . 59;59 and n = 1, 2, . . .,
60 containing some 216,000 entries (aptly called aldj.adwal al-sittini al-kabir). These were of use in the
extensive sexagesimal calculations involved in working
with a zidj.. (See further King, On medieval Islamic multiplication tables, in HistMath, i [1974], 317-323, and
idem, Supplementary notes . . ., in ibid., vi [1979], 405/17,
repr. in idem, Studies, A-XIV and XV.)

2. Trigonometric tables.
In Mamluk Egypt, the sine and cotangent functions for each minute of argument were tabulated separately. Such tables, to greater accuracy, were found
in the Sultdm ZIQ^ of Ulugh Beg (see above), and these
were also copied separately.

3. Ephemerides.
Ephemerides displaying positions of the Sun, Moon
and five planets for each day of a given year were
compiled already in Baghdad in the 3rd/9th century
and the production continued in various centres until
the 13th/19th century. [For details, see TAKWIM.]

4. Auxiliary tables for compiling ephemerides.
Since the motions of the Sun, Moon and planets
are cyclical, a given set of tables defining one complete cycle can be used to calculate positions by simply plugging into the table at the right place for
beginning of a given year: the positions for the entire
year can then be derived with facility. This was recognised already in Antiquity, and some Islamic tables
reflect this, for example, the tables of Ibn al-Zarkalluh
and Zakut, which could be used to calculate individual positions. Two other sets of such auxiliary tables
specifically for generating ephemerides are known, but
there are surely more: an anonymous set for the Sun
and Moon, compiled in Persia at the end of the
5th/llth century, and tables for the Sun and Moon
compiled by Ibn al-Madjdi in Cairo in the 9th/15th
century, with tables for the planets contributed by
various later Egyptian astronomers (see Kennedy, A
set of medieval tables for quick calculation of solar and lunar
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ephemerides, in Oriens, xviii-xix [1967], 327-34, repr. in
idem et al., Studies, 114-21; and idem and King, Ibn
al-Majdi's tables for calculating ephemerides, in JHAS, iv
[1980], 48-68, repr. in King, Studies, A-VI).
5. Tables for determining lunar crescent visibility.
In addition to the tables in £f$s, we also find occasional sets of calculations for visibility over a series
of months, or lists of minimum apparent distances
between the Sun and Moon to assure visibility, with
values given to the nearest degree for each zodiacal
sign [see RU'YAT AL-HILAL].

6. Double-argument planetary equation tables.
In the case of the extensive lunar equation tables
attributed to Ibn Yunus [q.v.], these are not presented
in a #$, although the unique manuscript is labelled
as such (see King, A Double argument table for the lunar
equation attributed to Ibn Yunus, in Centaurus, xviii [1974],
129-46, repr. in idem, Studies, A-V). Numerous later
sets from Egypt to India were likewise copied separately.
7. Auxiliary tables for solving spherical astronomical problems for all latitudes.
Muslim astronomers compiled several sets of tables
of trigonometric functions with no specific significance
but so conceived that ordered applications of them
could lead to the solution of problems of spherical
astronomy (see already above, iv. THE CONTENTS OF
<;/£>2s, 4). Their progress in mathematical methods is
well reflected in these tables, of which over a dozen
sets are known (these are surveyed in King, SATMI,
i-9). The four most significant examples are the following: the Diadwal al-takwim of Habash al-Hasib
(Baghdad and Samarra, 3rd/9th century) with five
functions and 450 entries, found in his Dimashki ^jaj
and also in the Mustalah Zjdj. (see Irani, The Jadwal
al-taqwlm of Habash al-Hasib, M.Sc. thesis, American
University of Beirut 1956, unpubl.); the D^adwal aldaka'ik of Abu Nasr b. 'Irak (Gurgan, ca. 400/1000)
with five functions and 225 entries (analysed in
C. Jensen, Abu Nasr's approach to spherical astronomy as
developed in his treatise The table of minutes, in Centaurus,
xvi [1971], 1-19); the ^addwil al-da'ir al-dfdki of Nadjm
al-Dm al-Misn (Cairo, ca. 700/1300), serving both as
a table for finding the time of day or night from the
altitude of the Sun or any non-circumpolar star and
also as a universal auxiliary table, with a single main
function for three independent arguments and a grand
total of ca. 420,000 entries (see now F. Charette, A
monumental medieval table for solving the problems of spherical astronomy for all latitudes, in AIHS, xlviii [1998], 1164); and al-D}adwal al-dfdki of Shams al-Dln al-KhalTlT
(Damascus, ca. 760/1360) (see the art. on him in DSB,
Suppl.) with three main functions and ca. 14,000 entries
(see King, Al-Khallli's auxiliary tables for solving problems
of spherical astronomy, in JHA, iv [1973], 99-110, repr.
in idem, Studies, A-XI; also Van Brummelen, The numerical structure of al-Khalill's auxiliary tables, in Physis, xxviii
[1991], 667-97). These tables are part of a tradition
in Islamic astronomy of devising solutions to problems of spherical astronomy for all latitudes (see King,
Universal solutions in Islamic astronomy (publ. 1987), and
idem, Universal solutions to problems of spherical astronomy
from Mamluk Egypt and Syria (publ. 1988), repr. in idem,
Studies, C-VI and VII, and again in idem, SATMI, vi;
see also idem, World-maps, chs. 2-4 and 9).
8. Tables for time-keeping by the Sun and stars.
Extensive corpora of tables of the hour-angle (fadl
al-dd'ir) and the time since rising (al-dd'ir), as well as
the azimuth (al-samt), for specific latitudes were compiled [see MIKAT]. All such tables are analysed in King,
SATMI, i.
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9. Tables for regulating the times of Muslim prayer.
The first tables for regulating the times of prayer
[see MIKAT; AL-SHAFAK] were compiled in the 3rd/
9th century. All such tables are analysed in King,
SATMI, ii.
10. Tables for finding the kibla.
Between the 3rd/9th and 8th/14th centuries,
Muslim astronomers compiled various tables displaying the kibla, measured from the local meridian, as a
function of longitude difference and latitude difference
from Mecca [see KIBLA].
11. Tables for constructing astrolabes and sundials.
A series of Muslim astronomers addressed the problem of the calculation of the size and position of the
various markings on astrolabes and sundials in trigonometric terms, as well as using the better-known methods of geometric construction [see ASTURLAB; MIZWALA,
and also King, Islamic astronomical tables, 51-5].
12. Astrological tables.
There are all manner of astrological tables to be
found in works other than ziajs (Sezgin, GAS, vii, 225, lists some important sources, mainly unstudied),
vi. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The scope of the zidj literature and Islamic astronomical tables in general is a clear indication of the
interest of Muslim scholars in astronomy for over a
millennium. It is an accident of Islamic history that
a few of these zidj.s became known in mediaeval
Europe and that this spawned an interest there too.
Alone the computational accuracy of the vast majority of the tables in the £f^'s is a clear sign of the
competence of their compilers. Their errors, if they
are original and not due to copyists, can provide useful clues to the way in which the tables were calculated. But the accompanying texts also merit our
attention, and sometimes the tables cannot be understood without them. The study of Islamic mathematical astronomy is progressing slowly but constantly,
and the reader should understand that this brief overview is intended to encourage the reader to consult
Kennedy's ^ survey and the many writings it has already inspired and will continue to inspire in the future.
Bibliography: The following abbreviations are
used for various journals not listed in the Abbreviations
for periodicals, etc.: AHES: Archive for History of Exact
Science; AIHS: Archives internationales d'Histoire des Sciences;
ASP: Arabic Science and Philosophy; Centaurus: Centaurus—
International Magazine of the History of Mathematics,
Science, and Technology; HistMath: Historia Mathematica;
HistSci: Historia Scientiarum (Brussels); HS: History of
Science (Cambridge); IJHS: Indian Journal for History
of Science; Isis: Isis—An International Review Devoted to
the History of Science and its Cultural Influences; JHA:
Journal for the History of Astronomy; JHAS: Journal for
the History of Arabic Science (Aleppo); Physis: Physis—
Rivista Internationale di storia della scienza; Suhayl:
Suhayl—Journal for the History of the Exact and Natural
Sciences in Islamic Civilisation (Barcelona).
References to publications on individual tables
as well as specific classes of tables are given in the
text. This article is condensed from a more extensive overview in Suhayl (see below), ii (2001). The
main study of #$s is E.S. Kennedy, A survey of
Islamic astronomical tables, in Trans. Amer. Philosophical
Soc. N.S., xlii 2 (1956), 123-77, repr. n.d. [ca. 1990],
with separate pagination. See also J. Samso,
Calendarios populares y tablas astronomicas, in Historia de
la Ciencia Arabe, Madrid 1981, 127-62. On categories of tables not contained in zidjs, see D.A.
King, On the astronomical tables of the Islamic Middle
Ages, in Stadia Copernicana, xiii (1975), 37-56, repr.

in idem, Studies (see below), A-I (with addenda). A
work still of prime importance is A. Sayili, The
observatory in Islam (Publs. of the Turkish Historical
Soc., Series VII, No. 38), Ankara 1960, repr. New
York 1981. Much of the most recent research on
Islamic mathematical astronomy and astrology is
collected in the Kennedy Festschrift and Vernet Festschrift
(see below). On the mediaeval astronomers there
are occasionally articles in this Encyclopaedia or in
DSB: Dictionary of scientific biography, 14 vols. and 2
suppl. vols., New York 1970-80.
Several of the studies listed in this article are
reprinted in various volumes to which references
are abbreviated as follows: Goldstein, Studies: B.R.
Goldstein, Theory and observation in ancient and medieval
astronomy, Variorum, London 1985; Kennedy et al,
Studies: E.S. Kennedy, Colleagues and Former
Students, Studies in the Islamic exact sciences, ed. M.H.
Kennedy and D.A. King, Beirut 1983; Kennedy,
Studies: E.S. Kennedy, Astronomy and astrology in the
medieval Islamic world, Ashgate-Variorum, Aldershot
and Brookfield, Vt. 1998; King, Studies, A-C: D.A.
King, Islamic mathematical astronomy, Variorum,
London 1986, 2nd rev. ed., Variorum, Aldershot
1993 (A); Islamic astronomical instruments, Variorum,
London 1987, repr. Variorum, Aldershot 1995 (B);
and Astronomy in the service of Islam, Variorum,
Aldershot 1993 (C); Kunitzsch, Studies: P. Kunitzsch,
The Arabs and the stars, Variorum, Northampton 1989;
Langermann, Studies: Y.T. Langermann, The Jews
and the sciences in the Middle Ages, Variorum, Aldershot 1999; Lorch, Studies: R.P. Lorch, Arabic mathematical sciences. Instruments, texts, transmission. Variorum,
Aldershot 1995; Millas Vallicrosa, Estudios, A-B:
J.-M. Millas Vallicrosa, Estudios, and Nuevos estudios
sobre historia de la ciencia espanola (first publ. Barcelona
1949 and 1960, respectively), repr. together in 2
vols., Madrid 1987; Nallino, Scritti, v: C.A. Nallino,
Raccolta di scritti editi e inediti, v, Astrologia—Astronomia—Geografia, ed. M. Nallino, Rome 1944; Saliba,
Studies: G. Saliba, A history of Arabic astronomy. Planetary
theories during the Golden Age of Islam, New York and
London 1994; Samso, Studies: J. Samso, Islamic astronomy and medieval Spain, Variorum, Aldershot 1994;
Schoy, Beitrdge: F. Sezgin et al. (eds.), Carl Schoy.
Beitrdge zur arabisch-islamischen Mathematik und Astronomie,
2 vols., Frankfurt 1988; Suter, Beitrdge: F. Sezgin
(ed.), Heinrich Suter. Beitrdge zur Geschichte der Mathematik
und Astronomie im Islam, 2 vols., Frankfurt 1986;
Vernet, Estudios, A-B: J. Vernet, Estudios sobre historia de la ciencia medieval, Barcelona-Bellaterra 1979,
and idem, De cAbd al-Rahmdn I a Isabel II, recopilacion
de estudios disperses, Barcelona 1989; Vernet (ed.),
Estudios, A-B: idem (ed.), Textos y estudios sobre
astronomia espanola en el siglo XIII, and Nuevos estudios
sobre astronomia espanola en el siglo de Alfonso X,
Barcelona 1981, 1983. Also important for the study
of transmission of Islamic tables to Byzantium and
Europe are Tihon, Studies: A. Tihon, Etudes d'astronomie byzantine, Variorum, Aldershot 1994, and
Poulle, Studies: E. Poulle, Astronomie planetaire au Moyen
Age latin, Variorum, Aldershot 1996. Other studies
are published in collected works, such as Kennedy
Festschrift: D.A. King and G. Saliba (eds.), From
deferent to equant. A volume of studies in the history of
science in the ancient and medieval Near East in honor
of E.S. Kennedy, in Annals of the New York Academy of Sciences, d [= 500] (1987); North Festschrift:
A. Vanderjagt and L.L. Nanta (eds.), Between demonstration and imagination. Essays in the history of science
and philosophy presented to John D. North, Leiden 1999;
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Kunitzsch Festschrift: M. Folkerts and R.P. Lorch (eds.),
Sic itur ad astra. Studien zur Geschichte der Mathematik
und Naturwissenschaften. Festschrift fur den Arabisten Paul
Kunitzsch zum 70. Geburtstag, Wiesbaden 2000; and
Vemet Festschrift: J. Casulleras and J. Samso (eds.),
From Baghdad to Barcelona. Studies in the Islamic exact
sciences in honour of Prof. Juan Vernet, 2 vols., Barcelona
1996.
The standard bio-bibliographical sources
for the history of Islamic astronomy are (in chronological order): Suter, MAA: H. Suter, Die Mathematiker
und Astronomen der Amber und ihre Werke, in Abh. zur
Geschichte der mathematischen Wissenschaften, x (1900),
and Nachtrage und Berichtigungen, in ibid., xiv (1902),
157-85, repr. Amsterdam 1982, and again in Suter,
Beitrage, i, 1-285 and 286-314; Renaud, Additions a
Suter. HJ.P. Renaud, Additions et corrections a Suter,
"Die Mathematiker und Astronomen der Amber", in his,
xviii (1932), 166-83; M. Krause, Stambuler Handschriften islamischer Mathematiker, in Quellen und Studien
zur Geschichte der Mathematik, Astronomie und Physik,
Abt. B: Studien, Band 3, Heft 4 (1936); Storey,
ii/1: A. Mathematics. B. Weights and measures. C.
Astronomy and astrology. D. Geography, London 1958,
repr. 1972: Sezgin, GAS, esp. v, Mathematik, vi,
Astronomie, vii, Astrologie; Matvievskaya and Rosenfeld,
MAMS: G.P. Matvievskaya and B.A. Rosenfeld,
Matematiki i astronomi musulmanskogo srednevekovya i ikh
trudi, 3 vols., Moscow 1983; Cairo ENL survey: King,
A survey of the scientific manuscripts in the Egyptian National
Library (Publications of the American Research
Center in Egypt, Catalogs, 5), Winona Lake, Ind.
1986; E. Ihsanoglu (ed.), Ottoman astronomy and
Ottoman mathematics: idem (ed.), Osmanli astronomi literaturil tarihi, 2 vols., and Osmanh matematik literatiirii
tarihi, 2 vols. (IRCICA Studies and Sources on the
History of Science, 7-8), Istanbul 1996, 1999.
An indispensable research tool is Kennedy and
Kennedy, Islamic geographical coordinates: E.S. and M.H.
Kennedy, Geographical coordinates of localities from Islamic
sources, Frankfurt 1987. References are also made
to King, SATMI: King, Studies in astronomical timekeeping in medieval Islam, 10 pts., including i, A survey of tables for reckoning time by the sun and stars', ii,
A survey of tables for regulating the times of prayer, vi,
Universal solutions in medieval Islamic astronomy, Leiden,
forthcoming; idem, World-maps for finding the direction
and distance to Mecca, Leiden-London 1999.
Most of the underlying astronomical and astrological notions are outlined in Birunl, Tafhim: R.R.
Wright, The Book of instruction in the elements of the art
of astrology by Abu 'l-Rqyhdn . . . al-Blruni, London
1934, repr. Baghdad n.d. On spherical astronomy,
two indispensable works are Blrunl, Makalid:
M.-Th. Debarnot (ed. and tr.), al-Blrum, Kitab
Maqdlid cilm al-hay'a. La trigonometrie spherique chez les
Arabes de Vest a la fin du Xe siecle, Damascus 1985,
and MarrakushT, Mabddi* wa-ghayat, A-B: J.-J.
Sedillot, Traite des instruments astronomiques des Arabes
compose au treizieme siecle par Aboul Hhassan Ali de
Maroc, 2 vols., Paris 1834-5, repr. in 1 vol., Frankfurt
1985, and L.-A. Sedillot, Memoire sur les instruments
astronomiques des Arabes, in Mems. de I'Acad. Royale des
Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres de I'Institut de France, i (1844),
1-229, repr. Frankfurt 1989. The approaches to the
subject are quite different in these two works, being
based on spherical trigonometry and projection
methods, respectively. See also Blruni, Shadows: E.S.
Kennedy, The exhaustive treatise on shadows by Abu alRayhdn . . . al-Birunl. Translation and commentary, Aleppo
1976.
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On regional d e v e l o p m e n t s in Islamic
a s t r o n o m y , see first Sayih, The observatory in Islam.
On the development of the professional astronomers
responsible for the regulation of the calendar and
times of prayer, see King, On the role of the muezzin
and the muwaqqit in medieval Islamic society, in FJ.
Ragep and S.P. Ragep, with SJ. Livesey (eds.),
Tradition, transmission, transformation. Proceedings of two
conferences on pre-modern science held at the University of
Oklahoma, Leiden, etc. 1996, 285-346. The following regional s u r v e y s are available. Early
Islamic (mainly c l r a k and Persia): D. Pingree,
The Greek influence on early Islamic mathematical astronomy,
in JAOS, xciii (1973), 32-43; idem, Indian influence on
Sassanian and early Islamic astronomy and astrology, in
The Journal of Oriental Research (Madras), xxxiv-xxxv
(1964-6), 118-126. ' I r a k : al-'Azzawi, Ta'nkh cilm
al-falak fi 'l-clrdk, Baghdad 1958 (to be used with
caution). Egypt, Syria and Yemen: King, Aspects
of Fatimid astronomy, in M. Barrucand (ed.), L'Egypte
Fatimide: son art et son histoire. Actes du colloque organise
a Pans les 28, 29 et 30 mai 1998, Paris 1999,
497-517; idem, The astronomy of the Mamluks, in his,
Ixxiv (1983), 531-55, repr. in idem, Studies, A-III;
idem, L'astronomie en Syrie a I'epoque islamique, in S.
Cluzan et al. (eds.), Syrie, memoire et civilisation, Paris
1993, 386-95, 432-43, 480; idem, Mathematical astronomy in medieval Yemen. A biobibliographical survey, Malibu,
Ca. 1983. Al-Andalus: Millas Vallicrosa, Estudios,
A-B; Vernet, Estudios, A-B; Vernet (ed.), Estudios,
A-B; J. Samso, Studies; and idem, Las ciencas de los
antiguos en al-Andalus, Madrid 1992; numerous other
publications of the Barcelona school; L. RichterBernburg, Sd'id, the Toledan Tables, and Andalusi science,
in Kennedy Festschrift, 373-401. See also G. Toomer,
A survey of the Toledan Tables, in Osiris, xv (1968),
5-174. The Hebrew tradition: B.R. Goldstein,
The survival of Arabic astronomy in Hebrew, in JHAS,
iii (1979), 31-9, repr. in idem, Studies, no. XXI;
idem, Astronomy in the medieval Spanish Jewish community,
in North Festschrift, 225-41; and Y.T. Langermann,
Science in the Jewish communities of the Iberian Peninsula.
An interim report, in idem, Studies, i. The Maghrib:
King, An overview of the sources for the history of astronomy
in the medieval Maghrib, in Actes du 2e Colloque Maghrebin
de UHistoire des Mathematiques Arabes, Tunis, 1-3 dec.
1988, Tunis (Institut Superieur de 1'Education et
de la Formation Continue), n.d. [ca. 1990], 12557, updated as On the history of astronomy in the medieval
Maghrib, in Etudes philosophiques et sociologiques dediees
a Jamal ed-Dine Alaoui, Fez 1998, 27-61; Samso, An
outline of the history of Maghribi zyes from the end of the
thirteenth century, in JHA, xxix (1998), 93-102. Persia
and Central Asia: Kennedy, The exact sciences in
Iran under the Seljuqs and Mongols, in Camb. hist. Iran,
v, Cambridge 1968, 659-79, and The exact sciences
in Iran under the Timurids, in ibid., vi, Cambridge
1986, 568-80; HJJ. Winter, Persian science in Safavid
times, in ibid., 581-609; T. Heidarzadeh, From the
Maragha School to the Darolfonun. A historical review of
astronomy in Iran from the 13th to the 19th century,
unpubl. paper presented at the symposium "Science
and Technology in the Turkish and Islamic World",
Istanbul, 3-5 June 1994; King, World-maps, 128-34;
EP art. SAFAWIDS. IV.III. The Byzantine tradition: A. Tihon, Tables islamiques a Byzance, in
Byzantion, Ix (1990), 401-25; numerous studies by
D. Pingree mentioned below. Ottoman Turkey:
Ihsanoglu, Introduction of Western science to the Ottoman
World. A case study of modern astronomy (1660-1860),
in idem (ed.), Transfer of modern science and technology
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to the Muslim world, Istanbul (IRCICA) 1982, 67120; idem (ed.), Ottoman astronomy and Ottoman mathematics. India: S.A. Khan Ghori, Development of zy
literature in India, in IJHS, xx (1985), 21-48, 438-41
(notes), 480-1 (bibl); S.M.R. Ansari, On the transmission of Arabic-Islamic astronomy to medieval India, in
AIHS, xlv (1995), 273-97; Pingree, Islamic astronomy
in Sanskrit, in JHAS, ii (1978), 315-30; idem, Indian
reception of Muslim versions of Ptolemaic astronomy, in
Ragep and Ragep (eds.), Tradition, transmission, transformation (cited above), 471-85.
On v a r i o u s i n d i v i d u a l ziajs of prime
importance, see the following. On the %id£ of alKhwarazmf, see H. Suter et al. (eds.), Die astronomischen Tafeln des Muhammed ibn Musa al-Khwdrizml,
in Kgl. Danske Vidensk. Skrifter, 7. R., Hist, og filos.
Afd., 3/1 (1914), providing an edition of the Latin
text; O. Neugebauer, The astronomical tables of alKhwdrizmi, in ibid., 4/2 (1962), with Eng. tr. of the
text and a commentary; Goldstein, Ibn al-Muthannd's
commentary on the astronomical tables of al-Khwdrizmi,
New Haven 1967. In B. van Dalen, Al-Khwdrizmi's
tables revisited. Analysis of the equation of time, in Vernet
Festschrift, i, 195-252, the various tables are sorted
according to their Baghdadf or AndalusI origin. On
the Dimashkl ^id^ of Habash, see M.Th. Debarnot,
The Zjj of Habash al-Hdsib. A survey of MS Istanbul
Teni Cami 784/2, in Kennedy Festschrift, 35-69. On
the %}dj. of al-Battanf, see C.A. Nallino (ed., tr. and
comm.), al-Battdnl sive Albatenii opus astronomicum, 3
pts., Milan 1899-1907, repr. in one vol. Hildesheim
and New York 1977, pts. I-II repr. Frankfurt 1969,
pt. Ill (Ar. text) repr. Baghdad n.d. [ca. I960]. On
the Hdkimi ^taj of Ibn Yunus, see A.P. Caussin de
Perceval, Le livre de la grande table Hakemite observee
par le Sheikh... ebn lounis. . ., in Notices et extraits des
manuscrits de la Bibliotheque Rationale 7 (An XII: 1804),
16-240 (separatum paginated 1 -224); King, The astronomical works of Ibn Yunus, dissertation, Yale Univ.
1972, available through University Microfilms, Ann
Arbor, Mich. The $$ of Bfrunf is available as
al-Blrum, al-Kdnun al-Mascudi, 3 vols., Haydarabad
1954-6, publ. without the critical apparatus of the
editor, M. Krause; see also the table of contents
with commentary by Kennedy, Al-Btrum's Masudic
Canon, in Al-Abhdth, xxiv (1971), 59-81, repr. in
idem et al., Studies, 573-95. A Byzantine recension
of one &($ of al-Fahhad is published in Pingree, The
astronomical works of Gregory Chwniades, i, The ^ij alc
Aldyt, Amsterdam 1985-6. On the $$ of Ibn Ishak,
see A. Mestres, Maghribi astronomy in the 13th century.
A description of manuscript Hyderabad Andra Pradesh State
Library 298, in Vernet Festschrift, i, 383-443; idem,
Materials andalusins en el /$j d'Ibn Ishdq al-Tunisi (ed.
text and tables, with introd. and comm. in Eng.),
diss., University of Barcelona 2000. On the $$ of
Kashf, see various studies by Kennedy, including
Spherical astronomy in Kdsht's Khaqam Zrj, in ^GAIW,
ii (1985), 1-46, repr. in idem, Studies, no. VII; idem,
On the contents and significance of the KhaqanF Zrj by
Jamshld Ghiydth al-Din al-Kdshi (Islamic Mathematics
and Astronomy, Ixxxiv), Frankfurt 1998. On the Sultdm
Zidj, of Ulugh Beg, see Sedillot, Prolegomenes des tables
astronomiques d'Oloug-Beg. Traduction et commentaire, 2
vols., Paris 1847-53, for the text and the chronological tables.
(D.A. KING and J. SAMSO)
ZIHAF (A.), refers in Arabic metrics to the
optional reduction of a long to a short syllable (CVC -> CV; or CV -> CV) or of two short
syllables to one (CVCV ~> CVC; CVCV -» CV;
or CVCV -> CV).

The alternation between two short syllables in one
line and one syllable in another occurs in wdjir, kdmil
and mutaddrik, in the other metres the choice is between
one long and one short syllable. Per line of verse,
there usually are between four to six anceps positions
that allow zihdf reductions.
In indigenous Arabic metrical theory or farud [q.v],
zihdf is presented as a deviation from the standard
foot or djuz?, and, more particularly, from that part
of the foot which is designated as sabab [q.v.].
Corresponding to the two types of reduction mentioned above, two types of sabab are distinguished: the
sabab khafif, defined as a moving letter + a quiescent
letter (i.e. a consonant with a short vowel followed
by a vowelless consonant: CVC), the second of which
is elided in the case of zjha£ and the sabab thakil or
two moving letters (CVCV), the second of which
becomes vowelless or is elided. Any such change thus
concerns the second letter of the sabab, as is stated
in the definition of zihaf as "a non-obligatory change,
specific to the second letters of sababs" (taghyir mukhtass
bi-thawdnl }l-asbdb mutlakin bi-ld luzum, al-Damanhurf, 40).
Qhaf provides Arabic verse with versatility: four
anceps positions will spawn 16 metrical variants, six
as many as 64. It therefore contrasts with cilla [q.v.],
the other change phenomenon of Arabic theory, which,
being obligatory in all lines of the composition, provides rigidity rather than variation and is only a
change insofar as it represents a departure from the
idealised circle metre or bahr [see CARUD].
Arabic theory has special names for cases of zihdf
where the second, fourth, fifth or seventh vowelless
letter of the foot is elided (respectively khabn, tayy,
kabd and kqff); cases where the second or fifth vowelled letter is elided (woks and cakl, respectively); and
cases where the second or the fifth vowelled letter of
the foot is rendered vowelless (idmdr and casb, respectively). E.g. in the foot mustafcilun (— — w —) the variant « - « - is a case of khabn and - ^ ^ - a case
of tayy; in faculun (^
) the variant ^ - ^ is a case
of kabd; in mutafd'ilun (w «- - w —) the variant
^ is a case of idmdr.
A distinction is also made between single (mufrad)
and double (muzdawidi) zihdf (respectively one or two
cases of zihdfper foot). The four types of double zihdf
are called: khabl (combines khabn and tayy); khazl (idmdr
+ tayy); shakl (khabn + kqff); and naks (casb + kqff).
E.g. the foot fdcildtun (- ^ - -) with shakl becomes
w w - w. Many of these zihdfdt are rare in practice
and some do occasionally occur in ancient, but not
in later poetry.
Arabic metrical theory discusses three aesthetic categories of zihdf, good (hasan), acceptable (sdlih) and
bad (kabih). In tawil, e.g., the reduction of the long
third or tenth syllable counts as "good" (it belongs
to the system and is found in any poem in this metre);
the reduction of the long sixth syllable of either
hemistich, which is seldom found in later poetry,
counts as "acceptable". The rare case of the reduction of the seventh syllable of the second hemistich in Mufaddaliyya, 47 1. 2 (verse by Murakkish) is
"bad".
In Persian prosody, where Arabic metrical concepts
are forced upon an essentially different type of metre,
zjhaf occurs as a technical term, but its function is
different: it is not an element of variation within the
same poem, but is used to distinguish one metre from
the other, rather like cilla.
Bibliography: G.W. Freytag, Darstellung der arabischen Verskunst, Bonn 1830, 77-114; M. Ben
Cheneb, Traite de metrique arabe (= Tuhfat al-adab ft
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An extract from the solar and lunar tables in a Yemeni copy from ca. 650/1250 of the <T^' of Kushyar Ibn Labban, compiled in Iran ca. 400/1000.
(From ms. Cairo DM 400, courtesy of the Egyptian National Library.)

X

PLATE XIV
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An extract from a set of Tunisian tables, copied ca. 1600, of the kind known in mediaeval scientific Arabic
as shabaka, which enable the user to determine the solar longitude at any date. (From ms. Cairo DM 689
fol. Iv, courtesy of the Egyptian National Library.)

Solar tables in the astronomical handbook of the early 7th/13th-century Coptic
scholar al-Ascad b. al-'Assal, copied ca. 1200/1800. The entries are written partly
m Arabic alphanumerical notation and partly in the cumbersome Coptic numerical
notation. (From ms. Cairo DM 910,1, copied ca. 1800, courtesy of the Egyptian
National Library.)

ZIDJ

PLATE XV

The tables of a zidi engraved on an astrolabe. This is the sole surviving example of an instrument known
as $($ al-sqfacih, "The astronomical handbook on the plates of an astrolabe", devised by the mid-4th/10thcentury Khurasan! astronomer Abu Dja'far al-Khazin,' and constructed by Badlc al-Zaman Hibat Allah in
Baghdad in 514/1120-1. (Photo provided in the 1970s by the late Alain Brieux, Paris.)

PLATE XVI

ZlDJ

Lists of festivals in the calendars of the Magians and the Christians, as well as the dates of the heliacal
risings of various bright stars and lunar mansions in the Christian (Syrian) calendar. (From ms. Berlin
Ahlwardt 5751, pp. 194-5, courtesy of the Deutsche Staatsbibliothek (PreuBischer Kulturbesitz).)

Part of the star-catalogue from the Hakimi ^ld^ of Ibn Yunus,
giving the ecliptic coordinates (tul and fard, longitude and latitude) for some 58 stars calculated for 400 Yazdigird [= A.D.
1032]. (From ms. Cairo MM 188,2, fol. 81v, courtesy of the
Egyptian National Library.)

ZlDJ

An extract from the geographical tables of the 8th/14th-century
Damascus astronomer Ibn al-Shatir, from a copy of an Egyptian
recension of his /£z$ for Cairo by the 9th/15th-century
astronomer al-Kawm al-Rishf. (From ms. Cairo DM 637,1,
courtesy of the Egyptian National Library.)

An extract from an early-12th/18th-century 'Iraki
recension of some anonymous 9th/15th-century
geographical tables displaying longitudes, latitudes,
kiblas and distances to Mecca of some 275 localities.
(From ms. London B.L. add. 7489, fol. 58v, courtesy
of The British Library.)

PLATE XVII

PLATE XVIII

ZIDJ

A table from a Mamluk Egyptian manuscript showing a table for calculating the length of life of
an individual from the longitude of the ascendant at his birth. The table was compiled by the
late-^nd-century Hellenistic astrologer Vettius Valens. (From ms. Cairo DM 1108,4b, fol. 20v
courtesy of the Egyptian National Library.)
'
'
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PLATE XIX

Parts of a table displaying the hour-angle at the beginning of the W prayer for each zodiacal sign of solar
longitude and each degree of terrestrial latitude from 10° to 50°. (From ms. Cairo MM 33,2, fols. 6v-7r,
courtesy of the Egyptian National Library.)

An extract from some tables in an Ottoman
navigational compendium copied in 12767
1859. The precise purpose of the tables
has not been determined. (From ms. Cairo
DM 570, courtesy of the Egyptian National
Library.)

PLATE XX

ZIDJ

An extract from a sexagesimal multiplication table displaying the products of the numbers m X n, where
m and n are integers from 1 to 59. (From ms Cairo
Zakiyya 740, fol. Iv, courtesy of the Egyptian National
Library.)

An extract from the sine tables in the %}$-{ Sultdni
of Ulugh Beg completed in 842/1438-9. (From an
unidentified manuscript in Cairo, courtesy of the
Egyptian National Library.)

An extract from a set of sine tables attributed to the
late-4th/10th-century Egyptian astronomer Ibn Yunus.
(From ms. Berlin Ahlwardt 5752, fol. 13v, courtesy
of the Deutsche Staatsbibliothek (PreuBischer Kulturbesitz).)
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mizan ash'ar al-carab), 3Paris 1954, 8-20; Muhammad
al-Damanhuri, al-Irshad al-shafi, 2Cairo 1957, 3860; L.P. Elwell-Sutton, The Persian metres, Cambridge
1976 (contains a full account of all zjhaf forms in
Arabic and Persian); W. Stoetzer, Theory and practice in Arabic metrics, Leiden 1989 (contains inter alia
a short Arabic text on the aesthetic divisions of
zihdf). A list of zihdjat described as a set of erasure rules is given in G. Bohas, J.-P. Guillaume
and D.E. Kouloughli, The Arabic linguistic tradition,
London and New York 1990, 145-8.
(W. STOETZER)
ZIMAM (A., pi. azimma), lit. "rein, halter", refers
to a department of the central administration in the mediaeval caliphate and then comes to
refer in Fatimid times to a person in control,
one holding the reins of power.
The diwan al-azimma, an office of control and audit,
is traditionally said to have been founded by the
'Abbasid caliph al-Mahdl in 162/778-9 (al-Tabari, iii,
522), when it seems that the task of overseeing and
controlling all the diwans of the administration was
too much for a single hand. H.F. Amedroz suggested
that every diwan came to have a zimdm attached to
it by way of control but that all the azimma might
be held by one man, who had a general function of
control over all the diwdns (Abbasid administration in
decay, from the Tajanb al-Umam, in JRAS [Oct. 1913],
829-32). M.G. Morony has, however, noted the existence of a department concerned with the registration of documents, headed by a sahib al-zimdm (in the
tradition of Ibn al-Mukaffac and al-Mada'inT), in much
earlier times and going back to the Sasanids of Persia
(Iraq after the Muslim conquest, Princeton 1984, 66-7).
Under the Fatimids, the term had a wide range of
meanings, including director of the treasury and major
domo. It appears also in military and naval contexts,
meaning "officer, commander", alongside such terms
as carif, ra*is, mukaddam and mutawalli, but it must be
pointed out that the structure of command in the
Fatimid armed forces and navy is vague.
Bibliography (in addition to references in the
article): See the sources mentioned in D. Sourdel,
Le vizirat cabbdside, Damascus 1959-60, i, 112-14;
Paula Sanders, Ritual, politics, and the city in Fatimid
Cairo, New York 1994, index s.v. zimdm.
(ED.)

ZINA or ZINA5 (A.), unlawful sexual interc o u r s e , i.e. intercourse between a man and a woman
who are not married to one another nor in a state
of lawful concubinage based on ownership (the relationship between the owner and his female slave). The
Kur'an disapproved of the promiscuity prevailing at
that time in Arabia and forbade e.g. the prostitution
of slave girls by their masters (XXIV, 33). Several
verses refer to unlawful sexual intercourse. Some of
these mention that it is a sin (fdhisha] and that it will
be punished in the Hereafter (XVII, 32, XXV, 68-9).
Most verses, however, deal with the legal aspects.
Making zind a punishable offence was a means to enforce the uniform system of marriage introduced by
Muhammad. IV, 15-16 lay down that both parties to
it must be punished and required four witnesses for
proving the offence. The punishment mentioned in
IV, 15 for women committing zind, viz. detention in
their homes, is commonly regarded as abrogated by
XXIV, 2, which verse stipulates that fornicators must
be punished with one hundred lashes. XXIV, 3 ("The
male fornicator (zdni) shall only marry a female fornicator or a polytheist and the female fornicator
(zdniya) shall only be married to a male fornicator or
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polytheist") was regarded as problematical by later
commentators. They generally hold that the verse has
been abrogated by later verses.
The Kur'an does not mention the punishment of
stoning for zind. The enforcement of this penalty is
based on the sunna. Nearly all hadith collections include
three hadiths that are central in the legal arguments
about the punishment for zind: one to the effect that
the Prophet has enforced this punishment in a case
of unlawful intercourse among Jews on the basis of
the Torah (cf. V, 43-4); a second one, transmitted by
Abu Hurayra and Zayd b. Khalid al-Djuhanl relating that the Prophet, in a case of intercourse between
a young man and a married woman, sentenced the
woman to stoning and the young man to flogging
and banishment for a year; and a third one in which
c
Umar b. al-Khattab asserts that there was a revelation (dyat al-radjm} to the effect that those who are
muhsan [q.v.] and have unlawful intercourse are to
be punished with stoning, but that this verse was left
out in the final version of the Kur'anic text, cf. Ibn
Hadjar, Bulugh al-mardm, nos. 1230, 1232, 1236. The
hadith related by Abu Hurayra and Zayd b. Khalid
al-Djuhanl has been the basis of the fikh doctrine, as
we shall see. The jurists have argued that this hadith
has specified the meaning of XXIV, 2 (or, according
to some, even abrogated it). J. Burton has plausibly
argued that the story about the verse of stoning was
put into circulation by ShafTl scholars who did not
accept that a sunna can abrogate a Kur'anic revelation and were forced to find a source with higher
authority for the lawfulness of stoning for fornication
(Burton, Origin).
All Sunn! schools of jurisprudence agree that zind
is to be punished with stoning if the offender is muhsan,
i.e. adult, free, Muslim (except in Shafi'l law, where
a dhimmi can also be muhsan) and having previously
enjoyed legitimate sexual relations in matrimony
(regardless of whether the marriage still exists). The
Hanaffs and HanbalTs require that both partners in
the act be muhsan for stoning to be applied. Persons
who are not muhsan are punished with one hundred
lashes if they are free and with fifty lashes if they
are slaves (cf. IV, 25), followed, according to all schools
except the Hanafis, with banishment for the period
of one year (six months for slaves). The offenders
must have acted out of their free will; a woman who
has been raped (mustakraha) cannot be punished with
the hadd penalty.
About homosexual intercourse, liwdt [</.y.], there is
difference of opinion. The Shafi'is and Hanbalis regard
it as zind. If the act has been testified to by four
male eyewitnesses, the active partner, if he is muhsan,
is to be punished with stoning, the passive partner
with flogging and banishment. The Malikls do not
require ihsdn for the imposition of stoning. According
to the Hanafis, homosexual intercourse can only be
punished on the strength of ta'zw [</-^-lShl'T doctrine on zind is somewhat different. Here
zind, in addition to heterosexual intercourse, includes
a great variety of sexual behaviour: buggery, both
with men and women, lesbian intercourse and petting. Furthermore, Shi'i legal doctrine defines muhsan
as an adult, free Muslim who is in a position lawfully to have sexual intercourse and whose partner
is actually available and not e.g. imprisoned or absent on a journey. The punishments are the same as in
Sunn! Islam. However, a non-muhsan can be sentenced
to death if there are aggravating circumstances such
as incest (intercourse between close relatives), rape or
intercourse between a non-Muslim man with a Muslim
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woman. Homosexual intercourse with penetration (ikab)
is, according to the Shrcf doctrine, to be punished with
death by way of hadd punishment, whereby the kadi
has the choice between execution with a sword, by
stoning, by throwing the offender from a [high] wall or
by burning him. If there has been no penetration, and
in cases of sexual activity between women (musdhaka
[see SIHAK]), the hadd punishment is one hundred lashes.
Minimal proof for zind is the testimony of four
male eyewitnesses. The Shi'Ts, however, also admit
the testimony of women, if there is at least one male
witness, testifying together with six women. All witnesses must have seen the act in its most intimate
details, i.e. the penetration (like "a stick disappearing
in a kohl container (mukhula)" as the fikh books specify). If their testimonies do not satisfy the requirements, they can be sentenced to eighty lashes for
unfounded accusation of fornication (kadhf [<?-^-])- If
the accused admits the offence, the confession must
be repeated four times according to the Hanafis, the
Hanbalfs and the Shicfs. Circumstantial evidence is
not admitted, with one exception: under Malikf law,
pregnancy of an unmarried woman is regarded as
evidence of fornication. However, even if the act has
been proved, punishment can be averted by shubha
[q.v.], viz. uncertainty about the unlawfulness of the
proven act, due to circumstances that confer to it a
semblance of legality, such as intercourse between two
parties to a marriage that is null and void, between
the master and a female slave of whom he is a coowner or whom he has acquired on the strength of
an invalid purchase, or between a blind man and a
woman whom he takes for his wife or female slave.
In Saudi Arabia and in those countries where
Islamic criminal codes have been introduced, zind is
a criminal offence to be punished according to the
prescriptions of the fikh (Libya, Law 70 of 1973 on
the introduction of the hadd punishment for zind, which
actually does not impose stoning but only flogging;
Pakistan, Offence of Zina (Enforcement of Hudood)
Ordinance, 1979; Penal Code of Sudan, 1991, arts.
146-52; Criminal Code of Iran, 1991, arts. 63-134;
Penal Code of Yemen, 1994, arts. 163-281). According
to reports of human rights organisations, the punishment of stoning has recently only been enforced in
Saudi Arabia and Iran.
Bibliography: Ibn Kudama, al-Mughm, Beirut
1993, viii, 157-212; Ibn Rushd, Biddyat al-mud^tahid
wa-nihdyat al-muktasid, Cairo 1960, ii, 433-40; Ibn
Hadjar al-cAskalanf, Bulugh al-mardm fi adillat alahkdm, 2Riyad 1997; cAbd al-Rahman al-Djazm,
Kitdb al-Fikh cald 'l-madhdhib al-arbaca, v, al-cUkubdt
al-sharciyya, Cairo n.d., 41-138; A. Bouhdiba, La
sexualite en islam, Paris 1975; J. Burton, The origin of
the Islamic penalty for adultery, in Trans. Glasgow University
Oriental Society, xxvi (1978), 16-26; U. Rubin, "Alwalad li-l-firdsh". On the Islamic campaign against zind,
in SI, viii (1993), 5-26; R. Peters, The Islamization
of criminal law. A comparative analysis, in WI, xxxiv
(1994), 246-74.
(R. PETERS)
ZINDlK.
1. The word.
^indik, pi. zanddika, abstract/collective noun zandaka,
is an Arabic word borrowed (at least in the first
instance) from Persian, and used in the narrow and
precise meaning "Manichaean" (synonym: Mdnawi,
or the quasi-Aramaic Mandni), but also loosely for
"heretic, renegade, unbeliever", in effect as a
synonym for mulhid, murtadd or kdfir. The earliest attestation of the word, in any language, is in the Middle
Persian inscription of the Zoroastrian high priest

Kirdir on the so-called Kacba-yi Zardusht, from the
end of the 3rd century A.D. (precisely at the time
when the Sasanid state was busy combating Manichaeism), which boasts of the author's success in suppressing various foreign religions and their followers,
among them Jews, Buddhists, Brahmanists, Christians
and zndyky (see Ph. Gignoux, Les quatre inscriptions du
mage Kirdir, Paris 1991, 60). Then, in the 5th century,
the Armenian Christian author Eznik, in his polemics
against Manichaeism, uses the word zandik to designate the followers of that religion, and it is applied
in the same way by the Armenian historian EKshe
(whose date is the subject of controversy). Similarly,
in Zoroastrian religious books in Middle Persian there
are a fair number of passages where zandik is used
unambiguously in the sense "Manichaean" (collected
in de Menasce). But also in Arabic, zindik is quite
commonly used for "Manichaean", that is, as the
name for the follower of a specific religion; the usage
as a vague term for Muslim or non-Muslim "heretics"
is clearly secondary, though widespread. Muslim law
denies Manichaeans the status of ahl al-dhimma, putting
them in the same legal position as renegades from
Islam, and it is evidently for this reason that the
words zindik and mulhid became interchangeable. A
parallel for this semantic development is the German
word Ketzer, originally a deformation of the selfdesignation of the dualist Christian sect of the Cathari
(i.e. KaGapoi "pure ones") but then applied indiscriminately to all religious dissenters, finally becoming the usual German word for "heretic".
Al-Mascudf (Muru$, ii, 167-8 = § 594) says that
the name zindik first appeared at the time of Manf,
and for the following reason: Zoroaster had once
brought to the Persians a book called the Avesta
(bastdh), together with a commentary called the zand,
which was a clarification of the allegorical interpretation (to? ml) of the Avesta. Thus whenever anyone
"introduced into their religion anything that was at
variance with the revelation, namely the Avesta, and
turned towards the allegorical interpretation, namely
the zand, the Persians called him a zandi". The Arabs,
he continues, changed this to zindik. "The dualists
(thanawiyyd) are zanddika, but with these are grouped
together anyone else who believes in the doctrine of
pre-eternity (kidam) and denies the creation of the
world." Similarly, al-Samcanr (Ansdb, s.v. zandi} says
that Man! was called a zindik because he claimed that
his book Shdbuhragdn was the zand, or commentary
(tafsir), of Zoroaster's book; cAbd al-Djabbar (Tathbit,
i, 170) also says that Mam produced a tafsir of the
Avesta, but he does not link this with the name zindik.
On the other hand, al-Khwarazmr (Mafdtih al-culum,
37-8) says that it was Mazdak who brought forth a
book which he called the zand and which he claimed
contained the to3 ml of the Avesta, and that consequently his followers took the name zandi. And alBirunf (al-Athdr al-bdkiya, in J. Fuck, Documenta islamica
inedita, Berlin 1952, 79; missing in Sachau's edition),
after saying much the same thing, goes on to claim
that the name zindik is applied to the Manichaeans
only "in a figurative and metaphorical sense", as it
is also to "the bdtiniyya in Islam". In other words, the
real zanddika are the Mazdakites. This is naturally
wrong, for, as mentioned, the word zandik was used
already by Kirdlr, 300 years before the time of
Mazdak. But the explanation given by al-Mascudf is
also quite untenable. The zand, which the Persians
believed to have been revealed by their prophet, is
not an "allegorical interpretation" of the Avesta, but
a translation into Middle Persian (with commentary)
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Egypt) and in Central Asia among the Iranian (mainly
of what the Zoroastrians of the Sasanid period perSogdian) population. There is evidence for Manichaean
ceived to be the literal meaning of the scripture; there
missions among the Arabs as well. A Coptic text
can consequently be no question of the Manichaeans
reports on how, during the reign of the Sasanid Narseh
having turned away from the Avesta to the (Zoro(ruled 293-302), the Manichaeans were protected by
astrian) zand, as al-Mascudi implies (see Darmesteter).
a king called Amaro, in which we must see a Coptic
Nor is there any evidence that the Manichaeans prospelling of the Arabic name cAmr. Narseh's own induced a zand of their own (as al-Samcani and cAbd
scription at Paikuli mentions, in the list of his vassals,
al-Djabbar claim) or that they considered their relitwo kings of this name: "'mrw king of the Lakhmids"
gion to be an allegorical interpretation of the Avesta
(evidently the cAmr b. cAdI of Arab tradition) and
(as Schaeder has argued). In fact, extant Manichaean
^mrw [king] of the sons of Abgar" (perhaps an otherwritings make it quite clear that they did not accept
wise unrecorded member of the Arab dynasty at
the Avesta as a genuine prophetic revelation. It seems
Edessa), but it is debated which of the two is intended
rather that the etymology offered by al-MascudT and
by the Coptic text (see the relevant articles by Tardieu
his successors results from an analogy between Maniand de Blois, with different conclusions). A later trachaeism and "the bdtiniyya in Islam", i.e. Isma'Tlism,
dition, reported by Ibn al-Kalbi, Ibn Kutayba and
and specifically from an attempt to tarnish the latter
others, says that before Islam some of the Arabs were
by association with Manichaeism. But this analogy is
Christians, some Jews, some Zoroastrians (madjus), and
spurious. Manichaeism was not an esotericist, but a
others zanddika; this last religion was followed, it is
literalist religion, one which saw truth in the literal
claimed, by some of the Kuraysh, who had it from
meaning of Mam's own writings.
al-Hlra (references, and discussion of the conflicting
From the vantage point of modern linguistic knowlversions of this story, in de Blois, The Sabians, 48-50,
edge it would seem more likely that Middle Persian
zandik was borrowed from Aramaic zaddik "righteous" I where it is suggested that the sdbi'un of the Kur'an
[see sAsf and SABI'A] might have been these Arab
(thus already Bevan, in Browne, LHP, i, 159-60). We
Manichaeans). The fact that zanddika are mentioned
know from Syriac authors that Manichaeans used
alongside other specified religions would seem to indizaddike as a designation for their "elect", that is, the
cate that the word is used here to mean "Manifull members of the Manichaean community, just as
chaeans", and not undiscriminated "heretics", but it
Muslim authors (Ibn al-Nadlm, al-Birum, etc.) use
is naturally debatable whether the story has any histhe equivalent Arabic siddikun for the Manichaean
torical value.
"elect" and sammd'un for the lower-ranking "auditors".
Despite harassment by the Sasanids, a Manichaean
The so-called dissimilation of the geminated stop to
community survived in Babylonia (clrak), which renasal plus stop can be observed in other Aramaic
mained the seat of the archegos (Ar. imam)., though his
loan words in Persian, e.g. Persian shamba "Saturday",
authority was contested by the Manichaeans in
versus Syriac shabbthd, or Persian gund (cf. Ar. dj_und)
Transoxania (in Arabic called the Dlnawariyya, from
"army", versus Syriac guddd. It is naturally possible
the Sogdian word for "elect"). After the Muslim conthat already in Middle Persian the loan word zandik
quest, Manichaeans benefited from the tolerance (or
was reinterpreted as *zandlg "follower of a zand", but
indifference) of the Umayyads. The archegos Mihr, who
this is hardly the original meaning.
2. The history of Manichaeism, especially in the Arab and
flourished at the time when Khalid b. cAbd Allah alKasrT [q.v.] was governor of Trak (ca. 105-20/cfl. 723Islamic world.
The name of the founder of Manichaeism appears
38), and who (according to his enemies) accepted
in Arabic as Man! (Greek Mocvnq, Latin Manes, Syriac
luxurious gifts from the Muslim governor, made
and New Persian Mane, in Persian poetry rhyming
attempts to regain the allegiance of the Dmawariyya,
but he was faced by dissent within his own commuwithycf-i madjhul). He was born in 527 Seleucid (A.D.
216-17) in Babylonia and was brought up in a comnity; this led to the formation of a rival faction under
a certain Miklas. cAbd al-Djabbar (al-Mughm, v, 18-9,
munity of Elchasaites, a Jewish Christian baptist sect
(Ibn al-Nadlm's mughtasild}. As a young man Man! quoting al-MismacT) gives a brief account of the docbegan to receive revelations from his supernatural
trinal differences between the Miklasiyya and what he
"Twin", who eventually instructed him to leave the
simply calls "the Manichaeans" (evidently meaning the
Elchasaites and propound his own gospel. He travfollowers of Mihr), from which emerges that the former
elled extensively in the Persian empire, preaching.
upheld the (in fact orthodox Manichaean) doctrine of
Early in the reign of the second Sasanid ruler, Shabuhr
the eternal damnation of the souls of sinners while
(Ar. Sabur) I, probably in 240, or shortly thereafter,
the latter held the (revisionist) view that all particles
Man! attached himself to the court of the emperor. | of light (i.e. all souls) would eventually be liberated
Two of Shabuhr's brothers converted to Manichaeism
from darkness. Ibn al-Nadim (FUirist, ed. Tadjaddud,
and the king himself was the dedicatee of Mam's
397-8) quotes, from a pro-Mihrl Manichaean source,
Shabuhragan, a systematic account of his faith. Man! what must be a wildly exaggerated account of the
retained the favour of Shabuhr's son, Hormizd I, but
successes of the Mihriyya in winning over the folfell out with his successor, Wahram (Ar. Bahrain) I,
lowers of the Dmawariyya and the Miklasiyya, but
who had the prophet thrown into prison, where he
he goes on to indicate that the Miklasiyya in fact
died, probably in 274 or 277. Manichaean texts, imisurvived at least until the time of al-Muctasim (218tating Christian imagery, sometimes speak of Mam's
27/833-42). A Sogdian Manichaean text (published
"crucifixion", just as those composed in the Buddhist
by Sundermann) contains polemics against certain
environment of Central Asia refer to his death as an
"Syrian" co-religionists, evidently Manichaeans from
"entry into nirvana"; Muslim authors, misled by the
the Near East who had recently emigrated to Central
former phrasing, generally state that Man! was actuAsia, and mentions the Mihrl and MiklasT factions,
ally crucified/gibbeted (sulibd).
unfortunately in a broken context.
The prophet's death was followed by a severe perThe only systematic Muslim persecution of Manisecution of the Manichaeans in the Sasanid realm,
chaeans that we know about began in 163/779 by
but missionaries had already put down firm roots outorder of the 'Abbasid caliph al-Mahdi and continued
side of the empire, in Roman territory (especially in
at least until the end of the reign of al-Hadl in
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170/786. The sources do not give a clear indication
his pupils. Much of this is evidently derived from
of the reason for the persecution, but it is surely no
authentic Manichaean writings in Arabic that were
coincidence that it occurred shortly after the convernot used by any other extant author, but it is intersion of the Uyghur rulers to Manichaeism in 762;
spersed with data from Muslim sources. Two uncredManichaeism became the state religion of an imporited quotations from Abu Tsa's version (Fihrist/
tant neighbouring kingdom and was evidently henceTadjaddud, 393:3-5 and 393:23-394:21; cf. Ibn alforth perceived as a threat to the security of the
Malahimf, 562:5-9 and 563:1 l-565:ult., respectively)
caliphate. A special inquisitor, called sahib al-zanddika,
have been inserted, confusingly, into a much better
ferreted out the suspects, who were confined in a paraccount of the cosmological myth, and there is also
ticular prison (habs al-zanddika). Those who abjured
some worthless material, e.g. the absurd statement
their beliefs were required to spit on the portrait of
that Mam taught that Jesus was sent by the devil.
Mam and released; those who refused were beheaded.
Al-Birunf had access to translations of Manf's own
After 170/786 we have reports only of sporadic perbooks, from which he brings some important quotasecution, and the Manichaeans succeeded in maintions. Otherwise, Muslim accounts are of limited value.
taining a limited presence in Baghdad for another two
The verbose refutations of Manichaeism and other
centuries. Al-Ma'mun (198-218/813-33) is said to have
forms of dualism in Muslim writers are of real interorganised a debate between the Manichaean leader
est only for the history of Islamic theology. See also
Yazdanbukht and Muslim theologians and to have
THANAWIYYA, where much of this is assessed differently.
given the former safe conduct and assigned guards to
After the above-mentioned account of Manichaeism,
protect him from the mob, but other reports speak
Ibn al-Nadlm appends a list of "the theologians who
of the persecution of Manichaeans by the same caliph.
outwardly professed Islam but inwardly professed
Ibn al-NadFm wrote that in the days of Mucizz
al-zandaka", of poets who fell into the same category,
al-Dawla (334-56/945-67) he had personally been
and of "the kings and grandees who were accused of
acquainted with "about 300" Manichaeans in Baghdad,
al-zandaka\ lists which can be supplemented from
but that "now (i.e. in 377/987-8) there are not even
other sources. It is, however, impossible to confirm
five in the capital", though they still survived in
that any of these people were really Manichaeans and
Sogdiana, their leader residing_ in Samarkand. And
it is more likely that the only thing they have in comabout a decade later al-Blrum (Athdr, ed. Sachau, 209)
mon is that their enemies accused them of not being
similarly speaks of a thriving Manichaean community
good Muslims, and consequently "secret zindtks". It is
in Samarkand, where they were called sabi'un. On
clear that zindik was used quite freely as a term of
the other hand, Ibn al-NadFm's story, from a nonabuse; it is consequently futile for modern historians
Manichaean source (ed. Tadjaddud, 400-1), of how
to attempt to construct a picture of the "zanddika in
the Manichaeans migrated back and forth between
Islam" as a coherent intellectual movement.
For example, the previously-mentioned Abu clsa alTransoxania and Trak and how, at the time of alWarrak was himself suspected of Manichaeism eviMuktadir (r. 295-320/908-32), the Manichaeans in
dently only because he wrote about (but also refuted)
Samarkand were protected from their Muslim overthat religion. The poet al-Macarrf was accused of
lords through an intervention of "the king of China",
being a zindik by his contemporaries mainly because
bristles with anachronisms and has little historic value.
he was a vegetarian, like the Manichaean elect. Many
After the 4th/10th century, there is no firm eviof the Sufis, beginning with al-Halladj, were accused
dence for Manichaeism anywhere in the Islamic world,
of zandaka, though their whole world outlook is diabut it survived in Central Asia, even after the fall of
metrically opposed to Manichaean dualism. Even in
the Uyghur kingdom to the Kirghiz in 840, in the
the case of the famous litterateur, and universally
remnant Uyghur principality in the Turfan [g.v.] basin
decried zindik, Ibn al-Mukaffac [g.v.], the evidence that
(in modern Xinjiang), probably until the time of the
he was ever really a Manichaean is not conclusive.
Mongol invasions.
Al-Mismacf (quoted by cAbd al-Djabbar, al-Mughm, v,
3. Muslim accounts of Manichaeism and of the so-called
20; also in Ibn al-Malahimf, 590) reports, on the one
zanadika in Islam.
hand, that Ibn al-Mukaffac was a dualist who taught
The earliest substantial Muslim description of
that Light manipulated (dabbara] Darkness and introManichaean cosmology of which any trace survives is
duced itself into Darkness only for its own advantage;
by Abu clsa al-Warrak [g.v.] from about the middle
the idea that the mixture of Light and Darkness was
of the 3rd/9th century; extensive and explicit quotaintentionally provoked by the former is indeed a
tions have been preserved by Ibn al-Malahimi and
specifically Manichaean doctrine which distinguishes
briefer extracts (quoted at second hand, via a lost
it clearly from Zoroastrianism and from other forms
work by al-Hasan b. Musa al-Nawbakhtf) from Abu
c
of dualism. But al-Mismacr goes on to say that "he
lsa form the main substance of the accounts by cAbd
rejected the disgusting stories which the Manichaeans
al-Djabbar, al-Shahrastanf, Ibn al-Murtada and othtold about the war between the two principles". The
ers, though both al-Nawbakhti and those who copied
implication is thus that Ibn al-Mukaffac was not a
from him also had other documents at their disposal.
member of the Manichaean church (for which the
Abu Tsa is the principal source of the picture of
cosmological myth was an indispensable article of
Manichaeism in Muslim theological writings, a picture
faith), though he shared some of the theoretical premwhich, without being exactly wrong, is excessively
ises of Manichaeism.
schematic, overly cerebral and largely ignores the reli4. Manichaeism and Islam.
gious content of Manichaeism, namely, its ethics and
Until the end of the 19th century, Manichaeism
its doctrine of personal salvation.
was known only from reports in non-Manichaean
The most extensive, and most valuable account of
Manichaeism by a Muslim author is in the Fihrist \ sources, but the subsequent spectacular discovery of
a large number of Manichaean manuscripts in Egypt
of Ibn al-Nadfm. This contains a sketch of the life
(in Coptic and Greek) and Central Asia (mainly in
of Mam, a detailed summary of the Manichaeans'
Middle Iranian languages and Old Turkish) means
cosmology and eschatology, a description of their ethics
that it is now possible to form a very precise picture
and cultic practices, of the Manichaean sects after the
of Manichaean doctrine and practice from original
prophet's death and a long list of books by ManF and
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idem, Anpassung des Manichaismus an den Islam (Abu
sources. But there is much disagreement about the
Tsd al-Wandq) in £DMG, cix (1959), 82-91; idem,
place of Manichaeism in the history of religion. Some
Das Siegel der Propheten, in Orientalia Suecana, xxxiiischolars still regard Manichaeism as an essentially
xxxv (1986), 71-83; G. Monnot, Penseurs musulmans et
Iranian phenomenon, an off-shoot of Zoroastrianism,
religions iraniennes: cAbd al-Jabbdr et ses devanciers, Paris
but the prevalent view is that its roots lie mainly in
and Beirut 1974; M. Boyce, A reader in Manichaean
Western traditions, in Christianity or Gnosticism, and
Middle Persian and Parthian, Leiden 1975 (with a good
that, although Mam was aware of Zoroastrianism (and
sketch of Manichaean history and doctrine in the
of Buddhism), the influence of Iranian and Indian
introd.); W. Sundermann, Probleme der Interpretation
doctrines on his teaching was at best superficial.
manichdisch-soghdischer Briefe, inj. Harmatta (ed.), From
As a dualist religion, which posited two co-eternal
Hecataeus to al-Huwdrizml, Budapest 1984, 289-316;
opposing principles of good (light) and evil (darkness),
S. Shaked, From Iran to Islam, in JSAI, iv (1984),
Manichaeism stands in a very stark contrast to Islam,
31-67 (esp. 50-9: "Notes on Ibn al-Muqaffac's alleged
with its implacable monotheism. Muslim theologians
Manichaeism and some related problems"); G.G.
were quite right to insist on this difference. At the
Stroumsa, "Seal of the prophets", the nature of a Manisame time, the two faiths do have some points of
chaean metaphor, in JSAI, vii (1986), 61-74; F. de
contact. Both teach that God has instructed mankind
Blois, Burzoy's voyage to India and the origin of the book
through a series of prophets, all of whom brought
of Kalllah wa Dimnah, London 1990, 25-33 (on Ibn
essentially the same message at different times. Some
al-Mukaffac); idem, The "Sabians" (Sdbi'un) in preManichaean sources see Mam as the successor of
Islamic Arabia, in AO, Ivi (1995), 39-61; idem, Who
prophets from the Judaic tradition like Adam, Seth,
is King Amaro?, in Arab. Arch, and Epigr., vi (1995),
Enosh, Shem and Enoch, others mention only the
196-8; J. van Ess, ^wischen Hadit und Theologie.
Buddha, Zoroaster and Jesus as his predecessors, yet I
Theologie und Gesellschaft im 2. und 3. Jahrhundert
others combine the two series. Mam, like Muhammad,
Hidschra, Berlin-New York 1991-7, esp. i, 416-56,
is the "seal of the prophets" (discussed, with controii, 4-41 (with exhaustive bibl.); M. Tardieu, Uarrwee
versial conclusions, by Colpe and Stroumsa) and the
des manicheens a al-Hira, in La Syrie de Byname a
Paraclete predicted by Jesus. The Buddha, Zoroaster
rislam, ed. P. Canivet and J.-P. Rey-Coquais,
and Jesus taught the pure religion, but did not comDamascus 1992, 15-24; idem, L'Arabie du nord-est
mit their teachings to writing; the books that their
d'apres les documents manicheens, in Stud. Ir., xxiii (1994),
followers now read were written after the deaths of
59-75; M. Chokr, Zjindaqa et zindiqs en islam au secthe prophets and corrupted their teachings, but Mam
ond siecle de I'hegire, Damascus 1993.
wrote down his own teachings and produced a defin(F.C. DE BLOIS)
itive written account of the true religion (for a similar
ZINDJIRLI, Modern Tkish. Zincirli, a village of
view in Islam, see TAHRIF). Finally, both Manichaeism
southeastern Turkey, lying in the Karasu valley
and Islam deny that Jesus actually died on the cross.
between the Gavur Daglan (Amanus) and the Kurd
But it is doubtful whether any of this indicates a
Dagi/Djabal al-Akrad, near the small town of Islahiye.
direct influence of Manichaeism on Islam. It is more
likely that both share a common substratum in Jewish
It now comes within the western part of the il or
Christianity.
province of Gaziantep.
Bibliography: 1. Primary sources. Ibn alA tell there, excavated by Berlin archaeologists
Nadfm's account of Manichaeism and the zanddika
1888-1902, revealed the capital Tdy\ the earlier vocalwas first published, with translation and very copiisation as Yaudi is now regarded as uncertain, but it
is to be identified with the place known as Sam'al
ous notes, in G. Fliigel, Mani, seine Lehre und seine
Schriften, Leipzig 1862; text repr. in his posthumous
in the records of the Assyrian king Tiglath Pileser III.
edition of the Fihrist, 327-38; re-edited (from an old
A stele of a later Assyrian king Esarhaddon (680-669
manuscript, sometimes, but not always, with better
B.C.) has been found. There has been considerable
readings than Fliigel) in ed. R. Tadjaddud, 391interest in the official Aramaic inscriptions found at or
402; Dodge's translation has to be used with caution.
near the site, particularly the colossal statue of the god
Virtually all of the then available Arabic and New
Hadad erected by Panammu I, who styles himself
Persian sources were reprinted in the immensely
mlky'dy "king of Y3dy", and those erected as a result
useful book by S.H. TakTzada and A. Afshar ShfrazT,
of building activity on the site by Bar-rakkab mlk srrfl
Mam wa dm-i u, Tehran 1335 j^/1956; the prin"king of Sam'al", one in honour of his father Panammu
cipal new texts are cAbd al-Djabbar, al-Mughm fl
II and another in which he swears allegiance to Tiglath
f
abwdb al-tawhid wa 'l- adl, v, ed. al-Khudayn, Cairo
Pileser, who allowed him to succeed to the throne after
1965, 10-21; idem, Tathbit dald'il al-nubuwwa, ed. cAbd
his father.
al-Kanm 'Uthman, Beirut [1966], i, 80, 106, 114-5,
No trace of the name Sam'al seems to have sur169-71, 184, 187; Ibn al-Malahiml, al-Muctamad fi
vived into the Islamic period, and the origin of the
usul al-din, ed. McDermott and Madelung, London
recent Turkish name, literally "enchained, placed in
1991, 561-97.
a chain or series", remains obscure, unless it is a coreme
2. Studies. J. Darmesteter, ^endik, in JA, 8
ruption of the name of the fortress Zandjtara menserie, tome iii (1884), 562-5; H.H. Schaeder, ^andiktioned by al-Nuwayrl (see Honigmann, in El1 s.v.).
^indiq, in his Iranische Beitrdge, i (= all published),
Bibliography: In addition to the Bibl. of the EP
Halle 1930, 76-93; G. Vajda, Les zmdiqs en pays
art., see Sir Charles Wilson, Murray's Handbooks, Asia
d'islam an debut de la periode abbaside, in RSO, xvii
Minor, Transcaucasia, Persia etc., London 1895, 275-6;
(1937), 173-229; idem, Le temoignage d'al-Mdturidi sur
Meyers Reisebucher Paldstina und Syria, 4Leipzig and
la doctrine des manicheens, des daysdnites et des marcionites,
Vienna 1907, 257; Baedeker's Palestine and Syria,
in Arabica, xiii (1966), 1-38, 113-28 (both articles
^Leipzig 1912, 367; J.B. Pritchard, Ancient Near Eastrepr. in his Etudes de theologie et de philosophie araboern texts relating to the Old Testament, 3Princeton 1969,
islamiques a I'epoche^lassique, Variorum, London 1986);
654-5; J.C.L. Gibson, Syrian Semitic inscriptions, ii,
J. de Menasce, Skand-gumdmk vicar, Fribourg 1945,
Oxford 1975, 60-92.
(M.E.J. RICHARDSON)
228-44, 252-9; C. Colpe, Der Manichaismus in der
ZIRIDS, the name of two mediaeval Berber
arabischen Uberlieferung (typescript), Gottingen 1954;
dynasties of the Muslim West.
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ZlRIDS

1. THE ZIRIDS (BANU ZIRI) OF IFRIKIYA
This was the first great Sanhadja Berber dynasty
in North Africa, originating in the central Maghrib
and established in al-Kayrawan in 361/972 by Buluggfn b. Zfrf [q.v] on the departure of the fourth Fatimid
caliph al-Mucizz [q.v.] to Egypt. The dynasty, collateral
with the Hammadids of Kal'at Bani '1-Hammad [q.v.]
and the Zfrids of Spain (see 2. below), ruled for some 176
years (361-543/972-1148) until the last amir, al-Hasan
b. cAJf, lost the kingdom to the Normans of Sicily.
With the approval of the Fatimids, the dynasty's
progenitor Zfrf b. Manad had founded a principality
at Ashfr [q.v.] in ca. 328/940 as a bulwark against
the anti-Fatimid Zanata Maghrawa [q.v.], allies of the
Umayyads of Cordova. Zfrf's most signal service to
the Fatimids was the relief of their capital al-Mahdiyya
when it was about to fall into the hands of the
Kharidjite rebel Abu YazFd [q.v.] in Safar 334/September 945. Before moving to Egypt, and in recognition of Zfrf's loyalty, the caliph al-Mucizz appointed
ZfrF's son Buluggfn governor of Ifrfkiya and all the
territory he could wrest from the pro-Umayyad Zanata
in the Maghrib. On assuming power, Buluggfn campaigned vigorously in the Maghrib and, in the course
of his last campaign (368-73/979-84), he took Fas and
Sidjilmasa, but died on the return journey (21 Dhu
'1-Hidjdja 373/25 May 984). Five years before Buluggm's death, Tripolitania (but not Sicily) was ceded to
him by the Fatimid caliph al-cAzIz.
Unlike his father, al-Mansur b. Buluggm (373-S6/
984-96) began to act in every way like an independent ruler. As soon as he assumed power, al-Mansur
declared to the notables of al-Kayrawan, "I am not
one of those who get appointed and dismissed by a
stroke of the pen, for I have inherited the kingdom
from my father and my ancestors" (Baydn, i, 240).
Badfs b. al-Mansur (386-406/996-1016 [q.v.]) entrusted his uncle Hammad b. Buluggm with campaigning against the Zanata and promised to let him rule
any territories he conquered. Having succeeded in his
campaigns against the Zanata in the central Maghrib,
Hammad, who founded the Kalca in 398/1008, carved
out for himself an independent entity immediately to
the west of Ifrfkiya.
The realm of al-Mucizz b. Badfs (406-54/1016-62)
was the largest the Berbers had held in Ifnkiya, and
his reign was the most luxurious and ostentatious (Ibn
Khaldun, vi, 158). Ifnkiya seems to have enjoyed economic prosperity at the start of al-Mu'izz's reign, as
attested by the abundance of the wheat crop particularly in the Badja region, a fact which probably
encouraged al-Mucizz in 440/1049 to renounce his
allegiance to the Fatimid caliph al-Mustansir and to
proclaim his allegiance to the cAbbasids. The Fatimid
caliph retaliated by encouraging the Arab nomad tribes
of the Banu Hilal and the Banu Sulaym [q.vv] in
Upper Egypt to overrun and ravage the Zfrid kingdom, thus ridding himself of a troublesome group of
people and ensuring that they would bring about the
downfall of the Zfrids. Al-Mu'izz's army was routed
at Haydaran, between Kabis and al-Kayrawan, on 11
Dhu '1-Hidjdja 443/14 April 1052, and in 449/1057
al-Mucizz had to abandon al-Kayrawan and take refuge
with his son Tamfm, governor of al-Mahdiyya on the
coast. The Hilalfs, meanwhile, occupied large parts
of the interior. Ibn Khaldun was the first historian to
stress the destructive role of the invaders, comparing
them to a cloud of locusts. More recently, however, it
has been argued that the invasion was not so destructive and that, prior to the arrival of the Hilalfs, the
Zmd state was disintegrating and in decline.

With most of their territory overrun and ravaged
by the Hilalfs, the Zlrids turned their attention to the
sea; they built a fleet and sought to interfere in Sicily's
affairs. In 416/1025-6, a Zfrid fleet, on its way to
Sicily, was destroyed by a storm off Pantelleria. Between 417/1026 and 426/1035 the Zfrid fleet frequently raided Byzantine territory in the Adriatic and
the Aegean Seas.
Tamfm b. al-Mucizz (454-501/1062-1108 [q.v.])
inherited a kingdom politically divided and economically weak. As a result of the Hilalf invasion, TamFm's
authority was confined to the coastal strip stretching
from Susa to Kabis. In 480/1087, in retaliation for
Zlrid maritime raids, a combined Genoese and Pisan
fleet occupied and sacked al-Mahdiyya and its suburb Zawfla and, in order to get rid of the invaders,
TamFm had to pay them a sum of 100,000 dinars.
It was also during Tamim's reign that the Normans
of southern Italy completed in 484/1091 their conquest of Muslim Sicily. After a reign of almost 50
years, Tamim left the kingdom in a worse state than
before.
Yahya b. Tamfm (501-9/1108-16) built a large fleet
and launched several raids aginst Genoa and Sardinia.
Under cAJf b. Yahya (509-15/1116-21) relations worsened with Roger II of Sicily after the Zfrid had sought
the help of the Almoravid sovereign 'All b. Yusuf for
launching joint naval operations against Sicily. In
517/1123 an Almoravid flotilla occupied and sacked
Nicotera in Calabria, an operation which Roger believed was instigated by the Zmd, and so he launched
a counter-attack against the Zmd fort of al-Dfmas;
this was, however, checked, thanks largely to the resistance of the Hilalf Arabs. In 529/1135 the Normans
occupied the island of Djerba [see DJARBA] but, although it was nominally under Zmd suzerainty, the
Zlrid amir of al-Mahdiyya failed to come to its rescue.
From the close of the 4th/1 Oth century, the economy of Zm'd Ifrfkiya was in steady decline due to a
number of factors, namely, the transfer of the Fatimid
caliphate to Egypt, the destructive effect of the Hilalf
invasion, the Norman occupation of Sicily, the frequent
hostilities with the Hammadids and the Normans, the
disruption of trans-Saharan trade as the caravan routes
shifted from Ifrfkiya westwards to Almoravid Morocco
and Hammadid Bidjaya (Bougie) and eastwards to
Egypt, and the rise of the Italian maritime city-states
and their growing control of Mediterranean trade.
Following further sea raids by the Almoravids on
Norman territory, Roger II decided to seize alMahdiyya at a time when the Zfrid state was weakened by successive years of drought and famine. In
the reign of al-Hasan b. <Alf (515-43/1121-48), the
Zfrid capital surrendered (543/1148) to a Norman fleet
under the command of George of Antioch, and thus
the Zfrid dynasty came to an end. Al-Hasan sought
refuge with his Hammadid cousin, Yahya b. cAzfz,
who kept al-Hasan under surveillance in Algiers lest
he establish contacts with the Almohad caliph cAbd
al-Mu'min in Marrakush. Al-Hasan, however, joined
c
Abd al-Musmin when the latter took Algiers in 547/
1151. In Marrakush, al-Hasan kept urging the Almohad caliph to liberate al-Mahdiyya from Norman occupation until eventually this took place on 10 Muharram
555/22 January 1160. An Almohad governor was installed in the city, but al-Hasan was allowed to reside
in Zawfla, where he spent eight years. On the death
of cAbd al-Mu'min, al-Hasan was ordered by the new
Almohad caliph, Yusuf b. cAbd al-Mu'min, to move
to Marrakush, but on his way to the Almohad capital, al-Hasan died in Tamesna (563/1167).
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2. THE ZIRIDS OF SPAIN
This line was established in Granada by ZawT b.
Zlrl [q.v.] shortly after the fall of the cAmirids [q.v.
and see AL-MANSUR] and the outbreak of civil strife
in al-Andalus. The dynasty, under four successive amirs,
lasted for almost 80 years (403-83/1013-90) until the
last amir, cAbd Allah b. BuluggTn [q.v.], was deposed
by the Almoravids, who annexed Granada and Malaga
to Morocco.
Following Zawfs departure for Ifnkiya (410/1019),
his nephew Habbus b. Maksan (410-29/1019-38) assumed power in Granada. Habbus impressed on his
Sanhadja kinsmen the imperative need for unity since,
like his paternal uncle ZawT, he was very conscious
of the Andalusians' hostility to, and numerical superiority over, the Sanhadja. He entrusted running the
affairs of the kingdom to a Jewish vizier, Samuel Ibn
al-Naghrilla (ha-Nagld; Abu Ibrahim Isma'Tl, in Arabic
sources), a thing unprecedented in Muslim Spain.
Habbus was succeeded by his son Badls, whose
long reign (429-65/1038-73) marked the zenith of Zlrid
power in Spain. Initially, BadTs had to deal with a
rival to the throne, his cousin Yiddlr, as well as his
neighbours who cast covetous eyes on his kingdom,
hence Badis's suspicion throughout his reign of Andalusian and Berber elements among his subjects, and
reliance even more than his father on Samuel Ibn
al-Naghrilla and, later, on Samuel's son Joseph (Yusuf)
for running the affairs of his kingdom.
Badls managed to rid himself of Yiddlr and triumphed over Zuhayr, the amir of Almeria who, on
receiving news of Habbus's death, had marched against
Granada in the hope of seizing it.
BadTs grew in stature, becoming the redoubtable
leader of the Berbers in opposing the aggressive and
anti-Berber policy of al-Muctadid b. cAbbad [q.v.], king
of Seville. Badls became so furious at al-Muctadid's
annexation of the Berber-held principalities of Moron,
Arcos and Ronda in 445/1053—thanks partly to the
pro-cAbbadid sympathies of their Arab populations—
that he is said to have seriously considered the massacre
of the Arab population of Granada, had it not been for
his Jewish vizier Samuel, who eventually managed to
persuade BadTs not to do so lest all Andalusians should
rise against him. In 446/1054, al-Muctadid seized
Algeciras and, to forestall a similar fate for Malaga,
Badls proceeded to annex Malaga to his kingdom.
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On the death of Samuel Ibn al-Naghrilla (448/1056),
his son Joseph succeeded him as vizier, but, unlike
his father, was detested by the Muslims of Granada
because of his arrogance and the many favours he
bestowed on his co-religionists. He is accused in Andalusian sources of having poisoned Buluggfn, heir presumptive to BadTs, and of having conspired with the
amir of Almeria, Ibn Sumadih, to surrender Granada
to him on condition that "a state for the Jews is
established in Almeria with himself as prince" (Baydn,
iii, 266). An uprising took place against the Jews of
Granada on 10 Safar 459/30 December 1066, as a
result of which Joseph Ibn al-Naghrilla and some
3,000 Jews were massacred.
Badis's growing domestic troubles in the last five
years of his reign whetted the appetites of his neighbours: al-Muctadid unsuccessfully tried to wrest Malaga
from BadTs (458/1066), while Ibn Sumadih of Almeria
seized Guadix. Despite his advanced years and domestic troubles, BadTs nevertheless repulsed the cAbbadid
assault on Malaga, and recovered Guadix from Ibn
Sumadih (459/1067) and Jaen from his rebellious son
Maksan.
By the end of BadTs's reign, Granada grew into
an important city surrounding the citadel on the west
bank of the Darro (Hadarro). The ZTrids established
their court in the old Alcazaba district, now part of
the Albaicin. Two of the gates to the Zirid fortress
and large stretches of the wall which protected it have
survived. A bridge on the Darro, still called "Puente
del Cadi", was built in 447/1055 by the kadi of
Granada CA1T b. Muhammad b. Tawba and named
after him kantarat al-kddi, as was the adjoining mosque
immediately to the south of the bridge. Mu'ammal,
a mawld of BadTs, is credited with a number of public works in Granada, such as the public fountain at
Bab al-Fakhkharm and the poplar promenade along
the bank of the Genii named after him (Hawr
Mu'ammal), which survived until the time of Ibn alKhatTb three centuries later.
c
Abd Allah, son of BuluggTn b. BadTs, succeeded
his grandfather on the throne of Granada (465/1073),
while his brother TamTm became independent ruler
of Malaga. Taking advantage of cAbd Allah's youth,
his neighbours (al-Muctamid b. cAbbad of Seville in
particular) cast covetous eyes on cAbd Allah's territory. To avoid being attacked by al-Muctamid, who
was in alliance with Alfonso VI, King of Castile, cAbd
Allah concluded an agreement with Alfonso whereby
he undertook to pay him an annual tribute of 10,000
dmars. Fortunately for cAbd Allah, al-Muctamid became embroiled with the amir of Toledo, al-Ma'mun b.
Phi '1-Nun [see DHU 'L-NUNIDS], who had managed to
annex Cordova for a few months. A few years later,
al-Muctamid was pre-occupied with Murcia where
his favourite vizier Ibn cAmmar [q.v] sought independence (471/1079). cAbd Allah seized the opportunity to get rid of his all-powerful vizier Simadja
and assumed himself full power in his kingdom. The
Zirid then mounted successful expeditions against his
brother TamTm in Malaga and Ibn Sumadih of
Almeria, both of whom had been encroaching upon
his territory.
To check Alfonso's growing threat after his capture
of Toledo (478/1085), cAbd Allah joined al-Muctamid
in appealing to the Almoravid sovereign Yusuf b.
Tashuftn [q.v] for assistance and, subsequently, took
part in the battle of al-Zallaka [</.y.]/Sagrajas (479/
1086) and in the siege of Aledo castle. Growing suspicious and disillusioned, however, after the abortive
siege of Aledo (481/1088), cAbd Allah began to
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strengthen his fortresses as a precautionary measure,
probably having learnt a lesson from the failure of the
Almoravids to seize Aledo castle. At the same time, the
Zfrid sought to win over the Sanhadja in Granada by
enlisting more of their numbers in his service, thereby
redressing the imbalance which, under Badfs, had
been tilted in favour of the Zanata whom cAbd Allah
refers to as the outsiders (al-sinfal-barrdm), a step taken
by him at that particular time probably in order to
ingratiate himself with the Sanhadja Almoravids.
Time and again in his memoirs (see below), cAbd
Allah claims that his defamation in the eyes of the
Almoravids was the work of the fakih Ibn al-Kulaycf
and a number of disgruntled functionaries who had
defected and falsely accused him of collusion with
Alfonso VI against the Almoravids.
Yusuf b. Tashufin's third crossing to al-Andalus
(483/1090) had no objective other than the deposition of cAbd Allah, who initially seems to have been
bent on resistance but soon decided to surrender after
seeing his fortresses fall one-by-one to the Almoravids
without resistance. cAbd Allan's Sanhadja troops, on
the one hand, had sided with their Almoravid kinsmen,
while the masses in Granada welcomed the Almoravids
because they sought to be free from the payment of
taxes other than alms and tithes.
Having surrendered to the Almoravids (10 Radjab
483/8 - September 1090), cAbd Allah was exiled to
Aghmat [g.v.] in southern Morocco. Soon afterwards,
his brother Tamlm was removed from Malaga and
banished to al-Sus [g.v.], but was allowed later to settle in Marrakush, where he died in 488/1095.
It was during his exile in Aghmat that cAbd Allah,
the last Zfrid amir of Granada, wrote his memoirs,
the Tibyan, in which he chronicled the history of the
Zfrids since their arrival in al-Andalus up to the author's deposition by the Almoravids. Among the salient
points emphasised in the Tibyan are: the division of
the Muslims in 5th/l Ith-century Spain into two distinct and hostile groups (Andalusians and Berbers);
the practice of dividing property by lottery among the
Berber chieftains in al-Andalus; the reasons which led
Habbus b. Maksan and his son Badfs to appoint Jews,
rather than Andalusians or fellow Berbers, as viziers;
and the active, and often important, role of women
in Berber society.
Bibliography: 1. Sources. cAbd Allah b. Buluggm, Tibyan, ed. and annotated A.T. Tfbi, Rabat
1995, Eng. tr. Leiden 1986; Ibn Bassam, Dhakhira,
ed. I. c Abbas, Beirut 1978-9; i, iv; Ibn cldhan,
Baydn, iii, ed. E. Levi-Provencal, Paris 1930, 125-9,
262-6; Ibn al-Khatlb, Acmdl, ed. Levi-Provencal,
Beirut 1956, 227-36; idem, Ihdta, ed. M.A. clnan,
Cairo 1973-5, i, iii.
2. Studies. R.P.A. Dozy, Histoire des musulmans
d'Espagne, new ed., iii, Leiden 1932; Levi-Provencal,
Hist. Esp. mus., ii, Paris-Leiden 1950; H.R. Idris,
Les grides d'Espagne, in And., xxix (1964), 39-137;
A. Handler, The ^irids of Granada, Miami 1974;
A. Tibi, Amir (Abd Allah b. Buluggm, last grid amir
of Granada, in Dirdsdt wa-buhuth fi ta'rikh al-Maghrib
wa }l-Andalus, Tripoli-Tunis 1984, 200-18; C.E.
Bosworth, The New Islamic dynasties, Edinburgh 1996,
35-6 no. 13.
(AMIN TIBI)
ZIRIH, ZARAH, an inland lake in S f s t a n [q.v.],
now straddling the borders of Persia and Afghanistan and the largest stretch of inland fresh water on
the Iranian plateau. The name comes from Avestan
zrayah-, O Pers. dray ah- "sea, lake". The lake played
a role in ancient Iranian legend about a Saoshyant
or Redeemer, a son of Zoroaster, who would arise

from it; Islamised versions of such legends describe
King Solomon as commanding his army of jinn to
lower the surface of the lake so that the land masses
thereby appearing could be used for agriculture (see
Bosworth, The Saffarids of Sistan, 36).
The mediaeval Islamic geographers emphasised the
variability of the Zirih's extent, fed as it was by rivers
from the mountains of central and eastern Afghanistan:
the Helmand or Hilmand [q.v.], and the Khwash,
Farah and Harut Ruds, with its maximum extent in
the late spring when the snows had melted. The Hudud
al-cdlam, tr. Minorsky, 55, cf. comm. 185, describes it
as 30 farsakhs long by 7 wide, but sometimes it expanded so much that it flooded lowlands as far as
the borders of Kirman province. In mediaeval times,
the reedy, shallow waters of the lake supported fishermen, whilst a flourishing agriculture along its shores
was supplied by irrigation waters from the lake and
its feeders (Ibn Hawkal, ed. Kramers, 405-6, tr. Kramers and Wiet, 417-18).
The lake has clearly shrunk in more modern times,
judging by the descriptions of late 19th-early 20th century European travellers and officials (such as P.M.
Sykes, C.E. Yate, and G.P. Tate and his colleagues
on the Seistan Boundary Commission of 1903-5) of
the Hamun depression as a whole; they also mention
the cattle-raising along its shores and the population
element of the sqyydds, fisherfolk and wildfowlers, who
navigate through the reeds in cigar-shaped rafts of
reeds called tutim. Modern geographers estimate that
the lake covers, at its maximum extent in May, some
1,158 sq. miles. However, intense summer evaporation reduces the water to three separate, permanent
sheets of water, sc. the Hamun-i Hilmand proper, the
Hamun-i Sabari to its north and the Hamun-i Puzak
to its northeast. Also, water runs out of the southern
end of the Hamun-i Hilmand in times of flooding
and flows southeastwards through the Shela channel
or Rud-i Shalak into the Gawd-i Zirih depression
south of the Hilmand bend and in the extreme southwestern tip of modern Afghanistan. Irrigation works
of recent decades along the course of the Hilmand
in southeastern Afghanistan may have reduced the
flow of water into the Hamun basin and adversely
affected the hydrography and environment of Sistan
as a whole.
Bibliography. See also Le Strange, The lands of
the Eastern Caliphate, 334, 338-9; C.E. Yate, Khurasan
and Sistan, Edinburgh-London 1900, 79 ff.; P.M.
Sykes, Ten thousand miles in Persia or eight years in Iran,
London 1902, 364 ff.; G.P. Tate, Seistan, a memoir
on the history, topography, ruins and people of the country,
4 parts, Calcutta 1910-12, 108-25; J. Humlum etalii,
La geographie de ^Afghanistan. Etude d'un pays aride,
Copenhagen 1959, 51, 103-4; W.B. Fisher, in Comb,
hist. Iran, i, 78-81; C.E. Bosworth, The history of the
Saffarids of Sistan and the Malihs of Nimruz (247/861
to 949/1542-3), Costa Mesa and New York 1994,
44 ff.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
ZIRYAB, ABU 'L-HASAN CALI b. Nafic, the greatest musician of Muslim Spain. His nickname
Ziryab (a black bird) is said to have referred to both
his dark-coloured complexion and his versatile tongue.
Born, probably around 175/790, into a family of
mawdli of the caliph al-Mahdf, Ziryab was educated,
at an early age, by Ibrahim al-Mawsill [q.v.]. Ishak
al-Mawsilf [q.v.] introduced him to Harun al-Rashfd
(170-93/786-809) who, as later sources tell us, was
greatly impressed by the young musician. This seems
to have provoked Ishak's jealousy to the extent that
Ziryad was forced to quit Baghdad. Several years later
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we find him in the service of the Aghlabid ruler at
Kayrawan, Ziyadat Allah I (201-23/817-38). After
falling into disgrace he turned to the Umayyad court
at Cordova, where, in the year 206/822, he was
received by cAbd al-Rahman II (206-38/822-52) who
treated him with the greatest consideration. Being well
versed in poetry, history, astronomy and geography,
Ziryab was considered the perfect boon companion
(nadim). He propagated also the latest fashion in cooking, clothing and the other arts of the ^urafa3 of the
eastern capital. In Cordova he founded a music school
in which he taught the theory and practice of the
Mawsill school of Baghdad. Ziryab died in Cordova,
about forty days before his patron, at the end of Safar
238 or beginning of RabTc I/middle of August 852.
His pupils and three of his eight sons, in particular, cAbd al-Rahman, secured the survival of his musical teachings. The philosopher and musician Ibn
Badjdja (d. 533/1139 [q.v.]) was still credited with a
musical "enrichment" (ziyddd) of an "eastern composition" (talhln mashriki) once introduced and performed
by Ziryab. Several innovations regarding the lute and
lute playing [see AL-CUD. II] were ascribed to him. He
is said to have added a fifth string to the four-stringed
lute and to have attributed it to the soul (nafs), giving it the red colour of blood. Both coloured strings
and the addition of a fifth string were, however,
already familiar to his contemporaries in Baghdad.
Another novelty attributed to Ziryab was the use of
the quill feather (kadimd) of a vulture (nasr) instead of
a wooden plectrum. He is also said to have used gut
of young wolves for the production of the two lower
strings of the lute, and to have propagated a different method of cleaning the silk used for the two
higher lute strings. Finally, he pretended that his own
lute was lighter by about one-third than other lutes.
Ziryab practised the eastern style of beginning a measured song (bant; camal) with an unmeasured recitative (nashid; istihldl), and he followed the eastern scheme
of increasing lightness and tempo in text and music
in a performance, thus supporting the development
of the later musical form of the vocal "suite" or nawba
[q.v.]. A collection of his song texts (K.fi Aghdm ^irydb],
described as "a very extraordinary collection" (diwdn
c
aajib o^iddan], was edited by the brother of one of his
sons-in-law, the adib Aslam b. Ahmad b. Sacld b.
Aslam b. cAbd al-cAziz.
Bibliography: Ibn cAbd Rabbih, al-'Ikd al-fand,
Cairo 1949, vi, 34, tr. H.G. Farmer, The minstrels
of the golden age of Islam, in 1C, xvii (1943), 271-81,
xviii (1944), 53-61, esp. 56; Ibn Hazm, Tawk alhamdma, Cairo 1975, 153; Ibn al-Tahhan, Hdwi alfunun wa-salwat al-funun, facs. ed. Frankfurt 1990, 95;
Ibn Hayyan, Muktabis, Beirut 1973, 87; Ibn Sacld,
Mughrib, Cairo 1964, i, 51; Dabbl, Bughyat almultamis, Madrid 1884, 138-9, 192, 224-5; Makkari,
Nqfh al-tlb, Beirut 1968, i, 344, iii, 122-33 (quoting Ibn Hayyan), 615; Farmer, A history of Arabian
music, London 1929, 128-30; R. d'Erlanger, La
musique arabe, v, Paris 1949, 388-91; M.A. al-Hifm,
Zjrydb musikdr al-Andalus, Cairo n.d. [1966]; M. b. T.
al-TandjT, al-Tard'ik wa 'l-alhdn al-muslkiyya f i Ifnkiya
wa 'l-Andalus, in al-Abhdth, xxi (1968), 93-116, esp.
110; E. Neubauer, Der Ban der Laute und ihre Besaitung
nach arabischen, persischen und tiirkischen Quellen des 9.
bis 15. Jahrhunderts, in ^GAIW, viii (1993), 279-378,
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(H.G. FARMER-[E. NEUBAUER])
ZISHTOWA, the usual Ottoman Turkish rendering of the B u l g a r i a n t o w n Svistov. In the
Ottoman registers it appears variously as Zigitewa,
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Zigit, Zishtovi and Zishtowa. The town is situated on
the right bank of the river Danube in its lower course,
in the neighbourhood of the ancient city of Nove,
where a small fortress was erected probably in the
12th-13th centuries A.D.; it was conquered by the
Ottomans in 1388. In 1598 it was put to fire by the
Wallachians. In 1791 the separate peace treaty between
Austria and the Ottoman Empire was signed in Svistov.
In 1810 it was destroyed by a Russian detachment
and was in fact built anew. After the Russo-Turkish
War in 1877-8, the town became part of the Bulgarian
state.
Under the Ottomans, the settlement was first the
centre of a ndhiye and from the 17th century, a kada
in the sandj_ak of Nikopolis. In the 18th and the 19th
centuries, the town rose as a trade centre. With the
opening of Austrian navigation along the lower course
of the Danube in the 1840s, and the construction of
its port, Svistov became the most important point on
the lower course of the river.
After the seizure by the Ottomans, a small garrison was stationed in Svistov, but the majority of the
population were Orthodox Christians, sc. Bulgarians
and Vlachs; in the 18th century Greeks settled there
too. The Muslim mahalle appeared only in the 17th
century, including an imam and a mu'edhdhin. After
the Treaty of Carlowitz [see KARLOFCA], many Muslim
families settled in Svistov, and new Muslim mahalles
came into being. According to Ewliya Celebi, in 16512 there had always been a small garrison consisting
of 8 soldiers and a dizdar in the fortress of Svistov,
with barracks and a mosque. The town (the varosh)
was situated below on the river bank and comprised
300 houses. The census of 1865 recorded 4,554 Turks,
674 Bulgarians and 6,116 Gypsies, that is, 11,915
inhabitants altogether, and in 1874-5, 8,088 Muslims
and 14,856 non-Muslims; nowadays, there are about
30,400 inhabitants altogether and 3,000 Turks. The
waklf documentation from the middle of the 17th century shows that there was a mosque in the town, the
"New mosque" in the fortress, a mekteb and an cimdret.
In the 18th and especially in the 19th centuries, new
Muslim places of worship emerged, such as the
Yildirim Djamic (1728), the mosque at the Horse
Market with a medrese, or all in all, according to the
sdlndmefrom 1872-3, 19 mosques, 1 medrese, 1 mekteb-i
rushdiyye and 3 mektebs. In 1900 there was only one
Turkish grammar school. A library was established by
Darul-Sacade Beshfr Agha (d. 1746) at the Old mosque;
some of the manuscripts are preserved in the town
museum. Some of the mosques were preserved until
the 1920s, but only one remains today. Under the
Ottomans, a few churches were built.
There emerged around the port a significant business nucleus with khdns and warehouses. In the 1870s
there were in Svistov 746 workshops, 170 maghazas,
17 khans, 6 tanneries and 22 watermills. In 1765-6 a
clock tower was built (today a monument of culture)
as a waklf of the voyvoda Hiiseyn Agha b. CA1I. In the
middle of the 19th century, HadjdjI Emm built all
the waklf fountains in Svistov. A two-metre column
dedicated to the visit of Sultan Mahmud II is preserved in the town museum.
Bibliography. Istanbul, BBK MK 11, TTD 416,
718, 775; MK 2974; MK 2596; Sdlndme-yi wildyet-i
Tuna, n.p. 1289/1872-3; ibid., Ruscuk 1291/18745; G. Khristov, Svishtov v minaloto, 86-1877 g., Sofia
1937; T. Zlatev, Bulgarskite gradorn po r. Dunav prez
epokhata na Vdzrazhdaneto, Sofia 1963; Keskinoglu,
Bulgaristan'da bazi Turk abideleri ve vakif eserleri, in
Vakiflar Dergisi, xviii.
(SVETLANA IVANOVNA)
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ZIYA GOK ALP [see GOKALP ZIYA].
ZIYA' AL-HAKK, DiYA3 AL-HAKK, conventionally
Zia ul-Haq, Muhammad (1924-88), called after his death
Shahid al-Isldm, administrator of martial law and then
President of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan
from 1977 till his death in an accident in 1988.
Born on 12 August 1924 at Djullundar into a modest family in the eastern Pandjab, Zia ul-Haq belonged
to the community of the Aracins. He entered the then
Indian Army at the end of the Second World War,
and within the Pakistani Army rose rapidly through
the various ranks. In 1976 the President Dhu '1-Fikar
C
A1I Bhutto made him Joint Services Chief of Staff.
Considering his youthfulness, it was hoped that he
could be easily manipulated. The rigged elections of
1977 provoked an unprecedented wave of agitation,
and on 5 July, Zia ul-Haq, at the head of a group
of officers, arrested and detained Bhutto, proclaiming
himself administrator of martial law. He refused to
pardon Bhutto, who was accused of complicity in an
assassination, and Bhutto was hanged in 1979.
In his first speeches, Zia presented himself as a
simple mu'min or believer to whom God had provisionally entrusted the government of Pakistan. He
quoted the Kur'an profusely, and never missed an
occasion to make the point that he had performed
the Hadjdj several times and prayed five times a day.
He repeated that Islam was the cornerstone of Pakistan
and that the ni^dm-i mustqfd was not on the agenda
of the main political parties. To reinforce the legitimacy
of his power and to make up for a lack of charisma
compared with his predecessor, he met Mawdudf [q.v.]
and relied on the support of his party, the Diama'at-i
isldml. After the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, Mawdudf proclaimed dj.ihdd as legitimate.
From 1979 onwards, Zia promulgated a series of
Islamic laws hailed by Mawdudf as the first steps
towards the installation of an Islamic state. The first
series, known as the "Hudood Ordinances", created
a category of "Islamic crimes", such as adultery, rape,
theft, fornication, etc. These crimes were to be dealt
with by special courts with the task of applying the
Kur'anic penalties. These courts were themselves
placed under the authority of the Federal Sharia Court,
made up of judges and culamd\ In 1980, the second
series of measures envisaged the Islamisation of the
economic sector. Two islamic taxes, the zakdt and the
c
ushr [q.w.], were created. Bank loans were regulated
on a basis of the Kur'anic prohibition of usury, ribd
[q.v.]. The law envisaged a division of the risks run
by the borrower and the lender. Interest was fixed
on the basis of a common agreement, and indexed
according to the financial performance of the banks.
In 1985 the war in Afghanistan entered a new
phase with the Soviet Russian retreat. Zia at last
organised elections, which marked a decline in support for the Djamd'at. He then decided to seek the
support of the Muslim League and the ethnic parties. The break was made, and the D^amcfat then
accused Zia of using Islam for political ends. In the
economic sphere, Zia introduced reforms which, aided
by favourable economic circumstances, brought about
a growth in the national income of 7%. On the international level, partly thanks to the Afghan War, he
managed to get increased American support whilst at
the same time moving closer to China. Inter-ethnic
troubles persuaded him, certainly in a very gradual
fashion, to move towards democracy. In 1988 he
announced that new elections would take place, but
on 17 August of that year he died in an aeroplane
accident whose circumstances remain obscure.
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(M. BOIVIN)
ZIYA PASHA, DIYA PASHA, renowned O t t o m a n
poet and essayist of the Tan^Tmdt [q.v.] era.
Ziya Pasha's given name was cAbd ul-Hamid Ziya0
iil-Dfn. He was born in Kandilli on the Bosphorus
in 1829, the son of Ferfd til-Din Efendi, a native of
Erzurum who worked as clerk in the Galata customs,
and cltir Khanim. After graduating from the School
of Literary Education (Mekteb-i cUlum-i Edebiyye), and
having learned Persian and Arabic, he worked as
scribe at the Grand Vizierate (Saddret-i 'Uynd Mektubi
Odasi) for nine or ten years. During this period he
frequented literary circles. Through the goodwill of
the Grand Vizier Reshfd Pasha [q.v.], he was engaged
in 1855 as fifth scribe of the imperial palace (Mdbeyn-i
Humdyun] and promoted to fourth scribe in 1859. In
this position he also learned French and started translating from this language.
In 1862 he was dismissed, and the rest of his career
is characterised by his repeatedly being sent away to
posts distant from Istanbul. In 1862 he was appointed
governor (mutasamf) of Cyprus, then member of the
Supreme Council of Judicial Ordinances (Medjlis-i
Wdld-yi Ahkdm-i cAdliyye], governor of Amasya in 1863
and of Canik in 1865. In 1866 he was re-appointed
a member of the Supreme Council of Judicial
Ordinances. When in 1867 the Grand Vizier cAl!
Pasha [q.v] decided to send him away from Istanbul
again as governor of Cyprus, Ziya Pasha refused and
on 17 May 1867 fled to Paris with Namik Kemal
[q.v], followed by other members of the Society of
New Ottomans (Teni C0thmdnlilar ^emciyyeti [see YENI
C
OTHMANLILAR]). After a few months he went to London
and published, initially there together with Namik
Kemal and later on alone in Geneva, the newspaper
Hurriyyet "Liberty".
In 1871 he returned to Istanbul and first became
chairman of the Executive Assembly of the Council
of Judicial Ordinances (Diwdn-i Ahkdm-i cAdliyye Idjrd
Diem'iyyeti], the executive branch of the newly-divided
Supreme Council (Meajlis-i Wdla), then member of
the legislative branch of the same, the Council of
State (Shurd-yi Dewlet), and lastly, under-secretary for
educational affairs (ma(drif musteshdri). After cAbd
iil-Hamfd II's ascension to the throne in 1876, he
worked together with Namik Kemal in the Constitution
Commission (Kdnun-i Esdst Enajumeni). In 1877 he was
again sent away from Istanbul, being appointed
governor first of Syria, then of Konya and, in 1878,
of Adana, where he died on 17 May 1880. His grave
is in the cemetery of the Ulu Djamic in Adana.
Ziya Pasha is a representative of the transition
period of Ottoman literature from the Dlwdn literature to western-oriented literature. More traditional
and less consistent in his outlook on literature than
Namik Kemal, he was of a more political and ideological turn of mind than Shinasf Bey [q.v] and influential through the articles he wrote in Europe on
subjects such as justice, equality, individual morality,
prevailing conditions, etc.
As a poet, Ziya Pasha remained true to Dlwdn
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poetry, using (with only rare exceptions) camd [q.v.]
and classical forms such as the kaside, gha&l, terdfi-i
bend, terkib-i bend, etc. The main merits of his poems
are their straightforward language and, above all, the
innovative use of satire.
Besides his articles in newspapers (mainly in Mukhbir
and Hurriyyet) and his translations from French (of
works by Moliere, J.-J. Rousseau, Fenelon et alii), he
published the anthology Khardbdt in 1874. This consists of three volumes of Turkish, Persian and Arabic
poetry, and an introduction (in methnewi verse) which
is not consistent with his previous literary opinions as
published in his essay Shi'r we inshd (Hilrriyyet, no. 11,
1868). He included a considerable number of his own
poems in this anthology, a fact which was severely
criticised by Namik Kemal in his Takhfib-i Khardbdt
and Ta'klb.
Ziya Pasha's important satirical work is ^afer-ndme,
which he wrote in Paris to criticise £AlI Pasha. It consists of a kaside of 66 verses, the takhmis of this kaside,
and a commentary on the same. In Rifyd, which
resembles WeysT's [q.v.] Khvdb-ndme, he criticised
'All Pasha and the Sublime Porte, and in Werdthet-i
Saltanat-l Seniyye, which consists of two letters, Fu'ad
Pasha [q.v.].
Ziya Pasha's collected poems were published only
posthumously (first ed. Eshcdr-i ^iyd, Istanbul 1881).
Bibliography. Gibb, HOP, v, 41-111; M.K. Bilgegil, Hardbat kar§ismda Namik Kemal, Istanbul 1972;
idem, %jyd Pa§a iizerinde bir ara§tirma, 2Ankara 1979;
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Terkib-i bentler ve terci-i bent, Ankara 1995; Turk dili
ve edebiyati ansiklopedisi, viii, Istanbul 1998, 666-9;
H. Kolcu, Zfya Pa§a'nin Zjufernamesine reddiyye ve
tekzibiyye, Istanbul 1998.
(EDITH G. AMBROS)
ZIYAD B. ABIHI, Abu '1-Mughfra, governor of
c
l r a k and the eastern p r o v i n c e s of the Umayyad caliphate during the reign of Mu'awiya b. Abl
Sufyan [q.v.].
Ziyad was born out of wedlock in al-Ta'if, probably some time in the first year of the Hidj_ra, A.D.
622, or in 2/623-4, and died in al-Thawiyya (or alThuwayya) near al-Kufa in Ramadan 53/673. His
name is variously given as Ziyad b. 'Ubayd, Ziyad
b. Sumayya, Ziyad b. Abl Sufyan, Ziyad b. Ummihi
(Ibn Abi '1-Hadid, xvi, 179-80) and Ziyad al-amir (Ibn
c
Asakir, xix, 164-5). A Shl'I tradition relates that
'A'isha [q.v] was accustomed to call him Ziyad b.
Ablhi (the son of his father), since his father was not
known (Bihar al-anwdr, xliv, 309). Lammens thought
that this offending nisba appeared during the cAbbasid
era, while Ziyad himself used the nisba Ibn Sumayya
or Ibn Abl Sufyan (Lammens, 43).
The sources diverge on the origin of Ziyad's mother,
Sumayya. According to al-Baladhurf, she was a female
slave of a YashkurT living in the suburbs of Kaskar
(the place on which Wash was built). Having been
ill, he performed the had^dj. and was treated successfully in al-Ta'if by the physician al-Harith b. Kalada
al-ThakafT [q.v. in Suppl.]. He gave Sumayya to alHarith, who was the natural father of Naf? and of
the Companion (sahdbi) Nufay c , known as Abu Bakra
[q.v.]. Later, al-Harith gave Sumayya to one of his
wife's slaves, cUbayd, who was rumi (not necessarily
of Byzantine origin, in many cases of Syrian origin).
An allusion to this non-Arab origin appears in a version of Ziyad's reply to Mu'awiya's letter: "He will
find that I am a Persian [warrior] . . . after his adop-
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tion by Mu'awiya, he became an Arab from the Banu
c
Abd Manaf" (la-yadjidanm ahmara darrdbm bi 'l-sayfi. . .
fa-lammd iddafdhu Mucdwiyatu sdra carabiyyan mandfiyyan,
Nasr b. Muzahim, Wak'at Siffin, ed. £Abd al-Salam
Harun, Cairo 1981, 366-7).
Ziyad was born "on the bed of cUbayd" (cald firdshi
c
Ubaydm, al-Baladhun, Ansdb, ivA, 163-4). He was thus,
according to dj_dhili usage and Muhammad's precepts,
the legal offspring of cUbayd, the owner of the bed
(U. Rubin, Al-walad li-l-firdsh, 5-7). cAwana al-Kalbl
[q.v] claimed that Sumayya was a female slave of the
dihkdn [q.v] of Zaydaward in Kaskar. She was given
to al-Harith, who was invited to the region to treat
the Sasanid king (Kisra) and later attended the dihkdn
(Ibn cAsakir, 173).
Some traditions relate that Sumayya was the mother
not only of Ziyad, but also of the Companion cAmmar
b. Yasir [q.v.]. Modern research proves that there
were two different women named Sumayya, both connected with al-Harith (G.R. Hawting, The development
of the biography of al-Hdrith ibn Kalada and the relationship
between medicine and Islam, 131-2). Abu 'Ubayda [q.v]
reports that Ziyad (or his family) claimed that his
mother was Sumayya (or Asma3) bt. al-Acwar, from
the Banu cAbd Shams b. Zayd Manat of Tamfm (alBaladhun, Ansdb, ivA, 169; Aghdm1, xvii, 67).
Ziyad became a Muslim during the caliphate of
Abu Bakr [q.v]. He was one of the first Muslim settlers in the great garrison town of al-Basra [q.v.]. He
arrived with his half-brothers Nafi c and Abu Bakra,
accompanying the son-in-law of al-Harith b. Kalada,
c
Utba b. Ghazwan al-MazinT, the first governor of
the new settlement. Ziyad was in his teens when his
unusual abilities were first noticed. He began performing little jobs in the diwdn [q.v] of Basra during
the caliphate of 'Urnar b. al-Khattab [q.v.].
Ziyad's first appearance in the public arena took
place when he was very young. Al-Mada5inr reports
that Ziyad was 14 years old when c Utba asked him
in 14/635 to be the distributor (kdsim) of the booty
of al-Ubulla (Apologos), in southern clrak (al-Tabarf,
i, 2388). He distinguished himself as an intelligent,
open-minded secretary, who was devoted to his master
and to public service. He showed an unusual aptitude
for accounting and had an excellent command of epistolary art. The sources report that cUmar was impressed by some of Ziyad's letters and by the fact
that the governor (cdmil] of Basra, Abu Musa al-Ashcari
[q.v], appointed him as his locum tenens when he had
to leave the city to take part in the conquests. c Umar
summoned Ziyad to Medina and subjected him to a
test. The results were remarkable. The caliph granted
him 1,000 dirhams which he used to manumit his
father cUbayd (al-Baladhun, Ansdb, iv/A, 164-5) or
his mother Sumayya (al-Safadi, xv, 12).
It seems that in the same year he was appointed
secretary (kdtib [</.z>.])3 in the service of cUtba. After
'Utba's death in 15/636, Ziyad pursued his career
under four of his successors: Abu Musa al-AshcarI, alMughfra b. Shucba [q.v] of Thakif, both on behalf
of cUmar, cAbd Allah b. cAmir on behalf of cUthman
and cAbd Allah b. al-cAbbas on behalf of CA1I b. Abl
Talib [q.vv] (Ibn cAsakir, xix, 169).
Ziyad's reputation grew when he was invited to
Medina in 17/638 to testify in the case of al-Mughira,
who had been charged with adultery. Three witnesses,
including two of Ziyad's half-brothers, Abu Bakra and
Shibl b. Macbad al-Badjall (Tahdhib, iv, 305) so attested
as required in Kur'an, XXIV, 4, but Ziyad gave a
partial testimony which meant the acquittal of alMughTra and the flogging of those three. cUmar did
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not conceal his relief (Abu al-cArab Muhammad b.
Ahmad al-Tamlml, K. al-Mihan, ed. Yahya Wahlb alDjabburf, 1983, 284-5; Ibn Abi '1-Hadrd, xii, 227-46).
In 36/656, after the battle of the Camel, 'All
appointed his cousin cAbd Allah b. al-cAbbas governor of Basra and named Ziyad responsible for the
collection of the real estate taxes and the treasury
(cald }l-khardaj_ wa-bayt al-mdl). 'All's appreciation of
Ziyad's talents was so great that he ordered his cousin
to accept Ziyad's advice. However, Ibn al-cAbbas soon
left the city to take part in cAlf's preparations against
Mucawiya; he designated Ziyad as acting governor of
the province (Ibn Habib, al-Muhabbar, 295; Ps.-Ibn
Kutayba, al-Imdma wa 'l-siydsa, 105-6). At the end of
the hostilities at Siffm (37/657), 'All sent Sahl b.
Hunayf as governor of Fars, but the Muslim army
there expelled him. CA1I then sent Ziyad, who won
their confidence and was therefore able to collect the
taxes (Muhammad b. Hibban al-Bustl, al-Slra alnabawiyya wa-akhbdr al-khulafd3, ed. Sayyid cAz!z Bek,
Beirut 1987, 545). It seems that Ziyad stayed in a
fortress in Fars for three or four years, and considered himself a representative of the legal government
of cAlf, even after CA1I was murdered in 40/661. As
a result of this, the fortress was called Kalcat Ziyad
(Ibn cAsakir, xix, 173) and later, Kalcat Mansur (Ibn
al-Djawzf, al-Muntazam, v, 160). Busr b. Abl Artat,
the emissary of Mucawiya, seized the offspring of Ziyad
in Basra and threatened to kill them. Ziyad surrendered. cAwana reports that Ziyad made use of the
opportunity of Maskala b. Hubayra being on his way
to visit Mu'awiya, and demanded that he ask the
caliph if there was reason to believe the rumours
claiming that Ziyad was the son of Abu Sufyan (Ibn
'Asakir, 172-3). This seems to be the starting point
of the idea of the istilhdk, the official recognition of
Ziyad as the son of Abu Sufyan.
The istilhdk of Ziyad in 44/665 caused a strong
reaction in the ranks of the Umayyad family:
Mu'awiya's son Yazld and the Marwanids protested
against this act. It was reported that 'Abd Allah b.
c
Amir, Ziyad's predecessor as governor of Basra, threatened to procure a kasdma (50 persons who would
swear in confirmation of something) attesting that Abu
Sufyan never met Sumayya. The resolute intervention
of Mu'awiya silenced Ibn cAmir. The Marwanids
feared the results of the istilhdk, which took place after
c
Amr b. al-cAs [q.v.] joined Mu'awiya and became
governor of Egypt. Abu cUbayda [g.v.] reports that
Mu'awiya threatened to flog (hadd al-kadhf) some
Marwanid leaders for having rejected the relationship
and recognition of it, even though it was supported
by witnesses, in confirmation with Kur'an, XXIV, 4
(al-Zubayr b. Bakkar, al-Akhbdr al-muwajffakiyydt,
ed.
Sam! Makki al-cAni, Beirut 1996, 155-63). Mu'awiya
paid money to soften the opposition to the adoption
of Ziyad (al-Abl, Nathr al-durr, ii, 33 a).
It seems that Ziyad's affiliation was a catalyst in
the polemic within the new Muslim society about affiliation (istilhdk, di'wa) of an illegitimate child (walad
zind), a custom which was usual in the Djdhiliyya. cUmar
b. al-Khattab, to whom Muslim historians ascribe the
institution of many legal proceedings, initiated the rule
that a walad zind born in the ^dhiliyya could be attributed to his biological father on condition that the
father paid to the mother's owner the price of the
child. In this case the child was liberated and affiliated with his father's pedigree. If the intercourse and
the claim of genealogy had taken place in the Islamic
period, the claim was annulled and the child continued to be a slave. Later jurists opposed this opinion

and this may well be the reason for their disapproval
of Ziyad's affiliation by Mu'awiya (LA, s.v. s-c-d, xiv,
387). Pro-Umayyad authors pretended that Mu'awiya
had supposed that Ziyad's affiliation was legal (Ibn
al-cArabI, al-fAwdsim min al-kawdsim, 248-57).
A few months after the istilhdk, in Rabi' II or
Djumada I 45/July 665, Ziyad was nominated as governor of Basra and of the provinces which depended
on it, Khurasan and Sidjistan. His inaugural speech
in the mosque of Basra just after his nomination is
considered a masterpiece of eloquence. This discourse
is named al-batrd' or al-butqyrd3 (Ibn cAsakir, xix, 179),
"the truncated speech", since at the beginning of his
address Ziyad did not praise God and did not bless
the Prophet (li-annahu lam yahmidi 'lldha fihd wa-lam
yusalli cald 'l-nabt) (LA, s.v. b-t-r). In it, Ziyad defined
his policies very clearly: since transgressors, libertines
and thieves predominated at Basra, he declared that
he would inflict a penalty even if a person was merely
suspect, and that he was ready to kill anyone who
would not be ready to turn from his wrong ways.
Ziyad promised to pay the stipends regularly, not to
send the warriors too far away and not to keep them
in the field overlong (taajmir [g.v.]).
After the death of al-Mughfra b. Shu'ba in 50/670,
Kufa was added by Mu'awiya to Ziyad's governorship. He used to spent the summer there, leaving
Samura b. Djundab [q.v.] as substitute, and the winter
in Basra, leaving cAmr b. Hurayth as his deputy in
Kufa. Ziyad is considered the first governor of these
two towns together (awwal man dj_umica lahu 'l-misrdn1).
He had to face two hostile groups, the Kharidjites
[q.v] in Basra and the cAlids in Kufa, in addition to
the problems raised by the different clans. He used
one group to control another. The Kharidjites transplanted their activities outside Basra. The cAlids persisted in their agitation in Kufa under the leadership
of Hudjr b. cAdl al-Kindf [q.v]. Ziyad's predecessor,
al-Mughlra, treated him with clemency. Ziyad forewarned Hudjr on several occasions and made it clear
that he was ready to execute him if he continued to
curse Mu'awiya publicly (idhd azhara la'na Mifdwiyd).
Ziyad succeeded in isolating Hudjr and his supporters.
In 51/671, Hudjr was arrested and sent to Damascus. He was put to death in Mardj cAdhraJ, east of
Damascus, with six of his supporters. This capital punishment, the first political execution in Islam, had its
expected effects (Shaban, Islamic history, 89-90; I. Hasson,
Recherches sur Mu'dwiya b. Abl Sufyan, sa politique tribale,
militaire et agraire, unpubl. Ph.D. thesis, The Hebrew
University, Jerusalem 1982, 133-9, 157-60).
There are some reports indicating that Ziyad aspired
to be elected by Mucawiya as heir to the throne (Ibn
'Asakir, xix, 196-7), but the caliph acted rapidly and
nominated his son Yazld [q.v] as wall cahd. Ziyad
asked Mu'awiya to add Hidjaz to his governorship.
Al-Kalbi reports that the caliph complied with Ziyad's
wish but that the appointment reached its destination
only shortly before Ziyad's death (Ibn cAsakir, xix,
204-5).
Ziyad is known as one of the most gifted governors
of the Umayyad era. He had a good understanding
of his task as governor, and had a great influence on
his successors concerning the conception of the duties
of rulers. At the beginning of his rule, he gave several examples of severity to win the confidence of the
population. He implemented important administrative
reforms, first in Basra and later in Kufa, aiming to
put an end to the chaotic situation prevailing in these
amsdr in consequence of the large influx of tribesmen.
The system of the canf [q.v.] and 'irdfa (small group
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of tribesmen massed together for the purpose of the
distribution of the stipends, catd3 [q.v]}, set up in the
time of cUmar, had became inefficient. This system
was based on the nobility (ashrdf), whose status was
fixed by their receiving from the government a grant
of 2,000-2,500 dirhams annually (al-Baladhuri, Ansdb,
v, introd., 11). Ziyad gave rise to new cirdfa§ by joining related clans into larger tribal divisions. He created five groups (khums, pi. akhmds) in Basra and four
groups (rubc, pi. arbdf) in Kufa instead of the seven
groups (sub*, pi. asbac], as determined by cUmar. This
reorganisation contributed to a better control of the
cities (Shaban, Islamic history, 86-90; M.G. Morony,
Iraq after the Muslim conquest, 58). Ziyad updated the
records of the diwdn, paid the catd3 regularly and succeeded in maintaining order and security not only in
Basra and Kufa, but in the entire eastern provinces.
In spite of his internal preoccupations in Basra,
Ziyad used Khurasan as a base to continue the conquests in the East. His lieutenants al-Hakam b. cAmr
al-Ghifari, Ghalib b. cAbd Allah (or Fudala) al-Laythi
and Rabic b. Ziyad al-Harithi re-established Muslim
authority in Tukharistan. Balkh and Kuhistan were reoccupied. It was reported that al-Hakam had crossed
the River Oxus (al-Tabari, ii, 81-2, 84, 109-11, 155-6).
Ziyad struck coins in the Sasanid style bearing his
own name in the form of "Ziyad ibn Abl Sufyan"
(Morony, op. cit., 46). He initiated many development
schemes, such as the digging of the canal called Nahr
Ma'kil in Basra, wrongly attributed to Mackil b. Yasar
(Ibn Durayd, al-Ishtikdk, ed. cAbd al-Salam Harun,
Baghdad 1979, 181). He transferred population from
one country to another. He conveyed 50,000 Arab
families from Basra and Kufa to Khurasan to settle
with the Muslim Arab army there. They formed the
nucleus of the later Ahl Khurasan. His deliberate
intention was to establish a permanent Arab settlement
in this province (M. Sharon, Black banners from the East,
66 n.)
Ziyad is charged with alleged cruelty: he mutilated
or crucified some cAlids and mistreated their corpses
(Musnad Abl Ya'ld al-Mawsill, ix, 79-80; al-Imdma wa
n-siydsa, 202-3; Ibn A'tham, K. al-Futuh, iv, 203; alMadjlisI, Bihar, xliv, 126, 213).
Some sources indicate that Ziyad transmitted utterances of the Prophet, not directly but with cUmar's
intermediacy. He is considered a Successor (tdbi'i [see
TABI'UN]), belonging to the first class (tabaka] of the
Basrans (Khalifa b. Khayyat, K. al-Tabakdt, ed. A.D.
al-c'Umarf, Riyad 1982, 191)/The pro-Umayyad author
Abu Bakr Ibn al-cArabi (d. 543/1149) regards him as
a Companion (al-cAwdsim min al-kawdsim, 250). Abu
Nu'aym al-Isfaham [q.v.] said that he was a zdhid.
He is regarded by some as an expert on the Kur'an
and its precepts, and as skilled in jurisprudence (Ibn
c
Asakir, xix, 165-7).
Ziyad was considered a first-rate orator. The question of the authenticity of his inaugural speech remains
open, even though it is found in sources belonging
to different genres and tendencies: adab, rhetoric, history and polemics (al-Djahiz, al-Baydn wa 'l-tabyin, ii,
61-6; Ibn Kutayba, cUyun al-akhbdr, ii, 241-3; al-Taban,
ii, 73-5; Ibn £Abd Rabbih, al-'Ikd al-farld, iv, 110-13;
Ibn Abi 'l-Hadld, Sharh Nahd} al-baldgha, xvi, 200-3).
Fragments of Ziyad's speeches and utterances are often
cited as examples of excellent oral or written expression. Ibn Abi '1-Hadid (i, 278-9) charged him with
trying to imitate c All's style, considered as the highest
level of Arabic after the Kur'an and the sayings of
the Prophet.
Shfcl sources tried to discover early signs of his
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treachery and his dishonesty in the interval between
the battle of the Camel and Siffin. Thus it is reported
that 'All reprimanded Ziyad for mistreating his emissary (Ibn Abi '1-HadTd, xvi, 196). The same sources
attribute Ziyad's talent and ingenuity to the fact of
his being an offspring of illicit intercourse, since such
offspring are intelligent (awldd al-zind nud^ubun} (alMadjlisI, Bihar al-anwdr, lith. Tabriz n.d., viii, 522).
Ziyad is supposed to be the first author of a treatise
on mathdlib [q.v.] (GAS, i, 261). If this is true, then
he evidently collected reports on vices, immoral practices or habits, and sexual immorality, especially prostitution among the different tribes in the Dj.dhiliyya
and early Islamic era, with the purpose of using them
against his detractors.
The interest in Ziyad's history started at a very
early stage. Treatises called Akhbdr Zjyad b. Ablh were
composed by Abu Mikhnaf, Hisham b. Muhammad
al-Kalbl and cAbd al-cAz!z b. Yahya al-Djaludl (GAS,
i, 262). In the literature of the awd'il [q.v.], Ziyad
occupies a noticeable place. He is often included in the
category of the three or four shrewd politicians and
statesmen (ddhiya, pi. duhdt) among the Arabs, the other
three being Mu'awiya, al-Mughfra and cAmr b. al-cAs.
Bibliography: 1. Sources. Ibn Kutayba, Macdrif,
ed. Wiistenfeld, 176, 217, 274; Ps.-Ibn Kutayba,
al-Imdma wa 'l-siydsa, ed. 'All Shin, Beirut 1990, i,
105-6, 203, ii, 26-7; Baladhurl, Ansdb, iv/A, ed.
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fall, tr. M.G. Weir, Calcutta 1927, 119-30 and
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after the Muslim conquest, Princeton 1984, index; E.
Kohlberg, The position of the walad al-zina in Imdmi
Shfism, in BSOAS, xlviii (1985), 237-66; Crone and
M. Hinds, God's caliph. Religious authority in the first
century of Islam, Cambridge 1986; H. Kennedy, The
Prophet and the age of the caliphates, London and New
York 1986, 82-103; G.R. Hawting, The first dynasty
of Islam, the Umayyad caliphate AD 661-750, London
1987, 40-5; idem, The development of the biography of
al-Harith ibn Kalada and the relationship between medicine and Islam, in C.E. Bosworth et alii (eds.), The
Islamic world from classical to modern times, Princeton
1989, 127-40; A. Arazi, Les enfants adulterins [dacls]
dans la societe arabe ancienne: I'aspect litteraire, in JSAI,
xvi (1993), 1-34; U. Rubin, Al-walad li-1-firash. On
the Islamic campaign against zina, in SI, Ixxx (1994),
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(I. HASSON)
ZIYAD B. SALIH AL-HARITHI [see ZIYAD B.
SALIH AL-KHUZA'I].

ZIYAD B. SALIH AL-KHUZA% Arab comm a n d e r in the service of Abu Muslim at the
time of the cAbbasid Revolt (d. 135/752-3).
He was one of the naktbs [q.v.] chosen by Abu
Muslim from the leaders of the Arabs in Khurasan
in 1340/747-8. With the triumph of the c Abbasid
cause, Abu Muslim appointed Ziyad governor of
Bukhara and Sogdia, where he suppressed a rebellion
of the discontented Arab garrison in Bukhara led by
Shank (or Shurayk) b. Shaykh al-Mahn (133/750-1).
Shortly afterwards he commanded the Arab expedition sent into the land of the Turks beyond the
Syr Darya in order to combat a Chinese army which
had appeared in Central Asia and had attacked Cac
or Shash (the later Tashkent [q.v.]). In a great battle
near Talas or Taraz [q.v.], known mainly from the
Chinese sources, Ziyad won a great victory over the
Korean general Kao hsien-chih and wrought great
slaughter in his army (Dhu '1-Hicljdja 133/July 751);
in effect, this was the end of Chinese intervention in
the Western lands.
Ziyad's own downfall followed shortly after this,
however. In 135/752-3 he rebelled in Sogdia against
Abu Muslim, but was abandoned by his commanders.
He fled to Barkath, whose dihkdn handed him over
to Abu Muslim for execution. It seems that Ziyad
had not acted entirely of his own accord, but had
been secretly promised the governorship of Khurasan
by the 'Abbasid caliph al-Saffah if he would rise up
against his over-mighty subject Abu Muslim.
Bibliography: Taban, ii, 1988, iii, 80, 81-2;
Barthold, Turkestan down to the Mongol invasion2, 194-6;
Gibb, The Arab conquests in Central Asia, London 1923,
95-6; W. Samolin, East Turkistan to the twelfth century, a brief political survey, The Hague 1964, 66-7;
E.L. Daniel, The political and social history of Khurasan
under Abbasid rule 747-820, Minneapolis and Chicago
1979, 87-8, 89, 111-12.
The above is not to be confused with his homonym
and contemporary Ziyad b. Salih al-Harithi (from the
Yemeni tribe of al-Harith b. Kacb [q.v.] or Balharith),
who was governor of Kufa for the last Umayyad governor of 'Irak, Ibn Hubayra, in 132/749-50 but who
soon afterwards defected to the advancing 'Abbasids.
See Patricia Crone, Slaves on horses. The evolution of the
Islamic polity, Cambridge 1980, 172; M. Sharon, Black
banners from the east. II. Revolt. The social and military
aspects of the 'Abbasid revolution, Jerusalem 1990, 218-19.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
ZIYAD AL-ACDJAM, Ibn Salma (or Sulaym, or
Sulayman, or Djabir, see al-Bakrf, Simt al-la'dli, Dhayl,

ed. al-Maymam, 8) Abu Umama, poet of the
Umayyad period. Of Persian origin, he was a
mawld of the cAmir b. al-Harith, a branch of the cAbd
al-Kays [q.v.]. For his biography, the primary source
is the K. al-Aghdni, most of the information being provided by cUmar b. Shabba and Ibn cA'isha.
According to Yakut (Irshad, iv, 221), in 23/643 he
is said to have participated with Abu Musa al-Ashcarf
and 'Uthman b. al-cAs in the conquest of Istakhr,
where he is said to have subsequently lived, according to Ibn Sallam (Tabakdt, 693). In fact, he spent his
entire life in the entourage of governors of Khurasan
and of Fars such as cUmar b. cUbayd Allah b. Macmar
(Agh., xiv, 104-6), cAbd Allah b. al-Khashradj (ibid.,
x, 151, 155, xiv, 105; Ibn Sallam, Tabakdt, 696) and
'Abbad b. al-Husayn (Agh., xiv, 106), whose patronage
he sought.
He associated himself at an early stage with the
Umayyad general al-Muhallab b. Abi Sufra [q.v.],
whose victory over the Kharidjites near Nahr Tustar
he applauded in a bd'iyya, of which five verses have
been preserved by al-Dfnawarf (al-Akhbdr al-tiwdl, ed.
c
Amir, Cairo 1960, 272), and numerous episodes in
his life are linked to his connection with him and his
family. In particular, it seems that al-Muhallab protected him and defended his rights even at the expense of his own sons; thus when al-Muhallab's son,
Habfb, tore a silk robe that Ziyad wore in the Persian
fashion, in revenge for a previous quarrel in which
his father had also given his support to Ziyad (Agh.,
xiv, 103-4), he composed verses declaring that it was
not only his robe that had been torn but also the
skin of al-Muhallab. The latter again supported him
and demanded that his son pay compensation (Ibn
Khallikan, Wafaydt, ed. 'Abbas, biography of alMuhallab, no. 754). Evidently al-Muhallab feared his
satirical mode, of which he had had a taste in two
scarcely flattering verses composed by Ziyad on the
subject of the circumcision, late in life, of al-Muhallab's
father Abu Sufra. According to Yakut (Irshad, iv, 222),
Ziyad died ca. 100/718 and, according to Agh., xiv,
10, in Khurasan.
Ziyad owed his nickname al-Acdjam to the fact that
he had a strong Persian accent; according to anecdotes cited by the Aghdni, his mastery of spoken Arabic
was not perfect, either in pronunciation or even in
grammar. Al-Muhallab presented him with a wellspoken slave to recite his poems on his behalf (Agh.,
xi, 165), provoking a hostile reaction on the part of
another poet at the court of al-Muhallab, al-Mughfra
b. Habna'. In exchanges of invective between the two,
al-Mughfra b. Habna3 never tired of reminding Ziyad
of his barbarous origins; he also poked fun at the
Rablca who, as a tribe, had asked for a barbarian
"of a'ajami tongue" to defend their honour in his
poetry (Agh., xi, 166-7).
But his status as a mawld did not prevent Ziyad
from gaining a reputation as a political satirist or
from being recognised as "our lisdn" by the Rabf'a
(Agh., xi, 167). The other poet of the court of alMuhallab with whom Ziyad exchanged invective was
Kacb al-Ashkarf, of the Azd, in a conflict which
erupted between the latter and the cAbd al-Kays.
Ziyad attacked Kacb, vowing that he would make
"him and his people the target of every tongue" (Agh.,
xiii, 58-9). Even al-Farazdak, who intended to attack
the cAbd al-Kays, abandoned his project in the face
of Ziyad's riposte (Agh., xiv, 107-8; Ibn Kutayba, Shi'r,
ed. Shakir, 431; verses also in Ibn Sallam, Tabakdt,
695-6). Ziyad also satirised the Banu Yashkur, in circumstances which vary according to the sources: Ibn
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Kutayba (Shfr, 430) mentions the name of the Yashkun
poet Katada; Ibn Sallam quotes two of Ziyad's verses
concerning this tribe, Tabakdt, 699; according to Agh.,
xi, 171, cited by al-Baghdadi, Khizdna, ed. Harun, vi,
126, the Banu Yashkur approached their poet, Suwayd,
asking him to reply to Ziyad, but he refused.
The acknowledged imperfections of his spoken
Arabic did not prevent the recognition of his poetry,
from the time of al-AsmacT onward (Fuhulat al-shu'ard*,
ed. KhafadjI and al-Zaym, Cairo 1953, 31), as a
huajaja and as linguistically irreproach-able, to such an
extent that his verses are cited as grammatical or lexical
loci probantes by, among others, Slbawayh; al-Mubarrad,
Kdmil, ed. Wright, 178, 324, 365-6, 632, although alMubarrad gives elsewhere a corrected version of the
verse most cited as a grammatical shdhid, Ibn Khallikan, biography of Khalid al-Tamlmr, no. 215; Abu
c
Ubayda, Mad^az. al-Kur'dn, see Khizana, x, 208-9, and
Sezgin, GAS, ii, 373-4; and al-Wahhabl, Marad}ic
tardajim al-udabd" al-arab, s.v. He is also quoted several
times in the LA. Some of the verses attributed to him
have also been attributed to al-Akhtal or to al-Farazdak
(Ibn Khallikan, biography of YazTd b. al-Muhallab,
no. 816; the biographer adds here that he has seen
the diwan of Ziyad, as is also claimed by al-cAyni, alMakdsid al-nahwiyya fl shark shuruh al-alfiyya, Bulak 1299,
iv, 597, see Ibn Hadjar, Isdba, iv, 199-200).
Ziyad's best known poem, and the best preserved
(in particular by al-YazIdl, K. al-Amdll, and by alBakrl in his dhayl to al-Kalfs Amdll, the Simt al-la'dli,
is his hd'iyya on the death of al-Muhallab's son Abu
Firas al-Mughira, who predeceased his father in
82/701. This elegy has been translated and published,
with discussion of the sources, by F. Krenkow, The
elegy upon al-Mughlra Ibn al-Muhallab, in Islamica, ii
[1926-7], 344-54; the remainder of Ziyad's production survives only in fragments, recently collected by
Y. Bakkar, Shi'r %yad al-Acdjam, Damascus 1983. By
means of a detailed analysis of the sources and the
fragments, Bakkar aims at defining more clearly the
biography and the personality of this poet and does
not exclude the hypothesis, formed on the basis of a
passage in the LA (s.v. cuajm), that Ziyad was in fact,
despite his linguistic failings, an Arab by birth. On
the subject of the hd^iyya, al-Bakn (Simt al-la}dli, 7-8)
recounts numerous traditions, taken up by Krenkow
and Bakkar, according to which this poem would be
attributable not to Ziyad but to his fellow-tribesman
al-Salatan al-cAbd! (on whom see Nallino, La letteratura araba, 920)—further evidence of the extent to
which this mawld was integrated into his adoptive
tribe.
It is perhaps all this that Blachere refers to when
he writes (HLA, 512) that, while the work of Ziyad
remains inaccessible to us, his biographical data "make
this individual one of the most interesting figures from
the point of view of our knowledge of relations between
the Arab world and Iran, in poetry, at this time".
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
the article): Tahdhlb ta'nkh Ibn cAsdkir, v, 401-3; Khizdna,
x, 4-9; C.A. Nallino, La ktteratura araba, Rome 1948,
137-8; S.M. Yusuf, Al-Muhallab and the poets, in 1C,
xxiv (1950), 197-99, as well as the references cited
in Sezgin, GAS, ii, 373-4.
(LmiA BETTINI)
ZIYAD AT ALLAH [see AOTLABIDS].
AL-ZIYADI, ABU HASSAN AL-HASAN b. cUthman alShTrazT (this nisba from some apparent connection with
the Persian city; see Yakut, Bulddn, ed. Beirut, iii,
381), j u d g e , t r a d i t i o n i s t and h i s t o r i a n of the
early 'Abbasid period, b. 156/773 in Baghdad and
died there Radjab 242/Nov.-Dec. 856 (al-Taban, iii,
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1434, and al-Khatib al-Baghdadi) or the following
year.
A traditionalist in his views and associate of alShafTT, he was questioned under the Mihna [q.v] at
the end of al-Ma'rnun's reign (al-Taban, iii, 1121-5,
1128, 1132). But he came into his own under the
more orthodox al-Mutawakkil and was in 240/854-5
appointed kadi of the Sharkiyya quarter of Baghdad;
whilst in office there, he had a certain Tsa b. Dja'far
(presumably a Shi c T) flogged to death for insulting
the Shaykhayn, i.e. Abu Bakr and cUmar, and cA'isha
and Hafsa (ibid., iii, 124-6). He was regarded as trustworthy in relating traditions. He was close to the historian al-Wakidl [q.v] and was himself the author of
a history, now lost, which was an important source
for Ibn Abl Tahir Tayfur, whence for al-Taban, on
contemporary and near-contemporary history.
Bibliography: TabarT, see Indices; al-Khatlb alBaghdadi, vii, 356-61 no. 3877; Yakut, IrsMd, Cairo
1936-8, ix, 18-24; Ibn al-Tmad, Shadhardt, ii, 100;
L. Massignon, Cadis et naqibs baghdadiens, in W^KM,
Ii (1948), 108; Sezgin, GAS, i, 316.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
ZIYADIDS, a d y n a s t y of s o u t h w e s t e r n
Arabia centred on Tihama [q.v.~\ between the years
203-409(?)/818-1018, but having control also in the
northern highlands of the Yemen [see AL-YAMAN] and
along the Indian Ocean coast. Unfortunately, our
sources are late and little informed, there are discrepancies in the dates given and even the names of
the later members of the family are unknown.
The dynasty is named after Muhammad b. Ziyad,
who traced his pedigree back to the Umayyad dynasty and who, during the caliphate of the 'Abbasid
al-Ma'mun [q.v.], became the protege of his minister,
al-Fadl b. Sahl [q.v.]. In 202/817 a letter arrived at
the 'Abbasid court with news of a rebellion of tribes
in Tihama. Al-Fadl b. Sahl advised al-Ma'mun to
despatch Muhammad b. Ziyad there in order to crush
it. Ibn Ziyad was duly sent with the additional order
to build a new capital in Tihama. After performing the Pilgrimage in 203/818, he pressed on south
into Yemen. There he fought many hard battles against
recalcitrant tribes and succeeded in winning control
over the whole of Tihama. In 204/819, he built the
new capital, as he had been instructed, and it was
named Zabid [q.v.]. Before his death in 245/859, he
extended the territory of the dynasty far beyond
Tihama: to Hadramawt [q.v.], along the southern coast
to al-Shihr [q.v.] and Mirbat in modern cUman, to
Aden [see CADAN] and Abyan [q.v] and north along
the Red Sea coast to Haly Ibn Ya'kub.
Ibn Ziyad was followed in power by his son, Ibrahim
(d. 283/896), he by his own son, Ziyad (d. 289/902),
he by his own son, (Ibn) Ziyad (d. 299/911), who
was succeeded by one Abu '1-Djaysh. The latter died
in 371/981 and this is the last name and last firm
date in the history of the family; 409/1018 is, however, mentioned specifically as the date of the demise
of the dynasty.
Bibliography: The Yemeni Arabic sources are
all late, the best being: cUmara al-Yamanl, Ta^nkh
al-Yaman, in H.C. Kay, Toman, its early mediaeval
history, London 1892, 1-18 (Eng. tr.) and 1-14
(Ar. text); cAbd al-Rahman b. CA1T Ibn al-Daybac,
Kurrat al-cuyun bi-akhbdr al-Yaman al-maymun, ed.
Muhammad b. CA1I al-Akwac, 2 vols., Cairo 1977;
see also G.R. Smith, The political history of the Islamic
Yemen down to the first Turkish invasion (1-945/6221538), in W. Daum (ed.), Yemen: 300 years of art and
civilisation in Arabia Felix, Innsbruck and Frankfurt
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1988, 130-1 (with full references); C.E. Bosworth,
The New Islamic dynasties, Edinburgh 1996, 98 no. 41.
(G.R. SMITH)
ZIYANIYYA, a Maghribf branch of the S u f i
order of the Shadhiliyya [g.v.].
The eponymous founder was Muhammad b. cAbd
al-Rahman Ibn Abf Ziyan (d. 1145/1733), a descendant of the Prophet (sharif) originally from the
Moroccan southwest (Wadi Draca, near Figuig). At an
early age he went to Sidjilmasa and was initiated into
Sufism by a mukaddam of the Nasiriyya [g.v.], Sfdf
Muhammad b. cAzza. On the latter's death, he left
for Fas in order to complete his education in the
Islamic sciences, notably under Muhammad b. cAbd
al-Kadir al-Fasf (d. 1116/1704). According to Rinn,
he was allegedly expelled from Fas by Sultan Mawlay
Isma'fl (Marabouts et Khouan, Algiers 1884, 412); but
the hagiographical work devoted to Ibn Abf Ziyan,
the Tahdrat al-anfus wa 'l-arwdh al-ajismdniyya Ji 'l-tarika
al-ziydniyya al-shddhiliyya, mentions that it was his care
for a "decent obscurity" which impelled him to return
to his ancestral land (tr. of this work by A. Cour, in
RMM, xii [1910], see 365). There at Kanadha (or
Kenadsa) he founded a zdwiya [g.v.] which became a
beacon in the region. The brigands of the Sahara
feared the saint, famed for his miracle-working and
from now on known as "Mawlay Buziyan"; this last
extended his protection over all the caravans crossing his region (documents with the shaykh's seal made
these caravans inviolable, according to Depont and
Coppolani, who reproduce this seal in Les confreries
religieuses musulmanes, Algiers 1897, 497). Devotees from
the zdwiya often escorted the caravans, and soon Ibn
Abf Ziyan had his own, involving him in extensive
commercial activity. In the same realm of ideas, it
was said that the shaykh had the supernatural power
of facilitating the Meccan Pilgrimage when obstacles
intervened (Cour, op. cit., 378-9, 571-9).
The office of shqykh was always transmitted hereditarily among the Ziyaniyya, usually from father to son.
The order's influence spread particularly in Algeria,
notably at Algiers and Oran (see the table in Depont
and Coppolani, op. cit., 500). The Ziyaniyya remained
faithful to the Shadhilf spirit, in both their dhikr [g.v]
formulae and their stress on knowledge of the esoteric
sciences, and furthermore, in the sobriety of their
behaviour (see Cour, 582-3). When the fame of Shaykh
Ibn Abf Ziyan had spread throughout Morocco, he
enjoyed the favour of Mawlay Ismacfl (ibid., 579), and
this positive attitude of the holders of political power
towards the Ziyaniyya became generalised. Under
the Protectorate, the French authorities appreciated
the benevolent and pacific role of the leaders at the
Kanadha zawiya, and Depont and Coppolani note
that these last "gave appreciable services" to the French
forces.
Bibliography: See also J.C1. Garcin, Assises
materielles et role economique des ordres soufis, in G. Veinstein and A. Popovic (eds.), Les Voies d'Alldh. Les
ordres mystiques dans le monde musulman des origines d
aujourd'hui, Paris 1996, 221-2. J.S. Trimingham, The
Sufi orders in Islam, Oxford 1971, 88, has only a
brief mention of the Ziyaniyya as a branch of the
Nasiriyya.
(E. GEOFFROY)
ZIYARA (A., pi. ziydrdt), pious visitation, pilgrimage to a holy place, tomb or shrine.
1. In the central and eastern Arab lands during
the pre-modern period
2. In the central Arab lands from 1800 to the
present day

3. Amongst the Copts in Egypt
4. In the Maghrib
5. In Persia and other Shf c f lands
6. The Turkish lands, including the Balkans and
Central Asia
7. In Muslim India
8. In Indonesia
9. In Central and West Africa
10. In the Horn of Africa
1. In the central and eastern Arab lands
during the pre-modern period.
Unlike the haajaj [g.v], the canonical pilgrimage to
Mecca, and the lesser pilgrimage, the cumra [g.v], the
ziydra lacked the authority of Scripture. Mediaeval
Arabic and Hebrew sources frequently refer to Jews
and Christians making a ziydra to tombs and shrines
of holy persons (cf. J.W. Meri, Sacred journeys to sacred
precincts. The cult of saints among Muslims and Jews in
medieval Syria, D. Phil, thesis, Oxford Univ. 1998), and
Near Eastern Jews routinely undertook pilgrimages to
holy places in the Holy Land, Bilad al-Sham, clrak
and Persia.
The first and most fundamental sense of this word
applies to visiting the graves of the dead (ziydrat alkubur), as is reflected in the various Sunan collections
(see Wensinck, Handbook, s.v. graves), but never specifically in the context of saints and prophets. Other
related expressions which appear in mediaeval sources
include safar "journeying" and safar ild ziydrat al-kubur
"journeying to visit graves". Hadith traditions generally refer to the Prophet's stricture against visiting
Christian places of worship, and his concern that
Muslims would follow idolatrous and polytheistic practices and raise tombs above the ground [see MASDJID.
I. C. 4.]. The Prophet urged visiting the tombs of
the deceased to pray and supplicate on their behalf.
Zjyara also appears in other contexts. Devotees made
a ziydra to mosques and other holy places, many of
them associated with holy persons and their legends,
e.g. springs, wells, caves, mountains, etc. ^jyara was
also made to dead saints (awliyd3}, prophets, mystics
and other holy persons [see WALI]. Another type of
Ziydra was made to such venerable objects as the
Prophet's sandal (cf. al-Yunfnf, Dhayl mir'dt al-zamdn,
Haydarabad 1954-61, ii, 45-6; Meri, op. at., 123-4).
Devotees also visited living holy men (saints, Stiffs) or
other such individuals revered for their piety, learning, spiritual insight and baraka [g.v.]. (cf. M.M.
Chamberlain, Knowledge and social practice in medieval
Damascus 1190-1350, Cambridge 1994, 132-3; Meri,
op. cit., ch. 2).
One of the earliest records of Muslim theologians
discussing the proper etiquette (adab) of visiting tombs
dates from the 2nd/8th century. Al-Hasan al-Basrf
(d. 110/728 [g.v]) expressed concern with the manner
and custom of properly conducting oneself when visiting tombs; he rebuked people for forgetting its solemn
purpose and for engaging there in unacceptable behaviour, such as eating (al-Turkumanf, K. al-Lumac fi
}
l-hawddith wa }l-bidac, ed. S. Labfb, Cairo 1986, i, 214).
(a) Shfi ziyara in Arab lands
All Shf'fs, wherever they resided, recognised the
importance of making the ziydra to the tomb of the
Prophet's grandson al-Husayn and the other Shf c f
Imams. Although the ziydra was not in fact obligatory
as the haa^aj was, a similar obligatory status, merits
and recompense were nevertheless ascribed to it. The
major Shf c f catabdt [g.v. in Suppl.] or pilgrimage cities
were almost a "secondary kibld\ The threat of divine
punishment for not performing the ziydra figures promi-
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nently in ziyara traditions. Shi c is upheld the intercession of the Imams for their followers, in contrast to
the Sunms, among whom the orthodox scholars like
al-Ghazalf and Ibn Kayyim al-Djawziyya denied the
intercession of saints but only attributed it to the
Prophet.
Zjyara traditions arose in the context of Sunni-Shl'I
antagonism precipitated by the massacre of al-Husayn
and his party at Karbala' [q.v.]. Performing canonical prayer (salat al-fanda) was equivalent to the obligatory status of performing the ha^dj. and supererogatory
prayer to that of the recommended 'umra. Other Shl'T
traditions mention that performing the pilgrimage to
Karbala' on the day of 'Arafa equals "one thousand
Pilgrimages, one thousand lesser pilgrimages and one
thousand military expeditions with the Prophet..."
(al-Shaykh al-Mufid, K. al-Mazdr, Kum 1988, 20).
Since the zjyara did not represent a legal substitute
or alternative to the hadj_d}, the award of merits surpassing those of the haJtjjjtjj. was explicit. Al-Husayn's
son Abu cAbd Allah likened the requirements of setting out on a ziyara to al-Husayn to those of the
haajaj. "What is incumbent upon us (ma yalzamund) is
what is incumbent in the had^df (Ibn Kuluya, Kdmil
al-ziydrdt, Beirut 1997, 250-1). A number of traditions
further address the commendable status of ziyara (cf.
ibid., Nadjaf 1356/1437-8, 141).
ShT'Ts placed greater emphasis on ziyara ritual than
did Sunms. In fact, no Shl'l theologian opposed making a ziyara. The institutionalisation of ritual contributed to the formation of pilgrimage centres in the
towns and cities of 'Irak. Similarly, the devotional role
ascribed to the ShT'I Imams and the Family of the
Prophet in Fatimid Egypt continued with the successor Sunn! dynasties (C.S. Taylor, Reevaluating the
Shici role in the development of monumental Islamic funerary
architecture: the case of Egypt, in Muqarnas, ix [1992],
3-10; C. Williams, The cult of cA lid saints in the Fatimid
monuments of Cairo, in ibid., i [1983], 37-52, iii [1985],
39-60).
(b) Opposition to ziyara
Opposition to ziyara crystallised after the founding
of the Hanbali school of jurisprudence in 'Irak. It
was not its founder Ibn Hanbal (d. 241/855 [q.v]),
but rather subsequent generations of disciples who
were concerned with Muslims engaging in ziyara practices which violated the Kur'an and the Sunna.
However, Ibn Hanbal at first forbade reciting the
Kur'an at funerals, but immediately changed his mind
afterward (cf. al-GhazalT, Ihya3 culum al-din, iv, 492).
Hanballs affirmed that so long as no precedent existed
in the Kur'an or Sunna for the veneration of saints
and for making a ziyara to tombs (with the exception
of reading the opening chapter of the Kur'an, supplicating on behalf of the dead and contemplating
death and the Hereafter, etc.), ziyara was to be considered an heretical innovation (bid'a) and venerating
saints as polytheism (shirk). They also rejected the
Ziyara on the grounds that it encouraged immoral
practices, such as the intermingling of the sexes, especially at festivals and on saints' days (mawsim).
One of the earliest Hanbalf condemnations of ziyara
came from the Baghdad! jurisconsult and resident of
Damascus Ibn 'Akll (d. 513/1119 [q.v.]), who castigates the ignorant and wretched (i.e. the common
people) for practices "which they created for themselves", namely, glorifying tombs and physically coming in contact with them. Ibn cAk!l argues that
proponents of the cult of saints justified pilgrimage
to tombs and shrines by invoking a tradition on
the authority of the Companion Djabir b. cAbd Allah
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(d. 78/697) in which the Prophet visited the Mosque
of the Ahzab on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
(G. Makdisi, Ibn cAqil, religion and culture in classical Islam,
Edinburgh 1997, 209). On the basis of this tradition,
he and later generations of Hanbalfs deliberated
whether it was legal to perform ziyara to saints' tombs,
shrines (mashdhid [see MASHHAD]) and mosques with
tombs in them. Devotees would engage in nights of
religious devotion called ihyd} during which they would
recite the Kur'an and pray. Such occasions, it was
implausibly alleged, engendered immoral behaviour.
Ibn cAkfl refers to men and women committing immoral acts and to the expenditure of great sums of
money. He further elaborates on objectionable rituals
which include kindling lights, kissing tombs and covering them with perfume, addressing the dead with petitions, writing formulae on paper, taking earth from
the tomb as a blessing, hanging rags on trees, etc.
Such practices, he argues, were tantamount to d^dhili
practices (Makdisi, op. cit., 210).
Ibn Taymiyya (d. 728/1328 [q.v.]) was one of the
foremost critics of the cult of saints and the author
of several highly controversial legal opnions (fatdwd)
and treatises concerning ziyara, which provide insight
into the rituals of saint devotion among Muslims and
Christians throughout the Near East, particularly in
Damascus, where he lived most of his life.
Ibn Taymiyya distinguishes between the heretical
ziyara (al-ziyara al-bidciyya), which he associates with
pagans, Jews and Christians, and the legal ziyara (alziydra al-sharciyya), which is enjoined by the Prophet.
The former, tantamount to polytheism, is when "the
visitor intends that his supplication be fulfilled at the
tomb or that he supplicate the deceased, supplicate
for rain through him and make a request of him or
take an oath by God, requesting a need" (Maajmuc
fatdwd, al-Riyad 1991, xxvii, 31-2). However, Ibn
Taymiyya does not deny the possibility that supplication can be fulfilled, going so far as to say that "if
anything is granted, it should be attributed to the
personal merit of the tomb's patron" (Iktida3 al-sirdt
al-mustakim mukhdlafat ahl al-^ahim, Cairo 1950, 374).
While some theologians acknowledged the symbiotic
nature of the relationship between the living and the
dead, Ibn Taymiyya argues that "in the legally permissible ziyara, the living does not have need for the
dead by making a request of him (mas^ala) or seeking his intercession (tawassul). But rather, the dead
derive benefit from the living, and God the Exalted
has mercy upon the living who supplicate for the
dead" (Maajm^ fatdwd, xxvii, 71).
Ibn Taymiyya's disciple Ibn Kayyim al-Djawziyya
(d. 1275/1350 [q.v.]) continued his master's crusade
against ziyara practices which threatened orthodoxy
and in a scathing polemic against them argued that
mediaeval Syrians in performing ziyara were observing rites (mandsik) similar to those of the Pilgrimage to
Mecca (Ibn Kayyim al-Djawziyya, Ighdthat al-lahfdn
min masdyid al-shaytdn, Beirut 1986, i, 220-21, 304).
Concerning such parallels, see Meri, The etiquette of
devotion in the Islamic cult of saints, in The cult of saints
in Late Antiquity and the Middle Ages. Essays on the contribution of Peter Brown, ed. J. Howard-Johnston and P.A.
Hayward, Oxford 1999, 263-86; idem, Sacred journeys.
During the early 20th century, the puritanical
Wahhabiyya [q.v], adherents of the doctrines of Ibn
Taymiyya, destroyed the monuments that stood over
the tombs of the Companions throughout the Hidjaz.
(c) Affirming the ziyara
Writing in defence of the ziyara in his Ihya3 culum
al-din, Abu Hamid al-Ghazall (d. 505/1111 [q.v.])
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took the opponents of zjyara to task by affirming the
existence of saints and the permissibility of making a
ziydra to all tombs. But he, too, qualified the true
meaning of ziydra, which he did not merely associate
with saints. The presence of holiness made a pilgrimage site efficacious. Muslims possessed a universal
sense of the holiness of the dead which manifested
itself in the devotee's physical and spiritual contact
with the site. Al-Ghazall stresses the universality of
the interpersonal experience of self-surrender and
embracing the dead with all one's senses, a recurring
theme in the pilgrimage guides (op. cit., iv, 492).
Zjydra should be conducted in accordance with
the Sunna of the Prophet. For al-Ghazali, the goals
of ziydra were contemplation, remembering death
and obtaining blessings, a view with which even the
HanbalTs would agree. However, the devotee may
obtain blessings only through his own contemplation
and supplication and not through the dead saint. The
exception is the Prophet. Al-Ghazali cites two traditions, one of which commends ziydra: "Visiting tombs
is altogether recommended for remembrance (dhikr)
and contemplation (i'tibdr). Visiting the tombs of the
righteous is recommended for the purpose of seeking
blessings [and] contemplation. The Messenger of
God . . . forbade visiting tombs and then permitted
that afterwards" (iv, 490). Al-Ghazah~ then quotes a
canonical Tradition related by CA1I in which the
Prophet changed his mind about permitting Muslims
to visit the dead.
Unlike the Hanbalfs, al-Ghazall did not distinguish
between ziydra to the tombs of loved ones and those
of saints. The goals were one and the same—supplicating to God on behalf of the dead. Since the Prophet
visited his mother's grave, it is permissible for Muslims
to visit all graves and remember the dead. However,
the Prophet never kissed, lay upon or rubbed against
tombs.
(d) Pilgrimage literature
Pilgrimage guides are collectively referred to as kutub
al-ziydrdt. The guide was a companion for learned pilgrims to remember and invoke blessings upon the
dead saint and to make a pilgrimage to his tomb or
shrine. Although they reflect a variety of influences
and traditions from the early Islamic period, pilgrimage
guides provide a real sense of the variety of ziydra
ritual and thus constitute an important source for
understanding the veneration of holy persons. Guides
occasionally mention Jewish, Christian and common
holy sites.
A number of factors contributed to the emergence
of pilgrimage guides as a devotional genre. The Islamic
territorial expansion from the lst/7th to the 3rd/9th
centuries led to Muslim scholars recording and commenting on the burial sites of the Prophet's Companions who had settled in the garrison towns and
of those martyred in battle. Similar traditions, of varying degrees of authenticity, concerning the prophets and
other scriptural figures are also frequently mentioned.
Zjydra traditions evolved from fadd'il traditions
which emphasise the Islamic nature and sanctity of a
location by identifying the burial place of a prophet,
martyr or hero. Such traditions extol the merits of
particular cities, holy sites and saints. The systematic
compilation of traditions contributed to the emergence
of regional histories and pilgrimage guides for such
cities as Cairo, Damascus, Aleppo, Kufa and Nadjaf,
and of other literary genres which often mention pilgrimage sites.
The only known specimen of pilgrimage literature
for the entire Islamic world and parts of the Christian

Mediterranean and Byzantium during the late 6th/12th
and early 7th/13th centuries is the Syrian savant and
ascetic 'All b. Abr Bakr al-Harawf's (d. 611/1215 [see
AL-HARAWI AL-MAWSIL!]) K. al-Ishdrdt ild ma'rifat alziydrdt (ed. J. Sourdel-Thomine, Damascus 1953).
Almost all of our knowledge of pilgrimages to shrines
in the Arabian peninsula derives from this source.
The author records sites and popular traditions concerning them, based on first-hand knowledge and
second-hand accounts. Al-HarawI regularly includes
popular traditions, which he indicates in a number
of ways: "It is said" (kila/yukdl), "according to local
custom" (kamd dhakaru/yadhkurun), or "according to
what the people of the site mentioned" (kamd dhakara
ahl al-mawdf}. He often questions these traditions by
stating that "the truth is ..." (wa 'l-sahih anna . . .}.
The Ishdrdt provided a basis for late mediaeval pilgrimage guides and regional histories, particularly in
al-Sham. Unlike other pilgrimage guides, however,
there is no evidence to suggest that it was employed
during a ziydra. In fact, the author dedicated the work
to the 'Abbasid caliph (Y. Raghib, Essai d'inventaire
chronologique des guides a I'usage des pelerins du Caire, in
REI, xli [1973], 272-3). Morever, it is not as explicit
as Egyptian pilgrimage guides in providing directions
and distances. The Ishdrdt is akin to a travel itinerary, but it does not provide distances between places
or mention the time spent in a given location. In
fact, the guide is a compilation from memory, trustworthy sources, and notes which may have survived
being appropriated by the Franks in 588/1192. All
pilgrimage guides employ a common language to refer
to pilgrimage sites, a language not merely descriptive
in nature but one indicative of the rituals that devotees performed and the sacred nature of sites.
In the absence of a universal tradition of pilgrimage guides, many traditions emerged which reflected
a variety of local and regional practices as attested
in the diversity of guides. Pilgrimage guides throughout the Islamic world tend to be derivative in nature,
often relying upon previous traditions. The earliest
known pilgrimage guide is of Shf'i provenance, the
K. al-^iydrdt of the Kufan jurist al-Hasan b. CA1I b.
Faddal al-Tayrm al-Kufi (d. 224/838-9). No correlation exists between the growth of Shi c l pilgrimage
guides in 'Irak and the development of pilgrimage
guides in Egypt. Neither the Egyptian or later Syrian
guides betray a Shf c i origin. Authors of SunnF and
Shr c r guides rely upon the fada'il literature for the
purpose of glorifying a location. However, the Srn c f
guides also draw upon traditions attributed to a number of the Imams, most notably the sixth Imam Djacfar
al-Sadik [q.v.~], which largely concern al-Husayn, CA1I
and other members of the Prophet's Family.
(e) Shfi pilgrimage guides
These are concerned with rites (mandsik) of ziyara
and not only with adab or etiquette as in the Sunn!
case. Mandsik ordinarily and in Sunnf usage refers to
the ceremonies and rites of the hadj.dj.. Shlci guides
stress the importance of ritual behaviour to a greater
degree than Sunn! ones. The earliest known Shf c i
guides include that of al-Kufi (see above), Ibn Kuluya's
(d. 368/978-9) Kdmil al-ziydrat, his disciple Muhammad
b. Muhammad al-Nucman al-Harithf (al-Shaykh alMufid)'s (d. 413/1022) K. al-Mazdr and Ibn Dawud
al-Kummr's (d. 368/978 or 379/989) K. al-Mazdrdt
al-kabir. Such guides describe ritual behaviour and supplications pronounced before undertaking a pilgrimage, such as the types of rituals and rites which
al-Shaykh al-Mufid refers to as mandsik. He and Ibn
Kuluya cite traditions indicating that Shic Is placed
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which Iraki Shi c i pilgrims undertook pilgrimage, as
great emphasis on the zjyara to cAli's tomb in Nadjaf
no Imams were buried there. However, the Shic is of
and that of al-Husayn in Karbala3. One such tradiSyria and Lebanon performed many of the same rites
tion of Abu cAbd Allah b. al-Husayn states that "makand rituals mentioned in these guides at local shrines
ing a ziydra to al-Husayn . . . is equal to and more
as those done at the shrines of the Imams in Trak
meritorious than twenty pilgrimages to Mecca" (Ibn
and Persia. In spite of the absence of evidence conKuluya, ed. Nadjaf, 161). A similar tradition concerns
cerning ShT c T ziydra rituals in Syria, Aleppan and
visiting al-Husayn on the day of cArafa.
Damascene ShT c T theologians would have travelled to
Since prescribed ritual acts constituted a central
the holy cities of clrak, and theologians who hailed
part of Shf'f zjyara devotion, ShT'T scholars and Imams
from the east and settled in al-Sham would have disexercised control over its rites and urged devotees to
seminated the proper teachings of the Imams and
make the ziyara according to the traditions of the
taught proper ziydra rites.
Imams to the extent that not doing so was considThe earliest surviving Egyptian pilgrimage guide,
ered un-Islamic and would result in a shorter lifespan
which served as a basis for later works, is the Murshid
(ibid., 43).
This is in contrast to the SunnT ziydra, in which \ al-zuwwdr ild kubur al-abrdr of the ShafTf jurisconsult
and hadlth scholar cAbd al-Rahman b. c Uthman (d.
little control existed. For the Shlcl, performing the
615/1218) (publ. Cairo 1995). Like other guides, it
ziydra had many benefits in addition to receiving the
begins with the sacred topography of the pilgrimage
temporal benefits of performing the hadj.dj. and cumra,
centre, in this case Djabal al-Mukattam and the Karafa
as well as dispelling sadness and expurgating sins.
cemeteries. This is followed by descriptions of mosques
Wherever they resided, ShTcTs observed the same rites
and their endowers, historical accounts concerning
and rituals. The formalisation and consolidation of
the ziyam and traditions concerning the dead hearing
ritual was a necessary corollary to the development
the living, discussion of the propriety of walking in the
of central pilgrimage centres, which did not exist for
cemetery with sandals, formulas pronounced upon
the Sunms.
entering the cemetery, pilgrimage etiquette, and varNor were local cults insignificant. However, local
ious ritual acts (making sacrifice, prayer, etc.). Finally,
ritual practices were not preserved in pilgrimage guides,
the author lists tombs, their efficacious qualities, assobut have only survived in local histories. The Shl'l
ciated rituals and exact pilgrimage routes. The guide
Hamdanid ruler of Aleppo Sayf al-Dawla (r. 333-567
was not merely descriptive but also prescriptive. In
944-67 [q.v.]) was a devotee of saints who patronised
fact, it is replete with instructions and directions to
and constructed shrines in Aleppo and its outlying
the pilgrim as he walked from station to station. A
villages.
contemporary of Ibn c Uthman, Madjd al-Dm b.
It was incumbent upon the Shl'I pilgrim to abstain
Muhammad b. cAbd Allah al-Nasikh (d. ca. 696/1296from worldly pleasures. %jydra to the shrine of al97), a minor Egyptian official in the service of the
Husayn in Karbala3 was a special experience which
vizier Ibn Hanna, wrote a second guide, Misbdh aldemanded the full participation of the devotee in the
dayddji wa-ghawth al-rddji wa-kahf al-lddjl. During the
martyrdom of al-Husayn and the expression of great
9th/15th century, the Sufi mystic Shams al-Dm Abu
sorrow, not merely the sadness one expresses over the
c
death of relations but rather its ultimate manifestaAbd Allah Muhammad b. Muhammad b. al-Zayyat
tion requiring the pilgrim to experience physical and
(d. 815/1412) composed al-Kawdkib al-sayydra fl tartib
emotional debilitation.
al-ziydrafi }l-kardfatayn al-kubrd wa 'l-sughrd (Cairo 1907).
Another guide was composed by Nur al-Dln Abu '1Unlike the majority of Sunn! guides, Shf c f ones
Hasan CA1I b. Ahmad b. c Umar b. Khalaf b. Mahmud
were written by prominent theologians, such as the
aforementioned Ibn Kuluya and his disciple al-Shaykh
al-Sakhaw! al-HanafT (d. 1482/3?), entitled Tuhfat alal-Muftd. The latter's K. al-Mazdr is divided into two
ahbdb wa-bughyat al-tulldb fi 'l-khitat wa 'l-mazdrdt wa
parts, the first of which concerns the merits (fadd'il)
'l-tardtQim wa }l-bikdc al-mubdrakdt. The Cairene ziydra
of Kufa, its [congregational] mosque and the Euphrates,
developed into an elaborate institution with learned
etc. This is followed by a description of the ziydra
guides known as mashdyikh al-ziydra who conducted
to cAlfs tomb and a discussion of the necessity of
visitors (zuwwdr) through the Karafa cemeteries on
visiting that of al-Husayn and the merits of performDjabal al-Mukattam [q.v.].
ing the ziydra to it, especially on various holy days.
Pilgrimage guides developed much later in al-Sham
So highly developed were the ^.iyam rites that Shf'Ts
than they did in Egypt. However, most of our knowlc
pronounced formulaic expressions at every stage. Shf T
edge of mediaeval Syrian zjydrat derives from historguides could perhaps be regarded as manuals for theical sources. In contrast to Egypt, where ziydra literature
ologians who would instruct illiterate and common
was known in Fatimid and Mamluk times, the earlipilgrims in the ways of the group activity of ziydra.
est extant pilgrimage guide for Syria dates to the early
The second part of the guide deals primarily with
10th/16th century. The absence of institutionalised
zjyara to the Prophet Muhammad and his Household,
Sunn! control over the z,iydra as with the later mashdyikh
who were buried in Medina, and to the Shfi Imams.
al-ziydra, and of an early tradition of scholarship cenAl-Shaykh al-Mufid devotes a section to abridged
tered around pilgrimage traditions, prompted the later
supplications, which suggests that they were meant
appearance of guides. However, poems such as the
primarily for instantaneous memorisation before the
one recited to the Damascene historian Ibn cAsakir
performance of the ziydra rather than for reading or
(d. 572/1176 [q.v.]) on Mt. Kasiyun, praise the perstudy.
forming of the zjydra to its pilgrimage sites. Muslims
c
Shl fs also prayed special ziydra prayers as at the
were accustomed to writing poetry about their holy
tomb of the first Imam cAlf, which consisted of a
places. Brief descriptions of pilgrimage sites are also
series of supplications and recitations of particular
found in geographical works like al-Dimashkf's Nukhbat
chapters of the Kur'an, placing the right and left
al-dahr and fuller accounts in travel itineraries like the
cheek on the ground and pronouncing imprecations
Rihlas of Ibn Djubayr and Ibn Battuta, who routinely
against the enemies of 'All and those who wronged
mention the pilgrimage sites in a given locality. Khalil
him.
b. Shahln al-Zahin (d. 873/1468) in his fubdat kashf
These guides do not mention places in Syria to
al-mamdlik, ed. and tr. E.F.C. Rosenmiiller, Leipzig
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1828, consistently enumerates the congregational
mosques, madrasas, shrines (mashhads), pilgrimage sites
(mazardt) and blessed sites (amdkin mubdraka]. The centrality of these designations in al-Zahirf's work and
the emphasis that he places on "blessed places" indicate the contemporary importance attached to places
of pilgrimage. The 6th-7th/12th-13th centuries are
characterised by increased activity in the compilation
of pilgrimage traditions and descriptions of pilgrimage places and the rituals and legends associated with
them. These works represent a transition from an oral
to a written zjydra "tradition" among scholars and historians in al-Sham. Historians such as Ibn cAsakir,
Muhammad b. cAlr al-'Azfrnf (d. ca. 556/1161 [q.v.]),
Yahya b. Abf Tayyi3 (d. ca. 625-30/1228/33 [see IBN
AST TAYYi3]), Ibn al-cAdim (d. 660/1262), Ibn Shaddad
(d. 684/1285) and Ibn al-Shihna (d. 890/1485) [q.w.]
include in their histories detailed inventories of tombs,
shrines and other monuments for the Mirdasid,
Hamdanid, Ayyubid and Mamluk periods. Their works
provide significant details concerning the founding of
monuments, their efficaciousness, legends associated
with them, and the practices and beliefs of the common people and their encounters with the holy. Some
of these traditions are based on the personal experiences of the writers or their contemporaries. Notable
is the prominence accorded to ziyara traditions concerning the tombs of the Family of the Prophet, his
Companions and the Followers throughout these works.
Ibn cAsakir dedicates a number of chapters of his
Ta'rikh to places of prayer, tombs and shrines in and
around Damascus to which the ziydra is made. One
section includes nineteen traditions concerning the burial places of prophets and Companions narrated by
a number of Companions and several reports by the
Damascene historian Abu Zur c a (d. 270/894), who is
critical of the authenticity of a number of tombs, stating e.g. "Regarding Mudrik b. Ziyad, I did not find
any mention of him, except on the tablet on his tomb
from an unverifiable source. . . . "
Like al-Harawf's Ishdrdt, the works of Ibn al-cAdfrn
and Ibn Shaddad reflect a popular level of discourse
and also mention the activities of the people. Ibn alc
Adfm, who was a contemporary of al-Harawf, from
whom he personally heard a number of accounts,
devotes a chapter of his Bughyat al-talab fi ta'rikh Halab
to "the pilgrimage sites (mazdrdt), tombs of prophets
and saints and the noble localities (mawdtin) in Aleppo
and its districts, which are known for the fulfilment
of supplication" (ed. S. Zakkar, Beirut 1988-9, i, 459).
The account includes 57 pilgrimage places for Aleppo
and its districts, including accounts taken from alHarawl and the author's father.
Ibn Shaddad dedicates three chapters of al-Acldk alkhatira to pilgrimage sites in Aleppo, Damascus, Jordan,
Palestine and Lebanon. He relies extensively on alHarawi for Palestinian and Damascene zjyarai and on
Ibn al-cAdIrn and Ibn Abl Tayyi3 for Aleppan sites.
The Hanbali jurisprudent Muhammad b. cAbd alHadi (d. 744/1343), who was a member of the Makdisi
family, also composed a number of no longer extant
works, including a pamphlet concerning the ziyara and
another on the hadith concerning the lives of the prophets and their graves. He also includes unique details
concerning Ayyubid pilgrimage sites.
Ibn Tulun (d. 953/1546 [qv.]), a prolific historian
and commentator on the political and social climate
of Mamluk and early Ottoman Damascus, was one
of the many devout believers who made the ziydra
on a regular basis to tombs and shrines in his native
Damascus, judging by his numerous works which

mention or are devoted to Damascus' pilgrimage sites
and saints, including Mufdkahat al-khilldn fi hawddith alzamdn and al-Kald'id al-ajawhariyjya fi ta'nkh al-Sdlihiyya.
Thirteen other compositions dealing with various
aspects of the cult of saints are now lost but widely
quoted in the aforementioned works and in his autobiography, al-Fulk al-mashhun fi ahwdl Muhammad Ibn
Tulun. Two other works survive, the first of which,
Tuhfat al-habib fimd warada fi 'l-kathib (cf. J. Sadan, Le
tombeau de Moi'se d Jericho et d Damas, in REI, xlix
[1981], 59-99), concerns the tombs of Moses in Damascus and Jericho, while Ghdyat al-baydn fi tardjamat
al-Shaykh Arsaldn is a brief biography of a 6th/12thcentury Damascene saint and a description of his burial place. Women visiting shrines prompted Ibn Tulun
to write the no longer extant al-Tawadj.dj.uhdt al-sitt ild
kqff al-nisd3 can kabr al-Sitt, against their visiting the
reputed shrine of the Prophet's granddaughter Sayyida
Zaynab in a village south of Damascus.
In al-Kald'id al-dj_awhariyya, which he composed
about the history of al-Salihiyya [q.v.] outside Damascus, Ibn Tulun dedicates a chapter to its famous pilgrimage sites and mausoleums. He begins by listing
a number of grottoes, caves and mihrdbs, mosques
and madrasas followed by the most important tombs
for which he provides detailed biographical accounts
based on those of the Makdisi family and others. The
Makdisfs also composed a number of important biographical works, parts of which survive.
The first known Damascene pilgrimage guide is
Ibn al-Hawram's (d. 1000/1592) K. al-Ishdrdt ild amdkin
al-ziydrdt (Damascus 1981), which relies upon the works
of Ibn Tulun, al-RabaTs Fadd'il al-Shdm and Ibn
'Asakir's Ta'rikh madinat Dimashk. Ibn al-Hawranf wrote
the Ishdrdt in response to a request, intending "to
guide [others] to righteousness so that it will serve as
an aid to the one who sets out on pilgrimage (tdlib
al-ziydrd), obeying the words of God the Exalted, 'Let
there become of you a community that shall call for
righteousness'" (Kur3an, III, 104). The guide, which
includes over one hundred pilgrimage sites for Damascus and outlying villages and a number of other
Syrian localities like Aleppo and its surrounding villages, tombs, shrines, mosques, minarets and sacred
grottoes, opens with the praise of Damascus and its
congregational mosque, the traditions concerning the
head of Yahya b. Zakariyya3 [q.v.], the minaret where
c
lsa will descend at the end of time and a number
of individual shrines, such as the tombs of Hud, alSayyida Rukayya and Nur al-Dfn [q.w.]. For each
entry, the author provides a biography of the saint.
The rest of the guide is ordered by location, beginning with the western part of the city, then proceeding to the southern, eastern and northern parts.
The sixth chapter includes pilgrimage sites in the
outlying villages. This is followed by a number of
northern Syrian localities. Ibn al-Hawranl includes
pilgrimage sites on the basis of established ziyara traditions, such as those found in the works of al-RabacT,
Ibn cAsakir and Ibn Tulun. The concluding chapter
is devoted to ziyara etiquette. According to Ibn alHawranl, the ziydra begins with the remembrance of
God and the intent to perform pilgrimage. The author
then indicates that the devotee reflects upon himself
and his sins which prevent him from nearing God.
He experiences a cathartic state in which he rebukes
and scolds himself and then weeps. Then he supplicates God and reads from the Kur 3 an, while being
sincere in reaching his goal, and refrains from speaking foul words. Zjydra was not only a means for fulfilment of personal supplications; the devotee was to
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of transport, there has even been a remarkable increase
remember God and the Afterlife, pray and read the
in the number of pilgrims visiting important shrines
Kur'an. This is the ultimate purpose of ziydra.
c
such as that of Ahmad al-Badaw! in Tanta [^.rw.].
Kadi Mahmud al- Adawi's (d. 1032/1623) K. alThe same holds true for the ziyara to the Prophet's
Zjydrdt bi-Dimashk (Damascus 1956), which is an
tomb and to the old cemetery of Medina (see ALacknowledged imitation of Ibn al-Hawranl's Ishdrdt,
MADINA and BAKIC AL-GHARKAp)—a visitation that is,
relies upon many of the same sources and a number
of course, in most cases performed before or after
of literary, devotional and historical works, and menthe haajaj [q.v.]. In this connection, it is to be noted
tions 98 saints' tombs and other pilgrimage sites. An
that the destruction of tombs and shrines in Mecca,
emphasis on biographical details renders this a bioMedina and elsewhere in Arabia, at the hands of
graphical work rather than a pilgrimage guide to be
c
Wahhabfs [see WAHHABIYYA] , has not in the long
employed during the ziydra. Al- Adawf is not explicit
term resulted in a dramatic decrease of visitations to
about the purpose for which the guide is to be used.
these places, at least not to the most important ones.
However, it may be assumed that it served a similar
(For a survey of the sites in Medina demolished
commemorative function to Ibn al-Hawranfs Ishdrdt,
since 1926, see e.g. Yusuf Raghda al-cAmilI, Ma'dlim
but does not stress pilgrimage etiquette.
c
c
Makka wa 'l-Madina bayn al-mddl wa 'l-hddir, Beirut
Yasm al-Faradl b. Mustafa al-Dju fi al-Bika T al1997, esp. 401 ff.) However, any zjyara there is to be
Hanafi al-Maturfdl (d. 1095/1684), the author of the
performed, at least in principle, according to the strict
guide al-Nubdha al-latlfafi 'l-mazdrdt al-sharifa is explicit
rules of the Wahhabiyya and under the control of
about the purpose for which devotees should use it.
its representatives.
Al-Bikacf intended that the guide be employed durIn other countries of the Arab East, the situation
ing pilgrimage as an aid to remembering the saints
varies. For a number of reasons, including urban
who were buried in a particular location, perhaps
development measures and the confiscation of wakf
even suggesting that the pilgrim should visit as many
[q.v.] property by the state, many shrines (in partipilgrimage sites as he possibly can.
cular the smaller ones) have become neglected or have
During the eighteenth century, the Damascene Sufi
£
even been demolished. Others, however, still flourish,
Abd al-Gham al-Nabulus! (d. 1143P/1731 [q.v.]) underand in fact a number of new ones have sprung up
took several journeys through Bilad al-Sham, Egypt
recently. Moreover, there are old shrines which, for
and the Hidjaz in which he meticulously recorded
one reason or another, have lately acquired a popudetails of the pilgrimage sites he visited, and in one
larity they never had before. An interesting example
of his several travel works, al-Hadra al-unsiyya f i 'l-rihla
of this phenomenon is the shrine of Sayyida Zaynab
al-kudsiyya, he undertook a 44-day journey from
(Kabr al-Sitt) near Damascus, which is visited mainly,
Damascus to Jerusalem in which he visited numerous
but not exclusively, by Shl'Is (see Mervin, in Bibl,
shrines.
and no. 25 [1996] of the journal al-Mawsim). In the
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
the article): Goldziher, Muh. Studien, ii, 277-341, | case of Sayyida Zaynab, as well as with regard to
Muslim sanctuaries in Jerusalem [see AL-KUDS], Hebron
Eng. tr. Barber and Stern, Muslim studies, ii, 255[see AL-KHALIL] and other mazdrdt in Palestine (see,
341 ("Veneration of saints in Islam"); J. Sourdelin particular, Canaan, in Bibl.}, it is obvious that politiThomine, Les anciens lieux de pelerinage d'apres les sources
cal circumstances, as in the past, have a considerable
arabes, in BEO, xiv (1954), 65-85; R.B. Serjeant,
(positive or negative) influence on the actual perforHaram and Hawtah, the sacred enclave in Arabia, in
C
mance of the ziydrdt and on the number of pilgrims
A. al-BadawT (ed.), Melanges Taha Husain, Cairo
participating.
1962, 41-58; MJ. Kister, "You shall only set out for
three mosques." A study of an early tradition, in Le Museon,
In general, the ziyara is popular especially with
Ixxxii (1969), 173-96; Lisa Golombek, The cult of
lower and middle-class women. Many educated Muslim
saints and shrine architecture in the fourteenth century, in
men shun or even vehemently denounce all tradiD.K. Koyumjian (ed.), Near Eastern numismatics, iconogtional forms of saint veneration, and in particular most
raphy, epigraphy and history. Studies in honor of George
of the ziyara practices. At best, they demand that the
C. Miles, Beirut 1974, 419-30; M.U. Memon, Ibn
rites be reformed according to the teachings of the
Taimlya's struggle against popular religion, with an annoSalafiyya [q.v.], i.e. be stripped of all words and deeds
tated translation of his Kitdb iqtidd3 al-sirdt al-mustaqim
that, in their opinion, are bidca [q.v.].
mukhdlafat ahl al-jahim, The Hague 1976; N.H.
More or less sharp criticism of what goes on at
Oleson, Culte des saints et pelerinages chez Ibn Taymiyya
popular festivals [see MAWSIM and MAWLID], such as
(661/1268-728/1328), Paris 1991; A. Elad, Medieval
prostitution and various forms of exploitation of the
Jerusalem and Islamic worship. Holy places, ceremonies,
credulous, is to be found in modern Arabic literature.
pilgrimage, Leiden 1995; J. Gonnella, Islamische
This criticism is voiced in works written by religiously
Heiligenverehrung im urbanen Kontext am Beispiel von Aleppo
conservative authors as well as by modernists and
(Syrien), Berlin 1995; G.S. Taylor, In the vicinity of
(even more so) by secularists. There are, however,
the righteous, ^iydra and the veneration of Muslim saints
many such writers who also point to the spiritual
in late medieval Egypt, Leiden 1999; J.W. Meri, Aspects
dimensions and social values which find expression
of baraka (blessings) and ritual devotion among medieval
in the zjyarat and related practices (for Egypt, see
Muslims and Jews, in Medieval encounters. Jewish, Christian
Wielandt, in Bibl.).
and Muslim culture in confluence and dialogue, v (1999).
Bibliography: L. Massignon, Les saints musulmans
(J.W. MERI)
enterres d Bagdad, in RHR (1908), repr. in idem, Opera
2. In the c e n t r a l Arab lands from 1800 to
minora, ed. Y. Moubarac, Beirut 1963, iii, 94-101;
the p r e s e n t day.
idem, Les pelerinages populaires d Bagdad, in RMM, vi
In the 19th and 20th centuries, the visitation of
(1908), 640-51; T. Canaan, Mohammedan saints and
the tombs of saints and other holy sites has continsanctuaries in Palestine, London 1927 (well-founded,
ued to be a common feature of popular religious life
detailed survey; Arabic tr. Ramallah 1998);
in Egypt, Greater Syria, Trak and Arabia (for Shlcl
J. Gaulmier, Pelerinages populaires a Hama, in BEO, i
ziydrdt, see 5. below). As a result of enhanced secu(1931), 137-52; J.W. McPherson, The Moulids of
rity and comfort of travel provided by modern means
Egypt, Cairo 1941; R. Kriss and H. Kriss-Heinrich,
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Volksglaube im Bereich des Islam, i, Wallfahrtswesen und
Heiligenverehrung, Wiesbaden 1960 (useful survey for
Egypt, Jordan, Syria and Lebanon); E. Bannerth,
Islamische Wallfahrtsstdtten Kairos, Cairo 1973 (=
Schriften des osterreichischen Kulturinstituts, 2);
F. de Jong, Cairene Ziyara days., in WI, xvii (19767), 26-43; R. Wielandt, Die Bewertung islamischen Volksglaubens in dgyptischer Erzdhlliteratur des 20. Jahrhunderts,
in WI, xxiii-xxiv (1984), 244-58; G. Mayeur, L'intercession des saints en Islam egyptien: autour de Sayyid alBadawi, in AI, xxv (1991), 363-88; VJ. Hoffman,
Sufism, mystics, and saints in modern Egypt, Columbia,
S.C., 1995; J. Gonella, Islamische Heiligenverehrung im
urbanen Kontext am Beispiel von Aleppo (Syrien), Berlin
1995; S. Mervin, Sayyida Zaynab. Banlieue de Damas
ou nouvelle ville sainte chiite?, in Cahiers d'etudes sur la
Mediterranee orientale et le monde turco-iranien, no. 22
(1996), 149-62; A. Knysh, The cult of saints and Islamic
reformism in early twentieth century Hadramawt, in New
Arabian Studies, iv (1997), 139-67. ' (W. ENDE)
3. Amongst the Copts in Egypt.
Coptic Orthodox sites for ziydra can be found
throughout Egypt, shaping an entirely Christian topography. The origins of sites range from the 1st to
the 20th centuries. The itinerary of the Holy Family
during their flight to Egypt is marked by numerous
holy places. Nowadays, Copts include holy rocks and
trees in their ziydra, while St. Mary and Jesus became
venerated in churches and monasteries built on the
legendary sites. The itinerary stretches from Sakha
in the north to Asyut in Middle Egypt. Some noteworthy places are Musturud (where now the Church
of the Virgin Mary stands), Wadf '1-Natrun (currently
with four large monasteries), and Old Cairo (the
churches of Abu Sardja and Mu'allaka and two convents for nuns). At several convents and churches,
such as at Dayr Dronka and Dayr al-Muharrak near
Asyut, large mawlids developed besides the regular
ziydra (Catherine Mayeur-Jaouen, The Coptic Mouleds.
Evolution of the traditional pilgrimages, in N. van Doom
and K. Vogt, Between desert and city. The Coptic Orthodox
Church today, Oslo 1997, 212-29).
Martyrs, saints (such as Man Girgls, Abu Sayfayn,
Sitt Dimyana) and the Virgin Mary account for the
majority of ziydra sites, yet there are numerous local
saints, some dating back to the 4th century A.D. Concurrent with the Coptic Church reform that started
in the 1950s, many pilgrimage centres have been
restored and re-shaped into new shrines which draw
each week thousands of pilgrims who are in a process
of rediscovering their Coptic heritage and history.
An example of this development is the shrine of St.
Menas at Maryut, which was a large pilgrimage centre
from the Late Roman Empire until the 9th century.
In 1959 the Coptic Church built a new monastery,
Dayr Abu Mina, near the site, and the relics of St.
Menas were transferred from Cairo to Maryut. The
site gained in reputation after the remains of the popular Patriarch Kyrillos VI, who died in 1971, were
laid there as well.
Concomitant with Islamic Egypt reinforcing its religious roots, Copts are purifying their ziydra practices
from non-Christian practices, beliefs and elements.
Since the 1970s, ziydra has evolved from an outing
to a holy place characterised by indigenous practices,
shared by Muslims and Christians alike, to a liturgical event orchestrated by the Coptic Church. Prayers
are not extempore but made according to certain
texts, requests made to saints go via priests and monks,
tamdiid (songs of praise about the saint) are sung from
printed bulletins, while the ziydra is supervised by

church volunteers who ensure that the pilgrims obey
the Church's teachings. Often a mass will be celebrated. As a result of this, the number of Muslim
visitors whom these sites used to draw has drastically
diminished.
An important aspect of ziydra is to take home a
sign of baraka [g.v.] in the shape of holy oil, a trinket with the saint's picture, or a small container with
hdnut (fragrant balm that was put on the grave on
the saint's day).
The goals of ziydra are manifold: to pray for
healing, to pronounce vows, or to deliver what was
promised in an earlier vow. Qyara during mawlids
is considered the prime time for baptising children
and for exorcising evil spirits. Honouring the saint
is an important aspect of ziydra, thus reinforcing
bonds between the living and the dead, and between
the Church on earth and the Church Victorious.
Churches organise bus tours to a series of sites,
enabling Copts from all over Egypt to connect with
each other, confirming their identity and faith.
Bibliography: J.W. McPherson, The Moulids of
Egypt, Egyptian saints' days, Cairo 1941; G. Viaud,
Les pelerinages copies en Egypte, Cairo 1979; P. Grossmann, Abu Mina, a guide to the ancient pilgrimage center,
Cairo 1986; N.H. Biegman, Egypt. Moulids, saints
and Sufis, London 1990; P. van Doom-Harder,
Contemporary Coptic nuns, Columbia, S.C. 1995, chs.
8-9; O.F.M. Meinardus, Two thousand years of Coptic
Christianity, Cairo 1999.
(NELLY VAN DOORN-HARDER)
4. In the Maghrib.
In 760/1359, the former vizier and scholar of
Granada, Ibn al-Khatib [q.v.], was in Marrakush where
he paid a reverential visit to the sanctuary of the
patron saint of the Moroccan city, Abu 'l-'Abbas alSabtf (d. 606/1205 [q.v.]). The Andalusf was impressed
by the opulence of the sanctuary, financed by vast
revenues. Daily, they normally revolved around the
sum of "800 mithkdls" but some days could "attain
or even exceed 1,000 dinars". Such sums of money
could not fail but arouse the greed of the staff of the
sanctuary and to pose problems in regard to distribution. A witness to these disputes, Ibn al-Khatfb saw
the issues being presented before judges; the degree
of opulence of the religious institution was at stake.
With their gifts, the masses of pilgrims who came
periodically to test the miraculous powers of the dead
saint generated covetable riches. Visitors accompanied
their vows with coins "deposited in chests reserved
for this purpose" (al-Makkarf, Najh al-tib, vii, 273). In
return, it was expected that the saint would intercede
with God for the fulfilment of their desires. Underlying
these transactions were the God-given prerogatives
apparently exercised by al-Sabti while still alive. Dead,
the saint continued to dispense his baraka, by virtue
of the theory according to which "the miracles of
saints do not disappear on their death" (Ibn Kunfudh,
Uns, 6-7). This was the view commonly held in the
Maghrib of the 8th/14th century: the post mortem miracles of Abu 'l-cAbbas al-Sabti were more numerous
than those that he performed in his lifetime. Having
paid him a visit in 1200, Ibn al-£ArabI (d. 638/1240
[g.v.]) reported on the double nature, benign and
malignant, of the powers of the saint: "He made ill
and he cured, he made live and made perish, gave
power to certain men or deprived them of it," he
asserted (Futuhdt, ch. 485). Furthermore, in his lifetime, the saint had been the object of a cult associated with both "the elite" and "the masses", and his
entire mystical doctrine was based on the principle
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of alms. After his death, his prestige increased—the
city was symbolically placed under his protection—as
did the number of pilgrims whose offerings made the
fortune of those who managed his cult. How had
these powers been acquired? Why did this human saint,
first in his lifetime and subsequently after his death,
become the object of a particular cult? Ibn Khaldun
gives the answer in a chapter of his Mukaddima, of
which a considerable part of the current historical
anthropology of religious practices in the Maghrib is
nothing more than a glossed version. Such saints would
be included in what he says of the fukaha* and ahl
al-din wa }l-cibdda, who earn a great reputation, so
that they are showered with presents by the pious,
and become wealthy without any personal effort; they
sit back, and people wonder how they have acquired
such wealth and fortune (Mukaddima, Eng. tr. Rosenthai, ii, 327-8, Fr. tr. Monteil, ii, 209).
Ibn Khaldun was pointing to a phenomenon which,
while quite ancient in the Maghrib, in the 6th/12th
and 7th/13th centuries took on an extraordinary
growth, to such an extent that it revolutionised
Maghrib! religiosity and gave it a new configuration.
Despite the opposition of the more rigorous culamd\
in towns as well as in the countryside, the sacred
became progressively structured around a new and
burgeoning social force, the saints, to whom, since
the 8th/14th century, our sources have applied the
term marabouts (< murdbit [see RIBAT]). Whence came
the power of these individuals? The answer must lie
in their capacity to represent themselves as "recipients of the divine" (J. Berque), a capacity from which
derives their power to dispense good fortune as well
as to inflict misfortune. It also comes from their functions of patronage, of arbitration and mediation in
the city. As early as the time of Ibn Khaldun, far from
merely monopolising the devotion of the common
people alone, the saints who imposed themselves on
rulers and on other religious scholars as redoubtable
protagonists also strongly affected the modes of belief
of the whole of society. Men and women, "great"
and "small", sought their goodwill. How is devotion
to be manifested to a patron whose benevolence is
sought, other than by periodically rendering him homage? It is thus that there developed one of the most
outstanding expressions of Maghrib! religious life,
the ziydra. This would come to rival the other forms
of devotional travel (hddj.dj_, murdbata, etc.), becoming
one of the principal institutions of Maghrib! devotion
virtually until the mid-20th century, and persisting in
certain areas even today (F. Reysoo, Pelerinages au
Maroc, Neuchatel-Paris 1991).
In its nature, ziydra presents a double characteristic: it can be individual or collective. It engages individuals in a personal movement as it involves groups
concerned for their collective destiny. Ultimately, it
evokes urban as well as rural social structures. In
other words, it is unitary in its status of "distance
covered", whilst it is plural or multiform in terms of
its content and its usages. Men as well as women,
city-dwellers as well as rustics, artisans as well as peasants, scholars as well as the illiterate, governors and
governed—all contribute to making of it a ritual gesture deriving its particularity from a precise arrangement combining energy, movement, space and time
and setting out the specific requirements which are
to be met in each instance.
In its capacity as an individual journey, ziydra was
not a feature of mediaeval Maghrib! religiosity. Born
in the central lands of Islam around the mid-8th century, it is seen, in the Maghrib, to belong in a con-
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tinuity which makes of it an eminently spiritual journey. Leaving aside this form of ziydra, one may concentrate on the form that engages and sets in motion
crowds and numbers. In its capacity as a collective
enterprise, ziydra, which is easily transformed into local
pilgrimage, is definitely one of the essential elements
of the cult dedicated to Maghrib! saints [see WALL
2.]. Although in the majority of cases this collective
Ziydra to a saint develops on the latter's death, there
are cases where it comes into being in his lifetime.
The Tashawwuf of Ibn al-Zayyat al-Tadil! [see TADLA]
offers examples of both instances. Tracing the life of
a saint of Tadla, who died in 536/1141, this hagiographic treatise relates that "his tomb was revered,
and people come even now (early 7th/13th century)
in search of healing by contact with the earth that
covers him" (Tashawwuf, 106). With regard to the famous Abu Ya'azza Yalannur al-Hazmm or al-Haskur!
(d. 573/1177), we read that "people came [to him]
from all countries, he nourished them [at his own
expense], he gave fodder to their mounts". Such generosity was expensive. To cover it, the saint would
accept alms from his "brothers in God", sc. his disciples. There were also "the residents of neighbouring
villages [who] gave hospitality to those who came to
visit him" when their number was too large for them
to be accommodated in his zdwiya (Tashawwuf, 164).
In order to understand how a local pilgrimage came
into being, it is necessary to recognise that a mazdra
is a social invention. It is a place which, because it
is endowed with a symbolic efficaciousness, crystallises
the expectations and the hopes of individuals and of
groups, and the greater its size, the greater the prestige radiating from the "place of pilgrimage". For this
to happen, a subtle equilibrium must be established
between the expectations of individuals and of groups
and their fulfilment in such a manner as to replenish the source. The expectations of individuals and of
groups thus have the power of life and death over
places of pilgrimage. Saints can experience success in
their lifetime and sink into oblivion at their death.
However, one such as Abu Yacazza (to take an example from a rural setting), or Abu 'l-cAbbas al-Sabt!
(to take an example from an urban setting), were
revered in their lifetime, and both of these saints have
continued to be the object of ritual reverence to this
very day. For a mazdra of importance to survive, it
is often necessary that the populace, the religious elite
and the governing class participate in its institutionalisation. The greater the extent to which the activity of these three protagonists converges, the better
the prospects of the mazdra to endure and to radiate
across an extensive geographical area. Thus Maghrib!
Shanfism, in the 9th/15th century, was broadly a
phenomenon simultaneously religious and political.
Also, when the body of Idns II, the founder of the
city of Fas, was "discovered" in 1437, it is obvious
that the "discoverers" had a substantial interest in
restoring the prestige of the Idnsids and their religious claims (H.L. Beck, L'image d'Idris II, Leiden 1989).
Conditioned by more than a century of belief in the
ancestral prestige of the shurqfd' [q.v.], society readily
accepted the discovery. Moving to al-Kayrawan, the
same considerations are seen presiding over the cult
of Abu Zam c a al-Balaw!, a Companion buried in
Tunisian soil. The veneration offered to him seems
to have been linked to the belief that he was buried
with some hair of the Prophet, whose barber he was.
Although it is not known when this veneration began,
it is clear that it is a late phenomenon, the reason
being that the exact site where the pious individual
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is buried is not known. The presumed site became
the object of ritual interest in the 5th/11 th century
when a cemetery was created nearby. In the 8th/14th
century, local Sufism included it among pilgrimages to the most renowned sanctuaries of the town.
Consecrated as an "official" mazdra, the presumed
tomb of the saintly man was surmounted by an octagonal cupola which later was enlarged to become an
architectural complex of the zdwiya type (S. Bergaoui,
La zdwiya Sahdbiyya de Kairouan a Vepoque moderne, in SI,
Ixxvi [1997], 103-32). Returning to Marrakush, and
moving on to the 10th/16th century, the town is seen
"inventing" a pilgrimage to the tomb of the kadi clyad
(d. 544/1149 [see CIYAD B. MUSA]). As to the reasons
why the Moroccan city acquired a tomb four centuries after the death of its occupant, no doubt the
need was felt for a man of impeccable orthodoxy to
validate the ritual process which was being established
under the name of ziydra to the sab'atu ria^dl (H. de
Castries, Les sept patrons de Manakech, in Hesperis, iv
[1924], 245 ff.). Neither in his lifetime nor on his
death did the theologian enjoy any particular charisma:
"his tomb was little known for the place [where it
was sited], was not much frequented until God revived the place though the good offices of al-Fallah
[a Sufi saint, died in 1570]", writes the author of a
biographical dictionary of the celebrities of Marrakush
(al-Marrakushi, Flam, ix, 341, quoted in K. Fekhari,
Le culte des saints d Marrakech, Rabat 1996, 91). Examples
of the "invention" of pilgrimages could be further
multiplied, such as that established at the tomb of
Ibn cAbbad al-Rundf (d. 792/1390) at Fas (P. Nwyia,
Ibn Abbdd de Ronda, Beirut 1961, 77-80); such items
constitute one of the most thoroughly documented
chapters of Maghrib! hagiography.
Before the 9th/15th century, little information is
available concerning these collective pilgrimages. Only
one is genuinely known of: that which was witnessed
by Ibn Kunfudh (d. 810/1407 [g.v.]) in 769/1367,
when he was a judge in the land of Dukkala, not far
from the town of Asfi, on the Atlantic coast of
Morocco. He describes it as an assemblage bringing
together "an incalculable number of persons". From
the information supplied it is possible to gain an
impression of the sociological composition of the pilgrims; those present included culama\ Sufis, and members of the general public. Ibn Kunfudh saw taking
place, in the course of these proceedings, trance sessions in which sick people were encouraged to participate; they emerged, he claims, miraculously cured.
This pilgrimage took place regularly, but unfortunately
it is not known how and under what circumstances
it came into being and who precisely was revered
there. Other details, such as the question e.g. as to
whether women participated in the event, are not
available. It is not until the 10th/16th century that
the sources begin to describe such assemblages.
Numerous 'ulama* lent their authority to these pilgrimages. There were also many who, without denouncing the principle, deprecated the aberrations
and the excesses which accompanied them. Because
jurists were often called upon to make rulings on the
rites involved in these pious visits, judicial material
concerning the phenomenon is abundant from this
period onward. The llth/17th century, in particular,
yields a rich harvest of judicial and hagiographical
material. A Salafi scholar of Constantine, cAbd alKanm Lafgun, devotes an entire work to denouncing "blameworthy innovations" (sing, bid'a [q.v.]) in
evidence in the cult of saints in his land. At the same
time, he supplies a vivid portrayal of religious life in

the region of Constantine. Among numerous examples, there is the following. A man acquires the reputation of a saint. He founds a zdwiya which resounds
all day long with noisy, ecstatic seances inspired by
fakirs who come, in large numbers, to congregate
around the master. It is they who are responsible for
the stewardship of the enterprise and they who visit
tribes and villages in the locality to collect the "piety
tax" (a^ibdya) and legal alms. The reputation of the
saint is extended to cover almost the whole of the
Constantine region. Each year, an immense procession (rakb)—the term is also used to denote the caravan of pilgrims to the Holy Places—consisting of
city-dwellers, peasants and nomads traverses the land
in the direction of the zdwiya. The pilgrims bring all
kinds of offerings: "camels, horses, cattle, sheep" on
the part of country people, "raghi/s, pieces of cloth,
money" on the part of the city-dwellers. To stimulate their pious generosity, the saint reminds them
that "he who brings nothing, leaves with nothing".
As a result, rather than make the pilgrimage emptyhanded, the less affluent prefer to beg. But it is not
only the common people who make the journey; the
upper classes also come flocking to obtain the favours
of the saint. They offer "horses, clothes and money"
(Manshur al-hiddya, 133-4).
At the same time, another scholar, Abu '1-Hasan
al-Yusf, denounced further practices that were taking
place at the eastern extremity of the Maghrib.
Analysing a venerated place in the "ribdt of Sale", he
states that "it is a place of pilgrimage (mazard) where
people seek the baraka of saints who used to be there".
But he adds immediately that "of the latter, in our
times, it appears that only one, Yahya b. Yunus, is
very well known to the public, and even he is neglected
in the records. Marinid kings are also there: they are
known." And in conclusion: "All that could be mentioned as sanctifying this place besides these two elements, and which is found in certain pseudo-historic
writings, is without foundation or authority" (quoted
in Berque, Al-Tousi, Paris 1958, 60).
To give a durable framework to these local pilgrimages, the marabouts often made contractual
agreements (sing, shart) with their flocks. Investigating,
during the 1970s, what the author calls "the pilgrimage centre" of the Moroccan town of Boujad, Dale
Eickelman heard it said that accords had linked the
client tribes of the region to the zdwiya brotherhood
of the Sharkawa since the time of the founder, Sldf
Muhammad al-Sharkl (d. 1010/1601) (Moroccan Islam,
Austin, Texas 1976, 169). Credit is due to Jacques
Berque for having been the first to draw attention to
stipulations of this kind. From the late 1940s, he discovered among the Saksawa of the High Atlas sharts
between tribes and local saints; an example was published in his Structures sociales du Haut Atlas, Paris 1955,
2
1978, 278. These contractual agreements were not
confined to Morocco; for some which used to be current in the central Maghrib, i.e. in Algeria, see Houari
Touati, Entire Dieu et les hommes, Paris 1994, 259.
Currently, some of these local pilgrimages continue
to function with virtually the same degree of fervour
as in former times. Such is the case of the Sbuc of
Timimoun, which annually attracts thousands of pilgrims. But a ta'dm such as that of the Flitta—organised by the tribe in honour of its saint, Sidi M'hammad
b. cUda, who lived in the llth/17th century—has not
been held since the "Armed Islamist Groups" (GIA),
fanatical adversaries of the cult of saints, destroyed
this Algerian sanctuary in 1993. In the mid-1950s, it
still featured among the most spectacular gatherings
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anwar, ci, K. al-Mazar, is a volume devoted to the
merits of ziyara to Karbala3). The mashhad of CA1I at
Nadjaf, near Kufa, became a public shrine in the
early 'Abbasid period (al-Shaykh al-Mufid, K. al-Irshdd,
Tehran 1351 ^./1972, i, 14). The mashhad at alKazimayn, near Baghdad, enshrines the tombs of alKazim and al-Djawad, the seventh and ninth Imams.
In Samarra3, [q.v] are buried al-Hadi and al-cAskan,
the tenth and eleventh Imams. The eighth Imam 'All
al-Rida is buried in Sanabad, in the district of Tus,
around which grew up the city of Mashhad. The
tombs of Fatima, the Prophet's daughter, and other
Imams buried in the graveyard of al-Bakf in Medina
[see BAKIC AL-GHARKAD] were levelled to the ground
by the WahhabTs in 1925. These Sunn! puritans regard
the Shf c T practice of venerating mashhad?, as polytheism (shirk) (Goldziher, Muh. St., Eng. tr. ii, 333).
Besides the Imams, there are numerous shrines
dedicated to the ancient prophets like Adam, Noah,
Jonah, and others in and around Nadjaf, and around
other towns in 'Irak, Palestine, Syria, and southern
Turkey. The Imams' sons and daughters (imdmzdda
[q.v] and sayyida or bibl) also receive special reverence in the ziydra tradition. Among the imdmzddas,
the most famous are the shrines of Sayyid Muhammad,
the son of CA1I al-Hadl, in Balad, some 56 km/35
miles south of Samarra3, Shah cAbd al-Azfm al-Husaym
[q.v] in Rayy, and Shah Ciragh in Shfraz. The very
(HOUARI ToUATl)
unusual mashhad al-sikt for al-Husayn's miscarried fetus
5. In Persia and other S h f c f lands.
is located west of Aleppo opposite Mount Djawshan,
(a) Shfi ziyara connected with the mashhad tradition
where women pray for fertility (Yakut, Bulddn, ii, 156,
Shrine culture connected with a mashhad [q.v.] "place
308). Miraculous healing powers are attributed to all
where a martyr died", is a well-established tradition
c
these places. Among the shrines dedicated to holy
in Shf T Islam. The concept of shahdda or martyrdom
women among the ahl-bayt [q.v] are those of Sayyida
suffered in the "path of God" [see SHAHID] played an
Zaynab bt. CA1T and Sayyida Rukayya bt. al-Husayn
important role in the development of belief in the
sanctity of the Imams' shrines. In Shf c T piety, all
in Damascus; Sayyida Zaynab and Nafisa in Cairo;
Imams are revered as martyrs, and their tombs are
Bib! Fatima, daughter of Musa al-Kazim, the seventh
sites for annual visitation by Shf c fs, who believe that
Imam, in Kumm; Nardjis Khatun, the twelfth Imam's
their devotion (wildya [q.v.]) to the martyred Imams,
mother, and Hakfrna, the daughter of CA1T al-Hadi,
the tenth Imam, in Samarra5. In addition, the tombs
expressed through these pilgrimages, will win forgiveness for their sins and a share in the final victory of
of famous Shf c f scholars are also visited in reverence
the messianic Imam al-Mahdl [q.v.]. Pious Shf c fs also
for their contribution in keeping the Imams' teachlook upon the shrines as places where they can share
ings alive. Thus in Nadjaf the tombs of Shaykh alin the Imam's sanctity.
Tusf and cAllama al-Hillf are visited; in al-Kazimayn,
The ShTcf shrines are richly endowed, and lavish
al-Shaykh al-Mufid and the Sharffs al-Murtada and
gifts were bestowed by various Muslim rulers, espeal-Radf; and more recently, on the road to Kumm,
cially by Shlcf ones. Towns grew up around them,
the shrine of Ayatullah Khumaynf [q.v. in Suppl.].
and the sacred areas (haram) were adorned with magBesides the mausoleums there are numerous hisnificent and costly ornamentation. All the shrines have
torical places connected with the events of cAshura3
some architectural features in common. The tomb lies
[q.v] at Karbala3 which are described in the manuin a courtyard surrounded by arched halls and cells.
als (misbdh al~zd3ir and similar titles), forming a speIts walls are resplendently decorated with coloured
cial genre of pious literature, listing the holy places
tiles. The entrance to the main rectangular building | and the recommended rituals of visitation composed
is through a golden outer hall. In the middle of the
by prominent Shf c f scholars (see al-MadjlisT, op. cit.).
central golden-domed chamber lies the shrine, surKufa boasts of several historical mosques connected
rounded by a silver enclosure (dhanh). Two golden
with the Imams and their prominent disciples, which
minarets usually flank the entrance to the shrine.
draw huge crowds.
The shrines are important centres of Shf c T learn(b) Rituals connected with ziyara
ing, and important seminaries (madrasa [q.v.]) grew up
Zjyara to the tombs of the Shl'T Imams and their
c
around them. Every Shl l longs to find a last resting
descendants is a religious recommendation for the
place in the holy precincts of the beloved Imams, and
Shf'Ts (Ibn Kawlawayh al-Kumml, Kamil al-ziydrdt,
this has resulted in the development of extensive cemeNadjaf 1356/1937, 294). From early days, it was comteries at all the shrines, especially at Karbala3, Nadjaf,
mon for both the Shf'fs and Sunnls to undertake piland Mashhad [</.zw.]5 and in areas near these shrines.
grimages to these and other shrines. Unlike the hdajaj,
Of all the Imams, it is al-Husayn b. 'All [q.v] who
ziyara to these shrines may be undertaken at any time,
enjoys the status of the "Chief of Martyrs", having
although certain days are specially recommended, and
suffered the torments of thirst and hunger in the desert
in regard to some shrines, pilgrimage is associated
and having been slaughtered by his enemies at
with a special lunar month or season of the year.
Karbala3. His tomb was probably the first mashhad in
Thus the ziydra of Sayyida Zaynab in Cairo is perShT'T piety, and was regarded as holy immediately
formed in Radjab; whereas that of Imam al-Rida in
after his martyrdom in 61/680 (al-MadjlisI, Bihar alMashhad is recommended in Dhu 'l-Kacda. That of

of the plain (E. Dermenghem describes it as "one of
the finest moussems of this type" in his Le culte des
saints dans I'islam maghrebin, Paris 1954). The same
applies to that held in the High Atlas in honour of
Lalla 'Azlza, a saint of the 8th/14th century. Revisiting
the site in the footsteps of Berque, twenty years later,
the sociologist P. Pascon observes en passant that "a
returning emigrant declared openly that he would not
sacrifice in accordance with outdated customs . . . In
May 1976, to widen the road, the great karkur [q.v.~]
of Lalla cAz!za was pushed into a ravine by a bulldozer . . . That year, in July, there was not enough
attendance to justify the slaughter of a single bull at
the sanctuary of the saint" (Structures sociales du Haul
Atlas2).
These examples show that all kinds of factors have
combined to hasten the decline of the great ritual
assemblages of the Maghrib. Some result from socioeconomic transformations, others from the assimilation of the majority of the population, and yet others
from new modalities of religious socialisation of which
the major promoter was initially the nation state,
a role adopted today by political parties in Algeria
and by groups which are tolerated in Morocco but
prohibited in Tunisia, all of which regard themselves
as Islamist.
Bibliography: Given in the text.
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imdmzdda Sultan cAli near Kashan is held on the seventh day of autumn. It is only the zjyara of al-Husayn
at Karbala0 that, besides on major occasions like
c
Ashura°, is recommended every Thursday evening.
On these evenings, the mashhad is thronged with crowds
of pilgrims from many lands.
The performance of ziydra is regarded by the pilgrims as an act of covenant renewal between the holy
person and his devotees. This is a covenant of love,
sincere obedience and devotion on the part of the
believers. Through ziydra, one participates in the suffering and sorrows of the Prophet's ahl al-bayt. People
who cannot undertake the arduous and expensive journey to the shrines of the Imams can go to the wilderness, or up onto a high roof in one's house, and then
turn towards the kibla and pronounce the special salutations (ziydra-ndmd) meant for various specific occasions. Although distinction is made between the ziydrdt
of the Imams and of other holy persons, ShfT scholars have regarded it as permissible to show all of
them honour and respect by addressing them in a
prescribed way, some of these salutations being narrated directly from the Imams. However, the ziydra
of the Imams is followed by two units (rak'a [q.v]) of
worship as a gift to the Imam whose ziydra is being
performed. It concludes with a petition for the Prophet
and his family's intercession and praise to God.
Bibliography (in addition to references in the
article): Muhammad Bakir al-Madjlisf, Bihar al-anwdr,
c-ciii, K. al-Mazdr, Tehran 1388 A.H./1968-9
(detailed description of the ziydra tradition, sacred
places and rituals, based on early Shf c f sources);
Goldziher, Muh. Stud., ii, 277-378, Eng. tr. Muslim
studies, ii, 255-341, London 1971, on the veneration
of saints; Sh. c Abbas al-Kumml, Mafdtlh al-ajindn,
Tehran 1381 A.H./1961-2 (concise compendium of
ziydra rituals throughout the lunar calendar); Hamid
Algar, Religion and state in Iran 1785-1906. The role
of the Ulama in the Qajar period, Berkeley, etc. 1969
(on the roles of Kufa and Nadjaf in the politics of
Muslim powers); Mahmoud Ayyoub, Redemptive suffering in Islam. A study of devotional aspects of 'Ashura*
in Twelver Shicism, The Hague 1978.
(ABDULAZIZ SACHEDINA)
6. The Turkish lands, including the Balkans
and C e n t r a l Asia.
In the Turkish world, the word, in its form ziydret,
denotes pilgrimage to and act of devotion at a saint's
tomb, and is one of the words derived from this root
(also mazdr, mezdr, zjyaretgaK} applied to the holy place
itself. However, the names given to these holy places
vary considerably according to the different regions;
tekke, turbe in the Balkans and Turkey; pir, ocdgh, imdmZdda in Adharbaydjan; gunbez, langar, mukaddas djay in
Central Asia, etc. In Chinese Turkistan, the characteristic feature of a saint's tomb, sc. a banner (calam)—
a long pole surmounted by an animal's tail (tuna, tugh-i
mazdr), systematically to be found close by Central
Asian mausolea, but more rarely in Turkey and the
Balkans—has often given its name to the ziydra, sc.
as tugh-calam.
In Turkey, each Sufi" brotherhood used to encourage its members to make a pilgrimage to the tomb
of the eponymous saint of the order or of the great
khalifas. But there also existed here a pilgrimage circuit which was traditionally accomplished by the pilgrim who then desired to go to Mecca: first of all
he would visit the tomb of the Prophet's Companion,
Abu Ayyub al-Ansarf in Istanbul, and then that of
the Sufi" Hadjdji Bayram Wall at Ankara (Hikmet
Tanyu, Ankara ve gevresinde adak ve adak yerleri, Ankara

1967, 67). In Central Asia, given the distance from
Mecca, certain ziydras functioned as substitutes for the
sanctuary at the Kacba, and popular belief held that
several pilgrimages to certain places could replace the
Pilgrimage to Mecca. The most famous shrines here
were the tomb of Baha3 al-Dfn Nakshband at Bukhara;
the Takht-i Sulayman at Osh in Kirghizistan, called
"the Second Mecca"; and the tomb of Abu Yusuf
Hamadanf at Marw/Mari in Turkmenistan, called "the
Ka'ba of Khurasan". Also, a reproduction of the
Ka'ba, which was built some years ago near the little mausoleum of Khurasan Baba in the Kizil Orda
oblast of Kazakhstan, is set forth by the family of its
custodians as "the Second Mecca" of the Kazakhs.
In eastern Turkistan, pilgrims would in the first place
make a circuit of the tombs of Satuk Bughra Khan
at Artush, of Afak Khwadja Hidayat Allah at Kashghar
and Ishak Wall at Yarkand. But at the present time,
the great pilgrimages of Sinkiang/Xinjiang are made
to the tombs of Ordam Padishah at Yangi Hisar and
Tuyuk Khwadjam at Turfan (see Abdiirahim Habibulla,
Uyghur etnograjisi, Shinjang Khalk Nashriyati, Urumci,
i, [1993], 349).
The curators of these holy places are either simple keepers (turbeddr) or descendants of the saint, usually Sufis. Their main function is to act as intercessors
(shafd'a] for the pilgrims but they also instruct the visitors about the appropriate acts of devotion at the
sites they control. Finally, they administer the alms
and the offerings (money, cereals, animals, etc.), which
are called, in Turkey and the Balkans, adak, nedhir
and sometimes niydz or vow. In Central Asia, one
finds also the terms sadaka and the Arabic-PersianTurkish compound nadhr-niydzmanlik. Women, kept
away from places of devotion in orthodox Islam, form
the greater part of visitors to a ziydra; most saints are
reputed to be able to solve problems strictly affecting women (sterility, marriage, etc.) and to cure all
sorts of ailments (see Liliana Masulovic-Marsol, Tombes
de saints musulmans et guerison; une approche anthropologique,
in Cimetieres et traditions funeraires dans le monde islamique,
Ankara 1996). But the reasons for pilgrimage are various, and concern men also: simple devotion, mystical interest, cures, social success, etc. The actual acts
of devotion are, as a general rule, the same as those
practised in the rest of the Islamic world but with
some local peculiarities. Circumambulation (tauuaf) is
made round the tomb, habitually in an upright position but occasionally on all fours as at Hadjdjf Bektash
in Anatolia, and at certain tombs is accompanied by
fumigations (odoriferous and medicinal plants). Jawdf
may also be made round a holy object situated near
the tomb, such as a hundred-year old tree at that of
Baha5 al-Dfn Nakshband. Veneration may also be
focused on an object other than the actual tombstone:
a black stone and ram's horns at the previously-mentioned shrine; a cauldron at that of Ahmad Yasawi
at Turkistan [q.v.] in Kazakhstan and at HadjdjI
Bektash; and suchlike. As well as circumambulation,
the pilgrim sometimes kisses the tomb or the doorstep
or the sides of the door leading into the funeral chamber, or any other object connected with the saint.
Another usage, especially common in the Turkish
world, is to hang pieces of cloth on nearby trees or
the windows of the mausoleum. One sometimes even
comes across inflated sheep's skins (e.g. tomb of Musa
Kazim at Khotan in eastern Turkistan). The practice
of settling down in a tomb, for some hours or a
whole night, is attested at several tombs. The texts
read by the person filling the role of intercessor are
restricted to some Kur'anic suras (generally the Fdtiha
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and XXXVI, Tasin) and other formulae consecrated
by centuries of practice, but also Persian poetry (e.g.
c
Umar Khayyam in Tadjikistan) or Turkish chants
called gulbenk or terdj.umdn (HadjdjI Bektash). Certain
great centres of pilgrimage (e.g. the last-named and
Takht-i Sulayman) offer, as well as the tawdf a circuit punctuated by devotions done in grottoes, by
rocks, near springs, sacred trees, etc. (e.g. at Takht-i
Sulayman; see Zaim Khenchelaoui, Le mythe et le culte
de Salomon dans Vespace musulman, doctoral thesis, EHESS,
Toulouse 1998). Although condemned by Islamic
orthodoxy, the ziydra has maintained itself in the
Turkish world because of its important role in popular religion. The rites of pilgrimage have admittedly
undergone changes and have often disappeared round
certain tombs under Marxist regimes in the Balkans,
Central Asia and Sinkiang, as also in Kemalist Turkey.
Also, the effects of desacralisation have deeply modified the functioning of the zjyam in certain high places
(e.g. at HadjdjT Bayram Wall, Takht-i Sulayman and
Afak Khwadja). Within Turkey, with the relaxation of
Kemalist doctrines since the 1950s, and since the end
of Communism in the former USSR, the zjydra has
been reconstituted on new foundations but still connected with the old traditions. In Sinkiang, although
zjyara is sometimes forbidden and sometimes tolerated
but still regarded with disapproval, it remains a muchfollowed practice in popular circles (see Th. Zarcone,
Quand le saint legitime la politique. Le mausolee de Afdq
Khwadja a Kashghar, in Central Asian Survey (1999).
Bibliography: F.W. Hasluck, Christianity and Islam
under the sultans, Oxford 1929; Yusuf Ziya, Dini ve
sirn hqyat dernek, in Darulfunun Ildhiyat Fakultesi
Mecmuasi, v/20 (1931); J. Castagne, Le culte des lieux
saints de I'lslam au Turkestan, in UEthnographic, Paris
(1951); J.-P. Roux, Les traditions des nomades de la
Turquie meridionale, Paris 1970; V.N. Basilov, Kul't
svyatikh v Islame, Moscow 1970; G.P. Snesarev,
Khorezmskie legend! kak istocnik po istorii religioznikh kul'tov Sredney Azii, Moscow 1983; T. Ataev, Kdramatli
ydrldr hakinda hakikat, Ashgabat 1986; R.M. Mustafma,
Predstavleniya kul'ti, obryady u Kazakhov, Alma Ata
1992; Baha Tanman, Settings for the veneration of saints,
in The dervish lodge. Architecture, art and Suftsm in Ottoman
Turkey, Berkeley, etc. 1992, 141-67; Nathalie Clayer
and A. Popovic, [Le culte des saints] dans les Balkans,
and Le culte d'Ajvatovica et son pelerinage annuel, in
Chambert Loir and E. Guillot (eds.), Le culte des
saints dans le monde musulman, Paris 1995; Th. Zarcone,
[Le culte des saints] en Turquie et en Asie centrale, and
Le mausolee de Haci Bektash Veli en Anatolie centrale
(Turquie), in ibid.; idem, Le mausolee de Bahd} al-Din
Naqshband a Bokhara (Uzbekistan), in Jnal. of Turkish
Studies, xix (1995); idem, Une route de saintete islamique
entre I'Asie centrale et I'lnde: la voie Ush-Kashghar-Srinagar,
en Inde-Asie centrale. Routes du commerce et des idees, in
Cahiers de I'Asie Centrale, nos. 1-2 (1996), 227-54;
P.B. Fenton, Le symbolism du rite de la circumambulation dans le judai'sme et dans I'islam, etude comparative,
in RHR, ccxvi/2 (1996); A. Muminov, Veneration of
holy sites of the mid-Sirdar^ya valley. Continuity and transformation, in M. Kemper et alii (eds.), Muslim culture
and Central Asia from the 18th to the early 20th centuries, Berlin 1996; Kambar Nasriddinov, Ozbek dafn
va ta'ziya marosimi, Tashkent 1996.
(Tn. Z ARC ONE)
7. In Muslim I n d i a .
Except in the north-east of Pakistan, where it can
denote the place (generally a tomb) to which pilgrimages are made, elsewhere in the Indian subcontinent the term zjydra (in the form ziydrat) signified
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an actual pilgrimage. A tomb which is visited is called
a mazdr, or, if it belongs to a famous saint, a dargdh,
i.e. a palace, since the saint is treated as the true
master of the territory, like a sultan [see WALL 6.).
The greatest places of pilgrimage in India are the
tombs of the five great saints of the Cishtiyya brotherhood. It is said that a visit to these five tombs is
worth a pilgrimage to Mecca. There are other saints,
more localised but also very famous, such as Ghazf
Miyan [q.v.] at Bakraikh in northern India.
These visits may be made by individuals on any
day, especially in the evening; individual and collective visits take place once a week, generally on a
Thursday evening, or once a month. Big festivities
are always organised once a year on the anniversary
of the death of the saint. They are known as curs,
i.e. "(mystical) nuptials", and not mawlid "birth", as
they are in the Arab world; they give rise to large
pilgrimages where the faithful are present in great
numbers. Here special attention will be paid to the
great feasts in order to analyse the different elements
of the pilgrimage.
Firstly, there is the journey itself, travelling from
the place of residence of the pilgrim to the sanctuary and then back again. This is done, as it is for
marriages, in a procession, with standard-bearers,
musicians and even dancers, who are considered to
be a good omen, at the front. The most famous procession in Indian history was the one to the sanctuary of GhazT Miyan in northern India, which was
the one that the Mughal emperor Akbar (963-10147
1556-1605 [q.v.]} liked to watch.
Then comes the veneration of the tomb itself, when
the faithful all approach one by one to honour the
saint who resides there. They touch the tomb, leave
perfumes and flowers there, and often make a circumambulation. This is the tawdf which in India is
often performed clockwise, considered to be a good
omen for Hindus, in contrast to a counter-clockwise
motion in the Arab world. This is a sign of acculturation which seems to have been only little noticed.
Then there is the transaction which takes place
between the believer, the saint and God. This is the
most important moment for the pilgrimage and gives
rise to conflicting interpretations. The strictly orthodox view, which is expressed in the wording of the
invocation, the du'a', demands that the offerings and
prayers be addressed directly to God, beseeching Him
to grant merit to the saints and the faithful. The
spontaneous interpretation by the faithful is quite different; in exchange for their prayers and their offerings they invoke the intercession (shafdca] of the saints
to obtain favours for themselves, which are more often
of a material rather than of a spiritual nature. The
Muslim conquerors used to pray for victory; today,
politicians continue to come and beg for success. These
transactions may take the form of vows, a sort of
commercial bargaining, where the believer undertakes
to perform this or that offering in return for this or
that favour.
A fourth element which is not always present is
communal. Animals are sacrificed in the name of the
saint, or the first fruits of the harvest are offered to
him, and these are then consumed in a banquet.
A fifth element, which could be termed the ecstatic, uses music and dance as a medium. Ideally, it
concerns mystical chants which are performed by specially trained musicians or kawwdk, and they may well
induce ecstatic dances. The most beautiful climax,
which is repeatedly found in Indian Sufism, in particular at the tomb of Mu'fn al-Dm Cishtl at Adjmer,
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arises by dying from exhaustion in an ecstatic dance.
These dances, however, may also change into a profane celebration with the dancers and prostitutes.
Finally, particular sanctuaries often have special
features: for example, near the tomb of Baba Fand
al-Dm Cishti in Pakistan there is a "doorway to
heaven", and this is open only at the annual feast.
Those who pass through it are certain to enter
Paradise; Ghazf Miyan cured those who were afflicted
with leprosy.
Such pilgrimages allow the faithful to leave their
everyday environment, to establish contact with the
divine world by the intermediary of saints, and even
to have a foretaste of the Hereafter through ecstasy.
They return home with the hope of favours in this
world and assurance for the Hereafter. Even though
these great pilgrimages have borrowed Indian elements
(they are often called meld, a fair, like the great Hindu
gatherings), they still remain Islamic in their greatest
features; they are focussed on the tombs of the saints
and not on deities, and they appeal to the rites and
mystical techniques characteristic of Muslims.
Bibliography: For a more detailed Bibl. see WALI.
6. For a general survey of the subject and the
sources, see J.A. Subhan, Sujism, its saints and shrines:
an introduction to the study of Sujism with special reference to India, 2New York 1970 ('1938); C.W. Troll
(ed.), Muslim shrines in India. Their character, history and
significance, DihlF 1989. Traditional Muslim views and
those of the early Orientalists on pilgrimages and
their timing are analysed in Garcin de Tassy,
Memoires sur les particularites de la religion musulmane en
Inde, in JA (1831) (2Paris 1969, annotated English
tr., Muslim festivals in India, Dihll 1995); also in G.W.
Ernst, An Indo-Persian guide to Sufi shrine pilgrimage, in
G.M. Smith and Ernst (eds.), Manifestations of sainthood in Islam, Istanbul 1993, 43-67.
An ethnological analysis of pilgrimages can be
found in I. Ahmad, Ritual and religion among Muslims
in India, Dihli 1981. For an analysis of the rituals,
see M. Gaborieau, The cult of saints among the Muslims
of Nepal and Northern India, in S. Wilson (ed.), Saints
and their cults. Studies in religious sociology, folklore and
history, Cambridge 1983, 291-308; idem, Le culte des
saints en tant que rituel: controverses juridiques, in Archives
de sciences sociales des religions, no. 85 (1994), 85-98.
The different places of pilgrimage in the different regions of the Indian subcontinent are treated
together in D. Matringe, Pakistan, Gaborieau and
G. Champion, Inde and Lyndell-Jones, Bangladesh,
in H. Chambert-Loir and C. Guillot (eds.), Le culte
des saints dans le monde musulman, Paris 1995, 167-234.
For detailed studies of some of the greatest pilgrimages see e.g. P.M. Currie, The shrine and cult of
Mum al-din Chishti ofAjmer, Dihlf 1989; R.M. Eaton,
Court of man, court of god. Local perceptions of the shrine
ofBdbd Fand, Pakpattan, Punjab, in R.C. Martin (ed.),
Islam in local contexts, Leiden 1982, 44-61; Gaborieau,
Legende et culte du saint musulman Ghdzi Miyan an Nepal
occidental et en Inde du Nord, in Objets et Mondes, xv/
3-4 (1975), 289-318; idem, Les saints, les eaux et les
recoltes, dans M.A. Amir-Moezzi (ed.), Lieux d'Islam.
Cultes et cultures de I'Afrique a Java, Paris 1996, 239-54.
(M. GABORIEAU)
8. In Indonesia.
Undertaking pilgrimages to spiritually or magically
potent sites is a well-established practice in most parts
of Indonesia. Spread throughout the archipelago, there
are numerous sacred sites. Most of them are of local
importance only but some attract visitors nationwide.
Sites for ziarah (thus the Bahasa Indonesian form) can

be divided in two main categories: graves of religious
and worldly Muslim leaders such as saints, kings and
high nobles; and sites that are considered laden with
power due to their natural environment. The most
popular Muslim saints are the wali sanga, the founders
of Islam in Indonesia [see WALI. 7]. The graves of
originators of pesantren [q.v.] (kyai) can have local fame
and are visited weekly, especially by alumni and students of the pesantren (Z. Dhofier, Tradisi pesantren, studi
tentang pandangan hidup kiyai, Jakarta 1985, Eng. tr. The
role of the Kiai in the maintenance of traditional Islam in
Java, Tempe, Arizona 1999). Most graves are part of
a mausoleum, with the main saint in the middle and
his students and family members buried around him.
The reasons for undertaking a ziarah vary from making a request to the saint, praying to God and fulfilling a vow, to seeking blessing, power and esoteric
knowledge (ngelmu).
Especially on Java, numerous pre-Islamic sites for
ziarah still testify of the gradual process of Islamisation
that accommodated syncretistic Javanese HinduBuddhist beliefs and practices (agamajawi). These influences on what later became orthodox Islam (Islam
santri) shaped the customs practiced at many sites
of ziarah (for a description of Javanese beliefs, see
Koentjaraningrat, Javanese culture, Singapore 1985).
Furthermore, pre-Islamic beliefs in the potency of certain natural areas, such as spiritually significant cosmic mountains, resulted in holy graves being placed
on top of mountains. Pre-Islamic influences are especially noticeable in various architectural elements, such
as the entrance gates to the graves of the wali sanga
like Sunan Ampel and Sunan Giri in east Java and
Sunan Bayat in Tembayat in central Java.
Certain locations are considered to be cosmic centres that possess the same degree of spiritual power
as can be encountered in Mecca. Hence ziarah in the
Malay world can be a substitute for those Muslims
who cannot afford the hadjaj. to Mecca. An example
of such a centre is Mount Ciremai in Kuningan.
Indonesian Muslims believe that climbing up and down
this mountain three times can be considered equal to
performing the Meccan Pilgrimage. Also, there are
certain sites (such as Kubur Panjang at Leran near
Gresik) where pilgrims go in preparation for the haajdi.
The timing for performing a ziarah is determined
by a complex system of the coinciding of weekly cycles
based on the Muslim and the Javanese calendars. The
nights prior to Fridays, when the first day of the fiveday Javanese week coincides with the Muslim week
of seven days (Jumaat Kliwon, Jumaat Paing, or Jumaat
Legi), are believed to be times when the power of
tombs is especially potent. On those nights, the main
tombs are open, while during other days visitors can
only derive blessing from the general atmosphere at
mausolea. These specific times for ziarah are also considered the most beneficial in bringing requests for
intercession to the saint. The students of a kyai traditionally gather at the grave of their master once a
week, preferably on Thursday night. For the more
Islamic Javanese pilgrims, the Eve of the first of Sura,
the first month of the Javanese year, is the pre-eminent time to make a pilgrimage.
Customs practiced during ziarah also depend on
the purely Islamic or purely Hindu-Javanese character
of the tomb. In Imogiri (south of Yogyakarta), at the
enormous mausoleum of the first Javanese Muslim
kings of the Mataram empire, there are pilgrims who
practice a wide range of purely Javanese practices,
while others limit themselves to Islamic observances.
The Javanese practices include ascetic feats and forms
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of Javanese meditation (semedi and tapd) in order to
obtain magical power with the help of the once-powerful king, and the bringing of offerings (sesqjen) in the
form of a blessed ceremonial meal (slamatari). At the
same time, the Muslim character of the kings might
be honoured by reciting the Kur'an near their graves
or by performing tahlilan, a type of dhikr (for ziarah
to Javanese-Islamic sites, see Woodward, Islam in Java,
ch. 5; J. Pemberton, On the subject of "Java,'" Ithaca
and London 1994, ch. 7).
At the tombs of Muslim saints, it is mostly Islamic
customs which prevail, such as reciting the Kur'an
and performing dhikr or tahlilan. Once a year, a khaul
is held to honour the day the saint passed away or
was born. This celebration may take from one day
to a week and is similar to the celebration of the
mawlid [q.v.] in the Middle East. Common events of
the khaul are speeches by Islamic leaders, recitation
of the Kur'an, fairs and selling or distributing food.
On the saint's feast day, the fabric that has covered
the tomb during the past year is replaced by new
cloth. Pre-Islamic customs such as drinking holy water,
sprinkling flowers on the tomb and sharing a meal
of blessing (slamatan), are tolerated at nearly all shrines.
One can only approach tombs through their custodians, the juru kunci ("key bearers"), who guard the
proper rituals to be performed during the pilgrimage.
Also, they are the bearers of the saint's hagiography
and of the texts of prayers and formulae in Javanese
and Arabic to be presented to the saint. Local kyai
or other Muslim officials are always in charge of the
Islamic rituals, such as the perfomance of tahlilan.
The popularity of zjuarah in Indonesia may also be
influenced by the prevalent custom of visiting the
graves (nyekar) of deceased relatives, which is done
mostly in the week prior to the beginning of Ramadan.
The purposes of these visits range from cleaning the
graves and the recitation of religious texts for the benefit of the deceased to seeking blessings from the deceased
ancestors.
Zjarah is a widespread phenomenon throughout the
Malay world. Snouck Hurgronje mentioned the visiting of the tombs of kings or Muslim saints in Aceh,
exclusively for the fulfillment of vows (The Achehnese,
Leiden 1906, ii, 293). Yet many Muslim groups have
considered it incompatible with orthodox Islam. In
Indonesia, Muslims affiliated with the more traditional
Javanese-minded organisation of kyai, the Nahdatul
Ulama, are in favour of performing ziarah, while the
Reformist grouping of the Muhammadiyah reject it.
The relatively small amount of literature, contemporary and historical, about the practice of ziarah that
is available has mostly been written by Western scholars; while for Malaysia, only one major article can
be mentioned, that of R.O. Winstedt, Karamat, sacred
places and persons in Malaya, in Jnal. of the Malayan Branch
of the RAS (1924), 264-79.
Bibliography (in addition to references in the
article): M.R. Woodward, Islam in Java: normative
piety and mysticism in the sultanate of Yogyakarta,
Tucson 1989; H. de Jonge, Heiligen, middelen en doel.
Ontwikkelingen en betekenis van twee Islamitische bedevaartsorden op Java, in W. Jansen and H. de Jonge,
Islamitische Pelgrimstochten, Muiderberg 1991; J. Fox,
^iarah visits to the tombs of the Wali, the founders
of Islam on Java, in M.C. Ricklefs (ed.), Islam in
the Indonesian social context, Clayton, Victoria 1991;
D.A. Rinkes, Nine saints of Java, Kuala Lumpur 1996
(originally 1910-11); Chen Hock Tong, The sinicization of Malay Keramats in Malaysia, in JMBRAS, lxxi/2
(1998), 29-61.
(NELLY VAN DOORN-HARDER)
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9. In C e n t r a l and West Africa.
Zjyara, originally a technical term for the visitation
of tombs of saintly persons, has assumed a wider
meaning in Central and West Africa. Whereas the
term is often used in the sense of "holy place" in
parts of Muslim Asia, in the African context zjyara
denotes a pious visit to a shaykh living or dead, as
well as the visit to the celebrations of a saint's life.
However, there are only scanty references to zjyara
in the literature.
The practice of zjyara has spread with the expansion of the Sun" orders, particularly the Kadiriyya and
the Tidjaniyya [^.zw.]. Although historical evidence is
meagre, it seems that tombs became the destination
of pious visits in Air and in the area of Timbuktu
[q.v., and see KUNTA] in the course of the 16th century. The habit of such visits also started at the tomb
of 'Uthman b. Fudi [q.v.] in Sokoto shortly after his
death in 1232/1817. Probably as early as the first
half of the 19th century, annual festivals were celebrated by members of both the Kadiriyya and the
Tidjaniyya on the occasion of the mawlid [q.v.] of cAbd
al-Kadir al-Djilani (d. 561/1166) during the month
of Rablc I or the hawliyya of Ahmad al-Tidjanf (d.
1230/1815) during the month of Safar. There is also
evidence that performing the ziyara to the Prophet's
tomb at Medina was the rule for most, if not all,
Africans who undertook the haajaj..
In the 20th century, the visitation to the tombs of
saints has become a common practice for many ordinary Muslims in West and Central Africa. As an
example, one might point to Senegal and its Holy
Cities Touba and Tivaouane, which house the tombs
of Ahmadu Bamba, founder of the Mundiyya [q.v]
Sufi order and al-Hadjdj Malik Sy, founder of the
biggest branch of the Tidjaniyya in the country [see
SENEGAL]. However, it seems that zjyara, in the sense
of visiting the tomb of a holy man, is not as widespread a practice in sub-Saharan Africa as it is in
the Maghrib or in Egypt, a fact strongly (and perhaps over-) emphasised by Trimingham. There are
few shrines to be found in the area, and even lower
is the number of tombs surmounted by a kubba. Instead
of visiting the dead, intercession is sought rather from
the living.
In Senegal, zjyam (Wolof, siyare] refers to the visit
to annual festivals held on the occasion of a saint's
birthday, death or other significant event in his life.
The locus of these visits is not necessarily the saint's
tomb. Touba is the destination of the magal, a pilgrimage held in the month of Safar to commemorate
the departure of Ahmadu Bamba to his exile in Gabon
in 1895. This festival has not been without political
significance in the past and has in recent years attracted
more than one million people annually. Apart from
the great magal, members of the Mundiyya order nowadays celebrate magal festivities for a growing number
of more or less important religious leaders. Similarly,
the leaders of the Tidjaniyya order mobilise their
membership to attend regular meetings known as
gamou, a term originally applied to the mawlid festivities held on the Prophet's birthday. The gamou
during the month of RabTc I remains the most important event in the ziyara calendar of the Senegalese
Tidjaniyya, but there are now similar festivals to commemorate Tidjam leaders throughout the year.
Owing to the lack of research, it is difficult to say
anything definite on the practice of ^iyara in other
parts of West and Central Africa. We know of guidebooks for pilgrims and travel accounts written by
Nigerian scholars on visiting the Prophet's tomb at
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Medina or the tomb of Ahmad al-Tidjam at Fas. But
apart from the case of 'Uthman b. Fudf, there is no
evidence in the literature of festivals dedicated to the
memory of Nigerian holy men, although we can
assume that they exist, e.g. among the Kadiriyya of
Kano. The Hausa and speakers of other African languages use the Arabic word zjyara to refer to these
pious visits. In the town of Nioro du Sahel (Mali),
members of religious lineages organise annual events
visited by followers from far away.
Apart from the pilgrimage performed to a saint's
festival, the term zjyara refers also to formal visits in
various social contexts. In the broadest sense, ziyara
is an occasion at which people pay their respects to
a holy man. The motives for such pious visits might
range from tabarruk, i.e. the wish to participate in the
saint's blessing, to more concrete concerns, such as
asking the saintly person for supplicatory prayers (ducd3
[q.v]) or for assistance in a specific worldly matter.
Women and men may seek the shayktis help to find
a remedy against infertility or may just visit the shaykh
on account of his healing power; peasants may ask
the shaykh to drive away locusts or to pray for rain.
Another peculiarity of ziyara in West Africa is the
practice of offering gifts to the shaykh. This custom
has come to be so closely associated with pious visits
that in some areas the term zjyara not only means
"visits", but also the donations that a shaykh receives
from his disciples in kind or in money. A religious
leader might undertake a journey to "collect zjyard*,
particularly in cases where the followers are not able
to make the trip to see their shaykh.
Qyara can be described as the direct link between
a living shaykh of a Sufi order and his followers.
Members of the Tidjaniyya order affiliated with the
Senegalese shaykh Ibrahim Niasse (d. 1395/1975) perform the zjyara on the Prophet's birthday, when huge
crowds gather for celebrations at Kaolack, the home
town of Niasse, and in the city of Kano. In addition, Niasse used to call upon his followers to visit
him at least once a year in order to submit a donation, receiving the master's baraka [q.v.] in return. For
this purpose, a date is fixed annually after the harvest, the time when the disciples from rural areas are
most likely to donate large amounts of money or contributions in kind. The followers were told that ziyara
is the key to the gates of right guidance and wellbeing. The same practice is continued by leaders of
the Tidjaniyya affiliated to Niasse elsewhere in subSaharan Africa, who use the occasion to talk and
preach to their followers. More recently, the disciples
of Niasse in such countries as Senegal, Gambia, Ghana,
Nigeria, Cameroon and Chad have introduced a festival on 15 Radjab to commemorate Niasse's birthday.
Bibliography. P. Marty, L'Islam au Senegal, ii,
Paris 1917, see 42-3 for the author's theory of why
Africans do not venerate dead saints; J.S. Trimingham, Islam in West Africa, Oxford 1959 (few references to zjyara\ see in particular, 88 ff.); A. Samb,
Touba et son Magal, in Bulletin de l'I.FA.N., xxxi
(1969), 733-53 (on the greatest zjyara of the
Murldiyya); A.A. Batran, Sidi al-Mukhtdr al-Kunti and
the recrudescence of Islam in the Western Sahara and the
Middle Nigeria, c. 1750-1811, Ph.D. thesis, Univ. of
Birmingham 1971 (on the Kadiriyya of Timbuktu);
J.N. Paden, Religion and political culture in Kano,
Berkeley 1973, see 129 on the zjyara of Ibrahim
Niasse; V. Monteil, L'Islam noir, 3Paris 1980, see
ch. 5; H.T. Norris, Sufi mystics of the Niger desert,
Oxford 1990 (see on Air, 96-7, 113 n. 69); J.O.
Hunwick et al., Arabic literature of Africa, ii, The writ-

ings of Central Sudanic Africa, Leiden 1995 (includes
entries for pilgrims' guidebooks); L.A. Villalon, Islamic
society and state power in Senegal, Cambridge 1995, see
163-86 on the magal and the gamou festivities; B.F.
Scares, The spiritual economy of Nioro du Sahel, Ph.D.
thesis, Northwestern University 1997, see ch. 5;
C. Coulon, The Grand Magal in Touba, in African
Affairs, xcviii (1999), 195-210 (on the greatest zjyara
of the Muridiyya).
(R. SEESEMANN)
10. In the Horn of Africa.
As in the rest of the Islamic world, ziyarat are a
common feature of Islam in the Horn of Africa.
Primary and secondary source materials detailing such
pilgrimages are limited; enough information exists,
however, for us to draw a rough outline of these popular practices. The objects of veneration fall into
roughly two categories. First are the grave sites of
lineage ancestors esteemed for their position as eponymous clan founders and of traditional saints believed
instrumental in the introduction of Islam to the region.
The second category comprises more recent holy men
associated primarily with the introduction of Sufi" turuk
[see TARIKA] in the late 19th century and venerated
for their piety and direct connections with the divine.
Whether seeking material assistance in this world or
spiritual connection with the next, pilgrimages to the
burial places of these blessed individuals play a central role in the lives of Muslims in the Horn and
eastern Africa.
Among the most notable tombs belonging to the
first category are those of Shaykhs Isaaq and Daarood,
the eponymous founders of the Somali Isaaq and
Daarood clan families, respectively. Believed to have
been immigrants from southern Arabia, Somali tradition has provided both ancestors with Sharffian
credentials and sanctified their burial places as sites
of annual pilgrimage. The ziydra to Shaykh Isaaq's
purported resting place, for instance, takes place soon
after the grain harvest in the Isaaq heartland of the
north. Thousands of pilgrims, primarily from the Isaaq
clan as well as their client lineages, gather at the
Shaykh's tomb in Mait on the northern Somali coast
as well as at other shrines dedicated to him throughout the north. While taking the shape of a religious
pilgrimage, as I.M. Lewis points out, the primary object
of such celebrations is the reification of clan unity and
social identity rather than supplication to the spirit.
The traditional burial places of holy men associated with the arrival of Islam in the Horn are also
popular objects of pilgrimage. The most important
sites include the tombs of Shaykh Mumin Abdullah
in Bay and Shaykh Aw Barkadle near Hargeisa [q.v],
both located in Somalia, and the shrine of Shaykh
Nur Husayn of Bale in Ethiopia. Venerated as the
propagators of the true faith, they are also revered
as patrons and protectors. The Somali clansmen in
Bay visit Shaykh Mumin's tomb, largely in order to
seek protection for their crops from predatory birds.
Aw Barkhadle, renowned for destroying the evil magician Bu'ur Ba'ir, is viewed as a guarantor of fertility
and guard against miscarriage. Shaykh Nur Husayn
is venerated by the Oromo in Ethiopia as a general
patron responsible for their overall well-being and
serves as a central icon of their Muslim identity.
In addition to these sites of traditional figures, the
tombs of more recent religious figures, especially those
associated with the Sufi movement of the late 19th
and early 20th centuries, are also the objects of
veneration. Tombs belonging to the primary initiators
of the turuk constitute the main sites of visitation,
although lesser figures of each order are also fre-
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ceremonies that replicate elements of the pilgrimage
quently visited by the pious. Among the most poputo Mecca. Pilgrims enter the sanctuary via a gate
lar sites are the graves of Shaykh cAbd al-Rahman
c
called Bab al-Salam, as do those who enter Mecca.
Zayla l in Kolonkool, Shaykh Uways Muhammad alc
They then proceed to kiss and touch a black stone
Barawi in Biyoole and Shaykh Abd al-Rahman Sufi
known as the darara bashu that Nur Husayn is popuin Makdishu, all of whom were important figures in
larly believed to have brought from Mecca. Finally,
the powerful Kadiriyya [q.v.] movement of the late
pilgrims perform a ritual stoning of the devil in the
19th and early 20th centuries. Although individuals
nearby valley, Kachamsare, in imitation of the same
may visit the tombs of these saints for their own spehadjdj ritual.
cial intentions, the majority of pilgrims come seeking
Bibliography: Sh. cAbd al-Rahman b. 'Urnar,
enlightenment and a spiritual closeness to the saint
D}awhar al-naflsfi khawdss Shaykh Uways, Cairo 1964;
that in turn will place them in greater proximity to
B.W. Andrzejewski, The veneration of Sufi saints and
God. As one learned pilgrim to the tomb of Shaykh
its impact on the oral literature of the Somali people, in
Uways noted, "there exists no barrier between the 1
c
African Language Studies, xv (1974), 15-54; U. Brautomb of the Prophet and that of Uways" ( Abd al- j
c
kamper, The sanctuary of Shaykh Husayn and the OromoRahman b. Umar, 155 ff.), the former being the j
Somali connections in Bale, in Procs. of the First International
place of closest human proximity to God. Such visCongress of Somali Studies, ed. H.M. Adam and Gh.L.
its also serve as an opportunity to further an indiGeshekter, Atlanta 1992; Braukamper, Geschichte der
vidual's own mystical knowledge by obtaining idjdzdt
Hadiya Siid-Athiopiens. Von den Anfdngen bis zmr Revolution
from the caretakers of each tomb, frequently the
1974, Wiesbaden 1980; E. Cerulli, Somalia. Scntti
descendants of the deceased saint, for the right to
vari editi ed inediti, 3 vols. Rome 1957, 21959, 31964;
recite and transmit various prayers and formulae
idem, Note sul movimento musulmano nella Somalia, in
believed to assist one on the path towards union with
RSO, x (1923), 1-36; I.M. Lewis, Saints and Somalis:
the divine.
popular Islam in a clan-based society, London 1998;
The timing of pilgrimages as well as the ceremonies
c
Umar b. Ahmad al-Sumayt, al-Najha al-shadhadhiyya
conducted at each varies from site to site, %jyarat to
min al-diydr al-Hadramiyya wa-talabiyyat al-sawt min also-called "traditional" sites are frequently tied to imporHidjdz wa-Hadramawt, privately printed Tarim 1955;
tant points in the local calendar. The pilgrimage to
Yusuf cAbd al-Rahman (ed.), Nuzhat al-asrdr waShaykh Isaaq's tomb, for instance, occurs shortly after
tahdrat al-akddr; Nisbat al-shanf; Rabf al-kulub f i dhikr
the annual grain harvest. In contrast, the annual visit
mandkib al-sayyid Shaykh Nur Husayn, Cairo 1967;
to the tomb of Shaykh Mumin occurs in the spring,
and for a collection of songs in praise of the local
soon after the planting. In other cases, pilgrimages
saints of Harar, see E. Wagner, in ^DMG, cxxv
are tied to the lunar Islamic calendar. The ziyara of
(1975), 28-65.
(S. REESE)
Aw Barkhadle is held, for example, on the first Friday
during the "dark period" of Djumada I. Similarly,
ZIYARIDS, a petty dynasty of Djlll/Daylamf stock which ruled in the provinces at the southpilgrimages to the tombs of saints connected with the
eastern corner of the Caspian Sea, Tabaristan and
turuk occur on the anniversary of each saint's death
as marked on the lunar calendar. However, pilgrims,
Gurgan, from 319/931 to ca. 483/ca. 1090; their rise
c
to power forms part of the general upsurge of the
especially members of the ulamd\ continue to visit
DaylamI peoples during the 4th/10th and early 5th/
these sites throughout the year seeking blessings and
spiritual enlightenment. An interesting combination of
l l t h centuries [see DAYLAM]. In the earlier, more vital
half of the dynasty's existence, members of the famthese two patterns occurs with the ziyara connected
with the tomb of Shaykh Nur Husayn of Bale. The
ily were at times able to pursue independent policies,
main feast day for the saint is set on the traditional
but at others, they had to acknowledge the Samanids
date of his birth, which is fixed on a Tuesday at the
[q.v.], and sometimes the Buyids [see BUWAYHIDS], as
beginning of August according to the traditional
their suzerains; and after ca. 400/1011-12 they became
Oromo calendar. The month is known in Oromifa
vassals of the Ghaznawids for some 25 years and then
a&jia Shaykh Husayn, or the Moon of Shaykh Husayn.
of the Saldjuks. Unlike some others of the Daylaml
c
However, another feast day is held during the id alprinces of northern Persia who had inclinations towards
adhd during the month of Dhu '1-Hidjdja coinciding
Shrism, the Ziyarids were Sunnls.
with the end of the hadj_dj_.
The founder of the line, Mardawidj b. Ziyar,
Likewise, ceremonies surrounding each pilgrimage
claimed descent from the royal house of Gllan. He
vary widely. The centerpiece of most visits is the viewrose to power as a mercenary commander within the
ing of the tomb in order to make supplications for
vacuum of authority in northwestern Persia after the
oneself or on behalf of others. This is generally accomdecline of direct caliphal control there, and by 322/
panied by numerous animal sacrifices and the recita934, shortly before his assassination, was master of
tion of kasidas [q.v.] dedicated to the saint.
Djibal and even of Ahwaz. For details of his career,
see MARDAWIDJ.
Visits to saints connected with the turuk are largely
limited to these activities, along with a heavy emphaHis brother and lieutenant, Wushmgfr, succeeded
sis on sermons, religious lessons and frequent prayer.
him in 323/935, and at the outset was able to hold
Visits to the tombs of "traditional" saints frequently
on to Mardawidj's conquests in northern Persia. But
include additional rituals required to complete the
after ca. 328/940 Ziyarid authority there was chalceremony. At the ziyara of Aw Barkhadle, for instance,
lenged by the rival Daylarm power of the Buyids, and
a great deal of emphasis is placed on the veneration
Wushmgfr could only save his position by allying with
of various relics (including a gold embossed Kur'an
the Samanids, who had ambitions of extending their
and a bed post purported to belong to the saint). A
control over Rayy and northern Persia; even so, he
formal procession to a nearby hilltop believed to be
lost Tabaristan and Gurgan to the Buyid Rukn althe site of the saint's victory over the magician Bu'ur
Dawla on two or three occasions. For details, see
Ba'ir is the highlight of the pilgrimage, which is then
WUSHMGIR.
c
completed with the performance of the dj_um a prayer.
When Wushmgfr died in 357/967, his eldest son
The pilgrimage to Shaykh Nur Husayn's tomb is even
Bfsutun claimed the Ziyarid succession, but this was
more tightly choreographed and includes numerous
disputed by his younger brother Kabus, who secured
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Genealogy of the ^jyarid

dynasty

Ziyar
Mardawidj
(319-23/931-5)
Zahir al-Dawla Bisutun
(357-67/967-78)
Falak al-Macah Manucihr
(402-20/1012-29)
Anushirwan
(420-P441/1029-?! 049-50)

Zahir al-Dawla Wushmgir
' (323-57/935-67)
Shams al-Macali Kabus
(367-71 /978-81, 388-402/998-1012)
J_
I
I
Dara
Iskandar
'Unsur al-Macah Kay Kawus
(441-flz. 480/1049-cfl. 1087)
Gilan Shah
(ca. 480-cfl. 483/ttz. 1087-ca. 1090)

the support of the Samanids. After a struggle, Bisutun
gained control of Tabaristan and Gurgan through an
alliance with the Buyids, marrying a daughter of cAdud
al-Dawla b. Rukn al-Dawla [q.v.]. On Bfsutim's death
in 367/978, Kabus managed, with Buyid help, to set
aside Blsutun's minor son and succeeded in the Ziyarid
capital Gurgan. But after 369/970 Kabus's relations
with his protectors soured. He was ejected by a Buyid
army from his principality, which was then placed
under direct Buyid rule for seventeen years, whilst
Kabus remained an exile in Samanid Khurasan. Only
in 388/998 was he able to return, establishing good
relations with the successor to the Samanids in Khurasan, Mahmud of Ghazna, but ruling as an independent sovereign. For details, see KABUS B. WUSHMAGIR.
Kabus's tyranny led to his downfall and replacement by his son Manucihr in 402/1012, with his
death in the following year. For the remaining eighty
years or so of the Ziyarid dynasty's existence, the historical sources become much more sparse and then
almost non-existent, and Ziyarid coins disappear after
Manucihr, so that much less is known about the later
than the earlier Ziyarids. None of the later rulers
reached the calibre of earlier ones like, say, Wushmgir
or Kabus. Hence the dynasty lost much of its power
and influence, even within the Caspian region, and
never again played any role outside it. Manucihr ruled
as a tributary of Mahmud of Ghazna and married a
Ghaznawid princess, but this did not preserve his lands
from threatened ravaging by the Ghaznawid army in
419/1028 and he had to buy the troops off.
Manucihr's young son Anushirwan was in 420/1029
confirmed by Mahmud as his dead father's successor,
with the requirement of continued tribute, but from
423/1032 till 431/1040 authority within the Ziyarid
lands was usurped by a maternal relative of Anushirwan's, Abu Kalldjar b. Wayhan. Non-payment of tribute provoked a fresh Ghaznawid invasion of Gurgan
and Tabaristan in 426/1035 until Abu Kalrdjar agreed
to resume tribute to Sultan Mas'ud. Subsequently,
Anushirwan seems to have regained control in the
state, but in 433/1041-2—Ghaznawid power having
by now receded from Khurasan—the Ziyarid territories were invaded by the forces of the Saldjuk Toghril
Beg, and the Ziyarids became tributaries of the Great
Saldjuks.
The Ziyarids now enter their obscurest period.
Anushirwan possibly died in 441 /1049-50. Yakut alone

mentions a certain Hassan as succeeding him, but this
man's existence is otherwise unconfirmed. The last
Ziyarids for whom we have firm information are Kay
Kawus b. Iskandar b. Kabus, the famed author of
the Kdbus-ndma, named after his grandfather, who
died ca. 480/ca. 1087 [see KAY KA'US], and his shadowy son Gllan Shah. The latter's end is wholly
unknown, but he may have been overthrown by the
Nizarf Isma'flrs of the Elburz region, with a consequent end to the dynasty ca. 483/oz. 1090.
Bibliography: 1. Sources. For the earlier Ziyarids, these are the general chronicles for the history of northern Persia, including Mas'udi, MurudJ,
Miskawayh and Ibn al-Athfr, and local Caspian
historians like Ibn Isfandiyar and Zahir al-Dfn
Marcashl, whilst for the 5th/11th century, such early
Ghaznawid sources as Gardlzf and Bayhakl become
important.
2. Studies. The older ones by Cl. Huart, Les
hydrides, in Mems. AIBL, xlii (1922), 357-436;
E. Denison Ross, On three Muhammadan dynasties in
northern Persia in the tenth and eleventh centuries, in Asia
Major, ii (1925), 209-11, 221; H.L. Rabino, L'histaire
du Mazandaran, in JA, ccxxxiv (1943-5), 229-33, are
now inadequate. See the specific articles on members of the dynasty mentioned above and their
Bibls.; W. Madelung, in Camb. hist, of Iran, iv, 21216; and for the later period, C.E. Bosworth, On the
chronology of the later ^jydrids in Gurgan and Tabaristan,
in IsL, xl (1964), 25-34. For coins, see G.C. Miles,
The coinage of the ^iydrid dynasty in Gurgan and
Tabaristan, ANS, Museum Notes, 18 (1972), 119-37.
For chronology and titulature, see Bosworth, The
New Islamic dynasties, Edinburgh 1996, 166-7 no. 81.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
ZMALA denotes in origin a tribe of western
Algeria; secondly, a mode of semi-nomadic
social organisation, illustrated notably by the celebrated community gathered round the amir cAbd alKadir [see CABD AL-KADIR B. MUHYI 'L-D!N AL-HASANI]
in the middle years of the 19th century; and thirdly,
inspired by cAbd al-Kadir's system and by others,
under the Gallicised form Smala, an institutionalised strategic system adopted during the
time of the French presence in Algeria.
1. The tribe of the Zmala in history.
The Zmala inhabited the lower northern slopes of
the Tessala, as well as the plain of Mleta, traversed
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by the Wad Ghasul which separated their territory
from that of the Dwayer (Dawa'ir [q.v.]). It was on
this plain that Dwayer and Zmala gathered together
after the sowing season (November), before migrating
with their herds to the Tessala in March, then returning to the plain for the harvest. Their economy was
of a semi-nomadic type. A tradition refers the origin
of the Zmala back to the arrival of the army of the
Sultan of Morocco, Mawlay Isma £ fl, in 1118/1707,
but al-Mashrafi (12th/18th century) reckoned that
Zmala was in fact the name given to the Wnazera,
a segment of the Ulad cAbd Allah, of the confederation of Banu 'Amir (Ben! cAmer), an origin compatible with the subsequent absorption of various
elements. After the capture of Oran [see WAHRAN] in
1206/1792, Muhammad b. 'Uthrnan al-Akhal al-Kablr
rewarded the Zmala for their military assistance in
the siege by distributing land to them and permitting
their leading families to settle in the town.
In 1830, the Bey of Oran had four aghas. The Agha
of the Zmala was obliged to levy taxes on the
rcaya (= ra'aya) tribes in the territory called Ya'kubiyyat
al-Shark, to the south-east of Mascara. In exchange
for public order services, the Bey granted them the use
of inalienable land (ard sdbga) which could be withdrawn
from them in case of disloyalty to the government.
After the fall of Algiers, Dwayer and Zmala, led
by al-Mazarf, nephew of Mustafa b. Isma'fl, attempted
reconciliation with the Sultan of Morocco. Another
group, commanded by Mustafa b. Isma'il, remained
loyal to the Bey of Oran. At this time, French troops
took possession of the city in a surprise attack. The
locality was to remain completely isolated until the
conclusion of the Desmichels Treaty on 26 February
1834. During this period, intervention by the
Moroccans in Tlemcen culminated in the pillage of
the city.
Rallying for the most part to cAbd al-Kadir in
1833, the Zmala participated until 1835 in his makhzen.
Twice in 1833 a French column raided the encampments of the Zmala at the foot of Djebel Tafrawf in
the mountains of the Tessala. The Zmala were obliged
to promise to abandon cAbd al-Kadir, to settle on
the plain of Messergin, supply hostages and pay taxes
to the French.
After the signing of the Desmichels Treaty, discord
erupted between the Ben! cAmer and the Dwayer,
who were joined by some of the Zmala. After several battles, a segment of the latter took refuge near
Mers el-Kebir. It was not until June 1251/1835 that
a majority of the Dwayer and of the Zmala submitted definitively to French authority, signing the socalled "Fig-tree" Convention on 16 June 1835. Dwayer
and Zmala recognised French sovereignty, accepted
Muslim chieftains appointed by the Governor-General,
paid an annual tribute and supplied armed contingents, guides and spies, in return for protection against
attacks by neighbouring tribes, pay and provisions
during campaigns, and the replacement of horses
killed in action. The Zmala returned to Oran in July
1835 with some of the Dwayer, some of the Ghraba
and a number of black Africans, leading to the creation by the French in 1845 of an enclave known as
the "Black Village".
At the time of the Mascara expedition (25
November-12 December 1251/1835) [see AL-MUCASKAR]
the Algerian camp was weakened by the defection of
Muhammad al-Mazari, who joined the French forces
at the head of a group of Dwayer and of Zmala. He
was named khalifa of the Bey of Mostaganem and
Agha of the plain of Oran.
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In March 1837 a fixed camp was established at
Messergin to protect the tents of the Dwayer and of
the Zmala. Furthermore, after the signing of the treaty
of Tafna (30 May 1837), the French element remained
a minority, while more than a third of the Dwayer
and three-quarters of the Zmala were still with cAbd
al-Kadir. In 1837, pay was allocated to these irregular spahis, generally superior to that offered by cAbd
al-Kadir, who sought to attract them to his side, along
with the Kurghlan [see KUL-OGHLU] , offering them
employment, cattle and land. Their role was generally limited to the functions of couriers, transport, surveillance and public order, escorting and relaying of
posts. Thus they provided reconnaissance for the flanks
and the vanguard of the two divisions sent 18 May
1841 from Mostaganem against Tagdemt. In September of the same year, their number rose to about a
thousand.
The dispersion of the zmdla of cAbd al-Kadir (see
below, 2 (a)) took place on 16 May 1843, but the intensification of the anti-French struggle was marked in
1845 by the abandonment of Oran in one night by
those of the Dwayer and the Zmala who had remained
loyal, camping in the shelter of the French artillery.
Subsequently, the Zmala saw their territories considerably reduced. Thus from 1846 onward, the lands
of the Zmala were included in the zone destined for
colonisation, to the north of the Oran-Mascara road.
Marshal Bugeaud opposed their "constriction", preferring to see them fragmented around Oran. The
Zmala were then progressively resettled in inhospitable
and mountainous zones, while their population grew
from 5,250 to 6,230 between 1845 and 1866. In 1867,
they were divided into two principal groups: one on
the southern slopes of Djebel Murdjadjo, of some 600
persons, the other on the border of the Sebkha.
Like the rest of the Algerian population, they were
decimated by famines and epidemics. Their watercourses were diverted, which not only had the effect
of ruining the Zmala but also permitted seizure of
the salt-pans of Arzew, vital for the economy of Oran.
Bibliography: 1. A r a b i c s o u r c e s . cAbd alKadir al-Mashrafi, Bahajat al-nd^irft akhbdr al-ddkhilin
tahta wildyat al-Asbdniyyin bi-Wahrdn min al-Acrdb kaBanl cAmir, ed. and tr. M. Bodin, Notice historique sur
les Arabes soumis aux Espagnols pendant leur occupation
d'Oran, in RAfr., Ixv (1924), 199, 212, 225, 243,
and ed. Beirut n.d.; Ibn cUda al-Mazarf, Tuluc Sacd
al-Sucud f i akhbdr madmat Wahrdn wa-makhzanihd alusud, partial tr. M. Bodin, La breve chronique du bey
Hasan, in Bull, de la Societe de Geographie d'Oran, xliv
(1924), 23-61.
2. War M i n i s t r y A r c h i v e s . H 225, G. Tatareau, Notice sur les tribus de la province d'Oran (with
map), Oran 1833; H 236, Province d'Oran, tribus
insurgees, restees fideles, tribus soumises (1845); arrete portant organisation de la cavalerie indigene auxiliaire soldee
en Algerie, sous la denomination de Makhzen, in Le Moniteur
Algenen, no. 567, 30 December 1845, 1-2.
3. M i l i t a r y s o u r c e s and a c c o u n t s . L. Baudens, Relation historique de I'expedition de Tagdempt, in
Musee des Families (July 1841), 9-10, 20, 25;
L. de Martimprey, Memoire sur I'etat de la propriete
territoriale dans les tribus, in Projets de colonisation pour
les provinces d'Oran et de Constantine, Paris 1847, 76;
E.G. de Martimprey, Souvenirs d'un qfficier d'etat-major.
Histoire de I'etablissement de la domination franfaise dans
la province d'Oran, 1830-1847, Paris 1886; E. du
Martray, En Algerie au temps d'Abd-el-Kader, in Garnets
de la Sabretache, xxix (1926), 398-9, 420, 460, 465,
467, 471, 480.
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4. Studies. Gh. Cockenpot, Le traite Desmichels,
Paris 1924; G. Yver, Documents relatifs au traite de la
Tafna (1837], Algiers 1924; art. SID! BU 'L-CABBAS.
2. The mode of social o r g a n i s a t i o n .
Popularised during the French invasion of Algeria
under the form smala, the term denotes that which a
person or tribe carries when in motion, i.e. all one's
goods, with nothing left behind (Id yukhalif min mdlihi
shay3, LA, s.v. azmald). The form given by Ibn Manzur,
although it attests to an ancient use of the root in
this sense, does not take into account a possible Berber
origin. There is no reason not to envisage a hybrid.
The extension of the term illustrates the fusion in
operation between Berber and Arab tribes in the central Maghrib. Tribes of Arab origin moving through
the Tell and the Sahara are sometimes called zmeluya
Arabs and there exists an adjective of relation, zmeK,
formed on this root (e.g. among the Dwayer).
A tribe, or a group of horsemen organised into a
tribe, comes together and organises itself into a zmala
at a time of movement in an unsafe region or in a
period of conflict. They are associated with a hostel
or staging post (kundk, kndk) and placed under the
authority of a holy person (mrdbet = murdbif) who lives
in the encampment (gatna) and arbitrates cases in litigation. Responsible for the bivouac, especially from
the point of view of security, he is exempt from tax.
Zjnul horsemen patrol the roads and participate in
the maintenance of order. They accompany the annual
round of tax collection. Strategic roads, in particular, were dotted with these zmala encampments. The
horsemen were commanded by a kayed ez-ynala endowed with a special bodyguard.
Such a type of "mobile capital" was necessary as
a compromise method of gathering together the dispersed forces of Algeria to resist the French enemy.
It also played a considerable role in the internal politics of the amir cAbd al-Kadir.
(a) The zmala of cAbd al-Kadir
The story of the amir's resistance to the French is
told in the article CABD AL-KADIR B. MUHY! 'L-DIN, and
only the aspects relating to his zmdla will be addressed
in the present article.
From 1839 onwards, the amir had instructed his
khalifas and all the dignitaries of Mascara and of
Tlemcen to leave the town and live in tents in the
zmala. Combatants originating from all the regions of
the former Regency and influential persons from the
whole of Orania, including Algerians, joined the zmala
on an individual basis, as did Tunisians and especially Moroccans. The amir used his troops and his
horses in the traditional harassment tactic of karr wafarr (charge and retreat). As the French struggled to
cope with an elusive enemy, warfare became total
from 1841 onward.
Numerous descriptions make it possible to envisage
the structure and organisation of the zmala at the
zenith of cAbd al-Kadir's powers. His personal tent
was at the centre of his own dawwdr, backing on one
side against that of Lalla Zohra, his mother (d.
1279/1861), one of the few women venerated for her
piety (mrdbta = murdbita), and on the other that of his
wife Khayra, his sister Khadldja and his children.
Adjacent to that of the amir was the tent of the guests.
On account of its size, the zmdla was a mobile city,
with composition varying according to the regions traversed. This assemblage of soldiers and artisans principally comprised trades associated with the profession
of arms: armourer (shakmakdji), maker of rifle butts
(konddkdji), cutler (bucdkdji), blacksmith (hadddd), tailor
(khayydt, tarzi), saddler (sarradi, particularly important),

harness-maker (brad'i), doctor and surgeon (tabib,
ajarrdh), veterinarian (tabib al-cawd), barbers (berbef) and
cafe proprietors (caskan kahwadji).
At the time of its dispersal on 16 May 1843, near
the source of the Wad Tagin, the population of the
zmala was estimated at between 25,000 and 60,000
persons, comprising more than 350 douars defended
by 5,000 combatants (including 500 regular infantrymen and 2,000 horsemen). The nucleus extended over
more than two kilometres.
A smaller structure, called ddyra (= dd'ira), was established in Morocco at the end of 1843 and served as
a base for the amir, despite attacks by Moroccan tribesmen and troops encouraged by France, especially after
the Treaty of Tangier, completed by the Lalla
Maghniyya Convention (10 September 1844 and 18
March 1845). The ddyra succeeded in resisting attacks
until its surrender on 23 December 1847.
There exists a place called Zmala (formerly SaintPaul farm) in Kashru, some 20 km to the south-east
of Mascara, where {Abd al-Kadir would often spend
time. Similarly, in 1840-1 there was a zmala near
Tagdemt, an encampment consisting only, in the
absence of the amir, of a few tents pitched among
the thorn bushes, this being the permanent residence
of his mother, his wife and his servants.
Bibliography: 1. Arabic s o u r c e s . Muhammad
b. cAbd al-Kadir al-Djaza'in, Tuhfat al-zd'irfi td'nkh
al-Diazd'ir wa 'l-amir cAbd al-Kadir, Beirut 1384/1964.
2. Military sources and a c c o u n t s . T.R.
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dans la province d'Oran . . ., Oran 1836: Lt. Col.
Daumas, Composition et installation de la ^emala quand
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3. In the military and a d m i n i s t r a t i v e hisporated the effective manpower of the "gendarmes
maures" when these last were dissolved. *
tory of French Algeria.
Towards the end of 1844, a smala was created at
The concept is inseparable from French colonial
strategy in Algeria, and its use involved essentially
2.5 km/1.5 miles south of Orleansville or al-Asnam,
smalas of spahis and smalas of notables. From the
meant in the first place for the spahis of the Arab
outset of the war of conquest in Algeria of 1830,
bureau (mkhazniyya}, and situated close to the "peniFrance adopted a policy of using Muslim troops raised
tentiary for the local population" of Lalla cUda, for
from the country, notably the spahis, which it had
which it furnished Muslim prisoners. At the same
employed in India during the previous century (Ar.
time, a smala of spahis was formed a little to the
west, on a site of 500 ha (1844). Finally, to strengthen
form sbayhl, in Fr. cipaye, in Eng. sepoy; see SIPAHL 2
and 3). In face of the failure of the formation of regthe work of pacification of the Muslim population and
ular units of zouaves and spahis recruited from the
to consolidate the north-south axis from Tenes to
Muslims, often arising out of the infantry and cavOrleansville, Lapasset created at the end of 1844 or
alry contingents of the Regency, in practice not very
beginning of 1845 a smala for the goum of the
active, inclined to rebelliousness and desertion, and
mkhazniyya of Tenes, made up of 20 paid cavalrymen,
expensive, the French Army took into its service the
whose chief was, however, killed in 1845. This smala
tribes of the old makhzan [</.y.] who lived in zmalas,
was destroyed by the insurgents of Bu Ma c za in
encampments with their families and herds which they
November 1845 at the time when old Tenes was
left behind when called to service (see above, 2). These
attacked, and replaced in early 1846 by a centre called
goums of irregular spahis (mkhazniyyd) were formed
Smala on the plateau of the Ulad Hennf, which dombecause of the insufficiency in numbers of the reguinates the town of Tenes.
lar cavalry (chasseurs, hussars, chasseurs d'Afrique
The spahis were formed into three regiments (of
and regular spahis) and because of the unsuitability
Algiers, Oran and Constantine, respectively) on 21
of this last group for reconnaissance and espionage
July 1845. This led to the creation of fixed camps
missions and for rapid action amidst Muslim popuwhere the cavalrymen making up the smala could live
lations. This model was then applied to the regular
with their families and herds in a dual traditional way
spahis in 1834.
of life and a military one. Each regiment had the
In the early stages of the French conquest, the
same structure: a regimental depot with the general
function of the agha (who headed a zmdla) was mainstaff, and six squadrons spread over the province.
tained in order to retain the appearance of a Muslim
Only a few places were reserved for officers, with a
administration over the subject people. The agha was
local rank only, from the Muslims recruited to form
specifically responsible for police functions and the
the troops. The red and blue uniform was inspired
collection of taxes for the occupying power, and had
by local traditions, with a clear Turkish influence: a
no role at all in the defence of the Muslim subjects.
short tunic, djabaddlt, worn over a waistcoat; breeches
These Muslim officials were easily dismissed in case
ending below the knee, serwdl; a white hayk worn over
of "softness". Their jobs were progressively suppressed
the shoulders and kept in place by a thick rope of
with the progress of colonisation, though some were
camel's hair, bnma\ and above this, a white barnus
kept in a purely honorific role. This was the case
covered with a red one. The definitive administrative
with the agha Si Hamza b. Abu Bakr (b. 1859), the
order setting up these smalas (3 August 1850) was
religious head of the Ulad Sfdl Shaykh who at the
followed by a report on the smalas of the three
beginning of the 20th century exercised his authority
regiments of spahis corresponding each one to a
over thirteen tribes and had at his disposal a makhzan
province.
and a smala; he was responsible for the docility of
If the formation of a burtjj. allowed the families of
the Muslims of the district of Aflu, which made up,
the spahis a place of shelter in the event of a rebelwith Tiaret, the indigenous commune of Tiaret-Aflou
lion, these last were also hostages for the continued
formed in 1874, as well as for the payment of levies
faithful allegiance of the cavalrymen when they went
and taxes as representative of the captain, who was
out on an expedition. Since it also made up an agrihead of the Arab bureau. He received a substantial
cultural colony, a model farm for the surrounding
salary in addition to a share of the "Arab levy"
populations, the smala eventually facilitated the introdeducted from that granted to the ca'ids under his
duction of new agricultural methods for the Muslim
orders.
population and increased the rentable value of their
Three periods can be distinguished: (1) creation of : cultivated land, whose industrial and commercial outthe institution for serving local needs; (2) its organi- I lets were all in the hands of Europeans. It was above
sation at the level of the whole country; and (3) the
all a means to facilitate the progress of colonisation
failure and abandonment of the system. The instalby the Muslims themselves by means of these provilation of smalas arose in the first place as a result of
sional establishments, thus veiling European colonisalocal initiatives, notably by the Arab bureaux, services
tion. The defence of the frontiers, often connected with
that were essentially charged with the transmission of
the problems of emigration by tribes driven away by
orders to the Muslims and their implementation, a
misery and various effects of the state of war against
watch over markets and the compiling of reports of
the French presence (insecurity, brigandage, etc.), also
all kinds about the situation of the Muslim populaallowed a transfer of the cost of public security to the
tion (Decree of 1 February 1844, Le Moniteur Algenen,
indigenous population. But the main and true aim
593, of 10 February 1844, 1-2), and which particiwas to recruit troops from the best Muslim cavalrymen
pated in expeditions against these last. In this way
and to tempt them with the best horses of the land,
was disguised an information service in the heart of
notably those of Orania, the most esteemed under the
the tribes in direct relation with the military comRegency, and the cheaper ones.
mand of subdivisions and divisions, thereby facilitatThe use of spahis within a smala replaced the foring police and repressive duties, of which the spahis
mer functions of the makhzan of the Regency, and
were to become the chief instrument. This took place
was to attract the sons of leading "tents" and great
parallel to the formation of three regiments of spahis
families (uldd khayma kbira or bayt kbira] which military
in 1841 (one per province), into which were incordefeat would have left unemployed, and it was also
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a means of utilising and remodelling the remnants of
the Algerian aristocracy.
A check to this plan arose from the fact that the
smalas of spahis were only recruited from the poorer
rural population, who rarely had even a poor horse
(kayddr "nag"). These men had to be equipped from
top to toe, but often sold their equipment after being
recruited; they were nothing but a "motley band of
the lowest classes, soldiers of fortune who were dying
of hunger" (Lt.-Gen. Le Pays de Bourjolly), despised
by the Muslim population but nevertheless useful because of their roles as scouts and spies (shawwdf).
Nor did the smalas ever fulfil their agricultural role,
since they only received the lands left over from colonisation and little suitable for agriculture. The precariousness of occupation of the sites allotted to the
smalas is seen in the frequent displacements which
took them away from urban agglomerations in a southwards direction into the tribal heartlands. These latter tribes reacted strongly, seeing these Muslim colonists
as intruders on lands taken from them by force, who
helped to levy taxes and impose intolerable financial
demands and were the instruments of fierce repression in times of rebellion. Moreover, ruined by the
occupiers, they cared little about increasing yields from
ungrateful lands, often suffered misery and want and
were thus forced into emigration. Hence far from
being an instrument of improvement for surrounding
populations, the smala was often a witness to, and at
times an active agent of, the pauperisation or disappearance of those populations (a rallying-point for
beggars succeeded the smala of Wad Slf). The spahis
were recruited from a population often little interested in the agricultural way of life, who preferred to
retain their own family plots and who rarely occupied the lands entrusted to them. In these last cases,
the spahi would leave the land to be cultivated by
khmamsa (agricultural workers remunerated by receiving a fifth of the crop), who, having only an annual
contract, were little interested in improving the traditional methods of cultivation.
In January 1871, mutinies by the smalas of Madjbar,
Bu Hdjar, al-Tarf, and above all, cAyn Gattar, linked
with the rebellion of the Hnensha, when it was announced that they were to be sent to France after
the defeat of 1870, provoked a fresh repression of the
Muslim population. The flight of spahis of the smala
of cAyn Gattar with their families and herds to Tunisia
sounded the knell of French projects to develop docile
troops on the model of the smalas. An opinion which
became more and more widespread opposed this
return of lands to Muslims and advocated their opening to colonisation in order to increase their rentability, which would also allow the full imposition of taxes
from which the lands had hitherto been exempt. By
1914, despite their role as foci for recruitment, the
sixteen smalas which the Second Empire had bequeathed to the Third Republic had all been suppressed, except for that of Sldf Mdjahed in the Tafna
region, near the Moroccan frontier, to which should
be added that of al-Utayya near Biskra, set up in
1875. This last was disbanded in 1919, arid the former soon after 1930, signifying the final defeat, in
face of a civilian colonisation now all-powerful, of an
adaptation of Bugeaud's model of the soldier-worker,
a Muslim soldier-colonist and worker in the service
of France.
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(H. BENCHENEB, shortened by the Editors)
ZONGULDAK, a port on the Black Sea
coast of Turkey (lat 41° 26' N., long. 31° 47' E.),
and the chef-lieu of an il or province of the same name.
The town only emerged in the second half of the
19th century when coal was found in the ZonguldakKozlu-Eregli area, at a convenient distance from the
Black Sea (see the art. s.v. in Turt Ansiklopedisi, Tiirkiye
il-il, dunu, bugunii, yanni, x, Istanbul 1982-4). When the
Ottoman navy was about to change over to steamships,
a local man named Uzun Mehmed reportedly presented Sultan Mahmud II with the first sacks of
Zonguldak coal, and actual exploitation began in 1848
(Erol Kahveci, The miners of ^pnguldak, in idem et alii
(eds.), Work and occupation in modern Turkey, London
1996, 173-200). The mining area was linked to a
pious foundation, providing revenues for the Holy
Cities of Mecca and Medina (Ahmet Nairn, Zjmguldak
komur havzasi, Istanbul 1934). However, between 1848
and 1865, the Ottoman authority officially in charge
of the enterprise was the Khazlne-i Khassa, which
transferred the actual running of the mines to English
contractors. Until 1882, the sale of Eregli-Zonguldak
coal in the open market was not permitted. As a
town, Zonguldak developed late; V. Cuinet records
that, while ca. 1890 coal mining was already rather
important, the only "habitation passable du lieu" was
the structure housing the offices of local government
(La Turquie d'Asie, iv, Paris 1894, 498). The population of the town in 1997 was 107,176, and that of
the il, 612,722.
A high accident rate, low levels of production and
the obligations of the Ottoman State to the Dette
Ottomane after the 1875 state bankruptcy, from 1891
onwards obliged the government to resort to French
investors and foreign skilled labour, and in 1896 a
newly-formed company received a fifty-year concession for the exploitation of the mines and the construction of railways. Major shareholders were French,
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including the Banque Ottomane, but there were also
Ottoman investors. Increasing involvement by Ottoman
subjects, including high-level officials, prompted the
late Hamfdian government to attempt in vain to
improve the mines. In the Ottoman parliament convened after the reinstatement of the constitution, there
were protests against the high transportation fees
charged by the company, which apparently aimed
at the ruin of its Ottoman competitors (1909) (see
D. Quataert, Social disintegration and popular resistance in
the Ottoman empire, 1881-1908. Reactions to European economic penetration, New York 1983, 41-70). It was however only in 1937 that the government of the Republic
bought back the mines, with a view toward securing
a national energy supply in case of war, and in 1940
the entire mining area was nationalised.
Mine labourers. Throughout the 19th century, as in
earlier periods, mining was not a full-time activity but
was practiced by peasants recruited for labour in the
mines on a part-time basis (Suraiya Faroqhi, Towns
and townsmen of Ottoman Anatolia. Trade, crafts, and food
production in an urban setting 1520-1650, Cambridge 1984,
176-7). A law of 1867 specified that all mineworkers,
except for the engineers and foremen, had to be
Ottoman subjects. This same law also introduced the
obligation of villagers to work in the mines; this forced
labour continued until 1921. Even today, miners are
largely local men, and rotational labour by part-time
peasants continues, especially among hewers. However,
foreign labourers, including Montenegrins, Croatians
and Hungarians, as well as other qualified workers
and technicians, were also imported.
Considerable labour unrest first occurred in 1908,
when wage demands, fear of mechanisation and a
reaction against "outside" miners brought in from
Sivas, triggered a wave of strikes; Ottoman local
authorities tended to support the strikers against the
foreign company. In 1940 obligatory service in the
mines was reintroduced, and only abolished in 1948.
From 1937 and into the 1940s, prison labour was
employed on a considerable scale (Kahveci, The miners,
183-200). Private records and memoirs document the
unsanitary conditions of life in the mines, and the
high incidence of diseases such as tuberculosis, typhus
and intestinal ailments. Only from the 1960s onwards
did the mines become a focus of organised trade
union activity, with a major strike in 1965. Largescale demonstrations sparked by a long-term decline
in real wages, occurred in the early 1990s as well
(see on these topics, Miibeccel Kiray, Eregli, agir sanayiden once bir sahil kasabasi, Ankara 1964; D.A. Roy,
The ^pnguldak strike. A case study of industrial conflict in a
developing society, in MES, xii [1974], 147-85; Sina
Qiladir, ^pnguldak havzasinda i§$i hareketlerini tarihi, 18481940, Ankara 1977; T. Nichols and Erol Kahveci,
The condition of mine labour in Turkey. Injuries to miners in
Zonguldak, 1942-1990, in MES, xxxi [1995], 198-227;
Quataert and Nadir Ozbek, The Eregli-Zjmguldak coal
mines. A catalog of archival documents, in The Turkish Studies
Assoc. Bull, xxiii [1999], 55-67; Quataert, Zonguldak
maden i^ilerinin hayati, 1870-1920 ba§langi$ niteliginde ba&
gb'zlemler, in Toplum ve Bilim, Ixxxiii [1999-2000], 8090). After employing up to 10,000 people in 1914, and
50,000 at the peak of mining activity, the coal mines
are today in crisis and scheduled for privatisation.
Fixed capital and output. Zonguldak until late into the
republican period had few links to the Anatolian interior, and handled all its trade by sea. The port was
constructed after 1896 by the French mining company. Railways linking the different mines to the port
also were constructed, but by the beginning of the
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First World War, the tunnels necessary for connecting the more remote mines to the port had not as
yet been dug. Coal production in the early 20th
century reached 500,000 tons per year, the foreign
company's share amounting to over 75%. By the terms
of their contracts, all mining entrepreneurs had to
offer 60% of the coal extracted to the government at
prices determined by the latter. Apart from the needs
of the Navy, Izmir enterprises and households also
came to depend on Zonguldak coal, and there were
some exports to Greece and Rumania. Yet until 1913
the foreign company was not very profitable, in part
because coal seams had been poorly chosen, and
management problems were rife. But impediments
placed in the company's way by a government hostile to foreign control of a crucial energy source equally
limited profitability.
A study published in 1995 emphasised that low
investment in the mines has remained typical of the
republican period as well, resulting in the widespread
use of out-of-date equipment. Much of the capital
invested has been derived from international sources,
down to 1965, particularly funds made available under
Marshall Plan auspices, more recently from the World
Bank. Today, Zonguldak coal has increasingly to compete in the Turkish market against the imported item.
Other industrial towns. It is one of the peculiarities of
Zonguldak province that, apart from the central city,
we find two major rival towns. Karabiik is of even
more recent origin than Zonguldak itself, having been
founded in 1939. Partly for military reasons, the steelworks established in this locality, whose construction
formed a major item in the Five-Year-Plan of 1932,
were built at a considerable distance from the coast,
with coal brought in from Zonguldak and raw iron
from distant Divrigi. The other important town in
the province of Zonguldak is Eregli (Benderegli,
Karadeniz Ereglisi), which by contrast was a small
but active port as early as the 10th/16th century
(Faroqhi, op. cit., 110-13). Up to the 1950s, Eregli's
harbour was only suitable for small craft, and the
transportation of Zonguldak coal to steamships constituted an important activity, but since 1960, Eregli
has also become the site of a large steelworks, and
a modern harbour has been built.
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(SURAIYA FAROQHI)
ZSITVATOROK, the name of a p e a c e - t r e a t y
signed by the Ottomans and the Habsburgs in 1606,
and so-called ever since the negotiations leading to it
started on boats at the confluence of the rivers Zsitva
and Danube (the literal meaning of the word being
"Zsitva mouth").
The peace treaty put an end to the so-called "Long"
or "Fifteen Years' War", which was begun in 1593
and renewed each year, bringing smaller or bigger
successes to both sides without a final victory. The
revolt led by Istvan Bocskai against the Habsburgs
helped the Ottomans to a certain extent to strengthen
their sometimes rather weak positions.
First, Bocskai and the Habsburgs came to an agreement in Vienna on 9 February 1606. Three-party
talks started on 29 October, when the Emperor
Rudolph II was represented by Ernst Molart, the
Sultan Ahmed I by CA1I, the beglerbegi of Buda, and
Bocskai by Baron Istvan Illeshazy. The treaty, to be
valid for 20 years, was signed on 11 November,
amended in March 1608 at (Ersek-) Ujvar (Nove
Zamky), and ratified by the sultan—after long consideration—on 11 October 1608.
The peace treaty stipulated, among other things,
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the following: (a) it was forbidden to attack castles
and take prisoners; (b) earlier captives were to be
freed; (c) the Habsburg Emperor was to hand over
200,000 florins as a once-and-for-all payment; (d) castles taken in the county of Nograd were not to be
returned to the Ottomans, but Esztergom with its
vicinity remained in their hands, while the future of
Kanizsa and its surroundings was to be decided later;
and (e) taxes were to be collected locally and handed
over by village mayors.
Bibliography. G. Bayerle, The compromise at
Qituatorok, in Archivum Ottomanicum, vi (1980), 5-53;
K. Nehring, Der Friede von £sitvatorok, in idem, Adam
Freiherrn zu Herbersteins Gesandtschaftsreise nach Konstantinopel (Siidosteuropaische Arbeiten 78), Munich
1983,_ 15-67.
(G. DAVID)
ZUCCAR (A., sing, zd'ir), lit. "rowdy, ill-behaved lads",
a t e r m used n o t a b l y in the Egyptian and
Syrian u r b a n m i l i e u x d u r i n g t h e M a m l u k
and O t t o m a n p e r i o d s , and also with the sense of
"gypsies", but, rather, in an extra-urban milieu. At
the present time, we have in Lebanon and Palestine
az'ar (pi. zu'rdn) "vagabond, brigand". Other forms
that are found include ztfrur and za'ir. The Arabic
dictionaries place the term under the verb za'ara "to
copulate, have sexual intercourse". In fact, it should
be connected instead with dha'ir (pi. dhuKar] "rascal,
scoundrel", itself connected with the verb dhacara "to
frighten, instil fear", apparently a variant or by-form
of da'ir (pi. difar) "dirty, debauched, rotten, evil, licentious", verb dacara "to smoke a great deal like green
or rotten wood which refuses to burn", cf. bayt aldi'ara "brothel", da'ira "to be immoral".
The zuKar are often connected with the mystical
turuk (see E. Geoffroy, Le soufisme en Egypte et en Syrie sous
les derniers Mamelouks et les premiers Ottomans., Damascus
1995, index s.v. zur'dn; A. Raymond, Egyptiens et Francais
au Caire 1798-1901, Cairo 1998, 52-9).
Words for "rascals, scoundrels" are very numerous
in both the spoken and written forms of Arabic, mediaeval and modern: al-cdmma "the plebs"; awbdsh
al-nds "the scum of the people"; al-cayydrun [see CAYYAR]
"brave, swaggering youths"; ahl al-sharr "evildoers";
al-d{ucaydi "frightful, evil ones"; djucaydiyya "the populace"; al-ghammdzun "those who screw up their eyes,
intriguers"; al-ghawghd' "those who swarm like tiny
beasts"; hamalat al-sildh "civilians bearing arms";
al-hardmiyya "bastards", currently "highway bandits";
al-hardfish [see HARFUSH] "troubled, agitated populace"
(this is sometimes written al-khardfish, cf. a similar verb
kharbasha "to botch something, do untidy work");
ihranshafa "to prepare to fight (of a cock), to begin to
pay a forfeit (of a man)"; al-kudya "begging", ahl alkudya "vagabonds"; man la yamliku kut laylatihi "a person who does not possess enough to eat for a single
night of his existence"; man la yua^adu wa-ld yu'rafu
idhd tuliba "someone who cannot be found and cannot be recognised when one looks for him"; al-mufsadun wa 'l-mufsidun "those who are corrupted and
those who corrupt"; al-mura^ifun "agitators"; almushdkilun "footpads, highwaymen"; al-nuhabd* "those
who pillage"; al-rdcf "the mob, thieves"; al-ramadiyya
"tramps, vagabonds"; al-sacdllk [see SI/LUK] "brigands,
robbers"; al-shuttdr "lively, active ones"; al-sucdt "the
dregs of the people"; al-suka, lit. "those led to pasture", "the flock under the ruling power", and pejoratively, "canaille"; al-sukkdt "rascals"; al-tummdc "those
who are avid, covetous"; ya^khudhun al-khifdra "those
who run a protection racket"; yatlubun al-bdtil wa 3lfasdd "those who cultivate fraud and corruption (see
the references to texts in Th. Bianquis, Damas et la

Syrie sous la domination fatimide, i, Damascus 1989, 671
n. 1).
In effect, marginal persons were numerous in mediaeval Arab society. They involved persons who had
broken with traditional family solidarity, such as villagers who had to leave their holdings which were
too small to support all the young adults of the kin
group and went to the towns to seek a living; former Bedouin who had been obliged to throw off tribal
links after the murder of a kinsman; Kurdish bandits
(al-akrdd) driven from their mountains by hunger; and
soldiers abandoned by their masters, as was often the
case with black slaves purchased cheaply to act as a
largely non-specialised infantry corps and then left
without food or upkeep when no longer needed on
the battlefield. Others fell outside such solidarity groups
from birth, such as the male children of child mothers
or prostitutes, often recognisable by their short nasabs,
with ibn "son of" followed by the name or sobriquet
of a woman. They could even come from ethnic
groups who refused integration into a controlled environment, such as the Zutt [q.v.], buffalo herders of
Indian origin installed by the Sasanids in the 5th century in the marshlands of Lower clrak and then displaced by the 'Abbasid caliphs at the beginning of
the 3rd/9th century to the plains of Antioch and
Cilicia; or the Nurfs/Nawar [see NURI], limited-ranging
groups of gypsies who were blacksmiths and tinsmiths,
who, still up to the 20th century, would pitch their
patched and tattered tents in the Syrian steppes in
the vicinity of towns, in order to hire out the charms
of their wives and daughters, and who would organise entertainments in the streets with small girls and
trained animals like bears, goats and monkeys. All
these marginal groups might themselves create a new
collective solidarity around a fictitious nasab, like the
Banu Sasan [q.v.]; see C.E. Bosworth, The mediaeval
Islamic underworld. The Banu Sdsdn in Arabic society and
literature, 2 vols. Leiden 1976; K. Zakhariya, Abu %ayd
al-Sarugi, imposteur et mystique; retire les maqdmdt d'alHariri, Damascus 2000, 121-8.
Their organised bands, ahzdb, cashardt, cusab, often
residing near the gates either inside or outside a town,
would march behind their banners to the sound of
their drums and fifes (al-tubul wa 'l-zumur} and might
be called by more glorious descriptive collective terms,
such as the Muslim youths of TinnTs, shabdb shuffdn
"brave youths", who in the opening years of the
Fatimid presence regularly preyed on the rich Christian
merchants, al-aghniyd3 al-nasdrd, emptying their warehouses and debauching their womenfolk and daughters (see Sawirus Ibn al-Mukaffac, History of the Patriarchs
of the Egyptian Church, ed. and tr. A.S. Atiya et alii,
ii/2, Cairo 1948, Ar. text 88, Eng. tr. 131-3). When
they were not exterminated by the regular troops,
these bands might be gradually institutionalised into
urban militias, called ahddth [q.v.] or into confraternities, bands of futuwwa [q.v.]. See Cl. Cahen,
Mouvements populaires et autonomisme urbain dans I'Asie
musulmane, in Arabica, v (1958), 225-50, vi (1959),
25-56, 223-65; Bianquis, op. cit., ii, 673-80; idem, Le
chevalier de la steppe, Vanier de village, le cavalier de la
citadelle: trois personnages de la transition en Syrie au XP
siecle, in M.A. Bakhit and M.Y. Abbadi (eds.), Bildd
al-Shdm during the Abbasid period, 'Amman 1992, i (Ar.
section), 429-44, ii (foreign languages section), 91-104;
A. Havemann, The Saljuq vizier and ra3is in Syria. The
struggle for urban self-representation, in IJMES, xxi (1989),
233-42; J.M. Mouton, Damas et son principaute sous les
Saldjoukides et les Bourides, 468-549/1076-1154, Cairo
1995; M. Yared-Riachi, La politique exterieure de la prin-
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cipaute de Damas 468-549h/1076-1154, Damascus 1997,
index at 321. Henceforth led by a ra'is, they contributed towards the maintenance of order within the
town and, if necessary, to 'its defence when it was
besieged by a hostile army.
Bibliography: Given in the article; also, information kindly supplied by F. Sanagustin.
(TH. BIANQUIS)
AL-ZUBARA, a l o c a t i o n on the n o r t h - w e s t
coast of K a t a r [q.v.]. It was the main town on
the peninsula until 1878, when it was largely destroyed.
It now contains only the 1938 fort, built as a police
station, and, 2 km further north, the ruins of a fortified settlement dating back to the 18th century. The
surrounding land is flat, saline and barren.
In their late 17th-century migration from central
Arabia, the c Utub [q.v.] clans may have settled briefly
around al-Zubara before continuing towards presentday al-Kuwayt [q.v] in the early 18th century. They
included what became the early leading families in
al-Kuwayt: the Al Sabah, the Al Djalahima and the
Al Khalifa. In 1766, the Al Khalifa i e ft al-Kuwayt
again for al-Zubara, shortly followed by the Al
Djalahima. The town soon developed into a significant pearling centre and trading port, particularly after
Basra [q.v] fell to Persia in 1776. Countering a challenge to this new pre-eminence by the shaykh of
Bushahr, the newcomers captured Bahrayn [q.v] (until
then a Persian dependency) in 1783. Henceforth, the
Al Khalifa settled on Bahrayn, while retaining control
over al-Zubara (now increasingly eclipsed). Al Khalifa
rule was challenged by Rahma b. Djabir Al Djalahima
until his death in 1826. Thereafter, the Al Than!
family, based in the east of the peninsula, gradually
increased its power, challenging the Al Khalifa's hold
over al-Zubara and north-western Katar. Al-Zubara
at this time was described as a town of 400 houses.
The first treaty between the Al Thanl and Great
Britain in 1868 implied Britain's right to intervene in
disputes with the Al Khalifa. In 1873, the British
Political Agent awarded the latter customary rights
and access but not sovereignty over al-Zubara. In
1878, the Al Thanl attacked and destroyed the town.
Katar's recognition in 1916 as a separate British protectorate failed to settle the matter. In 1937, Bahrayn
protested against a survey of the area's port potential; a section of the local Al Nac Im tribe sided with
their traditional overlords, the Al Khalifa, and were
attacked and defeated by the Al Thanl. The Al Khalifa
imposed an embargo, which became one of the causes
for the sharp decline of northern Katar, and indeed
of the whole peninsula.
In 1944 the political agent negotiated an agreement granting Bahrayn customary and grazing rights,
although tension persisted. Only in 1950 was the
Bahraynl embargo lifted when the Al Khalifa's right
to visit was again confirmed. The following year, many
of the Al Nac Im who had left for Bahrayn returned.
Yet in 1953 Bahraynl maps were published claiming
sovereignty over al-Zubara, and the following year, the
claim was officially revived. Shaykh CA1I Al Thanl in
response reoccupied the fort and in 1956 added further police. In 1957, the British political agent ruled
that Bahrayn could no longer expect extraterritorial
privileges in the area, thus finally establishing full
effective Katari (Al Thanl) control.
During'the 1980s and 1990s, the issue of al-Zubara
was raised again by Bahrayn in the context of the
other territorial disputes between the two states. When
Katar unilaterally referred the Hawar islands dispute
to the International Court of Justice in 1991, Bahrayn
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protested. Its 1992 offer to make a new joint submission which would include all outstanding issues—
also implying al-Zubara—was refused by Katar.
Bibliography: Extensive mention of al-Zubara
can be found in the following: Sir Charles Belgrave,
The Pirate Coast, Beirut 1960; A. Abu Hakima, History
of Eastern Arabia 1750-1800, Beirut 1965;J.B. Kelly,
Britain and the Persian Gulf, 1795-1880, Oxford 1968;
R. Said Zahlan, The creation of Qatar, London 1979;
J. Crystal, Oil and politics in the Gulf. Rulers and merchants in Kuwait and Qatar, new ed. Cambridge 1990;
J.C. Wilkinson, Arabia's frontiers, London 1991;
R. Schofield (ed.), Territorial foundations of the Gulf
states, London 1994.
(G. NONNEMAN)
ZUBAYDA BT. DJATAR b. Abl DjaTar al-Mansur
[q.v], Umm Dja'far (d. 216/831-2), wife of the
c a l i p h Ha run a l - R a s h i d [q.v], mother of his successor Muhammad al-Amln [q.v]. Her name was Amat
al-cAz!z ("handmaid of the Almighty"), but she is
known by her pet name Zubayda ("little butter ball"),
given to her by her grandfather al-Mansur on account
of her plumpness and radiant looks. Her beauty, intelligence, extravagance and generosity made her one of
the most admired women in her time. She set the
fashion at the caliphal court and added to its splendour by patronising scholars, poets and musicians,
but she also spent fabulous sums on public works,
especially in Mecca. Like her husband Harun alRashid, she became a literary figure, appearing in
adab anecdotes, as also in Alf layld wa-layld.
According to Ibn al-Athir (ed. Beirut, v, 572)
Zubayda was born in 145/763, whereas earlier sources
only state that she was about one year younger than
Harun, her cousin on the paternal and maternal side,
her mother Salsal being Khayzuran's [q.v] sister. Their
marriage took place in 165/781-2, a happy union by
all accounts, although not untroubled by rivalries and
intrigues of the harem (Aghdnf, vi, 309, ix, 88, xviii,
65, 307). In 170/787 her only child Muhammad (alAmm) was born. Six months earlier, a Persian concubine had given birth to cAbd Allah (al-Ma3mun),
whom Zubayda raised from infancy after his mother's
death. She must have soon realised, however, that the
highly intelligent, gifted cAbd Allah threatened her
son's succession to the caliphate. Although Muhammad
was designated caliph as early as 175/792, Harun's
evident preference for cAbd Allah and the growing
rivalry between the brothers affected her increasingly
in the years to come (cf. N. Abbott, Two queens of
Baghdad, Chicago 1946, 170 if.).
The part Zubayda played in the downfall of the
Barmakids [q.v] is difficult to assess (cf. Abbott, op. cit.,
191-200); her chief political concern remained the
issue of succession. She used her Hashimite alliances
and her wealth in support of her son, who succeeded
Harun in 193/809, but when in 195/811 an army
was sent to Khurasan against al-Ma'mun, she urged
the general CA1I b. Tsa to treat her stepson with
respect should he fall prisoner (Tabarl, iii, 817). During the turbulent events of the civil war, Zubayda
suffered personal humiliation, first on the part of
Baghdadl rebels in 196/812, later by al-Tahir's [q.v]
Khurasanian troops, who were also responsible for
the murder of al-Amln in 198/813 (Tabarl, iii, 846,
934). Her spirit seems to have been unbroken, however. She sent placating messages to al-Ma'mun,
avowing that he was ample compensation for all her
losses, and eventually effected a reconciliation (Ta'nkh
Baghdad, xiv, 433-4, no. 7802). Her quiet later years
bear witness of the cordial relationship between them
(cf. Abbott, op. at., 229-35).
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Zubayda is commemorated for her philanthropic
works, in particular the water supplies of Mecca and
the pilgrim road (cf. Ibn Djubayr, Travels, ed.
W. Wright, Leiden 1907, 208). In 193/808 she initiated an extensive system of waterworks centred
around the cAyn Zubayda on the plane of c Arafat,
including a subterranean aqueduct cut through the
rocks at enormous costs [see MAKKA. 2]. The sources
report her personal engagement in the planning and
her persistence against the objections of the engineers
(Wiistenfeld, Chroniken der Stadt Mekka, Leipzig 1858,
i, 444-5; Ibn Khallikan, no. 228, tr. de Slane, i, 532).
Zubayda died on 26 Djumada I 210/10 July 831 in
Baghdad. The place of her tomb is a matter of dispute (Abbott, op. tit., 247-50).
Bibliography (in addition to references in the
article): Baladhun, Futuh, index; Ya'kubl, Beirut
1379-1960, ii, 428, 433-34; DmawarT, Cairo 1960,
396; Ibn cAbd Rabbih, al-Tkd al-fand, Cairo 1962,
index; Kali, AmdlT, Cairo 1344/1926, 191; Marzubanf, Muwashshah, Cairo 1965, 538, 567; Safadi,
Wdfi, xiv, 176-8, no. 242.
(RENATE JACOBI)
AL-ZUBAYDI, ABU BAKR MUHAMMAD B. AL-HASAN
(HumaydT, 180) b. cAbd Allah b. Madhhidj, a wellknown Arabic philologist, fahih and poet, whose
great-great-great-grandfather Bishr al-Dakhil (Ibn
Hazm, 412) had come from Hims [q.v.] with the
Umayyad army to al-Andalus (his genealogy goes back
to the Djdhiliyya in Yemen). Al-Zubaydf was born in
Seville ca. 316/928 into a scholarly family. The talab
al-cilm brought him to Cordova, the residence of the
Umayyad caliphs, where he associated with his teachers, above all with Abu cAlf al-Kalf [q.v.]. The young
scholar attracted the attention of the caliph al-Hakam
II (350-66/961-76) who, when still a prince, was a
great promoter of art and science. He entrusted alZubaydf with the education of his son Hisham, the
heir to the throne. He urged him to make his knowledge available for everybody in books, similar to the
way he had already shown himself as an expert in a
complementary work to Slbawayhi's [q.v.] famous
grammar, namely, his:
(1) K. al-Istidrdk cald Sibawayh fi K. al-Abniya wa
'l-ziydda cald md awradahu fihi muhadhdhabm, additions
and corrections on the structure of nouns, etc. (ed.
I. Guidi, Rome 1890, repr. Baghdad ca. 1970; cf.
al-Mawrid, iv/1 (1395/1975), 251-3; new ed. by Hanna
Djamfl Haddad, al-Riyad 1407/1987; an excerpt is
Amthilat al-abniya fi Kitdb Slbawayhi, Tafsir Abl Bakr
al-Zubaydl, Shark Muhammad Khalifa al-Danna c ,
Beirut 1996).
Al-Zubaydi then wrote three works, among which
his biographies of grammarians and lexicographers
from early times to his own days, in which he quotes
his K. al-Istidrdk on p. 239:
(2) K. Tabakdt al-nahwiyyln wa 'l-lughawiyyin, ed.
M. Abu '1-Fadl'Ibrahim, Cairo 1373/1954, 21973, composed between the years 363/973-4 and 365/975-6.
As he points out in the preface, the caliph put his
personal material at his disposal, both orally and in
writing (see R. Sellheim, in Oriens, viii [1955], 345-8).
Al-Zubaydl's Tabakdt was used as a source by later
biographers, and excerpts were made, one of which
has been printed (F. Krenkow, Rome 1919).
To this period also belongs al-Zubaydl's work on
"errors in language" (lahn [q.v.]', cf. AL-ANDALUS. x)
made by common people (cf. G. Krotkoff, in Bull, of
the College of Arts and Sciences, Baghdad, ii [1957], 3-16;
Sezgin, GAS, viii, 254-5):
(3) K. Lahn al-fawdmm, ed. R. cAbd al-Tawwab,
Cairo 1964. Again, he thanks the caliph emphatically

for his encouragement and assistance. Two hundred
years later, Ibn Hisham al-Lakhmf [q.v. in Suppl.]
from Seville wrote an answer to this innovative treatise (cf. D. Reig, in SI, Ixxvii [1993], 183-9). For an
excerpt from al-Zubaydl's Lahn, see the introduction
of the editor, his general study, called Lahn al-fdmma
wa 'l-tatawwur al-lughawl, Cairo 1967, and his collected
works Buhuth wa-makdldt fi }l-lugha, Cairo 1403/1982.
Without examining the first edition, cAbd al-cAziz
Matar republished the work under the title Lahn alc
dmma, Cairo 1981.
The third work published by al-Zubaydl at the
instigation of the caliph was the highly-praised revised
excerpt which he made from the first Arabic dictionary. Al-Zubaydf, too, is of the opinion that the work
is only to be ascribed (mansub) in its entirety to alKhahl b. Ahmad [q.v.]. He must have finished it
before the death of the caliph on 3 Safar 366/1
October 976, for at the end he wishes him a long
life (see further, Humaydf, 47-9!):
(4) Mukhtasar al'-cAyn, ed. Nur Hamid al-Shadhill, 2
vols. Beirut 1417/1996 (cf. J. Kraemer, in Oriens, vi
[1953], 207-8; Sezgin, GAS, viii, 52-6, 254; cAbd alc
Azfz Ibrahim, in al-Mawrid, xvii/2 [1408/1988], 196224, xvii/3, 189-214).
Al-Zubaydl rose to become sahib al-shurta [q.v],
but he probably succeeded in returning to his native
town Seville in the function of kadi only after the
caliph's death and under the latter's successor, his
own pupil Hisham. He died there on 1 Djumada II/6
September 989. His son Abu '1-Walfd Muhammad,
also one of his many pupils, died soon after 440/1048
as kadi in Almeria (Humaydf, 36).
(5) K. al- Wddih fi cilm al-carabiyya, a highly-praised,
clearly-arranged grammar, composed after the example of Slbawayhi's Kitdb, but shorter than others (ed.
Amm 'All al-Sayyid, Cairo 1975; ed. CA. Khalifa,
'Amman 1976; cf. Sezgin, GAS, ix, 250). The work
seems to have circulated in various versions (riwdydt),
perhaps as written notes taken during lectures (maa^lis).
Partial versions may have existed before al-Zubaydl
came in contact with the court.
Shorter treatises about questions concerning the K.
al-cAyn may also be considered as written notes taken
during lectures, also indirectly through al-Kalf's K. alBdric [see MATHAL. iii; AL-YAZIDI], and not as independent works (cf. Kiftf, Muhammadun, 209; Sezgin,
GAS, viii, 255, ix, 319),' namely:
(6) Istidrdk (?) al-ghalat al-wdkic fi K. al-(Ayn [see
LAHN AL-CAMMA];
(7) Risdlat al-intisdr Ii }l-Khalil (cf. Kiftf, Inbdh, iii,
109);
(8) al-Mustadrak min al-zjydda fi Kitdb al-Bdric cald
K. al-cAyn;
(9) K. Bast al-Edrf (cf. S.A. Bonebakker, in Oriens,
xiii-xiv [1961], 174);
(10) al-Radd cald Ibn Masana, or Hatk sutur al-mulhidin
(cf. Ibn Khallikan, s.v.) is a treatise against the doctrines of Ibn Masarra.
Al-Zubaydl is said to have composed biographies
of later jurists in Cordova:
(11) Akhbdr al-jiikahd* al-muta*akhkhirin min ahl Kurtuba
(cf. HadjdjI Khalifa, s.v.).
In addition are mentioned a work on metrics:
(12) al-Ghdyafi 'l-carud (cf. Hadjdji Khalifa, s.v.)',
(13) al-Taknz (cf. Ibn Khayr, 351); and an excerpt,
(14) Ikhtisdr, from al-Bukhan's Sahih (ms. in Tunis,
see Pons Boigues, 92-3 no. 50).
Bibliography (in addition to works mentioned in
the text): 1. Sources. Ibn al-Faradi, T. 'Ulamd3 alAndalus, Cairo 1373/1954, ii, 92 (cf. M.L. Avila
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and M. Marin, in COA, iv (1985-7 [1989]), 41-60;
Tha'alibl, Yatimat al-dahr, Cairo 1375/1956, ii, 71;
Ibn Hazm, Qiamharat ansdb al-cArab, Cairo 13827
1962, 412; Ibn Makula, Ikmdl, Haydarabad 13847
1965, iv, 221-2 (with brother and sons); Humaydr,
Qadhwatal-Muktaba/is, Cairo 1372/1952, 43-5; Fath
b. Khakan, Matmah al-anfus, in al-Mawrid, x/3-4
(1402/1981), 251-4; Sam'anl, Ansdb, Haydarabad
1386/1966, vi, 265 (with sons); Ibn Khayr, Fahrasa,
Saragossa 1894-5 and Baghdad 1382/1963, index;
Dabbr, Bughyat al-multamis fi ta'nkh riajdl al-Andalus,
Madrid 1885, 56-7; Yakut, Udaba\ vi, 518-22; Kiftl,
Inbdh al-mwdt, Cairo 1374/1955, iii, 108-9; idem,
al-Muhammadun min al-shu'ard3, al-Riyad 1390/1970,
207-9; Ibn Khallikan, s.v.; Ibn Sa'fd, al-Mughnb
fi hula }l-Maghrib, 2Cairo 1964, i, 255-6; SafadI,
al-Wdfi, Istanbul 1949, ii, 351; Dhahabl, Tadhkirat
al-huffdz, Haydarabad 1376/1957, iii, 982; idem,
al-clbar, Kuwait 1961, iii, 12; idem, Siyar acldm
al-nubald3, Beirut 1403/1983, xvi, 417-8; Yafi'f,
Mir*at al-ajandn, Haydarabad 1338/1919, ii, 409;
Ibn Farhun, al-Dtba<£, Cairo 1351/1932, 263-4;
Firuzabadr, al-Bulgha fi ta'rikh a'immat al-lugha,
Damascus 1392/1972, 218-9; Ibn Kadi Shuhba,
Tabakdt al-nahwiyyin wa 'l-lughawiyym, Nadjaf 1974,
88-9 (with brother and sons); Suyutf, Bughya, 66-7
(Cairo 1384/1964, i, 84-5); idem, al-Muzhir, Cairo
1378/1958, index; Makkan, Analectes, ii, 320, index
- Nqfh al-tib, Cairo 1368/1949, v, 24, 152-4, vi,
66; Ibn al-Tmad, Shadhardt, iii, 94-5; Khwansarf,
Rawddt al-ajanndt, Tehran 1367/1948, 685-6; Isma'Il
Pasha, Hadiyyat al-cdrifln, Istanbul 1955, ii, 51.
2. Studies. Brockelmann, I 2 , 139-40, S I, 203;
O. Rescher, Abriss der arabischen Litteraturgeschichte,

Stuttgart 1933, repr. with additions, Osnabriick
1983, ii, 241-2; Zirikll, A'lam, 4Beirut 1979, vi, 82;
Kahhala, Mu'allifin, Damascus 1379/1960, ix, 1989; idem, al-Mustadrak cald Mu'ajam al-mu'allifin, Beirut
1406/1985, 625; idem, Mu'ajam musannifi 'l-kutub al'arabiyya fi 'l-ta^nkh wa 'l-tardajim wa 'l-rihaldt, Beirut
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AL-ZUBAYR B. AL-CAWWAM B. KHUWAYLID, Abu
Abd Allah al-Kurashl al-Asadl, one of the most
e m i n e n t C o m p a n i o n s of M u h a m m a d , known
by the surname Hawdri (a Gecez loanword) Rasul Allah
("the Disciple or Apostle of the Messenger of God").
He is one of the ten Companions to whom Paradise
c

was promised by the Prophet (al-cashara al-mubashshara
[q.v.] or al-mubashsharun al-ajanna) and a member of

the shurd [q.v.] appointed by the dying caliph c Umar
b. al-Khattab to elect his successor. The name alZubayr is derived from al-zabr, tayy al-bfr bi 'l-hidj_dra,

casing of a well with stones (Ibn Durayd, al-Ishtikdk,
47-8) or a strong man (LA, s.v. z-b-r).
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His mother, Safiyya bt. cAbd al-Muttalib b. Hashim,
was the Prophet's aunt, so that he was a cousin of
Muhammad and a nephew of his wife Khadldja
bt. Khuwaylid. A report asserts that al-Zubayr, Talha
b. cUbayd Allah, CA1I b. Abl Talib and Sacd b.' Abr
Wakkas were all born in the same year (al-Dhahabi,
Ta'rTkh, 499). Al-cAwwam died when al-Zubayr was
very young and he was taken into the care of his
uncle Nawfal b. Khuwaylid.
Al-Zubayr was one of the earliest converts to Islam:
some claim that he was the fourth or fifth male who
adopted the new religion. Reports disagree concerning
his age when he followed Muhammad. The best known
states that he was 16 years old at the time. Ibn Ishak
attests that Abu Bakr persuaded him, together with
four other future members of the shurd, to embrace
Islam; the version of the Zubayns has it that he was
eight years old when he followed Muhammad and
that, when he was 12, he drew his sword to protect
him and became the first person who drew a sword
in the way of God; to give more credibility to this
version, a report claims that he converted to Islam
with 'All (Ibn cAsakir, xviii, 344-5; al-Dhahabf, Siyar,
i, 41, 45). The contradictions between these versions
are the result of debates within Muslim society concerning the precedence claimed in adopting the new
religion (sdbika), according superiority to the first converts (cf. I. Hasson, La conversion de Mu'dwiya ibn Abl
Sujydn, in JSAI, xxii [1998], 214-42).
Al-Zubayr took part in the first hia^ra and returned
with the first group to Mecca when rumours spread
that the Meccans had become reconciled to Muhammad since he was ready to recognise the three goddesses, al-Lat, al- c Uzza and Manat [</.ra.]. Later,
al-Zubayr, accompanied by his mother, migrated
(hdajara) from Mecca to Medina.
Within the range of the institution called al-mu*dkhdt
("brothering" [q.v.]), al-Zubayr was paired probably
with the Awsf Salama b. Salama b. Waksh or with
the KhazradjI poet Kacb b. Malik [</.y.]; earlier, in
Mecca, he was paired with cAbd Allah b. Mascud
[see IBN MASCUD].
Al-Zubayr took part in most of the early battles. At
Badr (2/624 [</.^.]), there were only two horsemen in
the ranks of the Muslims; al-Zubayr was one of them.
The Zubayns relate that the archangel Djibnl and
the angels who took part in this battle (Ibn Hisham,
Sira, ii, 285-6) wore yellow turbans like that of
al-Zubayr (Ibn cAsakir, xviii, 353-5). At Uhud (3/625
[</.y.]), the Prophet expressed his admiration for
Zubayr's valour. During the Battle of the Trench (alKhandak [q.v.]) in 5/627, al-Zubayr was sent by the
Prophet to spy on the Banu Kurayza. Muhammad
said on this occasion: "Each prophet has his true disciple, and al-Zubayr is mine" (li-kulli nabiyy111 hawdriyyun
wa-hawdriyya al-^ubayru', al-Wakidl, al-Maghd^i, ii, 457).
Just after the Battle of al-Khandak, al-Zubayr and
C
A1I organised the massacre of Banu Kurayza, carrying out the sentence pronounced by Sacd b. Mucadh
[q.v] and approved by Muhammad (al-Wakidi, alMaghdzi, ii, 513; al-Taban, Ta'rikh, i, 1499). During
the Khaybar campaign (7/628), al-Zubayr distinguished
himself more than any other warrior except CA1I.
Throughout the course of the conquest of Mecca, alZubayr commanded the left wing of the Muslim army.
At Tabuk (9/630 [q.v.]), al-Zubayr held the Prophet's
"greatest banner", al-rdya al-cu^md (al-Wakidf, alMaghdzi, iii, 996). After Muhammad's death, al-Zubayr
took part in the battle of al-Yarmuk (15/636 [q.v.])
and later cUmar sent him with 4,000 reinforcements
to support cAmr b. al-cAs in the conquest of Egypt.
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With such a record, it is not surprising that alZubayr was described as "the bravest man of Kuraysh"
(ashaj_ac Kuraysh, al-Taban, ii, 805) or simply "the
bravest man" (ashajac al-nds, Agham, xi, 125). But in
a mundfara (disputation over claims to nobility), Ibn
c
Abbas is said to have charged him with cowardice
at the Battle of the Camel: he fled and did not attack,
he fought but did not persevere (Ibn Abi 'l-Hadld,
ix, 327). In order to correct this impression, a pro'Alid tradition claims that "he fled as a repentant and
not out of cowardice".
A late report affirms that al-Zubayr served for a
time as Muhammad's secretary in the registration of
the income from legal alms (amwdl al-sadakdt, alKalkashandl, Subh al-acshd, i, 91, citing al-Kudaci, 'Uyun
al-macdrif).
Al-Zubayr, like many other eminent Companions
who opposed 'All b. Abi Talib before, and particularly after his proclamation as caliph, was attacked in
Shf c f literature (E. Kohlberg, The attitude of the ImdmiShi'is to the Companions of the Prophet, see Bibl.\ idem,
Some Imdmi Shi'i views on the Sahdba, in JSAI, v [1984],
143-75). The eighth volume (in the lithographic edition) of al-Madjlisi's Bihar al-anwdr records many such
attacks; these form the main subject-matter of the Shf c l
literature known as sabb al-sahdba (cursing of the Companions). Al-Zubayr and the other leaders of the camp
opposing CA1I in the Battle of the Camel (36/656) are
designated in the Shf c T tradition by the epithet alndkithun, i.e. rogues, rascals, "those who broke their
compact". Abu Mikhnaf reports that al-Zubayr was
the first leader who killed Muslim captives in cold
blood, katalahum sabran (Ibn Abi '1-HadTd, ix, 321).
Nevertheless ShT'f attacks on al-Zubayr are moderate
in comparison with those on Talha, cA5isha, Abu Bakr,
c
Umar and others, and favourable points are mentioned. Thus it is said that, in the events which led
to the election of Abu Bakr as the first caliph, alZubayr supported CA1I, together with the Banu Hashim
and the bulk of al-Ansar. In addition, the descriptions
of the Battle of the Camel assert that al-Zubayr, despite the provocations of his son cAbd Allah, did not
take part in the fighting after his meeting with cAlf.
It seems that the real reason for al-Zubayr's conduct
in this battle derives from his disappointment in dropping behind Talha in claims for the caliphate when
c 3
A isha inclined to appoint Talha and al-Zubayr
estimated that he did not have any chance to be
elected caliph, even if his side won. It was thus best
to leave.
The SunnI reaction in support of al-Zubayr and
other sahdba takes many forms. The most prevailing
includes the enumeration of their virtues, mandkib,
and the harmonisation between Muhammad's promise
of Paradise to al-cashara al-mubashshara and the hadith
assuring Muslims who fought Muslims with Hell (Ibn
'Asakir, xviii, 382-404; Ibn Hadjar al-Haytaml, alSawd'ik al-muhrika, 151-74). Al-Zubayr and his partners are considered as muajtahidun (those who strove
to interpret what God wanted and what was better
for Islam and the Muslims). The leaders of both camps
fought bona fide and not for worldly gain, therefore,
God will reward them in Paradise according to the
Prophet's utterance "Whoever does iajtihdd but errs
will be rewarded; whoever does iajtihdd and hits the
mark, will be rewarded twice" (Abu Nucaym al-IsfahanT,
K. al-Imdma wa 'l-radd cald 'l-rdfida, ed. 'All al-Fakfhf,
Medina 1994, 362-81; Ibn Hadjar al-Haytami, Tathlr
al-ajandn, Cairo 1965, 6). In order to point out alZubayr's abstemiousness and piety, it is reported that
he had 1,000 slaves who had to pay to him a cer-

tain tribute, danba or kharaaj; he always gave this tribute to the poor for the sake of God; and he ceased
to draw his allowance from the diwdn after cUmar's
murder (Ibn cAsakir, xviii, 339, 343, 396-7, 399, 403).
Al-Zubayr, Talha and 'All are said to have secretly
encouraged the agitation against c Uthman, each for
his own reasons, but when they felt they had lost
control over events, they tried to prevent the caliph's
murder, and sent their children to protect him. After
'Uthman's murder and the proclamation of CA1T as
caliph, al-Zubayr and Talha collaborated with cAJisha
against CA1I and declared that 'Uthman had been
killed unjustly and that the new caliph was responsible for his death. They arrived in al-Basra, recruited
an army and forced cAlf to fight them. The decisive
Battle of the Camel took place near al-Basra in
Djumada I 36/November 656. Al-Zubayr was killed
and was probably buried in Wad! al-Sibac, known
now as Baldat al-Zubayr, in the vicinity of al-Basra.
He is variously reported to have died aged 64, 57
or 54.
After the hiajra, al-Zubayr had become one of the
wealthiest Companions. He owned a large number of
properties, including some large estates, such as
al-Ghaba in the vicinity of Medina, al-Salfla in alRabadha; ddr al-^ubayr and masd^id al-^ubayr in suk
warddn of al-Fustat; and estates in Alexandria and
Kufa. Some were grants of land in Arabia from the
Prophet, others were granted by 'Uthman b. cAflan,
especially in Trak. His estate (ddr) in the quarter of
Banu Sulaym in al-Basra was vast and included markets and stores (al-YackubI, Mushdkalat al-nds li-zamdnihim, ed. W. Millward, Beirut 1962, 13-4). In order
to give an example of his fortune, it was reported
that he sold one of his dur for 600,000 dirhams
(al-Dhahabi, Siyar, i, 57).
One of his wives was Asma5 [q.v.], the daughter of
Abu Bakr and elder half-sister of cA'isha, who was
known by her nickname Dhdt al-nitdkayn ("she of the
two girdles").
In the chapters on the virtues (fadd'il) of the
Companions, most hadith collections dedicate a
section to the merits (mandkib and even fadd'il) of alZubayr (al-Bukharf and al-Tirmidhf, bdb mandkib al%ubayr, Muslim and Ibn Madja, bdb fadd'il al-Zubayr].
It is said that al-Zubayr and cAbd al-Rahman b. cAwf
obtained special permission to wear silk since they
suffered from lice or scabies (Musnad Ahmad, iii, 122,
127, 180, 192, 255; al-Bukhan, Sahih, k. al-djihdd, vi,
100-1; Muslim, Sahih, k. al-libds, bdb lubs al-hanr li
'l-raa^ul).
The hadith corpus includes a very small number of
traditions attributed to Muhammad and cited by
al-Zubayr. In addition to the "six canonical collections" (al-kutub al-sitta al-sihdh), traditions of al-Zubayr
appear in many other collections, such as the Musnad
of Ahmad b. Hanbal; Ahmad b. cAmr al-Bazzar,
al-Bahr al-zakhkhdr, Abu Yacla al-Mawsill, al-Musnad;
c
Abd al-Razzak al-SancanI, al-Musannaf, cAlr b. Abi
Bakr al-Haythaml, Maajma' al-zawd^d; and al-Tabaranl,
al-Mufajam al-kabir. The Zubayn traditionists have an
explanation attributed to al-Zubayr himself, who
declared that he was afraid to relate something wrong,
to ascribe it to the Prophet, and then to be punished
in Hell, according to the hadith: man kdla calayya ma
lam akul yatabawwa* makcadahu min al-ndr (Ibn cAsakir,
xviii, 332-5).
Al-Muscab al-Zubayn (d. 236/851), a descendant
of al-Zubayr, gives the names of ten of his sons in
addition to several daughters. The best known are
c
Abd Allah [q.v.], the first child born in the Muslim
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a prominent member of the illustrious Zubayn famcommunity in Medina, c Urwa [q.v.], Hamza, and
ily. When he died at Mecca in Dhu 'l-Kacda 256/
Mus'ab [q.v.]. Another descendant, al-Zubayr b. Bakkar
October 870, he had been kadi of the Holy City for
(d. 256/870), dedicates the extant part of his D^amharat
the previous one and a half decades. His grandfather
nasab Kuraysh wa-akhbdrihd to al-Zubayr's offspring. Alwas a close associate of the caliph al-Mahdl and was
Zubayr is said to have given his sons the names of
appointed governor of Medina by Harun al-Rashld,
martyrs, shuhadd', hoping that they would die in the
and his father also was for some time governor of
service of Islam.
Medina; but al-Zubayr chose the life of a scholar.
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(S. LEDER)
ZUBDA (A.), derived from the root z-b-d with the
basic meaning "foam(ing)", refers primarily to "cream
(of milk), (fresh) butter", secondarily to "best part(s),
essence, selection". In this transferred meaning it
became a p o p u l a r l e a d i n g word of book titles,
indicating that the work in question either encompasses the most important facts of its subject-matter
(as e.g. in %ubdat al-baydn fi tadbir amrdd al-insdn "The
essential information about the treatment of the diseases of man"; cf. Brockelmann, S II, 1031) or that
it is an abridged version of some lengthier treatise (as
e.g. with ^ubdat al-asfdr shark Mukhtasar al-Mandr "The
essence of the books, Commentary upon M.M."; cf.
Brockelmann, S II, 90). Occasionally the primary
meaning of zubda is played upon, as e.g. in %ubdat
al-halab f i ta'nkh Halab "The cream of the fresh milk;
about the history of Aleppo" (Brockelmann, I, 332).
Less often than zubda, its plural form zubad is used
in the same way. The popularity of zubda and zubad
in book titles is documented by 71 titles starting with
zubda (63) or zubad (8) listed in the register of
Brockelmann, S III, 1165.
(A.A. AMBROS)
ZUDJADJ, ZADJADJ and ZIDJADJ (A., sing, zuajdaja),
glass, syn. kawdrir "glass vessels, pieces of glass"; Pers.
dbgina or shisha. It is mentioned in the Kur'an (XXIV,
35) with the meaning of "glass container functioning
as a lamp".
Glassmaking is often included in scientific works on
mineralogy as a particular type of stone (see e.g. alBfrunT, K. al-Dj.amdhir f i ma'rifat al-ajawdhir, Islamabad
1989, 191-3). In literary accounts, glass vessels and
centres of glass production throughout the Islamic
world are sometimes referred to, although they are
invariably of generic nature. For example, Fustat, Sur,
Antakiya, al-Khalfl, Halab, Dimashk, Baghdad, Kadisiyya, al-Basra, Isfahan, Shfraz and Istanbul are all
mentioned as glassmaking centres at various times (a
survey is in Lamm 1929-30, 484-508).
Glass had been manufactured in the areas conquered by the Muslim armies for centuries, especially
in Egypt and along the eastern Mediterranean coast.
The "invention" of glass blowing in the 1st century B.C.
had transformed this medium from an expensive,
time-consuming product into an affordable, multipurpose one. The chemistry, technology, and manipulation of glass remained unchanged in the transitional
period from late Antiquity to early Islam—glassmaking being a rather traditional craft that evolved
with small but steady steps in the mediaeval period.
Glassmakers in the Islamic world continued to
exploit artistically the wide range of available techniques of glass working, improving upon many, partially neglecting some, and reviving others. Most
utilitarian objects were inflated on the blowpipe, shaped
with different tools on the pontil (a solid iron rod
attached to the base of the vessel after the blowpipe
was cut off) and left undecorated. A large number
of vessels were further manipulated with decorative
effects in the so-called hot-worked technique. Designs
were created applying glass trails, roundels, and
splotches on the walls; patterns were impressed blow-

ing the object directly in a decorated mould or making use of a tong-like tool that pressed both sides of
an open-shaped vessel. The most sophisticated hotworked objects present white trails applied in a spiral motion around the walls of a dark-coloured vessel,
which are then incorporated in the surface with a
rolling action against a smooth stone slab or marver,
and patterned in festooned motifs with a pointed tool.
This type of glass is often described as "marvered"
or, better, "with marvered trails".
Cold-cut glass (glass that was abraded, incised, or
cut away with hard-stone tools, rotating wheels, or
drills in the lapidary technique after the vessel was
shaped and left to harden and cool) was inspired by
Roman and especially Sasanid models, reaching new
heights in the 4th-5th/1 Oth-11 th centuries.
The glass surface was often painted with a brush
or a stylus and fired again to fix the pigments onto
the surface. Early on, in the 2nd-3rd/8th-9th centuries, stained glass (usually known as "lustre-painted"),
probably of pre-Islamic Egyptian origin, became popular in both Egypt and Syria. A lustrous film stained
the glass surface permanently in various tones of yellow, brown, orange and red (sometimes combined)
through a chemical reaction during the second firing.
Difficult skills were required to control the temperature in the kiln to achieve the desired results without spoiling the shape of the re-heated vessel, skills
that were perfected in the period of manufacture of
enameled and gilded glass in the same areas in the
7th-8th/ 13th- 14th centuries. Enamelled glass made
under the Ayyubids and the Mamluks is the best known
type of Islamic glass, thanks to its extraordinary
polychrome appearance, the good condition of many
objects, which were prized and collected through the
centuries, and its technical accomplishment. Enamels,
which are made of lead-rich glass pulverised and
applied to the glass surface with a brush and an oily
medium, and heavy gilding allowed the creation of
painterly surfaces, including figural and vegetal motifs
as well as calligraphic inscriptions. The texts, which
often include the name of a sultan or an amir, are
extremely useful to establish the chronology of this
extraordinary type of Islamic glass.
A clear art-historical development of shapes and
decoration of Islamic glass is far from being entirely
understood, notwithstanding the large number of extant
objects and fragments. Even when it is obviously
accomplished and expensive-—and therefore made for
wealthy clients—does glass only in rare instances
include useful inscriptions, either moulded, incised or
painted, that reveal the name of a patron or an artist,
let alone a date. Glass was a commercial and artistic commodity across the entire Eurasian continent,
shipped via land along the Silk Route and via sea
on the Indian Ocean and the Mediterranean; consequently, excavated objects or vessels with a hearsay
provenance were not necessarily created in the immediate vicinity. In addition, glass was traded also in
the form of cullet, either as broken vessels or raw
lumps, for re-melting. This simplified technology
allowed fuel to be saved, but it inevitably makes the
interpretation of chemical and elemental analyses a
difficult task. Such lack of direct and indirect information, combined with scant and elusive original literary sources, has prevented scholars of Islamic art
and of the history of glassmaking from grasping this
subject thoroughly.
Carl Johan Lamm's seminal work (Lamm 1929-30,
followed by the more focused Lamm 1935 and 1941)
represents the only attempt to present a general study
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of Islamic glass thus far. The field has progressed
slowly but steadily, and interest in Islamic glass has
become particularly strong in the past twenty-five
years. Earlier works that stimulated the recent interest in the field and are still looked upon as significant contributions—either as art-historical essays or
archaeological reports—are Schmoranz 1898; Wiet
1912; Lamm 1928; Riis-Poulsen 1957; and Smith
1957, in addition to several articles that appeared in
the Journal of Glass Studies since its first issue in 1959
(for example, Oliver 1961; Finder-Wilson-Scanlon
1973; Bass 1984; Whitehouse 1993) and those in the
Annales of the congresses of the Association Internationale
pour I'Histoire du Verre since 1958.
Although time is not yet mature for a manual of
Islamic glass, its general development is clear within
the context of Islamic art and of mediaeval glassmaking. During the first two centuries after the advent
of Islam, shapes, colours and decoration changed little from the long-established traditions of blown and
hot-worked glass in the former Roman-Byzantine
provinces. Bottles and perfume containers with whimsical trailed and applied decoration—among them the
so-called cage flasks in the shape of quadrupeds carrying a small bottle—and moulded ribbed bowls are
the most representative objects from this period. In
the formerly Sasanid area, the tradition of cold glass
cutting, especially overall facets to create honeycomb
patterns, probably continued during this early period,
although the chronology is unclear because the majority of the extant objects show later, 3rd-4th/9th-10thcentury, shapes. Relief-cut glass represents one of the
best artistic achievements of the early Islamic period,
the undisputed extant masterpiece being the so-called
Corning Ewer in cameo glass (the decoration was
achieved by partially cutting away the layer of green
glass that covered the clear glass vessel; see Whitehouse
1993). Ultimately belonging to the Iranian tradition
of glass cutting, this ewer is also symbolic of the transfer of techniques across the Islamic world, its shape
being clearly related to Fatimid rock-crystal objects
[see BILLAWR]. As a general statement, it can be said
that a taste for colourful, textured and complex surfaces is predominant in the former Roman regions
(stained- or lustre-painted glass provides a good example). Colourful millefiori ("thousand flowers") tiles and
small vessels revived this Roman tradition in the heart
of the 'Abbasid caliphate in the 3rd/9th century.
"Scratched" or finely incised coloured objects with a
wealth of geometric and vegetal motifs, probably created in the same cAbbasid area, were so prized that
they found their way to tombs in China (An 1991).
Clear, colourless glass presenting restrained, stylised
motifs belongs instead to the eastern Islamic world,
with the Mesopotamian area functioning as a sort of
meeting point of the two traditions. This statement,
with its many exceptions, holds true also throughout
the history of mediaeval Islamic glass.
That tradition played an important part in Islamic
glass production is confirmed by the continuous use
of many techniques throughout the mediaeval period,
although shapes and details in the decoration are helpful to better understand their chronology. Functional
undecorated objects (among them inkwells, alembics
and scientific tools), and vessels presenting applied
trails, moulded patterns, impressed motifs, marvered
threads and combinations thereof, ranging from the
3rd/9th up to the 7th/13th centuries, form the bulk
of glass from the Islamic lands in museums and collections worldwide, although it is not possible to select
outstanding examples in the brief space assigned to
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this entry. About sixty circular medallions with figural motifs and, sometimes, inscriptions originally set
into windows of 6th/12th-century Ghaznawid and
Ghurid palaces in what is now Afghanistan, however,
deserve to be mentioned as a group that has recently
come to scholarly attention, which also highlights the
role of glass in architectural decoration (Field-Prostov
1942; Carboni 2001, cat. no. 73).
Enamelled and gilded glass probably originated in
the Syrian region in the 6th/12th century. It was
sought after by affluent merchants and rich members
of the community, and also became a popular article of trade in all directions. Under the Mamluks,
not only large mosque lamps but also a profusion of
secular objects include the names of sultans and amirs.
This is the only extant group of Islamic glass objects
that provides evidence of a fervent royal and courtly
sponsorship for this medium. Economic and political
decline and the challenge of European trade and
industry in the 9th/15th century weakened also the
manufacture of enamelled glass in the Mamluk lands.
This decline in glass production, which was preceded
by a similar situation in the eastern Islamic area,
marks a two-century gap in our knowledge of Islamic
glass, corresponding to the Timurid and early Safawid
periods in Persia and the early Ottoman era in the
former Mamluk regions. The industry must have
almost died out, although we know, for example, that
glass was made in Istanbul in the 10th/16th century
(Rogers 1983), until Venetian, then Bohemian, English
and Dutch glass invaded the market and indirectly
encouraged local production. Virtually nothing is known
of Ottoman glass, but a little more about functional
vessels made in Isfahan and ShTraz under the late
Safawid, Zand, and Kadjar dynasties (Charleston 1974;
Diba 1983; Charleston 1989). Glass manufactured
in the Mughal territories, instead, can be regarded
as the only attempt to create artistically-motivated
products (Dikshit 1969; Markel 1991; Carboni 2001,
cat. nos. 104-6). Today, active but small glass factories
creating vividly coloured bubbly glass, principally made
with recycled cullet, can be visited throughout the
Islamic world, in particular in Cairo and Damascus
(see Henein 1974).
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(S. CARBONI)
ZUHAK, a h i s t o r i c i s e d m y t h o l o g i c a l t y r a n t
of demonic nature who belonged to the Pfshdadiyan
dynasty of Persian legendary history. (The form Zuhak,
if it exists at all, must be a mispronunciation of PersoArabic Dahhak, itself a re-interpretation of Middle
Persian Dahak, Avestan Azhi dahaka-, probably "snakeman"; cf. Vedic azi- "snake".)
According to Iranian tradition, recorded in Middle
Persian, Persian and Arabic sources, Dahhak, also
called Blwarasp "possessor of a thousand horses", and
a descendant of early Iranian world-kings, was the
son of a king of the Arabs. Seduced by Satan
(Ahnman) he murdered his father, usurped his kingdom and attacked Djamshfd, the Iranian legendary
king who had haughtily claimed divinity and therefore had lost the glory (farrah) bestowed by God on
legitimate kings, seized him, had him sawed in half,
captured his domain and reigned for a thousand years.
His rule was characterised by severe oppression and
bloodshed. Under him, drought caused famine and
extreme hardship. Through Satan's machinations, two
snakes grew on his shoulders. Following Satan's advice,
he fed them daily with the brains of two youths to
quell the torment they caused. A smith by the name
of Kawa (Kabf, in most Arabic sources) who had lost
all but one of his sons to Dahhak's royal kitchen,
made a banner of his leather apron and called upon
people to rise against the tyrant. Fandun, a young
man of royal lineage, who had been brought up in
secret for fear of Dahhak, was sought out to head
the rebellious force. He invaded the tyrant's palace,
subdued him with his bull-headed mace, freed the
two beauties from Djamshfd's harem whom Dahhak
had abducted, put him in chains and sequestered him
in Mount Damawand where he will remain fettered
until the restoration of the world by Soshyant, the
saviour.
Azhi dahaka- (Pers. Azhdaha arabicised as Azdahak;
see e.g. al-Taban, i, 201), the avatar of Dahhak,
appears in the Avesta as a three-headed monster with
three mouths and one thousand eyes. In Rigvedic traditions, azi- "snake" refers to monsters which block
the passage of heavenly waters. In Middle Persian,
azhdahdg assumes the meaning of monstrous dragons,
of which the prime example is the one which is
defeated and chained by Fandun. Rustam, the greatest warrior of Iranian legends, is said to be on his
mother's side a descendant of Dahhak. This is supported by a tradition found in the Muajmal al-tawdnkh,
ed. Bahar, 25, which places the origin of Dahhak in
the east. It seems that later on, his birth place was
transferred to the deserts in the west, and in some
sources, in Yaman. According to Ibn al-Balkhf (Fdrsndma, ed. R. Nicholson, 11), his mother was the daughter of Djamshfd. He is one of the chief figures in the
Kush-ndma, an 11th-century Persian epic in verse. Some
Arabs claimed him as theirs; Abu Nuwas boasts in a
line quoted by al-Taban, i, 201, of Dahhak's belonging to the Arab race. In a line of Abu Tammam
cited by al-Thacalibf (Ghurar, 35), he is mentioned as
the foremost embodiment of violence and cruelty.
Bibliography: The amplest accounts of Dahhak
are found in Tabarl, i, 205-10, tr. W. Brinner, 1-7;
Mas'udf, Muruaj, ed. Pellat, i, § 537; Bundahishn,
TD2, 108, 209, 211, 228-9, 239, tr. T.D. Anklesaria,
Bombay 1908, 137, 255, 269, 271, 273, 281, 293,
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in folklore and in Armenian, see Dj. KhaleghiMotlagh, M. Omidsalar and J. Russell, in ibid.,
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(E. YARSHATER)
ZUHAL, the p l a n e t S a t u r n . The name Zjihal
(diptote) is said to be connected with the Arabic root
Z-h-l meaning "to withdraw or become distant"; according to various lexicons (e.g. LA, TA), the planet takes
its name from the fact that it is "far removed, in the
seventh heaven". This etymology clearly postdates the
knowledge among Arabic writers of Greek cosmology, for whom Saturn is the farthermost planet in
the cosmos; it would have made little sense within
the context of the limited astronomy of the pre-Islamic
Arabs. According to the Muhlt al-muhlt, zuhal was used
as a metaphor for exaltedness (culuww) as well as for
being far removed; e.g., the poet al-Mutanabbl compared his patron Sayf al-Dawla's exalted state with
that of zuhal. Another name for Saturn found in texts
from Spain and the Maghrib is al-Mukdtil "the warlike", just as we have there al-Kdtib "the writer" alongside of the usual name 'Utarid [q.v.] for the planet
Mercury (see AL-NUDJUM and al-Battanf, Opus astronomicum, i, 291). £-h-l does not seem to have cognates referring to Saturn in other ancient languages.
(In contrast, the Akkadian name for Saturn kajamanu
("the steady one") evidently is the source for the
Hebrew kiyun (Amos v. 26) and Persian kqywdn.)
According to ancient and mediaeval astronomy, the
planets (from Greek 7itaxvco|iievot "wanderers") are
those celestial bodies that move with respect to the
fixed stars as seen from the stationary Earth at the
centre of the Universe. Thus in addition to our five
planets observable with the naked eye (Mercury, Venus,
Mars, Jupiter and Saturn), the sun and moon were
considered planets as well. In Arabic, the first five,
which exhibit retrograde motion in the ecliptic, were
called al-kawdkib al-mutahayyira ("the straying [or perplexed] stars") to distinguish them from the planets
in general, which were usually referred to as al-kawdkib
al-sqyydra ("the wandering stars") [see AL-NUDJUM].
Following Ptolemaic cosmology, Islamic astronomers
placed Saturn in the seventh and outermost planetary system of orbs (qflak, sing, falak [q.v.]) between
the orb of the fixed stars and Jupiter's orbs. To bring
about Saturn's observed motions, three solid rotating
orbs were postulated (see Fig. 1): (1) a parecliptic
(mumaththal) orb (centred on the Earth and in the
plane of the ecliptic) whose convex (outer) surface
(muhaddab) was contiguous with the eighth orb of the
fixed stars while its parallel concave (inner) surface
(mukaccar) was contiguous with the convex surface of
Jupiter's parecliptic (motion equal to precessional rate
of fixed stars, I 0 /100 yrs.); (2) an eccentric deferent
(hdmil) for the epicycle nested within the parecliptic
(mean motion in longitude of approx. 0;02°/day;
eccentricity = 3 5 /i 2 parts based on the deferent radius
being 60); and (3) an epicyle (tadwir), embedded within
the deferent, that contained the actual planet (mean
motion in anomaly of approx. 0;57°/day; radius =
6 '/2 parts). These mean motions lead to quite accurate values of 29.4 years for the mean tropical period
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Fig. 1. Ptolemaic configuration (hay3a) for Venus,
Mars, Jupiter and Saturn

and 1.035 years for the synodic ("anomalistic") period.
Saturn's tropical period, the longest of the planets,
led a number of Islamic astronomers to call for a
thirty-year observational programme (see MARSAD and
A. Sayih, Hie observatory in Islam, Ankara 1960, 163-6,
204, 288-9).
Ptolemy's exact values for motion in longitude and
anomaly, given to six sexagesimal places, were slightly
modified in various Islamic ziajs [q.v.]. More drastic
changes may be found in the precessional rate, which
was given a more correct value of l°/66 yrs. at the
time of the caliph al-Ma'mun [q.v] and an even more
accurate rate of I 0 /70 years by the 4th/10th century. As with the other planets, Islamic astronomers
proposed a number of modifications to Saturn's system of orbs to correct several non-uniform motions
introduced by Ptolemy; these were considered violations of the accepted physics of the time, which
required uniform circular motions in the heavens [see
C
ILM AL-HAY'A]. As for latitudinal motions, either above
or below the ecliptic, these were brought about
by inclinations of the deferent and complex motions
of the epicycle (for which see Ragep, Nasir al-Din, i,
188-94).
Saturn's parecliptic outer surface marked the boundary between the planets and the fixed stars, and as
such delimited the minimum possible size for the universe (it being unknown whether the fixed stars were
all on a single orb just beyond Saturn or on multiple orbs at greater distances). Its distance from the
Earth was generally given as approximately 20,000
earth radii (about 80,000,000 miles), which is of course
considerably smaller than the current figure. Saturn's
boundary with Jupiter was about 14,200 earth radii
from the Earth, so the "thickness" (thikhan) of Saturn's
parecliptic (equivalent to the distance occupied by its
system of orbs) was 5,800 earth radii. Saturn itself,
based on rather dubious observational data, was taken
to be about 77 times the volume of the Earth.
^uhal in a s t r o l o g y [see MINTAKAT AL-BURUDJ and
NUDJUM (AHKAM AL-)].
According to a Sasanid astrological theory, adopted
by several early Islamic astrologers, Saturn-Jupiter conjunctions indicated important religious and political
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changes and thus provided the basis for an astrological world history [see KIRAN]. Saturn is the lord of
Saturday. Its two domiciles (baytan1} are Capricorn
(day-house) and Aquarius (night-house); it is also the
day-ruler of the third triplicity (muthallatha), consisting of Gemini, Libra and Aquarius, the night-ruler
of which is Mercury. It is also the companion (shank)
of the ruler of the first muthallatha (Aries, Leo and
Sagittarius). Its exaltation (sharaf) is in the 21st degree
of Libra (20th, according to some Indian and Roman
sources), and its fall (hubut) is in the 21st degree of
Aries. Saturn's nature is cold, dry and male, and it
is characterised as black, malefic and generally of bad
omen. It is called "the greater star of misfortune" (alnahs al-akbar), Mars being the lesser. They are contrasted with the two planets of good fortune, namely
Jupiter and Venus [see SA'D WA-NAHS; AL-SA'DAN'].
In a l c h e m y , zuhal means lead.
Bibliography: In addition to references given in
the article, see Bfruni, K. al-Tafhim li-awa'il sind'at
al-tand^im, tr. R.R. Wright, London 1934 (Persian
text, ed. Djalal al-Dm Huma5!, Tehran 1362
H.sh.l 1983-4); E.S. Kennedy, A survey of Islamic astronomical tables^ in Trans, of the American Philosophical
Society, n.s., xlvi/2 (1956), 121-77; Ptolemy's Almagest,
tr. and annot. GJ. Toomer, New York 1984;
FJ. Ragep, Nasir al-Dm al-Tusi's Memoir on astronomy
(al-Tadhkira f i cilm al-hafa), New York 1993;
G. Saliba, Arabic planetary theories after the eleventh century AD, in Encycl. of the history of Arabic science, i,
London-New York 1996, 58-127; Abu Ma'shar, The
abbreviation of the introduction to astrology, ed. and tr.
C. Burnett, K. Yamamoto and M. Yano, Leiden
1994; idem, On historical astrology. The book of religions
and dynasties (on the great conjunctions], ed. and tr.
Yamamoto and Burnett, Leiden 2000.
(W. HARTNER-[FJ. RAGEP])
ZUHARA, the p l a n e t V e n u s . The Arabic name
is derived from the root z-h-r meaning "to shine, be
radiant", appropriate for the brightest planet whose
magnitude can reach -4.4; perhaps in consequence of
this, it was sometimes referred to as the white planet
(LA), ^-h-r does not seem to have cognates referring
to Venus in other ancient languages. Its Persian name
is (A)ndhid.
From Antiquity it was well known that the "morning" and "evening" stars were in fact the same planet,
and that this planet, Venus, stayed fairly close (within
48°) to the sun. According to ancient and mediaeval
astronomy, the planets are those celestial bodies that
move with respect to the fixed stars as seen from the
stationary Earth at the centre of the Universe [see
on these planetary conceptions, ZUHAL].
Following Ptolemaic cosmology, Islamic astronomers
placed Venus in the third planetary system of orbs
(afldk, sing, falak [q.v.]) between those of Mercury and
the sun. To bring about Venus's observed motions,
three solid rotating orbs were postulated (see Fig. 1):
(1) a parecliptic (mumaththal) orb (centred on the Earth
and in the plane of the ecliptic) whose convex (outer)
surface (muhaddab) was contiguous with the concave
surface of the sun's parecliptic while its parallel concave (inner) surface (mukaccar) was contiguous with the
convex surface of Mercury's parecliptic (motion equal
to precessional rate of fixed stars, I 0 /100 yrs.); (2) an
eccentric deferent (hdmil) for the epicycle nested within the parecliptic (mean motion in longitude equal
to the sun's mean motion of centre, i.e. approx.
0;59°/day; eccentricity = 1 V 4 parts based on the
deferent radius being 60); and (3) an epicycle (tadwir),
embedded within the deferent, that contained the

actual planet (mean motion in anomaly of approx.
0;37°/day; radius = 43 '/ 6 parts). These mean motions
lead to quite accurate values of one tropical year for
the mean tropical period and 584 days for the synodic ("anomalistic") period.
Ptolemy's exact values for motion in longitude and
anomaly, given to six sexagesimal places, were slightly
modified in various Islamic ZIQJS [q.v.]. As with the
other planets, Islamic astronomers proposed a number of modifications to Venus's system of orbs to
correct several non-uniform motions introduced by
Ptolemy; these were considered violations of the
accepted physics of the time, which required uniform
circular motions in the heavens [see CILM AL-HAY'A].
For precession and latitude, see ZUHAL.
According to Ptolemy, the nearest distance to Venus,
which is the same as Mercury's farthest distance, was
166 earth radii (approx. 664,000 miles); this is the
distance from the Earth to the concave surface of
Venus's parecliptic. Its farthest distance was 1160 earth
radii (approx. 4,640,000 miles), which was the same
as the Earth's nearest distance to the sun. Thus the
"thickness" (thikhan) of Venus's parecliptic (equivalent
to the distance occupied by its system of orbs) was
994 earth radii. These numbers, of course, depend
on being able to fit the two inner planets (Venus and
Mercury) between the moon and sun; as such, there
were attempts to observe Venus transiting the sun,
where it would thereby appear as a spot. Such observations, which were reported by a number of
astronomers, would help establish that Venus was
below the sun, though not definitively since it might
go around the sun in its epicycle. At least one
astronomer, Mu'ayyad al-Dm al-cUrdf (d. 666/1266),
entertained the notion that Venus might be above the
sun (see B.R. Goldstein, Some medieval reports of Venus
and Mercury transits, in Centaurus, xiv [1969], 49-59;
idem and N.M. Swerdlow, Planetary distances and sizes
in an anonymous Arabic treatise preserved in Bodleian Ms.
Marsh 621, in Centaurus, xv [1970], 135-70; cf. Ragep,
Nasir al-Dm, 391, 517-24). The usual volume for Venus
in Islamic astronomical texts was Vse of the Earth's
volume (Ptolemy has V^; see Ragep, op. cit., 523).
%uhara in astrology [see MINTAKAT AL-BURUDJ;
NUDJUM (AHKAM AL-)].
Venus is the lord of Friday. Its two domiciles (baytari)
are Libra (day-house) and Taurus (night-house). It is
the day-ruler of the second triplicity (muthallatha), consisting of Taurus, Virgo and Capricorn, the nightruler of which is the moon, as well as day-ruler of
the fourth triplicity, consisting of Cancer, Scorpio and
Pisces, whose night-ruler is Mars. Its exaltation (sharaf)
is in the 27th degree of Pisces and its fall (hubut) in
the 27th degree of Virgo. Venus's nature is cold and
moist (phlegmatic) and female, and it is characterised
as white, benefic and generally of good omen. It is
called "the lesser star of good fortune" (al-sacd alasghar), Jupiter being the greater, contrasted with the
two planets of misfortune, namely Saturn and Mars
[see SACD WA-NAHS; AL-SA'DAN'].
In alchemy, Ankara means copper.
Bibliography: In addition to references given
in the article, see the Bibl. for ZUHAL.
(W. HARTNER-[FJ. RAGEP])
ZUHAYR B. ABI SULMA RABI'A b. Riyah alMuzanl, r e n o w n e d poet of the pre-Islamic era,
who, in the judgement of ancient critics, competed
for first place with Imru' al-Kays and al-Nabigha
al-Dhubyanf [q.w.] (Ibn Sallam, Tabakdtfuhul al-shucard3,
ed. Shakir, 52, 64-5; Aghdm, ix, 146-7, 158; al-Husn,
Zahr al-dddb, ed. Mubarak, 1, 90).

ZUHAYR
His father Rabi c a belonged to the tribe of the
Muzayna [q.v.], a minor tribe residing to the south
of Medina as neighbours of the B. cAbd Allah b.
Ghatafan [q.v.] and of the B. Murra (an offshoot of
the Ghatafan), his maternal uncles. Rabf'a stayed for
some time among the Banu Murra with his mother,
but after a dispute over the distribution of booty following a raid, he returned with her to the Muzayna
(Aghdm, ix, 148). However, he did not remain among
them long, since in the course of a raid against the
Dhubyan, the Muzayna left him behind. He returned
to the Murra, settled among them and married the
sister of the poet Bashama b. al-Ghadfr, who was
thus the maternal uncle of Zuhayr (Aghdm, ix, 157).
Zuhayr was born and grew up among the Ghatafan,
and, according to Ibn Kutayba (al-Shicr wa 'l-shucard3,
ed. Shakir, 137), in none of his poems does he refer
to his Muzayna ancestry.
Zuhayr is classed among the mu'ammarun, those having a remarkably long life, and a well-known verse
of the Mu'allaka (v. 47) refers to his already advanced
years; in another poem, which incidentally al-AsmacT
does not consider authentic (rhyme, liyd, al-Shantamari, ed. Kabawa no. 17, Tha'lab, ed. Dar al-Kutub,
283-92; cf. al-cAym, al-Makdsid al-nahwiyya fi shark
shawdhid shuruh al-alfiyya, Bulak 1299, ii, 267-69) and
which tells of dahr and the decay of human things,
Zuhayr mentions the fall of al-Nucman b. al-Mundhir
of al-Hfra [see LAKHMIDS] which took place in 602.
He would thus have been living at the beginning of
the 7th century (R. Jacobi, Studien ^ur Poetih der altarabischen Qaside, Wiesbaden 1971, 8) and, according to
the Aghdm, ix, 148, at 100 years old he is said to
have encountered the Prophet. The Mifallaka was
composed to celebrate the end of the War of Dahis
[q.v. in Suppl] and Ghabra3, between the cAbs and
Dhubyan. This war is said to have lasted 40 years
and to have continued some years after the yawm of
Shicb Djabala [q.v.], which apparently took place
around the year 550 or, according to a more widespread tradition, in the year 570. Thus the poem celebrates the end of this long war and the two chieftains
of the B. Murra who concluded the peace, Harim b.
Sinan and al-Harith b. cAwf.
The Mu'allaka of Zuhayr, unlike other mu'allakdt, is
linked to a specific historical episode, which it evokes:
the personal exploits of an individual of Murra, alHusayn b. Damdam, who, having not accepted the
peace accords between the two clans, killed a member of the cAbs. The two chieftains of Murra took
responsibility for payment of the blood-price, and
peace was finally concluded (Aghdni, ix, 148-50). This
justly famous poem opens with a long nasib which
colourfully describes the departure of the tribe of
Umm Awfa; it then passes abruptly to a paean praising the generosity of the chieftains, which is intermingled with a description of the horrors of war and
the men who wage it, identified directly, without the
intermediary of any comparison, with animals that
need to slake their thirst with water mixed with blood
and to pasture on muddy ground. The poem ends
with a section composed of verses having the form
of a proverb, some of which have probably been
added (see M.C. Bateson, Structural continuity in poetry,
Paris-The Hague 1970, 50; GJ.H. van Gelder, Beyond
the line, Leiden 1982, 59).
The diwdn of Zuhayr has been conserved with two
principal commentaries (besides the commentaries on
the Mucallaka alone; cf. in this context M. Abu Sufa,
al-Kasd'id al-cashr wa-masddir sharhihd, 'Amman 1986):
the commentary of the Andalusian philologist al-Aclam
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al-Shantaman (d. 476/1083) and the commentary of
the Kufan Tha'lab (d. 291/904). The former, which
forms part of the commentary that al-Shantaman composed on the diwdn of six pre-Islamic poets, presents
Zuhayr's diwdn according to the Basran riwdya of alAsmacT, which has been preserved in its entirety, while
citing for certain poems the likewise Basran riwdya of
Abu 'Ubayda, which has been preserved in part only.
This recension contains 20 poems and has been edited
numerous times: by W. Ahlwardt, without commentary, London 1870, by C. Landberg, with al-Shantaman's commentary (Primeurs arabes, ii, Leiden 1889)
and recently by F. Kabawa, Aleppo 1970. This last
edition adds a Dhayl, which contains the poems and
fragments which feature in the collections of Thaclab
and of the Kufan Sacuda3 (tutor of the children of
Muhammad b. Yazdad, vizier of al-Ma'mun, see alSuyutf, Bughya, i, 256, no. 476; al-BaghdadT, Khizanat
al-adab, ed. Harun, v, 452, considers him "weak in
grammar", but nevertheless frequently quotes his commentary). The commentary of Thaclab chiefly presents Zuhayr's diwdn according to the Kufan riwdya
of Abu cAmr al-ShaybanT, but he also collates the
other Kufan recensions (Hammad al-Rawiya and alMufaddal al-Dabbf) and the Basran recensions, cf. K.
Dyroff, Die Geschichte der Uberlieferung des ^uhairdiwans,
Munich 1892, 20, and Nasir al-Dln al-Asad, Masddir
al-shfr al-d^dhili, Cairo 1956, 530-5. This collection
contains 53 poems and fragments and was edited in
1944 by the Dar al-Kutub al-Misriyya, and in 1982
by F. Kabawa. Nasir al-Dm al-Asad, op. cit., 526-42,
and Shawki Dayf, Ta'rikh al-adab al-carabi, al-casr aldj_dhili, Cairo 1960, 305-6, are of the opinion that
only al-Asma c f's recension should be taken as an
authentic basis for an analysis of the poetry of Zuhayr.
Early Arabic criticism attributes to Zuhayr two particular qualities: that of being born into a family of
great poetical talent (Ibn al-AcrabI [</.y.], Aghdm, ix,
158; al-'AbbasI, Ma'ahid al-tansis, i, 110; Ibn Rashlk,
al-cUmda, ii, 306; he was rdwi of Aws b. Hadjar, who
had married Zuhayr's mother after the death of his
father, Ibn Rashlk, i, 88, 99, Dayf, Ta'rikh, 300; his
maternal uncle was the poet Bashama b. al-Ghadir,
Aghdm, ix, 157); and that of having worked very assiduously on the composition of his poems, something
which could have required a great deal of time. Certain
of the poems of Zuhayr are in fact called hawliyydt,
"poems which have been pondered over for a year"
(Ibn Kutayba, Shi'r, 78, 144). Furthermore, Zuhayr
belonged to a line of poets who were in their turn
transmitters (ram) of a preceding poet (Ibn Rashik,
i, 198, 201). Without going so far as to suppose, as
Tana Husayn and others after him have supposed,
that "poetical schools" are involved here (M. Zwettler,
The oral tradition of classical Arabic poetry, Columbus,
Ohio 1978, 86-7; cf. also Dayf, Tctrikh, 306-7), it may
be asserted that the poetry of Zuhayr does appear to
be the fruit of a meticulous apprenticeship. According
to the khabar of a poetical tenson or contest between
Zuhayr and his son Ka'b, transmitted only by Thaclab
and Sa'uda' (Diwdn, ed. Dar al-Kutub, 256-9; Aghdm,
xv, 147-9), Zuhayr is said to have rebuked and even
struck his son for composing poems before completing his education (cf. Blachere, HLA, 336 n. 1).
These affirmations, all of them pointing in the same
direction, are reflected in the judgements of ancient
critics and in their manner of citing the poetry of
Zuhayr. Al-AsmacT, like his master Abu cAmr b. alc
Ala5, did not have a high opinion of the "slaves of
poetry" (abid al-shicr), those poets whose verses are
polished and refined precisely because they have been
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composed without recourse to natural talent (Ibn
Kutayba, Shicr, 144, al-Djahiz, al-Baydn wa }l-tabyin, i,
206, ii, 13, in reference to al-Hutay'a, rdwi and disciple of Zuhayr), and for this reason he did not consider Zuhayr as a fahl, preferring to him al-Nabigha
al-Dhubyam (Fuhulat al-shu'ard*, ed. Torrey, in £DMG,
Ivi [1911], 492; Aghdni, iii, 25).
On the other hand, critics of the classical epoch
not only judged that this toiling over verse was a positive aspect of this poetry, but they were also often
aware that this concern with form went beyond the
mark of the verse taken in isolation. The expression
Id yu'dgilu fl/bayn al-kaldm/bayn al-kawdfl/al-kalimatayn,
whereby c Umar b. al-Khattab defined the poetry of
Zuhayr (Ibn Kutayba, Shfr, 137-8; Aghdni, ix, 148;
Ibn Sallam, Tabakdt, 63), is thus explained in the
Risdla al-Mudiha of al-Hatimi (d. 388/998), ed. Nadjm,
91, as avoiding pairing words that are not of the
same genus. Al-cAskarf (K. al-Sindcatayn, 169) in the
chapter dealing with su3 al-nagm, gives a similar explanation, and adds that this defect, from which the
greatest of the ancient poets were not exempt, is not
to be found in the poetry of Zuhayr. At 107-8, this
same critic cites an example of madih, drawn from
the Mucallaka, in which the theme is developed over
several verses, according to logical transitions which
al-cAskan does not fail to point out. It often happens
that images or a wasf are deployed over several verses
which, while retaining their formal autonomy, are
dependent one upon the other; Zuhayr is above all
a skilled engraver, who represents both his poetical
themes and his ideas by means of images which have,
in every detail, a visual force.
Al-cAskarf also mentions other verses which are well
constructed and well balanced (Sindcatayn, 367, 401;
Ibn Rashfk, al-cUmda, i, 333) and he underlines, several times, the formal means whereby Zuhayr surmounts the difficulties of the end of the verse and of
rhyme (Sind'atqyn, 466, 468-69; Ibn Rashik, al-cUmda,
ii, 3) and all the critics acknowledge in him the qualities of "weightiness" and of "solidity" (Ibn Sallam,
Tabakdt, 64; Ibn Kutayba, Shfr, 144). Al-Marzukl (Shark
Diwdn al-Hamdsa, 9) interprets the ancient judgement
of the poetry of Zuhayr attributed to cUmar b. alKhattab ("he praised people only for the qualities that
they have", Ibn Sallam, Tabakdt, 63) not in the moral
sense but in the poetical sense of a successful description (isdbat al-wasf).
Among poetic genres, madih is the most frequently
represented (11 poems out of the 20 most positively
authentic), honouring in particular the chieftains of
Ghatafan, and this corresponds to the expressions used
by tradition in defining Zuhayr as amdah al-kawm (Ibn
Kutayba, Shi'r, 144) or indeed in saying that Zuhayr
was ash'ar al-nds. . . idhd raghiba (judgment attributed
to the grammarian Yunus b. Habfb, d. 182/798, in
Aghdni, viii, 77; al-cAskan, Sindcatayn, 29; Ibn Rashrk,
al-cUmda, i, 95), while recognising that he was not in
thrall to the lure of gain (ibid., i, 81). Numerous traditions refer to the praises addressed by Zuhayr to
Harim b. Sinan as a monument aere perennius, while
the gifts that Zuhayr received from him had been
eroded by time (Aghdni, ix, 146); Kudama b. Dja'far,
Nakd al-shicr, ed. Bonebakker, 33-4, cites long passages
from the madd'ih of Zuhayr, to serve as an "example".
Less numerous are the hidj_d3 poems. Ibn Rashrk,
al-cUmda, ii, 66, 171, considered that in this poetical
genre Zuhayr had proved himself a stylist both caustic and pure; cf. van Gelder, The bad and the ugly,
Leiden 1988, 16. Other poems relate to personal
affairs, such as his repudiation of his first wife, Umm

Awfa (Diwdn, al-Shantaman, no. 16; Thaclab, ed. Dar
al-Kutub, 342; according to al-YazIdl, Amdli, 133,
Muhammad b. Habfb considered these verses apocryphal), who was jealous of his second wife, the mother
of Zuhayr's sons Kacb, Budjayr and Salim. The lastnamed died young, and Zuhayr composed a ntha? for
him (not transmitted by al-Shantaman; Aghdm, ix, 157;
Diwdn, Tha'lab, ed. Dar al-Kutub, 340-1). Four poems
deal with the theft of camels belonging to Zuhayr,
and the abduction of their herdsman by a member
of the Banu Asad who, as a result of some menacing verses on the part of the poet, decided to send
the slave back to him (Diwdn, Tha'lab, ed. Dar alKutub, 164-83, 300-12; al-Shantaman, nos. 5-8; cf.
al-Baghdadf, Khizdna, v, 453-58; according to alAsmacr, the first of these poems was the finest kdjiyya
in the Arabic language).
Bibliography. There hardly exists a poetical study
that does not mention the poetry of Zuhayr. In
addition to sources given in the article, see Wahhabf,
Marddji' tarddj_im al-udabd}, iii, 139-46; Fu'ad alBustam, Zuhayr b. Abi Sulmd, Beirut 1929; G.E. von
Grunebaum, PreTslamic poetry, in MW, xxxii (1942),
147-53; A.J. Arberry, The Seven Odes, the first chapter
in Arabic literature, London 1957, 90-118; MJ. Kister,
The Seven Odes, in RSO, xliv (1969), 27-36; A. ElTayib, ch. Pre-Islamic poetry, in Camb. hist, of Arabic
lit. Arabic literature to the end of the Umayyad period,
Cambridge 1983, 68-70; E. Wagner, Grundziige der
klassischen arabischen Dichtung, i, Darmstadt 1987;
J.E. Montgomery, art. s.n., in J.S. Meisami and
P. Starkey (eds.), Encycl. of Arabic literature, London
and New York 1998, ii, 827; Sezgin, GAS, ii, 11820, ix, 255-6.
(LroiA BETTINI)
ZUHAYR B. DJANAB, a semi-legendary tribal
leader and poet, and the eponym of a tribal group
belonging to the Kalb b. Wabara [q.v.] who flourished in the 6th century A.D. According to some, he
was in command of the whole of the Kudaca [q.v.].
Around the middle of the 6th century, Abraha [q.v]
put Zuhayr in charge of the two brother tribes, Taghlib
b. Wa'il and Bakr b. Wa'il [q.vv]. Zuhayr raided
them after they had rebelled against him, taking captive Kulayb b. Rablca [q.v] and his brother Muhalhil.
At a later stage, Zuhayr and his tribe made up for
their alliance with Mecca's enemy, Abraha, by joining the Hums [q.v]. Moreover, Zuhayr subdued an
attempt by the Ghatafan [q.v.; see also MURRA, at Vol.
VII, 629a] to establish a rival sanctuary northeast of
Mecca. His action is said to have been praised by
the Prophet Muhammad.
Zuhayr is supposed to have committed suicide, when
he was disobeyed, by drinking unmixed wine. Among
his offspring we find Maysun [q.v] who bore for
Mucawiya I his son Yazfd [</.w.]. The prominence of
Ibn al-Kalbf in the reports about Zuhayr demonstrates
the latter's importance in the tribal tradition of the
Kalb, and that of the Kuda'a as a whole, for at least
two centuries into the Islamic era.
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Rome 1914, 319-22; cAdil cAta' Allah al-Furaydjat,
Zuhayr b. Dfandb al-Kalbi: akhbdruhu wa-md tabakkd
min shfrihi, in MMMA (Cairo), xxxviii (1994), 129-82;
Sezgin, GAS, ii, 146; MJ. Kister, Mecca and the tribes
of Arabia, in Studies. . . in honour of David Ayalon, ed.
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ZUHAYR B. HARB, ABU KHAYTHAMA al-Shaybam
5
al-Nasa !, t r a d i t i o n i s t of the early 'Abbasid
p e r i o d . He was born at Nasa in Khurasan in 1607
776-7 but lived mostly in Baghdad, dying there in
Shacban 234/March 849. He was amongst the seven
scholars forwarded by Ishak b. Ibrahim to the caliph
al-Ma5mun for questioning over the createdness or
otherwise of the Kur'an (al-Tabarf, iii, 1116; see also
MIHNA). Regarded as a trustworthy, thika, narrator of
traditions, he was the author of a Kitdb al-cllm (publ.
Damascus 1966).
Bibliography: al-Khatib al-Baghdadf, viii, 4824 no. 4597; Ibn AbT Hatim, al-Dj.arh wa 'l-tacdil,
Haydarabad 1952-3, i/2,' 591; Ibn al-clmad, Shadhardt, ii, 80; Sezgin, GAS, i, 1077.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
ZUHAYR B. KAYS AL-BALAW! (b. ?, d. 76/695),
Arab c o m m a n d e r , stemming from Bali, one of the
Kuda'a [q.v.] tribes, of reputed Yemeni descent. Ibn
Hadjar, Isdba i, 555-6, includes him among the Prophet's
Companions and mentions his role in the conquest
of Egypt, whilst al-Suyutf, Husn al-muhddara, i, 200,
lists him as a Sahdbi but in i, 258 as a Tdbic or Successor, showing that he belonged to the two groups.
He took part in the campaigns against the Maghrib
in the time of cUkba b. NafT [q.v.], one of them
against Surt/Syrte where, after its conquest, Zuhayr
was left, together with c Umar b. CA1T al-Kurashl, at
the head of the army; in another account, he is said
to have been 'Ukba's deputy, at the head of alKayrawan, fighting against the Berber chief Kusayla
[q.v] and defeating him.
Zuhayr also participated in the campaign against
Ayla [q.v] at the side of the governor of Egypt cAbd
al-Rahman b. Djahdam, a partisan of the Zubayrids,
against cAbd al-cAz!z b. Marwan, but ended up by
coming to an agreement with the latter when Ibn
al-Zubayr's influence in Egypt declined and cAbd alc
Azfz was established as amir there. The latter appointed Zuhayr amir of Barka [q.v] and instructed
him to attack the Byzantines. It is related that he
defended himself against cAbd al-cAzfz, who retained
a grudge against him from his anti-Umayyad past in
Egypt and who spoke slightingly of him; Zuhayr vigorously responded that a man like himself, who had
taken part in the collection of the Kur'an, should not
be treated humiliatingly. When a Byzantine force from
Constantinople attacked Barka, he died valiantly with
his 70 companions before the rest of the troops could
come to his aid, in 76/695.
Bibliography: Ibn cAbd al-Hakam, Futuh Misr,
ed. Torrey, 194, 198, 200, 202-3; Kind!,' Wuldt,
ed. Guest, 43-4; Ibn al-Athlr, ed. Beirut, iv, 10910; Ibn Taghribirdi, Nudj.um, i, 178, 216; Suyutl,
Husn al-muhddara, Cairo 1387/1967, i, 200, 258;
Ibn 'Idhan, Bayan, Beirut 1980, i, 32-3; Nasin,
Istiksd3, Cairo 1312/1894, 38-42; Zirikll, Aclam\ iii,
87-8; Kahhala, Mucdj.am kabd'il al-carab, Beirut 1985,
104-7. ' '
'
(R.G. KHOURY)
ZUHAYR, CAM!D AL-DAWLA al-Saklabl [see ALSAKALIBA], r u l e r of A l m e r i a middle 419-late 429/
middle 1028-late 1038, originally a client (mawld] of alMansur Muhammad b. Abf cAmir, the famous hadjib
of al-Andalus at the end of the late 4th/1 Oth century.
During the period of turmoil which followed the
fall of the 'Amirids in 399/1009, a number of Saklabl
leaders left Cordova and managed to set up independent states on the eastern seaboard of Spain.
Prominent among them was Khayran, who ruled
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Almeria (405-19/1014-28) and appointed his brother/
companion (sahib) Zuhayr as his lieutenant in Murcia.
Nominated by Khayran as his successor in Almeria,
Zuhayr ruled an extensive territory extending from
Almeria to Jativa, Baeza and the approaches of Toledo.
He even controlled Cordova itself for some fifteen
months (425/1034).
Zuhayr is credited with building and later extending the great mosque of Almeria and with improving the city's water supplies and fortifications. He is
said to have sought, and complied with, the advice
of thefukahd3. The description of Zuhayr by the author
of the Tibydn as a stupid ignoramus does not accord
with the accounts of Andalusian chroniclers, who
speak highly of Zuhayr's piety, courage, astuteness
and prudence.
Shortly after the accession of the Zlrid amir of
Granada Badis b. Habus (Ramadan 429/June 1038),
the alliance which had existed between Zuhayr and
Habus came to an end as a result of Zuhayr's alliance
with Muhammad b. cAbd Allah al-Birzalf, lord of Carmona and leader of the Zanata [q.v] Berbers, traditional foes of the Sanhadja [q.v] to which the Zirids
belonged. Zuhayr's alliance with the lord of Carmona
was probably motivated by the expansionist policy
of the kddl Muhammad b. cAbbad, ruler of Seville,
who in 426/1035 had installed the pseudo-Umayyad
Hisham in Seville as caliph of al-Andalus. This Zuhayr
and al-Birzalf adamantly refused to accept. According
to the last Zfrid amir of Granada, Zuhayr "on hearing of the death of Habus cast covetous eyes on
Granada. He therefore marched on the city and duly
encamped at a place known as Alpuente (al-Funf)"
(Tibydn, 70, tr. 58). Having decided to open hostilities, Badis laid ambushes in ravines on Zuhayr's route
and pulled down a bridge which the Saklabl had to
cross. On approaching the bridge, Zuhayr was set
upon by Badfs's men. At the very outset, Zuhayr's
Negro detachment, some 500 strong, defected. Zuhayr
himself, however, stood fast and ordered his fellow
Sakaliba to engage the Granadans who, though outnumbered, routed the Sakaliba. "In the space of a
single hour, it fZuhayr's army] was routed with the
loss of all its eunuchs (khisydri). Zuhayr, however, completely vanished and was not to be found either living or dead" (Tibydn, 70, tr. 59).
Almeria was annexed, a month later, by cAbd al£
AzIz b. Abi cAmir of Valencia, who acquired a huge
fortune from the possessions left by "his grandfather's
mawdli" (Dhakhira, i/2, 730).
Bibliography: 1. S o u r c e s . c Abd Allah b.
Buluggm, Tibydn, ed. A. TlbT, Rabat 1995, 70-71,
Eng. tr. Leiden 1986, 58-9; Ahmad b. c Umar alc
Udhn, Tars? al-akhbdr, ed. A. al-Ahwanf, Madrid
1965, 83-4; Ibn Bassam al-Shantarfm, Dhakhira, ed.
I. c Abbas, i/2, Beirut 1975, 656-63; Ibn cldhan,
Baydn, ed. E. Levi-Provencal, iii, Paris 1930, 16871; Ibn al-Khatlb, A'mdl, ed. Levi-Provencal, Beirut
1956, 210-5; idem, Ihdta, ed. M.A. Enan, i, Cairo
1973, 517-20.
2. S t u d i e s . A.M. 'AbbadT, Los esclavos en Espana,
Span. tr. Madrid 1953, 16-17; Dozy, Hist, des musulmanes d'Espagne, Leiden 1932, index; A. Prieto y
Vives, Los Reyes de Taifas, Madrid 1926, 34;
D. Wasserstein, The rise and fall of the Party-Kings,
Princeton 1985, index.
(AMIN TIBI)
ZUHAYR, AL-BAHA' [see BAHA' AL-D!N ZUHAYR].
ZUHD (A.), the m a t e r i a l and s p i r i t u a l asceticism facilitating closer association with the divine.
£uhd constitutes one of the "spiritual virtues" considered not only by the mystics, but also by a large
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number of believers, as essential to religious life in
Islam. As such, it occupies a dominant place in the
biographies of saints of the first centuries of the
Hidjra. The term embraces numerous nuances, divided
between two principal meanings: on the one hand,
"renunciation" in the sense of detachment, of indifference to things of this inferior world; on the other,
"asceticism" in the sense of privation, mortification,
tests imposed on the carnal soul (nafs). The two terms
of Kur'anic origin, cdbid and ndsik, have often been
employed as equivalents of zdhid, although the former (in the plural cubbdd) serves to denote the devotees of God, and the latter, more specifically, the one
who performs sacrifices and performs rites, ^ahidin
(Kur'an, XII, 20), the sole occurrence of the root,
describes the merchants who sold Joseph after finding him in the pit in which his brothers had thrown
him, "attaching no value to him" and therefore not
considering him worth keeping. Their detachment here
takes on a profane sense. To denote a certain form
of spiritual renunciation, the Kur'an uses paraphrases,
as in the verse (LVII, 23): "Do not despair in that
which escapes you and do not exult in that which has
been given to you." Reference could also be made to
III, 14; XV, 8; XVI, 96; XVIII, 7; XX, 131; XXIII,
55, 56; XXVIII, 60, 83; XXXI, 33; XLIII, 33-5.
Literature specifically devoted to renunciation comprises, out of 63 titles listed for the period between
the 2nd/8th and the 10th/16th centuries (27 of which
have survived to this day), 37 works dating from the
2nd/8th and 3rd/9th centuries. Their titles include,
in addition to the word zuhd, which appears 45 times,
one instance of tasawwuf (taken as a synonym of zuhd);
two of bukd3 (weeping) and dhamm al-dunyd (contempt
for this inferior world); four of warac (abstinence through
religious scruple); and, finally, eight occurrences of
raka'ik (actions that elevate man), which would thus
seem to be the closest equivalent, and the singular of
which (raklka] can, as Roger Deladriere has pointed
out, denote the precariousness of the life of ascetics.
On the other hand, the anthology of al-Bayhakf
(d. 458/1065 [q.v.]) throws light on the various nuances
attributed to zuhd in the 4th-5th/9th-10th centuries:
contentment with little (kand'a); isolation ('uzla); the
effacement of self (khumiil); opposition to the lower
soul and to passion (mukhdlafat al-nafs wa 'l-hawd')] the
limitation of hopes (kasr al-amal); the pressure to finish works before the end of life (al-mubddara li }l-camal
kabla buliigh al-adj_al)\ zeal in obedience (al-idjtihad fi }ltdca); safeguarding the status of a servant (muldzamat
al-fubudiyyd)\ scrupulous piety (warac); and vigilant piety
(takwd). Some added poverty (fakr), which denotes
external deprivation as much as the absence of desire
for riches; the latter includes, in a spiritual sense, the
absence of desire for the blessings of the other world.
On the other hand, Sahl al-Tustan (d. 283/896 [q.v.])
draws a clear distinction, on the basis of a prophetic
tradition, between zuhd and takashshuf (mortification of
the flesh).
Expressing an opinion on the subject of renunciation has never been the exclusive preserve of the Sufis.
Declaring that in the Kitdb al-^uhd al-kabir of alBayhakr, it is a traditionist, Abu cAbd Allah al-Hafiz
(d. 412/1021), and not a Sufi who supplies most information concerning the renunciation of ascetics, mystics and gnostics, Deladriere has thrown light upon
the essential role of the huffdz in the elaboration of
this literature. This affinity is confirmed by the fact
that, in Twelver Shf c f circles, zuhd was reckoned
among the qualities required for the transmitter (ram)
of Imam! traditions.

The earliest works, such as those of Ibn al-Mubarak
(d. 181/797 [</.#.]), are primarily concerned with the
actions and gestures of the Prophet Muhammad—
who appears to an increasing extent, in the course
of the development of mystical literature, to be the
most consummate model of the "renouncer"—and of
his Companions, as well as certain epigoni, the one
most often cited being al-Hasan al-Basrf (d. 110/728
[q.v.]). The work of Ibn Hanbal (d. 241/855 [q.v.])
adds to this the renunciation practised by eleven sanctified individuals, from Adam to Jesus, and by the
Umayyad caliph c Umar b. cAbd al-cAzfz. It is principally from the 4th/10th century onward that the
leading protagonists of this literature become the mystics of the two preceding centuries: Dhu '1-Nun alMisrf, Ibn Adham, Fudayl b. clyad, Bishr al-Hafi",
San al-Sakatf, Yahya b. Mu'adh, Sahl al-Tustan, alDjunayd and al-Shibli.
Goldziher advanced the hypothesis according to
which the earliest prophetic traditions, those possessing the strongest guarantee of authenticity, tended
towards a rejection of zuhd, whereas only late forgeries endorsed or extolled it. It is in any event certain that a large number of hadith, corroborated by
Kur'an, XXV, 67, stressed the necessity of limiting
the practice of asceticism and of observing a high
degree of moderation.
In regard to the first four centuries of the Hidjra,
it is difficult to establish a decisive distinction between
the corpus of work emanating from the Hanbalfs or
other traditionists and that of the mystics proper. The
distinction was accentuated during the Mamluk period,
at which time the Sufi" or the wall only received the
epithet of zdhid when he had distinguished himself
through extreme corporeal asceticism. E. Geoffrey has
declared that at the end of this period, Hanbalf authors,
making abundant use of the terms zdhid and cdbid,
effected a very fine demarcation between adherence to
Hanbalism and attribution of the term Sufi, especially
in Syria, while in the Ottoman period there was a
general rapprochement between Hanbalism and Sufism.
In practice, being an ascetic has never implied adherence to Sufism, although the consensus among mystics
has always stressed the importance of this quality.
For the Persian DjamI (d. 898/1492 [q.v.]), who
clearly differentiates zuhd from true Sufism, "ascetics
consider the beauty of the other life in the light of
faith and of certitude and do not despise this inferior
world, but they are still veiled by the pleasure that
is afforded them by the contemplation of Paradise;
on the other hand, the true Sufi" is separated as by
a veil from these two worlds, by the vision of primordial Beauty and of eternal love" (Nafahdt al-uns,
ed. Tawhldpur, Tehran 1957, i, 10).
It is especially in the determination of the sphere
of application of zuhd that the greatest differences
arise. In the 2nd/8th and 3rd/9th centuries, two interpretations of the term were established: for some, it
meant above all renunciation, not only of agreeable
clothes, accommodation and foodstuffs, but also of
comfort, sleep and all human relationships, sometimes
including marriage; for others, it was a more internal and subjective asceticism, the renunciation of intentions and desires, which led to the concept of tawakkul
[q.v.]. However, for many mystics, the two aspects
were seen as going hand-in-hand.
Ibrahim b. Adham (d. 165/782 [q.v]) is generally
credited with a sub-division of zuhd into three stages,
which is also found in the works of al-Sarradj and
could emanate from a later source: (1) renunciation
of the world; (2) renunciation of the joy of having
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devoted oneself to renunciation; and (3) the stage at
which the world becomes so insignificant in the eyes
of the ascetic that he is no longer interested in it.
His disciple, Shakik al-Balkhi, reckoned to be the first
to have spoken of mystical states (eulum al-ahwal),
declares that zuhd constitutes the most elementary stage
of those who practise sincerity (ahl al-sidk). It is followed by the stages of fear, of desire for Paradise,
and of love of God. The beginning of zuhd consists
in the training of the body to experience the hunger
which will give release from the other preoccupations
of this inferior world.
The Malamatiyya [q.v.], just like the Khurasan!
spiritual leader al-Tirmidh! (d. 318/930) proposed a
conception of zuhd which was to serve as a model
for numerous mystical systems from the 3rd/9th century onward: genuine zuhd, that of the Prophet and
of his Companions, is presented as a particular type
of renunciation, which does not imply in any way a
visible and material practice of asceticism, but a profound detachment, an attitude of the heart; ascetic
practices may be admitted, if considered necessary, as
a preparatory stage, as is affirmed, in a different context, by al-Djunayd. Such a form of renunciation presents an aspect that is entirely spontaneous, linked to
a divine grace.
Abu Sacld al-Kharraz (d. 286/899 [q.v.]) adopted
the same classification as did al-Balkhi: renunciation
is followed by fear, and it consists in "the progressive detachment of the heart from every desire concerning this inferior world". The "renouncers" are
subdivided according to three categories: "Some act
thus in order to liberate their heart from all preoccupation other than obedience to God, the mention
of His name and His service; others desire, through
this influence, to become light and to pass quickly
over the bridge which traverses Hell, knowing that
those who are weighed down will be delayed and
subjected to interrogation. Finally, others act thus
through the desire for Paradise. They deprive themselves of the life of this inferior world and dedicate
themselves to awaiting the reward of God. But the
most elevated degree of renunciation consists in consenting totally to the love of God and accepting without reserve the state of servitude by the understanding
of His will" (K. al-Sidk, ed. 'Abd al-Halim Mahmud,
Cairo, 43).
For Ibn cAta' Allah al-Iskandan (d. 709/1309 [q.v.]),
renunciation consists in liberating the heart from the
love of this inferior world and from the jealousy it
may feel in regard to other people and the benefits
they enjoy: "O ignorant one, cease to envy the creatures of this inferior world for what they have received.
Your heart is preoccupied with what they possess and
you become even more ignorant than they. In fact,
they are preoccupied with what they have received
and you, you are preoccupied with what you have
not received" (Tajfr al-carus, cald hdmish al-Tanwir, 11).
£uhd has gradually acquired a place in the succession of mystical stations, but differences exist
between one thinker and another, although all consider it as associated with the beginning of the way.
In Twelver Sh!c! traditions, it appears to be the
least of the virtues of the believer, its highest level
corresponding to the lowest level of "contentment with
little" (kand'a), while Dhu '1-Nun al-Misr! (d. 245/859
[q.v.]) states that the "ladder of warn' gives access to
zuhd". For al-Daran! (d. 205/820), spiritual heir of
al-Hasan al-Basn, the pinnacle of zuhd is abandonment to trust in God (tawakkul); it would be the same
for al-Ghazal! (d. 505/1111), giving it precedence over
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fakr. Al-Hakim al-Tirmidhi considers zuhd as the outcome of repentance (tawbd) and the stage preceding
combat against the carnal soul ('addwat al-nqfs). We
have here a stage of the heart. "The world appears
worthless in the eyes of renouncers, since an invisible part has been revealed to them. They therefore
do not concern themselves in the least with the subsistence that could fall to their lot, and on this matter they trust in their Lord with an utterly tranquil
heart. He who does not direct his regard towards the
other life and magnifies in his own eyes the life of
this world, even if he is completely withdrawn from
the life of here below, wears nothing but rags and
eats only grass, is not a true renouncer but only a
man who compels himself to renounce" (Nawddir alusul, asl 106, fi hakikat al-zuhd, Beirut, 144).
Ibn al-cArab! (d. 638/1240 [q.v.]) likewise envisages
zuhd as one of the first stages of the way. It is situated
in the wake of isolation (cuzla), of retreat (khalwd) and
the practice of scruple (warac). According to him, it
also precedes tawakkul.
Thus for Muslim as well as for Christian spiritual
seekers (desert anchorites and mystics), interior renunciation is held to be much more important than
spectacular practices of asceticism. The latter have,
however, persisted into the present day in response
to precise functions, for the ascetic himself as for his
entourage.
Examples of extreme mortification are not lacking
among the accounts of the lives of the early Sufi's; it
used to be said, for example, that Shah al-Kirman!
(d. between 270/883 and 300/912) spent forty years
without sleeping; Ruzbihan Baklf (d. 606/1209 [q.v.]),
told the story of a saint who had fasted totally for
seventy days; Abu Sacld b. Abi '1-Khayr (d. 441/1049
[</.».]), a Khurasan! Sufi and disciple of al-Sulam!,
practised ascetic exercises over a period of seven years,
in particular the soldi makluba which consists of reciting the Kur'an and praying while suspended by the
feet in a dark place.
Numerous Egyptians mystics, among others, are
renowned for their impressive feats of asceticism.
Shaylch Murshid declared to al-Shacran! that he had
not eaten more than one raisin per day over a period
of forty years, to the point where the skin of his stomach adhered to that of his back. Al-Sayyid al-Badaw!
(d. 675/1276), the famous saint of Tanta who had
adopted voluntary celibacy, possessed nothing of his
own and burned out his eyes by staring at the sun
from his terrace, spent forty days without drinking,
eating or sleeping. He never took off his clothes or
his turban, waiting for them to fall to pieces by themselves. His disciples, including Abu Tartur, were
renowned for their asceticism. In this context, some
mystics took it as a point of honour to surpass Jesus,
regarded by the majority of Sufi's as a model of
poverty, of mortification and of detachment from the
concerns of this world. These manifestations of the
Badawiyya, as those of numerous other mystical orders,
have been subjected at all times to the censure of
the culamd\ whose efforts have been pursued, to little effect, into the present day.
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(GENEVIEVE GOBILLOT)
ZUHDIYYA (A., pi. zuhdiyydt], a pious, homiletic
or ascetic p o e m , of the kind that flowered as a
genre of Arabic poetry in the 2nd-3rd/8th-9th centuries. The noun zuhd [q.v.] denotes principally "asceticism", "renunciation (of the material world)", but the
themes of the zuhdiyya are broader than this allows
one to understand; collectively, the zuhdiyydt articulate
a general, God-fearing Islamic piety, exhorting mankind
to be mindful of mortality and to a comportment of
utter sobriety.
Though the zuhdiyya emerged as a distinctive genre
in the early 'Abbasid period with the poetry of Abu
VAtahiya (d. 211/826 [q.v.]), it had its roots in an
important register of pre-Islamic verse, and then, more
particularly, in the pious/didactic poetry of two relatively minor Islamic poets, Sabik al-Barbarl (d. HO/
728) and Salih b. cAbd al-Kuddus'(d. 167/783-4 [q.v.]).
That the zuhdiyya was recognised in the mediaeval
period as a genre in its own right can be gleaned
from the divisions of poetry in diwdm of individual
poets (cf. Schoeler, Einteilung, 34 ff). The first diwdn
to be arranged according to theme/genre is al-SulI's
(d. 335/946) recension of the diwdn of Abu Nuwas
(d. ca. 198/813) which lists zuhd as the tenth (and
final) category of poems. Hamza al-Isfahanl (d. after
350/961), for the same poet, places the zuhdiyyat as
the sixth of eleven categories. Subsequent diwdns containing ascetic poetry are: CA1I b. Hamza al-Isfahanl's
diwdn of Abu Tammam (d. ca. 232/845), where zuhd

is one of eight themes; Ibn al-Muctazz (d. 296/908),
whose diwdn, also arranged by al-Suli, contains a short,
10th, section on zuhd wa-dddb wa-shayb wa-hikma; and
Safi al-Dm al-Hilll (d. 750/1349) containing a final,
12th, section labelled^ }l-dddb wa 'l-zuhdiyydt wa-nawddir
mukhtalifa (a collection which contains few truly ascetic
fragments.)
(a) Antecedents. The dominant thematic strain of the
zuhdiyya is rooted in pre-Islamic poetry, particularly
the elegiac tendency of much of the early corpus: the
evocations of Man's mortality in a finite existence and
of the despoiling effect of Time/Fate (al-zamdn/al-dahr).
In Didhili poetry, where such contemplation crystallises
in aphorism, it is generally labeled hikma (lit. "wisdom") in later anthologies and manuals of poetry.
Hikma penetrates and overlaps with the thematic and
homiletic register of the zuhdiyya, which is a wisdom
literature of sorts, drawing also on the nasd'ih of earlier poetry (cf. Muhammad cAwis, al-Hikma fi }l-shicr
al-carabi, which symptomatically contains a section on
the zuhdiyya).
However, pre-Islamic poetry's elegiac strain is distinct from the pessimism of zuhd in two fundamental
respects. For it either suffuses elegies (mardthi), whose
mood is pessimistic but whose function is nevertheless distinct from zuhd, or, in the poetry offakhr, pessimism is transcended by the poet's enunciation of his
own worth within the ethical and moral panoply of
muruwwa (cf. Sperl, Mannerism, 71 ff). Seldom, if at
all, does pre-Islamic poetry give expression to the
morose quietism of zuhd.
Insofar as his poetry contains an admixture of elegiac and religious themes, acknowledging life after
death and buttressing didacticism with frequent references to the biblical prophets, the Christian poet of
al-Hlra, cAdI b. Zayd (d. ca. 600), is viewed as the
father of this genre. (Ironically, he is also described
as the father of the khamnyya [q.v.] or wine poem in
the genealogical histories of Arabic genres.) It is in
this poet that we find the earliest significant treatment of the ubi sunt topos, which may have been
inherited from the muse of earlier Christians of the
region, but which was later Islamised in the zuhdiyya
as a standard rhetorical feature, often stressed by passages of anaphora (the question ayna "where is . . .?"
beginning a whole series of lines).
In early Islamic times, zuhd is understood to have
been influenced largely by the ascetic teachings of alHasan of Basra, for whom the Prophet Muhammad
was a paragon of ascetic virtue (Hamori, 267). As an
Islamic genre, the texture of the zuhdiyya is one rich
in Kur'anic allusion and quotation (iktibds); it also contains many elements of hadlth. But does Scripture support its ascetic tenor? To some extent this is certainly
the case, and much can be made of verses in the
Kur'an which rail against human material greed (cf.
e.g. XX, 131). This must be balanced, however, by
an understanding of the Kur'an's concomitant view
of the fruits and blessing of the Earth (cf. e.g. XXXVI,
34-6). The zuhdiyya is an unstintingly lugubrious literature of admonishment that tends to ignore the
spirit of such Kurjanic verses.
(b) Early development. Much insight into the genre's
development can be gleaned from the surviving poetry
of Sabik al-Barbarl (who was imam and kadi under
the caliph cUmar II in the Syrian town of al-Rakka).
In his Bayan, al-Djahiz described (and decried) his
poetry as kulluhu amthdl—a string of pious maxims.
This is not entirely fair; indeed, some of his lengthier pieces are patterned in a way that may have influenced his successors. There is an emerging structure
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evidence of heterodoxy in his verse. The polemiin his work, and some of his poetry needs to be carecal/MuctazilI view that he was a dahn dualist ignores
fully examined in the light of a variety of retrospecc
totally his genuinely homiletic poetry which appears
tive allusions to it in the diwdn of Abu 'l- Atahiya.
to be authentic (Chokr, 226-31).
There is a thematic consistency in his verse: addic(c) Abu 'l-'Atdhiya. The audience of this poet, once
tion to this world is chided, remembrance of God is
he came to write zuhdiyydt to the exclusion of other
urged. A counseling temperament lends weight to such
poetry in the reign of Harun al-Rashfd, was probamaterial, particularly in a poem addressed to c Umar
bly in part similar to that of Salih. His own views
b. cAbd al-cAzfz.
are recorded in the Aghdni: "[£uhd] does not appeal
Whilst striking parallels between Sabik and cAd! b.
to kings, nor to transmitters of poetry, nor to stuZayd exist, Sabik himself foreshadows traits of Abu
c
dents of lexical rarities; the people who really delight
'l- Atahiya in being inventive with old motifs and
in it are ascetics, students of hadlth, scholars of relitransforming the semantics of the traditional lexicon
gious law, people who make a show of piety, and the
of poetry. For example, ddr, lit. "abode" (in ancient
common people, who most admire what they can
poetry, typically, the "abode of the beloved"), is made
understand" (Schoeler, cAbbdsid belles-lettres, 287-8). But
to refer to "this mortal world", and arak "insomnia",
if this reduces the status of his poetry on a purely
is caused not by the pains of love but by existential
linguistic level, we should be reminded of the complex
angst.
literary relationships of his verse. He was a professional
Abu 'l-cAtahiya's zuhdiyya rhyming in lam and beginpoet who gave himself exclusively to the zuhdiyya only
ning li-man talalm usd'iluhu (cf. Sperl's analysis, Mannerafter a conversion; in his early career he had comism, 82-96) bears comparison with Sabik's identically
posed in the other major genres, and he was cerrhymed ta'awwabanl hammm kathlrm baldbiluhu (Kannun,
tainly aware of the evolution of the poetic canon
20-2). Even more yielding is a comparison of Abu
among his contemporaries. And it is said that he came
'l-cAtahiya's Id ytfmanu 'l-dahra ilia 'l-khd^inu 'l-batiru
to guard his genre jealously, warning fellow-poets from
(Diwan, 153-4) with Sabik's bi-smi 'lladhi unzilat min
f
trespassing on his literary terrain (Abu Nuwas comindihi 'l-suwaru (Kannun, 6-9). The metre of the two
posed relatively few zuhdiyyat only 24 in the recenpoems is identical and they clearly display an affinity
sion of al-Sulf). Awareness of others—as a literary/
with each other that is more than simply due to genpoetic posture—is detectable in the details of his verse
eric features. The first and last lines of Abu 'l-cAtahiya's
and in the way he constructed some of his more felicipoem are virtual citations from Sabik's, and seem to
highlight the literary evocation of the earlier piece.
tous poems.
Abu 'l-'Atahiya's poem is shorter; it is also stylisti(d) Structure. Sperl has shown convincingly how individual zuhdiyyat can be made up of carefully arranged
cally tighter, more economically structured, and more
thematically homogeneous. The full literary implicaand contrastive semantic, morphological and syntactions of such observations require further study. The
tical patterns. The apparent cohesion of themes in
very least we can say with confidence is that Sabik's
the zuhdiyya is achieved by more than the simple use
poetry was in circulation during Abu 'l-cAtahiya's day.
of anaphora (and other types of repetition, themselves
c
Salih b. Abd al-Kuddus was a preacher in Basra
redolent of sermon material). The most visible techwho edified the crowd with gnomic verse, sermons
nique is the occasional adaptation (or evocation) of
and hadlths. His poetry of sententiae, proverbs and nasiha
the kasida model.
(advice) enjoyed some success, judging from the difIn general, we should stress the following relatively
fuse spread of his poetry in the various sources—
enhanced qualities of his verse: the sometimes susal-Buhturf quotes 75 verses from 35 poems (i.e. in
tained semantic and metaphorical transformation of
fragmentary form in his Hamdsa}. Three of his poems
traditional imagery within single compositions; the tenin particular were celebrated, his smiyya, his kdfiyya,
sion that is sometimes felt between a purely ascetic
and also a zaynabiyya, which has also been attributed
tendency and the influence of dalliance (in its poetic
to CA1I. He counsels sobriety, self-control, and ascetic
manifestations)—this is more to do with (lapses of)
virtue as a guarantee for peace of mind in this world
temperament than structure; and the zuhdiyya's existand salvation in the next. Among the qualities he
ence virtually contiguous with the more secular, and
extols are: faithfulness to friends, holding one's tongue,
even reprobate, genres of the Baghdad circle of poets
reflection before speech, avoidance of unnecessary
in the early cAbbasid period. S.M. Stern expressed a
mirth, and awareness of the fact that, even when
facet of this cogently: "The worldly and other-worldly
alone, one is observed by God. One's conduct should
sentiments were not felt as being mutually exclusive,
be an exteriorisation of inner virtue. Wealth is denbut as two aspects of the same conception of the world,
igrated; were it to be distributed according to intelopposing, yet at the same time counterbalancing and
ligence, most people would be beggars. One should
complementing each other. The same poet could at
trust unstintingly in God (cf. Chokr, 222-4).
the same time contemplate and express both facets
There is little theology in these, or in any, zuhdiyydt.
of his experience with equanimity. His primary and
However, there are some attitudes that are redolent
most frequently expressed attitude will be that of the
of al-Hasan al-Basn, e.g. that of fatalistic resignation
enjoyment of the world; to this subject he will devote
to the will of God, whilst espousing KadarT views in
the overwhelming majority of his poetical productions.
assigning responsibility for sin (cf. Wagner, 123).
The contrary tendency will be satisfied with an occaThe close thematic and functional links between
sional zuhdiyya, which will ultimately be inserted in
the zuhdiyya and sermon material (wac£/mawdciz) emerge
his diwdn among other verses" (Hispano-Arabic strophic
c
c
from a kissat Abd al-Kuddus ma a rdhib al-Sin attribpoetry, 81). This astute psychological evaluation further
uted to him (Khatfb, 93-104): it treats of the futility
asserts the relatively subordinate status of the homiletic
of existence and chides the abnd} al-dunyd for trusting
genre.
too much in their lot; there are elements here of j
(e) Later developments. After Abu 'l- c Atahiya, the
dhamm al-zamdn or complaints about the corruption of I zuhdiyya was never again so closely associated with an
the age. And finally, we find a call to repent (tawba).
individual author (though mention must be made
Though accused of zandaka, and eventually executed
of Mahmud al-Warrak, d. ca. 230/845). Yet ascetic
on this charge in the reign of al-Mahdl, there is no
poetry remained popular and found its way into many
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subsequent anthologies; fragments of ascetic poetry are
quoted in Ibn Kutayba (d. 276/889), Ibn cAbd Rabbihi
(d. 328/940) and al-Ibshrhl (d. ca. 850/1446), to name
but a few authors. In these collections, it is the affinity of this poetry with sermon material that emerges
most noticeably; the literary quality of poems as a
whole is almost totally ignored, and any sense of structural artifice is destroyed by their fragmentary arrangement (cf. esp. al-Buhturf, who breaks poems down into
macdm, e.g. fi-md kila fi tawakkuc al-mawt wa 'l-hidhr
minhu wa 'l-i'dad li 'l-ma'dd, and fi-md kila Ji 'l-tukd wa
n-birr).
The survival—and certain developments—of the
genre in later times are conveniently attested by Ibn
Sana5 al-Mulk (d. 608/1211): "The muwashshah treats
of the same subject as the various kinds of shicr, i.e.
love, praise, mourning (marthiya], invective (hid^d3) frivolity (muajuri), and asceticism (zuhd}" (Stern, 42). None
of these ascetic muwashshahdt appear to survive—
another marker of their minor status. However, there
is some interesting evidence of the relationship between
this ascetic mode and the dominant secular strain:
"The special feature in these lost 'ascetic' muwashshah?,
is that according to Ibn Sana5 al-Mulk they used to
correspond to a given secular muwashshah, i.e. that
mucdrada used to be a rule in them, applied to a special purpose; the 'ascetic' muwashshah was considered
as 'expiating' the sin committed through the poem
which served as model" (ibid., 82). This is reminiscent of the relationship one has detected between Abu
'l-cAtahiya and the poetry of his libertine contemporaries (though it is not quite the same as the scorn
which could be directed against the zuhdiyya in the
form of literary lampoon: Salm al-Khasir (d. 186/802)
mocked Abu 'l-cAtahiya for hypocrisy: ma akbaha
'l-tazhida min waciz!n /yuzahhidu 'l-ndsa wa-ld yazhadu).
Some remarks should address the survival of zuhdiyya
once it was eclipsed by Sufi" poetry from the 6th/12th
century onwards (a subject on which there appears
to be no sustained study). The final chapter of Ibn
Hazm's (d. 456/1054) Tawk al-hamdma contains two
long poems on "the virtues of continence" (fadl alta'affuf). The second poem is a virtual manifesto of
the zuhdiyya in the period of its decline, apostrophising the soul to live in kunuc and tawakkul, themes
which by this time are associated more with the mystical register. In a central passage, some of the principal images of Surat al-takwir and other suras are
woven into the text in a sustained and particularly
felicitous way. We are reminded that, after Abu
'l-cAtahiya, mastery of the register did not die, though
no-one was ever again as prodigious, fluent and varied
as he.
Finally, a fascinating permutation of the zuhdiyya in
Arabic literary history is its role in the tale of the
City of Brass in the Arabian Nights. This tale illustrates
the survival intact of the poetry of zuhd right up to
the pre-modern period, and evinces how Kur'anic
themes common to the classic zuhdiyya could be woven
meaningfully into a narrative, delivering a richly textured message against the spiritual void of material
wealth: tazawwadu fa-inna khayra 'l-zddi 'l-takwd (II, 197).
In this story, ascetic poetry dovetails strikingly with a
mystical undercurrent of the kind that had essentially
displaced the zuhdiyya in the sphere of popular religious poetry (cf. Pinault).
With the City of Brass in mind, Allen has suggested intriguingly how this register survives in the
modern period, lending a profound resonance to Salah
c
Abd al-Sabur's celebrated poem, al-Nas fi bilddi.
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ZUHRA, a clan of Kuraysh [q.v.] in Mecca,
with the genealogy Zuhra b. Kilab b. Murra b. Kacb
b. Lu'ayy b. Ghalib b. Fihr.
In pre-Islamic Mecca, the clan seems to have been
prosperous, and members of it had trading connections with cAbd Shams. In the factional disputes within
Mecca, Zuhra were in the group led by cAbd Manaf,
the Mutayyabun or "Perfumed Ones" [see LA'AKAT ALDAM] and then in the Hilf al-Fudul [q.v.] along with
Hashim and al-Muttalib. The clan acquired Islamic
kudos from the fact that the Prophet's mother Amina
bt. Wahb [q.v.] was from Zuhra. Early converts from
the clan included cAbd al-Rahman b. cAwf and Sacd
b. Abl Wakkas [</.zw.], but there were also opponents
of Muhammad within Zuhra (including the grandfather of the famous traditionist of Umayyad times,
Ibn Shihab al-Zuhn [q.v], who fought on the side
of Kuraysh against the Muslims at Badr and Uhud),
and in 8/630, after the battle of Hunayn, Muhammad judged it politic to conciliate three of the leaders
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of Zuhra with presents of captured camels [see ALMU'ALLAFA KULUBUHUM].
Bibliography. cAbd Allah Mus'ab al-Zubayrl,
Nasab Kuraysh, ed. Levi-Provencal, 257-74; Ibn alKalbf-Caskel, Gamharat an-nasab, i, Tafel 4, ii, 306,
611; W.M. Watt, Muhammad at Mecca, Oxford 1953,
5-8, 89-90, 172; idem, Muhammad at Medina, Oxford
1956, 74, _375.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
AL-ZUHRI, HARUN B. CABD ALLAH, j u d g e in
Egypt, considered the greatest Malik! scholar there,
d. 232/846.
A native of Mecca, he came to Baghdad, but
nothing is known of his activities there until al-Ma3mun
nominated him kadi of Egypt on 14 Ramadan 217/13
October 832 (al-Kindl) or a few days later (Ibn cAbd
al-Hakam), where he remained in post till 13 Safar
226/12 December 840. As a judge, his career was
marked by innovations. He moved his seat as judge,
and sat in front of the mosque in winter and in the
middle of it in summer, whilst keeping a distance
between himself and the faithful at prayer, as also
from his own scribes and his enemies. Regarding the
judicial system, on his arrival in Egypt he took personal charge of all contentious cases, visiting the scenes
in question with the parties involved, e.g. in the case
of hubus or pious endowments, keeping track of the
income from them, and paid close attention to other
things, such as the financial situation and care of
orphans, etc.
Al-Zuhri, with his strong personality, seems to have
enjoyed the favour and confidence of the caliph; he
would allow no-one to sit next to him, but left a
place there for the caliph only. His relations with alMa'mun are documented concerning the episode of
the mihna [q.v], in 218/833, the instructions regarding
which were brought by Abu Ishak b. Harun to the
governor of Egypt at the time, Kaydur Nasr b. cAbd
Allah. The latter summoned al-Zuhrl, who bowed to
the caliph's orders, apparently without hesitation, followed by the majority of the fukaha3. From that time
onwards, al-Zuhn would accept attestations by witnesses only if they recognised the createdness of the
Kur'an, and this remained the practice in Egypt until
al-Mutawakkil's accession in 232/847. He does not
seem to have been ferocious against non-compliant
fukahd3, since al-Muctasim is said to have sent him a
letter demanding that he act more rigorously, and
when he refused to act thus, the Chief Judge Ahmad
b. Abi Duwad [q.v.] had the caliph remove him from
office in 226/840.
Al-Zuhn left behind in Egypt an impression of honesty, acquiring only a house for himself which he sold
at the end of his period of office. Al-Marzubanf attributes some poetry to him.
Bibliography. Ibn cAbd al-Hakam, Futuh Misr,
ed. Torrey, 246-7; Kind!, Wuldt, ed. Guest, 44349; Ibn Hadjar, Lisdn al-mizdn, vi, 179-80; Marzubam, Mu'd^am al-shucard\ Cairo 1379/1960, 463;
Suyutr, Husn al-muhddara, Cairo 1387/1967, 447;
Yafi'T, Mir3at al-d^anan, ii, 107; Ibn Makhluf alTunisI, Shadj_arat al-nur al-zakiyyafi tabakdt al-mdlikiyya,
Cairo 1349/1930, 57; Zirikll, Acldm\ ix, 41; R.G.
Khoury, %ur Ernennung von Richtern im Islam . . ., in
Studien zur Geschichte und Kultur des Vorderen Orients.
Festschrift^ B. Spuler, Leiden 1981, 197-209; idem,
c
Abd Allah b. Lahfa, juge et grand maitre de I'ecole egyptienne, Wiesbaden 1986.
(R.G. KHOURY)
AL-ZUHRI, IBN &JIHAB, i.e. Abu Bakr Muhammad
c
c
b. Muslim b. Ubayd Allah b. Abd Allah b/Shihab,
d. 124/742, one of the founders of Islamic
t r a d i t i o n in the widest sense of the word. The source
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material about him includes both biographical data
and instructive anecdotes; the latter reflect both admiration for his achievement and criticism of his links
with the Umayyads and of some laxity on his part
regarding the transmission of hadith.
Al-Zuhn's first tutor (mu3addib) was probably the
mawld [q.v.] Salih b. Kaysan al-Madanl. From cAbd
Allah b. Tha'laba b. Sucayr al-cUdhrf [see CUDHRA]
(d. 87/706 or 89/708)' al-Zuhn learned the genealogy of his own clan, the Banu Zuhra. But when alZuhrT wanted to study fikh [q.v.], cAbd Allah had to
refer him to Sacld b. al-Musayyab. Later, al-Zuhrl
was a student of cUrwa b. al-Zubayr and many others.
A contemporary of his remarked that the assertive
young al-Zuhri did not outstrip his peers in knowledge; but at an assembly he would step forward from
among them and present his questions, while they
were held back by their youth.
Al-Zuhrl boasted of his excellent memory, but
he doubtless kept records of the hadiths transmitted
to him. His colleague, Abu '1-Zinad, a mawld of the
Umayyads and their official, reported that al-Zuhrl
used to carry with him writing tablets and written
pieces of skins (al-alwdh wa 'l-suhuf}. "We used to
mock him," Abu '1-Zinad added, as if regretting the
fact that he himself had not followed the same practice. This colleague was believed to have said: "We
used to write down only legal matters (al-haldl wa 3lhardrri), while Ibn Shihab wrote down everything he
heard." Al-Zuhrl is supposed to have widened the
concept of sunna common to his time. One colleague
of his reported that, in their quest for sunan, both he
and al-Zuhrl recorded everything traced back to the
Prophet. But al-Zuhn went on to write down hadith
transmitted on the authority of the Prophet's Companions, while his colleague argued that such hadith
did not form sunna. "He succeeded," the colleague
concluded, "and I failed." According to al-Zuhrl, the
caliph c Umar II ordered him, among others, to collect the sunan, which were later written down in booklets [see DAFTAR] sent each to another province.
For several decades, from the days of cAbd al-Malik
b. Marwan [q.v.] to those of Hisham, al-Zuhrl maintained a close relationship with the ruling house. He
officiated at different periods as kadi, tax collector and
shurta [q.v] chief. Al-Dhahabf [q.v.] reported that alZuhrl had the rank of amir; elsewhere al-Dhahabi said
that "he had many dependants and servants, was a
man of eminence, was dressed in the outfit of the
adj_ndd and enjoyed high rank in the state of the Banu
Umayya."
Encouraged by the ruling family, al-Zuhrl started
"hadith dictation sessions" attended by state officials.
According to his own apologetic statement, he gave
in to pressure from the rulers and immediately decided
to hold similar sessions for scholars not affiliated with
the state apparatus. One of the stimuli for the recording of hadith is supposed to have been anti-Umayyad
propaganda. Al-Zuhrf reportedly complained about
'Iraki tampering with his hadith: "We issue the hadith
[short as] a span and it returns (i.e. from clrak) [long
as] a cubit." Al-Zuhrf is also believed to have said,
"Had it not been for hadiths which we do not know
pouring upon us from the East (al-mashrik), I would
not have written down, nor allowed the writing, of
one single hadith."
The dictation sessions were attended, among others,
by Shu'ayb b. Dinar or b. Abl Hamza al-HimsI (d.
162/778-9), a mawld of the Umayyads and a scribe
of Hisham [q.v] who was in charge of the caliph's
nafdkat [cf. DIWAN, at Vol. II, 323b-324a]; no wonder
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that Shu'ayb's "books" were said to resemble the
records of the state register (tushbihu kutuba 'l-diwdri).
Shucayb reportedly held about 1,700 of al-Zuhrf's
hadiths, and the figure gives one an idea of the amount
of material processed in al-Zuhrl's sessions over the
years.
In addition to hadith and fikh, al-Zuhrl was also
well versed in other fields of knowledge. An admiring student said about him that when he talked about
eschatology (fi 'l-targhib "arousing desire for Paradise"),
he gave one the impression that he was only proficient in this topic, but the same happened when he
talked about the prophets and the "People of the
Book", or the Kur'an and the surma, or the Bedouin
and their genealogies.
Bibliography: al-^uhn (the entry about him from
Ibn 'Asakir, Tcfnkh Madinat Dimashk), ed. Kudjanf,
Beirut 1402/1982; I. Goldziher, Muslim studies, ed.
S.M. Stern, tr. C.R. Barber and S.M. Stern, London
1967-71, ii, 44-9; J. Horovitz, The earliest biographies
of the Prophet and their authors, no. 2, in 1C, ii (1928),
33-50; H. Motzki, Der Fiqh des ^uhri: die Quellenproblematik, in IsL, Ixviii (1991), 1-44; M. Lecker, Biographical notes on Ibn Shihdb al-^uhn, \nJSS, xli (1996),
21-63; Harith Sulayman al-Darl, al-Imdm al-^uhn
wa-atharuhu fi 'l-sunna, Mawsil 1405/1985.
(M. LECKER)
AL-ZUHRI, MUHAMMAD B. ABI BAKR (thus according to Husayn Mu'nis; according to the author of
al-Hulal al-mawshiyya, Abu cAbd Allah Muhammad b.
Yahya), the a u t h o r of a geographical w o r k ,
the K. al-Djughrdfiya.
This work has in the past been used by scholars
who, knowing nothing about the author, have called
him the "Anonymous of Almeria". Al-Zuhrl appears
in no biographical work, but the few personal details
that can be gleaned from his book show him to have
been an AndalusI of the 6th/12th century, a contemporary of al-ldrlsl, alive in 545/1150-1 and very
knowledgeable about al-Andalus. His work is known
under several other titles, including K. al-Sajwa, K. alSafra and also K. al-Sufra, this last seeming most appropriate ("Book of food for the traveller"). It has been
edited by M. Hadj-Sadok in BEO, xxi (1968), 1-346,
as Kitdb al-Djacrdfiyya. Mappemonde du calife al-Ma}mun
reproduite par Fazdri (IHe/IXe s.), reeditee et commentee par
Zjuhn (VP/Xir s.); Hadj-Sadok used numerous mss.,
which have important divergences, and other copies
exist, including six in Rabat libraries. The book thus
seems to have enjoyed a wide diffusion, leading Mu'nis
to view it as a popular guide for merchants and travellers, put together by someone without wide culture
and in a fairly relaxed style. Al-Zuhrf used the word
^ughrdfiya in the sense of mappa mundi, and the extant
text is merely the commentary on maps ignored by
the copyists at the expense of the anecdotal and miraculous element [see CADJAJIB], The K. al-Djughrdjiya was
used by several Arabic authors; thus the anonymous
al-Hulal al-mawshiyya cites a passage on the Almoravids
absent from the edited text.
Bibliography: E. Griffmi, Estratto delta geogrqfta de
az-£uhri, o Anonimo de Almeria, in Centenario della nascita
di Michele Amari, Palermo 1910, i, 416-27; Dolors
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Barcinomensia, xi, Barcelona 1991; H. Mu'nis, alDiughrdfiya wa 'l-ajughrdjiyyiin f i }l-Andalus, in Rev. del.
Inst. de Estudios Isldmicos en Madrid, xi-xii (1963-4),
84-120.
(HALIMA FERHAT)
ZUHRI AHMED EFENDI [see NEWROKOP].
ZUHURI TURSHIZI, Nur al-Dm Muhammad,
Persian poet, d. 1025/1616. He was born ca. 944/

1537 and raised in Khurasan; although most sources
identify his birthplace as a village in the district of
Turshlz [q.v], the poet himself states that he was born
in Ka'in. He began his career in Yazd at the court
of Ghiyath al-Dm Mlr-i Mfran, where he was acquainted with the poet WahshI [q.v.]. After spending
several years in Shlraz, he migrated to India in 988/
1580. Settling in the Deccan, he entered the service
of the Nizam Shahfs [q.v.] in Ahmadnagar. After a
brief period in the retinue of Mlrza cAbd al-Rahlm
Khan-i Khanan [q.v], Zuhurl moved to Bidjapur ca.
1004/1596. He lived in this city until his death, working under the patronage of the cAdil Shah [q.v]
Ibrahim II and his minister Shah Nawaz Khan. Zuhurl
was in contact with many of the major poets of the
period, including Nazfrl and Faydl. He was especially
close to Malik-i Kumml [q.v], marrying his daughter
and co-writing several works with him.
During his lifetime, Zuhurl was perhaps best known
for his panegyric kasuias, which were sometimes compared to the work of the ancient masters of the form.
Though these poems were written for a wide range
of patrons, including Shah 'Abbas and the Khan-i
Khanan, the majority were dedicated to Burhan Nizam
Shah II and Ibrahim cAdil Shah II. Modern critics,
however, tend to prefer Zuhuri's ghazals, which constitute the largest section of his diwdn. His diwdn also
includes stanzaic poems and a substantial body of
rubd'is. Dedicated to Burhan II, Zuhuri's sdki-ndma in
rhymed couplets is the longest and perhaps greatest
representative of this quintessentially Safawid-Mughal
genre. However, it was Zuhuri's prose, in particular
the collection known as Si nathr, that exercised the
greatest influence on later writers. This work consists
of three introductions dedicated to Ibrahim II: Dibdca-i
Nawras prefaced a collection of song lyrics written by
Ibrahim himself in a Deccani vernacular; Dibdca-i
Gulzdr-i Ibrahim and Dibdca-i Kh^dn-i Khalil both preceded collections of panegyric verse that were the
joint efforts of Zuhurl and Malik-i Kumml. These
introductions were long regarded as models of rhymed,
ornate prose. Several formal letters, including one
addressed to Faydl, are also found in Zuhuri's collected works. Two other prose works often attributed
to Zuhurl—Panaj rukca (a collection of love letters) and
Mind bdzdr (a description of the Bidjapur market)—
are likely the work of Iradat Khan Wadih, who died
in 1128/1716 (see Ahmad, 337-52).
Bibliography. For brief biographies and a list
of tadhkira sources, see Storey, iii, 280-1, and Dh.
Safa, Tdnkh-i adabiyydt dar Iran, Tehran 1364
^71985, v/2, 977-88. The most important of these
sources are collected and quoted at length in
A. Gulcfn-i Ma'am, Kdrwdn-i Hind, Mashhad 1369
^./1990, ii, 823-38. See also Fakhr al-Zamanl
Kazwlnl, Tadhkira-i maykhdna, ed. Gulcln-i Ma'anI,
Tehran 1340 ,4/1961, 363-412. Among the secondary sources, see M. cAbdu'l Ghani, A history of
Persian language and literature at the Mughal court,
Allahabad 1929-30, iii, 181-219; and Nazir Ahmad,
^uhuri. Life and works, Allahabad 1953, by far the
most detailed and scholarly study of the poet currently available. Nazir Ahmad has also edited
Ibrahim cAdil Shah's Kitdb-i Nawras, Lucknow 1955.
For a listing of the manuscripts of Zuhuri's poetic
works, see A. Munzawl, Fihrist-i nuskhahd-yi khattiyifdrsl, iii, 1880 (kulliyydt), 2419-21 (diwdn); and iv,
2875-77 (sdki-ndma). His diwdn and sdki-ndma have
been lithographed in India; see Fihrist-i kitdbhd-yi
cdpl-yi fdrsi, i, cols. 1554, 1571, and ii, col. 1900.
For a listing of the many manuscripts and litho-
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graphs of Zuhurfs authentic and putative prose
works, see Storey-de Blois, iii, 281-5. In addition
to the translation listed in this source, a full Persian
text and English translation of Zuhurfs Si nathr can
also be found in cAbdu'l Ghani, History, iii, 305467.
(P.E. LOSENSKY)
ZULALl-vi KHWANSARI, Persian poet from
the reign of Shah c Abbas I [q.v.]. Reports on his date
of death range from 1016/1607 to 1037/1627-8, but
the most probable seems to be 1024-5/1615-16. Little
is known about his life. He was born in Khwansar
to the northwest of Isfahan and divided his life between
these two towns. Although reputedly quiet and retiring by nature, Zulall had close contacts with the
Safawid court, particularly with Mir Bakir al-Damad
Astarabadi [q.v], his principal patron.
Although Zulalf composed ghazals and kasidas, his
enduring claim to fame is the collection of seven
mathnawis, entitled Sabca-yi sayydra ("The seven planets"). Husn-i gulzdr, written in the metre of Nizamfs
[q.v.] Makhzan al-asrdr, consists of short anecdotes in
a Sufi-didactic framework. Of a similar structure is
Shucla-yi dlddr, in the metre of Rumf's Mathnawi-yi macnawi. The remaining five poems present continuous
narratives. Maykhdna tells the story of the legendary
king Djamshrd and the discovery of wine. Zulalfs
Dharra wa Khurshid is the tale of a dust mote's love
for the sun, and another allegory of mystical love
appears in Adhar wa Samandar, written in the metre
associated with the Lay Id wa Maajniin romance. The
Sulaymdn-ndma narrates Solomon's love for Bilkfs in
the heroic mutakdrib metre. These six mathnawis are
all relatively short, containing 500-1,000 verses. Composed over the course of twenty years, Mahmud wa
Aydz concerns the legendary love of Sultan Mahmud
GhaznawT for his slave boy. It is by far Zulalfs longest
work and his most sustained effort to emulate Nizamfs
Khusraw wa Shmn.
Zulalfs style is highly complex and innovative in
its use of neologistic compounds and unprecedented
similes and metaphors. In the opinion of most critics, his work is very uneven, with impenetrably opaque
verses side-by-side with conceits of startling originality and beauty. This was apparently the result of the
poet's intuitive, almost haphazard method of composition; according to Awhadf BalyanT, he worked on all
seven of his mathnawis simultaneously. His works were
left in a state of disarray on his death, and Mahmud
wa Aydz was redacted in its final form in India. He
had a great influence on the later romance tradition
throughout the Persian-speaking world. Tughra-yi
Mashhadl, a poet at the court of Shah Djahan, composed a set of prose introductions to Zulalfs works
entitled Ashub-ndma to accompany the short introductions written by the poet himself.
Bibliography: For a list of tadhkira sources, see
Dh. Safa, Tdnkh-i adabiyydt dar Iran, Tehran 1364
5&/1985, v/2, 965-6. The most important of these
are Amfn b. Ahmad Razf, Haft iklim, ed. Dj. Fadil,
Tehran n.d. [1950s], ii, 484-5, and Muhammad
Tahir Nasrabadl, Tadhkira-i Nasrdbddi, ed. W. Dastgirdl, Tehran 1352 ^71973, 230-4. Zulalf receives
only passing treatment in most literary histories: see
Browne, LHP, iv, 252, and Rypka, Hist, of Iranian
literature, 301. Manuscripts of Zulalfs mathnawis are
abundant, both individually and collectively; for full
listings, see A. Munzawi, Fihrist-i nuskhahd-yi khattiyi fdrsi, under title of each work. Lithograph editions include: Mahmud wa Aydz, Tehran 1302/1885
and 1321/1903, and Mathnawi-yi ^uldli, Lucknow
1290/1874. A recent edition of Zulalfs six shorter
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mathnawis, prepared as a doctoral dissertation at the
University of Isfahan 1374 ^./1995 by Aman Allah
C
A1I cAskarf, provides the first critical edition of the
poet's works.
(P.E. LOSENSKY)
ZULM (A., verbal noun of form I), basically meaning, according to the authoritative lexicologists, "putting
a thing in a place not its own" (Lane, LA, TA), i.e.
displacement. In the moral sphere, it denotes acting
in such a way as to transgress the proper limit and
encroach upon the right of some other person. In
common usage, gulm has come to signify wrongdoing, evil, i n j u s t i c e , o p p r e s s i o n and t y r a n n y , particularly by persons who have power and
authority. Frequently it is therefore used as the
antonym to cadl [q.v.], insdf [q.v.] and kist and (sometimes by expressing a slightly different shade of meaning) as a synonym to baghy (encroachment, abuse),
dfawr (oppression), fisk (moral deficiency [see FASIK]),
inhirdf (deviation), may I (inclination) and tughydn
(tyranny). Because of its general and comprehensive
meaning the root £-l-m is current in the vocabulary
of religion, theology, philosophy, ethics, law and political theory.
1. In r e l i g i o n and e t h i c s d u r i n g the p r e modern period.
The word g,ulm and its derivatives are found in
more than 280 places in the Kur'an; it can be seen
as one of the most important negative value-words in
the sacred book. The warnings against oppression, the
admonitions against injustice and the frequent emphasis on the principles of uprightness, equity and temperance in the Kur'an and the prophetic dicta must
be seen mainly as a reaction against the pre-Islamic
tribal society which paid little or no attention to justice. That zttlm is used as a generic term becomes
obvious by the semantic equivalence or close relationship between gulm and terms such as kufr (e.g. II, 254;
IV, 168-9) [see KAFIR], shirk [q.v] (e.g. II, 165; XXXI,
\3), Jisk (e.g. VII, 162) or ftida3 (transgression; e.g. V,
107); in addition, lulm is used in the sense of dhanb
(offence; cf. LXV, 1; II, 35), naks (detriment; cf. XVIII,
33; XIX, 60) or darar (harm; cf. II, 57). £ulm can be
done to God (by man's transgressing the limits imposed
by God; e.g. II, 229), to others (by going beyond the
bounds of proper conduct in social life; by hurting
someone seriously without any conceivable reason; e.g.
XII, 75; XXI, 58-9), or even to oneself, each one of
the preceding being in fact wrongdoing to oneself
(gulm al-nafs}: "Whoever does an injustice has wronged
himself" (e.g. II, 231; III, 117; IX, 70; X, 44). The
particular parameters decreed by God remain an insoluble mystery to men; sometimes, however, they are
understandable in terms of the social good, e.g. when
God designates usury as zulm (II, 279), or the devouring of entrusted orphan's property (IV, 2, 10), or the
violation of rules concerning inheritance (IV, 11-14)
and divorce (LXV, 1) prescribed by God.
The Traditions take up the warnings against the
punishment of zulm in the Hereafter. Not only is the
Zalim himself damned but also the one who does not
support the ma^lum [q.v.] or curb the gdlim. Prayers
against an injust ruler will be granted in the other
world; the triumph over the zalim is certain. Beside
this predominant idea of compensation for ^ulm (an
evident reflection of the historical circumstances), concrete examples of social injustice are mentioned, such
as the usurpation of landed property; the delay in
repayment of debts by someone who is rich enough
to repay them (matI al-gham}; the unjustifiable maltreatment of slaves or subjects; and the kddfs unjust
sentence. Only one kind of gulm is unpardonable,
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shirk, but the others either cannot be neglected or are
excusable.
Although the Kur'an affirms repeatedly that God
does not do wrong (e.g. IV, 40; XVI, 33; XXIX, 40)
and that He disapproves of injustice (e.g. Ill, 57, 140;
XLII, 40), theological ethics could not be entirely
divorced from the problem of theodicy or the conception of God's role in the world, and in particular, His relation to man. Therefore, two of the central
theological and ethical questions were, can God do
an injustice, and is there an individual responsibility
for unjust acts? The Mu'tazila [q.v] agreed on the
premise that all God's acts are just acts, for everything done by God, including punishment for wrongdoing, is for the welfare of mankind and not for His
own advantage. Following their insistence on divine
justice and reason, they held that God by nature can
do no injustice. Nor is it conceivable that He will
ever do an injustice, because to will evil is evil. God
can neither will the evil done by others nor initiate
it. Whether God could be described as capable (kddir)
of doing wrong and refraining from right, was, on
the other hand, a highly debatable question in theological circles, including the Muctazila. Furthermore,
divine justice meant according to the Mu'tazila that
God was in some way obliged to provide "the optimum" (al-aslah) for His creatures. The extreme emphasis on divine cadl and free will provoked a sharp
reaction. The Ash'ariyya [q.v.] embraced the earlier
tendency of Islam that declared God, in His unlimited omnipotence, the author of good as well as evil.
All things, from human acts to natural events in the
world, are the direct result of divine decree. God
alone creates acts; man, however, "acquires" [see KASB]
these acts and so can be deemed legally responsible
for his deeds. What God does or decrees is by definition just; what He refrains from doing is unjust.
Accordingly, injustice denotes actions improperly done,
or done in violation of God's command.
Philosophical ethical treatises like those of Miskawayh or Nasfr al-Dfn al-TusT [q.vv.] are based essentially on Greek theory, and on Plato and Aristotle in
particular. As Aristotle said, justice is not a part of
virtue but all virtue in its entirety; injustice as its
opposite is not a portion of vice but the whole of vice.
Since justice is essentially a notion of equivalence,
whoever is in favour of disproportion and unequivalence is an unjust person. Injustice is the product of
harm done by one man to another, either with or
without intention, or it might be the result of imbalance and excess by irrational acts. Following Plato,
four cardinal virtues and eight generic vices constituting either an excess or a defect in relation to the
original virtues, are distinguished. Whereas justice is
the most perfect virtue and the true mid-point (centre),
injustice (oppression) and servility (suffering of wrong)
are the extremes (peripheries). The mean is defined
but not the peripheries. Analogous to the three criteria
to determine justice and to ensure its application
(divine law, just ruler and money), injustice is also of
three types: violation of the Sharfa, repudiating the
ruler's authority and violating the norms of equitable
transactions involving money.
The adab [q.v.] literature scarcely deals with the
conceptual aspect of justice and injustice; it essentially
consists of quotations from the Kur'an and Hadith^ of
guidelines, general rules, anecdotes, aphorisms and
poems.
Since the first fitna, several opposition groups (Kharidjites and [Proto-] ShTca [<?.zw.]) insisted on the duty
to rise against illegitimate rulers representing ajawr

and zulm, or held that if believers found themselves
in the ddr al-gulm, i.e. a region where a true imamate did not prevail, it was incumbent upon them
to emigrate. (For zulm and its derivatives lalim and
ma^lum as technical terms of Shl c f, especially Twelver,
Islam, see MAZLUM.) Later jurists, defining justice as
protection of the Sharfa, first limited the duty of resistance to unjust rulers by possibility. Sunm jurists since
al-Ghazalf (d. 505/1111 [q.v.]) and Imam! jurists, for
rather different reasons and even before this, refused
to permit rebellion against unjust government (in the
case of the Imamiyya, so long as the Imam was
absent).
In political theory and in the Mirrors for Princes
particularly, great emphasis is laid on justice: as a
standard, though moral, quality demanded of the ruler
and his officials, and as a guarantee for prosperity
and social harmony. Nevertheless, the fear of civil war
(Jitna) and disturbance (fasdd) leading to disorder and
the need for stability finally resulted in the acknowledgement of existing power, whatever it might be.
This was partly a reaction to the repeated politicoreligious unrest and disorders; partly it was the result
of the disagreement over who was the most excellent
Imam or Sultan and of the absence of legal means
and fixed procedures by which a tyrant could be
made responsible and be deposed. (For the different
functions of the ma^dlim, see art. s.v.) Various traditions enshrining the duty of obedience to a ruler, even
if unjust, and extolling the security provided by the
exercise of coercive power, even if by an illegitimate
ruler, as against the weakness of a just ruler which
leads to anarchy, were put into circulation: "The
tyranny of a sultan for forty years is preferable to the
flock being left without a master for a single hour,"
and the like. The doctrine was evolved that, whether
the ruler was good or bad, obedience to him was
incumbent upon the Muslim because it was God's
will that he held office. In practice, this attitude
resulted in prevailing tyranny, the spread of political
quietism and of the tendency to regard all authority
as evil. Ibn Khaldun (d. 808/1406 [q.v.]) or his follower Ibn al-Azrak (d. 896/1491) then contended that
man is by nature oppressive and unjust.
In jurisprudence, there are two aspects of injustice,
the substantive or internal aspect of law, and the procedural or external aspect. Whereas the first is measured by the adherence to the sacred law, the second
or formal aspect of injustice is manifested in such corrupt practices as bribery, irregularity, inaccuracy and
partiality in the application of the law, commonly
named fish.
That justice brings about prosperity, and tyranny
the ruin of the country, respectively, is acknowledged
by several authors. Ibn Khaldun dedicates a whole
chapter in his Muhaddima to this aphorism. Attacks on
property, he says, means a general destruction of the
incentive to do business. Consequently, everything decays. Generally, social injustice is identified with taking
property by force or unfair means, with the unjustified imposition of illegal taxes or tasks and with the
use of subjects for forced labour.
Bibliography: No comprehensive and critical
study or bibliography seems to have been yet undertaken. In addition to the s o u r c e s already quoted
above, see for the K u r ' a n , Concordances of Muhammad Fu'ad cAbd al-Bakf (in Arabic) and H.E. Kassis
(in English); al-Raghib al-Isfaham, al-Mufradat fi
gharib al-Kufan, ed. Muhammad Sayyid Kaylam,
[Cairo] 1961, 315-16; T.' Izutsu, The structure of the
ethical terms in the Koran, Tokyo 1959, 152 ff.
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so far as to say that in ancient times the name "emerald" was applied loosely to green gemstones in general, such as tourmaline, jasper, malachite, and others
(Bauer, Precious stones, ii, 317).
Etymology
c

The Lisdn al- Arab lists zumurrudh as a synonym under
zabarajad (with the variant zabardadj.}, and this is
easily recognisable as a loan from Greek smaragdos,
"emerald", probably via Aramaic (Syriac (e)smaragda
(e)zmarragda/smaragdos). In the West, the Greek word
smaragdos was received into Latin as smaragdus, which
apparently developed into a Vulgar Latin form (e)smaraldum from which the Romance and, ultimately, the
English forms derived.
Definition

Emerald (Bes (Al,Cr)2 Sie Ois) is the green variety
and most valuable gem of the beryl family; it owes
its verdant green colour to a trace of the chromium
ion (CrgOa) in its crystal structure (Webster, Gems, 84).
The emerald green colour ranges from dark to light.
The most valuable variety is of a saturated or very
deep green (mushbac al-khudra], without any other shade
of colour, with good transparency (dj.ayyid al-md'iyyd).
The next in value is known as rayhdm, i.e. of basil
leaf colour followed by the silki, of chard green colour.
The least valuable is of light green colour (ankas
khudraf1), dull or opaque (aktar md'iyyaf") and with less
brilliancy (akall shucdcan).
Physical properties
The only colour of emerald (zumurrud) is green. It
is characterised by softness (rakhdwa) and brittleness
(takhalkhul), extreme smoothness (maldsd), lustre (sakdld)
and softness (nucuma) (al-Tifashl, Azhdr, 85).
The various defects that decrease the value of the
stone are: freckles (namash), inclusions (or patches) looking like African rye (harmaliyydt) and white veins (curiik)
(al-Blrunl, K. al-^amdhir, 161). An exclusive characteristic of the dhubdbi variety of emerald is its influence on the snake's eyes, which was tested by al-Tlfashl
and found to be true (Azhdr, 84). When an emerald
of this kind is drawn near the snake's eyes, they bulge
out of their sockets and burst. Other Arab gemologists made the same experiment with the rayhdm and
silki varieties, but the snake's eyes did not change.
Provenance

The earliest known mines of emeralds lie by the
Red Sea in Egypt (Webster, Gems, 84). Emeralds have
been found with Egyptian mummies. The appliances
and tools used in the working of emerald mining have
been found in the shafts of ancient mines dating back
to the time of Sesostris ca. 1650 B.C. The ancient
mines, known as those of Cleopatra, were rediscovered in 1818 by Cailliaud, a member of the expedition organised by Muhammad CA1I Pasha [q.v.~]
(Webster, Gems, 84; Bauer, Precious stones, 110, 311).
Arab gemologists agree on the location of emerald
mines as being in upper Egypt. Al-Kalkashandl [q.v]
mentions that emeralds were still extracted from the
mines near Kus [q.v.] in Upper Egypt until the time
of al-Nasir Muhammad b. Kalawun [q.v], but the
mines were then neglected until the 9th/15th century
because of high extraction costs (Subh, iii, 455). Emeralds are found, according to al-Tifashl, embedded
in a soft red earth inside the friable talc schist. They
never occur in gem-gravels like rubies and diamonds,
and their occurrence in Egypt is the same as that in
the Ural mountains (Bauer, Precious stones, 310, 315).
The best emeralds, which take the usual hexagonal
elongated form of crystal, are extracted from the vein
as one piece and called kasaba ("cane, filet, reed"),
whilst the small ones extracted from the earth by

sieving are called fass ("cabochon") (al-Tifashi, Azhar,
81-2). The beads cut from the small pieces are called
"lentil-like" ('adasiyydt) (Dj_awdhir, 163).
Medical and magical (talismanic) uses

While al-Birunl is silent as regards the practical
benefits of the emerald, al-Tlfashl (Azhdr, 85-6), Ibn
al-Akfanl (Nukhab, 52), Ibn al-Wardl (Kharida, 168) and
al-Bayhaki (Ma'din al-nawddir, 81-2) enumerate a number of what were in their time common beliefs about
them, applicable to the best quality of emeralds. They
say that the emerald strengthens the eyesight if one
gazes at it for a long time; it guards against epilepsy
if worn in a necklace or ring before the disease occurs;
it saves from death if dissolved in water and drunk
before the poison's effect starts; if drunk or hung
externally over the liver and stomach, it stops acute
dysentery, bleeding and leprosy; it repels venomous
animals from the wearer; and it strengthens the teeth
and the stomach if held in the mouth. Although alTlfashl affirms that these benefits are exclusive to the
best variety of emerald (al-dhubdbi), all varieties can be
hung on the upper arm and neck for talismanic purposes, and on the thigh of a woman in labour for speeding up child delivery (Azhdr, 86, tr. Abul Huda, 195).
Value and prices

Al-Bfrunf discusses the prices of emeralds, relating
the value in dirhams to carat weight, starting with
2,000 dirhams for 4 carats and ending with 32,000
dirhams for 21 carats (Djamdhir, 164). The caliph alMansur bought the emerald ring known as al-Bahr
("the Sea"), which weighed three mithkak, for 30,000
dinars (al-Djahiz, al-Tabassur bi 'l-tiajdra, 20), and alMa'mun bought a piece of a dhubdbi zumurrud that
weighed two mithkdk for 30,000 dinars (al-Bayhakl,
Ma'din, 81).
Historical records

The first emeralds and other precious stones to
enter the Muslim treasuries or private possessions were
obtained from booty during the battles with the
Sasanids such as al-Kadisiyya and Djalula5 (15-16/
635-7) and subsequent conquests.
Such emeralds were in the form of unset stones,
encrustations on objects such as figurines, tables and
other utensils, or carved in the shape of a spoon, a
handle of a knife, a long rod, or set in jewelry as
rings and strings. Encrusted and studded with emeralds and other precious stones were artifacts such as
a gold figurine representing a horse, a ewer, a gold
and silver table and a gold palm-tree (Kadi Ibn alZubayr, Haddyd, §§ 180, 189, 196, 201/209, 215).
Caskets containing large amounts of emerald stones
were to be found in the treasuries of the 'Abbasids
and in those of the Fatimids (Haddyd, §§ 150, 346,
357, 377, 412). Al-Rashld had an emerald rod more
than one cubit long (Diamdhir, 165; Haddyd, § 28),
and a similar rod was held by the Fatimid caliph alZahir when he rode in processions (Diamdhir, 165-6;
Haddyd, § 28). Al-RadI had, like al-Rashld, a passion for precious beautiful items made of, or studded
with, precious stones, and possessed [knife] handles,
one of which was of emerald (Haddyd, § 244). Highranking courtiers and officials possessed valuable emerald items also, and a concubine of Yahya b. Khalid
al-Barmakl is said to have given her personal physician an emerald spoon as a gift (Dj.amdhir, 165).
Bibliography. 1. Sources. Ibn Masawayh, K.
al-Djawdhir wa-sifdtuhd, ed. clmad cAbd al-Salam
Ra'uf, Cairo 1976; Djahiz, al-Tabassur bi }l-tid}dra,
ed. Hasan Husnl cAbd al-Wahhab, Cairo 1966; Ibn
Hawkal, Surat al-ard, Beirut 1979; Mascudl, Muruaj.
al-dhahab; Bfrunl, K. al-^amdhirfi macrifat al-ajawdhir,
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Beirut n.d.; Tifashi, K. A^har al-a/kar fi ajawahir alaha^dr, ed. Muhammad Yusuf Hasan and Mahmud
Basyunf Khafadjf, Cairo 1977, tr. with comm.
Samar Nadjm Abul Huda, Arab roots of gemology-Best
thoughts or the best of stones, Lanham and London
1998; Ibn al-Akfanf, Nukhab al-dhakhd'ir fi ahwdl ala^awdhir, Cairo n.d.; Ibn al-Wardr, Khandat al-cadj_d}ib
wa-faiidat al-ghard^ib, ed. Mahmud Fakhurf, Beirut
and Aleppo n.d.; Kadi Ibn al-Zubayr [attrib.], K.
al-Haddyd wa 'l-tuhaf, tr. and ann. Ghada al-Hijjawf
al-Qaddumf, Book of gifts and rarities, Cambridge,
Mass. 1997.
2. G e n e r a l r e f e r e n c e w o r k s . M. Bauer,
Precious stones, ii, London and New York 1968;
C. Cipriani, The Macdonald encyclopedia of precious
stones, London 1986; R. Webster, Gems. Their sources,
description and identification, London and Boston n.d.
(GHADA AL-HIJJAWI AL-QADDUMI)
ZUMURRUD KHATUN, a T u r k i s h s l a v e ,
mother of the 'Abbasid caliph al-Nasir li-Dln Allah
[q.v] (575-622/1180-1225). She was politically active
and continued the religious policy of her husband alMustadl5 [q.v] (566-75/1170-80) by favouring HanbalTs, e.g. Ibn al-Djawzf [q.v.], and interceding for
them with her son. The sources praise her piety and
generosity. She endowed madrasas, ribdts and mosques,
and had a turba erected at the grave of the mystic
Macruf al-Karkhf [</.y.], together with a madrasa. On
the occasion of her pilgrimage she allegedly spent
300,000 dinars for alms and on repairs of Meccan
cisterns and water-supplies. In the year 580/1184-5
she accompanied al-Nasir on a politically important
journey to Samarra3.
When she died in Djumada I 599/Jan.-Feb. 1203,
her son grieved deeply. At the funeral he preceded
her bier on foot. She was transported by ship on the
Tigris, all the boat people standing up in her honour (al-Safadf, Wdfi, xiv, 213), and was buried in a
turba built for her in her lifetime. Mourning continued for a year. Numerous elegies were composed, and
her possessions, including jewels and clothes, were distributed on the caliph's order.
Bibliography: Abu Shama, al-Dhayl cald }lRawdatayn, Beirut 1974, index; Ibn al-Sacf, al-Djdmic
al-mukhtasar, ix, ed. Mustafa Djawad, Baghdad 1353/
1934, index; Ibn Taghribirdl, vi, 182; A. Hartmann,
An-Ndsir li-Din Allah, Berlin 1975, 180 and passim.
(RENATE JAG OBI)
ZUN, ZHUN, the name of a deity of the dist r i c t of Z a m f n d a w a r [q.v] in eastern Afghanistan,
whose shrine there figures in historical accounts of
the Arabs' and Saffarids' penetration of the region.
In 33/654-5 cAbd al-Rahman b. Samura, governor of Slstan for cAbd Allah b. cAmir [q.v], raided
into Zamfndawar and attacked the "hill of Zun" (djabal
al-^un), entered the shrine and partially despoiled the
idol there, telling the local marzbdn that his sole object
was to demonstrate the idol's impotence (al-Baladhurf,
Futuh, 394). Over two centuries later, in the accounts
of the Saffarid Yackub b. al-Layth's campaigns in eastern Afghanistan, the shrine of Zun is described as
being set on a sacred mountain; the ruler there, the
Zunbll, was divine and was carried on a golden throne
by twelve men (Ibn al-Athfr, ed. Beirut, vii, 326).
Marquart located this to the northwest of the Helmand
river near Bishlang. See on these events, Bosworth,
Slstan under the Arabs, from the Islamic conquest to the rise
of the Saffarids (30-250/651-864), Rome 1968, 19, 34-6;
idem, The history of the Saffarids of Sistan and the Maliks
of Mmruz (247/861 to 949/1542-3), Costa Mesa and
New York 1994, 99 ff.
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The origins and affiliations of this cult are unclear;
it was clearly not Zoroastrian or Buddhist. Marquart
surmised that it might have been connected with the
celebrated shrine of the Sun God Aditya at Multan.
Bussagli has suggested the possibility of influences
from the pre-Buddhist divine monarchy of Tibet. The
title of the local ruler, Zunbll, earlier forms perhaps
*^un-ddtbar or *^un-dddh [see ZAMINDAWAR] , may appear
in Chinese sources as Shun-ta, and Christian ecclesiastical historians mention T^oi)v5a8eep and Zjindaber.
See J. Marquart and J J.M. de Groot, Das Reich %abul
und der Gott Zjln vom 6.-9. Jahrhundert, in G. Weil (ed.),
Festschrift Eduard Sachau, Berlin 1915, 248-92, and the
works of M. Bussagli and G. Scarcia discussed in the
two books of Bosworth mentioned above. An origin
in the religions of ancient Mesopotamia seems unlikely,
pace T. Fahd, Le pantheon de VArable centrale, Paris 1965,
199-201, nor an etymology from Greek, pace Wahib
Atallah, Sur un vers de Gam. Etymologie de zun et de
hirbid, in Arabica, xviii (1971), 49-54.
The end of the Zunblls and the cult of Zun was
brought about by Yackub b. al-Layth's operations in
the region from 253/867 onwards, with his killing of
the Zunbll in 237/871. Thereafter, all mention of
Zun and its devotees disappear, and we must assume
that Zamfndawar became gradually Islamised by the
early 4th/10th century.
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
ZUNBIL, the p u t a t i v e title b o r n e by a line
of r u l e r s in e a s t e r n A f g h a n i s t a n in pre- and
early Islamic times, who opposed the extension of
Muslim arms into their region for some two centuries.
In the Arabic historical texts, there is uncertainty
about the vocalisation of the name, with forms like
*Rutbll and *RatbIl, etc. given. The origin of the title
is quite obscure. Marquart was probably correct in
seeing in it a theophoric name which included the
element Zun [q.v] or Zhun, the name of the god
mentioned in the Arabic sources as worshipped in the
region of Zamfndawar [q.v]; but other, less plausible
etymologies have been suggested such as *zanda-pil
"furious elephant" as an epithet (Persian!) given to
the ruler by the Arabs when they encounted the
Zunbrl in war. The most thorough recent discussions
are by M. Bussagli and G. Scarcia, especially the latter's Ancora su «^NBYL», in AIUON, N.S. xvi (1966),
201-5, and %unbil or ^anbil?, in Yddndme-ye Jan Rypka,
Prague 1967, 41-3.
The line of Zunblls probably arose from the time
when the Southern Hephthalites [see HAYATILA] dominated Afghanistan south of the Hindu Kush and
northwestern India (5th and 6th centuries). They
were implacable foes of the Muslims from the time
of the first Arab raids through Sfstan and Bust [q.w]
in the later 7th century till the 3rd/9th century, when
the campaigns of the Saffarid Ya'kub b. al-Layth [q.v]
to Kabul and beyond seem to have brought the line
of Zunblls to an end, then permitting the Islamisation
of eastern Afghanistan.
Bibliography: See also the references given in
ZUN, and especially the discussion of the title in
Bosworth, The history of the Saffarids of Sistan, 85-6,
91-5. The course of the relations between the
Zunblls and the Muslims can be traced in the
works of Marquart and de Groot and of Bosworth
given in the Bibl. to ZUN.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
ZUNNAR (A.), the g i r d l e w o r n by the
"Protected Peoples", ahl al-dhimma (in effect, by
Jews, Christians and Zoroastrians), usually linked with
the shicdr or ghiydr [q.v], patches of varying colour
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worn on the dhimmis' clothing to distinguish them
from the Muslims. The zunnar was usually wider than
the mintaka, the general word for "girdle". The requirement of its usage is traditionally regarded in the
sources as being part of the so-called "Covenant of
c
Umar [I]", now considered to have been a body of
practices which grew up piecemeal and which did not
reach full legal embodiment till the 3rd/9th century.
See further DHIMMA and GHIYAR. The term itself obviously stems from zonarion, diminutive of Grk. zone,
probably via Aramaic zunndrd; in Syriac, it denotes
the girdle worn by monks. In Persian Sufi" poetry, it
is often used for the locks of the beloved.
Bibliography: See the arts, mentioned in the
text, and the references given in the El1 art. s.v.
(A.S. TRITTON*)
ZURAY1DS, a South Arabian dynasty of
Fatimid allegiance (473-569/1080-1173), of Yam
[q.v], centred on the southern port of Yemen [see
AL-YAMAN], Aden [see CADAN].
When the Ma'nids (Banu Macn), the then rulers
of Aden, suspended their tribute to their masters, the
Sulayhids [q.v.] in 473/1080, al-Mukarram Ahmad
marched on Aden for the Sulayhids, drove out the
Ma'nids and installed as joint rulers al-cAbbas and alMascud, sons of one al-Mukarram b. al-Dhi'b, in
return for their previous services to the Sulayhid
Fatimid cause. Al-cAbbas died in 477/1084 and his
son, Zurayc, who gave his name to the dynasty (Banu
Zurayc), took over as joint ruler with his uncle, alMascud. The situation remained thus until 504/1101.
Seeing that the Sulayhids were preoccupied elsewhere, the Zuray'ids repudiated their arrangement
with them, and declared themselves independent rulers
of Aden.
Our sources fail us badly, for there is little information on the independent dynasty. Its early history
was one of struggles between the two branches of the
family and all the problems of joint rule came
to the surface (see Smith, Ayyubids, ii, 63, for the complete family tree). In 533/1138 CA1I b. Saba3 b. Abi
'l-Sucud b. Zurayc assumed full power. After his death
shortly afterwards, his brother, Muhammad b. Saba3
took over and reinforced control over much of southern Arabia, apart from Aden. Muhammad was appointed an official Fatimid dd'i by the Fatimid caliph
in Cairo. Muhammad was able to bring much stability
to the southern area of Yemen, and in 547/1152
purchased a number of fortresses to bolster his
dynasty's position. He died in 548/1153 and was
succeeded by his son, clmran.
We know nothing of clmran's reign. He died in
561/1166, and thereafter the effective control fell into
the hands of Zuray'id slave ministers. Upon the arrival
in Aden in 571/1175 of the conquering Ayyubid force
coming to Yemen from Egypt [see AYYUBIDS] in
569/1173, the ruling minister Yasir b. Bilal was put
to death. It can be said, therefore, that the Zuraycid
dynasty was brought to an end by the Ayyubid
conquest of the country.
Bibliography. 1. Y e m e n i sources (relatively
late and confused). cUmara al-Yamanf, Ta'nkh alYaman, in H.C. Kay, Yaman, its early mediaeval history,
London 1892, 64-80 (Eng. tr.), 48-59 (Ar. text);
c
Abd al-Rahman b. 'All al-Daybac, Kurrat al-cuyun
bi-akhbdr al-Taman al-maymun, Cairo 1977, i, 30419; Yahya b. al-Husayn, Ghdyat al-amdm fi akhbar
al-kutr al-yamdni, ed. SacTd cAshur, Cairo 1968,
241-84 (a Zaydl source, slightly confused).
2. Modern sources. Husayn b. Fayd Allah
al-Hamdam, al-Sulayhiyyun wa 'l-haraka al-Fdtimiyya

fi 'l-Yaman, Cairo 1955, 345; G.R. Smith, The
Ayyubids and early Rasulids in the Yemen (CMS, N.S.
xxvi), London 1978, ii, 63-7; idem, The political
history of the Islamic Yemen down to the first Turkish
invasion (1-945/622-1538), in W. Daum, Yemen: 3000
years of art and civilisation in Arabia Felix, Innsbruck
and Frankfurt-am-Main 1988, 133; C.E. Bosworth,
The New Islamic dynasties, Edinburgh 1996, 104-5
no. 46.
_ _
(G.R. SMITH)
AL-ZURKANI, MUHAMMAD B. CABD AL-BAKI b.
Yusuf b. Ahmad b. Muhammad al-Misrf al-Malikf (b.
1055/1645 in Cairo, d. here 1122/17JO), r e n o w n e d
M a l i k i j u r i s t . His forefathers came from the village of Zurkan in the province of al-Manufiyya in
Lower Egypt. Already his father cAbd al-Bakl (d.
1099/1688; see Brockelmann, II, 414) had made a
name for himself at the al-Azhar University as a
jurisprudent of the Malik! school of law; he composed
a commentary on the Mukhtasar of Khalfl b. Ishak
(d. 767/1365 [q.v.]).
Al-Zurkanf himself was also a member of al-Azhar,
where he taught fikh and hadith until his death.
Alongside commentaries on works of his predecessors
among the traditionists, he became above all known
far beyond the borders of Egypt as the author of a
copious commentary on the Muwatta* of Malik b.
Anas [q.v.] with the title Abhadj. al-masdlik bi-sharh
Muwatta3 al-Imdm Malik, soon to be known as Shark
al-^urkdm (printed several times in Cairo in 4 vols.;
see Sezgin, GAS, i, 462).
Manuscripts of his works are to be found in the Dar
al-Kutub, Cairo, the library of al-Azhar, and in the
Zahiriyya Library, Damascus (see Kahhala, x, 124).
His Muwatta3 commentary was written, according
to his own indications in the preface and at the end
of the work, between 1109 and 1112. He was guided
by Ibn Hadjar al-cAskalam's [q.v] commentary on the
Sahih of al-Bukharf. A source-analytical study of alZurkanf's Muwatta' commentary has not yet been written. One may, however, consider as certain that he
had direct access to the pertinent commentaries on
Malik's work, i.e. al-Tamhid li-md fi 'l-Muwatta3 min almacdnl wa 'l-asdmd and al-Istidhkdr al-dj.dmic li-madhdhib
fukaho? al-amsdr by the Cordovan scholar Ibn cAbd alBarr [q.v.]. Al-Zurkanf would have used the manuscripts of these works that are extant in the al-Azhar
library. In addition to the canonical hadith collections
and musannaf works, he quotes, whether directly or not,
the K. al-Masdlikfi shark, Muwatta3 Malik of Abu Bakr
Ibn al-cArabr (d. 543/1148 [q.v.]), and the already
classical biographical work on the Malikfs by al-Kadi
c
lyad b. Musa [q.v].
The structure and the style of the work permit us
to infer that we are dealing here with a handbook
for teaching purposes treating the basic tenets of Malik!
law as laid out in Malik's Muwattoi in the riwdya of
Yahya b. Yahya al-Laythf [q.v]; as such it was beholden to the tradition of legal and traditionist scholarship as handed down in the madhhab. Independent
or groundbreaking comments on the legal material
presented by Malik are not to be expected in alZurkanfs work.
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
the article): Zirikli, Acldm, vi, 184.
(M. MURANYI)

ZURKHANA (p), lit. "house of strength", the traditional g y m n a s i u m of Iran.
The traditional zurkhdna consists of a building whose
architecture recalls a public bath (hammdm [q.v.]). Its
main room is often sunken slightly below street level
to provide for constant temperatures and prevent
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as Turkish wrestlers) is the 8th/14th-century Sufi"
draughts that might harm the perspiring athletes, and
Pahlawan Mahmud of Khwarazm, better known as
access to it is possible only through a low door, forcPurya-yi Wall.
ing everyone to bow in respect while entering.
Traditionally, admittance to the zurkhdna was forbidWrestling was patronised by the Saldjuks, Il-Khanids,
den to women, non-Muslims, and prepubescent boys.
Tlmurids and Safawids, and under the latter, wrestlers
At the centre of the room lies the gawd, a usually
were organised in a guild headed by a pahlawdn-bdshi.
octagonal pit about a metre deep in which the exerBut the earliest known mention of zurkhdna exercises
cises take place. The gawd is surrounded by spectaoccurs in a fragment dating from the Safawid era,
tor stands, behind which the walls are adorned with
Tumdr-i Purya-yi Wall. The first Western traveller to
pictures of athletes and saints. Of particular impordescribe a zurkhdna was Reinhold Niebuhr, to whom
tance is an elevated and decorated seat, the sardam,
we also owe the first graphic representation of one.
which is reserved for the murshid "guide" or "director".
Beginning in the early 19th century, the Kadjar rulers
The murshid^ function is to accompany the exercises
of Iran became enthusiastic patrons of wrestling, and
with rhythmic drumming and the chanting of verse | consequently, zurkhdnas thrived. They were embedded
from classical Persian poetry such as (but not limited
in a town quarter's social structure and constituted
to) Firdawsfs Shdh-ndma [q.v.] as well as poetry spean important part of community life. Some were frecific to the house of strength, most notably Mir Nadjat
quented by craftsmen and tradesmen associated with
Isfahan!'s Gul-i kushti ("The Flower of Wrestling").
the bazaar (suk [q.v]), some had a Sufi membership,
The standard attire for athletes is the lung, a cloth
and still others were used by men of questionable
wrapped around the loins and passed between the
mores on the fringes of legality, the lutis [q.v.]. Later in
legs; when wrestling, however, leather breeches (tunthe century, royal patronage led men of higher birth
ban) are worn. The exercises take place in a standard
to participate in the exercises, a development that
order. After some warming up calisthenics, in the
reached its peak under Nasir al-Dm Shah (r. 1848course of which one of the athletes may lift heavy
96 [<7-z>.]). With the advent of the Constitutional
wooden boards (sang) as he lies on his back outside
Revolution in 1905-6, royal patronage ceased, dealthe gawd, athletes do push-ups (shind) and then swing
ing a severe blow to the houses of strength, which
Indian clubs (mil), both exercises being accompanied
became once again a feature of urban lower middleby the murshid''$ drumming and chanting. Individuals
class culture. In subsequent years, the introduction of
will then take turns to whirl at speed about the gawd
modern Western sports and physical education dimin(carkh), and step forth to swing above their heads a
ished their appeal among athletically-inclined men,
heavy iron bow (kabbdda), on the cord of which are
while cinemas drew spectators away, ^urkhdnas might
strung heavy rings. Until the 1940s the crowning event
have disappeared altogether, had it not been for the
of a zurkhdna session was wrestling (kushti). With the
official millennial celebration of the poet Firdawsfs
introduction of international freestyle and graeco-roman
birth in 1934, on which occasion exhibitions of zurkhdna
wrestling, however, wrestling disappeared from the
exercises were held in public. They soon came to be
gawd. Traditional wrestling, which resembles the
termed warzish-i bdstdni "ancient sports", which implied
freestyle variety except that athletes are permitted to
that their origin lay in pre-Islamic times. This rengrab each other's breeches at the belt and at the redered it compatible with the official ideology of the
inforced hems, survived in a modernised form under
two Pahlawl shahs, which emphasised Iran's ancient
the name of kushti-yi pahlawdni ('pahlawdni wrestling"),
Persian heritage at the expense of Islam. It became
but lost its organic link with the zurkhdna. The loss
conventional wisdom that the zurkhdna?, originated in
of the institution's agonistic component lessened its
the underground resistance activities of Iranian patriattraction to young men, thus contributing to the
ots against the Arab and, later, Mongol invaders,
decline of its popularity.
although there is no historical evidence for this.
Traditionally, athletes were divided into a number
From 1953 to 1978 zurkhdna sports were mostly
of grades. These were, in ascending of seniority: nawca
under the control of Sha'ban DjafarT, who benefited
w
"novice", nawkh dsta "beginner", pahlawdn "athlete",
from royal patronage, having been one of the ringand, finally, each establishment's most accomplished | leaders of the August 1953 riots that accompanied
member, the miydnddr, who conducts the proceedings.
the military coup d'etat that ousted the Prime Minister
Beginning in the 1940s, however, these grades gradMuhammad Musaddik [q.v.]. The Shah rewarded
ually fell into disuse and were replaced by the stanDjaTarT with a modern clubhouse whose zurkhdna
dard international categories "cadet", "junior", and
was lavish by the humble standards of traditional
"senior", and, for pahlawdni wrestling, weight classes.
houses of strength. The carefully choreographed exerThe vocabulary, rituals, ethos and grades of the
cises performed by the members of this club became
zurkhdna recall those offutuwwa [q.v.] and Sufism [see
an exotic tourist attraction for visiting foreign digniTASAWWUF], but a direct filiation cannot be estabtaries and celebrities, including women. Led by Djaclished. Popular religion, especially veneration of the
farf, zurkhdna athletes performed by the hundreds in
first Shlci Imam, cAli b. Abr Talib, plays a major
Tehran's main stadium on such occasions as the Shah's
role in the institution, and proceedings are frequently
birthday.
interrupted by salvos of benediction (salawdt). However,
After the Islamic Revolution, the authorities of the
in the mid-20th century there were also a few Jewish
Islamic Republic emphasised the Islamic character of
and Zoroastrian zurkhdnas in Tehran, Yazd and Shfraz;
the institution and tried to popularise it again. To
their rituals were adapted accordingly.
attract young people, boys were permitted into the
The origins of the zurkhdna are shrouded in mysgawd, and a plethora of competitions are held with
tery. Wrestling has an old tradition in Iran, as evinced
the aim of turning the exercises into modern sport
by many episodes recounted in the Shdh-ndma, most
replete with point systems, records and champions.
famously Rustam's bout with his son Suhrab.
Whether these innovations can assure the survival in
According to Muslim traditions, the prophets Adam,
the long run of the zurkhdna remains to be seen.
Jacob and Muhammad, as well as CA1I b. Abl Talib
^urkhdnas can be found in most Iranian cities. Outand his two sons al-Hasan and al-Husayn excelled
side Iran, they were introduced to Trak in the 1830s,
at it. The patron saint of zurkhdna athletes (as well
where they existed until the 1960s. There are also
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zurkhanas in Adharbaydjan and Afghanistan, although their rituals differ somewhat from those found
in Iran.
Bibliography: R. Niebuhr, Reisebeschreibung,
Copenhagen 1778; M. Canard, La lutte chez les
Arabes, in Societe historique algerienne (ed.), Cinquantenaire
de la Faculte des Lettres d'Alger, Algiers 1932; H. Partaw
Bayda3f Kashanf, Tdnkh-i warzish-i bdstdm-yi Iran:
zurkhdna, Tehran 1958 (fundamental: this book contains the Tumdr-i Puryd-yi Wall and the Gul-i kushti);
A. Piemontese, L'organizzazione delta cc£urxdne" e la
"Futuwwa", in AIUON, n.s. xiv (1964); Djamll
al-Ta'l, al-^urkhdndt al-Baghdddiyya, Baghdad 1986;
Sadr al-Dfn Ilahf, Nigdhi digar bih sunnati kuhan:
zurkhdna, in Irdnshindsi, vi (1373 5&/1995); Mahdl
c
Abbasf, Tdnkh-i kushtl-yi Iran, 2 vols. Tehran 1374
sh./\995; P.L. Baker, Wrestling at the Victoria and
Albert Museum, in Iran JBIPS, xxxv (1997), 73-8; Ph.
Rochard, Le "sport antique" des zurkhdne de Teheran.
Formes et significations d'une pratique contemporaine, unpubl.
PhD diss., Universite Aix-Marseille I, 2000.
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ZURNA, a woodwind musical instrument, the
shawm, with a powerful sound, played in the open.
/(urna (zurnd) is the later Ottoman and modern Turkish
spelling of the Persian and early Ottoman term surnd
(surnd_y), surnd or surnd (surndy). The name spread
throughout the countries of the former Ottoman empire,
where it is still used in many places. In Egypt the
instrument retained its traditional Arabic name mizmdr
[q.v.]; in Libya and Morocco it is called ghqyta [q.v.].
The zurna is played with a double reed. Since the
reed vibrates freely in the mouth cavity of the player,
the instrument has a penetrating sound which the
player cannot modify. It became the characteristic
woodwind instrument of the Islamic world, played at
ceremonial, military and festive occasions. In Ottoman
times it served two different purposes. First, it was
the prominent melody instrument of the mehter [q.v.]
ensemble. Second, it was, and still is, the melody instrument of the popular pair of shawm and drum
(davul-zurna], played mainly to accompany folk dances
at festive occasions in the countryside. The folk zurna
is characterised by a fork-shaped "spool" (nezik) in the
head of the instrument. It was recently shown that
this "ingenious invention" allows the instrument maker
to fit the body of the zurna, in the region of the seven
fingerholes and the thumbhole, with an easily made
cylindrical bore instead of the traditional conical bore.
It can be assumed that the fork was invented in the
creative atmosphere of the Ottoman capital, from
where it spread through the empire. A vivid impression of the guild of zurna makers and players, and of
the varieties of the instrument known in 17th-century
Istanbul is given by Ewliya Celebi.
Bibliography (in addition to the titles listed in
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AL-ZUTT, the form in early Arabic usage for the
name of a n o r t h w e s t e r n Indian people, the
J h a t s [see r^Af], members of whom were brought
into the Persian Gulf region in the first Islamic centuries and possibly earlier.
According to al-Baladhurf, the Sasanid emperor
Bahrain V Gur (r. 420-38) transported Zutt from India
to Khuzistan and the Persian Gulf shores; these subsequently became Muslim and were settled by Abu
Musa al-Ashcarf [q.v.] at Basra, being attached to the
tribe of Hanzala of Tamfm. At least some of them
were caught up in the rebellion of Ibn al-Ashcath
[q.v], and after its suppression, the governor of the
East al-Hadjdjadj demolished their houses, deprived
them of their stipends and deported a certain number. Already in Mu'awiya's reign, the caliph had
moved some of the Zutt of Basra and some of the
Sayabidja [q.v.], of Malaysian origin, from Lower Trak
to the cAmk near Antioch and the Cilician plain
around al-MassIsa (in 49/669 or 50/670) (al-Baladhun,
Futuh, 162, 373-4, 376-7). At the time of the Arab
conquest of Sind (93/711), some of the Zutt of the
Indus valley (probably including indigenous Sindfs as
well as Jhats) were transplanted by al-Hadjdjadj to
the similar riverine environment of Lower Trak, the
Bata3ih or marshlands [see AL-BATIHA], Both al-Walid I
and Yazfd I further moved groups of Zutt to northwestern Syria, together with water buffaloes for the
hot coastal plains there (ibid., 168, 376), but many
Zutt clearly remained in Trak. Whether the grandfather of the Imam Abu Hamfa (d. 150/767 [q.v])
named as Zutf in al-Khatib, Ta'rikh Baghdad, xiii,
324-5, came from one of the Zutt groups of Lower
'Irak (Zutf is said to have come "from the people of
Kabul" and to have been a mawld of Taym Allah b.
Thaclaba of the Bakr b. Wa3il) is uncertain.
There may have been further migrations of Zutt
from India to the southern provinces of Persia and
to Lower Trak during early cAbbasid times (al-Mascudf,
Tanbih, 355, tr. 455). They seem to have become a
turbulent element of the population in the latter region,
and al-Djahiz names the £utt al-dajdm "Zutt of the
thickets [of the lower Trak marshlands]" as amongst
the outlaws and predatory groups with whom his beggar chief Khalid b. Yazld had kept company (K. alBukhald3, ed. Hadjin, Cairo 1958, 49, tr. Pellat, 70).
In 205/820 the caliph al-Ma3mun had to appoint
commanders for the war against the Zutt of Lower
c
lrak. But the troubles continued, and his successor
al-Muctasim had to send the veteran commander
TJdjayf b. cAnbasa against them in 219/834; this required a campaign involving amphibious operations,
and after the Zutt were subdued, 27,000 of them,
including 12,000 fighting men, were reportedly in
220/835 deported to Baghdad and thence to Khanikm
[q.v.] on the road to Djibal and to cAyn Zarba [q.v.]
on the Byzantine frontier in Cilicia. Zutt unrest does
not seem to have had the same social aspect as the
rebellion of the Zandj [q.v.] half a century later, but
may have expressed general discontent with the centralising policies of the Baghdad government; however,
its exact causes and motivations are unclear (al-Tabarf,
iii, 1044-5, 1069, 1166-70; al-Mascudf, Tanbih, 355-6,
tr. 455-6; Ibn al-Athir, ed. Beirut, vi, 362, 379, 389,
443-4, 446, vii, 80). The Zutt are mentioned in the
late 4th/10th century, when a Buyid prince, Abu Nasr
Shah-Ffruz, in 390/1000 disputed control of Fars with
Baha3 al-Dawla, and gathered into his forces local
groups there of Daylamls, Zutt and Turks (Hilal alSabi3, in Eclipse of the 'Abbasid caliphate, iii, 349; Ibn
al-Athir, ix, 160), but thereafter, mention of the Zutt
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as a special group seems to fade from historical record.
De Goeje in his monograph (see Bibl.) endeavoured
to show that those Zutt who originally settled at Basra,
but then scattered, including by a Byzantine deportation of them from cAyn Zarba when this last was
attacked by the Greeks, were the ancestors of a part
at least of the Gypsies [for whom see CINGANE; LULI;
NURI]. The modern Gypsy language, of obviously
northwestern Indian origin, in fact contains few words
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of Arabic provenance, and de Goeje's thesis remains
unproven.
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